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Gui^Tl^ioyes to Establish "Shop" in the East

MAJOR CIRCUITS STUDY ADMISH PRICE SITUATION

Spitz Gets Option on Cosmopolitan New York Studio

Has Acquired Equipment In

Plant Which Housed Davies

Productions

Eugene Spitz, who has operated
various Eastern studios, has taken
an option on Cosmopolitan studio,

New York plant controlled by the

William Randolph Hearst interests

through Cosmopolitan Productions,

he stated yesterday. Spitz also said

that he has acquired equipment in

the studio, which has been closed

for some time. Marion Davies made
a number of her productions there
during the silent picture era.

How They Started

TWO M-G-M SPECIALS

HITTING NEW HIGHS

M-G-M's two hot weather specials,

"A Day at the Races" and "Captains
Courageous," are proving record-
breaking b. o. tonics throughout the
country, the home office said yes-

terday.
The Marx Brothers' picture, which

is being held over for a third week
on Broadway at the Capitol, has al-

ready been held for a week or more
(Continued on Page 14)

Columbia to Expand Its

Divisional Meetings Plan

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Columbia will con-

tinue its plan to hold divisional

meetings several times a year with
sales district managers and sales-

men, it was announced yesterday by
Abe Montague, General Sales Man-
ager, at the ninth annual conven-
tion of Columbia Pictures which

J (Continued on Page 14)

I
;

IATSE Unionizes Track
Seattle—IATSE has organized Local

B-23 among employes of the Longacres
Race Track here, enrolling 60 ticket
sellers and gatemen. Track management
has announced a 20 per cent wage tflt.

No Blanket increase In

Scales Contemplated,

Say Execs

Convinced that increasing produc-
tion costs demand greater revenue
from theaters throughout the coun-
try, national circuits are closely
studying local situations from the
angle of upping admission price but
do not contemplate any blanket ac-
tion in this respect, according to
spokesmen yesterdav in New York
City.

The Loew circuit is trying out
higher scales in a few spots and will

(Continued on Page 4)

COURT T0~GET~ ROXY

FRANCHISE REVISIONS

C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of Erpi, entered the film biz some 20-odd years ago when
he joined the New England selling organization of World Films. Which qualifies him as pretty

much a pioneer. Credit the art work to ol' Colonel Hap Hadley

Screen Actors' Guild in First Move
To Extend Shop to Eastern Field

Roosevelt Signs Measure
Extending Admish Levies

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—President Roosevelt,

before leaving the Capital yesterday

for the Roosevelt-duPont nuptials

in Wilmington, signed the measure
which extends the 10 p.c. admission

tax for two years.

First formal move to extend the
"Guild shop" of the Screen Actors'
Guild to the East has been made in
the wake of the recent establish-
ment by the Guild of New York
headquarters.

Between 50 and 75 extras who ap-
peared at Jack Dempsey's restaur*-
ant on Tuesday night for the film-
ing of spot shots for M-G-M's forth-
coming feature, "The Big 'City,*''

were informed by producer's repre-
(Continued on Page 12)

Objections of bondholders to the
film franchise for the Roxy Theater
with respect to their position in the
reorganization plan of that house
were discussed yesterdav at a closed
meeting before W. C. Michel, 20th
Century-Fox vice president, at that
company's executive offices, 444
West 56th Street. Revisions were
made which will be presented to
Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey to-
day, it is understood.

Freeman to Personally

Contact Para. Partners

More trips into the field to keep
in closer personal contact with Par-
amount partners is planned by Y.
Frank Freeman, head of the major
company's exhibition interests. Fol-
lowing his trip to Dallas to confer

(Continued on Page 12)

5th N. Y. Newsreel House
New York's fifth newsreel house is

scheduled to open Sept. 1. Located on
East Fordham road, in the Bronx, it Will

be operated by Newsreel Theaters,
which also runs the Embassy on Broad-
way.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24% 24 245/8 + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29 29 29 4- Vi
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10% 10l/
2 lO'/fc 4" %

East. Kodak 172y2 172'/2 172y2 — 'A
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 20% 20% 203/4 + %
Loew's, Inc 75% 74 75 !4 + %
do pfd 106 106 106
Paramount 18% 17% 18 4- Vl
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 16% 163,4 163^ + %
Pathe Film 65/8 6 1/2 6% 4- Vs
RKO 75/8 73/g 75/8 + 3/8

20th Century-Fox . . 32'/8 32 32 4- 1

20th Century-Fox pfd. 393A 39]/2 393A 4- %
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 123/8 12 12% + 3/8
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 983/8 983/8 983/8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . IOOI/4 993/4 993/4
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47 88% 88 88
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 94 93% 93%— %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2Vi 2'/8 2% 4- %
Sonotone Corp 1 V2 1 Vi 1 Vi
Technicolor 29Vi 28 29 4- l 3/8
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% + '/s

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 10'/2 11 Vi

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 927/8 94%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 52 Vi 54 '/2

FOR RENT
for the summer

5 Room Log Cabin, Two Car Garage
On Private Lake Katonah

Beautifully Furnished

38 Miles out—Club Privileges

Electric—Gas—Water
$400 for Season

Write
FILM DAILY Box 1022

1501 Broadway, New York City

20 Key Pre-Release Dates

Set for RKO's "New Faces"

Twenty key city pre-release en-
gagements coincidental with the
New York premiere at the Radio
City Music Hall have been set for
RKO Radio's "New Faces of 1937."
The film set for national release

on July 9, is opening today and to-
morrow at the following pre-release
bookings, Keith, Boston; Iowa, Ce-
dar Rapids; Palace, Chicago; Pan-
tages, Hollywood; Hillstreet, Los

' neeles; Orpheum, New Orleans;
Brandeis, Omaha; Orpheum, Sioux
City; Keith, Syracuse; Keith, Wash-
ington,; Keith, Lowell; Palace,
Rochester; Hippodrome,' Cleveland;
Palace, Akron; Palace, Youngstown;
Circle, Indianapolis; Hippodrome,
Baltimore and Golden Gate, San
Francisco.

Grainger Signs Circuits

in Baltimore, Montreal

J. R. Grainger, general manager
of distribution for the New Univer-
sal, returned to the home office yes-
terday from a trip to Baltimore and
Montreal.

In Baltimore, he signed a contract
with the Durkee Theater circuit of
22 houses to play "U" product for
next season. Ed Heiber, manager
of the Washington Exchange, sat
in on the deal.

In Montreal, Grainger signed a
contract with Confederation Amuse-
ments Co., a circuit of nine houses
in the city of Montreal. Clair Hague,
general manager for Canada, and
Frank Leduc, Montreal Exchange
manager, took part in the negotia-
tions.

Roadshowing of "Handsome"
Hinges on Two Two-a-Days

Two-a-day runs on "High, Wide
and Handsome", in New York and
Los Angeles will determine whether
or not Paramount will roadshow the
production. Eastern premiere has
been set for July 21 at the Astor
and for Aug. 5 at the Carthway
Circle at the Coast.

In event Paramount decides to

give the picture special treatment,
it will be the company's initial road-
show since "The Crusades."
Paramount is dickering for the

Globe for a two-a-dav showing on
"Souls at Sea." This may open on
July 28.

S & C Actions Settled

Copyright infringement actions

brought by M-G-M, 20th Century-
Fox and Paramount against the
Springer & Cocalis circuit have
been settled out of court. They in-

clude a suit instituted by 20th Cen-
tury-Fox in connection with "Our
Little Girl" and "Under the Pam-
pas Moon," played at the Pilgrim
theater. This action had been pend-
ing in the U. S. District Court,
southern district of New York, be-
for Judge Patterson, with Attorney
Louis Nizer as counsel for the dis-

tributor.

New Amsterdam Opens
Tomorrow With Pictures

The New Amsterdam Theater, for
more than a third of a century New
York's most famous and aristocrat-
ic playhouse, will re-open tomorrow
evening as a motion picture theater
under the management of the
Cinema Circuit Corp.

Max Cohn, President of the Cine-
ma Circuit Corp., bought the the-
ater and office building early in
June as the crowning achievement
of his popular priced chain. His
double feature policy will be fol-

lowed, but an effort will be made to

maintain, insofar as is possible, the
characteristics that distinguished
the famous playhouse making it a
de luxe picture palace. To that end
extensive alterations and improve-
ments have been made, including re-
decoration throughout and enlarged
and newly-equipped rest rooms; con-
solidation of entrances to all divi-
sions of the house in the main
lobby in 42nd Street and the elim-
ination of the 41st Street entrance;
reseating of large sections, and a
new front. The entrance has been
completely remodeled, with a new
marquee and box office—all having
a bright bronze and cream motif. A
forty-seven foot light tower will

surmount the marquee.

Collins Is Intermediary

in Fleischer-Union Row

William Collins of the A F of L
has been appointed intermediary in
the strike situation involving the
Max Fleischer studios and the Com-
mercial Artists and Designers
Union. Designation occurred fol-

lowing a conference between Attor-
ney Louis Nizer, attorney for the
producer, and Mayor La Guardia.
Next conference between repre-

sentatives of the union and Fleisch-
er takes place tomorrow at the
Nizer office.

Expect 50 Will Attend

GB N. Y. Meet on July 9

About 50 home office executives
and members of the GB sales force

are expected to attend the annual
sales convention scheduled for the
St. Moritz Hotel, New York, open-
ing July 9. Attending will be
district and branch managers and
salesmen. Arthur A. Lee, vice-pres-

ident, and George W. Weeks, gen-
eral sales manager, will be in charge
of the proceedings.

"Marine" Opens Big In N. Y.

With more than 350 waiting on
line in front of the New York
Strand's box-office before the 9 a.m.
opening yesterday, Warners' "The
Singing Marine" opened to one of
the biggest crowds in house's his-

tory, it was said. Before the first

show was half over, the theater was
forced to hang out the S.R.O. sign.

Capacity was reported throughout
the afternoon.

Coming and Goinc,

GEOFFREY SHURLOCK, assistant to Joseph I.

Breen in the Production Code Administration,
is en route to New York for a month's stay.

SOPHIE PRIZEP, Si Seadler's secretary, leave;
for the Coast tomorrow for a month's vacation.

S. A. LYNCH and MRS. LYNCH have sailed
for Europe for a vacation.

ALFRED DE LIAGRE, JR., producer, returns
from Europe today on the Conte di Savoia.

HARRY KAUFMAN has returned from the
Coast following a week's search for talent
for forthcoming Shubert musicals.

GEORGE M. COHAN arrives tomorrow from
Europe on the Berengaria.

FANNY BRICE arrives tomorrow at M-G-M's
Coast studios.

BILL GRADY, M-G-M talent scout, is on a
tour of little theaters and Summer stock com-
panies.

HARRY M. WARNER, president of Warner
Brothers, is en route to company's studios in
Buibank, Cal.

RALPH COKAIN, former assistant manager
of the Lyric and Indiana theaters in Marion,
Ind., has arrived in New York to join the
advertising department of 20th Century-Fox.

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT, stage and screen ac-
tor, accompanied by MRS. SCHILDKRAUT,
sailed for Europe yesterday on the Aquitania.

MARTHA RAYE arrives from Hollywood on
Saturday for a personal appearance engagement
commencing next Wednesday at the Paramount
Theater.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Universal's general
manager of distribution, returned to the home
office yesterday from a trip to Baltimore and
Montreal.

E. J. SMITH of Imperial has left New York
for Atlanta, with intermediate stops at De-
troit, Buffalo, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

JOSEPH BERNHARD leaves New York next
week on a swing around the Warner Circuit,
with Pittsburgh as his first stop. '

JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE, who
are due at Dallas Saturday from the Coast,
arrive in New York July 9 and sail on the
Normandie July 11 for a trip abroad.

AL JOLSON arrives in New York from the
Coast shortly.

JAMES WILKENSON, head of the cutting
department for RKO, arrives in Los Angeles
today by plane from New York.

FRED BARTOW, M-G-M exploiteer, left the
home office yesterday for Chicago by plane.

MOLLY PRINCE, secretary to UA's western
division manager, Jack Schlaifer, is en route to
the Coast for a vacation.

JACK DOYLE left New York yesterday by
air for Hollywood.

JIMMY DOLAN and TED HUSING arrive to-
day in Chicago from New York by plane.

WHITFORD DRAKE, president of Erpi, planes
to the Coast tomorrow.

JUDY CANOVA, comedienne, left New York
yesterday for Paramount's Coast studios.

WILLIAM CLARK, of the Horlacher Delivery
Service, returned yesterday to Philadelphia after
a three days' business trip to New York.

KARL MACDONALD, South American sales
manager for Warner Bros, arrives today from
Puerto Rico, following visits to the company's
branches in Cuba and Trinidad.

CELEBS CHOOSE UNITED
Film stars, busy execs., fly

United to SAN FRANCISCO—
LOS ANGELES. Overnight
Mainliner lvs. New York at 5:5r

p.m.—3 stops— CALIFORNU
for breakfast. 2 other fast
flights, 9 to CHICAGO daily.

UNITED AIR LINES
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'Courageous* Wow $22,000

I may Set Pittsburgh Record;
Pittsburgh, June 22.

Give downtown Pittsburgh one
smash attraction and others will

benefit, too. That's been proven in

the past and is so again this week.
Lure is 'Captains Courageous,' at the
Penn, heading that house for its

biggest week: since 'San Francisco.'
Cinch to stick around for another
week, moving over to the Warner
to top off the fortnight. Similar
move with 'Day at the,

ing the.

truing a booki

i

emi (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—-'Captains Courageous' (MG).
Cricks are still tossing their hats in
the air and the paying public is back-
ing 'em up. Looks like $22,000 or
slightly better and moves to the
Warner Friday (25) for another
week. Last week, 'Day at Races'
(MG) another sock, winding up lust
short of $21,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Day at Races' (MG). Marx Bros.
>medy brought^

plenty

HOT WEATHER? WHO CARES!
MARX BROS.

"DAY AT THE RACES""

"CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS"
*

CLARK GABLE • MYRNA LOY
"PARNELL"

•
ROBERT TAYLOR • ELEANOR POWELL

"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
*

WILLIAM POWELL • LUISE RAINER
"THE EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS"

"BETWEEN TWO WOMEN"
Franchot Tone • Virginia Bruce • Maureen O'Sullivan

"THE GOOD EARTH" at Popular Prices
•

JEANETTE MacDONALD
"THE FIREFLY"

Allan Jones Warren William

And other Big Ones!

JAM!

Oov ~
>
^°
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U. S. FILM OFFICE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C.—Confirming' a

previous exclusive Film Daily
Washington report, Secretary of

Commerce Roper yesterday announc-
ed he had approved recommendation
of Dr. Alexander V. Dye, Director
of the bureau of foreign and domes-
tic commerce, for the creation of a
new motion picture division in that
unit of the department.

The announcement further con-
firmed the report that Nathan D.
Golden, motion picture marketing
specialist, who directed the work
previously performed in the field as
a function of the electrical division,

has been named chief of new unit.

"Economic importance to the
United States of foreign sales of mo-
tion pictures," Secretary Roper said
in making the announcement, "is

evidenced by trade estimates show-
ing approximately 40 per cent of
total annual income to American
producers in this great industry re-

sults from rental of films for ex-
hibition in foreign countries."

Roper declared increasing popu-
larity of American films in foreign
countries has prompted enlargement
of activities.

Harrisburg Union Elects

Wolfe Temporary Head

Harrisburg, Pa.— A charter has
been issued by the IATSE to a
union organized by cashiers, door-
men, head ushers and ushers of local

theaters.
The following have been elected

temporary officers: William Wolfe,
president; Robert McKay, vice-presi-
dent; Mary Belle Zeiders, secretary-
treasurer; William Yovanovich, re-
cording secretary; Sam Rubin, busi-
ness agent; H. Fehleisen, Zeva Yo-
vanovich, Steve Kovacic, trustees;
Ralph Himmelberger, sergeant-at-
arms; Zeva Yovanovich, Steve Ko-
vacic, executive board, and Zeva
Yovanovich, publicity agent.

JULY 1

William Wyler
Madge Evans
Don Eddy

M. A. Schlesinger
Irving Kahal

Waldemar Young
Charles D. Brown
Gertrude Lutz

^ -

—

~
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• • • A TESTIMONAL dinner was given in Cleveland
with three hundred local exhibs, exchange managers and com-
pany officials turning out to do honor to a real Oldtimer
I. J. Schmertz who is celebrating his thirty years' con-
tinuous affiliation with 20th Century-Fox and the companies
from which it sprang the dinner was held at the Beechmont
Country Club Schmertz, at the age of sixteen, joined Wil-
liam Fox as office boy and has been with the succeeding
Fox companies ever since without a single break . . . company
officials who attended were" Joe Lee, who acted as master of
ceremonies at the dinner Jack Sichelman, assistant to
John D. Clark William Sussman, eastern division man-
ager James Grady, Cincinnati branch manager Ira
Cohn, Pittsburgh manager and Sidney Samson, Buffalo
manager golf in the afternoon preceded the dinner
Schmertz was presented with a handsome set of flat silver

• • • AN UNUSUAL bit of advertising was that de-
signed by Howard Dietz being a seven-column colored ad
no less which was run in the comic supplement of the
Hearst newspapers in the issue of June 27 plugging the
Marx cut-ups in "A Day At the Races" this cartoon strip
gives extra advertising to all theater situations where Hearst
newspapers are published

• • • AFTER HIS success with "Cloistered" which
he brought to this country from France Rene Huisman
of Best Film Company plans to open offices in London, Paris
and Warsaw . . he will handle distribution of the product of
American independents who have no representation in Europe.

• • • THAT SERIES of 13 one-reel Vitaphone films of
Floyd Gibbons Thrill Stories is going to be given a great ex-
ploitation play by Warners the stories will be taken from
true adventures of the moviegoers received in a contest that
will be made nationwide $1,000 is offered for the best
true thrill story submitted between Sept. 1, 1937 and May 15,
1938 there is a second prize of a trip to New York and
return via an American Airlines plane . . . $250 will be paid
for each True Adventure story used as the basis of one of
these shorts . the series will tie up with Floyd Gibbons'
radio broadcast, which will use some of the stories for the air
program and pay $25 apiece for them the Colgate-Palm-
olive people sponsoring the radio broadcast, will give the Vita-
phone shorts a play on the ether, as well as placing display ma-
terial with 25,000 dealer drug stores throughout the nation . .

• • • FOLLOWING HIS graduation from Culver Military
Academy Hal Roach, Jr., is starting in to learn the film

biz at his dad's studios he becomes a second assistant di-

rector of the "Our Gang" comedies for which he was the
inspiration when they were first started sixteen years ago

• • • AN ANNOUNCEMENT from Grover Jones states
that his Hollywood Wheeze mag will now be known as just
"jones" . . . . Grover says he guarantees the jokes in his mag
to be older than those used by Jack Benny and Eddie Cantor

gosh, Grover, you're setting yourself an awful high mark
to shoot at. . . • Louella Woodford, the 19-year old daughter
of Jack Woodford, the Warner scenarist, has just had her third
novel, "Attestation," purchased by Random House

BIG CIRCUITS STUDY-

ADMISH PRICE RISE

{Continued from Page 1)

base its Fall price policy upon the
results as observed there, it was
stated.

Operators affiliated with Para-
mount are giving the matter much
thought and indications are that a
very slight increase will be general-
ly effectuated in the autumn. Price
situations which particularly need
correction, it was said, are in the
Middle West.
RKO has been gradually increas-

ing its scales in localities where such
moves are feasible.
The Warner circuit, it was stated,

has accomplished considerable by
way of increasing admissions.

Sunday Vaude Unopposed
at New Haven Hearing

New Haven, Conn.—No opposition
was heard to the proposed Sunday
vaudeville ordinance, brought before
the Ordinance Committee of the
Board of Aldermen, and the Com-
mittee will make its recommendation
to the Board before the next meet-
ing on July 12. Theaters and IATSE
•epresentatives spoke in favor of
the ordinance, as aiding business and
employment in the citv.

« « « » » »

Helen Lowell Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Helen Lowell, 71, vet-

eran character actress, is dead here,
ending a long career in stage and
film productions. She entered mo-
tion pictures in 1934 and appeared
in "The Happy Family," "Madame
du Barry," "Midnight Alibi," "Big
Hearted Herbert," "The Case of the
Howling Dog," "Devil Dogs of the
Air," "Party Wire," "Side Streets"
and "Maybe It's Love." In the radio
field she appeared frequently for
NBC, notably in a series of Tish
sketches based on the Mary Rob-
erts Rinehart character, and later
in comedy sketches for the same net-
work. Funeral arrangements are
pending.

Yonkers House to RKO
RKO takes over the Central,

Yonkers, July 16.

BIG,
NEWS

j

2iit>
AS SEEN BY |
THE PRESS 1
AGENT \f%

When the China Clipper leaves Hono-
lulu Harbor early this month, she'll

carry two large boxes of colorful fruit

of South Pacific Islands, needed for

"Ebb-Tide."—PARAMOUNT.
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A STORY SO BIG ... A SCENE SO VAST. . .THAT IT

Shirley Temple.. .topmost money draw in

the world ! Victor McLaglen ... in his most

stirring performance ! And right down the

line, every name a marquee bright-spot...

deeply loved for scores of outstanding

roles ! Plus thousands of others . . . fully to

portray the mighty sweep and manifold

drama of this brilliant production

!
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DEMANDS THE GREATEST STARS OF THE SCREEN!
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\., starring

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
ani

VICTOR McLAGLEN
with

C. AUBREY SMITH • JUNE LANG

MICHAEL WHALEN • CESAR ROMERO
CONSTANCE COLLIER • DOUGLAS SCOTT

Directed by John Ford

Associate Producer Gene Markey

Screen play by Ernest Pascal and Julien Josephson

Darryl F> Zanuck
in Charge oi Prodv
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A land ablaze with crimson war
- ,

. . . reckless raiding tribesmen
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d with them a gallant little girl

10 wins the right to wear their

cherished plaid. Glorious drama

to thrill all hearts. . .and make t
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NOW BRILLIANTLY FULFILLING THE
TRADE'S HIGHEST EXPECTATIONS

in its $2.00, two-a-day, world

premiere engagement at the

CARTHAY CIRCLE
HOLLYWOOD
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Clear your date book
for a long run with
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The triumphant cli-

max of 20th 's great

1936-37 season!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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"JXMU" from Hollywood "£oU
//
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

RUCE MILLHOLLAND left yes-

terday for New York. Spiller

and Bulgakov, Broadway producers,

have taken an option on his play,

"Faun," for summer tryouts and
fall production.

T »

Our Passing Show: Charles Chap-
lin, John McCormick, L. B. Mayer,
Brian Aherne, Jack L. Warner, War-
ner Baxter, Joseph M. Schenck,
Walter Wanger, Jesse L. Lasky,
Samuel Goldwyn, Carl Laemmle,
Jr., Charles Boyer, Jack Benny, Sol

Lesser, Jack Oakie, George Burns,
Gracie Allen, Will H. Hays, Fred
Beetson, George Cukor, Cecil B. De-
Mille, Walt Disney, Harry Edington,
Robert Florey, Eugen Franke, Anna
Sten, Dr. A. H. Giannini, Hedda
Hopper, Stuart Erwin, June Collyer,

Shirley Burden, George Jessel, Al
Kaufman, Eugene Zukor, Louis
Lighton, Ivan Lebedeff, Harold
Lloyd, Ernst Lubitsch, Bob Leonard,
Ida Lupino, William A. Seiter,

Frances Marion, Rouben Mamoulian,
Cliff Reid, Mel Shauer, Phil Rapp,
Nat Wolf at reception at Pickfair
following Mary Pickford-Charles
Rogers nuptials.

T T T

Ruth Hussey, who appeared in

the Los Angeles stage production of

"Dead End," has been signed to a
long-term contract by M-G-M. Miss
Hussey is a native of Providence,
R. I.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 96

JOHN STONE. Producer. Born in New York City and edu

public and high schools of New York, College of the City o

and New York University. Taught in the public schools and Morr

York, for 12 years. To Hollywood on account

of the illness of a relative and has been there

ever since. Secured a job as reader for Fox;

placed in charge of the scenario department;

made several adaptations and finally began

writing originals. After serving at the Fox studio

for seven years, went with Famous Players and

made adaptations for several Zane Grey stories.

Then returned to the Fox scenario department.

Has written more than 120 scenarios, 20 of

which were for Tom Mix. Was director of

foreign productions. In 1932, was made as-

sistant to Sol M. Wurtzel on his production

unit at the Hollywood studio. Early in 1931
was promoted to the post of producer. Gained

fame as the producer of the "Charlie Chan"
series. Hobbies. Handball, swimming. Stands

5, 10. Hair, brown. Eyes, blue.

• • •

cated in the

f New York,

is High, New

Casting assignments: M-G-M

—

Rita Johnson, "Live, Love and
Learn"; Universal—Montagu Love,
Moroni Olsen, Maurice Black, Cam-
eron Hall, "Adventure's End"; Wan-
ger—Dorothy Stickney, Florence
Lake, "I Met My Love Again"; Alan
Mowbray, "Stand-In".

Harry Rapf will produce "Thor-
oughbreds Don't Cry" for M-G-M,
with Freddie Bartholomew, Mickey

Rooney, Edna May Oliver and Lewis
Stone in leading roles.

T T T

Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pic-
tures has a new "find" in Joan Carr,
5-year-old child actress, signed for
"Broken Controls".

T T T
"The Mad Miss Manton," a gay

tale of a feminine sleuth, has been
purchased and will be produced by
Pandro S. Berman for RKO Radio
later this summer. Arthur Kober,

author of the hit Broadway produc-
tion, "Having Wonderful Time," has
been signed to write the screen play,
which will be adapted from an orig-
inal story by Wilson Collison.

V T
Victor McLaglen soon will sail for

his first visit in many years to his
native England. With him will go
Adolphe Menjou. The two are to
have key roles in Gracie Fields' first

20th Century-Fox picture, "He Was
Her Man," scheduled to go into pro-
duction at Denham. England, late in

July.

T V, t

Production activity swung into
high gear at the Walter Wanger
studios yesterday when "Stand-In,"
the new co-stariing vehicle for Les-
lie Howard and Joan Blondell, went
before the cameras. With the ad-
dition of this new production, which
Tay Garnett is megaphoning, the
Wanger lot is now shooting three
pictures simultaneously. The other
two are "52nd Street" and "I Met
My Love Again."

r v

Anita Loos and John Emerson,
signed by Samuel Goldwyn, will

have as their first assignment the
Merle Oberon-Gary Cooper vehicle,
"Spring in My Heart," which Wil-
liam Wyler will direct.

V

Louise Hovick has been assigned
by 20th Century-Fox to the fea-
tured role of a Sultana in "Ali Baba
Goes To Town," Eddie Cantor's new
musical.

G. J. Schweitzer Dies
Titusvilie, Pa.—George J. Schweit-

zer, 55, retired motion picture the-
ater manager, died suddenly of a
heart attack at his home here.

Schweitzer operated the Orpheum
Theater from 1919 until 1929, com-
ing here from Pittsburgh. His wife
and three daughters survive.

Strike Delays Steel
Chicago — H. and E. Balaban

Theaters circuit reports the steel

strike is delaying the delivery of

steel for its new Esquire Theater.
Opening of the house accordingly is

set back.

Corn Theater Sold
Everly, la.—The Corn theater has

been sold by R. J. Schoelerman to E.

Wilson.

Harold Lloyd, Author
West Coast. Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harold Lloyd is planning

to begin work as a short story writer.

His first work will be based upon a

%ry recently discarded after six

^filths' work, because it involved roy-

5^. Lloyd decided not to make the

picture after the political crisis which
developed in England. In magazine
form, however, the story would have
been praised in England if not pre-

sented in a film. Lloyd has about 50
stories under copyright, and nearly all

would make excellent novelette material.

World Pictures Lists

First Seasonal Group

World Pictures Corp. yesterday
announced the first group of the 26
films to be released bv the company
during 1937-38 season. The pictures

are:

"La Tendre Ennemie", directed by
Max Ophuls, starring Simone Ber-
riau, Catherine Fonteney, Georges
Vitray and Marc Valbal; "The
Monks", now being completed with
the cooperation of important Cath-
olic groups. Prologue of film to be
narrated by Rev. Father Michael
Ahearn, S. J., of Weston College,

Boston; "The Life and Loves of

Beethoven," with Harry Baur, di-

rected by Abel Gance; "The Ski

Chase," filmed at St. Arberg, Aus-
tria, with Hannes Schneider; "An-
nie Laurie", a modern version of

the Scottish classic with Will Fyffe,

and "Revolt in Morocco," directed by
Jean Benoit-Levy and Marie Ep-
stein; "The Secret of Stamboul,"
with Valerie Hobson and Frank Ves-
per; "Ninety Degrees South," mo-
tion picture record of the Scott Ant-
arctic expedition; "My Song of

Love," with Tito Schipa and Milly;

"Street Without a Name," with Po-
la Illery and Constant Remy, direct-

ed by Pierre Chenel.

The program also will include sev-
eral films pre-released here such as

Only Two Western N. Y.

Houses Dark for Summer

Buffalo—Only two film theaters
in the Buffalo territory are report-
ed closed for the summer, while two
others are under reconstruction.
The Majestic, Buffalo, has been clos-

ing these five years or more, its

manager, Ted Rosen, operating a
park concession annually during the
summer months. The Plaza, Roch-
ester, also is listed as closed.

Major and minor circuits will con-
tinue their operations as usual. The
Basil Brothers are reconstructing
the interior of the Roxy, Buffalo,
just added to their circuit. J. H.
McGrane, co-operator of the Cen-
tral Park, is rebuilding the Orph-
eum, which he bought from the
Frank Hohm estate.

"Masquerade in Vienna", with An-
ton Walbrook and Paula Wesseley
and "Slalom," ski film.

Featurettes announced include
"Song of Ceylon," documentary film

awarded first honors at the Brus-
sels exposition for Cinematographic
Art, and "What the Puppy Said"
and "What the Parrot Saw."

The remainder of the program will

be announced Aug. 1, Irvin Shapiro,
World's general manager, said yes-
terday.

Police Honors for Actress
Detroit—Mrs. Margaret Smuckler,

wife of Jack Smuckler, motion pic-

ture operator, was buried in Glen
Eden Cemetery with police honors.

A "rube" character delineator, no
Field Day of the Detroit Police De-
partment failed to see Mrs. Smuck-
ler as its walking advertisement on
the city streets. Dozens of uni-

formed police officers, the police

quartet, the motorcycle escort, and
Mayor were among those at the ser-

vices.

John C. Lynch Dead
Stockbri'dge, Mass. •— John C.

Lynch, 62, owner of the Berkshire
Playhouse here, retired vice presi-
dent of the New York Telephone Co.,
and a pioneer in the establishment
of radio stations, died suddenly in
Great Barrington.

Sandrich Signs French Stars
Paris (By Cable)—Following a series

of camera and voice tests in Paris,
Mark Sandrich, RKO Radio director now
vacationing in Europe, has signed Zella
Ozeray, French stage star, for a fea-
tured role in the forthcoming Irene
Dunne starrer, "The Joy of Loving,"
which he will put into production im-
mediately upon his return to Hollywood.
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SAG TAKES STEPS FOR

EASTERN GUILD SHOP

(Continued from Page 1)

sentatives that they would be re-

quired to hold SAG membership
cards if they anticipated appearing
on any future occasions before the

company's cameras.

The Guild has fixed Aug. 1 as the
"deadline" for the "Guild shop" in

the East.

Freeman to Personally

Contact Para. Partners

(Continued from Page 1)

with the Hoblitzelle group, on which
he leaves New York today, Freeman
returns to his office in five days and
then goes to Chicago and Minneapo-
lis on similar missions.

Music Hall's Summer List

Includes 3 U A Releases

Radio City Music Hall's summer
bookings, announced yesterday by
W. G. Van Schmus, managing di-

rector, include three U A releases.

Summer season list is topped by
RKO's "New Faces of 1937," which
bows in today.

Opening Thursday, July 8, Mar-
lene Dietrich and Robert Donat in

Korda's "Knight Without Armor"
will have its premiere. Another
United Artists release scheduled is

Walter Wanger's 'Vogues of 1938",

Technicolor revue starring Warner
Baxter and Joan Bennett.
Announced for later showings are:

"The Toast of New York," "Victoria

the Great," produced and directed

by Herbert Wilcox; and David 0-

Selznick's production of "The Pris-

oner of Zenda."

Conn Signs Cyril McLaglen
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maurice Conn has

signed Cyril McLaglen to star in

four pictures a year. First picture
starts in September.

SICK REPORT

Morrilton, Ark.—I. W. Nance, 35,

theater operator, was taken to a
local hospital Sunday afternoon suf-
fering from burns he received about
the face, neck, hands, and forearms
fighting a blaze that started in the
projection room. Attendants at the
hospital said he would recover.

THE
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NEWS of the DAY
Peru, Ind.—John Cotter, Russell

Rhodes and D. A. Becker have or-

ganized the Cotter Theater Co. with
offices at South Broadway.

Lincoln, Neb.— Milton Overman,
city manager of Westland Theaters,

Inc., is being troubled with his back.

He was injured a year ago playing
squash, and never fully recovered.

Detroit—J. E. Ferger, former as-

sistant manager at the Adams The-
ater, has gone to Beaver Dam, Wis.,
for Fox Circuit.

Seymour, Ind.—H. R. Wagner, op-

erator of the Majestic Theater here

was injured when struck by the pro-

pellor of an airplane while on the

Good Will Tour of Indiana.

Albany — Bridge Theater, Inc.,

Ausable Forks, has filed a certifi-

cate in the office of the Secretary
of State increasing the amount of

its capital from $16,000 to $35,000.

Cleveland—Charles School, M-G-
M cashier, has been promoted to

traveling auditor.

New Orleans — Alex Schulmann's
Casino is undergoing a thorough re-

modeling and repainting. New
lighting equipment is being installed

by Rainbox.

New Albany, Miss. — The Ritz
Theater here is installing new
lighting equipment and photo dis-

plays.

Baton Rouge, La.—Joe Barcelona
is reported ready to build a new
house here. The Milton Starr in-

terests have taken over his one Ne-
gro house, the McKinley.

Waveland, Miss.—Ed Ortte, who
runs a theater in Pensacola, Fla.,

added another when he opened a
house he built in this Gulf coast
town here recently. Place has a

good summer resort play as well as

a good backwoods draw.

Little Rock, Ark.—G. W. Jones,
Republic Pictures salesman here,

who bought the old Gem at Sheri-

dan recently, has changed the name
to the Rex. The house has been
completely remodeled and new
equipment has been installed.

Chicago — Pix theater has been
reopened after installation of de-

luxe seats, air conditioning, and new
sound equipment.

Montreal—Theater Holdings In-

corporated, with capitalization of

$49,000, has been granted letters

patent here.

Maiden, Mass. — Work has been
started on a new $35,000 theater, to

seat 600, being erected here for

Fred Green.

nearing completion here to replace
the house destroyed by fire.

Athens, O.—A $10,000 air-condi-
tioning plant is being installed in

Schine's Athena Theater.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Fred Hanke,
having installed a new air condi-

tioning system in his Lyric theater,

is planning additional improve-
ments.

Fostoria, O. — Fostoria Theater
Corp. here has been incorporated by
Walter M. Witherspoon, Lester A.
Stewart, and John Gutknecht.

Peru, Ind.—Cotter Theater, Inc.,
South Broadway, Peru, has been
chartered to operate theaters by
John Cotter, Russel R. Rhodes, and
Dorothy A. Becker

Cleveland — George Aylesworth,
who hails from Michigan, has come
here to manage the Regent Theater,
one of the Paul Gusdanovic circuit
houses.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The front of the

Whitehouse Theater here has been
redecorated and all display post-

ers put under glass.

Scituate Harbor, Mass. — A new
800-seat theater to cost $40,000 is

San Francisco — Anthony Hart-
ford is new addition to the United
Artists sales force here. He was
formerly salesman in Portland, Ore.

Boston — J. Cook, who recently
came to Boston from Texas for
Warners, has been assigned as as-
sistant booker for the local ex-
change here.

Hartford—Loew's have reopened
the Palace for the holdover of "Par-
Hell" with holdovers of "Day at the
Races," "Captains Courageous" and
"Emperor's Candlesticks" scheduled
to follow, after which the program
of the house is again uncertain.

Chicago—Jake Gross announces
the marriage of his son, Manuel
Gross, to Miss Mollie Zureches.

Central City, Neb. — Jack Riggs
has reopened his remodeled Sun
Theater after installing neon indi-

rect lighting inside and out and add-
a new marquee.

Omaha — Offices of the Omaha
Film Board of Trade will be moved
back to Film Row by Miss Regina
Molseed, secretary, with the halting
of Bank Night here, pending a hear-
ing this fall. Miss Molseed also had
been acting as secretary of the Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors Association
of Omaha, the Bank Night co-opera-
tive.

MILTON MOORE A6AII

PRESIDENT OF STI

Oakland, la.—Mrs. Mabel Hocken-
berry has completely redecorated
and remodeled the Liberty theater
here and installed U. S. Air Condi-
tioning cooling, purchased through
Western Theater Supply.

Omaha—Following completion of

two contracts in this territory for
Western Theater Supply, Larry Lar-
sen, theater architect has left on a

Chicago trip.

Birmingham, Ala. — Milton C.

Moore, of Jacksonville, Fla., was re-

elected President of the Southeast-
ern Theater Owners Association at

the final business session of the

annual convention here.

Other officers re-elected include:

William Griffin Cullman,, vice presi-

dent for Alabama; J. H. Thompson,
Hawkinsville, vice president for

Georgia; Hugh Manning, Etowah,
vice president for Tennessee; Tom
Brandon, Titusville, vice president
for Florida; Mrs. H. T. Wood, Wash-
ington, Ga., secretary, and R. B. Wil-
by, Atlanta, treasurer.

Oscar C. Lam, Rome, Ga., was re-

elected national representative to

the MPTOA, of which the South-
eastern group is an affiliate.

Delegates to the convention adopt-
ed resolutions condemning "unfair
trade practices of the motion pic-

ture producers and distributors,"

giving notice that unless "such
practices are eliminated theater
owners will petition the Federal gov-
ernment for regulation of the indus-
try."

Cleveland— Alfonso Bellanca has
been appointed to the Warner ad
sales department as assistant to

Tommy Felice.

Denver — Vance Graham, the
"voice" on the advertising films of

the Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, and Mildred Jackson, of the
KLZ Players, were married here
yesterday.

Cincinnati—Alberta Zieverink of

United Feautres, married J. Robert
Schoeny at St. Catherine's Church,
Westwood.

Boston—Alice Freeman of War-
ners became the bride of Dr. "Mac"
Shafetz at the Hotel Bradford.

Denver—Richard Dekker, Jewel
theater manager, and Madra Hus-
kie, formerly cashier at the Jewel,

were married in California, accord-
ing to announcement here.

Boston—Charles Lynch of RKO
shipping department here will wed
Helen L. Welch of Cambridge this

month.

Denver—Donnelly James, leader

of the orchestra at the Denver the-

ater, was married to Cleo Simmons,
in Boulder, Colo. Both attended
Colorado University there, and the

wedding took place in the char
after which the couple went tof
West Coast for a honeymoon.

l Liie

Cincinnati—Helen Cain, assistant

to Joe Getz, booker for RKO The-
aters, was married to Harrv Boh-
man of Covington, Ky.
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Stage Understudies Will

f i\ppear in Eastern Shorts

Scheduled for earl" production in

the East, a series of shorts based on
the activities of the Understudy
Club has been lined up by J. San-
ford Tush. Casts for these shorts

will be recruited exclusively from
the ranks of the understudies who
have appeared in past or present
Broadway shows.

According to Miss Penny Ban-
croft, president of the Understudy
Club, screen rights to the club's own
productions, "Bits from Broadway
Hits" on the stage and "Rising
Stars" on the radio, are in no way
affected by this deal.

Holyoke House to WMT
Holyoke, Mass.—The Strand The-

ater here will be operated by West-
ern Massachusetts Theaters, Nathan
E. Goldstein, president, announces.
The Strand Theater was for a num-
ber of years operated by the receiv-
ers of Olympia Operating Co., as
was the Victory Theater which was
originally built and operated by Na-
than E. and Samuel Goldstein.

Britain Clings to Short Reel, Deferring Decision

London (By Cable)—Decision on adoption of the 2,000-ft. reel, which is now in

use in America, has been deferred by the Kinema Committee of the British Standards

Institute pending a further investigation of the matter. Pending a decision, American
companies will be asked to continue their present practice of splitting reel for this

market.

Ready to Start Harper Job
Detroit — Excavating will start

for the new Harper Theater, 1,500-

seat East side house, in 10 days.
Lew Wisper, circuit operator, ad-
vises house will toe ready for open-
ing about Nov. 1. Details of plans
for Olympic Theaters Corp., an-
other Wisper and Wetsman affiliate,

will be disclosed shortly.

Veray House Leased
Veray, Ind. — Minor Bakes has

leased the Hoosier theater to

Charles Scott and Paul Bakes, who
will make some improvements.

Second House for Pearl
Chicago — Will Pearl, who now

operates the Alcyon theater in

Highland Park, will open the new
Pearl theater there early in Aug-
ust.

20 Would Be Censor
Richmond, Va. — More than a

score of applications have been re-

ceived for the vacancy on the State
Board of Motion Picture Censors
occasioned by the recent death of

R. C. L. Moncure. Job pays $3,000
annually. Attorney General A. P.

Stales will make the appointment.

Brumberg Back With WB
Chicago—Bill Brumberg has re-

turned to Warners' Exchange as
assistant to District Manager Leo
Blank, succeeding the late Charley
Lundgren.

Roob Remodels House
Port Washington, Wis.—William

M. Roob, who recently leased his

Port theater here to Fox, is remod-
eling his Grand theater.

Theaters Opening and Not
Closing in Frisco Sector

San Francisco — Unlike previous

years, 1937 will see numerous the-

aters opening for business rather

than closing for the summer.
Approximately seven new houses

will be completed and ready to op-

erate within the months of July and
August throughout the northern

California territory, and to date
only one theater has been darkened
for the summer, the 1,400-seat Em-
bassy, here. Scarcity of product is

the major reason for closing.
Major circuit managers, as well

as leading independents, insist that
anticipated business this summer
should permit profitable operation
of every house available.

Seattle Holds 'Em
Seattle—"A Star is Born" is in its

8th week at The Liberty; Marx
Brothers' "Day at the Races" in its

2nd week at the Paramount; "I Met
Him in Paris" in its 5th week at the
Music Box; and "Parnell" in its 3rd
week at Blue Mouse.

OF THE PENITENTES"
Photographed by the Vagabond Cameraman—Roland C. Price

BIG BUSINESS FOR ANY THEATRE— ANYWHERE
A Sure Fire Campaign Millions of Ready Made Audiences

Dramatized on Nation Wide BROADCAST
MADE HEADLINES IN LEADING NEWSPAPERS

Full Length Stories in Leading Magazines

BROKE RECORDS SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SAN DIEGO CAL
UA*LAWU

PHOENIX. ARIZONA
bAJN DLtCU, UAL. LONQ BEACR CAL#
TUCSON, ARIZONA BAKERSFIELD. CAL.
English and Spanish

WORLD'S DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS CONTROLLED
W by

MIKE J. LEVINSON
For Direct Bookings and Territorial Rights—Write—wire or phone

4376 SUNSET DRfVE HOLLYWOOD. CAL.
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COLUMBIA TO EXPAND

DIVISIONAL MEETINGS

(Continued from Page 1)

concludes today in the Ambassador
Hotel here.

"We will increase these meetings
to four during the coming season,"
stated Montague, who added the
policy had proven "most beneficial."

Decentralization of exploitation

effort, introduced for the first time
during the past season and similar

in principle to the decentralization
policy now being sponsored by Co-
lumbia's sales department, will be
continued on a larger scale during
the new season by Columbia Pic-

tures, the sales force was told.

Immediately after the convention,
the company's field exploitation

force, which makes its headquarters
in key cities throughout the country,
will leave for an extended tour of

the respective territories it covers.

This method will virtually establish
an exploitation department in each
key center. The various spots here-
tofore were covered personally only
when an exploitation man was as-
signed from New York to cover
some specific booking.
A further innovation will be a

change in starting date on advanced
campaigns of all important produc-
tions. Six months will now be al-

lotted to each major picture. Co-
lumbia also plans to issue prelimin-
ary manuals to be used prior to the
printing of the pressbook.
Columbia, the convention was told,

plans comprehensive publicity cam-
paigns for its serials. Mention was
made of Camel Cigarettes' tie-up for
Frank Buck's "Jungle Menace" and
General Foods' tie-up for Frank
Hawks' "Adventures of the Myster-
ious Pilot".

Lombard, Young to Play

in Columbia Productions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A Carole Lombard

production, a Loretta Young vehicle
and the Three Stooges cast in fea-
tured roles in the first Joe E. Brown
comedy will be an important part
of the 1937-38 Columbia program, it

was announced yesterday at the Co-
lumbia sales convention here.

Loretta Young, on loan from 20th
Century-Fox, will head a cast which
includes Randolph Scott in a fea-
ture to be directed by Al Hall. Ve-
hicles for Carole Lombard and Lo-
retta Young are yet to be set.

90 Stars In Single Reel

West Coast. Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—The most star-filled reel

ever made was announced to the dele-
gates of the Columbia Convention yes-
terday as a climax to the celebration
of the Seventeenth Anniversary of its

Screen Snapshots series. The reel,

released today, presents 90 stars in

reminiscences drawn from its 17-year-
old personalized history of the screen.
Pre-release bookings are being arranged
for first-run houses all over the country
and many circuits including, B. & K.,

Loew's, Skouras and Fox West Coast.

Reviews of- View Films
"The Singing Marine"

with Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Warners 1 Hr., 45 Mins.

SWELL SUMMER SHOW WITH LOTS
OF COLOR AND MUSIC AND DICK
POWELLS SINGING FEATURED.

This is mostly Dick Powell, for he is in

evidence the greater part of the time, and
he seems to be singing more than in any

of his other pictures. In any event it is

a fine show for the younger element, for

it is filled with the spirit of youth and

song and laughter and love. And that

abcut makes up the requirements for this

musical-comedy type of entertainment.

Powell is in the Marines on the West
Coast, and on his furlough the members of

his company make up a purse so he can

go to New York and make a try for the

Amateur Radio Hour contest as the Singing

Marine. Doris Weston, who has won the

local beauty contest, also goes along. Dick

goes over big on the program, while Doris

flops with nervousness. Then into the

business of being skyrocketed to fame by

Hugh Herbert as his manager, going kind

of ritzy on the old Marine gang who re-

sent it, and finally the Marine division is

shipped to Shanghai. Powell and Doris

«is his secretary go along on another steam-

er with a couple of his oldtime Marine pals

who are still sore at his conduct. In

Shanghai Powell gets his own night club,

which he turns over to Ma Marine (Jane

Darwell) when she loses her club through

financial reverses, and so reestablishes him-

self as a regular guy with the Marine out-

fit. It is pepped up all the way with

snappy lines, good comedy, plenty of catchy

music and Dick's singing. Also plenty of

good looking gals. Powell is at his best.

Doris Weston is very charming. Hugh
Herbert kicks in with his funny antics.

Larry Adler does some remarkable playing

on the harmonica. Directed by Ray En-

right with snap and fine pace.

Cast: Dick Powell, Doris Weston, Lee

Dixon, Hugh Herbert, Jane Darwell, Allen

Jenkins, George (Doc) Rockwell, Larry Ad-

ler, Rose King, Marcia Ralston, Guinn Wil-

liams, Veda Ann Borg, Jane Wyman, Ber-

ton Churchill, Eddie Acuff, Henry O'Neill,

Addison Richards, James Robbins, Miki

Morita, Pierre Watkins.
Director, Ray Enright; Musical Direction,

Busby Berkeley; Music and Lyrics, Harry

Warren, Al Dubin.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Ex-

cellent.

F. A. Juilliard Dead
Tuxedo Park, N. Y. — Frederic A.

Juilliard, 70, textile manufacturer,
patron of music, and nephew of the
late Augustus D. Juilliard who
founded the Juilliard Musical Foun-
dation, is dead here following a long
period of failing health. He is sur-
vived by his sister, Mrs. Mark L.

McDonald of Santa Rosa, Cal. Fun-
eral arrangements are pending.

"Gamblers" for Criterion

"King of Gamblers," Paramount
picture, opens at the New York Cri-
terion tomorrow night and will be
followed by a revival of "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer," which goes into the
house July 9.

"A Fight to the Finish"
with Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Columbia 67 Mins.

LURID TALE OF TAXI DRIVERS' WAR
HAS PLENTY OF THRILLS AND ACTION
FOR POP CROWDS.

Made for thrill purposes only, this one
will exercise little appeal for the femmes,
for the action is too rough and sometimes
brutal. But for the males who like their

film fare snappy and mussy, this one is

made to order. Don Terry is the tough

hombre who is the fleet superintendent

for a taxi company. In a fight with a taxi

driver for a rival concern, the other man
falls against a grease rack and dies. Ward
Bond, his assistant, who is after Terry's

job, perjures himself as the only witness

of the fight, and Terry goes to jail for a

couple of years. On coming out, the action

concerns itself principally with the deadly

rivalry between the two men. Terry gath-

ers all his old taxi drivers around him who
have been fired by the new superintendent,

Bond, and they start a rival fleet. Then
the taxi war is on in earnest, with all sorts

of tricky and rough stuff pulled on both

sides. Finally it culminates in the deliber-

ate murder of one of Terry's drivers on

the orders of Bond. The climax and big

punch comes as Terry sets out by a clever

ruse to force a confession from his rival

that clears everything and reinstates him

in his old job. A slight love interest with

a nurse played by Rosalind Keith lends the

romantic appeal. Director Coleman got the

most out of it with the suspense and fast

tempo.

Cast: Don Terry, Rosalind Keith, George

McKay, Ward Bond, Wade Boteler, Lucile

Lund, Ivan Miller, Thomas Chatterton,

Frank Sheridan, Harold Goodwin.

Producer, Ralph Cohn; Director, C. C.

Coleman; Author, Harold Shumate; Screen

play, Same; Editor, Dick Fantl; Camera-

man, George Meehan.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

Golden State Expanding

in Frisco, Fresno Valley

San Francisco—Golden State cir-

cuit is embarking on expansion ac-

tivities in San Francisco and the

Fresno valley territory. A 700-seat

house will be erected immediately
in Merced, where the old Golden
State house was burned some time
ago. The circuit also recently ac-

quired the Madera Theater in Ma-
dera from Harvey Amusements Co.,

and James Gallagher, former man-
ager of the Merced house, is now
managing it.

Other Golden State purchases and
plans include acquisition of the

State in South San Francisco, and
remodeling of its 1000-seat house in

Lodi. as well as construction of a
new 600-capacity theater at nearby
Tulare.

M T S C Dissolves

Albany—A certificate has been
filed in the office of the Secretary
of State dissolving the corporate
existence of Metropolitan Theaters
Service Corp., New York City.

TWO M-G-M SPECIAL

HITTING NEW HIGHS

(Continued frt,m Page 1)

of extra playing time in 32 key city
spots, thus surpassing the biz done
last year on "A Night at the Opera."
Theaters where the picture has
played three weeks are the Capitol,
New York, the Fox, Philadelphia,
and the Paramount, San Francisco.

Theaters with a two-week run to
date are the State, Boston; Orpheum,
Boston; Poli to Lyric, Bridgeport;
Great Lakes, Buffalo; Palace to
Keith's, Cincinnati; State to Still-

man, Cleveland; Ohio, Coulmbus;
Loew's, Dayton, 0.; Regent, Harris-
burg; Poli to Palace, Hartford; Poli
to College, New Haven; Penn to
Warner, Pittsburgh; State, Provi-
dence; Colonial, Reading, Pa.; Loew's,
Rochester; Loew's, Wilmington,
Del.; Poli to Elm Street, Worcester;
Orpheum, Denver; Midland, Kansas
City, Mo.; Loew's, Louisville, Ky.;
State and Chinese to U. A. and Wil-
shire, Los Angeles; Milwaukee, Mil-
waukee; State, St. Louis; Paramount
to Studio, Salt Lake City; Fifth
Avenue, Seattle; State, Spokane;
State, Houston; Vendome, Nash-
ville; State, New Orleans; Palace to
Tower, Dallas.

"Captains Courageous," which com-
pletes an eight-week Broadway road-
show run at the Astor July 5, has
not been released in as many key
city popular priced spots as "A Day
at the Races," but has 13 hold-over
engagements to its credit. These
are as follows: Grand, Atlanta; Cen-
turv, Baltimore; Poli to Lyric,
Bridgeport; Albee to Capitol, Cincin-
nati; State to Stillman, Cleveland;
State, Houston; Palace, Indianap-
olis; Penn to Warner, Pittsburgh;
United Artists, Portland; Poli to
College, New Haven; Paramount to
Studio, Salt Lake City; Palace,
Washington, D. C; and State, New
Orleans.

Embassy Co. Incorporates
Detroit — Embassy Talking Pic-

tures Productions Co., new commer-
cial production studio, has incor-
porated as a Michigan company.
Incorporators are Albert A. Weiner,
Lyle H. Rosenberg, and Edward J.

Weiner.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

The United States supplied 83.1 per-

cent of the total importations of mo-
tion picture films into Chile for 1936,
as compared to estimates of 81 percent

for 1935, and 97 percent for 1934.

II
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First Warner Foreign Show Window

RKO RAD1 PLANS $18,10,000 1937-38JUDGET

Balaban Sees Public Demand for Million Dollar Pix

School Pix
. . . and the industry= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

CURTHER exploration of the educational

possibilities of motion pictures, recent

manifestations of which include the ap-

pointment of a special MPPDA committee,
the establishment of a Film Study academic
division at Columbia University and the an-

nouncement of the Progressive Education

Association's ambitious program, is weight-

ed with significance for the industry.

Obviously, the American schools, private

as well as public, represent a rich market.

Just how rich is best established by a com-
parison between the number of U. S. film

theaters and the number of school build-

ings with electric power available. There
are approximately 18,000 commercial the-

aters, whereas the schools total approxi-

mately 100,000.

/"\NLY one-tenth of the schools, it is

^^ estimated, are equipped with projec-

tors. Sound machines are said to be fewer
than 1,000, while 16 mm. projectors, today
generally accepted as standardized class

room equipment, probably do not number
more than 700.

Paraphrasing Eugene O'Neill, "Thar's gold

in them schools" for the equipment manu-
facturer, the supply house and the pro-

ducer.

Yes, and for the showman as well.

o

PERIODICALLY, one hears the exhibitor

' complaint that too little attention is

paid to the task of building tomorrow's
audience. Leaving aside the debatable

question of whether or not the studios are

paying sufficient attention to the kid trade,

it is reasonably clear that there could be

few better ways to develop a movie-minded
generation than the introduction of films

in the classrooms.

Particularly does that apply to the pro-

gram conceived by the Progressive Educa-

tion Association, a program which con-

templates the adaptation of non-current

H *kteal films to educational uses.

.-_§^s conceivable that classroom films

depicting the life of an amoeba might not

aid the b.o. of the neighborhood exhib.

But classroom projection of "real life"

problems from Hollywood's "Cavalcade",

"The Devil is a Sissy," "Fury," "Winter-
set" and "Men in White" not only should,

but would. And it is such pictures which

the PEA will use.

Quotes B. O. Graphs to

Explain Reason for High

Cost Films
Public demand for productions

costing $1,000,000 or more was indi-

cated yesterday by Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount, who, with
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
company's executive committee, has
gone to the coast from New York to

(Continued on Page 4)

20% CANCELLATION

DEMANDED BY STOA

Birmingham, Ala. — A resolution

calling for a 20 per cent cancella-

tion clause in film contracts was
adopted by the Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association at the con-

vention just closed here. Action fol-

lowed an emphatic plea for such a
(Continued on Page 4)

Latin American Film Biz

Fair, Says WB's M'Donald

Film business in Cuba, Puerto
Rico and Trinidad is fair, said Karl
MacDonald, Latin American manag-
er for Warner Bros.-First National,
when he arrived in New York yes-
terday from a trip to his territory.

Both theater building and produc-
tion are dormant in this region, he
stated.

Smalley's Schine Squawk
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—William Smalley, upstate

New York circuit operator, is reported
to have filed a complaint with the De-
partment of Justice in connection with
protection taken by the Schine Circuit.

ROXY FILM FRANCHISE

DECISION ON TDESDAY

Federal Judge Francis G. Gaffey
yesterday reserved decision until

next Tuesday, July 6, on the pro-
posed 20th Century-Fox film fran-
chise to the Roxy Theater.

It was stated at the outset by
Carlos Israels, attorney for the
Pounds committee, that all counsel
in the Roxy proceedings who attend-
ed the closed hearing last Wednes-
day at 20th Century-Fox executive

(Continued on Page 8)

Minnesota's Circuit Tax
Bill Stays in Committee

St. Paul, Minn.—Minnesota's pro-

posed circuit movie tax bill ran into

further difficulties when its sponsor
tried to get the bill reported by the
Rules Committee. He failed to do
so, as was expected, but the vote of
77 to 33, although short of the nec-
essary two-thirds majority, indi-

(Continued on Page 4)

Warners to Build $T,250,000 House

As Its First Show Window in Europe

St. Louis Pooling Okay
Waits on Arthur's Return

St. Louis, Mo.—With Harry C.

Arthur, chief executive for Fanchon
& Marco, scheduled to arrive here
from New York on July 6 it is an-
ticipated that he will put his final

approval on the theater pooling ar-
(Continued on Page 2)

London (By Cable)—Extension of

Warner theater operations to Eng-

land, first reported as a possibility

in late March, is to become an ac-

tuality.

Warner Brothers, Ltd. has pur-

chased the famed Daly's Theater in

Leicester Square and plans to demol-
(Continued on Page 4)

Figure Represents $3,500,000
Increase, Sam Briskin

Announces
By EDWARD HARRISON
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Hollywood—RKO Radio will spend
$18,000,000 on production for 1937-

38, an increase of $3,500,000 over
the current season, Sam Briskin,
production chief said yesterday.
Briskin's views follow:

"Rising labor costs and increased
production of 'A' pictures explain
the budget boost. Star salaries have
never been so high and there is no
top. Production of 20 'A' pictures
is planned for next season.
"Higher production costs necessi-

(Continued on Page 8)

spot bommTpolicy

seen for n. y. riv0li

With its 10-year franchise with
United Artists now expired and no
renewal indicated, the Rivoli, oper-
ated by the Skouras interests, will

depend principally upon spot book-
ings during the year ahead, it was
learned yesterday.
United Artists, which has sold

three of its leading attractions to
(Continued on Page 2)

Educational Group Eyes

15,000 Short Subjects

Approximately 15,000 short sub-
jects produced by major companies
since the beginning of sound pic-

tures are now being examined by an
advisory committee of educators
with idea of using them for educa-
tional purposes in the schools, it was
stated by Mark A. May, director of
the Institute of Human Relations, in

(Continued on Page 2)
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29y4 29V4 29V4 + 14

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 27/8 23/4 27/8 + Vs

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10% 105/8 10% + Vs

East. Kodak 173 172'/4 17234 + Va.

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 22 1/8 21 1/4 22% + 1 3/8

Loew's, Inc 77 76 76'/4 + 1 Vs

do pfd 106 106 106
Paramount 193/4 18% 193/4 + 134

Paramount 1st pfd.. 131 131 131 + 83/4

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 18 1714 18 + 114

Pathe Film 7l/4 63/4 63/4 + %
RKO 8 73/4 73/4 + %
20th Century-Fox . 33% 3214 32% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 12% 12% 123/4 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46

Loew 6s41ww 99 983/4 983/4 + 3/8

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. 993/4 993/4 99%
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 90 883/8 90 +2
RKO 6s41 106 105% 106 — 1%
Warner's 6s39 94% 93 94'/2 + 1 Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National ... 2% 2% 2%
Sonotone Corp 1 Vi 1% JVi ••••
Technicolor 29% 285/8 283/4 — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 414
Universal Picts

N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95

Fox Thea. Bldg, 6%s 1st '36 10% 11%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93 94

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43... 52'/2 54%

Ban Illinois Bank Night
Chicago — Police authorities of

suburban towns yesterday warned
theater managers still using bank
night and other prize drawings that

they must discontinue them. Police-

men appeared on stages of three

Berwin theaters making announce-
ment to this effect. Theater own-
ers of Cicero, Maywood, Forest
Park and Melrose Park were given
similar notifications.

Educational Group Eyes

15,000 Short Subjects

(.Continued from Page 1)

an address delivered yesterday be-
fore the National Educational Asso-
ciation at Detroit.

This survey will not be completed
until September, it was indicated in

New York. It signalizes prelimin-
ary steps in a cooperative move be-
tween major companies and educa-
tional groups.

Out of about 100,000 school
houses in America which have elec-

tric current, not more than 10,000
are eouipped with projectors, said
May in his address. He estimated
that so-called educational or in-

structional films produced to date
do not exceed 10,000.

In another tieup with educational
forces through the Progressive Edu-
cational Association, the first-line

outfits will cooperate with schools in

the "presentation of the country's
vital social problems" through pic-

tures. Program involves cutting of

features into shorts, "each of which
will serve to bring into sharp focus
a 'real life' problem."

"New Faces of 1937" Gets

Away to 4 Flying Starts

"New Faces of 1937" got away to

a flying start in three keys Wednes-
day and at the Radio City Music Hall
here yesterday, according to reports
to the RKO Radio home office last

night.
At the Golden Gate, Frisco, "New

Faces of 1937" drew the biggest
opening "take" since "Top Hat". At
the Keith Theater, Washington, it

brought in that house's largest
frowd in 6 months. In Los Angeles,
the picture opened big for a simul-
taneous run in the Hill Street and
Pantaees (Hollywood) Theaters, de-
spite the hottest weather of the year
there. At the Music Hall "New
Faces" packed the house, with a
mob of standees, yesterday.

Schine-Buck Merger
Fostoria, O.—Fostoria's three film

theaters, the State, Civic, and Roxy,
were merged July 1 as the Fostoria
Theater Corp.. with all stock held
by the State Theater and the Schine
Enterprises. The Schine interests
took over the Civic and Roxy several
months ago. The State was estab-
lished bv Arthur and Ural Buck. Ar-
thur will retire and Ural will con-
tinue as manager.

John A. Hope Dead
St. Louis, Mo.—Referee in Bank-

ruptcy John A. Hope, who handled
various matters involving the Skou-
ras Bros. Enterprises, Inc., bank-
ruptcy proceedings died at St.

Luke's Hospital at the age of 67
vears. Funeral services took place
at his former home in Jackson, Mo.

Am. Seating Co. Dividend
Chicago— The American Seating

Co. will pay a twenty-five cent divi-

dend on July 22 to holders of com-
mon stock of record on July 2.

St. Louis Pooling Okay
Waits on Arthur's Return

(Continued from Page 1)

rangement that will include Bess
Schulter's Columbia, the Avalon and
the Roxy which Mrs. Schulter and
Alex Papand operate jointly, and
Papand's Powhattan Theater in Ma-
plewood and his White Way The-
ater in the city, as well as the St.

Louis Amusement Co.'s Granada,
Kingsland and Shaw theaters in

Southwest St. Louis, and their Ma-
plewood Theater in Maplewood.
The Fanchon & Marco interests

which have had a gentleman's
agreement with Harry Greenman,
who operates the Yale and Dakota
in South St. Louis will enter into

an open booking arrangement with
him.

It is probably Fanchon & Marco
will also book films for the Nor-
mandy Theater in St. Louis County,
which has been sort of under Green-
man's wing in recent weeks.

Marion Davies Re-named
Prexy of Relief Fund

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marion Davies has

been re-elected prexv of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund of America,
Inc., for a fifth term. Others named
follow:
Ronald Colman, first vice-presi-

dent; Mary Pickford, second vice-
president; Will H. Hays, third vice-
president; Samuel Goldwyn. fourth
vice-president; Jack L. Warner,
treasurer, and Alex Freundlich, sec-
retary.

Trustees elected for the three-
year term:

Richard Barthelmess. Joe E.
Brown, Frank Craven, Marion Da-
vies, Cecil B. DeMille, Janet Gavnor,
W. R. Hearst, Carl Laemmle, Fred-
ric March and Joseph M. Schenck.

UMPTO Calls Exhib.

Mass Meeting July 8

Philadelphia — UMPTO "war
board" yesterday voted to include
Paramount Newsreels and shorts in

the strike recently called. Five cap-
tains, to contact exhibitors through-
out the city were appointed. A Mass
meetine- will be held Julv 8 at 11
a.m. with all exhibitors invited.

George C. Wilson Dead
Tyrone, Pa.—George C. Wilson.

68. millionaire theater operator and
president of the Wilson Chemical
Society, is dead after an illness of
several years. Wilson, a native of
Tyrone. operated theaters in

Pennsylvania and Maryland.

Three GN Pix on Broadway
Grand National has three Broad-

way openings set: "Two Who
Dared", at the Roxy July 9; "Kil-
lers of the Sea", at the Rialto same
date, and "Juggernaut", at the
Globe July 14.

BComing and Goih^

SIDNEY R. KENT, who is vacationing in
Maine, returns to New York about Aug. 1

LOUIS HAYWARD arrives Monday from Uni
versal City and sails July 7 on the Queen
Mary for a six weeks' vacation in England.

JAMES FORAN, brother of Dick Foran is
en route to the Coast to join Universal's
roster of players.

nn
J
D
A^^ CHARLES, French stage director;

POR'S DOE of the Metropolitan Opera; and
PIERRE SANDRINI, director of the Bal Tabarin
Pans, sail for Europe today on the Champlain.

ROYCE BRIER, author, arrives from Europe i

today aboard the President Roosevelt.

KURT WEILL, composer, has arrived in New i

York from Hollywood to prepare the score for
a forthcoming Broadway musical.

JACK MERSEREAU, writer, who recently com-

1

pleted a story in the East, left New York
last night for Hollywood.

JEAN PARKER, Columbia starlet, has arrived!
in New York by plane from Hollywood for af
brief vacation.

ANITA LOOS left New York yesterday for!
the Coast.

Spot Booking Policy

Seen for N. Y. Rivoli

(Continued from Page 1)
the Music Hall, is expected to make
additional deals with the big Radio
City house. Pictures already set
with this theater are "Knight With-
out Armour," "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" and "Prisoner of
Zenda."
Probably absorption of more Mu-

sic Hall playing time by U. A. may
make various Universal and Colum-
bia pictures available for the Ri-
voli, which also plays 20th Century-
Fox product.

Rialto Building Passes

to Group of Investors

By terms of a deal arranged by
the Charles F. Noyes Co., realtors,
with Anthony Campagna as presi-
dent of the Rialto Times Square,
Inc., the Rialto Building on the
northwest corner of Broadway and
42nd Street was purchased this
week by a group of investors. The
building, comprising the Rialto The-
ater together with stores was
erected subsequent to the demolition
of the old Rialto Building in 1935.
The deal for its acquisition by tiie

1481 Broadway Corporation is said
to involve over $7,000,000.

JULY 2
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MARINES FALL IN— HOUSE RECORD FALLS

DOWN at Aldine Theatre in Wilmington's world

premiere of 'The Singing Marine,' Warner musi-

cal follow-up to 'Shipmates Forever'. ('Shipmates'

opening gross was topped in the picture's second

engagement, the New York Strand.)

Ei

^llP^ililitillll

HAIL AND FAREWELL is all Warner Pro-

duction-Chief Hal Wallis (right) and Associate

Producer Henry Blanke have time for upon

N. Y. arrival from abroad, as heavy new-

season production schedule forces cur-

tailed vacations on all fronts (below).

THERE'S NEVER BEEN A PERFORMANCE
LIKE HIS ! Private showings of 'The Life of

Emile Zola' unanimously and conclusively

establish Paul Muni as the screen's great-

est portrayer of emotional characterizations.

'A SMASHING SCREEN DOCUMENT! What

a showman's picture! A really great pro-

duction !' is what this paper sincerely thinks

of Mervyn LeRoy's coming cinemepic.'They

Won't Forget' ! All other trade sheets agree.

WINNERS OF BLUE RIBBON AWARD from

s~ «office for 'Best Picture of the Month' are Pro-

ejcer Robert Lord (right) and DirectorWm.Keighley

for 'The Prince and the Pauper'. Latter's latest,

'Varsity Show', is slated to hit all-time peak for

Warner musicals with Dick Powell and complete

Fred Waring ensemble heading all-star performers.

°A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors



FOUR-MAN COMMITTEE

HEADS G.U.T. CIRCUIT

A management committee of four

members yesterday took over oper-

ation of Greater Union Theaters,

large Australian circuit, as a conse-

quence of the recent resignation of

Stuart Doyle as its managing direc-

tor, according to cable dispatches to

New York yesterday.
Comprising the group are: John

Evans, accountant; Roy Barmby,
film buyer; Arthur Gillespie, theater

supervisor and Norman Rydge,
chairman of the board.

20 Per Cent Cancellation

Is Demanded by STOA

(Continued from Page 1)

clause voiced by Ed Kuykendall,
prexy of the MPTOA, before the

convention.
Among other resolutions adopted

at the convention were:
(1) Demands that an extra

charge for musical scores in con-

nection with feature pictures be
eliminated, with the "score charge"
termed a "racket".

(2) Pledge on the part of own-
ers and operators not to purchase
any feature pictures for next sea-

son until October, 1938, unless the

"score charge" is eliminated.
Discussion of cooperation of mem-

bers "in an effort to break down un-
fair sales policies" was led by R.

E. Martin, Columbus, Ga.
Talks on the "value and effect of

exhibitors' organized protest against
unfair practices" was led by Nat
Williams, Thomasville, Ga.

R. M. Kennedy, Birmingham, and
0. C. Lam, Rome, Ga.. led discus-

sions of training young men to han-
dle the theater business.

Col. Sam Borisky, Chattanooga,
talked on "The Value ^f Coopera-
tion Between Competitive Exhibi-
tors."

Reelected to the board of direc-

tors were T. E. Watson, Montevallo;
Thomas E. Orr, Albertville; W. S.

Barksdale, Fort Payne; Mack Jack-
son, Alexander City; and L. J. Dun-
can, Lanett, all for Alabama; S.

Shepherd, Miami, and Robert Ouel-
lette, Brooksville, for Florida; Mat
Williams, Thomasville; Hal Macon,
Statesboro; J. C. H. Wink, Dalton;
R. E. Martin, Columbus; Arthur Lu-
cas, Atlanta; William Karrh,
Swainsboro; Mrs. Violet Edwards,
Monticello; Louis Bach, Atlanta, and
Fred Weiss, Savannah, for Geor-
gia; Sam Borisky, Chattanooga, and
Lee Castleberry, Nashville, for Ten-
nessee.

D. B. White, Fernandina, and F.
0. Mullin, Haines City, were named
new directors for Florida.

Huddle on "Guild Shop"
West Coast. Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screen Actors' Guild and

producer committees are scheduled to
huddle today on the "Guild shop" con-
tracts.

!
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• • • IT MAY be the beginning of an entirely New Era
in British production when Louis B. Mayer leaves for
London in August to personally supervise the first group of
four M-G-M pictures to be made abroad the initial pro-
duction will star Robert Taylor in "A Yank At Oxford"
Michael Balcon, the noted British producer who was formerly
production exec for Gaumont British, will be in charge of pro-
duction at the London studios Ben Goetz and Robert
Ritchie are already in England handling the preliminary pro-
duction arrangements Louis Mayer is going to London
to assure production of the same standard as that prevailing
at the Metro studios

• • • THE CONVENTIONEERS of Columbia assembled
in Los Angeles spent some pleasant hours Wednesday in
the company's studio watching shooting on the various
pictures now in production and then attended a banquet
and entertainment on one of the stages, which had been trans-
formed into a huge French casino they spent yesterday in
sightseeing, looking over the film city and visiting Catalina,
Malibu and other show spots and boarded their special
train in the evening for the return journey

• ••II MAY surprise some film folk to learn that the
pictures do not popularize the current songs to the extent gen-
erally believed judging by the statistics of radio band
programs compiled by Irving Mills who says that the fig-

ures prove that 50 per cent of the best sellers during 1936
were composed by independent writers 10 per cent came
from legitimate shows and the remaining 40 per cent
from motion pictures the popularity of songs is built up
by fans listening to 200,000,000 song performances yearly on
nickel machine phonographs operating in taverns, cafes and
small dance halls all over the nation the fans request
their local bandsman or favorite radio maestro to play the
new tune they have heard on the phonograph recording
and that's the principal factor in making songs popular over
the radio

• • • HOW WRITERS write (another in this amaz-
ing series of Inside Stories that we picked up for nothing and
which are easily worth that much to any of our readers)
Hoi'ace McCoy, who wrote "Parole" and "Night Key" for the
screen, and the best seller "They Shoot Horses, Don't They?"

always sets the scene before he clicks his typewriter
he must have a brown ribbon on his desk he stacks

reams of sky-blue paper on the floor is an ice pail filled

with cans of beer two pipes are filled and laid out, and the
cigarette box is filled then he puts on a pair of old white
duck pants and tennis shoes, articles which he never uses for
any other purpose but his writing stint on account of his
persecution complex, he says he works best on holidays when
everybody else is playing he lashes himself into a mental
state of self-pity, and goes to work pounding out the words . . .

• • • FOR THE recent 25th anniversary of the Bijou
Theater in New Haven the first Poli house manager
Bill Elder used 38 different exploitation ideas, including a big
parade headed by a brass band. . . • Rosalie Ross in Rutgers
Neilson's pub dep't at RKO Radio celebrated her second an-
niversary with the company yesterday it was also her
birthday, although nobody knew about it but us oh, well,

it's a gift the way we uncover these things. ... • Dick Perry,
of Grand National's New York sales force, is handing out
cigars, his wife having given birth to an eight pound boy in

the Polyclinic Hospital on June 30

« « « » » »

BALABANSEESDEMAr

FOR $1,000,000 PIX

(Conti)aied from Page 1)

confer with studio executives, in-

cluding Adolph Zukor.
"There are larger theater audi-

ences today than ever," said Bala-
bans, "but they are audiences for
good pictures. What the public
wants and what it will crowd the
theaters to see are pictures of the
calibre of 'Waikiki Wedding', 'Moun-
tain Music', 'High, Wide and Hand-
some' and 'Souls At Sea'. All of
these films cost well over a million
dollars each. This is a lesson that
the past few months of watching
box-office graphs has taught every
executive in the business. Para-
mount is geared to expand its sched-
ule and double or even triple the
number of such films we've made in

the past. Not that mere cost is any
criterion of quality, but to get the
calibre of music, entertainment and
talent of all sorts we have required
for our big box office hits of the
past year, we have had to spend
huge sums of money.

"Consequently, as Adolph Zukor
announced at the recent Paramount
convention, we will make 20 or 22
pictures costing in the neighborhood
of a million dollars each in our new
program and it is to help map that
program that Mr. Griffis and I have
come to Hollywood."

Warner Brothers Plan

English "Show Window"

(Continued from Page 1)

ish it, erecting upon the site a new
"show window" for Warner pix.

Total cost of the project is esti-

mated at approximately a million
and a quarter.

Daly's Theater was built by Aug-
ustin Daly.
Groundwork for the deal was laid

by Harry M. Warner, Sam E. Mor-
ris and Joseph G. Bernhard during
their overseas parley in the Spring.
At that time, it was reported that

Warners were also interested in the
French theater field with a view to
"Show window" extension.
Warner plans for London stage

production were recently announced.

Minnesota's Circuit Tax
Bill Stays in Committee

(Continued from Page 1)

cated strong support for the bill.

Hagen, the sponsor , later moved
that 35 House members be added to
the bill as co-authors, indicating a
determined bloc favoring the meas-
ure. The tax would assess circuit
theaters up to $5 per seat in systems
of more than 100 houses.

Model Competition
Detroit—The Delray Theater has no

telephone, and receives all telephone
calls at the Grand Theater, next door,
operated by the opposition—Lancaster
Circuit.
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Dear Mr. Exhibitor:

Daily Variety:

"Potent drama. ..packs power to

click at box-office in any terri-

tory... a strong picture, well

mounted, directed with vigor

and understanding."

Film Daily:

"A very good picture . . . intelli-

gently directed... and acted by
a splendid cast... a piece which
keeps one interested every inch
of the way . . . high-grade pro-
duction is everywhere to be
noticed."

Motion Picture Daily:
"Strongly interesting . . . Tone,
Miss O'Sullivan and Miss
Bruce give strong, convincing
perfomances."

Hollywood Reporter:
"Top box-office entertainment
...A-plus in all departments...
there is entertainment in every

^foot of the picture ... it will

?"more than hold its own at box-
offices everywhere."

We previewed "BETWEEN
TWO WOMEN." The audi-

ence was enthralled. It's

great box-office! The critics

agree it's swell. Please get

behind it and let your pa-

trons know a grand, thrilling

entertainment is coming!

Yours sincerely,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
"BETWEEN TWO WOMEN" with Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Virginia Bruce
Screen Play by Frederick Stephani and Marion Parsonnet. Directed by George B. Seitz. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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with these famous entertainers
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HARRIET MILLIARD*WILLIAM BRADY* JEROM

THELMA LEEDS ... and scores of NEW FACE
An EDWARD SMALL Production • Directed by LEIGH JASC
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FIRST SPOTS
!

h over with openings within touching distance of mid-

. . . SAN FRANCISCO has biggest initial day since all-time

["op Hat." . . . WASHINGTON takes in as much money

>gers' best-and "HAD TO STEP UP SOUND, LAUGHS
AND CONTINUOUS!" ... LOS ANGELES ignores 95-degree

t Summer premiere!

RKO-RADIO'S SOCKO LAUGH AND RHYTHM SHOW ... NOW PLAYING

TO GREAT BUSINESS AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL . . . SCORES

OF KEY-RUN OPENINGS THIS WEEK FOR THE BIGGEST 4TH OF

JULY CELEBRATION THESE THEATRES EVER KNEW! ... ALL

SET TO BREAK SUMMER RECORDS FOR SHOWMEN EVERYWHERE!

RKUS

dWAN

reenplay by
t P e r r i n .

.

ip G. Epstein .

.

S. Breeder

THINK OF IT! ... AN EXTENDED-

ATTRACTION IN THE GOOD OLD SUM-

MER TIME! ... THAT'S RKO-RADIO!

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES

V
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ROXY FILM FRANCHISE

DECISION ON TUESDAY

(Continued from Pago 1)

offices, agreed on all points of the

franchise except Harold P. Seligson,

attorney for the Tipton bondholders
committee, who objected in one ma-
jor point,—film rental.

Under terms of the franchise, the

film rental for the first year will be
a maximum of $2,500 for each ma-
jor picture in addition to 50 per cent

of the g'ross receipts in excess of

$32,000, and 65 per cent of the gross

. „ceipts in excess of $40,000.

Film rental for the remaining 19

years of the 20-year agreement, un-
der terms of the franchise, will be

determined by a board of arbitra-

tion.

During the hearing Seligson said

that the Roxy has been operating
during past few years under How-
ard S. Cullman, the trustee, on a

budget of $25,000 per week, and if

this budget were adhered to it would
be a fair film rental, but if the bud-
get were increased it would be un-
fair and unreasonable.

Seligson said that 20th Century-
Fox will have unlimited power to

determine what the expenses would
be, and stated that if a budget of

more than $30,000 per week were
set, there may never be any profits

for the reorganized company. "The
value of the Roxy to 20th Century-
Fox", he added, "is the value of a
show window."

I. Bernard Leff, counsel for the
Adler bondholders committee, and
Herman P. Matfus of the law firm

of Hoffman & Hoffman, told the
court they agreed with the fran-
chise and that terms were satisfac-

tory to their clients.

Edward H. Tatum, attorney for a

$300,000 noteholder who also holds
bonds for $100,000, orally objected
to the franchise and said he would
present his objections to Judge
Caffey.

Salient points in the franchise
include: (a) 20th Century-Fox will

distribute a minimum of 40 pictures
a year to the Roxy; (b) the Roxy
will get a license for all issues of

Fox Movietone News, for which
$200 per week for the first year
will be paid; (c) the Roxy will ex-
hibit a minimum of 42 two-reelers
and 52 one-reelers, plus all 20th
Century-Fox animated cartoons, and
for this short product a yearly ren-
tal of $13,000 will be paid; (d) an
arbitration board is to be appointed
by the senior Federal Court Justice,

and said board will consist of three
members, with the decision of two
of the three being binding; (e) pro-
vision is made for the Roxy to be-
come a licensee in case television
or any other unknown developments
in motion pictures should be cre-
ated; and (f) that the franchise can
be t-"minated by 20th Century-Fox
upor written notice should the Roxy
become insolvent.

Reviews of View TilUns
"The Life of Emile

Zola"
with Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard, Joseph

Schildkraut

Warners 123 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MADE WITH SINCERITY AND DIS-

TINCTION, THIS OUTSTANDING PIX IS

HEADED FOR A CLEANUP.
Mark this down as one of the best pic-

tures of 1937 and several other years, it

has been made with distinction and sin-

cerity. It is a radical departure from the

usual screen story-telling. Paul Muni's

performance as Zola ranks with the best

since the inception of pictures. William
Dieterle's direction is exceptionally good
and he keeps the interest sustained to the

end. Gale Sondergaard as Mrs. Dreyfus,

Gioria Holden as Mrs. Zola, Erin O'Brien-

Moore as Nana, the girl of the streets, do

fine work. Joseph Schildkraut is convinc-

ing as Dreyfus, an innocent man con-

demned to Devil's Island for treason, while

Major Esterhazy (Robert Barrat) the guilty

man was acquitted in a pre-arranged court

martial. Morris Carnovsky as Anatole

France, Grant Mitchell as Georges Clem-
enceau and Donald Crisp as Zola's attor-

ney give excellent performances. Henry

Blanke deserves much credit as associate

producer. Norman Reilly Raine, Heinz

Herald and Geza Herczeg fashioned a grip-

ping screenplay. Tony Gaudio's photog-

raphy is high grade. Zola, a fighter for

truth and a debunker of sham and hypo-

crisy, through his writings rises from pov-

erty to a prominent position in France.

Mrs. Dreyfus arouses his interest in her

husband. Zola writes an article bitterly

condemning the heads of the French army
who persecuted Dreyfus. Zola is found

guilty of libel and flees to England to

escape a prison sentence and fine. A new
regime comes into power in France and

Dreyfus is vindicated. Zola returns to

France. He is asphyxiated from carbon-

monoxide fumes from a leaking gas heat-

er. He is posthumously honored by the

French Government, with Anatole France

delivering a eulogy.

Cast: Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard, Jo-

seph Schildkraut, Gloria Holder. Donald
Crisp, Erin O'Brien-Moore, John Litel,

Henry O'Neill, Morris Carnovsky, Louis

Calhern, Ralph Morgan, Robert Barrat,

Vladimir Sokoloff, Grant Mitchell, Harry

Davenport, Robert Warwick, Charles Rich-

man, Gilbert Emery, Walter Kingsford, Paul

Everton, Montagu Love, Frank Sheridan,

Lumsden Hare, Marcia Mae Jones, Flor-

ence Roberts, Dickie Moore, Rolla Gour-
vitch.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Asso-
ciate Producer, Henry Blanke; Director,

William Dieterle; Story by Heinz Herald,

Geza Herczeg; Screenplay, Norman Reilly

Raine, Heinz Herald, Geza Herczeg;
Cameraman, Tony Gaudio; Art Director,

Anton Grot. Editor, Warren Low; Music,

Max Steiner; Music Director, Leo F

forbstein; Dialogue Director, Irving Rap-
Der.

Direction, Brilliant. Photography, Tops.

"Souls" Date is Definite
Para, has definitely set the two-

a-day premiere of "Souls at Sea"
for the Globe on July 28, it was an-
nounced yesterday.

"King Solomon's
Mines"

with Cedric Hardwicke, Roland Young, Paul

Robeson

GB 76 Mins.

SPECTACULAR MELLER WITH SOUTH
AFRICAN NATIVE MOB SCENES HAS
PUNCH.

The adaptation of the H. Rider Haggard

novel makes swell meller fare. At times

it goes so meller that it approaches the

style and tempo of the Hollywood serial.

But there is no denying the power and

sweep of the scenes when the Zulu war-

riors go into action. They are the real

thing, for this production was photographed

in the exact locale of the famous novel.

The theme concerns the hunt for the

father of the girl, played by Anna Lee, who
has gone into the hidden country across

the desert after obtaining a map to the

lost mines of King Solomon. The girl per-

suades a famous elephant hunter and two

English sportsmen to organize a search

party to find him. After braving the hard-

ships of the desert country, they at last

arrive over the mountain to face the Zulus

who guard the secret to the mines. Brought

before their savage king, their troubles

really begin. Their native guide proves

to be the real king who was exiled with

his mother when a baby. There is a witch

who works with the king to do away with

the white intruders. Plenty of thrill stuff

and suspense as the witch puts the curse

on some natives, who are immediately

beaten to death by some vicious warriors

with their spears, and then she starts to

work on the white party. But the famous

hunter, Alan Quatermaine, uses an eclipse

that miraculously comes at the very second

to save their lives, convincing the natives

that his magic is greater than that of the

witch. Then a lot of thrill stuff in the

mines, with the witch trying to entomb
them. They discover the girl's father there

just as a volcano is erupting, and buries

the mines. It is all pretty sensational a la

the serial technique, but impressive never-

theless with fine acting and directing. Paul

Robeson as the guide sings several songs

impressively. Cedric Hardwicke, and Ro-

land Young lend class and fine comedy re-

spectively to the lurid material.

Cast: Cedric Hardwicke, Paul Robeson,

Roland Young, John Loder, Anna Lee, Ar-

thur Sinclair, Sydney Fairbrother, Robert

Adams, Frederick Leister, Alf Goddard, Ar-

thur Goullett.

Director, Robert Stevenson; Author,

H Rider Haggard; Screenplay, A. R. Rawlin-

son, Charles Bennett, Ralph Spence; Cam-
eraman, Bernard Knowles.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Ex-

cellent.

Republic Buys "Lone Ranger"
J. J. Milstein, vice-president in

charge of sales for Republic, an-
nounced yesterday the purchase of
the radio program, "The Lone Ran-
eer", for production as one of Re-
nublic's serial specials. Serial will

be 15 episodes. "The Lone Ranger",
on the air, is heard three times
weekly over a coast-to-coast net-
work.

LITTLE from LOTS
;By RALPH WILK:

$18,000,000 BUDGET-

SET BY RKO RADIO

{.Continued from Page 1)

tate increased admission prices. But
money must come into the box-of-
fice at higher prices.

"RKO Radio is not contemplating
any Broadway stage production,
next season. There is no sense in
producing if movie company takes
all risk and receives only 40 per cent
of the movie rights in return.

"Quality of movie production is

improving. This is proven by fact
that there are more hit pictures to-
day and more big gross pictures
than ever before.

"When television comes, movie
companies will be asked to produce
pictures for television use. This
will necessarily be so because the
television sponsors will turn natural-
ly to sources capable of turning out
entertainment that will be national-
ly acceptable.

"Whether duals or single bills are
healthv or unhealthy is beside the
point, because the public apparently
wants duals and nothing that ex-
hibitor, distributor or producer may
do can change this fact."

HOLLYWOOD
jy[AXWELL ARNOW, formerly

casting director of the Warner
Bros. Burbank studios, has been ap-
pointed head of the company's new-
ly formed Talent Scout Bureau at
the Coast. He is succeeded as cast-
ing director by Steve Trilling, pre-
viously head of the company's Tal-
ent Department in New York, who
is now en route to the Coast to
take up his new duties.

T T T
Casting assignments: Selznick —

Nana Bryant, "Adventures of Tom
Sawyer; Wanger—Tully Marshall,
J. C. Nugent, William V. Mong,
"Stand-In"; Universal— Patrick J.
Kelly, George Cleveland, Oscar W.
Sundholm, Glenn Strange, Jimmie
Lucas, Ben Carter, Britt Wood;
"Adventure's End"; RKO — James
Gleason, ZaSu Pitts, "Forty Naugh-
ty Girls"; Shirley Chambers, Jo-
seph Swickard. Effie Tillbury, Doris
Rankin, "Fit for a King."

T T

Mitchell Leichter, to protect the
production schedule of Advance Pic-
tures, has extended the H. H. Van
Loan contract to five years.

T T T

"Love Without Reason," from the
novel by the late E. J. Rath, has
been purchased by the Roach Stu-
dios. Norman Z. McLeod, who^ ^
cently completed "Topper," I 1
drawn the directing assignment.

T T

Universal failed to take up John
Harkrider's option. His successor
as art director will be named in two
or three days.
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Majors Scour 85 Summer Theaters ToF™$iories, Talent

SPLIT ONfJAJORS BLOCKING LOCAL BOMD SETUP

Priess Sees Television Hurting Theater Attendance
International Television Radio

Corp. Head Envisions

Home Audiences

( mmercial television, when it

finally comes, "will cause a marked
decrease of attendance at the mo-
tion picture theaters", in the opin-

ion of William H. Priess, president

of the International Television Ra-
dio Corporation.

Priess, nevertheless, sounds an op-

timistic note, adding:
"This loss will be more than made

(Continued on Page 7)

20TH GENT.-FOX WILL

CLOSE WEMBLEY UNIT

London (By Cable) — 20th Cen-
tury-Fox plans to close down its

Wembley unit following completion
of its current program there. Per-
sonnel will largely be absorbed by
20th Century-Fox and its subsidi-

ary, New World, which Robert T.

Kane heads.

Six Canadian Film Boards

To Continue Functioning

Toronto, Ont.—Canada's six Film
Boards will carry on, there being no
disposition on this side of the inter-

national line to following the clos-

ing example yet in the States.

Financial considerations led the

Canadian boards to abandon the pol-

icy of paid secretaries about four
years ago. Since then, the secre-

tary of each board is a branch man-
ager serving three months. By pass-
ing the work around among four
offices each year, the work is well

(Continued on Page 7)

No Film Daily Monday
With the national observance of In-

dependence Day due this year on Mon-
day, no edition of THE FILM DAILY
will be published on July 5.

UA Sets 105 Playdates on "Knight Without Armor"
Playdates approximating 105 have already been set on "Knight Without Armor,"

Korda production, on July 16, 22 and 23, according to United Artists yesterday. Pic-
ture opens day and date on July 16 in at least 50 spots. Staff of 52 exploitation men
will be in the field prior to the opening dates.

NAZIS LOSING SWISS

FILM MARKET TO U. S.

Zurich—Political tendencies dis-

played in films produced in Nazi
Germany are having trade repercus-
sions here, with American imports
benefiting.

Swiss imports of German films

are now being largely restricted to

either musical comedies or simple
plots with a strong musical back-
ground.

This situation tends to favor the
(Continued on Page 2)

Alabama Appeals Court

Knocks Out Bank Night

Birmingham, Ala.— Bank nights
in Alabama are "out," according to

a ruling made by the Alabama
Court of Appeals, which ruled such
practice was in violation of the
state law prohibiting the operation
of lotteries.

In handing down this opinion,
(Continued on Page 7)

DIVORCE, CIRCUIT TAX

Allied's drive for the enactment
of both a theater divorce and a cir-

cuit tax law in Wisconsin failed yes-
terday when the State Legislature
called it quits for the session and
adjourned sine die. The Senate re-
fused to act on the two measures.
The divorce bill had passed the

Assembly earlier in the session. The
circuit tax measure was modeled
after the Louisiana chain store stat-

ute and, if enacted, would have im-
posed a seat tax ranging from 5

cents to $5.

Compromise Breakdown

Seen in Fuller's Move

New Orleans — George Fuller's

damage suit for more than $100,000
against seven major distributors and
two Saenger Theaters Corp. execu-
tives was not filed merely to get in-

(Continued on Page 7)

Story and Talent Search Is Started

By Majors in 85 Summer Playhouses

Universal Signs Four

More Circuit Contracts

J. R. Grainger, General Manager
of Distribution for Universal, yes-
terday announced the closing of four
more circuit deals out of Univers-
al's Dallas office. The deals insure
the playing of Universal productions
and short product in 235 theaters.
The circuits involved are the Inter-

(Continued on Page 7)

Major companies have started to

scour about 85 summer legit thea-
ters throughout the country in their

eternal quest for story material and
talent. Most of this activity is be-
ing handled out of the New York
offices.

Early season plans indicate that
approximately 65 new plays will be
tried out in the cow-barn belt dur-
ing the hot-weather months. Most
of the productions planned are re-

vivals.

At Least Four Companies
Reported As Favoring

MPTOA Plan

Strong differences of opinion
among major companies as to the
advisability of setting up local con-
ciliation boards throughout the
country, as proposed by the MPTOA
in its 10-point trade practice pro-
gram, is the reason for collapse of

the undertaking, according to au-
thoritative sources yesterday. It

is understood that at least four first-

line outfits were willing to go ahead
with the plan but felt that its adop-
tion was not practical unless all

firms cooperated.
As a result of this development,

the trip planned by Ed Kuykendall.
MPTOA president, to cross the con-
tinent to determine exhibitor atti-

tude in connection with the idea has
been definitely dropped.

PARA. CHICAGO RIOT

Following exhibition of the Para-
mount Newsreel's pictures of the
Chicago riot before the La Follette
Committee, in session yesterday in

the Senate Office Building, Washing-
ton, A. J. Richard, Paramount edi-
tor, ordered the general release of
the film to all of its theater clients

(Continued on Page 7)

Re-election of Newbury
by N. J. Allied Probable

Re-election of Lee Newbury as
president of Allied Theaters of New
Jersey appears to be a strong prob-

(Covtinued on Page 7)

Para., "U" Stocks Climb
Two film company stocks bounded

upwards on the Stock Market yester-
day. Paramount's first preferred ad-
vanced 19 points, closing at 150. Uni-
versal Pictures preferred went ahead 12
points, closing at 75.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 24% 24l/4 24V4 — Vis

Columbia Picts. vie. 293,4 29'/2 29% + %
Columbia Picts. ptd..

Con. Fm. hid 2% 2% 2% — Vs

Con. fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 175 172 175 +2l/4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 24 23 24 + 1%
Loew's, Inc 77l/

2 76% 77'/2 + 1 V4

do pfd 106Vi 106 1 06 1/2 + Vi
Paramount 203/i 19% 20% + 1

Paramount 1st pfd.. 150 142 150 +19
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 18% 18V2 18% + 3A
Pathe Film 73/8 7 73/8 + %
RKO 83/8 7% 8V8 + 3/s

20th Century-Fox . 33Vs 32'/2 33'/8 + %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 75 75 75 +12
Warner Bros 13% 12l/

2 13'/8 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46... 99 Vi 993/8 99% + %
Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55...100% 993,4 100%+ %
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 90% 90 90% + Vi

RKO 6s41 1053/s 105% 1053/8 — %
Warner's 6s39 94'/2 94% 94%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National . . . 23/8 23/8 23/8 + l/
8

Sonotone Ccrp 1 Vi 1 Vi 1%
Technicolor 29% 29 29 Vg + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4'/8 4Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 10Vi 11%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93 94%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 67

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43
. . . . 52% 54'/2

Certain-teed Lists Stocks

Certain-teed Products Corp. has
listed on the New York Stock Ex-
change 10,000 additional shares of

its common stock, bringing the total

authorized to be listed to 707,320
shares. The newly listed stock was
authorized for issuance by the
board, pursuant to an agreement
made with President Walter G.
Baumhogger, Dec. 21, last.

• • • SOME SWELL exploitation has been put in back of

M-G-M's "Captains Courageous" in all parts of the nation
a theme which seems to lend itself readily to a variety of bally-

hoo H. H. Maloney of Poli's theater at Worcester, Mass.
went after femme support for the pix with a special screening
to a selected audience, after which he trailer-exploited their
comments veree smart Morris Abrams, the Metro
exploiteer, and Manager William Freise of the Rivoli at La
Crosse, Wisconsin, ran a want ad contest in which guest tickets

were awarded for Scrambled Letters solution Erie Wright
of Loew's Poli circuit hired the famous "Shipwreck Kelly" for
one week to perform his celebrated flagpole-sitting stunt, divid-

ing the time in a day and nite each in Bridgeport, New Haven,
Hartford, Springfield and Worcester Wally Caldwell, man-
ager of Loew's Valentine, Toledo, launched 25 different promo-
tion stunts on the "Courageous" booking

• • • TO TAKE care of the heavy advance sale for show-
ings of "The Road Back" at the Globe, Universal will present an
extra 6 p. m. performance on Monday. . . • Maryverne Jones
will revive "Alias the Deacon" at her Starlight theater at Pawl-
ing on July 5, with John Barclay featured in the title role

T T
• • • APPOINTMENT of Mack Davis as head of the
radio division of Columbia Artists was announced by Lawrence
W. Lowman, vice prexy of Columbia Broadcasting Davis
will contact advertising agencies and artists for commercial
programs

Miami Exhib. Fined $50
for Showing Fight Films

Miami—Carl F. Keyser, manager
of the Ritz theater, was fined $50 and
costs in the Municipal Court for de-
fying the city ruling against the
showing of motion pictures of box-
ing matches between whites and
negroes. Keyser showed the Louis

-

Braddock bout film. While such ex-
hibitions are barred from the screen
in Miami they may be shown in
Miami Beach and other sections of
the Greater Miami area.

Homack Co. Gets Contract
Contract for the construction of

the new Staten Island Theater at
8th St. and New Dorp Lane, Staten
Island, has been awarded to the Ho-
mack Construction Co. of New
York. House is being built by the
Modor Realty Corp. John Eberson
is architect.

Raft Services Held
Funeral services were held yes-

terday morning at the Catholic
Church of the Incarnation, 1292 St.

Nicholas Avenue, for Mrs. Eva
Raft, 62, mother of George Raft,
film actor. Mrs. Raft died at her
home, 610 West 74th Street, on
Wednesday night of asthma.

Nayfack to Wed Actress
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lynne Carver, youth-

ful film actress, and Nicholas Nay-
fack, an executive of M-G-M stu-

dios, have announced their engage-
ments.

Nazis Losing Swiss Film

Market to United States

(Continued from Page 1)

showing of American films both in

the original English, or dubbed in

German. American films which fail

to pass censorship in Germany and
are therefore not synchronized in

German are usually shown in this

country in the original English, with
brief German text. So long as the
present system of censorship and
Government control of film produc-
tion in Germany practically ex-

cludes a certain share of German
productions from the Swiss market,
American films will be able to hold
ground despite the adverse effect of

the language problem.

Cohn Flies From Coast;

Other Execs. Due Monday

Jack Cohn arrives by plane today
from Los Angeles where the Colum-
bia sales convention closed Thurs-
day. Home office executives, headed
by Abe Montague, general sales

manager, return by special train
Monday morning.

U. S. Wants $96,323
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The government has

claimed a $96,323 income deficiency

for the year 1930 against Movietone
News, Inc., formerly Fox Hearst
Corp., Board of Tax Appeals rec-

ords reveal.

Coming and GoinE
LOUIS CLINE leaves New York shortly for

the Coasi.

GEOFFREY SHURLOCK. assistant to Produc-
tion Code Administrator Joseph I. Breen, has
arrived in New York from the Coast.

MISS AURIOL LEE, producer, sails for Europe
today on the Berengaria.

_ ARTHUR BILLINGS HUNT, singer, leaves for
England on the American Importer today.

PHIL BAKER arrives next week in Hollywood.

PARKYAKARKUS, accompanied by his wife,
THELMA LEEDS, leaves the Coast today for
New York.

CtLE ABBA, sister of Marta Abba, and her-
self an actress, has arrived from Europe on
the Conte di Savoia.

REGINALD BACH returned from Europe this
week on the Georgic, bringing with him a new
play, "Spacetime Inn," by Lionel Britton, Eng-
lish novelist.

GEORGE RAFT returns shortly to the Coasi.

FRITZ REINER, conductor, arrived in New
York yesterday from London.

RALPH HANBURY, managing director of Ra-
dio Pictures, Ltd., and MRS. HANBURY sail

today on the Berengaria.

RENEE CARROLL leaves New York today for
a vacation at Lackawaxen, Pa.

ROBERT HARRIS sails from New York today
for England, returning in September.

WALTER KELLER and FRED HEMME of Gen-
eral Service Studios, Astoria, have returned from
the Coast where they spent two weeks.

RAY FRIEDGEN, producer, leaves New York
tonight for Hollywood.

JAMES E. FRANCIS, RCA Photophone's West
Coast head, and BARTON KREUZER, in charge
of recording operations, return to Hollywood
shortly from New York and Camden.

ISABEL JEANS, stage and screen player,
leaves for the Coast today to play in Warner
Bros.'s screen version of "Tovarich."

VINCENT CONNOLLY sails today for Europe
on the Champlain.

JENNIE TOUREL of the New York Metro-
politan Opera also leaves on the Champlain
today.

KENNETH HODKINSON, GB special sales rep-
resentative, arrived in New York yesterday.

CLINTON M. WHITE, GB assistant sales

manager, returned yesterday from a business
trip upstate New York.

JACK COHN arrives from the Coast today
by plane.

JULY 3
Wynne Gibson Leon Errol

Florence Miles Luther Reed

JULY 4
Louis B. Mayer Gloria Stuart

George M. Cohan Barbara Weeks
Henry Armetta Joseph Ruttenberg

Mrs. Thomas Meighan Mary Patricia Alicoate
Vince Barnett Harvey

Gertrude Lawrence Ed Sav

Joe C. Hornstein

JULY 5
Helen Harrison

ia Alicoate

Thew/T
avin \J
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RELEASE TEST REEL

FOR SOUND CHECKING

Research Council of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
announces that it is ready to re-
lease to the industry a sound test
reel for use in checking and main-
taining the adjustment of sound
projection systems in the theater.
The test reel, containing a sam-

ple section of dialogue and music
recording from each of the eight
major studios, is similar in make-
up to the reel used hy the Theater
Standardization Committee in its

tests which led to the adoption of
the Standard Electrical Characteris-
tic and is another forward step in

the Council's program to improve
quality of sound reproduction in

theaters.
A number of prints of the reel

have just been prepared for the
sound equipment service companies,
studios and theater circuits. Other
organizations concerned with the
maintenance of sound quality in the
theater may submit requests for
prints of the reel to Gordon S-

Mitchell, manager of the Research
Council, 1217 Taft Bldg., Hollywood.
As a matter of policy, so that cop-
ies do not reach the hands of un-
authorized individuals or organiza-
tions, each request must be ap-
proved by the Council before prints
will be delivered.

Coincident with announcement of

the new test reel, the Council an-
nounced revision in the Standard
Electrical Characteristic for two-
way reproducing systems in thea-
ters. As a result of tests of new
equipment made available to the in-

dustry at approximately the time
of issuance of the specifications for

the former Standard Electrical

Characteristic on March 31, as well
as of additional tests and further
consideration of existing theater
horn systems equipped with bakelite
diaphragms, the Council has re-

vised the standard covering the high
frequency and of the characteristic
for these bakelite equipped systems.
Membership of the Theater Stand-

ardization Committee, in charge of

this program for the Council, com-
prises John Hilliard of M-G-M,
chairman; John Aalberg, RKO Ra-
dio; Lawrence Aicholtz, Universal;
E. A. McClintock, Warner Bros.-

First National; Gordon Sawyer,
United Artists; William Thayer,
Paramount; Ralph Townsend, 20th
Century-Fox; S. J. Twining, Colum-
bian K. F. Morgan, ERPI; Barton
K eer, RCA, and Gordon S. Mitch-
e\\ ,nanager of the Council.

Bob Burns Theater Opens In Arkansas
Van Buren, Ark.—The new 615-seat Bob Burns Theater here opened with the cur-

rent Bob Burns picture, "Mountain Music." M. A. Lightman, president; and M. S.

McCord, secretary-treasurer of Malco Theaters, Inc., were present. Exterior of the
building is in white with a marquee indirect lighting sign in front. The name "Bob
Burns" and a large "bazooka" are in neon. Harry Vise is manager.

M. A. SHAW CLOSES

RANDFORCE CONTRAGT

$40,000 House for Toronto
Toronto, Ont. — A new $40,000

Theater and stores are to be erected
at 1006 Bloor St. W. United Brick-
laying Co., Ltd., of 276 Palmerston
Ave., are general contractors.

Closing of a contract between the
Randforce Amusement Corporation
and M. A. Shaw, Inc., whereby the
latter will act as industrial engi-
neers and supervisors of electrical

equipment, operation and costs for
20 houses operated by the Rand-
force interests, is announced.
The arrangement becomes effec-

tive immediately for the Ambassa-
dor, Alba, Benson, Biltmore, Carl-
ton, Carroll, Colonial, Commodore,
Culver, Duffield, Embassy Kinema
Leader, Marboro, Meserole, Riviera,
Savoy, Senate, Stone and Utica.
A supplementary contract, cover-

ing the balance of the 43 houses
operated by Randforce, is expected
to be negotiated with Shaw in about
three months.

7,200 Theaters Contract

For Alexander Movie-ads

Alexander Film Co. reports that
more than 7,200 theaters are now
under contract to screen movie-ads
distributed by them. More than
1,500 of these theaters are first-run,
Class A metropolitan houses.
To maintain its efficiency, the

Alexander Co. in the past two years
has doubled the personnel of its

service department, and reports that
Alexander revenue to theaters will
far exceed the million dollar mark.

Contract to Hadlock-Krill
Cleveland, O.—The Hadlock-Krill

Co. of this city has been awarded
the contract for the construction of
Warners' new Shaker Square the-
ater here. John Eberson of New
York is the architect.

Spitzley Filling Contract
Detroit—The Trenton Theater at

Trenton, southern suburb, is install-

ing a new air-conditioning system.
R. K. Spitzley Heating Co. has the
contract.

Ford Improving Theater
McComb, Miss.—J. E. A. Ford is

completely redecorating his theater
and installing air conditioning. To-
tal bill may reach $20,000.

Nelson Interests to Remodel
Pascagoula, Miss. — The Nelson

interests here are reported spending
$10,000 to remodel their local the-
ater.

50 N. CALIF. HOUSES

TAKE MIRROPHONIG

San Francisco—Erpi has sold ap-
proximately 50 Mirrophonic installa-
tions in Northern California terri-
tory since Jan. 1, a mid-year check
revealed this week.

Golden State chain, which oper-
ates some 60 houses in California
and Nevada, bought a round dozen
Mirrophonic systems this year for
houses which include the Fairfax
and Dimond in Oakland, State in
Monterey, Irving in San Francisco.
San Francisco Theaters installed
new sound equipment in their Hard-
ing ana Alexandria, suburban sec-
ond-runs, and Nasser Bros, signed
for the Royal, Alhambra and Cas-
tro district theaters. The Orpheum
is the only Market Street house
with Mirrophonic sound.

Barnett Pomerantz Joins

Amusement Supply Staff

Appointment of Barnett Pomer-
antz as head of the Amusement
Supply Co.'s theater construction
and modernization department, and
in charge also of furnishings and
equipment, in New York and Brook-
lyn, is announced by the firm's offi-

cials. For the past 15 years he has
had charge of the construction and
modernization of many theaters for
independent operators, and alio for
Warner Bros. He will make his
headquarters at the company offices,

341 West 44th St., New York.

DUO SOUND MASTER

ON MARKET JULY 15

NSS Will Build
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner

zone manager, reports that National
Screen Service has bought a site

from Warners, immediately adjoin-
ing the Warner Building on the east
on which they will erect a two-story
building. Work on the structure
will start within the next two weeks.

Omaha—R. S. Ballantyne of the
Ballantyne Co., wholesale division
of Scott-Ballantyne Co., announces
the company will start marketing
the new Duo Sound Master about
July 15.

Ballantyne declared that the new
unit, aimed to sell in the popular
price bracket, will include such fea-
tures as single unit head construc-
tion, adaptability to push-pull re-
cordings, all film will travel on ro-
tating surfaces, perfect scanning
with the gyro-filter, pre-focused ex-
citer light carriage, constant axis
optical lens carriage, interference-
free photo electric cell cable, inverse
feed back amplifier circuit, copper
oxide rectified DC exciter supply,
"hushed background" reproduction,
calibrated volume control and a two-
way horn system with cellular horn
for highs and folded horns for lows.

Kentucky Film Theaters

Undergoing Improvement

Louisville — Kentucky Theaters
are busy making improvements. The
Falls City Theater Equipment Co.
reports George E. Long, of Benton,
has remodeled his theater, install-

ing a new screen and a cooling sys-
tem. House will be renamed.

C. D. Arnold, owner of the Crys-
tal Theater, Bardstown, has remod-
eled his theater, installing new
seats, booth, marquee, and a porce-
lain front.

The Grand Theater, Frankfort,
has installed a cooling system while
new marquees have been added to

the Grand and Leeds theaters, Win-
chester.

A. B. McCoy has installed a cool-
ing system in the Uptown Theater
here. A cooling system has also
been installed in the Towers Thea-
ter, operated by the Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co.

Mid West's Bethel Contract
Cincinnati—New theater of Earl

Hewitt at Bethal is being complete-
ly equipped by Mid West Theater
Supply Co. with seats, projection
and sound equipment. House will

open on Aug. 1.

Farias Remodeling Theater
San Antonio—A. R. Farias, owner-

operator of the Empress Theater, is

completely redecorating and remod-
eling his Benavides house and will

also install new sound equipment.

Beasley Named Manager
Chicago — John G. Beasley has

been named manager of the newly
opened Chicago offices of the Inter-
national Seating Co. of Union City,

Ind. Offices are located in the War-
ner Exchange building at 1311 South
Wabash Ave.

Renovate Milwaukee House
Milwaukee — Wisconsin Amuse-

ment Enterprises is renovating its

State, West Side neighborhood
house, including the installation of
a new canopy and front.

NTS Installs Stage Set
Newton, Miss. — Max Connett's

Roxy here has installed a National
Theater Supply stage set, including
a mechanically controlled curtain.
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NATIONAL SYSTEMS IN

THREE JERSEY HOUSES

Three film theaters in New Jer-
sey, the Treat and the Embassy in

Newark, and the Sussex in Sussex,
have recently been equipped with
National Comfort Cooling1 Systems,
designed and installed by the Na-
tional Theater Supply Co.
Firm also reports completion of

several equipment contracts in up-
State New York. Among these are
the improvements effected for the
Shadowland at Ellinville which has
installed Super Simplex mechan-
isms, Peerless Magnarc projection

lamps, a new screen. The house has
also been recarpeted with Crestwood
carpet, and new draperies hung.
The State Theater at Tieonderoga

has improved its projection with
Super Simplex mechanisms and a

new Walker screen; Sanford's Galli

(Continued on Page 6)

REEVES STUDIO
Most Modern Equipped Sound Recording

Studio in the East

•
Noiseless Film and Disc Recording

•
Location Equipment

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
1600 Broadway MEd. 3-1270 New York

KEEP THEM COOL
WITH S. O. S. BLOWERS, FANS AND AIR

WASHERS FOR THEATRES.

Big New Air Conditioning Bulletin Free.

S. 0. S. CORPORATION
636X - 11TH AVE. NEW YORK

SOUNDFILM
ENTERPRISES,

INC.
I. E. LOPERT, Gen. Mtjr.

The Only Specialists in Dubbing
Foreign Films

• 2 Variable Area Noiseless Re-

cording Channels

• RCA High Fidelity Projectors

• Cutting Rooms

Vaults

• Technical Advice

723—7th Avenue New York City

MEd. 3-3248

Salvaging Milton's Rex
Milton, Fla.—The old Rex Theater is

being dismantled and parts will be in-

corporated in a new theater in the
Williams Building. New Western Elec-

tric sound system and a cooling system
will be among the new equipment. J. E.

Hall, former owner ot the Rex, has
sold an interest in the theater to J. 0.
Smith, operator of theaters in Alabama.

RKO Spending $40,000 to

Improve Providence House

Providence — RKO-Albee put up
the shutters this week to begin a
program of improvements which
will represent about $40,000 expen-
diture by RKO. New seats through-
out, new concrete floors, redecorate
ing, new drapes, new carpets
throughout and checkup on refrig-
erating system are among items on
list of work to be done during sum-
mer.

New $50,000 Iowa House
Storm Lake, la.—George Norman,

owner of the Empire Theater, will

erect a new $50,000 house, seating
600.

HATS OFF—to these winners in The Theatre

Partner's exploitation contest, July issue:

Wayne Sweeney, Mgr. La Porte theatre, La
Porte, Ind. ; Taylor F. Joyce, Aggie & Mecca
theatres, Stillwater, Okla. Joe Wolfshol, Mgr.

Rialto theatre, New Braunfels, Tex. Yes, Mr.

Exhibitor, The Theatre Partner will be sent

you with our compliments upon your request.

Write for your free copy.

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
Colorado Springs Colorado

DEMAND FOR MARQUEE

LETTERS UP SHARPLY

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND

USHERS SASHES
FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City
1018 S.Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles

Friedley-Voshartd Co. of Chicago,
pioneers in the manufacture of cast
aluminum letters for marquees and
f-igns of all description, report a
substantial rise during the current
year in this theater equipment es-
sential.

The advantages of cast aluminum
construction are many. Practically
unbreakable, these letters can be
knocked around, carelessly un-
packed, stored and handled, and yet
always remain in good condition,

retaining their fresh, neat appear-
ance without repairing through
years of constant use. Even drop-
ping them while being installed in

signs will not damage them.
They are low in first cost with

no replacement or repair expense;
are not affected by extreme changes
in temperature; have far reaching
visibility in daylight as well as
after dark; and are conveniently

and easily installed. They are

furnished regularly in two sizes,

9-inch and 12-inch, with a selection

of four assortments for each size.

Two Install Air Washers
New Orleans—The Baby Grand at

Thibodeaux, La., and Max Connett's

Avalon at Pass Christian, Miss., are

installing air washers supplied by
National Theater Supply here.

Renovate Foley Theater

Foley, Ala. — The Palm here is

undergoing renovation which in-

cludes new carpets, sound on film-

projectors, cooling system and seats.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTE1N & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

GLAD YOU HAVE CALLED, MR. MAN

I AM SOLD ON THE IDEA

WHENEVER I'LL NEED CARPETS

TO A CARPET FIRM I'LL GO

Greater New York Carpet House, Inc.
250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

S PEC I AL I STS
IN THEATRE CARPETS

COOL

C

Si

The Way to I

By EDW,
Carrier Corpori

DOX-OFFICE receipts have been increase

~ during the summer that showmen ar<f*

to year-'round use, to complete the eye
winter.

America loves comfort. Theaters thaijili

bigger receipts all summer long ... as m
furnishes the comfort and coolness that

;

dance even in the hottest of heat waves' ifc

wise spend their money in jaunts to t!

humidity; (2) many who would spend
protection from sweltering heat; (3) ptflt

the discomfort of stuffy motion picture
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cooling. However, they were pleasantly &

provided better heat with less fuel thji

upwards of 10 per cent of the patronagiJil

comfort cooling carried over to the wir:

and in most cases should pay for, the i

tioning equipment. On the other hand

away many of the regular patrons.

IT sounds comparatively simple and cdJfcSi

' the heated air in winter but it ipoi

to health. Theater owners no longer!

to the prevalence of colds and epidemic!ft|l«

their air-conditioned theaters knowing trill

parched, susceptible to colds and non

non-conditioned air.

Furthermore, from the standpoint Ailin

keeps the air clean and has the pronountei

furniture, drapes, and other furnishings. Ah
of house appeal, year-'round air conditicjda

the brilliancy of which is destroyed by (fffii

Each fall theaters spend many doll#;

the summer slump. These dollars, too | lis

which maintains house appeal 365 days ip.

Everyone recognizes that house app'ife

sions to the box-office. Air conditionii nix

up to that total. Its progressive prom

appeal and send receipts soaring to n<

suffering profit-eating ebbs, particularly|nti

Today small and large theaters ali

result of its pay-for-itself possibilities ij^fe

decidedly profitable for theaters as

Theater in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and a

in New York City.

Theaters around the world report I

ness" . . . that the "cold, clammy condi

theaters is absent" . . . that "new foulpis

summer" . . . that operation is at surpi

(Coiitiiii

DEVELOPING
MACHINES
35MM — 16MM

Alice,

ew.

35MM & 16MM CONTACT,
OPTICAL, PICTURE & SOUNL'ewv
Splicers & Editing Machines

ANDRE DEBR1E, INC.
115 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK

m
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INCREASE "BO" 10%
{Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting: deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% . In-

l stall Acousticon Theatre-A phones. Leading Bystem. Na-

| II jil *M tionally advertised.

WBBBm Endorsed by key Hhowmen.

' Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

USE BRIGHT PLASTICS

FOR CHICAGO THEATER

Chicago—Paneled with bright col-

ored plastics, the Nita Theater has
effected an unusually attractive
front and interior through the use
of modern materials. The exterior
is paneled with two shades of red
and black Micarta for the bulkhead
as high as the bottom of the mar-
quee. Natural colored aluminum
flush inlay stripes separate the dif-

ferent colors on the same panel. The
background of the letters on the
marquee is also red Micarta and at

each end of the marquee is a panel
of two shades of red and black.

In the interior of the foyer black
Micarta inlaid with natural colored
aluminum carries out the modern
effects. Also, the rest rooms are
finished with the same materials.

The black wainscot 30 inches high
and gray walls trimmed with alum-
inum are durable, easily cleaned and
neat in appearance.

The installation was made by the
Austerlade Construction Co. and the
Micarta was manufactured by West-
inghouse.

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At LOW Rentals

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.

Complete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

,; Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

320 W. «!h St., New Yoik City A. I. Kessler, M|r.

Ir\ PROJECTOR
REPAIRS

It pays to make sure that ALL of

the Parts are GENUINE SIMPLEX.

uiTimuu
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

l,:iil'j.[;i

$150,000 Ottawa, III., House
Ottawa, HI.—The Midwest Theater

Supply Co. of Chicago has been award-
ed a contract by the Gregory Circuit to

install in its Orpheum Theater here the
latest type of Ultraphone-Jewell sound
equipment.

General contractors were Eickelkraut
Brothers of Ottawa, III. The house,
complete, will cost about $150,000.

Irwin Seating Co. Adds

New Designs to Its Line

Irwin Seating Co. of Grand Ra-
pids, Mich., makers of modern the-

ater chairs, has added a number of

new designs to its present line. Em-
bodying unusual color combinations
in both framework and upholstery
materials, these recent creations of-
fer a wide variety of choice where
auditorium color schemes are con-
cerned.

Several new models have also
been made available with seats and
backs of smooth and serviceable
wood.

NAT GOLDSTEIN GETS

RCA FOR 13 HOUSES

Nathan E. Goldstein, President of
Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc., a Paramount theaters affiliate,

has completed arrangements with
RCA Photophone for the replace-
ment of the sound equipment in
thirteen of his theaters with com-

(Continued on Page 6)

Pickens Theaters to Build
San Antonio — Pickens Theaters.

Inc., with headquarters here, has
purchased a site in Benavides, and
will build a 1,000-seat house.

CHARLES ROSS, IXC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

A DAY AT THE RACES

Theatre owners report "A Day at the

Races" starring those delightful zanies,

the Marx Brothers, leaves audiences roll-

ing in the aisles. For aisle-rolling comfort,

theatres need a soft, deep-pile carpeting

—which is one reason why you'll find

Alexander Smith Carpets in the majority

of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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SCREEN INTRODUCED

After years of research and ex-

periment by Albert B. Hurley, in-

ventor, and checked by exhaustive
tests in Western Electric and RCA.
laboratories, the Even-Lite screen

has been put on the market.

More light and reflection is dis-

tributed evenly over the entire sur-

face of the screen through the new
gradational perforations. The per-

forated area, depending on the size

of the screen, ranges in width from
8 feet for small and medium size

screens to a maximum of 12 feet for

the larger sized screens.

The perforations are confined to

the center portion of the screen

where the loud speaker systems are

located and the light is brightest.

From the center, the perforations

gradually diminish toward the edges

of the screen, both as to spacing and
area, until they are entirely elimi-

nated and the screen surface be-

comes solid.

South Bend Lathe Works
Publishes New Manual

Of interest to film studios and
theater maintainance workshops,

the South Bend Lathe Works of

South Bend, Ind., announces it has

ready for distribution the 33rd edi-

tion of its well-known machinists'^

manual, "How to Run a Lathe."

This new edition has 160 pages con-

taining the latest and most authori-

tative information about the fun-

damental operation of the modern
lathe; instructions on every phase

of lathe work; reference tables and
formulae; and material of general

aid to shop Avorkers. The volume
contains over 300 illustrations.

Nat Goldstein Gets RCA
For Thirteen Theaters

(Continued from Page 5)

plete new High Fidelity reproduc-

ing systems, according to Edwin
M. Hartley, RCA Photophone sales

head.

The first installation of RCA
equipment has already been made
in the Victory theater, at Holyoke,

and the other replacements are to

be completed by the early part of

September, Hartley said. The houses

involved are the Capitol, the Palace,

the Strand and the Colonial, at

Pittsfield; the New Gard-m, at

Greenfield; the Calvin and Plaza, at

Northampton; the Paramount, at

North Adams; the Rivoli, at Chico-

pee; the Strand, at Holyoke; the

Strand, at Westfield and the Para-
mount, at Brattleboro. Vt.

ii COOL, CLEAN AIR
(Continued from Page 5)

new audiences (daiiy) are quickly cooled without shock . . . that "temperature and
humidity are just right morning, noon, and night." Quotations like these are volunteered
in volume by enthusiastic users of air conditioning.

IT is obvious enough why theatergoers select air-conditioned houses in which to see
' their favorite films. No patron is going to spend his good money to swelter and
sweat through a screen performance when a neighboring theater with cool comfort is

showing equally good pictures at the same price. And so it goes. The money follows

the comfort lure. This house appeal booster increases the sales radius of theaters,

drawing from adjoining territory where houses are not air-conditioned. Patrons whose
comfort is considered will in turn sell cool theaters to their friends, providing accumu-
lative advertising.

The increase in box-office receipts, in some instances has paid for the installation

of air conditioning in a single summer, the added patronage from that point on increas-

ing the profit column. The value of this business improvement necessarily has to ex-

ceed its cost in attracting new customers, holding the old ones, reducing overhead and
increasing revenue. It is the erroneous belief, however, that air conditioning costs

incur a burdensome debt. No more mistaken idea could be conveyed.

This misconception is convincingly corrected by a clearly written, simply applied,

informative booklet, "An Easy Way to Find How Quickly Carrier Air Conditioning

Pays for Itself in Your Theater." It aids theater owners to readily determine the

owning and operating costs of air conditioning, how soon it will pay for itself, and the-

profit it will bring after liquidation. Through a few easy steps, any theater owner can

apply these important facts and figures to his own particular theater.*

*1. From a zoned map, one determines the theater location for example, upper

Illinois ... in zone 2.

2. The type of theater is selected from a set of diagrams portraying typical theater

constructions. In this case, let's say it has a balcony and seats 1,000 with 30 cents

admission and shows two pictures a week. From this diagram, one finds space avail-

able for equipment . . . the air-conditioned unit near this projection room; the refriger-

ating unit directly below in the basement.

3. Automatically one is concerned with the figures pertaining to that type theater.

Under zone 2, in the column for a 1,000-seat theater showing two pictures per week
are all the owning and operating costs per picture . . . simple as A, B, C.

4. To correct for local power and water costs, all one has to do is divide the

focal rate by the one in the example and, in a jiffy, one knows the approximate costs

of air conditioning for his theater.

5. It is just as easy to find how much "take" increase is necessary to pay for

the investment in a specified length of time ... in one summer (50 per cent increase)

or five years (6.2 per cent increase).

6. $210 extra profit per day during the summer would be possible after liquida-

tion in this case, in other words the exhibitor who did not install air conditioning

would be letting $210 slip through his hands every day during the second and succes-

sive summers.

A SIMPLE working table is provided so that it is merely a matter of jotting down

one set of figures, adapting them to a definite theater, thus arriving at the

approximate figures for any specific theater. Hereby any theater owner can find out

for himself what air conditioning will cost and do for him . . . information that every

progressive theater should have on hand to meet today's fast moving competition.

The term "air conditioning" has been badly abused. A clear idea of what it is

and should do is given by the U. S. Dept. of Commerce and National Better Business

Bureau as follows: summer air conditioning (1) cools, (2) dehumidifies and (3) circu-

lates air. Year-'round air conditioning combines the two. In addition to accomplishing

the foregoing, theaters require the cleansing of the air and reduction of outside noises

to a minimum.

As far back as 1902, Willis H. Carrier began the scientific handling of air. By

1911, he had gathered sufficient proof of his beliefs and at that time presented to the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers his now famous Carrier Laws, the basis of

the science of air conditioning. Carrier's work has identified him as an international

authority on this subject.

To discuss the equipment that achieves such business-getting results would be

to confuse. That concerns the engineer. What concerns you are results . . . which

superior engineering guarantees.

Air conditioning has become an unexcelled merchandiser in all lines of business . ..

theaters, hotels, restaurants, office buildings, department stores, retail stores, steam-

ships, railroads, broadcast and film studios, hospitals, banks, as well as homes. Many

of the products used in private and business life are made better, cheaper, through

air-conditioned manufacturing processes. Business, day by day, becomes evermore

the survival of the fit. It finds in air conditioning a fitting suit of armor to fight its

daily battle for superiority.

LABORATORIES ADOPT

"REELPAK" CONTAINER

Adoption by numerous labora-
tories of "Reelpak," the solid fibre

container for shipment of from two
to ten 1,000 ft. lengths of motion
picture film in cans to their various
points of distribution, is reported by
the manufacturer, Robert Gaylord,
Inc., of Jersey City. "Reelpak," on
the basis of economy and perform-
ance effectively and economically re-
places the wooden box formerly
used, it is claimed.

Some of the advantages of this

fibre box cited are its light weight,
low initial cost, space saving in the
laboratory to which they are de-
livered knocked down for instant
use, and the adequate protection
they afford in transit. Users report
added satisfaction in that the con-
tainers lend themselves admirably
to the registration on outside panels
of the shipper's trade mark, trade
name or slogan, which gives adver-
tising value to the contents during
transportation.
The Interstate Commerce Com-

mission has approved "Reelpak" for

the shipment of not to exceed 10

cans of film (1,000 ft. each) pro-
vided the total weight of the pack-
age does not exceed 65 pounds. The
film in metal tins or cans are se-

curely braced from all four corners
with double-faced corrugated paper
and the package must be properly
and adequately sealed with a strong
adhesive to insure safe delivery.

Comfort Cooling Systems

In Three Jersey Houses

(Continued from Page 4)

Curci of Margaretville with Super
Simplex mechanisms, Peerless Mag-
narcs and new carpeting; and
Charles Wilson's Bijou, Troy, has
put in Super Simplexes, Peerless
Magnarcs, G. E. Copper Oxide Rec-
tifiers and a new Walker screen. Up
at Liberty, the Liberty Theater has
installed Peerless Magnarcs, a new
Walker screen and new rectifiers,

while among recent Greater New
York installations is that of Charlie
Goldreyer's Rex, for which Nation-
al Theater Supply prescribed Peer-
less Magnarcs.

KAIiccDistributing Velv-0-KnapAllc ,

Detroit—J. D. Gillingwater, i
ew

4f

troit manufacturers' representative,

is distributing Velv-O-Knap, a
cleaner and polish for theater use,

through the newly formed Velv-O-
Knap Laboratories. Distribution is

now being planned in Illinois. Head-
quarters are at 5442 2nd Blvd.
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PRESS SEES FILMS

lURT BY TELEV

(Continued from Pjge 1)

up by the sale of television sets,

the sale of television broadcasting

time, the increased sale of products

due to television advertising, and
the increased use of film and film

production facilities for the produc-
tion of shorts for television pur-

poses."

Further discussing the effects of

television, as he foresees them, upon
the film industry, Priess declares:

"After we have seen a two-hour
program in our home of an evening
we naturally have no desire to go to

the local motion picture theater.

Serials and certain recurring fea-
tures will tempt us to a nightly
habitual use of our set. Of course,

the home program must suit our
'".aste. Radio has taught the broad-
casters drama and diversity, and we
an expect this lesson to be inherited

jy the program specialists of tele-

vision. The motion picture theater
cannot give the audience anything
that approaches the drama and di-

versity that is possible with tele-

vision.

"For example, television can
show a boxing bout in progress,
dilie the climax is in the lap of the
ods. Motion pictures of the bout

i re an anti-climax, for we have read
about it in the newspapers before
we see it at the theater, and that
important element of dramatic sus-
pense is absent.

"It seems certain that some tens
)f thousands of people who depend
apon the motion picture industry for
a living, will find television en-
croaching upon their livelihood. But
is this important when television
promises the creation of hundreds
of thousands of new jobs and thru
its advertising appeal some hun-
dreds of thousands of additional
workers to manufacture the prod-
ucts it sells on its programs?"

Six Canadian Film Boards

To Continue Functioning

(Continued from Page 1)

livided and the plan has given gen-
eral satisfaction.

Canadian boards still have credit
committees and arbitration boards,
so that Film Boards have a broader
field of activity than in the United
States. Canada also has had a
Standard^ Exhibition Contract since
1930 which has never been ques-
ioned in the courts.

Re-election of Newbury
by N. J. Allied Probable

H (Continued from Page 1)

abMcy at the association's annual
convention, scheduled for Sept. 21-
23 at Atlantic City. He is now
completing his second term in that
office.

A "JUitU" fat* "Ms
ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

TT was no make-believe role that
Dolores Del Rio, screen actress,

was called upon to fill here. And a
heroine she proved herself when her
two year old godchild fell into a
swimming pool. Miss Del Rio
plunged in, brought her to safety
and assisted in resuscitating the
youngster.

T T T

Casting assignments: Selznick —
Hugh Chapman, "Adventures of
Tom Sawyer"; Warners—Mary Ma-
guire, "Sergeant Murphy"; Colum-
bia — Jimmy Durante, "College
Hero"; Paramount—Anthony Quinn,
"Partners in Crime"; RKO—Lionel
Pape, "Music for Madame."

T T

New contracts: Monogram: Wil-
liam Nigh, director; Col. Tim Mc-
Coy, actor; Paramount: Muriel
Hutchinson, Jane Dewey, Broadway
stage actresses; Warners: Ava Jor-
dan, singer; RKO: Joan Woodbury,
Dorothy Moore (options lifted);

Paramount: Eddie Bartell, Jimmy
Hollywood.

Claude Binyon, who contributed
in no small measure to the ultimate
success of Ruggles' production "I
Met Him in Paris," will author
Lewin's initial production for the
William LeBaron organization. Lew-
in plans to turn the cameras on the
picture shortly after Ruggles' re-
turn from his eastern vacation.

T » T

After viewing a drama staged by
embryo actors from Uncle Sam's
subsea fleet at San Diego, where he
is filming scenes for his newest
Warner Bros.' production, "Subma-
rine D-l," Director Lloyd Bacon
screen-tested four of the gob-thes-
pians whose enlistments shortly
expire, for possible Warner con-
tracts.

t t

When Director Roy Del Ruth sig-
nals the start on filming of M-G-M's
forthcoming production of "Rosalie,"
three girls who worked for him as
extras in his recently completed
"Broadway Melody of 1938," will be
elevated to speaking roles. They
are Vivien Martinos, Josephine Gar-
ber and Edna St. George.

Paramount Chicago Riot

Newsreel Released

(Continued from Page 1)

throughout the country. At the same
time Richard issued the following
statement:
"More than a month has elapsed

since the riot pictures were made. A
month ago more than 70,000 men
were on strike in seven states; feel-

ing ran at white heat. Today, gen-
erally speaking conditions have
changed for the better and the feel-

ings of yesterday have subsided.
"Moreover, the pictures have been

presented as evidence at a public

hearing before the La Follette com-
mitteee in session at Washington,
D. C.

"For these reasons Paramount
News now releases the pictures,

unedited and exactly as they came
from the camera, as a matter of
public service."

Senate Civil Liberties Com-
mittee yesterday showed pub-
licly for first time the sup-
pressed Paramount newsreel of the
Memorial Day riots in Chicago be-
fore a packed Capitol Hill house.

M-G-M Gets "Gang Busters"

M-G-M has acquired screen rights
to Phillips Lord's radio series, "Gang
Busters" material for use in a fea-
ture.

"Elysia" Stays a Ninth
Newark, N. J.—-"Elysia" will stay

a ninth week at the Little.

Compromise Breakdown
Seen in Fuller's Move

(Continued from Page 1)

to Federal Court before the expira-
tion of the time allotted to file such
suits under the anti-trust laws, but
actually indicates the break-down of
efforts to compromise, The Film
Daily was reliably advised here
yesterday.

Fuller, who has a house in Fair-
hope, Ala., is now seeking in sepa-
rate suits to recover damages and
procure injunctions against Vita-
graph, M-G-M, RKO, Universal,
United Artists, Paramount, Fox,
Saenger Assistant Treasurer Harold
Wilkes and Saenger Buyer Gaston
Dureau, on grounds of an alleged
conspiracy which deprived him of
film and forced him to close situa-
tions near Pensacola, Fla.

Alabama Appeals Court

Knocks Out Bank Night

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge James Rice affirmed judg-
ment of the Tuscaloosa Circuit
Court in the case of Cecil B.
Grimes, Tuscaloosa, Ala., theater
manager, convicted of conducting a
lottery in the operation of a "Jack
Pot Night" prize drawing, and fined

$200.

Para. Signs Harry Stahl
Detroit—Harry Stahl, Detroit ra-

dio singer, has been signed by Para-
mount for films.

Portland Price Rise Follows New Union Contracts
Portland, Ore.—Eleven Evergreen houses and two of the J. J. Parker Circuit here an-

nounce admission increase with a 55 cent top including tax, 30 cent fare to 1 p.m., 40
cents 1 to 6 p.m. This follows new contracts with union employees, effective July 5th.

€€ »REVIEWS
"Windjammer"

with George O'Brien, Constance Worth,
William Hall

RKO Radio 58 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SUSPENSEFUL DRAMA SHOULD CLICK
WITH THE ACTION AUDIENCES.

In serving a subpoena on Commodore
Selby, champion dodger of such orders,

George O'Brien finds himself on the Com-
modore's yacht in the San Francisco-Hono-
lulu race. A lot of things happen, which
make the picture the sort of fare that ac-
tion audiences of all types should like.

Ewing Scott has directed the piece in a

highly suspenseful manner. The screenplay

by Dan Jarrett and James Gruen, from an
original story by Major Raoul Haig, is a

nicely constructed plot with a flair for

comedy. Although it doesn't provide for

a lot of fisticuffs, its tone is such that
anything is liable to pop off. George
O'Brien's role is that of a lawyer in the
Attorney General's office shanghaied into

a seaman's job. He plays it with a very
pleasant, confident, breezy, likeable air.

The rest of the cast perform well, especial-

ly William Hall as a hard-boiled captain of

a gun smuggling ship. Frank Good's
photography is notable 'nsofar that he
maintains the required backgrounds while
bringing the players out to good advantage.
George Hirliman, the producer, and David
Howard his associate, have given the pic-

ture production qualities that show up
well. As mentioned, George becomes a

member of Commodore Selby's crew. In

a heavy fog, the boat is rammed by a gun
smuggling ship captained by William Hall.

Selby (Brandon Evans), his daughter, Con-
stance Worth, Gavin Gordon her suitor, and
George are rescued. Because of his car-

go, Hall cannot put in at Honolulu. He
gets wise to Evans' wealth and when a

passing vessel having learned by wireless

that Evans' ship had sunk, asks if the

survivors are aboard, he answers in the

negative. George sees this and senses the

game. A couple of islanders have come
aboard in a small boat, and with that

available George plans the escape of his

group. A fight develops in which a gas

lamp is overturned, resulting in the ship

blowing up. George and his party get

away before the catastrophe. He serves

the summons and besides that wins the

daughter, whose animosity toward George
has turned into love.

Cast: George O'Brien, Constance Worth,
William Hall, Brandon Evans, Gavin Gordon,

Stan Blystone, Lai Chand Mehra, Ben Hend-
ricks, Lee Shumway, Frank Hagney, 5am
Flint.

Producer, George A. Hirliman; Associate

Producer, David Howard; Director, Ewing
Scott; Author, Major Raoul Haig; Screen-

play, Dan Jarrett, James Gruen; Camera-
man, Frank B. Good, ASC; Art Director,

F. Paul Sylos; Editor, Robert Crandall;

Musical Supervisor, Abe Meyer; Recording

Engineer, Winston Moore.
Direction, Suspenseful. Photography,

Good.

Universal Signs Four

Mere Circuit Contracts

(Continued from Page 1)

state Circuit, Inc., Texas Consoli-
dated Theaters, Inc., Robb & Row-
ley-United Artist Theater Circuit,
and Jefferson Amusement Co.



NEW TOOLS

LABORATORIES are today doing what

was long thought impossible. With the

aid of Eastman Fine-Grain Duplicating

Films they are producing duplicates of

such high fidelity that they equal the

originals in quality. These special Eastman

films are important new tools that will

substantially aid the motion picture in-

dustry. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N.Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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MILLION DOLLAR PIX TO REACH NEW HIGH FIGURE

Expect ICC Decision on Carrying Charges in 2 Weeks
Protest Made by MPTOA

Felt to Have Exerted

Much Influence

Decision of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on the proposed
changes in regulations governing
film carrying charges is expected in

about two weeks, it was learned

yesterday. Usually authoritative ex-

hibitor sources feel that the body
will discard the plan under con-

sideration, following strong protest

made by the MPTOA at a hearing
conducted by the commission at

Washington a week ago.

REPORT HEAVY SELLING

OF FILM SECURITIES

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Heavy selling in

film securities is shown in the semi-

monthly SEC report for the period

June 1-10, released Saturday.
Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures,

sold 18,587 purchase warrants of
(Continued on Page 12)

Frey 44-Hr. Week Measure

Receives Earle Signature

Harrisburg, Pa.—The Frey 44-

hour week bill has been signed by

Governor George H. Earle. The
new law, which becomes effective

Dec. 1 next provides that no em-
ployer shall employ any person for

a period of more than five continu-

ous hours, but where it is difficult

to fix the hours in advance, the De-
(ContinUed on Page 3)

»
Gets Farnol Goat

Lynn Farnol, the ad agency feller,

Is gradually accumulating livestock for

his Connecticut place, whether he likes

the idea or not. Bennett Cert, the

publisher, recently contributed a goat

and now, it is rumored, Jim Mulvey of

the Samuel Goldwyn organization plans

to donate sheep.

RKO Radio Making No Move to Control Stars on Radio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—RKO Radio, it is understood, is making no move to control appearances

of its stars on the radio, except to advise that they are hurting themselves when they
appear on poor air programs.

Warners Plan to Stagger Campaigns

to Plug Their Unusual Productions

Warner Bros, is immediately
adopting what it terms the "stag-
ger" system of merchandising "finer
and unusual" pictures under whicn
the company will stage concentrated
local campaigns in about 30 or 40
selected situations, Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager, an-
nounced today.

First production to be so treated

will be "They Won't Forget," which
will have its New York premiere
at the Strand within two weeks, it

was stated. The picture will be giv-

en a similar, big campaign in Chi-
cago and "when this is repeated 30
or 40 times in as many selected sit-

uations over the country, we will

have blanketed the country with a
(Continued on Page 12)

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Study Higher Admissions—WB London "Show Window"

By GEORGE H. MORRIS= =
DOMESTIC

In the wake of producers' conven-
tions, national circuits began study
of local situations with eye to up-
ping admission prices, in view of

the sharp boosts in production bud-
gets generally for 1937-38. However,
no immediate action was said to be

(Continued

FOREIGN
Extension of Warner theater op-

erations to England, first reported
as a possibility late last March, be-
came a reality last week with the
cabled announcement that Warner
Brothers, Ltd., has purchased famed
Daly's Theater in Leicester Square.

on Page 12)

Slight Decrease Shown in Feature

Releases for First 6 Mos. of Year

Wehrenberg Planning 20
More Houses in St. Louis

St. Louis, Mo.—Announcing an
expansion program, Fred Wehren-
berg, prexy of the MPTO of St.

Louis, Eastern Missouri and South-
ern Illinois, revealed plans for the
construction or acquisition of 20 film

(Continued on Page 12)

Features released during the first

six months of 1937 totaled 371, a
decrease of 14 from the 385 released
during the similar period of last

year, according to a Film Daily
survey. American - made features
dropped from 275 in 1936 to 235 this

year while imports increased from
110 to 136.

Imports from England jumped to
(Continued on Page 3)

37 Productions Definitely

Budgeted for This

Classification
Productions costing a $1,000,000

and more will reach a new high
during the season of 1937-38, an-
alysis of product announcements
yesterday disclosed. Thirty-seven
pix are definitely budgeted at the
moment in this classification.

United Artists in particular will
pay attention to high-cost pictures,
with a budget of approximately
$26,000,000 set up for 26 produc-
tions. Costs, actual or estimated, on

(Continued on Page 3)

GN ACTS JULY 20

BLUMENTHAL'S PACT

Proposed agreement under which
A. Pam Blumenthal will become
vice-president of Grand National
will be acted upon at the annual
stockholders' meeting July 20 at
Wilmington. The board of directors
will shortly afterwards meet to elect
officers at its annual session.

Sweepstakes Non-Winners
Sue Theater for Damages

Hamilton, O.—Paramount, Southio
unit at nearby Middletown has been
sued for the third time by a local

resident who failed to win in sweep-
stakes. Suit was entered in Com-
mon Pleas court by Ray Williams
who seeks $500 exemplary damages
in addition to return of $5.60 admis-
sions paid.

Other two suits ask similar
(Continued on Page 3)

Set UA Music Hall Dates
Dates for four United Artists produc-

tions bought for the Music Hall have
been set as follows: July 8, "Knight
Without Armor"; July 29, "Stella Dal-
las"; Aug. 12, "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1933" and Aug. 26, "Prisoner
of Zenda."
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St. Louis Awaits Decision

by Arthur on Construction

St. Louis, Mo.—Harry C. Arthur,

who is due here today from New
York, is expected to give a final

answer on sevei-al pending ques-

tions, among them whether Fanchon
& Marco will proceed with the con-

struction of three new 1,200-seat

houses announced some time ago.

It is possible that deals recently

worked out with Clarence Turney
for the Uptown and Down Lyric,

and with Ansell Bros, in connection

with the pooling of their Ritz, Em-
press and Varsity with the St. Louis

Amusement Co.'s Tivoli Theater in

University City, local suburb, and
the Shenandoah Theater, and the

prior deal for the Richmond The-

ater, Richmond Heights, and the

Shady Oak in Clayton, may have
solved some of the construction

problems for F. & M.

The Grand Opera House has been

dark for some months because, it is

said in some quarters, of a product

shortage.

Probe Bomb Vandalism

Police Saturday were investigat-

ing the throwing of a stench bomb
into the Brooklyn home of David
Fleischer of the Fleischer Studios,

Inc.

Ban Para Riot Newsreel

St. Louis—Paramount's newsreel
depicting Chicago riots has been
banned here as "unfit for women
and children to see."

Markets Observe Holiday

The New. York Stock Exchange, Bond
Market and Curb Market were closed

Saturday and Monday in observance

of Independence Day.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Forever Yours (Grand National)—5th week 55th St. Playhouse

A Day at the Races (M-G-M)—3rd week Capitol

Slave Ship (20th -Fox)—3rd week Rivoli

Mountain Music (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
New Faces of 1937 (RKO Radio) Music Hall

The Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) Strand

King Solomon's Mines (GB Pictures) Roxy
League of Frightened Men (Columbia Pictures) Rialto

King of Gamblers ( Paramount) Criterion

Damaged Lives (Welden)—4th week Central

Meet the Missus (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

Kid Galahad (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Captains Courageous (M-"G-M)—9th week Astor

The Road Back (Universal)—3rd week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Tales from the Vienna Woods (Viennese film)—3rd week , Belmont
"M" (German film)—3rd week (a-b) World
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer International)—3rd week (a-b) World
The Thirteenth (Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Piccolo Eroe B'way Cine Roma

FUTURE OPENINGS
Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M)—July 7 Capitol
Easy to Love (Paramount)—July 7 Paramount
Knight Without Armor (United Artists)—July 8 Music Hall

Two Who Dared (GN)—July 9 Roxy
Heart's Desire (Gaumont British)—July 10 55th St. Playhouse
Springtime in Vienna (Viennese film)—July 12 Belmont
Juggernaut (Grand National)—July 14 Globe
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—July 21 (d) Astor
Souls at Sea (Paramount)—July 28 (d) Globe
Three Legionnaires (Gen'l Film) (c) Rialto

They Won't Forget (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand
Great Gambini (Paramount)—July 9 Criterion

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows Current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

Omaha Exhib. Carnival

Complaint Gets Results
Omaha — A protest filed by the

Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-
tion of Omaha through Attorney
Irvin Levin has resulted in City
Commissioner Harry Trustin rec-
ommending to the city council that
no more carnivals be made exempt
from paying an occupation tax.

Cause of the protest was the tax-
free permit granted a commercial
club last week.

"Spain In Flames" Ban Stays
Columbus, O.—The Ohio Supreme

Court has dismissed an appeal of
the North American Committee to

Aid Spanish Democracy for the lift-

ing of the Ohio Board of Censor-
ship's ban on exhibition of the pic-

ture, "Spain in Flames," the court
holding that the appeal was not
filed within the statutory limitation.

The court did not pass on the order
of the board of censors and E. L.

Bowsher, state director of educa-
tion.

Gets Rights to French Pix
Roman Rebush has acquired the

American distribution rights for the
French films, "Le Chemineau," to

be released under the tentative title,

"The Wanderer," and "Les Deux
Gosses," to be released under the
tentative title of "Two Children."

Blank Loses in Court
Bridgeport, Conn. — Decision

against Walter Blank was rendered
in the Superior Court in the case
of Blank against members of the
Zoning Commission. Blank sought
the issuance of a building permit
for a theater on Park Avenue.

Closed Burlesque Houses

to Reopen With Vaudeville
New York City burlesque houses

recently closed by License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss are planning to
resume operations soon with shows
based on vaudeville acts. Just what
the new-type entertainment will be
called has not been determined. One
suggestion made is to describe it as
"vaudecue," this being a combina-
tion of vaudeville and "burleycue."

Fourteen burlesque theaters have
been dark under the Moss ban.

Brown Goes to Lawrence
New Haven—B. E. Hoffman, of

the Warner theater department, re-
ports the transfer of Thomas Brown,
for the past five years manager of
the Garde, New London, to the
helm of the Broadway, Lawrence.
Eugene Brassil, assistant at the
Roger Sherman, New Haven, is do-
ing relief duty in the New London
house, until a permanent appoint-
ment is made.

tf

Criterion Drops Prices
B. S. Moss' New Criterion Thea-

ter has set a new admission price

scale for the summer months. The
former scale, 25 cents to 1 p.m.,

55 cents to 7 p.m., and 75 cents un-
til closing, is slashed to 40 cents

from 1:30 p.m., 65 cents from 7 to

10 p.m., and 40 cents from 10 p.m.
to closing. The morning admish
prices remains at 25 cents until

1:30 p.m.

Para. Cuts Capitalization
Albany—Paramount Pictures, Inc.,

Milbrook, has filed a certificate in

the office of the Secretary of State

reducing its capital stock from $41,-

000,000 to $29,856,649.

Coming and Going

MARK R. SANDRICH, RKO film director, ac-
companied by MRS. SANDRICH, arrived yester-
day from England on the Queen Mary.

TWENTY-FIVE DRAMATIC PLAYERS of the
Sofia National Theater, Bulgaria, also arrived
from Europe on the Queen Mary.

HENRY DANZIGER of the N. Y. Film Board
of Trade, has left New York for a two weeks'
vacation.

MAX MILDER and GUY EYSELL are scheduled
to return from Europe next week on the
Norma ndie.

AL LICHTMAN and HOWARD DIETZ have
arrived on the Coast by plane.

EDWARD L. ALPERSON, GN prexy, returns to
the home office from the coast about July 15.

CHARLES FORD, editor of Universal news-
reel, returns to headquarters today from
Universal City.

R. M. HAAS of Warners returned to the Coast
over the holiday from New York.

ROBERT RISKIN has arrived in Hollywood
from New York by plane.

SAM ECKMAN sails this week for England.

4-Minute Speakers Tour
Theaters in Tax Drive

St. Louis, Mo.—A group of 50
four-minute speakers furnished by
the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce,
are touring local film theaters to urge
local taxpayers to pay up delin-

quent real estate and personal prop-
erty taxes. Arrangements for this

tax paying drive were perfected at

a conference held at the City Hall
by Fred Wehrenberg, President of

the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Mis-
souri and Southern Illinois, with
Mayor Bernard F. Dickmann.
Mayor Dickmann has announced

that if the payment of back taxes
reaches sufficient volume to offset

the city's $2,017,000 deficit in the
general revenue funds he will not
sign the four new special tax meas-
ures, including an amusement tax
ranging from 1 cent on tickets sell-

ing for 75 cents or less to 10 cents
on tickets costing $4 or more.

M. of T. Distrib. Withdraws
Albany—March of Time Distribu-

tors Corp., chartered under Dalaware
laws, has filed a certificate in the
office of the Secretary of State sur-
rendering its authority to do busi-

ness in New York State.

A certificate also has been filed in

the office of the Secretary of State
dissolving the corporate existence of
H M Pictures Corp., New York City.

Joseph Peare Dead
Paterson, N. J. — Joseph Peare,

said to be the first stage electrician

in a U. S. theater, is dead at Haw-
thorne near here.

FOR SALE 7

TWO SIMPLEX PROJECTION
MACHINES

RCA SOUND EQUIPMENT
Apply

BASIL P. SHEA
1600 Broadway New York
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1LLI0N DOLLAR PIX

TO SOAR TO NEW HIGH

(.Continued from Page 1)

some of the big pictures will be
as follows:

"Goldwyn Follies," $2,000,000;
"Hurricane," $1,500,000; "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938," $1,500,-

000; "Marco Polo," $1,500,000;
"Knight Without Armor," $1,500,-

000; "Nothing Sacred," $1,200,000;

"Dead End," $1,000,000; "Stella

Dallas," $1,000,000; "Spring in My
Heart," $1,000,000 and "Prisoner of

Zenda," $1,000,000.

M-G-M, always a leader in the big

production field, has a heavy pro-

gram of this type of pictures sched-

uled, but the number has not been
made public. Twenty-six films cost-

ing an average of a million are in-

cluded in the Paramount lineup,

20th Century-Pox, Warner Bros, and
RKO are all expected to make a

number of pictures within this neg-
ative cost bracket.

Sweepstakes Non-Winners

Sue Theater for Damages

(Continued from Page 1)

amounts plus return of admissions,

and in all three cases plaintiffs claim
sweepstakes violates an Ohio law
which provides for exemplary dam-
ages of $500 maximum.

20th-Fox Building
Buffalo—Construction has begun

on a new Exchange building for

20th Century-Fox. It will be a
two-story brick structure, air-con-

ditioned throughout, and including
a 50-seat screening room. Expected
to be ready by mid-October, its site

is a scant biock from the present
offices occupied for nearly 15 years.

Mono.'s Providence Deal
The Strand Theater, Providence,

R. I., owned by Archie Silverman
and managed by Eddie Reed, closed

a 100 p.c. commitment for 26 Mono-
gram features during the 1937-38
season.

JULY 6

Al Wilkie
Don Mersereau

Frank E. Garbuft
Jay Blaufox

&&*DAILY

Y
• • • ON THE word of David O. Selznick the only
player thus far cast for an important part in "Gone With the
Wind" is Walter Connolly very appropriately cast for the
role of Gerald O'Hara, the father of Scarlett and not
more than a half dozen tests have been made for the role of

Scarlett, and less than that for the part of Rhett Butler
and Selznick says he hopes that "within the next several months
personalities new to the screen will be found" so that he will

not be forced to fall back upon established stars which
should start a lively debate do new personalities attract
the public as will established stars ? in any event, we
hope the delay in bringing this super-popular work to the screen
will not be drawn out to the point where the title will become
symbolic as far as the film public's interest is concerned
the point is: How long does a best-seller linger in the public

mind? anyway, that's the query voiced in our social circle.

T T
• • • IN A special cable to the New York Sun it is

stated that frantic Parisians offered upwards of $50 a
seat for a chance to see the 46 Radio City Music Hall Rockettes
do their stuff at the international gala dance festival which was
held at the Grand Palais that is a tremendous tribute

for never before have Parisians or any other French-
men, one hears, offered 50 bucks to see anything

T W W
• • • DURING THE Shrine Convention in Detroit, prexy
E. C. Beatty of the Butterfield Theaters was serenaded by a 50-

piece brass band of the Saginaw Temple, that busted into his

office without warning. . . 9 Wallace James Stuart, manager
of M & P's Community theater at North Attleboro, Mass., was
married to Celeste Mary Allen of New London, Conn., on June
28

Y
• • • AWARD OF the Parents' Magazine Medal for the

best family movie for the month of August has been made to

W. Ray Johnston for his Monogram's "Hoosier Schoolboy". . .

• Edward Arnold will bring Jim Fisk to the screen minus the
flourishing handlebar mustaches that were the distinguishing
mark of the oldtime spectacular financier Arnold creates
the role for RKO Radio's "The Toast of New York," and he
opines that the overgrown mustache is no good for romantic
appeal,

T

• • • AT THE opening of "New Faces of 1937" at the
Music Hall last week Milton Berle was discovered out
front at the first performance delightedly clocking the house

later as the crowds came out Milt buttonholed a few of

the customers and asked: "How did you like that feller Berle?"
one dear old lady answered: "He has lovely teeth!"

c'n ya imagine Milt's feelings? for once the guy had no
snappy comeback just stood there with his mouth open

showing his teeth

T .
• • FOR THE opening of Korda's "Knight Without

Armor" at the Music Hall on Thursday eve, Sir Gerald Camp-
bell, the British Consul General, will be the guest of honor at

an "International Night" other prominent guests will in-

clude members of the diplomatic service of various foreign na-
tions, as the theme of the picture combines several international

elements
T V T

• • • SHOW BIZ they put in expensive cooling
systems to get the summer crowds in then they so often
book weak pictures because they're sure they can't get the
crowds in ain't it the truth ?

« « « » » »

FEATURE RELEASES

SHOW SLIGHT DROP

(Continued from Page 1)

28, compared with 15 in 1936. Ger-
man made releases totaled 40, com-
pared with 37 a year ago while
Italian pictures again came to 12.

Hungarian-made features totaled 11
for the first half of the year. From
Fiance came nine features com-
pared with eight in 1936.

Features imported from other
countries totaled as follows: Spain,
seven; Russia, six; Mexico, five; Po-
land, five; Sweden, five; Austria,
three; Argentine, two, Czechoslova-
kia, two and one each from Arme-
nia, Denmark, Japan and Switzer-
land.

Frey 44-Hr. Week Measure
Receives Earle Signature

the

(Continued from Page 1)

partment will dispense with
schedule.
While the measure will probably

not affect Harrisburg theaters to

any great extent, it is possible that
houses in other sections of the state

may be seriously affected.

Two New Ohio Theaters

To Be Ready This Month

Cleveland—The Beach Cliff Thea-
ter, being built in Rocky River by
Albert E. Ptak, will be completed
in mid-July.
Harry Lasninsky's new Noble

Theater in Caldwell, will open July
26.

Gosnell Leaving Boston
Boston — Stanley Gosnell, man-

ager of Loew's State here, has tend-
ered his resignation to join the
Aetna Cleaning Co. of Baltimore.
Fred Greenway, now manager of

the Century theater, Baltimore, is

expected to take over the chair left

vacant by Gosnell's resignation.

State Post for Mercy
Yakima, Wash.—Frederick Mercy

of Mercy's Inland Theater Corp. has
been appointed by the Governor to
the 7-man state commission which
will administer a State advertising
and Fair fund.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Benny Baker has taken so much rib-

bing since he's been driving around in

that new yellow and red sport roadster

that he's considering having it painted
black.—Paramount.



WILD LIFE STUDY OF LAUGHTER:

CANDID CAMERA CATCHES EFFECT

OF PARAMOUNT'S

ON HUMAN RISIBILITIES

SPINSTER, debutante, drug store cowboy,

savant, mugg, marble-masked 'matron, all were

given chance to see, hear Paramount 's "Easy Living,"

starring Jean Arthur and Edward Arnold, featuring

fan mail record-breaker Ray Milland. Directed by

Mitchell Leisen. Candid camera caught reactions

published here, proving newest Paramount contribu-

tion to mid-summer madness 346.7% funnier, 259.33%

goofier than any comedy of year. Recommended to

sweeten sour dispositions.

The Raucous or Ribald Laugh . . .

Result of seeing young lady hit in face

with a custard pie.

Smile with Freckles . . . Reaction to

seeing Ray sock detective in waistcoat

with the commonly called "one-two."

The Gurgle-Gurgle . . . Result of see-

ing restaurant patrons' difficulties when

someone throws pepper in electric fan.

The GirliSh Giggl&. Effect not of hilarity

but of glimpsing Ray Milland and Jean

in what is known to the trade as a clinch.

The Spinster Smirk . . . Result of

Jean and Ray's being drenched when

the shower bath unexpectedly turns on!

Middle Western Belly- Laugh.. Result of The Frozen Custard Chuckle . . Matronly

seeing Jean Arthur smash her boss over mirth evoked by Edward Arnold's hand

the head with picture frame. to hand struggle with the irate chef.

The Professorial Pleased Puss • • •

Result of seeing Jean's method of being

fired from job.

The New England Nut Cracker • • •

Maine and Vermont vote with nation:

"Easy Living" is a New Deal in laughter.

The BUCktOOth Grin • • Result of see-

ing Jean make her entrance into the old

office in a $75,000 fur coat.

The Hohokus Holler! • • • Caused by

seeing Edward Arnold execute a neat

fall down a whole flight of stairs.

Le Rire (Fr. w'tn mustache). Effect of

Jean's being biffed on the head with

$75,000 sable coat while riding bus.



The Cheerful Little Tearful _. Proving peopie

laugh till they cry at picture like "Easy Living."

Broadway Deadpan Smirk caused by riot at auto-

mat as Ray Milland gets Jean a feed on the house.

IEAN ARTHUR

EDWARD ARNOLD
in

EASY LIVING

with RAY MILLAND

Luis Alberni -Mary Nash

A Paramount Picture

Directed by Mitchell Leisen

The WOW Or Basement BellOW! . . . Result of seeing final gag of picture, which hits new all time high in hilarity. First a

grin, then a chuckle . . . then "Easy Living" lays you in the aisle with laughter!
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"The League of

Frightened Men"
with Walter Connolly, Lionel Stander,

Eduardo Ciannelli, Irene Hervey

Columbia 65 Mins.

ENTERTAINING MURDER MYSTERY
FOR AUDIENCES GENERALLY AND PAR-
TICULARLY MEN PATRONS.

Walter Connolly, serene, slick and sly,

interprets the character of Nero Wolfe, the

fictional but somehow vividly real detective

whose exploits already are something of an

institution among lovers of detective thril-

lers both in book and screen form. That

the portly Mr. Connolly exudes poise and
"savvy" in generous emanations foretells

plainly that he is going to find the piece's

killer-at-large before the final fadeout,

but he is so smug about it all that audi-

ences will be on proverbial pins and needles

trying to probe his deductions. The femi-

nine roles in the mystery melodrama are

rather scant, and therefore the major ap-

peal of the story is to the male gender.

However, the fair sex, being endowed with

even more agile and alert emotions, will

also, provided they are mystery-minded, gain

their deserved share of thrills from the

eerie happenings, and the happenings are

briefly these. Some years before the ac-

tion opens, a group of a dozen Harvard

students hazed a fellow college mate, crip-

pling him for life. Two of their number
are, in their post-college careers, found

murdered. Typewritten notes received by

the remainder to whom destruction is

threatened give the group a bad case of

jitters. The eye of suspicion is cast upon

Eduardo Ciannelli, who was the victim of

their hazing. In understandable nervous

spasms, the old Harvard grads retain Wal-
ter Connolly as Nero Wolfe to protect them
and apprehend the murderer. Sleuthing

along like a well-oiled machine, detective

Connolly handsomely succeeds. There is,

of course, a surprise ending. Film is splen-

didly played, contains its fair share of

comedy, while direction and photography

are right up to snuff.

Cast: Walter Connolly, Lionel Sfander,

Eduardo Ciannelli, Irene Hervey, Victor Kil-

ian, Nana Bryant, Allen Brook, Walter
Kingsford, Leonard Mudie, Kenneth Hunter,

Charles Irwin, Rafaela Ottiano, Edward Mc-
Namara, Jameson Thomas, len Wulf, Jona-

than Hale, Herbert Ashley. James Flavin.

Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, Rex
Stout; Screenplay, Eugene Solow, Guy En-

dore; Cameraman, Henry Freulich; Editor,

Gene Milford.

Direction, Good Photography, Clear.

RCA Sound for M. of T.
Time, Inc., has signed an RCA

sound recording license agreement
whereby the March of Time film
features will be recorded with the
most advanced Photophone equip-
ment and technique, according to
an announcement by Edwin M.
Hartley, manager of the RCA Pho-
tophone Division. Agreement also
calls for the use of RCA Photo-
phone's technical facilities at its

411 Fifth Ave. Studios, for scoring
and re-recording.

Rustler's Valley"
with William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell

Hayden

Paramount 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING WESTERN WITH CLEVER
ENDING AND ATTRACTIVE LOCATIONS
IS HANDICAPPED BY TOO MUCH TALK,
TOO LITTLE ACTION.

The ingratiating personality that Wil-
liam Boyd gives "Hopalong" and the comic

talk and antics of George Hayes as "Windy"
will have to carry this Cassidy number.

Even though it doesn't rank with the bet-

ter pictures in the series, it still is a pleas-

ing Western. Its shortcoming is that it is

too much talk and not enough action.

Things open strong, but a lot of conversa-

tion sets in, with the principals talking in-

stead of doing things. However, the end-

ing is a clever one. Considering the sparse

material that he had to work with, Nate
Watt, the director, did a capital job in

developing the interest that the picture

holds. Some attractive locations are

brought out to advantage by Russell Har-

lan's photography. Lee Cobb makes the

outlaw leader a despicable being, Russell

Hayden is a capable side-kick of Hopalong's,

and Muriel Evans is the attractive heroine.

Stephen Morris plays her father. From
the looks of things, romance is catching

up with Cassidy. Russell Hayden is ac-

cused of robbing the local bank. His pals,

Boyd and Hayes, want to clear him and in

so doing find that Lee Cobb, the town's

lawyer and big shot is the leader of the

outlaw outfit responsible for that job and

many others. In rounding up the gang,

Boyd finds himself in a tough spot, but

Hays and Russell come to his rescue by

rolling big rocks down the hill, which de-

molishes the outlaw's shack and subdues

them.

Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Rus-

sell Hayden, Stephen Morris, Muriel Evans,

Lee Cobb, Ted Adams, Al Ferguson, John

Beach,

Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Nate
Watt; Screenplay, Harry 0. Hoyt; Camera-
man, Russell Harlan; Art Director, Lewis

Rachmil; Editor, Robert Warwick; Record-

ing Engineer, Earl Sitar.

Direction, Good Photography, Satisfac-

tory.

Wayne Arey Rites Held
Funeral services for Wayne Arey,

53, stage actor, were held on Satur-
day noon at the Walter B. Cooke,
Inc., Funeral Home under the aus-
pices of the Actors' Fund. He died
on Friday at the Morrisania Hospi-
tal after a short illness. Arey had
been playing in the Federal Theater
Project's production of "Professor
Mamlock" at Daly's Theater.

Jacocks Reopens Branford
Branford, Conn.—Irving C. Ja-

cocks, Jr., president of Connecticut
MPTO, has reopened the 660-seat
Branford Theater and may convert
the old house into a store.

FOREIGN
"Hilde Petersen,
Postlagernd"

("Hilde Petersen, General Delivery")

Ufa 70 Mins.

MILDLY AMUSING DOMESTIC COM-
EDY-DRAMA WITH LIMITED AUDIENCE
APPEAL.

Dipping lightly, but none too deftly, into

the province of slapstick, here is a fea-

ture that, with all its facetiousness, is rath-

er erratic and aimless, and therefore not par-

ticularly apt to please the average audi-

ence. It concerns an author-husband who
decidedly prefers blondes as secretaries,

much to the discomfort of his wife. De-
spite the presence of the latter's father,

the husband shifts stenogs frequently, and,

as it develops, almost finally, for along

comes Suse Graf, cast as the magnetic
Hilde Petersen of the picture's title, and
the fun is on in earnest,—such fun as it

is. With her Roberts falls in love as he
has on a more moderate scale with his

former secretaries. The players give as

good an account to themselves as the mate-
rial warrants, but the film is not equipped
to score with more than mild effect.

Cast: Suse Graf, Rolf Wanka, Ralph A.

Roberts, Alice Treff, Jacob Tiedtke, Paul

Heidemann.

Director, Viktor Jansen Presented at the
86th Street Garden Theater.

"Piccolo Eroe"
("Little Hero")

79 Mins.

PROPAGANDA DRAMA, LACKING
TEMPO AND MODERN TECHNIQUE
FAILS TO SCORE.

The most meritorious point of this fea-
ture, whose story relates incidents in the
social and political upheaval just prior to

the rise of Fascism in Italy, is the authentic
quality of a few of the scenes. On the
whole it is produced with a lack of solid

technique and the episodes smack strong-
ly of outmoded melodramatic direction.

There is an unmistakable tinge, too, of

propaganda in the sequences as they por-

tray the beneficent balm of fascist law
and order replacing "anarchistic" conditions
in Italy just prior to 1922 when the Black
Shirts marched on Rome. Franco Branzilla

in the title role is a juvenile actor of

decided talent, and others in the cast are

vested with capability. But it is an unim-
portant film which will hardly satisfy any
appreciable percentage of fans.

Cast: Gianfranco Giachetti, Franco Bran-
zilla, Maria Pucini, et al.

Producer, Unannounced. Presented at

the Cine Roma Theater.

New Toledo Union Elects

Toledo, 0. — Theater employes
have organized an IATSE affiliate.

Officers of the new local are: Jos-
eph Murrin, president; Max Keller,
vice-president; Kathryn Trepinski,
recording secretary; David Haller,
corresponding secretary; Angela
Krupp, treasurer; and Robert Fish-
er, sergeant-at-arms.

SHORTS
"The Wily Weasel"

(An Oswald Cartoon)

Universal 7 mins.

Amusing and Well-made

Most of the footage is devoted to
the film's funny fauna,—a small,
black dachshund of exaggerated
length; Elmer, the loose-jointed
hound and Mrs. Cluck, a most con-
scientious hen. The latter is keep-
ing enough eggs warm to supply
many an omelet. But along comes
a slinking young weasel and pilfers

the lot. Oswald sets traps in the
barn, in addition to posting the dogs
to catch the slippery thief. That
night the weasel returns and leads
the canine guardians a merry chase
through the barn. Traps fail to

nab him, too. However, just when
it appears that Mr. Weasel is going
to escape, a rollicking rap from a
rolling pin fells him. It is Mrs.
Cluck, the hen, who got revenge.
Short ranks right up with the bet-

ter Oswald cartoons.

"Sweet Sioux"

(Merrie Melody Cartoon)

Vitaphone 8 Mins.

Standout, Gag-studded Subject

Producer Leon Schlesinger de-

serves no small modicum of praise

for this one, for it is not only ex-

cellently made but is certainly one
of the most amusing of current car-

toons. Technicolor is used through-
out, and so are swell side-splitting

gags. That patrons will eat it up
is no idle prophecy for it has orig-

inality galore, is spiced with satire

and pokes so much fun generally
that exhibitors who get their hands
on it will be doing a good deed for

their audiences. The basic idea

back of its sequences is to demon-
strate what would happen in an In-

dian village of yore if the redskins
followed modern customs and prac-
tices. Simply stated, it is grand.

"Land of the Magyar"

("Colortour Adventure")

Vitaphone 10 Mins.

Well-made Travel Reel

That travel is best portrayed by
color is demonstrated in this inter-

esting and well photographed reel.

It is a travelogue wherein Budapest,
Hungary's twin city and capital on
the banks of the Danube, is shown
in varying vistas. Subsequently the
camera catches what to most travel-

ers in that country is a source of

fascination, namely the Hungarian
plains and the quaintly as well as

gaily robed peasants. The latter se-

quences show a wedding day, wi+h
a bride, groom, their families ( \

friends celebrating the nupfV-«/
with dances, music and all the typ-

ical attending emotion. E. M. New-
man made this short. Basil Ruys-
dael narrated it. As travel fare it

is bound to please.
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A "JUttU" from Hollywood "£oU
f*

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

CYRACUSE Colony Club is being

organized in Hollywood with
former Syracusans in picture busi-

ness eligible for membership. Harry
Joe Brown, producer, is slated to be

elected head with the following aid-

\ ing and abetting the cause: Jackie

» Coogan, Milton Holmes (Esquire's

I tennis expert), Hugh O'Connell

I (Warner Bros, actor), Busby Berke-

I ley (Warner director), Emanuel
I Manheim and G. Carleton Brown
I (screen writers), Bill Ludigan (ac-

j tor), Ralph Murphy, (director),

I Harold Arlen (composer), "Het"
I Manheim (publicist and writer),

I Robert Kopp (lawyer to movie
stars), Chet Bahn, F.D. editor (spe-

cial membership).
T T T

Casting Assignments: Warners

—

Hugh V. O'Connell, Eddie Acuff,

Veda Ann Borg, "Two Platoons";

Doris Weston, William Hopper,
"Block That Kick"; Kenny Baker,

"Howdy, Stranger"; Columbia—Bud
Jamison, Fred Wallace, Ted Oliver,

"Man Behind the Law"; John Tyr-

rell, Ethan Laidlaw, "Flashing

Skates"; Nick Copeland, Charles Ju-

dels, "It Can't Last Forever."

T T T

The "whither - wilt - thou - leadest-

me" puzzler caused by announce-

ments of heavy 1937-38 musical

production, may have ballet as one

answer. Annual tours of several

companies have helped to prepare

the hinterlands, and the ambitious

shows at Radio City Music Hall have
had their influence. In fact, the fuse

of a skyrocket, lighted yesterday at

Maribou, sputtered something about

a couple of studios orbing the work
of Florence Rogge at the Radio City

citadel. Miss Rogge has directed

the corps de ballet there since the

opening, after three years at the

old Roxy. At present, with Leoni-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Vetsonalities: No. 97 • • •

WILLIAM A. SEITER. Twentieth Century-Fox director. Born in New York

City, son of Col. Charles J. Seiter, U. S. A. Educated at the Hudson
River Military Academy, and intended taking up a commercial career. En-

tered the employ of an importing firm and
went to China. Got homesick for American
cooking and resigned. Arrived in Los Angeles
from the Orient in 1915, looking for something
different to do. Became interested in motion
pictures, and, having been trained from child-

hood as a crack rider, got his first screen job

in a Western picture as a cowboy. Later be-
came an assistant director. Finally graduated
to a full-fledged directorship at First National.

Subsequently worked at every major studio in

the industry. Belongs to the Lakeside Golf
Club, Los Angeles Tennis and Hollywood Athlet-
ic clubs. Rated one of the best amateur golf-

ers on the Pacific Coast, shooting regularly in

the low seventies. Also a crack horseman and
tennis player. Married to Marian Nixon and
they have an adopted boy, Christopher Nixon
Seiter. Stands 6, 1. Hair, black. Eyes, hazel.

doff, Markert and Rapee away for

the summer, Miss Rogge is produc-

ing the whole shebang.

T »

Albert Lewin, Paramount's new-
est producer, has selected the French
stage farce, "True Confession," for

his first production. Lewin, signifi-

cantly, has accepted Wesley Bug-
gies' proffer to temporarily abandon
his status as producer-director, for

the opportunity to mount this pic-

ture under Lewin's guidance.

r T T

Lewis Milestone has been signed

to direct "Road Show," by Eric

Hatch; and Mac Connolly, author
of "The Green Pastures," has been
brought from New York to write
the screenplay. This will be the

Hal Roach Studios' next production,

following "Topper" in the new se-
ries of top comedies for M-G-M re-
lease.

Wallace Beery and James Stew-
art will be co-starred by M-G-M in
"Bad Men of Brimstone," which
Harry Rapf will produce.

Art Lasky, heavyweight fighter
whose ring career came to an ab-
rupt halt as the result of an optic
injury, has been awarded the role
of a "heavy" in David 0. Selznick's
Technicolor production, "Nothing
Sacred." Until Lasky was forced
to forego his fistic activities a year
ago, he was regarded as one of the
chief threats for the world cham-
pionship.

Universal re-signed David Oliver,
comedian, under contract for a year.

T T

William Perlberg, executive pro-
ducer for Columbia, has put "It's
All Yours" into production. The
cast includes Madeline Carroll,
Francis Lederer and Mischa Auer.
This will be one of the bigger Co-
lumbia pictures for 1937-38.

t

Marc Connolly will write the
screenplay for "Road Show," which
Lewis Milestone will direct for Hal
Roach. Roach is seeking two top
names to complete the cast, which
includes Oliver Hardy, Patsy Kelly,
Lyda Roberti and John Barrymore.

T T T

Douglas Walton, whose last

screen appearance was the role of
Darnley in "Mary of Scotland," has
been signed for a featured part in

RKO Radio's "Flight from Glory,"
which Robert Sisk will produce with
Whitney Bourne and Onslow Stev-
ens in the top spots. Lew Landers
will direct.

Walter Abel will play opposite
Miriam Hopkins in RKO's "Love on
Parole," by G. Carleton Brown and
Emanuel Manheim.

William Gargan and Judith Bar-
rett have been assigned by Producer
Lou Brock to play the romantic
leads in "Behind the Mike," start-
ing at Universal City today.
Sidney Salkow is directing this be-
hind-the-scenes drama of a big radio
program by Thomas Ahearn and
Walton Butterfield. David Oliver
has the comedy relief role and Don
Wilson will play the role of the
radio announcer. In real life Don
Wilson is radio announcer for the
Jack Benny radio program.

Brandt-Weinstock Houses

to Get Photophone Sound

New RCA High Fidelity sound
equipment has been purchased for

the Kent Theater in Brooklyn, the

Century Theater on Second Avenue,
and for the new Earl Theater now
under construction at Jackson
Heights, which are jointly operated
by David Weinstock and Harry
Brandt. Brandt's new 600-seat Dale
Theater on West 231st Street, in

the City, will have similar Photo-
phone equipment in time for an
early opening.

Cinema de Paris Folds

%ije Cinema de Paris, also known
asflne Fifth Avenue Playhouse, 66

Fifth Ave., closed last week for the

summer months. It will open again
on August 16, management an-

nounces.

Jones Gets $16,000 Fee
St. Louis, Mo.—Acting Referee in

Bankruptcy 0. A. Knehans has al-

lowed a fee of $16,000 to William
T. Jones who for four and a half

years served as attorney for Nelson
Cunliff, bankruptcy trustee for

Skouras Bros. Enterprises, Inc.,

bankrupt theater holding concern.

Jones had requested $25,000.

Syr<acuse Prefers Games
Syracuse, N. Y. — Giveaways are

still the draw around here, with
Bank Nights, Bingo, Screeno and
Ten-O-Win the most popular. Loew's
de luxer alone is still sticking to a
straight picture policy.

"Valor" Premiere Set
Toronto — Canadian premiere of

"Salute to Valor", under the patron-
age of Dr. Herbert Bruce, Lieuten-
ant-Governor, of Ontario, will take
place at Shea's Hippodrome here on
Friday.

Handles "Polygamy"
Harry Segal, holder of the Im-

perial franchise in New England,
will distribute "Polygamy" in Great-
er New York, Albany, Buffalo, and
New England. "Polygamy" will be
released through Unusual Pictures,
now located at Room 3001, RKO
Building.

Warners Sign Conlan
Paul Conlan, radio writer for Ed

Wynn and other radio acts, has been
signed by Warner Bros. He will

work at the Vitaphone Studio for a
while and is to be sent to the Coast
later on.

"U" Gets State Contract
Universal Pictures has been

awarded a contract to supply fea-
tures, short subjects and newsreels
for New York State institutions and
agencies. The contract, closed by
Herman Stern of Universal's Non-
Theatrical Department, is effective

July 1 and is for one year.

New French Setup Would
Revolutionize Financing

Paris (By Cable)—France is now
out for control of its film industry
—but control by the industry itself.

The Confederation Generale du
Cinema has launched a movement
with its objective a unification and
control of all monetary receipts.

The system foreshadowed would
virtually revolutionize the present
methods of finance. It is directed
at production, distribution and ex-
hibition.

Buffalo Personnel Shifts

Buffalo — Personnel shifts here-
abouts: Harry T. Dixon, former
RKO manager, now with Republic.
Jules Jasper, ex-Gaumont British,

now with Monogram. Leo Murphy,
ex-RKO, now Warners. Elmer Lux,
ex-Columbia, now with RKO. Nor-
man L. Sper, ex-Warner, with RKO.
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And Again from

WARNER RROS.
comes the companion - epic to these memorable milestones

of screen success — a vivid, living drama sure of universal

acceptance and certain to be remembered forever — the

mightiest of all MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTIONS
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A Calendar oi TmAum, Jlelea&e*
iAn alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since Feb. 26, 1937, together with pictures scheduled lor release during the next few

months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor

release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

Title Release Date

A Lawman is Born (Rep.) 6-21-37
FD. 6-28-37; Johnny Mack Brown. Iris

Meredith
Accidents Will Happen (Para.) . . . .In Prod.

William Gargan, Orien Heyward. V. Os-
borne

Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The (UA)
9-17-37

Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic) . .5-24-37
FD: 5-29-37; Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.

African Holiday (Pearson)
Angel (Para.) In Prod.

Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37; Jane Withers. Robert Kent

Annapolis Salute (RKO) In Prod.
James Ellison, Marsha Hunt

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) .. .6-26-37
FD: 6-1S-37; Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Anything: for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox, Judith Bar-

rett

Artists and Models (Para.) In Prod.
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 5-9-37
FD: 6-20-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan

Atlantic Flight (Mono.) 9-2-37
Dick Merrill

Back in Circulation (WB)
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Backstage (GB) 4-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set

Dick Foran
Bank Alarm (GN) 6-25-37
FD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37; Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Behind the Headlines (RKO) 5-14-37
FD: 6-3-37; Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall

Between Two Women (M-G-M) 7-9-37

FD: 6-29-37, Franchot Tone, Maureen
O'Sullivan

B;g City (M-G-M) In Prod
Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer

Big Show, The (Rep.)
FD: 6-24-37; Gene Autry. Kay Hughes

Bill Cracks Down (Republic) 3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37; Grant Withers, Judith Allen

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 7-14-37
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine McKin-
ney

..6-12-37Blazing Sixes (W. B.)
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Blond Trouble (Para.) In Prod.
Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs

Boothill Brigade (Rep.) 8-2-37

Johnny Mack Brown, Claire Rochelle
Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37

Ken Maynard
Border Cafe (RKO) 6-4-37

Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida
Borderland (Paramount) 2-26-37

FD: 2-15-37; Wm. Boyd, Jimmy Ellison

Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37
FD. 6-27-37; Rochelle Hudson, Brian
Donlevy

The Bride Wore Red (M-G-M) ... .In Prod.
Crawford-Tone.-Robert Young

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) .7-23-37
Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor

Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37

FD; 1-15-37; Dolly Haas. Emlyn Williams
By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.

Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

Cafe Metropole (20th-Fox) 5-7-37

FD: 4-29-37; L. Young, T. Power, A.
Menjou

Californian. The (20th-Fox) 7-16-37
Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie Weaver

California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37

FD: 4-16-37; John Wayne, Louise Latimer
Call It a Day (W.B.) . .4,17-37

FD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian
Hunter

Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-25-37

FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-
cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore

Carnival Queen (Col.)
William Gargan, Dorothea Kent

Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)
65-37

Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak
Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)

5-21-37
Warner Oland, Katherine De Hille

Title Release Date

China Passage (RKO-Radio) 3-12-37
FD: 4-16-37; Constance Worth, Vinton

Haworth
Circus Girl (Republic) 3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37; June Travis, Robert Living-

ston
Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37

Lucille Page, Lew Parker
Coins for Candles (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam

Come On, Cowboy! (Republic) 5-24-37
FD.: 6-21-37; R. Livingstone, R. Corri-

gan, M. Terhune
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Crime Nobody Saw (Para.) 3-12-37
FD: 4-8-37; Lew Ayres, Ruth Coleman

Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Damaged Goods (GN) 6-15-37
FD: 6-24-37; Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry
Damsel in Distress (RKO ) In Prod.

Fred Astaire
Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) In Prod.

Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell
Danger—Love at Work (20th-Fox) .In Prod.

Simone Simon, Jack Haley
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.) ..........
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Dangerous Holiday (Rep.) 5-31-37
FD: 6-25-37: Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper

Dark Journey (UA) 7-2-37
Conrad Veidt. Vivien Leigh

David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37
Will Rogers. Louise Dresser

Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 6-11-37
FD: 6-15-37: Marx Bros., Allan Jones,

Maureen O'Sullivan
Dead End (UA) 8-27-37

Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea
Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-25-37
Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.
George Arliss

Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Not Set

Barton McLane, June Travis
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . . .3-5-37
FD: 2-20-37: Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel

Doomed at Sundown (Rep.) 7-7-37
Bob Steele, Lorraine Hayes

Double or Nothing (Para.) . In Prod.
Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

Double Wedding (M-G-M ) In Prod.
William Powell, Myrna Loy

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Dreaming Lips (U. A.) 5-28-37
FD: 6-20-37; Elisabeth Bergner, Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37; Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence

Easy Going (RKO) 7-9-37
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) 7-16-37
Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Ebb-Tide (Para.) In . Prod.
Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray

Milland
Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37; Sabu, Walter Hudd

Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) ... .7-2-37

FD: 6-29-37; Lusie Rainer, William
Powell

Empty Holsters (F.N.) 7-10-37
Dick Foran, Patricia Walthall

Espionage (M-G-M) 2-26-37
FD: 3-6-37; Edmund Lowe, Madge Evans,

Paul Lukas
Ever Since Adam (Republic) 3-8-37

Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion Davies, Robert

Montgomery
Exclusive (Para.) 7-30-37
Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer

Fair Warning (20th-Fox) 3-5-37

FD: 3-26-37; J. Edward Bromberg, Betty
Furness

Family Affair, A (M-G-M) 3-12-37
FD: 4-22-37: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia

*Pfl T*Itfll*

Federal Bullets (Mono.) 9-23-37
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37

FD: 3-29-37: Don Ameche, Ann Sothern
Fifty-Second Street (UA) 9-30-37

Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson
Fight to a Finish (Col.) 6-3.0-37

FD: 7-1-37; Don Terry. Rosalind Keith

Title Release Date

Firefly, The (M-G-M) In Prod.
Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones

Fire Over England (U. A.) 3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37: Flora Robson, Lawrence

Olivier
Fly Away Baby (W. B.) , . .$19-31

Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane
Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
FD: 6-8-37; Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) ..7-2-37
Larry Crabbe, June Martel

Frame Up, The (Columbia) ,,,..5-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-6-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin. Robert Frazer

Gangway (GB) .

Jessie Matthews
General Hospital (M-G-M) 7-9-37
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
FD: 6-23-37; Charles Quigley, Jacqueline

Wells
Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.) . . . .4-2-39
FD: 6-4-37; Karen Morley. Robert Bald-

win
Girl Loves Boy (G. N.) 3-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Girl Overboard (Universal) 2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37: Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon

Girl Said No, The (G. N.) 9-3-37
FD: 5-21-37; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm-

strong
Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.) 3-22-37
FD: 3-27-37; Gene Autry. Judith Allen

Go Getter, The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent, Anita Louise

Gold Diggers of 1937 (First Nat'l) .12-26-36
FD: 12-2-36: Dick Powell. Joan Blondell

Gold Racket. The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel. Eleanor Hunt

Goldwyn Follies, The (UA) 12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker

Good Earth, The (M-G-M) 8-6-37

FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Good Old Soak (M-G-M) .4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37; Wallace Beery, Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) 5-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambini, The (Para.)..' 6-25-37
FD: 6-7-37: Akim Tamiroff, Marian Marsh

Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) 5-14-37
Jane Darwell, Sally Blane, Thomas Beck

Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-37
FD: 5-13-37: Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37: Bob Steel, Louise Stanley

Gunsmoke Ranch (Rep.) 5-5-37
The Three Mesquiteers, Julia Thayer

Hell Divers (M-G-M: reissue) 6-4-37
Wallace Beery

Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)
3-20-37

FD: 3-22-37: Warren Hull, Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para.) 3-19-37
FD: 3-22-37; Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick

Hideout in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) .In Prod.
Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.) 4-16-37
FD: 4-13-37: William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.) .. .4-2-37

FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
Hit Parade, The (Republic) 4-26-37
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Rf£!lD
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) .4-3-37
Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh

Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37
FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Hoosier Schoolboy, The (Mono.) ... .7-7-37
FD: 6-29-37: Mickey Rooney, Anne Nagel

Hopalong Rides Again (Para.) . . . .In Prod.
William Boyd, Lois Wilde

Hot Water (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Jed Prouty, Spring Byington

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

Hurricane, The (UA) 11-1-37
Dorothy Lamour. Jon Hall

Title Release Date

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-37
FD: 6-29-37: John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-24-37: Claudette Colbert. Melvyn

Douglas
I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37
FD: 2-18-37: Chester Morris. Helen Mack.

Leo Carrillo
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-9-37
FD: 4-13-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Mc-

Crea
It Could Happen to You (Rep.) . . . .6-28-37

Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds
It Happened in Hollywood (Col.)

Richard Dix, Fay Wray
It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37
FD: 6-8-37: Paul Kelly, Judith Allen

Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.) 4-5-37
Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye

John Meade's Woman (Para) 2-26-37
FD: 2-11-37: Edward Arnold, Francine

Larrimore
Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)

6-18-37
FD: 4-13-37: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane

Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-37
FD: 6-6-37; Boris Karloff

Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-37
FD: 4-4-37: Edw. G. Robinson, Bette
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37; Capt. Wallace Casewell

King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37

FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet, Joan Blon-
dell

King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-16-37: Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan

King of the Sierras (G.N.) 8-20-37
Thunder, the Wonder Horse
King Solomon's Mines (GB) 7-17-37
FD: 7-2-37: C. Hardwick, R. Young, P.

Robeson
The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37; G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

water
Knight Without Armor (N. A.) ... .7-23-37
Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat

Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) ... .7-23-37
FD: 6-2-37; Michael Whalen, Gloria Stu-
art

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Maurice MosCovitch, Germaine Aussey,

Peter Lorre
Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.)

3-13-37
Dick Foran, Linda Perry

Land Without Music (GB) Not set
Richard Tauber, Jimmy Durante

Lash of the Penitentes ( Telepictures )

FD: 3-10-37: Joseph Swickard, Marie
De Forest

Last of Mrs. Cheyney (M-G-M) ... .2-26-37
FD: 2-19-37: Joan Crawford, Robert Mont-

gomery, Wm. Powell
Last Train from Madrid (Para.) . . . .6-11-37

FD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland
Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-37

Richard Arlen
Law of the Ranger (Columbia) ... .2-26-37
FD: 5-11-37: Bob Allen, Elaine Shepard

League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-25-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly

Left Handed Law (Universal) 4-18-37
Buck Jones, Noel Francis

Legion of Missing Men (Mono.) ... .8-4-37
Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander

Let's Get Married (Columbia) 3-25-37
FD: 4-14-37; Ralph Bellamy, Ida Lupino

Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-37
FD: 6-4-37: Judith Barrett, John Howard

Life of Emile Zola, The (WB)
Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard

Life of the Party (RKO) In Prod.
Gene Raymond, Harriet Hilliard

Little Buckaroo (F. N.) 5-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan

Looking for Trouble (RKO) Not Set
George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Lost Horizon (Columbia) Not set
FD: 3-4-37; Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt

Love from a Stranger (U. A.) . . . .& "\37
FD: 4-21-37; Anne Harding, Basi/ )h-

bone \ _>/

Love in a Bungalow (Universal) .. .6-27-37
Kent Taylor, Nan Grey

Love Is News (20th-Fox) 2-26-37
FD: 3-9-37: Loretta Young, Tyrone Power

Lovely to Look At (20th Century-Fox) . . .

Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power
Loves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13-37

Bruce Cabot, Beatrice Roberts



A Catendai o% J-tatuM Release*
Title Release Date

Luck of Roaring Camp (Mono.) .. .8-18-37
Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury

Make a Wish (RKO Radio) In Prod.
Bobby Breen. B: Rathbone, M. Claire

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37
FD: 4-27-37; Victor Moore, Fay Banister

Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37
E. E. Horton. Genevieve Tobin

Man Who Found Himself (RKO) 4-2-37
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Man Who Could Work Miracles
(D. A.) 2-26-37
FD: 2-24-37; Roland Young-. Penelope
Ward

Man Who Cried Wolf (U) Not Set
Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed, Tom Brown

Mandarin Mystery, The (Rep.) 12-7-36
FD: 6-23-37: Eddie Quillan, Charlotte

Henry
Manhattan Melodrama (M-G-M) reissue

8-2-37
Gable-Loy-Powell

Marie Walewski (M-G-M) Not Set
Grega Garbo, Charles Boyer

Marked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

gart
Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37

Robert Young, Florence Rice
Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen
Marry the Girl (WB) 7-31-37
Mary Boland, F. MeHugh, H. Herbert

Maytime (M-G-M ) 3-26-37
FD: 3-8-37; J. MaeDonald, Nelson Eddy

Meet the Boy Friend (Rep.) 7-5-37
Carol Hughes, David Carlyle

Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-11-37
Victor Moore. Helen Broderick

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
FD: 6-6-37; Dick Purcell, June Travis

Mexican Quarter (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
FD: 5-6-37: Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull

Midnight Court (Warner Bros.) 3-6-37
FD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak, John Litel

Midnight Madonna (Para.) 7-2-37
FD: 6-8-37: Warren William, Mady Cor-

rell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-6-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta
Duncan

Missus America (RKO) Not Set
Victor Moore, Helen Broderick

Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37
FD: 4-4-37; Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) . . .4-24-37
FD: 5-14-37: Josephine Hutchinson,

George Brent
Mountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37
FD: 6-14-37; Bob Burns, Martha Raye

Murder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt

Music for Madame (RKO) In Prod.
Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine

Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN)
8-6-37

Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith

Nancy Steele Is Missing (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD: 3-10-37; Victor McLaglen, Walter

Connolly, June Lang
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M) reissue .. 8-6-37

Nelson Eddy, Jcanette MaeDonald
Navy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37
FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell, Mary Brian

Navy Spy (Grand National) 3-13-37
FD: 3-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

New Faces of 1937 (RKO) 7-2-37
FD: (5-29-37: Milton Berle, Joe Penner,

Harriet Hilliard
Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37; Boris Karloff, Polly Bowles

Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37: Robert Montgomery. Rosa-

t
Russell

£ Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37
3 Karns, Ruth Coleman

. i Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37
ED: 2-2-37; Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti

Non-Stop New York (GB)
Anna Lee, John Loder

North of the Rio Grande (Para.) .6-28-37
FD: 6-22-37; Wm. Boyd, Bernadene

Hayes
Nothing' Sacred (UA) 10-19-37

Carole Lombard, Fredric March

Title Release Date

Oh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37
FD: 4-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden
Old Louisiana (Crescent) 3-1-36

FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene. Rita Cansino
On Again—Off Again (RKO) 7-9-37
On Such a Night (Para.) In Prod.

Karen Morley. Alan Mowbray
Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) ... .4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37; Preston Foster

Outer Gate (Mono.) 8-11-37
Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker

Paradise Isle (Mono.) 7-28-37
Movita, Warren Hull

Park Avenue Logger (RKO-Radio) . .2-26-37
FD: 3-16-37; George O'Brien, Beatrice

Roberts
Parnell (M-G-M-) 6-4-37

FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Parole Racket (Columbia) 3-4-37

FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith. Paul Kelly
Penrod and Sam (Warners) 2-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Billy Mauch, Frank Craven

Personal Property (M-G-M) 3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.).Not sei
FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi. Shirley Grey

Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly. Jack Haley

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn. Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA) 8-20-37
R. Colman, M. Carroll, D. Fairbanks, Jr.

Public Wedding (Warners) 7-10-37
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Quality Street (RKO) 3-26-37
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot

Tone
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) ... .3-30-37
FD: 4-15-37; Geo. Bancroft, Wynne Gib-

son
Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Range Defenders (Rep.) 6-30-37
Three Mesquiteers, Eleanor Stewart

Ready. Willing and Able (Warners) ..3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37; Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon

Reckless Ranger (Col.) 5-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

Red Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.
Red Mill, The (M-G-M) In Prod.

Allan Jones, Delia Lind
Red Rope, The (Rep) 7-19-37
Bob Steele, Lois January

Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

Reported Missing (U) 8-1-37
Jean Rogers

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.) 6-14-37
FD: 6-18-37; Patricia Ellis. Warren Hull

Riders of the Dawn (Mono.) 9-9-37
Jack Randall

Riders of the Whistling Skull (Rep.)...
1-4-37

FD: 6-3-37; Three Mesquiteers
Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37

Tex Ritter
Riding on Air (RKO) 6-18-37
FD- 6-28-37; Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice

Road Back, The (Universal) 7-18-37
FD: 6-18-37; John King, Barbara Read

Road Show (M-G-M) In Prod.
J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.

Roberti
Roaring Timber (Col.) 7-4-37

Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Romance and Riches (Grand Nat'l) .2-27-37

FD: 3-2-37; Cary Grant, Mary Brian
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37

FD: 7-16-36; Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .5-12-37
FD: 5-1-37; Gene Autry, Armida

Roundup Time in Texas (Republic) .2-28-37
FD: 4-22-37; Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle

Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37
William Boyd, Muriel Evans

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart

Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.
Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew

Seventh Heaven (20th-Fox) 3-26-37
FD: 3-18-37: Simone Simon, James Stew-

art
Shadow Strikes, The (GN) 7-9-37
Rod La Kocque, Lynn Anders

Shadows of the Orient (Mono.) ... .9-16-37
Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston

Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37
FD: 4-30-37; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.) 8-2-37
Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

Title Release Date

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) Not Set
John Trent, Ann Dvorak

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO).. In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) 6-9-37
Frances Williams, Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) 6-26-37
FD: 6-22-37; Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing, Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 6-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing- While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37: Pinky Tomlin. Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-37
Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37
FD: 6-17-37: Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.

Allen
Slim (F. N.) 6-12-37

FD: 5-11-37: Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda.
Margaret Lindsay

Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37
Stuart Erwin. Joyce Compton

Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37: Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
golt"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay. Jeffrey

Dean
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.) . .In Prod.

G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme
Souls at Sea (Para) 7-28-37
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee

Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37
FD: 6-14-37: Charles Quigley, Dorothy
Wilson

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith
Stampede (Col.) 6-8-37

FD: 11-27-36: Charles Starret, Finis
Barton

Star Is Born. A (United Artists) . . . .4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37: Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Stella Dallas (UA) 8-6-37
Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles

Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher, Patricia

Ellis

Super Sleuth (RKO) 7-16-37
Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-18-37

FD: 6-18-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker
Swing High, Swing Low (Para.) .. .3-12-36

FD: 3-15-36; Carole Lombard, Fred Mac-
Murray m

Take the Heir (RKO, 7-23-37
Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37

Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 5-18-37; Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers

Telephone Operator (Mono.) 9-30-37

Tenth Man, The (G. B.) 6-15-37
John Lodge, Antoinette Cellier

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37

FD: 5-11-37; Rochelle Hudson, Robert
Kent

That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37

FD: 5-11-37; Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-

bert
The Big City (M-G-M) In Prod.

Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
There Goes My Girl (RKO) 5-21-37

FD: 5-29-37; Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond
They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 5-14-37

FD: 5-17-37; F. Tone, S. Tracy, Gladys
George

They Won't Forget (W.B.) 7-14-37

FD- 6-14-37: Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .6-26-37

FD: 4-6-37: Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37

I'D: 4-4-37; Whitty. Evans, Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-37

Weldon Weyburn, Inez Courtney
This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37

FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Taylor

Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)

FD: 3-20-37; Robert Armstrong, Fifi

D'Orsay
Thunder in the City (Columbia) ... .4-25-37

FD: 4-27-37; Edward G. Robinson. Luli

Time Out for Romance (20th-Fox) .3-19-37

FD: 2-10-37; Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) .. .7-30-37

Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer
Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37

FD- 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper

Title Release Date

Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37; Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
Constance Bennett, Cary Grant

Trapped (Columbia) 3-5-37
Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford

Tough to Handle (Conn.)
Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond

Trailing Trouble ( GN ) 8-27-37
Ken Maynard

Trouble in Morocco (Columbia) 3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37: Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Trouble in Texas (Grand Nat'l) ... .3-6-37
FD: 3-11-37: Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37
FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor

Whitney
Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37

Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks
Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37

Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford
Two Who Dared (G. N.) 5-8-37

Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten
Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave

(Grand National) 3-20-37
FD: 3-2-37; Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker

Two of Us, The (GB) 7-10-37
Jack Hulbert

Umbrella Man (M-G-M) 7-30-37
Leo G. Carroll, Rita Johnson

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .6-21-37
FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt, Annabella.
Raymond Massey

Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) .. 6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37: James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Victoria the Great (RKO) In Prod.
Anton Walbrook, Anna Neagle

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Waikiki Wedding (Para.) 3-26-37
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby. Martha Raye,

Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37: Walter Winchell, Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Waltci Wauger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)

7-30-37
Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter

Wee Winnie Winkie (20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37
FD: 0-28-37: Shirley Temple. Geo. Hassell

We Have Our Moments (Universal) .3-28-37
FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers

We, the Jury ( RKO I In Prod.
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore

Westbound Limited (Universal) ... .7-11-37
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles

Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-13-37
Smith Bellew

What Price Vengeanee (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot. Wendy Barrie
Whpn Love Ts Ynung ( Universale .. .4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37: Virginia Bruce. Kent Taylor

When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.) .... 6-4-37
FD: 0-15-37: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..

Valerie Hobson
When You're in Love (Columbia) . . .2-27-37
FD: 2-18-37: Grace Moore, Cary Grant

When's Your Birthday? (RKO) ... .2-26-37
FD: 2-16-37; Joe E. Brown. Marian

Marsh
Where There's a Will (GB) 7-26-37

Will Hay
White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37

Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver
Wife, Doctor and Nurse t'^oth-Fox)

10-29-37
Loretta Young, W. Baxter, V. Bruce

Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
Jane Withers

Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37
FD: U-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Louise Campbell
Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37

FD: 6-14-37; Scott Colton, Jean Rogers
Windjammer (RKO) In Prod.

George O'Brien, Constance Worth
Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio) In Prod.

John Beal, Joan Fontaine
Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37
FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.) 5-7-37
FD: 4-27-37; Miriam Hopkins, Joel
McCrea

Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-15-37
FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) 6-25-37
FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster, Joan

Fontaine
You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37; Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack

Young Man's Fancy, A (U.) ... .June Prod.
You're in the Army Now (G. B.) 3-1-37

FD: 2-25-37: Wallace Ford. Anna Lee
Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge (Rep.)

6-14-37
Gene Autry, Betty Bronson
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series A of common voting trust
certificates, leaving him no holdings
in this class. He held 1,639 shares
of common stock and 67,127 voting
trust certificates, at the time of the
report.

Bruno Meyers of Educational Pic-
tures sold 100 warrants for common
stock, leaving him holding 1,540.
Hugh McNair of Educational held
no equity securities while E. W.
Hammons reported 700 shares of
common and 17,683 warrants for
common stock. Theo. R. Williams
reported only five warrants for com-
mon stock as of May 9.

Arthur M. Loew, of Loew's Inc.,

reported holding 295 shares of com-
mon stock while an unnamed hold-
ing company distributed 2,198
shares in liquidation.

John D. Hertz of Paramount held
no equity securities in common
stock while Lehman Bros, disposed
of 6,000 shares, leaving no holdings.
Maurice Newton sold 400 shares,
leaving him 8,118. Hallgarten and
Co. reported no equity securities. In
6 per cent convertible 1st preferred
Maurice Newton held no equity se-
curities while Hallgarten and Co.
had 200 shares. Hertz had no hold-
ings in 6 per cent second preferred,
Lehman Bros, sold 2,500 shares,
leaving 5,500 shares while Newton
acquired 400 shares for a total of
2,813 shares. Hallgarten and Co.
disposed of its holdings of 200
shares with no equity securities re-
ported. Hertz held no 3 a

/4 per cent
convertible debentures due 1947 and
Lehman Bros, sold 55,000 shares
leaving 32,000. Newton reported no
holdings in this group and Hallgar-
ten and Co. held 97,000.

Robert R. Young of Pathe Film
Corp. purchased 3,000 shares of
common stock for a total holding
of 34,715 while an unnamed holding
company reported 10,283. Theo. C.
Streibert held 15 shares of prefer-
red stock as of April 17.

Mrs. A. R. Jenkins, wife of Felix
A. Jenkins of 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp. sold 25 shares of com-
mon stock, leaving her no holdings
and her husband one share.
Warner Bros. Pictures holdings

were: S. P. Friedman, 600 shares of
common; Albert Warner, 52,960
shares; Holding Company A, 5,988
shares; H. M. Warner, 62,860
shares; and Jack L. Warner, 88,060.
Renraw, Inc., sold 858 shares of
$3.85 cumulative preferred leaving
13,500 shares; Albert Warner held
10,618 shares and Holding Company
B sold 286 shares with a total of

4,500. H. M. Warner held 10,618
shares; Jack L. Warner, 10,618
shares. In option 6 per cent con-
vertible debentures, S. P. Friedman

Plan 37 Newsreel Theaters
Amsterdam (By Cable) — Cineone

circuit will build 37 theaters for shorts
and newsreels.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Study Higher Admissions—WB London "Show Window"

DOMESTIC
{Continued from Page 1)

contemplated, according to spokes-
men in New York, although Loew is

trying out higher scales in the met-
ropolitan territory, and RKO and
the Warner circuits have increased
admissions in a considerable num-
ber of instances. Paramount is ex-
pected to raise scales slightly next
autumn, particularly in the Middle
West where correction is definitely

needed.

Sam Biiskin, RKO Radio's pro-
duction chief, declared in Holly-
wood on Thursday that the com-
pany will spend $18,000,000 on the
forthcoming season's line-up, an in-

crease of $3,500,000 over 1936-37.

Biiskin cited as factors for the rise

increased labor costs, prevailing top
salaries of stars, and the demand by
public of "A" pictures in larger
quantities.

* * *

Almost coincident with Briskin's
declaration of patron demand for
top-flight pix, Paramount's prexy,
Barney Balaban, arriving on the
Coast, pointed out the necessity for
turning out "million dollar" films to

meet audience demands.
* H* *

Columbia, last of the major com-
panies, with the exception of G.B.,

to hold annual sales convention, an-
nounced through Abe Montague at

its conclave at the Ambassador Ho-
tel, Los Angeles, that the 1937-38
program will consist of 62 features,

126 shorts and four serials, a new
record appropriation.

* * *

In the national capital, represen-
tatives of National Film Carriers,

Inc., and MPTOA appeared before
Joseph B. Eastman and a special

committee of ICC to protest any
proposed change in present status
of carrying charges re delivery of

m.p. film . . . Paramount's board of

directors met in New York and re-

elected present officers and execu-
tives. Resignation of H. A. Fort-
ington was accepted by the board,

but vacancy was not filled . . . Ma-
jor film companies put off their
16 mm. survey, sponsored by the
Hays organization, until next Fall
. . . Check-up disclosed prices paid
for screen rights to Broadway plays
during season just closed were high-
est in history . . . Strong differences
of opinion twixt majors as to ad-
visability of setting up local con-
ciliation boards, as proposed by
MPTOA, was reason cited by au-
thoritative sources for collapse of
undertaking . . . Hearings on the
"fairness" of RKO plan of reorgani-
zation were concluded during week
before Special Master George W.
Alger . . . Allied, in Washington
huddle of indie exhibitors, urged
latter to consolidated action to force
Congressional investigation of the
industry via the Hobbs resolution

. . . Talent scouts began "scouring"
85 summer theaters for players and
stories.

FOREIGN
{Continued from Page 1)

Company plans to demolish it and
build a new "show window" for WB
pix. Total cost of the project is

estimated at approximately $1,250,-

000. Step revived speculation as to

the extension of Warner operations
also to Paris.

Likewise from London trickled

news that Joe Rock, former coast
producer, has formed Rock Studios,

Ltd., there, capitalized at $750,000.
Directors are J. H. lies, Joe Rock,
Henry F. D. lies and Howard L.

Goldby.

British film circles awaited out-

come of reported conferences be-

tween its Charles B. Cochrane, pro-
ducer, and Walter Wanger. Huddling
in Hollywood, the duo had under
discussion the possibility of Coch-
rane producing for Wanger in Lon-
don as a contribution to latter's

U. A. releases. Arrangement is

understood to provide for an ex-
change of players.

Liggett Award Affirmed
The Appellate Division has af-

firmed a judgment for $33,000
awarded Sam Liggett, Universal
salesman, against the city of New
York in connection with the acci-

dental death of his father-in-law.

Attorney Louis Nizer was counsel

for Liggett.

acquired 5,000 making a total of

46,000; Albert Warner held 153,000;

Holding Company A, 269,460; H. M.
Warner 1,404,000; and Jack L. War-
ner, 1,502,000.

Joseph Aller of Consolidated Film
Industries filed a report for 1936
reporting no equity securities held.

As of May -24, 1937, John E. Mc-
Auiey, of Chicago held 100 shares
of General Theater Equipment Corp.

B. N. Tax Brings $1,834
Little Rock, Ark.—Revenue De-

partment officials report that $1,-

834.11 in taxes on "bank nights" and
similar sales promotions have been
"bank night act" by the 1937
legislature. They predict that the
next 15 per cent levy will net the
state nearly $10,000 for the first

year.

Grand Tries Foreign Pix
The Grand, Newark, has adopted

a foreign picture polic" for the sum-
mer, reverting to general films next
fall.

Fabian In Clifton
Si Fabian will operate a new

house at Clifton, N. J., the theater
now being under construction.

Tuesday, July 6, 1937

'STAGGER' CAMPAIO

FOR UNUSUAL WB PIX

{Continued from Page 1)

national advertising campaign
through strategic local promotion
which, when put together, will be a
more effective national barrage than
a campaign with simultaneous na-
tional coverage," according to Sears.

"It is our aim to handle these
productions along the lines of our
campaign on 'The Story of Louis
Pasteur' and 'Green Pastures'," said
Sears.

Wehrenberg Planning 20

More Houses in St. Louis

{Continued from Page 1)

theaters in St. Louis and St. Louis
County.

First of the new houses will be a
1,200-seater to go up at the south-
east corner of Grand Blvd. and
Eichelberger St., and the second
probably will be on Morganford Rd.
south of Arsenal St. Other houses
may soon be underway on Gravois
Ave. in the vicinity of Morganford
Rd. and also on South Broadway in
the section between Jefferson Bar-
racks and the Sauter's Park.
Wehrenberg's theater building

program is regarded as his answer
to the challenge made to his domina-
tion of the southern section of St.

Louis by Fanchon & Marco and their
various allies.

Omaha Merchants Protest

Theater Bank Night Ban

Omaha—Local business men are
protesting against the State Su-
preme Court's temporary injunction
stopping Bank Night in 26 houses
here, declaring that their business
will suffer and that they will have
to discontinue giving extra employ-
ment to several hundred clerks. One
store manager declared his Wed-
nesday (Bank Night) volume has
been exceeding the Saturday sales
since Bank Night was started.

District Manager E. R. Cum-
mings of Tri-States Theaters also
predicts that at least two Omaha
houses and several outstate thea-
ters will be forced to close.

"Two Who Dared" for Roxy
"Two Who Dared," a Grand Na-

tional release starring Anna Sten
with Henry Wilcoxon which was
produced and directed bv Dr. Eugene
Frenke, starts an engagement at the
Roxy Theater on Friday.

GE At World's Fair

The General Electric Company / X
contracted for 68,339 square feek. J
land on which to construct an ex-
hibition building for the New York
World's Fair of 1939. Building will
house exhibits of the most recent ex-
amples of electrical progress in science
and industry, including equipment re-
lating to motion pictures.
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PIX COMPANIES NOT TO PLUNGE INTO TELEVISION

Hirliman Leaves Condor; New Financial Group Joins

Four New Directors Named;
E. N. Clark May Be

Next Prexy

Resignation of George A. Hirli-

man as president of Condor Pic-

tures, his complete withdrawal from
the company to produce independ-
ently and the entry into Condor of

"a strong financial group" were
among the developments announced
following a meeting of Condor's di-

rectorate yesterday.
While Hirliman's successor was

not designated, it is understood that

the post likely will go to Edwin N.
(Continued on Page 9)

USE COLOR AS ACTOR,

CROUSE'S SUGGESTION

"Instead of serving merely as a
background, let the producers use
color as an actor in their stories,"

suggested Russell Crouse, scenarist

and playwright, yesterday in New
York, where, in collaboration with
Howard Lindsay, he is writing the
Ed Wynn musical known as "Hur-
ray for What."
"Let color become part of the

plot," urged Crouse.
Television will constitute a men-

(Continued on Page 2)

GN Reported Getting New
Financing Via Blumenthal

Additional financing is understood
being brought into Grand National
by A. Pam Blumenthal, who is

(Continued on Page 2)

Exhib. Also Manages Cow
-Omaha—Eddie Forrester of the Tri-

^ ts organization now is doing double

\j# igerial chores—handling Queenie, an
educated cow, besides the Omaha The-
ater. Forrester met the cow and her

owner while he was Tri-States city

manager at Grand Island. He signed
on as their manager, is now seeking
bookings, and also brought them in to

exploit the showing of "Mountain
Music" at the Omaha.

Myers Sees Block-Booking Bill Action Stymied Again
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Abram F. Myers, head of Allied States, forecast last night that the

block-booking legislation controversy will probably repeat last Congress' experience

by coming to a head at the second session next year. "It looks like next session

—

too much Supreme Court this session," was the laconic comment of Myers, proponent

of the Pettengill bill.

COLUMBIA TO SPEND

$15,000,000 ON PIX

Columbia has budgeted its pro-

gram for 1937-38 at about $15,000,-

000, stated Vice-President Jack
Cohn yesterday, following his arrival

in New York after attending the

company's annual sales convention.

Lineup calls for 62 features.

Cohn said in his opinion relations

between Columbia and Frank Capra
will be "straightened out soon." A
disagreement occurred following his

production of "Lost Horizon."

44 Pix Before Cameras

in West Coast's Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fortv-four pictures

are now before Hollywood cameras,
with Warners topping the list with
eight pictures. 20th Century-Foxis
making seven and Universal six.

Paramount, Columbia and M-G-M are

making four each. RKO is making
(Continued on Page 3)

UNIVERSAL PIX GOING

INTO 465 WB HOUSES

After meetings which have been
carried on for the past two months
between officials of the Warner Bros.

Theater Circuit and Universal Pic-

tures Company, a deal was yester-

day signed for the exhibition of Uni-
versal pictures in the Warner
Brothers Theaters.

The representatives of the theater
circuit, which contains a total of 465
houses, were Joseph Bernhard, Gen-
eral Manager, and Clayton Bond.

(Continued on Page 3)

GB Exchangemen Heading

to N. Y. for Sales Meet

Exchangemen from GB's offices in

the middle west and far western cit-

ies are en route to New York for

the company's sales convention
which goes into session Friday

(Continued on Page 3)

Despite Competition With Weather,

Circuits* Holiday Business is Good

III. Exhibs. Planning

Bank Night Resumption

Rock Island, 111.—Theater bank
nights in this city, Moline and East
Moline suspended by agreement re-

cently while a test case was brought
against Isadore Brotman, owner of

the Paradise, were given a new im-
(Continued on Page 9)

America's picture houses general-
ly celebrated the Fourth of July
week-end with good grosses, despite
inclination of the weather man to

provide unsympathetic weather con-
ditions, from the film industry view-
point. Better-than-ordinary book-
ings, such as "Captains Courageous"
over the Loew circuit and "New
Faces" throughout the RKO lineup,

(Continued on Page 9)

Survey of Field Made for

Hays Office Seen Merely

informative

Major film companies have no in-

tentions of plunging into the tele-

vision and radio field at the present
time, despite recommendations which
have been made in a report survey-
ing the situation to the Hays asso-
ciation, according to a spokesman
yesterday in New York.
Purpose of the checkup, made by

A. M. Prall, whose father is chair-
man of the Federal Communications
Commission, was only to assemble

(Continued on Page 3)

20TH-F0X ROXY FILM

FRANCHISE APPROVED

Terms of the 20th Century-Fox
film franchise and the first mort-
gage indenture to the Roxy Theater
were approved yesterday by Federal
Judge Francis G. Caffey.

Decision on the franchise was re-

served last week when Harold P.
Seligson, counsel for the Tipton
Bondholders Committee, objected to
allowing 20th Century-Fox to set

its own weekly operating expenses,
(Continued on Page 3)

Cleveland Hip. Decision

Reverses District Court

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in an opinion handed down by Jus-
tices Chase, Lerned and Augustus
Hand yesterday reversed a decision

by Federal Judge William Bondy in

the case of the Hippodrome Build-
(Continued on Page 2)

Resume Fleischer Talks
Conferences looking towards a settle-

ment of striking employees of Max
Fleischer, cartoon producer, will be re-

sumed today or tomorrow. Participating

will be Attorney Louis Nizer, as coun-
sel for Fleischer; Dr. William Sirovich,

representing labor, and William Collins,
intermediary.
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Poole Signs With IATSE
Klamath Falls, Ore.—The four the-

aters managed by Harry W. Poole

have signed with the IATSE. The-
aters are the Pelican, Pine Tree,

Vox and Rainbow.

WANTED
Good salesman with New York and

Philadelphia exhibitor acquaintance.

Call ENdicott 2-3290.

Use Color as Actor,

Grouse's Suggestion

(Continued from Page 1)

ace from the standpoint of the film

industry, according to Crouse, who,
however, doesn't regard radio as
competition. The screen can take a
lot more sophistication than it has
been getting, said Crouse. Deplor-
ing story "cycles," he expressed the
opinion that "It's a mistake to write
for the audience". Write a good
story and the audience will come to

see it, he believes.

Crouse's last work at the coast
was "The Big Broadcast of 1938,"

starring W. C. Fields, for Para-
mount. "Hurray for What" is based
on an idea by E. Y. Harburg, who is

writing music for the piece.

Chesterfield Planning

1937-38 Season Program

Chesterfield is now planning its

program for the 1937-38 season but
so far the number of productions to

be made has not been determined.
nompanv's setup has been revamped
since withdrawal of Maury Cohen
to join RKO as a producer.

Finney Meets With Snow
on K. C. Union's Demands

Kansas City, Mo.—W. A. Finney,
district representative of Loew's was
here yesterday for a conference with
Felix Snow relative to demands of
Exhibitors Employees union, local

24, but left without coming to an
agreement. Snow stated that he
would go to New York late this

week for parleys with representa-
tives of the major operating cir-

cuits. He also will attempt to work
out a wage and hour schedule for

the exchange workers here who
turned down the schedule recently
set up in the East.

GN Reported Getting New
Financing Via Blumenthal

(Continued from Page 1)

slated to become vice-president of

the company and also, it is report-
ed, assume another important execu-
tive post there. Blumenthal's pro-

posed agreement will be submitted
to Grand National stockholders for

ratification at their annn«i meeting
at Wilmington July 20.

Collective Sets First Pix

Roman Rebush and Edgar G. Ul-
mer have organized Collective Film
Producers, Inc., to produce and dis-

tribute feature productions.
First pix to be produced by Co-

operative unit No. 1 within the Col-

lective will b^ a Jewish talkie, based
on Peretz Hirshbein's classical play
"Green Fields", adapted by the dra-
matist. Shooting will start July
26 on location and at Producers Ser-

vice Studios. Inc. by special arrange-
ment with J. Burgi Contner.

Cleveland Hip. Decision

Reverses District Court

(Continued from Page 1)

ing Co. of Cleveland against the Irv-
ing Trust Co. as trustee of RKO.
Plaintiff originally claimed $888,666
as compensation for default by RKO
in 1933 on a 17-year lease under the
terms of which the latter as guar-
antor for its subsidiary, the Cleve-
land Hippodrome, was to pay $150,-
000 rental per annum on a Cleve-
land theater.
Judge Bondy originally allowed

the claim at $88,666, but the Circuit
Court, in its reversal, recommended
an allowance at approximately
$450,000, a total of three years rent,

and remanded the case to the U. S.

District Court for further hearing,
if the trustee so desires, on the ques-
tion of the reasonableness of the
rent.

Court Revokes Union's

Charter After Picketing

Kansas City, Mo. — Acting upon
an application filed by James Rig-
ney, operator of Westport Theater,
and Claude Cessina, representative
of IATSE Local 170, Judge Darius
A. Brown yesterday, in Jackson
County Circuit Court, revoked the
charter of the UMPO and W for
MPI and bet aside the decree of in-

corporation granted June 8th.

The court decreed that the or-

ganization had acted in excess of
powers granted it as a social and
benevolent association when it un-
lawfully picketed theaters opeiating
under agreements with operators of

IATSE.
Michael Konomos, attorney for

the organization, did not oppose the
application and stated that he would
not appeal it.

Ward Wing's Unit Moves
From Ceylon to Singapore

London (By Cable) — Neville

Clarke Productions, headed by Ward
Wing, has completed work on "Tea
Leaves in the Wind" in Ceylon and
has gone to Singapore to make
"Singapore Police." The unit con-
sists of Nils Asther and Eve Shel-

ley, who will again appear in "Sin-
gapore Police," Gibson Gowland,
Cyril Chadwick, Jack Kellino, Ward
Wing, Lori Bara, scenarist and Barr
Smith, associate producer.

Attorney Turns Producer

Roger Marchetti, Hollvwood attor-

ney, arrived from the Coast yester-

day to negotiate release for a ser-

ies of six color shorts, "Snickerty
Nick", which he produced personal-
ly, using Dunning color.

Fight Films Held Over
Cleveland, O.—Almost all theaters

in this territory are holding the
Braddock-Louis fight pictures over
for extended runs, states M. Mani-
shor, distributor. The picture, Mani-
shor reports, is outgrossing all re-

cent fight pictures.

Coming and GoiiCi

JAKE WILK sailed from New York yesterday
for Europe.

ILONA HAJMASSY, member of the State
Opera company in Vienna, arrives from Europe
next month to appear in M-G-M's "Katinka.'

LEON LEONIDOFF, vice president of Radio
City Music Hall, arrived from France yester-
day on the lie de France.

SAM PINANSKI, co-executive manager of
M. & p. Theaters of Boston, arrived in New
York yesterday for a visit of several days.

SAM SHAPIN, home office playdate represen-
tative for Warner Bros., returned yesterday
from Cincinnati after a tour of numerous key
cities.

LARRY MORRIS, manager of the St. George
Theater, Staten Island, for the past six years,
left yesterday for Miami Beach to take over
the French Casino there.

GUS EYSELL returns to New York Monday
from abroad.

EDWARD CHURCHILL has returned to New
York from the Coast.

CHARLES CURRAN is due back in New York
Friday from Hollywood.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN returned to New York
yesterday from Dallas.

CRESSON E. SMITH, RKO Radio's southern
district manager, left New York yesterday for
an extended tour of the territory under his

supervision.

LAZLO WILLINGER, Viennese still camera-
man recently placed under contract to M-G-M,
arrived yesterday on the lie de France en route
to Hollywood.

MARTHA RAYE, screen comedienne, who has
arrived from Hollywood is stopping at the St.

Moritz.

SALLY EILERS, film star, and her husband,
HARRY JOE BROWN, producer, arrive from the
Coast today and sail Friday for Europe on the
lie de France for a six weeks' vacation.

FRED WARING AND HIS PENNSYLVANIANS
arrive from Hollywood today to begin an en-
gagement at the Paramount Theater.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., arrives in New
York today en route to a vacation in Europe.

ROGER MARCHETTI, Hollywood attorney, is

at the Plaza.

Robert T. Smith Dead
St. Louis, Mo.—Robert T. Smith,

manager of Grauman's Chinese The-
ater, Los Angeles, who died in that
city on July 4 of a heart attack, for-
merly managed a number of local
houses, including the New Grand
Central, Ambassador, West End
Lyric and Shenandoah.

JULY 7

George Cukor
Richard Carle

Raymond Hatton
Jickie Searl

Ricardo Cortez
Howard S. Zucker
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(Continued from Page 1)

up-to-date information on develop-

ments, it was stated.

Copies of the report, which urged

picture outfits to grab a national ra-

dio network, have been filed with

members of the Havs organization,

but no action on it is contemplated.

Universal Pix Going

Into 465 WB Houses

(.Continued from Page 1)

Universal was represented by J. R.

Grainger, General Manager of Dis-

tribution, F. J. A. McCarthy, E. T.

Gomersall and W. J. Heineman.
Contract calls for the exhibition

of features, short subjects and news-

reels for 1937-38.

44 Pix Before Cameras

in West Coast Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

three and Wanger a like number.

Goldwyn and Selznick International

are making two each. Schertzinger-

Myers are making one for Grand
National.

"Two Platoons" has started at

Universal and "Black Lightning" at

at M-G-.M. "Ali Baba Goes To
Town" is the newest at 20th Cen-

tury-Fox.

Universal to Start Four

More Pictures This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Universal will start

four more pix this week, which
means that six will be shooting next
week. Set to start are a B. G.

(Buddy) De Sylva musical comedy
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938", a Bea
Ames Williams sea story, "Adven-
ture's End", a radio drama, "Behind
the Mike", and a carnival romance,
"Carnival Lady," all of which will

be swiftly paced.
Two pix winch continue in pro-

duction are Deanna Durbin's "100

Men and a Girl", and "The Lady
Fights Back."

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Benny Baker has realized a secret

ambition he's had for years. He has

purchased a luxurious yellow sport car

with red leather upholstery.
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• • • SOON THE trade press lads will have an oppor-
tunity to look at that Spanish film produced by Joris Ivens and
Ernest Hemingway a real picture taken along the war-
torn highways and through the devastated villages from
Madrid to Valencia no professional players appear in this
saga of realism just the men and women of the villages

the settings and the scenery being the natural ones of
the various little towns the film is being handled by Con-
temporary Historians and Lynn Farnol in the RKO
building can give you more info if you are interested

• • • OPEN HOUSE was held last Friday by the Variety
Club of Columbus, Ohio to celebrate the opening of the
new and sumptuous quarters located in the Grand Theater build-
ing one wall of the lounge is given over to enlarged
photographs of reigning movie stars this means that the
wall will have to be redecorated \bout every sic months or so

the lobby boasts a striking mural glorifying Hollywood
a public address system has been installed so that the

club steward can reach the stew—er—members in all parts of

the club with the drinks without undue delay this system
is supplemented by transmitters, loud speakers, bells and push-
buttons all reaching the ear of the drink dispenser instantan-
eously the club has many more features, but with this

steward's public address system nothing else really matters. . .

• • • UNUSUAL ANGLES for an advance campaign
being placed by Warners to tout "They Won't Forget"
three of the company's pressbooks are carrying back

page spreads on this picture also as an advance service,

publicity stories and stills are being sent out to the key city

theaters where the film will shortly open and after the
picture has its run in these key cities, a supplementary press
book will be gotten out under supervision of Lee Blumberg,
giving tested campaigns for the subsequent runs

• • • OUT OF the London Fog James Hilton is at-

tracting a lot of attention with the Hollywood gossip column
he is doing for the Sunday Graphic. . . • and Max Baer is

doing a page of sports gossip for the same paper. . . • Mai-
cella Salzer, daughter of the late Marcel Salzer, once one of

Berlin's best-known stage producers, has been signed to play
the lead in "Tree of Eden". . . • Glenny, whose fame as a

designer of gowns has made his Grosvenor Street shop the

Mecca of the world's best-dressed women, will soon turn his

talents to the films Messulam Pictures, thru prexy Robert
Messulam, has signed Glenny to design the dresses for his

forthcoming production

• • • THE OPENING of L. F. Wollcott's New Grand the-

ater at Eldora, Iowa, was attended en masse by the Allied The-
ater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska L. F. being prexy of

that outfit he entertained the gang later at his country

club

• • • A REAL Novelty Party was arranged as a fare-

well for Ike Hoig, manager of the Orpheum at Lincoln, Neb.
who goes to the Trail at Colorado Springs as Hoig

only looks as 325 pix every year, they gave him a party con-

sisting of a screening

20TH-F0X ROXY FILM

FRANCHISE APPROVED

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

and asked that a clause limiting
operating expenses to $30,000 week-
ly be included in the franchise.

In approving the franchise as pre-
sented by 20th Century-Fox, Judge
Caffey stated that it would be un-
fair to place a limitation on operat-
ing expenses, as it would place Fox
in the light of a guarantor at its

own risk.

An agreement, to set advertising
expenses at $7,500 weekly for the
first year, and $7,500 weekly for sub-
sequent years unless the rates of
advertising increase, was reached
between the noteholders committee
and 20th Century-Fox, and is to be
included in the franchise, it was
stated by Carlos Israels, counsel for
the Pounds Committee.

Israels told the court that $3,000
more than the two-thirds required
of acceptances to the plan were now
on deposit with his committee. The
Gold note holders lack $52,000 of

the required two-thirds but expect
to have the required amount of ac-

ceptances before the final adjudica-
tion of the plan.

Judge Caffey set July 9 for fur-
ther hearing.

GB Exchangemen Heading

To N. Y. for Sales Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

morning at the St. Moritz Hotel in

New York.
The delegates now heading east

include Fred Abelson, Minneapolis;
Fred Wagoner, Indianapolis; R. W.
Selig, Denver; C. F. Rose, Salt Lake
City; Paul de Outo, Los Angeles;
Jack Erickson, San Francisco; Wal-
ter Wessling, Portland; Jean Spear,
Seattle.

Ohio IATSE to MEET
Columbus, O. — The IATSE will

meet in Dayton July 25, before the
53rd annual convention of the Ohio
State Federation of Labor, July 26
to 30.

SICK REPORT

Des Moines— Joe Ancher, head
booker at Warner Bros.' exchange,
is convalescing following the remov-
al of his appendix.

Pittsfield, Mass.—George Reed of
Greenfield, foreman on the Colonial
Theater construction, received a bad
gash on his head when hit by the
scoop of the steam shovel. He was
taken Lo the House of Mercy Hos-
pital.

Detroit—Jack Thomas, publicity

man for Columbia, was injured in a
bus collision at Mount Morris. He
suffered head burns when the bus
caught fire.
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starring

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
and

VICTOR McLAGLEN
with

C. AUBREY SMITH • JUNE LANG

MICHAEL WHALEN • CESAR ROMERO
CONSTANCE COLLIER • DOUGLAS SCOTT

Directed by John Ford

Academy Award winner

Associate Producer Gene Markey

Screen play by Ernest Paecal and Julien josephion
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"Easy Living"
Starring Jean Arthur and Edward Arnold

Paramount 88 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
WILD RIOT OF FUN THAT SHOULD

CLICK MERRILY AT THE BOX OFFICES.

Arihur Hornblow Jr.'s production of a

rough-tumblu-cinderella story should click

merrily at the box-office. It is a wild

riot of fun, with Jean Arthur and Edward

Arnold having a field day. Ray Miiland

is another merry madcap, Luis Alberni, in

a fat role contributes much to the fun.

Frankiin Pangborn, Mary Nash, William B.

Davidson, Esther Dale and Andrew Tombes

are among the principals. Director Mitchell

Leisen has set a fast pace for the farce

and gets a full measure of laughs from

every sequence. Preston Sturges screen-

play, based on Vera Caspary's story, sets

a high standard for comedy situations and

dialogue. The fun starts when impetuous

Arnold, a Wall Street tycoon, upbraids his

wife, Mary Nash, for buying a very ex-

pensive sable coat. He tosses the coat

into the street and it lands on Jean Arthur,

a stenographer. She tries to return it but

Arnold insists she keep it. Alberni, man-

ager of a swanky but failing hotel, insists

on Joan moving into the royal suite as

guest of the management. Columnists

hint of a scandal between Arnold and Jean

and notoriety brings scores of patrons to

the hotel. Miiland, son of Arnold, falls

in love with Jean. Tombes, a stock

broker, gets what he believes is a tip on

steel from Jean and the market goes topsy-

turvy. Finally ending with Arnold "for-

giving' his wife, and Miiland and Jean

going off together.

Cast: Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold, Ray

Miiland Luis Alberni, Mary Nash, Frank

lm Pan'gbobrn, Barlowe Borland, Wnliam

Demarest Andrew Tornbes., Esther Date,

Harlan Briggs, William B. Davidson, Nora

Cecil, Robert Greig.

Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; Director,

Mitcheil Leisen; Author, Vera Caspary,

Screenplay, Preston Sturgis; Cameraman,

Ted Tetziaff; Special Effects, Farciot Edou-

art Editor, Doane Harrison; Art Directors,

Hans Dreier, Ernest Fegte; Musical Direc-

tor, Boris Morros.

Direction, Fast Photography, Splendid.

Bingo In a Comeback
Hartford, Conn.—Although Bingo

remains officially banned in accord-

ance with a city ruling last year,

the game has reappeared on a com-

mercil basis in amusement parks.

New House Sets Dime
Baltimore—The new Globe has

been opened at 412 East Baltimore

Street. There are several other

several other houses in the immed-
iate vicinity. The new house is

charging only 10 cents admission.

"Love in a Bungalow'
with Nan Grey, Kent Taylor, Jack Smart,

Hobart Cavanaugh

Universal 67 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
PLEASING DOMESTIC COMEDY FILLS

SUMMER NEED FOR BREEZY ENTER-
TAINMENT.

Around a hostess in a model bungalow

and a personable young man intruding, a

pleasing domestic comedy has been built.

There is a lot of bickering while the two

are falling in love, but it is the sort of

breezy stuff that fills the bill as a light-

weight program offering. The Eleanore

Griffin and William Rankin story was fash-

ioned into a screenplay by Austin Parker,

Karen DeWolf and James Mulhauser. The

situations keep one interested, and the di-

alogue is most appropriate. Under Ray-

mond McCarey's direction, the piece moves

at a lively pace. The cast, headed by

Nan Grey, Kent Taylor, Jack Smart, Hobart

Cavanaugh and Richard Carle, performs

well. The mountings show up to good ad-

vantage. Production was handled by E. M.

Asher as associate producer. One evening,

Kent Taylor drops into the model cottage

The hostess, Nan Grey, finds him the next

morning. She orders him out but his man-

ner causes her to be more amiable. During

a heavy rainstorm, he drops in, and over

the radio they hear about a prize of $5,-

000 to be awarded to the young married

couple which writes the best letter tell-

ing why they consider themselves the

world's happiest man and wife. Nan and

Kenl concoct a letter, but a spat causes

them to refrain from sending it. However

the maid does, and their letter wins. In

paying the check, the donor, Richard Carle,

decides to visit the couple. Nan locales

Kent and he gathers the necessary children

and other things referred to in their let-

ter. A slip-up causes Carle to discover

they are not married. To obtain the check

the couple get married, but they wanted to

anyhow.

Cast: Nan Grey, Kent Taylor, Jack

Smart, Hobart Cavanaugh, Richard Cane,

Louise Beavers, Margaret McWade, Mar-

jorie Main, Florence Lake, Minerva Urecal,

Jerry Tucker, Joan Howard, Joan 3reslau.

Associate Producer, E M. Asher; Direc-

tor, Raymond B. McCarey; Authors, Elea-

nors Gi if fin, William Rankin; Screenplay,

Austin Parker, Karen DeWolf, Janres Mul-

hauser; Cameraman, Milton Krasner, ASC;

Editors', Bernard W. Burton, Irving Birn-

baum; Musical Director, Charks Previn;

Art Director, John Harkrider, Associate,

Sccllard Maas; Recording Engineers, Wil-

liam Fox, Edwin Wetzei.

Direction, Lively Photography, Good.

'The Californians'
with Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie Weaver,

Katherine De M i lie

20fh Century-Fox 59 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ACTION FILLED, INTERESTING AND

ENTERTAINING OUTDOOR DRAMA
WITH HISTORICAL SETTING.

Colorful Southern California of the 1855
period is tht scene for an action-filled,

interesting and entertaining outdoor drama.

With the advent of the Americans, a few
unscrupulous officials are using their offices

to rob the Spaniards for their personal ag-

grandizement. Returning from his schooling

in Spain, Ricardo Cortez encounters these

conditions which cause him to follow a

Robin Hood career robbing the crooked

officials so as to return the money and

gcods to the rightful owners. A large

price is set on his head and when he dis-

agrees with George Regas, a former bandit

leader and now a member of his force, the

latter traps him by kidnapping his loved

one, Marjorie Weaver. This brings Ricardo

to her rescue. Morgan Wallace, the chief

culprit, comes to get his man and after

a gun battie between his forces and those

of Ricardo, the supposed bandits win out.

A government investigator is working in

the area, and Ricardo furnishes him with

enough evidence to convict the Wallace
outfit, and he is absolved from any law

breaking. Comedy is delightfully worked

into the proceedings. Under Gus Meins'

direction, a familiar plot is made enjoy-

able by a nice balancing of action with

laugh material and well handled romance.

The cast headed by Cortez, Marjorie Weav-
er, Katherine DeMille, Maurice Black and

Morgan Wallace perform in fine style.

Harry Neumann's photography makes cap-

ital use of the sweeping natural back-

grounds. Sol Lesser and his associate pro-

ducer, Barney Briskin, have provided the

piece with attractive mountings.

Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie Weaver,

Katherine DeMille, Maurice Black, Morgan
Wallace, Nigel de Brulier, George Regas,

Pierre Watkin, James Farley, Edward Keane,

Gene Reynoids, Ann Gi lies, Helen Holmes,

Richard Bottler, Tom Forman, Bud Osborne,

Monty Montague, Francisco Del Campo,
William Fletcher.

Producer, So! Lesser; Associate Produc-

er, Barney Briskin; Director, Gus Meins;

Author, Harold Bell V/right; Screenplay,

Gordon Newell, Gilbert Wright; Camera-
man, Flarry Neumann, ASC; Art Director,

Harry Giiver; Editors, Arthur Hilton, Carl

Pearson; Recording Engineers, Edward Ul-

man, Thomas Carmen.

Direction, Adept. Photography, Capital.

Omaha V. C. to Dance
Omaha — Variety club's annual

summer formal dance has been
scheduled for the Hotel Fontenelle

July 24. The club also has purchased
a playground merry-go-round for the

Hattie B. Munroe Home for Crippled
Children.

8 St. Louis Area Closings

St. Louis—Theaters in this terri-

tory that were closed recently, some
for the summer months, included:

Will Rogers, Collinsville, 111.; Rial-

to, Granite City, 111.; Thalia, Ston-

ington, 111.; Lyric, West Salem, 111.;

Red Wing, Worden, 111.; Hollywood,
St. Louis; Downtown Lyric, St.

Louis, and Community, Summer, 111.

Theaters reopened were: Durbin,

Bluffs, 111.; Equality, Equality, 111.;

Gem, Robbs, 111.; Salem, Salem, 111.,

and Golden, Golden, 111.

Charles McCarthy Rests

Charles E. McCarthy, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox director of publicity and
advertising, is resting at his home
at Nutley, N. J., following a recent
illness. He is expected to remain
away from his office for several
weeks.

Loew's Using Ten-O-Win
Meriden, Conn.—Loew's have in-

stituted Ten-O-Win in a second Con-
necticut house, the Palace here.

The Poli, Waterbury was the first

spot.

Paradise Isle"
with Movita, Warren Hull, William

Davidson

Monogram 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
FINELY PHOTOGRAPHED SOUTH SEAS

ROMANCE SHOULD PLEASE AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

This is a pleasant, little story of a ro-

mance on a South Sea Island and should

please audiences generally. Movita, as a

native giri, is very easy to look at and

does appealing work as the heroine. War-
ren Hull gives a fine performance as a

blind artist who falls in love with Movita.

Arthur Grevilie Collins has turned in an

excellent job of directing, giving the pic-

ture a fitting tempo. Dorothy Reid de-

serves credit as associate producer. Gil-

bert Warrenton's photography, high grade,

captures the beauty of the tropical islands.

Marion Orth has fashioned an interesting

screen play. Hull is on his way to Java to

have Pierre Watkin, famed eye specialist,

operate on him when his steamer is

wrecked. Movita finds him and cares

for him. Although it is tabu, she defies

her fellow islanders and dives for pearls,

so that she can raise money for Hull's

operation. Watkin agrees to operate on

condition that Hull returns to New York

and forgets Movita. Hull agrees, but with

sight restored, his love for Movita is so

strong that he returns to her.

Cast: Movita, Warren Hull, William

Davidson, John St. Polis, George Piitz,

Pierre Watkin, Kenneth Harlan, Tua Mana,

Malia Makus.
Associate Producer, Dorothy Reid; Direc-

tor, Arthur Grevilie Collins; Author, From tha

story "The Belled Palm" by Allan Vaughan

Elston, Screenplay, Marion Orth; Camera-

man, Gilbert Warrenton; Special Effects;

Fred Jackman; Technical Director, E. R.

Hickson; Editor, Russell Schoengarth; Music

by Sam Koki, Tuiteleapaga, Lani Mclntyre.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Fine

Jurisdictional Decision

Spurned by Two Unions

St. Louis, Mo.—A decision by J.

W. Williams, President of the Build-

ing Trades Department of the A F
of L in the jurisdictional fight be-

tween the Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, Local Union No. 1 and
Sign Hangers' Local Union No. 732

in the dispute as to which union
shall hang certain signs is not ac-

ceptable to either union, it has been
announced.
Williams ruled that the electrical

work in connection with the signs

shall be done by members of the

electrical workers, while all painting-

must be done by the Sign Hangers.
Each group is to do 50 per cent of

the actual hanging.
Lawrence Raftery, Secretary of

the Painters District Council, with
which the Sign Hangers are affili-

ated, said an appeal will be taken
to the international presidents. / K

Rothstein to Build
Framing-ham, Mass. — Work will

be started soon on a new 1,200-seat

theater on Hollis Street, for Morris
Rothstein to cost $60,000.
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LOVE ME AND THE

WORLD IS YOURS!"

JIM FISK KNEW
HOW TO MAKE MONEY

!
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'If we work together we can become the richest men in America
!"

A sensational picture as big as the times in which

its mighty drama is told ... those blazing days

of young industrial America, when rich men's

fortunes were founded . . . when lavish display

reached its peak . . . when men and women loved

as intensely as they lived!

k ;< o
RADIO

EDWARD ARNOLD .

.

GARY GRANT. . . FRANCES FARMER . . . JACK OAKIE . .

.

DIRECTED BY ROWLAND V. LEE

AN EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Dudley Nichols, John Twist, Joel Sayre *7te Tfr^efifaiJfrrA^
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AS CONDOR'S PREXY

(Continued from Page 1)

Clark, of Robb, Clark & Bennitt,
New York law firm. Clark, a newly
elected director, was chosen chair-
man of the Condor Executive Com-
mittee at yesterday's meeting.

Clark has served extensively as
counsel to various New York in-

vestment trusts and as their finan-

cial adviser in connection with var-
ious companies in which they had an
interest. As Chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee he will take com-
plete charge of the financial opera-
tions of Condor and will shortly
leave for the West Coast.

Appointment of M. H. Hoffman
as executive vice president in charge
of production was announced. Hoff-
man has returned to the Coast to

complete the 1937-38 program of 20
features, 26 shorts.

Frank M. Snell, elected Treasu-
rer, will depart for the West Coast
immediately for permanent resi-

dence as the chief financial officer

on the West Coast of the Corpora-
tion.

All business and production ac-

tivities will be centered in the West
Coast with the exception of sales

and exploitation, which will be main-
tained in New York. Amedee J. Van
Beuren, Chairman of the Board, will

continue to make New York his

headquarters.
Harold H. Anderson of Chicago,

a director of Northwestern Univer-
sity, George A. Fry of Messrs. Booz,
Fry, Allen & Hamilton, industrial

counsel of Chicago, and Lewis C.

George of Messrs. B. E. Buckman &
Co., investment bankers of Madison,
Wis., also were elected Condor di-

rectors yesterday.
The new financial group is not re-

placing the original underwriters of
the company. Messrs. B. E. Buck-
man & Co. is retaining its position
and interest in Condor as its under-
writers it was said.

III. Exhibs Planning

Bank Night Resumption

(Continued from Page 1)

petus by the action of a jury in the
County Circuit Court which found
Brotman, not guilty of operating a
lottery.

Theater owners declared bank
nights will be resumed at once de-
spite a recent Illinois Supreme
court decision, which enjoined the
Chicago theater owners.

'New Faces' Score Air Record
Musical score to RKO Radio's "New

Faces of 1937" has reached the popu-
larity peak on the nation's airwaves.
To date 308 chain broadcasts have fea-

|
uied the eight song hits from the
-omedy. Most popular melodies and
played most on the air have been
"Penthouse on Third Avenue," "The
Widow in Lace" and "Love Is Never
Out of Season." The score has been
featured on practically every major ra-
dio show.

A "JUMe." tn»» "£ds
ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

J-JOLLYWOOD is loading up with
comedians. Bert Lahr, Jimmy

Savo and Billy House, who will work
at Universal, are recent arrivals,
while Phil Baker will arrive next
week for his role in "The Goldwyn
Follies." Bobby Cark, who will be
in the same picture, reached here
this week.

T T T

Mori Greene and Hal Borne have
written "Put Your Heart in Your
Feet and Dance" for "Stage Door."'

They are now preparing another
song for the same picture. Ginger
Rogers does the first number men-
tioned.

T T T

Helen Meinardi, who authored "I

Met Him in Paris," is now at RKO,
where she is collaborating with John
Twist on the screenplay for "She
Married for Money." Cliff Reid will

pioduce.

T T T

Casting assignments — Universal

:

Dorothea Kent, "Carnival Queen";
Sterling Halloway, "Behind the
Mike"; Grand National: Richard
Tucker, John Arthur, Dwight Frye,
Ernest Wood, "Something to Sing
About"; RKO: Marjorie Lord, Joan
Woodbury, "Forty Naughty Girls";

Don't Play Riot Newsreel,

Wehrenberg Tells Members

St. Louis, Mo.—Fred Wehrenberg,
President of the Motion Picture The-
ater Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois, has
announced that he will advise the
members of his organization with
Paramount contracts against exhib-
iting the Chicago riot news reel.

There are about 272 members of the
MPTOA in St. Louis, Eastern Mis-
souri and Southern Illinois.

Weber Trust Fund Opposed
St. Louis, Mo. — The Musicians'

Mutual Benefit Association of St.

Louis has passed a resolution op-
posing the proposal that the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians set up
a $250,000 trust fund for the bene-
fit of National President, Joseph N.
Weber. The local body is affiliated

with the A F of M.

G6 Releasing 2 In July
Gaumant announced yesterday

the acquisition of two new films for
release this month. They are "The
Two of Us," the Jack Hulbert mus-
ical comedy, slated for release on
July 10, and "Where There's a Will,"
starring Will Hay, the release date
for which is July 26.

Ella Fabrique Steps Up
Detroit—Miss Ella Fabrique, who

has been with the Cohen Brothers
Circuit for the past 10 years, has
been appointed house manager of
*he Hollywood.

Columbia: Ralph Bellamy, "The Aw-
ful Truth."

T V »

"London By Night" is the final
title for the new M-G-M picture for-
merly known as "The Umbrella
Man."

T \ T

Archie Mayo, who is directing
"The Adventures of Marco Polo" for
Samuel Goldwyn, is being assisted
by Walter Mayo. They are not re-
lated and this is the first time they
have worked together.

T T T

Raoul Pagel has been signed by
Maurice Conn as production super-
visor. Pagel will have as his first

assignment, "Don't Fall in Love,"
the forthcoming musical production
starring Pinky Tomlin.

T T

Buddy Rogers starts a two-weeks'
engagement at the Cleveland Great
Lakes Exposition in August, imme-
diately following his Hawaiian
honeymoon.

GROSSES FOR HOLIDAY

GOOD, STATE EXECS.

(Continued from Page 1)

were important stimulants to busi-

ness, according to circuit executives
yesterday.
Broadway houses, as a group, did

not fare so well from the angle of

holiday trade. With generally good
(i. e. fair) weather conditions on
tap, the crowd seemed to veer away
from indoors entertainment and in-

stead seek the beaches and country.
Among the few optimistic reports
was one from the Roxy, which went
on the records with information to

the effect that business was 40 per
cent ahead of the comparable holi-

day last year.

Janet Gaynor With Selznick
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Janet Gaynor has

signed a long term contract with
David O. Selznick. Her first vehicle
will be "Angel on Broadway" by
Russell J. Birdwell. The screenplay
will be contributed by Ben Hecht.
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Is Sensational"—nim Daily

Amazing" —Variety

Highly Entertaining"
—Motion Picture Herald

"Swell" Jay Emanuel

tarn****
Tine Entertainment . . . Moving"

—

Motion Picture Daily

'Superbly Acted and Directed" . . . —Boxoffice

'Compelling . * . Forceful . . . Touching" . — Variety

'Swell Heart Throb Stuff . . . Plenty of Action"—Film Daily

'Very Superior . . . Production Excellent"

—

Jay Emanuel

Wlith

ANNE NAGEL
FRANK SHIELDS
EDWARD PAWLEY • WILLIAM GOULD
Directed by WILLIAM NIGH • Associate Producer • KEN
GOLDSMITH • Screenplay by ROBERT LEE IOHNSON
Recorded by Western Electric Mirrophonic Sound

30 EXCHANGES TO SERVE YOU
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
W. RAY JOHNSTON, PRESIDENT RKO BUILDING • ROCKEFELLER CENTER • NEW YORK

Awarded The

PARENTS'
MAGAZINE
medal for the Best Family

Movie of the Month
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W^frade Show at Least Four Pix Nationally

$11,714,722 IS LOEW NET FOR 40 WEEKS; PERIOD

Allied's Exec. Committee Planning Membership Drive

Increased National Organiza-

tion Efficiency Sought

in Campaign

Allied's executive committee "has
formulated plans for expanding the
membership and increasing the effi-

ciency of the national organization,"

stated a bulletin from the exhibitor

association yesterday. Comprising
the committee are Nathan Yamins
as chairman, Sidney E. Samuelson,
Arthur B. Price and Abram F.

Myers. Plan will soon be forwarded
to all Allied leaders by President
Yamins.
"Assurances are hereby given that

what has transpired in Michigan had
(Continued on Page 5)

RESERVE DECISION IN

ORPHEUM SALE FIGHT

Circuit Court of Appeals yester-

day reserved decision on the motion
of Isidor J. Kresel, representing a
committee of stockholders in the
bankruptcy of Orpheum Circuit, Inc.,

for the right to appeal the order of

Judge Robert P. Patterson direct-

ing the sale of the assets of Or-
pheum Circuit to Stadium Theaters

(Continued on Page 12)

Rogers Slated To Address

GB's Sales Meet Tomorrow

Budd Rogers, American represen-
tative for B.I.P., has been invited

by Arthur A. Lee, GB Vice-Presi-
dent, to address the opening session
of GB's sales meeting tomorrow
morning.

Representatives of GB's sales
(Continued on Page 12)

) Neb. Bank Night Casualty
Omaha—Tri-States Theater Corp. has

closed the 700-seat Majestic Theater in

Faiibury, Neb., because of loss of busi-
ness since the State Supreme Court's
Bank Night injunction. This leaves
Fairbury, a town of 6,000, with only
one theater, also a Tri-States property.

How They Started

HPP' HRDLEY

Walter E. Green, president and director of National Theater Supply Co., made his industry bow

in 1909 as correspondence man in the Kenitograph Department of the Thomas A. Edison Co.,

subsequently becoming assistant manager. Credit the fine likeness to that master of the brush

and palette, Hap Hadley

July 20 to Mark Opening of Para.'s

Trade Showings Throughout Country

Leonard Named New U. A.

Coast Adv. Representative

Charles A. Leonard, exploitation

director for United Artists, has been
appointed advertising representative
on the West Coast for the organi-
zation.

The post, newly - created by
(Continued on Page 11)

Trade shows on at least four

Paramount pictures for the 1937-38

season will be staged by the com-

pany in all exchange centers and

various key cities beginning July 20.

Productions definitely set for

screening are: "Souls at Sea," "Dou-

ble or Nothing," "Angel" and "Ar-
(Continued on Page 12)

Figure Compares With $7,-

390,495 for Company's
1936 Report

Loew yesterday reported a net
profit of $11,714,722 for the 40
weeks' period ended June 3, last, as
compared with $7,390,495 for the
same period in 1936, thus showing a
gain of $4,324,227.

This amounts to $85.68 per share
on preferred stock and $7.07 on com-
mon, as compared, respectively, with
$54.06 and $4.47, the report stated.

The company's share in operating
profit after subsidaries' preferred di-

(Continued on Page 12)

PARA. TALKING PROD.

DEALS WITH PARTNERS

Paramount has started negotia-
tions on product deals with virtual-

ly all its theater partners, except
those who have carry-over fran-
chises. The product deals with the
Loew circuit, which will cover be-
tween three and five years, is still

under discussion.

Harry Joe Brown to Start

20th-Fox Pact in 6 Weeks

Harry Joe Brown, who sails from
New York tomorrow on the He de
France with his wife, Sally Eilers,

has signed a two-year contract with
20th Century-Fox and starts work
when he returns from abroad in six

weeks. Brown plans to seek story
material in London and Vienna.

"Living" and Raye Set Mark
"Easy Living," Paramount production

co-starring Edward Arnold and Jean
Arthur, and Martha Raye, making a

p.a. set a new opening day figure in

receipts and attendance at the New
York Paramount Theater yesterday. Up
to 5 p.m. the attendance was 12,000,
topping the attendance figure of 10,000
set by "The Plainsman" and 9,500 by
"Maid of Salem" with Benny Good-
man's orchestra.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 25V8 24y2 25V8 + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 3iy4 31 31 + Vz
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 3y2 3l/4 3'/2 + V4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 11% 1114 "% + %
East. Kodak 178y2 176% 178 '/z + 2

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 25'/8 24y4 24%
Loew's, Inc 817/8 80 8iy4 + 1%
do pfd
Paramount 21% 21% 21 1/4
Paramount 1st pfd.. . .150 '/2 150 150
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20 19V2 193/4 — Vs
Pathe Film 73,4 7l/2 7S/8 + l/8

RKO 8'/2 81/8 8'/g

20th Century-Fox .. 353/4 35 353/4 -f- %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 44y2 44Vz 44i/

2 + 43/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14l/8 13% 13y8 + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 3y2s46 99y2 993/8 99'/2 + i/4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55... 923/4 92 92
RKO 6s41 106% 106l/4 106% + %
Warner's 6s39 94% 94 94 — i/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2i/2 23/8 23/8
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 1/2 1 1/2 — i/
8

Technicolor 29 275/8 275/8 _ 13/8
Trans-Lux 4% 4'/8 4y4 + i/8
Universal Picts

French Pix In 7th Week
Montreal—"Cesar", French talk-

ing film, is being shown for a sev-
enth week at the Cinema de Paris.

'1 WORLD S LARGEST "STOCK SHOT" LIBRARY I

'i/> OVER 20 MILLION FEET OF J*|

iftCJ INDEXED NEGATIVES IN STOCK '

1600 BROADWAY, N.Y.C.
CIbcis 6-0081-2-3-4

Last Warner Bookers Meet
to be Held Here July 17-18

Fourth and final regional meeting
of Warner Bros, bookers and ad
salesmen will take place at the Hotel
Warwick here on July 17-18. A. W.
Schwalberg, supervisor of the com-
pany's exchanges will conduct the
meeting.
Bookers and ad salesmen from the

Eastern and Canadian branches of
the company will be present, repre-
senting Pittsburgh, Washington,
Buffalo, New Haven, Albany, Bos-
ton, Philadelphia, Montreal and To-
ronto. Discussions of merchandising
plans for the company's forthcom-
ing product and advertising acces-
sories will be held with particular
emphasis placed on the company's
newly adopted accessories rental
plan.

Those attending from the home
office will be I. H. Dolid, Arthur
Sachson, H. M. Doherty, C. C. Ryan,
Phil Abrahams, and Bernie Good-
man.

Changes at Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C—E. W. McKin-

ley, former booker and office man-
ager for United Artists, has been
transferred to Washington. Ed
Crowell, late of Grand National, fills

the vacancy in the U. A. organiza-
tion. Lane Howard came from the
G. N. office in Atlanta to succeed
Crowell.
Douglas Henderson is filling the

position of ad sales clerk with Re-
public, made vacant by the resigna-
tion of Harold Francis.

Ferri Joins O'Loghlin
Roger Ferri, editor of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox's "Dynamo," joined J. P.
O'Loghlin, Kent Drive leader, in

Chicago yesterday and they will pro-
ceed together to the West Coast for

a series of conferences. Ferri will

return to New York late in August.

Fleischer Parley Due Today
Resumption of conferences on the

Max Fleischer cartoon studio strike

situation failed to materialize yes-
terday but meetings are planned for
either today or tomorrow.

Union Makes Wage Survey

Springfield, Mass.—A committee
to study existing wage rates in the-

aters in Springfield, Westfield, West
Springfield and Chicopee has been
appointed by the theater workers'
local union.

Leichter Closes With Mono.
Mitchell Leichter of Advance Pic-

tures, Inc. has just sold the series

of eight H. H. Van Loan action pic-

tures to Monogram for Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey ter-

ritory.

Mrs. O'Shea Dead
Hove, England (By Cable)—Mrs.

Elizabeth O'Shea, 93, mother of the
actress sisters, Connie and Nell
O'Shea, and grandmother of Ida Lu-
pino, is dead here.

Argue Motion to Examine

McArthur-Hecht July 14

A motion filed bv counsel for
Constance Bennett to examine
Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht
before trial of her $62,500 suit will

be argued in Supreme Court next
Wednesday. Miss Bennett charges
she entered into an agreement with
MacArthur and Hecht to pay them
$50,000 for a motion picture script

to be delivered on June 1, 1936. The
agreement, she said, was made Dec.
1935. She asserts that she made a
down payment of $2,500 and was to
pay the rest in three installments.
Although she was under contract

to Twentieth Century-Fox Miss Ben-
nett said, she waited for the scen-
ario from MacArthur and Hecht and
because they failed to deliver it, she
lost $60,000 she would have made
from any picture she might have ap-
peared in at that time.
The defendants deny the agree-

ment with Miss Bennett and declare
if there was any such agreement it

was not with Miss Bennett but with
A. C. Blumenthal.

Exchange Union-Distrib.

Pact Parleys to Resume

Discussion of agreements be-
tween exchange employees' unions
and major distributors will be re-
sumed at 11 o'clock this morning
when branch managers and repre-
sentatives of the IATSE including
John Gatelee, will meet in New
York. Frank Phelps of Warner
Bros., who is figuring importantly
in the negotiations, will also be
present.

E. M. Loew Books Serials

E. M. Loew Circuit has booked
Republic's 1937-38 serial program
in the following situations: Family,
Worcester, Mass.; Portland, Port-
land, Me.; Davis Sq., Somerville,
Mass.; National, Boston, Mass.;
Olympia, Olneyville, Mass.; Capitol,
Providence, R. I.

New Detroit Film Lab.

Detroit—Detroit Film Laborator-
ies has been incorporated as a new
Michigan company by J. B. Weber
of Detroit, and Delia Blanchard and
Bena C. Shepherd of New Balti-
more, Mich. New outfit has taken
over equipment of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Co.

Remodeling Toronto's Roxy
Toronto — Contract has been

awarded for Roxy Theater altera-

tions at a cost of $30,000. Kaplan
and Sprachman are the architects.

Executive Secretary
Young lady. Ten years with famous
producer. Capable relieving busy

executive of detail. Box No. 1025.
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Coming and GoirQ)

E. PAUL PHILLIPS returns to New York to-
day from Boston.

LOUIS KAYWARD has arrived in New York
from the Coast and is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

TOM GALLERY, who is in New York from
Hollywood, is a guest at the Waldorf-Astoria.

MARTIN BECK, theatrical producer, accom-
panied by MRS. BECK, has returned from a tour
of Switzerland, Southern France and Bavaria.

HASSARD SHORT returns from Europe tomor-
row where he spent four months.

RUTH ROBERTS is en route from New York
to Warners' studios at Burbank, Cal., to stage
dance numbers for company's snorts.

DOROTHY MACKAILL arrives this week in
Hollywood to start work on a new picture.

AL LICHTMAN and HOWARD DIETZ are
scheduled to leave the Coast today for M-6-M's
home office.

JEANNE VOIDER, French authoress, arrived
on the He de France this week to get ma-
terial for a new book.

THERESA HELBURN, director of the Bureau
of New Plays, arrives tomorrow from Holly-
wood.

BARNEY BALABAN returns to New York
next week from Hollywood.

NEIL F. AGNEW leaves New York the mid-
dle of this month for a southern trip.

ROGER FERRI went to Chicago yesterday.

ANNA MAY WONG, SIMONE SIMON, WAL-
TER DAMROSCH and the ROOKETTES of Ra-
dio City's Music Hall sailed yesterday on the
Normandie for the U. S.

JULIE HAYDON, who arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast, immediately .left
for Provincetown to do a show.

BRUCE MILLHOLLAND arrived in New York
yesterday from Hollywood in connection with
the production of his play, "Faun."

HUGH MARLOWE arrived in New York yes-
terday from the Coast, heading for London.

BOBBY COOTE arrived in New York from
the Coast and sails on the Georgic Saturday
for London.

Unsell Rites Pending
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Funeral arrange-

ments are pending for Eve Unsell,
veteran scenarist, who died here on
Tuesday, following a brief illness.
During her long career she had pre-
pared originals and adaptations for
Universal, M-G-M, Paramount an"
other companies.

Mich. Film Library Moves
Detroit—Michigan Film Library,

non-theatrical distributing organiza-
tion now operating on a national
scale, has moved to temporary quar-
ters at 15745 Rosemont Avenue.

'

NO BIZ DAYS LOST
Don't waste valuable biz days
in travel. Fly United to LOS
ANGELES or SAN FRAN-
CISCO in 17-1/6 hours. Over-
night Mainliner lvs. New Yor^
5:55 p.m.—breakfast in CA1 )>

FORNIA. 2 other fast fiigB

to west daily.

UNITED AIR LINES
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THUMBS UP
MEANS SWELL!
The verdict is in on Hal Roach's First Big-

Name, Big -Budget Feature Production,

TOPPER". . . the Coast preview guarantees

a sure-fire top-grosser everywhere

!

(Turn, please)



A new career in this

industry now begins for

this famed producer!

His first Big-Budget,

Big-Name release is the

talk of Hollywood!

WATCH HAL ROACH!
// warn dUii m^ ms&*m i«k //

TOPPER is THE TOPS!
M-G-M will shortly release Hal Roach's production'TOPPER"
Starring Constance Bennett and Cary Grant

With Roland Young and Billie Burke (as Mr. and Mrs.)

This is Mr. Roach's first release

Under a new arrangement with M-G-M
Whereby he will produce a series of

Big-budget, big-name feature attractions!

His first release will make you demand more!

"TOPPER" is a new idea in big-time comedy
Based on a Thorne Smith novel, with dialogue

By Eric ("My Man Godfrey") Hatch and others

We urge every showman to start right in

To promote it, on the screen, in the lobby, in ads!

*^SS%0^ ANOTHER BIG ONE IN

S^^S^^ M-G-M's SUMMER FESTIVAL!

Smith. *
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mership drive

Planned by allied

(Continued from Page 1)

no reference to and will have no ef-

fect upon the policies, program and
activities of Allied States Associa-

tion," it is stated.

"Mr. Frank Wetsman, a strong

Allied supporter, has succeeded to

the presidency of Michigan Allied

and Mr. Ray Branch resumes his po-

sition on the national board—which
position he held from 1933 to 1935."

Quoting H. M. Richey, who recently

resigned his post in Michigan Al-

lied, the bulletin said that Coopera-
tive Theaters of Michigan, with
which he is now associated, will

"support National Allied and Abram
F. Myers with Mr. Richey active in

its national affairs to the limit of

his available time as before."

Declaring that producers have
"thrown down the gauntlet by spurn-

ing the friendly overtures of W. A.

Steffes, chairman of the National
Defense Committee, by renewed ac-

tivity in acquiring and building the-

aters, and by demanding higher
prices and more onerous terms for

product this year," Allied serves no-

tices that "this challenge" will be
accepted by the exhibitors by re-

newed activity in support of its

legislative campaign, "supplemented
by a campaign of direct action aimed
at Paramount."

B & K Shifts Managers
Chicago — Sylvan Goldfinger, has

been transferred from the manage-
ment of the Harding theater of the
Balaban and Katz circuit to the Gar-
rick theater in the loop, succeeding
Ted Boiseman, who goes to the Ter-
minal theater. Al Bachman ad-
vanced from the Terminal to the
Harding management.

Will Methe has been transferred
from the Chicago theater to the
Tower theater of the B and K cir-

cuit.

Moore Opens New House
Tacoma, Wash.—H. T. Moore,

opens his new Lakewood Theater,
just south of Tacoma, tomorrow.

JULY 8

Eugene Pa I let te

Lon Young
Bradley King

JZfrlDAILY

• • • THE LAST picture made by Jean Harlow
"Saratoga" will be released by M-G-M on July 23
the decision was arrived at to release the film after test pre-
views and fan mail gave an overwhelming reaction in favor
of showing the dead star's final production the tests were
made through New York newspaper polls and cards mailed fol-

lowing previews in Southern California

• • • THE OUTSTANDING journalistic feats of the past
year in the newsreel field will be recognized at the fourth an-
nual banquet of the National Headliners Club this Saturday
...... at the Hotel Traymore in Atlantic City ten plaques
will be awarded, and the awards will be dramatized by the
March of Time cast over a nationwide Columbia hookup
more than 200 newsreel editors, photographers, newspapermen,
magazine writers and radio commentators will attend as guests
of the city the "best newsreel" award goes to Arthur
Menken of Paramount News for his reel, "Relief of Alcazar,"
made at the Spanish front

• • • A POLL conducted by Manager E. D. Yarborough
and publicity director Leon Rosenmann at the RKO Capitol
theater in Union City, N. J. during the engagement there
of "Shall We Dance" proved a good publicity stunt as
well as helping solve a disputed question "Should Fred
Astaire choose a new dancing partner?" only seventeen
out of six hundred persons asked for a new partner for the
dancer

• • • A COCKTAIL party to the press was given with
Martha Raye as the hostess, in the rehearsal hall of Paramount
yesterday afternoon incidentally, Martha is a RIOT in

her personal appearance on the Paramount stage after
she finishes, scores of young people in the audience at each per-
formance rush down the aisles and clamor for her autograph

at the afternoon show we attended, Martha asked them
to deliver their autograph books to the doorman, and she would
sign them in her dressing room, and return them to the door-
man where they could pick 'em up so now she spends her
time between the five daily shows signing the autograph books.

T T T

• • • SELLING the Korda production "Elephant Boy"
as a new idea in motion picture entertainment the Inter-

state Circuit of Texas started preparations several weeks in

advance for one of the most unique advertising campaigns ever
staged in the southwest additional paper and big supple-
mentary ads were used the 24-sheet featured silver let-

tering that made a great flash in the sun's rays, and created all

sorts of comment John Smith, exploitation director, was
the gent responsible for the unusual campaign

T

• • • SHOW FOLK in Lincoln, Nebraska repaired

to Art Rogers roller skating rink last week some fun
watching the gents falling all over themselves they not

having been on roller skates for years there was a three-

way tie between Bill Lindeman, Chuck Doty and Buzz Dewey
Bob Livingston was the oldest man on the floor, but

made some of the younger lads envious with his Astaire tech-

nique fraidycats who wouldn't put skates on were Walter
Shuttee, Charlie Shire, Don Monroe and Bill Knight

m
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DATE BOOK
Today: International Film Chamber Con-

gress, Paris.

July 9-11: Gaumont British sales convention,
St. Moritz Hotel, New York.

July 14: Loew New England managers' outing.
Pine Brook Country Club, Bridgeport, C;nn.

July 15: Universal's golf tourney, Bonnie Briar
Lodge, near New Rochelle.

July 17-18: Warner booking meeting, Hotel
Warwick.

July 18-19: MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee convention, Hotel Buena Vista.

July 19: Cleveland Variety Club second sea-
sonal golf tourney, Beechmont Country
Club.

July 19: Indianapolis Variety Club golf tourney,
Indianapolis Country Club.

July 22: New Haven. Conn., Warner Club Out-
ing, Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook.

July 24: Omaha Variety Club summer formal,
Hotel Fontenelle.

July 26: Buffalo Variety Club family outing,
Angola Beach, Lake Erie.

July 27: I.T.O.A. outing at Bear Mountain.

July 22-27: Cinema Appreciation Conven-
tion, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles.

Aug. 3: Connecticut MPTO golf tourney,
Racebrook Country Club, New Haven.

Aug. 10-12: National Theaters convention.
Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 21-23: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention, Atlantic City.

'Courageous' and 'Ship' Stay
Cleveland, O.—"Captain Courage-

ous" is being held here a third con-
secutive week. It opened at Loew's
State and moved down to Loew's
Stillman where it is now in its sec-
ond week. "Slave Ship" also won a
hold-over run. After a first week
at Warners' Hippodrome, it moved
to the Allen.

Second Tourney Planned
Cleveland, 0.—The Cleveland Var-

iety Club enthused over the success
of the first golf tournament of the
season will hold another one at the
Beechmont Country Club on July 19.
Barker Lou Walters, manager of
National Theater Supply Company,
has placed the prizes on display in
his windows.

« « « » » »

It's a Daughter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A daughter, Brooke,

was born here on Monday to Mar-
garet Sullavan, screen actress and
wife of Leland Hayward, agent.

"Topper" Excites Leo
Leo the Lion was all excited yester-

day, and it wasn't the heat, either.
Reason, or, better, reasons, were wires
from the West Coast which more than
hinted that in Hal Roach's "Topper,"
M-G-M has something. Pix, based on
Thorne Smith's book, has Roland Young
in the lead.



HOT!
but

"DAY AT THE RACES"
packs 'em in. Held over 2nd
week and 3rd week! Give it

plenty of Extra Time!

a

HOT!
but

"CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
does sensational business in all pop
price engagements. It's an extended

run attraction!

HOT!
but

"EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS"
brings WILLIAM POWELL, LUISE
RAINER in their first joint hit

since "Great Ziegfeld." It's a honey!

HOT!
but

CLARK GABLE • MYRNA LOY
in your electric lights in their ro-

mantic drama "PARNELL" is lovely

for romantic summer crowds!

M-G-M NOW!
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HOT!
but

JEANETTE MacDONALD's
glorious musical "THE FIREFLY"
is on the way. Her successor to

"Maytime" grosses! In mid-summer!

HOT!
but

"BROADWAY MELODY of '38"

with ROBERT TAYLOR, ELEANOR
POWELL and a screenful of stars is

the greatest musical comedy of all time!

5

HOT!
but

"GOOD EARTH" COMING!
Showmen are preparing far in ad-

vance for its pop price presenta-

tion.Watch next week's trade press!

HOT!
but

HIT FOLLOWS HIT!
Flash! "BETWEEN TWO WO-
MEN" and "TOPPER" just pre-

viewed on coast are two more
Big M-G-M Summer Sensations!

(Are you listening 1937-1938?)

M-G-M ALWAYS!



TO MY EXHIBITOR FRIENDS:

J have just returned from the coast after

first four releases for the 1937-38 season,

will be among the outstanding motion

quality and box office results.
J

Samuel Goldwyn
presents

STELLA DALLAS
with

BARBARA STANWYCK • JOHN BOLES . ANNE SHIRLEY
From the novel by Olive Higgina Prouty « Directed by KING VIDOR

WARNER BAXTER and JOAN BENNETT
in

Walter Wangers 9 VOGUES OF 1938"
IN TECHNICOLOR

HELEN VINSON • MISCHA AUER . ALAN MOWBRAY . JEROME COWAN
Directed by Irving Curnmings • Original screenplay by Sam and Bella Spewack

RELEASED THR



Mending sneak audience previews for our

ter seeing them, I predict that these four

otures of the new season, both as to

GEORGE SCHAEFER

u

Selznick International presents

RONALD COLMAN
in

THE PRISONER OF ZENDA
with

MADELEINE CARROLL and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

Mary Astor • C. Aubrey Smith • Raymond Massey • David Niven

Produced by DAVID O. SELZNICK . Directed by John Cromwell

Based on Edward Rose's dramatization of Anthony Hope's novel

Samuel Goldwyn
presents

DEAD END
SYLVIA SIDNEYand JOEL McCREA with

HUMPHREY BOGART . WENDY BARRIE . CLAIRE TREVOR • Based on the

play by Sidney Kingsley * Screenplay by Lillian Hellman • Directed by William Wyler

ED ARTISTS
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"Galloping Dynamite

with Kermit Maynard

Ambassador 57 Mins.

MILD WESTERN WITH SPASMODIC
ACTION AND AN UNINSPIRING PLOT.

The power of suggestion plays a domi-

nant part in this otherwise stereotype west-

ern, suggested by the original story, "Mys-

tery of Dead Man's Isle," by James Oliver

Curwood. It is the weapon through which

Kermit Maynard brings to an end the lives

of two of his three chief adversaries. It

seems that the trio of villains murdered

Kermit's kid brother in cold blood, for fear

he would squeal about the fact that there

was a rich vein of gold on the local ranch.

In consequence of this killing, along comes

Kermit, a Texas Ranger, to visit vengeance

on the guilty ones. His manner is mild,

but his will is strong,—and his strategy

unusually potent. Ranger Maynard works

on the premise that more criminals are

caught via their own weaknesses than via

the law's strength. Accordingly he uses

a bit of psychology on two of the bad

gents and they are summarily blotted out

of the picture, literally and figuratively.

But the ringleader, John Merton, is re-

served by the scenarist to meet death at

the hero's hands. While all this skein of

vengeance is being unravelled, a thin love

theme, or thread, is moving through the

shuttle of episodes. The heart interest is

Ariane Allen, whom Maynard wins at the

finale. Earl Dwire supplies the comedy
spice. All in all the pix is pretty ordinary,

although it has a sufficient spasmodic ex-

citement to strike the fancy of average

action fans.

Cast: Kermit Maynard, Ariane Allen,

John Merton, John Ward, Stanley Blystone,

David Sharp. Francis Walker, Tracy Law,

Bob Burns, Allen Greer, Earl Dwire.

Producer, Maurice Conn; Director, Harry

Fraser; Author, James Oliver Curwood;
Screenplay. Sherman Lowe, Charles Condon;
Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Editor, Mar-
tin G. Cohn.

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair.

Jlemews <$ the. View Tttn*$ * #
FOREIGN

"Timberesque"
Syndicate 41 Mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING DRAMA,

WITH EXCITING SCENES OF ANIMALS
IN COMBAT, WHICH HOLDS INTEREST.

Barry Norton, a playboy, having been
jilted, finds solace with his dog companion
in the great out-doors, far from civiliza-

tion and feminine entanglements. Vyola
Von, radio singing star and aviatrix, while
flying over the wilderness, bails out of her
burning plane and is rescued by Norton,
from a tree top, where she has become en-
tangled in her parachute. Norton is very
much concerned at first with Vyola and
her presence in his camp and, in his en-
deavor to return her to civilization, he is

finally won over, romantically. The picture,

having been cut from feature length, has
lost some of the continuity, but the ex-
citing scenes of animals and their struggle
for existence against natural enemies, tend
to overcome this. French and Spanish
version runs 68 minutes.

Cast: Barry Norton, Vyola Von, EnRique
DeRosas.

Producer, King Guidice; Director, King
Guidice; Cameraman, Robert Cline.

Direction, Good Photography, Good

"Besuch Am Abend"
("An Evening Visit")

Bruno Zwicker 87 Mins.

CRISP ROMANTIC COMEDY, CAPABLY
ACTED AND SUITED TO SUMMER PRO-
GRAMS.

Paul Hcerbiger is assigned to play a

fuss-budget bachelor in this breezy roman-
tic-comedy, and he does it with a flare

and polish. Almost a monastic, both in his

office and boarding house, his asceticism

is suddenly given a jolt by the arrival

one evening of charming Liane Haid at

his apartment. Her advent is just a mis-

take, but to old bachelor Paul Hoerbiger,

it appears to be a gracious act of the

fates. The story's menace to the romance
is the lady's dancing partner. But love

triumphs at the finis. The piece is skill-

fully played and is technically good. It

falls into the classification of summery-
screen-fare.

Cast: Liane Haid, Harald Paulsen, Paul

Hoerbiger, Jacob Tiedtke, Erika Glaessner.

A Union-Tonfilm production; Director,

Georg Jacoby. Presented at the 86th Street

Garden Theater.

"Fraeulein Frau"
("Miss Madame")

Casino Film Exchange 92 Mins.

LIGHT AND LIVELY COMEDY GER-

MAN-SPEAKING AUDIENCES WILL LIKE.

An amusing little comedy anent a girl

of 18 whose exuberant and youthful spirits

are considerably out of harmony with her

husband, who is twice her age. There are

gay and humorous complications on their

honeymoon trip to St. Moritz, particularly

when their reservations are mixed up with

those made by a handsome film actor.

Jenny Jugo gives a convincing performance

as the young wife, while popular Paul

Hoerbiger, enacts the part of the irked

but patient hubby. Feature is satisfactor-

ily directed and photographed and will

please those German-speaking audiences

who like their entertainment geared in a

light vein.

Cast: Jenny Jugo, Paul Hoerbiger, Olga

Limburg, Anton Pointner, et al.

Produced by T. K, Productions; Director,

Carl Boese Presented at the 86th Street

Casino Theater.

SHORTS
The March of Time No. 12, Vol. 3

RKO Radio 18 Mins.
Mentally Stimulating and

Informative

Opens with the spotlight playing
upon the House of Rockefeller, per-
sonified by John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,

and symbolized, strikingly, intelli-

gently, by Manhattan's Rockefeller
Center, aptly described as the sole
major non-philanthropic Rockefeller
investment in decades. Development
of the project, which, completed,
was to see the House of Rockefeller
employing ballets, precision dancers,
chefs, is vividly traced, finds excel-
lent contrast in shots of Rockefeller

foundations, benefactions, all mani-
festations of a systematic philan-
throphy which has expended $750,-
000,000 to date. Second episode,
"Babies Wanted," takes up the fall-
ing birth rate and, with greater em-
phasis, the problem presented by
300,000 homeless U. S. children,
cared for in 2,280 institutions, and
their placement with foster parents.
Evanston's famed "The Cradle"
comes in for attention; so, too, do
evils of the commercialized "baby
farm," and leaders of the New York
Child Welfare League voice the plea
for uniform state adoption statutes.
Most provocative subject is "The
49th State," concluding episode, pre-
senting the pro and con of the
Hawaiian statehood issue. Service
arguments for continued military
and naval control of the Pacific out-
post are countered with the asser-
tion that the predominant Oriental
population is essentially loyal to the
U. S. and the revival of the cry
that "Taxation without representa-
tion is tyranny." Hawaii, it is point-

ed out by proponents of statehood,

pays more taxes than a dozen-odd
states. Episodes closes with the
camera catching further Army
moves to transform the Island of

Oahu into a Pacific Gibraltar.

"The Little Pioneer"

("Broadway Brevity")

Vitaphone 19 Mins.

Effective Romantic Drama
Pint-size Sybil Jason, one of film-

land's most capable juvenile stars,

is the spark plug of this dramatic

and romantic two-reeler which has

its locale in South Africa during the

Boer War. The picture, directed by

Bobby Connolly with considerable

skill, is entirely in Technicolor, and

has many commendable audience as-

sets. Sybil is the daughter of a

British army officer who is killed in

battle. Her older brother is in love
with a pretty girl, in turn the daugh-
ter of a Boer family into whose care
tiny Sybil is given. Naturally there
is no love lost between the warring
factions, but they do have a common
enemy, the fierce Sulu tribesmen.
These dusky warriors carry away
the girl whom Sybil's brother loves,

just at the time when he and his
troop of cavalry are about to tangle
with the Boers in battle. But the
nordic factions unite and go in pur-
suit of the Sulu raiders. Sybil Ja-
son, through her own suggested
ruse, lures the tribesmen to the river
bank where they are slaughtered.
Her brother and his troops thus res-
cue the former's beleaguered sweet-
heart. Film is quite entertaining,
the musical accompaniment and in-

cidental numbers nicely rendered,
and it is uncommonly picturesque.
The cast is good,—but someday Hol-
lywood will give Sybil Jason less
erudite and sophisticated lines and
parts, and that will be to her ad-
vantage.

"Lennie Hayton and His

Orchestra"
(Melody Master)

Vitaphone 10 Mins.
Tuneful, Novel and Diverting
Hayton's wide following will get

a combined eye and earful. To be-
gin with, the pop maestro will be
seen behind the bars, and not mus-
ical ones either. Lennie and his
boys, the pix relates, are stuck in

a small town. To keep in profes-
sional practice they rehearse in a
local store. But a complaint for dis-
turbing the peace lands them in jail.

Subsequently, the band is put on
trial before a magistrate who ap-
pears to be appreciative of the Hay-
ton musical technique. Audiences
will be also, for the selections are
all pop melodies and played down to

the bricks. There are several pleas-
ing specialty renditions. As diver-
sion, this band short ranks high.

"Dumb's the Word"
(Edgar Kennedy Comedy)

RKO Radio 18 mins.
Typical Kennedy Gags Score

As he is cleaning out the attic on
his wife's instructions, Edgar Ken-
nedy discover a teapot full of gold
pieces. But Bill Franey, who is

painting the house, sees the find,

and warns Kennedy that he will
turn him in as a gold hoarder un-
less he splits with him. So they
decide to bury the gold and later
dig it up as an accidental find. Ken-
nedy buries it in the garden, and
then his cranky neighbor has a
fence erected, cutting off the buried
treasure. Then the two plotters
start to dig a tunnel under the fence
starting right in Mrs. Kennedy's
living room. All sorts of complica-
tions occur, finishing with the house
and grounds being practically
wrecked in an explosion.

"Porky's Super Service"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)

Vitaphone 7 Mins.
Fun for Cartoon Fans

Porky, the personable little pig,

is minding his own business (he op-
erates an ultra-modern gas station),
when up drives an imperious woman
to have a flat tire repaired. In
addition to minding his own busi-
ness, the woman requests Porky to
mind her baby. The latter is a
spoiled, exasperating young critter
who perpetrates all manner of in-

dignities on his temporary guardian.
The destructive kid causes poor
Porky plenty of pain by closing the
hood, doors and windows on him, and
finally brings about the complete
wrecking of the gas station. Kids
and grown ups will like the reel.

APremium Sales Pick Up'
Detroit — Nat Schnitzer, general

salesmanager of Metro Premium
Company, and former local repre-
sentative, is scheduled to visit the
city next week. Lou Berg, Metro's
local representative reports consid-
erable pickup in premium sales.

Ji
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"£MU" from tioti^wood "Ms/>

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"TXEFINITE announcement by Wil-

liam LeBaron, production chief,

that Rudyard Kipling's literary mas-
terpiece, "The Light That Failed,"

will be included on Paramount's pro-

gram for this year as a special,

brings to realization the three-year-

old dream of Producer Arthur Horn-
blow, Jr., to whom its filming has

been assigned.
It was in 1934 that Hornblow

journeyed to London, and, after ex-

tended negotiations, obtained the

author's consent to the filming of

the story. But there was a string,

for Kipling demanded the right to

approve the final script.

Finally, months later, when the

screenplay had been completed,

Hornblow made another trip to Lon-
don, submitted the dramatization,

and won the author's "ok." Kip-

ling died shortly afterward.

* v
Back at Universal after a three

weeks' vacation spent in New York,
Charles Kenyon, who authored the

screenplay for "100 Men and a

Girl," the new Deanna Durbin star-

ring vehicle, has been assigned the

ask of writing an original story as

the young la Durbin's next.

T » T
"Countess Walewska," M-G-M's

Greta Garbo picture has literally

become a "Clarence Brown produc-
tion." Valuable tapestries, silver

candlesticks and tableware that once

graced the palaces of the Russian
Czars, but which in recent years

have adorned Brown's Calabasas

Frisina Amusement Co.

Adds Three to Circuit

Springfield, 111.—Newest additions

to the growing Frisina Amusement
Co. circuit in southern Illinois, east-

ern Missouri and southeast Iowa are

the Lyric Theater in Greenville, 111.,

formerly operated by R. W. Hick-

man; the Bijou Theater in Carroll-

ton, 111., which had been operated
by T. N. Dickson, and the Star The-
ater, Vandalia, Mo., of which Saul
Bank was the former proprietor.

Omaha MPEA Continues
Omaha—Local exhibitors have de-

cided to continue the Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association of Omaha in
existence to handle legislative and
other matters. The association orig-
inally was the Bank Night co-opera-
tive setup.

r

\ Weber and Fields Cast
nVest Coast. Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Weber and Fields will

play featured roles in "Park Avenue
Follies" which B. P. Schulberg will pro-
duce for Paramount release.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 98 • • •

\A/ILLIAM S1STROM. Associate producer, RKO Radio. Brilliant record of

more than 20 years in the industry. Executive posts in that period have

included production manager for Universal, producer chief for W. R. Hearst's

Cosmopolitan, general manager of the Holly-

wood and Metropolitan studios, and general

manager and production head of Pathe-DeMille

studios. In latter position he guided produc-

tion of 30 to 40 pictures a year. Recent pro-

ductions: "The Plot Thickens," "Bunker Bean,"

"Murder On the Bridle Path," "There Goes

My Girl". A close-set man of average height

and thick black-grey hair, Sistrom follows no

sports, declares his hobby is the picture busi-

ness.

ranch home, are used as props in

the picture.

A yellowed letter written by one
of Napoleon's soldiers in Russia to
his mother in Paris, which has rest-

ed in the Brown library for half a
decade, serves as the basis for one
of the dramatic highlights of the
vehicle — Napoleon's farewell to a

dying private.

Albert Lewin and Wesley Rug-
gles, the latter just returned after

a New York vacation, have begun
production conferences on Para-

mount's "True Confessions," which
will have Carole Lombard and Fred
MacMurray as its stars. Lewin will

produce the picture, with Ruggles
as director. Shooting will start

July 20.

Shirley Deane, 20th Century-Fox
starlet, who has carved for herself
a real niche in the Hollywood firma-
ment through her portrayal of the
debutante daughter in the West-
wood studio's successful Jones Fam-
ily pictures, is about to step out of

character. Roy Del Ruth, assigned

to direct M-G-M's elaborate produc-
tion of the Ziegfeld musical hit,

"Rosalie," is tesing Shirley for a
featured singing role in the produc-
tion.

While Miss Deane is the possessor
of a fine contralto voice, she has
never before been afforded an op-
portunity to use it in her screen
tasks, despite the fact that it was
her warbling as guest artist with a
San Francisco orchestra that opened
the film capital's gates to her three
years ago.

Casting assignments: RKO Radio— Rochelle Hudson, "Saturday's
Heroes"; Onslow Stevens, Cora
Witherspoon, "Don't Forget to Re-
member"; Glenda Farrell, "A Love
Like That"; Pauline Garon, "Super
Sleuth"; Universal—Ernest Cossart,
G. Pat Collins, "Carnival Queen";
Advance—Bill Edwards, Margaret
Morris, Jo Ann Carr, "Squadron B";
Wanger—Maria Shelton, Lois Lind-
sey, Poppy Wilde, Jack Carson,
"Stand-In"; Alan Baxter, "I Met
My Love Again"; Warners—Fritz
Leiber, "The Great Garrick"; Co-
lumbia—Stuart Erwin, Helen West-
ley, "I'll Take Romance."

Harry Sherman, who is producing
the Rex Beach story, "The Barrier"
for Paramount, within a few days
will head a large company of play-
ers and workers to Bellingham,
Wash., where a month will be de-
voted to making scenes in the moun-
tains.

Duluth Banker Bringing

African Films In Color

Laurence O. Anderson, Duluth,

Minn., banker, sailed from Le Havre

yesterday aboard the Normandie for

New York, bearing with him what

probably are the first motion pic-

tures in color of native and animal

life in Africa. Anderson, who filmed

his material during a month's trek

in the Belgian Congo, used a spe-

cial camera equipped with seven
speeds. Footage, a portion of which
was developed in Paris to demon-
strate the success of his venture,
will upon his arrival in New York
be sent to a Rochester, N. Y. labora-
tory.

Included in the ' sequences are
slow-motion shots of giraffes; close-

ups of the lion and hyena; and nu-
merous views of wild elephants,
wildebeeste, zebras, gazelles, harte-
beeste, ostriches, and the world's
smallest antelope. Among the Af-
rican curiosities he photographed
are a meeting of pygmy tribes in

the equatorial forests; a dance of

the harem of 300 wives of a native
chieftain; and tribesmen feasting on
caterpillars, which they regard as a
great delicacy.

Five More Industry Co's.

Chartered by N. Y. State

Albany—Five new industry com-
panies have been chartered by New
York State. As announced by the
Secretary of State, they are:

Lita Theater Corp., Queens Bor-
ough, New York City, to exhibit mo-
tion pictures. Morris Winkler, Dora
Winkler, Lillian Katz, incorporators.
Anway Amusement Corp., New

York City, to exhibit motion pic-

tures. H. G. Kosch, E. Souhami, D.
L. Lang, incorporators.

Goldjay Amusement Corp., Brook-
lyn, to operate motion picture the-
aters. Murray Fischel, Abr. L. Holz-
man, Joseph T. Genco, incorpora-
tors.

Kendor Pictures Corp., Bronx, to
distribute motion pictures. Blanche
Posner, Lillian Kantor, Jeanette
Zucker, incorporators.

State Theater Falconer, Inc., Fal-
coner, to operate motion picture the-
aters. Clyde R. Lathrop, Edwin G.
O'Connor, Lucile M. Matteson, in-
corporators.

"Heart's Desire" Saturday
GB's "Heart's Desire," starring

Richard Tauber, will have its U. S.
premiere at the 55th St. Playhouse
Saturday.

Leonard Named New U. A.

Coast Adv. Representative

(Continued from Page 1)

George J. Schaefer, vice-president

and general manager, and Monroe
W. Greenthal, director of advertis-
ing and publicity, will consist of

contact work between the U. A.

home office and the Goldwyn, Selz-

nick and Wanger offices. Leonard
will be located at the offices of Dr.
A. H. Giannini, president and chair-
man of the board.

Carl Krueger, veteran exploita-
tion man who has been associated
with U. A. for the past year and a
half, has been selected to succeed
Leonard. Krueger has been active
in stage and screen enterprises for
several years.

Both "Reely" and Truly
West Coast. Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A Los Angeles court

granted here this week official permis-
sion to Charles Frederick Gebhard to

legally become Buck Jones. The vet-
eran cowboy star requested that the
order be granted for him to drop his

non-professional name since most every-
one knows him as Buck Jones, a moniker
which he has used over a period of 15
years.
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$11,714,722 IS LOEW

NET FOR 40-WK PERIOD

(.Continued from Page 1)

vidends was $17,018,081 and depre-
ciation and taxes were computed at
$5,303,359, the latter figure having
been reached without provision for
surtaxes on undistributed profits, as
well as the net profit.

The Loew board, at a meeting
yesterday afternoon, declared a divi-

dend of $1.62 Vi on the six and one-
half per cent cumulative pre-
ferred stock. It is payable Aug. 14
to stockholders of record as of July

Court Reserves Decision

In Orpheum Sale Action

(Continued from Page 1),

Corp. for $700,000, and the denial of

a motion to intervene in the reorga-
nization proceedings of RKO.

Kresel said that Orpheum Circuit
was solvent and that only "by treat-

ing it like their other subsidiaries
could fair, equitable and non-dis-
criminatory treatment be assured
its creditors and stockholders," and
asserted that RKO, through its

ownership of the voting stock of Or-
pheum Circuit, caused the transfer
of all except $3,000 of the bank-
rupt's assets valued on the books at

$6,800,000 to Keith-Albee-Orpheum,
and that in April, 1933, these assets
were placed in the name of Stadium
Theaters Corp., another RKO sub-
sidiary.

"The transfer," Kresel said, "was
made purportedly to furnish security
for an indebtedness. As a result of
singling-out this bankrupt, Orph-
eum, its creditors will get 30 cents
on the dollar, while creditors of RKO
will get 100 cents on the dollar, and
its stockholders substantial value in

securities."

Edward K. Hanlon, representing
Marcus Heiman, the trustee, denied
the Orpheum Circuit was solvent
and stated that the Stadium offer

was the best obtainable.

Jules C. Randall, representing
Philip J. Snyder, successor trustee
of a debenture issue, told the court
that Orpheum suffered heavy losses

through the depression and that
they had borrowed from K-A-O,
which, in turn, borrowed equal
amounts from RKO. RKO was even-
tually given indentures amounting
to $2,800,000 as a guarantee of pay-
ment.

Judge Learned Hand noted that
the appraisal of Orpheum proper-
ties indicated that it was insolvent,
and remarked to Kresel: "If the ap-
praisal is correct, you have no
standing."

Para. Keeping L. I. Studio
Paramount does not contemplate

turning over of its Astoria, Long Island,

studio to Capt. George McL Baynes and
his associates, a spokesman stated yes-
terday. Such a deal has been discussed
in the past but now is definitely off, it

was said.

NEWS of the DAY
Detroit—A. M. DeHaven, former

general manager for the Phil
Chackeres Circuit in Springfield, O.,

has been appointed general manager
of the Woodward Grand Theater in

Highland Park, north end suburb,
by the Sam Brown Circuit. DeHaven
will also handle general publicity
for the entire circuit. He replaces
Sidney Hunt who is transferred to
the Belmont Theater, around the
corner, replacing Edgar Firman.

Detroit—G. Silver has reopened
the Straight Theater (formerly the
Silver) at Mackinac City, Mich., as
a summer house.

Detroit—Ned Weitzman and Louis
Goodman, new proprietors of the
Medbury Theater, are installing new
sound and other equipment supplied
by National Theater Supply Co. in
a program of modernization for one
of the city's oldest colored houses.

Chicago—Midwest Theater Supply
Co. has been awarded the contract
for installation of the latest type
Ultraphone Jewel sound equipment
for the Gregory circuit's Orpheum
theater at Ottawa. The house and
equipment will cost about $150,000
according to the Chicago head-
quarters.

Seattle—Edgar Mercy, just grad-
ated from the University of Wash-
ington, will manage the Liberty,
new house being completed at El-
lenburg by J. E. Shields and just
acquired by Mercy' Inland Theater
Corp.

Detroit — Paul Foster, old time
vaudeville producer, has been ap-
pointed house manager of the Grant
Theater (formerly the Holbrook) by
David Mintz and Saul Korman. Fos-

ter replaces Lou Becker, who is now
with Grand National exchange.

Little Rock, Ark.—J. W. Crabtree,
of Clarendon, owner of the Para-
mount at Clarendon, the New, Cot-
ton Plant, and the Judd, at Judsonia,
plans to open a new film theater at
Cabot within the next 30 days.

Denver—John Survant, who re-
cently took over the Muse-U theater
in Cortez, Colo., is having the house
remodeled and ERPI sound equip-
ment installed.

Milwaukee, Wis.—E. J. Weisfeldt,
managing director of the Riverside
theater here, was host to a group of
Chicago artists' bookers for a day
of fun at the Brynwood Country
Club.

Superior, Wis.—H. C. Buchanan
has closed his Palace theater here
for complete redecoration and instal-
lation of new seats, as well as other
interior improvements.

Phillips, Wis.—Work is under way
on a new $25,000 theater being
erected here by A. N. Donnalian of
Winter, Wis.

Milwaukee, Wis. — Fox is spend-
ing several thousand dollars in the
renovation of its State, neighbor-
hood house. Work includes a new
front and canopy.

Norlhfield, Minn.—Everett Dilley
has opened his new 500-seat West
Theater here.

Miami — The Olympia Theater
building is having its face "lifted."

Rogers Slated To Address

GB's Sales Meet Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

force from throughout the U. S. will

start congregating tonight at the

St. Moritz Hotel. Arrivals are ex-
pected up until 10 A.M. tomorrow,
with roll call for the opening ses-

sion scheduled for 10:30.

Home office executive staff attend-
ing the convention will include:

Arthur A. Lee, Vice-President;
George W. Weeks, General Sales
Manager; Clinton M. White, Assis-
tant General Sales Manager; Albert
Margolies, Publicity Director; Al
Selig, Advertising and Exploitation
Manager; Arthur Greenblatt, Cir-
cuit Sales Manager; Charles W.
Leach, Secretary; Reg Wilson, Ken-
neth Hodkinson and William Berry,
Special Sales Representatives;
Claude Macgowan, Comptroller; C.

E. Schwengeler, head of the print
and negative department; B. J.

Kearney, Purchasing Agent.

H. William Fitelson, counsel for

the company, will also attend the
sessions.

GB exchangemen to report will
embrace

:

New York: Irving Gumberg, Irv-
ing Landes, Rudolph Bach, Sol Kra-
vitz; Philadelphia: W. A. V. Mack,
Herbert Given, John Schaeffer;
Washington: Joseph Kaliski, Milton
Caplon; Boston: Marcel Mekelburg,
Sam Levine; New Haven: Carl Goe;
Buffalo: George Rosenbaum; Cincin-
nati: Herman L. Booth; Pittsburgh:
Mark Goldman, Geo. Wheeler;
Cleveland: Joseph E. Loeffler; De-
troit: M. Harlan Starr; Indianap-
olis: Fred Wagoner; Chicago: A. H.
Fischer, Max Mazur; Milwaukee:
W. R. Marshall; Minneapolis: Fred
Abelson; St. Louis: Al Kent; Des
Moines: Lester Rosenthal; Kansas
City, Mo.: Ray Halpern; Dallas;
J. L. Franconi; Atlanta: Scott E.
Chesnutt; Charlotte: F. E. Dyer;
New Orleans: Wm. G. Minder; Den-
ver: R. W. Selig; Salt Lake City:
C. F. Rose; Los Angeles: Paul de
Outo; San Francisco: Jack Erick-
son; Portland: Walter Wessling;
Seattle: Jean Spear.
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PARA. TRADE SHOWS

SET ON FOUR Fftk

(Continued from Page 1)

tists and Models." Possibly "Ebb
Tide" may be added to the list.

This is the first time that Para-
mount has planned trade showings
of new season product on a national
scale for exhibitor audiences.

Lincoln Managers Shifted

Lincoln, Neb.—Further shakeup in

the managerial duties in the Lincoln
Theater Corp. occurred when Gus
Nelson, manager of the Stuart, was
sent to the Orpheum to assist Ken-
neth Mead. Kurth Nelson, former
assistant at the Orpheum, is now
head man at the Lincoln replacing
Bill Knight with Bill Lindeman, for-
mer Stuart assistant, to the Lincoln
under Nelson. Knight gets the
Stuart. Changes were announced
by City Manager Walter Shuttee.

$30,000 House for Balto

Baltimore—Construction of a mo-
tion picture theater at 4847 Belair
Road, Baltimore, 141 by 81 feet, for
the Ritz Enterprises, Inc. is grant-
ed under a municipal permit which
has been issued. It will cost about
$30,000.

Drops Price to 15 Cents
Lincon, Neb.—Milt Overman, city

manager of the Westland Theaters,
Inc. here, gave a further rock to the
nrice level by knocking the Varsity,
L. L. Dent's acer, down to 15c any
time. Used to be a two-bitter.

Midget Auto Races Compete
West Haven, Conn.—Midget auto

races in Donovan Field are drawing
crowds of 5,000 on Thursday nights,
and competing with film houses.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joan Blondell has re-

turned to work in Warner Bros.'
"The Perfect Specimen" after a
week's rest necessitated by illness.

Boston — Phillip Lavine has re-
turned to his desk as general man-
ager of the Phil Smith circuit after
a serious illness of four weeks.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Preston Sturges re-

turned to his desk in the scenario
department in Paramount's studio
yesterday after two weeks in a hos-
pital with a broken foot, injured
when he dropped a trunk

t
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Henry Wilcoxon is

suffering from severe burns from
"dry ice" which he handled at Mali-
bu Lake in a cooling off attempt.
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GB Will Make Separate Deals on Wt¥rProductions

CONSOLlATED'S FIVE MONTHS' NET HITS $335,483

Westerns Will Account for 15% of 1937-38 Features

More Than 100 Prairie Pix

Definitely Set for

Production

At least 15 p.c, and possibly
more, of the total features sched-
uled for production by both major
and indie companies will consist of
westerns, a Film Daily checkup
yesterday established.
More than 100 prairie pix are

definitely set to go before the cam-
eras during the next 12 months, in

addition to those westerns already
completed.
The list of horse operas already

announced, exclusive of those not
yet formally placed on product
schedules, includes 10 from Univer-

(Continued on Page 8)

COMMERCE DEPT. MAY

EXPAND M.P, BUREAU

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—That the new mo-

tion picture division recently estab-

lished in the Department of Com-
merce may develop into an "FCC of

the motion picture industry" was
forecast when Secretary of Com-
merce Daniel C. Roper at press
conference here declared that "If

situation so warrants we will ex-
(Continued on Page 4)

Don Hancock Will Join

Castle Films Next Week

Don Hancock, who has been pro-

duction supervisor of Amedee Van
Beuren, yesterday resigned to join

Castle Films, where he will engage
in editorial and directorial work on

(Continued on Page 4)

Fish Stories Sure, Anyway
A party of film execs, including

Major Albert Warner, Jack Cohn, Her-
man Robbins and Lou Golder, trekked
out of New York yesterday afternoon
for the Thousand Islands. They return

Sunday night with fish stories and may-
be fish.

New Theaters to Increase Detroit Seats by 14,900
Detroit—A survey made of new theater projects in the Detroit metropolitan area

ehows that houses recently constructed and in process of construction, will give an
increase in seating capacity of 14,900 seats. The survey was made by C. L. Kendrick
of Homer Warren and Co., realtors, and reporter to the Detroit Real Estate Board.

PARA, WILL FILE N, 0.

TEST SUIT NEXT WEEK

Paramount plans to file its suit
testing constitutionality of the new
North Dakota state prohibiting ma-
jor companies from owning theaters
next week in a Federal Court in

that state, it was officially disclosed
yesterday.
The law, the only one of its kind

in any state, was enacted under
sponsorship of Allied.

Thomas D. Thacher of Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett is handling the
litigation for Paramount.

RKO Theater Biz Up 15%
Although Struck by Heat

Although hit by the heat, RKO
theater business continues to main-
tain an average of about 15 per cent

above last year, it was learned yes-
terday.
RKO has closed only three the-

aters this summer and has no plans
(Continued on Page 4)

GB TO OFF

OF 12

Announcement of a minimum of
12 features for 1937-38 is expected
at tomorrow's session of the Gau-
mont British sales convention, which
swings under way today at the St.

Moritz Hotel with a 10:30 a.m. roll

call by Clinton M. White, chairman.
Morning's program calls for wel-

coming addresses by Arthur A. Lee
and George W. Weeks, discussion of
various exchange matters by White,
talk on exchange accounting by
Claude Macgowan, comptroller, and

(Continued on Page 13)

St. Louis Aldermen Vote

To Reconsider Tax Measure

St. Louis—At the request of
Mayor Dickman, the Board of Al-
dermen yesterday voted to recon-
sider the action by which it passed
four special tax bills including one
providing an admission levy. The

(Continued on Page 4)

Individual Deals on B. I. P. Films

Is GB's Plan for Season of 1937'38

Harry Arthur Indicates

More St. Louis Expansion

St. Louis—Discussing Fanchon &
Marco's local expansion plans,
Harry Arthur yesterday implied
that his company may enter into
other situations under arrangements
similar to his deals with Ansell
Bros., Bessie Schulter and Alex

'Continued on Page 4)

Whatever BIP pictures that GB
distributes in America during the
season of 1937-38 will be individual-

ly selected and not acquired under
any group deal, it was indicated
yesterday in New York. GB has
handled five productions made by
the John Maxwell Company in Eng-
land during the past year.

Continuance of this policy ap-
peared in a dubious light some

(Continued on Page 13)

Earnings Equal to 83 Cents a

Share on Company's Pre-

ferred Stock
Net earnings amounting to $335,-

483 for the first five months of this

year, after all deductions, including
depreciation and normal Federal
taxes but before year-end adjust-
ments, Consolidated Film Industries
reported yesterday. This is equal to

83 cents a share on its preferred
stock now outstanding.

In a letter to stockholders, ex-

planation is made that the Chancel-
lor of Delaware has enjoined the

filing of the certificates of incorpor-

ation in connection with the pend-
ing recapitalization plan. On ap-

(Continued on Page 4)

LOEW CIRCUIT CLOSES

ONE YEAR U, A. DEAL

A one year product deal with

United Artists was closed yesterday

by the Loew Circuit, following sev-

eral weeks of negotiations. The
agreement covering 1937-1938 prod-

uct applies to all Loew theaters

throughout the country.

Nat Levine Joins M-G-M
As Producer on Aug. 1

Nat Levine becomes an M-G-M
producer on August 1 under a long-
term contract just signed. He re-

cently resigned as head of produc-
tion for Republic.

Two Records Fall

Despite the heat wave,—New York
City, with 93 at 3 p. m. had its hot-

test day of the year—Alexander Korda's

"Knight Without Armor" broke the

opening day record at the Radio City

Music Hall for summer season. Early

afternoon figures reached a thousand
admissions over any picture this year,

U. A. home office reported.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 25'/2 25V4 25Vi + %
Columbia Picts. vtc
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Int

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46...
Loew 6s 41ww
Para. B'way 3s55. . . .

Para. Picts. 6s55...
RKO 6s41 1

Warner's 6s39 .

3V2 3% 3V4
13 12 13 + V/e
78 177 177 — 1V4

25" 241/2 25" +"1/4
81'/2 80i/4 805/8 — s/8

211/2 20% 2l" —"'/
4

19% 191/2 191/2 —"V4
71/2 71/2 71/2 — i/s

8 1/4 8V8 8 1/4 + i/8

353/4 353/8 355/8 — l/s

72 70 70
14i/

8 13% 14 Vb

BOND MARKET

995/g 995/a 995/8 +"i/8

92i/
2

92i/
2 921/2 +"i/

2

O6V4 IO6V4 IO61/4

941/2 94 94

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 2i/2 23/8 23/8
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 5/8 4. 14

Technicolor 283/8 27 V4 283/8 + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 92 95
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 10V4 11

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93 94%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 65 V4 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6l/4s 1st '43.... 52 Vi 54y2

Mrs. Weisfeldt Dead
Milwaukee — Mrs. Paula Weis-

feldt, 74, mother of Edward J. Weis-
feldt, managing director of the
Riverside Theater, died at the lat-
ter's home here. Survivors besides
Weisfeldt include another son, Max
J., New York; a sister, Mrs. Ben
Feld, and a brother, Henry Fox,
both of Milwaukee.

Coming and Going
LOUIS B. MAYER and JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

leave the Coast this week-end bound for Lon-
don.

SAM PINANSKI has returned to Boston from
New York.

NORMAN CORWIN of 20th Century-Fox pub-
licity staff goes to Peekskill tomorrow for a
vacation.

EDWARD HARRISON has returned from Hol-
lywood.

SID RECHETNIK of Warner Bros, home office
advertising and publicity department, leaves

Sunday via American Airlines for Hollywood
He will be gone about two weeks.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER, JACK COHN,
HERMAN ROBBINS and LOU GOLDER yesterday

left for the Thousand Islands and return Sun-
day night.

JOE FRIEDMAN arrived in New York yes-

terday from the Coast en route to London,
where he headquarters.

BENNY THAU arrives in New York Monday.

TERRY GINSBERG, of the Warner home office

Playdate Department sails tomorrow on the

SS. Munargo for a 12-day vacation cruise

to Havana, Nassau and Miami.

HENRIETTA MARKEIL of the Lyons agency

left New York yesterday on a tour of sum-
mer theaters in New England.

NATE SPINGOLD is booked to sail on the

Normandie Wednesday for a trip abroad.

FRANK M. SNELL, MRS. SNELL and their

two children, FRANK, JR., and tVELYN, leave

for the Coast today.

JACK CURTIS, actors' agent, flew to the

Coast yesterday.

WILLIAM SEITZ, M-G-M director, flies to

the Coast today.

MONROE GREENTHAL, U. A. director of

publicity and advertising, flies to Hollywood

Sunday.

JOHN G. PAINE, Ascap general manager,

returns next week from Europe on the Rex.

I. E. LOPERT, of Pax Films, Inc., sails today

on the lie de France for seven weeks in Paris.

Snell Leaving for Coast

to Assume Condor Duties

Frank M. Snell, until recently ex-

ecutive Vice-President of eastern

operations of Condor Pictures, Inc.,

departs for the West Coast today,

to supervise the company's business

operations, which under the reor-

ganization plan, will all be centered

at the studios. Edwin N. Clark,

newly elected Chairman of the Exe-
cutive Committee, leaves for the

Coast in a few days to confer with

Snell and M. H. Hoffman, Vice Pres-

ident in charge of all West Coast

prdouction, and to formulate future

plans and schedules of product for

the season of 1937-38.

Mrs. Snell, his daughter Evelyn
and son Frank, Jr., are departing

with him on the Twentieth Century.

Snell has closed his Darien, Conn,

home.

Second Ascap Quarterly

Split Over $1,000,000

Ascap's second quarterly distribu-

tion will exceed $1,000,000, The
Film Daily learned yesterday.

Checks are being mailed to writers

and publishers. Ascap's first quar-
ter split also was over a million.

WALLACE BEERY flew to Hollywood yester-

day from Chicago.

GLORIA DICKSON, EDWARD NORRIS and
LANA TURNER, Warner players, arrive from the

Coast next week to attend the opening of their

initial feature, "They Won't Forget," at the

Strand on Wednesday.

WILLIAM GAXTON has arrived in Hollywood.

DOROTHY STICKNEY has arrived on the

Coast from New York.

DOROTHY BURGESS, film actress, arrives in

Madison, Conn., shortly to fulfill a theater

engagement there.

MAX REINHARDT, producer, and MRS. REIN-
HARDT; HARRY JOE BROWN and his wife,

SALLY E1LERS; DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.;

SAM ECKMAN, representative of M-G-M in

England; and BILLY BENNETT, vaudeville and

radio star, all sail today for Europe on the He

de France.

JACK BENNY and his wife, MARY LIVING-
STONE, arrive in New York from the Coast to-

day, and sail July 14 on the Normandie for a

vacation in London and Paris.

GEORGE RAFT left for the Coast yesterday

afternoon.

GEORGES RIGAUD, South American film star

recently signed by Paramount, sails from Le

Havre, France, on the Champlain, July 15.

WILLIAM K. HOWARD, film director, returns

to New York next Tuesday from London aboard

the Aquitania.

SIMONE SIMON, who arrives Monday on the

Normandie, is expected to remain here several

days before going to the Coast.

BORRAH MINEVITCH, harmonica virtuoso, is

spending a brief vacation in town, following

which he returns to the 20th Century-Fox stu-

dios.

HOWARD DIETZ returns Monday from Hol-

lywood.

E. C. MILLS, head of the Ascap administia-

tive committee, gets back to New York next

week from the Coast.

AL LICHTMAN, ass't to Jos. M. Schenck,

M-G-M president, will remain on the Coast

for several weeks, it was learned yesterday.

Artists Union Weighing

Fleischer Peace Proposal

Commercial Artists and Designers

Union, which has been conducting a

long strike against the Fleischer

Studios, is considering a proposal

for settlement of the strike sub-

mitted by the cartoon producing
company, it was said vesterday by
Louis Nizer, counsel for Fleischer

Studios. Nizer declined to state

the terms of the proposal.

CIO Union Calls Strike

At Two Philly Exchanges

Philadelphia, Pa.—Stenogs, book-
keepers, cashiers, and office employ-
ees of Universal and Warner ex-
changes staged a sitdown strike and
began picketing yesterday. Em-
ployees belong to a CIO unit which
hasn't had any luck in dealing with
home office execs.

Northwest Allied to Strike

Minneapolis—Allied Theater Own-
ers of the Northeast has unanimous-
ly voted a strike on Paramount and
will immediately start picketing ac-

tivities.

Board of Review's List (j J

Shows Family Pix Trend

Trend towards pix for the family
audience is strikingly indicated by
the current weekly guide to selected
pictures, issued by the National
Board of Review of Motion Pic-
tures. Not one of the seven fea-
tures listed is in the mature audi-
ence column.
Approved for family audiences

are: "Academy Award Review of
Disney Cartoons," "The Emperor's
Candlesticks," "King Solomon's
Mines," "New Faces of 1937," "The
Singing Marine," "Under Strange
Flags" and "Wee Willie Winkie."

Latter pix, 20th Century-Fox an-
nounced yesterday, will) have its

New York premiere at the Roxy
on July 23.

Expect Dallas Exchange

Contract to be Set Today

Agreement on a contract between
the major companies and the Dallas
exchange employes union is looked
for today by Frank Phelps of War-
ner Bros., who conferred yesterday
with Jack Gately, IATSE represen-
tative, on the pact. No other con-
fabs will be held this week with ex-
change unions, Phelps said.

A F of M Executive Com.
to Convene About July 20

Executive committee of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians is

slated to meet here about Julv 20 to
take up the question of banning syn-
chronization of music films and the
general question of a ban on re-
cordings in accordance with the rec-
ommendation made at the recent A
F of M convention, it was said yes-
terday by Vice President Geo. B.
Henderson. The executive board
was empowered to take appropriate
action.

Kerr Buys Four Houses
Kansas City, Mo.—E. W. Kerr,

operator of the Broadway Theater
at Council Bluffs, la., has bought
Lester Robinson's Rigney Theater
at Albany, Mo., his Grant City the-
ater at Grant City, Mo., and his Noll
Theater at Bethany, Mo. In addition,
Kerr has bought out J. W. Maple,
who operated the Roxy Theater at
Bethany, Mo.
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Claude C. Ezell

Frank Namczy



THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

BIGGER BUSINESS THAN 'SHIPMATES' in L. A., Milwaukee,

Atlantic City and new house records in Memphis and Wilming-

ton shown in latest returns on Dick Powell's 'The Singing

Marine'. Dep't store's Marine sings film's 6 tunes as part of

big exploitation that brought holdover week to Strand, N. Y *

"DEAR TRADE PAPER CRITICS, Received your overwhelming

praises, and on behalf of entire company let me say thanks":

thus went note to all reviewers' from Claude Rains, one of

Cast Of the 'magnificent', (Variety Daily) 'powerful', (Variety)

'dynamite-laden', (M.P. Daily) 'showman's sweetheart' (Film Daily),

Warners' forthcoming 'They Won't Forget' !°

LOOK WHAT GOES ON WHEN
WARING GOES OFF on personal

appearance tour after complet-

ing his 'Varsity Show', high note

in Warner musicals, which num-

bers in its cast all his Pennsyl-

vanians, Dick Powell, Ted Healy,

Rosemary Lane — above shown

biddingfervent farewellsto Fred.*

'SAN QUENTIN' NEXT STOP on

Warner list of topical dramas.

Here are Film's Big 3, Pat O'Brien,

Humphrey Bogart and Ann

Sheridan basking in the glory of

director Lloyd Bacon's glowing

report of enthused audience re-

action at surprise preview.

"THE GREATEST MOTION PICTURE EVER MADE"
(Fred Neimeyer of St. Louis Post-Dispatch)! 'The Life Of Emile

Zola' was this week viewed by coast film analysts

with resultant acclaim causing Modern Screen to sum

up with 'the Academy may as well give Paul Muni

a permanent trophy'!*

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vilagraph, Inc., Distributors
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(Continued from Page 1)

pand the services of the new bur-
eau."
Asked specifically if it were pos-

sible new division might be nucleus
of FCC of motion picture industry,
Roper replied: "That is very likely.

But will not come unless the activi-

ties of the department are such that
it can better work with the industry
on that basis."
Headed by Nathan D. Goldeni,

new division bids fair to be of im-
measurable help to industry in mar-
keting products abroad.

Don Hancock Will Join

Castle Films Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)

industrial and 16 mm. films. He joins

Castle on Monday.
Hancock, formerly a member of

The Film Daily staff, has been
identified with the industry for some
years, previously having been in the
newsreel field.

Chalkiadi In New Haven
T. F. Chalkiadi, who for some

time has been associated with dealer
promotional activities of the Gen-
eral Electric Air Conditioning De-
partment, Bloomfield, N. J., has left

the company to manage the New
Haven, Conn., outlet of Automatic
Appliance Co.., Inc., G-E air condi-
tioning distributors, of New Haven
and Stamford. He will have com-
plete charge of the distributor's ac-
tivities in New Haven, including a
co-operative program for architects,
heating contractors, and builders.

Warner Club Sets Outing
New Haven, Conn.—The Warner

Club will hold its annual outing at
Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook, on July
22, with 125 expected in attendance.
Sid Weiner of the Theater Depart-
ment is a committee of one in charge
of arrangements, to include lun-
cheon, swimming, boating, games,
dinner and dancing.

Wayne Road Show Folds
Detroit—Wayne Road Show At-

tractions, state rights distributors,
operated by C. C. Perry and Maurice
Silverberg, has gone out of business.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Eleanor Powell picked out her list of

ten best social dancers in the world
and failed to list one professional

dancer.—M-G-M.

*XOk"^i ^Vk, nun u nJfiJV
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• • • WITH THE front page stories about Amelia Ear-
hart and her lost plane somewhere in the South Pacific
the Pathe News scoop for its current issue should get attention

it shows shots taken from the Coast Guard Cutter Itasca
among the treacherous coral reefs around Howland Island
and emphasizes the dangers to which the lost aviatrix is ex-
posed

• • • THE TREND is back to Broadway for some of
the picture personalities as evidenced by the fact that
Sylvia Sidney will come east to star in the Theater Guild pro-
duction of the Ben Hecht play, "To Quito and Back" as
soon as Henry Fonda finishes co-starring with Joan Bennett
in "I Met My Love Again," he entrains for the Arthur Hopkins
stage door, being set for the lead in "Blow Ye Winds"
Joan Bennett will also take a fling at summer theatrical fare
when she heads for Dennis, Massachusetts, to appear in

"Secret Heart" it is a peculiar coincidence that this story
was sent out by the Walter Wanger office, these three stars
being identified with his current productions

• • 6 AS A token of esteem or a morbid desire to
gamble on another guy's fate we don't know which
pals of Sid Rechetnik in Warners' ad dep't are investing as
much as 30 smackers in a life and accident insurance policy

to cover his vacation flight to the West Coast on Sunday,
so after reading the accident clause, the boys are begging

Sid to please stick his arm in the propeller or somethin'
so they can collect some part of that ten grand nice pals,

say we

• • • LONDON FOG News Robert Nesbitt, who
has staged the last seven shows for Andre Chariot and who re-
cently produced "And On We Go," starring June Knight, is

starting work on another revue for September opening
he just sold two stories to Warners. . . • Pat Denny, the
chorine who won critical attention in the revue, "And So We
Go On," has been tested by Paramount here, and she's hoping
that the Hollywood studio moguls will say "okay" to it. . .

• P. G. Wodehouse's dotter is getting the homestead ready for
dad's return, he having been in Hollywood writing film stuff for
the past year. . . • Lili Damita is readying a law suit against
a film company for an accident that took place during the mak-
ing of a picture in Morocco

• • • A NIFTY campaign on M-G-M's "Captains Cour-
ageous" staged by Manager Eddie McBride of Loew's
State at Syracuse comprised over 30 separate stunts
one of the most thorough campaigns we have seen put in back
of any picture this year Eddie didn't miss a trick in the
ole showman's bag of stunts and pulled a couple of new
ones to boot

• • • AN EXTENSIVE cooperative advertising tieup has
been effected for Walter Wanger's "52nd Street" with the Rich-
ard Hudnut products this big campaign, reaching several
millions of readers, will feature Pat Paterson in addition
to ads in the American Weekly, fan mags, localized dealer ads
and promotions by Hudnut salesmen, two thousand 19 x 38
posters have been distributed to facilitate dealer contact and
cooperation

« « « » » »

CONSOLIDATED'S NET^

FOR 5 MOS., $335,483

(Continued from Page 1)

peal, the Delaware Supreme Court
has ruled that it is without jurisdic-

tion until the Chancellor issues a
final decree in the matter. Upon
final decision by the court, the com-
pany is expected to declare a divi-

dend.

RKO Theater Biz Up 15%
Although Struck by Heat

(Continued from Page 1)

for closing others, it was said. The
darkened theaters are the Orpheum,
Champaign; Albee, Providence, and
the Shubert, Cincinnati. The Shu-
bert will be reopened around mid-
August. The Albee is being ren-
ovated and having new seats in-

stalled.

St. Louis Alderman Vote
To Reconsider Tax Measure

(Continued from Page 1)

bills were sent back to the legisla-
tive committee for further consid-
eration. With the Board now on
summer vacation this means the tax
bills will not come up again be-
fore Oct. 1.

Harry Arthur Indicates

More St. Louis Expansion

(Continued from Page 1)

Papend. Arthur indicated that he is

always willing to sit down in con-
ference with other exhibitors who
believe he is injuring them.

Mono. Drive Ending
Monogram's nine-week sales drive,

with '$1,500,000 as its goal, ends
tomorrow. Winners in the drive will
be announced Thursday. Des Moines
has held first place consistently dur-
ing the drive.

W & W Add Another
Detroit—The Fenkell, North End

Detroit house, has been transferred
by the Sam Brown Circuit to Wis-
per and Wetsman Circuit, now sec-

ond largest operators in this city.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Average seating capacity of English

movie theaters is 830 against 656 for

the U. S., which rates second. France
is third with 511, Germany fourth with

374, and Italy fifth with 350.
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Frenzied financiers stage mass march against Jim Fisk . .

.

The romance of the peddler who became one of the world's rich-

est men, and of the girl who was the "Toast of New York", . . told

as part of one of the greatest dramas of all time—the story

of America's awakening ... of the days when money flowed like

water... in the battle of the giants for possession of a nation.

R K o
RADIO
PICTURED

EDWARD ARNOLD .

.

CARY GRANT. . . FRANCES FARMER . . . JACK OAKIE
DIRECTED BY ROWLAND V. LEE

AN EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Dudley Nichols, John Twist, Joel Sayre •76 l&uit^TteJ^J^
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CPENCER TRACY, who won so

much success in his role as the

priest in "San Francisco," may get

another priestly role depicting

Father Flanagan of Father Flana-

gan's Boys Home at Boystown, Neb.

0. 0. Dull, associated with Pro-

ducer John Considine of M-G-M, and

Eleanor Griffin and William Rankin,

screen writers, have been in Omaha
for a week investigating possibility

of making such a picture. Dull

feels the picture would be a "natur-

al" with Freddie Bartholomew,

Jackie Cooper and Mickey Rooney
in support roles, it said.

t

Wally Vernon, veteran stage com-

edian and lately master of ceremon-

ies at a Los Angeles theater, has

been given a long-term contract by
Darryl F. Zanuck for 20th Century-

Fox studios.

T t

The last of six new sound stages

at the 20th Century-Fox studio has

been dedicated by the shooting of

scenes for the Jack Haley-Ann Soth-

ern comedy, "Danger — Love At
Work." The building, air-condi-

tioned and completely equipped, is

the 16th sound stage on the lot, and
the final item on the recent expan-
sion program. Plans for the imme-
diate erection of an additional group
of sound stages is already under
way.

T T T
Casting assignments: Universal

—

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 99 • • •

NORMAN TAUROG, Twentieth Century-Fox Director. Born in Chicago.

Made his auspicious stage debut in New York at eight in "The Good
Little Devil," with a cast which included Mary Pickford, Dorothy and Lillian

Gish, Ernest Truex, Ernest Lawford and Wil-
liam Norris. A child actor with the old Imp
Co., in 1916 he heeded the call of Hollywood

and went to work with the L.K.O. Studios.

When he saw himself on the screen for the

first time, he promptly quit acting, became
a property boy. Then with Henry Lehrman at

the old Fox Studios as assistant director and
cutter on comedies. At 21 became the director

of Larry Semon comedies. Subsequently, with

Educational, Tiffany-Stahl for which he directed

his first feature. Next to Paramount for 7 years.

Won the directorial award of the Academy for

"Skippy," which gave Jackie Cooper his start.

In 1925, married Julie Leonard, then working for

Hal Roach. They have one daughter, Patricia

Ann. Hobbies: Collection of first editions, and
pipes. Favorite sports, golf, tennis, swimming.
Stands 5, 10V2. Hair, black. Eyes, brown.

John King, "Merry -Go-Round of
1938"; Jonathan Hale, Harry Ty-
ler, Billy Wayne, James Crehan*
"Carnival Queen"; William David-
son, Gerald Oliver Smith, "Behind
the Mike"; Warners — Ann Codee,
"Expensive Husbands"; RKO —
Parkyakarkus, "An Apple a Day";
M-G-M — Jean Chatburn, "Black
Lightning"; Bruce Cabot, "Rosalie";
Grand National — Phyllis Barry,
"Renfrew of the Mounted."

"The Man From Bar 20" and
"Tex" have been acquired by Para-
mount for production by Harry
Sherman as part of his famous
series of Hopalong Cassidy films.

Charles Guy Fulke Greville, Bar-
on Brooke, the 7th Earl of Warwick
known on the screen as Michael
Brooke has signed a player contract
with Paramount.

John Francis Larkin has been as-
signed to write an untitled original
story which will be the third picture
Victor Schertzinger and Zion Myers
will produce for Grand National re-
lease.

T
Benny Rubin is being kept busy,

to say the least. He will be in
charge of the entertainment at the
Screen Writers' Guild annual din-
ner July 22. He is also preparing
some stunts for the annual benefit
game between Screen Comedians
and Stars July 17. He was pre-
sented with a desk and radio set
by RKO salesmen for the program
he arranged during their convention.

T T
Gus Meins has been signed to a

two-picture directorial contract by
Sol Lesser, president of Principal
Productions. Meins will direct
"Boots and Saddles," a Zane Grey
story starring Smith Ballew as the
first vehicle on the contract, fol-
lowed by "The Devil's Highway,"
novel by Harold Bell Wright. Bal-
lew will also be starred in the latter
picture.

T * T

Richard English has been as-
signed to write the adaptation for
"Face the Facts." Betty Laidlaw
and Bob Lively will write the
screenplay.

T T

Imperial has purchased "Hygiene
Marriage" by Bob Wallace for
screening.

New Neb. House to Open
Humboldt, Neb. — D. L. Franks

and Lou Billings will open the
Plaza, a new 400-seat, $15,000 house
here tomorrow. American Seating
Co. chairs, Da-Lite screen and Bal-
dor rectifiers were installed by
Western Theater Supply of Omaha.

Find Bomb in Theater
Newport, R. I.—Police yesterday

were investigating the discovery of

a time bomb in the women's wash-
room of the Colonial Theater, under
lease to the E. M. Loew circuit.

Bomb contained eight sticks of dyna-
mite.

Sipe With Capital-Mono.
Indianapolis, Ind.—Ed Sipe has

joined the Capital-Monogram Films
organization, covering Indiana ter-

ritory.

See Vaude Gains in Fall

Detroit — Jacob Schreiber's Colonial
heater dropped vaudeville this week
r the summer, but will resume in Sop-

ember. More vaudeville will probably
be used this tall than in several sea-
sons, Sol Berns, booker, reports. Six

theaters in Canada will reopen with a

vaudeville policy through this office, as

well as houses in Michigan and other
states.

Kessler Has Cleveland Job
A. I. Kessler, of the Novelty Sce-

nic Studios, New York City, is dec-

orating the walls and stage of the

Garden theater, Cleveland, O. Kess-
ler has completed decorations at the
Noble hteater in Caldwell, O., and
also the ceiling of the Marine Ball-

room at Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

N. J.

Moffit In New Post

Boston—George Moffit, former as-
sistant manager of the Paramount
theater, has taken over his new du-
ties at the State Theater, East Mil-
ton, as manager.

Form Homewood Theater Co.

Chicago—L. M. Halpern, V. Jac-
obs and A. Jacoby have organized
the Homewood Theater Co. with of-

fices at 33 North LaSalle St. Blan-
sten and Lansing handled the legal
details.

"Slave Ship" in 4th Week
"Slave Ship," 20th Century-Fox

picture starring Warner Baxter and
Wallace Beery, with Elizabeth Al-
lan, Mickey Rooney, George San-
ders and Joseph Schildkraut among
its featured players, is in its fourth
week at the Rivoli.

Expand Negro House Circuit

New Orleans — The Iberville
Amusement Co., now operating the
Palace Theater here as a Negro
house, has bought product for an-
other Negro house reported to be
on South Rampart St. The operat-
ing company is controlled by Evans
Sprott and Milton Starr, who are
expanding their Negro house hold-
ings in this territory by construct-
ing in Pensacola, Fla., and in Mo-
bile, Ala.

Whites Cool to Fight Pix

New Orleans—The Braddock-Louis
fight pictures are sure for crowds
in the Negro houses of the Gulf
States territory, but the film is not
faring so well in white houses. Pic-
ture, handled by Harry Silberman,
will get its second run here for a
week at the Negro Lincoln Theater
here.

Building 3 in Illinois

Chicago — Farrar and Turner
have awarded the contract for their
new house at Vienna to Walter
Boatwright. The new house will

seat 600.
Frisina circuit has called for bids

for a new theater for Charleston
and H. U. Bailey will build a new
movie at Eureka.

Cashing In on Joe Louis

Detroit—Charles and Eddie Rob-
inson are stealing a march on other

colored house operators in the city

with a huge sign over the Savoy
Theater, "Welcome Joe Louis."

Sign runs full width of the front,

almost covering regular house sign.

The Savoy is practically Louis' own
neighborhood theater: his home is

only a few blocks away.

Maloof Builds in N. M,
Denver—James Maloof is build-

ing a new theater in Las Vegas,
N. M., and will rent the house. To
seat 600, the building will be of na-
tive stone with 18-inch walls. Pro-
vision is being made for stage
shows. Las Vegas is at present an
exclusive Fox town.

Free Shows Play to 10,000
Detroit—The 22nd year of free street

shows, given by merchants every Wed-
nesday night is drawing about 10,000
people weekly to Tecumseh, Mich., from
a radius of 20 miles around. Bill of

six class acts is booked by the Ray
Conlin Office of Detroit, no films being
used. Show is given from special plat-

form on the street.
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sal, in six of which Bob Baker will

be starred, and in the remaining
four Buck Jones; 22 from Columbia,
with Buck Jones taking the top
role in six, Charles Starrett in eight,

and also eight all-star, all-story

sagebrush sagas.
Paramount, as usual, will dis-

pense the Hopalong Cassidy series,

with Bill Boyd as star in the six

announced. RKO has set seven
definitely. Six of these are George
O'Brien vehicles produced by Con-
dor. In addition, there will be one
and possibly more starring Richard
Dix. George Hirliman is slated to

make the Dix films under a special

arrangement with RKO.
Republic will turn out eight Gene

Autry, and a like number of Bob
Steele pix, plus eight with Three
Mesquiteers, the Messrs. Bob Liv-

ingston, Ray Corrigan and Max Ter-
hune. Grand National plans eight

Tex Ritter musical westerns and
eight action dramas of the plains

with Ken Maynard, while definite

announcement is expected to be
forthcoming from Spectrum shortly

as to whether it will make six or

eight.
Monogram's western menu lists

eight musical westerns, with Jack
Randall; four Tom Keenes, and four

Tim McCoys. The latter group will

go into production on or about the

middle of November when McCoy
has completed his present engage-
ment with Ringling Bros.-Barnum
and Bailey Circus.

20th Century-Fox will flavor its

extensive 1937-38 program with a

feature, "The Californian," starring

Ricardo Cortez. Company's line-up

will have, in addition, at least one

other western yarn and possibly

two, with Smith Ballew heading the

cast.

M-G-M plans "The Bad Man of

Brimstone, a western epic with

James Stewart and Wallace Beery
co-starred.

Virtually the only major outside

of United Artists to ignore he horse

opry will be Warner Bros. The
Film Daily is authoritatively ad-

vised that WB will not turn out

prairie productions. Last season

Dick Foran appeared in several.

GN Shifts Release Dates
Grand National has advanced its

release date on its Gilbert and Sul-

livan operetta picture, "The Girl

Said No" from Sept. 3 to July 16.

"Boots of Destiny," starring Ken
Maynard, originally set for the lat-

ter date, will be released July 23.

M of T and Union Huddle
Negotiations are proceeding be-

tween March of Time, Inc. and Lo-

cal 52, studio mechanics, which has

refused to supply sound engineers

and other technicians to the com-
pany since last Tuesday on the

ground that "March of Time" should

be classified not as a newsreel but

as a short.

JlwUws oi View films
"Knight Without

Armor"
with Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat

United Artists 1 Hr., 50 Mins.

DIETRICH AND DONAT SPLENDID IN

RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARY DRAMA BUT

TREATMENT IS HEAVY.

A very serious and conscientious presen-

tation of the trials and tribulations of a

Russian Countess caught up in the turmoil

of the Russian revolution, and the efforts

of a serious and conscientious Englishman

played by Robert Donat to save her. The

titled lady is played by Marlene Dietrich,

and she does the best emoting of her

career. Robert Donat also turns in a splen-

did performance. Alexander Korda produc-

tion, however, winds in and out of a very

long-drawn-out plot with typical British

thoroughness, till almost two hours screen

time are consumed. The theme is that of

the countess who is rescued by Donat
working as an undercover agent for the

British government on the side of the revo-

lutionaries just to keep informed of their

doings. Together the young couple are

first caught up in the toils of the revo-

lutionists and then the White Russians,

and worm their way in and out through a

lot of more or less heavy adventures that

are not lightened by any semblance of com-
edy. Finally they reach safety on the bor-

der after their lives have been imperilled

several times, and the titled lady almost

faces a firing squad. It is all finely pro-

duced, and well acted by an imposing cast,

while the Russian atmosphere seems au-

thentic throughout, even to the railroad

trains. But the reaction of the average

American audience to the heavy tempo
throughout, with nothing of the lighter

motif to relieve the strain, is problematical.

Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Robert Donat,

Irene Vanbrugh. Herbert Lomas. Austin

Trevor, Basil Gill, David Tree, John Cle-
ments, Frederick Cully. Lawrence Hanray,
Dorice Fordred, Franklin Kelsey, Lawrence
Kingston, Hay Petrie. Miles Malleson,

Producer, Alexander Korda; Director, Jac-
ques Fezder; Author, James Hilton; Screen-
play, Frances Marion; Editor, Francis Lyon;
Cameraman, Jack Cardiff

Direction, Very Good Photography, Ex-
cellent.

Louis Abramson Elected

Chicago Publicists Head

Chicago—Louis L. Abramson was
elected president of the Chicago
Amusement Publicists Association
at the summer meeting at the Hotel
Sherman.
Ben Bloomfield, manager of the

B. and K. Oriental Theater, was
named vice-president: Irving Mack,
of Filmack Trailer Co., secretary;
Harry Blumenthal, of the Ad Art
Display Studios, treasurer; Sidney
Stern, of the General Film Co., ser-
geant-at-arms, and Roy Tropner,
director of public relations. The
first summer outing has been set for
tomorrow.

"Range Defenders"
with Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune

Republic 56 Mins.

WELL-PACED WESTERN; FANS WILL

LIKE ITS ACTING, COMEDY AND
THRILLS.

Here is a good, peppy prairie pix that

swings along with plenty of action and ex-

citement. Outdoor fans will like it for a

number of other reasons as well. Among
these is the direction, which is nicely han-

dled; the presence of Eleanor Stewart, who
is a right alert little actress; and the man-
ner in which comedy and romance are in-

terwoven with the serious sequences deal-

ing with fisticuffs, gun-play and the beat

of hooves. There are three more reasons,

—

the Three Mesquiteers themselves. Bob

Livingston, Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune
provide generous thrills as they cavort in

their starring vehicles of this series. But

here they are positively ingratiating, for

they go about their heroics with a philos-

ophical attitude and wreathed smiles, seem-

ingly having as good a time before the

camera as fans who follow their adven-

tures and fortunes. Bob's young brother,

Thomas Carr, is accused of murdering Elea-

nor Stewart's father. The Three Mes-
quiteers hide the boy away because of his

innocence and the fact that Harry Woods
and his henchmen will not give him a fair

trial. Bob, Ray and Max, working together

to get at the bottom of the case, clean up

Woods' mob and restore the local ranch-

ers to the peaceful and unhampered free-

dom they enjoyed before the lawless ele-

ment began grabbing land and ruling the

county with bloody hands, aided and
abetted by a crooked sheriff. Woods is

finally and justly charged with the murder,

and Bob Livingston wins the heart of the

magnetic Miss Stewart.

Cast: Robert Livingston. Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune Eleanor Stewart, Harry

Woods. Earle Hodgins. Thomas Carr. Yaki-
ma Canutt, John Merton, Harrison Greene,
Horace Carpenter, Frank Ellis, Snowflake

Associate Producer, Sol C Siegel ; Di-

rector. Mack V Wright; Author, Joseoh
Poland; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Edi-

tor, LesW Orlebeck.

Direction, Capable Photography, Clear

Plans No Criterion Foldup,

Says Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.

Doug-las Fairbanks, Jr., who sails
from New York today on the He de
France for abroad, yesterday stated
that he does not plan to fold up
Criterion Films but while in Eng-
land will discuss the company's fu-
ture policies. He plans to spend
the summer in Europe, returning to
Hollywood in the fall to work for
David O. Selznick. He has just fin-

ished his role in "Prisoner of Zen-
da."

"The Shadow Strikes"
Starring Rod La Roque

Grand National 63 Mins.

INVOLVED MURDER MYSTERY, SHY

ON ABILITY TO CONVINCE OR TO PRO-

VIDE AUDIENCE INTEREST.

In his role of the private investigator,

alias The Shadow, Rod La Roque makes a

personable leading man. His role might

be considerably strengthened were he

equipped with less brittle dialogue lines.

These are of the obvious sort. Nor are

they confined to the star by any means, for

virtually all the characters emit phrases

that have a bland ring to them. Since

"The Shadow Strikes" is a murder-mystery

yarn, (with only a smattering of romance,

and totally devoid of comedy relief), fans

for this sort of entertainment may be in-

clined to drink it all in "straight." But

it is not a strong picture as such dramas

go. Contributing also to its general struc-

tural weakness is the element of confus-

ion, and it is not until the very last se-

quence that the average patron understands

what all the literal "shooting" has been

about. This is due primarily to the efforts

of the scenarists to draw multitudes of

red herrings, or mock clues and suspects,

across the screen. The purpose of all this

involved action is evidently to spring a

real surprise at the finale. But the audi-

ence will feel no little disappointment in

the prosaic character of the ending. The
cast does well enough with the material.

La Roque starts out to find, if possible,

the identity of the man who killed his

father. In the quest he tries his sleuthing

skill on the various suspects in the murder
of the Delthern children's wealthy uncle.

He not only solves the latter case, but also

bags the man responsible for the shooting

of his own father. Direction is fair, as is

the photography.

Cast: Rod La Roque, Lynn Anders, Walter
McGrail, James Blakely, Kenneth Harlan,

Norman Ainsley, John Carnavale.

Producers, Max and Arthur Alexander;
Director, Lynn Shores; Author, Maxwell
Grant; Screenplay, Al Martin; Cameraman,
Marcel Picard; Editor, Charles Henkel

Direction, Fair Photography, Fair

"Topper" Released July 16
M-G-M yesterday fixed July 16

as the release date for Hal Roach's
"Topper," in which Constance Ben-
nett and Cary Grant have leads.

Films Versus Stage Gets

Television Test by Nazis

Berlin (By Cable)—Televised film
vs. televised play has been given
a tryout here, Berlin television ex-
ecutives using both film and stage
action to present a comedy, "Herr
Kubanke's Recreation." Reception
was mixed, the stage action scoring
with the more sophisticated section
of the audience.

It was significant, however, tl/j,

the televised film was artistica%^-
superior to televised action. The
film actors were not handicapped by
the technical conditions still neces-
sary for a television studio in which
the summer heat was boosted to 110
degrees by the heavy black curtains.
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» » THE FOREIGN FIELD * *
Cooper, Dietrich, Jap Favorites

Tokio—A questionnaire distribu-

ted among patrons of six Tokio
first-run motion picture theaters by
the Waseda University Advertising
Research Club revealed that Gary
Cooper is the most popular male
film star in the Japanese capital

and that Marlene Dietrich, Jean Ar-
thur and Claudette Colbert hold top
honors in the feminine field in the

order named.
In answer to the question, "What

films do you recall as having par-
ticularly impressed you?" the Japa-
nese film fans voted for "Morocco,"
"The Plainsman," "It Happened One
Night," "Unfinished Symphony" and
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."

Replying to the query, "What
company's pictures do you like

best?" the theater patrons voted
Paramount's pictures top place with
26.8 per cent of the votes cast. The
company receiving second place got

23.3 per cent of the votes and a

Japanese producing company, placed

third, received 9.2 per cent of the

ballots cast.

Five per cent of the voters said

they attended movies ten times a

month; 3 per cent attended nine

times a month; 3.5 per cent at-

tended eight times; 2.2 per cent at-

tended seven times; 7 per cent at-

tended six times; 14.7 per cent

attended five times; 20.5 per cent at-

tended four times; 26.3 per cent

attended three times; 16 per cent

twice and 4.5 per cent once.

The theater patrons who voted

ranged in age from 17 to 25 years
of age. One-third said they are

students and 15 per cent said they
are unemployed.

To Take Films Out of Mexico
Mexico City — A rule recently

promulgated by the Mexican gov-
ernment requires ah" authorization

for exports or a certificate of cen-

sorship before motion picture films,

exposed or unexposed, can be taken
out of the country. The permission
must be obtained from the Autono-
mous Department of Publicity and
Propaganda. All custom houses have
been instructed to enforce this rule

rigidly. The regulation applies to

tourists and private citizens, travel-

ing across Mexican boundaries ^as

well as to companies organized for

the commercial production of films.

Television Exhibition
London—England's first television

exhibition opened this week at the

Science Museum, South Kensington,
by Lora Selsdon, emphasizes the

fact that the essential principle of

"high definition," as used now by
the BBC is nearly 30 years old. On

Record for "Earth"
Singapore — "The Good Earth" has

broken all motion picture records in

this Far Eastern metropolis. The M-
G-M roadshow attraction will have ad-

ditional premieres soon in Shanghai and
other Oriental cities.

Korda to Test New Faces Via Shorts in Theaters
London (By Cable) —Alexander Korda will produce a series of short films featuring

new faces. These subjects will be shown in all the 250 Odeon theaters, patrons of
which will be given a card on which to register approval or disapproval. The voting
will decide the future of candidates for stellar rank.

Oscar Deutsch asserts the plan, if adopted generally, would take the gamble out
of star-making!

view is a working model of the sys-
tem evolved in 19C8 by Campbell
Swinton, who suggested that two
cathode ray tubes, one at the trans-
mitter and one at the receiver would
solve the problem then facing ex-
perimenters.

To Televise Tennis Carnival
London— England's biggest ten-

nis carnival, Wimbledon, will almost
certainly be seen on the television
screens this year, and plans are be-
ing made for daily transmissions
from the centre court, together with
crowd scenes, by Alexandra Palace
experts. The mobile vans with port-
able transmitters will be used.

J. Whiting with J. Matthews
London — Jack Whiting, musical

comedy star, has been signed by
Gaumont British to appear opposite
Jessie Matthews as her dance part-
ner in the as yet untitled produc-
tion following the now-completed
"Gangway." Whiting is expected to
sail from the U. S. for England
within the next two weeks. Songs
were written by Arthur Johnston
and Maurice Sigler now in England.

New Burdon Comedy
London—Work on "Old Boy," the

new Associated British Albert Bur-
don subject, is now in production
with Albert de Courville directing.

First scenes were shot on a realis-

tic representation of the interior of

a large suburban department store

in which a manequin parade was
taking place. Mary Lawson plays
the romantic role opposite Burdon,
while Robert Cochran, Maire O'Neill.

Jay Laurier, Bernard Nedell and
Jerry Verno are other members of

a strong cast.

Paul Lukas in "Elsinore"
London—Lyn Harding has been

cast for the role of the tough, ruth-
less, bullying first mate, Mr. Pike,
while Paul Lukas appears in the
part of the author, traveling aboard
the "hell-ship" in Associated British
picture now in work, "Mutiny on
the Eisinore." Kathleen Kelly pro-
vides the feminine interest, while
Clifford Evans, recently returned
from a stage appearance on Broad-
way, has also one of the starring
roles in the production. Others in

the cast are Michael Martin Har-
vey, Ben Soutten, William Devlin,

Pat Noonan, Hamilton Keene and
Conway Dickson. The picture is

being produced by John Argyle,
with Roy Lockwood acting as direc-

tor and Walter Summers as super-
visor. Commander J. Stehhouse, who
commanded the "Aurora" on the

Shackelton expedition of 1914, is

acting as nautical advisor.

2 RKO Pix at Salzburg
Salzburg, — RKO Radio Pic-

tures' "Winterset" and "That Girl

from Paris," starring Lily Pons,
will be shown at lavish garden par-
ties at the Salzburg Festival, Aug-
ust 3 to 10.

B. Baer Makes Screen Debut
Teddington, Eng. — Buddy Baer,

brother of Max Baer, the prize-
fighter, and well-known pugilist in

his own right, has been signed by
Irving Asher, production executive
of the Warner Bros, studios here,
for a role in "Transatlantic Trouble"
which stars Max Miller, British
comedian. This is Baer's first ap-
pearance on the screen.

Start New Pilbeam Film
London—Alfred Hitchcock's new

production, tentatively titled "Coins
for Candles," is now in work at
Gaumont's Pinewood studios. Der-
rick De Marney, star of the British
stage, has been given the masculine
iead opposite Nova Pilbeam.

New Studio for Rome
Rome—A new studio, Cines, is

under construction near here where
it it hoped 40 pictures will be made
yearly. The foreign stars making
pictures here will be exempt from
taxes. Reduction on boats and trains
will be accorded to enterprises wish-
ing to make pictures here. The gov-
ernment will give all necessary co-

operation.

Paris Film Notes
Paris—Eric von Stroheim will ap-

pear in another picture, "L'Alibi."
This will make his third appearance
in French productions . . . R. A. C.

has engaged Vilma Banky for its

production, "L'Appel du feu," and
Betty Compson for "The Unknown
Destination" . . . Lily Damita is in

Morocco making a picture entitled

"Escadrille" . . . The English pro-
ducer, Zelnik, will make French and
English versions of Cuvillier's op-

eretta, "Le Domino Lilas." The
Hungarian Singer, Treve de Zilaky,

will appear in both versions.

Writing Bernhardt Scenario
Paris — Louis Verneuil, popular

French author, has obtained from
the heirs of Sarah Bernhardt per-
mission to adapt the life of the
great stage tragedienne to the
screen. He is now in London ne-
gotiating with a producing com-
pany on the arrangement of the

script which will be produced, it is

stated, m Hollywood. Verneuil sails
for Hollywood in September.

Film Gets German Medal
Berlin—The Ministry of Propa-

ganda has given Tobis a medal for
its picture, "Der Herrscher," which
was chosen as the best 1937 picture.
Emil Jannings plays the leading
part.

Tobis to Make 9 in French
Berlin — Tobis announces nine

productions in French to be made
here or in Paris during 1937-38,

Oslo Film Notes
Oslo— Ninety per cent of Nor-

wegian cinemas are equipped for
talkies. Cinema receipts in 1936 in-

creased 20 per cent over 1935. The
capital of Norway has 13 theaters
and six are under construction. Re-
ceipt of the above theaters during
the past year amounted to 5,000,000
crowns. In the province 19 new
houses are being built. The majority
of pictures shows are American.
For the increase of national pro-

ductions, "Norksfilm" has been
founded and theater owners contrib-
ute to the above organization 1 per
cent of their receipts. The firm will

soon make its first picture entitled
"Two Alive and One Dead."

Rembrandt Theater To Close
The Hague—Ufa Rembrandt Cin-

ema of Amsterdam will close and a
new modern theater will be built.

The new house will open next Janu-
ary.

D'Espinay Making 3 Versions
Paris—Charles d'Espinay will

make French, English and Arabian
versions of "Yamile Sous les Cedres."

Percy Marmont Returns
London—Parcy Marmont, veteran

star of the screen in its silent days,
has been added to the cast of "Coins
for Candles," starring the youthful
Nova Pilbeam.

Reader in "Nippy"
London—Ralph Reader, now in

,

America, will be starred in the Her-
bert Wilcox production of "Nippy,"
to be made entirely in color, upon
his return to England, Wilcox will

direct. The producer is just com-
pleting "Victoria the Great," star-

ring Anna Neagle, which will be
released m the U. S. through RKO
Radio.

<l
39,816 Silent Theaters

Geneva—The international office of

cinematic matters announces the ex-

istence of 39,816 silent cinemas

throughout the world.
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*Kinks in the back, accom-

panied by mental sluggish-

ness, due to the strain

of sitting through double

feature shows that are

too long and lacking in

variety vitamins.

Statistics show that four out of five are asking for shows

of sane length and variety. Give them a chance to get

back to normal. Get set now to show them the Showman-

ship Shorts with these and many other big hit stars.
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125 ALLIED HOUSES

AS COOP. CLAIMS

Detroit— Checkup following the
shift of H. M. Richey from Allied
to Cooperative Theaters of Michi-
gan shows 81 member houses with
Cooperative and about 125 with Al-
lied. Sam Brown Circuit is with-
drawing from Cooperative. The lat-
ter's offices are being remodeled to
provide space for Richey, who is
temporarily in the Fox Building of-
fice.

Richey's duties were defined as
control of theater buying, general
operations, public relations, labor
problems, and legislation, concen-
trating activities for the 81 thea-
ters instead of the membership of
Allied as a whole. With withdrawal
of 58 theaters, there is now no
overlapping of membership between
the two organizations.

Richey pointed out that the pres-
ent setup has the advantage of a
definite contract between the mem-
ber theaters and any other organi-
zation, so that withdrawal cannot
be made at will as in the old organi-
zation.

Pearl Sprott, secretary to Richey
for 11 years, remains in charge of
the Allied offices under President
Frank A. Wetsman, whose own of-
fices are right next door.

New Iowa Gambling Law
Revives Bank Night Issue

Des Moines—Although the Iowa
Supreme Court once gave a decision
that Bank Night was legal in Iowa,
the changing of the state gambling
laws by the last legislature may re-
vive the issue.
The new statute, intended to con-

trol pin-ball and slot machine de-
vices, was not intended in the legis-
lature as a Bank Night bill when it
was passed, but the language used
in the bill may cover Bank Night
and prevent its continuance, it is
contended.
The law is the one which included

in the same class as gambling de-
vices "any slot machine or device
with an element of chance in such
operation." The word "device" in
legal terms has not only the mean-
ing of equipment and apparatus but
of "something worked out for exhi-
bition or show." A plan, contrivance,
scheme or trick may also be defined
legally as a "device."

So if registration books, matinee
cards, or other accessories of Bank
Night were not regarded as a de-
vice, the plan of Bank Night itself
might be so named, according to
attorneys.
A formal opinion by the attorney-

general is awaited.

New Wellston Theater
Wellston, O.—City's new movie

theater, to be erected by Mr. and
Mrs. L. P. Guilforle, will be a two-
story brick structure seating 800
persons. Plans have been complet-
ed by the F. & Y. Construction Co.,
Columbus.

NEWS of the DAY
Lincoln, Neb. — With installation

of Brinkert lamps, purchased
through Western Theater Supply of
Omaha, Bob Livingston has com-
pleted overhauling of the Capitol
Theater's entire equipment.

Oshkosh, Wis.—The Strand The-
ater here has installed a new $10,-
000 Trane air-conditioning system.

Steubenville, O.—The Strand The-
ater at nearby Follansbee, W. Va.,
has been renovated and new Lipman
sound system has been installed, ac-
cording to Joe Huszar, manager.

Orleans, Neb.—Lack of patronage
has forced William Bowker, veteran
exhibitor in the Omaha territory,
to close the Orleans Strand, which
he recently opened.

Medina, O.—Ben Yudelvitz states
that he has indefinitely postponed
plans to build a new theater here.
Reason for the change of plans is
that M. S. Fine, C. G. Beckman and
P. E. Essick of Cleveland have come
into the town with a new house,
soon to be completed.

stadium type, seating a total of 800
—500 in the orchestra and 300 in
the stadium. Style is modernistic.

New Orleans—Myra Posey of Na-
tional Theater Supply has been ap-
pointed assistant cashier of the firm
whne Vera Toups succeeds her as
secretary to the manager.

Lorain, O.—George ShenKer has
completed arrangement for building
a new 850-seat picture house in this
city, W. S. Ferguson of Cleveland
is the architect. General contract
has been let to Peter Dietz of Lo-
rain.

Indianapolis — Monogram's local
office anounces the addition of Eddie
Sipe and Samuel Smith to its sales
staff. Sipe was formerly associated
with Republic Pictures in Indianap-
olis for the past 10 years.

Chicago — Will Cole has been
transferred from the management
of the Vic Theater of the Essaness
circuit to the Lake Theater in Oak
Park, West Side suburb. Robert
King goes to the Vic.

Toronto—Wreckers are now busy
tearing down the Regent Theater
for years one of Toronto's premier
film houses.

Kansas City, Mo.—R. R. Biechele
has closed his Osage Theater in
Kansas City, Kan., for the summer
while George Scoville on the Mis-
souri side has closed his 600-seat
Prospect Theater.

Minneapolis—Sheldon Grenge and
his associates, Nick and Don
Grenge, have entered into an agree-
ment through which the Urban The-
ater, North Mankato, will be oper-
ated in conjunction with the Minne-
sota Amusement Co. theaters in
Mankato. Don Grenge will continue
as manager of the Urban.

Jackson, O. — Construction work
has begun on the Kaymar, seating
500. It will be operated by the
Jackson Amusement Co.

Elizabeth, N. J.—After managing
the Elmora for seven years, Harry
Klein is taking over management of
the Park, at Roselle Park. Both
houses are of the Cocalis chain.

Pittsburgh—A branch office of the
Theater Trailer Corp. has been open
on Film Row here.

Albuquerque, N. M.—Ray Hazlett,
employe at the Sunshine Theater
since 1921, has been made manager
of the Rio Theater. Joe Critz is tak-
ing Hazlett's place as assistant to
Joe Scotti, manager of the Sunshine
Theater.

Lincoln, Neb. — Kenneth Mead,
former manager of J. H. Cooper
Enterprises in Pueblo and Grand
Junction, Colo., has taken over man-
agement of the Orpheum, under
City Manager Walter B. Shuttee.
He takes the place vacated by Ike
Hoig, who in turn goes to Colorado
Springs to manage a Cooper house
there.

Shreveport, La.—August will see
the opening of the Rex, latest
neighborhood heater to be built
here. Constructed by the Saenger
Theaters Corp., the house is of the

Baltic, Conn.— Emanuel Panoras
has purchased the Jodoin, leased by
Henry Phaneuf , and will operate the
house after renovation.

Des Moines—Virginia Connor has
been made contract clerk at the Des
Moines Paramount exchange, re-
placing Dorothy Bolton, recently
married. Vivian Eddy has taken
Miss Connor's place as stenographer
for the adsales manager.

Denver—Dale Kline, former own-
er of the Alpine, who resigned his
position as manager of the Plaza,
has been succeeded by Lloyd Kirby,
former manager of the Alpine. Dave
Cockrill, of the Denham, operates
both houses.

Chicago—RCA is installing new
sound equipment in four of the
Warner Saxe theaters in Milwau-
kee, the Lake, Juneau, Egyptian
and Granada.

Additional RCA sound installa-
tions are going into Oakland Square,
Stratford, Shore and Romova, Chi-
cago; Coronado at Rockford; the
Rex at Sheyboygan and the New
Theater at Ft. Atkinson.

Sheboygan, Wis.—B. J. Heinzen is

the new operator of the Lincoln
Theater, formerly conducted by P.
W. Louck.

ENEMY: I am fighting agai;
a hard enemy, the film of chromi
plating, dress-shirts, cocktails a
Oxford accents which is being c<

tinually made with the idea that
shows English life. Soon, I ho
we shall make the cheerful man a
girl of our middle class as color
and dramatic to Americans as tl
have made the everyday citizens
the audiences of England. — A
FRED HITCHCOCK.

HAPPY ENDING: The star 1

lieves the public, seeing him in
unfavorable light or in an unple;
ant picture, will cease to like hi
So the director or producer co:
promises on a new ending, usua
the way the actor likes it.—RUF1
BLAIR.

FOOTBALL CHORUS: I'm goi
to have a football chorus in "Bros
way Melody of 1937," for I've fou
that gridiron training gives t

player a particular kind of gra
that makes him stand out from t

rest of the chorus boys. — DA 1
!

GOULD.

CHOOSING CLOTHES: Won
should be intangibly dramatic, cc
servatively smart, distinctive, gr;
iously sophisticated, intelligent
choosing clothes—not obviously di

matic, sensational, eccentric, br
liantly flamboyant or emotional.
ADRIAN.

SELF-SATISFIED: We theaO
people are a self-satisfied lot. Gi
an exhibitor a theater which is g
ing along in good shape, making
fair pi-ofit, and he will worry ve
little about the future.—ARTHL
H. LOCKWOOD.

DEMAND: The public has be
educated to big pictures. Yet thf
can't all me great. If we give the!
loo many wonderful pictures, ait
I'm afraid we have done this, tint
fail to appreciate them.—ADOLPf
ZUKOR.

SHORTS: Good shorts bring ti

finest in music, the best vaudevil >.&

in the country into the towns
M. L. LIGHTMAN.

'A

NAMES: We are going to ha
to start selling worthy pictur
whether they have star values
not. There is a definite shortage
box-office names.—H. J. GRIFFIT

-

MECCA: Hollywood is full
simple, intelligent people who a:

enthusiastic and amazingly gene
ous. All the talent of the vvor
is migrating there. — S^IA
AHERNE.

WALTZ: Vienna is no longer t)

city of the waltz. American mus—swing music— has replaced tl

waltz throughout Europe. One hea
it everywhere—over the radio,
restaurants, cafes and theaters.-
OSCAR STRAUS.
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i address by Budd Rogers, BIP
preservative.
Following the luncheon recess,
eeks will discuss the unreleased
mainder of the 1936-37 program,
ith Lee also commenting. A
reening of "King Solomon's
fries" will follow, and a second
reening is set to follow dinner at
30.

Program for tomorrow follows:
9 a. m., roll call; 9:15, discussion

, new program for 1937-38 and
B's new sales poftcy by Weeks;

l'[.,
comments by Lee on new pro-

'am and new sales policy* 11:30.
Idress on publicity and advertising

flr
Albert Margolies and A. L. Selig;

!:30 p. m., talk by Kenneth Hod-
nson on selling problems; 1:00,
nch.
2:30 p. m., individual meetings

* itween sales executives and ex-
B iange representatives; 4:30 screen-
'«g of "Look Out For Love"; 7:30.
mnquet.
Sunday's program: 9:45 a. m., roll
.11; 10:00, continuation of individ-

meetings between sales execu-
/es and exchange representatives:
00 p. m., lunch; 2:30, departure of
legates.

)l Berns Named Prexy

Of Detroit- Bookers Ass'n
Detroit—Detroit theatrical book-
g agents have organized as the
lichigan Theatrical Agents and
>oducers Association, replacing the
|RA-born Michigan Theatrical Pro-
licers and Artists Association,
rhich has long been almost dor-
mant.
J Sol Berns, of Del-Ray Attrac-
tions, former president, was
(-elected. Other officers are: Val
Umpbell, Gus Sun, "Vaudeville
ixtking Office, vice-president;
Tnuck" Stanley, Artists Service
jreau, treasurer: and Henry Lued-
Is, United Booking Association,
leasurer. Board of directors will be
I'ected later.

Association will include producers
lid the 17 licensed agents in De-
ioit. Initiation fees are $10 for
Ich office, and $1 a month for
ch booker or field man in each
nee.

/. C. Improving Clubrooms
Detroit—Detroit Variety Club is

ending $2,500 to modernize the
ib rooms in the Book Cadillac Ho-

Final Pilbeam Title Set
London (By Cable)—"The Girl Was

Y°}2S£ is the final title for the new
A r(^\Hitchcock picture starring Nova
Pi\ /, and known tentatively in pro-
duction at the Gaumont studios as
"Coins for Candles." Derrick De Mar-
ney, has the leading role opposite Miss
Pilbeam, who is making her first screen
appearance in 18 months. Percy Mar-
mont, screen veteran, and Noel Madison,
Hollywood "mobster," have featured
parts.

f^^JDADL.Y 13

Down the Gaumont-British Trail

J^OUIS BERG, who hasn't used his

southern accent in years, has
been "you-alling" Scotty' (Atlanta)
Chesnutt and waxing very nostalg-
ic over the "deah old south."

Announcing the various eating
places at the St. Moritz where the
boys are being fed made Charlie
Leach, in charge of arrangements,
feel a little foolish. He's been tell-

ing the boys that the chow would be
dished out at the Skv Gardens, the
Cafe de la Paix and Rumpelmayer's.

Walter Wessling was so enrap-
tured by the blow-up of Anna Lee,
hanging in the convention hall, he
didn't hear his name in the roll call.

Well, you couldn't blame the guy.

AI Selig thinks his little grand-
dotter, age 1, is just about the cut-
est trick ever.

Jean Spear was paged very loud-
ly and persistently as "Miss" Jean
Spear. "I had to come all the way
from Seattle to have this happen to
me," complained Jean, as he broke
through the unrestrained guffaws of
his "fellow"-workers.

Charlie Garrett, who hails from
Cuba, was being ribbed (but can he

take it!) about the kind of lovers
Latins are supposed to make.

Herman L. Booth, Cincinnati,
shopped at Lewis and Conger's
Sleep Department for those ingen-
ious little ear-stoppers. Reason: His
room adjoins Joe Kaliski's whose
stertorous breathing (snoring to
you) would wake a dead man, ac-
cording to Booth.

Arthur Greenblatt, still very much
attached to the home office, is mak-
ing his headquarters these days at
the N. Y. Exchange which is fully
air-conditioned. On these hot days
he enjoys nothing better than to
describe the exchange's delightful
coolth to the sweltering h.o. boys.

Ray Halpern, the perennial bach-
elor, "has that look in his eye
again."

Ken Hodkinson, in New York
from the coast for the first time
since Christmas, will not be per-
suaded to match the boys for lunch.
Says he's tired of shelling out.

Whenever Carl Goe was "among
the missing," he was sure to be
found in the telephone booth, long-
distancing his newly-acquired bride.

Depreciation Allowance

To Be Sought by Players

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Bureau of Internal

Revenue displayed a lively interest
yesterday in the announced forth-
coming visit of Rogers Marchetti,
Los Angeles counsel for the Artists
Protective Association, to formally
file a proposal that film stars re-
ceive a depreciation allowance when
filing Federal income tax returns.
Marchetti, now in New York, is un-
derstood to base his brief upon the
government's recognition of a 27%
p. c. depreciation item in income
taxes paid on earnings of oil wells
and other mineral properties.

UMPTO Still on Warpath
Philadelphia, Pa. — One hundred

members of the UMPTO meeting
here yesterday unanimously pledged
moral and financial support to the
organization's fight against Para-
mount's 1937-38 terms. A meeting
with Jnsenh Bernhard, general man-
ager of Warner theaters, today to
ask support for the drive from that
circuit was announced.

Lesser Turning Exhib
Boston—Taylor's Ballroom theater

of Hough's Neck, a summer resort
of suburban Boston, will be opened
for Sunday dates bv Louis Lesser.
Lesser was formerly associated with
Century Pictures of Boston as sales-

man.

20th Century-Fox Lists

Four for August Release

Four pictures will be released by
20th Century-Fox during the month
of August.
"You Can't Have Everything,"

starring Alice Faye, Don Ameche
and the Ritz Brothers, will make
its appearance Aug. 6. On Aug. 13,

"One Mile From Heaven" with
Claire Trevor heading the cast, will

be released. "Love Under Fire," a
comedy-romance starring Loretta
Youne and Don Ameche, is sched-
uled for Ausr. 20. The fourth film

is "Think Fast, Mr. Moto," pre-
senting Peter Lorre in the title

role.

RKO "New Faces" Clicking

Playing to exceptional big sum-
mer attendance topping hot season
averages, RKO Radio's "New Faces
of 1937" is to be held over for a sec-
ond week at seven of its 20 pre-
release key city engagements which
are just winding up. Cities at which
the music film is set for holdover
weeks include Los Angeles. Holly-
wood. San Francisco. Washington,
New Orleans and Columbus.

"Saratoga" Set for Capitol
The late Jean Harlow's last film

play, "Saratoga," in which she co-
starred with Clark Gable, will have
its world premiere at the Capitol
Theater starting July 22, it was an-
nounced yesterday by the Capitol
Theater management.

PLAN SEPARATE DEALS

FOR BIP PRODUCTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

months ago when 20th Century-Fox
announced that it would no longer
handle physical distribution on GB
releases made by producers outside
of the GB organization proper.

It is possible that John Maxwell
will make a trip to the United
States next fall.

"Captains Courageous"

Holdovers Jump to 3]

Holdovers for a second week in 14

key cities bring the total of 31 to

date on "Captains Courageous,"
which, after nine weeks at $2 top on
Broadway, is setting a fast pace as

a popular price attraction through-
out the country and in Canada.
New theaters where public de-

mand required a second week hold-
over are the State and Orpheum in

Boston; the Ohio in Columbus, O;
Loew's in St. Louis; Loew's in To-
ronto; the State in Providence;
Loew's in Rochester; Loew's in Wil-
mington; the Colonial in Reading,
Pa.; the Valentine in Toledo. O.;
Loew's in Dayton, O.; Loew's in

Akron, O.; Loew's in London, Ont.;
and the Fifth Avenue in Seattle.

Previously reported holdovers
were in seventeen key spots. The
picture, in addition, has been held a
third week at the Palace, Washing-
ton, and the Stillman, Cleveland. It

will play the Capitol, New York, af-
ter the run of "Saratoga."

Set "Man Hunters" Distrib.

"Man Hunters of the Caribbean,"
filmed in Central American jungles
by Andre Roosevelt, Capt. E. E.
Loch and Carol Jefferies, will
be distributed in the U. S., Canada
and Latin-America by Inter-Contin-
ent Film Corp. of 50 East 42nd
Street. Other foreign distrib. rights
are held by Modern Film Corp. of
729 Seventh Ave. Pix, just out of
the lab., has footage showing the
savage Penitentes tribal rites.

Republic Forms Dela. Firm

Republic Pictures Corp. of Dela-
ware yesterday filed incorporation
papers at Dover. The company is

capitalized at $1,500,000.

SICK REPORT

Newark, N. J.—Fred W. Gregory,
Newark theater figure for many
years, has left to spend a month
on a health farm at Dansville, N. Y.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Slipping and falling

when her heel caught in the train
of her dress on a studio set, Alice
Faye suffered a bruised back and
possible internal hurts. She was
senseless for 20 minutes.
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TOP!

TOPP
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
urges you to get upon your stage

today and tell your audience that

"TOPPER" is one of the best enter-

tainments of the entire year!

Personal to Eric (M>'

Man Godfrey) Hatch.
"You've done it again

'

Best screen writing job "1

of the year!"

TOPPER" a Great Comedy starring
CONSTANCE BENNETT,CARY GRANT,ROLANDYOUNG,
BILLIE BURKE, Alan Mowbray, Eugene Pallette. Directed by
Norman Z. McLeod, Associate Producer Milton H. Bren. Screen

Play byJack Jevne, Erie Hatch and Eddie Moran. Based on the novel

by Thorne Smith. A Hal Roach, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.

Don't waste a minute!

See the Picture and you'll tell the world:

M-G-M's "TOPPER" is the TOPS!
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Summer Season Film House Closings Fewest in Years

GB ANNOUNCES TITLES ON 12 "A" PRODUCTIONS

Duce Extends Italo-U. S. Film Pact, Sets No Limit

Agreement Permits Importa-

tion of 250 Pix Into

Italy Annually

Rome (By Cable)—U. S. Embassy
has been notified by the Italian Gov-
ernment that the agreement under
which U. S. companies might im-
port 250 films annually into Italy

and export 20 million lire has been
extended. No time limit has been
fixed for the extension.

DOG TRACK GUTS BIZ

IN MASS. CITY 40-60%

Springfield, Mass.—The film the-

aters' business in Springfield has
fallen off 40 to 60 p.c. since the ad-
vent of the dog racing season, ac-
cording to a consensus of manager-
ial estimates. They blame this

slump chiefly to the competition of

the dog track in West Springfield.

"How can you beat the free
passes?" demanded one exhib. He
referred particularly to one Satur-
day, when the horse track, the cir-

( Continued on pane 4
s

!

SMPE Nominates Officers

And Awaits Acceptances

Nominations for new officers for

the SMPE in 1938 were made by the
board of directors at a meeting yes-
terday at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York. They will be made pub-
lic after acceptances. Plans were
discussed for the Fall convention
siieduled for the Pennsylvania
^ing Oct. 11. The board will

Bs*a its next meeting on Oct. 10.

Oh, Martha. Have You Heard?
New Orleans — Newspaper display

copy used by the Famous Theater:
"Air Conditioned"
"Martha Raye"

Experiment With New Sound-on-Tape Recording

Detroit—The Sound Recording Corp. has been organized with headquarters at 280
Florence Avenue in Highland Park, a suburb, to experiment with a new form of sound
recording on tape. Device, it is said, will make possible "records" running up to 30
hours. P. P. Blitz of the Park Radio Sales and Mrs. Juliet R. Freshel are the owners.

Second Quarter Biz Slightly Down

In Gulf States; Expect Price Rise

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans—Excepting for sea-

sonal fluctuations at the b. o. which
have a general effect on the indus-

try, the Gulf States territory con-
sisting of Louisiana, Mississippi and
parts of Alabama and Florida, set-

tled into a steady pace during the
second quarter of 1937.

Admissions, compared to the first

quarter of 1937 and the last quar-

ter of 1936 showed a slight—and

natural—decrease, ranging over the

entire territory on an average of 10

to 15 per cent.

The quarter failed to find any gen-
eral increase in admissions, though
exchange salesmen have been
preaching such a doctrine. How-

(Continued on Page 3)

Pounds Com. Counsel Threatens Roxy Foreclosure

Foreclosure of the Roxy Theater
first mortgage with the possible re-

sult that noteholders might be
squeezed out was threatened yester-

day by Carlos Israels, counsel for

the Pounds bondholder committee,
at a hearing on the Roxy reorgani-
zation plan before Federal Judge

Caffey unless a sufficient number of

noteholders assent to the plan by
next Friday to obtain formal appro-
val of it. The noteholders commit-
tee is shy $50,000 of the necessary
consents for approval of the plan.

The hearing brought out that

(Continued on Page 4)

Seasonal Closings Few, While Resort

And Outdoor Theaters Show Increase

Musicians' Executive Com.
Parley in N. Y. on July 26

Meeting of the executive commit-
tee of the American Federation of
Musicians to consider recommenda-
tions made at the annual conven-
tion including one to ban a second
use of recordings made for a par-
ticular picture will be held here on
July 26, it was learned yesterday.
The executive committee will also

(Continued on Page 4)

Summer season closings will be
the fewest in years, according to ter-

ritorial surveys made by Film Daily
staff correspondents.

Comparatively few theaters are
darkening, and a majority of those
that are doing so have as the rea-
son alterations and equipment
changes.

Prevailing situation affects both
circuit and indie houses, the survey
establishes.

Resort and outdoor theaters this
(.Continued on Page 4)

New Season Plans to be

Disclosed at Convention

Session Today
Titles of the 12 Class A produc-

tions planned by GB for the 1937-38
season will be disclosed by Vice-
President Arthur A. Lee and George
W. Weeks, general sales manager,
today at the second session of the
company's annual sales convention
at the St. Moritz Hotel. The figure
represents the minimum scheduled
and pictures will be sold on an indi-

vidual basis, it was stated, thus con-
firming an exclusive story which ap-
peared in The Film Daily of June
22nd.

Four stars will head the GB line-
(Continued on Page 3)

GB SETUP UNCHANGED,

WEEKS STAYING--LEE

GB is continuing its present ex-
change setup, as originally organ-
ized, and George W. Weeks is re-
maining with the company as gen-
eral sales manager, Arthur A. Lee,
vice-president, told the annual sales

convention yesterday at its opening
session at the Hotel St. Moritz.
Weeks also declared that the par-

(Continued on Page 3)

Charlotte, Dallas Union

Pacts Set at N. Y. Parley

Agreements were reached here
yesterday between IATSE officials

and major company exchange heads
on pacts covering exchange em-
ployes in Charlotte and Dallas. The

(Continued on Page 4)

Defined: Holdover
Talking to the GB conventioneers at

luncheon yesterday at the St. Moritz,
Howard S. Cullman provided a new
definition for "holdovers." Said when
he first came into the Roxy manage-
ment he asked his secretary the meaning
of the term and she explained that a
distributor holdsover and holdsover a
picture and never ships it to a theater.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 25% 25% 25% + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 31 30% 31

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3% 3'/2

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 14 13'/4 14 + 1

East. Kodak 1773/4 177 177% + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 25]/4 24 245/8 — %
Loew's, Inc 81 80% 81 + %
do pfd
Paramount 22 21 % 21 % + %
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film 83/4 75/8 83/8 + %
RKO 85/8 8% 8% + l/4
20th Century-Fox . 36% 35% 35%
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14% 13% 14V4 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 100 10014+ %
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 93% 923/4 93% + 3/4

RKO 6s41 109 108 109 + 2%
Warner's 6s39 94 94 94

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 2% 2% + %
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 % — %
Technicolor 283,4 28% 28% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 41/4 4l/4
Universal Picts

Lehman Corp. Disposes

of 20th-Fox Holdings

During the three months period
"between Mar. 1, 1937, and June 30,

1937, the Lehman Corp. sold 1,300
shares of 20th Century-Fox com-
mon and now holds none of that
stock according to the annual re-

port. The investment trust's only
film holdings are now in Paramount
and RKO.

Profit for the year ended June 20
last was $12,497,339.

• • • RETURNING aboard the Normandie Monday morn
the Rockettes arrive from their triumph at the Paris

Exposition where they were acclaimed the outstanding
feature of the Exposition, in competition with the famous danc-
ing troupes of the world so on Monday eve they will ap-
pear on the Music Hall stage in some of the numbers that made
'em a Parisian sensation following their stage appearance
they will be honored at a gala reception by W. G. Van Schmus
on the recreation roof

T
• • • A GRAND old showman is about to retire
Victor Morris, manager of Loew's Orpheum of Boston
where he has presided for 27 years his resignation takes
effect in September, when he plans to leave for the West Coast

they are giving him a big sendoff before that time
» v

• • • ONE OF twelve prize winners awarded citations
at a luncheon of the Federation for the Support of Jewish Phil-
anthropic Societies was Jules Levey of Warners the prizes
were given to men and women who were the leaders in the in-

dustrial division's campaign on behalf of the Federation
» v w

• • • A FAREWELL party to Joe Zimanich of National
Screen will be given Monday nite at Sardi's Joe is sailing
for his old home in Russia for a vacation trip. . . • Execu-
tives of Rockefeller Center and RKO Radio were guests of
March of Time Wednesday afternoon at the Music Hall pro-
jection room for a showing of the new release that feaures a
candid story of the Center

Fox N. J. Film Storage

Plant Swept by Flames

Little Ferry, N. J.—Fire yester-
day destroyed a storage plant owned
by the Fox Film Corp. A woman
and two children were severely
burned. Police estimated the dam-
age at $200,000. Blaze consumed
hundred of thousands of feet of
films, spread to five nearby houses,
destroyed two automobiles and tied
up highway traffic two hours. Fam-
ilies in nearby houses were awak-
ened by a series of explosions, none
of great violence. Hackensack fire-

men aided the local department in a
three hour battle to extinguish the
flames.

At 20th Century-Fox's home office

yesterday, it was said that the
vaults at the Little Ferry plant held
only old films. No inventory was
immediately available.

Louis F. Scott Dead
Denver—Louis F. Scott, 83, died

at his home in Denver. He was the
father of Ward Scott, of Kansas
City, district manager for M-G-M.
He is also survived by his wife,
Mary, and a daughter. Funeral ser-
vices and burial were in Denver.

Condor Counsel Quits
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Fulton Brylawski,

resigned late yesterday as Wash-
ington attorney for Condor Pictures.
At the SEC offices it was said that
the Condor registration statement is

still waiting approval, in the same
position as during the past several
weeks.

General Electric's Orders

Up 59% in First 6 Months

Schenectady—General Electric Co.
orders for the first six months jump-
ed up 59 per cent for the compar-
able period a year ago. Orders to-

taled $217,265,619; last year's to-

tal was $136,968,597.
The record first half was in 1929

when orders totaled $220,716,456.
Orders in the second quarter of

$111,518,589 compare with $77,398,-
718 in the 1936 quarter, an increase
of 44 per cent. The second quarter
this year was the largest since the
third period of 1929.

Dictograph Products Net
Income for '36, $152,761

Dictograph Products Co. Inc., re-

ports net income of $152,761 for
1936 after provision for all charges
and for surtax on undistributed
earnings. This compares with deficit

of $4,594 in 1945 and net profit of
$162,564 in 1934. Gross profits from
sales amounted to $1,225,657,
against $854,577 the year before.

B

N. J. Allied Meets Tuesday
Allied Theaters of New Jersey

will hold a meeting Tuesday at As-
bury Park's Berkeley-Carteret Ho-
tel at 1 p. m.

Ed Lewis Dead
Detroit—Ed Lewis, for 30 years

doorman at the old Temple Theater,
is dead.

Coming and Going

IRVING LESSER, who is now in Mexico, re-
turns to New York July 19.

LEWEN PIZOR was in New York yesterday
from Philadelphia.

GEORGE TRENDLE left New York yesterday
on his return to Detroit.

CHARLES LEONARD left for the Coast last
night to take up his new postiion as U. A.'s
West Coast advertising representative.

J. D. TROP, general manager of Harry Sher-
man Productions, has arrived from the Coast
by plane.

THE ROCKETTES, dancing troupe of the Radio
City Music Hall, return on Monday from the
Paris International Exposition and will appear
at the Music Hall that night.

ROSE STRADNER. Viennese actress recently
signed by M-G-M, arrives in New York Monday
on the Normandie.

ABE LYMAN, orchestra leader, sails from
New York today for the West Coast aboard the
California.

Sid Davidson, Warners
Ad Sales Manager, Quits

Sid Davidson, ad sales manager for
Warner Brothers, resigned yester-
day. Previously director of exploi-
tation for the company, Davidson
had been with Warners for the last
eight years. His immediate activity
will be in connection with a World's
Fair exhibit in which the N. Y.
Zoological Society is tied in; later,
he expects to return to the industry.
His successor at Warners will be
announced shortly.

Weisman Continuing
Judge Martin T. Manton of the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yes-
terday signed an order continuing
Milton C. Weisman as receiver of
Fox Theaters Corp. for an addition-
al six months period.

Mono. Drive Over the Top
Monogram has gone over the top

in its $1,500,000 nine-week sales
drive which ends today, The Film
Daily learned yesterday. Winners
of prizes for sales records will be
announced next week.

JULY 10
Joan Marsh

Dudley Murphy
Sam Wood

William M. Conselman
JULY 11

Walter Wanger
Sally Blane
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12 "A" PRODUCTIONS
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up. They are Jessie Matthews, and
Anna Lee, each of whom will appear
in three vehicles; and Nova Pilbeam
and Anna Neagle, each being sched-
uled for two productions. Alfred
Hitchcock, Robert Stevenson and
Marcel Varnel are down on the list

for directorial efforts.

Following is the GB program:
"Non Stop New York", roman-

tic melodrama, starring Anna Lee,
and John Loder, Desmond Tester,

James Pirrie, Francis Sullivan and
Frank Cellier. Directed by Robert
Stevenson.

"Sailing Along," a Jessie Mat-
thews musical, with Jack Whiting
as her masculine lead and dancing
partner. Music by Arthur Johnston
and lyrics by Maurice Sigler.

"Look Out For Love," musical,
starring Anna Neagle and Tullio

Carminati. A Herbert Wilcox pro-
duction. Directed by Herbert Wil-
cox. Music by the Hollywood team
of Lerner, Goodhart and Hoffman.
"Empty World," mystery melo-

drama, starring Nova Pilbeam.
"The Show Goes On," a melo-

drama, starring Anna Neagle, with
Tullio Carminati and Leslie Banks.
Directed by Herbert Wilcox from
an original story by Herman Man-
ciewicz.

"Sparkle," a second Jesse Mat-
thews musical.
"A Girl Mustj Live/' romantic

comedy starring the spectacular
Anna Lee with Lilli Palmer, a Vien-
nese importation.
"Wedding Dream," a romantic

drama starring Nova Pilbeam.
"Glamorous Lady," Jessie Mat-

thews' third for the season.
"The Unconquered Woman," with

Anna Lee starred in a drama.
"Lady Of La Paz." Based on the

successful stage play of that name,
which in turn was adapted from the
Elinor Mordant best-seller.

"The Girl Pat," modern epic of
the sea.

Weeks, in welcoming sales repre-
sentatives from all parts of the
country, at the opening session yes-
terday, said:
"The Gaumont organization in

this country must be recognized as
an essential part of the industry as
a whole, too essential a part to be

AS SEEN BY

—THE PRESS

^AGENT

Dorothy Lamour is planning one of

Hollywood's most unusual homes. Each
room will be designed to commemorate
a motion picture in which she has ap-
peared.—Paramount.

Down the Gaumont-British Trail

TESTER ROSENTHAL, who com-
mutes between the Omaha and

Des Moines offices, says the new
fast trains make the alternate fields

of corn and beans in Iowa and Ne-
braska look like succotash.

Maz Mazur warns the New York
boys they must never rib him about
Chicago's climate, after the dog
days he has been spending in N. Y.

Fred Wagoner is still sporting
that swell lingerie (haberdashery to
you) of which he won practically a
trunkful last year in the Lee Sprint.

George Rosenbaum of Buffalo was
found looking into Central Park
through binoculars from the St.

Moritz Sky Gardens, and calling out
the varieties of vegetation he could
name. Rosenbaum travels around in

the verdant country of his territory

so much, he considers himself quite
an authority on nature's produc-
tions, to say nothing of GB produc-
tions.

Marcel Mekelburg has gained ten

pounds since he was transferred

from Albany to Boston. Must be
the beans.

Bill Berry didn't omit a single
dialect in his story-telling last night,
and, as usual, didn't omit laughing
louder at his own jokes than his

listeners.

On the theory that "still waters
run deep," Arthur Greenblatt keeps
a hawk-like watch on Irving Landes,
who has the quietest manner.

Sol Kravitz has appointed him-
self bodyguard to Sam Levine of

Boston. Sam has a habit of falling

over cars, and stumbling over man-
holes even in his home town, so

Sol thought he surely needed guid-
ance in the big city.

George Wheeler had heard so
much about the beautiful show girls

bicycling in Central Park, he insist-

ed on doing some exploring.

On the slightest provocation Joe
Loeffler produce^ that new batch of

pictures of his little girl, who really

is a beauty.

GB's Setup Is Unchanged
Lee Informs Convention

(.Continued from Page 1)

ent company in England rests on
firm financial basis, "as strong and
as big as it ever was."

In part, he said:

"As far as its financial status

is concerned, one major American
company has had an interest in Gau-
mont British for some time, and
only recently another major com-
pany saw fit to buy its way into GB.
You can't ask for anything better

than that.

"The picture industry inEngland
has gone through a lot of growing
pains—certain producers have seen
fit to offer technicians and players
whatever amount of money they
asked; the insurance companies and
financial district just poured money
into the picture business. But this

is all over, and England will soon
be producing good pictures and pic-

tures suitable for America, on a
commercial basis."

destroyed by rumors. It is a struc-
ture too vital to be wrecked. It is

a property too valuable to be
scrapped. It has been carefully built

by the efforts of many people, and
in consequence it is a highly ser-
viceable organization from which
much good will come."
The conventioneers, plus guests,

lunched at the St. Moritz roof yes-
terday noon with Lee and Weeks
present. Howard S. Cullman of the
Roxy spoke and said complimentary
things about the GB product he
has played. Other guests, who took
bows, included Ralph Poucher, Wil-
liam Powers, Irving Barry, Eddie
Cabel, Milt Hossfeld, Aubrey
Schenck, Jack Miller and 0. J. Sil-

verthorne, Toronto censor.

WB Summer Production Hits

Peak; 10 Before Cameras

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production on the

Warner lot at Burbank, has reached
its highest summer peak, with 10

big pictures now before the cam-
eras. Most important of these is

"Tovarich," cinematic version of the
current Broadway hit, in which
Claudette Colbert and Charles
Boyer are co-starred, under the di-

rection of Anatole Litvak.
Others in production are Mervyn

LeRoy's "The Great Garrick," based
on the life of the English actor and
starring Brian Aherne and 01 ivia de
Havilland; "Submarine D-l," story
of the Navy starring Pat O'Brien,
George Brent, Gloria Dickson,
Wayne Morris and Frank McHugh;
"Expensive Husbands," with Bev-
erly Roberts and Patric Knowles
topping the cast; "Varsity Show,"
musical with Dick Powell and Fred
Waring and his Pennsvlvanians;
"The Perfect Specimen," comedy co-

starring Errol Flvnn and Joan Blon-
dell; "Missing Witness," a racket-
eering tale with John Litel, Jean
Dale and Dick Purcell; "Two Pla-
toons," with Dick Foran, Ann Sheri-
dan and Robert Armstrong; and
"Sergeant Murphy," in which Ron-
ald Reagan and Mary Maguire head
the cast.

Rowlands Building Third
Columbus, 0.—Construction will

start shortly on a new movie the-
ater with 1,500 seating capacity and
adjacent parking space for 750 au-
tomobiles which will be completed
about Nov. 1. The theater is being
built by F. W. Rowlands, operator of
+he Parsons and Columbia houses
here.

SECOND QUARTER BIZ

OFF IN GULF STATES

(Continued from Page 1)

ever, all indications point to a rise

in the Fall.

Double features continue to be a
matter of argument, but in the ter-

ritory there appears to be no in-

stances of its use on any strong
r even moderately successful prod-

uct.

Some exhibitors insist that they
still need cash prizes and dishes but
the "dish situation" generally has
become less serious. While cash
still holds on, many showmen have
dropped money giveaways, finding
that it took too much of the long
green to even get a full house.
The quarter's construction recoi'd

does not appear startling at first

fiance. Remodeling and air condi-
tioning installations continue.

Actual, building has decreased, if

*~he number of houses is considered,
but judged from the outlav of money
and the better houses which will re-

sult, the second quarter probably
shows an increase. Finer houses
are scheduled for Baton Rouge, and
Shreveport, Lh.. as well as Jackson,
Miss. JuoVed from the number of
houses built, the second quarter is

probably 5 per cent under the first
quarter; judged by financial invest-
ment, it probably tops it.

Ex-Projectionist Is Held
In Theater Blaze Probe

Littlestown, Pa.—H. Donald Car-
baugh, 32, ex-theater projectionist,
was held without bail in the Adams
County Jail after he was accused of
having set fire to the Regent The-
ater and then beating the proprie-
tor, W. B. Starr. Carbaugh lost his
license as a projectionist several
months ago and, following his dis-
missal as operator at the theater,
got a job in a Baltimore garage but
returned to Littlestown this week.
The blaze was confined to the stage
and one side wall.

WB Sit-Down Strike Ends
Philadelphia, Pa.—Sit-down strike

by members of a CIO union at the
Warner exchange here was at an
end yesterday, but similar union
gesture, plus picketing, continued at
UniversaFs branch.

Start $125,000 Theater
Winchester, Mass. — Work has

been started here on a new $125,-
000 theater for the Winchester The-
ater Co.

SICK REPORT

Oscar R. Hanson is a patient at
the Toronto Western Hospital, Tor-
ronto, recuperating after an appen-
dicitis operation.

Little Rock, Ark.—Dick Powell is
here, called by the illness of his
mother, Mrs. Ewing Powell.
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HOLLYWOOD
"DEHIND announcement of the re-

lease of "Saratoga," Jean Har-
low's last picture, on July 23, lies

the story of one of the most un-
usual technical tasks ever attempted
in a Hollywood studio.

When a flood of letters began
pouring in demanding the release

of the film, the company was faced

with the problem of completing the

few unfinished scenes in the script

in which Miss Harlow had not ap-

peared. Director Jack Conway's
solution was to re-write these scenes

to eliminate as far as possible the

character Miss Harlow played, re-

editing scenes already made to con-

form with the new treatment. For-
tunately the ending of the film, with

Miss Harlow and Clark Gable, had
already been shot.

Miss Harlow had appeared in all

sequences up to the next to the last

reel of the production. Final two
reels of the picture were re-writ-

ten so that most of the action oc-

curred in the exterior reproduction

of the race track. A double was
used in the re-written scenes of this

reel, but her appearances were min-
imized. Only long shots were made,
the double appearing in most cases

with her back to the camera. In no
instance is her face seen. Supple-

mentary "detail" shots were made,
entering doors and running across

lawns, to tie in with scenes already

made by Miss Harlow.
T V »

M-G-M will star Gladys George
in "Madame X". Sam Wood will

direct.

T T T
With the appearance of Burgess

Meredith in the title role of "Ham-

Springfield Biz Slumps

40-60% ; Blame Dog Track

(Continued from Page 1)

cus, the dog track and the motor-

cycle races, all distributing large

numbers of passes, combined to

make the afternoon and evening the

worst show period he had ever seen.

Charlotte, Dallas Union

Pacts Set at N. Y. Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

agreements cover hours and wages.

Other details are left for local nego-

tiation. The new contracts increase

the number of agreements made
with exchange unions to about 15.

Union Rejects Peace Offer
League of Women Shoppers has

sent out notice to hundreds of the-

aters throughout the country that

its members will boycott showings
of Fleischer cartoons until settle-

ment of the strike with the Com-
mercial Artists and Designers
Union. The union has turned down
the settlement proposal made by the
management.

HO'SWHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 100 © o ©

BUCK JONES. Actor, producer, director. Born Vincennes, Ind. Married

to the former Odille Osborne. Daughter, Maxine. In pictures 18 years.

Grew up on 3000-acre cattle ranch in Oklahoma, amid horses, saddles, guns

and "wild west" background. Left home in his

teens to enlist in U. S. Army. Saw active ser-

vice on the Mexican border, in the Philippines.

Wounded in the leg by a Moro outlaw, was
shipped back to U. S. Assigned to First Avia-

tion Squadron, flew some of the oldest planes

in use by Army. Tested race cars in 1913, and

following year joined Miller 101 Ranch Show as

trick roper and bronc rider. Went to Cali-

fornia with Ringling Bros, in 1917, quitting the

circus to enter films. Started as extra at Uni-

versal for $5 a day. Has made 150 pictures,

for Fox, Columbia and Universal. Completes in

August, three-year contract with Universal by

which he produced his own pictures. Takes

pride in his 85-foot-yacht, Sartartia, which per-

mits him to indulge in hobby, deep-sea fishing.

Stands 6 ft. Hair, brown. Eyes, dark blue.

let" and Walter Abel as Horatio in

the most famous of dramas, RKO
Radio will be well represented in

the inaugural program of the

Columbia Broadcasting System's
Shakespeare Cycle when the series

opens Monday, from 9 to 10 P. M.,

EDST. Both stars are under con-

tract to the film company and will

be featured with Ann Sothern in

"Don't Forget to Remember," now
in work at RKO Radio.

T T t ,

Grand National has assigned Ben
Pivar to produce the company's sec-

ond Stuart Erwin feature, "Face the

Facts," which has been postponed

to permit Erwin to play in, "I'll

Take Romance," at Columbia.
T » T

Warners has awarded a new con-
tract to Edmund Goulding, film di-
rector and writer, under which he
will make at least four more im-
portant pictures on the Warner lot.

T T
Signing of men is progressing

rapidly for the new M-G-M cartoon
unit. Fred C. Quimby, is currently
interviewing and selecting artists
and technical talent, prior to the
opening on Aug. 16 of the new
$200,000 cartoon lab unit. Mean-
while other Culver City facilities

have been turned over to the unit.
First series to be made will be the
newspaper serial, "The Captain and
the Kids."

T T
Joseph O'Donnell and Stanley

Roberts are scripting an original
musical for Maurice Conn titled,
"Thanks for Listening." It will
probably be used as a story for
Pinky Tomlin.

T T
Uncle Sam may be forced to

change the navy's recruiting slogan
to "Join the fleet and get into the
movies." Lloyd Bacon, directing
Warners' "Submarine D-l," cast
Cornelius Coen, submarine seaman,
first class, for a role in the picture
within 24 hours after his enlistment
expired. * * *
Paramount yesterday renewed its

player contract with Porter Hall,
who is scheduled to play an out-
standing part in "Wells Fargo" the
Frank Lloyd production in which
Bob Burns, Frances Dee and Joel
McCrea will play leading roles.

T T T
Milan Roder has just completed

the music for many of the outstand-
ing scenes in Paramount's "Souls
at Sea." He also composed and or-
chestrated music for many scenes
in "Exclusive" and "Easy Living."
He also worked with Eric W. Korn-
gold on the score for "The Prince
and the Pauper," "Anthony Ad-
verse" and "Another Dawn."

Casting assignments : Columbia
—Robert Allen, Bess Flowers, "The
Awful Truth"; Al Rhein, Bud Wiser,
"Flashing Skates"; Universal —
Charles Doherty, Lee Moore, Jimmy
O'Gatty, Frank Lackteen, David
Takahashi.

Musicians' Executive Com.
Parley In N. Y. on July 26

(Continued from Page 1)

act on proposals to ban synchron-
ization of music with films except
under certain conditions and a gen-
eral limiting of elecricai transcrip-

tions and recordings.

Bijou Amusement Company
Closes Deal With Republic

The Bijou Amusement Co. has
closed a deal with Republic which
gives that organization complete
representation on its 1936-37 pro-

gram of features and westerns,
1937-38 features, westerns and ser-

ials, and 1938-39 serials in the fol-

lowing situations:

Durham, Spartanburg', Raleigh,
Winston-Salem, Columbia, Green-
ville, Charleston, Charlotte, Ashe-
ville, Savannah, Macon, Knoxville,
Augusta, Houston, Little Rock, Okla.

City, Tulsa, New Orleans, Baton
Rouge, and three situations in Nash-
ville.

Seasonal Closings Fewest

In Years, Survey Reveals

(Continued from Page 1)

season will show an increase, as will

non-theatrical competition from free
merchants' shows. A sharp rise in

the latter is reported especially in

Northern Michigan.
In some sections, merchants in

theater-less towns are transforming
streets into "film houses".

Resort theaters canvassed gener-
ally report business as "healthy".

In the Gulf States, while summer
biz drops more than 15 p.c, closings
will be few and of no importance.

Badminton on Fox Stage

Detroit—Fox, Jess Willard, na-
tional badminton champion, and his

partner, Bill Hurley, Pacific Coast
champion, who have both appeared
in film shorts on the game, opened
t the Fox Theater yesterday in a
demonstration of the gamp Man-
ager David M. Idzal of the Fox is

promoting the ideal of special

sports events as featured part of

the regular stage show.

Roxy Foreclosure Threat
Made by Pounds Counsel

(Continued from Page 1)

there are three claimants to com-
mission for having introduced 20th

Century-Fox into the Roxy picture.

This became known when Judge
Caffey denied the application of the
Roemer-Kenny Co. and George Gar-
son to be identified as the brokers
who interested 20th Century-Fox in
the Roxy so that they could later
ask allowances, for services. Judge
Caffey held that they should apply
at the proper time for asking allow-
ances and disclosed that one other
person also claims to have brought
20th Century-Fox into the Roxy
picture.

eCRCA Sound for Gramer^/
Arthur M. Rapf and Michael Ru- ;

den have contracted for the instal-

lation of an RCA sound system in!]

a new 600-seat theater which they ;

are building at 127 East 23rd Street.

The new house will be named the
f j

Gramercy.
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See Sr^^^jM^. Producers Hurt by Brit Quota Plan

WARNERS PLAN PREVIEWS IN 31 CITIES AUG. 9-10

Expect Arthur To Run Roxy Under 20th-Fox Regime
De Luxer to Change Hands

Between August 15 and

September 1

With 20th Century-Fox expected
to take over control of the Roxy
somewhere between Aug. 15 and
Sept. 1 under the reorganization
plan which has been approved,
Harry Arthur is expected to con-
tinue to operate the big de luxer,

with the Skouras interests, which
are associated with the Sidney R.

(.Continued on Page 4)

6-3 B. I. P. PICTURES

SET FOR U.S. RELEASE

Alliance expects to bring to this

country between six and eight B. I.

P. productions, stated Budd Rogers,
American representative, yesterday
in New York. These will be select-

ed from the list of 16 pictures
planned by the John Maxwell out-

fit for the 1937-38 season.
Understanding is that some of the

films which are regarded as suitable

for the U. S. market will be sold

through .GB.

RCA Installations up 300 P. C. For Six Months
An increase of almost 300 per cent in the number of High Fidelity sound system

installations during the first six months of the current year, as compared with 1935,
was announced by Edwin M. Hartley, RCA Photophone head, Saturday. During June,

he stated, more than five times as many installations were contracted for over June,

1936, making an all-time high for the month.

SET EXCHANGE SCALES

ON INDIVIDUAL BASIS

Wage scales being worked out in

connection with contracts being ne-
gotiated by the new exchange em-
ployees' unions and distributors will

not involve a national setup in this

respect but instead each territorial

plan will be tailored to meet local

conditions. Only tentative agree-
ments, subject to approval by dis-

tributor home office executives, have
(Continued on Page 4)

PARA. THEATER SETUP

NOT TO BE TOP HEAVY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Predicting that Para-

mount is having its biggest year in

the history of its theater operations,

President Barney Balaban, before
leaving for New York where he is

due today, declared that the com-
pany does not intend to become top

heavy in its exhibition holdings.

Balaban admitted that he has been
(Continued on Page 11)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Loew Net Up $4,324,227—Berlin Television Test

Musicians' Body Views Ascap

Membership Move Favorably

If Ascap makes membership ap-
plication to the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, we will accept

the application, it was said Saturday
by George B. Henderson, A.F. of M.
vice-president in answer to reports

that Ascap might join the musicians'

union.
Henderson said that Ascap has

not yet made any application but
that it would be admitted to mem-
bership into the A. F. of M. as an
r^Vate organization that would

LJrn itself, but pay a per capita

tax to the A. F. of M.

Censors Want Taverns Taxed
Seattle, Wash.—Local Board of The-

ater Supetvisors (censors to you) pro-

poses a tax on beer taverns booking
vaude in opposition to movie houses.

By GEORGE
DOMESTIC
Both its own enterprise and the

rising tide of general prosperity in

filmland were reflected in Loew's re-

port at midweek of a net profit of

$11,714,722 for the 40 weeks' period

ended June 3, last, as compared
with $7,390,495 for the same period

in 1936, thus showing a gain of $4,-
(Contimicd o

H. MORRIS— =
FOREIGN
Televised film vs. televised play

was given a tryout in Berlin, tele-

vision execs using both film and
stage action to present a comedy,
"Herr Kubanke's Recreation." Re-
ception was mixed, the stage action
scoring with the more sophisticated
section of the audience. It was sig-
n Page 11)

Believe Proposed Eng. Quota Law

To Cripple Some American Outfits

Film-Minded Groups, Exhibi-

tors to See Eight Pictures

At Showings
With object of obtaining produc-

tion guidance from civic, church and
educational agencies, in addition to

exhibitors, and to show what has
been accomplished by the company
so far for the 1937-38 seasons, War-
ner Bros, is planning to hold pre-

views in 31 cities on Aug. 9 and 10.

Eight pictures will be screened in

each city and forums are planned to

obtain ideas for future productions.

Summarizing the plan, Gradwell

L. Sears, general sales manager, on
(Continued on Page 11)

10,000 ACCOUNTS

IS M-G-M'S TARGET

Warner Bros. Circuit Effects

Switches in Pittsburgh Zone

Pittsburgh — Several permanent
and temporary changes in person-

nel have been announced by Warner
Brothers Circuit here. George Bron-

son, manager of the Enright has re-

signed. William Hoch of the Plaza
(Continued on Page 4)

The minimum negative cost re-

quirements under the proposed new
British quota law will deal a severe

body blow to the smaller American
producers which virtually amounts
to a "freezeout" in the English mar-
ket, according to well-informed

sources yesterday. Under the plan

as it now stands, 20 per cent of

footage handled by renters in Eng-
(Coulinued on Page 4)

M-G-M is shooting at a 10,000 ac-

counts mark in connection with the

season of 1937-38, according to a

spokesman yesterday in New York.

The company's circuit selling is vir-

tually completed for the new year's

product, it was stated.

Lee Talks About GB Product

As Sales Meeting Concludes

Production plans for GB 1937-38

releases, particularly from the angle

of star and director values, was dis-

cussed by Arthur A. Lee, vice-presi-

dent, at the company's annual sales

convention Saturday at the St.

Moritz Hotel. He prophesied that

Anna Lee will become one of the

industry's outstanding box office

The convention closed yesterday
(Continued on Page 4)

130 Houses in U. A. Deal

Under the United Artists product deal

invo'ving 130 theaters, just closed with

the Loew circuit nationally, 66 houses

in the metropolitan area will get the

1937-38 lineup and 64 theaters in im-

portant situations elsewhere. Eight Lon-

don Films' productions are included in

the buy.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 35/8 3 14 314

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 14 13'/2 1314 — 14

East. Kodak .......178 1773/4 178 + 14

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq 245/s 2414 24 1/2 — Va

Loew's, Inc 8014 80 80—1
do pfd

Paramount . . .- 21 % 21 14 21 1/2 — l/4

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film 814 83/8 8y2 + Va

RKO 8% 8V4 85/8 + i/
8

20th Cent.-Fox .... 35'/2 3514 3514 — Va

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros ' 1414 14'/g 141/4

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46... 100 100 100

Loew 6s 41 ww 9914 9914 9914

Par. B'way 3s 55

Par. Picts. 6s 55... 100 100 100 — 14

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 94 93 94

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/8 23/8 23/8 — '/8

Monogram

Sonotone Corp 1 14 1 14 1 14

Technicolor 28 28 28 — 14

Trans-Lux 414 4'/8 4l/
8 — Vs

Universal Picts

Holdover at Paramount
The New York Paramount will

hold Martha Raye in person and
"Easy Living" on the screen for a
second week starting Wednesday.

Set Columbia Release
"It Can't Last Forever" will be

released by Columbia on July 15.

H The Broadwav Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Knight Without Armor (United Artists-Korda) Music Hall
Easy Living (Paramount) Paramount
The Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) Capitol
Two Who Dared (Grand National) Roxy
Heart's Desire (GB) 55th St. Playhouse
The Great Gambini (Paramount) Criterion
The Three Legionnaires (General Films) (a) Rialto
Killers of the Sea (Grand National) (a) Rialto
Fly Away Baby (Warner Bros.) (a) Palace
Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace
Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox)—4th week Rivoli

The Singing Marine (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Strand
Damaged Lives (Welden)—5th week Central

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)—10th week Astor
The Road Back (Universal)—4th week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Tales from the Vienna Woods (Viennese film)—4th week Belmont
"M" (German film)— (a-b)—Gth week World
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer International) (a-b)—6th week World
The Thirteen (Amkino)—4th week Cameo
La Commedia Fra I Pazzi (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway-Cine Roma

FUTURE OPENINGS
They Won't Forget (Warner Bros.)—July 14 Strand
Juggernaut (Grand National)—July 14 Globe
New Faces of 1937 (RKO)—July 15 (a-b) Palace

Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox)—July 15 (a) Palace
Super Sleuth (RKO)—July 16 Roxy
Exclusive (Paramount)—July 21 Paramount
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—July 21 (d) Astor

Souls at Sea (Paramount)—July 28 (d) Globe
Toast of New York (RKO) (c) Music Hall

Midnight Madonna (Paramount) (c) Criterion

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

Schines to Build $50,000

Film Theater In Wooster

Wooster, O.—The Schine Wooster
Theater Co. has acquired a down-
town site here and will erect a mo-
vie theater, to cost approximately
$50,000 it has been announced. Con-
struction of the new theater, which
will have a seating capacity of 1,000

will be started late this summer.
Schines also operate the Liberty
theater here.

Frank Clifford Dies
Chicago—Frank Clifford, age 55,

business manager for the Chicago
Operators' Union No. 110, is dead.
He was operated on at the Illinois

Central Hospital and never recov-
ered. John P. Smith is acting busi-

ness manager until new appoint-
ment is made.

Seeks Bank Night Sub
Denver—Everett Cummings, man-

ager for the Tri-State Theaters, was
in Denver for a few days to investi-

gate giveaways looking for some-
thing to take the place of Bank
Night in Omaha, since it was ruled
illegal in Nebraska.

Chelsea House Darkened
Boston—M. & P. have closed the

Broadway Theater in Chelsea for

the remainder of the summer. Al-
terations will probably be made be-
fore reopening.

Steiner Quits Tobis
Joseph Steiner has resigned as

general sales manager of American
Tobis Corp. He will announce his

future plans in a few days.

Wilmington Chancellor Plans

Stockholders Suit Hearing

Wilmington — Chancellor Wolcott
will hold final hearing in Chancery
Court here in September in the in-

junction suit of Norman Johnson,
a stockholder, against Consolidated
Film Industries, in which a prelim-
inary injunction has already been
granted by Chancellor. Johnson op-

posed the corporation's attempt to

refuse pay the accrued dividends

on preferred stock in its recapitali-

zation plan.

To Ban Sunday Shows
Washington—Following the clos-

ing of the Wilson Theater in Ar-
lington, Va., directly after its re-

cent Sunday opening, Arlington
County authorities announced that
further violations of the Virginia,

"blue law" by Sunday movies will

be prosecuted.

Flannery to Frisco
Seattle, Wash. — Jack Flannery,

who has been directing National
Screen Service's activities here, is

to be resident manager in San Fran-
cisco as soon as National Screen's

new building there is completed.

Spanish House Darkened
Fort Worth, Tex.—The Capitol,

second-run Main Street theater,

which recently was given over to

showing Spanish pictures only, has

closed. Ramon Escojido was man-
ager.

"Madonna" for Criterion
The Criterion will open Friday

evening with Paramount's "Mid-
night Madonna."

Coming and Goinc*

'

BARNEY BALABAN returns to New York to-
day after a Hollywood visit.

JOE FRIEDMAN sails from New York Wed-
nesday on the Normandie on his return to Lon-
don.

MYRON FAGIN has gone to the Coast from
New York.

CHARLES BEAHAN goes to Maine late this
month from New York.

MRS. MARK OSTRER is en route to England
from New York.

JAOK RUGER has gone to Miami Beach and
Nassau from New York.

STANTON GRIFFIS is due in New York today
from the Coast.

PAUL RAIBURN returns to New York today
from Hollywood.

ANNA MAY WONG arrives in New York
today on the Normandie from abroad.

MARY LEWIS is due in New York today from
Europe.

CHARLES FARRELL returns to New York to-
day on the Normandie.

BELLE BAKER is a passenger on the Nor-
mandie which arrives in New York today from
Europe.

MAX GORDON is due in New York today en
board the Normandie.

JOE JACKSON returns to this country today
when the Normandie arrives.

RALPH BLUM. Coast agent, and his wife,
CARMEL MEYERS, arrive in New York today
on the Normandie.

WILLIAM GOETZ returns to New York today
from a trip abroad.

THE ROCKETTES, 46 in number, return to
New York today on the Normandie.

V. WOLFSON of the Leland Hayward office
left for the Coast by plane Saturday.

Buys Into Mayflower
London (By Cable)—John Max-

well, head of the B. I. P. inter-
ests, has acquired a substantial in-
terest in Mayflower Productions.
Maxwell has just signed Erich Pom-
mer, producer-director, and Charles
Laughton to each make three pic-
tures this year. It is reported likely
that the magnate will make a trip
to the United States in the near
future.

JULY 12
Hunt Stromberg
Tod Browning
Jean Hersholt
Jetta Goudal
Mike Connolly
Sam Mintz



ITS A BIG

-And there are dozens of other blaz-

ing sequences just as big that make

SAN QUENTI

I

Your Next Great Thrill Show from WARNER BROS.

YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU
to a new high in hot weather pro-

motion if you study the 48 easy

exploitation ideas in the

PRESS BOOK OUT TODAY!

Supporting Cast Includes

Ann Sheridan • Barton MacLane
Joseph Sawyer and others

Directed by Lloyd Bacon
A First National Picture



EXPECT HARRY ARTHUR

TOSTAYATTHEROXY
(Continued from Page 1)

Kent outfit, anticipated to also fig-

ure in the new scheme of things.

A report that Howard S. Cullman,
at present trustee of the Roxy, will

continue with the house is not cred-

ited in well-informed quarters.

Upon acquisition of the theater,
20th Century-Fox will use it as its

Broadway show-window. Product
will also include some of the GB re-

leases.

Lee Talks About GB Product

As Sales Meeting Concludes

(Continued from Page 1)

following individual meetings be-

tween home office executives and
field men. New season product was
detailed by Lee and George W.
Weeks, general sales manager, at

the Saturday session, when four
weeks' salary was awarded R. W.
Selig, Denver branch manager, as

winner of the George W. Weeks
sales drive. Mark Goldman, Pitts-

burgh and Walter Wessling, Port-

land, respectively, won second and
third awards. Albert Margolies dis-

cussed publicity and Al Selig adver-

tising.

Saturday night a banquet took

place.

Warner Bros. Circuit Effects

Switches in Pittsburgh Zone

(Continued from Page 1)

takes his place. Ernest Leiberman
of the Model goes to the Plaza and
Carl Czolba takes over the Model.
While Joe Feldman is on vacation,

Don Wermuth, now on field exploita-

tion, will run the advertising and
publicity department.

Northwest Allied Moves
Minneapolis—Offices of the Allied

Theater Owners of the Northwest
have been moved. Formerly at 1011
Currie Avenue, the offices are now
in the World Theater Building at

16 No. 7th Street, where W. Al
Steffes, president, maintains an
office.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Irene Dunne has occupied her Holmby
Hills home over a year but never com-
pletely furnished it because of her heavy
picture schedule.

—PARAMOUNT.

• • • AS FINE a bunch of go-getters as can be found
anywhere in the film biz that G B gang in con-
vention assembled at the St. Moritz last Friday, Saturday and
yesterday it is a grand tribute to the power of compe-
tent leadership that most of the men present (the heads
of the various branches and territorial divisions) started
with Arthur Lee and George Weeks at the very beginning of
the organization selling product that does not originate
in Hollywood is by way of being a real test of selling ability

and all these men have qualified on that tough test
for this reason alone they command our great respect

and admiration and that goes double for their leaders,
Lee and Weeks

• • • COAST-BOUND today sixteen members of
George Balanchine's American Ballet to start work in
"The Goldwyn Follies," new Technicolor musical Bal-
anchine himself has been on the Goldwyn lot for several weeks
creating special choreographic sequences for the picture
his modern interpellations of the balletic art created a sensa-
tion last season at the Metropolitan when he presented "The
Card Party" featured with the Balanchine ensemble will
be Zorina, the Continental dancing star and premiere ballerina
of the Monte Carlo Ballet

• • • FAREWELL luncheon given to Charlie Leonard
exploitation head of United Artists on the eve

of his departure to assume the newly created post of West
Coast advertising representative of the company Rod.,
ney Bush, eastern representative for Walter Wanger, presided

and Sammy Cohen discussed the ins and outs and ups
and downs of the film biz from the standpoint of An Outsider.
in the Jewish dialect a Wow a raft of telegrams
were read from Charlie's pals wishing him hard luck and glad
that he was leaving us Charlie arose gracefully and po-
litely said that he was glad to leave such bums, too
Gene Aiello did some nifty impersonations of members of the
U. A. staff

• • • DRAMATIC highlights of Warners' "They Won't
Forget" will be given over WEAF on Wednesday eve on the
"Movie Pilot" program ... • Liam O'Flaherty's new Irish

novel, "Famine," has been chosen as the October selection of
the Literary Guild it will be published by Random
House in September

• • • THE COLUMBIA players that amazing
dramatic group of young intellectuals amazingly working in the
film biz have completed casting for their first offering,

"The Family Upstairs" which will be presented in the
autumn as the leaves fall leading roles will be essayed
by such thespians as D. L. Anderson, Robert Lane, Elsie McKee,
and Dorothy Polak

• • • A PALMIST is working in the lounge of the Cri-

terion on Broadway this week Elizabeth Jane George
Will read your past, present and future just by looking at the

lines in your mitt if she can read the future, the theater

management should hire her permanently just to do the book-
ings

T T T
• • • A NOTE from Greg Dickson who is handling the
publicity for Walt Disney's animated animals on the coast

he sez he has settled the problem about casting "Gone
With the Wind" Donald Duck will play Rhett Butler

and Clara Cluck will appear as Scarlett O'Hara

Monday, July 12, 1937

SEE BRITISH QUOTA <

PLAN HURTING U, S,

(Continued from Page 1)

land must be of local origin and
these pictures must cost not less

than $75,000 apiece which is con-
sidered a prohibitive figure.

In event the proposals are ap-
proved by Parliament, which is

slated to receive them next fall,

prior to expiration of the present
law at the end of the current year,
major American outfits are con-
sidered likely to concentrate their

British exports on "A" productions.
If this occurs, a serious shortage
of product is about to develop, it

was pointed out.

« a « » » »

Set Exchange Scales

On Individual Basis

(Continued from Page 1)

been reached so far at conferences
held intermittently in New York.
One major problem experienced in

setting up the deals is the demand
of the unions, affiliated with the
IATSE, for a "closed shop." Work-
ing out of this matter, however, is

indicated.

Two Trans-Lux Houses

to Get RCA Photophone

Major L. E. Thompson and Percy
Furber have completed arrange-
ments for RCA Photonhone instal-

lation in the two new Trans-Lux
theaters located at Madison Avenue
and 85th Street, and at Lexington
Avenue and 52nd Street, respective-

ly. Latter house is scheduled to

open some time in October.

Ira Griffith Recovering
Minneapolis— Miss Ira Griffith,

private secretary for L. E. Goldham-
mer, branch manager of RKO, is on
her way to recovery after an emer-
gency operation Saturday.

Mendleson to Washington
Boston — Irving Mendleson, stu-

dent salesman of the Boston Branch
of Universal, has gone to Washing-
ton to take over his assignment with
the Company there.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Attendance at picture theaters in

Czechoslovakia during the first quarter

of 1937 was nine per cent higher than
for the same three months of 1936.



A NEW SEASON
AND A NEW POLICY

/ The approach of the 1937-

38 season brings a new era

in the sale of GB pictures— and

a new policy. . . . The past few

years have shown unmistakable

signs that both exhibitors and audi-

ences will generally support films of

high calibre. . . .That fact will be our

sole guide for the new season.The GB
program for 1937-38 will offer none

but Class "A" pictures — the finest

product to come from any studio. . .

.

In order to accomplish this goal, GB

will release a limited number of pic-

tures— not LESS THAN TWELVE— few

enough in number to guarantee

the maximum in quality and enter-

tainment. ... .That there may be

no doubt in the exhibitor's mind

as to our intentions and our

i confidence, GB will arrange, i

i for those exhibitors who /

prefer it, a picture-by- /

\ picture buying plan. /
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Lovely, Sparkling, Glorious! The

world's foremost dancing and sing-

ing star, in a class by herself as the

No. I Girl of the box-office. Jessie

Matthews will star in 3 big pro-

ductions. •
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"LADY OF LA PAZ"
Smashing stage success. Nota-

ble cast to be announced soon.

"THE GIRL PAT"

Front page newspaper scoop.

Rousing yarn of true adventure.
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H "JUtiU" from Hollywood "Lots
/>

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"W7TNFIELD SHEEHAN'S first

production will be Geza Herc-
zeg's screenplay, "Florian," based
on the novel by Felix Salten. It is

a story of Central Europe previous
to, during and following the World
War.

» »

Our Passing Show: Cecil B. De-
Mille, Richard Wallace, Ralph Bel-

lamy, Loretta Young, Pandro Ber-
man, Edward H. Griffith, Irving
Berlin, Michael Balcon, Joseph Man-
kiewicz, Douglas MacLean, Gene
Lockhart, Frank Mandel. Robert Al-
len, Arthur Landau, Walter Abel,
Jerry Horwin, Ivan Kahn, Frances
Marion, Gertrude Michael, Alfred
A. Cohn, John Emerson, Anita Loo=:,

Frances Farmer, Leif Erickson at

"Amphitryon 38."

T T T

Ladislaus Bus - Fekete's play,

"Jean," opens in New Haven Sept.

20, with Vincent Price, Madge
Evans, Lumsden Hare and Hilda
Spong in the cast, Watson Barrat is

the producer. The play will open in

New York Sept. 27. Twentieth
Century-Fox will make a picture
version of it, with Annabella as the
star.

T T

G. Carleton Brown, who co-au-
thored "Love on Parole," Miriam
Hopkins' starring vehicle for RKO
Radio, with Emanuel Manheim, is

the son of Methodist Bishop Wal-
lace Brown of Chattanooga, Tenn.
diocese.

T T r

Sol Lesser has signed Heather
Angel to play opposite Smith Bal-
lew in "Western Gold." Howard
Bretherton is directing.

Gus Peterson has been signed by
Trem Carr to handle photography
on "Adventure's End." Production
stars John Wayne. Supporting cast
includes Diana Gibson, Moroni 01-
sen, Montagu Love, Maurice Black,
Paul White, Cameron Hall, P. J.

Kelly, George Cleveland, Bill Sund-
holm James T. Mack, Glenn Strange,
Wally Home, James Lucas, Ben
Carter and Britt Wood. John Ful-
ton will handle special effects pho-
tography.

Y Y T

Major William Royle, Donald
Reed, and the Indian, Thundercloud,
have been cast in supporting roles
for Grand National's "Renfrew of
the Mounted," with Jimmy Newiil
and Phyllis Barry, which will be
produced and directed by Al Her-
mjpv The company leaves today
f Wation scenes at Big Bear.

» Y »

Jack Lambie, co-pilot with Dick
Merrill in their trans-atlantic flight

recently, has been signed by Mono-
gram to co-star with Merrill in his
forthcoming film, "Atlantic Flight."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 101 • • •

I EE MARCUS. Producer and production assistant to S. J. Briskin, vice-presi-

dent in charge of production at RKO Radio. Born and educated in Buffalo,

he is a tall, broad-shouldered man with a penchant for sports. Sixteen years

in picture business, he began as a film sales-

man upon leaving the Army. Has been asso-

ciated with RKO since that company bought

out FBO. Became vice president of RKO Radio,

later president of RKO Pathe; later yet, acted

as liason officer between East and West Coasts.

In addition to handling entire RKO short-subject

program, he produced series of successful

Wheeler and Woolsey comedies, and in recent

months also has produced "On Again — Off

Again," "We're on the Jury." Likes bowling,

golf, tennis, and, he adds, "good food."

Eric Taylor, noted magazine writ-
er, will author "The Port of Missing
Girls," and Betty Burbridge will do
the screenplay for "Telephone Oper-
ator," two Long Young productions,

for Monogram.

"The Girl Next Door," "Where
the West Begins" and "God's Coun-
try and the Man" are the three pro-

ductions which will be filmed in

August, according to W. Ray John-
ston, president of Monogram.

Spencer Charters has been as-

signed to "In Old Chicago," now in

production at 20th Century-Fox stu-

dios.

"Big Town Girl," an unpublished
-tory by Frances Whiting Reid, has

been purchased by 20th Century

-

Fox.

Jan Duggan, comedienne, has been
assigned a featured role in "Wife,
Doctor and Nurse," now in produc-

tion at 20th Century-Fox studios

with Warner Baxter, Loretta Young
and Virginia Bruce co-starring.

Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitch-
ell have just completed "In Our Lit-

tle Wooden Shoes," to be sung by
Shirley Temple in "Heidi," now be-

fore the cameras at 20th Century-
Fox.

Melville Cooper, now at work on
the Warner Bros, lot in Mervyn Le-
Roy's "The Great Warrick," has
been cast in the role of a banker in

the forthcoming cinematic version
of "Tovarich."

Dick Foran, hitherto seen chiefly
in Warner Bros, musical Westerns,
is undergoing a series of tests at
the Burbank studios for the role
of "The Red Shadow" in Warners'
forthcoming Technicolor production
of "Desert Song."

Filippine Film Productions, Inc.,

headed by G. F. Harris, has just
completed "Zamboanga," a story of
the Moro Sea Gypsies intended for
world-wide release.
The picture, closely akin to the

F. W. Murnau production, "Tabu,"
through its use of native actors,
theme and Far East locale, marks
the first definite invasion of the in-
ternational distribution field by
any Asiatic company.

Filippine Films has for years pro-
duced native features in Tagalog
and distributed them throughout
the Philippine and Hawiian Islands.
G. F. Harris, the producer, has ne-
gotiations on with a major distribu-
tor.

"The Female of the Species," an
original story, has been purchased
by S, J. Briskin, vice-president in

charge of production at RKO Radio,
and will be adapted to the screen
as a starring medium for Miriam
Hopkins. The picture will be pro-
duced by P. J. Wolfson, with Leigh
Jason directing.

Edward L. Cahn has signed a new
directorial contract with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer. Cahn is currently
completing "Black Lightning" at
the Culver City studios.

Columbia's feature, which during
early production was tentatively en-

titled "The Man Behind the Law"
will be released as "Counsel for
Crime." Otto Kruger, Douglass
Montgomery and Jacqueline Wells
are seen in the leading roles.

"Black Lightning" has gone into
production at the M-G-M studios
with Edward Cahn director. Bruce
Cabot, Edward Norris, Virginia
Gray and Cliff Edwards have the
principal roles, and Harry Rapf is

the producer.

Melville "Buddy" Shyer, veteran
production man, has been made pro-
duction manager on "La Vida Bo-
hemia," which will be made by Can-
tabria Films, with Rosita Diaz as
the star. Josef Berne will direct.

Wilson Collison, who authored 24
novels, 12 Broadway plays and 33
originals for the screen, is now at
M-G-M, where he is revamping
"The Rage of Paris," which was
originally planned for Jean Harlow
and for which Loretta Young is be-
ing slated.

Albert Lewin, assigned by Para-
mount as producer on the forthcom-
ing Carole Lombard-Frey MacMur-
ray starrer, "True Confessions,"
yesterday gave the signal for the
start of construction on sound
stages and on the "back lot" of 15
elaborate sets for use in filming of
the picture.

Director Mark Sandrich's signal
for the start of filming on RKO-Ra-
dio's "The Joy of Loving" in Aug-
ust, will mark the American film
debut of three foreign players dis-
covered and tested by the mega-
phonist on his European vacation.
They are Sonja Wigert, Norwegian
film favorite, Marie Jons, 22-year-
old lyric soprano of Berne, Switz-
erland, and Giovanni Columbo,
young Italian tenor.

Written by Allan Scott and
Charles Norman, with the former
scheduled to do the screenplay, "The
Female of the Species" will cast
Miss Hopkins in the role of a ricb
girl who falls in love with a youth-
ful odd-jobs man in Greenwich
Village.

Phil Harris and his ork, stars of
"So This is Harris," RKO Radio's
winner of the 1932-33 Academy
Short Subject Award, will appear
shortly in "Harris in the Spring,"
a short subject release produced by
Bert Gilroy and directed by Leslie
Goodwins for the same company.
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M-G-M 95 Mins.

UPROARIOUS AND NOVEL HAL ROACH
COMEDY THAT SHOULD PROVE SMASH
AT THE BOX-OFFICE.

In "Topper," Hal Roach has the most
novel picture made in a long time. Using

trick photography to furnish an uproarious

comedy, his production is so unorthodox
in technique that it will no doubt cause a

lot of comment. Given the exploitation

that it deserves, for the public must be
informed of how different this picture is,

it should be a box-office smash. The
screenplay by Jack Jevne, Eric Hatch and

fcddie Moran from Thorne Smith's original

story is a load of hilarious situations which
Roy Seawright has executed into a great

job of photographic effects. Smash gag
after gag results from these effects where
here you see it now you don't, here he is,

here he isn't, and such. The piece may
be fantastic, nutty, screwy, or anything

else like it, but it is highly enjoyable en-

tertainment. In construction it is sensible

even though the material isn't. The names
of Cary Grant and Constance Bennett
should mean something at the box-office.

They, with Roland Young, use their grand

comedy to splendid results on the lines

and situations. The picture should do

much to re-establish Miss Bennett to her

former position as a comedienne. Billie

Burke, Alan Mowbray, Eugene Paflette and

Arthur Lake cause much laughter in comic
roles. Norman Mcleod did an expert job

of directing a difficult subject. In switch-

ing back and forth from the existing to

the non-existing persons, things could very

easily have been messed up. As previewed

there is some unnecessary footage at the

start which slows up the action, but this

can easily be remedied and no doubt will.

However, when the fantastic is reached,

things move very quickly and interest is

held every inch of the way. Hal Roach's

picture, on which Milton Bren was associ-

ate producer, fits into the upper bracket

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer product. Con-
stance and Cary are killed in an auto acci-

dent. In estimating their qualifications

for heaven, they find they are kind of

short on credits but they feel a good deed
even now will turn the trick. Their friend,

Roland Young, is the mousey, downtrodden

husband of Billie Burke. Building him up

to assert himself will be this good deed.

In doing their job, they appear, vanish

quickly, speak without being seen, and

generally cause a lot of hilarity. Having

completed their task, Constance and Cary

promise they will make no further appear-

ances in any form.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Cary Grant,

Roland Young, Billie Burke, Alan Mowbray,
Eugene Pallette, Arthur Lake, Hedda Hop-
per, Virginia Sale, Theodore Von Eltz, J.

Farrell McDonald, Elaine Shepard, Doodles

Weaver, Si Jenks, "Three Hits and a Miss."

Producer, Hal Roach; Associate Producer,

Milton H. Bren; Director, Norman Z. Mc-
Leod; Author, Thorne Smith; Screenplay,

Jack Jevne, Eric Hatch, Eddie Moran; Cam-
eraman, Norbert Brodine, ASC; Art Direc-

tor, Arthur I. Royce; Editor, William Ter-

hune; Photographic Effects, Roy Seawright;

Sound, William Randall; Musical Arrange-

ments, Arthur Morton; Musical Conductor,

Marvin Hatley; Music and Lyrics, Hoagy
Carmichael.

Fly-Away Baby"
with Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane

Warners 60 Mins.

LIGHT LITTLE TRIFLE WITH THRILLS
AND COMEDY AND GLENDA FARRELL
AS THE GIRL REPORTER.

Made for the summer season and not to

be taken seriously. It is good for a rating

as the second on a dual bill, and won't

cause any excitement anywhere. Glenda
Farrell takes the part of Torchy Blane, the

girl reporter who has a hunch that another

rival reporter is the murderer wanted for

the killing of a gent who had considerable

diamonds in his possession. So it works
out into the reproduction of the recent air

trip flight around the world by three re-

porters representing New York newspapers.
Barton MacLane is cast in the role of the
girl's boy friend, he being a detective at

headquarters who doesn't believe the girl

reporter's theory lhat the slick rival report-

er is the murderer. And so around the
world they go with not much of anything
happening till they arrive at Frankfort in

Germany. There the detective joins the
world speeders, and he and the girl re-

porter-sleuth start to put the coils around
the suspect. It all comes to a climax
aboard the Zeppelin, with an undercover
brains of the diamond stealing gang doing

a suicide jump in midocean, but not before

he has bumped off the rival reporter for

pulling a double-cross. It is all very loose-

ly written and acted, for that matter.

Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane,
Gordon Oliver, Hugh O'Connell, Marcia
Ralston, Tom Kennedy, Joseph King, Ray-
mond Hatton, Gordon Hart, Anderson Law-
ler, Harry Davenport, Emmett Vogan,

George Guhl.

Director, Frank McDonald; Author, Doro-
thy Kilgallen; Screenplay, Don Ryan, Ken-
neth Garnet.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN
"Una Commedia Fra I

Pazzi"
("A Comedy Among Fools")

Cine Lux Corp. 70 Mins.

MILDLY DIVERTING SLAPSTICK COM-
EDY; APPEAL CONFINED TO ITALIAN-
SPEAKING FANS.

A thin, slapstick attraction whose major

and almost exclusive appeal is to Italian-

speaking patrons, for the attraction has no

English titles, and therefore the dialogue

cannot be understood by average audiences.

Action, however, is of such an elementary

character that the story can be followed

fairly well. It recounts, the tribulation of

a team of ham magicians who "hire" a job-

less French artiste to appear with them in

an act. The act is a flop. But in the

interim the comedians have become in-

dividually attracted to the girl. But she

spikes any complications by running away

with a young violinist. The magicians are

the brothers de Filippo, both of whom are

amusing and play their roles well. Their

partner,—while the partnership lasts,—is

Assia Norris.

Cast includes Assia Norris, Eduardo de

Filippo, Peppino de Filippo, et al.

Produced by CIA; Director, G. Richelli.

Presented at the Broadway Cine Roma.

On Again—Off
rko Again ' & Mins .

HEALTHY CROP OF LAUGHS IN
WHEELER-WOOLSEY COMEDY WHICH
SHOULD CLICK WITH THEIR FOLLOW-
ING.

This will please the Wheeler and Wool-
sey fans and will ring up a healthy total

of laughs. Edward F. Cline has done an

excellent job of guiding the comedians
in their various antics. Lee Marcus rates

credit as associate producer. Nat Perrin

and Benny Rubin fashioned a clever screen-

play. Dave Dreyer and Herman Ruby con-

tributed two songs, "One Happy Family"

and "Thanks to You." Patricia Wilder,

Esther Muir, Marjorie Lord, a winsome
newcomer, Russell Hicks, Paul Harvey and

George Meeker are among the principals

who do good work. Wheeler and Woolsey
enact the roles of partners in a pill-making

business. They fight constantly and to

settle their differences hold a wrestling

match. Woolsey wins and Wheeler has

to act as his valet for a year. To add to

the comedy, Woolsey is led to believe his

wife, Esther Muir, is flirting with Wheeler.

Matters are finally adjusted, with the part-

ners resuming their business activities, but

are unable to stop heckling each other.

Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,

Marjorie Lord, Patricia Wilder, Esther

Muir, Paul Harvey, Russell Hicks, George

Meeker, Maxine Jennings, Kitty McHugh,
Hal K. Dawson, Alec Harford, Pat Flah-

erty.

Producer, Lee Marcus; Director, Edward

Cline; Screenplay, Nat Perrin, Benny Rubin;

Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Editor, John

Lockert; Art Director, Van Nest Polglase,

Associate, Field M. Gray; Musical Director,

Rov Webb: Songs. Dave Dreyer, Herman
Ruby; Sound, John L. Cass.

SHORTS
"Swing Fever"

(Headliner Comedies)
RKO Radio 20 Mins.

Good Nutty Musical Novelty
The theme deals with a Melody

Clinic conducted by Billy Gilbert as

a sort of screwy specialist. The
patient is Jack Norton who imagines
he has all sorts of ailments. The
treatment is all musical, and the
climax has Christine Mclntire as

the nurse singing "Kiss Me Again,"
which causes the patient to faint.

However, when she repeats the num-
ber with swing music, the patient

revives and jumps up and goes into

a dance, entirely cured. Directed by
Jean Yarbrough.

"Workshops of Old Mexico"
(The World On Parade)

RKO Radio 11 mins.
Pleasing Novelty Arts Reel

Alois Havrilla does the narration,

as the camera scans some of the

ancient industries and crafts of

Mexico. The potter is seen mould-
ing his clay into artistic patterns.

In turn the work of a metal crafts-

man, a toy maker and a glass mod-
eler are presented. The humble
craftsmen are seen at work earning
a scanty livelihood, but quite evi-

dently proud of their artistic

achievements.

Two Who Dared"
with Anna Sten, Henry Wilcoxon

Grand National 73 Mins.

TEDIOUS DRAMA OF RUSSIA IS FLAT
AND UNINSPIRED AND GIVES ANNA
STEN LITTLE CHANCE.
Made in a British studio, with Anna

Sten's husband the producer and director,

this one will fnid little appeal for Ameri-
can audiences. The story is tediously han-

dled in the writing and the direction, and

smacks of many others that have been
written around the theme of the poor girl

aspiring to love with a member of the

aristocracy. Anna Sten is a peasant girl

with whom an officer of the Russian Im-

perial army in the days of the Czar falls

in love. Later he marries in his own circle,

and when a baby is born, the peasant girl

is brought into the family as the nurse.

Here the interrupted romance comes to a

head, resulting in the wife discovering it

and the consequent scandal. The theme
involves a youth who is a private in the

regiment of the young officer who has got

himself mixed up with the peasant girl.

He attempts to take the life of his superior

in the belief that he has betrayed his girl.

Then into the military trial, at which the

peasant girl who has miraculously become

a great danseuse after losing her nursing

job, does the sacrifice act to save her be-

trothed from execution. And as he goes to

prison, the officer is cashiered out of the

army and they are in each other's arms.

An army officer without a job—but they

are very, very happy. It is very mechani-

cally handled in all departments.

Cast: Anna Sten, Henry Wilcoxon, John

Garrick, Viola Keats, Guy Middleton, Rom-
illy Lunge, Francis L. Sullivan, Esme Percy,

Peter Gawthorne, Frank Atkinson, Minnie

Rayner, Pat Noonan.

Producer, Eugene Frenke; Director, Same;

Author, Fedor Oztep; Screenplay, W. Chet-

ham Strode, Jack Cox, Leo Lania; Editor,

Winifred Cooper.

Direction, Poor. Photography, Fair.

Refakis Leaves Quimby
Fort Wayne, Ind.—George Re-

fakis, assistant manager of the Pal-

ace Theater of the Quimby circuit

and publicity director of the Har-
rison Theater and Realty Co., has
submitted his resignation.

To Vote on Sunday Films
Beatrice, Neb.—Voters here will

ballot Tuesday on repeal of the blue

law prohibiting Sunday movies.
Twice before the proposition has
been defeated, but this time repeal
is supported by patriotic and civic

organizations.

City Auditorium In Red
Denver—Averaging a yearly loss

of about $25,000, the total loss on
the operation of the Denver city

auditorium, is $716,693.79 to date,

according to a report made out by
the city auditor. o

Pearlstein Will Build
Randolph, Mass.—Maurice Pearl-

stein, operating the Modern Theater
at Brockton, is planning a new the-

ater here. Herman L. Feer of Bos-

ton is the architect.
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H$RNERS TO PREVIEW

EIGHT PIX IN AUGUST
(Continued from Page 1)

Saturday, said that it seeks* to find

out "what sort of pictures does the
public want." He indicated that offi-

cials of the Legion of Decency, in-

structors in departments of visual

education, and university presidents
are among the groups to be invited

to the exhibitions, at which a num-
ber of new season shorts will also

be previewed.
Productions to be shown are:

"The Story of Emile Zola," "They
Won't Forget," "It's Love I'm
After," "That Certain Woman,"
"Mr. Dodd Takes the Air," "Varsity
Show," "The Perfect Specimen" and
"Confession." Cities where the pre-

views are to be held are: Albany,
Boston, Buffalo, New Haven, New
York, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Deti'oit,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Washing-
ton, Chicago, Des Moines, Indian-

apolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,

Omaha, St. Louis, Atlanta, Char-
lotte, Dallas, Kansas City, Mem-
phis, New Orleans, Oklahoma City,

Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, Ore.,

Salt Lake City, San Francisco and
Seattle.

Receivership Move Lost

Baltimore — A petition filed in

Baltimore several weeks ago asking

that a receiver be appointed for the
1 Metropolitan Theater, North and
! Pennsylvania Avenues, was dismissed

; bv Judge Dennis in Circuit Court.

i The suit was filed by three preferred
: stockholders. It was stated at the

hearing that Warner Brothers own
i about 800 of the 1,000 shares of

I

stock and also that the stockholders

have approved a new 15-year lease

on the theater, at $27,500 a year.

Yeggs Miss $800, Lose Tools

Dorchester, Mass.—Thieves who
I broke into the Magnet Theater here

• lugged a 700-pound empty safe from
1 the manager's office into the audi-
• torium but were frightened away
i before they could open it. They
abandoned expensive drills and other
tools in their flight and overlooked
$800 in an easily-accessible desk
drawer.

Randall Service Quits
Detroit—Randall Picture Service,

operated bv Don Pandall at ^81 Hol-
~^k Avenue, has been discontin-

ued. The company distributed films

to non-theatrical outlets.

Drop Pathe Tax Suit

At the request of U. S. Attorney
Lamar Hardy, the Federal govern-
mei^suit against Pathe Exchange
In'^'pr $13,781 for unpaid income
tax .a 1927 has been discontinued.

Plan Jamaica Theater
A picture house is planned for

Parsons Boulevard and Eighty-
Fourth Road, Jamaica, L. I.

THE WEEI\ IN REVIEW
Loew Net Up $4,324,227—Berlin Television Test

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

324,227. New net amounts to $85.68
per share on preferred stock and
$7.07 on common as compared, re-
spectively, with $54.06 and $4.47,
the report stated.

* * *

Twenty-four hours later another
index to the industry's well-being
came in the form of Consolidated
Film Industries' report,—net earn-
ings amounting to $335,483 for the
first five months of this year. This
is equal to 83 cents a share on its

preferred stock now outstanding. In
a letter to stockholders, explanation
was made that the Chancellor of
Delaware had joined the filing of the
certificates of incorporation in con-
nection with the pending recapital-
ization plan. On appeal, the Dela-
ware Supreme Court has ruled that
it is without jurisdiction until the
Chancellor issues a final decree in
the matter. Then the company is

expected to declare a dividend.

Analysis of product announce-
ments disclosed that a record num-
ber of pictures on the forthcoming
programs of the majors fall in the
classification of million dollar at-

tractions. United Artists in partic-

ular will pay attention to high-cost
features. M-G-M, always a leader
in the big production field has a
heavy program of this type of pic-
tures scheduled, but the number has
not been made public. Twenty-six
films costing an average of a mil-
lion are included in the Paramount
line-up. 20th Century-Fox, RKO
and Warner Brothers are all ex-
pected to make pictures within this
negative cost bracket.

* * #

Titles on 12 "A" productions were
announced at GB's sales convention
which closed in New York yester-
day. Sales force was told by Arthur
Lee that the exchange setup would
be unchanged, that George W.
Weeks was remaining as sales chief.

Other principal happenings dur-
ing the week included the resigna-
tion of George Hirliman as Con-
dor's prexy and the entry of a
"strong financial group" into the
company, with Hirliman's vacated
post likely to go to Edwin N. Clark
of Robb, Clark & Bennitt, New York
law firm America's pix houses re-

ported their celebration of the
Fourth of July holidays with un-
usually good grosses, weather con-
sidered Report, resulting from a
survey, made to the Hays associa-
tion declared film companies have
no intention of plunging into the
television and radio fields at the
present time Decision of ICC on
the proposed changes in regulations
governing film carrying charges was
expected to be forthcoming within
the next two weeks . Allied's exec
committee's formulation of plans
for membership drive were an-
nounced . and it was indicated in

New York on Thursday that GB will

make separate deals on B.I.P. pix
i-eleased in the U. S. . . . Summer
season film house closings are few-
est in years, a Film Daily survey
disclosed.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

nificant, however, that the televised
film was artistically superior to the
televised action.

* * %

That France is now out for con-
trol of its film industry,—but con-
trol by the industry itself,—was re-
ported from Paris. The Confedera-
tion General du Cinema has
launched a movement with its ob-
jective a unification and control of
all monetary receipts. System fore-
shadowed would virtually revolu-
tionize present methods of finance.
It is directed at production, dis-

tribution and exhibition.

PARA. THEATER SETUP

NOT TO BE TOP HEAVY

(^Continued from Page 1)

investigating new sites for the Para-
mount studio but nothing has been
decided upon so far although he
feels that expansion of the plant
will be necessary. With him is

Stanton Griffis, chairman of the

executive committee, and Paul
Raiburn.

Amsterdam flashed word that the
Cineone circuit there will build 37
theaters for shorts and newsreels
in Holland and a London dispatch
carried news that "The Girl Was
Young" is the final title for the
new Alfred Hitchcock picture star-

rying Nova Pilbeam, and known
tentatively in production at Gau-
mont studios as "Coins for Can-
dles." Derrick De Marney has the
male lead opposite Miss Pilbeam
who is making her first screen ap-
pearance in 18 months.

COMFORT- the

Greatest Star of them all

,
^esss**"******'^

Whoever may be on the screen,

the patron is in the seat. Stars come
and stars go, but seat comfort

pulls patronage the year 'round. We
are specialists in seating comfort.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas



LUIS ROJAS DE LA TORRE Presents

ANDRE ROOSEVELT
Capf E.ERSKINE LOCH

MAN AGAINST MAN, MAN AGAINST BEAST,

THROUGH THE PERILOUS JUNGLES, DOWN IN

THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA, SEEKING THE UNTOLD
WEALTH OF A LONG-LOST PIRATE TREASURE.

FEROCIOUS ANIMALS OF THE CENTRAL AMER-
ICAN JUNGLES, FIGHTING EACH OTHER TO
THE DEATH.

AN AUTHENTIC RECORD OF ANDRE ROOSE-
VELT'S DARING EXPEDITION TO THE UNEX-
PLORED LAND OF THE SAVAGE, BLOOD-CRAZED
PENITENTES.

ALL ENGLISH DIALOGUE
Foreign Rights Except Canada and Latin America
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20th-Fox Set to Make Six Pix in Engla Goetz

NAME WALTER VINCENTJiPRESIDENT OFJEPUBLIC

Grand National Sets Up European Distribution Deals

French Company Formed by

Barnstyn to Handle Biz

on Continent

Providing for distribution of

Grand National product abroad, 17
deals were made by Jack Barnstyn,
foreign manager, who returned to

New York yesterday on the Nor-
mandie after six months away from
his desk. In addition to arrange-
ments effected with independent
agencies, Barnstyn set up Grand
National Films, which will handle

(Continued on Page 8)

CAMERAS: WB HAVE 11

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Forty-four pictures

are in production^, with Warners
having a big lead in the number of
pictures in work. The Burbank
plant is making 11. Paramount and
20th Century-Fox follow with six

each. M-G-M is producing five and
Columbia four. RKO is down for
three and Universal two. Goldwyn
and Wanger are also making two

(Continued on Page 12)

Essaness Triples Test

Flops; Singles Clicking

Chicago — The Essaness Circuit
has dropped triple bills at the Sher-
idan and North Center theaters, the
experiment flopping.

While both houses are continuing
with double bills, in Oak Park, the
west side suburb where Essaness has

(Continued on Page 3)

y Bob Livingston's System
Lincoln, Neb.—Bad business testi-

monial. Bob Livingston, owner-man-
ager of the Capitol, says he has in-

augurated a personal cooling system.
Turns off the house icer and sends his

two afternoon ushers down in the
house to fan the two patrons attending
the show.

Heat Helps Chi. B. 0., but Hurts in Detroit
Chicago—Balaban & Katz report more than a half million patrons thronged their

Chicago Theaters during the past 48 hour heat wave, a 25 per cent increase over
normal attendance

Detroit—Slump estimated at around 30 to 40 per cent was reported by various De-
troit houses, due solely to the heat. All types of houses were affected, but a few
houses with air-conditioning systems suffered less than the rest.

CONFER TOMORROW ON

MOREEXCHANGEPACTS

Conferences between major com-
pany exchange heads and IATSE of-

ficials to work out agreements cov-
ering exchange employes in addition
to the 14 completed to date will be
resumed tomorrow, according to

Frank Phelps of Warner Bros.
Organization of exchange em-

ployes is practically completed in

Detroit and New Orleans and con-
(Continued on Page 8)

Para. 1936 Registration

Statement Filed With SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount Pictures,

Inc. yesterday filed a registration
statement for the year 1936 with the
SEC in which it reported no material
changes except that since March,
1936, all distribution and production

(Continued on Page 12)

BALABAN, GRIFFIS DENY

STUDIO DEAL WITH RKO

Paramount has not discussed with
RKO a deal for taking over its coast
studio, as reported, declared both
President Barney Balaban and Stan-
ton Griffis, chairman of the com-
pany's executive committee, yester-
dav, following their return to New
York from Hollywood. Although
they are considering erecting a new
plant to house Paramount produc-
tion activities, no such move has as

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO Expects to Distribute

Native Jap, Chinese Films

RKO Radio expects to close deals
in China and Japan for distribution

of native-produced pictures in those
countries, it was said yesterday by
Reginald Armour, RKO Radio far
eastern sales manager, who departs

(Continued on Page 3)

Plan Two Million-Dollar Productions

In 20th Century-Fox English Program

Farnsworth Co. Sees Tele

Sets Selling Under $400

San Francisco—Television receiv-

ing sets should be available by 1938
at a price under $400, in the opin-
ion of Farnsworth execs., and this

despite possible limited production
by set manufacturers.

Opinion was voiced at a demon-
(Continued on Page 3)

Returning to New York yesterday

on the Normandie, William Goetz,

20th Century-Fox production execu-
tive, said that his company will have
six features produced in England for
the year ahead. Four will be made
by Robert T. Kane's New World
while Sam Engel will go to England
from Hollywood to produce the two
Gracie Fields starring vehicles, which
Monty Banks will direct, stated

(Continued on Page 12)

Registration Statement to

Permit Issuance of

Stock Filed

Walter Vincent is president of the
newly incorporated Republic Pic-

tures Corp. of Delaware which has
filed a registration statement with
the SEC to permit issuance of 1,-

316,000 shares of capital stock of $1
par value and 261,000 warrants en-
titling holders to purchase capital

stock. Moe J. Siegel is vice presi-

dent and Grover C. Schaefer is

treasurer. Directors besides the
three officers include H. J. Yates, F.

R. Ryan, president of Setay Corp.
(Continued on Page 3)

MAYER SAILS JULY 17

ON BRIT. PRODUCTION

Purpose of Louis B. Mayer's trip

to England is solely in connection
with M-G-M plans to producing its

own pictures there and has no bear-
ing upon the GB situation, accord-
ing to a spokesman for the produc-
tion executive, following his arrival
in New York yesterday from the
coast. Mayer immediately went into

conference with President Nicholas
(Continued on Page 3)

Court Dismisses Moser's

Complaint Following Trial

Complaint in the action brought
by Frank Moser against Paul Terry
and others, including Terrytoons,
Inc., producers of the screen car-
toons, Terry-Toons, Earle W. Ham-
mons, and William Weiss, was dis-

missed on the merits after trial by
(Continued on Page 12)

Hammons' Yacht a Winner
E. W. Hammons' yacht Four Winds

trimmed a dozen rivals in the Interna-
tional One-Design Class race held by the
Indian Harbor Yacht Club at Greenwich
Sunday.
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Coming and Going
LOUIS B. MAYER, BEN THAU and HOWARD

STRICKLING, who arrived in New York yester-
day from the Coast, sail Saturday on the Rex
en route to England.

MICHAEL BALCON is due in New York next
week from Hollywood en route to London.

HOWARD DIETZ and MILTON WEISS have
leturned to New York from the Coast.

JAMES R. GRAINGER has returned to New
York from Boston.

BERT REISMAN. RKO representative at
Havana, has sailed from New York on his re-
turn to Cuba.

DAVID PALFREYMAN leaves New York Fri-

day for a vacation in Maine.

WILL H. HAYS, who is now at the Coast,
returns to New York in September.

MOLLY PICON sails from London July 21
on the lie de France to begin rehearsals for

a new and still untitled Yiddish musical.

ANNE BOOTH, who will sing the leading
role in "Virginia," opening at the Center The-
ater late in August, arrived yesterday on the
Scythia.

JOE WEIL, director of exploitation for Uni-
versal, and CHARLES KIRBY, assistant export
manager, flew to Washington, D. C. yesterday
to arrange the premiere of "The Road Back"
at Keith's Theater on July 23.

WILLIAM GOETZ, who arrived in New York
yesterday on the Normandie, leaves today on
his return to Hollywood.

JACK BARNSTYN landed in New York yes-
terday on the Normandie following a European
trip.

ROSA STRADER, continental actress, who ar-
rived in New York yesterday from Vienna,
leaves for Hollywood Thursday.

HARRY GOETZ has returned to New York
from the Coast.

CHARLES FARRELL, who arrived in New York
yesterday from England, goes to Cohassett,
Mass., in a few days.

REGINALD BAKER is due in New York Aug.
14 from London.

CARMEL MEYERS, who arrived in New York
yesterday from Europe with her husband, Ralph
Blum, leaves for Hollywood tomorrow.

LEE GOLDBERG of Big Features, Cincinnati,

is in the East for a combined business and
vacation trip to be divided between New York
and Atlantic City.

MAX WEISFELDT of Columbia returned yes-

terday from Milwaukee, where he was called

by the illness and death of his mother.

BEN Y. CAMMACK, RKO Radio Latin and
South American manager, leaves by plane Fri-

day night for Mexico City.

J. J. MILSTEIN, Republic Sales chief; ED-
WARD SCHNITZER and BILL SAAL leave Wed-
nesday to attend the annual convention of Em-
pire Films to be held July 22-24 at the Royal
York Hotel, Toronto.

REGINALD ARMOUR, RKO Radio far eastern

sales manager, sails July 24 from San Francisco

on the Fresident Hoover.

MARLENE DIETRICH, is en route from Holly-
wood Sunday by to train to New York. Miss
Dietrich, accompanied by her husband, RUDOLF
SIEBER, and their daughter, MARIA, sail Wed-
nesday on the S. S. Normandie.

Imperial 89 P. C. Closed

On New Exchange System

Imperial Pictures is 89 per cent
closed on its exchange svstem with
the remaining three open territories

slated to be set before the end of
mbonth, President William Pizor
said yesterday. Places where ex-
changes are not yet set include the
south, Denver and Omaha.

Imperial has tentatively scheduled
a regional conference for San Farn-
cisco from July 22-24, Pizor said.

"U" In Interstate Circuit

James R. Grainger, general man-
ager of distribution for Universal,
returned yesterday from Boston
where he signed a contract with the
Interstate Theaters Circuit, Inc.

This circuit has houses in 17 cities

located in Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Connecticut. The
contract represent all classes of ser-
vice that Universal distributes—fea-
tures, newsreels, shorts and serials.

Grainger negotiated the contract
with Edward Ansin, Treasurer and
Ted Fleischer, chief booker of the
circuit.

Jack Curley Dead
Jack Curlev. sports promoter and

one time manager of the late Ru-
dolph Valentino, died Sunday of a
heart attack at his home in Great
Neck. He was 61.

Funeral services for Curley, who
is survived by his widow and two
children will be held at 10 A. M.
tomorrow in the Fairchilds Sons
funeral chapel, Flushing, Queens.
Burial will be in Nassau Knolls,
Port Washington, L. I.

Local 52 Resumes Servicing

"March of Time's" Studios

Local 52, studio mechanics, yester-
day resumed servicing the "March
of Time" studios here and it appear-
ed likely that before the end of the
week an agreement between the
company and the union on an in-

crease in the number of Local 52
members employed by the reel,

would be agreed upon, according to

Ralph Rolan, vice president of

"March of Time." The union main-
tained that "March of Time" could
not properly be classified as a news-
reel as it had up to the present and
must therefore employ additional
people.

U A Sets Release Dates

on Four Wanger Pictures

United Artists has set release
dates on the next four Walter Wan-
ger productions as follows: "Vogues
of 1938", Sept. 17; "52nd Street",
Sept. 24; "I Met My Love Again",
Oct. 7; "Stand-In", Oct. 24.

"Vogues" is slated to open at the
Music Hall Aug. 19 and is booked
in for two weeks.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
ADOLPH POLLAK

General Mgr.
HOME OFFICE:

630 9th Ave., N. Y. C
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George Gershwin Funer^
to be Held Here Thursday

Funeral services for George
Gershwin, 38, internationally fam-
ous composer who was at work on
the music for the "Goldwyn Follies"
when he died on the Coast Sunday,
will be held Thursday from Temple
Emanu-El on Fifth Avenue.

Gershwin's first motion picture
contract with Fox on the production
of "Delicious" earned him $100,000,
it was understood. Last year he
turned out the music for the As-
taire-Ginger Rogers picture "Shall
We Dance." At the time of his death
he was reported to be earning $250,
000 yearly.

Gene Buck, president of Ascap,
will deliver the eulogy at the Gersh-
win services. Buck will head a
group of friends who will be at
Grand Central when the body ar
rives Thursday.

Unmarried, Gershwin is survived
by his brother Ira, a lyric writer,
another brother Arthur, a sister
Mrs. Leopold Godowsky, Jr. and his
mother, Mrs. Rose Gershwin.

Warners May Give "Zola"
Roadshow Opening in N. Y.

Workmen yesterday began recon-
ditioning the Fifty-first Street The-
ater (formerly the Hollywood) in
preparation for a probable "road
show" opening of Warners "The Life
of Emile Zola." Special air-condi-
tioning equipment is now being in
stalled, and the theater is being com
pletely re-decorated for the pre-
miere, tentatively set for Aug. 1.

Smith Succeeds Clifford

In Chi. Projectionist Post

Chicago—John P. Smith has been
elected business manager of the
Chicago movie operators union for
five years, succeeding the late Frank
Clifford.

FOR SALE
TWO SIMPLEX PROJECTION

MACHINES
RCA SOUND EQUIPMENT

Apply
BASIL P. SHEA

1600 Broadway New York

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT
The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Plac.^

AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York

to
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OYER SAILS JULY 17

ON BRIT. PRODUCTION

(Continued from Page 1)

M. Schenck, spending last night at

the latter's home at Great Neck.
Mayer sails from New York Sat-

urday on the Rex with Ben Thau, his

assistant, and Howard Strickling,

studio publicity head, both of whom
arrived with him vesterday. In

London he is expected to confer with

J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M executive,

who is there in regard to the GB
setup. M-G-M and 20th Century-
Fox between them own half of 49

per cent of the shares which con-

trol GB.
Joseph M. Schenck, who arrived

in New York from Hollywood over

the week-end, yesterday was report-

ed as undecided on a trip abroad.

RKO Expects to Distribute

Native Jap, Chinese Films

(Continued from Page 1)

for the Orient shortly. This will

mark the first time that RKO Radio
has distributed native pictures in

China and Japan. Distribution of 6

to 8 pictures in each country is

planned.
Radio is now distributing native

pictures in the Dutch East Indies

and is also negotiating a deal in In-

dia to distribute native films there.

Durant Named RKO Radio

Sales Manager in India

Norman N. Durant has been ap-
pointed RKO Radio sales manager
for India, Burma and Ceylon by
Phil Reisman, foreign sales man-

! ager, and will operate in his new
.a ||

territory under the supervision of

|ii Reginald Armour, general manager
fcj'Of far eastern sales. Durant will

i,|
leave New York July 14, on the
iNormandie and will embark for

-
! Bombay in Naples, Italy, aboard the

]i|Victoria, July 23. Although Armour
(was formerly in direct charge of
ithe Indian Exchange, his many du-
i ties made Durant's appointment im-
: perative.

• • • A NEW rural exploitation policy which if employed
by the major companies in all the agricultural sections should
help materially in bringing the ruralites to the city shows
the idea was originated by Kroger Babb, advertising director

of Warner-Chakeres Theaters in Springfield and the Chakeres
Theaters, circuit of small city houses in southern Ohio

T
• • • TO GRAB the rural vote Babb has signed
contracts for a quarter-page ad per week in the ten best county
weekly newspapers surrounding Springfield in the ads
he carries punchy copy and art on the pictures coming to

Springfield's four Class A theaters
7

• • • THE QUARTER-PAGE layout has been attrac-
tively prepared and standardized with an appealing catch-line:
"Drive into Springfield and enjoy the Pick of the Pictures"
each theater's program is treated separately, with bargain hour
prices featured the copy is written in "farmer language"

the plan, in operation but a short time, has already borne
results through a combination deal with the newspapers,
Babb was able to obtain the space at a large discount
included in the agreement is an arrangement whereby the news-
papers use two column scene mats and stories in their news
columns on each picture, and once every month they publish a
complete movie-art page Babb figures that his new rural
exploitation policy carries the news of the city's first-run the-
aters to approximately 50,000 prospective new patrons each
week at a very nominal cost

• • • WHAT OUR unsurpassed research facilities indi-

cate as the very first sexy feature pix "The Unborn"
made by the Lariat Film Co. at Colorado Springs this

outfit was making horse operas one week the two horses
got sick, and they couldn't make a hoss opera so some
bright mind suggested they make a Western without hossess

through this bold venture developed the Sex Picture as
we know it today Gertrude Bondhill was the featured
lady, who came from the Bonstelle stock company in Buffalo

they got a prop man named O'Neill to play the male
lead it was directed by Otis B. Thayer, with John Predari
as the company manager "The Unborn" was the first pix
to play as long as eight weeks in Chicago ... at the Bandbox

it was a sensation if you saw it today it would still

be a sensation but thank gawd all the three prints have
evidently been destroyed

T
• • • THE CURRENT issue of Building America is de-
voted to the film biz it tells the dramatic story of the rise

of this wonder-child the mag sketches the very beginnings
of the industry from the days of the peep-show the de-
velopment of the Star the early screen spectacle such as
"The Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance" the coming of

the talkies and the details of producing the modern mo-
tion picture the mag finishes with an interesting specula-
tion as to what will be the future of movies in America
the issue in question is copiously illustrated with scenes from
a variety of motion pictures

• • • JUST THE other afternoon Mister Sigmund
proprietor of the Sigmund theater at Lexington, Oklahoma
phoned into the A & M film exchange forty miles away in

Oklahoma City and advised 'em that his theater was burn-
ing and that their film (a serial episode) was right in the mid-
dle of it the guy in the exchange sez: "T'hell with the
film. How about your theater?" and Mister Sigmund re-

plies: "The fire chief was getting ready to leave with his wagon
when I came to phone, so it doesn't look so good." Mister
Sigmund was right when he returned, it looked like his

theater would be a total loss three sides of the building
had caved in so there you are we supply the news
while it's still hot from Oklahoma. . . • Eddie Ruby of the
Ruby Camera Exchange is the father of a seven-and-a-half
pound baby boy born to Mrs. Ruby yesterday at Medical Arts
Hospital

PUBLIC PRESIDENT

(Continued from Page 1)

and F. W. Smith, head of British

Lion Films of England.
Republic proposed to issue to the

public through Hammons & Co., un-
derwriters, 600,00 shares at $6.25.

of the remaining shares 225,000 have
been issued to Cajo Co., Inc., 150,-

000 to Consolidated Film Industries

and 80,000 shares to Setay Co.

Republic's indebtedness to Setay
will be paid in full in cash and
stock. Consolidated will receive cash
and stock in partial payment of Re-
public's indebtedness to it.

W. Ray Johnston was the last

president of Republic Pictures

Corp. Vincent has been chairman
of the board.

Farnsworth Co. Sees Tele

Sets Selling Under $400

(Continued from Page 1)

stration for the press at Philo T.

Farnsworth's tele lab. sponsored by
Frank I. Turner, director, and Her-
bert Metcalf of Lippincott & Met-
calf. Farnsworth's cold cathode tube

was used. For it, Turner claimed:

"An ordinary camera holds the

image on the film. With our cam-
era, the image is carried through
the lens into a tube 6 inches by 12

inches which has a smaller, elong-

ated cylinder set crosswise.

"This cylinder, known as a dis-

sector, is pierced with an aperture

a 64th of an inch in diameter. The
image S'oes back in the tube and in-

stead of being held in chemical com-
position bounces back electrified.

"The electrons, as they return,

are moved down and back and forth

in the tube so that each of them
passes the tiny aperture that regis-

ters it on the cold cathode."

Essaness Triples Test

Flops; Singles Clicking

(Continued from Page 1)

three houses, the Lamar, the South-
ern and the Lake, single features
with plenty of shorts are clicking,

it is reported. Extension of the sin-

ale feature programs to other cir-

cuit houses is reported a possibility,

although thp Essaness headquarters
will not confirm it.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

When Jean Arthur completed her role

in "Easy Living" she remembered every-
one in the cast and crew with a per-

sonal gift.

-PARAMOUNT.
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"The Toast of New
York"

Co-starring Edward Arnold, Cary Grant,

Frances Farmer, Jack Oakie

RKO Radio 100 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BRILLIANTLY ACTED AND DIRECTED
COMEDY DRAMA SHOULD PLAY TO
HEAVY B. 0. BIZ.

This is an important comedy drama of

a colorful period in American history. It

has been brilliantly acted and directed,

and with the names of Edward Arnold,

Cary Grant, Jack Oakie and Frances Farm-

er decorating the marquee, it should play

to heavy box office returns. Jim Fisk,

who rises from a peddler to a position so

powerful in Wall Street that he causes a

panic, Cornelius Vanderbilt and Daniel

Drew are among the historic figures who

come to life under Rowland V. Lee's skill-

ful direction. Edward Small rates credit

as the producer. Dudley Nichols, John

Twist and Joel Sayre wrote an interesting

screen play. Peverell Marley's photography

is high grade. Arnold turns in his best

performance to-date as Fisk, a super- ego-

maniac, who strived to power and defied

the government in causing a panic. Grant

is thoroughly convincing and sincere as

Fisk's partner and rival of love of Josie

Mansfield, Frances Farmer. Jack Oakie,

as one of Fisk's important aides furnished

most of the comedy. Miss Farmer does

fine work, while one of the highlights is

the performance of Donald Meek as Daniel

Drew. Arnold and his partner, Grant,

cheat southern cotton planters during the

southern war, and then go on to bigger

conquests in Wall Street. Arnold outwits

Meek and bunks the public with Erie rail-

way stock. Arnold also fights Clarence

Kolb (Vanderbilt), and then Arnold, Kolb

and Grant turn against Meek. Arnold and

Grant split up when Arnold tries to

corner the gold market. The government

steps in and forces Arnold's downfall.

Arnold is shot down but before dying

forgives Grant for turning against him.

Cast: Edward Arnold, Cary Grant,

Frances Farmer, Jack Oakie, Donald Meek,

Thelma Leeds, Clarence Kolb, Billy Gilbert,

George Irving, Frank M. Thomas, Russell

Hicks, Oscar Apfel, Dudley Clements,

Lionel Belmore, Robert McClung, Robert

Dudley, Dewey Robinson, Stanley Fields,

Gavin Gordon, Joyce Compton, Virginia

Carroll.

Producer, Edward Small; Director, Row-

land V. Lee; Based on "Book of Daniel

Drew" by Bouck White and the story

"Robber Barons" by Matthew Josephson;

Screenplay, Dudley Nichols, John Twist,

Joel Sayre; Cameraman, Peverell Marley,

ASC; Art Director, Van Nest Polglase, As-

sociate, Carroll Clark; Special Effects by

Vernon L. Walker, ASC; Editor, George

Hively; Sound, John L. Cass; Musical Di-

rector, Nathaniel Shilkret; Music and

Lyrics, Nathaniel Shilkret, Allie Wrubel,

L. Wolfe Gilbert.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Aces.

Reviews
<tf>

ike View TUUns
'Super Sleuth'

With Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern, Eduardo

Ciannelli, Alan Bruce

RKO Radio 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

VERY FUNNY MYSTERY COMEDY
MAKES HIGHLY ENJOYABLE ENTER-
TAINMENT.

Reversing the more customary technique

usually used in mystery pictures, the au-

dience is always fully aware what is hap-

pening in this one. It is worked out in

such a manner as to be a very hilarious

comedy which can well be classed as top

flight program material. Yet in viewing

the proceedings one is continually out-

guessed by the twists the writers Gertrude

Purcell, Ernest Pagano and Harry Segall

have supplied. That keeps things inter-

esting, and with Jack Oakie furnishing a

lot of fun, the show is highly enjoyable

entertainment. Ben Stoloff's direction

never allows things to become serious,

and the pace he injects is a fast moving

one. Edward Small handled the produc-

tion. Having played a detective in pic-

tures a great number of times, Jack Oakie

feels himself capable of running down
murderers. In written statements, he shows
his contempt for the police department,

and his studio, whose publicity chief is

Ann Sothern, is continually having trouble

on Jack's account. Jack is the recipient

of numerous poison pen letters. The writ-

er is his friend, Eduardo Ciannelli, the

owner of a horror house at an amusement
park. Eduardo also tries to shoot him on

numerous occasions, and once he errs and

kills Jack's companion. Ann knows that

she is a fool for loving a sap like Jack,

and when she sees a slip written by

Eduardo, she recognizes the writing to be

that of the author of the poison pen letters.

Calling the police, she dashes out to

Eduardo's place. In the meantime, the

latter has told Jack that he is about to

kill him. It seems as though the police

will be Jack's saviors, but after a very up-

roarious scene in which all of Eduardo's

horror contraptions are put to use, Jack

gets his man.

Cast: Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern, Eduardo

Ciannelli, Alan Bruce, Edgar Kennedy, Joan

Woodbury, Bradley Page, Paul Guilfoyle,

Willie Best, William Corson, Alec Craig,

Richard Lane, Paul Hurst, George Rosener,

Fred Kelsey, Robert E. O'Connor, Philip

Morris, Dick Rush.

Producer, Edward Small; Director, Ben

Stoloff; From the Play by Harry Segall;

Screenplay, Gertrude Purcell, Ernest Pag-

ano; Cameraman, Joseph H. August, ASC;
Special Effects, Vernon L, Walker, ASC;
Art Director, Van Nest Polglase, Associate,

Al Herman; Editor, William Hamilton;

Sound, Earl A Wolcott.

Direction, Fast Photography, Good.

Hamrich Cuts Prices

Seattle—John Hamrick, who re-

cently upped prices, has now low-
ered the Blue Mouse b. o. rates.

Summer policy calls for two first-

run features, with matinees at fif-

teen cents until 5 P. M. Night price

is 25 cents.

'Zamboanga"
Filippine Films 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SOUTH SEAS ISLAND STORY WITH
NATIVE CAST HAS COLOR AND
THRILLS.

This is a simple little story of South

Sea natives, which should prove satisfactory

program fare. It has color, numerous

thrills and deals with a tribe of cruel

Moros, who try to steal Minda, grand-

daughter of a beloved and venerable ruler

of a small island in the Sulu Sea. The
native Moro customs and festive dances

are of interest, while the native girls,

who play the leading feminine roles, are

very easy on the eyes. Undersea pearl

diving and fights with sharks are among
the thrills. Islanders enact the various

roles. Hadji Razul, leader of the cruel

Moros, and his men abduct Minda, while

Danoa, her sweetheart, and his followers

are away pearl diving. On their return,

Danoa finds the desolation wrought by

Hadji Razul and his tribesmen. They set

out for the Hadji's island, and in a hand-

to-hand fight in a deep gorge, Danoa
throws the Hadji into the sea, where he

is devoured by a crocodile. Danoa and

Minda are married in true Moro style.

Story and Adaptation by the Staff. Pro-

ducers, Tait and Harris; Director, Eduardo

De Castro; Cameraman, William H. Jansen;

Sound, Louis R. Morse; Editor, Ralph Dixon;

Musical Score, Dr. Edward Kilenyi.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"I Pledge My Heart"

U. S. Dep't of Agriculture 11 mins.

Fine Inspirational Film

The activities of the National 4-H
Club camp in Washington, D. C.
have been cleverly and dramatically
woven against a background of
scenes in the Capital. This is easily
the most professional and classy
film ever turned out by the Federal
government, for it has been done by
experts in all departments. Alois
Havrilla is the narrator. The Marine
Band provides an inspiring musical
score. Emerson Yorke directed and
prepared the script. Cameraman
Calle Carrello did an outstanding
job with atmospheric and inspira-
tional shots that have seldom been
equalled. Cameraman Carl Turvey
handled the optical shots, and
rounded out a really gorgeous pic-
torial presentation. Through the
eager eyes of the nation's outstand-
ing farm boys and girls, delegates
to this eleventh annual jamboree
of the 4-H Club, the film becomes
an inspirational document. The sin-

cerity of the film is one of its chief
assets, and for the first time many
people will learn in a most enter-
taining manner of the activities of
this group of young trained agricul-
turists. Several shots never before
recorded by a motion picture cam-
era for the simple reason that no
film group outside the government
has ever secured permission to take
them, include: Interior views of the

ft ft

Marry the Girl"
With Mary Boland, Frank McHugh, Hugh

Herbert, Carol Hughes

Warners 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

COMICS HAVE A FIELD DAY IN THIS
HILARIOUS ADDITION TO THE NUTTY
CYCLE.

Screw-balls galore abound in this con-

tribution to the cycle of nutty pictures.

It makes no sense, but gets a lot of

laughs and that's its only purpose. A large

cast of comedians furnish much hilarity

while cavorting around. Included are

Micha Auer, Mary Boland, Frank McHugh,
Hugh Herbert, Carol Hughes, Alan Mow-
bray and Hugh O'Connell with Auer espe-

cially turning in a standout performance.

Under the direction of William McGann, a

fast moving pace is set. Sig Herzig, Pat

C. Flick and Tom Reed supplied some
good gags in the screenplay which is

based on Edward Hope's novel. Mary
Boland and her brother, Hugh Herbert,

own a syndicate which supplies feature

stories to newspapers. It is one of those

outfits where everyone is crazy. Their

niece, Carol Hughes, believes she loves

the artist, Micha Auer, who can best be

described as a fortune hunter, screw-ball

and supreme egotist. When Mary fires

the manager, Frank McHugh, accidentally

inherits the job. A timid meek soul, his

one love is Carol. The syndicate's medical

writer is another nut, Alan Mowbray.
Circumstances cause everyone to congre-

gate at his insane asylum. When Carol

sees Mischa leave with Miss Boland, she

wants to get away from the place and

McHugh is her ever willing servant. They
meet up with a bunch of gangsters who
attempt a kidnap scheme, but Frank foils

their plans and seeing how brave he is,

Carol realizes it is he that she loves. In

the meantime, Auer has found Miss Bo-

land a soft touch and has married her.

Cast: Mary Boland, Frank McHugh,
Hugh Herbert, Carol Hughes, Allen Jen-

kins, Mischa Auer, Alan Mowbray, Hugh
O'Connell, Teddy Hart, Tom Kennedy,

Dewey Robinson, Olin Howland, Arthur

Aylesworth, William Davidson, Charles

Judels, Irving Bacon, Louis Mason, Louise

Stanley, Bess Flowers.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; As-

sociate Producer, Harry Joe Brown; Author,

Edward Hope; Screenplay, Sig Herzig, Pat

C. Flick, Tom Reed; Cameraman, Arthur

Todd, ASC; Art Director, Max Parker;

Editor, Warren Low; Dialogue Director,

Hugh Cummings.

Direction, Fast Photography, Good.

1

Lincoln Memorial, showing a flood-

lighted closeup of the huge Lincoln
statute as well as the "Gettysburg
Address." Another shot sho-vy \e
shrine and a close-up of the^^yc-
simile of the Constitution. This is

the first short to use the new East-
man peach-blow tint film introduced
in the feature, "Maytime." Pro-
duced by the U. S. Dep't of Agricul-
ture through the Division of Motion
Pictures. Code Seal No. 01682.
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...IN THE FIRST HOUR, 6,590 PEOPLE
SAT IN RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

1|THLESS...I,500 MORE JAMMED
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This is a candid can

era shot of the crowds

that broke all existing

summer opening rec-

ords at Radio City Music

Halt. And it was 95 in

the shade, too .'
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NEW YORK'S CELEBRATED CRITICS RUSHED TO

THEIR TYPEWRITERS TO SPREAD THE JOYOUS NEWS!

of

^U^DIETHICHf^DONAT
in the ALEXANDER KORDA PRODUCTION

HEIGHT WITHOUT HRIflOR
"Long lines of fans waited impatiently for

theatre's opening. A moving, absorbing

melodrama." —DAILY NEWS

"An exciting tale—colorful, romantic,, melo-

dramatic and a first rate entertainment."

—NEW YORK TIMES

"Glamor, romance, in vivid film. A picture

to delight." —DAILY MIRROR

"Hilton novel handsomely translated to

screen. Dietrich beauty has new warmth."

—HERALD-TRIBUNE

"One of the most highly satisfying melo-

dramas in a long time. Quite definitely one

of the best shows of the season."

—WORLD-TELEGRAM

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

RADIO CITY ENGAGEMENT DOUBLE-CHECKS THAT DieUUk+dcHol-Do^U!
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

(CONVINCED that horse-racing

will be used as the basis of the

talkie industry's next "cycle," Rich-

ard Dix, whose expert story judg-
ment has netted him fat profits dur-

ing his years as a screen star, has
purchased the picture rights to 15

"oat burner" stories from the pen
of the late Bruce Hedges. Dix per-

sonally negotiated the deal with the

author's widow, Beth Hedges, now
residing in San Francisco.

Dix, now under contract to George
Hirliman to star in "Custer's Last
Stand," for RKO-Radio release, will

probably do one of the Hedges tales

immediately upon completing his

Hirliman deal.

"The Boss Didn't Say Good-Morn-
ing" the Carey Wilson miniature is

to be directed by Jacques Tourneur.

T T T

Arthur Hanko, M-G-M reading de-

partment, has been appointed editor-

in-charge of foreign material under
Kate Corbaley, story editor. Hanko
will handle material which Edwin
Knopf contracted for during his re-

cent European buying trip.

T T T
Don Cameron of the M-G-M read-

ing department has been assigned

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • lntrodticing Interesting 'Personalities: No. 102 • • •

1TDWARD KAUFMAN. RKO Radio producer and a former newspaperman, is

™ picture pioneer, having started with American Film Co. in 1915. News-
paper affiliations: Philadelphia Times, New York Press, Baltimore News, Wash-
ington Times. Screen affiliations: Universal,

writer and supervisor; Paramount, writer; War-

ner Brothers-First National, writer; RKO Radio,

writer and now associate producer. Has been

exceptionally successful with sophisticated

comedies of mystery and romantic brand, pic-

tures of this type he has produced for RKO in-

cluding "Star of Midnight." "The Ex-Mrs. Brad-

ford," "Walking on Air," "Smartest Girl in

Town," "Life of Party." Stands 5, 3. Eyes, gray.

%**&[.
J*

to organize a reading department
at the M-G-M London studio.

M-G-M writers building will be
ready for occupancy July 19. Will
house 40 writers in addition to the
Carl Laemmle, Jr., producing unit.

"Madame X" starts July 15 with
Gladys George, Warren William and
John Beal. J. K. McGuinness will
produce and Sam Wood will direct.

More than 500 extras are being
used by Director Sidney Lanfield in

the final scenes for "Lovely To Look
At," Sonja Henie's new starring
vehicle for 20th Century-Fox. After
weeks on a sound stage converted
into an ice rink, Lanfield now has
his troupe at Sherwood Forest.

Ben Pivar, formerly associate
producer with Condor Pictures, has
joined Grand National as head of
his own production unit, his first
producing assignment being GN's
second Stuart Erwin picture, "Face
the Facts," which will go before the
cameras about Aug. 1. Richard
English is currently working on the
screenplay for the Pivar production.

Buck Jones has purchased film
rights to "Sudden Bill Dorn," novel
by Jackson Gregory, for his next
starring feature for Universal re-
lease. Ray Taylor, who directed
several Jones productions two years
ago, has been signed to direct the
picture, which gets under way about
Aug. 1. Frances Guihan is writing
the screen play.

Milton Bren has been signed to
a five-year contract as producer at
the Hal Roach studios.

Kohner Quits M-G-M, Will

Make Three "A's" for Col

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paul Kohner has re-

signed as associate producer at

Metro and will produce at least

three "A" pictures yearly for Co-
lumbia.

M-G-M Gets Air Force

for 5th English Feature

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fifth picture to be

made in England by Metro will be
"Shadow of the Wing" with the
Royal Air Force cooperating.

RFC Suing Goldstein

Springfield, Mass.—Suit for $15,-

000 to secure an alleged unpaid
balance of $6,026.04 and interest of
$1,443.71 from March 2, 1933 on a
note was filed in Superior Court by
the RFC against Samuel Goldstein,
head of Western Massachusetts,
Theaters, Inc.

§ Mix Back in Westerns?
East Liverpool, O.—Tom Mix, west-

ern film star, head of his own motor-
ized circus for the past several years
said here that he will return to Cali-
fornia at the close of this season's
circus tour and expects to make a

series of "horse operas" for 20th
Century-Fox.

Hoffman Will Start Two
Condor Films Next Week

Judgment Fee Return

Order In Bowles Suit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, hav-

ing assumed the active supervision
of all future Condor production un-
der the company's reorganization
plan which went into effect with the
announcement of Edwin N. Clark's
election to the Executive Chairman-
ship, succeeding George A. Hirli-

man, resigned, expects to start the
shooting of two new season features
and a musical short the early part
of next week. Two additional fea-

tures, still due on last season's
schedule, will go before the cameras
the following week when the script-

ing approval and casting details are
settled.

"Murder In Swingtime" and "A
Frozen Affair", the first two Condor
short musicals on the new season
program have been delivered to

RKO and the first of the new Corum
Sports, "Water Polo", awaits only
a few added shots which Corum will

shoot at the big water-polo events
which are scheduled for the metro-
politan district Julv 15 and July 22.

Thompson Rites Tomorrow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held tomorrow for Keene Thomp-
son, veteran Paramount scenarist,
who died of pneumonia.

"Elysia" Gets a Tenth
Newark, N. J.

—"Elysia," is be-
ing held for a tenth week at the
Little.

Detroit—An order for return of
the judgment fee was signed and
filed by Circuit Judge Clyde Webster
in the suit of Charles Bowles, for-
mer Mayor of Detroit, against De-
troit Neighborhood Theaters.

Suit is an aftermath of the action
of Sam Brown's Neighborhood the-
aters organization against Mid-
States theaters, now Cooperative
theaters of Michigan, in Federal
Court, being the first challenge of
cooperative exhibitor booking organ-
izations. Bowles, attorney for
Brown in the first action, was
to receive $1,500 as settle-
ment of his claim for attorney fees
in this case, according to judgment
given in Febuary by Judge Guy A.
Miller in Circuit Court.

WMT Vacationists
Springfield, Mass. — William

Powell, publicity director of West-
ern Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.,
heads the list of vacationers. Others
following the next week are,
Francis Faille, manager of the
Palace, Pittsfield; Edward Dowling,
manager of the Capitol, Pittsfield;
Al Page, assistant manager, Broad-
way, Springfield; Dave Perkins,
manager Calvin, Northampton;
Walter Howe, manager, Strand,
Holyoke.

B & K Staff on 5-Day Week
Chicago—Balaban and Katz have

instituted a five day week for July
and August for the Chicago head-
quarters staff.

Three More Industry Cos.

Chartered by N, Y. State

Albany—New film industry com-
panies to be chartered by New York
State are:
Jewel Amusement Corp., New

York City; to operate motion pic-
ture theaters. Louis Weiss, Jonas
Greenhouse, Morris W. Goldstein,
incorporators.
Greene & Friede, Inc., New York

City; to operate motion picture the-
aters. Lillian Schorr, Franklyn
Walsh, Harold A. Horowitz, incor-
porators.

Triboro Playhouse, Inc., New York
City; to operate motion picture the-
aters. Sidney Goren, Luise Goren,
Nathan Goodman, incorporators.

United Theaters Add One
New Orleans — United Theaters

will open the newest addition to its

subsequent run neighborhood cir-
cuit here tomorrow when it starts
the Metairie, rechristened the Metry.
Theater, which has been a hard op-
erating proposition, was taken over
from a corporation headed by Alex
Dumeste, Jefferson Parish (county)
lawyer, who has been retained as
manager.

De Valera As Producer
Dublin—President De Valera has gone

into feature-film production with "This
Irish Question," a story of trouble on
the Ulster frontier. Stars will be Julie
Suedo, supported by Kenneth Warrington
and Billy O'Day.
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GN EUROPEAN DEALS

SET BY BARNSTYN

{Continued from Page 1)

all continental sales from its Paris

headquatrers. He appointed B. J.

Gottlieb, formerly with M-G-M and
other companies, as manager.

Barnstyn also named Fred
Fletcher, associated with various

American major outfits, as London
manager for Grand National. An-
thony Nunes was named Gottlieb's

assistant at Paris.

Reginald Baker, director of Asso-

ciated British Film Distributors,

which handles Grand National films

in England, is due in New York Aug.
14, stated Barnstyn, who plans a

coast trip in September.

Balaban, Griffis Deny

Studio Deal with RKO

{Continued from Page 1)

yet been definitely decided upon,

stated both executives.

Paramount is turning out its best

pictures in 10 years, said Griffis.

Negative costs were discussed in a

general way, he said, and described

the matter as "Hollywood's chief

subject."

"I have seen the best production

line-up that I ever have seen in

many years in the show business",

said Balaban. "Theaters and the

motion picture industry can depend

on a banner 1937-38 business."

Several possible building sites for

a new Paramount studio were visited

by Balaban, Zukor, Griffis, LeBaron,

W. C. Cokell, treasurer of the com-
pany and George L. Bagnall, assis-

tant treasurer.
"No definite decision on an expan-

sion plan has been reached", said

Balaban. "We naturally are inter-

ested in a possible building program
and looked over several sites."

Hadley Replaces Cocks
Akron, 0.—James Hadley has

been named manager of Warners'
Strand here succeeding Harvey
Cocks, who becomes manager of the

Quimby theaters at Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Hadley had been assistant at the

Strand for the past two years.

Irving S. Melcher Dead
Milwaukee, Wis.—Irving S. Mel-

cher, 34, Dallas Tex. exhibitor, died

here while visiting his parents. Be-

sides his parents, Melcher is sur-

vived by a sister and two brothers.

Burial was in Milwaukee.

Sentenced to See Film

Miami—A group of reckless drivers

brought up before the local court were
sentenced to see "The Devil Drives," a

current attraction then playing. The
sentences imposed by the judge was to

sit through the play a certain number
of times.

NEWS of the DAY
Mass. Legislator Would Ban "Sugar-Coated" Star Names

Boston—Rep. Francis X. Coyne is drafting a bill for the Massachusetts Legislature

introduction of which, if enacted into law, will require film players to use their real,

rather than "sugar-coated" names. Says Coyne: "Entertainers come to us wrapped
in the names of nobility to hide the fact that they were born in Brooklyn or in sight

of the New York elevated."

Lincoln, Neb.—Leland Mischnick,
former manager of the Westland
Theaters in Pueblo and now with
their Kiva here, resigned this week
to take a managerial post at Superi-
or, Neb. The two theaters there,

owned by William F. Youngclaus,
of Grand Island, Neb. are the Sterl-

ing and the Lyric. Youngclaus has
two other houses in GI, the Island

and the Empress. Mischnick's deal

starts August 1, and he's on a

salary and percentage arrangement.
Taking his place at the Kiva as

house manager is Allen Hendricks,

who came up recently from Texas.

Lincoln, Neb.—Ike Hoig, former
manager of the Orpheum here, is

now located at the Trail, Colorado
Springs, Colo. It's a new house, an
800-seater, and a member of the

J. H. Cooper Enterprises.

Boston—Director George Kraska
of the Fine Arts Theater here, an-

nounces that for the first time in the

Theater's history a picture is having

a return engagement. "Cloistered,"

which had a 16 week run early in

the fall will start an indefinite run

July 14.

Milton, Fla.—The Ritz has been
remodeled and will be formally re-

opened during July. J. E. Hall and
J. 0. Smith are the owners.

Orlando, Fla.—Sparks has pur-

chased the Lincoln and the Strand

theaters, negro houses. Plans are

under way for considerable remodel-

ing of the Strand which has been

temporarily closed.

Boston— Marjory Adams, dra-

matic editor for the Boston Globe

is due back this week from vacation-

ing in Nova Scotia.

Elmwood Park, 111.— The Mont-
clare Theater, under Will Cheru-
has' management, has installed a

new cooling system.

Chicago— "Bunny" Ryan of the

Pantheon Theater of the B. and K.

group, has left to join the salvage
crew trying to raise the Lusitania

off the Irish coast.

Merrill, Wis.—The Cosmo here is

staging a greater movie season club

contest.

Kenosha, Wis.—Joyce-Janis Chris-

tensen, cashier at the Kenosha The-
ater here, has married Bernard L.

Brenaman.

Boston—M. & P. Theaters are re-
ported to be making plans to open
the Majestic, one time Musical and
Road show house, in September to
grind runs for subsequent films. The
house has been dark for the past
two years with execption of several
road show films and more recently
used for four weeks by Federal
Theater projects.

It has also been reported that
Fred Leiberman is negotiating to

take over the Repertory Theater to

operate on the same policy as the

Tremont with subsequent films.

Lake Worth, Fla.—The Sparks
theater organization is announcing
that a new theater will be built in

the Lake Worth area before the

opening of the winter season. Fort
Lauderdale and Hollywood are also

scheduled for new houses before

next season.

Orlando, Fla.—The Beacham The-

ater is to have $10,000 worth of new
seats installed immediately, accord-

ing to an announcement by Vernon
Hunter, city manager for Sparks.

The new $20,000 air conditioning

equipment is being installed and
will be completed sometime this

month.

Miami—Fred Lohner, former man-
ager of the Rosetta, has been trans-

ferred to the Flagler, a Wometco
house.

Palm Beach—Florida Theater is

being equipped with air condition-

ing apparatus. R. R. Thomas, dis-

trict supervisor states the building

will be conditioned before the end

of July.

Palm Beach—The old Stanley is

being remodeled and the program
calls for new chairs and Mirro-

phonic sound equipment. The the-

ater is to be re-named the "Palace."

Des Moines, la. — The Central

States Theater Corp. has opened its

new Capitol, 700-seat house in Bur-
lington. Harold Lynn, formerly
manager of the Iowa in Burlington,

is manager.

Superior, Wis.—Pettingill Theater
Co. has filed articles of incorpora-

tion here with a $100,000 capitaliza-

tion. Incorporators are R. J. Pet-
tingill, John Pettingill and L. R.

McPherson. Excavation work on
the firm's new theater has been
started and the house is expected
to be completed about Aug. 25.

CONFER TOMORROWQ
M0REEXGHAN6EPAGTS

(Continued from Page 1)

tracts are expected to be forwarded
to exchange managers by unions in

those cities shortlv. New Orleans
local is asking time and a half for
overtime in addition to the 40-hour
week and wage increases in several
classifications. Detroit is asking for
overtime on a pro-rata basis. Here-
tofore in both cities, overtime has
been unpaid.

Bookers have declined to join the
exchange employes union in New
Orleans to date.

All theatrical sound engineers in

Michigan, a total of 29, have applied
for admission into the IATSE ac-
cording to Roger Kennedy, vice

president.

K. C. Projectionist Union

Pact Ready for Signature

Kansas City, Mo.—Terms for the
two-year contract between operators
Local 170 and approximately 40 Fox
Midwest and Independent houses
were agreed upon at a meeting at-

tended by Claude Cessna, union busi-
ness agent, Jay Means, Emanuel
Rolsky, Ed Dubinsky and C. A.
Schultz, representing the indepen-
dents, and Lon Cox for Fox.

Contracts calling for one year at

present rate with five per cent in-

crease for second year will be drawn
up and signed this week.
With one man in booth for most

suburban houses, scale is graded ac-

cording to size and admission with
$45.75 minimum for week of 35J4
hours, regular rate for overtime up
to midnight, and time and one-half
thereafter. Union officials are at-

tempting to work out a contract
with houses heretofore non-union.

Kallet Theaters Victorious

in Utica's Bank Night Test

Utica, N. Y.—A no cause for ac-

tion decision by Justice Walter M.
Dowling ended this city's first Bank
Night suit, brought by Mrs. Mar-
garet McEvoy against Kallet The-
aters, Inc., of Oneida, operating the

Orpheum Theater. Mrs. McEvoy
sued, claiming she was entitled to

a Bank Night award on the night of

June 8. Theater contended that Mrs.
McEvoy did not reach the inside of

the theater until after the Bank
Night had been declared closed. Suit

was generally regarded as test case,

and establishes a precedent that all

persons who register for Bank NiffM
must comply with the rules.

French Industry's Church
Paris (By Cable)—French film com-

panies will erect a church, the Notre
Dame of Cinema, at Joinville-le-Pont.
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"Jim Fisk you're ruined! . . .They're clamoring for your skin!"

The end of the road for this amazing romantic adventurer,

who hurled himself into the ruthless struggle of rule or

ruin, when America bulged with wealth ... as the iron

horse plunged Westward in the making of a Nation!
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WIST PIX STARTS AT

MEX. UNION'S STUDIO

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—The Union de Tra-
bajores de Estudios Cinematogra-
ficos de Mexico (Union of Mexican
Motion Picture Studio Workers) has
taken over the studios of the old

Compania Nacional Productora de
Peliculas, and is operating them on
its own and as a cooperative enter-

prise, renting space and laboratory
facilities to local producers.

First picture being filmed on the
Nacional Productora lot under the
new arrangement is "No Basta ser

Madre" ("Being a Mother is not
All"), an adaptation of the Spanish
stage success with Carlos Orellana,
Sara Garcia and Clementina Morin
topping the cast and Ramon Peon
directing. Picture marks Vincente
Saiso's initial venture as a producer.
He was Paramount's general man-
ager in Mexico and Cuba for years.

Bustamente and de Fuentes have
started camera work on their sec-

ond production for the season, "Bajo
el Cielo de Mexico" ("Beneath Mex-
ican Skies"), with Vilma Vidal head-
ing a cast which features Argen-
tinian Rafael Falcon and Venezue-
lan Rosa Castro, both newcomers.
Fernando de Fuentes is directing
from his own script.

Producciones Gonzalo Varela has
finished shooting on "El Bastardo"
("The Bastard"), with Juan Jose
Martinez Casado, Maria Luisa Zea
and Maria Calvo topping the cast.

The same company is rushing prep-
arations on "La Madrina del Diablo"
("The Devil's Godmother"), sched-
uled to start on July 20 under Ra-
mon Peon's direction.

Starring Tito Guizar in his sec-
ond Mexican-made picture, Produc-
ciones Grovas has cameras grinding
on "Amapola del Camino" ("Poppy
by the Roadside"), which Juan Bus-
tillo is megaphoning. Andrea Palma
is co-starred, with Leopoldo ("El
Ohato") Ortin and Margarita Mora
having the top spots in the support-
ing cast.

"Don Juan Tenorio" was
completed last week as the first pic-

ture in Cinematografica Excelsior's
schedule of four for this year. An
adaptation of Jose Zorrilla's stage
version of the Don Juan legend, it

features Rene Cardona, Gloria Mo-
rel, Ricardo Marti and Jesus Grana.
Cardona himself directed.

Frank H. McClure Dies
East Palestine, 0.—Frank H. Mc-

clure, 74, former advertising man-
ner of the Alvin theater at Pitts-
~^gh is dead at his home here after
W^wo-weeks' illness of pneumonia.
He came here in 1914 after
several years being identified with
the Alvin and other Pittsburgh
district theaters. He was a charter
member of the Theatrical Men's as-
sociation there. His widow survives.
Funeral services and burial locally.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Finland Bans Longer Reel
Helsinki, Finland.—Complaint has

recently been made by the Film
Commission for Technical Mattel s

to the Ministry for Internal Affairs
that fiim spools capable of holding
up to 1,500 meters of film have been
attached to projection apparatus
originally intended to hold only a
maximum of 600 meters of film.

Such spools have been used in order
that theaters operating only one
projector could decrease the num-
ber of intermissions required for
changing films. Due to the fire haz-
ard caused by the use of such
spools, the Ministry has now de-
creed that it shall be forbidden to

use on projectors spools capable of
holding more than 600 meters of
film.

Odeon Capital $15,000,000

London — Odeon Theaters (Hold-
ing), Ltd., has officially increased
its capital from $50,000 to $15,000,-
000 by creating 2,000,000 6 per cent
cumulative preferred shares of $5
each and 3,960,000 shares of com-
mon stock at $1.25. Capital in-

crease is a result of the consolida-
tion of 86 Odeon companies recent-
ly approved.

Berger Directing Oberon
London — Dr. Ludwig Berger is

directing Merle Oberon in the Tech-
nicolor production, "Red Shoes," a
story of the Russian ballet now in

production at the Denham studios.

"Sailing Along" New GB Title

London — The title of the new
Jessie Matthews musical to follow
"Gangway" has been set as "Sail-
ing Along," instead of the working
title, "Full Sail." Jack Whiting has
the lead opposite Miss Matthews.
The Hollywood songsmiths, Arthur
Johnston and Maurice Sigler, are
currently in Pinewood working on
the song numbers.

Films First-Run in Berlin
Berlin—During first nine months

of the 1936-37 season, 136 long fea-
ture films were shown in Berlin as
compared with 140 in the corre-
sponding period of the previous
season, only a small decrease. The
nationality of the films, however,
shows a considerable change, as in

the current, season the films of Ger-
man origin numbered 90 as against
79 in 1935-36, an increase from 56.4

to 66.4 per cent of the total shown.
If to these German films are added
others actually of foreign origin

but in the German language and
financed by German distributing
concerns, the figure for the first

nine months of the season becomes
108 (79.4 per cent of the total) pro-
duced or controlled by German con-

cerns as against 97 (69.2 per cent)
in the previous year.
The share of the United States

in the Berlin market has further
declined: in 1935-36 it amounted to
45.8 per cent of all foreign films
as compared with 41.3 per cent in
1936-37. Correspondingly, the share
of other foreign films, especially of
European origin, increased.

Cuban National M. P. Board
Havana—Provision for the estab-

lishment of a National Motion Pic-
ture Board is made in a bill passed
by the Cuban Senate recently and
referred to the House of Represen-
tatives, according to an item in the
Havana press. The bill seeks to
promote the development of a Cu-
ban motion picture industry by pro-
viding for the encouragement of
local talent and for the regulation
of picture production, the Board's
activities to be financed through the
annual sale of a $100,000 issue of
postage stamps.

Colombian Imports for 1936
Bogota—Advance official foreign

trade statistics place 1936 imports
of motion picture equipment and
accessories at 10,323 gross kilo-
grams valued at 81,784 pesos, of
which 8,902 kilograms worth 74,099
pesos came from the United States
and 638 kilograms valued at 3,879
pesos from the Netherlands. Motion
picture film imports totaled 15,362
gross kilograms valued at 201,511
pesos.

Camera Picks the Winner
Berlin—Agfa (I. G. Farben con-

cern) has developed a new photo-
graphic method for use in judging
sporting contests. Two slow motion
cameras are combined to make
stereoscopic shots of the events at
the goal at the rate of 100 pairs a
second. The time is also indicated
on the film. By this method it is

possible to fix time differences up
to 1/1,000 second. By a special
process the films can be developed
within 10 minutes after taking.

Further Control in Argentine
Buenos Aires—A recent Govern-

ment decree gives additional powers
to the Instituto Argentino Cinema-
tografico. Local producers must ob-
tain prior approval from the Insti-
tuto for all films intended for ex-
port which deal with propaganda or
general information on Argentina.
The same decree also requires the
local producers to submit an inven-
tory of their equipment and mate-
rial, and provides that the Instituto
may requisition the use of such fa-
cilities, should same be necessary,
before the establishment of the In-
stitute's own studios.

BUCHANAN TO SPEND

$2,000,000 ON SIX

London (By Cable) — Jack Bu-
chanan has set a budget of approxi-
mately $2,000,000 for the six sea-
sonal pix Lo be made at Pinewood
by Jack Buchanan Productions. Re-
lease on this side will be via Gen-
eral Film Distributors, with a deal
under way for American handling
via a major company.
One of the highlights of the pro-

gram will be "Richard of Bordeaux,"
which will be produced in color next
spring, with John Gielgud repeating
the title role, he had on the West
End stage.
Buchanan, has almost completed

the company's first subject, "Smash
and Grab," a non-musical subject,

in which he co-stars with Elsie Ran-
dolph, under the direction of Tim
Whelan.
Next will be "Sky's the Limit," a

musical, with Buchanan, Marie Los-
seff, the continental star, David
Hutchinson and William Kendall.
Buchanan will co-direct with Lee
Cannes.

Third will be another Buchanan
subject, with Rene Clair directing,

and Adele Astaire (Lady Charles
Cavendish) making her screen de-

but. This is scheduled to start this

month, while the same director is

to make a second production later

for the firm. One of these two is

expected to be done in color.

Another production planned is

"Sweet Devil," in which Bobby
Howes and Jean Gillie will team.
Tim Whelan will direct.

Warners to Reopen Conn.

Houses on Full-Time Basis

New Haven, Conn.—B. E. Hoffman
of the Warner Theater Department,
reports that Warners will reopen
the Capitol Theater, New Britain,

closed for the past five years, after
renovation. A first-run policy prob-
ably will be followed.

The Circle, South Manchester, al-

so closed for some time prior to

1935, and operating week-ends only
since then, will also be reopened in

the Fall, on a full-time basis.

The Strand, Newburyport will be
completely renovated and placed on
full-time while the Premier in the
same city, will be changed to a week-
end schedule only. New marquees
will be installed in all these the-
aters, as well as in the Strand, Clin-

ton and Strand, Waverly.

Charles Esdale Dead
Charles Esdale, 64, actor, died on

Saturday at St. Luke's Hospital. He
had appeared on the stage with the
late Jeanne Eagels and Jane Cowl,
among others.

Bullet Kills Minter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Fred Minter,

43, actor, died here from a bullet
wound. His body was found in his
apartment.
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each, and Selznick International, Re-
public and Schertzinger-Myers one
each.
Warners has started work on

"Tovarich", "Sergeant Murphy" and
"Block That Kick". "Partners In

Crime" is the newest picture on the

Paramount schedule, while Univer-
sal has begun work on "Behind The
Mike".
"Adventurous Blonde" and "Var-

sity Show" have been completed at

Warners.

RKO Radio to Start Six

Features Within a Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— S. J. Briskin, Vice-

President in charge of production,
will send six RKO Radio feature
pictures before cameras within the
next week. List is topped by the
Pandro S. Berman production, "A
Damsel in Distress," first solo star-

ring vehicle for Fred Astaire, with
George Burns and Grade Allen
heavily featured. George Stevens
will direct the P. G. Wodehouse
story, with a musical score contrib-

uted by the late George Gershwin
and his brother, Ira.

Barbara Stanwyck returns to her
home lot to co-star with Herbert
Marshall in "A Love Like That."
Burgess Meredith will be back at
RKO to star in "Don't Forget to

Remember," with Ann Sothern. John
Boles, Jack Oakie and Ida Lupino
will start work in "Fight for Your
Lady," to be produced by Lewis.
"Saturday's Heroes," gets under way
with Marian March and Van Heflin
co-featured. Another of Stuart Pal-
mer's mystery stories, "Forty
Naughty Girls," also goes before
cameras with James Gleason and
ZaSu Pitts in top spots.

Court Cuts Award
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals has

reduced an award to the Fort Worth
Properties, Inc. against RKO from
$17,139 to $3,737. The award re-

sulted from breach of a lease by an
RKO subsidiary on a Fort Worth
theater.

Legit for Springfield

Springfield, Mass.—The Broadway
theater will be opened in September
with legit.

SICK REPORT

Baltimore—Maxwell Weinberg of
the Little Theater goes into Sinai
Hospital here for a tonsilectomy .

then off for a vacation.

Cincinnati — Jean Burkhart of
RKO sustained cuts about the face
in an auto accident.

< < Hot Stuff!
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of N. Frye

of Frye and Muench, Danville, III.,

Theater Operators

- As Told to FILM DAILY =

FOR my best remembered experience as an exhibitor, it's

necessary to go back to the release of ''What Price Glory"
10 years or so ago.
The picture, you will recall, was

released after road showing during
the summer months and I decided
to play it up somewhat on a road
show basis by increasing the price

to a top of 75c and a minimum of

50c and giving one performance in

the afternoon and one performance
in the evening except on Saturday
and Sunday when the picture was
played on a continuous basis.

It so happened that the week the
picture played was the hottest week
of that year and the theater in which
the picture was shown had no ven-
tilation.

The monetary result on this pic-

ture in playing it for seven days on
that basis in Danville, with a popu-

lation of approximately 36,000, was
around $6,600. This result was over
three times the result that would
have been achieved had the picture
been presented in the usual manner
at the usual prices.

The result was so unusual that
it influenced the Fox branch man-
ager in Chicago to urge that Fox
acquire the theaters in the city of
Danville. This did not happen but
Publix later took practically com-
plete possession.

Editor's Note: This is No. 13 of a
feature series. Watch for another
in an early issue.

Court Dismisses Moser's

Complaint Following Trial

(Continued from Page 1)

Justice Aldrich in the Supreme Court
at White Plains.

Moser's suit asked for cancella-

tion of the contract by which he sold

to Terry all his interest in Moser
& Terry, Inc., and in his long-
standing partnership with Terry.
Against Hammons, president of

Educational Films Corporation of

America, and Weiss, treasurer of

Terrytoons, Inc., Moser charged
fraud.

Late in February, 1936, Moser
and Terry were told by Hammons
that their contract for distribution

of Terry-Toons would not be re-

newed on its expiration in the sum-
mer of 1936. After several discus-

sions during the next few days, Mo-
ser sold all his stock and all his in-

terest in Terry-Toons to Terry, who
then returned to Hammons and
agreed to make increased invest-

ments in personnel, etc., if Ham-
mons would change his decision
about the contract.

In view of these promises by
Terry, Hammons did thereafter re-

new the contract. On learning of

the contract renewal, Moser brought
the action to void his sale, accusing
Terry and Hammons of being in

conspiracy to defraud him when he
was told that the contract was not
to be renewed. Weiss was accused
of being a party to the alleged con-
spiracv and of furnishing to the
plaintiff a false and fraudulent
statement as to the condition of the
Moser-Terry corporation.

"Earth" at Far Rockaway
RKO has booked M-G-M's "The

Good Earth" into the Far Rockaway
Theater for the week of July 14 and
will play it on a reserved seat pol-
icy.

5-Town Community Circuit

Sponsored by Merchants

Marysville, O.—Kenneth Hill who
has been manager of the Avalon and
Strand theaters here for eight years,

has resigned and has established a
circuit of community film shows.
Hill has signed contracts to provide
shows at Mt. Victory, Middleburg,
Rushsylvania, Woodstock and Ray-
mond. The shows are presented one
night each week in each community
under sponsorship of the merchants.

Schreiber Giveaway Suit

Against Detroit Dropped

Detroit—Suit of New Colonial En-
terprises Inc., operating company
for the Jacob Schreiber Circuit,

against the City of Detroit and var-
ious city officials was discontinued
in open court before Circuit Judge
Henry G. Nicol. The suit, pending
since last fall, was based upon
Schreiber's attempts to operate var-
ious giveaway propositions, which
resulted in police action against the
Colonial Theater.

Layoffs at All-Time Low
Detroit—An all-time low was

probably set Sunday for layoffs for
the local projectionists' union, when
only two were reported. Average
number is 8 to 10 daily.

Dix Film for Rialto

"Devil is Driving," Richard Dix
latest starring- vehicle for Columbia,
will open a New York premiere en-
gagement at the Rialto Theater on
Thursday.

Capt. Davie Called to Colors
Cincinnati—Capt. C. E. Davie, of

the Perry Theater, New Lexington,
leaves July 28 for Army duty at
Camp Perry.
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TWO MILLION DOLLAR

20TH-F0X ENGLISH PIX
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Goetz. The Fields productions will

each be in the million dollar class,

he said. All six pix are planned for
the world market.

Goetz declared that he had not
conferred on the GB situation while
abroad. He leaves for the coast to-

day.

Also arriving on the Normandie
was Ralph Blum and his wife, Car-
mel Meyers, who leaves for Holly-
wood tomorrow. She did a television
broadcast in London and plans to do
more radio work at the coast.

Anna May Wong, another pas-
senger, goes into a new play, "Prin-
cess Turndott," which opens at Mt.
Kisco Aug. 2. Charles Farrell, an-
other arrival, said he goes to Co-
hassett, Mass. in a few days to play
a summer theater. While in Lon-
don he made one picture each for
Lothar Mendez and Grosvenor.

Simone Simon also landed from
the Normandie, en route to Holly-
wood, as did Rose Strader, Viennese
actress, who has a one-year M-G-M
contract. The Rockettes, totalling
36, came in from Paris and another
arrival was Belle Baker.

Para. 1936 Registration

Statement Filed With SEC

(Continued from Page 1)

activities have been carried on by
Paramount Company instead of its

subsidiaries as before.

Stock reports showed $41,000,000
listed as previously authorized cap-
ita] stock and total number of shares
authorized to be issued at $5,450,000.
Total of 300,000 will be first preferred
stock at $100 par each, 650,000
shares second preferred at $10 each,
and 4,500,000 shares of common
stock at $1 each.

State Post for Kennedy
Detroit—Roger M. Kennedy, in-

ternational vice president of the
IATSE has been appointed a mem-
ber of the Michigan State Prison
Commission by Governor Frank
Murphy. Kennedy has long been in-

terested in penology, and has a
model of an up to date prison cell

on permanent display at his office.

WEDDING BELLS

Springfield, Mass. — Milton \
Wainstein, assistant manager ofL
Paramount here is to wed Rosafyn
Sacks of Holyoke soon.

Detroit—Eddean Downey, daught-
er of M-G-M's exchange manager,
Frank J. Downey, was married Sat-
urday to Howard Charles Bentley.
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Separate "A" ,"B Pix Contracts Urged man

SOUND SERVICE MEN COMPLETING NATIONAL UNION

B & K to Stick to Double Feature Policy in Chicago

Warners'
... for national

'

= By CHESTER B.

PIan
previews

BAHN =
D ESULTS of the Warner experiment with
' * previews of eight 1937-38 features in

31 of the larger American cities next
month will bear close watching by the in-

dustry generally.

As announced by Grad L. Sears, War-
ners' general sales manager, the extensive
series of previews is designed as something
of a company "show window" as well as to

obtain for Warner execs, definite produc-
tion guidance from civic, church and edu-
cational agencies, in addition to exfiibs.,

through the medium of forums.

It requires no great stretch of the im-
agination to conceive of a third material

benefit to Warners. Certainly, in an over-

whelming majority of instances the experi-

ment guarantees the pre-selling of the

selected features in the cities selected. The
film-minded groups may be expected to get
behind the features approved when the

playdates roll around.

One question, however, arises. Neces-
sarily, some time must elapse between
these previews and the films' bookings.
Will that fact lessen the ballyhoo effect?

This observer's hunch is that it will not.

CORUMS being an old FILM DAILY cus-

tom, the forum angle of Warners' ex-

periment is intriguing. If it is true that
the public, not Hollywood, determines film

fashions,—and that seems to be the case,—the best and quickest way to find out
"what sort of pictures the public wants"
obviously is to ask the public.

Particularly that public which is definite-

ly film-minded, and in that category today
you have the alert, thinking groups which
Warners proposes to invite to its previews
and attendant forums.

o

IT IS interesting, too, to contrast this

Ljndustry attitude, calling for open dis-

(er'nion, with that, say of the Virginia Di-

vij^&n of Motion Pictures. That state cen-
sorship body recently adopted a secrecy
policy and is refusing to report on its de-
letions.

The Richmond Times-Dispatch editorial-

ly sums up this surprising stand neatly

with:

"Perhaps the average citizen does not
(Continued on Page 2)

Present Business "Satisfac-

tory", Says Circuit

Advertising Director

Chicago—Balaban & Katz has no
intention of discontinuing duals in

its local film houses, Will Hollan-
der, advertising director for the cir-

cuit, told The Film Daily yester-
day.

Hollander declared that business
was "satisfactory" under the pres-

(Continued on Page 3)

LOWER NEBRASKA B. 0.

TAKE PUZZLES EXHIBS.

By BARNEY OLDFIELD
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Lincoln, Neb.—Sagging grosses in

this territory in the face of excel-

lent crop conditions and good
weather is puzzling exhibs. Busi-
ness in the second quarter this year
slumped 15 to 25 per cent below the
first quarter, and was 5 to 10 per

(Continued on Page 3)

SMPE to Hold Spring Meet
in Washington About May 1

Spring convention of the SMPE
in 1938 will be held at the Ward-
man Park Hotel, Washington, about
May 1. William Kunzman, conven-
tion vice-president of the organiza-

(Continued on Page 3)

What? Only a 7-Hour Show? ?

Omaha — Customers of Ralph Gold-
berg's Town theater practically went
home at dawn after his most recent
marathon program. Outdoing his pre-
vious high of five features, Goldberg
presented a six-unit program, which in-

cluded former actress Juanita Hansen
and her narcotics lecture. Patrons pay-
ing their 30 cents at 8 p. m. yawned
their way out at 3 a. m.

MALICE SEEN BY "U"

IN "ROAD" END STORY

R. H. Cochrane, president of Uni-
versal, yesterday branded as "a com-
plete falsehood from start to finish" a
recently published story to the effect

that the company had altered the
ending of "The Road Back" for the
purpose of "glorifying Hitler".

Cochrane declared that "nothing
but malice could have created" the

(Continued on Page 8)

WB Music Subsidiaries

Ask Higher Ascap Rating

Harms, Remick and New World
Music Co., Warner Bros, music pub-
lishing subsidiaries, have filed no-
tice with the Ascap availability com-
mittee asking that they be allotted
a higher rating. If granted firms

(Continued on Page 3)

//f\//
Individual Contracts for "A' and "B

Pictures Urged in M. A. Lightman Plan

Simultaneous Gershwin

Services on Two Coasts

While funeral rites for the late

George Gershwin are being con-
ducted at 2 p.m. tomorrow in Tem-
ple Emanu-El, 1 E. 65th St., a me-
morial service will be held simul-
taneously in Temple Wilshire, Hol-

(Conlinued on Page 8)

Proposal that distributors sell

film on two separate contracts, one
covering "A" productions and the
other "B" pictures, was made by
M. A. Lightman, former president
of the MPTOA, in New York yester-
day, following his arrival from
Memphis. The plan, as advocated
by Lightman, would allow distribu-

tors greater flexibilitv in the allo-
(Continued on Page 8)

A F of L-Chartered Group
Expects to Double

Its Report

A national union of sound equip-
ment service men is being organ-
ized under a charter granted b^ the
American Federation of Labor, with
total membership at the present
time reported to extend beyond the
70 mark.
The organization anticipates a

roster of 1,400 upon completion of
organizing activities in about three
weeks. Territory yet to be organ-

(Continued on Page 3)

MPPDA WILL ACT ON

SCHOOL PIX DISTRIB,

Decision on the method of distri-

bution to schools and colleges of the
numerous short subjects approved for

classroom use by panels of educa-
tors who have viewed them will be
made by the board of directors of

the MPPDA at the association's reg-
ular quarterly meeting in Septem-
ber, The Film Daily is advised.
Some possibility exists that a cen-

tral distributing agency will be set up
(Continued on Page 8)

Bank Night Passes From
Nebraska's Film Map

Lincoln, Neb.—Bank night is all

washed up in Nebraska, according
to Assistant Attorney General Fran-
cis V. Robinson. At least, there
are no theaters in Nebraska, he

(Continued on Page 3)

Too Much Courtesy
Detroit—Courtesy Theater name was

carried too far, Dorothy Sinyard, cash-
ier at Burton London's house of that
name, decided, when a lone woman
bandit handed her a note beginning
"Dear Friend: Hand over the money.
I have five men in back of me, and
if you don't they will fill you full of

lead." Miss Sinyard handed over.
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(Continued from Page 1)

care if a questionable double entendre is

whacked out of The Scanties of 1938, but

at least he has a right to know the ap-
j

proximate amount of local cutting that

has been done to motion pictures which he
pays to attend. Surely a citizen, whether
a moviegoer or not, should have access to

records of a state body that has power to

regulate his evening's entertainment."

Franklin Gets Judgment
Harold B. Franklin, as assignee

of the Brookin Corp., Avas yesterday
awarded a $7,500 judgment by de-
fault in Federal Court against John
J. Franklin, Birdie Franklin and
Jayjay Theater Corp. in an action
arising from a loan of $7,500 made
by the Brookin Corp. to J. J. Frank-
lin for investment in a Honolulu
Theater enterprise and which he al-

legedly failed to repay.

N. Y. Paramount Sets Pix

Until Thanksgiving Day

Following the current showing of

"Easy Living," co-starring Jean
Aithur and Edward Arnold, the
New York Paramount will present
"Exclusive," with Fred MacMurray
and Frances Farmer. Next will

come "Artists and Models," with
Jack Benny, Martha Raye. Richard
Arlen, Gail Patrick and Ida Lupino.
The Labor Day attraction will be
"Double or Nothing" with Bing
Crosby, Martha Raye and Mary
Carlisle.

The theater will inaugurate its

fall season with Marlene Dietrich's

newest picture, "Angel," "You And
Me," starring Sylvia Sidney and
George Raft, and "Ebbtide," with
O. Homolka, Frances Farmer and
Ray Milland, are also Paramount-
headed, rounding out bookings un-
til Thanksgiving.

Ida Conquest Dies at 61

Funeral services will be held at
11 a. m. today for Mrs. Riccardo
Bertelli, 61, the former Ida Con-
quest, leading woman for John
Drew, Richard Mansfield and Wil-
liam Gillette, in St. James Protes-
tant Episcopal Church, Madison
Ave. and 71st St. Mrs. Bertelli died
from a heart attack. In addition to

her husband, she leaves a daughter,
Gigiotta.

Pathe News Files Denial

Pathe News, Inc., yesterday filed

a general denial in Federal Court
to the $50,000 suit brought by Phil-

lips Lord who claimed that Pathe
breached a contract to pay 50 per
cent of the expenses of a round-the-
world trip by schooner he took and
also failed to provide three tech-

nical men for the voyage.

Extend Talley's Contract
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Truman Talley's

contract as vice-president, producer
and editor-in-chief of Movietonews
has been extended for a three-year
period starting June 14th last, it

was disclosed at SEC yesterday.

Milder Returning
Max Milder, managing director

of Warner Bros, in England, sails

today (Wednesday) on the Norman-
die for England. He has been here
for a few weeks conferring with
home office executives.

Tapley Judgment Affirmed

Albany—The Court of Appeals in

a divided opinion yesterday af-

firmed judgment of the lower
courts of Robert A. Tapley in three
actions against the Ross Theater
Corporation, Mount Vernon, for in-

juries sustained in a theater fire,

the court holding the case to be one
in which it was for the jury to as-
certain what was negligence and
whether it was proved.

Van to Produce Pix

Wally Van has written an orig-
inal "White Trash" which he in-

tends to produce at once as an in-

dependent exploitation six reeler.

The locale is laid in the deep South.

Miss Tallichet In Stock
Margaret Tallichet, Selznick con-

tract player, will appear in summer
stock at Mt. Kisco and Westport
shortly.

Schulberg Soon to Reveal

Future Releasing Tieup

B. P. Schulberg is expected to

soon announce his future releasing
tieup, following termination of his

association with Paramount. The
producer has two more productions
to deliver to Paramount under his

current deal, which called for a to-

tal of 12 pictures over a period of

two years.

Voelker to Establish Lab.

Detroit—Detroit Film Laborator-
ies, Inc., has been chartered as a
Michigan corporation, to establish

an independent film lab. here.

Charles M. Voelker is president and
treasurer of the company. Clive
Bradshaw, head technician, and
Fred E. Thompson, technician, for-

merly with Metropolitan, have
joined the Detroit Film Laborator-
ies staff.

Laboratory is located at 66 Sib-

ley St.

Coming and Going

M. A. LIGHTMAN, who arrived in New York
yesterday from Memphis, leaves Friday on his

return home.

BYRON ADAMS, Warner manager at Memphis,
is due in New York tomorrow.

EDDIE DOWLING and MRS. DOWLING sail

today on the Manhattan. Also on the Man-
hattan will be MRS. MORTON DOWNEY and
her son MICHAEL DOWNEY.

JACK BENNY and his wife MARY LIVING-
STONE sail today on the Normandie. Others
on the Normandie will be COLE PORTER,
song writer, JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, European man-
ager of Columbia Pictures and MAX MILDER,
English representative for Warner Bros.

MRS. MARK OSTRER, wife of the chairman
of GB also sails on the Normandie today.

NATE MANHEIM, MRS. MANHEIM and their

son are en route to the Coast by motor.

DETHMER WALTHER, German actor, has ar-

rived in New York.

JACK WHITING, musical comedy star, sails

on the Aquitania today for England.

WILLIAM KUNZMAN, who is in New York,

leaves for his home in Cleveland in one week.

SIDNEY JUSTIN leaves New York next week
on his return to Hollywood.

HARRY WARREN, Warner Bros, song writer,

and MRS. WARREN are in town from the Coast

to attend the funeral of the former's brother.

LEO SPITZ, RKO president, is expected back

from Hollywood within the next two weeks.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the Uni-

versal board, is expected to sail Saturday from

London for New York.

BILL GOETZ leaves for the Coast via Trans-

continental Airways today.

ABE LYMAN sails Saturday on the S. S. Cali-

fornia for Hollywood.

JOHN BYRAM returns to New York today

from St. Louis.

OSCAR MORGAN, who is now in New York,

leaves for Atlanta tomorrow.

EARL SWEIGART was in New York yester-

day from Philadelphia.

ROBERT GUITERMAN, president of the Mani-

towoc Theater Co. of Manitowoc, Wis., is in

New York for a three weeks' vacation.

Censorship Pays In Va.
Richmond, Va.—Net receipts of

the State Division of Motion Picture
Censorship continue to increase.
Virginia's treasury got $16,000 from
the issuance of film licenses with-
in the fiscal year ending July 1.

Only two pictures were rejected in

toto within the last year, one being
a sex film and the other a so-called
medical production.

Spierman to Far East

Richard D. Spierman has been as-

signed to cover a section of the Far
Eastern territory under supervision
of Reginald Armour, RKO Radio
Far Eastern sales manager. Spier-
man sails July 24 from San Fran-
cisco for his new post.

"Men With Wings" in Color
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywodo—Paramount will add

another color pix to its 1937-38, set-

ting Technicolor treatment for
"Men With Wings", which William
A. Wellman may direct. Film will

be in the million dollar class.

Lincoln Exhibitors, Papers

Lock Horns Over Ad Policy

Lincoln, Neb. — Newspapers and
theaters here locked horns over ad-

vertising policies this week with

resultant effect that all reviews on

theatrical attractions were yanked
and ballyhoo of the amusement
pages concentrated on tent shows,

public and privately owned amuse-
ment parks, dance places, and soft-

ball. Newspapers are irked by cut

volume of theater ads and have
raised the price from $3.70 to $3.80

per column inch.

TRAVEL AMONG STARS
Film folk fly United to CALI-
FORNIA — 3 stops — 17-1/6

hours. 3 fast flights daily.

Don't waste biz days! Over-
night Mainliner lvs. New York
5:55 p.m.—LOS ANGELES gW,
SAN FRANCISCO for break
fast. CHICAGO — 3 non-stop
flights daily.

UNITED AIR LINES
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SOUND SERVICE MEN
* COMPLETING UNION

(Continued from Page 1)

ized is along the southwest coast

of the country.
A bid for recognition will soon be

made to the electrics and eventually
to exhibitors.

Situation arising from the IATSE
demand that Erpi employes servic-

ing theaters be unionized is unchang-
ed but some understanding will be
reached, it was said yesterday by L.

W. Conrow, general operating man-
ager of Erpi. IATSE projectionists

in several cities are continuing to

refuse admittance to booths to Erpi
service men.

Bank Night Passes From
Nebraska's Film Map

(Continued from Page 1)

says, which are using the cash give-
aways. Reason given by the attor-

ney general's office is that the in-

junction granted against the opera-
tion of banko in Omaha's 28 the-
aters, brought the others into line.

WB Music Subsidiaries

Ask Higher Ascap Rating

(Continued from Page 1)

would receive a greater share of
Ascap's quarterly disbursements to

members. Harms and Remick were
recently awarded higher ratings.

Malco Circuit Planning

New House in Hot Springs

Memphis — Erection of a new
house at Hot Springs, as now con-
templated, will increase the Malco
circuit beyond 60 theaters. The out-
fit headed by M. A. Lightman has
just bought the Linden Circle, local

house, which it has leased for years.
It is installing air-conditioning sys-
tems in the Strand, Memphis, and
the Paramount, Hot Springs.

Wehrley Takes the Udell
Indianapolis—W. C. Wehrley has

acquired the Udell Theater. Some
improvements are contemplated.

Dave Fleischer Stuart Stewart
M. J. Siegel Zita Johann

Louis F. Blumenthal Hal Sloane
Charles Weinstein Jay Henry

Ira Greene

• • • HITTING an entirely new angle in motion picture
themes David Selznick has announced immediate produc-
tion to start on a film covering the history of the Associated
Press showing the part it has played in the development
of a free American press

• • • STARTING with the early beginnings of the Asso-
ciated Press in 1848 the pi'oduction will show the growth
of the non-profit cooperative association into the largest news-
gathering organization in the world it will in fact be a
cavalcade of American journalism in all its exciting and roman-
tic aspects

• • • ENTITLED "Freedom of the Press" this novel
production will graphically present the unceasing struggle of
the Associated Press to annihilate time and space from the
days before the first feeble Morse telegraph clicked in 1844,
when newspaper ingenuity drafted carrier pigeons, fast horses
and clipper ships to speed the news the great personalities
identified with the building of this giant news service will be
woven into the story and Selznick is confident that the
factual presentation of their dramatic lives will be as glamorous
as the fictional screen stories in any event, it opens up an
entirely new source for screen story material there are
great dramatic stories behind scores of gigantic American en-
terprises and industries the special newspaper articles

have definitely shown that the public is avid to read them
so why not dramatize and glamorize them in films?TV
• • • A BALLYHOO from real life more effective than
any the publicity dep't could pull out of the bag of tricks

has been dumped in the laps of M-G-M to plug "The Emperor's
Candlesticks" the theme of which involves secret messages
being smuggled in two candlesticks in a Russian spy story
and right now the police of Richmond, Virginia, are searching
for the thief who stole diamond rings and other valuables hid-
den in two candlesticks by a jeweler's wife when she went on a
short trip and to make it more intriguing, the robbery
occurred while the maid was attending a movie sure, you
guessed it the picture she was looking at was "The Em-
peror's Candlesticks" and if some bright pressagey tried

to sell a ballyhoo gag like that the ad chief would call him nuts
and ring for the ambulance

• • • WITH THE signing of Dorothy Gish and Harold
Vermilyea to long-term contracts for leads in the ether serial

"Couple Next Door" some radio experts say this is the be-
ginning of a raid on Hollywood for Big Names several
serials are being readied for the air, and the sponsors figure
they need big names to put them over this work is nice
for any performer who can get it paying large dough for
a few minutes daily work that runs on indefinitely in the
near future we can envision such serials broadcast from Hol-
lywood to accommodate the Big Names in the cast and the
studio producers forced to alter shooting schedules to accom-
modate their stars who are doubling up on these sponsored day-
time script shows pretty soft for the stars

• • • WHAT the Kolyum Did To Me Testimonials
from grateful readers "Dear Phil: After you ran that
swell item about the new motor boat I'm partying around with
week-ends on the Sound, the boss put the stop-flag on my
swindle sheet. Thanx, pal Joe Glutz"

« « « » » »

B & K TO MAINTAIN

CHI. DUALS POLICY

(Continued from Page 1)

ent conditions, and added that B &
K has product deals running for

the next two and three years.

The circuit introduced duals last

autumn, and the policy was subse-
quently copied by opposition houses.

Lower Nebraska Box Office

Take Puzzles Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

cent down over a like quarter a year
ago.

Admissions after many brave
tries to jack prices are still remain-
ing the same as a year ago, with an
occasional backslide. Varsity here
just dropped from two-bits to a 15-

cent top. Although there is fre-

quent talk of halting dual features
in the territory, they still hang on.

Lincoln, itself, is showing more films

per year than it ever has in its his-

tory, taking 23 to 25 features a week
to keep the houses running—count-
ing first, second and third runs.

So far this year only three big
construction jobs were listed—the
Grand, Grand Island (opened in

May); the Chateau, Wauneta (open-
ed July) ; anud the Soo, South Sioux
City, still under the hammer. Both
the Grand and Chateau were $25,-

000 jobs. This is an improvement
over practically no activity during
the same period in 1936. However,
Nebraska is conservativelv estimated
to be already 25 per cent overseated.
Frequent cases of exhib buying of

the opposition and closing one the-

ater is noted.
General feeling is that with the

outlawing of giveaways, exhibs who
have been using them will see a
period of nearly a year's dullness
before they can again "sell" patrons
on the idea that the show is still

what counts. Same is true on duals.

No exhib. actually seems to improve
his business with dual bills, but he
just plays them because everyone
else does.

SMPE to Hold Spring Meet
in Washington About May 1

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, is now in New York from
Cleveland to make plans in connec-
tion with the Fall meeting which
is scheduled for the Pennsylvania
Hotel, New York, next October.

Leper In Johnson Party

Nairobi, Africa (By Cable)—The 20th
Century-Fox unit sent to Africa to

film scenes for "Stanley and Living-
stone," with Mrs. Osa Johnson acting
as guide, has encamped in the Riff

Valley in Kenya Colony. A bad scare
was given the 20 whites and more than
200 natives in the party when it was
discovered that one of the native bear-
ers was a leper. He was promptly
returned here to be quarantined.
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How to Break House Records

with Paramount Pictures

SIGNIFICANT! During terrific and unprecedented

heat of July 7-8-9, Paramount Theatre, New York,

with "Easy Living" on screen, broke every house

record for attendance and dollars. Business done

made other Broadway showmen gasp with aston-

ishment and turn green with envy.

>>

Z'*'H*

SUN SIZZLED in New York City on July 7 (second

hottest July 7th in history of city) as mercury climbed

to 91 degrees and headlines called attention to unprece-

dented heat.

THEATRE JAMMED at 10:30 a.m., with audience

laughing its head off at funniest comedy romance of

the year. Crowds milled at street entrance waiting

for seats. Laughs clocked at rate of one a second.

Attendance and money intake for day broke every

house record.



"EASY LIVING" Makes Life

Easy for Movie Critics and

They Pass Good Word Along

NEWS
jft

'3V2 stars. The maddest, merriest, and
one of the most enjoyable comedies

Hollywood has turned out in many a

day. Kept us bursting at the seams
from the first through the last scene.

There was standing room only at the

Paramount vesterdav." — Wanda Hale

"Played with zest, directed with spirit,

produced with taste. An inspired comedy
cast. Handsome fun."

—

Bland Juhancson

NewYorkWaM-Telegram V

J
"Good, robust, entertaining. Will tickle

your funny bone from beginning to end."
— William Boehnel

"Calculated to bring the customers in

droves, hordes and veritable migrations.

The customers, it may be noted, at-

tended in great numbers, deriving great

satisfaction." —Leo Mishkin

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

"A laugh riot, that will make a substan-

tial contribution toward the work of the

League for Getting People's Minds Off

the Hot Weather." —M. F. L.

"A wild-eyed farce of the romantic type

so popular this season. Has elements of

a Cinderella story, a father and son

drama, and a big business yarn— all

told in restrained comedy style."

— Eileen Creelman

Trade Press Reviewers

Also Know Their Box-

Office Smashes

Daily Variety... Promises to be.one of

the year's outstanding pictures. Fresh,

sparkling in its lines and smart in its

°^treatment throughout.

^HollyWOOd Reporter . . . Headed for smash
business wherever it plays. Designed

for the sole purpose of giving the public

what is wanted— plus.

Motion Picture Daily.. .Will give any
picture competition. Destined for popu-

larity with all audiences, with resultant

healthy box-office returns.

"EASY LIVING" RECORD SHEET

History Repeats ItSelf at Paramount on July 10. Heat sends thermometer up to 94 degrees. Crowds

still continue to pour out at crossroads of the world, where Paramount Theatre betters the preceding day's

gross, thanks to the critics and the vvord-of-mouth advertising of the thousands of satisfied customers.

"EASY LIVING" RECORD SHEET

SllCCeSS BegetS SUCCeSS as Paramount for third day in succession breaks all attendance records for

house. Proves there's no such thing as hot weather competition from beaches, picnic parks and the broad
,

open highway when there's a real summer laugh fest like "Easy Living" on the screen.'

Write your own success story... here's

the comedy riot that will make 'em

take their minds off the weather!

JEAN ARTHUR and EDWARD ARNOLD

, "EASY LIVING".,,, ray milland
JCPatamoann

A Paramount Picture • Directed by Mitchell Leisen • Screei

es • Based on a Story by Vera CaspaimKrn*



IN COLUMBIA'S 1937

COLUMBIA scoop of

the first magnitude . . . /

Since last year . . . and still

playing at the Booth Theatre,

New York ... the biggest

smash hit B r o a dway's;
entertained in yeafrs/ N

Here's a play destined to If

make motion picture history/

ByGEORGE S. KAUFMAN^
and MOSS HART,

The top contributors to

theatre entertainment
of t h is g ene r at i on/
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MPPDA WILL ACT ON

SCHOOL PIX DISTRIB.

(Continued from Page 1)

to handle all the product. A catalogue
which will list all the major com-
pany pictures selected for education-
al use is under consideration. It is

likely that the first large-scale offer-

ing of major company product for
schoolroom use will be made this

fall.

Experiments have been conducted
in the Bronxville Schools with the
subjects in the field of "human re-

lations" prepared by the Progressive
Education Association from features
supplied by the major companies.

Malice Seen by Universal

In "Road" End Story

(Continued from Page 1)

story which appeared in papers
other than The Film Daily.

In a formal statement, UniversaPs
prexy asserted:

"I am in receipt of a cablegram
from J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman
of our Board of Directors, who is

now in Europe with our foreign
sales manager, Gustav Schaefer, in

which he says 'neither Schaefer nor
I ever met Dr. Goebbels in the first

place and in the second place, we
have never discussed 'The Road Back'
with an official in Germany at any
time. Both of us hone you will use
this denial as emphatically as you
can.'

"The simple truth is that after

showing the picture to the public

we decided to add several roman-
tic scenes. Those who have seen
both versions say the new one is im-
measurably better. Politics and fear

had nothing whatever to do with it."

CIO Wants to Exhibit

Riot Reel In St. Louis

St. Louis—CIO unions here have
protested to the LaFollette Com-
mittee against the inability to se-

cure from Paramount the Chicago
not newsreel for local exhibition.

It is claimed in the protest that the
United Electrical and Radio Work-
ers of America were advised that
the film was not available because
^f official opposition. Exhibs. here
Vio„Q rejected the film.

The riot reel was shown to the
250 delegates of the Central Trades
^nd Labor Union of St. Louis at
Carpenters Hall, Sunday. The film
was obtained from the local Para-
mount office through the courtesy of
the Moving Picture Machine Opera
tors Union No. 143, whose business
agent, Clyde A. Weston, an opera-
tor, presented the film.

Powell With Annabella
West Coast. Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twentieth Century-Fox is

borrowing William Powell from M-G-M
to appear opposite Annabella in the
French actress' first Hollywood pix,

"Jean," by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete, Vien-
nese playwright.

A "JUiUc" pio*» "£ois
ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOODW. P. LIPSCOMB, author-play-

wright, currently at Paramount
writing the screenplay for "Beau
Geste," is setting a lively pace for
nis film colony colleagues.
Within an hour after Director

Irving Cummings, who has just
completed filming of Walter Wang-
er's "Vogues of 1938," closed with
nim for the purchase of the talkie
rights to his new novel, "The Jug-
gler," Lipscomb's agent notified him
of the sale of the book's serial
rights to a national weekly maga-
zine. Cummings is now negotiating
with Paramount to produce the
vehicle with W. C. Fields as the
star.

Meanwhile, Lipscomb's original
stage play, "Ninety Sails," will be
given a premiere in London in Sep-
cember, followed by a Broadway
opening in November. "Hurricane,"
which he dramatized for Samuel
Goldwyn, is now before the cameras
at United Artists studio.

T T T
Casting assignments: Warners

—

Lionel Atwill, "The Great Garrick";
Sheila Bromley, Michael Mark, Veda
Ann Borg, Anderson Lawlor, John
Harron, Marcia Ralston, Earl Gunn,
Harland Tucker, "Missing Witnes-
ses"; Grand National—Boots Mal-
lory, "Here's Flash Casey"; RKO

Kadio—Marian Marsh, "Saturday's
Heroes'; Columbia—Richard Arlen,
Dolores Del Rio, "Park Avenue
Dame."

T T T
Sally Breen, Bobby's sister and

heretofore his manager, is now
Mrs. Louis Roth, with the manag-
erial reins passing to Michael Breen,
a brother.

T » »

More casting assignments: War-
ners — Boris Karloff, "Without
Warning"; 20th Century-Fox—Tony
Martin, J. C. Nugent, "Life Begins
in College"; Chick Chandler, George
Regas, "Look Out, Mr. Moto"; Para-
mount — John Payne, Katherine
"Sugar" Kane, "Love on Toast";
George Bancroft, Frederick Clark,
"Park Avenue Follies";" Ralph Mor-
gan, Clarence Kold, Robert Cum-
mings, Bernard Siegel, "Wells Far-
go."

T T T
Maureen O'Connor, thirteen-year-

old radio singer recently under con-
tract to Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem, has been signed to appear op-
posite Jackie Cooper in Monogram's'
"Boy of the Streets." Maureen, who
was voted "Radio's Baby Star of
1937" by Los Angeles radio editors,

was heard by Scott R. Dunlap of
Monogram when she appeared with
Eddie Cantor on a recent broadcast.

Monogram Readies Six

For July Production

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Atlantic Flight,"

with Dick Merrill and Jack Lambie,
which went before Monogram cam-
eras this week under the direction

of William Nigh, is the first of the
six pictures scheduled to go into

production on the Monogram lot

during July.
According to an announcement by

Scott R. Dunlap, vice-president in

charge of production, "Telephone
Operator," on which Lon Young is

associate producer, and "The Girl

Next Door," under the direction of
Arthur Greville Collins, will start
July 20.

"Where The West Begins," sec-

ond of the series of eight Jack Ran-
dall musical westerns, is slated for
the cameras a day earlier, with R.
N. Bradbury directing. It will be
be immediately followed by the
initial Tom Keetie outdoor drama,
"God's Country and the Man."
"Romance of the Limberlost,"

adaptation of the Gene Stratton-
Porter novel, "Her Fathers Daugh-
ter," will start production about
July 25, with Ken Goldsmith as as-
sociate producer.

Cline's First Is Set
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward F. Cline will

produce and direct "Tarzan's Re-
venge" starring Glenn Morris as the
first picture on his Principal Pro-
ductions contract.

Simultaneous Gershwin

Service on Two Coasts

(Continued from Page 1)

lywood, with Rabbi Edgar Mangin
officiating.

The eulogy here will be delivered
by Gene Buck, Ascap prexy, and in

Hollywood by Oscar Hammerstein.
Arrangements for the Coast service
were completed by a committee
headed by Irving Berlin, Moss Hart
and L. Wolfe Gilbert. The Coast
memorial committee includes Adolph
Zukor, Edward G. Robinson, Dar-
ryl Zanuck, Jerome Kern, Marc Con-
nelly, Robert Montgomery, Samuel
Goldwyn, Fred Astaire, David Selz-
nick, Ernst Lubitsch, Frank Capra,
Jack Warner, Buddy de Silva, Edgar
Selwyn, Eddie Cantor and Charles
Chaplin.

Ira Gershwin was appointed spe-
cial administrator of his brother's
estate by Superior Judge Elliott
Craig in Los Angeles when it was
shown that the composer, whose
residence was given as Beverly
Hills, died intestate. The petition
for special letters of administration
was brief and stated that the estate
would exceed $10,000. Bond for the
administrator was set at $208,000,
indicative of the fact that the es-
tate will be valued at that amount
or more.

Jack Otterson With "U"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Otterson has

been signed to a seven-year con-
tract as supervising art director at
Universal. Otterson was with Para-
mount and 20th Century-Fox.

EPARATE "A", T?)
PIX PACTS PROPOSED

(Continued from Page 1)

cation of "A" pictures and, in the
instance of "B" productions, would
not require a theater to buy more
xoauct than it needs.

The results would be that distrib-
utors would get more revenue out
of their higher-cost product, point-
ed out Lightman, who estimated
that "A" attractions bring in be-
tween 80 and 85 per cent of their
total revenue. Lower-cost pictures,
with more action injected into them
to broaden their appeal to certain
types of audiences, would be absorb-
ed by the smaller houses which re-
quire entertainment of this sort, he
declared. In effect, the system
would not only increase distributor
earnings but also permits exhibi-
tors to discard dual bills inasmuch
as less unsuitable product would be
forced upon them, Lightman said.

Particularly discussing the double
feature situation, the Malco circuit
president asserted that both major
company and theater would sub-
stantially benefit if approximately
20 per cent less "B" pictures were
made each year. With houses com-
pelled to absorb more productions
of this classification than they can
"sensible use," thev are not in a
position to drop double features, he
said. If exhibitors were not forced
to play these films. Liehtman point-
ed out, they could go into houses
where 1.0 and 15 cent audiences de-
mand them, especiallv providing
more action elements were inserted
in them.
Lightman deplored the overly-

long show as injuring theater at-
tendance. In the Memnhis territory,
where his operations are centered,
programs run about two hours, he
stated, as compared with a mini-
mum of two hours and a half in
zones where theaters are double
featuring.
While in New York, Lightman

nlans to confer on film deals for
the new season. He has buys ten-
tatively set with Paramount, Uni-
versal and Warner Bros. Franchise
arrangements with 20th Century-
Fox and RKO carry over into 1937-
38.

Lightman leaves New York Fri-
day on his return South.
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Conover's Mother III

Detroit—Jack Conover, booker
for Grand National, has been called

to Columbus, O., by the serious ill-

ness of his mother.
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Arnold to Barnstorm
West Coast Bur., THE FILM 'DAIA

Hollywood—A barnstorming thea
tour of the country embracing
night stands as well as brief engagi
ments in larger cities is planned by
Edward Arnold. Star will recruit a
company of Hollywood film players
who, like himself, wish to revive ex-
periences of their early days of troup-
ing.
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20th-Fox ear Film Deal With Loew Circuit

SOUND MENTION CLAUSEJAMPERING ERPI DEALS

Requisite Consents Secured for Roxy Reorg. Approval
Court to be Asked Tomorrow

for Formal Okaying

Order

Requisite assents for approval of

the Roxy reorganization plan have
been obtained since last Friday and
tomorrow an order will be submitted
to Federal Judge Caffey by the

Pounds bondholder committee, pro-

ponents of the plan, asking formal
approval of the plan. Under the

plan 20th Century-Fox will acquire

the theater.

Presentation of an order for ap-

proval of the plan has been delayed
(Continued on Page 7)

KORDA TO MAKE

INC0L0RIN18M0NS.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Technicolor announc-

ed yesterday that Alexander Korda
will make six pictures in Techni-
color within the next 18 months.
Two will star Merle Oberon, one
starring Binnie Barnes and Sabu in

"Mutiny in the Mountains" is now
in production.

Future Picketing Course

Sought by 802 Referendum

A referendum is being conducted
among members of Local 802, musi-
cians' union, to determine whether
the union shall discontinue picket-

ing of local theaters in a move to

compel restoration of orchestras.

The referendum, sent out to mem-
bers in the form of a resolution, al-

er'l I
(Continued on Page 7)

Merchants in Film Biz

Beemer, Neb.—Rather than let the
town be without a theater, local busi-

ness men got together and took over

the Gem when J. F. O'Neill announced
he planned to close the house.

N. Y. Execs, to Attend Empire Films Meet in Toronto
Several New York film executives go to Toronto next week to attend the annual

convention of Empire Films Ltd., at the Royal York. Sessions take place on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. New York delegation will include Arthur A. Lee, Herbert J.

Yates and Jack Skirball.

Metro Asks Public's Views on Short

Subjects Via Polls in U. S. Papers

A poll to determine the public's
preferences in short subjects and
also what patrons would like to see
in screen shorts is being launched
by M-G-M in conjunction with crit-

ics in cities throughout the country.
One critic will be offered the op-

portunity to conduct the poll in each
city in the country with theater
tickets offered as prizes by local

theaters to stimulate replies to the
five questions to be asked the pub-
lic. These questions are: "What is

the best short subject you ever saw ?

What series of shorts have you en-
joyed most? Would vou care to see
dramatic shorts comparable to the
one-act play or the 0. Henry type of
short story ? If not, why ? Can you

(Continued on Page 12)

Northwest Film Biz Down; Night Baseball Hurts

Bv MILT HOFFMAN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis—Gross film biz the
past quarter in this territory was
15 p.c. less than last year's com-
parative second quarter, and even
lower than the preceding quarter of
this year. Night baseball and other
sports are competing factors here.
One of the finest crop situations in
the past decade is existing at pres-
ent in the Northwest, and exhibs
are exceedingly optimistic.

Admission prices have remained

static throughout the area, although
circuit operators are talking in-

creases of 10 cents.

Double features, always a sore
point in this territory, have been
tried out as an experiment by Min-
nesota Amusement, in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, and generally have
proved to be no more effective as
business getters than the single at-

traction. Independent operators in

neighborhood and small town houses
(Continued on Page 12)Admission prices nave remained (Continued on Page

Loew Circuit Gets 1-Year Franchii

Covering 20th Century-Fox Pi

ise

*roduct

Notables as Pallbearers

at George Gershwin Rites

Honorary bearers at the funeral
services for George Gershwin this
afternoon at Temple Emanu-El
were announced yesterday. Headed

(Continued on Page 14)

20th Century-Fox has closed a

one-year product deal with the Loew
circuit nationally, covering 1937-38

releases. Setup embraces 18 New
York territory houses and 22 the-

aters elsewhere in the country.

Loew houses omitted from the buy
(Continued on Page 14)

Provision Giving Rights to

Electric Seen as

Obstacle

A major obstacle hampering clos-

ing of new recording licenses be-
tween eight producers and Electrical
Research Products is understood to
be a provision in the proposed deals
specifying that all sound develop-
ments accomplished by the studios
automatically become the property
of Erpi. Producers are reported as
opposing the clause.
Whitford Drake, president of the

Electric, is now at the Coast in con-
nection with the licensing arrange-
ments and is expected to return to
New York about Aug. 1, by which
time, it is expected, the deals will

have been worked out.

E HOUSES GET

COL. FILMS IN N.E.

Paramount's New England houses,
it is understood, will not play Co-
lumbia pictures in 1937-38 owing to
differences over a deal. The dis-

tributor is reported selling to inde-
(Continued on Page 7)

w. K. Howard to Direct

for Korda and Mayflower

William K. Howard, who sails
from New York July 28 for Eng-
land, has been signed to direct three
pictures for Alexander Korda and
two for Mayflower, the new Erich
Pommer-Charles Laughton company

(Continued on Page 7)

Saying It With Slogans
Chicago—Rival circuits are waging a

baffle of slogans here.
Balaban & Katz's catch-line for news-

paper display copy is "No ants in our
plants" and 500,000 attendance during
the torrid spell is cited. Warners' coun-
ter slogan is "It's cool as a pool," with
circuit claiming 88,000 daily attendance
for its houses.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 28 Vi 28 28 Vi + 1 !4

Columbia Picts. vtc. 30 30 30

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3l/4 3V4 314+ 14

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 13% 13'/2 13% + Vi

East. Kodak 178Vi 178y2 178'/2 + Vi

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq

Loews, Inc 81/2 79% 80 — Vi
do pfd
Paramount 21 Vi 20% 21 — Vi
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 19% 19% 19% — %
Pathe Film 8% 8 814
RKO 83/8 8% 8% — 14
20th Century-Fox ...36% 35/2 35 Vi — 'A
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70
Warner Bros 14 13% 13%— %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99 Vi 99% 99 Vi
Para. B'way 3s55. .. 67% 67% 6734
Tara. Picts. 6s55... 99% 993/4 993/4 — %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 94 93 93 — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National . . . 23/8 2V4 2% — %
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 Vi 1% 1% — Vs
Technicolor 283/4 28% 28%
Trans-Lux 4% 4V8 4% — %
Universal Picts 9 9 9

M-G-M Trade-Shows Topper'
M-G-M will hold a general trade

showing of Hal Roach's "Topper"
at the Astor theater here at 10:30

a.m. today. Pix is getting similar

attention in certain other spots.

Mono. Launches New Drive

Monogram has launched a new
10-week sales drive, according to

Edward A. Golden, sales chief.

Para. Talking No Distrib.

Deal for Mayflower Pix

Paramount has no deal under dis-

cussion whereby the company would
release productions made by May-
flower, new English outfit formed
by Erich Pommer and Charles
Laughton, it was stated officially

yesterday in New York.

Wilcox, Eric Fredman to

Sail for U. S. Saturday

London (By Cable)—Herbert Wil-
cox, head of Wilcox Productions,
sails Saturday to attend the New
York presentation of his picture
"Victoria, the Great," co-starring
Anna Neagle and Anton Walbrook
which RKO Radio is releasing. Wil-
cox is accompanied by Eric Fred-
man, in charge of world sales for
the Wilcox company.

Beahan Contract Renewed
The board of directors of the New

Universal yesterday extended the
contract of Charles Beahan, manag-
ing director of the story and talent
department, for another year. The
first option under the long term con-
tract becomes operative on Aug. 2.

Beahan makes his headquarters at
the home office.

Kiley Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held this

morning at the Fairchild Funeral
Parlors, Flushing, L. I., for Dan A.
Kiley, in charge of transportation
for Warner Bros., who died Tuesday
morning of heart failure at his

Flushing home. Kiley had been with
Warner Bros, for the past eight
years.

GB Completing Last 3

GB is completing its final three
productions on its 1936-37 program.
Their titles are: "Doctor Syn," "The
Girl Was Young" and "Gangway,"
which is now being edited. Two
pictures, "Non-Stop New York" and
"Look Out for Love," have been
finished for 1937-38.

Coronation Film at Roxy
The Roxy Theater, starting tomor-

row, will present the Technicolor
film of the Coronation of King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth for
a first Greater New York showing
on the same bill with "Super Sleuth."

Slee Replaces Parker

Indianapolis—Bill Parker, M-G-M
publicity director has gone to the
West Coast. He is succeeded by
Warren A. Slee.

"Knight" In Holdover
"Knight Without Armor," Alex-

ander Korda production released by
United Artists, stays at the Radio
City Music Hall for a second week.

Ossian House Folds

Ossian, Ind.—The Strand Theater
has closed for the summer.

Sunday Film Show Issue

Up in Three Territories

Lincoln, Neb.—Holding a 13-vote
plurality, Sunday movie supporters
in Beatrice considered their point
won although sixty-seven mail bal-

lots are still out. Official count so

far shows for Sunday shows 1,525

to 1,512.

Annapolis, Md. — By an over-
whelming majority, voters of An-
napolis have approved Sunday mov-
ies for this city. The vote was
taken at the municipal election this

week in accordance with authority
granted by the recent session of the

General Assembly.

Barry, 111. — Exhibs are up in

arms over the city council's action

in passing an ordinance, closing all

business houses for Sunday business
transactions. Exhibs maintain the

new law does not apply to them,
citing earlier action permitting
them to operate.

Frank Roberts Shifted

Steubenville, O. — Frank Roberts
who has been manager for several

years of the Capitol Theater here

has been transferred to the Warner
Theater at Morgantown, W. Va. He
will be replaced here by Tory Co-
vallo, who has been manager of the

Liberty at New Kensington, Pa.

Strike's End Aids B. O.

Canton, O.—Easing of the steel

strike situation here is reflected in

increased movie theater patronage,
theater executives here said. Second-
run houses are doing near capacity

business nightly.

Mono. In Cuban Deal

Monogram Pictures has sold its

entire 1937-38 product to Universal
Films of Havana for the Cuban ter-

ritory. A number of other foreign

distribution deals are now in work.

Doty In Lincoln House
Denver—Now managing the Lib-

erty theater in Lincoln, Neb., is

Chuck Doty, formerly with the Civic

theaters here for several years. The
Liberty is a Publix house.

Confederation Dividend

Montreal—Confederation Amuse-
ments Ltd., will pay a dividend of

75 cents a share on preferred stock,

payable Aug. 2, to shareholders of

record July 15.

Gillam Forms Firm

Detroit—Sportsmen's Movie Co.

has been formed by Edward Gillam,

to act as distributor for Victor mo-
tion picture cameras, projectors and
equipment. Address is 15394 Little-

field Ave.

"Slave Ship" In 5th

"Slave Ship" began its fifth week
at the Rivoli yesterday, the longest
run enjoyed by any of the current
crop of film hits on Broadway.

n
Coming and Going

WHITFORD DRAKE returns to New York
from the Coast about Aug. 1.

C. W. BUNN goes to Hollywood from New
York in two weeks.

WILLIAM K. HOWARD leaves New York
tonight for Ohio and upon his return, sails on
the Normandie July 28 for England.

ARTHUR A. LEE leaves New York for Chi-
cago and other points, visiting Toronto next
week.

GEORGE W. WEEKS goes to Philadelphia,

Washington and other key cities, next week,
leaving New York Monday.

AL MARGOLIES is vacationing at his place
at Katonah, N. Y.

CLAUDE EZELL is in New York from Dallas.

DAVE GOULD sails from New York July 28
returning to Porto Rico.

from New YorkLOUELLA PARSONS sails

Saturday on the Rex.

STEVE BRODY is in New York from Boston.

HAL HORNE is due in New York Monday
from Hollywood.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK departs from New York
Saturday en the Rex, heading for Europe.

JOHN D. CLARK returns to New York Sunday
from San Francisco and Los Angeles.

ROSE STRADNER, Viennese actress, who ar-
rived Monday on the Normandie, goes to the
Coast today to begin work for M-G-M.

HERBERT WILCOX, head of Wilcox Produc-
tions, and ERIC FREDMAN, in charge of world
sales for the company, sail Saturday from Lon-
don on the Europa for New York.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, IATSE president, is

expected in New York next week.

I. ROBERT BRODER, film attorney, leaves

tomorrow to spend a week at his summer place
at Bucks County, Pa.

MAURICE CHASE, head of Chase Pictures

Corp. of Cincinnati, is in town.

NAT SALAND leaves by plane Monday for

California.

SAM DAVIDSON of Cameo Pictures, Boston,
is in New York.

MARCY BEIER of Preferred Pictures, Phila-

delphia, is here.

CHARLES McDONALD, manager of RKO
Greater New York theaters, sails today on the
S. S. Colombia for a cruise that will take him
to Tanama, Port-Au-Prince and several other
spots.

MEL BERNS, RKO Radio makeup expert, is

in town on a visit from Hollywood.

JACK WHITE, night-club entertainer whose
native habitat was Club 18 before he went
West to appear in Walter Wanger's "52nd
Street," returned to New York yesterday.

"Devil" Booked by RKO
"Talk of the Devil," GB's release

co-starring Ricardo Cortez and Sally
Eilers, has been booked to play over
the entire Metropolitan Circuit in

New York starting July 20.

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT

The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Placed

T
AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York

Jr^



TO AN EXPECTANT PUBUC, WE ANNOUNCE THE

PRESENTATION OE JEAN HARLOWS EAST P.CTURE

A PRODUCT.ON YOU WIEL NEVER EORGET

K
tfra

•/.

GABLE HR«0W
SMRTMII
Vivid . . fast-moving . . . romantic dramaby Anita Loosand Robe,

Hopkins, authors of the unforgettable "San Franc, co
.

. .

set to

whirling wildly to a gr.pp.ng chma . J^ GMe
as the vivacious daughter of a veteran of the tracks ™

I the Spectacular plunger who gambled everyth.ng for her love
.

.

.

Also in the cast:

LIONEL BARRYMORE • Frank Morgan

Walter Pidgeon • Una Merkel Bernard H. Hyma»

John Em.ir.on, A..oclot. P.odu..'

A M.tfO-Ooldwyn-Moye' Pl<«"

LOEWS
-Coming' M-G-M'« Surprise

COMEDY SENSATION!

; "TOPPER".

1 a ncA ci7P of the advertisement which
Ahnve is the reduced size or uic c^
ADove it.

4 umns and is

actually measures 200 lines across *
in

being widely used in conjunction with all open g

00 SIMULTANEOUS
BOOKINGS JULY 23rd!
Another impressive addition to the Summer Re-

leases of M-G-M's Leo. A line-up never duplicated

before at any season. (Are you listening 1937-38?)

HOW TO
ANNOUNCE
"SARATOGA"
An advertisement

appearing in news-

papers which tells

the public the news

they have asked

to hear.



Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
screamingly

presents

—

1937's GREATEST
CRITICS FORGOT THEIR DIGNITY AND ROARED!
CALIFORNIA PREVIEW ASSURES SENSATIONAL HIT!

"TOPPER' could scarcely be topped as the

film entertainment novelty of the year. It is

farce comedy of the highest order, smart in

production, captivating as diversion. Direc-

tion, playing, adaptation of theThome Smith

fantasy with sure fire audience incitements,

all groove the piece for impressive box-office.

It has name strength, is certain to get plenty

wordr-of-mouthing and has unusual exploit'

ation possibilities." Daily Variety

'TOPPER' will blaze the trail for novelties.

That this amazing comedy is box-office is

undebatable. It is packed with superior en-

tertainment, thanks to the captivating per-

formance of its cast, headed by Constance

Bennett, Roland Young and Cary Grant,

and to the smooth direction of Norman Z.

McLeod. A brand new amusement package.

Practically without precedent. An extremely

fine job of comedy construction with every

situation a sock. The song by Hoagy

Carmichael, called 'Old Man Moon' is due

for popularity." Hollywood Reporter

"Rich entertainment kept a preview audience

at the Chinese in stitches." M. P. Daily

"You can safely bet your money on 'TOPPER'.

A sure smash hit. Has all the charm of 'I

Met Him in Paris' and the utter nonsense of

'My Man Godfrey'. So screamingly funny

that the brilliant dialogue was lost in many
scenes". Louella Parsons, Universal Service Syndicate

Writer and Radio Headliner.

"The smartest, brightest, funfest of many
months. A riot of laugh-laden entertain-

ment. It is bound to breeze its way to record.

grosses in all its showings."
Ivan Spear, Box-Office

"The most enjoyable farce the screen has ever

Harry Neimeyer, St. Louis Post Dispatchseen.



NOVELTY HIT!
"One of the cleverest novelties to arrive on the screen in

a long time. Impression on the preview audience was

highly favorable." Edwin Schallert, L A. Times

"It is more than a picture, it is a hilarious miracle."

George Fisher, Hollywood Whispers Broadcast

"The most novel picture made in a long time. Using trick

photography to furnish an uproarious comedy, this pro-

duction is so unorthodox in technique that it will cause

a lot of comment and it should be a box-office smash.

Smash gag after gag results from effects where, here you
see it, now you don't. The picture should do much to

re-establish Miss Bennett to her former position as a

comedienne. This picture fits into the upper bracket of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Product." Film Daily

"Daringly different TOPPER' another M-G-M hit."

Harold Heffernan, Detroit News

"Delightful and altogether

unique farce."

^ Mayme Ober Peak, Boston Post

"I have never laughed so long

and so loud in all my theatre

experience." Sid Grauman,
famous theatre operator

SPECIAL TRADE
SHOW TODAY!

Astor Theatre
B'way & 45th St.

at 10:30 A. M.
See it!

Exploit it!

Profit by it!

u

Am starrtaQ

KK&5S."S»£"

"It's the funniest

picture 1 ever

saw," says Leo

agree!

TURN PLEASE!

^



COPY ANGLE
FOR THE AD

"See you today at

Astor Theatre Trade

Show at 10:30 A.M."

Now being arranged! Keep

in touch with your M-G-M
Branch Office!

SEE IT AND
YOU'LL BE ITS

BIGGEST a™***™*"

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT
ecTOPPER?

After months of secrecy, M-G-M revealed at a coast

preview its amazing comedy "TOPPER"! The reception

was sensational. Nothing like it ever before! . . . Why
the secrecy? Because M-G-M (often first with new ideas)

now brings to the screen things you have never wit-

nessed before in unbelievable tricks of the camera

that are screamingly funny. These tricks are used to

tell the story (from the best-selling novel by Thome Smith)

of a gay, romantic young couple (Constance Bennett and

Cary Grant) who decide to change the dull life of a

banker henpecked by his wife, ( Roland Young xxnd.

Billie Burke) and show him it's fun to be alive, fun

to flirt and dance and go gay! Eric Hatch who did

"My Man Godfrey" was one of the dialogue writers!

This picture is a sure-cure for the blues! It's a worry-

destroyer! You'll go out of the theatre feeling like

painting the town (if you've got enough strength left after

your laughing spree). And while you're chuckling you'll

wonder how it was possible for the camera to do those

tricks! We don't know (the producers won't tell!) But we

do know that this -is one of the finest all 'round enter-

tainment we've ever put on our screen and we're positive

you'll thank us for telling you!

Starts Friday STATE
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I10IE HOUSES GET

COL. FILMS IN N. E.

(Continued from Page 1)

pendent opposition throughout the
territory.

Slack in the Paramount product
lineup is expected to be taken up
through deals for United Artists
productions.

Future Picketing Course

Sought by 802 Referendum

(Continued from Page 1)

so provides that the Executive
Board shall be empowered to take
other measures which may be con-
ducive to increasing employment of
members.
A general meeting of Local 802

members will be held July 22 at
which time results of the referendum
will be reported.

Second "Won't Forget"

Stagger Dates July 29

In accordance with the recently
announced policy by Gradwell L.
Sears, Warners' General Sales Man-
ager of "staggering" release dates
on "unusual" and important pic-

tures of the company, Mervyn Le-
Roy's production of "They Won't
Forget," which had its world pre-
miere at the New York Strand yes-
terday, will have its next two key
city openings in Los Angeles and
San Francisco on July 29.

Soon after these two premieres,
the film will open in Seattle and
Chicago, following which it will

have individual releases in key cities

throughout the country.

David Diamond to Make
Four for Grand National

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— David Diamond has

been signed to make four pictures
for Grand National. Pictures will

be built around a comedy team, to

be signed soon by Diamond.

Racine House Acquired
Racine, Wis.—Cooper's Theaters,

Inc. has acquired the Rex theater
here and will reopen the house fol-

lowing a complete renovation.

..ii

JULY 15

Raymond Hackett
Sam Schneider

• • • WITH ALL advance dope pointing to "Wee Willie
Winkie" as one of the sure-fire money pictures of the coming
season 20th Century-Fox are stepping on the publicity in
all departments and that pressbook is as showmanlike a
job as we have seen it reflects the spirit of Rudyard Kip-
ling's great adventure tale of the hill country, the Scottish
troops, the heathen Pathans the bagpipes skirling as the
wild tribesmen sweep through Khyber Pass the exhib will

catch all this as he flips the pages of this smash pressbook. . . .

pages and pages of striking newspaper ads adapted for every
type of theater and paper Arch Reeve's lads did one swell
job

• • • BY WAY of formally welcoming Edwin N. Clark
into the film biz the newly elected chairman of Condor
Pictures executive committee will be the honor guest at a de
luxe beefsteak party given by Amedee J. Van Beuren at
his "Dreamwold" estate at Carmel, N. Y. the guest list in-

cludes Neil Agnew, Barney Balaban, Joe Bernhard, Nat Blum-
berg, 0. Henry Briggs Jack Cohn, J. Cheever Cowdin,
Ned Depinet, Howard Dietz, Jules Levy William C.
Michael, A. H. McCausland, S. Barret McCormick, Edward J.

Peskay Phil Reisman, George J. Schaefer, Harry Warner,
Herbert J. Yates

• • • WORKING COMMITTEES are being appointed for
the annual golf tournament of the Connecticut MPTO on Aug-
ust 3 at Racebrook Country Club with all branches of the
industry in the State invited the main committee is head-
ed by Irving C. Jacocks, Jr. with Edward G. Levy secre-
tary Edwin S. Raffile treasurer the exhib members
of the committee are Harold Eskin, B. E. Hoffman, Arthur
Lockwood, Harry F. Shaw, Max Tabackman, Al Pickus, William
Vuono

• • • IN THE Baltimore traffic court Magistrate George
Eckhardt sentenced a youth for reckless driving to attend a
showing of "The Devil Is Driving" and write an essay
on the film the Hippodrome offered to have the young
man as its guest while he fulfilled the sentence this is the
first time such a sentence has been imposed in Maryland

• • • FIVE STARS are wanted by M-G-M studio to play
leading roles in 13 pictures in which they will not personally
appear they will get a year's contract at good dough ....
they are wanted for the cartoons to be made around "The Cap-
tain and the Kids" the players are required as Voices for
the Captain and the Kids characters in Dirks' famous funny
paper family

T T
• • • AT THE annual convention of the Alexander Film
Company at Colorado Springs President J. Don Alexander
stated that more than one million dollars will be paid this year
to motion picture theaters for showing the commercial films of
the company and he also stated that business in the com-
mercial films is so good that it is one-third ahead of last year

a new line of films is being put out in Cinecolor. . . .

Foreign Manager Charles Light said that the company's prod-
uct is now being made in 15 different languages, carrying the
advertising messages of the company's clients to 24 foreign
lands what you might call a nourishing biz, this industrial
film proposition. . . • Milt Marian, genial manager of the
Criterion theater, is off to the Thousand Islands for his an-
nual vacation. . . • Another of Johnny Graham's proteges
makes good, with Paul White, colored lad and former Theater
Guild performer, signed by Universal for a role in "Adventure's
End"

« « « » » »

CONSENTS SECURED

FOR ROXY REORG.

(Continued from Page 1)

for several weeks owing to inabil-

ity to obtain the necessary assents
from two-thirds of the Roxy note-
holders. At a hearing in Federal
Court last Friday, Carlos Israels,

counsel for the Pounds' committee,
threatened to foreclose on the Roxy
first mortgage and perhaps squeeze
out the noteholders unless suffi-

cient assets were obtained from
noteholders.

w. K. Howard to Direct

for Korda and Mayflower

(Continued from Page 1)

in which John Maxwell is now in-

terested. Howard leaves New York
tonight for Ohio, where he will re-
main ab.out five days.

Upon arriving in England, his in-

itial assignment will be "Lawrence
of Arabia," which he will make in
Egypt. Later he directs "Four Feath-
ers" and a Merle Oberon story
which Robert Sherwood is now writ-
ing, in addition to two productions
for Mayflower.

Bartlett Cormack, scenarist and
playwright, makes his debut as a
director with "Vessels of Wrath," a
Mayflower production. Other pic-
tures scheduled include "White
Gold" and "Street Singer."

Decision Ignores Legality

of Dog Race Betting

Albany—The Court of Appeals in

the case of Reed against Littleton
refused to interfere with the Dis-
trict Attorney of Nassau County in

enforcement of the law, but did not
touch upon the question of consti-
tutionality of dog race betting.

u A. of Texas Incorporated

Wilmington— Incorporation pap-
ers for United Artists of Texas,
Inc. were issued yesterday at Dov-
er. Company has capital of 2,500
shares of no par value. B. R. Jones,
Walter Lenz and J. P. Murray of
Wilmington were listed as incor-
porators.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Clark Gable won't bow to fashion and
streamline his new motorized hunting
camp. He flatly turned down the of-
fer of studio technicians to build a

streamlined front for the vehicle.

—M-G-M.
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352 SWISS THEATERS;

RESTRICT NEW HOUSES

Zurich—Switzerland has 352 film

theaters with a total seating capac-
ity of 132,000, a survey establishes.

The largest theater, the Apollo in

Zurich, has a seating capacity of

2,000, followed by the Forum, also

in Zurich, with 1,500, the Metropole
in Lausanne with 1,450, and the
Rialto in Geneva with 1,350. In
Zurich, two new cinemas were con-
structed since 1934; Urban with a
seating capacity of 1,200, and Rex
with 1,150.

The Association of Swiss Cinema
Owners has endeavored unsuccess-
fully to obtain legislation prohibit-
ing establishment of new motion pic-

ture theaters. Failing in this,

the Association attained this end
through an agreement with the film
rental agencies, which makes it

practically impossible to open new
Swiss houses.

According to this pact, the Asso-
ciation of Swiss Film Rental Agen-
cies, comprising practically all dis-

tributors of films in Switzei'land, ob-
ligates itself to supply films only to

those exhibitors who are members of

the Association of Swiss Cinema
Owners. By refusing membership in

their association, the Swiss cinema
owners thus can make it practically
impossible for new theaters to ob-
tain films in this countrv through
the regular channels.

It is reported that out of 21 proj-
ects for new theaters, the cinema
owners association, by refusing
membership, actually prevented the
construction of 18. Of the other 3,

two were eventually admitted to

membership under pressure of the
Association of Swiss Film Rental
Agencies, as the owners of these two
theaters, supplied with adequate
capital, was able to obtain films in

foreign countries directly.

8-10 Super Film Houses

Projected for Edinburgh

Edinburgh (By Cable)—From 8
to 10 new super movie theaters seat-
ing from 1,500 to 3,000 are contem-
plated or being erected. Included
are a $250,000 theater seating 2,500
to serve the Stockbridge area; the
new Embassy seating 1,500 and
costing $150,000, situated in Gran-
ton, is nearing completion; a site is

being cleared in Gorgie for a 2,000-

seat house to be called the Roxie;
a canal basin site adjoining Lo-
thian House is being cleared for a
2,500-3,000-seater to be known as
the Regal; Associated Cinema Prop-
erties is negotiating for a site for
a 2,000-seater in Blackhall; a 2,000-

seater is proposed for Morningside
near Churchill; a new cinema is be-
ing constructed at Musselburgh to
cost $125,000 and seat 1,500. The-
aters are being planned or are now
under construction in Penicuik,
Bathgatem, Dunbar and South
Queensferry.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

New Role Type for Tracy
London — Arthur Tracy, the

"Street Singer," has started work
at Pinewood Studios in "Command
Performance." Harcourt Temple

-

man and Sinclair Hill, of Grosvenor
Sound Films, who are producing the
picture, have devised a story that
will feature a new Tracy. Besides
his usual song numbers, Tracy will
have his first acting part—his first

opportunity to create a character
and portray him in dramatic and ro-
mantic circumstances.
Background of "Command Per-

formance" is a new type of setting
for the star, and two-thirds of the
picture will be shot on location in a
gypsy encampment.

Lilli Palmer is the, gypsy heroine,
and other parts are played by Mark
Daly, Finlay Currie, Julian Vedey,
Ray Collett, Jack Melford, Phyllis
Stanley, and Stafford Hilliard.

Censorship in Hyderabad
Calcutta — The important Indian

State of Hyderabad (Decean) is

considering the inauguration of is

own system of censorship of films.

Heretofore the Indian States and
the provinces have accepted the cen-
sorship of both the Calcutta and
Bombay Boards and the impend-
ing move will cause considerable
difficulty to the film industry. It

is reported that a protest will be
entered through the medium of the
Kinematograph Renters' Society.

Bogota 1936 Statistics

Bogota, Colombia — Motion Pic-

ture theater attendance in the city

of Bogota during 1936 totaled 3,-

299,529, with box office receipts re-

ported at 918,487 pesos (approxi-
mately $524,000).

Indian Scenes For Korda Pix

London—The first few thousand
feet of the Indian sequences for

"Mutiny in the Mountains," Alex-
ander Korda's Technicolor produc-
tion starring Sabu, sensational child

star of "Elephant Boy," have been
shipped to the Denham studios. All
background scenes for the film are
being photographed in the neighbor-
hood of the historic Khyber Pass,
where, with the cooperation of the
Indian Government, the picture com-
pany established a huge location
camp. This is the first time that
Technicolor cameras have been
turned on the spectacular topog-
raphy of India.

Mackay With Matthews
London—Barry Mackay, who was

Jessie Matthews' leading man in the
recently completed "Gangway," has
been signed to play opposite her in

her newest musical, "Sailing Along".
Jack Whiting will be Miss Mat-
thews' dancing partner in the film,

and Roland Young and Noel Madi-
son have been assigned to important
roles. The song numbers will be
by Arthur Johnston and Maurice
Sigler.

Fight Film In Britain

London—General Film Distribu-

tors have acquired the sole exclusive

rights of a two-reel film of the
Braddock-Louis world heavyweight
championship fight. This will be
released in North London on Mon-
day and are set for release in South
London on July 19.

"Carmen" for Argentina
Berlin—Imperio Argentina, who

has arrived in Berlin from Cuba,
has been engaged to make her debut
on the screen in an adaptation of

"Carmen," the opera, to be produced
in two versions, German and Span-
ish.

New Scottish Company
Edinburgh—Film Centre (Ltd.) is

the name of a new company that

has been registered in Edinburgh
by Mr. John Grierson, whose resig-

nation from the position of Films
Officer of the G.P.O. was announced
recently.

£150,000 Odeon for Blackpool
London—A new kinema is to be

built in Blackpool by Odeon The-
aters, and the sum of £150,000 is

being spent on the acquisition of

the site and the erection of the hall,

which will include a cafe. A block

of shops and boarding house prop-
erty adjoining Talbot Road station

and facing Dickson Road has been
secured, and demolition will start

towards the end of the year.

To Rebuild Theater Clave
Paris—The Theater Clave, one of

the most historic theaters in South-
ern France, is to be rebuilt. For
over 100 years the hall has played
an important part in French the-

atrical life. The new Clave will be
equipped with latest apparatus, in-

cluding RCA High Fidelity sound.

North Pole Footage to Be Used in Soviet Feature
Moscow (By Cable)—First feature on the North Pole will be made by the Soviet

movie industry using 15,000 feet of film shot at the North Pole Soviet air base by
Mark Troyanovsky, related to Alexander Troyanovsky, the Soviet Union's U. S. Am-
bassador. The Soviet scientists who made the North Pole flight will appear in the
film.

URGE 2-YR. BAN Oft

NEW FRENCH HOUSES

Paris (By Cable)—The Parliamen-
tary group of the French cinema in-

dustry has addressed a memoran-
dum to the Chamber asking for the
reorganization of the movie industry.
Among other reforms, the deputies
ask:

(1) The limitation of the number
of theaters.

(2) Interdiction of new construc-
tions for 2 years.

(3) To deduce the quota of im-
ported pictures from the present of
188 pictures to only 100.

(4) The suppression of the fixed
tax on imported negatives and a
new one to be applied conforming
with the merits of the pictures
judged by the Committee of the
Cinema.

National News, British

Reel, to Debut In Fall

London (By Cable)—Victor Creer
announces formation of a new news
reel company, to be called National
News. Behind the venture is Nor-
man Loudon, chairman of the
Sound City companies.

Cecil R. Snape will be in charge
of production, and Creer executive
manager. Closely associated will be
George Humphries and Co., Nation-
al House, Woodfield Street, adjoin-
ing the laboratory, will be the com-
pany's headquarters, where a mod-
ern West End studio is in course
of construction.
The first issue will make its de-

but in October, with distribution

through Sound City (Distributors),

Ltd.

Smalley-Brown Switch

New London, Conn.—Ted Smalley,
formerly managing the Broadway,
Lawrence, and Thomas Brown, of

the Garde Theater, New London, al-

so a Warner house, have exchanged
places.

E. S. Raffile Placed

New Haven—Edwin S. Raffile,

who managed the now-closed Globe
Theater, a downtown first run, for

20 years, has been retained as su-

perintendent of the Meadow Street

film building by the new owners,

Lomas & Nettleton.

Set Film Outing
New Haven, Conn.—The annual

film outing, attended by all ex-

change and theater personnel in the

territory, has been tentatively sched-

uled for Aug. 5, at Ye Castle Inn,

Saybrook.

Macco Drops Bank N
Magnolia, Ark.—Following a suit

last week over prize money at the

Macco Theater, W. P. Florence, man-
ager, has announced that there will

be no more bank nights at his house. I

I
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WEE WILLIE WINKIE
20th's maximum-money smash of1936-37

!



* Hailed by the entire trade press as

the season's boxoffice sensation!

® A record-breaking advance sell-out

at its $5.50 world premiere!

» Now set for its 4th great week at

the Carthay Circle ($2.20 top)!

SOON TO BE YOURS!*
AND EAGERLY AWAITING

AUDIENCES WILL GIVE THE

WORLD'S SHOWMEN THE MOST

DAZZLING RECORD OF HOLD-

OVERS THE TRADE HAS EVER

WITNESSED!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

pERTRUDE MESSINGER, who
first won attention as a child

star in Universal Pictures in 1915,

is making her return to the screen

as a grown-up actress in the pro-

duction, "Carnival Queen," which
features Dorothea Kent and Robert
Wilcox. Miss Messinger was yes-

terday signed for an important role

by Nate Watt, the director.

Among others who were yester-

day added to one of the longest

casts ever assembled at Universal

City are Sam Bennett, Charles

Watt, Lloyd Ford, Captain Fred
Soiners, Art Butler, Harry Royer,

Billy Bletcher, Frank Lackteen, Ma-
tilda Comont, Harry Pyler and Al-

len J. Greer, famed pistol shot,

placed under contract to perform

special shooting stunts.

, ,

Grand National has purchased

"At Your Service Madame," roman-
tic comedy by Albert J. Cohen and

Hans Kraly, as a vehicle for Anna
Sten, to be produced by Eugen
Frenke. The story, which is being

adapted for the screen by Cohen and
Kraly, may go into production be-

fore the previously slated "Gorg-

eous," which Arthur Caesar is now
working on.

T T

Grand National has signed Ewmg
Scott to direct its second Stuart Er-

win feature, "Face the Facts,"

which Ben Pivar will produce, start-

ing about August 1. Richard Eng-
lish is currently working on the

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • • •Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 103

WALTER LANTZ. Has been making animated cartoons for more than 20
years. Still a young man. Now heads his own company which produces

26 Oswalds yearly for the New Universal. Despite success, he is still one of

the boys—his employees call him 'Walt." Start-

ed cartooning as soon as he finished school and
has been doing it ever since. Animated such
old time favorites as "Jerry on the Job,"

"Katzenjammer Kids" and "Colonel Heeza Liar."

Is now perfecting a new cartoon three-dimen-
sional process with drawings working in con-

junction with modeled figures. Dabbles with
amateur photography and raises prize Great
Danes as a hobby. Caricatured one of his dogs
in a picture and it received more laughs than
it did blue ribbons. Dog was named "Elmer
the Great" Dane and has become a popular

character in the Oswald series. Loves to rough

it at Lake Sherwood. Is an ardent fisherman.

Shoots a sensational golf game for the first or

second nine, but can't get them together.

screenplay, taken from a Clarence
Budington Kelland original story.

V V T

"Modeling for Money" by Carol
Lynn, recently published by Greens-
berg, has been bought for motion
picture adaptation by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer.

v v
"She Asked For It" will be the

release title of the film which has
been in production under the titles,

"Stranger Than Fiction," and "Ac-

cidents Will Happen," it is an-
nounced by B. P. Schulberg, who is

producing the picture for Para-
mount.

V T T

Deane Janice, blonde soprano
beauty from Omaha, has arrived at

Universal City to sing the theme
song in "Behind the Mike," Univer-
sal production under the direction of
Sidney Salkow.

T T
"Bulldog Drummond Comes Back"

will be the title of the next of the
series of Bulldog Drummond pic-
tures being produced by Paramount,
it was announced today. The cast
will be headed by John Howard,
Louise Campbell, John Barrymore,
and Reginald Denny under direc-
tion of Louis King.

T T T
Paramount will start camera work

next Monday on "Arizona Ames"
with Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt,
Akim Tamiroff, Monte Blue, Bar-
Iowe Borland and James Meade in
the leading roles. Meade, well"
known as a former professional
football player by his real name,
James Meador, is making his debut
as a film actor in "Arizona Ames."
The picture will be directed by
Charles Barton.

T T
Ray Noble will temporarily aban-

don his ork duties to make his de-
but as a screen actor in "A Damsel
in Distress," RKO Radio's first solo
starring vehicle for Fred Astaire.
The Pandro S. Berman production
will go before cameras next week,
with George Stevens directing and
with a musical score by the late
George Gershwin and his brother,
Ira. Two big roles in the feature
will be played by George Burns and
Gracie Allen.

T T

Claire Trevor and Cesar Romero
will play the lead roles in "The
Great Diamond Robbery," 20th Cen-
tury-Fox picture based upon an or-
iginal story by Lou Breslow and
John Patrick.

Bill to Bar Film Names
Introduced in Bay State

Boston—Making good his prom-
ise, Rep. Francis Xavier Coyne in-

troduced a bill in the State's lower

house yesterday which would re-

quire stage and screen players,

etc., to use their real names when
appearing in Massachusetts. A
first offender would be fined $1,000

or imprisoned six months. A sec-

ond offender would be fined $2,000

and sentenced to serve not less than
six months under his measure. Fur-

ther violation would close the State

to the offender.

Close Burksville House
Burksville, Ky.—The Brook The-

ater has closed indefinitely.

Mauch Twins in 3 Pix

West Coast Bur., THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood—The Mauch twins, Billy

and Bobby, will be presented by Warners
three important pictures during the

" 1937-38. First will be "Pen-
^R three im

pr '\ jon of IS

r-JJand Hisis Twin Brother," which goes
into production tomorrow under the di-
rection of William McGann. Frank
Craven and Spring Byington will appear
as Mr. and Mrs. Schofield, parental
characters.

Warners Will Release Six

Important Pix in August

Six of Warner *5ros.' most im-
portant pictures of the season will
be released during the month of
August. "San Quentin," with Pat
O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart, Ann
Sheridan and Barton MacLane, is

set for Aug. 7. Two productions
will be released on the 14th —
"Dance, Charlie, Dance," with
Stuart Erwin, Jean Muir, Glenda
Farrell, Allen Jenkins, and "The
Devil's Saddle Legion," featuring
Dick Foran, "Mr. Dodd Takes the
Air," starring: Kenny Baker, is list-

ed for the 21st, as is "Cornered"
(formerly entitled "War Lord"),
with Boris Karloff, Beverly Roberts
and Ricardo Cortez. Aug. 28th is the
date scheduled for "Confession,"
starring Kay Francis.

Gorki Pix Acquired For U. S.

Arthur Mayer and Joseph Bur-
styn have acquired the U. S. dis-

tribution rights to "Lower Depths,"
French screen version of Maxim
Gorki's "Na-Dnie," which was se-

lected by the Paris critics as the
best film of 1936 and awarded the
Louis Delluc prize. Messrs. Mayer
and Burstyn will release the picture
in the early fall on a two-a-day ba-
sis.

Three Omaha Nabes Close,

Blame Loss of Bank Night

Omaha— Loss of receipts since
the temporary injunction against
Bank Night went, into effect here
has caused Carl Snyder to close the
Victoria and Garden theaters and
the Epstein circuit to darken the
Tivoli. All are neighborhoods.

Jewish Pix In Production
Production started this week on

a Jewish feature titled "Green
Fields" at the Producers Service
Studios at Ridgefield, N. J., under
the direction of Edgar G. Ulmer.
The cast, which includes Anna Ap-
pel, I. Cashier, Michael Goldstein,
Helen Beverly, Lea Noime, S. Le-
vine and M. Vodiany, was recruited
from the Artef Players by special
permission of Ben Schneider, the
managing director of the group.
This marks the first time any play-
er of the group has appeared in
films. Jacob Ben-Ami is directing
the Jewish dialogue. Burgi Contner
is in charge of the camera.

Eisner Transferred
Chicago—Adolph Eisner of the

Century theater has been trans-
ferred to the management of the
Pantheon theater of the B and K
circuit succeeding "Bunnie" Bryan.

Chi. Projectionists' Union

Membership Fully Employed

Chicago— Pete Shayne, president
of the Chicago Movie Operators' Lo-
cal 110, reports all members of the
Union are now employed, a total
of 525 men for the 300 houses in
the Chicago district. The contract
for the men will expire next month
and negotiations are under way.

Publix Takes Minn. House
North Mankato, Minn. — Publix

Theaters Corp. has taken over the
Urban Theater in this city from the
Wisconsin Grenges Circuit.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Recent statistics show that for each
million of inhabitants, Italy possesses
107 cinemas, England 102, France 100,
Russia 80, Germany 72.
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METRO ASKS VIEWS ON

SHORTSJiA PAPERS
(Continued from Page 1)

suggest any new departure in

shorts, or any improvements on
those now being shown, which
would build audience interest in this

part of the screen program? Do
you inquire about what shorts are
being shown before attending a the-
ater? If so, how do you find out?"
M-G-M will use the replies to

guide its making of future screen
shorts.

Probe of Federal Film

Activities is Called Off

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — There will be no

further inquiries into Federal ex-
penditures for publicity through
the medium of films, The Film
Daily was advised yesterday by a
spokesman for the Senate Commit-
tee investigating executive agencies
of the Government. No explanation
for the change of front was given.
At the beginning of the general
probe, Senator Byrd, committee
chairman, had announced that the
entire film phase would be taken up
in a separate report. The Brookings
Institute touched lightly upon U. S.

film activities a month ago.

Jonas, Linick & Schaefer

to Operate Chi. Mayfair

Chicago—Jones, Linick & Schaef-
er, continuing expansion moves,
have closed a deal with the Mayfair
Theater, to operate a theater, seat-

ing 1,400, to be built at 111th St.

and Western Ave. by Fred Stukart,
owner of the property. J. E. 0.

Pridmore is the architect.

The lease is for a period of 20
years at a percentage of the gross
receipts with a minimum rental of

$265,000 for the term of lease. Mark
Levy Realty Co. was the broker.

"Theodora" Rehearing Set

for Monday at New Orleans

New Orleans—Reheariing under
the amended petition of United The-
aters' plea for injunction restraining

Columbia's delivery of "Theodora"
to any but United for first subse-

quent neighborhood runs is sched-

uled Monday with Judge Hugh
Cage, presiding, while Judge Wil-

liam Byrnes vacations. United, it

is understood, amended the peti-

tion to meet Judge Byrnes' sugges-

tions. Columbia, though free to do

so, has not served "Theodora" to

United's opposition meanwhile, but

has booked it to Liberty, a "B"
house which is too far distant from
United houses to be competitive.

lATSE-Exchange Heads Meet
Conferences between major com-

pany exchange heads and IATSE
representatives on contracts for ex-

change employee unions in Atlanta
and Salt Lake City got underway
yesterday in the office of Frank
Phelps of Warner Bros.

NEWS of the DAY
Exploitation Type of Pix Coming Back in Midwest

Detroit—Exploitation type films are showing a marked comeback in the Midwest,
according to Al Dezel, of Dezel Roadshows, who handles pictures throughout the Great
Lakes and Mississippi valleys. Dezel's triple bill deal, including "Polygamy," "Vanish-
ing Gangsters," and Corinne's "Apple Dance," a one reel special, is being placed by
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan in the following Detroit theaters: Arcadia and Fine
Arts, operated by Wade Allen; New Home and White Star, by Krul and Ferguson, and
Park, by Sol and Max Krim.

Des Moines, la.—The Tri-States
Theater Corp.'s New Strand at Wa-
terloo has reopened after remodel-
ing and air-conditioning.

Milwaukee—Recent closings in the
local territory include the Lincoln
at Kenosha, Majestic at New Hol-
stein and the Falls at Menominee
Falls.

Chicago — Harry Goodman has
been transferred from the Apollo
theater to the Garrick theater as as-
sistant to Sylvan Goldfinger. Dean
Jones has been transferred from the
State theater to the Apollo theater
and Bill Jones goes from the Manor
theater to the United Artists the-
ater.

Detroit—Permit for a new 24 by
11 ft. marquee, trapezoidal in shape,
was granted to United Detroit The-
aters by the City Council, for the
Rosedale Theater, Woodward Ave.
house. Request for a marquee for
the Regent Theater, also on Wood-
ward Ave., was referred to the De-
partment of Buildings and Safety
Engineering.

Similar permit was granted for
the new theater under construction
at Grand River and Oakman Blvd.,

and to Sam Ackerman for the East
Side Theater, to be remodeled.

Belleville, 111.—C. C. Murray has
been named manager of the de luxe
Washington Theater and the Lin-
coln Theater here. He comes from
the Fox theaters at Kansas City,

Mo.

Detroit — The Reliable Printing

Co., formerly Hollywood Theatrical

Printing Co., has gone out of busi-

ness. A. W. Haber was the pro-

prietor.

Chicago—Leo Ryan of the Warner
circuit Symphony theater has been
transferred to the Highland theater

where he succeeds John Ebersberger

who goes to the Shore theater of the

same circuit. Ervin Sedlack has been
transferred to the Oakland Square

theater on the south side.

New Haven, Conn.—Nathan Ru-
bin, student assistant at the Loew's-

Poli, New Haven, has been promoted
to assistant manager of the Loew
Theater, Evansville, Ind. The New
Haven vacancy has not yet been
filled.

Chicago—Stern Brothers have in-

creased the capacity of the Cin-
ema theater and improvements are
also being made to the Midwest the-

ater of the same circuit.

Madison, Wis. — Dean Murphy,
currently appearing at the Orpheum
theater here with the Freddy Mar-
tin ork and revue, has signed a con-
tract with Warner Bros.

Cincinnati—Cincinnati film com
panies are putting on new staff
members. Big Features has a new
salesman, Bill Kerr. Warners has
added Joseph Minsky.

Chicago — Charles Nesbitt has
been transferred from the United
Artists theater to assistant manager
at the Chicago theater.

Williamson, W. Va. — H. Banks
will open a new theater here on
Labor Day.

Chicago—Gumbiner Circuit has
remodeled the Banner theater. Other
theaters of the circuit will have
some minor improvements.

Lexington, Ky.—Elliott Ward En-
terprises are putting up a new the-
ater in Somerset and will open Lab-
or Day.

Columbus, O.—W. C. Chesborough
of Columbus has bought the Pic-
cadilly theater.

Detroit—National Screen Acces-
sories, Inc., of New York City, has
established a Michigan agency. Cor-
poration Trust Company, Dime
Bank Bldg., is the statutory agent.

Omaha—Local Variety Club has
contributed $100 to charity funds
sponsored by local newspapers, giv-
ing $50 each to a free milk and ice

fund and a fresh air camp fund.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Uptown The-
ater, recently taken over by the
St. Louis Amusement Co. and Fan-
chon & Marco in a deal with Clar-
ence M. Turley has been added to

the houses being managed by An-
sell Bros., now affiliated with F. &
M. and the St. Louis Amusement
Co.

Denver—Frank Sheffield has been
made a salesman at the Sheffield-

Republic exchange. He is succeed-
ed in his old job as booker by James
Ecker, formerly shipper.

Denver — Gibraltar Enterprises,
Inc., has moved Dick Foiles from
assistant manager of the Rialto,

Loveland, Colo., to the managership
of the new Loma theater in Socorro,

N. M.

NORTHWEST FILM

HURT BY NIGHT BALL

(Continued from Page 1)

still devote one or two evenings a
week to a double feature, but even
this practice is not as widespread
as it was.

Operators generally are still con-
tinuing to oppose games and give-
aways, with the exception of Bank
Night regarded in this territor" as
a box-office attraction.
Theater construction fell off the

iast quarter. Yet, total 1937 con-
struction activity thus far is at
least 25 per cent greater than a
year ago.

Omaha Exchange Union's

Demands to be Presented

Omaha — Local film exchange
union members have decided on the
following demands to be presented
to branch managers:

Closed shop, 40-hour week, time
and a half or equivalent time off
for overtime, $40 a week for head
shippers in Class A exchanges; $35
a week for head shippers in Class
B exchanges; $30 a week for head
shippers in Class C exchanges; $35
a week for Class A assistant ship-
pers. Classes B and C do not have
assistants.

For Class A poster clerks $35;
Class B, $30. Class C exchanges do
not have poster clerks. For Class
A assistants, $30. Classes B and C
do not have assistants.

Scale asked in all exchanges for
inspectresses will be $25 for head
inspectresses, $20 for assistants and
$15 for apprentices of less than six

months' service.

Two weeks' yearly vacation for
employes of year's standing; week
for six months' service; maximum
work day of 55 1,000-foot reels for
inspectresses; arbitration of dis-

charges, only ground for which will

be drunkenness or dishonesty; pay
raises to be retroactive when and
if granted, to date negotiations
start with branch managers.

Chicago — Film Exchange Em-
ployes' Union No. 45, just organ-
ized, will elect officers shortly.

Cashiers, ushers and doormen, to

the number of 800, have enrolled
in the new Theatrical Employes'
Union.

Millare In Pekin Berth

Chicago — Great States has ap-
pointed George Millare as city man-
ager at Pekin with headquarters at

the Pekin theater.

The new Kewanee theater being

built by Harold Baker will come un-
der Great States management, the

circuit acquiring the lease froni-Fd-
ward Sobel. The house, seatinA.',p,

is expected to be ready in earljrCip-
tember.

Great States will include the op-

eration of a new Normal house with
the management of the circuit's

Bloomington houses.

I
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20TH-F0X CLOSES DEAL

WITH LOEW CIRCUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

are in situations where Skouras op-
erates.

Other metropolitan area circuit

deals concluded by 20th Century-
Fox include Randforce, Prudential
and Leff-Meyer.

Universal Golf Tourney

Takes Execs, to Lodge

With permission of the Weather
Man, Universalis execs, and em-
ployes together with those of Big
U, and guests, will play golf today
at Bonnie Briar Lodge, near New
Rochelle.
Among those expected to enjoy

the day on the links are:

R. H. Cochrane, J. H. Laeri, P.

D. Cochrane, P. D. Cochrane, Jr.,

Samuel Sedran, S. Singerman, J.

R. Grainger, A. Schimel, W. Krae-
mer, M. Schwartzwald, Joe Weil, G.

Malafronte, C. Ford, Budd Rogers,

C. Kirby, E. Bonns, H. Eysmann,
W. J. German, J. Jordan, Paul Gu-
lick, C. Preutzman, L. Woolams, E.

Walsh, E. P. Curtis, H. J. Yates,

Ralph Poucher, Peyton Gibson,
George Cochrane, A. J. Sharick, Leo
Abrams, Max Cohen, F. J. A. Mc-
Carthy, C. B. Paine, W. McKay,
Herman Stern, O. C. Binder, Mike
Stolzer, L. Pollock and Nate Gold-

berg.

National Theaters' Meet
Likely to Span 6 Days

Denver—National Theaters meet-
ing at Colorado Springs, opening on
Aug. 10, may span six da^s, accord-
ing to Rick Ricketson, president of

Fox Intermountain Theaters, Inc.

Execs, attending are expected to

include Spyros Skouras, operating
head of Fox enterprises, and Charles
P. Skouras, head of Fox West Coast
theaters; Joseph Schenck, chairman
of the 20th-Fox board; Sidney R.
Kent, president of the film company;
Darryl Zanuck, production head of

the Fox studios in Hollywood; Ned
Depinet, president of RKO; Grad-
well Sears, of Warner Brothers;
Abe Montague, sales manager for
Columbia Pictures; Neil Agnew,
vice president of Paramount Pic-
tures Corp.; Arch Bowles, division
manager of Fox West Coast the-

aters at San Francisco; Frank New-
man, president of the Evergreen
theaters in Seattle; Harold Fitz-
gerald of Milwaukee; John Hamrick,
Seattle theater circuit operator;
E. C. Roden of Kansas Citv: Ro-
senburg and Finkelstein, operators
of a big chain of playhouses; Fox
district managers, bookers and film

buyers will also attend.

"Souls" Premiere Aug. 4
World premiere of Para.'s "Souls

at Sea" at the Globe here has been
set back from July 28 to Aug. 4,

it was announced yesterday.

Reviews <4 View TiUns
"Heart's Desire"

with Richard Tauber
GB 80 Mins.
MOSTLY A SONGFEST BY RICHARD

TAUBER TO DELIGHT MUSIC LOVERS
BUT STORY IS AMATEURISH.
The flimsiest of story threads is em-

ployed to put Richard Tauber in position

to exhibit his fine tenor voice in a series

of songs. Not only is the story flimsy, but

it is crude and amateurish. Richard is a

poor singer in a little cafe in Vienna,
where he sings to his friends night after

night. An English lady whose brother is

a theatrical producer carts him off to Lon-

don to introduce a new opera that her

fiance has written. Then the business of

the tenor leaving his friends and the little

blonde pianist who is in love with him, the

inevitable triumph in London, the realiza-

tion that the lady does not love him, and
his return to Vienna and the girl who real-

ly does love him. This flat theme is told

without color, charm or snap, and the di-

rection and acting are both lacking. But

Tauber is delightful as a singer, and he

does his vocalizing with such gusto and
charm that as soon as he opens his mouth
you forget the banalities of the story. As
his mouth is opened in song for a big

proportion of the running time, the film

can be taken with a certain amount of

pleasure by music lovers. For all others

it will be a total loss.

Cast: Richard Tauber, Paul Graetz, Frank

Vosper, Diana Napier, Kathleen Kelly, Carl

Harbord.

Director, Paul Stein; Author, Lioni Pick-

ard; Screenplay, Bruno Frank, L. du Garde
Peach; Conductors, Idris Lewis, Stanford

Robinson.

Direction, Poor Photography, Uneven.

Actor and Exec. Salary

Reports Filed With SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Twentieth Century-

Fox's top-pay actor last year was
Warner Baxter who drew $284,384,
the company reported to the SEC
yesterday.
Paramount reported $265,454 for

Cooper and $202,666 for Raft. Bax-
ter's salary is the highest listed

from Hollywood so far for 1936, but
some of the large companies have
not reported.

The reports, which give only the
three highest salaries of each cor-

poration, showed Twentieth Century
paid one executive, Darryl F. Za-
nuck, $260,000 and Director Roy
Del Ruth $238,333. Paramount paid
Director Wesley Ruggles $188,808.

Carroll Weds, Shifts

Kansas City, Mo.—Glenn G. Car-
roll has been transferred bv the Fox
Midwest circuit from Sedalia, Mo.,
where he was in charge of the cir-

cuit's houses to Kansas City to man-
age the Apollo Theater where he
succeeds Joseph Redmond, recently
promoted to the management of the
Tower Theater.
Before reporting in Kansas City

for his new duties Carroll was mar-
ried to Miss Mary Retherford of
Sedalia.

FOREIGN
"Ein Seltsamer Gast"

("A Strange Guest")
Ufa 82 Mins.

SUSPENSEFUL MYSTERY THRILLER IS

ASTUTELY DIRECTED, WELL PLAYED.
This German mystery thriller is astutely

directed and capably played, with suspense
splendidly maintained throughout and this

despite the fact that the characters are

standardized. Principal weakness of the
pix is in the story treatment, a criticism

made from the non-German speaking Amer-
ican audience standpoint. Murder in the

plot is delayed until late in the footage.

Solution, while a surprise, is anti-climactic.

Ablest portrayal is by Alfred Abel, who
reminds of Lewis Stone.

Cast includes: Alfred Abel, 1 Use Petri,

Hermann Speelman, Albert Wascher, Elisa-

beth Wendt, Fritz Odemar.
Produced by Ufa; Director, Gerhard

Lamprecht. Presented at the 86th St.

Garden Theater.

SHORTS
"Battling Bettas"
(In Magnacolor)

World Pictures 10 Mins.
Interesting and Educational

Interesting and educational, this
one reel short depicts the life of the
species of the fish family called the
Betta. Picture show how these fish,

which only grow a little over four
inches in length, mate and how the
male care for the eggs in hatching.
The battle this little fellow puts up
to protect his home and family
against his enemies, five and six
times larger, is most interesting.
The colors are soft and photography
very good. Robert Martin, is cred-
ited with the narration.

ITOA Makes Overtures

for Para. Pix First Run

An open letter to Neil F. Agnew,
asking him to sell New York inde-
pendent exhibitors first run on Para-
mount, is printed in the current
issue of "The Independent," ITOA
house organ, out yesterday. The
publication says that the indies will

give the product extended playing
time and eliminate giveaways,
among other things.
At a meeting of the ITOA plans

were discussed for the annual out-
ing July 27 to Indian Point. A fea-
ture will be a ball game between the
film salesmen and exhibitors.

Embassy Reorganizes
Detroit — Embassy Talking Pic-

ture Studios, recently formed, has
been reorganized as the Embassy
Talking Pictures Productions Co.
Officers are: Albert A. Weiner, for-
merly of the Embassy Talking Pic-
ture Service, president; Lyle H. Ro-
senberg, formerly connected with a
large steel corporation in Detroit,
vice president; and Edward J. Wei-
ner, associated with motion picture
business in Detroit, as secretary
and treasurer. Offices are at 7338
Woodward Ave.

NOTABLE PALLBEARERS

AT GERSHWIN RIM
(Continued from Page 1)

by Gov. Herbert Lehman and Mayor
LaGuardia, they include:

Franklin P. Adams, Fred E. Ah-
lert, Emanuel Alexandre, George
Backer, Dr. Ira Berlove, Ben Ber-
nie, Frank J. Black, Paul Bloch,
Saul H. Bornstein, J. J. Bregman,
A. O. Brown, Gene Buck, Irving
Caesar, Abram Chasins, Judge
Close, George M. Cohan, Frank
Crowninshield, Walter Damrosch,
Walter Douglas, Max Dreyfus, Ver-
non Duke, George Fischer, Walter
Fischer, Vinton Freedley, Leopold
Godowsky, John Golden, Edwin
Franko Goldman, Ferde Grofe and
Arthur Hammerstein.
Also W. C. Handy, Otto A. Har-

bach, Sam Harris, Harry Hersh-
field, Joseph Hofmann, Raymond
Hubbell, Henry Ittelson, George S.
Kaufman, Jules Levey, Guy Lom-
bardo, Alfred J. McCosker, George
W. Meyer, Jack Mills, Emil Moss-
bacher, Conde Nast, Max Rosen,
David Sarnoff, Richard Simon, Al-
exander Smallens, Oley Speaks,
Herbert Bayard Swope, Deems Tay-
lor, Harry Von Tilzer, Will Von
Tilzer, James J. Walker, Felix War-
burg, Harry Warren, Paul White-
man and Joseph Young.
The services will be conducted by

Dr. Nathan A. Perlman, and Dr.
Stephen A. Wise will deliver the
eulogy.

Jonas Thomas to Book
Springfield, O. — Jonas Thomas,

for the past four years manager of
the State Theater, Greenville, has
accepted a position as head booker
for Chakeres Theaters, Inc., with
main offices here. The State is a
unit in Chakeres' Ohio Circuit.

SICK REPORT

Indianapolis—George Levy, Uni-
versal salesman, is confined to his
home by a sprained back.

Asbury Park, N. J. — Pauline
Frederick, screen and stage actress,
suffered a recurrence of an asthma-
tic ailment upon her arrival here
from Providence.

Dennis, Mass.—Margaret Anglin,
stage star, is ill here, causing a
postponement of the world premiere
of "Marriage Royal" at the Cape
Playhouse.

Indianapolis—Joe Goldberg, Big
Feature Rights Salesman has an
acute attack of colitis.

Denver—Buster Morris is recov-
ering from serious injuries sus-
tained in an automobile accident
some time ago. He is manager of
the Teton at Powell, Wyo.
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Technicolor Later to Open Three More Labs.-~KaImus

GOLDWYNJORDA STUDYlO MILLION STOCK ISSUE

Court Rules Access Not Needed to Prove Plagiarism

Court of Appeals Decision

Held Applicable to

Story Material

In a ruling considered applicable
to motion picture story material as
well, the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, New York, yesterday handed
down a decision finding that it is

not necessary to show access in or-
der to prove plagiarism.
The decision affirmed a ruling of

Judge Coxe of the U. S. District
Court which held that the song hit.

"Starlight," was plagiarized from
(Continued on Page 4)

TWO U. A. EXECS. ON

EON'S DIRECTORATE
London (By Cable)—Odeon The-

aters, which recently floated an is-

sue of £1,800,000 5 per cent first

mortgage debenture stock and £45,-
000 in ordinary shares, has a strong
directorate, including Murray Sil-

verstone and George Archibald of
United Artists, it is announced.

Others serving on the board in-

clude Oscar Deutsch, Peter Rudyard
Aitken, Frederick Stanley Bates,
Sydney Alfred Bennett, William

(Continued on Page 10)

3,000 Mourn Gershwin

At N. Y. Funeral Rites

With more than 2,000 persons
filling Temple Emanu-El and an es-

timated 1,000 more standing in the
rain outside, funeral rites for the
late George Gershwin, who died in

Hollywood last Sunday following an
operation, were held here yesterday.
At the same hour, 2 p.m., memor-

•iC^ (Continued on Page 4)

verj

She Sure Gets Around

Irvington, N. J. — Current marquee
sign on the Sanford reads:

"I MET HIM IN PARIS"
and

"OVER HONOLULU"

How They Started
Move Would Provide

Financing to Swing U. A.

Options Deal

Samuel Goldwyn and Alexander
Korda are understood contemplating
floating a stock issue amounting to

$20,000,000 in connection with the

options they hold jointly on the
Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks stock in United
Artists. It is reported that the is-

sue may be put out both in this coun-
try and England.

Price to be paid for the shares
held by the three producer-stars is

approximately $7,000,000. The stock
issue in mind would not only allow
adequate financing to swing the deal
but also provide funds for produc-
tion purposes.

12 STATES ESTABLISH

William Pizor, president of Imperial Pictures, Inc., made his industry debut, back in 1912, as a

ticket taker at the Whitman Theater, but then and later, during a period as an exchangeman,
his ambition was centered upon production. Art work by that able brush-and-palette man,
Hap Hadley, of course

Labs, in Russia, Japan, Continent

Contemplated Later by Technicolor

Rudd Quits Pathe News
to Run Newsreel Houses

Major A. G. Rudd has been named
theater supervisor of the three the-

aters operated by Newsreel The-
aters, Inc. Rudd leaves Pathe News,
with which he has been associated

for five years, to join Newsreel The-
aters.

Although no immediate laboratory
expansion is planned at the present
time, Technicolor eventually antici-

pates establishing plants on the Con-
tinent, Russia and Japan, stated Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus, president, yes-
terday, following his arrival from
abroad. The company is now op-
erating labs at the coast and in
London.

Dr. Kalmus, who leaves for Holly-
(Continucd on Page 10)

Legality of Bank Night has been
established by high courts in 12
states, according to Claude Ezell,

head of the controlling company,
who left New York yesterday re-

turning to his headquarters in Dal-
(Continued on. Page 4)

Brandt Counsel Examines

Moskowitz in Loew Action

C. C. Moskowitz, vice-president of
Loew's, Inc., was yesterday exam-
ined for almost three hours by Mel-
vin D. Albert, of counsel for Harry
Brandt in connection with the
Brandt suit against Loew's over the

(Continued on Page 4)

Week-Runs for "I Met Him"
Loew circuit in the New York terri-

tory is giving extended playing time to

a bill consisting of "I Met Him in

Paris" and "Make Way for Tomorrow,"
both Paramount pictures. Ten second-
runs yesterday opened v/ith the produc-
tions, with 11 third-run houses to fol-
low.
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Games Enabling Loew to

"Properly Compete" Here

Asked yesterday what effect re-

introduction of chance games had
had on the Loew Circuit in the Met-
ropolitan area, C. C. Moskowitz
said, "It has enabled us to prop-

erly compete with others."

Harry Brandt said yesterday that

independents will never drop chance
games in New York until Loew and
RKO restore a proper differential in

admission prices and quality of

product.

Television Seems Distant, In Opinion of L. B. Mayer
When television comes, M-G-M will be in it, but at present television seems dis-

tant, Louis B. Mayer said yesterday in response to an inquiry.

Mayer declared that the principal purpose of his scheduled London visit was to

launch M-G-M's foreign production but that he may go into the G-B, M-G-M, 20th
Century-Fox deal while in the British capital.

Fox Delays Exploitation

of Chemicolour for Months
William Fox will not become ac-

tive in exploitation here of Chemi-
colour, British process for coloring
prints, for several months, it was;

said yesterday by a close associate.

In the meantime investigation is be-
ing made of the patents for use of

Chemicolour and further study is be-
ing made of the chemical phases of

the process.
Fox' attorneys are conducting ne-

gotiations with persons holding
claims against the former film mag-
nate in an endeavor to settle these
claims and thereby permit Fox to
re-enter the film field unhampered.
A bid of $50,000 was made on

Fox's behalf for the Kromo-Color
Laboratories at Englewood, N. J., at
a receiver's sale this week, but an-
other bidder offered $70,000. Sale
of the property will be made Mon-
day. It was said that Fox is not
likely to meet the new offer.

Bank Night No Lottery,

Neb. Supreme Court Told

Lincoln, Neb.—Written arguments
were submitted to the State Su-
preme Court yesterday by Beatrice
Fox Theater Corp. attorneys that
Bank Night operated at Beatrice
ciiri not constitute a lottery.

The arguments are in an appeal
from District Court which enjoined
Bank Night. The attorneys assert
Bank Night cannot be considered a
pubic nuisance and therefore injur-
ious to morals.
The State Supreme Court already

has enjoined Omaha's Bank Night.

Summer Theaters Yielding

Little to Interest Films

Summer theaters throughout the
country are virtually bare of new
plays suitable for pictures and tal-

ent, according to story editors of
major companies and agents who
are personally contacting this field.

Indications are that only a few of
the new productions will reach the
Broadway stage next season.

Home Here on Production
Hal Home, associate producer for

Walter Wanger, arrived in New
York yesterday by plane for an in-

definite stay. He will spend consid-
erable time on future production
plans.

Wilcox Defers Sailing

Herbert Wilcox, head of Wilcox
Productions, and his party have
postponed sailing from London until
next Wednesday and will arrive here
on the He de France.

Romantic Types, Ingenues

Most in Demand by M-G-M

Romantic young leading men, in-

genues and romantic types between
35 and 45 years of age are most in

demand by M-G-M, it was said yes-

terday by Al Altman, test director.

Altman and his aides last year
scrutinized 25,000 applicants for

film fame. Fifty were given screen
tests. Seventeen got contracts.

Altman said that M-G-M pro-

posed to help musical schools and
conservatories to turn out pupils

better able to make the movie grade
by sending coaches to the school:;

to lecture on movie needs. Musical
schools today do not give pupils

enough training in acting, he de-

clared. They concentrate on train-

ing the pupil's voice, but this is not

enough to make a living today, Alt-

man observed.

Fox Theaters Will Pay

Creditors 3 P. C. More

Milton C. Weisman, as receiver

of Fox Theaters Corp., was yester-

day authorized by Judge Martin T.

Manton of the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals to pay out a second divi-

dend to creditors of three per cent.

Judge Manton ordered that Weis-
man leave enough in reserve to pay
William Fox a pro rata share of

dividends if Fox's claims against
Fox Theaters totaling several mil-

ion dollars are held valid.

Fox Theaters Corp. previously de-

clared a five per cent dividend to

creditors.

Columbia Directors Declare

68% Cent Divvy on Pfd.

Columbia Pictures announces that

the Board of Directors at its meet-
ing held July 14th, declared a quar-
terly dividend of $.68% per share
on the $2.75 Convertible Preferred
stock of the Company, payable Aug.
16 to the Preferred stockhoders of

record Aug. 4.

Loew Gets Sherman Corp.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Loew's has acquired

control of the Sherman Amusement
Corp. through acquisition of the
capital stock, according to the SEC
yesterday.

"Tsar to Lenin" In 7th

"Tsar to Lenin", released by
Lenauer International Films Inc.,

begins its seventh week at the
World Theater today.

y^
Coming and Goint^

CLAUDE EZELL left New York yesterday on
his return to Dallas.

GUMMO MARX has returned to New York
following a New England trip.

DOROTHY SAULTERS has returned to New
York from the Coast.

HARPO MARX and MRS. MARX arrives in

New York Monday from Hollywood.

SIDNEY PHILLIPS is back in New York after
a visit to New England summer theaters.

E. W. HAMMONS is vacationing at his Larch-
mont home.

MONROE GREENTHAL is at the Coast from
New York.

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS. who arrived in

New York yesterday from abroad, leaves for

Hollywood in 10 days.

PAUL and GRACE HARTMAN, leave for Hol-
lywood August 2 to start work on the 20th-cen-
tury Fox lot.

MARION AVERY left New York last night
for the Coast.

PAUL NATHAN returns to New York today
from Cape Cod.

PILL GRADY, who has returned to the Coast
from St. Louis, plans a trip to Russia soon.

N. L. NATHANSON is in to.wn from Toronto.

HARRY ARTHUR has arrived from St. Louis.

A. PEREIRA, distributor of RKO Radio films
in Tortugal, sailed yesterday on the Columbus.

SANDY ABRAHAMS, head of Warners' trail-

er department, flies back to the Coast tonight
following home office conferences.

BUDDY LONGWORTH, WB ace cameraman,
at the Burbank plant, starts back by motor
today.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT and her husband,
FRANK CHAPMAN, have deferred their sailing

date and now are booked on the Conte di

Savoia, due in New York from Naples on July

29.

GEORGES RIGAUD arrives July 22 on the
Champlain, en route to Hollywood.

HAL HORNE arrived yesterday from Holly-
wood.

JAMES A. F1TZPATRICK flies to Hollywood
next week.

JULY 16

Ginger Rogers
Barbara Stanwyck
George Marion
Mary Philbin

Gus Harris

RCA Sound for Five

Denver — Five theaters in this

area have ordered installations of
RCA sound equipment: the Or- ;

pheum, Briggs, Idaho; the Princess,
Ordway, Colo.; the Lux, Grants, N. 1

M.; Star, Ashton, Idaho; and the
Fine Arts Center, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
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WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

N. Y. THOUSANDS VOTE at Strand as one of campaign highlights for Mervyn

Leroy's 'They Won't Forget', now successfully playing after season's top critical

tribute
—'unforgettable—to the abiding credit of Warner Bros.' (N. Y. Herald-Tribune),

'splendid—superb—A-l entertainment' (N. Y. Daily News), 'takes its place among the

greatest productions' (N. Y. Journal), 'a picture no one is likely to forget' (N. Y. Sun)\°

,::. :
.

:
.

WARNERS SET NATIONAL TRADE SHOWINGS AUG. 9 AND 10,

offering actual eye-witness evidence of studio's new standards for

1937-38. Leslie Howard comes thru in nick of production time to

add 'It's Love I'm After', co-starring Bette Davis and Olivia de

Havilland, to the pictures slated for exhibitor screening.

THEY'RE AHEAD OF

'GALAHAD' in Albany,

Memphis, Omaha,
New Orleans, so Bob

Montgomery walks off

with whole-hearted

trade plauditsforhelp-

ing make 'Ever Since

Eve' one of Marion

Davies' merriest, ro-

mantic successes.

t

'c^ THEY HEAR THEM CALLING HUGH so Warners

izss announce three-comedy series starring Hugh

Herbert. Other answers to popular requests in-

clude 3 'Penrod' stories to star the Mauch Twins,

and a trio for Glenda Farrell based on famed

'Torchy Blane' newspaper adventures.

HAPPY RETURN OF THE DAY is Max
Reinhardt's, back from Europe with Mrs.

R. to complete plans for Warner filming

of 'The Gamblers', which will star Edward

G. Robinson, Bette Davis, Errol Flynn.

3
.A first Np/iong/ Picture ]A Cosmopolitan Production Vitograph, Inc., Distributors

,VI



12 STATES ESTABLISH

BANK NIGHT LEGALITY

(Continued from Page 1)

las. He stated that his firm, in

which he is associated with William

Underwood, has between six and

eight cases pending to determine

legality and infringements.

3,000 Mourn Gershwin

at N. Y. Funeral Rites

(Continued from Page 1)

ial services were conducted in Hol-

lywood at the Temple Wilshire.

Rabbi Nathan A. Perlman offi-

ciated at Temple Emanu-El and
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise delivered the

eulogy. Music was contributed by

Ossip Giskin, cellist; Gottfried H.

Federlein, organist, and the Perole

Quartet.

The simultaneous memorial ser-

vices in Hollywood were arranged

by Sigmund Romberg, composer,
with the assistance of a committee.

Mayor La Guardia led the long

procession from the temple. There
were 60 honorary pall bearers, in-

cluding former Mayor James J.

Walker, Paul Whiteman, David Sar-

noff, Gene Buck, John Golden, Vin-

ton Freedley, George S. Kaufman,
Otto A. Harbach, Ben Bernie, Felix

Warburg, Harry von Tilzer, Jack
Mills, Guy Lombardo, George M.
Cohan, Sam Harris and Arthur
Hammerstein.

Burial was in Mount Hope Ceme-
tery, Hastings-on-Hudson.

Budde In Denver for RCA
Denver — Henry Budde, field en-

gineer for RCA, has been moved
from the St. Louis office to Denver
while various ones in the Denver
offices are vacationing. Mike Geiske-
ing, engineer, vacationing in Utah
and western Colorado.

Chicago E A Quits

Chicago—Members of the Chicago
Exposition Authority headed by
Walter Gregory, president, advised
Mayor Kelly of their resignations
as no progress was being made on
the lake front amusemenat project.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Porter Hall has erased the architect's

idea of a bar and penciled in an old-
fashioned soda fountain in the plans
for the playroom of his new Bel-Air
home which is now under construction.

—DAVE EPSTEIN.

Friday, July 16, 1937

• • • THAT YEAR BOOK of M-G-M's for the new sea-
son impresses by the abundance of Showmanship Facts present-
ed President Nicholas M. Schenck in the foreword tersely

puts a finger on some of the cogent reasons why M-G-M is the
Number One Company

• • • AMONG OTHER things Mister Schenck says
"The basis of this M-G-M entertainment is not luck ., Its

man-power, its producing power, its star power, its directorial
power, its technical strength, its financial resources all dovetail
into a unit which goes on as long as the public wishes to be en-
tertained by the talking screen Each year a great organ-
ization must get better if it is a great organization"

• • • AND THEN the book proves that M-G-M is a great
organization by showing impressively the strong lineup which
backs up the company's current slogan "The Greatest M-
G-M Year in All Show History" Stars Directors

Writers all there in a mighty array heading the
parade of studio talent in every department

T T T

• • • A POLL taken recently among the patrons of the
Park theater at La Grange, Illinois, a B. & K. house
showed a heavy demand for "Lives of A Bengal Lancer" as a
re-issue printed ballots, containing the titles of twenty
pix suggested for repeat showing were handed to audi-
ences over a period of several days when the votes were
checked, it was found that out of a total of 2,821 returns, "Lan-
cer" was the choice of 621 ...... or more than 22 per cent of
the total

T

• • • MAKING THE audience the jury that's the
stunt that is helping to spread the word-of-mouth on Warners'
"They Won't Forget" at the Strand on Broadway with the
murderer never disclosed in the picture, the audiences are asked
to vote on the fate of Edward Norris, the leading man who is

found guilty of the crime in the story of 2,482 ballots

turned in to the house management, 2,372 held Norris innocent
the stunt has gone over so big that balloting on the guilt

or innocence of the school teacher will continue for the run of

the picture

• • • A NEW feature that should get the femmes ap-
pears in the current release of M-G-M's News of the Day
it is called "The Woman's Page," edited by the globe-girdling
Dorothy Kilgallen, the newspaper girl timely topics of
feminine interest make up the new feature. . . • Hap Hadley,
after five weeks of vacationing in the south and southwest, has
returned to his brush and palette

T T

• • • TO DATE the Museum of Modern Art Film Library
has acquired seven hundred notable films of historic importance

these are being permanently preserved the Film
Library thus far has issued three series of five complete pro-
grams each for a first-hand study of the history of the motion
picture in this country and in Europe these series have
been shown by 125 colleges, museums and adult education
groups throughout the United States Series Four has just
been completed for distribution in the fall including early
works of Valentino, Garbo and Edward Robinson

« « « » » »

ACCESS NOT NEEDED

TO PROVE PLAGIARISM
(Continued from Page 1)

the number titled "Confessing."
Plaintiff in the action was Bud Wil-
kie, California composer, who,
through Louis Nizer of Phillips &
Nizer, had brought suit against

Santly Bros., publishers, and Ber-
nice Petkere, composer of "Star-
light."

In their decision, Judges Manton,
Swan and Chase, said, in part: "The
charge of infringement does not fail

merely because the infringer is not
caught in the act, for access may be
inferred or found circumstantially
from the plan, and the arrangement,
and the combination of materials
contained in the composition. The
extensive and forceful similarities

between the two compositions have
not been satisfactorily explained by
the existence of a common source,
nor by the alleged stereotyped con-
ventionalities which are said to per-
vade popular songs. The evidence
justified the court below in finding
that plaintiff's song was copied."

Brandt Counsel Examines

Moskowitz in Loew Action

(Continued from Page 1)

latter circuit's switch from a four
day-three day split week to a five

day-two day split. The Brandt ac-
tion maintains that the Loew switch
was in violation of contract Brandt
theaters had with several local ex-
changes and was intended to drive
independents out of business.

Albert's queries were directed to
establish operation of Loew's the-
aters by Loew's, Inc. Examination
of Moskowitz will be resumed Tues-
day in the office of Milton C. Weis-
man.

GN Adds Two In Denver
Denver — George Hartley, San

Francisco film man, and Ross La-
bart, Denver film and theater man,
have been added to the staff of the
Grand National exchange here as
salesmen.

Quality T S Expands
Omaha — Quality Theater Supply

has enlarged its quarters by taking
over part of the old Universal ex-
change building next door for addi-
tional shop and storage room.

f AGS S

ABOUT

FILMS

U. S. films passed by the Czecho-
slovak board of censors in the first

quarter of 1937 were double the num-
ber of German films—36 American ana
19 German.



THEJEWELSHEBOUGHT

FOR JOSIE MANSFIELD

TURNED THE TIDE THAT

RUINED

JIM

FISK!



Printing bogus stock certificates to gain control of the

Erie Railroad . . . Romantic and reckless . . . Colorful and violent ... A personal history

beyond the dreams of fiction! ... A dramatic panorama of men

and events that swept America on its surge to lead the world ! . .

.

A picture destined to be hailed as truly epic wherever it plays!

r ;< o
KAbiO
PICTURES

V
EDWARD ARNOLD .

.

€

DIRECTED BY ROWLAND V. LEE
AN EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Dudley Nichols, lefcn Twist, Jo«l Sayre

CARV CHANT. . . FRANCES FARMER ... JACK OAKIE . .

.

^F ^^r lltH0 USA ^^^
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

WfARNERS have decided that the

time has come to raise Hugh
Herbert to full stardom, and the

comedian's first three stellar

vehicles under his new rating have
already been planned. The first of

the trio of comedies will bear the
title "Ssh! The Octopus!" and will

go into production at an early date.

A. 1 three will be released on the
Warner Bros. 1937-38 production
schedule.

T T T

Film titles are like girls—after

you've tried a new one, the old one
sometimes seems better. When
20th Century-Fox had substituted
"Lovely To Look At" in place of

"Thin Ice" as the title for the new
Sonja Henie-Tyrone Power musical,

it was decided that "Thin Ice" was
better, after all. So the picture will

be "Thin Ice."

T

A long-term Paramount contract
has been signed by Florence George,
Chicago Opera Company coloratura
and NBC artist. Miss George, a na-
tive of Dayton, Ohio, was educated
at Wittenberg College, where she
was voted one of the three most at-

tractive co-eds.

Casting assignments: Paramount
—Henry O'Neill, "Wells Fargo";
Evelyn Keyes, "The Buccaneer";
Stella Adler, "Love on Toast";
Grand National — Carol Hughes,
"Renfrew of the Mounted"; Uni-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 104 • • •

DOWLAND V. LEE. RKO Radio director and former stage and screen actor.

' * Born in Findlay, 0., educated at Columbia U., and a World War veteran.

Joined Thomas Ince as actor in 1919, later became director, continuing with

Goldwyn, Fox, Paramount, remaining with lat-

ter in 1929-30. Directed "Zoo in Budapest" one

of the National Board of Review Ten Best for

1933; directed for Jesse L. Lasky and Edward

Small; directed "The Count of Monte Cristo,

"

voted one of the Ten Best of 1934 in the an-

nual FILM DAILY poll; directed for RKO, Pick-

ford-Lasky; and in England. Just finished di-

rection on "The Toast of New York" for RKO.
Hobbies: Playwriting and all sports; member
Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences, and M. P.

D. A., Hollywood.

versal — Evelyn Brent, "Merry-Go-
Round of 1938"; Royal Atwell,
Spencer Charters, Grady Sutton,
Jerry Mandy, "Behind the Mike";
Columbia—Lucille Ward, Gertrude
Weber, Walter Merrill, Gene Mor-
gan, "It's All Yours"; Margaret
Hamilton, Richard Carle, "I'll Take
Romance."

Screen version of the stage suc-
cess "Tovarich," now in production
at Warners with Claudette Colbert
and Charles Boyer starred, is to be
released under the title "Tonight's
Our Night."

When Joy Hodges finishes

"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" next
month she'll go to New York to
start rehearsals with George M.
Cohan with whom she'll star in a
Broadway stage play, "Hold Your
Hat, Boys," by George Kaufman
and Moss Hart.

T T T
Though busy on the RKO lot as

a contract writer, Daniel Fuchs is

finding time to dramatize for fall

production his two most important
novels, "Homage to Blenholt" and
"Low Company." The scripts will

be submitted to Broadway producers

shortly by the William Morris
Agency, which represents the nov-
elist.

T T T

"The Diamond Doll," an original
story by Jane Hinton Smith, has
been purchased by 20th Century-
Fox.

r t

Sylvan Simon, who has been asso-
ciated with Universal as test direc-
tor for the past year, has been pro-
moted to a full-fledged feature di-

rector.

T T

"My Dear Miss Aldrich," an or-
iginal story by Herman Mankiewicz,
will go into production next week
at the M-G-M studios. Edna May
Oliver and Janet Beecher are the
only players announced for the cast
to date.

David O. Selznick announces a
last-minute decision to film "The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer" in

Technicolor. The picture will go in-
to production next Monday, under
the direction of Norman Taurog.

T T

Marion Ainslee, has been signed
by RKO Radio to write an original
story for the next iilmusical to co-

star Fred Astaire and Ginger Rog-
ers. It will be a Pandro S. Berman
production, with a musical score to

be written by Irving Berlin. Miss
Ainslee's work for 10 years was
closely identified with the produc-
tion genius of the late Irving Thal-
berg.

W. N. Skirball to Build

$100,000 House In Akron

Cleveland— William N. Skirball,
associated with I. Libson of Cincin-
nati in the operation of the Elles-
ness Amusements, Inc., circuit of
Ohio and Kentucky, will build a de
luxe first-run, 650-seat theater in

Akron. House will cost approxi-
mately $100,000. Construction will

start early in August. Architect is

John Eberson. General contract has
been let to the Indiana Construction
Co. of Fort Wayne, Ind.

LaFalce Vacationing

Newark, N. J. — Frank LaFalce,
Loew's Washington, D. C, district

executive, is vacationing with for-

mer colleagues of the Newark Led-
ger at Lake Kopac. LaFalce was
once dramatic editor of the Ledger.

yer";
Hoig In Colo. Post

Denver — Ivan Hoig has been
made manager of the newly-opened
Trail Theater in Colorado Springs,
a Publix house. Hoig was formerly
on a publicity job w'th the Publix
houses in Lincoln, Neb.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Film of Basque Refugees
London—Victor Saville Produc-

tions are undertaking the production
of a film relating the adventures of
the Basque refugee children since
their arrival in this country.

Co-operation is being afforded by
Realist Film Unit, British Acoustic,
British Movietonews, Gaumont Brit-
ish News, George Humphreys, Ltd.,

and London Film Productions and
final scenes will include appeals
from stars for the Basque children
fund for which purpose the film is

being made.

Vaude Revival in England
London—As part of a drive to

revive variety in this country, the
Hippodrome, Norwich, has been ac-
quired by B. and J. Theaters, Ltd.

This hall, one of the largest and
oldest theaters in the area, has for
the past few years been run as a
cinema and was originally owned
by the Bostock circus family.

It is announced that the syndi-

cate is acquiring various theaters
and cinemas all over the country
to convert into variety theaters and
is to spend £1,000,000.

Location Sequences Finished
London — Location sequences,

filmed on the Cornish coast, of the
Alfred Hitchcock production, "The
Girl Was Young," have been com-
pleted, and the location company,
headed by Miss Nova Pilbeam, who
is starred, has returned to the Gau-
mont studio for the shooting of the
final interior scenes.

Royalty Visits RKO
London—The Duke of Kent, ac-

companied by the Duchess of Kent,
recently paid a private visit to the
London offices of Radio Pictures,

Ltd., to see a screening of "Shall
We Dance," co-starring Fred As-
taire and Ginger Rogers. Ralph
Hanbury, Managing Director, re-

ceived the royal party.

Cagney Pix on Sept. 3

First GN Fall Release

Grand National will open its Fall

distribution program on Sept. 3

when "Something to Sing About,"

the Victor Schertzinger-Zion Myers'

musical starring James Cagney, will

be released.

Following shortly after will be

the first of three Anna Sten vehicles

based on an original "At Your Ser-

vice, Madame," by Albert J. Cohen
and Hans Kraly. Others are 'Gor-

geous" and "Love Me Again".

Also scheduled is "Dynamite"
second James Cagney picture, and
another Victor Schertzinger musical

on which the co-producer will be
Zion Myers.

Curry Succeeds Simpson

Oklahoma City—J. J. "Jack" Cur-
ry, salesman for Paramount here
for the last four years, has succeed-
ed Sid Simpson as branch manager,
appointment being made by Jack
Dugger, district manager at Dallas.
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MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
knows more people, more about

people, more about motion picture

corporations, more about pictures

and who made them than any one

in the motion picture industry.

This book is the product of many
minds and the world-wide staff of
Quigley Publications, with the

cooperation of many experts of the

industry. It is systematic, facile in

its presentation. The Almanac's
contents are as available and as

accessible as the alphabet.

QUIGLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.,

Rockefeller Center, New York

Please send me a copy of the new 1937-38 INTER-
NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC, postpaid, for

which I enclose $3.25.

Name . .

Street

City. State

_«
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TWO U. A. EXECS. ON

ODEON'S DIRECTORATE

(Continued from Page 1)

George Elcock and Edward Cole-
man Simmons.
Company owns 886 cinemas, val-

ued at £3,648,450; 34 of the houses
are in the London district.

The company, capitalized at £6,-

000,000, will not engage in film pro-
duction directly or indirectly, it is

announced.
Odeon Theaters has acquired

shares in London and Southern Su-
per Cinemas, and has also entered
into management agreements with
companies owning 71 other Odeon
theaters, of which 37 are completed
and in operation, not included in

the purchase by the company,_ in-

cluding the Odeon Alhambra, Leices-

ter Square.
Oscar Deutsch has agreed to act

as managing director of the com-
nany for a period of 10 years. Mr.

F. Stanley Bates and Mr. William
George Elcock will be executive di-

rectors of the company for \ period

of 10 years.

Astoria, Ore., Houses

Advance Prices 5 Cents

Astoria, Ore.—Admish has been

upped five cents by Managers A.

M. Dunlop of the Liberty Theater

and Curt Hoare of the Riviera. New
prices are 40 cents for adults, 30

for students and kiddies a dime.

Special students' admish is proving

a popular b. o. feature at many
Northwest houses.

Lee on Trade Show Trip

Arthur A. Lee, GB Vice-President,

gave a luncheon and trade screen-

ing of "King Solomon's Mines," in

Buffalo yesterday. This was the

first of a series of similar screen-

ings of this film to be nolo in vari-

ous key centers throughout the

country. Lee's itinerary for the

next 10 days is as follows: Detroit,

July 20; Chicago, July 21; Milwau-
kee, July 22; Boston, July 27; New
Haven, July 28.

Imperial Gets "Dead March"
"The Dead March" anti-war pix,

has been obtained by Imperial for

distribution. Erno Rapee composed
the musical score which is played
by his orchestra, and Boake Carter,

is the narrator.

Goldbergs Acquiring Pix

William and Max Godberg, who
control European Films, are acquir-
ing product for several distribu-

tors in Central Europe.

Marx Agency Moving
The Zeppo Marx agency moves

from the New Amsterdam theater
building to the RCA Building, West,
July 31.

NEWS of the DAY
Urbana, O. — Grant Wooley and

Elmer Fritz, operators of the Lyric
and Clifford theaters here, are mak-
ing extensive alterations to the
Lyric, including installation of a
new cooling system, glass front and
complete interior redecorating.

Chicago—The De Luxe Theater,
operated by Charles Golin, will be
remodeled and redecorated. Mark
D. Kalischer is the architect.

New Orleans—M. A. Lightman of

Malco Theaters has taken over Max
Davitts theater at Winona, Miss.,

and Homer Williams' Granada The-
ater at Granada, Miss.

Peru, Ind.—The Gregory Circuit

acquired the State Theater.

West Asheville, N. C—The Pub-
lix-Bamford Theaters will build a
new film house here.

Coon Rapids, la.—The Lyric The-
ater, recently taken over by Floyd
Rafferty, has reopened following re-

modeling.

Dorchester, Mass. — Plans have
been completed for a new $25,000
theater here for Ray Johnson.

Urbana, O.—Elmer Fritz, operat-
ing the Lyric and Clifford theaters
here, has completely modernized
both houses and installed cooling

systems.

Upper Sandusky, O.—A son, Rich-
ard Thomas, has been born to Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Jones. The father is

owner and manager of the Star
Theater and widely known in film

circles in northeastern Ohio.

Akron, O.—Open air movies are
being shown on the green at near-
by Twinsburg each Tuesday night
under the sponsorship of the mer-
chants of that town.

New Milford, Conn.—The Twen-
tieth Century, recently reopened by
Steve Panoras, is reported to have
cost $50,000 to rebuild, with $8,000
allotted to unusual lighting. The
800-seat modernistic house was re-

modeled and equipped by Modern
Theater Equipment and Alvin Stu-
dios.

Holyoke, Mass.—The Strand The-
ater has closed for the greater part
of the summer to install new sound
equipment and complete renovations
in the building.

Williamstown, Mass.—The Wald-
en Theater here has been closed for

the summer.

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Rialto The-
ater, managed by George Heliotes,

has installed a York air-condition-

ing system.

New Haven, Conn.—Sale of the
first piece of property in the estate
of the late Louis M. Sagal, theater-
man and associate of Sylvester Z.
Poli, will not serve to swell the
amount of assets of the estate, the
administrator states. The estate is

insolvent, claims totaling $2,516,656
and assets $83,000.

Havre, Mont. — Roland Fregger,
who has been associated with his
father, Max Fregger, in the man-
agement of the Lyric Theater for
the last three years, has purchased
a 500-seat theater here and after
extensive remodeling, expects to
have it open for business by Sept.
1 as the Havre.

Columbus, O. — A. L. Taylor's
Dixie Theater has installed an air-
cooling system.

Ellensburg, Wash.—Completion of
the Liberty is expected August 1,

when this 750-seater, representing
$100,000 investment, will be oper-
ated as the 14th link in the expand-
ing Mercy circuit.

West Springfield, Mass. — The
Crown Theater here has closed for
the summer.

New Haven. Conn. — The newly
oi-ganized V. & S. Construction Co.,

headed by Vincent Fiori for theater
construction work in the state, will

have an office at 125 Meadow Street.

Vienna, III. —
local contractor,
the contract for
the Cozy Theater
by Farrar &
house will seat
Western Electric
ing a blower fan

Walter Boatright.
has been awarded
the construction of
to be erected here

Turner. The new
598 and will have
equipment, includ-

ventilation system.

Detroit—Ad Caster theater signs
will be handled in this territory by
Del Apel, who recently resigned as
assistant to H. M. Richey, general
manager of Allied Theaters of
Michigan, and Charles H. Powell,
distributor for Skillful Screeno.

Omaha — Robert S. Ballantyne,
head of the Ballantyne Co., whole-
sale division of the Scott-Ballantyne
Theater Equipment house, is on an
18-day eastern auto trip to visit

dealers. Accompanying him are
Mrs. Ballantyne and their two
daughters.

Cleveland. O.—The new $300,000
1500-seat Warner Theater in Shak-
er Heights, exclusive residential

suburb, will have a box office so

placed that parking patrons may
enter without being exposed to the
elements.

Detroit — Metropolitan Motion
Picture Co., having disposed of its

laboratory and discontinued motion
picture work, has opened offices in

the Fisher Building to deal in photo-
graphic supplies. Arthur Caplan is

the head of the company.

TECHNICOLOR PLANS©

MORE LABORATORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

wood in 10 days, said that the Lon-
don laboratory is now gaining mo-
mentum as regards footage handled
and will eventually have an output
of 2.000,000 feet per month. While
in England, he closed the deal, an-
nounced yesterday, under which
Alexander Korda will make six fea-
tures in Technicolor during the next
18 months.
Production volume of Technicol-

or's London plant is increasing sp
steadily month by month that the
English branch will be operating at
full capacity before the end of this
year, according to Dr. Kalmus.
Natalie Kalmus will remain in Eng-
land to supervise the color direc-
tion on six Korda films.

Porcelain Enamel Front
Detroit—The front of the new,

Beverly Theater now being con-
structed on West Grand River Ave.
on Oakman Blvd., is to be of Met-
alon poi-celain enamel, supplied and
erected by the Acme Metalon Co.
This company is also erecting the
fronts of three other theaters now
under construction in Detroit.

Pickens Adding Two
San Antonio—Jack Pickens The-

aters, Inc. here has closed two more
deals for houses in South Texas.
One involves a building at Cuero
with plans for immediate renova-
tion and remodeling; the other a
San Marcos store building. Spill-
man and Spillman, architects of San
Antonio will be in charge of the
work.

Hoffberg Acquires 'Phantom'
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquired

distribution rights to the "Phantom
of Santa Fe," an outdoor feature
production in natural color and has
set the picture for immediate re-
lease.

SICK REPORT

Detroit—Alban J. Norris, head of
Michigan Film Library, national
distributors, will be laid up two or!

three weeks with a sprained ankle

Harlan, la.—R. E. Brown, owner
of the Harlan Theater, has pur-
chased a trailer and started on a
long vacation with Mrs. Brown in

an effort to regain his health, fol

lowing a long illness. Left in charge
of the theater is his son-in-law,
Carl Ernst.

?!'!,

%
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West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stricken on location,

at Big Bear Lake, Phyllis Barry
has been forced out of the feminine
lead in GN's "Renfrew of the

Mounted."
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TheaterjAk Conditioning Installations Up-%er '36

PRODUCERS INDIVIDUALLY REGULATING BROADCASTS

15 Suits Test Pa. Chain Tax Law; Majors Are Inactive

Film Companies Do Not
Contemplate Attack on

Constitutionality

Although a total of 15 companies
outside the film industry have filed

suits questioning constitutionality of

the new Pennsylvania law imposing
a graduated tax on chain stores

and theaters, major motion picture
outfits do not contemplate entering
into the contest, according to a
spokesman yesterday in New York.
No discussions of the situations

(Continued on Page 7)

QUOTA LAWEXPECTED

TO CUT T IMPORTS

London (By Cable)—In event the
new English quota law, as proposed
by the Lord Moyne committee, is

passed by Parliament next fall,

American companies are likely to

substantially reduce the number of

'B" productions they bring into the
country, in the opinion of well-in-

formed film sources. Requirements
jnder the act will be too stiff to per-
mit continuance of the present flow
of product from America, they de-

clare.

Warners Planning Use of

Color for "Robin Hood"

'Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners, it is under-

stood, will dip "The Adventures of

Robin Hood" in the dye vat, making
the third additional major pix set

'or Technicolor treatment in a week.
Previously announced were Selz-

nick's "Adventures of Tom Saw-
yer" d Paramount's "Men With
Win! L,

III. Censorship Bill Dies

Springfield, III.—The Illinois General
Assembly has permitted the motion pic-

ture censorship bill to quietly die in

committee.

William S. Hart Verdict Against U. A. is Set Aside
Lower court jury verdict of $85,000 for William S. Hart in the former producer-

star's "Tumbleweeds" distribution returns suit against United Artists was set aside yes-
terday by the Appellate Division, New York State Supreme Court, and a new trial

ordered. Case was heard here a year ago before Justice McCook. U. A. was represented
in the reversal action by the law firm of O'Brien, Driscoll and Raftery.

ADMISH TAX QUESTION

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Biloxi, Miss.—The vexatious ques-
tion of amusement taxes, particular-
ly as regards Mississippi, will afford
one of the major topics for the an-
nual convention of the M.P.T.O. of
Miss., Ark., and Tenn., opening to-

morrow here. Advance registra-
tions indicate a big attendance,
which will include President Ed

(Continued on Page 7)

Fox Brooklyn Reorg. Fees

of $132,781 Ordered Paid

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday ordered the Continental Bank
& Trust Co., trustee for the Fox
Brooklyn Theater and office build-

ing to pay out $132,781 as fees and
disbursements for services rendered

(Continued on Page 7)

CULLMAN PROTECTION

DELAYS ROXY ORDER

Formal approval of the Roxy re-
oi'ganization plan was put off for
one week yesterday in Federal
Court to permit a formula to be
worked out which will take care of
any claims that may arise against
Howard S. Cullman, as trustee of
the Roxy Theater, after 20th Cen-

(Continued o-n Page 7)

Cosmopolitan and Warner
Pact Runs to Dec. 31, '38

In connection with new reports
that Cosmopolitan and Warner
Bros, might end their association,
it was ponited out by a spokesman
for the latter company yesterday
that the present deal runs until

Dec. 31, 1938. No discussions have
taken place so far on a renewal.

Marked Increase Indicated in 1937

Theater Air Cooling Installations

No "Formula" Planned, Fol-

lowing MPTOA Squawk
on Practice

Following recent conferences with
an MPTOA committee, major pro-
ducers are individually endeavoring
to regulate appearance of their

players on radio pi'ograms but will

not adopt a "formula" governing
the situation. They have taken the
position that the matter cannot be
handled through any set of rules

or regulations and that each in-

stance of a star's engagement to
(Continued on Page 7)

LIST 5 M-G-M TITLES

BRIT. PRODUCTION

Titles of five productions to be
made by M-G-M as its initial pro-
gram at London were announced
yesterday, prior to departure of

Louis B. Mayer and Ben Thau, pro-
duction executive, from New York
today on the Rex, en route to Eng-
land.

"A Yank at Oxford," starring

Robert Taylor, will be the first

(Continued on Page 7)

Comerford Circuit Talks

Metro Pix Franchise Deal

Last Warner Bookers Meet
Starts at Warwick Today

The fourth and final regional
meeting of Warner bookers and ad
salesmen will be held today and
tomorrow at the Hotel Warwick,
with A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor
of exchanges, conducting the meet-
ing.

Representatives from the eastern
and Canadian branches of the com-

(Continued on Page 7)

Theater air conditioning installa-

tions this year will show a marked
increase over 1936, but the national
theater market for such equipment
still is an attractive one, a survey
by Film Daily staff correspondents
throughout the United States estab-
lishes.

Part that theatrical air-condition-

ing is playing in that equipment
sphere is indicated by the estimate
that theater and store installations,

usually grouped, now equal all the
(Continued on Page 7)

Negotiations are under way on a
deal under which the Comerford
circuit, principally located in Penn-
sylvania, will again play the M-G-M
product. Franchise under discus-

sion will run three or five years.

100% Air-Conclitioned

Houston — Houston's motion picture

houses are 100 per cent air-conditioned,

and as a result, there is an increase

in patronage rather than a decline

during the summer. The air-cooling

units are turned on in the middle of

May, and operate through September.
Texas theaters pioneered in air-condi-

tioning, with the Melba in Dallas being

the first to install a cooling plant.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 28 27 '/2 28 + V4
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29 283/4 28V4 — %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 33/8 3%+ %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 1793/4 179 1793/4 + %
do pfd 155V2 1551/2 1551/2 + 31/2

Gen. Th. Eq 233/8 23 233/8 — %
Loew's, Inc 80% 79!/2 79% — %
do pfd
Paramount 21 1/4 20% 203/4
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film 8% 8 8%
RKO 8% 8 8 — %
20th Century-Fox . 35% 35% 35% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 13% 13% 13%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww ....99% 993/8 991/.+ l/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55...10O 993/4 100
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 ....94 93% 93%+ %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23/8 23/8 23/8
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% l 3/8 1% + %
Technicolor 29 28V4 28% — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

Gershwin Estate to Mother
George Gershwin left a $200,000

estate and named his mother sole

heir, it was revealed when a peti-

tion for letters of administration
was filed in Surrogate's Court for

Mrs. Rose Gershwin.

Alperson Coming East
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Alperson

leaves next week for New York. He
will be there for two weeks.

• • • WE SALUTE Martin Quigley's Motion Picture Al-
manac just off the press a superb job of expert
compilation done by that master lexicographer, Terry Ramsaye

who features a special article titled "Where a Hollywood
Million Goes" a clever analysis of picture production costs

accompanied by a justification of the gigantic Hollywood spend-
ing which gives back to the entire industrial world the dimes
and quarters collected at the box office and the "Who's
Who" presenting the great, near-great and wishful-greats com-
prises almost 15,000 individuals in all fields of the industry
and Terry Ramsaye must have chuckled as he added the final

listings: "Zuskin, V. L.: Player. In 1936: 'A Greater Promise',
Amkino." here is a reference source of inestimable value
to all workers in the motion picture field

• • • A SCORING system to record "batting averages"
of motion picture actors in addition to cold figures of the b.o.

is suggested by Eddie Norris, a young M-G-M player ....
who claims there is a definite need for a tabulation of the merits
of players other than stars according to Norris' plan, each
actor would be graded with 1 point for each letter in his fan
mail, and 1 point for each line of favorable comment in reviews

the author of this plan says the totals could be tabulated
by a central bureau, and casting directors could make their se-
lections among the "heavy hitters"

• • • AND NOW you can address him as Commodore
Harry Buxbaum for the 20th Century-Fox met manager
has joined the Sands Point Yacht Club, and is entering his 50-
foot yawl, "Tern," in all possible races

Chicago Exhibs. Protest

Proposed New 3% Levy

Chicago—The city council's fin-

ance committee is holding hearings
on a proposed new city 3 per cent
theater tax, Morris Leonard repre-
senting B. & K. told the committee
the present tax load is too heavy,
pointing out the circuit is paying
$20,000 inspection fees annually and
$100,000 in general taxes. Frank
Smith, for RKO, told the committee
the Palace Theater paid approxi-
mately $2,000 inspection fees. Es-
saness Circuit paid $15,000 inspec-
tions fees, it was also pointed out.

GN Officers' Terms
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Agreements with
President Edward Alperson, Ed-
ward J. Peskay, Timothy F. Murphy
and A. Pam Blumenthal have been
entered into by Grand National
Films, Inc., it was announced yes-
terday at the Securities and Ex-
change Commission. The report
showing special changes revealed
that Alperson will be paid on a
calendar year basis. Peskay's con-
tract calls for his employment as
vice-president from Jan. 2, 1937 to

May 1, 1941; Murphy is employed
as treasurer for the same period
and Blumenthal will serve as an
officer of Grand National, holding
the only outstanding option of 30,-

000 shares of $1 par value common
stock.

Film Condemnations In

Canada Decline Sharply

St. John, N. B.—In the course of
a tour of the maritime provinces,
Col. John Cooper, of Toronto, presi-
dent of the Motion Picture Distrib-
utors and Exhibitors of Canada,
participated in a meeting of the
Maritime Film Board of Trade here.

Col. Cooper told the board that
while there had been 220 condemna-
tions of films by censor boards in
Canada in 1935, the rejections for
1936 were only 16.

The Maritime Film Board of
Trade administers all relationships
between the exhibitor and distribu-
tor in the provinces of New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia and Prince Ed-
ward Island and the island colony
of Newfoundland. There are 40 film
theaters in New Brunswick, 58 in
Nova Scotia, 5 on Prince Edward
Island and 9 on Newfoundland.

Fabian Lease Strand

Theater In Clifton, N. J.

Clifton, N. J.—The Strand, Park-
er Avenue, has been leased, effective
Aug. 1, to Fabian interests, through
Jacob and Simon Fabian of Pater-
son. The Strand is owned by Sam-
uel and Reuben Pashman and was
operated by them. The Fabians,
who formerly operated a number
of houses in North Jersey, are build-
ing a new theater in Main Ave., this
city.

Coming and Going

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales man-
ager, leaves Monday on a "King Solomon's
Mines" trade-showing tour to Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland. Cincinnati,
Memphis, New Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte.

HELEN McGRATH. Clinton White's secretary,
leaves next week for the Canadian Rockies,
visiting Lake Louise, Banff and surrounding
country.

EVELYN O'CONNELL left New York yesterday
for the Thousand Islands.

HARRY TAKIFF, of Jack Cohn's executive
staff, was called to the Catskills by the death
of his father.

HELEN JEPSON, Met. opera star, who will
make her movie debut in "The Goldwyn Fol-
lies," left for the Coast yesterday with a stop
over planned in Cleveland.

MARTHA RAYE closing at the New York
Paramount on Tuesday night, will leave to ful-
fill engagements in Boston, Chicago and De-
troit.

E. B. HATRICK has gone to the Coast from
New York.

A. H. BLANK is in New York from Omaha.

ROBERT TAYLOR is due in New York in
about two weeks from Hollywood, en route to
England.

MICHAEL BALCON comes east from th
Coast in 10 days.

JACK CONWAY arrives in New York in about
two weeks from Hollywood.

OLYMPE BRADNA and RANDOLPH SCOTT
arrive in New York Monday.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN leaves Hollywood
Monday for New York.

JOCK WHITNEY flew to the Coast yesterday.

MAURICE CONN leaves for Hollywood early
next week.

ARTHUR LEE returns from Chicago early next
week.

WILL KLINE, Selznick cameraman, flew back
to Hollywood yesterday.

IKE LIBSON returns to Cincinnati from his
Maine camp July 23.

2 Circuits Quit Coop.

Detroit—Withdrawal of two cir-
cuits from the Cooperative Theaters
of Michigan Group was confirmed
this week. The Sam Brown Circuit,
and the Michael J. Chargot circuit,

each with four houses, mostly in De-
troit territory, have withdrawn. The
Brown action was represented by
both sides as strictly a friendly ac-
tion.
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PROVIDE

COMPARABLE TO THE OTHER LUXURIES OF YOUR THEATRE

Thousands of dollars are spent on the equipment of a

motion picture theatre— a beautiful building, tasteful

decorations, expensive carpets and the most comfort-

able seats. These luxuries call for lighting in keeping

with other provisions for the pleasure and satisfaction

of the patrons.

High Intensity Projection adds little to the cost of

theatre operation but adds much to the quality of

the picture thrown on the screen and to the comfort

of incoming patrons.

HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTOR

USE NATIONAL

PROJECTOR

CARBONS

AND NATIONAL SOPREX CARBONS
I
provide a steady, brilliant, snoiv-ivhite light which

)
gives clarity and depth to black and white pro-

\

.,' ductions and accurate tones in color projection.
\

j
They also permit a level of general illumination

I
adequate for comfortable vision.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of .Union Carbide l'N*< and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd St., N«w York, N. Y.

Branch Sole» Offices: . New York Pittsburgh Chicago San Francisco



Detroit—New theater building to
seat 1,000, plus four stores—already
leased—is to be erected by newly
formed Joy Theater Corp. at a cost
of $100,000, at Nine Mile and Mack
Roads in St. Clair Shores, north-
eastern suburb.

Project is based upon a year's
study of the location by George W.
Sampson, former owner of the Dawn
Theater, and former premium dis-
tributor, who is president and gen-
eral manager of the company. C. E.
Daniel, contractor, is vice-president;
and J. E. Foster of the Common-
wealth-Commercial Bank, is secre-
tary-treasurer.

House will be modernistic with
Chinese red macotta front with blue
background. Bennett and Straight,
theatrical architects, are completing
plans.

Butler in Carrier Post

Newark—The international divi-

sion of the Carrier Corp., formerly
the Carrier-Brunswick Internation-
al, has announced the appointment
of G. Vincent Butler of East Orange
as director of the advertising, sales
promotion and publicity depart-
ments.

HURLEY SCREEN CO.
24-15-43rd Ave. L. I. C, N. Y.

McArthur Cools 'Em Off
Detroit—George McArthur, head of

McArthur Theater Equipmenut Co. has
hooked up a display of air conditioning
equipment that is a mecca for exhib-
itors. Large size theater blower ex-
haust directly into the store room, and
quickly cools those in front of it. It

is kept going steadily during the hot
weather.

Goldman's Philly Newsreel

House to Open in 90 Days

Philadelphia — A building permit
has been issued to William Gold-
man Theaters, Inc., for the con-
struction of a 450-500-seat newsreel
theater at 1230 Market St., in the
heart of downtown Philadelphia's
business district.

To be known as the The Times,
the newsreel theater will be open
within 90 days. William Lee is the
architect. The site was secured on
a long term lease from Samuel
Fernberger and Henry Fernberger,
2nd. Heymann & Brothers, local

realtors, represented both parties in

the transaction.

Goldman is the first independent
exhibitor in many years to invade
the East Market Street theater sec-

tion.

Shulman & Schwartz Ask

Bids on $165,000 House

Painesville, O.—Plans for a new
1,400-seat de luxe theater to cost

approximately $165,000 are out for

bids. The house will be built by
Jack Shulman and Abe Schwartz,
circuit owners of houses in Paines-

ville, Cleveland and Fairport Har-
bor. George Burrowns of Cleveland
is the architect.

NG TWO IN ft M.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

YOU DON'T WANT TO LOOK LIKE THIS

FROM WORRYING

WHERE TO BUY CARPETS

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, Inc.

250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

AN ESTABLISHMENT FEATURING THE WELL KNOWN

ALEXANDER SMITH'S

CRESTWOOD CARPETS

Denver — Gibraltar Enterprises
Inc., is adding two theaters in New
Mex'co, to make 27 houses in the
setup. Organized a few years ago
by Charges Gilmour, former Warner
Bros., exchange manager, Gibraltar
is made up of several theater own-
ers in the Denver area who pooled
their interests.

New additions to the group are
the Loma Theater, Socorro, and the
Pastime, Springer. The former was
taken over from J. R. Foss, and will

be reopened after an $11,000 remod-
eling job including redecorating,
new seats, rest rooms, heating and
cooling system, and Western Elec-
tric sound.
The Pastime, to be taken over

from Carl J. Garritson on Aug. 1,

will be closed for a $17,000 remodel-
ing job, which will leave only the
four walls and give the town prac-
tically a new theater when reopened
about Sept. 1.

Two Gibraltar houses in Casper,
Wyo., will receive attention during
the summer. The America will be
closed soon for a complete redeco-
rating, recarpeting and relighting

job, with other details to be worked
out. At the Rialto a new marquee
and upright sign, said to be the
largest in the Rocky Mountain area,

will be erected. These houses are
under the supervision of E. J.

Schulte.

O & W Cine Enlarging

O. & W. Cine Enterprises in New
York City are enlarging their quar-
ters and machine shop, adding addi-
tional equipment for the purpose of
designing and building laboratory
and studio equipment, cameras, pro-
jectors, seamless Monel metal tanks,

etc.

Mayfair Air Conditioned
Miami—The Mayfair Theater, a

Wometco house, has been air-condi-

tioned.

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND
USHERS SASHES

FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City
1018 S. Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles

Beneficial t
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American Seating'
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THEATER owners may not be psych

' standing and application of one

office.

This psychological fact is that

and unpleasant stimuli, will have but

picture may be on the screen, but if

is poor, if the screen illumination is

probability patrons will leave the the

practical, every-day example of this

the same film but in different theato si

a "swell" show, the other that it wj(*

to extraneous factors and environment

One of these extraneous factors

The theater owner in the market for

chairs are pretty much on a par. Th
comfortable, but a buyer sitting in a ::

competent judge of comfort. The p isj

once or twice a week discovers whetll

CEAT comfort is made up of a nurl i

'' important ones among these are Jtm

lieve it or not) go hand-in-hand. I

pitch to the seat and back, is scienlsji

tions of the patron's back and legs

and comfortable. The spine then as:

organs from being cramped and thus

No pressure applies to the underpart

tion and make legs "go to sleep." "I

enjoyment. Chairs are the physical

and should be selected carefully.

Correct designing which embodii :;:;

testing (both in the laboratory and in

in the theater seating field over a [

an institution having research and c

facturing facilities and financial resci

correct designing of the chair. The
tance to the comfort problem. The
first quality. Its upholstery does nc

do not sag, squeak, nor click. Its

Its back does not become loose nor

lumpy. Its quality becomes more
paying investment.

What is more, the quality chair i iti

or three-hour show, but it delivers cc| indr

useful service—long after the inferi

'U

i;si

/"NNE of the foremost manufacture
^^ theater chairs. This concern r

the importance of correct acoustical

(Co

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting- deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% . In-

^ stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading: system. Na-
tionally advertised.DEAF

Endorsed by key sh' ^Ten.

Write for full details. viS ix-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.
580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

.,.
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ir do they have to be, but the under-

al fact will be beneficial to the box

ual, when subjected to both pleasant

reaction. In other words, a four-star

if
I stale and hot, if the sound reproduction

e seats uncomfortable and noisy, in all

taiced that they saw a poor show. The
two people, both of whom have seen

cussing it. One will state that it was
w. :." The difference in response is due
»t

«s importance in a theater is the chairs.

01 rs may think that the different sample

h> :ar equally good, all seem to be equally

Jiiair for two or three minutes is not a

pig in the chair for two or three hours

itl the chair is comfortable.

liferent factors and considerations. Two
rrectness and restfulness—the two (be-
• is the proper height, has the correct

igned to give support to the right por-

nt of the chair will be correctly poised

ss:orrect vertical position, preventing vital

m free to perform their bodily functions.

;
just above the knee to retard circula-

n a restful position making for relaxed

between your theater and your patrons

ii going features is the result of research,

I, and knowledge gained from experience

|
ears. Such designing is possibe only by

facilities as well as the actual manu-
mfort is not determined alone by mere
ir's physical make-up is of equal impor-
from which it is fabricated are of the

1 show early signs of wear. Its springs

not squeal nor allow the seat to slam,

back padding does not shift nor become
apparent through the years—a dividend

irt not only to the patron through a two-
undreds of occupants through its years of

chair is in the junk pile.

)ne farther than the producing of fine

the science of acoustics and has proven
in theater chairs. This firm can assist
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CHARLES ROSS, INC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

mplete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.
320 W. 48th St., New York City A. I. Kessler, Mgr.

I"

RECTIFIER IN DEMAND

Widespread use of the Portable

Kni-Tron Rectifier for low inten-

sity projection is proving the prac-

ticability of this compact, noiseless

unit manufactured by the Kneisley
Electric Co. of Toledo, 0. The case

of cast aluminum alloy is designed

foi strength and to make possible

finishes of permanency and beauty.

Standard finish is satin black, trim-

med in red.

Special moulded rubber feet af-

fixed to the base make it possible

to place the unit on the finest floors

without danger of max'ring them.
In electrical design, the unit incor-

porates a transformer of the high-

reactance type to furnish the cor-

rect voltage characteristics to the

tubes. Ample mass, in the form of
steel and copper, insures successful
operation at low temperature rise.

All Kni-Tron transformers are
insulated to withstand a ground test

of 2,000 volts A.C. for one minute.
Both primary and secondary coils

are tapped through to provide ad-
ditional insulation. Entire trans-
former assembly is impregnated
with the best grade of insulating
varnish obtainable, and baked for

24 hours at high temperature.
Silence of operation results from

the employment of the patent pend-
ing Moulded Rubber Covered Mag-
netic Leak. Sheets of lamination
are coated with a pliable rubber
composition, then moulded into a

solid rubber mass under 20 tons

pressure at high temperature.

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At I tW Rentals

ART FLAG, IXC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.

IT PAYS TO USE

GENUINE SIMPLEX

PARTS

umnmi
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

iF-iiLiJir-i

O'Connor as Mr. Fixit

Independence, la.— D. H. O'Connor,
manager of the Iowa Theater, used gar-
den hose nozzles as emergency substi-
tutes when someone swiped the nozzles
from his air cooling system.

Great States Improving

Six Houses of Circuit

Chicago — Morris Rubens of the
Great States circuit announces a
substantial improvement program
this year. Installations of new cool-
ing systems in the Washnigton The-
ater at Quincy, the Peerless Thea-
ter at Kewanee, the Princess The-
ater at Joliet and the Orpheum
Theater in Galesburg are included.
The Irvin Theater, Bloomington,

is getting a new front, new rest
rooms and other improvements,
while the Rex Theater at Chicago
Heights is also being overhauled
and re-seated.

GOLDBERG'S SEASONAL

SALES AT HIGH MARK

New Baton Rouge House
Baton Rouge, La.—The Joseph A.

Barcelona Enterprises plan the con-
struction of a $25,000 film house
here.

Chicago—Joe Goldberg organiza-
tion reports equipment and acces-
sory sales at a high mark for the
year. Among jobs under way are
the installation of de luxe seats for
Bland Brothers' Oak Theater.
The new Elmwood Theater on

West Grand Ave. and the Mont-
clare Theater are receiving Ideal
seats with the Ray and Midway
theaters receiving new Brenkert hi-
intensity super reflectors as booth
equipment.

Tivoli Theater of the B. and K.
South Side Circuit is being similarly
Brenkert equipped, while the new
Gallos Brothers.' Woodlawn Theater
is receiving two latest type Motiog-
raphy projection machines for the
booth.

Great States circuit is equipping
its new Gary house with 900 de luxe
Ideal seats.

Ideal's seat factory is working
full time to fill orders.

ARTISTS AND MODELS

Artists don't always paint what they

see, but the artists who design Alex-

ander Smith Carpets faithfully fol-

low the best classical and modern

traditions. Authenticity of pattern

. . . one reason why you will find

Alexander Smith Carpets in the ma-

jority of the country's most success-

ful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

d
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ARK, CORP. TO BUILD

TWO IN LITTLE ROCK

Little Rock, Ark.—Two new film
theaters, representing an invest-
ment of $190,000, will be construct-
ed here in the near future, accord-
ing to a statement by E. H. Rowley
of the Arkansas Amusement Corp.
One of the houses will be located at
215-17 West Capitol Ave. and will

cost about $150,000, with a seating
capacity of 1,800. When completed,
within a year, this theater will be
the largest in Arkansas.
The second house, to cost $40,000,

will be located at 112-14 Main St.

and will seat between 850 and 900.
Work on both buildings will begin
in 60 to 90 days, it is said.

The company will continue to op-
erate its other four theaters here.

It has just renewed a 25-year lease

on the Pulaski Theater on Capitol
Ave. which will be remodeled next
year. Cooling plants and all mod-
ern equipment will be used in the
new theaters.

Major Equipment Orders

Placed With Detroit NTS

i

Detroit—Two major theater equip-
ment orders are reported by W.
J. Turnbull, Detroit manager of Na-
tional Theater Supply Co.

First is complete booth equipment
and other accessories, including Su-
per Simplex Projectors, Walker
Sound Screen, Alexander Smith, car-

peting, and Hertner transverter for

the Palmer Park Theater, in De-
troit's North End. House will also

have 1,200 American Seating Co.

chairs. Grand opening is tenatively

scheduled now for July 21. House
will be operated by Palmer Park
Theater Co., with Ray Schreiber,

part owner of the Crystal Theater,

as partner and manager.
Second is the Beverly Theater,

being erected in northwest Detroit

by Barney Kilbride and Dr. Leland
Hilliar. Opening date has been
moved up from Sept. 1 to Aug. 15.

House will seat 1,450. National sold

Irwin chairs, Super Simplex projec-

tors, Walker sound screen, and other
equipment.

Kenney's Elmira Contract
Charles H. Kenney Studios, Inc.,

)f New York City, are redecorating
/the Regent Theater at Elmira. Dec-
I orations have already been com-
pleted at the Palace Theater in Dan-
bury, Conn., by the same firm.

Pipe Cold Air Across Street
Detroit—United Detroit Theaters is

installing air conditioning in the Madi-
son Theater, headquarters house of the
organization, using piping from the big
Broadway-Capitol Theater directly across

the street to supply the refrigeration

needed.

a QUALITY SEATING
{Continued from Page 5)

theater owners in solving technical problems such as proper row spacing, correct floor

plans and seating layouts, proper sight lines, the best methods of floor attachments and

many other important problems.

Operators who wish to increase box office receipts through larger house patronage

should give thought to the purchasing of chairs and how they will affect the balance

sheet. For the theater owners' protection they should deal with an organization which
manufactures scientifically designed, fine quality theater chairs; an organization with

modern, efficient manufacturing facilities, whicn fabricates its cha.rs from the best

materials; an organization with an experienced Engineering Department, Research and

Testing Laboratory, high financial rat.ng, far flung service organization, and a reputa-

tion for honest dealing and honest product.

Booth Equipment Demand
Improving in Mid-West

Chicago—Guercio & Barthel Co.
reports demand for booth equipment
as the best in some time. It is in-

stalling Motiographs and strong
suprex high intensity lights in the
Booth-of-the-World Playhouse on
Michigan Ave., new Baldar recti-
fiers in the Kendall Theater at
Farmer City and in the State, Har-
ris, Fashion, New Paris and Na-
tional theaters in Chicago.
W. F. Barthel of the company has

returned from a business trip to In-
dianapolis and reports the Gerbar
Co., Indiana subsidiary under Ben
Hopkins, is doing a "whale" of a
business in that territory.

Reel End Alarm Means
Release Print Saving

That Canady Sound Appliance Co.
of Cleveland is manufacturing the
Don Canady Photocell Reel End
Alarm which was described at the
Fall Meeting of SMPE. This device
does not not scratch or mutilate the
film and, it is said, will save thou-
sands of dollars yearly in release
prints. Company also has ready a
new high quality recording galvano-
meter which will produce any type
of sound track. This unit is manu-
factured under U. S., Great Britain
and Canadian patents.

Iowa House Gets First

Blue Mirror Glass Front

Shenandoah, la.—B. B. Holdrege's
400-seat Zenith Theater, being re-
modeled at a cost of $10,000 with
Larry Larsen as supervising archi-
tect and Western Theater Supply of
Omaha installing equipment, will
have the first blue mirror glass
front in the country.

Badger in Chi. Post

Chicago—C. E. Badger has been
appointed syndicate representative
for the air conditioningg depart-
ment of Westinghouse Electric Man-
ufacturing Co. and will make his
headquarters in Chicago. He will
assist E. N. Bowles, air condition-
ing supervisor for the northwestern
district.

Finish Improvement Program

Of Ohio House After 7 Yrs.

Youngstown, O.—The Park The-
ater was dark for three days while
finishing touches were made on the
new Champion St. entrance as the
last unit of a $100,000 improvement
program launched seven years ago.
Leases prevented constructing the
new entrance when the theater was
remodeled in 1930. With its com-
pletion, the former Federal St. en-
trance was discontinued.
The new entrance has a modern

front of pale blue and cream, with
neon signs on the marquee. The new
lobby, 55 feet long and 40 feet wide,
is dull silver with terrazzo flooring.
New ladies' lounge, in pale blue and
cream, trimmed with dark brown
marble, is furnished with modernis-
tic divans and chairs.
Park is operated as double-feature

house by the M. A. Shea interests,
vvh.ch also operates the Paramount
here. Park will also have road-
shows in the Fall.

Ogden, Columbus, Leased

By Neth for Five Years

Columbus, O.—J. Real Neth, pres-
ident of the J. Real Neth Theater
Co., has leased for five years, start-
ing Jan. 1, the Ogden Theater, now
being operated by the William
Chesbrough organization.
Neth plans to change the name of

the theater to Lincoln and will
spend more than $25,000 on im-
provements, including new sound
equipment.

Crown Filling Orders
Crown Motion Picture Supplies

Corp. has installed a blowing and
ventilating system at the Academy
Theater in Newburgh. Crown also

supplied Forest copper oxide recti-

fiers, screen and incidental booth
equipment for the Community The-
ater, Tom's River, N. J., for Walter
Reade.

Bango in Conn. House
Premium Products in New York

City are supplying the Cameo The-
ater in Hartford, Conn., with Bango
games, with B. Goldberg, owner, re-
porting unusually strong summer
business.

G-E WIRE AND GABLE

PLANT EXPANDS 50%
Bridgeport, Conn.—Facilities for

the manufacture of rubber-covered
wire, cable, and cord at the Bridge-
port plant of the General Electric
Co. here will be increased by more
than 50 p.c. by Aug. 1, it has been
announced by C. E. Wilson, vice-
president.
W. Stewart Clark, manager of the

Bridgeport Works, has announced
the appointment of R. C. Wilmot
as managing engineer for wiring
materials. H. H. Watson has been
appointed designing engineer for
wiring devices, and C. H. Barker
supervisor of production.

Barber-Colman Perfects

Thermostatic Adjuster

The Thermostatic Adjuster, a re-
cent development of Barber-Colman
engineer, is particularly adapted to

air-conditioning control applications
where it is desired to vary indoor
temperatures in accordance with
outdoor temperature changes. Its

use permits the maintaining of the
most desirable indoor temperatures
in summer, thus avoiding the un-
pleasant effect of entering or leav-
ing a conditioned space in which the
temperature is uncomfortably low
as compared with the outdoor tem-
perature.

Entrance from Rotunda

Will Distinguish House

Detroit— Plans for the Esquire
Theater, by Saul Sloan, builder, are
announced by United Detroit The-
aters, which will have the 1,500-seat
house. Plans call for a modern-
istic entrance from a rotunda; cost

is estimated at $100,000. Esquire
will be the fourth suburban house
of this class erected by the circuit

in two years.

Trane Co. Installations

Chicago — Indiana and Illinois

theaters circuit is installing Trane
Co. air cooling equipment in Buck-
len Theater, Elkhart, and Jefferson
Theater, Goshen, Ind., and General
Electric equipment in Tivoli Thea-
ter, Michigan City, Ind.

Theater Uses 400- Ft. Well
Youngstown, O. — The Palace The-

ater has installed a new Carrier

cooling system. Part of the water sup-
ply for the system comes from a well

400 feet deep, drilled through a stratum

of Berea sand to reach the "Lake Erie"

water with a temperature of 54 degrees, in

This well water unit acts in conjunction °

with three other units of the Carrier

refrigerating system utilizing city wa-
ter, and the entire arrangement is set

to the automatic control.

*-e.
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CONTROL BROADCASTS
(Continued from Page 1)

broadcast must be studied as a sep-
arate deal.

The committee named by the na-
tional exhibitor organization has no
more meetings planned and is likely

to let matters ride as they are,

it is understood. It consists of

Walter Vincent, chairman; Lewen
Pizor of Philadelphia and Sam Pin-
anski of Boston.

Admish Tax Question

Up at Tri-State Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

Kuykendall of the MPTOA and M.
A. Lightman, chairman of the tri-

state board and former national
president. Others slated to be pres-
ent include: Norman L. Carter,
Howard W. McCoy, Verne Adams,
who will speak; Charlie Kessenich,
Herb Mclntyre, Harry Ballance and
Alvin Hodges.

President R. X. Williams of Ox-
ford will preside at the sessions

which will take place in the Buena
Vista Hotel.

In connection with the amusement
tax situation, the convention may
draft a proposed measure to be sub-
mitted to the Mississippi Legisla-
ture later. Other topics due for dis-

cussion on the floor include radio
appearance of motion picture stars,

unionizing of theaters and block
booking. In line with the MPTOA
policy, the regional assocaition is

opposed to taking the fight on block
booking to state legislatures or Con-
gress.

List 5 M-G-M Titles

For Brit. Production

(Continued from Page 1)

based on an original by John Monk
Saunders. Other titles set are: "Fin-
ishing School," by F. Tennyson Jes-
se; "And to Victoria," by Vaughn
Wilkins; "Goodbye, Mr. Chips," by
James Hilton and "Shadow of the
Wing," to be produced with the co-

operation of the British Royal Air
Force.

Michael Balcon, who heads pro-
duction in England, leaves the coast
in 10 days on his way to London,
Taylor and Jack Conway, who will
direct "A Yank at Oxford," depart
from Hollywood a week or 10 days
later, spending a few days in New
York before sailing. Picture goes
into work the middle of next month.
In the Mayer party leaving today
is Howard Strickling, studio publi-
city director, who will aid the chief
production executive in setting up
production plans in England.

Imp's Frisco Meet Set

Imperial Pictures will hold a reg-
ional sales meet at San Francisco
on July 28 and 29, President Wil-
liam Pizor said yesterday. E. J.

Smith, sales manager, will preside.

Representatives from Imperial ex-
changes west of Kansas City will

attend.

Marked Increase Indicated in 1937

Theater Air Cooling Installations

(Continued from Page 1)

industrial installations, excluding
"low temperature" cold storage in-
stallations.

Manufacturers of air-conditioning
equipment see an $80,000,000 year
as compared with a gross of under
$50,000,000 in 1936, with theater in-
stallations playing a major role in

the increase.
The territorial situation:

35 N. E. Installations
Boston—Installation of air condi-

tioning and refrigeration systems in

New England theaters this year hits
an all-time high, with approximate-
ly 35 houses listed. Last year, in-

stallations totaled about 10. M. & P.
Theaters, E. M. Loew, Warner and
suburban operators placed orders.
Summer theaters in New Hampshire
and Maine also installed equipment.

N. Cal. Installations Up
San Francisco— Air-conditioning

systems have been installed in ap-
proximately 10 per cent of the 300-
odd houses in Northern California
during the current year. This is a
gain of 100 per cent over 1936 in-

stallations. Some 20 per cent of all

houses in this territory are air-con-
ditioned.
James G. Riley, of Pacific Coast

Theater Supply Co. here, reports
seasonal installations of either
Westinghouse or Carrier systems in

Lodi, Modesto, Marysville, Walnut
Creek, and Sacramento.

Pittsburgh Orders Soar
Pittsburgh—Nearly 30 per cent of

the theaters in this territory are ex-
pected to be air-conditioned before
he summer ends. About 40 per cent
more inquiries have come into con-
ditioning firms this year over last.

At present four systems are being
installed—Sewickley, Sewickley; Ri-
voli, E. Pittsburgh; Alhambra, Can-
onsburg; and Grant, Milvale. A.
and S. Steinberg and National The-
ater Supply expect between 35 and
50 theaters in the territory to in-

stall cooling litis season.

Cincy Increase, 10-15%
Cincinnati — According to statis-

tics of leading air-conditioning en-

gineers in the Mid-East territory,

about 90 per cent of the theaters in

this area now are air-conditioned.
This is an increase of from 10 to 15
per cent over the number of air-

cooled houses of last year. All
houses under construction through-
out the sector, or completed within
the past half year, have contracted
or installed equipment. Practically
all "A" houses throughout the ter-

ritory are air-conditioned.
Better business and air-condition-

ing are credited with having much
to do with keeping the territory
wide open during the summer. Clos-
ings are few and far between. At
least 98 per cent of the theaters
in this territory, it is estimated, will

run throughout the summer months.

N. O. Gain 10-20 P. C.

New Orleans — Air-conditioning
has a good inning in the Gulf States
territory, but it still has far to go.

A conservative estimate of 1937 in-

crease in installations would be be-
tween 10 and 20 per cent, with the
Saenger Theaters Corp., installation

in its B houses being the largest
single order.

Fewer Detroit Orders
Detroit — Air-conditioning and

cooling system installations in this

area will be fewer than in 1936, it is

indicated. Detroit houses, in an at-
tempt to cut cooling costs, have ex-
perimented with deep well systems
for water supply. In some cases,

two or three deep wells were dug
with no water being struck. Other
houses have been forced to cap their
wells after some months of opera-
tion when sulphur or other gas
fumes made them obnoxious. Up-
state, air-conditioning is largely
non-existent, except in the newer
theaters which find conditioning
gives effective competition.

Limited In Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb.—Installation of air-

conditioning systems in theaters in

this territory is on a limited scale
this year. Early season installa-
tions numbered about five.

Last Warner Bookers Meet
Starts at Warwick Today

(Continued from Page 1)

pany will be present, including sev-

eral representatives from the home
office, amonff whom are, I. H. Dolid,

Arthur Sachson, H. M. Doherty, C.

C. Rvan, Phil Abrahams, and Bernie
Goodman.

Golf Honors to Wolcott
Eldora, Iowa—L. F. Wolcott, own-

er of the New Grand theater and
president of the Allied Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, for
the third time in succession won
first place in the recent Central
Iowa golf tourney held here.

Test Pa. Chain Tax Law;

Major Companies Inactive

(Continued from Page 1)

have occurred at the Hays office and
no meetings are planned, it was in-

dicated.

Last 10 suits filed are in the Dau-
phin County Court against Revenue
Secretary J. Griffith Boardman,
State Treasurer F. Clair Ross and
Auditor General Warren R. Roberts.

Carrow Opens New House
Detroit — The Lyons Theater,

newly built 360-seat house at South
Lyons, Mich., has been opened by
Ed Carrow, former Detroit opera-
tor.

CULLMAN PROTECTION

ER

(Continued from Page 1)

tury-Fox takes over the theater, as
piovided in the plan.
Alfred Appel, of counsel for Cull-

man, raised the question of protec-
tion for Cullman at the hearing yes-
terday. Otto Koegel, counsel for
20th Century-Fox, requested that
nothing be added to the plan that
might encumber 20th Century-Fox
which wants to take over the the-
ater free and clear. Judge Caffey
asked if an agreement could not be
reached immediately. When this

was not found possible, approval of
the order was put over to next week.
Judge Caffey plainly indicated that
he would sign the order.
Judge Caffey reserved decision on

a proposal to pay Artco, the Fan-
chon & Marco Co., an additional
$28,663 for its services to the the-
ater. J. N. Wasserman, counsel
for the Tipton Committee, said
Artco had already received $66,473
and should not be paid any addi-
tional sums.

Fox Brooklyn Reorg. Fees

of $132,781 Ordered Paid

(Continued from Page 1)

in connection with the Fox Brooklyn
Theater building reorganization.
Judge Bondy awarded $19,367 to

the independent bondholders com-
mittee proponents of the plan; Con-
tinental Bank & Trust Co., trustee,
$9,139; Garey & Garey, counsel for
the bondholders' committee, $47,000;
J. S. Gillis, counsel for bondhold-
ers, $13,500; Reavis & Panteleone,
counsel for Si Fabian, $7,000; Wise,
Shepard, Horton & Hoffman, coun-
sel for the trustee, $10,500; Rosen-
son & Lorence, special tax counsel,
$15,000; Samuel L. Chess, attorney
for bondholders, $4,656; Hoffman &
Hoffman, bondholders' counsel, $3,-
087: Louis Lorence, $977; Wagner,
Wuillinand & Rifkind, $250.

Michigan Truck Strike

Fails to Delay Films

Detroit — Shipments of films to
theaters is going ahead without ser-
ious interruption in Michigan's
trucking strike which affects pri-
marily general intrastate truckers
using large vehicles. Film carrier
employes are now organized in Film
Inspectors, Shippers and Poster
Handlers local of the IATSE in De-
troit and upon showing their union
cards on highways are allowed to
proceed with deliveries. Only diffi-

cult reported was a shipment to
the Port Huron territory in Michi-
gan's Thumb District which has
be°n handled by a general trucker.
Film there was delivered by pleas-
ure car and not stopped.

Mich. Theater Burns
Detroit -- The Straight Theater,

operated by Glen Silver at Mackin-
ac City, Mich., was destroyed by
fire of unknown origin.



NEW TOOLS

LABORATORIES are today doing what

was long thought impossible. With the

aid of Eastman Fine-Grain Duplicating

Films they are producing duplicates of

such high fidelity that they equal the

originals in quality. These special Eastman

films are important new tools that will

substantially aid the motion picture in-

dustry. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N.Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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Film Legislation by Congress Regar nlikely

WARNERNET PROFIT FORM WEEKS IS $5,561,032

Chicago Circuit Houses Biz Steady, but Indies Suffer

Second Quarter Gains in

Grosses Reported by Loop

Theaters
By JOSEPH ESLER

FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—Theater grosses in the
circuit loop and outlying houses for

the second quarter generally with-
stood the ravages of heat and the
loss of giveaways, and in the in-

stances of some of the loop situa-

tions, showed gains.
From the indie exhibitor stand-

point, however, it's another story,

with nabes reporting drops up to 30
(.Continued on Page 6)

problewToTTroduct

faces greater union

Sydney (By Cable)—With an-
nouncement by Greater Union that it

plans to break away from Hoyts'
Theaters in the General Theaters
setup, there is much speculation in

local film circles as to what the for-

mer circuit will do about the product
situation. Hoyts, controlled by 20th

Century-Fox, has virtually all pic-

tures tied up.

Permanent Roadshow Policy

at Hollywood! "Zola" First

World premiere of Paul Muni's
new starring picture, "The Life of

Emile Zola," will take place Wednes-
day night, Aug. 11, at the Holly-

wood Theater, Broadway at 51st St.

Redecoration and reconditioning
of the theater is now in progress.
A permanent roadshow policy—

of two performances a day, with all

seats reserved—will be begun at the
(Continued on Page 6)

"Jean" on Stage and Screen
Twentieth Century-fox's production

of "Jean," with William Powell ap-
pearing opposite Annabella, will be pre-

ceded by a Broadway stage version of

the Hungarian comedy. Elissa Landi

and Vincent Price will co-star in the

latter, Rufus Phillips and Watson Bar-
ratt bringing the play into the Long-
acre on Sept. 29.

Sopranos Replace Baritones on Saenger House Doors
New Orleans—Sopranos are replacing baritones on the doors of the Saenger Theaters

Corporation houses here and in the territory in a surprise move. The change is thought
based on the theory that since approximately 70 per cent of the audiences are women
and children the women at the door contacts is an improvement. Only male doorman
still holding a job for Saenger is "Skipper" William Capener, veteran of many years

and it isn't conducive to good health to ask the Skipper if he is getting measured for

skirts.

Kansas Small Town Theaters Tilting

B. O. as Grain Belt Sees Prosperity

Kansas City, Mo. — With this

year's wheat crop in the Missouri
and Kansas grain belt setting a 10-

year high, and prospects bright for
an unusually heavy corn crop, a
start has been made toward a read-

(Conlinued

justment of theater admissions in

the rural areas where they have
been far from satisfactory.

Glenn W. Dickenson, operator of
a chain of 25 film houses in the
smaller towns of Missouri, Kansas

on Page 6)

REVIEW ©E THE WEEK
Walter Vincent, Republic Prexy—U. A. Men on Odeon Board

By CHESTER B. BAHN=

DOMESTIC
Election of Walter Vincent as

president of the newly incorporated
Republic Pictures Corp. of Delaware
was disclosed with the filing of a
registration certificate with the SEC
in connection with new financing

plans. Vincent had been board chair-

man of the old Republic company;
(Continued

FOREIGN
Murray Silverstone and George

Archibald of United Artists are
among the directors of Odeon The-
aters, owning 886 British film
houses, 34 of which are in the Lon-
don district, it became known as
the new company floated an issue
of £1,800,000 5 p. c. mortgage deben-

on Page 11)

More Than Doubles Figure

for Previous Year's

Comparable Period

Warner Bros. Pictures and sub-
sidiary companies report a net oper-
ating profit of $5,561,032 for the
39 weeks ending May 29, 1937, after
deducting all charges, but before pro-
vision for federal surtax on undis-
tributed earnings, which more than
doubles the profit of $2,554,772
earned in the corresponding period
of the preceding year. Net profit for

the third quarter of the Warner fis-

(Continued on Page 11)

KAO SECOND QUARTER

NET MAY BE $300,000

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., RKO
theater operating subsidiary, will

show a profit of between $250,000
and $300,000 for the second quarter
of 1937, The Film Daily is advised.

This would bring the KAO profit for
the first six months of 1937 to be-
tween $750,000 and $800,000, it is es-

timated and compares with a profit

of $424,000 for the first six months
of 1936.

Congress is Expected to End Session

Without Enactment of Film Measures

Light Trading in Film

Securities is Reported

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Light trading in

film securities was evidenced in the
semi-monthly reports of the SEC
for the period of June 11 to June 30,

released today. Paramount Pictures,

Inc. showed the greatest activity. A.
Conger Goodyear, Director, held 1000

( Continued on Page 11)

Congress will not enact any mo-
tion picture legislation at its cur-
rent session, which is expected to

end late in the summer or early next
fall, according to well-informed
sources at the Capital.

This means that there is little

likelihood of passage of the Neely-
Pettengill bill outlawing compul-
sory block booking and the Hobbs
resolution ordering an investigation

(Continued on Page 2)

48 Pix Before Cameras,

Metro Leads With Eight

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Forty-eight pictures

are now before Hollywood cameras.
M-G-M has taken the lead with eight
pictures, closely followed by War-
ners and RKO with seven each. Uni-
versal and Twentieth Century-Fox
are down for five each and Para-
mount for four. Columbia is making
two and Goldwyn, Wanger, Mono-

(Continued on Page 6)

Fire Staged for Tele Test
To give television a field test com-

parable to televising the Coronation as

was done in England, RCA staged a
fire on a Camden lot, caught the clat-
ter of the fire engines as they rushed
up, photographed people jumping from
windows, etc. The test was a success.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 273/4 273/4 273/4 — V*

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind ••

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 137g 13% 13% — %
Eastman Kodak
do pfd l'

Gen Th. Eq 24 23'/2 24 + %
Loew's, Inc 80'/2 797/8 80Vi + %
do. pfd ••

Paramount 21 i/g 203/4 21 + %
Paramount 1st pfd. 148 148 148 — 2

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe film •• ,•••;;

RKO 8% 8 8

/

4 + A
20th Cent.-Fox .... 353/4 35Vi 353/4 — Vs

20th Century-Fox pfd •
Univ. Pict. pfd 66 66 66 — 4

Warner Bros 14 Vi 13% H'/z + 5/s

do pfd 56 56 56 — 3

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55

Par. Picts. 6s 55... 100 100 100

RKO 6s41 •
Warner's 6s39 .... 93% 93% 93%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/8 23/8 23/8

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp • ,--•
Technicolor 28% 28% 28% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 93 97

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/
2 s 1st '36 13 14

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 943/4 963/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43 65Vz 67

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43 52y2 54 '/2

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen

HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

H The Broadway Parade 11

Picture and Distributor Theater

Super-Sleuth (RKO Radio) Roxy
They Won't Forget ( First National ) Strand

The Devil is Driving (Columbia) Rialto

Great Hospital Mystery (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

New Faces of 1937 (RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace

Juggernaut (Grand National) Globe

Midnight Madonna (Paramount) Criterion

Knight Without Armor (United Artists-Korda)—2nd week Music Hall

Easy Living (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
The Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M)—2nd week Capitol

Heart's Desire (GB)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse

Slave Ship <20th Century-Fox)—5th week Rivoli

Damaged Lives (Welden)—6th week Central

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Captains Courageous (M-G-M)—11th week Astor

The Road Back (Universal)—5th week Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Gobsek (Amkino) Cameo
Springtime in Vienna (Viennese film) Belmont
"M" (German film)—(a-b)—7th week World
Tsar to Lenin (Lenauer International) (a-b)—7th week World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Fury Over Spain (Modern Films)—tomorrow World
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—July 21 (d) Astor

Exclusive (Paramount)—July 21 Paramount
Saratoga (M-G-M)—July 22 Capitol

The Toast of New York (RKO Radio)—July 22 Music Hall

The Lives of a Bengal Lancer (Paramount)—July 23 (revival) Criterion

Souls at Sea (Paramount)—Aug. 4 (d) Globe
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO Radio) (c) Rialto

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

Expect Congress Won't Act

On New Film Legislation

(Continued from Page 1)

of the film business. Both measures
have the support of Allied.

Other proposals which are ex-
pected to die are the Celler and
Culkin bills seeking to regulate the
industry, the Dies resolution, also

authorizing an investigation, and the
Dickinson copyright bill.

The Federal admission tax statute
applying to admissions of 41 cents
and up has been continued for one
year, President Roosevelt having re-

cently signed the bill which had
passed both houses of Congress.

Hobbs Eyeing Senate Seat
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rep. Sam Hobbs,

Democrat, Alabama, sponsor of a
resolution for a film industry probe,

may seek the Senate seat of Sen.

Hugh L. Black, it became known
over the week-end.

Fox Application Referred
Camden, N. J.—Federal Judge

John Boyd Davis on Saturday re-

ferred the application of William
Fox to have a $7,000,000 bankruptcy
case discharged to the Federal Re-
feree in Bankruptcy at Atlantic City.

Coyrne Extends Name Drive
Boston—If State Rep. Francis

Xavier Coyne has his way, not only

will Massachusetts adopt a law re-

quiring public entertainers, includ-

ing film players, to use their own
monickers, but there'll be similar

statutes in every state, backed up by
national legislation. Coyne will ask
Governors of every state to sponsor

bills.

Newburgh Theater Files

New Anti-Trust Suit

Anti-trust suit asking $225,000
damages was filed Saturday in Fed-
eral Court by Orange County Thea-
ters, Inc. of Newburgh, N. Y.,

against 20th Century-Fox, Para-
mount, RKO, United Artists, Joe
Lee, Eugene Levy, George Walsh
and Netco Theaters, Inc. charging
that a pooling arrangement between
the defendants prevented him from
getting product for the Academy
Theater, subsequent run house in

Newburgh. Levy operates the Ritz

and Park Theaters, Newburgh.
Stuart A. Miller, 26 Court St. is

counsel for the plaintiff.

Borden Ad. Films Start

In 156 Theaters Today

Starting today in 156 theaters,

most of them in the Metropolitan
area, the Borden Company inaugur-
ates the use of short length adver-

tising films, produced by Singer and
Byrne which is releasing them
through Screen Broadcasts. There
are seven 60-foot films, each describ-

ing a different recipe.

Col. Harry Long III

Cleveland, O.—Col. Harry E.

Long, Loew division manager, is ill.

It's a combination of a bad summer
cold and sinus trouble.

Kincey House Opens
Columbia, S. C—The new 1,450-

seat Palmetto opens today. M. S.

Suggs will be manager. Palmetto
Theater Co. is one of the H. F. Kin-

cey enterprises.

Coming and Going^

FRANCES FARMER arrives in New York by
plane from the Coast July 24 and goes directly
to Westport, Conn.

LEE SHUBERT returns from Europe about
Aug. 1.

MILTON SHUBERT is en route to Hollywood
on a talent hunt.

JOHN BEANES and ARTHUR CALDER-MAR-
SHAL, British writers, are on the high seas,
en route to New York and Hollywood.

EDWARD ALPERSON, GN prexy, arrives from
the Coast early this week.

VICTOR WOLFSON has gone to Hollywood
from New York.

COLE PORTER is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria while in town.

MAY ROBSON and MEL BURNS are aboard
the Santa Rosa, en route to the Coast.

IRA GERSHWIN returns to the Coast in two
weeks.

LOUIS FRISCH goes to Sharon Springs at the
week-end.

LEW GOLDER is at the Thousand Islands.

SIDNEY JUSTIN flies to the Coast tomorrow.

JOHN L. PAINE has returned from Europe.

SONJA HENIE and MRS. HENIE arrive by
TWA plane tomorrow from Hollywood en route
to their home in Norway.

ERNST HEMINGWAY and MRS. HEMINGWAY
arrived today from the Coast.

MOSS HART arrives here July 29 from Hol-
lywood.

HUNT STROMBERG, director, leaves Holly-
wood Wednesday for New York.

EUGENE CASTLE of Castle Films leaves for
the Coast on the Century today.

CYRIL VON BAUMANN and his bride, the
former HELEN E. SMITH, arrive tomorrow on
the Santa Maria from Ecuador where the for-
mer headed the von Baumann-Roosevelt film
expedition.

Films Held Optic Aid
Buffalo—Dr. Harry J. Baker, di-

rector of the psychological clinic in

Detroit public schools, told a confer-
ence on mental hygiene at Buffalo
State Teachers College that movies
seen through a special kind of eye-
glass aided children with enlarged
"blind spots" to see.

Reid In Clifton Spot
Albert G. Reid, general manager

for the Si Fabian theater interests,

has acquired the Strand at Clifton,

N. J. He is also building a new
house there which is scheduled to

open about Labor Day.

JULY 19
Merlin H. Aylesworth

Edward Sloman

kS«lw.



House jammed to

r

\
capacity I Critics ravel

Audience reaction

terrific I That's what

happened at the

Orpheum Theatre

when the "ROAD
BACK" hit San
Francisco I The New

>

Universal , of course!



Colbert Captivates! Audiences went in big way for little

lady in "I Met Him in Paris." Receipts averaged 130 per cent

in 30 key engagements.

"MOUNTAIN
MUSIC"

AVERAGE BUSINESS

mid^mm
Ray! for Raye and Burns! "Mountain Music" hit oid Man
Summer Slump right in solar plexus. Turned in average gross

of 150 per cent in 18 key runs.

170%

^%f
160%

150%I "EASY LIVING"!
A

140%

130%

120%

/
110%

AVERAGE BUSINESS tSs 100%

WM»WiiJ
jAJrTi 90%

It S the Life! "Easy Living," funniest comedy of year, smashed

New York Paramount, house record in hottest weather in

AonnAaa Vtret jvpplr '« nrrtw 165 ner cent above average.

THE HOTT ER, TH E HIGHER

The Hotter the Weather, the Higher

the Grosses with Paramount Pictures

PROFITABLE PARADOX: Theatre records of past month and
longer reveal astonishing situation: the higher the tem-

perature, the higher went grosses in houses playing

Paramount pictures. Explanation lies in fact that Para-

mount's summer releases were planned long in advance

to capture fancy and shekels of populace. First of hot-

weather bell-ringers was "I Met Him in Paris," followed

by "Mountain Music," with "Easy Living" now current.

(See graphs.) Next picture designed to maintain precedent

for higher grosses regardless of -weather is Paramount's

"Exclusive"— sensational new-theme newspaper melo-

drama released July 30th—with Fred MacMurray, Frances

Farmer and Charlie Ruggles in stellar roles. (See photos.)

Can't Always Tell: Frances Farmer plays

reporter in Paramount's "Exclusive"—dynamite

newspaper story. Looking at placid photo you

couldn't be expected to know that around Miss

Farmer revolves some of most startling action

ever brought to life on screen.

NeW RllggleS: Charlie Ruggles, famed comedian, proves"

in "Exclusive" he's also dramatic actor of no mean abil-

ity. It's a rare combination of talents that can make au-

diences cry as well as laugh.

i



#

ncVOIl in raVOi OT Uecencyiyy],.^ a scene! 'Thousands of townspeople take matters into their own hands when they march on

and destroy gangster-controlled newspaper plant. As thrilling and rousing an episode as ever was written into a script.

MM /"' "l!Tf# v

"'""You have to see this sequence live for you on the screen

to realize the harm inherent in so-called "yellow journalism."

One of the tense moments in a picture that presents one tense

climax after another.

Battling Romantics >pnings are not always as peaceful as

this between Frances and Fred in "Exclusive." The young

lady muddles things plenty for MacMurray and everybody

else before she's finally brought to her senses.

fUlUTc uUllc.j,, one brief, stunning scene, everything Ralph Morgan (as Mitchell,

Mayoralty candidate) lives for is kicked out from under him by scandal resurrected by un-

scrupulous newspaper. "Exclusive" definitely is picture of strong melodramatic contrasts.

FRED MacMURRAY
FRANCES FARMER
CHARLIE RUGGLES

EXCLUSIVE
with LLOYD NOLAN
FAY HOLDEN, RALPH MORGAN
Screen Play by John C. Moffitt, Sidney Salkow and Rian

lames. A Paramount Picture. Directed by ALEXANDER HALL.



GHI. CIRCUIT HOUSES

QUARTER BIZ STEADY

(Continued from Page 1)

per cent. Ban on giveaways is large-
ly held responsible, the indies find-
ing neither duals nor premiums a
satisfactory substitute.

Indies, who advanced their prices
five to ten cents, in practically ev-
ery instance have gone back to the
old admissions to combat falling
business. Circuit theaters made no
b.o. move in either direction in the
second quarter.

The loop first-runs have consist-
ently clung to singles and shorts, but
four of the houses are using flesh to
help boost their bills. They are two
operated by Balaban & Katz, one by
RKO and the fourth is the Jones
Linick and Schaefer State Lake the-
ater.

At the present time, many Chi.
indies are using dishes, but the cir-

cuits as a rule have not resorted to
giveaways since the demise of Bank
Nights and Screeno.

Construction of new theaters in
the outlying neighborhoods and su-
burban towns is 25 per cent ahead
of last year. In the greater loop,
however, no houses are under way,
except the Esquire Theater of the
H. and E. Balaban circuit.

Equipment distributors here re-
port heavy business from both city
and country theaters.

48 Pix Before Cameras,

Metro Leads With Eight

(Continued from Page 1)

gram and Republic a like number.
Two are also in work at Grand Na-
tional. Selznick International and
Principal are making one each.

"Life Begins in College," has
started at Twentieth Century-Fox
and "Wells-Fargo" at Paramount.
"A Love Like That," "Saturday's
Heroes," "Don't Forget to Remem-
ber" and "Forty Naughty Girls" are
new at RKO.
"Expensive Husbands" and "A

Perfect Specimen" have been com-
pleted at Warners. "Life Begins
With Love" and "It's All Yours"
have been wrapped up at Columbia.
Twentieth Century-Fox finished
"Charlie Chan on Broadway."

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Theodore Reed, who believes that
perfumes stimulate players and cause
them to react emotionally in various
ways, has had odors injected through
ventilators into sound stages. "Double
or Nothing" is in work.

—PARAMOUNT.

• • • THAT BIG special summer attraction put out by
M-G-M "Captains Courageous" has proved a bon-
anza to exhibitors who followed through on the suggestions and
ideas contained in the exploitation section of the campaign
book hundreds of photos, clippings and stunts have been
received by Billy Ferguson's dep't sent in by all classes
of theaters every conceivable type of stunt was used

and the newspapers were unusually generous in giving
this production space

• • • IT IS expected that several of Warners' important
stars will make personal appearances at the nation-wide
two-day preview exhibitions to be held in August the

finest theaters in each city are being lined up, preferably air-

conditioned houses it is also planned to have an address
by general sales manager Grad Sears over long distance

phone to the exhibitors assembled in each city

• • • SUCCESS STORY Walter Reade, indie ex-

hib, took Asbury Park's Casino and Convention Hall over this

season on a percentage basis arrangement with the city

with movies, name bands, and legit shows, he has turned over

to the Asbury Park treasurer in the past three months more
money for the two buildings than was realized for the entire

twelve months of 1936 and the resort season has just

about started

• • • ON HIS return to Hollywood Ira Gershwin
will continue work on the musical numbers for Samuel Gold-

wyn's Technicolor production, "The Goldwyn Follies"

on which he and his brother had been collaborating when George
died another composer will be selected to complete the

score with him

• • • WINNERS ARE announced by sales chief Eddie
Golden in the nine-week sales drive just concluded

Des Moines is first Denver second Chicago third

another sales drive of ten weeks has just been launched

by the company talking of Ray Johnston's outfit

Manny Reiner of Lou Lifton's pub dep't landed a beaucoup
window display with Gimbel's dep't store through a tieup with
the manufacturers of Movietone Cameras the display

features a 40 x 60 blowup of Movita and Warren Hull, stars

of Monogram's "Paradise Isle" holding the camera in ques-

tion
T

• • • AN EXPLOITATION campaign of sizeable propor-

tions being launched by Grand National in connection

with its "Shadow" series starring Rod La Rocque this

series is based on the fiction character of the same name whose
exploits are featured in the Shadow Magazine the pub-

lishers of the mag are plugging the "Shadow" series in the

publication, and have arranged a co-op merchandising plan

which embraces 90,000 newsstand dealers in the nation

there is also a hook-up with Shadow Clubs numbering a mem-
bership of 50,000 persons all over the world besides all

this, "The Shadow," the radio personality, will resume his air

appearances on Oct. 3 and give the Grand Nat'l series

national air coverage

Monday, July 19,1937

KANSAS RURAL HOUSE;

TRYING HIGHER TOPS

(Continued from Page 1)

and Iowa has announced five cent
boosts in houses at Olathe, Beloit,

Lawrence, and Ellsworth, Kans.,
while the house at Independence,
Kansas, has boosted its admission 10

cents to a 35 top. Other situations
operated by the circuit are set for
similar boosts.

In Kansas City, however, no price

boosts are expected until the local

strike difficulties are cleared up. A
top of 40 cents for downtown first-

run, and 15-20-25 cent admissions in

suburban houses still prevail. There
are possibilities that another effort

will be started late in the summer
to abolish giveaways in subsequent
run houses, after which it is likely

some concerted action will be start-
ed toward the boosting of admis-
sions.

« « « » » »

Permanent Roadshow Policy

At Hollywood! "Zola" First

(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood with the engagement of
"The Life of Emile Zola."

Following the Muni picture, War-
ners plan to show "The Adventures
of Robin Hood," with Errol Flynn
and Olivia de Havilland, at the same
house on a road show basis; and at

the end of that engagement the
screen version of Dostoievski's "The
Gamblers," directed by Max Rein-
haidt, will open there under the two-
a-day policy.

"For the first time since the be-
ginning of the depression of 1929 a
road show policy, not only in New
York but in all the chief cities of
this country and Canada, has be-
come once more a sound business
proposition for producers and exhib-
itors," said Gradwell L. Sears, exec-
utive in charge of Warner Bros.,
distribution, in a statement issued
today.

Seats will be placed on sale this

week for the first four weeks of
"The Life of Emile Zola" at the
Hollywood.

William Powell III

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Collapsing on a set,

William Powell's illness was said
Saturday to be due to nervous ex-
haustion.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS
'^s\ )

The U. S. supplied 87.2 per cent of

703 newsreels submitted to the Chilean

censorship board from January, 1936,

to February, 1937.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

QECAUSE Director John Blystone
possesses a musically attuned ear,

Frederick Mahon, 25-year-old Holly-
wood extra, is to get a long-yearned-
for audition from the directors of

that goal of all singers, New York's
Metropolitan Opera, next month.
When Blystone, guiding RKO-

Radio's "Music For Madame," which
has Nino Martini as its star, hit

upon the idea for a connecting shot
not provided for in the script, he
selected six members of his atmos-
phere army to chorus an aria pre-
liminary to an entrance by Martini.
As he rehearsed them, Mahon's bari-

tone voice left such an impression
that he summoned Martini and the
latter's manager, Jack Salter, who
also pilots the profession destinies
of Galli Curci and Lawrence Tibbett.
Salter arranged for the Gotham
audition.

Mahon, a Bostonian, had studied
voice in Paris for two years, when
financial reverses forced him to re-
turn to America. He has been ekeing
out a livelihood as a member of the
"mob" since 1935.AAA
Grand National has chartered the

barquentine Lottie Carson, which
was used in "Slave Ship," for marine
sequences in the Bud Barsky pro-
duction, "Wallaby Jim of the
Islands." The picture starts today
on location at Catalina Island.AAA
Tex Ritter, Grand National's sing-

ing cowboy, will terminate his cur-
rent personal appearance tour of
the Southern states to return to
Hollywood in time for August 15
start in the Edward Finney produc-
tion, "Frontier Town," first of the
Ritter westerns on the 1937-38 pro-
gram.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • •• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 105

I AWRENCE WEINGARTEN. Producer for M-G-M. Born in Chicago,
*~ educated in Minneapolis and Los Angeles Junior College. Started career
as a newspaperman. Then became advertising manager of Boos Bros. Cafe-
teria, Los Angeles Next, handled advertising in

Los Angeles theaters, which led to his becoming
publicity director for Jackie Coogan. In chem-
ical Warfare Service during the World War.
Later, again with the Coogans. Joined M-G-M
as assistant to Harry Rapf. Assisted Irving

G Thalberg in producing the first "Broadway
Melody." Then started producing the Tim Mc-
Coy Westerns, which launched Director W. S.

Wan Dyke at M-G-M. Has traveled extensively.

Is married to Sylvia Thalberg. Among his pic-

tures are "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," "Libeled
Lady," "His Brother's Wife," "Rendezvous,"
"Should Ladies Behave," and "Sadie McKee."
Rated a natural showman with practical the- 1
ater experience. Stands 5, 8'/2. Hair, dark.

Eyes, brown. Favorite sport, golf.

Charles D. (Danny) Hall, new art
director at the Hal Roach studios,
was with Universal and Charlie
Chaplin for several years.

A total of 24 installations of RCA
Photophone High Fidelity theater
reproducing equipments were con-
tracted for during June in Southern
California territory. The number
exceeds any previous month of past
five years for the district.

T T T
Our Passing Show: Dorothy

Mackaill, C. B. Cochrane, Mrs. Mich-
ael Balcon and Jack Mersereau
lunching at the Brown Derby.

T T T

Sol Lesser has signed Fuelope
Miller and Nicholas Gyory to work
on the screenplay of "Lucky Star,"
which Principal Prods, will produce

with Bobby Breen starred. The pic-
ture, which will be released by RKO
Radio, is scheduled as the next for
Breen. Miller is also author of the
original novel of the same title.

Richard Sherman has returned to
the 20th Century-Fox writing staff
after his leave of absence, which
he spent in Mexico City and New
York.

Y *

M-G-M has acquired motion pic-
ture rights to "A Matter of Pride,"
by William C. White, which was
published recently in the Saturday
Evening Post.

T »

Harland Dixon, who is directing
the James Cagney dance routine in

Grand National's Victor Schertzing-
er-Zion Myers' musical "Something
to Sing About," will also dance in

the picture and for a specialty num-
ber is arranging a routine with Cag-
ney, Johnny Boyle, Miller and Mack,
and several other well known eccen-
tric dancers.

Due to difficulties encountered in

filming extensive location scenes in

Africa for "Stanley and Living-
stone," 20th Century-Fox has post-
poned the release of the picture
until the next film year. It was
found that the studio crew now at

work in the jungle regions of Kenya
Colony, under the guidance of Mrs.
Osa Johnson, will be forced to re-

main there five months instead of

the originally scheduled three.

T »

New contracts: M-G-M—Albert
Mahler, actor-singer; George Bruce,

John Briget, Robert Tasker, writers;

Mickey Rooney, player; Universal

—

Ben Lewis, erstwhile cartoonist, as

actor; Selznick — Brooks Bowman,
lyricist. AAA
Casting assignments : Warners

—

Doris Weston, "Submarine D-l";
Montagu Love, "Tonight's Our
Night"; June Travis, "Block That
Kick"; Selznick — Jules Molnar,
"Nothing Sacred"; M-G-M—Mickey
Rooney, "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry"

;

20th-Fox—Al Kikume, "Look Out,

Mr. Moto"; Universal — Harlan
Briggs, Charles Brokaw, "Behind the
Mike"; Columbia — Esther Dale,

Scott Colton, "The Awful Truth";
Richard Kipling, James Quinn,

"Counsel for Crime"; RKO—Eliza-

beth Russell, William Corson, "Stage
Door"; Charles Judel, "Fight for

Your Lady."

"Knight" Starts in 25
Keys Over the Week-End

Alexander Korda's "Knight With-

out Armor," the picture opened in

25 keys throughout the U. S. over

the past week-end. Among houses

included are the Aladdin, Denver;

Grandin, Roanoke; State, Cleveland;

Loew's, Syracuse and Houston;

State, Louisville and New Orleans,

Poli, Bridgeport and New Haven,

Strand, Albany and the Midland,

Kansas City.

Tomorrow and Wednesday the pix

is scheduled for several other im-
portant spots among which are the
Warner, Worcester, Capitol, Spring-

f,
Mass., Strand, Atlantic City,

ards, Saratoga, Boyd, Philadel-
and State, Waterbury.

U. A. has completed arrangements
for week-end playing time over the
next two approaching week-ends in

a total of 75 other first-run situa-
tions.

Film and Radio Players

Signed for K. C. Jubilesta

Kansas City, Mo.—Announcement
has been made this week of the

signing of radio and film players

for appearances here during the sec-

ond annual Jubilesta, scheduled for

Sept. 17 to 27. Arrangements were
completed between Louis S. Roths-

child, general chairman of the Jubil-

esta, and W. H. Stein of Chicago,

vice-president of MCA for the ap-

pearance of Eddy Duchin, Isham
Jones, Wayne King, Al Jolson, Ed-

gar Bergen, Rubinoff, Frances

Langford and Gertrude Niessen at

the new $6,000,000 Municipal Audi-
torium. In addition, the musical
spectacle, "The Great Waltz," has
been booked for a one week's run
in the Music Hall of the auditorium
with a $16,000 guarantee.
Last year's Jubilesta festival drew

more than $150,000.

Krims' 3,000-Seat House
Tries Out Revival Policy

Detroit—The Krim Brothers' 3,-

000-iaeat Downtown Theater sud-
denly switched from a first run pro-
gram to a revival policy yesterday.
"San Francisco" and "Shipmates
Forever" are on the opening bill;

"Fury" and "Earthworm Tractor" on
the second, and "China Clipper" and
"Page Miss Glory" on the third.

Daily vote will be taken in the the-
ater lobby pf demands of patrons
for particular films, and a three-
split week will be followed, with
changes on Friday, Sunday, and
Tuesday.

Handling "Guilty Parents"

Cleveland, O.—Holbrook C. Bissell

and Cornelius Linehan have bought
"Guilty Parents" for Ohio and Ken-
tucky release. Opening run is at the
Capitol theater, Toledo with Larry
Jacobs, exploitation man, in charge
of the engagement.

Detroit Downtown House

to Become Night Club

Detroit—A leading downtown the-
ater is to be remodelled for use as
a night club by Jim Bennett, pro-
ducer at the Cocoanut Palms, East-
wood Park, it is learned this week.
Plans are being completed; house's
identity is withheld.

Showmen's Club Outing
Cleveland, O.—Showmen's Club,

composed of local theater managers
and members of affiliated industries
will hold its annual summer picnic

on July 28. Place designated for the
cutting is Jack Sliney's place on the
Lake Shore boulevard at River Road.

Rahway House to Cocalis

Sam Cocalis has acquired the
Rahway theater at Rahway, N. J.

from Bernard Engelman. House,
which Warners have been operating
under lease, seats 1,600.
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"Saratoga

with Jean Harlow, Clark Gable,

Lionel Barrymore, Frank Morgan
M-G-M 91 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SKILLFUL BLENDING OF ACTION,

ROMANCE AND COMEDY SHOULD PLAY
TO BIG B. 0. RETURNS.

This is a grand load of entertainment and
should play to heavy returns at the box-
office. Jean Harlow, in her farewell per-

formance, did fine work, while Clark
Gable, Frank Morgan, Lionel Barrymore,

Walter Pidgeon and Una Merkel did ex-

cellent trouping. Jack Conway's direction

skillfully blended the action, romance and
comedy. Bernard H. Hyman, and John
Emerson, rate credit as producer and asso-

ciate producer, respectively. Anita Loos

and Robert Hopkins, who wrote the original

story and screenplay, did clever writing.

George Zucco, Cliff Edwards, Jonathan
Hale, Frankie Darro and Hattie McDaniels
were among the principals. Ray June's

photography is high grade. Jean Harlow,

granddaughter of Lionel Barrymore, vet-

eran breeder of racing champions, while

abroad, meets Pidgeon, New York financier,

who makes huge bets on races. On their

return, Gable, a bookmaker, tries to use

Jean's friendship with Pidgeon to make him
do some heavy plunging through him. Jean
resents Gable's efforts, but soon learns her

interest in Pidgeon in favor of Gable. Gable
plans to restore the Barrymore breeding
farm, Brookdale, to its former glory. In the

final race, Pidgeon places a heavy bet with

Gable, and Gable's horse wins, although it

takes a photo-finish to decide the result.

Cast: Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Lionel

Barrymore, Frank Morgan, Walter Pidgeon,

Una Merkel, Cliff Edwards, George Zucco,
Jonathan Hale, Hattie McDaniels, Frankie

Darro, Henry Stone,

Producer, Bernard H, Hyman; Associate

Producer, John Emerson; Director, Jack
Conway; Authors, Anita Loos, Robert Hop-
kins, Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Ray
June; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons, Asso-

ciate, John Detlie; Editor, Elmo Veron;
Musical Score, Edward Ward; Songs by

Walter Donaldson, Lyrics by Bob Wright,

Chet Forrest.

Direction, Splendid Photography, High

Grade.

SHORTS
"Rocky Mountain Grandeur"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 8 mins.

Grand Scenic Number
Fine summer number, showing

the beauties of the Rocky Moun-
tains in the springtime. The scenes
in Rocky Mountain National Park
are gorgeous. Then the camera
catches views along the magnifi-
cent Scenic Highway in Wyoming.
The Grand Tetong Mountain range
is like a fairyland, with lakes re-
flecting the purple mountains. Fin-
ishes with scenes on a dude ranch,
showing the corral as the cowboys
rope the mounts for the guests from
the east, and the party rides away
over a narrow trail winding along
a mountainside. Old western songs
are interspersed, with some very
fine vocalizing. Done in Technicolor.
FitzPatrick does the narration.

The Red Rope"
Starring Bob Steele

Monogram 58 Mins.

SWELL THRILL NUMBER FOR ACTION
FANS WITH OVERLOAD OF CHASE
STUFF AND PITCHED BATTLE.

They went the limit on hectic thrills in

this one, and Bob Steele works overtime
as he mixes in a series of chase scenes
and then takes a big hand in the climax

—

a bear of a pitched battle with one group
of horsemen being wiped out, and the vic-

tors in turn taken over by another group
of riders. It all concerns the attempt of

Steele to marry a rancher's daughter, with
the dreaded gang leader, "The Rattler,"

serving notice that the wedding is not to

take place. So Steele gets the fighting
parson to perform the ceremony anyway,
and then starts out to determine what is

in back of the desire of the bandit chief
to keep him from marrying. Eventually
Steele uncovers the rival who was trying

to keep him from the girl by bribing the
outlaw. Steele goes after several of the
outlaw gang single handed, and when the
gang chief starts after him with his crowd,
the ranchers determine to pitch in. But
before they confront the gang, the double-
crossing rival and his crowd has a score to

settle with the outlaw's little band of cut-
throats. As they finish the latter, the
ranchers ride into the scene and there is

another pitched battle. Then hero Steele
performs the final act by capturing his

rival who is wanted by the sheriff. A good
cast supports the star, and the acting gen-
erally is better than most Westerns pro-

vide.

Cast: Bob Steele, Lois January, Forrest

Taylor, Charles King, Karl Hackett, Bobby
Nelson, Ed Cassidy, Lew Meehan, Frank
Ball, Jack Rockwell, Horace Murphy.

Producer, A W. Hackel; Director, S. Roy
Luby; Author, Johnston McCulley; Screen-
play, George H Plympton; Editor, Roy
Claire; Cameraman, Bert Longenecker.

Direction, Fast Photography, Good.

Our Gang in

"Roamin' Holiday"
M-G-M 11 mins.

Really Funny Escapade
Fed up with nursing the baby

brothers who they are compelled
to wheel around as their Saturday
holiday, Spanky and Alfalfa call a
strike, and with Buckwheat and
Porky light out for adventure. They
strike a town and being hungry,
Spanky enters a bake shop and gets
the lady to give him something for
Pete-the-Pup. She hands him two
dog biscuits instead of the cookies
the kids had their eyes on. As he
and Alfalfa start chewing the hard
biscuits, Buckwheat comes out with
Porky and a strange hound dog, and
loaded down with cakes. But it is

all a frame-up by the store owner
who is also the town sheriff, to
teach the kids a lesson for running
away from home. He comes out
as they are eating the cakes, and
arrests them for obtaining food un-
der false pretenses. He puts them
to work on a rock pile, and when
the gag has had its effect, they beat
it for home, thoroughly cured of
the wanderlust.

'Meet the Boy Friend'
with David Carlyle, Carol Hughes

Republic 60 Mins.

ROUTINE YARN OF CROONER AND
GIRL FRIEND. FAILS TO CARRY CON-
VICTION.

It's a flat number that ambles along un-

relieved by clever situations or bright dia-

logue. David Carlyle labeled "America's

Boy Friend" because all the women in the

nation are supposed to be swept off their

feet by his crooning. And his crooning

isn't the type to sweep even the school

girls off their feet. His radio sponsor has

to keep him unmarried so that his glamor

will last with the femmes. So when it

looks as if he is going to marry Gwili

Andre, playing the part of a foreign pic-

ture star, he gets her a Hollywood con-

tract, and then insures his crooner against

marrying for a heavy amount. Carol

Hughes, an employee of the insurance com-
pany gets the assignment of making the

crooner fall in love with her so that the

company won't get nicked on the heavy in-

surance. Of course the inevitable happens,

and the two fall for each other. Then into

the merry mix-ups, as the hero senses a

frame-up, sends for the picture star, for a

quick marriage, while the heroine gets her-

self kidnaped by a fake set-up as she knows
the hero really loves her. In her hideout

in what proves to be a racketeer's head-
quarters the thrills are worked in, while

the young couple find themselves the prin-

cipals in a marriage being staged in the

nite club run by the racketeers as a pub-

licity stunt. It is all pretty hectic and
confusing, and also unconvincing. The
forced comedy bits are also pretty sad.

Cast: David Carlyle, Carol Hughes, War-
ren Hymer, Pert Kelton, Andrew Tombes,
Gwili Andre, Oscar and Elmer, Smiley

Burnette, Leonid Kinskey, Syd Saylor, Sel-

mar Jackson, Cy Kendall, Robert Middle-

mass, Mary Gordon, Beverly Hill "Billies.

Producer, Colbert Clark; Director, Ralph

Staub; Authors, Jack Raymond, Robert Ar-

thur; Screenplay, Bradford Ropes; Camera-
man, Ernest Miller.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

"Wayward Pups"

(Harman-Ising Cartoon)

M-G-M 8 mins.

Good Thrills and Fun
Two pups and a cat start to frolic

and almost tear the living room
apart, and the pups run away scared
as the mistress of the house scolds
them. They run into a nerve-shat-
tering adventure with the dog-
catcher, then steal a big bone from
a vicious bulldog, which chases
them through the city traffic. It all

finishes with a wild scramble as
dozens of dogs escape from the city

pound as the pup-chase passes
through their residence. The cat
meanwhile, noting the grief of the
mistress for her two pups, volun-
teers to go out and find them, and
gets mixed up in the wild excite-

ment, but manages to retrieve the
pups and bring them safely home.

Wild and Woolly"
with Jane Withers, Walter Brennan and

Pauline Moore
20th Century-Fox 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
STAR AT HER BEST IN GRAND ENTER-

TAINMENT FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.
Mark this up as one of the best, if not

the best of the Jane Withers vehicles. It

is a top-flight program comedy that any
regular audience will find grand entertain-

ment, for kids especially it should be a

great show. In it, Jane is given an oppor-

tunity to sing and dance, as well to show
her talents in both comedy and drama.

Working right along with her and giving a

most ingratiating performance is "Alfalfa"

Switzer, this time a manly little cowboy.

His song number will bring down any house.

Walter Brennan plays Jane's grandfather,

one-time bad man and constant candidate

for sheriff. His work is most amusing, as

is Berton Churchill's in the role of semi-

comic local politician. A newcomer, Robert

Wilcox, shows up very well. Lynn Root

and Frank Fenton have concocted a most
delightful story, one which lends itself to a

lot of laugh footage and whose plot always

provides for something enjoyable and in-

teresting. Direction of Alfred Werker
brings forth some splendid acting, and the

pace set is one of action at all times.;

John Stone, associate producer, has done
himself proud with this production. To
celebrate the town's 50th anniversary, a

revival of Western days is staged. Walteri

Brennan has been carrying a grudge for

forty years against the town's banker and

political boss, Berton Churchill. When Jane

and her undercover man, Alfalfa, see a

couple of new faces around, they become
suspicious, especially when Alfalfa over-

hears them making a deal with Churchill.

This information builds the Brennan-

Churchill feud to the point, where the for-

mer challenges the latter to a gun duel.

Due to outside influences, Brennan does not

appear and Jane is so heartbroken, that

she takes her pal, Alfalfa, and her mule and

starts for parts unknown. On the way,

they hear a conversation, in which the sus-

picious characters plan to make a real rob-

bery out of the fake hold-up being used

in the Pioneer days celebration. Jane ar-

ranges it so that her grandfather becomes

the hero at the robbery which results in

happiness for all.

Cast: Jane Withers, Walter Brennan,

Pauline Moore, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Jack

Searl, Berton Churchill, Douglas Fowley,

Robert Wilcox, Douglas Scott, Lon Chaney,

Jr., Frank Melton, Syd Saylor.

Associate Producer, John Stone; Director,

Alfred Werker; Authors, Lynn Root, Frank

Fenton; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,

Harry Jackson, ASC; Art Director, Lewis

Creber; Editor, Al De Gaetano; Musical

Director, Samuel Kaylin; Songs by Sidney

Clare, Harry Akst; Sound, E. Clayton Ward,

Harry M. Leonard.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Got""1

VIcW"Fury Over Spain" Prev
"Fury Over Spain," Spanish gov-

ernment war film, will have a press
preview at 1 p.m. today at Lloyds
Projection Room. Modern Film has

acquired the pix for world release

Public premiere is set for the World
Theater tomorrow.

nrifk.
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P;«NER39-WK PROFIT

RISES TO $5,561,032

{Continued from Page 1)

al year was $1,520,644, compared
with a profit of $579,527 in the cor-

responding quarter of the preceding
year.

The net profit for the 39 weeks is

equal to $1.42 per share on 3,701,090
shares of common outstanding, after

allowance for current dividend re-

quirements, and $53.93 a share on
the preferred stock. Dividends in ar-

rears on the preferred stock
amounted to $20.21 a share on 103,-

|107 outstanding shares.

Warner Bros, net profit from
operations for the 39 weeks, before
amortization and depreciation of

(properties, normal Federal income
taxes and Federal surtaxes on un-
distributed earnings was $10,907,064.

Warners have assets of $175,543,-

190. Capital surplus is $24,677,607.

Light Trading in Film

J
Securities is Reported

(Continued from Page 1)

shares of common stock and Stanton
Griffis reported the same amount.
Goodyear reported holding 300
shares of 6 percent convertible 1st

preferred through a trust and Stan-
ton Griffis held 1000. Disposal of

1000 shares of 6 percent convertible

2nd preferred was reported by Good-
year, leaving him no holdings, while

S. Griffis reported 1000 shares. In

3% percent convertible debentures
due 1947 S. Griffis was listed as hold-

ing 58,000 through Hemphill, Noyes,
& Co.

Loew's Boston Theaters filed an
April, 1937, report, revealing an ac-

quisition by Loews, Inc. of 1,665

shares of its common stock making
a total of 96,929 shares held by the

parent company.
George H. Eichelberger, Director

of Trans Lux Daylight Pictures

Screen Corp., acquired 800 shares of

common stock giving him a total of

1,100 shares, it was reported.
B. A. Barron and Norman C.

Nicholson, both of Educational Pic-

tures reported no equity securities

held and John R. Munn reported
holding 10 warrants for common

Albert F. Schwarz, of Pathe Film
Corp. held no securities in a cor-

rected statement and Charles B.

Wiggin reported holding 1 share of

common stock in Pathe.
Joseph H. Hazen of Warner Bros.

Pictures, held 500 shares of common
stock as of June 15, it was disclosed

in the summary.

Mrs. Julia Staab Dead

fMilwaukee, Wis. — Mrs. Julia

b, 58, widow of Assemblyman
nry A. Staab, who was secretary

of the Motion Picture Theater Own-
ers of Wisconsin and Upper Michi-
gan, died at her home here. Staab
died in 1933. She is survived by two
sons, a daughter, three brothers and
two sisters.

REVIEW CE THE WEEE
Walter Vincent, Republic Prexy—U. A. Men on Odeon Board

DOMESTIC
(.Continued from Page 1)

presidency of the latter had been
vacant for some time following the
resignation of W. Ray Johnston.
Other officers of the new corpora-
tion are: Moe J. Siegel, vice-prexy;
Grover C. Schaefer, treasurer; di-

rectors, H. J. Yates, F. R. Ryan,
F. W. Smith and the three officers.

Two major companies announced
plans to enlist public guidance in

production. M-G-M, through the
medium of newspaper polls in U. S.

cities, will ask the public's views on
short subjects. Warners will pre-
view eight pix in 31 cities on Aug.
9-10 before film-minded groups and
exhibs. with a similar objective.

* * *

Color came in for further atten-
tion. Alexander Korda, it was an-
nounced, would make six Techni-
color pix in 18 months. Paramount
announced "Men With Wings" set

for color treatment, making a total
of four. Selznick switched "Adven-
tures of Tom Sawyer" to the color

column. And Dr. Herbert T. Kal-
mus of Technicolor, returning from
Europe, announced his company
eventually would establish labs, in

Russia, Japan and on the Continent.
% "¥ ^

Death came unexpectedly in Hol-
wood to George Gershwin, famed
composer. Stricken while working
on the score for the "Goldwyn Fol-
lies," his illness finally was diag-
nosed as a brain tumor. Death fol-

lowed an operation. Funeral ser-

vices in New York were attended
by more than 3,000 mourners.

# # *

Headline highlights of the week:
Proposed English quota law was
seen as likely to hurt smaller U. S.

producers . . . Prexy Barney Bala-
ban said Para theater setup would
not be permitted to become top
heavy . . . Photophone installations

for the first six months were up 300

p. c. . . . William Goetz, returning
from England, disclosed 20th-Fox is

set to make six pix there, two to be
in the million-dollar category . . .

Jack Barnstyn, also back from
abroad, announced GN had closed

17 deals providing for distribution

in foreign lands . . . Sound service

men, it was disclosed, are complet-
ing a national A F of L-chartered
union . . . M. A. Lightman, former
MPTOA prexy, visiting New York,

Baseball With Giveaways

Hurts Syracuse Houses

Syracuse, N. Y. — The Chiefs,

Syracuse International League Base-

ball team is digging heavily into

b.o. receipts. Crowds of eight and

ten thousand attend nightly, with

the games played under lights. Jack

Corbett, owner of the club, is ap-

plying theater showmanship, using

Gift Night, Bank Nite and other

giveaways.

urged separate "A," "B" pix con-
tracts ... B & K, it was disclosed,
will stick to duals in their Chi.
houses . . . Erpi deals with majors
for new recording licenses encoun-
tered an obstacle in the proposed
sound invention clause giving rights
to Erpi . . . Goldwyn and Korda, it

was reported, are studying a $20,-
000,000 stock issue in connection
with the U. A. options deal . . .

U. S. Court of Appeals ruled in
New York that access is not needed
to prove plagiarism . . . The Film
Daily survey disclosed a marked in-

crease in theater air-conditioning
installations.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

ture stock and £45,000 in ordinary
shares.

Others on the board include Os-
car Deutsch, under contract for 10
years as managing director; Peter
Aitken, Frederick Bates, Sydney
Bennett, William Elcock and Ed-
ward Simmons. Company, capital-

ized at £6,000,000, will not engage
in film production.

* * *

From Europe, J. Cheever Cowdin,
Universal's board chairman, cabled
a straight-from-the-shoulder denial
that either he or Gustav Schaefer,
U foreign sales manager, had "dis-

cussed 'The Road Back' with an of-

ficial in Germany at any time."
Making public the cable, Prexy R.
H. Cochrane branded as "a com-
plete falsehood" a published story
that the company had altered the
ending of "The Road Back" for the
purpose of "glorifying Hitler." U,
said Cochrane, had only added "sev-
eral romantic scenes."

* * *

Foreign flashes: The Duke and
Duchess of Kent honored the Lon-
don offices of RKO Radio with a
visit . . . Parliamentary group of

the French cinema industry is urg-
ing a two-year ban on new thea-
ters . . . Eight to 10 super film

houses are projected for Edinburgh
. . . National News, a new British

newsreel, will debut in the fall . . .

Soviet industry will make a fea-

ture using North Pole footage, shot

at the Soviet's polar air base . . .

RKO expects to distribute native

Chinese and Japanese pix in those
lands . . . Finland has banned the

2,000-foot reel.

Set Two Crime Club Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — The first of the

Crime Club series of features, as

yet untitled, which Lawrence Fox
will make for Universal release,

goes into work Aug. 1, with Christy
Cabanne directing and Irving Starr

in charge of production.
The second picture will be "Me-

tropolitan Police." Fox plans
_
to

make this a large scale production
in keeping with the mammoth police

organizations throughout the coun-
try.
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Blank Confers With Freeman on low&* xpansion

TELEVISION^ CONTROL QUESTION PUZZLES CAPITAL

Kuykendall Sees End of Single Theater Operations
Indicates Possible Change in

MPTOA Legislative

Policy

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Biloxi, Miss.—Lashing at the in-
difference of exhibitors and touch-
ing upon almost all phases of the-
ater problems, Ed Kuykendall, in a
speech at the joint convention of the
MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee and the MPTO of Missis-
sippi, declared he believed the era
of single theater operation had end-
ed.

"It's becoming almost an impos-
sibility to run one or two theaters,"
he said commenting on chain taxes

{Continued on Page 12)

START MOVE7! KILL

MISSISSIPPI FILM TAX

Biloxi, Miss.—A united move to
eliminate the Mississippi 10 per
cent tax and substitute a two per
cent general sales tax such as paid
by other Mississippi industries, was
the outcome of the two-day ses-

sions of the joint convention of the
MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee and the MPTO of Missis-
sippi. While the convention did not

{Continued on Page 12)

Harry Goetz Talks Buy-in

Deals With Several Firms

Harry Goetz said yesterday that
he was currently negotiating with
four companies for release of the
Goetz-Gordon productions and was
discussting a buy-in with some of
the companies. He declined to name

(Continued on Page 12)

Raye! Raye! ! for Boston
Martha Raye, who is proving a sensa-

tional draw at the New York Para-
mount, goes to Boston Thursday to play
the Metropolitan for a week. Then she
works at the Chicago, Chicago, and the
Michigan, Detroit.

Rivoli, Short of Product, Closing Till Mid-August
With shortage of product reported as a principal factor, the Rivoli closes today and

plans to remain dark until the middle of next month, when a big opening attraction
is anticipated. House will be reconditioned.

House expects to pick up enough pictures to meet its policy demands, despite ending
of its franchise with United Artists, according to the management.

. FOX ASSOCIATES

BUY N. J. LABORATORY

Paying $105,000, Ted Altman and
Joseph O'Donnell, who are closely
associated with William Fox, yester-
day acquired the Kromo-Color Lab-
oratories at Englewood, N. J., at a
receiver's sale conducted by Vice
Chancellor Lewis at Paterson. Fox
recently became identified with Brit-

(Continued on Page 11)

American Seating Profit

for Six Months, $201,886

American Seating Co. reports net
profit of $201,886 for the six months
ended June 30, 1937, after all

charges but before provision for sur-
tax on undistributed profits, com-
pared with a profit of $23,439 in the
first half of 1936, after charges but
before federal income taxes. Six-
month profit is equal to 91 cents a
share on the outstanding common.

Indicated net profit for the quar-
ter ended June 30, 1937, is $100,990,
compared with profit of $20,519 in

June quarter of last year.

WANGER TO DELIVER

ALL '36-'37 PRODUCT

Walter Wanger will deliver all six

productions sold on the United Ar-
tists 1936-37 program, although
some of the pictures will not be
ready until next Fall or winter, a
spokesman told The Film Daily
yesterday.
Two productions have already

been released under titles of "His-
tory is Made at Night" and "You

(Continued on Page 4)

Mills Will Urge Ascap
Affiliation with A F of M

Following conferences with Jos-
eph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
which he expects to start today, E.
C. Mills, chairman of the Ascap
administrative committee, will pro-
pose to the Ascap board of direc-

tors that the society become affil-

iated with the A. F. of M., he told
The Film Daily yesterday.
The conferences with Weber will

(Continued on Page 11)

Blank Circuit Expansion Discussed

At Conferences With Freeman in N. Y.

First Actors' Guild Pact

In East Signed by Metro

M-G-M yesterday signed the first

contract made in the East by the
Screen Actors' Guild. Contract pro-
vided that the nine actors who left

(Continued on Page 11)

A. H. Blank interests are current-
ly negotiating for six more houses
in the Iowa-Nebraska territory, it

was stated yesterday by Blank in

New York where he is conferring
with Y. Frank Freemen, Paramount
theater head. Circuit recently open-
ed a 700-seat house at Burlington,

(Continued on Page 12)

Whether Gov't or Private

Industry Should Prevail,

Held issue

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Question of televis-

ion's control is emphasized by the

report of the National Resources
Committee on technological trends

and social implications of inven-

tions, approved for publication by
President Roosevelt.
"The question is evidentW raised

whether the control should be in

the hands of private capital, pre-

sumably under government super-

vision, or under direct government
management and control", says the

report, pointing out that "to con-
(Continued on Page 11)

a
E"

SET FOR AUTUMN

Paramount is planning to hold up
its roadshow engagements on "High,
Wide and Handsome" until cool

weather days and does not plan to

generally release the picture until

after Jan. 1, next. Attraction, which
will play on a two-a-day $2 basis,

(Continued on Page 4)

R-K-0 Circuit Set for

20th Cent.-Fox Product

RKO circuit has worked out the

terms of its next year's deal with
20th Century-Fox under its fran-

chise and has now begun negotiat-

ing for half of Universal's product
for next season, it was said yes-

terday by John O'Connor, film buver.

Merian C. Cooper Joins> Metro
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Merian C. Cooper, who re-

signed from Selznick International has

joined Metro as a producer. Cooper
formed the late Pioneer Pictures in 1935
for the purpose of popularizing color

films, and when that company was dis-

solved last year he joined Selznick as

a vice president.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc,

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

Net
High Low Close Chg.

28 273/4 273/4

291/4 29 29 — 1/4

43 43 43 — 5/8

131/4 131/4 13i/4 _ i/
2

180 1793/4 180 + '/4

241/4 241/4 241/4 + V4
81!/2 81 81 1/2 + 1

107 107 107 + 1/2

213/4 207/8 211/2 + 1/2

150 150 150 + 2

195/s 193/8 195/s + 1/4

83/8 8 1/4 8 1/4 + i/s

8i/
2 8 1/4 8% + i/

8
36i/4 357/8 36V8 + %
443/4 443/4 443/4 — 1/4

143/4 141/2 14y2
'.'.'.'.'.

581/2 58i/
2

58i/
2 + 2 V,

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 995/8 99i/

2 99!/2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 100 993/4 100

RKO 6s41 Ill 108i/
8 111 +4

Warner's 6s39 95 94i/
2 95 + l 3

/s

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc ,.

Grand National ... 2i/
2 23/8 23/8

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1 3/8 13/8 — l/8

Technicolor 29y8 283/8 28i/
2 — '/s

Trans-Lux 4i/4 4l/4 4l/4 + Vs

Universal Picts

U. S. Circuit Court Upsets

Burnett Claim Allowance

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday upset a ruling made by
Federal Judge William Bondy by
recommending that the claim of W.
Gordon Burnett against RKO be al-

lowed for $47,172 instead of at $3,-

246 as approved bv Judge Bondy.
The claims arises from the default
of a lease on the Ritz Theater, Bir-
mingham, by RKO Southern Corp.,
RKO subsidiary. RKO has guar-
anteed the lease.
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Amkino '37 Biz to Date

Equals That for All 36

Amkino business for the first six

months of 1937 was almost equal to
the record business done by the So-
viet motion picture distributing
company in the entire 12 months
of 1936, it was said yesterday by
V. I. Verlinsky, Amkino president.

Soviet pictures are now playing
in "close to 100 New York theaters"
and will be shown in the full 100
local houses before the end of the
year, Verlinsky declared.

Purchases of motion picture
equipment for Soviet studios con-
tinue heavy here, close to $500,000
having been spent in the first six

months of 1937, Verlinsky stated.

The Soviet industry is acquiring
considerable sound recording equip-
ment from RCA.

Three RKO Pix Entered

In Italian Film Exhibit

Arrangements have been complet-
ed by cable for including three RKO
Radio Pictures in the Fifth Inter-

national Exhibition of Cinematog-
raphic Art of Venice (La Biennale
di Venezia) to be held in the Ital-

ian city Aug. 10.

The two features chosen to com-
pete for film production honors are
"Shall We Dance," and "Winterset".
The two reel Walt Disney-Mickey
Mouse subject, "Hawaiian Holiday,"
a Technicolor production, will also

be submitted.
Carlo Roncoroni, Italian distribu-

tor for RKO Radio, was in charge
of the entry.

Duffy Bill's Provision

Stirs Criticism Abroad

Provision in the Duffy Copyright
Bill pending in Congress which
would eliminate the $250 fine for
each copyright violation was viewed
"indignantly" by representatives of
foreign performing rights societies
who point out that the granting of
rights to an author doesn't mean
anything if he has no remedy
against misuse of his rights, it was
said yesterday by John G. Paine,
Ascap general manager, who has
just returned from attending the
World Congress of Performing
Rights Societies at Paris.
While abroad, Paine received ap-

plications from performing rights
societies in Holland and Czecho-
slovakia to have Ascap represent
them here.

Conn. Allied Will Meet
Weekly to Talk Problems

New Haven, Conn.—Allied The-
aters of Connecticut will hold a reg-
ular luncheon meeting today at the
Hofbrau Haus, with Joseph F. Reed
presiding. In order to keep in touch
with the many problems arising dur-
ing the present buying season, the
indies have decided to hold weekly,
instead of bi-weekly meetings.

11 Grand National Pix

to be Ready by Aug. 1

Grand National will have 11 fea-

tures, apart from Westerns, ready
for delivery by Aug. 1, the start of

the 1937-38 season, stated Presi-

dent Edward Alperson yesterday,
following his arrival in New York
after a prolonged visit to the com-
pany's studio at the coast. Seven
new year productions have already
been finished and four more will be
completed this month, said Alper-
son, who returns to Hollywood in

about three weeks.
No changes in the official person-

nel is anticipated, with the excep-
tion of the addition of A. Para Blu-
menthal as vice-president, Alperson
said. After the annual stockholders'
meeting today at Dover, N. J., the
board will elect at its annual ses-

sion. Alperson plans to attend the
meetings.
Grand National has a big attrac-

tion in "Something to Sing About,"
with James Cagney, according to

Alperson.

Lawrence Dallin Clawson

Vet. Cameraman, Is Dead

Funeral services for Lawrence
Dallin (Dal) Clawson, veteran cam-
eraman, will be held tomorrow at

Cooke's funeral parlors, West 72nd
St., following: his death Sunday at

Englewood Hospital, Englewood, N
J., from cirrhosis of the liver. Re-
mains will be cremated at Pine Cliff

in Westchester. By a strange co-

incidents, telegrams announcing his

death and that of his mother at
Salt Lake City crossed Sunday.
Clawson, who was 52 years of age,

was one of the industry's pioneer
cinematographers. He had worked
with Raoul Walsh at Fo x for
some years and has also been em-
ployed by various other major stu-

dios. He is survived by his widow,
Charlotte, and a son, Dallin.

Radio Decision Deferred

by Metro; Will Experiment

M-G-M will do a great deal of ex-
perimentation before it enters the
radio field as a producer of broad-
casts, according to a company
spokesman yesterday in New York.
Outfit has several propositions, in-

cluding one made by Colgate-Palm-
olive-Peet, under consideration but
no decision on any of them will be
made for some time, it was stated.

Proposals being studied would pro-
vide for M-G-M to supply player and
writing talent in connection with
the broadcasts.

Sunday Movies Lose
Lincoln, Neb.—Fight to legalize

Sunday openings at Beatrice was
lost when late mail ballots tied

the election at 1,553 votes for and
the same against seven day shows.
There is a strong possibility that

the vote will be contested.

Coming and Going

A. H. BLANK and his son, MYRON, both of

whom are now in New York, leave in one week
returning to Omaha.

MARTHA RAYE goes to Boston Thursday from
New York.

PATSY KELLY left New York for the Coast
yesterday to appear in Hal Roach's "Road
Show."

DAVE GARBER, plant superintendent of the I

RKO Radio studios in Hollywood, returned to

the film capital yesterday, after a short visit
|

to New York City.

DICK HEBERT, who has been in New York
from the Coast, has gone to Worcester, Mass.,

to continue his vacation.

EDWIN N. CLARK of Condor has arrived on

the Coast for policy confabs with Frank M.
Snell.

EDWARD ALPERSON, who has returned to

New York from the Coast, goes to Hollywood
again in three weeks.

EDWARD SILVERMAN, Essaness circuit presi-

dent is in New York City from Chicago.

PAUL MUNI comes to New York from the

Coast in early August.

NATE BLUMBERG and MILTON E. SCHWARZ-
WALD leave for Maine Thursday night.

NORMAN CORWIN has returned to 20th
Century-Fox from a vacation.

HARRY ARTHUR has left on a two-weeks'
vacation.

WALTER STROWM, M-G-M assistant director,

and a party of nine actors, left yesterday for

West Point to take some background scenes

for "The Big City."

SALLY VICTOR arrives from Europe today
aboard the Berengaria.

WALTER WINCHELL left yesterday for Holly-
wood.

RANDOLPH SCOTT, who flew in yesterday
from the Coast, will return by plane Friday.

DR. HERBERT KALMUS is at his Cape Cod
home for a few days.

Eight Houses Picketed
Local 306 yesterday started an ac-

tive picketing campaign against nine
independent houses in Manhattan
and Brooklyn. One theater, The
Haven, Jamaica, later signed up with
the union. Theaters being picketed
are Florence, Schuyler, Arden and
Manhattan in Manhattan, and the
Winthrop, Regent, Eagle and Bobby
in Brooklyn.

U A Files Denial

United Artists yesterday filed a
general denial in Federal Court to

the charges made by Films Sonores
Tobis that the Chaplin picture "Mod-
ern Times" was a plagiarism of the
Rene Clair film "A Nous Le Lib-

erie.

"
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She sings again! She

ihrills again! Jeanette

MacDonald's "Firefly"

is on the way to top the

nerry grosses of"Maytime"!
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TODAY'S BIG
NEWS!

At the Chinese Theatre in Hollywood M-G-M will screen

its widely heralded successor to "Maytime." The advance

reports have been so exciting that all Studio-land awaits

tonight's brilliant preview of JEANETTE MacDONALD
in "THE FIREFLY/' Late tonight the telegraph wires

will carry the news to the world:

Another glorious Box-office Big One from M-G-M!
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ZANUCK TO MAKE 26,

WURTZEL, 24 FILMS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twenty-six produc-

tions on the 20th Century-Fox list

of 66 for the 1937-38 season are clas-

sified as "Darryl Zanuck specials",

with titles as follows: "Ali Baba
Goes To Town", "Saratoga Chips",

"You Can't Have Everything",
"Love Under Fire", "Thin Ice",

"Danger—Love At Work", "Life Of
A Lancer Spy", "Live Begins In

College", "Wife, Doctor and Nurse",
"Heidi", "Second Honeymoon", "Mr.
Nickelby Sits Down", "In Old Chi-

cago", "Love and Hisses", "Sally,

Irene and Mary", "Bread, Butter and
Rhvthm", "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm", "Jean", "Career In C Ma-
jor", "Alexander's Ragtime Band",
"Jo and Josette", "Suzannah of the

Mounties", "Giant Swing", "Moon-
Struck", "Hudson's Bay Company",
"Jesse James".

Sol Wurtzel pictures, 24 in num-
ber, included the following 22 titles:

"One Mile From Heaven", "Great
Diamond Robbery", "Island In the
Sky", "Big Town Girl", "Headline
Huntress", "Shanghai Deadline",
"Six Girls and Death", "Rings On
Her Fingers", "The Blonde Moll".
Three Charlie Chans: "Charlie Chan
On Broadway", "Charlie Chan At
Monte Carlo", "Charlie Chan On the
Nile", Three Jones Family: "Hot
Water", "Second untitled, "In Holly-
wood", Four Jane Withers: "Wild
and Woolly", "45 Fathers", "His
Master's Voice", "Little Dynamite"
and "Think Fast, Mr. Moto," "Look
Out, Mr. Moto", "Thank You, Mr.
Moto".

Metro's First Trade Show
In 5 Years In New Haven

New Haven' Conn.—M-G-M's first

trade showing in the territory in

more than five years is scheduled
for the Loew's-Poli Theater today.
"Topper" will be shown.

Nelson Going to Coast
Lincoln— Gus Nelson announces

he intends leaving the Lincoln The-
aters Corp. about Aug. 6 to go to

the Coast. Nelson is the assistant
house manager at the Orpheum, un-
der Kenny Mead.

JULY 20
Joe Brandt
Muriel Evans
Maurice Marks

• • • IT LOOKS like the Last Word in annual announce-
ment books the RKO Radio issue for the new season's
product the cover is of frosted white Catalin that
decorative material now all the rage that looks like glass but
isn't unbreakable the book has a Gutenberg Bible
binding, with brass clamps and everythin' and for the
first time in the history of the picture biz Virkatype (raised
type) has been used there is a two-page snow-white dis-
play of this also a blurb for the Walt Disney cartoons on
celluloid in three pieces to simulate the cartoon-makers' tech-
nique there are other smash artistic effects with the stars
on postcards swanky tip-ins ritzy metallic paper
pages this edition is so rare that we defy you to snatch a
copy Dave Strumpf, the art chief, offered us his only per-
sonal copy, but we didn't have the heart to take it he had
it locked in the safe when he offered it to us and said he
bad really forgotten the combination and so sorry and all that
sort of rot

• • • QUIZ TEST Bob Ungerfield, manager of
Proctor's RKO in Newark has the town all steamed up over
another of those "How Old Is Ann?" teasers the other
nite his Quiz Test was going along smoothly until he popped
this one: "If a woman has two pairs of twins twice, how many
children has she?" no contestant answered correctly, and
then when Ungerfield told them the answer was 16 children,
there went up a good-natured jeer also a prolonged howl
.... now the puzzle is all over town, and even the local dailies

have given the puzzler space NOTE: In case you are
thinking that figure 16 is a typographical error, it isn't
here's how Twins, of course, start the lady with two

the pair increases the number to 4 two pairs makes
it 8 and as she had twins twice that makes it 16

and makes us dizzy. ... and you can imagine what it

did to the lady with the twins

• • • WITH A new granddaughter, A. H. Blank is pretty
proud the circuit operator was bragging about the grand-
daughter Beverly Ann over the week-end while being enter-
tained by Prexy Barney Balaban of Paramount on the latter's

yacht the daddy of the child is his son Myron, who is also
connected with the Blank interests in an exec capacity

• • • THE FILM district outing of the New Haven crowd
has been definitely scheduled for July 29 at Ye Castle
Inn, Saybrook John Pavone, manager of the Warner ex-
change, and Barney Pitkin, RKO manager, are chairman and
treasurer respectively

• • • ANOTHER "Battle of the Century" is being staged
by the Embassy theater of Seattle with the ladies to
make selection of the winner of contest between Clark Gable
and Robert Taylor as to "Who Is the Biggest Heart-Throb?

"

the theater presents Gable in "Chained" and Tay-
lor in "Times Square Lady" with the ballots the fair sex
will referee the many reels of emoting to a decision

• • • A HERO Tommy Smith of the staff of the
State theater in Charlotte helped rescue three drowning wo-
men while attending a picnic of the theater employees
and last October he was given a hero award by Kate Smith for
rescuing several kids from a burning house. . . • Irving
Shiffrin of the RKO pub dep't became the daddy of a baby girl
last Saturday also a Hero

« « « » » »

i

DATE BOOK
July 22: New Haven. Conn., Warner Club Out-

ing, Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook.

July 22-24: Empire Films, Ltd., annual conven-
tion, Royal York, Toronto.

July 24: Omaha Variety Club summer formal,
Hotel Fontenelle.

July 26: Buffalo Variety Club family outing,
Angola Beach, Lake Erie.

July 27: I.T.O.A. outing at Bear Mountain.

July 22-27: Cinema Appreciation Conven-
tion, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles.

July 28: Cleveland Showmen's Club outing,

Jack Sliney's.

July 28-29: Imperial Pictures regional sales

meet, San Francisco.

July 29: Film district outing, Ye Castle Inn,

Saybrook, Conn.

Aug. 3: Connecticut MPTO golf tourney,
Racebrook Country Club, New Haven.

Aug. 9: Boston M. P. Salesmen's Club film

district outing, Pemberton Inn.

Aug. 10-12: National Theaters convention.
Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 21-23: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention, Atlantic City.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. 0. of Western Pennsyl-
vania convention, Pittsburgh.

"Handsome" Roadshow
Runs Set for Autumn

(Continuedjrom Page 1)

has its premiere tomorrow night at

the Astor.
The production, starring Irene

Dunne with Randolph Scott and
made under the direction of Rouben
Mamoulian, will remain at the As-
tor for an extended engagement of

two-a-day, reserved seat perform-
ances.

Wanger Will Deliver

All 1936-1937 Product

(Continued from Page 1)

Only Live Once," it was stated.

"Summer Lightning," now known as
"I Met My Love Again," will be
available in September, with "Wuth-
ering Heights" and "Kiss in Paris,"
formerly titled "Castles in Spain",

later, according toto be released
the spokesman.
"Vogues of

Nights," "52nd
1938", "Arabian

Street" and "Stand
In" are on the Wanger schedule for
next year.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Cecil B. de Mille's distinction as
fiimdom's most famous creator of lav-

ish bath tubs may soon be wrested
from him by his former art director,

Mitchell Leisen, who uses an enormous
bell-shaped tub in "Easy Living."

—PARAMOUNT.
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CHART
JUNE
"DAY AT THE RACES"... marx bros.

"PARNELL"... CLARK GABLE, MYRNA LOY

"MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST"... Robert Young, Florence Rice

"CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS"... f. Bartholomew, spencer tracy, l. barrymore

JULY
"EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS"... william powell, luise rainer

"BETWEEN TWO WOMEN"... Franchot Tone, Virginia Bruce, Maureen O'Sullivan

"TOPPER"... CONSTANCE BENNETT, CARY GRANT, Roland Young, Billie Burke

"SARATOGA". . . clark gable, jean harlow

"LONDON BY NIGHT"... George Murphy, Rita Johnson

AUGUST
"GOOD EARTH"... paul muni, luise rainer

"THE FIREFLY"... JEANETTE MacDONALD, Allan Jones, Warren William

"BLACK LIGHTNING"... M-G-M Feature Cast

"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"... robert taylor, eleanor powell, George Murphy,

Buddy Ebsen, Judy Garland, Raymond Walburn, Willie Howard, Binnie Barnes, Sophie Tucker

Charles Igor Gorin, Robert Benchley, Charley Grapewin, Robert Wildhack

SEPTEMBER
"DOUBLE WEDDING"... william powell, myrna loy

"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN"... robert Montgomery, Rosalind russell
Etc., etc.



Starting with September you

may contract for the new season:

A Minimum of 44 and a

maximum of 52 M- G-M
Pictures with the following

Stars, Featured Players,

Directors and IVriters
(listed alphabetically)

STARS:

LIONEL BARRYMORE, FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW, WALLACE BEERY, JOAN
CRAWFORD, NELSON EDDY, CLARK GABLE, GRETA GARBO, GLADYS
GEORGE, HELEN HAYES, CHARLES LAUGHTON, MYRNA LOY, JEANETTE
MacDONALD, MARX BROTHERS, ROBERT MONTGOMERY, ELEANOR
POWELL, WILLIAM POWELL, LUISE RAINER, NORMA SHEARER, ROBERT
TAYLOR, SPENCER TRACY

FEATURED PLAYERS:

Elizabeth Allan, John Arlington, Janet Beecher, Robert Benchley, Ray Bolger, Ariane Borg, Matthew Boulton,

Virginia Bruce, Billie Burke, Bruce Cabot, Lynne Carver, Jean Chatburn, Roger Converse, Boyd Crawford,

Allan Curtis, Henry Daniell, Melvyn Douglas, Louis Durst, Buddy Ebsen, Cliff Edwards, Madge Evans, Grace

Ford, Betty Furness, Reginald Gardiner, Judy Garland, Natalie Garson, Charles Igor Gorin, Charley Grapewin,

Virginia Gray, Julie Haydon, Ted Healy, William Henry, Willie Howard, Rita Johnson, Allan Jones, Guy

Kibbee, Elissa Landi, Suzanne Larson, Priscilla Lawson, Mitchell Lewis, Delia Lind, Tilly Losch, Douglas

McPhail, Ruby Mercer, Una Merkel, Frank Morgan, Stanley Morner, George Murphy, Edward Norris, Edna

May Oliver, Oscar O'Shea, Maureen O'Sullivan, Reginald Owen, Barnett Parker, Cecilia Parker, Nat Pendleton,

Leonard Penn, Juanita Quigley, Jessie Ralph, Florence Rice, Mickey Rooney, Clarence Russell, Rosalind

Russell, Ann Rutherford, Tom Rutherford, Brent Sargent, James Stewart, Lewis Stone, Sheppard Strudwick,

Franchot Tone, Helen Troy, Sophie Tucker, Johnny Weissmuller, Dame May Whitty, Warren William, Dick

Winslow, Cora Witherspoon, Robert Young, George Zucco.

O



DIRECTORS:

Dorothy Arzner, Frank Borzage, Clarence Brown, Jack Conway, George Cukor, Roy Del Ruth, George

Fitzmaunce, Victor Fleming, Sidney Franklin, Robert Z. Leonard, Gustav Machaty, Edwin L. Marin, J. Walter

'WRuben, George Seitz, Edward Sloman, John M. Stahl, Errol Taggart, Richard Thorpe, W. S. Van Dyke,

Sam Wood, Slavko Vorkapich.

WRITERS:

Zoe Akins, Vicki Baura, Homer Beery, Thomas Bell, Robert Benchley, A. W. Bernal, Jr., David Boehm,

Herman Boxer, Maude Brown, Hugo Butler, Lenore Coffee, George Harmon Coxe, Mitzi Cummings, Ruth

Cummings, Cliff Dixon, George C. Drumgold, Virginia Faulkner, Ladislaus Bus-Fekete, Bradbury Foote,

Douglas Foster, Everett Freeman, Jules Furthman, Harold Goldman, Frances Goodrich, Leon Gordon, Mauri

Grashin, Eleanor Griffin, Albert Hackett, Comm. H. S. Haislip, Harry Hamilton, Elmer Harris, Lawrence

Hazard, Philippe Heriat, John C. Higgins, James Hilton, Monckton Hoffe, Robert Hopkins, Cyril Hume,

William Hurlbut, Talbot Jennings, Niki Justin, Karl Kamb, Paul Kunasz, Noel Langley, Leonard Lee, Robert

Lees, Anita Loos, Harry Loud, John Lee Mahin, Richard Maibaum, Morris Markey, Herman Mankiewicz,

Andrew Morthland, Jack McGowan, Hugh Mills, Ogden Nash, Frank H. O'Neill, Jr., George Oppenheimer,

Marion Parsonnet, Robert Pirosh, Maurice Rapf, Stanley Rauh, Tom Reed, Gottfried Reinhardt, Conrad

Richter, Frederic I. Rinaldo, William Roberts, Howard E. Rogers, Florence Ryerson, Waldo Salt, Jr., Don
Schary, E. Richard Schayer, George Seaton, Arthur Sheekman, Robert E. Sherwood, Dalton Trumbo, Catherine

Turney, Salka Viertel, Mrs. I. Von Cube, Maurine Watkins, Claudine West, Charles E. Whittaker, Carey

Wilson, Walter Wise, Edgar A. Woolf, Philip Wylie.

A FEW TITLES:
{The following are subject to change. Just a few of hundreds of available vehicles.)

Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy; "Girl Of The Golden West"— Eleanor Powell, Nelson Eddy; "Rosalie"—

Robert Taylor, Spencer Tracy, James Stewart; "Three Comrades"—Clark Gable; "Idiots Delight"—Jeanette

MacDonald, Nelson Eddy; "Robin Hood"—Joan Crawford ; "Heavenly Sinner"—Robert Montgomery; "Under

This Flag"—Wallace Beery; "Stand Lip And Fight"—Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery; "Springtide"—Jeanette

MacDonald; "The Firefly"—"The Great Waltz"—Robert Taylor, Spencer Tracy; "Tell It To The Marines"

—Clark Gable; "The Great Canadian"—Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy; "Test Pilot"—William Powell, Myrna

Loy; "Double Wedding"—Freddie Bartholomew, Robert Taylor; "Kim"—Luise Rainer, Spencer Tracy; "Big

City"
—"The Return Of The Thin Man" by Dashiell Hammett—Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell; "Live,

Love and Learn"—Eleanor Powell; "Hats In The Air"—Joan Crawford; "The Bride Wore Red"—Greta Garbo,

Charles Boyer; "Marie Walewska"—Norma Shearer; "Marie Antoinette"—the Hal Roach Production "Road

Show" and others —"As Thousands Cheer" by Moss Hart
—

"Goodbye, Mr. Chips" by James Hilton
—

"Great

Laughter" by Fannie Hurst
—"Mannequin" by Katharine Brush

—
"Merrily We Roll Along" by George S.

Kaufman and Moss Hart
—

"National Velvet" by Enid Bagnold
—"Once Upon A Time" by Fannie Hurst—

"Pitcairn's Island" by James Norman Hall and Charles Nordhoff
—

"Pride and Prejudice" by Helen Jerome

from Jane Austen's novel—Victor Herbert's "Rose of Algeria"—Victor Herbert's "Sweethearts"—-"The

Foundry" by Albert Halper—Victor Herbert's "The Red Mill"—"Two Thieves" by Manuel Komroff

—

"Yellow Jack" by Sidney Howard and Paul de Kruif
—"The Shining Hour" by Keith Winter

—"Timber Line"

)y Gene Fowler
—

"Excursion" by Victor Wolfson

—

and many others.

PLUS A COMPLETE PROGRAM OF SPLENDID SHORT SUBJECTS

Kindly ask your M-G-M Branch for our Complete Year Book for 1037-38



METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
delivers the pictures

using its wealth of

GREAT STARS! GREAT DIRECTORS! GREAT VEHICLES

PROMOTED BY

BILLBOARDS!
The only company that does it!

9000 billboards in 1500 cities,

each month for 6 months.

MAGAZINES!
The biggest group of national maga-

zines used by any company, in ad-

dition to the monthly fan magazines.

NEWSPAPERS!
More assist campaigns in key cities

than any other company, launching

the film direct to the public.

{Just three phases of our pro-

motion. Read more about it in

M-G-M's Booklet and take ad-

vantage of our many services!)
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

COL LESSER has reached a new
high in story preparation. For

Bobby Breen, "Lucky Star" on
which Bernard Schubert is doing

the screenplay; an original by Ger-

trude Berg as yet untitled; an orig-

inal by Earle Snell, untitled. For
Smith Ballew, Zane Grey's "Boots

and Saddes" on which Dan Jarrett

is doing the screen play; "Natchez
Trace" on which Lee Freeman is do-

ing the screen play; "The 79-ers",

on which Goldy Weisberg is doing

the screen play; "Louisiana Expedi-
tion," for which Carroll Young is

doing the screen play; an original

by Gilbert Wright as yet untitled:

and "Tarzan's Revenge" by Edgar
Rice Burroughs, screenplay by Rob-
bert Lee Johnson for Glenn Morris.

T T

In preparation for the arrival of

its European sensation, Danielle

Darrieux (pronounced Dare-you)
Universal has purchased the story,

"Double Exposure," by Tom Van
Dyke and Henry Blankfort. At the

same time, Universal bought the

screen rights to "Dumb Luck," by
Newman Levy and Dorian Otvos.

T T T

Ferdinand Gottschalk has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to play

the role of the Persian ambassdaor

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 106 • • •

DOBERT SISK. Associate producer at RKO Radio. A former newspaper-
' * man and native son of Maryland. Served three years on editorial staff

of Baltimore Sun, handling political reporting and make-up. Three years on

Variety. Then became, for six years, general

press representative of the Theater Guild.

Joined RKO in March, 1932, exactly 29 years

after his birthday. Career advanced rapidly.

After being director of advertising, publicity and

exploitation and assistant to J. R. McDonough,

former RKO president, he became an associate

producer in Hollywood. Recent productions:

"Farmer in the Dell," "Chatterbox," "The Last

Outlaw," "You Can't Beat Love," "The Plough

and the Stars," in association with Cliff Reid,

"Don't Tell the Wife," and "Annapolis Salute."

in "The Adventures of Marco Polo,"
starring Gary Cooper. The assign-
ment renews an association which
began in 1932 when Goldwyn per-
suaded Gottschalk to leave the foot-

lights for a role in "Tonight or

Never."

Gottschalk also has been selected

for the featured role of "Monsieur
Ginard," in Grace Moore's Colum-

bia current starring production,
"I'll Take Romance."

Warren William and John Beal
have been given the chief male roles
in M-G-M's forthcoming dramatiza-
tion of "Madame X," which will
have Gladys George in the title role.

Sam Wood is to direct the film, J.

K. McGuinness is producer and John
Meehan made the screen treatment

from
play.

Alexandre Bisson's original

M-G-M anncv.nces purchase of
motion picture rights to "The Nut-
meg Tree," novel by Margery Sharp,
which is to be published next month
by Little Brown.

T T T
Casting assignments: Selznick-

Chet De Vito, "Nothing Sacred";
20th-Fox,—J. Edward Bromberg,
"Look Out, Mr. Moto"; Fred Kohler,
Jr., Robert Lowery "Life Begins at
College"; Heather Angel, "Western
Gold"; Grand National—Edwin Mor-
daunt, Warner Richmond, "Renfrew
of the Royal Mounted."

t r t
Bob Allen's latest feature, recent-

ly completed has been renamed "The
Rangers Step In," according to an
announcement made by Columbia.
The early production title was
"Ranger Feud."

T T
Irving Cummings has been signed

to a new contract by Walter Wan-
ger. Cummings will accompany
Wanger to New York within the
next few weeks, where they will

scout the story field to select his
next directorial venture. They will

also attend the mid-August premiere
of "Vogues of 1938" at the Music
Hall.

U. S. Tax Redetermination

Sought by D. 0. Selznick

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—David O. Selznick,

seeking a redetermination of $9,897

deficiency assessed in 1934 income
taxes, placed his net income for

that year at $92,155 and told the

Board of Tax Appeals yesterday

that his gross earnings from four

pix he made for M-G-M was $208,-

000. Pix were "Dinner at Eight",

"Dancing Lady", "Viva Villa" and
"Manhattan Melodrama." .

Producer's wife, Mrs. Irene Mayer
Selznick, asked a redetermination

of an alleged $3,223 deficiency in

1934 income taxes. Both contended
that the Internal Revenue Bureau
erred in disallowing $6,373 which
Selznick deducted as expenses for

business entertainment, telephone

and telegraph, travel and automo-
bile upkeep and depreciation. Selz-

nick contended in addition that the

bureau erred in disallowing $18,672

for bad debts.

New South Town Theater

Opens in Springfield, III

ringfield, 111. — The Frisina
sement Co. has opened the new

600-seat South Town Theater here,

transformed from the old Empress.
The Frisina Co., which also op-

erate the Roxy and Tivoli here, is

building two new theaters—The Cap-
itol and the Will Rogers. Theaters
are operated in Illinois, Iowa and
Missouri, the number at present be-
ing 42.

Akron ITOA Starts Drive

to Discourage New Houses

Akron, O.—The Akron ITOA has
started a publicity drive through
J. G. Deetjen, secretary and treas-

urer, to discourage the opening of

any additional film theaters in great-

er Akron.
An editorial from the Akron Bea-

con Journal is cited in which it is

explained that by December 1 this

year there will be approximately
7,500 less people emploved in Akron
than there are toda-' through the

reduction of operations of the Good-
year, Goodrich and Firestone plants

here.

Educational Sets Releases
Educational's release schedule for

the new season will start with Wil-
lie Howard's first two-reeler, "The
Affairs of Pierre," set for Aug. 6.

Other comedies to follow in August
will feature Neila Goodelle, Harry
Gribbon and Bert Lahr. The new
Song and Comedv Hit series will be-

gin on Aug. 6 with "Pot Luck." The
first of the new Treasure Chests is

scheduled for Aug. 20, which will al-

so see the start of the new Terry-
Toons.

New Ohio Hours Statute

Becomes Effective Aug. 19

Columbus, O.—New Ohio law reg-
ulating the working hours of women
and minors becomes effective Aug.
19. Measure affects all women and
minors employed in any capacity,
except those in agricultural field

work and domestic service and wo-
men over 21 years of age earning
at least $35 a week in executive po-
sitions. The law cuts the maximum
working hours per week to 48 hours,
and prohibits younger women from
working late hours.

Zanuck Postpones Vacation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Having perfected

plans for the heaviest Summer and
Fall production schedule in the stu-

dio's history, Darryl F. Zanuck, pro-
duction chief at 20th Century-Fox,
finds himself unable to take the va-
cation he had planned for August.
He hopes to be able to get away in

January. Within the next two
weeks, the studio is scheduled to

have completed shooting on 14 pic-

tures for the new season which be-
gins in August.

And Then All Looked Brighter to Ratoff
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— In the screening room at 20th Century-Fox studios, Gregory Ratoff was
watching "Life Of a Lancer Spy," his first directorial effort.

"The laboratory has stabbed me in the heart," he moaned. "They've printed my
picture too dark. It's ruined."

Sitting nearby was Darryl F. Zanuck, studio production chief. He scribbled a note
and passed it to Ratoff:
"The picture will look better if you take off your sun glasses."

Audience Watches as Wind
Lifts Screen Through Roof

Monroe, Mich.—Patrons of the
Majestic theater who went to view
the picture "Flying Hostess", re-
ceived several unscheduled thrills.

A sudden windstorm struck the city
for 20 minutes, and without warn-
ing the roof of the house was torn
off, wrecking the interiov. The audi-
ence of more than 100 saw the
screen and frame lifted and sailed
out through the roof, followed by
backstage equipment.
Reni Germani, who with Tom

Treko operates the theater, saw the
theater front carried away by the
wind to go crashing across the street
against two stores, while another
section struck an adjoining house.
He herded the patrons into the lobby
for protection. Total damage to
the theater by the storm was esti-

mated at $20,000.

Educational Resuming
Educational's production crew re-

turned to the studios in Astoria yes-
terday after their summer vacation.
A story was ready for the first Tim
and Irene comedy on the new sea-
son's schedule, and final prepara-
tory work began at once, so that
shooting can begin next week. Al
Christie had preceded the staff by
several days, following his first trip
in his new boat, "Sunbeam." He
was accompanied by J. H. Skirball
on a trip that took them out Long
Island Sound and around Block Is-

land.
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"One Mile from
Heaven"

With Claire Trevor, Sally Blane, Douglas

Fowley

20th Century-Fox 67 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PROBLEM PLAY MISSES FIRE WHEN
STORY NOSE-DIVES INTO GANGSTER
CATEGORY.

What starts off to be an interesting

problem play in which a young attractive

negress claims she is the mother of a

white child develops into an ordinary news-

paper and gangster affair and adds up to

secondary program fare. The character

drawn for Claire Trevor is hardly a like-

able one. Playing the smart newspaper

woman who can beat the boys at poker,

is continually scooping them, works single

handed and always has every situation well

in hand, she lacks reality. With every-

thing centering around her, the picture

suffers thereby. Some of its favorable at-

tributes are Bill Robinson's dancing, a

fine dramatic performance by Fredi Wash-
ington, and a sweet capable child Joan

Carol. Allan Dwan, the director, obtains

everything possible from the material by

injecting an action tempo, maintaining an

air of suspense, and getting some good

performances from the players. Claire

Trevor, the girl reporter, runs into a

situation wherein Fredi Washington, a

young negress, claims that Joan Carol, a

little white girl is her child. Claire makes

this case her business. Ralf Harolde is

just about to be released from jail when

his cell mate, Douglas Fowley, sees a news-

paper with a picture of Miss Washington

and the child. Douglas recognizes them

and he knows the inside story, part of

which is that the kid's mother, Sally

Blane, has remarried into money. With
this information, Ralf tries to shake down
Sally. Following upon suspicious circum-

stances, Claire meets Sally and also puts

the police on Ralf, who is killed in an

auto accident. Fowley has been killed in

a prison break. Foot-prints and finger

prints prove that Sally is the child's mother,

and the court awards her daughter to her.

Fredi, who is so much in love with the

child that she just can't give her up,

finds that she doesn't have to for she is

taken along as nurse. Claire is about to

break the story, but the judge convinces

her that no good will come of it and for

once she backs down.

Cast: Claire Trevor, Sally Blane, Douglas

Fowley, Fredi Washington, Joan Carol, Ralf

Harolde, John Eldredge, Paul McVey, Ray

Walker, Russell Hopton, Chick Chandler,

Eddie Anderson, Howard Hickman and Bill

Robinson.

Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel ; Di-

rector, Allan Dwan; Based upon the origi-

nal stories of Judge Ben B. Lindsey, Robin

Harris, Alfred Golden; Screenplay, Lou

Breslow, John Patrick; Cameraman, Sidney

Wagner, ASC; Art Director, Bernard Herz-

brun; Editor, Fred Allen; Sound, George

Leverett, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Di-

rector, Samuel Kaylin.

Direction, Suspenseful Photography, Good

Reviews <% U%e Hew Ttt*ns it it

The Big Shot'
With Guy Kibbee, Cora Witherspoon,

Dorothy Moore

RKO Radio 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

HIGH CONTENT OF LAUGHS AND
ABLE PERFORMANCES MARK PLEASING
COMEDY.

This should prove pleasing program fare,

as it has a rather high content of laughs.

Edward Killy's direction extracted full value

out of several comedy sequences, while

Guy Kibbee and Cora Witherspoon trouped

in grand fashion. Russell Hicks and Frank

M. Thomas come through with very able

performances, with Dorothy Moore and

Gordon Jones supplying the love interest.

Lawrence Pohle and Thomas Ahearn con-

tributed the original story and Arthur T.

Horman and Bert Granet did the screen-

play. Nick Musuraca did a good job with

the camera. Kibbee, a small town dog and

cat doctor, inherits a large fortune from

an unknown relative, who piled up his

money as head of several rackets in a big

city. Without knowing that his bene-

factor was a gangster leader, Kibbee heads

a crusade to rid his newly adopted city of

racketeers. His wife, Cora Witherspoon,

a social climber, is duped by suave Rus-

sell Hicks, attorney for the deceased, and

gives a huge party for gangsters and their

girls, believing they are the real "Four

Hundred" of the city. After many com-
plications, Kibbee outwits the crooks and

they land in jail.

Cast: Guy Kibbee, Cora Witherspoon,

Dorothy Moore, Gordon Jones, Russell

Hicks, Frank M. Thomas, Dudley Clements,

George Irving, Maxine Jennings, Barbara

Pepper, Tom Kennedy, John Kelly, Eddie

Gribbon, Al Hill, Donald Kirke.

Director, Edward Killy; Authors, Lawrence

Pohle, Thomas Ahearn; Screenplay, Arthur

T. Horman, Bert Granet; Cameraman, Nick

Musuraca; Editor, Jack Hively; Art Di-

rector, Van Nest Polglase, Associate, How-
ard Campbell; Sound, Hugh McDowell, Jr.

Direction, Able. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"It May Happen to You"

(Crime Does Not Pay Series)
M-G-M 21 mins.

Realistic Thrills

Another crime story from real

life, with a dramatic re-creation of

the activities of a hi-jacking gang
who specialized in stealing trucks
loaded with valuable merchandise,
and disposing of the loot through
a fence who was ostensibly in the
provision commission business. With
the help of a young checker in a
meat packing concern, they get the
key to a truck going out loaded
with beef, and transfer the load
to another truck. The police and
government meat inspectors are hot
on the trail, when an epidemic of

ptomaine poisoning hits the city, for

the racketeers had allowed the meat
to spoil. Then the police close in

as the young dupe of the gang is

bumped off to shut his mouth, and
they start to deliver the balance of

"Confession"
Starring Kay Francis, with Ian Hunter and

Basil Rathbone

Warners 85 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WELL ACTED AND DIRECTED
MOTHER-LOVE STORY HAS CLEVER
TREATMENT.

Here is a mother-love story that has

been very well acted and directed. Al-

though the story is rather familiar, it has

been given clever treatment and by virtue

of Joe May's direction holds the interest

until the end. Henry Blanke rates credit

as associate producer. Julius J. Epstein and

Margaret LeVino fashioned a gripping

screenplay. Kay Francis' work is her best

in some time, while Basil Rathbone, Donald

Crisp and Ian Hunter are fine in their

roles. Jane Bryan and Mary Maguire do

pleasing work. Dorothy Peterson, Laura

Hope Crews, Veda Ann Borg, Robert Bar-

rat, Ben Welden, Anderson Lawlor and

Helen Valkis are among the principals.

The picture gets under way with Kay

Francis, a Viennese cafe singer, murder-

ing Rathbone, a concert pianist. Rath-

bone's companion at the time of the shoot-

ing is young Jane Bryan. Kay goes on

trial, and the story is told in flashbacks.

Rathbone, who has a fascination for wo-

men, had compromised Kay after her mar-

riage to Hunter, an army officer. He
wrecks their home and Hunter marries

Dorothy Peterson. Jane Bryan, daughter

of Kay and Hunter, believes Dorothy Peter-

son is her mother. At the trial, Kay suc-

ceeds in keeping her daughter's name out

of the testimony. Kay is let off with a

light sentence.

Cast: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Basil

Rathbone, Jane Bryan, Donald Crisp, Mary

Maguire, Dorothy Peterson, Laura Hope

Crews, Robert Barrat, Ben Welden, Veda

Ann Borg, Helen Valkis, Anderson Lawlor.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Asso-

ciate Producer, Henry Blanke; Director,

Joe May; Author, Hans Rameau; Screen-

play, Julius J. Epstein, Margaret LeVino;

Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor, James Gib-

bon; Art Director, Anton Grot; Musical Di-

rector, Leo F. Forbstein; Music Score and

Songs, Peter Kreuder; Lyrics, Jack Scholl;

Dialog. Director, Stanley Logan.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Able.

the hi-jacked beef to the retailers

direct. The climax has plenty of

thrills and punch as the gang mem-
bers are wiped out in some snappy
gun play. Featured in the short

are J. Carroll Naish, Eddie Mare
and Frank Dee. Produced by Jack
Chertok, who has delivered one of

the best of this series.

"Sport of Fencing"

Pictorial Film Library 10 mins.
Nice Sports Novelty

Nice little number on the fine

points of fencing. National cham-
pions and the Olympic Team mem-
bers are presented in turn, in a se-

ries of exhibitions that demonstrate
interestingly the fine points of the
ancient and noble art. Well known

"London by Night"
With George Murphy, Rita Johnson and

Virginia Field

M-G-M 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SUSPENSEFUL DIRECTION SUSTAINS

INTEREST IN THIS MYSTERY THRILLER.
Suspense is the keynote of this mystery.

Under William Thiele's direction that qual-

ity makes for sustained interest. In the

program classification, it should fill the

bill. As the plot unravels, one wonders

why a lot of things happen, but they all

are answered satisfactorily. Playing his

role in a light breezy manner, George

Murphy gives a most pleasing perform-

ance. Virginia Field, too, does very well,

as do Eddie Quillan, Leo G. Carroll, George

Zucco and Montagu Love. A newcomer,

Rita Johnson, carries the feminine lead.

The role is a little too much for an un-

experienced player. George Oppenheimer

wrote the screenplay from a play by Will

Scott. Sam Zimbalist, the producer, has

taken a very regular sort of mystery and

given it those things that hold one's at-

tention. A man who always carries an

umbrella is suspected of two murders.

George Murphy, a journalist, becomes in-

terested in the crimes, as does Scotland

Yard. In following a man with an um-
brella, George meets Rita Johnson, whose

father is Montagu Love. The latter re-

ceives a note to send a sum of money by

mail to a certain address. A number of

suspects come under observation, three of

whom arouse the same type of bark from

George's dog. One of these persons is

Love's secretary, Leo Carroll. Investigation

proves that he has used different disguises,

but he couldn't fool the dog. Two of the

persons who were supposed to have been

killed never existed, Carrol's reason for

planting such supposed crimes was to make
his employer so fearful that he would send

the money without hesitation and without

notifying Scotland Yard. On two occasions

the would-be murderer was recognized and

had to kill both times to get out of the

tight spots.

Cast: George Murphy, Rita Johnson, Vir-

ginia Field, Leo G. Carroll, George Zucco,

Montagu Love, Eddie Quillan, Leonard Mu-
die, J. M. Kerrigan, Neil Fitzgerald, Harry

Stubbs, Ivan Simpson, Corky.

Producer, Sam Zimbalist; Director, Wil-

liam Thiele; Play by Will Scott; Screenplay,

George Oppenheimer; Cameraman, Leonard

M. Smith, ASC; Art Director, Cedric Gib-

bons, Associates, Harry McAfee, Edwin B.

Willis; Editor, George Boemler; Musical

Score,' Dr. William Axt; Music by Dr. Wil-

liam Axt; Lyrics by Bob Wright and Chet

Forrest; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shear-

er.

Direction, Adept. Photography, Good.

names in the fencing world such as

George Santelli, Mike de Capriles,

Joanna de Tuscan, Dorothy Hafner,
Barbara Cochrane, all show t/ >
skill in some fast work with^* j

foils. The camera work is excep-
tionally fine, the work of that

craftsman, Irving Browning. A nar-

ration explains all the various
thrusts and parries for the benefit

of the uninitiated. Here is a sports

reel out of the ordinary run of pop-
ular sports.
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ish Chemicolour as its American rep-
resentative.
The original Altman-O'Donnell bid

was $50,000. A bid of $110,000 made
by an individual acting for an un-
named client was rejected by Vice
Chancellor Lewis because of the con-
ditions attached to the offer.

O'Donnell will take possession of
the plant in three weeks. The plant
will become the eastern headquar-
ters for Chemicolour, the color proc-
ess Fox is interested in, The Film
Daily is advised.

Mills Will Urge Ascap
Affiliation With A F of M

(Continued from Page 1

)

explore the mutual obligations
Ascap and the A F of M will incur
by affiliation and to what extent
each will support the other under
circumstances that may arise, Mills
said.

Mills has already discussed with
Weber the broad general question
of whether Ascan could be admitted
to the A F of M. The musicians'
federation head is understood to be
prepared to take in the music so-
ciety.

Ascan expects to be strengthened
in its fight against a rising tide of
hostile legislation by joining the
A F of M.
The Society may submit the oues-

tion of affiliation with the A F of M
to a referendum after the board of
directors votes on the proposal
though this is not essential. No
date has yet been set for the board
meeting, but it is slated to be held
soon.

First Actors
1

Guild Pact

In East Signed by Metro

(Continued from Page 1)

on a location trip to West Point be-
come Guild members, Florence
Martson, SAG executive secretary,
said yesterday.
Mrs. Martson stated that the Aug.

1 closed shop deadline holds and
that after that date all producers
must have Guild people or be de-
clared unfair. All actors working
in eastern production must become
piild members or face the possibil-
ity of being unable to work on the
stage in the east or in Hollywood.

Conn. Allied Squawks
New Haven—Allied Theaters of

Connecticut has written the local
Columbia exchange to express re-
action of its members on handling
of "Lost Horizon," Frank Capra
'^jiuction. In part the communica-
^^rsays: "We do not contest your
legal right in the matter but our
disappointment in your company as
a result of your action is keenly
felt by our members because we
have felt that Columbia was the
friend of the independent exhibi-
tors-"

,;. Ulll

TUviews of. hew Vdnt$
"The Devil Is Driving"

with Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Columbia 68 Mins.

CARRIES STRONG EMOTIONAL AND
THRILL PUNCH ON EVILS OF DRUNKEN
AUTO DRIVING.

This production is done in the realistic

technique, and is very effective. Richard

Dix is the ambitious attorney who defends

the son of a wealthy and influential citizen

when the wild youth is prosecuted for sec-

ond-degree murder on a charge of drunken

driving. Through perjured testimony of the

boy's father and his friends, the young man
is freed and the lawyer later is elected

district attorney through the powerful

backing of the boy's father. But he has

lost the love of the girl he wanted, for

Joan Perry as a newspaper reporter, loses

faith in him. As district attorney he really

goes after reckless drivers, and the girl is

convinced when he has another drunken

young aristocrat locked up in spite of pres-

sure to let him off scot free. Then the

big punch starts with the second arrest of

the first young man after his drunken driv-

ing causes the death of his girl friend. Dix

as district attorney goes after the prosecu-

tion of the case in earnest. He even has

an eye-witness. But the latter is reached

by the influential father of the accused

youth, and flops on his testimony. Facing

defeat, the d.a. pulls a surprise move by

having the grand jury indict him for per-

jury in the first case against the boy. He
tells the true story of what happened in

that case, and the young chap breaks down
and admits he was drunk when the girl

met her death in the second accident. This

dramatic court trial carries great suspense,

and the drunken drive of the boy is also

filled with suspense and thrills. A big

emotional kick throughout, and a terrific

object lesson against reckless driving.

Cast: Richard Dix, Joan Perry Nana
Bryant, Frank C. Wilson, len Wolf, Elisha

Cook, Jr., Henry Kolker, Walter Kingsford,

Ann Rutherford, Paul Harvey, John Wray,

Charles C. Wilson.

Director. Harry Lachman; Authors, Lee

Loeb, Harold Buchman, Screenplay, Jo Mil-

ward, Richard Blake; Cameraman, Allen

Siegler.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN
"Gobsek"

Mezrabrom 100 Mins.

FAIR ADAPTATION OF BALZAC
CLASSIC WITH ABLE PORTRAYAL BY

LEONID LEONIDOFF.

Leonid Leonidoff gives an able portrayal

of Honore de Balzac s ruthless, greedy

money lender in this Konstantin Eggert-di-

rected Mezrabrom production. Pix moves
slowly through a series of dramatic se-

quences designed to establish old Godsek
as a fiendish usurer. Brought finally to

his deathbed, hoarded treasures mock his

raillery about a few lost pennies. A. P.

Shatoff is a good Attorney Derville. Adapta-
tion itself is fair, treatment being thread-

bare.

Cast Includes: Leonid Leonidoff, A P.

Shatoff, G. E. Sergeyeva, T. N. Kondeakova,

V, M. Volkoff.

Produced by Mezrabrom. Director,

Konstantin Eggert. Presented at the Cameo,
New York.

"Fury Over Spain"
Modern Film Corp. 60 Mins.

OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT FILM OF
SPANISH WAR SHOWS HORRORS OF
CONFLICT BUT OFFERS LITTLE NEW
MATERIAL

This film shows the bravery with which
raw recruits rushed into battle on several

Spanish fronts to stem the tide of Fascist

invasion. It is a heroic and gripping depic-

tion from this viewpoint. But on the other

hand we see little actual fighting. In

Madrid the wreckage left by Fascist bombs
in }he war on defenseless citizens is clear-

ly shown. Something of the defense of

Madrid is also seen. But on the whole
the film offers little new material. The
narration is not very good.

Photographed and recorded in Spain by

Adrien Porchetria, Ramon de Banos, Pablo

Weinschenk and Antonio Garcia; Composi-
tion and text by Louis Frank, Juan Paileja,

H. W. Akers Dead
Denver—H. W. Akers, 75, retired

theater man, died at his home in

Denver after being ill for several

months. He was manager of the
Tabor and other Denver theaters
before his retirement in 1927. He
is survived by him wife, a son and
one grandson. Funeral and burial
were in Denver.

UDT Shifts Managers
Detroit—United Detroit Theaters

is shifting managers. President
George W. Trendle, sending Asher
B. Shaw from the Riviera to the
Fisher to replace Karl Krueger.
Krueger is taking a post with Jam
Handv Picture Service. Joseph Bu-
sic, Varsity manager, goes to the
Riviera, and Dow Thompson, who
was assistant at the Michigan The-
ater, takes over the Varsity.

F. W. McClellan Dies
Akron, O.—Frederick W. McClel-

lan, 68, former motion picture exe-
cutive in Hollywood, died of a heart
attack at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Myron Morganroth, Akron, O.
He was widely known as an amuse-
ment park manager in New York
and Chicago. His wife and daughter
survive.

Warner Men Vacationing
New Haven, Conn.—Warner The-

ater Department vacation lists this

week include Jack Sanson, manager
of the State, Manchester; John Scan-
Ion, Warner Torrington; Manny
Kugel, Palace, South Norwalk;
James McCarthy, Strand, Hartford,
and Jack Harvey, of the Palace,
Danbury. Other vacationers here-
abouts are Erie Wright, Loew-Poli
publicity head, William Hutchins,
manager of National Theater Sup-
ply, and Ben Cohen, manager of the
College Theater.

TELEVISION CONTROL

PUZZLING CAPITAL

(Continued from Page 1)

trol the doors to people's minds,
even of the child in the home, is

to have considerable power to con-
trol their minds".

Report continues:
"A vital aspect of this problem is

the patent situation. The British

Government has met this problem
by demanding a pool of all British

television patents. If they were not
pooled, patent holders might block
one another. In American televis-

ion, the high degree of monopoly
and cooperation already existing in

radio and elsewhere in the weak-
current electric field may perhaps
be considered as paving the way for
pooling satisfactory to the public
interest.

"Two things seem sure—that we
shall not help matters by letting

producers balk each other with pat-
ents, or spend millions fighting over
them; and that there are great tech-
nical economies in permitting the
weak-current electric industry! 'to

remain an integrated whole.
"Akin to the patent and control

problems is the need of a standard-
ized but improvable electrical sys-
tem, so that any receiving-set own-
er may receive any broadcasts with-
in his reach, and continue to receive
them for years despite improvements
added, such as finer definition. Na-
tion-wide standardization of appara-
tus is also desirable so that large-
scale manufacturing could reduce
the cost of making and servicing
the sets.

"International standardization is

desirable with Canada and middle
America, and maybe some day with
Europe, but not, it appears, in the
present short-radius stage."

Grandad's Estate Shrinks

To Only Personal Property

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The widow of Harry

M. Crandall, pioneer Capital film
operator, has asked the District
Court to appoint an administrator
for the estate of the one-time mil-
lionaire theater magnate who died
here last February.
Personal property worth $650, is

all that can be found in his name,
according to the letters of adminis-
tration filed by the widow, whose pe-
tition stated her husband left no will
and no real estate. Mrs. Crandall
asked that a son-in-law, John J.
Payette, be appointed administrator.

Crandall was reputed to have been
worth more than $6,000,000 at his
career's peak, when he owned a cir-
cuit of more than a score of thea-
ters. He disposed of his holdings to
Warner Brothers in 1929.

Stadium to Try "Flesh"
Evanston, 111.—Stage shows will

be given a tryout in this college
town. The new Stadium theater has
effected a Tuesday matinee and eve-
ning vaudeville tieup.
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where it also operates two other
theaters.

Business is slightly better than a

year ago, according to Blank, who,
with his son, Myron, returns to

Omaha in one week.

Start Move to Kill

Mississippi Film Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

take formal action in the tax mat-
ter, it was referred to the Legisla-
tive Committee, to which President!

R. X. Williams appointed Homer
Williams, a member of the Missis-
sippi legislature and Harvey Hunt,
who is reported close to Governor
Hugh White.
The committee is expected to pre-

pare two bills, one to abolish the

10 per cent tax and the other creat-

ing a two per cent sales tax and to

have them introduced with the Gov-
ernor's approval if possible.

Williams was re-elected president

of the Mississippi MPTO with W. S.

Taylor and Grady Cook as vice-

presidents; W. S. Tyson, secretary-

treasurer and the following to the

Board: Homer Williams, M. Solo-

mon, J. E. Alford, W. N. Rush, C.

E. Noble, M. A. Lightman, B. V.

Sheffield and Harvey Hunt.
Next convention of the Missis-

sippi MPTO was set for January,
possibly at Jackson.

E. M. Loew Re-assigns

Boston — Lawrence Stone, man-
ager of the Ideal theater for E. M.
Loew, in Roxbury. has been trans-

ferred to the Regent in Arlington,

another of Loew's houses. Stone re-

placed Harr^ Blackstone who left

to manage the Colonial theater in

Newport. Hy Passaman was made
mnager of the Idel theater filling

the vacancy left by Lawrence Stone.

SICK REPORT

New Haven, Conn.—Dr. Jacob B.

Fishman, of the Fishman Theater
circuit, is confined to New Haven
Hospital with four fractured ribs as

a result of an automobile accident

in which the Fishman car collided

with a trolley car. Janet Fishman,
his six-year old daughter, who was
a passenger in the car, escaped with
minor bruises.

Detroit—Howard E. Craven, head
of Exhibitors' Service Company, has
returned to work after recovering

from a broken kneecap suffered in

an automobile accident. He was laid

up for six weeks.

Lincoln—Mrs. Iz Weiner was op-
erated on in Omaha. Mrs. Weiner
is the wife of the Columbia ex-

change manager in this territory.

NEWS of the DAY
St. Louis, Mo.—Victor Klarsfeld

is the new manager here for Su-

perior Pictures and Imperial Pic-

tures.

St. Louis—Herman Gorelick has
assumed his duties as head booker
for the local RKO office. He came
from Chicago where he was asso-

ciated with Program Press.

Flat River. Mo. — The Roseland
Theater operated by George Karsch
is to undergo extensive alterations,

including a new front. Plans are
being nrenared bv Reither & Stern-

berg, St. Louis, Mo.

Fredericktown, Mo.—L. A. Mercier
is taking bids from general con-

tractors on complete interior altera-

tions and a new front, etc., for his

Palace Theater here. Plans for the
work have been prepared by Robert
O. Boiler, Kansas City, Mo.

Detroit—Onening of the new Ward
Theater. 1.000-seat house at Mount
Pleasant, Mich., by G. A. and Lee
Ward, is slated for the last of this

month.

Kansas City, Mo.—Harry Mus-
grave who operates a house at

Cherryvale. Kansas, has bought out
the opposition house which was
owned by A. C. Wooten.

Parsons, Kans. — The Dickenson
Theater, operated by the Glenn W.
Dickenson circuit, is being com-
pletely remodeled, although the
house remains open.

Detroit—Daniel J. Lewis, chief

booker of the Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit, is on a vacation in Yellow-
stone Park, with his family.

Detroit—United Detroit Theaters
is planning construction of a new
marquee on the Regent Theater.
The theater is fortunately situated,

being just a block above the three-
mile stretch of Woodward Avenue
on which all projecting signs are
foi-bidden.

Pittsburgh— New sound equip-
ment has been installed by Warners
in their Schenley and Memorial here.

Another alteration is Ben Amdur's
air conditioning plant in the Garden.

Socorro, N. M.—The new Loma
Theater has opened here under the
management of Gibraltar Enter-
prises, Inc., which took over the old

Gem Theater, completely remodeled
it. Richard (Dick) Foiles is the
manager.

Albuquerque, N. M.— Emmanuel
Schifani is the new manager of the
Mesa Theater here taking the place
of Mario Bachechi who with his

mother, Mrs. Marie Bachechi is on
a vacation trip to Italy.

Chicago—Ben Schwartz, operator
of the Orpheum theater, Hammond,
Larry Stein, Warner publicity chief,

and Milton J. Kean, of the Warner
contact department, are on the way
to the west coast for a three weeks'
vacation.

Chicago—Miss Bess Shanahan has
been named private secretary to
"Jimmy" Coston, Warner zone man-
ager.

Chicago—R. C. McMullen, man-
ager of the Granada theater of the
B and K circuit, is on an eastern
vacation trip with his wife. Stanley
Johnsen is in charge of the house
during his absence.

Chicago— Eddie Trinz, manager
of the Trinz theaters, has returned
from his Beverly Hills home to
spend some time at the Chicago
headquarters.

Chicago—Wedding bells will ring
soon for Miss Caroline Hart, cashier
of the Granada theater, to Saul
Weizenfield, assistant manager of
the Riviera, B & K North Side
houses.

Chicago—Glenn M. Carroll, man-
ager of the Apollo theater, Kansas
City, Mo., and Miss Marry Rether-
ford of Boonville, Mo., were mar-
ried.

Syracuse, N. Y.— Jay Golden,
Keith manager, is vacationing at his
home in Boston.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Regent Theater
is undergoing extensive improve-
ments, the house expected to re-
open by Aug. 15.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Jay Golden,
Keith manager, is vacationing at his
home in Boston.

Charlotte, N. C—C. B. Clark, as-
sistant manager of the Criterion
since January, has resigned his po-
sition to work with the Casey Sup-
ply Co. of Casey, S. C.

Charlotte, N. C. —-A new brick
theater building has been completed
at Carolina Beach. The house is

owned by Dr. H. C. Carr of Durham
and will be managed this season by
0. B. Honeycutt.

Charlotte, N. C. — Bob Bryant,
who operates the Capitol at Rock
Hill, S. C, has been made president
of the Junior Chamber of Commerce
there.

Jackson, O. — Construction work
has begun on Jackson's new f* »-•*—

seating 500 persons and to be
known as the Kavmar. It wil 1 ^ a

operated by the Jackson Amusement
Co.

SEES END OF SINGH

THEATER OPERATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

and other legislation aimed at cir-

cuits. "There will have to be an ar-
rangement of some sort, either in
disposal of theaters or a merger of
buying combinations," he continued.
Kuykendall indicated a possible

radical change in the MPTOA atti-
tude, to date, on Federal legisla-
tion. Reiterating his opposition to
taking problems to legislatures or
Congress, he declared, "If you're go-
ing to have state or Federal legisla-
tion, then the theater owners must
help write it to see that he gets a
good deal. I hope this day never
comes, but when it does, the
MPTOA will be parked in Wash-
ington."
He attributed the Conciliation

Boards' failure to distributors con-
fusion on what Washington planned
doing and predicted a Federal film
inquiry. "As soon as they (Wash-
ington) get through with 'must'
legislation, films and other indus-
tries are going to be due for an in-

vestigation," he declared.
Kuykendall voiced opposition to

indiscriminate broadcasts of stars,

hit film music and scripts and pre-
dicted possible labor troubles, urg-
ing good salaries as a preventative
and pointing out that the majority
of theater attendance is from sal-

aried workers whose pay boosts
would be felt to advantage.

Harry Goetz Talks Buy-in

Deals With Several Firms

(ContinHed_from Page 1)

the companies with which p buy-in

is being discussed.

The film version of "The Women,"
current Broadway stage success,

will not be made until next spring.

Claudette Colbert may play the lead

in the picture.

WEDDING BELLS

Denver—The United Artists ex-

change will lose another secretary

Aug. 1. Jean Perrin has married
Gene Howell of Denver, and will

leave the company then. They will

live in Denver.

Yuma, Ariz.—Nicholas Nayfack
M-G-M studio exec, and Lynn Car-

ver, actress, were married here.

Marriage of Barbara Fulton, ac-

tress, and Bruce MacFarlane, actor,

is set for Knoxville, Tenn., next

Saturday, bride's home city.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \^f~i
Hollywood—Tom Brown, actor

and Natalie Draper, Los Angeles

society girl were married by Munici

pal Judge Charles B. MacCoy tc

clinch a previous ceremony per-

formed without a license.

„.. -
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Expect No Substantial Changes in Briti

NEW ENGLAND GROSSES R|SE 5% OVER 1 STQUARTER

Allied Legislative Moves Up at East Regional Meet

, Effect.ause
. . in midwest theaters

By CHESTER B. BAHN =
/"\N THE same day recently on Page
^^ One of your favorite trade newspaper
there appeared stories headlined, respec-
tively, "Bank Night Passes from Nebraska's
Film Map" and "Lower B. 0. Take Puz-
zles Exhibs."

The not exactly unnatural question sug-

gested is, "Cause and effect?"

Particularly in view of recent Nebraska
dispatches which held the ban upon Bank
Night responsible for the closing of sev-

eral state film theaters.

From that question arise several others

exceedingly pertinent. For instance, if

exhibs. cannot operate without giveaways,

are they actually in the film biz? Or have
they just been kidding themselves for a

period of time? Have they been selling

their pictures? Or have they been relying

upon Bank Night as, say, the druggist, re-

lies upon the soda fountain?

KjOR is that all. Admitting the value

^ of giveaways, games and premiums as

stimulants during periods of depression,

does not the Nebraska situation—yes, and

the similar one in Chicago as well—sug-

gest that the b.o. tonic effect is eventual-

ly not only lost but destructive to boot?

Certainly, there was a generous measure

of significance in this sentence gleaned

from one of the two Nebraska stories,

"General feeling is that with the outlaw-

ing of giveaways, exhibs. who have been

using them will see a period of nearly a

year's dullness before they can again 'sell'

patrons on the idea that the show is still

what counts."

AND speaking of premiums, there's a re-

cent column by Lowell Lawrence in

the Kansas City Journal-Post discussing the

pTr\ °f premiums given women on 15-cent

r 'Jlssion tickets in local theaters, placed

s^n average of 11 cents. Which leads

Mr. Lawrence to observe that the exhibs.

using premiums "therefore value the en-

tertainment on their screens at four cents.

That's two cents a picture on the double-

feature programs."

Such a condition, the Journal-Post writer

{Continued on Page 2)

Plans for 1938 Season to be

Discussed at Atlantic

City
Allied's 1938 season legislative

program, as laid out at the annual
convention at Milwaukee several
months ago, will be discussed at

the joint Eastern regional meeting
and annual convention of Allied

Theaters of New Jersey Sept. 21-

23, inclusive, at Atlantic City. Or-
ganization leaders expected to at-

(Continued on Page 16)

-FOX STU

RECESS BEFORE

20th Century-Fox studio will not
suspend operations for a recess un-
til Feb. 28, when Darryl Zanuck
plans to take his annual vacation.

The production chieftain had orig-

inally scheduled the shutdown for

this summer but desire to speed up
work caused him to discard the idea.

20th-Fox Sets National

Releases up to Nov. 1

National release dates on produc-

tions up to Nov. 1 have been set by
20th Century-Fox under a new
schedule announced yesterday. It

reads as follows:
Aug. 6, "You Can't Have Every-

thing"; Aug. 13, "One Mile From
Heaven" and "Handy Andy"; Aug.
20, "Love Under Fire"; Aug. 27,

(Continued on Page 6)

K. C. Union Pact Up
Major company exchange heads and

IATSE officials will resume conferences
on working out agreements to cover
exchange employe unions tomorrow at
the office of Frank Phelps of Warner
Bros. An agreement for exchange work-
ers in Kansas City is one of the matters
on the agenda.

SINGLES ACCEPTANCE

NDICATED BY TESTS

Kansas City, Mo.—Single feature
tests conducted by Stanley Schwartz
and W. D. Fulton in several of the
nine houses of their Mutual Thea-
ters circuit here indicate that the
public is ready for a return to sin-

gles and that where pictures are
strong enough, the switch from
duals may be made without loss at

the box-office.

Following a discussion of the sub-
(Continued on Page 16)

Ascap Board Poll Favors

Affiliation With A F of M
In an informal poll yesterday, the

Ascap board of directors were heav-
ily in favor of affiliation with the
American Federation of Musicians,
and are now scheduled to make final

decision in the next 10 days on
whether they will join up. Ascap
has a choice of doing this either by
obtaining a charter from the A F

(Continued on Page 6)

No Material Alterations Expected

In Proposals for New British Quota

Wanger to Spend 2 Million

on '39 Technicolor Feature

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter Wanger, with

two Technicolor pix set for 1937-38,

yesterday announced a 1939 Techni-
csCcntm^d on Page 16)

Although some modifications of

the proposed British quota law pro-

posals are expected before they are

submitted to Parliament for enact-

ment sometime next fall, no sub-

stantial changes is the plan as rec-

{Continued on Page 6)

15 New Theaters in Five

Months; Remodeling Up
60 Per Cent

By ROBERT ST. CLAIR
FILM 'DAILY Staff Writer

Boston—-New England grosses are
up 12 to 15 per cent against the
same period a year ago and 5 per
cent above the first quarter of this

year.
A number of real box office films

have held attendance up against

such varied opposition as heat, dog
and horse racing. Boston and out-

lying suburban cities have had little

or not strike trouble, and exhibitors

have profited by the prevailing

peace and wage increases.

Admission prices show no impor-
(Continued on Page 6)

m DUE TO RE-ELECT

OFFICERS HERE TODAY

Officers of Grand National are ex-

pected to be re-elected at the annual

meeting of its board of directors in

New York today, following the an-

nual session of its stockholders yes-

terday at Dover, Del.

Stockholders yesterday re-elected
(Continued on Page 6)

Technicolor, Eastman Work
on 1 -Color Negative Camera

Technicolor is working together

with Eastman Kodak to perfect a

camera that will use only one color

negative instead of three as at pres-
(Ccntinued on Page 6)

Exhibs. Aid Needy Ice Fund
Kansas City, Mo.—Twelve Fox Mid-

west houses have again made arrange-

ments to join with the Kansas City Star

in assisting the annual drive for money
for the Penny Ice Fund to provide ice

for needy families. Gross receipts from
special shows scheduled in all Kansas

City houses for July 30, will be donated

*o the fund.
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28 275/8 273/4
. 30'/4 30 30+1

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd. ...

Warner Bros

do pfd

31/4 3'/4 3'/4 — %
13i/

2 13VS 13i/
2 + y4

181 34 I8OI/2 181 + 1

243/4 241/4 24% +"i/
2

82l/
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8

1/2
8 1/4 8 1/2 + 1/4

83/4 8i/
8 83/4 + 3/8

37 361/g 37 + 7/g
46 453/g 46 -f- IV4

15" 14% 15" + "1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww 993,4 993,4 993/4 + 14
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55...100 100 100
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 96 94 96+2
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95y4 94% 95V4 + 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National .... 2%
Sonotone Corp 1

1/2

Technicolor 29
Trans-Lux 4'/8
Universal Picts 83/8

21/2 25/8 + l/4
1% 1% + '/8

28% 285/8 + %
4% 4% — %
83/s 83/8 — 5/8

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6l/4s 1st '43
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in midwest theaters

(.Continued from Page 1)

holds, is discrimination against masculine

moviegoers and children. For the former,

he suggests, four cent admissions, for the

latter, free admissions and a penny for a

lollypop.

Think it over... but THINK.

RKO Radio Golf Tourney

Aug. 4 at Fenway Club

The fifth annual RKO Radio golf

tournament will be held at the Fen-
way Club, White Plains, on Aug.
4. Aside from the tournament it-

self various other entertainments
will be offered including lunch after

morning play-otfs, bathing and din-

ner with music and a floor show, at

which time prizes will be awarded.
Special prizes will be set aside for

non-employees. Tickets will be $6

and a price of $3.50 will be charged
for those coming in the evening for

dinner and entertainment.
A list of the committee members

follows:
Arrangements: Ned E. Depinet,

Jules Levy, L. E. Thompson, Leon
Goldberg, Phil Reisman, Nate Blum-
berg, Malcolm Kingsberg, Fred
Meyers, Cresson E. Smith and Ed
McEvoy.
Handicap: L. E. Thompson, Ed

McEvoy, William Clark and Fred
Meyers.

Tickets: Fred Meyers, L. E.

Thompson, Ken Hallam, John O'Con-

nor, Nate Blumberg, Jules Levy,

Cresson E. Smith, Ed McEvoy,
Harry Michalson, Lou Miller, Bill

Dahler.
Awards and Events: William Mer-

rill, Jules Levy, John Farmer, A.

H. McCausland, L. E. Thompson, Ed
McEvoy, Dick Gavin, Bill Dahler,

Lou Miller.

Publicity: S. Barret McCormick,
Rutgers Neilson, John Dowd, Jack
Level. Radio Publicity: Ken Hal-

lam.
Prizes: Lou Gaudreau, Dave Can-

avan, Dick Gavin, Fred Lakeman,
John Dowd.

W. K. Howard Sees England

Making Television Strides

England is making rapid strides

in the development of television,

said William K. Howard vesterday

in New York, and pointed out that

the recent tennis matches at Wim-
bleton were televised to 3,000 seats

within a 25 mile radius of London.
Howard sails from New York to-

day en route to London to direct

"Lawrence of Arabia" as his first

assignment under his new deal with
Alexander Korda. Leslie Howard
may play the lead.

Don Baruch With M-G-M?
Donald Baruch, son of Barney

Baruch, and a theatrical producer
is understood slated to join the M-
G-M studio executive staff. It is

reported that he will act as assis-

tant to Sam Katz. Baruch leaves

Friday for the Coast.

K-P Theater Corp. Suing

to Enjoin Theater Sale

K-P Theater Corp. yesterday
brought suit in Supreme Court to
enjoin the Warco Trading Co. from
transferring its ownership of the
Grand Opera House at Eighth Ave.
and 23d St. and to compel Warco to
demolish the theater and erect a
new and larger house on the spot.

The new theater was to be leased
to RKO.
Under the terms of an agreement

between K-P and Warco, the theater
was to have been ready Sept. 1, 1937.

In April 1937, Warco refused to pro-
ceed with the agreement unless it

obtained a loan of $150,000. K-P
asks the court to grant it adequate
relief for Warco's failure to have
the theater completed on time.

H. B. Franklin Judgment
Vacated by Court Order

Judge Henry W. Goddard yester-
day granted the motion of J. J.

Franklin and Jayjay Theaters Corp.
to vacate the default judgment for

$7,500 obtained against them by
Harold B. Franklin as assignee of
the Brookin Corp. J. J. Franklin
maintains that he repaid the $7,500
to the Brookin Corp. The action
charged that he failed to pay back
a loan of $7,500. The judgment
was vacated only on condition that
J. J. Franklin consent to the at-

tachment of his bank account or

post a bond for an amount equal
to the sum attached.

$28,663 Artco Payment
Directed by U. S. Court

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday authorized Howard S.

Cullman, Roxy trustee, to pay Artco
$28,663, balance due the company
under a contract to supply stage
shows for the theater. During the
period from July 2, 1936, to Mar.
19, 1937, Artco received $56,473 for

supplying shows to the Roxy. In
the 220 weeks since Artco began
supplying shows to the house it was
paid $328,192.

No Charge for Kiddies

at Drive-In Theater

Providence—E. M. Loew's Drive-
In Theater, first in Rhode Island, is

set to open tonight, running con-
tinuous eight p.m. to midnight. Scale
is 35 cents, with kids under 12 ad-
mitted free.

Cummins to Produce
Samuel Cummins, of Jewel Pro-

ductions, will produce an original,

"White Trash", a story along the
lines of "Tobacco Road". Jewel Pro-
ductions will release it.

77 "Topper" Screenings

M-G-M has had 77 trade screen-
ings to date for 'Topper," a record
for the company.

Coming and Going

WILLIAM K. HOWARD returned to New York
yesterday from Ohio, preliminary to sailing for

England today on the Berengaria.

RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART ar-
rived yesterday from the Coast to do the score
for a Kaufman-Hart musical.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN returns from Europe
July 26 on the Queen Mary.

MIRIAM HOPKINS and MADY CHRISTIANS
sail for Europe today on the Berengaria.

WILLIAM JOHNSON has returned to New
York from Boston and spends several weeks here
before going to New Orleans.

RENEE CARROLL has returned to New York
following a vacation in Pennsylvania.

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice-president, in Chi-
cago for a trade showing of "King Solomon's
Mines," goes to Milwaukee tomorrow.

SONJA HENIE will leave 20th Csntury-Fox
studios this week for New York for a short

stay here prior to sailing for a vacation in

her native Norway.

GEORGE WEEKS, GB general sales man-
ager, is in Pittsburgh today.

JACK ROSENTHAL of World Film Ent. sails

on the Western Line Saturday for Belgium,
France, Italy and Russia.

BETTY ASMANN, German film actress, ar-

rives on the Hamburg Friday.

OSCAR SERLIN returns from the Coast short-

ly.

HARRY GOLDBERG of Warners is in Maine
on a vacation.

MRS. MABEL PARKHOUSE, who is vacation-

ing at Ocean Grove, N. J., returns to her duties

at the Hays office Aug. 1.

HERBERT BRENON returned from Europe

yesterday on the Westernland.

ROBERT TAYLOR is due in New York in

two weeks en route to England to make a

picture for M-G-M.

RAMON NOVARRO arrives Friday from Hol-

lywood.

HARRY KOSINER, Coast exploitation man for

Walter Wanger, has arrived from the Coast.

DONALD BARUCH leaves by car Friday for

the Coast.

FELIX SNOW, Kansas City IATSE official, is

scheduled to arrive today by plane.

Roxy Raising Top 20 Cents

With "Winkie's" Premiere

Roxy Theater will inaugurate a

new scale of admission prices with
the premiere of "Wee Willie Win-
kie" on Friday with the new week-
day evening scale raised to 75 cents

instead of 55 cents. New scale is

25 cents from opening to 1 p. m., 55

cents from 1 to 6 p.m., and 75 cents

from 6 to 12 p.m. These prices will

prevail throughout the entire week.
Midnight show Saturday will be 65

cents. Admission for children will

be 15 cents at all times.

CALIFORNIA IN A HURRY!
In a hurry? Fly United to

CALIFORNIA — only 17-1/6

hours—3 stops. 3 fast flights

daily to SAN FRANCISCO or

LOS ANGELES. Famous over-
night Mainliner lvs. at 5:(

)

p.m. CHICAGO: 3 non-stoV
flights daily.

UNITED AIR LINES
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rreat Comedy starring
T, CARYGRANT, ROLANDYOUNG,

"TOPPER" a Gi
CONSTANCE BENNETT,
BILLIE BURKE, Alan Mowbray, Eugene Pallette. Directed by

Norman Z. McLeod, Associate Producer Milton H. Bren. Screen

Play byjackjevne, Eric Hatch and Eddie Moran. Based on the novel

by Thorne Smith. A Hal Roach, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.

C

elegram from New Orleans!

Trade showingTopper StateThea-

tre here last night great success.

Representatives of over hundred

P~n theatres this territory and all

f| , . .
v Mai newspaper critics present.

Topper laid them in the aisles and

this no exaggeration. It is great

entertainment.
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pes Moines. Iowa

Omaha, Neb:

New Haven. Conn.

Boston, Mass.

Cleveland, Ohio

Rochester, N. Y.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Litchfield, 111.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Ottumwa, Iowa

Davenport, Iowa

Grand Island, Neb.

Gloversville, N. Y.

Dallas, Texas

Mattoon, III.

Waterloo, Iowa
For Dodge, Iowa
Norfolk, Neb.

Benton, 111.

Sioux City, Iowa
Lawrenceville, 111.

Carroll, Iowa
Indianapolis, Ind.

Carbondale, 111.

Sikeston, Mo.

Quincy, 111.

and morel

Topper, today

Telegram from Detroit

!

Topper previewed last night

United Artists Theatre here to

three hundred representatives

theatre owners and managers, and

.

circuit executives. Novelty of plot

and excellent performances by

splendid cast evoked enthusiastic

approval on parts of all. Swell en-

tertainment and a natural for

profitable showmanship. Con-
gratulations!



AMERICA
SPEAKS!
From every town and hamlet came
the voice of the public. A command
performance for the American
people! How fitting that M-G-M
responds with a picture that will

entertain and thrill millions upon
millions!
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Shea's, Buffalo, N. Y.—Strand Theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.— Loew's Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.— Loew's Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Riviera, Binghamton, N. Y.—Colonial, Elmira, N. Y.—Shea's, Jamestown, N. Y.—Midland, Newark, Ohio—Loew's Ohio, Columbus, Ohio

Loew's Theatre, Dayton, Ohio — Capitol, Charleston, W. Va. — RKO Albee, Cincinnati, Ohio — Loew's State, Cleveland, Ohio

Loew's Theatre, Akron, Ohio—Loew's Theatre
v

Schine's Vine, Mt. Vernon, Ohio — Schine'

Stanley, Philadelphia, Pa.—Sherman, Stroudsburg

egent, Harrisburg, Pa. — Capitol, Lancaster

apitol, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Rialto, Williams

Victoria, Mahanoy City, Pa.—Strand, Shenan

oledo, Ohio—Warner Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio

ster, Ohio — Warner's Ohio, Mansfield, Ohio

lo, Atlantic City, N. J.—College, Bethlehem, Pa.

lonial, Reading, Pa. — Strand, Scranton, Pa.

Beach Haven, N. J.—Blakers, Wildwood, N. J.

.—Victoria, Tamaqua, Pa.—State, Raleigh, N. C.

Carolina, Rocky Mount, N. C. — Carolina, Spartanburg, S. C. — Paramount Theatre, Bristol, Va.-Tenn. — Gloria, Charleston, S. C.

Stevenson Theatre, Hendersonville, N. C. — Paramount Theatre, Concord, N. C. — Paramount Theatre, Kingston, N.

Whipple, Fleischman, N. Y.

5Wn,

Strand, Portland, Me
rersvill*

Poli, Worcester, Mass.

Oneonta, Oneonta, N. Y.

Poli, Springfield, Mass. — State, Providence, R. I.

State, Boston, Mass.—Orpheum, Boston, Mass.—Provincetown, Provincetown, Mass.—Palace, Lawrence, Mass.—Bijou, Bangor, Me.

dletown, N. Y.—Maytair, Asbury Park, N. J.—Patchogue, Patchogue, L.

Bayshore, Bayshore, L. I.—Lincoln, Trenton, N. J.—Edwards, Easthampton, L. I.—Strand, Lakewood, N. J.—Strand, Port Jervis, N. Y.

Southampton, Southampton, L. I.— State, New Brunswick, N. J.— Huntington, Huntington, L. I.— Loew's Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.

State, Newark, N. J.
— Fabian, Paterson, N. J. Montauk, Passaic, N. J. - - Newton, Newton, N. J. - - Franklin, Franklin, N. J.

Baker, Dover, N. J.—Park, Morristown, N. J.—Rockland, Nyack, N. Y.—Broadway, Haverstraw, N. Y.—Capitol, New York City, N. Y.

Majestic, Perth Amboy, N. J.—Broadway, Kingston, N. Y.—Florida Theatre, Gainesville, Fla.—Paramount Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.

Colony, Miami Beach, Fla.—Grand, Macon, Ga.—Lucas, Savannah, Ga.—Loew's Grand, Atlanta, Ga.—Loew's Vendome, Nashville, Tenn.

Joie Theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.—Pulaski Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.—Loew's State, Memphis, Tenn.—Rialto Theatre, Eldorado, Ark.

Paramount Theatre, Hot Springs, Ark.—Rialto Theatre, Morrilton, Ark.—Criterion Theatre Oklahoma City, Okla.—Ritz, Tulsa, Okla.

Poncan,PoncaCity,Okla.—Lawton,Lawton,Okla.—McSwain, Ada, Okla.—Lanora,Pampa,Tex.—Aztec, Enid, Okla.—Majestic, Dallas, Tex.

Worth, Fort Worth, Tex.—Majestic, San Antonio, Tex.—Jefferson, Beaumont, Tex.—Strand, Port Arthur, Tex.—Loew's State, Houston, Tex.

Palace Theatre, Corpus Christie, Tex.—Loew's State, New Orleans, La.—Palace Theatre, Peoria, 111.— Ute Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Paramount Theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo.—Boulder, Boulder, Colo.—Fox, McCook, Nebr.—Orpheum, Denver, Colo.—Lensic, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

Elks, Rapid City, S. D.—Des Moines, Des Moines, Iowa—Roosevelt, Des Moines, Iowa—Paramount Theatre, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Capitol, Davenport, Iowa—Fort, Rock Island, 111.—Capitol, Ottumwa, Iowa—Cecil, Mason City, Iowa—Palace Theatre, Burlington, Iowa

Tivoli Theatre, Richmond, Ind.—Loew's Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.—Loew's Theatre, Louisville, Ky.—Emblyd, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Logan, Logansport, Ind.—Victory, Evansville, Ind.—Indiana, Marion, Ind.

—

Indiana , Terre Haute, Ind.—Stal^^os Angeles, Calif.

w^kmmmamm^^^^jggigs, Calif.^M ftlft^i^ 5 Obispo, Calif. Ventura, ^^^alif. - Santa Maria ^taJMaria, Calif.

verside_fl H^. Santa Barbara, C^jfl wona, Calif.—FoxTheat; n Diego, Calif.

B^na.^fl Phoenix, Ariz. Egy blif.—California^ ftpo, Calif.

jab, Nev. ftalif.—United^ Bcalif.—West eft fth, Calif.

raiike6, ^rOrpherft^ y ' ^s - H^^^^B — Sheboyg* fti, Wis.
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-
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EXPECT LITTLE CHANGE

IN BRIT. QUOTA ACT

(Continued from Page 1)

ommended at the present time are
anticipated, according to cable dis-

patches to New York yesterday
from London.

Under the current proposals, the
law would impose a percentage ar-
rangement which would increase
from 20 to 30 per cent over a per-
iod of three years.

Wednesday, July 21, 1937

20th-Fox Sets National

Releases up to Nov. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

"Think Fast, Mr. Moto" and "West-
ern Gold"; Sept. 3, "Thin Ice";

Sept. 10 "Wild and Wooly"; and
"Borneo"; Sept. 17, "Danger—Love
at Work"; Sept. 24, "Lancer Spy";
Oct. 1, "Life Begins in College";
Oct. 8, "Charlie Chan on Broadway"
and "Boots and Saddles"; Oct. 15,

"Wife, Doctor, Nurse"; Oct. 22,

"The Jones Family in Hot Water";
Oct. 20, "Ali Baba Goes to Town".

Ascap Board Poll Favors

Affiliation With A F of M
(Continued from Page 1)

of M or through a working agree-
ment.

Jos. N. Weber, president of the
A F of M, in a conference yes-
terday with E. C. Mills, head of
Ascap administrative committee, in-

formed Mills that Ascap could af-
filiate by either of the two afore-
mentioned methods.

Technicolor, Eastman Work
On 1 -Color Negative Camera

(Continued from Page 1)

ent. The plan, in effect, is to de-
velop a 35 mm. color camera that
will function as well as does Koda-
chrome in the 16 mm. field.

Technicolor will hold a board
meeting on July 28.

JULY 21

Lenore Ulric

Ken Maynard
Lawrence A. ("Larry") Urbach

• • • NOVELTY BLURB crashing the real estate
section of the Sunday Herald-Tribune calling attention to
the RKO Radio "Toast Of New York" with a three-column
cut and a 1,000-word story on the front page written by
Betty Shannon, the article calls attention to the opening of the
pix at the Music Hall tomorrow the article plays up the
sentimental and historic interest in the famous old Grand Opera
House featured in the production, which is soon to be torn down

with the tight papers of the summer season, naturally
the picture dept's of the local sheets are limited to short fea-
tures cracking the real estate dep't is by way of being a
new wrinkle in the big city

• • • BIG SPLURGE as Gabriel blows his horn
tonite by way of heralding the world premiere of Paramount's
"High, Wide and Handsome" at the Astor theater
it being none other than Gabriel Heatter acting as master of the
revels over station WHN he will introduce the celebs as
they enter the house Martha Raye, Randolph Scott,
Olympe Bradna and other stars will address the mike

• • • OUR GANGIVERSARY being the 16th an-
nual celebration of the Our Gang funsters held last Sunday
the oldest single unit in motion pictures which gained a
new lease of life when young Gordon Douglas became director
of the famous kids, and started to hit new heights in popularity

because Gordon is one of those rare souls who really
understands youngsters, and talks their language these
kids mature so quickly that periodically they have to be re-

placed there have been four complete groups Johnny
Downs, Jackie Cooper, Dickie Moore, and the current Spanky
McFarland acting as leader of the Gang during the 16
years of "Our Gang" about 40 children have been under con-
tract to Hal Roach

• • • PICKETINGALING out front of a Forty-
second street grind house a little runt with a striker's

placard carrying a little bell and hoofing up and down as he
chanted in a high-pitched voice "Nice pipple shoudn't
petronize dis tee-ay-ter! Dun't you want to be nice pipple? ? ?"

after each chant, he went "ting-a-ling" with the li'l bell.

• G • ERPICTORIAL . a classy illustrated brochure
gotten out by Erpi to celebrate the adoption of the West-
ern Electric Mirrophonic Sound System by Grand National
the book is printed on "mother-of-pearl" stock in sepia
with the inside spread illustrated by six photos taken on the
Grand National lot

O • • GHOSTING for Helena Rubenstein, the beau-
tician ... .Belle Kanter did that "Defense of Glamour" in the
July Cinema Arts the article tells all about beauty trends
via the film stars' influence showing how Lizzie Zilch

slavishly follows every nuance and change in beauty makeup.

9 • • VISITOR from "Down Under" Harry
Guinness, editor of Australasian Movietone News in our
hamlet to observe home office operations and to meet Truman
Talley, the Movietone chief exec who gave the visitor a
party at "21" the other nite and Mister Talley paid de-
served tribute to the resourcefulness and initiative of that
Anzac bunch who know their newsreel values

« « « » » »

NEW ENG, GROSSES ( )

SHOW 5% INCREASE

(Continued from Page 1)

tant changes. Exhibitors have hesi-

tated to experiment with increases

although a few changes upward of

five cents were made during the first

quarter of this year brought no
adverse reaction.

Similarly, the quarter just closed

brought no change in the double
feature situation. There is a notice-

able general opinion however that
duals are not as desirable as a sin-

gle feature with a short, news reel

and possible cartoon.
While many suburban houses con-

tinue to use games and giveaways,
exhibitors say many patrons have
lost interest in them and the film

is now the chief draw. Only a few
exhibitors thus far have dropped
the games.
At least 15 new theaters have

been constructed or are under con-

struction since the middle of Feb-
ruary in New England. Five of

these new projects are drive-m-
theaters, increasingly popular with
the New England patron and are

proving to be paying investments.

E. M. Loew has opened two this

month, one in Providence and the

other in Lynn, Mass.
Construction this year is fea-

tured by extensive remodeling.

There has been nearly a 60 per cent

increase in theater remodeling
_
in

this vicinity. New air conditioning

and ventilating systems, new lob-

bies, rest rooms, marquees, and
seats top the improvements.

Grand National to Re-elect

Officers at Board Meet Today

(Continued from Page 1)

all directors and ratified the one-

year contract under which A. Pam
Blumenthal joins the company as

vice-president. Attendance at the

meeting included President Edward
Alperson, Edward Peskay, Timothy
Murphy and William J. Neary, all

of whom returned to New York last

night.

Saenger Books "Devil"

The Saenger Amusement Co. has
booked GB's "Talk of the Devil" into

the Tudor Theater, New Orleans, for

the week of Aug. 28.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Akim Tamiroff has not seen a

road train since he first went to Holly-

wood four and a half years ago. There
are no trains in Hollywood and he has

been too busy in pictures to leave

town.
—PARAMOUNT.
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NEW YORK

DIRECTED BY ROWLAND V.LEE
On EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION
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My entertainment message to more than 30,000,000! .
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let along every traffic artery and byway in the country! .
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"The Great Hospital
Mystery"

with Jane Darwell, Sig Rumann,
Sally Blanc

20th Century-Fox 60 Mins.

MURDER MYSTERY WITH FANTASTIC
PLOT TOO LOOSELY WRITTEN TO
SCORE AS CONVINCING.

A very jumbled plot that rambles in and

out of a lot of unconvincing happenings

and thus fails to make much of an impres-

sion. In an attempt to inject comedy, much
of the suspense and possible thrills are neu-

tralized, for the brand of comedy is very

far-fetched. Jane Darwell is the night

superintendent at a hospital where the

murder mystery unravels. A young interne

evolves a very fantastic scheme for saving

the life of a pal who is being hunted by

gangsters to bump him off as he knows

too much. The sister of the hounded youth

is Sally Blane, a nurse. With her assis-

tance, the interne contrives to make it

appear that her brother died as a patient

with a sudden heart stroke. Then he sub-

stitutes a body from the morgue, and con-

ceals the young man in a room until he can

escape the mob. The head physician is

made to appear a very villainous person

and all evidence points to him as the

guilty person when a shot is fired through

the body of the man already dead. For a

time it looks as if the interne is bumped
off, and then the nurse's brother is no

longer seen, and we are still confused as

to whether there actually was a murder

or not. Thafs how mixed up and un-

workmanlike the entire story is. Eventu-

ally a seemingly harmless patient is proved

as the gangster would-be killer who al-

most gets the nurse before he is captured.

Joan Davis plays the nitwit assistant to

the night superintendent, and her gawky

and goofy actions are funny but they fail

to properly combine as comedy relief with

the thrills and heavy meller stuff. The

entire thing is too much of a hodge-podge

to register as anything but weak enter-

tainment.

Cast: Jane Darwell, Sig Rumann, Sally

Blane, Thomas Beck, Joan Davis, William

Demarest, George Walcott, Wade Boteler,

Howard Phillips.

Director, James Tinling; Author, Mignon

Eberhardt; Screenplay, Bess Meredyth, Wil-

liam Conselman, Jerry Cady.

Direction, Handicapped Photography,

Good.

William Millman Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William L'Estrange

Millman, 54, screen actor, whose last

role was in "The Silent Barrier", is

dead here following a short illness.

A native of Canada. Millman had
played on the New York stage. He
came to Hollywood in 1934.

John Burkhart Dead
Cincinnati — John Burkhart, 74,

pioneer theater owner of Newport,
Ky., died at his home. Burkhart,
who suffered a stroke several weeks
ago, for 35 years operated the Mu-
sic Hall theater in Newport.

FOREIGN
"Endstation"

("Last Stop")

Algelfa 90 Mins.

VIENNESE STORY GLORIFYING THE
TRAMCAR SERVICE HAS HUMOR AND
ROMANCE.

A sentimental Viennese tale of "just

folks," this Algelfa production has as its

hero a trolley car conductor and as its

heroine a little millinery worker. It is

excellently acted and its camera work is

in kind. Plenty of humor and romance are

woven into idyll, more or less a glorifica-

tion of the tramcar service in the Austrian
capital. Picture has definite charm, a fac-

tor in which direction plays its part.

Cast includes: Paul Hoerbigger, Jose-
phine Dora, Hans Moser, Maria Andergasr,
Etta Kinderberg, Oscar Sabo and Otti

Winkler.

Produced by Algelfa Director, E. W.
Emo. Presented at the 86th St. Casino
Theater, New York.

"Fuerst Sepp'l"
("Prince Zepp'l")

Bavaria 86 Mins.

GENUINELY AMUSING MYSTERY FILM
WITH A "GRAND HOTEL" THEME.

Believe it or not, here's a German mys-
tery thriller sans murder, with a little coun-
try inn playing a "grand hotel" role. Story

concerns the attempts of crooks to secure
the jewels of a wealthy American tourist,

played realistically by Jala Brendi. Pic-

ture is rich in colorful backgrounds and
costumes, set as it is in a Bavarian moun-
tain village. There are good performances
by Hans Breck-Gaden as Sepp and Grit

Haid as Leneri.

Cast includes: Hans Beck-Gaden, Grit

Haid, Philip Weichand, Jola Brendi, Kurt

Hcrwitz, Walter Lantszch.

Produced by Bavaria Films Director,

Franz Osten. Presented at the 86th St.

Garden Theater, New York.

SHORTS
"Song of Revolt"

(Tabloid Musical)

M-G-M 11 mins.

Very Impressive Historical Drama
This short is the story of the

"Marseillaise," which the French
king caused to be written to help
the morale of his army, but which
was appropriated by the revolution-
ists and turned against the king and
his Royalists. The action centers
around Rouget de l'Isle, a young
army officer who wrote the song,^
and saw it turned to inspire the
rabble as they overthrew the mon-
archy. Finally, the young composer
is on his way to the guillotine, when
one of his former soldiers recog-
nizes him as the man who wrote
their beloved song and has his life

spared by the mob. The mob scenes
are very dramatic and impressive,
and the costumes and sets recreate
perfectly the historic period. The
types cast for the rabble make one
of the most realistic mob scenes
ever filmed. Leon Ames plays the

part of the young composer, and
sings the "Marseillaise" very effec-
tively. Roy Rowland directed. Pro-
duced by Jack Chertok.

"Have Courage"

(M-G-M Miniature)

M-G-M 10 mins.

Good Human Interest Skit

The human interest story of a
downtrodden married man who took
it on the chin from his boss and his
wife. It starts with the boss dock-
ing two dollars from his pay for
being late. He goes home and gets
bawled out for being docked, and
for not having the gumption to de-

clare himself with the cranky boss.

As he sits disconsolate in his home,
he sees the Sweepstakes winners,
and figures his ticket among them.
This gives him the backbone to tell

the boss where he gets off, and the
boss gives him a raise and tells him
how valuable he is. Arriving home
all puffed up with his new-found
courage, the wife starts to take it

out of him as she shows him he
read his sweepstakes ticket number
wrong. But by this time the poor
sap has got the courage complex,
and bawls her out as he tells her to

get his slippers. In the cast are Joe
Cunningham, Kathleen Lockhart,
Robert Middlemass. Directed by
Joseph Sherman. Produced by Jack
Chertok.

Charley Chase in

"Calling All Doctors"

Columbia 18 mins.

Good Gags Here

As a pill addict, Charlie Chase is

in his office and can't get through
his work because his time is taken
up spraying everything, including

the secretary. Going to a doctor,

he is met in the reception room by
a nut who imagines himself a doc-

tor. He takes Charlie to his home.
When the real doctor discovers it,

he schemes with Charlie's wife and
friends to knock the hypochondriac
complex out of him for good. They
give him the works, assuring him
that he has only a few hours to live.

Business of making his will, meas-
uring him for the pine box, etc.

Charlie gets eood and mad when a
pal arranges to marrv his widow-to-
be, and knocks everybodv cold. This
convinces him that he must be in

pretty good physical condition. He
is cured. The nut doc, played bv
John T. Murrav. is immense, and
should be featured in his own com-
edies. Produced by Jules White.
Directed by Charles Lamont.

The Three Stooges in

"Goofs and Saddles"
Columbia 17 mins.

Rough Comedv
A burlesaue of pioneer days, with

the Three Stooges acting as scouts
to General Muster, who sends them
out to apprehend some dangerous
rustlers. After locating the rustlers,

they are discovered behind their

camouflage of bushes, and later 1<

cate the gang in Longhorn Pete
tough saloon. There, disguised s

gamblers, the Stooges get Pete 1

take part in a poker game wit
some hilarious results. Their di:

guise uncovered, they escape in
covered wagon, take refuge in a dc

serted cabin, and triumph with tl

use of a sausage grinder that the
convert into a machine gun. Roug
and tumble comedy of the wild an
woolly school. Directed by D>
Lord. Story by Felix Adler.
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"Sports of the Season"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia io min
Exciting Sports Thrills

Around the calendar with tl
sports events, narrated bv Jack K<
foed, and described by Ford Bon
Opens with shots of the cind.
track—sprinters, pole vault ar
hurdles. Some magic work on tl!

golf links by title holders. Thesfc
two cover spring and summ<
sports. The autumn brings foo
ball, and the Golden Gloves coi
tenders with some of them takir,
the count. Winter winds up tl'

series with some beautiful shots i

the ski experts. Then the reel fii

ishes excitingly with a tough hock*
match winding up in a free-for-E
with everybody in there slugging
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Four New Industry Firms

Incorporate in New Yoi

•i

.

Albany—New industry compani
receiving state charters here i

elude:
Sidney Harmon, Inc., New Yoiff

City to operate motion picture th
aters. Rose Lader, Jacob L. Steis<
Geraldine Weiss, incorporators.
Moemar Theater Corporatio

New York City to deal in moth
picture equipment. Mildred Fel
man, Lawrence S. Timen, Samu
Siegel incorporators.

Collective Film Producers, In
New York City, to produce moti(
pictures, deal in motion pictu
equipment, operate studios. Ro
Feder, Lionel Mann, Harry Berg<
incorporators.
Nebla Operating Corp., Brookly

to exhibit motion pictures. Dav
Manheimer, Jeneviev Manheim*
Sarah Dornholtz, incorporators.
Voluntary dissolution of the

amusement companies is announce
15th Avenue Amusement Cor
Loew's New Rochelle Corp., Lu\
low Operating Corp., Embassy Thi „
ater Corp., all of New York City.

Frank Monroe Dies
Frank Monroe, 73, veteran cha

acter actor, who originated y^ re

of the sleuth in "Alias Jimif )
f<

entine", died in the SouthsiderTlc
pital, Bay Shore, L. I. A memb
of the Lambs and Equity, he h
been a guest at the Percy Williai]

Home at East Islip. Monroe's sta

debut took place in "East Lynn
in 1884 in Baltimore.
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HE LaFayette, oldest railroad

locomotive in the United States

a museum piece for almost
ee-quarters of a century, will

am over the rails for a motion
djture scene this week so that the
sent generation of Americans
y see how their pre-Civil War
estors traveled.
Vhen Howard Estabrook, associ-

producer and playwright on
amount's "An Empire Is Born,"
!>te the tale of the LaFayette
) his script, Producer-director
ink Lloyd negotiated the loan of
ancient "iron horse" then had it

ped from Baltimore to Chino,
if., where he will use it in the
ning scenes for the $1,500,000
a of the early West.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

Iharlotte Henry has been signed
jlay the leading feminine role in

Monogram production, "God's
intry and the Man" starring Tom
ne. Betty Compson was also set
play a leading role. This is

me's initial western under his

ract to Monogram. Production
cheduled to get under way to-

frow with R. N. Bradbury direct-

The original story was written
Robert Emmett.

hree new writing assignments
e been made on the Republic lot,

h Bradford Ropes doing "All

fids on Deck," Carl Cass, "Meet
Duchess," and Jack Townely

wing "Romance on the Run."

;w Yoi

compani

^''Winkie" Gets Holdovers

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 107 • ©

7ION MYERS. Grand National producer. Born in San Francisco, June 26,™ 1898. Started in the picture business as secretary to Carl Laemmle at

Universal. Has been successively prop man, assistant director, casting director,

production manager, publicity man, gag man,
scenarist and shorts and feature director for

Universal, Educational, Fox and M-G-M. Hav-
ing directed some 30 or 40 shorts and several

features, went to Columbia as producer of

shorts. Then to RKO as production associate

on features, notably Gay Divorcee and Roberta.

Now associated in partnership with Victor

Schertzinger at Grand National, producing a

series of musicals and dramatic pictures, the

first of which, Jimmy Cagney's "Something to

Sing About," is in production. Hobbies: Golf,

tennis. Stands 5, 11. Hair, red. Eyes, blue.

Guy Endore, author of many suc-

cessful screenplays, has been en-

gaged by RKO Radio to collaborate

with Marion Ainslee on an original

story and script for the next filmu-

sical to co-star Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers. The picture will be

a Pandro S. Berman production,

with a musical score to be written

by Irving Berlin.

T T
Sophie Tucker, who is moving

from her Hollywood home to a
larger house in Beverly Hills, also

is planning to build her own home
in California this fall.

Louella Woodford, 19 - year - old
novelist daughter of Jack Woodford,
Warner Bros, scenarist, is the cham-
pion accordion player of Hollywood,
according to Coast experts. Louella's
latest novel, "Attestation," will be
on the fall lists of either Random
House or Simon and Schuster (both
publishers want the book). Her pre-
vious two books, "Two Against the
World" and "Maid Unafraid," writ-
ten when she was 13 and 18 years
old, were best sellers.

T T
"Madame X" and "My Dear Miss

Aldrich" have both gone into pro-

duction at M-G-M. Gladys George
has the title role in the former,
with Warren William and John Beal
in the supporting roles of father
and son. Sam Wood is director,
James K. McGuinness producer, and
the screenplay is adapted from
Alexandre Bisson's play by John
Meehan.
Heading the cast of "My Dear

Miss Aldrich" are Edna May Oliver,
Janet Beecher, Rita Johnson, Wal-
ter Pidgeon, and Maureen O'Sulli-
van. The story is an original by
Herman Mankiewicz and George
Seitz is the director.

T V »

W. S. VanDyke has been selected
to direct M-G-M's "Rosalie," in

which Nelson Eddy and Eleanor
Powell will be co-starred for the
first time, t t t
Frances Langford has signed a

new M-G-M contract . . . and Kubec
Glasmon has been added to the
M-G-M scenario staff.

T T

Casting assignments: M-G-M —
Walter Pidgeon, Maureen O'SuI-
livan, Charlie Grapewin, "My Dear
Miss Aldrich"; Paramount—Charles
Bickford, "Arizona Ames"; Henry
O'Neill, "Wells Fargo"; Columbia-
Wynne Gibson, "The River of Miss-
ing Men"; 20th-Fox—Dick Baldwin,
"Life Begins at College"; Paul and
Grace Hartman, "Forty-Five Fath-
ers"; Wesley Barry, "Wife, Doctor
and Nurse"; Universal — Barbara
Read, "Merry-Go-Round of 1938";
Republic—William Hall, Anne Na-
gel, "Fools in Paradise."
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Willie Winkie," 20th Cen-
Fox's dramatization of the

ous Rudyard Kipling story, has
rted piling up records early, ac-

ing to reports received yester-

at the office of John D. Clark,
eral manager of distribution. It

olding over in each of its first

pre-release engagements, a
ormance made all the more re-

able by the fact that two of
se are in the same city, Rich-
id, Va.
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.evine to Build In Cicero
Ihicago—Rube Levine Co. an-
nces plans completed for con-
iction of a 1,000-seat theater
Twenty-second Street and Fif-
Ave. in Cicero.
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Free Lunch and Free Adv.
Vest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—For most people, failure

o pay a restaurant check means a ses-
jorJV^ washing dishes. But Shirley
V' y^| now on location in the Lake
Vri'^yVad area for her new picture,
Heidi," has been enjoying free meals
t the local restaurant to the delight
f the managing staff. Shirley ex-
hanges a meal for her autograph on a
lenu.

Cohn Denies All Star

Selling to Berkowitz

San Francisco — Armand Cohn,
general manager of All Star Fea-
ture Distributors here, has issued a

blanket denial of rumors indicating

that All Star had disposed of then-

interests to Sam Berkowitz' Far
West exchange of Los Angeles.

Basis of the rumors, widely circu-

lated on the Pacific Coast, is thought
to be the fact that a recent trans-

action gave All Star sole distribu-

tion in California of Far West prod-

ucts. George Montgomery, in Los
Angeles, is associated with Cohn in

All Star operations.

No Favor to Favors

Cincinnati—John Favors, manager
of the Lincoln Theater, 500 W. 5th
St., was kidnapped and robbed of

$184, while on his way to the Cen-
tral Trust Co., to deposit the cash.
Favors, summoned to the side of a
car, was forced to take a ride.

Selznick Buys "Maidens"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Selznick Internation-

al has purchased screen rights to
"Merry, Merry Maidens" which will

appear serially in Cosmopolitan.
Story is by Helen Grace Carlisle.

Warner Bros. Deny Charges

Made by Virgil C. Crites

Warner Bros, yesterday filed a
general denial in Federal Court to
charges made by Virgil C. Crites in
a patent infringement suit which
named the film company, United
Research Corp. and Albert Radtke
as defendants. Crites charges that
Radtke infringed patents on sound
recording and reproducing devices
he developed and gave them to the
United Research Corp., Warner sub-
sidiary, while employed in research
on sound patents by United. War-
ners asks that in the event Crites
charges against Radtke are upheld
that it shall have license rights to
the patents for which it advanced
Radtke $105,000.

"Lancer" at Criterion

Paramount's "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer" will follow the current
"Midnight Madonna" at the New
Criterion on Friday night with a
preview showing at 7 p.m. Pix's re-
turn engagement results from a
poll recently held.

Henry Armetta In N. Y.

Henry Armetta is in New York
following a personal appearance
tour.

"Road Back" Opens Big

Over the weekend "The Road
Back", which just closed its two-a-
day run in New York, opened its

first runs in eight situations, and
in almost every instance outplayed
similar engagements of "Magnifi-
cent Obsession," "Show Boat" and
"My Man Godfrey", "U" home of-
fice said yesterday.

Brunet Goes to Racine
Fond du Lac, Wis.—L. G. Brunet,

formerly assistant manager of the
Retlaw, Fond du Lac and Garrick
theaters here, has been named mana-
ger of the Capitol theater in Racine,
Wis.

Stephens Back With Prize

West Coast Bur., THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood — Harvey Stephens, Para-

mount contract actor and filmdom's
leading soaring enthusiast, returned to
Hollywood yesterday from Elmira, N. Y.,
where he recently won a second prize
of $500 with his self-built glider,
"Little Buckaroo" in the National Soar-
ing Contest. Stephens drove an auto
from Elmira to Hollywood in four and
a half days in order to reach the Para-
mount studio on scheduled time to
begin tests for the role he will play
in Cecil B. DeMille's production of "The
Buccaneer," soon to go before the
cameras.



A Calendar o% J-mIum, Jldmses
An alphabetical list oi English-speaking features released since Feb. 28, 1937, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few [

months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor

release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
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Title Release Date

A Lawman is Born (Rep.) 6-21-37
FD. 6-28-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Iris

Meredith
Accidents Will Happen (Para.) ... .In Prod.

William Gargan, Orien Heyward, V. Os-
borne

Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The (UA)
9-17-37

Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic) . .5-24-37
FD: 5-29-37; Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.

African Holiday (Pearson)
Angel (Para.) In Prod.

Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37; Jane Withers. Robert Kent

Annapolis Salute (RKO) In Prod.
James Ellison, Marsha Hunt

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) ... 6-26-37
FD: 6-18-37; Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Anything- for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox, Judith Bar-

rett

Artists and Modelsi (Para.) In Prod.
Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 5-9-37
FD: 5-20-37; John Boles. Doris Nolan

Atlantic Flight (Mono.) 9-2-37
Dick Merrill

Back in Circulation (WB)
Pat O'Brien. Joan Blondell

Backstage (GB) 4-15-37
Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tillie Losch

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran

Bank Alarm (GN) 6-25-37
FD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37; Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37; Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Behind the Headlines (RKO) 5-14-37
FD: 6-3-37; Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck. Herbert Marshall

Between Two Women (M-G-M) 7-9-37
FD: 6-29-37, Franchot Tone, Maureen

O'Sullivan
Big City (M-G-M) In Prod

Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
Big Shot, The (RKO) 7-23-37
FD: 7-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Cora Wither-

spoon
Big Show, The (Rep.)
FD. 6-24-37; Gene Autry, Kay Hughes

Bill Cracks Down (Republic) 3-22-37
FD: 3-22-37; Grant Withers, Judith Allen

Black Lightning (M-G-M ) 8-20-37
Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 7-14-37
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine McKin-
ney

Blazing Sixes (W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Blond Trouble (Para.) In Prod.
Eleanor Whitney, Johnny Downs

Boothill Brigade (Rep.) 8-2-37
Johnny Mack Brown, Claire Rochelle

Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37
Ken Maynard

Border Cafe (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37
FD. 6-27-37; Rochelle Hudson, Brian
Donlevy

The Bride Wore Red (M-G-M) ... .In Prod.
Crawford-Tone.-Robert Young

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) .7-27-37
Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor

Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37
FD; 1-15-37: Dolly Haas, Emlyn Williams

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.
Joan Bennett. Fred Stone

Cafe Metropole (20th-Fox) 5-7-37
FD: 4-29-37; L. Young, T. Power, A.
Menjou

Californians, The (20th-Fox) 7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie
Weaver

California Straight Ahead (Univ.) ... .5-2-37
FD: 4-16-37: John Wayne. Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
FD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-25-37
FD: 3-29-37;, Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen (Col.)

William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)

65-37
Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Title Release Date

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)
5-21-37

Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
China Passage (RKO-Radio) 3-12-37
FD: 4-16-37; Constance Worth, Vinton

Haworth
Circus Girl (Republic) 3-1-36
FD: 2-24-37: June Travis, Robert Living-

ston
Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37

Lucille Page, Lew Parker
Coins for Candles (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam

Confession (Warner Bros.) 8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter

Come On, Cowboy! (Republic) 6-24-37
FD.: 5-21-37; R. Livingstone, R. Corri-

gan, M. Terhune
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Crime Nobody Saw (Para.) 3-12-37
FD: 4-8-37: Lew Ayres. Ruth Coleman

Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Damaged Goods (GN) 6-15-37
FD: 6-24-37; Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry
Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.

Fred Astaire
Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) In Prod.

Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell
Danger—Love at Work (20th-Fox) .In Prod.

Simone Simon, Jack Haley
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.) 8-1-37
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Dangerous Holiday (Rep.) 5-31-37
FD: 6-25-37: Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper

Dark Journey (UA) 7-2-37
Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh

David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37
Will Rogers, Louise Dresser

Dawn to Dusk (Advance) 9-15-37
Margaret Morris, Bill Edwards

Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 6-11-37
FD: 6-15-37; Marx Bros., Allan Jones,

Maureen O'Sullivan
Dead End (UA) 8-27-37

Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea
Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-25-37
FD: 7-20-37; Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.
George Arliss

Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Not Set

Barton McLane, June Travis
Don't Tell the Wife (RKO-Radio) . . . .3-5-37
FD: 2-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Una Merkel

Doomed at Sundown (Rep.) 7-7-37
Bob Steele, Lorraine Hayes

Double or Nothing (Para.) In Prod.
Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

Double Wedding (M-G-M) In Prod.
William Powell, Myrna Loy

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Mulr, Barton MacLane

Dreamiug Lips (U. A.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-20-37: Elisabeth Bergner, Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37: Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence

Easy Going (RKO) 7-9-37
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) 7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Ebb-Tide (Para.) In Prod.
Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray

Milland
Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37

FD: 4-6-37; Sabu, Walter Hudd
Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) 7-2-37
FD: 6-29-37; Lusie Rainer, William

Powell
Empty Holsters (F.N.) 7-10-37

Dick Foran, Patricia Walthall
Ever Since Adam (Republic) 3-8-37

Nat Pendleton, Lyle Talbot
Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion Davies, Robert

Montgomery
Exclusive (Para.) 7-30-37
Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer

Fair Warning (20th-Fox) 3-5-37

FD: 3-26-37; J. Edward Bromberg, Betty
Furness

Family Affair, A (M-G-M) 3-12-37
FD: 4-22-37: Lionel Barrymore, Cecilia

Psrkor
Federal Bullets (Mono.) 9-23-37
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37

FD: 3-29-37; Don Ameche, Ann Sothern
Fifty-Second Street (UA) 9-30-37

Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson

Title Release Date

Fight to a Finish (Col.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-1-37: Don Terry. Rosalind Keith

Firefly, The (M-G-M) 8-13-37
Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones

Fire Over England (U. A.) 3-5-37
FD: 1-14-37; Flora Robson, Lawrence

Olivier
Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37
FD: 7-12-37; Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane

Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
FD: 6-8-37; Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) 7-2-37
Larry Crabbe, June Martel

Frame Up, The (Columbia) 5-1-37
Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Galloping Dynamite (Ambassador)
FD: 7-8-37; Kermit Maynard

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Gangway (GB)
Jessie Matthews

General Hospital (M-G-M) 7-9-37
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
FD: 6-23-37; Charles Quigley, Jacqueline

Wells
Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.) 4-2-39
FD: 6-4-37; Karen Morley, Robert Bald-

win
Girl Loves Boy (G. N.) 3-27-37
FD: 3-17-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Girl Overboard (Universal) 2-28-37
FD: 3-2-37; Gloria Stuart, Walter Pidgeon

Girl Said No, The (G. N.) 9-3-37
1

FD: 5-21-37; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm-
strong

Git Along, Little Dogie (Rep.) 3-22-37
FD: 3-27-37: Gene Autry, Judith Allen

Go Getter, The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent, Anita Louise

Gold Diggers of 1937 (First Nat'l) .12-26-36
FD: 12-2-36: Dick Powell, Joan Blondell

Gold Racket, The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Goldwyu Follies, The (UA) 12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker

Good Earth. The (M-G-M) 8-6-37

FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37: Wallace Beery, Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) 5-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambmi, The (Para.) 6-25-37
FD: 6-7-37: Akim Tamiroff. Marian Marsh

Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) ... .5-14-37
FD: 7-21-37; Jane Darwell, Sally Blane,

Thomas Beck
Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-37
FD: 5-13-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37: Bob Steel, Louise Stanley

Gunsmoke Ranch (Rep.) 5-5-37
The Three Mesquiteers, Julia Thayer

Heart's Desire (GB)
FD: 7-15-37; Richard Tauber

Hell Divers (M-G-M: reissue) 6-4-37

Wallace Beery
Her Husband's Secretary (First Nat'l)

3-20-37

FD: 3-22-37; Warren Hull, Jean Muir
Her Husband Lies (Para.) 3-19-37

FD: 3-22-37: Ricardo Cortez, Gail Patrick
Hideout in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37

Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell
High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) .In Prod.

Irene Dunne. Randolph Scott
Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.) 4-16-37

FD: 4-13-37: William Boyd, Gail Sheridan
History Is Made at Night (U. A.) . . .4-2-37

FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
Hit Parade, The (Republic) 4-26-37

FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37

Tex Ritter. Jerry Bergh
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37

FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Hoosier Schoolboy, The (Mono.) ... .7-7-37

FD: 6-29-37: Mickey Rooney, Anne Nagel

Hopalong Rides Again (Para.) . . . .In Prod.

William Boyd, Lois Wilde

Hot Water (20th-Fox) In Prod.
Jed Prouty. Spring Byington

Title Release Date

lien

. 4-5-37
j

Fox) I

6-18-37

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

Hurricane, The (UA) 11-1-37
Dorothy Lamour. Jon Hall

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-37
FD: 6-29-37; John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-24-37; Claudette Colbert, Melvyn

Douglas
I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37
FD: 2-18-37; Chester Morris, Helen Mack,

Leo Carrillo
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-9-37
FD: 4-12-37; Barbara Stanwyck. Joel Mc-

Crea
It Could Happen to You (Rep.) .... 6-28-37

Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds
It Happened in Hollywood (Col.) I

Richard Dix, Fay Wray
It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37

FD: 6-8-37: Paul Kelly. Judith Allen
Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.)

Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye
Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)

6 __
FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane

Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-37
FD: 5-6-37; Boris Karloff

Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-37
FD: 4-4-37; Edw. G. Robinson. Bette
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37: Capt. Wallace Casewell

King and the Chorus Girl (Warner Bros.)
3-27-37

FD: 2-25-37; Fernand Gravet. Joan Blon.
dell

King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-16-37; Claire Trevor, Lloyd Nolan

King of the Sierras (G.N.) 8-20-37
Thunder, the Wonder Horse

|King Solomon's Mines (GB) 7-17-3fi
FD: 7-2-37; C. Hardwick, R. Young, P. I

Robeson
The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37; G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

water
Knight Without Armor (N. A.)
FD: 7-9-37; Marlene Dietrich

Donat
Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox)
FD: 6-2-37; Michael Whalen,
art

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) In Prod,
Maurice Moscovitch, Germaine Aussey,

Peter Lorre
Land Beyond the Law (Warner Bros.)

3-13-37
Dick Foran. Linda Perry

Land Without Music (GB) Not set
Richard Tauber. Jimmy Durante

Lash of the Penitentes (Telepictures)
FD: 3-10-37; Joseph Swickard, Marie

De Forest
Last Train from Madrid (Para.) . . . .6-11-37

FD: 6-4-37: Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland
Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-31

Richard Arlen
League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-25-31

Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Left Handed Law (Universal) 4-18-31
Buck Jones, Noel Francis

Legion of Missing Men (Mono.) ... .8-4-31

Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander
Let's Get Married (Columbia) 3-25-31
FD: 4-14-37; Ralph Bellamy. Ida Lupiw

Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-3'

FD: 6-4-37; Judith Barrett, John Howare
Life of Emile Zola, The (WB)

Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard
Life of the Party (RKO ) In Prod

Gene Raymond, Harriet Hilliard
Little Buckaroo (F. N.) 5-15-3'

Dick Foran, Jane Bryan
London by Night (M-G-M) 8-30-3'

FD: 7-20-37: George Murphy, Rita JohD

. . . 7-23-37
Robert

7-23-37
Gloria Stu-

Looking for Trouble (RKO) Not Se

George O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Lost Horizon (Columbia) Not
FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt

Love from a Stranger (U. A.) ... .5-14-3

FD: 4-21-37; Anne Harding. Basil Rati
bone

Love in a Bungalow (Universal)
FD: 7-7-37: Kent Taylor, Nan

Lovely to Look At (20th Century-Fox) .

Sonj a Henie. Tyrone Power

Loves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13

Bruce Cabot, Beatrice Roberts

Luck of Roaring Camp (Mono.) ... 8-18

Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury
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Make a Wish (RKO Radio) In Prod.
Bobby Breen B. Rathbone. M. Claire

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37
FD: 4-27-37; Victor Moore, Fay Banister

Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37
E. E. Horton, Genevieve Tobin

Man Who Found Himself (RKO) 4-2-37
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal, Joan Fontaine

'" Man Who Could Work Miracles
(U. A.) 2-26-37
FD: 2-24-37; Roland Young;, Penelope
Ward

Man Who Cried Wolf (U) Not Set
Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed, Tom Brown

Mandarin Mystery, The (Rep.) 12-7-36
FD: 6-23-37; Eddie Quillan, Charlotte

Henry
Manhattan Melodrama (M-G-M) reissue

8-2-37
"I: Gable-Loy-Powell

3]JMarie Walewski (M-G-M) Not Set
I Grega Garbo,

» [Marked Woman
FD: 2-26-37;

grart

Married Before

Charles Boyer
(F. N.) 4-10-37
Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

"I

Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37
j

Robert Young', Florence Rice
""arried Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart. Michael Whalen
(WB) 7-31-37
Mary Boland, F. McHugh,

31 P
j,
Marry the Girl

FD: 7-13-37;
H. Herbert

Maytime (M-G-M) 3-26-37
: FD: 3-8-37: J. MacDonald, Nelson Eddy
jMeet the Boy Friend (Rep.) 7-5-37

FD: 7-19-37; Carol Hughes, David Carlyle
Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-11-37

Victor Moore, Helen Broderick
Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .5-1-37

FD: 1-12-37: James Melton, Patricia Ellis

j Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
FD: 5-6-37: Dick Purcell, June Travis

Mexican Quarter (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
1 FD: 5-6-37; Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull
Midnight Court (Warner Bros.) .....3-6-37

PD: 1-27-37: Ann Dvorak, John Litel
Midnisht Madonna (Para.) 7-2-37
, FD: 6-8-37; Warren William, Mady Cor-

rell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta
Duncan

Missus America (RKO) Not Set
Victor Moore, Helen Broderick

Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37
|
FD: 4-4-37: Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

rountain Justice (Warner Bros.) . . .4-24-37
FD: 5-14-37; Josephine Hutchinson,

George Brent
[Mountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37

FD: 6-14-37; Bob Burns, Martha Raye
urder Goes to College (Paramount) .3-5-37
FD: 2-24-37: Ray Milland, Marsha Hunt
usic for Madame (RKO) In Prod.
Nino Martini. Joan Fontaine
ystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN)

8-6-37
Tex Ritler, Iris Meredith

Nancy Steele Is Missing- (20th-Fox) .3-12-37
FD: 3-10-37: Victor McLaglen, Walter

Connolly, June Lang-
jNaughty Marietta (M-G-M) reissue. .8-6-37

|
Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald

Navy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37
i FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell, Mary Brian
Navy Spy (Grand National) 3-13-37

I

FD: 3-24-37; Conrad Nagel. Eleanor Hunt
New Faces of 1937 (RKO) 7-2-37

|

FD: 6-29-37: Milton Berle, Joe Penner,
Harriet Hilliard

[Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37: Boris Karlofl, Polly Rowles

|Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37; Robert Montgomery. Rosa-

lind Russell
Night of Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37

|
Roscoe Karns, Ruth Coleman

Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37
PD: 2-2-37: Patsy Kelly. Lyda Roberti

So; ,, . jj New York ( GB)
.1 ftff Lee, John Loder

NortVF'of the Rio Grande (Para.) .6-28-37
FD: 6-22-37; Wm. Boyd, Bernadene

Hayes
Nothing Sacred (UA) 10-19-37

Carole Lombard, Fredric March a

3h ! Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37?
FD: 4-22-37: Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden

Release Date Title

Old Louisiana (Crescent) 3-1-36
FD: 3-12-36; Tom Keene, Rita Cansino

On Again—Off Again (RKO) 7-9-37
FD: 7-12-37; Wheeler & Woolsey

On Such a Nigrht (Para.) In Prod.
Karen Morley, Alan Mowbray

One Mile from Heaven (20th-Fox) . .8-13-37
FD: 7-20-37; Claire Trevor, Doug-las Fow-

ley
Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) . . . .4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37; Preston Foster

Outer Gate (Mono.) 8-11-37
Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker

Paradise Isle (Mono.) 7-28-37
FD: 7-7-37; Movita, Warren Hull

Parnell (M-li-M-j 6-4-37
FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

Parole Racket (Columbia) 3-4-37
FD: 3-11-37; Rosalind Keith, Paul Kelly

Personal Property (M-G-M) 3-19-37
FD: 3-16-37; Jean Harlow, Robert Taylor

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Plots.). Not set
FD: 2-15-37. Bela Lug-osi, Shirley Grey

Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) . . . .6-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Prisoner ot Zenda, The (UA) 8-20-37
R. Colman, M. Carroll, D. Fairbanks, Jr.

Public Wedding- (Warners) 7-10-37
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Quality Street (RKOJ 3-26-37
FD: 3-10-37; Katharine Hepburn, Franchot

Tone
Racketeers in Exile (Columbia) . . . .3-30-37
FD: 4-15-37; Geo. Bancroft, Wynne Gib-

son
Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Range Defenders (Rep.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-9-37; Three Mesquiteers, Eleanor

Stewart
Ready, Willing and Able (Warners) ..3-6-37
FD: 3-16-37; Ruby Keeler, Lee Dixon

Reckless Ranger (Col.) 5-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

Red Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.
Red Mill, The (M-G-M) In Prod.

Allan Jones, Delia Lind
Red Rope, The (Rep) 7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

Reported Missing (U ) 8-1-37
Jean Rogers

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.) 6-14-37
FD: 6-18-37; Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull

Ridel's of the Dawn (Mono.) 9-9-37
Jack Randall

Riders of the Whistling Skull (Rep.) . . .

1-4-37
FD: 6-3-37; Three Mesquiteers

Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37
Tex Ritter

Riding on Air (RKO) 6-18-37
FD- 6-28-37; Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice

Road Back, The (Universal) 8-1-37
FD: 6-18-37; John King, Barbara Read

Road Show (M-G-M) In Prod.
J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.

Roberti
Roaring Timber (Col.) 7-4-37

Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37

FD: 7-16-36; Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Roolin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .5-12-37
FD: 5-1-37: Gene Autry, Armida

Roundup Time in Texas (Republic) .2-28-37
FD: 4-22-37; Gene Autry, Maxine Doyle

Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37
William Boyd, Muriel Evans

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) In Prod.
Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart

Saratoga (M-G-M) 7-23-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jean Harlow, Clark Gable

Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.
Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew

Seventh Heaven (20th-Fox) 3-26-37

FD: 3-18-37; Simone Simon, James Stew-

Shadow Strikes, The (GN) 7-9-37

FD: 7-9-37; Rod La Rocque, Lynn Anders
Shadows of the Orient (Mono.) ... .9-16-37

Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston
Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37

FD: 4-30-37; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.) 8-2-37

Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane
She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37

Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson
She's No Lady (Para.) Not Set

John Trent, Ann Dvorak

Release Date Title

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) ... .6-9-37
Frances Williams, Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) 6-25-37
FD: 6-22-37; Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing, Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 5-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-37
Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37
FD: 6-17-37; Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.

Allen
Slim (F. N.) 6-12-37

FD: 5-11-37; Pat O'Brien. Henry Fonda,
Margaret Lindsay

Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37
Stuart Erwin. Joyce Compton

Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37: Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey

Dean
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.) . .In Prod.

G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme
Souls at Sea (Para.) 7-28-37
Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances Dee

Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37
FD: 6-14-37; Charles Quigley, Dorothy
Wilson

Squadron "B" (Advance) 11-1-37
Bill Edwards, Margaret Morris

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith
Stampede ( Col. ) 6-8-37
FD: 11-27-36: Charles Starret, Finis

Barton
Star Is Born. A (United Artists) . . . .4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37; Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Stella Dailas (UA) 8-6-37
Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles

Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher. Patricia

Ellis
Super Sleuth (RKO) 7-16-37
FD: 7-13-37: Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-18-37
FD: 6-18-37: Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Swing High, Swing Low (Para.) .. .3-12-36
FD: 3-15-36: Carole Lombard, Fred Mac-

Murray
Take the Heir (RKO, 7-23-37
Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37

Donald Woods. Jeanne Madden
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 5-18-37; Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers
Telephone Operator (Mono.) 9-30-37
Tenth Man. The (G. B.) 5-15-37

John Lodge. Antoinette Cellier

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37
FD: 5-11-37: Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Kent
That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37
FD: 5-11-37: Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-

bert
The Big City (M-G-M) In Prod.

Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
There Goes My Girl (RKO) 5-21-37
FD: 5-29-37: Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 5-14-37
FD: 5-17-37; F. Tone, S. Tracy, Gladys

George
They Won't Forget (W.B.) 7-14-37
FD: 6-14-37: Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .6-26-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37
FD: 4-4-37; Whitty, Evans, Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-37
Weldon Weyburn, Inez Courtney

This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 6-28-37
FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert

Taylor

Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37; Robert Armstrong. Fin

D'Orsay

Thunder in the City (Columbia) ... .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37; Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Deste
Timberesque (Syndicate)
FD: 7-8-37; Barry Norton

Time Out for Romance (20th-Fox) .3-19-37
FD: 2-10-37; Claire Trevor, Michael
Whalen

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) . . .7-30-37
FD: 7-13-37; Edward Arnold, Frances

Farmer

Release Date

Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-U-37
FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper

Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37; Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
FD: 7-12-37; Constance Bennett; Cary

Grant
Trapped (Columbia) 3-5-37

Charles Starret, Peggy Stratford
Tough to Handle (Conn.)

Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond
Trailing Trouble (GN) 8-27-37
Ken Maynard

Trouble in Morocco (Columbia) 3-22-37
FD: 3-9-37: Jack Holt. Mae Clarke

Trouble in Texas (Grand Nat'l) ... .3-6-37
FD: 3-11-37; Tex Ritter, Rita Cansino

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37
FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor

Whitney
Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37

Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks
Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37

Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford
Two Who Dared (G. N.) 6-8-37
FD: 7-12-37; Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Twenty-Three and a Half Hours' Leave
(Grand National) 3-20-37
FD: 3-2-37; Jimmy Ellison .Terry Walker

Two of Us, The (GB) 7-10-37
Jack Hulbert

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .6-21-37
FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt, Annabella.
Raymond Massey

Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) . .6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37: James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Victoria the Great (RKO) In Prod.
Anton Walbrook, Anna Neagle

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Waikiki Wedding (Para.) 3-26-37
FD: 3-23-37; Bing Crosby. Martha Raye,

Bob Burns
Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37: Walter Winchell, Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Waltci Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)

7-30-37
Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter

Wee Winnie Winkie ( 20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37; Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

We Have Our Moments (Universal) .3-28-37
FD: 3-24-37; James Dunn, Sally Eilers

We, the Jury (RKO) In Prod.
Helen Broderick, Victor Moore

Westbound Limited (Universal) . . . .7-11-37

Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles
Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-13-37

Smith Bellew
What Price Vengeanee (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
When Love Is Young (Universal) .. .4-4-37

FD: 4-19-37; Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor
When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.) ... .6-4-37

FD: 0-15-37; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Valerie Hobson
Where There's a Will (GB) 7-26-37

Will Hay
White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37

Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver
Wife, Doctor and Nurse tr5th-Fox)

10-29-37
Loretta Young, W. Baxter, V. Bruce

Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) 9-10-37

FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers, Walter Bren-

nan

Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37

FD: 6-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,
Louise Campbell

Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37

FD: 6-14-37; Scott Colton, Jean Rogers

Windjammer (RKO) In Prod.

George O'Brien, Constance Worth

Wings of Mercy (RKO-Radio) In Prod.

John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37

FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.) 6-7-37

FD: 4-27-37; Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-16-37

FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni. Miriam Hopkins

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) 6-26-37

FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster, Joan
Fontaine

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37; Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack

Young Man's Fancy, A (U.) ... .June Prod

You're in the Army Now (G. B.) 3-1-37

FD: 2-25-37: Wallace Ford, Anna Lee

Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge (Rep.)
6-14-37

Gene Autry, Betty Bronson

L-aa
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MOVES UP AT MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

tend and speak will include Presi-

dent Nathan Yamins and Abram F.

Myers, chairman of the board and
general counsel.

Iowa Exhibs Improving

Houses to Attract Cash

Des Moines, Iowa — With crop
prospects for Iowa the best in years,
state theater owners are furnish-
ing up their houses to attract some
of the money that is beginning to

circulate.

George Hundling, manager of the
Capitol theater at Newton, is air-

conditioning his house; J. A. Mere-
dith, owner, reopened the Garden,
in Sigourney, after making exten-

sive improvements; L. F. Wolcott,
owner of the New Grand theater in

Eldora, has enlarged and air-condi-

tioned his house; and Floyd Raffery,
manager of the Lyric, in Coon
Rapids has reopened it after it had
been closed six weeks for remodel-
ing and air-conditioning.

Republic Closes Deals

Republic has sold its 1937-38 pro-
gram to the Sproule Circuit. Re-
public's 1937-38 product, including

features, westerns and 1938-39 ser-

ials also is to receive representation
in situations in the Jefferson Amuse-
ment Co. Circuit.

Republic's Gene Stratton Porter
story, "Michael O'Halloran", has
been booked in the 21 houses of the
St. Louis Amusement Company, in

St. Louis.

Masefield Heads ISAPC
London — John Masefield, Eng-

land's poet-laureate, was elected
president of the Incorporated So-
ciety of Authors, Playwrights and
Composers, succeeding the late Sir
James Barrie.

Rosenthal to Europe
Jack Rosenthal of World Film

Ent. sails Saturday on the S. S.
Western Line for Europe. He plans
a business trip through Belgium,
France, Italy and Russia, handling
cameras and 16 mm. film.

Gardnerville, Nev.—Helene Anne
McAdoo, screen actress and former
stand-in for Ann Dvorak, was mar-
ried here to Louis E. Jennings, Hol-
lywood cameraman. Bride is a
cousin of U. S. Senator William G.
McAdoo.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Francis Lederer and

Margo have set Oct. 6 as their wed-
ding day, it became known yester-
day.

NEWS of the DAY
Brookline, Mass.—Contracts have

been awarded by the Haward
Amusement Co. for a new 1,000-

seat theater here to cost $75,000.

Baltimore—The Towson Theater,
Towson, Md., and the Hollywood, at
Arbutus, have installed air-condi-

tioning equipment.

Detroit—Plans for remodeling the
Oakdale Theater in Hazel Park,
North End suburb, are under con-
sideration by the William J. Schulte
Circuit.

Detroit — Harry Saunders has
been succeeded by Jake Sullivan as
manager of the Fenkell Theater,
newly taken over by Wisper and
Wetsman from the Sam Brown Cir-

cuit. Sullivan is also manager of

the Piccadilly, a few blocks away,
for the same circuit.

Madisonville, O. — Elleness
Amusement Co., Inc., headed by I.

Libson of Cincinnati and W. N. Skir-

ball of Cleveland, has acquired a
working interest in the local Madi-
son theater.

Ft. Myers, Fla.—The Arcade The-
ater is to be remodeled and en-

larged. Seating capacity will be in-

creased from 600 to 1,200. This is

a Sparks house.

Worcester, Mass.—Edward Mar-
kell of Boston is planning to open

the Webster Square Theater here.

Meriden, Conn.—Loew's have con-
tracted with American Seating Co.
for the installation of 1,700 new de
luxe seats in the Palace Theater.

New Orleans—A. Marrero, for-
merly a booker for Educational
when it manitained its own dis-
tributing facilities and who has
been off of film row for five years,
is back again as booker for Mono-
gram Southern here.

New Orleans—Robert Meyer, ed-
itorial writer and present radio ed-
tor of the Item-Tribune, has suc-
ceeded Mel Washburn to the drama
desk of both the Item, the Morning
Tribune and their Sunday edition,

the Item-Tribune. Meyer's assump-
tion of the dramatic editor's duties
is said to be only temporary with
Pete Daley, makeup editor, sched-
uled to take over within the fort-
night.

Zephyrills, Fla.—Plans are under
way to erect a moving picture the-
ater next to the new city hall.

Stuart, Fla.—Eastern Enterprises,
Inc., a division of Sparks Theater
chain, has leased the Lyric theater.
Extensive improvements will be
made before the formal opening in

September. Rupert Koblegard, Jr.,

who has had charge of the two the-
aters in Fort Pierce, will be trans-
ferred to the Lyric.

Louisville—The Strand Theater,
at Irvin, has installed a cooling sys-

tem as has Derby Theater at La-
conia.

Wanger to Spend 2 Million

On '39 Technicolor Feature

(Continued from Page 1)

color production, "California", bud-
geted at $2,000,000. Grover Jones
has been given six months to com-
plete the script for which he has
been doing research for five years

and at least another six months will

be devoted to filming, Wanger says.

"California" will describe the rise

of the state from the days of the

early padres through the gold rush
and the Pony Express, the reign of

renegates and Vigilantes, the found-
ing of the great families, the

growth of cities and parks, the
emergence of the state as the play-
ground of the world. The San Fran-
cisco World Fair of 1939 will climax
the production. Wanger's entire

list of contract stars, including
Charles Boyer, Madeleine Carroll,

Sylvia Sidney, Joan Bennett and
Henry Fonda will appear in "Cali-
fornia."

Walker May Produce
Johnny Walker is planning to pro-

duce a show on Broadway next sea-

Charlotte Getting Ready

for Warner Trade Exhibit

Charlotte — R. L. McCoy, branch
manager for Warner Bros, here, has
already tied in with the Charlotte
News for the two-day trade exhibit
which the company is staging on
Aug. 23-24. Paper has already pub-
lished several stories on the trade
exhibit announcing the pictures to
be shown and the various groups
who will attend. The Hotel Char-
lotte will serve as headquarters for
the exhibitors here.

ITOA Talks Film Situation

Film situation will be discussed
by the ITOA at a special meet-
ing today at the Hotel Astor. Also
plans for its annual outing.

Samuelson Adds Bookings
Sidney E. Samuelson is now book-

ing four Hildinger circuit houses in

Newark, in addition to his theater
at Newton, N. J.

Golf Tourney Aug. 16
Cincinnati—The Queen City Var-

iety Club's annual golf tournament
is tentatively set for August 16.

SINGLES ACCEPTAIC".

INDICATED BY TESTS

(Continued from Page 1)

ject by local film critics, Schwartz
and Fulton advertised that one sin-

gle bill would be offered each week
in each of their houses. The initial

experiment showed that, with from
one to two extra shows thus made
possible, box-office returns were as
great, or greater, than those from
double bills offered during corre-
sponding days of the week. How-
ever, when it became impossible to
secure a sufficient number of strong
pictures to continue the experiment
on the original schedule, single bills

were limited to three houses and
such times as high grade product
was available.

Thus, in six weeks during which
time nine pictures have been offered
on various nights of the week as
singles in the Southtown, Tivoli and
State theaters, the results have con-
tinued to prove that single feature
bills are acceptable and that they
gross as much as doubles. As a re-
sult, Schwartz and Fulton will ex-
tend the single policy to other
houses in the Fall.

Similarly, when Charles Esterly,
operator of the Bijou Theater in
Kansas City, because of booking
difficulties, held over "Waikiki Wed-
ding," he offered it as a single and,
despite the fact it was run on the
tail end of the week and without
giveaways, it grossed more as a
single than it had when offered as
one pix of a double-feature bill. The
Commonwealth Amusement Corp.,
which operates houses in the small-
er towns of Missouri and Kansas,
has never played double bills except
over Friday and Saturday, except in

their "B" houses in the larger
towns. In their larger houses in

Manhattan, Kansas and Lawrence,
Kan., the policy calls for single bills

only.

F & M Handling Scripts

Fanchon & Marco has establish-

ed a department at its New York
office to handle literary material for

radio and motion picture use.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Beverly Hills—Pauline Frederick,

veteran stage, screen and radio star,

is recuperating at her home here af-
ter a collapse in the East. Hot
weather aggravating an asthmatic
condition caused her collapse 10
days ago, cancelling her appearance
in the "Masque of Kings," Theater
Guild play at Providence, R. I.

U \'s,

Hwihes
Cincinnati—Mrs. Phil Ch;|

who was confined to the
Hospital, Cincinnati, has returned to

her home in Springfield.

Nathan Myers of the Cort the-

ater, Newark, is a patient at Beth
Israel hospital, that city.
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Counsel in Briefs Holds

$9,100,000 Allowance

to be "Fair"

Attacks on the Rockefeller set-

tlement made during hearing on the

RKO reorganization plan are ans-

wered by counsel for the Rockefel-

lers in briefs filed with Special Mas-
ter George W. Alger. In additional

briefs, Atlas Corp., proponent of

the plan, defends it and other groups
for and against the plan have their

say.
The Rockefeller brief maintains

that the proposed $9,100,000 settle-
(Continued on Page 3)

PORTLANpRE., RIZ

SHOWS 25^, C. JUMP

Portland, Ore.—Oregon film biz

is snowing an increase, up to 25 per

cent, a checkup at the end of the

second quarter establishes.

As compared with the first quar-

ter of 1936, first-run grosses for the

second three-month period show an
increase of 25 per cent plus. Subur-
ban house gain is less, being ap-
proximately 10 per cent with strike

conditions held largely responsible.

July 1 brought a rise in admis-
(Continued on Page 3)

Western Electric Sales

Show Increase of 48 p.c.

Sales of the Western Electric
Company for the first six months of
this year were $97,355,000, it was
announced today by Edgar S.

Bloom, President. This figure com-
pares with $65,651,000 for the cor-
responding period last year, an in-

crease of 48 per cent.

^'Marks Meets His Marx
An avalanche of autograph-seekers

descended upon Maurice Marks, writer
and publicity expert and husband of

Rita Weiman, the other day at Fairfield,

Conn., where they are spending the
summer. Seems the rumor got around
that he was one of the Marx brothers.

How They Started

John Hay Whitney, chairman of the board of directors of Selznick International Pictures, made
his industry bow In 1933 when he organized Pioneer Pictures, Inc., for the purpose of producing
films in color. Credit this brush-and-palette likeness to Hap Hadley, no less

SoWet Government Five-Year Plan

Calls for Building of 7,500 Houses

One Major Co. To Produce

Pix for Use in Classroom

At least one major company has
agreed to produce educational films
for classroom use exclusively and
the other companies are discussing
such action, The Film Daily learns.

Whole subject of distribution and
production of educational films will

be aired at the regular quarterly
meeting of the MPPDA in Septem-
ber.

London (By Cable)—Under the
third Soviet Five Year Plan, pro-
duction in that countrv will be in-

creased from 60 pictures in 1937 to

150 in 1942, according to informa-
tion received here. Plans have been
made for the construction of 500
theaters in cities and approximately
1,000 more in regional centers, it is

reported. Installation of picture
equipment in more workers' clubs is

also contemplated and the number
of mobile cinemas will be substan-
tially increased.

Franchises With Para., 20th-

Fox and M-G-M
Carry Over

Warner Bros, circuit is working
out product deals with United Ar-
tists, RKO and Columbia, after hav-
ing closed for the Universal lineup.
The circuit has carry-over fran-
chises with Paramount, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and M-G-M covering the
1937-1938 season.

Deals are being negotiated by
Joseph Bernhard, circuit head, and
Clayton Bond.

Circuit buying for the new year
is generally well-advanced.

$100,000 BANK NIGHT

IS PLANNED BY ITOA

A Bank Night involving $100,000
is planned by theaters affiliated

with the ITOA in the New York
territory in September, President
Harry Brandt said yesterday. Un-
der the arrangement, 100 houses will

each put in $1,000, according to

Brandt.

Alperson and Other GN
Officers Are Re-Elected

President Edward Alperson and
all other officers of Grand National
were re-elected by its board of di-

rectors at its annual meeting in

New York yesterday, when A. Pam
Blumenthal was formally made a

vice-president. Officers of the cor-

poration are Edward Peskay, vice-

president, and Timothy Murphy,
secretary and treasurer.

And "Handsome" It Is

The expressive title phraseology prop-
erly described as well the opening Para-
mount gave its 1937-38 curtain raiser,

"High, Wide and Handsome" at the
Astor Theater here last night. There
were all the trimmings, from lights to

celebs, and from Gabriel Heatter at the
mike to just olain fans. For review,

turn to Page 12.
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Low Close Chg.
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30 30
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Con. Fm. Ind 3y4
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MARKET
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951/2 96
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MARKET
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234 West 44th St. - - New York

Stadium Memorial Concert
|

M-G-M to Release Four

Dedicated to Gershwin Features During October

Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Sig-
mund Romberg, Deems Taylor, Wal-
ter Damrosch and Gene Buck head
a committee which will sponsor a
memorial concert dedicated to

George Gershwin at Lewisohn Sta-
dium on Aug. 9.

Among those scheduled to appear
on the program are Alexander Smal-
lens and Ferde Grofe as conductors.
Smallens conducted the New York
run of Mr. Gershwin's opera, "Porgy
and Bess," and, last season directed
a Gershwin concert in Hollywood,
with the composer as soloist.

Ethel Merman will sing some of
Gershwin's most familiar songs, and
Oscar Levant is expected to flv from
Hollywood to assist at the concert.
Paul Whiteman has wired from
Fort Worth, Texas, that he expects
to be present to conduct at least
one selection. Al Jolson is also ex-
pected.

The Eva Jessye Choir, which par-
ticipated importantly in "Porgy and
Bess," will be heard in several se-
lections from the onera. The orches-
tra will be that of the Philharmonic-
Symphony Society.

Mrs. Bess Moeller Dies

Mrs. Bess Moeller, 48, wife of
Bert Moeller, Marsh Products and
former National Screen executive,
died yesterday morning at her
home, 4209 47th Ave., Long Island
City, following- several operations.
Funeral will be held in Detroit to-
morrow. Moeller flew to that city
last night to make arrangements.

M-G-M releases for the month of

October include "I'll Never Forget",
Oct. 1; "Marie Walewska" starring
Garbo, Oct. 8; "Double Wedding"
with William Powell and Myrna
Loy, Oct. 15; "Madame X" with
Gladys George and Warren William,
Oct. 22; "Live, Love and Learn"
with Robert Montgomery and Ro-
salind Russell, Oct. 29.

M-G-M will re-issue "Naughty
Marietta" on Aug. 6.

Roper Sees Television
' as Boon to Rural Folk

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Secretary of Com-

merce Daniel C. Roner sees televis-

ion and radio as "the two mediums
upon which we can depend in the
future to keep rural sections in

touch with progress in the outside
world".

Clawson Funeral Held
A delegation from Local 644, cam-

eramen's union, including Charles
Downs, business manager, yesterday
attended the funeral of Lawrence
(Dal) Clawson, veteran cameraman,
with services held at Cooke's funeral
parlors on West 72nd St. Crema-
tion followed at Ferncliff.

Bringing Back Two
"Be Mine Tonight" and "Thunder

in the East" will open at the 55th
St. Playhouse Saturday as a "pat-
ron request" bill.

Coming and Going
PHIL REISMAN sails from New York July 29

for London.

OWEN DAVIS returned yesterday from
Skowhegan, Maine.

CHRIS DUNPHY is due to return to New York
Aug. 3 from abroad.

BOB GILLHAM leaves New York tomorrow
or Saturday for Hollywood.

BERT MOELLER flew to Detroit last night

from New York.

DON HANCOCK of Castle Films leaves today

for a 10-day swing around the Eastern cities.

RANDOLPH SCOTT, while in New York, is at

the Warwick.

MARTIN J. LEWIS, of the 55th St. Play-

house, sails on the lie de France July 29.

HUNT STROMBERG will arrive in New York
on Sunday, bound for a vacation in Europe.

He plans to sail on the Queen Mary.

HENRY ARMETTA is stopping at the Hotel

Edison.

MAURICE MARKS was in New York yesterday

from Fairfield, Conn., where he is summering.

JACK McPHERSON is in New York from
Chicago.

PHYLLIS WELCH leaves New York Aug. 10
for Hollywood.

BOYD CRAWFORD departs from New York
Aug. 12 for the Coast.

MARGARET LINDLEY has returned to New
York from a Hollywood trip.

RICHARD MADDEN is vacationing in Canada.

JOHN WRIGHT leaves New York today for

a vacation in the Middle West.

HUGH MARLOWE, scheduled to sail for

Europe last week, instead is remaining in New
York for the present.

MRS. S. TAPPIN, SAM WOLF, PAUL GARN-
ER and DICK HAKINS flew to the Coast yes-
terday.

GERALDINE RUDOLPH, continental actress
recently signed to an exclusive contract by
London Films, arrives in New York Saturday,
aboard the Volendam.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN was unable to leave
the Coast to arrive here yesterday, as planned,
but will come on shortly to sail for Europe.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT and her husband,
FRANK CHAPMAN, who have been on vacation
in Italy, will arrive in New York today on
the Saturnia from Genoa en route to Hollywood.

JEANNE AUBERT, French music hall star,

arrives on the Champlain today.

GEORGES RIGAUD, French star, and MRS.
RIGAUD are on the Champlain which docks to-
day.

JOHN WRIGHT, manager of the Rivoli The-
ater, left yesterday on a vacation trip through
the middle West. He will return Aug. 10.

HENRY SENBER, Morning Telegraph's assist-

ant critic, and MRS. SENBER, the former
Genevieve Whitfield, leave shortly on a Cape
Cod wedding trip, following their marriage here
Tuesday.

Producing "Unwed Mothers"
Jewel Productions will make "Un-

wed Mothers," under the supervi-
sion of Samuel Cummins, in the
East.

The Nation's
NEWEST
FASTEST
FINEST

De luxe Skysleepers by night, Sky-
clubs by day . . . the largest, most
powerful planes . . . spacious luxu-
rious interiors costing $10,000 extra

. . . $500 custom-built divan chairs

. . . wide, full-length berths . . . sep-

arate club lounge and sleeping <lf)]:i

partments . . . air conditioned ^rfhf
Fly TWA for speed, luxury, econ-
omy at new low Summer fares.

SHORTEST- FASTEST
C-O AS T TO CO A St

Omaha Exhib. Body Asks||
End of Bank Night Vviit

Lincoln—Seeking to lift the tem-
porary injunction which at the pres-
ent time prohibits Bank Night here,
Attorney Wr

illiam Wright, counsel
for the Omaha M. P. Exhibitors
Association, filed a brief with the
State Supreme Court yesterday de-
claring that if the ban is allowed to
remain in force until Sept. 20, when
the court reconvenes, theaters will

be irreparably damaged.

Granada Boosts Capital

for Building Program

London (By Cable)—In connec-
tion with plans for a new theater
building program, Granada The-
aters, in association with Bernstein
Theaters, has increased its nominal
capital by $1,250,000 beyond the reg-
istered capital of $3,000,000. Addi-
tional capital is divided into 150,-

000 six per cent cumulative prefer-
ence shares of $5 and 400,000 ordi-

nary shares.

Copyright Action Remote
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Any possibility of

action on copyright this session of
Congress was described by Senator
F. Ryan Duffy, of Wisconsin, as
"pretty doubtful." However it is

expected that there will be a report
on the treaty end of the matter
perhaps within the week.
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sion prices to 55c top in the first

runs and it is expected that subur-
ban houses will make another 5c to
30c advance top.

Double-features prevail in the
downtown, suburban and outside
houses, with exception of New Ri-
voli and Capital Theaters in Port-
land, which both use vaudeville.
Only single feature house is the
United Artists here.
No giveaways are now used in

downtown areas, but money nights
are universal in suburbans, and in-
dications are they will continue.

Theater architects and equipment
men report construction and reno-
vation is universal in Portland and
smaller Oregon centers, running at
least 50 per cent ahead of last year.

Porter Hall's Mother Dead
Cincinnati — Porter Hall, Para-

mount character actor, is en route
back to the Coast from Cincinnati,
where he was called following the
sudden death of his mother. Hall
goes direct to Chino, Calif., where
the "Wells Fargo" unit, in which
he has a featured role, is on loca-
tion.

E. M. Loew Drive-In Opens
Providence— Rhode Island's first

Drive-In theater, operated by E. M.
Loew, opened last night on the site
of the old Cycledrome, North Main
St. House will operate from 8 a.m.
to midnight, regardless of the
weather.

"Armored Car" at Globe
Prior to the roadshowing of Par-

amount's "Souls at Sea" starring
Gary Cooper and George Raft,
which opens Aug. 4, the Globe The-
ater will present Universal's "Ar-
mored Car," opening July 24.

Estate to Hope Hampton
Philadelphia — To his "dutiful

daughter", Hope Hampton, the late
Ellsworth Kraft Hampton, Sr., be-
queathed his entire estate, accord-
ing to the will filed for probate
here.

JULY 22

Phillips Holmes
Dan Totheroh

Fernando Mendez

SAY SETTLEMENT FAIR

• • • TESTIMONIAL DE LUXE from Carter Bar-
ron, director of Loew's Eastern division of theaters to Ex-
ploitation Director Billy Ferguson of M-G-M thanking
him for allowing his Richmond, Norfolk, Baltimore and Wash-
ington theaters to enjoy the benefits of the Metro screen tests

under supervision of Eddie Carrier, who has supervised
more screen tests than any living director or dead one,
for that matter here's how Mister Barron effuses
and if you know the gent, then you also know that he only
effuses on an average of once every second leap year
hard berled Showman, Carter Barron

• • • HE SAYS in re the Screen Tests "We feel
they have three decided benefits first, they establish more
solidly the Metro trademark in the trade area covered by the
circulation of the great newspapers we tie up with sec-
ond, the liberal promotion of these tests on the part of the
newspapers influences tremendously the other more conserva-
tive sheets in town as it relates to the reader interest of things
from Glamour Land and third, the tests keep our theaters
out in front and in headlines forweeks, at a cost that is negligi-
ble when one considers what we get in return"

• • • WINCHELLEGANT not only elegant but as-
tounding how this guy Winchell knocks out dough on his
li'l home typerticker while, we're still making down payments
on ours lookee the greatest yearly income of any
scribe in the news biz the Daily Mirror pays him $1,000
a week for a six-day week and 200 smackers for doing
an extra Sunday kolyum syndicated in over 125 news-
papers, this brings in $500 weekly and his weekly broad-
cast nets him $3,500 (his new contract beginning in 1938 calls
for $4,200 a broadcast) Darryl Zanuck paid him 75 G's for
"Wake Up and Live" and it is rumored that his next
ffickeroo will net him $115,000 and that about uses up all

Ihe figures we have on this typewriter

• • • ASCAPPRECIATION with triple honors from
Ascap American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers the highest that can be conferred upon composers
in this country being awarded to 20th Century-Fox's song-
writing team Mack Gordon and Harry Revel for
creating the best three song hits for the second quarter of 1937

and all three songs were from the score of "Wake Up
and Live"

O • • BRIEF CASE.. ..legal language also a
handy gift . presented to lawyer Robert Delson, assistant to
M. H. Lavenstein in the legal dep't of Consolidated Film Lab

as he leaves to take up private practice a farewell
luncheon was given to him by his associates present were
M. H. Lavenstein, H. J. Yates, Jr., Budd Rogers, Ed Schnitzer,
Sam Hacker, William Saal H. S. Brown, Jr., J. Petrowski,
Jack O'Connell, J. E. Baker, Robert Hilton Milton C.
Green, Milton Pearlman, Al Adams, J. E. McMahon Harry
Marcus, G. C. Schaefer, Morris Goodman, T. Black, B. Erdman.

• • • OPENING in the grand Hollywood manner ......
with a novelty attraction in the form of an animated electric

trailer sign Paramount's "High, Wide and Handsome"
premiered at the Astor on Broadway last nite as the celebs
swarmed in including Frances Farmer, Anna May Wong,
Martha Raye, Olympe Bradna, Randolph Scott, Hope Hamp-
ton, Grad Sears, Dave Chatkin, Neil Agnew, Bob Gillham,
Charles Moskowitz, Joseph Bernhard, John E. Otterson, Jules
Brulatour, Major Albert Warner, Charles Skouras, Spyros
Skouras, Kitty Carlisle, Andre Kostelanetz, Al Goodman, Al
Donahue and Richard Humber

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

ment is fair and that the Rockefel-
ler interests are entitled to all of

the money. It asserts they are be-
ing helpful in making the settle-

ment, because if the claim were liti-

gated, they might receive even
more. The Music Hall and Center
Theater, the Rockefellers say, are
being included in the deal as an ad-
vantage to RKO because if any op-
erating losses are incurred they will

be borne by the Rockefellers and
not by RKO. Further, they declare
they are taking an inferior position

to other secured creditors by ac-

cepting common instead of secured
stock.

H. G. Rickaby, counsel for At-
las Corp., maintains in his brief the
plan is not only fair to stockholders
but generous in its treatment of
them. Rickaby points out that Ber-
nard Bercu, financial expert for the
independent stockholders' committee,
opposed to the plan had valued the
present RKO stock at $3.38 a share
in estimating that stockholders had
an equity of over $8,000,000 in

RKO. Atlas' estimate of the value
of RKO's current common stock is

33 cents a share, Rickaby states.

He declares that the special mas-
ter should not interfere with the
plan which is satisfactory to secur-
ity holders. Consents to the plan
have been received from 78 per cent
of the secured creditors, 82 per cent
of the unsecured creditors, 54 per
cent of the common stock and Rock-
efeller Center, he states.

George L. Schein, counsel for the
independent stockholders' commit-
tee, terms the Rockefeller Center
settlement "unconscionable." He
states that a $9,100,000 claim is

being settled for 25 per cent of the
entire RKO stock, which has a mini-
mum worth of $11,600,000, and a
maximum value of $19,140,000.
Cohen asks for a physical appraisal
of assets and sets forth a list of

amendments to the plan he deems
advisable.

Carlos Israels, counsel for the un-
secured creditors, states that unless
the plan is speedily approved, the
unsecured creditors may be wiped
out through foreclosure of the mort-
gage by the debenture holders.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Jane Withers is now a sergeant-major
(honorary) in the Army Air Force. She
was formally inducted by Col. John H.
Pirie, commanding officer of the base
force at March Field, Riverside, Cal.

—20th CENTURY-FOX.
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M. P.'S FORM COUNCIL

TO AID BRIT. FILMS

London (By Cable)—A new move
to foster the British film industry

has been inaugurated through nam-
ing of a committee in the House of

Commons to develop plans for aid-

ing production. The new body is

known as the British Films Ad-
vancement Council and its member-
ship comprises members of Parlia-

ment.

New Para. Contract Makes
Lazarus Also a Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jeff Lazarus, head of

Paramount's editorial board and
story department, yesterdav signed

a new four-year contract with the

company giving him enlarged duties

as a producer and general advisor

in matters pertaining to production
and release of films. Lazarus will

continue his supervision of the

story and editorial departments,
giving particular attention to de-

velopment of new screen story ma-
terial.

William LeBaron, managing di-

rector of production, announced that

Lazarus will begin work at once as

producer of two of the most im-
portant feature pictures on Para-
mount's schedule. First will be the

Technicolor production of "Men
With Wings", which William A.

Wellman will direct, and the second
will be Marlene Dietrich's next Par-
amount starring picture, "Midnight"
which is to be filmed from a story

being prepared by Franz Schulz and
Edwin Justus Mayer.

Repi>ublic Adds Four
Minneapolis—Republic's Minneap-

olis exchange, headed by Gil Na-
thensen, has added four new sales-

men to its force within the week.
New men and their territories are
Harold Klingman, northern Minne-
sota; Wayne Gillis, North Dakota;
Sam Sherman, South Dakota; and
Abbott Swartz, former head booker
for National Screen who becomes
booker and Twin City salesman for
the exchange.

Blake Starting Second
Ben Blake starts production this

morning on the second of his cur-
rent series of musical featurettes

on the second of his current series

of musical featurettes for Columbia
release at the Biograph Studios. In-

cluded in the cast are Roscoe Ates,
Carolyn Marsh, Texas Jim Lewis.
The Leslies, George W. Moore and
over fifty extra roles.

Rubinstein On Talent Hunt
Jo Rubinstein, Warner Bros. Tal-

ent Scout departs this week for a
10-day trip west in search of new
screen prospects. He expects to

visit the St. Louis Opera Group, the
Jamestown Festival, the Cleveland
Exposition and review the Chatau-
qua Series, and then on to Chicago.

NEWS of the DAY
Quincy, Fla.—The Roxy, a new

colored theater, is opening under the

direction of Interstate Enterprises.

Springfield, Mass.—Extensive re-

pairs and alterations have been
started at Loew's Poli theater here.

Louisville—The Fourth Avenue
Amusement Co. of Louisville, is

building a new theater seating 1,350

at Lafayette, Ind., on the site of

the old Family Theater.

New London, Wis.—Wadkins and
Macklin i

-eopened their remodeled
Grand theater here after being dark
for a month. Air conditioning equip-

ment has been installed the interior

redecorated and a new lobby and
entrance constructed.

Chicago—New Rhodes theater of

the Warner circuit will not open
until late fall due to delay in ar-

rival of steel and other materials.

Denver—Martin Morris, poster
clerk from 20th-Fox, is now shipper
at the Grand National exchange.

Providence — Don Desmond, stu-
dent assistant manager at Loew's
State here for the past three years,
has resigned and will become asso-
ciated with Interstate Specialties
Co. in Philadelphia first of next
month.

Cincinnati — Tom Saunders has
been added to the sales force of
United Artists for West Virginia
territory.

Providence—Strand Theater here
has adopted a split week dual fea-
ture policy which will continue un-
til middle of August. House will

then return to its usual full week,
double feature bookings.

Kansas City, Mo.—C. S. Laird has
bought the Madison Theater at
Madison, Kan., from J. B. Wood.

San Francisco — S. M. McBride,
office manager for the local War-
ners' exchange, is being transferred
to Kansas City.

Waterbury, Conn.—Jerry Mascoli
will redecorate the entire standee
space of the Cameo Theater, with
other improvements such as new
standee rail, Venetian blinds, and
new front display frames. Alvin
Studios has the job.

Waterbury, Conn.—Mutual Adver-
tising Service has remodeled the en-

tire front of the Carroll Theater.
Jack Goldstein personally super-
vised.

Southington, Conn. — Joseph A.
Davis reports that the Colonial The-
ater building will have a new black
and chromium front and new har-
monizing awnings.

Cincinnati—RKO Shubert theater,
closed for summer, will reopen in
August with a popular price run of
"The Good Earth."

Cincinnati—Jim Neff, 20th-Fox, is

passing the cigars. Its a ten pound
boy, named "Jerry."

Ontario, Ore.—James Potter's pix
theater, now receiving its finishing
touches here, is expected to be com-
pleted for opening about Aug. 1.

Indianapolis — Homer Knox, has
succeeded Eddie Sipe, with Republic
Pictures. Knox was formerly with
First National.

Boxed Head—Sick Report
Gas City, Ind.—Dave Simpkins,

Arcade Theater, broke his left arm
when he fell entering his theater.

Boston—Edward O'Donnell, man-
ager of the State Theater in Web-
ster, is recovering from an opera-
tion for a hernia performed last

week.

Athens, Ga. — Plans are being
completed for the remodeling of a
of a business building here to in-

clude a modern film theater with a
Corrara glass front.

Atlanta, Ga.—A petition to sur-

render the charter of Loew's At-
lanta Theaters Co., organized in

1916, has been filed in the Fulton
Superior Court. A hearing has been
set for Aug. 12.

Rushville, 111.—The Lloyd Theater,
operated by Carl Pearson, is being
remodeled. It formerly was known
as the Princess.

Fairbury, 111.—The Central The-
ater, a 300-seat house owned by A.
B. McCollum is being remodeled.
New sound projection equipment
will also be installed.

Petersburg, HI.—Carl Pearson of

Rushville, 111., plans the erection of

a new theater here to replace the
present 300-seat Menard Theater.
The Menard is managed by Pear-
son's son, Lloyd Pearson.

Earhart and Noonan Are Safe, Says Gene Dennis
Seattle—Amelia Earhart and her navigator, Fred Noonan, are both alive and well

on a South Seas isle and will yet be rescued, insists Gene Dennis, psychic, in private
life, Mrs. J. Von Herberg, wife of the local film house owner-operator. Appealed to

by Miss Earhart's husband, George Palmer Putnam, who sent on a pair of his wife's
hosiery and one of Noonan's handkerchiefs to aid Miss Dennis to concentrate, the
psychic, widely known to film and vaude house audiences, "saw" the missing pair

as safe.

DATE BOOK
Today: New Haven, Conn., Warner Club Out-

ing, Ye Castle Inn, Saybrook.

Today: Empire Films, Ltd., annual conven-
tion, Royal York, Toronto.

July 24: Omaha Variety Club summer formal,
Hotel Fontenelle.

July 26: Buffalo Variety Club family outing,
Angola Beach, Lake Erie.

July 27: I.T.O.A. outing at Bear Mountain.

July 22-27: Cinema Appreciation Conven-
tion, University of Southern California, los
Angeles.

July 28: Cleveland Showmen's Club outing.
Jack Sliney's.

July 28-29: Imperial Pictures regional sales

meet, San Francisco.

July 29: Film district outing, Ye Castle Inn,

Saybrook, Conn.

Aug. 3: Connecticut MPTO golf tourney,
Racebrook Country Club, New Haven.

Aug. 9: Boston M. P. Salesmen's Club film
district outing, Pemberton Inn.

Aug. 10-12: National Theaters convention.
Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs.

Aug. 16: Queen City Variety Club golf tour-
ney, Cincinnati.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 21-23: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention, Atlantic City.

Oct. 11-14: SMPE fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. 0. of Western Pennsyl-
vania convention, Pittsburgh.

New Washington Union
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Approximately 90

per cent of the front-of-the-house
employees of the large circuit the-
aters have been signed for a new
union being organized by the
IATSE, say leaders of the drive.

The theaters where the organizing
campaign has been most active in-

clude Loew's Capitol, Warner Bros.
Earle and Metropolitan, RKO
Keither's, Loew's Palace and Colum-
bia. The campaign is being con-
ducted by committees from the
stagehands and projectionists unions
and will take in all local theaters.

Schines to Modernize
The Schine Theatrical Enterprises

have accepted sketches and esti-

mates prepared by John Eberson,
Architect, covering complete mod-
ernization of its Hippodrome the-
ater in Gloversville. Work will com-
mence at once.
Eberson has prepared plans and

specifications, and contracts are be-
ing let covering the remodeling of
the Grand Theater, Rochester, also

owned by the Schine interests.

Alperson Staying 3 Weeks
Grand National's President Ed-

ward L. Alperson, who arrived Jf] J.-n

the Coast on Monday, will rltnV.i

to Hollywood after a stay of about
three weeks when, it is contem-
plated, the company's first Anna
Sten starring vehicle to be made on
the Coast will get under way.
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ALICE FAYE RITZ BROTHERS DON AMECHE
Honey -lovely . . . lilting

new hi-de-heights!

to Triple-threats to gloom .

give 'em room . . . give

'em room!

Your new heart-throb . . . now
star of radio's biggest show!

CHARLES
WINNINGER

Surrounded and dumb-
founded by Hollywood's

smartest girls!

LOUISE
HOVICK

Bringing a striking new
personality to the

screen!

RUBINOFF
and his violin!

that talking, laughing,

tuneful fiddle!

TONY
MARTIN

Romantic rave of the

airwaves

!

ARTHUR
TREACHER
One 1-o-n-g

laugh

!

PHYLLIS
BROOKS
Sweetest of

tomorrow's stars!

TIP, TAP &
TOE

Rhythmic as rain

on the roof!

LOUIS PRIMA
AND HIS BAND
The tuba king at

his hottest!

TYLER BROOKE
Rootin', tootin'

PLUS a whole happy screenful of comics and
singers, crooners andswingers, girls and guitar-

ists, hot dance band artists . . . everything!

Directed by Norman Taurog
Associate Producer Laurence Schwab. Screen
play by Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and Karl
Tunberg. From an original storybyGregoryRatoff

>arryl F. Zanu<
in Charge of

Production

!
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MANTA CIRCUIT MAKES

JINGLE PROGRAMS PAY

Chicago — Discovered: A theater
circuit that has not used double or

triple bills to stimulate attendance.
Alex Manta, president of the In-

diana and Illinois Theaters Circuit,

with 17 houses in this state and In-

diana, says that quality singles, with
good shorts and news reels have
kept customers satisfied.

The circuit is drawing plans for
another 1,000-seat theater for Mich-
igan City, which, when completed,
will give it four houses there with
3,500 seating capacity. Other houses
open are the Tivoli, which is receiv-

ing a General Electric cooling sys-
tem this month, and the Lake and
Uptown.
Manta says among other improve-

ments now being made are Trane
cooling installations for the Bucklen
theater at Elkhart, Ind. and the Jef-
serson Theater at Goshen, Ind.

Lesser Buys "Natchez Trace"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Sol Lesser has an-

nounced the purchase of "The Nat-
chez Trace", saga of the Mississippi
and Ohio flatboat industry of 1805,
by Lee Freeman. The story is be-
ing prepared for the screen as Prin-
cipal Productions' most ambitious
outdoor drama. Production crew of
between 50 and 75 artists and tech-
nicians will make the trek to the
Mississippi River to film the picture.
Smith Ballew will be starred in the
feature and Gns Meins will direct.

Coogan One-Nighting
Lincoln, Neb. — Jackie Coogan,

former child star and now an or-
chestra leader, is one-nighting
through the midwest. Coogan car-
ries with his orchestra a half-hour
floor show which he emcees himself.
In it is Lila Lee, Princess Luana,
Thair Foster, and Eddy and Tours,
dance team.

Mindlin With TTC
Fred Mindlin, newly appointed

sales manager of the Chicago branch
of Theater Trailer Corp., is organiz-
ing a sales force to handle the trail-
er service exclusively from offices at
845 S. Wabash Ave. Mindlin for-
merly was engaged in the exploita-
tion field in the Chicago territory.

Cash Nights Dropped
Benkelman, Neb.—Ed Zorn, man-

ager of the theater here, has dis-
continued his "cash nights" until
the Supreme Court reaches a deci-
sion on the bank night lottery test
case.

4,000 bulbs, was disclosed at the pre-
miere of the Paramount special last

night at the Astor. Costing $14,000,
the sign was developed by Dougtas
Leigh, Inc.

* Those Were The Days! *
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experiences of

W. L. Nicholas, Louis M. Boas,

C. H. Smith and Leo Schapiro=== As Told to FILM DAILY ==^=
MY best remembered experience was with "The Birth of

a Nation," 'way back in the horse and buggy days, be-
fore the advent of the automobile, and when we had no roads
other than the native black dirt

We played the show in the month
of March, three days, six perform-
ances, in a 600-seat house, to a total

of |3,612. The town at that time
had a population of about 2800.

—

W. L. Nicholas, President Fairmont
Theater Co., Fairmont, Minn.

TN 1911, I was sitting in the late

Marcus Loew's office when Adolph
Zukor came in and said he had a
print of "Queen Elizabeth" under his
arm. He wanted to interest Mr.
Loew in arranging a company to
distribute features. Of course, up
to that time all we had were one and
two reelers. But Marcus couldn't
see the proposition at the time and
turned to me (I was interested with
him in the motion picture business)
and said, "What do you think, Louie"
and I said, "I would grab it in a
minute, but what does one do for
money?" Mr. Loew often, in later

years, spoke about this particular in-

cident.

—

Louis M. Boas, Boston.

BACK in the old days of single and
split reel shows, a five-reel state

rights picture, "The Life of Moses"
came along. Who ever heard of
running 5000 feet of film in one
night—couldn't be done—or so it

seemed. To solve the problem, we
played two reels the first night and
three the second and charged 15c
for one night or 25c for both.

—

Claude H. Smith, Dude's Coliseum
Theater, Tillamook, Ore.

"THE weather was uncertain, the
attraction not so attractive, and

the audience sparse. Suddenly a hail
storm broke loose and unusually
large hail stones pounded on the flat

roof of my house. To me it was an
interesting sight, and I stepped up
on the platform, stopped the picture
and told my patrons that this show
inside the theater I could manage
to hold for them, but the one outside
was a magnificent feature which
shouldn't be missed. All being in
favor, we trooped out and watched
the storm for some time. After
which my patrons filed in for the
remainder of the picture, and called

it a great evening.

—

Leo Schapiro,
Guilford Theater, Guilford, Conn.

Mono. Closes Cuban Deal

A contract has been closed with
La Universal S. A. of Consulado
122, Habana, for the distribution
of the entire Monogram product in

Cuba. La Universal also handles
the distribution in their territory
for Universal Pictures. George
Naylor, as general manager, has
directed the business of La Univers-
al for several years.

Del Amo Signs Roland
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jamie del Amo, pro-

ducer of Cantabria Films, has signed
Gilbert Roland for the male lead op-
posite Rosita Diaz in this company's
first all Spanish talkie, "La Vida
Bohemia," Josef Berne directing.

Berne is starting to cast for the
supporting players for the picture.

San Marco Pickens House

San Antonio — Jack Pickens of

Jack Pickens Theaters announces

that plans are under wa" for a new
house in San Marcos, one of seven

to open in as many Texan towns.

Pickens said the house will be in

operation by Oct. 1. An addition

to the Feltner Building will be con-

structed to give the theater a seat-

ing capacity of 750.

Make "Pioneer" In Texas
San Antonio — Preparations are

about completed to shoot "Pioneer",
an epic of the German immigration
to Texas, near New Braunfels. The
picture has been six months in prep-
aration, according' to Paul Willett,

producer. Herbert von Schollenbach
will handle the camera.

20th-Fox Branch Cooler

20th Century-Fox has air-condi-

tioned its New York exchange, the

first branch office to be so treated

in New York City.

Waemore Burns Again

Plattsburg, Mo. — The Waemore
Theater burned with damage to the

building and equipment estimated at

$4,000. The house, originally built

in 1929, was operated by Bill Waers.
In December, 1930, the building
burned and the walls which escaped
that fire were used in the construc-
tion of the present building.

Two New Wellston Houses
Cincinnati—Two new theaters are

slated for Wellston, according to re-

port. G. Guilfoyle has broken ground
for a new house; and E. O. Klutz is

also building. Dwight Jones, the
Markay Theater, Jackson, Ohio, has
broken ground for a new theater in

Jackson.

DIPLOMATS TO ATTEND

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— "The Road Back"

will have a gala international pre-
miere tonight at Keith's in Wash-
ington, intensive preparation for

which has been made by Hardie
Meakin, manager of the theater, and
Joe Weil, Director of Exploitation
for Universal.
Among the diplomatic and official

Washington representatives who
will attend are the Minister from
Columbia, the Minister from Bul-
garia, the Minister from Paraguay,
First Secretary of the Italian Em-
bassy, the Minister from Albania,
the Minister from Bolivia, the Min-
ister from Latvia, Secretary of the
Hungary Delegation, First Secre-
tary of the Mexican Embassy,
Charge D'Affaire of Egypt, of Por-
tugal, of Jugoslavia, of the Nether-
lands, of Nicauragua, Commercial
Counselor of the British Embassy,
Honorable Sir Herbert Marler, Can-
adian Minister, the Honorable James
Roosevelt, Secretary to the Presi-
dent, Honorable Harry H. Wood-
ring, Secretary of War, Honorable
Henry Wallace, Secretary of Agri-
culture, Rear Admirals Holmes, Bo-
wen, Du Bose, Rossiter, Conrad,
Major Generals Brown, Westover,
Boscher, Reynolds, Heywood, Sena-
tors LaFollette, Bailey, Minton,
Vandenberg, McKellar, Harrison,
Copeland, Reynolds, Wheeler,
Bridges, Pepper, Ashurst.

Acquires Ontario Houses
West De Pere, Wis.—W. R. Vin-

cent, operator of the Nicolet the-

ater here, the Grand in Oconto Falls
and the Lvric in Denmark, has taken
over the Oconto and Gem theaters
at Oconto. The houses will be man-
aged by Irving Vincent, a son. Plans
are also under way for the remod-
eling of the Nicolet here.

Brandt's Foreign House
The Brandt Circuit will open the

former Folk's Theater at Second
Avenue and 12th Street about Aug.
15 as a second run house for Sov-
iet pictures following the Cameo.
In between Soviet pictures, the
house will play other foreign prod-
uct.

Judge Varbalow With UMPTO
Philadelphia—Judge Joseph Ver-

balow of the District Court, Cam-
den, is becoming a member of the
legal committee of the UMPTO
which is engineering a playdate
strike against Paramount.

Now It's a Marquee Tax
Omaha—Local exhibitors are prepar-

ing to fight proposed changes in the
city building code which would tax
marquees and signs overhanging the
sidewalk. Last spring the city coun-
cil almost adopted an occupation levy
on theaters which would have taxed
some to death.
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"High. Wide and
Handsome"

Starring Irene Dunne, with Randolph Scott,

Dorthy Lamour, Akim Tamiroff,

Raymond Walburn

Paramount 115 Mins.

DELIGHTFUL MUSICAL PLAY, PACKED

WITH ACTION, SHOULD GALLOP INTO

THE MONEY COLUMN.

Paramount rides high, wide and hand-

some with this seasonal curtain raiser and

the exhib. will have largely himself to

blame if the pix fails to gallop similarly

into the money column. From medicine

show start to oil fields finish, the Kern-

Hammerstein play with music has what

it takes to click with Johnny Q. Public,

his Missus and the kids. Told against the

picturesque and lively background of the

late 50's when the commercial possibilities

of Western Pennsylvania's petroleum treas-

ure were first realized, the Hammerstein

story is well endowed with romance, color-

ful incident and suspenseful action, and the

Kern score with an array of tip-top tunes.

The cinematic translation is, in the main,

expert; Rouben Mamoulian's direction is

astute—he has caught the tempo of the

day and cunningly uses it as the motif for

the picture's action. To Mamoulian, too,

goes credit for the deft handling of in-

cident to further the story's unfolding.

The musical treatment is the more effec-

tive for being unobtrusive; numbers and

background are integral parrs. The Kern

musical range is unusually wide here, Ham-
merstein's plot providing medicine show,

shantyboat, cafe and carnival interludes.

The result is a melodic gamut perhaps un-

equalled en the screen. Photography by

Victor Milncr and Theodore Sparkuhl is

aces, and that goes too for the special

photographic effects by Gordon Jennings.

Art direction by Hans Drier and John Good-

man, dance direction by LeRoy Prinz and

musical direction by Boris Morros all rate

a lift of the hat. Irene Dunne is right at

home as Sally Watterson, the medicine

show songbird who marries the young Penn-

sylvania farmer, and she was never in bet-

ter voice. Randolph Scott was a natural

choice for Peter Cortlandt, the farmer who
dreams of "rock oil's" future; acceptable

romantically, he's at his best in the action-

packed footage depicting the struggle of

the Pennsylvanians to complete the first

pipe line and confound the scheming rail-

road magnates, headed by Brennan (Alan

Hale). Story mounts to a smashing climax

as a carnival troupe, elephants and all,

dashes to the aid of Cortlandt's forces and

takes a hand in routing Brennan's hirelings

after a pitched battle. Charles Bickford

as Brennan's henchman is another instance

of swell type casting. There are intel-

ligent character performances by Elizabeth

Patterson as Grandma Cortlandt, Raymond
Walburn as Doc Watterson and Akim
Tamiroff as Joe Varese, while Dorothy

Lamour is an effective Molly, shantyboat

singer, and Ben Blue and William Frawley

handle comedy assignments satisfactorily.

Cast: Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott, Dor-

othy Lamour, Elizabeth Patterson, Raymond
Walburn, George Bickford, Akim Tamiroff,

Ben Blue, William Frawley, Alan Hale,

Irving Pichel, Stanley Andrews, James

Exclusive
with Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer,

Charlie Ruggles

Paramount 86 Mins.

FAST-MOVING AND EXCITING NEWS-
PAPER DRAMA WITH MOBSTER MUR-
DER CARRIES THRILLS.

Centering around the newspaper life in

a midwest town, this production carries

all the excitement and action of a gang-

ster picture which it really is. Fred Mac-

Murray is the assistant city editor of the

World in the town, with Charlie Ruggles,

an old reporter, his pal. the young man
be :n" engaged to marry Charlie's daughter,

olaved by Frances Farmer. The paper is

startin" a clean-uo movement to purge
the town of crooks, but the racketeer

(plaved by Lloyd Nolan) is acquitted on
perjured evidence after they had worked
uo the case against him. So the crook
then buys the rival newspaper, the Sen-
tinel, to put the other out of business.

Frances Farmer goes to work as a report-

er for the new outfit, offered a high sal-

ary by the racketeer, and seeing nothing

wrong with the prooosition just as long

as she can do a good reoorting" job. This
brngs a bust-up with the girl on Mac-
Murray's part, and the two are out to show
each other up on the rival sheets. Racket-
eering methods are used by the crook's

oaper to get advertising, and his mob put

the works on a big department store,

tampering with the elevators and causing

a serious accident. Then into a hectic

series of events, with the girl reporter

at last seeing the truth and helping her

dad get the evidence that drives the

mobsters into jail and the head of the

gang toward the electric chair for murder.

Ruggles dies from a bullet wound as he

turns in the final story washing up the

gang. Newspaper men may criticize tech-

nique and procedure, but the film un-

doubtedly has punch and entertainment for

the fans.

Cast: Fred MacMurray, Frances Farmer.

Charlie Ruggles, Lloyd Nolan, Fay Holden,

Ralph Morgan, Edward H. Robins, Harlan

Briggs, Willard Robertson, Horace Mac-
Mahon. William Mansell, Gaylord Pendle-

ton, Chester Clute, Irving Bacon, Frank

Bruno, Bennie Bartlett, Billy Arnold, Mack
Gray, Edward Churchill.

Producer, Benjamin Glazer; Director,

Alexander Hall; Author, John C. Moffitt;

Screenplay, John C Moffitt, Sidney Sal-

kow, Rian James; Editor, Paul Weather-
wax; Cameraman, William Mellor.

Direction, Good Photography, Okay.

Burke, Roger Imhof, Lucien Littlefield,

Purnell Pratt, Edward Gargan.

Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.; Director,

Rouben Mamoulian; Music, Jerome Kern;

Original Story, Screenplay, Lyrics, Oscar
Hammerstein, II; Photography, Victor Mil-

ner, Theodore Sparkuhl; Special Photograph-

ic Effects, Gordon Jennings; Art Directors,

Hans Drier and John Goodman; Editor,

Archie Marshek; Sound, Charles Hiseeich,

Don Johnson; Musical Director, Boris Mor-
ros; Dance Director, LeRoy Prinz.

Direction, Astute. Photography, Aces.

SHORTS
"Alpine Cabaret"

Universal 10 mins.
Smart Routining Here

Method of staging and routining
this subject marks a great improve-
ment over the old subjects Univer-
sal use to build around a group of
vaudeville acts. In this instance,
short opens in a sort of Swiss Inn
with Campbell's Beaux and Belles
in a lively song number. Then the
innkeeper announces that Simon
Simon, champion mountain climber,
played by Roscoe Ates, has arrived.
Of course Ates is no mountain
climber but this does not come out
until the close of the show and after
the appearance of such turns as
Fox and Lui in a Swiss dance, Gin-
ger Dulo in an imitation of Martha
Raye and the Paul Florence Girls in

a dance.

"Hollywood Screen Test"
with Kay Hughes and Cesar Romero
Universal 21 mins.

Interesting Film Closeups
Audience will get a kick out of

this trip behind the scenes in a
movie studio to see the complicated
process which a movie test involves
from the time a prospect is caught
by a talent scout at a local theater.
Kay Hughes, a singer with a hot
vocal delivery, is the gal who gets
the screen test. The whole business
is well, staged. The cast, besides
Kay Hughes and Cesar Romero, in-
cludes Charles Brokow, Robert
Spencer, Robert Dalton, Grace Good-
all, Rita Gould, Edward Earle and
Lynn Gilbert.

"Going Places" No. 38
with Lowell Thomas

Universal 10 mins.
Interesting Irish Number

On this trip we visit Ireland and
see how famed Irish linen is woven

from flax. Flax is raised and pre-
pared just as it has been for thou-
sands of years, but in the factory
old ways give place to new. This
mixture of old and new is effectively

contrasted by Thomas as the proc-
ess of producing linen is interest-
ingly unfolded.

"Stranger Than Fiction" No. 39
Universal 9 mins.

Variety Well Handled
The seven clips in this reel in-

clude a school where canaries are
taught to sing, a cat with six toes
on each hind foot and seven on her
forefeet, unusual reproductions of
various types of period furniture in

miniature, a blind newsboy who de-
livers his papers regularly, oysters
that grow on trees and two other
items.

"Country Store"
(Meany, Miny, Moe)

Universal 7 mins.
Lively Diversion

Meany, Miny, and Moe are pro-
prietors of a country store and are
roused from their slumbers by an
order from Mrs. Hen. In the course
of their fresh and diverting antics

in filling the order, Meany steals a

baby lamb. The lamb's mother gives
hot pursuit. In the chase she all

but wrecks the store and the three
monks. Lots of action and novelty.

"The Playful Pups"
(Oswald Cartoon)

Universal 7 mins.
Swell Family Number

Lots of novelty and action make
this subject featuring Oswald and
his two pups, one a dachshund, good
entertainment. There's plenty of

laughs in the antics of the hund,
tangling with a pair of boots. Kid^
dies and grownups will like it equal-
ly well.

Chi. WB Men on Coast
Chicago—Charley Ryan, Warner's

assistant zone manager, took the
streamliner for a three weeks' West
Coast vacation. While there he will

meet Dan Schwartz, Hammond the-

ater manager, Larry Stein, district

manager and Milton Kean of the
contract department.

To Build in Durham
Charlotte, N. C—Herbert F. Kin-

cey, president of Carolina Theaters,
Inc., announced plans are being
drafted for construction of a new
film theater in Durham, N. C. His
company, he said, will operate the
new house in addition to the Caro-
lina, which is a first-run theater.

Carr In New Post

Indianapolis—Rex Carr, formerly
assistant manager of the Emboy
Theater, Ft. Wayne, is now with
Central City Amusement Corp., op-
erators of the Ambassador, Alamo
and Cozy theaters.

New Columbus, Ga., House
Columbus, Ga.—R. E. Martin has

leased the store building at 1116
Broadway, and is planning the con-
struction of a motion picture the-

ater on First Avenue, with an en-

trance from Broadway through the

leased building, which will be, it is

understood, converted into an ar-

cade.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Setting a new record

for Hollywood comebacks, Pete
Smith has returned to work at M-G-
M. Screen commentator made the
fastest recovery from an appendec-
tomy ever listed in Hollywood medi-
cal annals. A^®Omaha—Mrs. Iz Weiner, wife "ST

Columbia's branch manager, has
left the Omaha Methodist Hospital
to recuperate following a long ill-

ness.
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A "JUttU" from Hollywood "£oU
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"QARRETT KIESLING of the Met-
•^ ro-Goldwyn-Mayer publicity de-

partment, is the author of "Talking
Pictures," which is available as a

text book for all high schools hav-

ing courses in motion pictures. Mc-
Gill University of Toronto has al-

ready agreed to use the book, start-

ing this fall. The book is being
issued by the Johnson Publishing

Co., Richmond, Va.
T T

Paramount will feature Orches-

tra Leader Herbie Kay, Dorothy La-
mour's husband, and his orchestra,

in a forthcoming musical short.

T T T
Anthony Quinn, who plays the

romantic heavy lead in Paramount's
"Partners In Crime," will fly to

Chihuahua, Mexico, over the Aug.
1 weekend for the initial meeting of

his first fan club, of which all mem-
bers are his boyhood pals.

r t
Cynthia Westlake, dark-haired

Los Angeles girl who made her
screen debut in "New Faces of
1937," has been signed to a term
contract by RKO Radio. Her first

work under the new pact will be a
role in "Forty Naughty Girls," now
in production with James Gleason
and ZaSu Pitts co-featured.

T T
Herbert Biberman, who recently

was given a director's contract by
Paramount, has been assigned to di-

rect "Prison Farm," which is to be
filmed from a story by Eidward
Westrate and a screen play by True
Boardman and Biberman. Lew
Ayres will play the leading male
role, according to tentative produc-
tion plans and Louise Campbell,
New York stage actress, will have
a featured part.

T T T
George Raft's next Paramount

starring picture will be "Argentine
Love," an elaborate musical romance
now being prepared by Joseph Mon-
cure March and Philip MacDonald-
Robert Florey, on vacation in the
Orient, will start his work as direc-
tor of the film as soon as he returns
to Hollywood.

T T T
RKO Radio has exercised its op-

tion on the continued services of
Frank M. Thomas, popular char-
acter, currently playing in "Forty
Naughty Girls," the Stuart Palm-
er mystery farce featuring James
Gleason and ZaSu Pitts.

CI

Infant Prodigy to M-G-M
West Coast Bur., THE FILM iDAILY

Hollywood — Mary Christine Dunn,
two-and-a-half year-old Bonne Terre,
Mo., child who attracted nation-wide
attention when a series of Binet and
other mental tests showed her to have
a mental capacity far ahead of her
years, has been signed to a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer contract. Plans for her
appearance in a picture will be an-
nounced in the near future.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• e Introducing Interesting, Personalities: No. 108 • • •

PDWARD I. LUDWIG. Director, writer. Born in Russia, came to this coun-
k- try when eight years old. Lived in New York, attended school there.

Studied nights and worked days. To increase his income, drifted to Tin Pan
Alley and wrote songs. From there into vaude-

ville as actor. First film job with old Vita-

graph Company in New York. Started as prop

boy, worked in every department from camera
to cutting and writing. Always wanted to

write. To Hollywood in 1917 for Vitagraph

and emerged as writer, director. At one time
considered ablest film cutter in Hollywood and
to this day his knowledge of camera second
to none. Wrote and directed two-reelers for

Stern Brothers, then became feature driector

with Universal and other studios. Attracted
wide attention few years ago when he directed

Claude Rains in "The Man Who Reclaimed His

Head." Since then directed "Three Kids and

A Queen," "Friends of Mr. Sweeney," "Age of

Indiscretion," "Her Husband Lies," "Fatal Lady,"

"Adventure in Manhattan" and others. Hobbies,

good music and ditto books. Stands 5, 6. Hair,

brown. Eyes, gray.

Dorothy Lamour, who has a fea-

tured role with Irene Dunne and
Randolph Scott in "High, Wide and
Handsome," will be featured oppo-

site Raft in "Argentine Love." Ida

Lupino and Charles Butterworth
also are scheduled for important

parts in the film which is to be pro-

duced by Fanchon.

t t v

Clarence Marks has been signed

by David Diamond to adapt the first

of four stories which the latter will

produce for Grand National this sea-

son. The adaption will be based on
"All Ashore" an original by Percy
Rowland.

Dennie Moore, recently signed to

a long term contract by Warners,
has been assigned to a featured role

in "Submarine D-l". She replaces

Jean Muir.

With the addition of 13 more
players to the cast of "Charlie Chan
On Broadway," 20th Century-Fox
studios have assembled the largest

cast ever featured in a Chan picture,

of which this is the fifteenth. The
picture has a total of 50 speaking
parts. Those added to supporting
roles in the picture starring War-
ner Oland are: Art Miles, Henry
Othoe, Charles Williams, Blue
Washington, James Flavin, Allan
Cravan, Charles Haefle, Victor
Adams, Franklin Parker, Don Bro-
die, Paddy O'Flynn, Lester Dorr and
Edwin Stanley.

T T T

Milton Berle, one of the stars of

"New Faces of 1937," has been
signed to a long term contract by
RKO Radio.
The Berle contract deal was an-

nounced by S. J. Briskin, RKO

Radio's vice-president in charge of

production, following a series of
long distance telephone conversa-
tions with the star. Several major
studios had been bidding for Berle's

Lucille Ball, blonde actress, and
Harold Kusell and Bert Granet,
writers, have received new contracts
from S. J. Briskin, Vice-President
in charge of production at RKO Ra-
dio.

T » »

One of the most recently signed
Warner Bros, players, Allan Con-
rad, has been cast in "Tovarich,"
now in production with Claudette
Colbert and Charles Boyer co-
starred.

T T T

Joy Hodges will have the roman-
tic feminine lead opposite John
King in "Merry Go Round of 1938,"
now in production at Universal City.

T T

Hoagy Carmichael, who wrote the
songs, "Star-Dust," "Lazy Bones"
and "Little Old Lady", has started
his new one-year contract at Para-
mount. He just finished the score
and songs for "Road-Show" for Hal
Roach and also did a song in "Top-
per", for Roach.

t t

Stella Francis has been set in

"Ebb Tide", at Paramount; Edward
Fisher in "Man Without A Coun-
try", at Warners; Ula Love, Dot
Farley and Sandra Cordf " in "Love
On Toast", for Major Pictures. They
were placed by Josie Sedgwick-Ray
West and Associates.

T T

Both Pat Paterson and ZaSu Pitts
will make their singing debut in

Walter Wanger's "52nd Street".
The former will introduce "I Still

Love To Kiss You Goodnight", while
the latter will sing "Twenty-Three
Skidoo".

T T T
Virginia Walker, brunette social-

ite from Boston, has been placed un-
der personal contract by Director
Howard Hawkes. The deal was set
by Jess Smith of the Sam Jaffe
office.

T T
Joseph Newman, who started

work at M-G-M as an office boy, has
been given a contract to direct short
subjects. He has been assistant to
several directors, including the late
George Hill, W. S. Van Dyke, Ernst
Lubitsch and Robert Z. Leonard.

T T
Edward T. Lowe and Gladys

Unger have completed a story titled
"Across The River" which is to be
produced by Paramount with Anna
May Wong in the leading role. Rob-
ert Florey, now in the Orient, is

scheduled to direct the film.

T T T
Robert Usher, member of the art

department in Paramount's Holly-
wood studio, has signed a new
contract with the company. Usher
was art director of the unit which
produced the Marlene Dietrich star-
ring picture, "Angel".

T T
Dano Faralla and his wife, Dor-

othy, are working on the screen play
of "Mayor Isabel," their own origin-
al story which will serve as a star-
ring vehicle for Edith Fellows for
Columbia. Faralla was formerly an
associate producer at Paramount.

T T »
Paula Stone, Fred's daughter, has

been signed by Scott R. Dunlap,
Monogram vice-president in charge
of production, to play the feminine
lead in "Atlantic Flight," now in
production with Dick Merrill, trans-
atlantic flier, in a starring role.AAA

In order to reduce the production
time of Eddie Cantor's musical, "Ali
Baba Goes to Town," 20th Century-
Fox has assigned James Tinling to
direct one unit engaged on that
tinues in charge of the first unit,
picture, while David Butler con-
Tinling will direct numerous mob
scenes made in a large outdoor set
representing a portion of the ancient
city of Bagdad.

T T

Edmund L. Hartmann is writing
the screenplay for "Hubert's Folly,"
based on his own original story.
He is a member of the RKO scenario
staff.

I

Set Young-Scott Vehicle
West Coast Bur., THE FILM \DAILY
Hollywood—"There's Always A Wo-

man" based on the American Magazine
mystery story by Wilson Collison has
been selected by Columbia to present
Loretta Young and Randolph Scott in

the production announced for its 1937-
38 program. It will be directed by Al
Hall.
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ft ft ft Topics of Timely Interest ft ft
Actors Who Argue Preferable

To Unimaginative Yes-Men

'"THE place for a person who
can say "No" in a loud,

clear voice is Hollywood, the
habitat of the yes-man. If

the cast is made up largely of
experienced people, that helps
a lot. Loretta Young, for
example, although she is

young in fact as well as name,
nevertheless has been in pic-

tures for quite a while. And
she's kept her eyes open, so

that a director would be foolish

not to give any suggestion of

hers consideration. After all,

Loretta was schooled by Lon
Chaney, and what he didn't

know about movies wasn't
wor.th knowing.

Adolphe Menjou and Gregory
Ratoff are old hands at the bus-
iness, and frequently they may
be able to tell when a sequence
is going wrong while the direc-

tor can't for one reason or an-
other. The point about taking
advice is that it had better be
done early in the game, before
shooting starts at all. That's
the time for actors and director

to get together and thrash
things out. Once shooting starts

there shouldn't be any need for

discussion.

Directing is a business like

any other. Like selling soap,

for instance. How many bars
of soap do you think a man
would sell by rolling on the
floor and yelling? The day is

gone, it went with the passing
of the silent film, when players
could get away with mere looks
backed by a child mind. Now
that actors have to read lines

the mental level of the profes-
sion has been raised several
notches. A director doesn't
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have to engage in theatrical

displays to impress his cast.

And, by the same token, it will

repay him to listen to their

suggestions.—Edward H. Griffith.

Motion Pictures Are
Primarily An Industry

HTHE production and distribu-

tion of motion pictures is

primarily an industry rather

than an art. Any enterprise

which represents a two billion

dollar investment in the United

States alone, that has an annual

payroll in Hollywood of $78,-

000,000 and expends $125,000,-

000 annually in production, must
necessarily be considered among
the giants of our industrial life.

Yet despite) the vast sums of

money involved and the tremen-

dous scope of its activities, mo-
tion pictures successfully pro-
vide artistic entertainment for
the masses not only in America
but in many remote parts of
the world. Criticism is fre-
quently leveled at the movies
because they are produced to

be understood by such diverse
portions of our population as
citizens of a huge metropolis,
inhabitants of lonely mountain-
ous regions and natives of tiny
fishing villages. Notwithstand-
ing the obvious handicaps pre-
sented by this miscellaneous
audience, picture producers are
constantly making earnest and
sincere attempts to raise stand-
ards of public taste. They have
gone to Shakespeare, to other
classics and celebrated works of
literature for their sources.
These undertakings frequently
involve financial risks running
into the millions.

No clear thinking business

man will invest a fortune in any
enterprise unless he can visual-

ize the possibility of at least

obtaining the return of his cap-

ital investment, not to mention

a margin of profit. Yet few
businesses require their leaders

to risk such huge sums on so

uncertain an outcome as a large

scale motion picture represents.

Even the most critical will ad-

mit that although motion pic-

tures, through necessity, must
be governed by the laws of

business, its achievements can

justifiably be considered as ar-

tistic creations.—Edward A. Golden.

No "Actors" Wanted, Says
Director Harry Beaumont
TT may seem strange for a di-

rector of motion pictures to

advance the contention that act-

ing has no place on the screen,

but in a sense that is actually
the case.

Perhaps the use of the ex-

pression "over-acting" will ren-
der the meaning more clear. It

is a fact, however, that even
the slightest evidence that a
player is acting will unfailingly
destroy the illusion of a scene,
and cause the attention of an
audience to waver from even the
most intense interest in the ac-

tion. People are interested in

a situation only so long as sin-

cerity is present, and when an
actor is palpably "speaking
pieces" instead of giving a nat-
ural rendition of his dialogue,
the spell is broken and the hold
on the attention of the onlooker
is lost. He has ceased to be-
lieve what he is seeing on the
screen.

Often, during the filming of

a picture, the director encount-

Mischnick With WTE
Lincoln — Leland Mischnick, for-

mer manager of the Kiva, joins Bill

Youngclaus' Western Theater En-
terprises late this month. He has
resigned from Westland Theaters
here. Will be city manager in Su-
perior, Neb., over the Sterling and
Lyric.

Burton to Sagauche
Denver — Bert Burton, recently

with the Center here, is now man-
aging the Rialto, Sagauche, Colo.,

replacing William Allison, who has
moved to Denver to manager the
Alpine theater.

Levy Goes to Denver
Chicago—Herman Levy, for sev-

eral years assistant manager of the
Orpheum theater at Sioux City, has
been named manager of the Or-
pheum theater at Denver. Mickey
Gross succeeds him at Sioux City.

Wisper Forms Roosevelt Co.

Detroit — Roosevelt Theater Co.
has been incorporated here by
Lew Wisper, of the Wisper and
Wetsman Circuit, with Wisper list-

ed as sole stockholder. The Roose-
velt has been operated since its con-
struction by the J. N. Robertson
Circuit.

Places Two With Metro
The Lyons agency has sold two

stage players to M-G-M. Bovd
Crawford leaves New York Aug. 12
to start work Aug. 20. Phyllis
Welch leaves Aug. 10.

Ehrlick to the Coast
Boston—Joseph Ehrlick, assistant

publicity director for RKO Memorial
and Boston theaters of this city,

will leave for the West Coast this
week for a month's vacation.

ers difficulty of this sort,

even repeated rehearsals are not
effective in eradicating some
offending player's tendency to-
ward a stilted delivery of his
"lines". This is because the ac-
tor is unable at the moment ac-
tually to feel the emotion or
state of mind of the character
he represents, and without this

literal transference of mood
and thought the scene cannot
ring true. Complete natural-
ness is achieved only when the
actor is able to readjust his
own personality so that he be-
comes, in effect, that other per-
son whom he is impersonating.
Many times I have had occa-

sion to say to a player, "I don't
want to teach you to act; I want
to keep you from acting"—and
that is exactly what the direc-

tor strives to do.—Harry Beaumont.

Varied Talents Assure
Long Career in Films

yARIETY is generally con-

ceded to be the spice of life.

In Hollywood, it is practically
a vital ingredient if one's cin-

ema life is to attain a goodly
span of years. The whole trou-
ble with Hollywood is that
mostly it doesn't last long
enough. You come out here;
they put you in some pictures;
they tell you you're colossal;
and then a few years later
they're doing the same thing to

somebody else and no one even
remembers you.

That's what happens to ac-
tors, anyway. So the idea is

to be able to do a couple of
things. Then, if they don't want
you to act, you just write a
story or direct a picture or
something like that, and stay
right on the payroll.

The longer it takes to get to

Hollywood, the longer you last.

I mean, instead of getting right
on the boat or train and head-
ing for movies, it's better to
learn show business thoroughly
first. I was in show business
in Europe and the United States
for twenty years before I went
out to work for 20th Century-
Fox. I started learning to act
back in St. Petersburg, Russia,
just after I graduated from
school. Along came the war,
and between periods in the
trenches, I ran an amateur the-
ater at rest camps. After the
war, I left Russia and organ-
ized my Russian Theater in Ber-
lin. I wrote most of the plays,
produced all of them, and acted
in some of them.

After ten years of that, the
Shuberts gave me a contract^*
come to America. I was Kjr
Broadway in "Castles In Tire"

Air," "Blossom Time" and a
lot of others. Then I went to
Hollywood. —Gregory Ratoff.

_ una
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'y^cock, Once Exhib, Seeks

^Railway Commission Post

Lincoln, Neb.—State Senator W.
F. Haycock, formerly an exhibitor

at Callaway, Neb., has filed as Dem-
ocratic candidate for the state rail-

way commission. Senator Haycock
was chairman of the unincameral

legislature committee which killed

the dangerous theater licensing bill.

That bill proposed, among other

things, that theaters be placed un-

der control of the commission for

which Haycock now is a candidate.

GB Will Release Six Pix

in U. S. Before November

Release of six pictures in this

country during August, September
and October is planned by GB. "King
Solomon's Mines" goes into distri-

bution Aug. 26. "Dr. Syn" is set

for September release and also

"Non-Stop New York." "The Girl

Was Young" goes out in October,

as does "Look Out for Love".

RKO Radio Foreign Sales

Meet in London Aug. 5-8

Annual convention of RKO-Radio

foreign sales forces is planned for

London Aug. 5 to 8, inclusive. Phil

Reisman, head of the foreign de-

partment, sails from New York July

29 for England to attend the meet-

ings.

Earlier Night Prices

New Orleans—-What amounts to

a practical raise in admission prices

of the "A" houses here has gone
into effect with the night schedule

of 40 cents now taking effect one
hour earlier than heretofore. Night
prices now go on at 5 p.m. instead

of 6, fulfilling a long desired plan

of one "A" house here which found
that its peak night paying crowds
were being standees while the "dead-

line" crowd on the quarter matinee
prices had the seats.

Pooling Waits on Arthur
St. Louis, Mo.—The final details

of the theater pooling and booking
arrangement between Fanchon &
Marco and the St. Louis Amusement
Co. on the one hand and the five

houses of Bessie Schulter and Alex
Papand on the other will not be de-

cided until Harry C. Arthur, Jr., F
& M executive, returns from his

Eastern vacation, probably about
Aug. 1.

GN Set In Egypt
Grand National product will be

distributed in Egypt by Ch. Lifshitz

and M. Joseph & Cie according to

a deal just closed covering the 1936-

37 schedule.

I
Polio Closes Ark. Theaters
Lonoke, Ark.—To curb the spread of

infantile paralysis in this section a city-

wide quarantine of children under 16 in

Lonoke is announced. Officials ordered
all children under 16 to remain off the
streets and ordered, playgrounds, thea-
ters and churches closed to children

under this age.

Words and Wisdom
YWOMEN: There will never be any

really great women writers in
the theater, because women do not
know as much as man. They are in-
capable of writing great plays be-
cause they have never had their emo-
tions awakened as men have, largely
because our civilization prohibits
them from having the experience
necessary to galvanize those emo-
tions.—JOHN GOLDEN.

WORTHLESS: It does not matter
how costly or spectacular a picture
may be; if it is not entertainment
it is worthless.—WILL HAY, Eng-
lish screen star.

DOOMED: It is entirely possible
that the novel and the short story
will cease completely. The movies
are no longer concerned with the
individual writer. Anyone can have
an idea, but he need no longer be
a writer to give it to the world.
The movies or the radio will do that
for him.—THEODORE DREISER.

MOONLIGHT AND ROSES: Un-
til the public shows a tangible in-

terest in the vital issues of the day
as entertainment material, I am
afraid we must resign ourselves to

a continued diet of moonlight and
roses on the screen with now and
then a well-coated pill of satire or
realism. Apparently this is what
we want. — HOWARD S. CULL-
MAN.

INFLUENCE: The cinema is go-

ing to become the greatest and most
efficacious means of influence, more
efficacious even than the press.

—

POPE PIUS IX.

RIBBING: People don't like to be
chided, kidded, ribbed. I've found
that out and I confine my ribbing
to the screen, where it pays me a
good livelihood. — CHARLIE RUG-
GLES.

PERFECTION: Stars are afraid
of what audiences will think about
them. Stars are so used to being
perfect that they do not know how
to portray weakness or lack of char-
acter on the screen. — LEO Mc-
CAREY.

SHORT-WEIGHT: While I be-
lieve a director should be capable
of handling anything that comes
his way, it seems to me a producer-

is short-weighting himself when he
turns over to a director a picture

completely out of his range of

knowledge or best ability.—IRVING
CUMMINGS.

ART-INDUSTRY: The produc-
tion and distribution of motion pic-

tures is primarily and industry
rather than an art. Yet motion pic-

tures successfully provide artistic

entertainment for the masses not

only in America but in many remote
parts of the world.—EDWARD A.
GOLDEN.

MICKEY MOUSE: All things
are possible to Mickey Mouse. He
outdoes his human contemporaries
in the very fields in which they ex-
cel. At the same time he has the
virtues and weaknesses of every-
man. Yet Mickey never fails, and
when Mickey makes good, some-
thing glows in all of us.—WILL H.
HAYS.

DON'T ACT: Many times I have
had occasion to say to a player, "I
don't want to teach you to act; I

want to keep you from acting"—and
that is exactly what the director
strives to do. Complete naturalness
is achieved only when the actor is

able to readjust his own personality
so that he becomes the other per-
son whom he is impersonating. —
HARRY BEAUMONT.

N. J. Allied Scents Breach

of Pact in Witholding Pix

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
has decided that action of Para-
mount in withholding of six pictures
sold under 1936-37 contracts is "a
breach of contract", it was stated in
behalf of the unit following a meet-
ing held Tuesday at the Hotel Doug-
las, Newark. The organization voted
to substantially endorse action of
the recent Allied meeting at Wash-
ington demanding that the distrib-

utor deliver all six productions and
contemplating legal moves, in this

respect, if necessary.

Comerford Plans $350,000
Wilkes-Barre Film House

Scranton — Comerford Amuse-
ment Co. has awarded a contract to
Penn-Yoik Utilities Corporation,
Scranton, for erection of a modern
theater in Public Square, Wilkes-
Barre, to cost $350,000 or more, with
equipment.

Executive Offices: 6536 SUNSET BLVDl, Hollywood
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ODEON CIRCUIT WILL

ADD 70 TO LINEUP

London (By Cable) — Scheduled

theater openings will bring size of

Odeon Theaters' circuit up from 230

to 300 houses within a few months.

Program provides for premieres of

14 new operations in various parts

of the country within a six-weeks'

period starting July 26.

G-B's Educational Pix

London — Gaumont-British sub-

standard library, it is stated, now
supplies 175,000 feet of film to

schools throughout the country

every week.
At these schools more than 104,-

000 boys and girls see at least one

talkie every week, and many of the

older children see educationals every

day. On the average four programs
are given every week.

Programs, as a rule, run three-

quarters of an hour, followed by
either examination or discussion.

Scottish Churches Producing

Edinburgh—The Scottish Churches

Film Guild is pushing ahead with

plans for the production of films.

A film on the life of a country

minister is to be produced by the

Meteor Film Producing Society,

from a scenario written by Angus
MacVicar.
A film record is also being pre-

pared of the restoration work being

carried out on the Church of the

Holy Rood, Stirling. Production

is being supervised by the Rev.

Lewis A. Sutherland, minister of

the church.

Film Imports Into India

London—An increase in the im-

ports to India of raw kinematograph
films from £157,500 to £178,125, and
a decline of exposed films from
£193,500 to £186,750, is reported in

a Survey of the Import Trade of

India, published by the Department
of Overseas Trade. Imports of

equipment, not previously record-

ed, are as follows: Projection ap-
paratus and accessories, £64,500;
sound recording apparatus and ac-

cessories, £24,750.

Niven Signed by Kane
London — David Niven, who re-

cently returned to London from
Hollywood, has been signed by Rob-
ert T. Kane to play male lead op-

posite Annabella in "Follow the
Sun" at Denham studios. 20th-Fox
will release.

Extend French Quota a Year
Paris—The government has promul-

gated for a year, expiring July 1, 1938,
the existent quota governing the im-
ported pictures, 188 in all as in previ-

ous years.
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The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Form Trade Combine in India

Madras—Some of the leading South Indian producers and producing concerns have
formed a trade combine which is the first of its kind in India. The managing direc-

tor of the trade combine to be known as "Motion Picture Producers Combine, Ltd.", is

K. Subramanyam of the Madras United Artists Corporation. A modern studio will

be built which will offer facilities to any independent producer wishing to make
pictures either in English or Tamil language. The studio will be 120 feet long

and 65 feet broad and 35 feet in height. Special high tension will be supplied so

that only artificial lights will be used in all studio work. The company will provide
shares of the profits to the heads of technical depts.

Union Cinemas Subsidiary
London — Prospectus has been

published for the issue of Union
Cinemas Subsidiary Properties,
Ltd., the company formed with a
capital of £500,000. The issue to

the public is 300,000 6 per cent cu-
mulative participating preference
shares of £1 each; the 1,000,000 or-

dinary shares of 4s each accounting
for the other £200,000, having been
subscribed for by Union Cinemas,
Ltd., at 4s. 7%d. per share, and are
fully paid up.
The prospectus shows that mort-

gages on the properties have been
obtained from the Equity and Law
Life Assurance Society totalling

£638,042, which, with £500,000 cap-
ital, totals £1,138,042.

Buchanan Directs Self

London—Jack Buchanan's second
picture as director of productions
for his new unit is now well on the
way to completion at Pinewood. A
musical, entitled "The Sky's the
Limit," it stars Buchanan himself
with the new Russian singer, Mara
Losseff. J. B. and Lee Garmes are
co-directing. Henry Harris is in

charge of the camera, and Tom
Morahan is art director.

Included in the cast are David
Hutcheson, H. F. Maltby, Sara All-

pood, Athene Seyler, William Ken-
dall, Morris Harvey. Charles Stone.
C. M. Hallard, David Burns, An-
tony Holies, Philip Strange. Sam
Wilkinson and Rawicz and Lan-
dauer, the piano duettists.

Plan New Hull Circuit

London—A new Hull theater cir-

cuit is being sponsored by Halten-
price Cinemas, Ltd., a company
formed in February last in connec-
tion with the opening of the Plaza
at Hessle. In the first instance the
company plans to build seven kine-
mas in Hull and district over an
area covering thirty-five miles. The
initial theater is to be erected at

Willerby. The proposed theaters
will be planned to cater for various
districts, probably as far afield as

Selby, and it is understood the cir-

cuit may enter into negotiations for

a first-run house in the city, to safe-

guard supply of films.

Filming Ganghofer's Novel
Berlin—Director Hans Deppe and

producer Peter Ostermayr are mak-
ing a film in the vicinity of Berch-

tesgaden. It is to be a suitable

screen version in this romantic
countryside of Ludwig Ganghofer's
novel "Das Schweigen im Walde"
(Silence in the Forest). The cast
consists of Paul Richter, Hansi Kno-
teck, Friedrich Ullmer, Kathe
Merck, Gustl Stark-Gstettenbauer,
Adalbert von Schlettow, Hermann
Ehrhardt, Hilde Schneider, and
Olga Schaub.

British Talent Quest On
London—A plan to find new

screen talent is announced by the
Incorporated London Academy of
Music. It has been drawn up by
the Academy in conjunction with
Alexander Korda, who is to give
screen tests to those recommended
by the Academy's experts.

In addition, London Films will

present a cup for award each year
to the candidate who shows greatest
promise of success on the films.

ABC Opens New Savoy
London—The Savoy, Leicester,

has opened as the latest addition to

the ABC circuit. The Savoy is a
2,500-seater situated in Belgrave
Gate, and is the seventh ABC house
to open this year with RCA High
Fidelity.

Call Off Zeppelin Film
Berlin—A film boosting German

aerial achievements and featuring
the Graf Zeppelin, which was to be
produced by Willy Forst and to star

Otto Tressler, has been indefinitely

postponed owing to the Zeppelin
disaster.

BRITISH LIST 35 ?\U
FOR JUVENILE SHOWS

Ruth Chatterton In "Rat"
London—Herbert Wilcox, who has

signed Ruth Chatterton to appear
opposite Anton Walbrook in "The
Rat," will send the pix into produc-
tion at Denham studios in approxi-
mately two weeks' time, with Jack
Raymond directing.

Based on Ivor Novello's apache
characterization, the film will have
a new story written by Hans Ra-
meau, with script by Marjorie
Gaffney. Details of supporting cast

are expected to be announced short-

ly.

British Film Banned
Copenhagen — The Danish film

censor has banned the British film,

"Love From a Stranger," featuring

Basil Rathbone and Ann Harding.

London—Arising out of the Films
for Children Conference nine months
ago, a first list of 85 feature films
recommended by the British Film
Institute for showing at special
Children's Matinees has just been
published. The list has been com-
piled by a special Committee com-
posed of representatives of social

organizations and exhibs with prac-
tical knowledge of children's film

programs.
In the list of recommended films

there are 12 comedies including
some featuring Jack Hulbert, Har-
old Lloyd and Joe E. Brown; 14
story films for young children and
nine for older ones. The latter in-

clude "Tudor Rose," "Rhodes of
Africa," "Midshipman Easy" and
"Captain Blood." The largest group
of all is the Westerns.

The list contains 20 short Chap-
lin, Buster Keaton and Laurel and
Hardy comedies as well as 79 good
interest and story films of which
the editors say, "a selection only
is given here to indicate the variety
of films available and how they can
be used to contribute to a balanced
programme."
The list is being circulated to all

exhibitors and local Licensing Au-
thorities. At the same time, the In-

stitute is taking a census of cine-

mas organizing special Children's
Matinees in England and Wales.

India's First Color Feature

Madras—Bagwan studios are in con-

struction. When finished a spectacular

picture in color will be made. It will

be the first one of its kind here.

GB Offers Mining Co. Aid
London—The services of Geoffrey

Barkas, Gaumont location director,
have been offered to the Saudi Ara-
bia Mining Co. which plans to be-
gin work soon on the ancient gold
mines supposed to be King Solo-
mon's, located in Saudi, on the
fringe of the Arabian desert.

Barkas, who headed the location
company for the Gaumont produc-
tion, "King Solomon's Mines," is

familiar both with the region and
with the mine workings in that area.
In making location sequences for
the screen version of the H. Rider
Haggard story, he spent five months
in Africa, collecting legendary and
current information on the true site

of the ancient mines of Ophir.

Now It's "Gaiety Girls"

London—"Gaiety Girls" has been
selected as the new title of the Alex-
ander Korda Technicolor production
previously known as "Hell's Belles."
Victor Saville, who made the Jessie

Matthews hit musicals, is slated to

direct from an original story by R.
C. Sheriff, author of "Journey's
End."

tiUl
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Hutchinson Leaves August 12 for Australian Meeting

20th-Fox Foreign Head to

Discuss Revival of

GT Deal

Walter J. Hutchinson, general

manager of the 20th Century-Fox
foreign department, leaves New
York Aug. 12 for Sydney, Austra-

lia, where he will confer with of-

ficials of Greater Union Theaters

on continuation of General Theaters,

involving that outfit and Hoyts The-
aters, in which the American firm

is heavily interested. At the mo-
ment, however, chances of perpetua-

( Continued on Page 4)

ANTI-PLAYDAfE plan

UP AT allied parley

Chicago—Allied leaders approxi-
mating 30 in number, and repre-

senting various territories through-
out the country, last night were
gathering at the Congress Hotel
here preliminary to a second na-
tional conference on Paramount
anti-playdate strike.

Leaders expected to attend the
(Continued on Page 4)

"Saratoga" Opens Strong

in N. Y. and Other Keys

Quoting reports from 10 key cit-

ies where "Saratoga", Jean Har-
low's last picture, has just opened,
M-G-M yesterday heralded its gros-

ses as record-breaking.
At the Capitol, New York, where

(Continued on Page 4)

Town Lacking Theater, Priest Shows Films in Church
Deweese, Neb.—Assumption Church, through the Rev. Adrian Klepec, has come to

the rescue of his movie-less town. Father Klepec has started a theater in the church
auditorium, seating 200, for the double purpose of raising church revenues and to help
local business men attract trade.

PHILLY GROSSES DROP

20% FROM 1936 TAKE

Philadelphia—Box office takes are
approximately 20 per cent—some
estimates are as high as 30—in
comparison with the excellent biz
of a year ago, according to local

exhibs.
Showmen are inclined to attri-

bute the drop to a feeling of un-
certainty accompanying labor un-
rest. While thus far there has been
little strike trouble here, wage earn-
ers are credited with husbanding
their finances as a precautionary
move.

CONSOLIDATED EARNS

$148,712 IN QUARTER

Consolidated Film Industries and
subsidiaries report Consolidated net

earnings of $148,712, for the three

months ended June 30 last, after de-

preciation and federal taxes but be-

fore provision for federal surtax on
undistributed earnings, equal to 37

cents a share on the preferred stock

outstanding.
This brings Consolidated earnings

(Continued on Page 4)

Equity Lifts Suspensions
Jack Oakie 3nd five other actors sus-

pended by Actors' Equity for failure to

the Screen Actors' Guild have been
'stored to membership after paying
ines. The other reinstated players are

Lloyd Nolan, Robert Warwick, Frederic

Santley, Harvey Clarke and Lucien Lit-
tlefield. Tully Marshall, suspended
eight years ago by Equity, has also

regained membership after paying a

$500 fine.

June Admish Taxes Soar

$342,586 Over Last Year

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An encouraging

gain for the month of June, admis-
sions tax receipts for theaters and
places of amusement jumped $342,-
586.18 over the same period in 1936,

(Continued on Page 4)

Retrial of Hart's Suit

Against U. A. Due in Fall

New trial ordered by the Appel-

late Division, New York State Su-

preme Court, on the William S. Hart
suit against United Artists based on
distribution returns will not take

place until next fall, it is indicated.

In ordering a new trial the Ap-
pellate Division last Friday set

aside a verdict of $85,000 for the

former producer-star.

Apathetic Attitude Found as

Kuykendall Talks of

New Effort

Following recent intimation by
President Ed Kuykendall of the

MPTOA that he was considering re-

viving his organization's 10-poiht

trade practice program, checkup of

major company reaction to the idea

yesterday disclosed an apathetic at-

titude.

That that feeling is shared by
units affiliated with the MPTOA has
been indicated in recent talks with
their leaders, both in New York City

and elsewhere.
Conferences between an exhibi-

(Continued on Page 14)

CRITERION

-™
DEAL

New Season Product Deal Completed

By Warner Bros. With Fox West Coast

Expect Secret Session of

A F of M Board on Sunday

American Federation of Music-
ians executive board, slated to meet
Monday to consider action on film

synchronization, electrical transcrip-

tions and recordings, is expected to

confer secretly Sunday prior to for-
(Continued on Page 4)

Under a deal just completed by

Gradwell L. Sears, distribution

chieftain, Warner Bros.-First Na-

tional 1937-38 season product will

play Fox West Coast circuit the-

aters, controlled by National The-
aters. Both shorts and features are
included in the buy.

Sears has now gone to New Or-
(Continued on Page 14)

A five-year operating deal under
which Paramount becomes interest-

ed in the Criterion, New York, in

association with B. S. Moss and
Harry Chai'nas is due to be signed

today, following a conference yes-

terday when terms were agreed up-

on. Paramount officials will com-
(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox, Cullman Counsel

Seek Protective Formula

Counsel for 20th Century-Fox and
for Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trus-

tee, conferred yesterday in an ef-

fort to work out a formula that will

protect Cullman against claims that

may arise against him after appro-
(Continued on Page 4)

Zukors Going to Europe
Adolph Zukor leaves the Coast Aug.

13 for New York and sails on Aug. 25

on the Queen Mary for a trip to Eng-
land and the continent which will oc-

cupy six weeks or more. While abroad

he will confer with Paramount execu-

tives on what is going on in the studio.

Mrs. Zukor accompanies him.
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151/g 143/4 143/4 — i/
8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. 100 1/4 100 1/4 100 1/4

Para. Picts. cv.3i/4s47 963/4 96 963,4 + %
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 Vi 95 95 — 1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23/4 25/8 25/8 + l/s

Sonotone Corp 15/8 1 1/2 15/8 -j- Vs
Technicolor 28% 28 1/4 283/8 — %
Trans-Lux 4l/4 4 4% + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

Confer on K. C. Union Pact

Major company exchange heads
conferred yesterday with IATSE
representatives at the office of
Frank Phelps of Warner Bros, on
a contract for the exchange em-
ployes union at Kansas City. Con-
ferences on the K. C. pact will prob-
ably be resumed today.

Song Plagiarism Action

Against 20th-Fox Flops

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert
esterday dismissed a $1,000,000 song
plagiarism suit against 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and Movietone Music Co.,

on the ground that the complaint
of the Foreign and Domestic Mu-
sic Corp. failed to set forth suffi-

cient cause of action, but ruled that
the complaint stands against Nino
Martini, Con Conrad, Herb Magid-
son and the Sam Fox Publishing Co.
The action involves the contention
that the song "Pas L'Amore" was
plagiarized in the tune "Midnight
in Paris" in the 20th-Fox picture
"Here's To Romance."

Portables and Merchants
Shows Arouse Wis. ITPA

Milwaukee — Concerned over the
growing number of exhibitors who
are going into small towns with
portable equipment and through
merchants' cooperation running free
shows, the ITPA is gathering infor-
mation with a view to action against
those showing prints without copy-
right owners' permission. The as-
sociation has also demanded that
several local independent exchanges,
charged with supplying films to
these operators, discontinue the
practice.

Jay Emanuel Taking Over
Reading, Lancaster Houses

Philadelphia — Jay Emanuel is

taking over operation of the Rajah
theater at Reading, 2,000-seater, and
also the Fulton Opera House in Lan-
caster, latter with 1,400 seats. The
Lancaster deal is in partnership
with Mrs. Finch. He also opens up
the 500 seat Dewey Theater in
South Philadelphia at the end of
the month.

Brenon Will Make Two
More Films In England

Herbert Brenon, director, now in
Hollywood returns to New York in

four weeks en route to London,
where he is to make two more pic-
tures under a current contract. He
has already made two productions
under the deal.

Schwalberg Takes Over
A. W. Schwalberg has also as-

sumed duties of Sid Davidson, who
recently resigned as head of the
Warner Bros.-First National ad
sales department. Bernie Goodman
will aid him.

Dog Racing Under Ban
Belleville, 111.—There will be no

dog racing at the Mississippi Val-
ley Kennel Club's track at Cahon-
kia, Sheriff Henry L. Sieckmann of
St. Clair County announced follow-
ing a long distance conversation
with Governor Henry L. Horner.

South African Business

Good, Reports Otto Bolle

Theater conditions in South Af-
rica have been surveyed by Otto
Bolle of 20th Century-Fox, who has
just returned to New York to report
back to Walter J. Hutchinson, gen-
eral manager of the company's for-

eign department. He will soon be
given a new assignment.

Bolle yesterday stated that busi-

ness in South Africa is good and
there is some theater construction
in progress, with the Schlesinger in-

terests building four houses.

Springfield Park Leased

as Drive-in Film Theater

Springfield, Mass. — Riverside
Park has been leased until Nov. 1
for an outdoor automobile theater
under the name of Riverside Park-
In Theater. It will be the first of
its kind in this section.
Joseph McMahon of this city is

general manager. The motion pic-
ture end of the enterprise will be
handled by Sam Bennett and Ver-
non A. Trigger also of this city.

It is planned to have a double fea-
ture program and newsreel with
two changes a week, the new shows
appearing on Sundays and Thurs-
days.

Northwest Allied Meets
In Minneapolis Monday

Minneapolis — Northwest Allied
will meet to discuss Paramount
strike plans and other business here
in Nicollet Hotel Monday night.
Stanley Kane, executive secretary
who has been traveling through the
northwest during the past week, will
return for the meeting.

Contract to Eberson

Cleveland, O. — Cleveland Trust
Co. as trustee, has awarded archi-

tectural contracts to John Eberson,
and building contracts to the In-
diana Engineering & Construction
Co. of Fort Wayne, Ind., covering
the erection of a 700-seat theater
at 25 S. Main St., Akron, O.

Theater is under lease to Wm. N.
Skirball and associates of Cleveland.

2 RKO Pix for Rialto

Two RKO Radio Pictures produc-
tions have been booked into the

Rialto Theater for showing within
the next three weeks. "Hollywood
Cowboy," starring George O'Brien,
moved in yesterday, (Thursday) and
the latest Bert Wheeler-Bob Wool-
sey comedy, "On Again—Off Again,"
will go in the house for the week
starting Aug. 5.

Wood Committee to Meet
Columbus, O.—Paramount Strike

Committee headed by P. J. Wood,
will hold another meeting at the
Congress Hotel, Chicago, tomorrow.

Coming and Goin

HUGH L. O'CONNELL has arrived in New
York from the Coast for several weeks' vaca-
tion.

W. E. CALLAWAY, Warner district man-
ager at the Coast, is in New York.

GRADWELL L. SEARS has gone to New Or-
leans from New York.

CARL LESERMAN and ROY HAINES are
back in New York from Boston.

ARTHUR J. SULLIVAN is in New York from
Panama.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON leaves New York
Aug. 12 for Australia.

OTTO BOLLE is back in New York from
South Africa.

EDDIE COHEN of the Miami Daily News is

in New York.

ADOLPH ZUKOR and MRS. ZUKOR will leave
Hollywood Aug. 13 for New York and will
sail for Europe Aug. 25.

HERBERT BRENON, who has gone to the
Coast, returns to New York in four weeks,
en route to London.

GEORGE W. WEEKS arrives in Des Moines
today from Milwaukee.

HUNTZ HALL and GABRIEL DELL, who went
to Hollywood to play in "Dead End," return
tomorrow.

ERROL FLYNN leaves Hollywood for New
York by plane on Monday.

BEATRICE LILLIE sails today on the Europa.

DAN HALPRIN, general sales manager of
Dictograph Products, is en route to the Coast.

ARTHUR WILLI, RKO talent scout, will go
to the Coast in a few days.

SAUL ROGERS, returns to his desk Monday
after a week away from the city.

EARLE HAMMONS, Educational president, will
begin reporting regularly Monday after a two-
week vacation at his Mamaroneck place.

JULY 23

Albert Warner Gerald K. Rudulph
Florence Vidor Ray Cozine
Harry Cohn Lewis Innerarity

Aileen Pringle Whitney Bolton
Joseph Seiden

"He Was Her Man" Unit

Prepares to Go Abroad

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Headed by Associate

Producer Sam Engel and Director
Monty Banks, the 20th Century-Fox
unit scheduled to participate in the
production of Gracie Fields' first

picture, "He Was Her Man," is ex-
pected to leave Hollywood within
the next ten days. Victor McLaglen
already has been ordered to go to
England for a leading role in the
picture, and other prominent Holly-
wood players are to be assigned
shortly. The picture will be made
at the studios in Denham, England.

KMU)



THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

10 WARNER NEW SEASON FILMS NOW IN WORK to add to many already completed and awaiting

showing at Warners' National Trade Exhibit Aug. 23rd and 24th. Among those present will be 'Varsity

Show', just completed with Dick Powell and Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians at the head of the class.

'LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA' TO BE R0ADSH0WN
at Hollywood Theatre, N.Y.startingAug. 11th,

so star Paul Muni prepares to embark from

coast to attend elaborate festivities.*

,KAY SINGS, KAY DANCES, KAY KO'S

CRITICS! Preview brings raves on all

fronts for 'Confession', Warners' new
Francis drama due for release next

month with Ian Hunter, Basil Rathbone,

Jane Bryan heading big supporting cast.°

CELEBRATION OF THE WEEK
was Director Edmund Gould-

ing's, rewarded with Warner

Bros, contract after his 'That

Certain Woman', co-starring

honorguestsBette Davis, Henry

Fonda, received coast ovation.

NEW YORK WON'T FORGET
the sensationally successful

engagement of 'They Won't

Forget', with continued crowds

(right) forcing Strand holdover

for picture that reviewers ex-

claimed 'is all fans duty to see

twice and send their friends'!

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First Notional Picture Vifograph, Inc., Distributors



HUTCHINSON LEAVES

AUG. 12 FOR SYDNEY

{Continued from Page 1)

tion of the alliance seem few and
far between, according to spokes-
men for both groups.

As indicated some weeks ago, Sid-

ney R. Kent, who is now in Maine,
has changed his mind about making
a trip to Australia on the matter.

Friday, July 23, 1937

Criterion 5-Year Deal

is Set by Paramount

{Continued from Page 1)

prise half of the board of the com-
pany running the house and Char-
nas and Moss will continue to op-
erate under the directors' super-
vision.

Paramount will use the theater
mainly for "continued first runs"
from the Paramount theater. Ar-
rangement becomes effective Aug. 1.

Papers concluding a permanent
deal between A. H. Blank and Para-
mount, covering the Tri-States cir-

cuit, are scheduled to be signatured
today. Blank gets a 50 per cent in-

terest in the houses and the buy-
back clause provided under the old

agreement is eliminated.

June Admish Taxes Soar

$342,586 Over Last Year

( Continued from Page 1

)

according to a report from the Bu-
reau of Internal Revenue.

For the month of June, 1936, ad-
missions tax receipts totaled $1,-

532,189.11 and for the same month
in 1937 admissions jumped to $1,-

874,775.29.

Anti-Playdate Plan Coming
Up at Allied's Chi. Parley

{Continued from Page 1)

session today include President Na-
than Yamins, Abram F. Myers of

Washington, Al Steffes of Minneap-
olis, Lee Newbury of New Jersey
and Arthur Howard of Boston.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Gilbert Roland plans to organize a

syndlcata to build a bull-fighting ring

in or near Mexicali where "humane"
bull-fighting will be offered to South-
ern Californians.

—PARAMOUNT.

V

• • • SMART PRESSBOOK on a production primarily
designed to feature Smartness in all the pop entertainment
forms "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" we be-
lieve that this is the first time a producer's name has become
part of the title of a picture mebbe that's part of the
Smartness Policy, too anyway, the Pressbook carries out
the idea perfectly issued by Monroe Greenthal and his
United Artists staff in conjunction with Hal Home and the
Wanger organization the book is crammed with practical,

punchy ideas and down-to-earth selling angles there are
literally pages of fashion tie-ups a powerful pre-selling
campaign the physical makeup of this campaign book will
be appreciated by showmen divided into three sections,
with each page perforated for convenience

T T

• • • SELF-APPRAISAL Winnie Sheehan, former
executive head of Fox ... in a recent letter to a friend pointed
out what he thought were his greatest contributions to the in-

dustry first, the discovery of such stars as Shirley Temple,
Will Rogers, Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter second,
the production of one of the greatest pictures of all time

—

"Cavalcade" his greatest pride, he wrote, was that he had
never produced a "dirty sex picture"

V T

• • • RELICS OF Old New York the battle-scarred
flags and banners of the famous Ninth Regiment were
borne by fifty officers of this veterans' association when they
attended the premiere of "The Toast of New York" at the
Music Hall last evening the significance of the old flags
lies in the fact that Jim Fisk, the famous speculator around
whom the film is built, was one of the commanders of the old
Ninth The pix broke all previous records for a July open-
ing at the Music Hall, RKO Radio home office reports
the crowd filled the theater's 6,000 seats and left 800 standees
in the first hour

T T

• • • LOCAL DRAMA helping to get out the Sun-
day movie vote during the recent special election in Beatrice,
Nebraska Ike Rubin, salesman for Paramount's Omaha
exchange, called to a man seated quietly on a porch: "Would
you like to see movies in Beatrice on Sundays?" the man
replied quietly: "Stranger, I'd give anything in the world to
see movies any time." Rubin approached the man to talk
further the other was stone blind

• • FILM MAN makes good as writer Bill Len-
gel, noted writer and editor, once eastern story editor for Co-
lumbia Pictures has signed a contract with Ives Washburn,
Inc. for fall publication of his new novel, "Candles In the
Wind" Lengel wrote "Forever and Ever," which estab-
lished him as a writer of note

• • • STAGE ATMOSPHERE featuring the mili-

tary formations used in "Wee Willie Winkie," the Roxy will
have a special stage number when the picture opens there next
Friday. . . • Charles Moses made a hole-in-one yesterday on
the 17th at the Milburn country club on Longisle. . . • Olive
Higgins Prouty, author of the novel "Stella Dallas," will attend
the New York opening of the Goldwyn picture at the Music
Hall next Thursday. . . • Michael Raymond, newspaper syn-
dicate writer, has finished an original screen story titled "Ma-
dam Fagin," inspired by the career of the celebrated Ma Man-
delbaum, colorful figure of the late 80's

CONSOLIDATED EAR®

$148,712 IN QUARTER

( Continued from Page 1

)

for the first six months of 1937 to

$378,416 after depreciation and fed-
eral taxes but before federal sur-
tax on undistributed earnings. Six
months' earnings are equal to 95
cents a share on the outstanding
preferred.

"Saratoga" Opens Strong

in N. Y. and Other Keys

( Continued from Page 1

)

the production had its New York
premiere, several hundred persons
were in line before the b.o. started
business yesterday morning, it was
declared. Picture is also currently
playing at the State and Chinese
theaters in Los Angeles, having
opened in those houses simultane-
ously; the Strand at Portland, Me.,
Stanley, Philadelphia, Fifth Avenue,
Seattle and also in San Diego, Den-
ver, Asheville and Milwaukee.

I

20th-Fox, Cullman Counsel
Seek Protective Formula

{Continued from Page 1)

val of the Roxy reorganization plan,
but had reached no agreement, leav-
ing the likelihood that formal ap-
proval of the plan may be post-
poned another week. However,
every effort is to be made today be-
fore and at the hearing before Fed-
eral Judge Caffey to work out a
solution of this last obstacle in the
way of confirmation of the plan.

Expect Secret Session of

A F of M Board on Sunday

{Continued from Page 1)

mal opening of the session. During
the week representatives of record-
ing and transcription companies
will be heard by the board. The
board will act on President Weber's
recommendation that sound tracks
recorded for a particular picture be
used only for that picture.

« « « » » »

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Six new movie theaters planned for

Oslo will raise that city's seating ca-
pacity to 13,000—for a population of

270,000.



Eyes have never beheld its equal!

QUICK FLASHES TO AA-G-M HOME OFFICE!

A few of the "SARATOGA" openings which foreshadow

one of greatest audience attractions this industry ever saw:

SEATTLE, WASH.—Telegram to M-G-M: "'Saratoga opened today Fifth Avenue Theatre

breaking all opening day house records since 'Tugboat Annie' and that includes 'San

Francisco'. As this is one of first runs in country I know you will be happy to receive

this information. Playing picture single bill with good shorts. Studio did masterful

job completing this picture and audience reaction marvelous. Kindest regards.

(Signed) John Hamrick"

PHILADELPHIA — Biggest mid-week opening in theatre's history.

DENVER— Beats everything including all holiday openings of biggest pictures.

ASHEVILLE— Daily increasing its big first-day lead over previous record holders.

MILWAUKEE — Biggest first-day gross in theatre's history with exception of a previous New
Year's and Thanksgiving opening.

SAN DIEGO — Beating "San Francisco", "Great Ziegfeld", "Maytime" and all previous top

grossers. "Saratoga" opening 50% better than "Captains Courageous" old-time high.

NEW YORK— Hundreds in line at Capitol Theatre, Broadway, long before theatre opening.

PORTLAND, ME. — Telegram to M-G-M: "'Saratoga' opened Strand, Portland, today and

first two hours gross topped sensational 'Captains Courageous' which was record

opening."

LOS ANGELES — "Saratoga" opened to such tremendous business Loew's State and
Chinese that Loew's have special midnight show first day and second day will open
theatre at 9:00 o'clock adding one full show. Chinese also adding one new show daily.

Crowds lined up at Loew's State, Los Angeles, all day."

TORRINGTON, CONN. — "Best business ever enjoyed here. Tops everything ever

played."

(Only the beginning! Watch!)
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"She Had to Eat"
with Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

20th Century-Fox 74 Mins.

LIGHT AND PLEASING SUMMER
SHOW CARRIES THRILLS CLEVERLY
MIXED WITH LAUGHS.

Jack Haley is the main attraction, close-

ly seconded by Eugene Pallette and Arthur
Treacher. Between the three of them,

they keep the laughs coming steadily. Story

opens with Haley as the owner of a filling

station in Arizona encountering a rich

nut under the influence of liquor. The
nut is Pallette, whose butler is Treacher.

Pallette insists on practicing clay pigeon

shooting right there in front of the fill-

ing station. Haley horns in and proves

such a marvelous shot, the nut takes him

along on his private car. When he wakes
up sober the next morn, he doesn't remem-
ber a thing, and has the butler throw

Haley off the train. Then the screwy ad-

ventures begin for Haley. He meets an

adventurous and charming young lady liv-

ing by her wits, played by Rochelle Hud-
son. They join forces, and the fun gets

hot when a tough killer escapes from the

local jail and Haley proves to be a dead

ringer for the gangster. Then many ad-

ventures with the law, and the nut com-
ing back into his life, and insisting on the

girl and boy accepting his hospitality and

all the gifts he shov/ers on them—when
drunk—it works up to a hectic thrill climax

with gangsters kidnapping the supposed

killer for a heavy ransom from a rival who
wants to bump him off. All ends happily,

of course, for boy and girl. Haley delivers

the laughs consistently. Rochelle Hudson

is charming. Pallette and Treacher do ace

work and score the chuckles along with

Haley.

Cast: Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson,

Arthur Treacher, Eugene Pallette, Douglas

Fowley, John Qualen, Maurice Cass, Wallis

Clark, Lelah Tyler, Tom Kennedy, Tom
Dugan, Franklin Pangborn.

Director, Malcolm St. Clair; Authors, M.
M Musselman, James Edward Grant;

Screenplay, Samuel G. Engel.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

Jleviews 6% the Hew TUms 1k

ITPA to Meet Aug. 6
Milwaukee—Notification of Para-

mount contract cancellations are be-
ing received here by the Indepen-
dent Theaters Protective Associa-
tion of Wisconsin and Upper Michi-
gan, Inc., from members, according
to Ray Tesch, business manager,
since the group has joined in the
Paramount strike. The association's
board will meet Aug. 6 to deter-
mine what action to take against
exhibitors who continue to play Par-
amount pictures.

House for Baton Rouge
Baton Rouge, La.—Capitol Thea-

ters, Inc., is planning the con-
struction of a film house here at a
cost of $40,000. The building is to
be of reinforced concrete and steel
construction, with concrete floors
and brick walls. Robert B. Good-
man of Baton Rouge is the archi-
tect.

Bulldog Drummond
at Bay"

with John Lodge, Dorothy Mackaill, Victor

Jory, Claud Allister

Republic 63 Mins.

MELODRAMA IS BOGGED DOWN BY
LOOSE ENDS AND TRITENESS OF TREAT-
MENT.

Too many loose ends and too much that
is trite in the story treatment bog down
this one. Nor is that all. Performances
in several instances are stilted, while some
characterizations are over-played, with the
responsibility in both instances probably
more due to faulty direction than anything
else. From the physical production stand-
point, pix is also open to criticism. Castle
exterior long shot fairly shrieks miniature,
and the castle fire fails to carry conviction.

Republic's Bulldog Drummond, John Lodge,
on this occasion is the nemesis of one
Kalinsky, (Hugh Miller) unscrupulous in-

ternational money bags, who masks his

martial deviltry with the Key Club, world
peace organization. Latter, headed by the
fanatical and batty scientist, Dr. Belfrus

(Frank Cochrane), is just a racket. Kal-

insky's henchmen kidnap Caldwell, inven-

tor of a mystery plane, with the idea of

forcing him tc give up his plans that they

may be sold to a foreign power. From that

point on, it's strictly formula — violent

death, disappearing body, lethal gas cham-
ber, torture and romance between Drum-
mond and the essential girl. Latter, Bel-

frus' niece and presumably one of Kalinsky's

hirelings, turns out to be—you guessed it!

—a British secret agent. Of the cast,

Dorothy Mackaill stands out and as Doris

registers strongly. Lodge's Bulldog lacks

both in suavity and vigor. Victor Jory as

Gregoroff is just a menace. Claud Allister's

goofy Algy is so-so and the role of little

importance. Hugh Miller's Kalinsky is not

convincing and that goes for Cochrane's

Belfrus.

Cast: John Lodge, Dorothy Mackaill,

Victor Jory, Claud Allister, Hugh Miller,

Leslie Perrins. Richard Bird, Brian Buchel,

Jim Gerald, Annie Esmond, Maire O'Neill,

William Dewhurst, Franch Cochrane.

Director, Norman Lee; Author, "Sapper";

Screenplay, James Parrish and Patnc Kir-

wan; Photography, Walter Harvey; Set-

tings, John F. Mead.

Direction, Fauity. Photography, Fair.

Minneapolis Film Row
Weddings on Sunday

Minneapolis—Reuben Aved, head
shipper at United Artists, will mar-
ry Miss Rose Brenes here Sunday,
and the same day Miss Belle Templin,
inspectoress, will wed Herman Prae-
ger, formerly connected with the
exchange, also in Minneapolis.

Release Col. Serial Sept. 1

Columbia's first serial venture
starring Frank Buck and featuring
Sasha Siemel, has been definitely

set for release on Sept. 1. This is

the first of four serials which Co-
lumbia has set for production for
the coming season.

Hideaway"
with Fred Stone, Emma Dunn, Marjorie

Lord, J. Carrol Naish

RKO Radio 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
WELL PLAYED AND DIRECTED DO-

MESTIC COMEDY GARNERS MANY A
LAUGH.

This is satisfying program fare and con-
tains many laughs. Fred Stone does good
work as a lazy, easy-going head of a house-
hold, whose wife, Emma Dunn, does all

the work. Comely Marjorie Lord is their

daughter. Richard Rosson's direction is

commendable, while Scripters J. Robert
Bren and Edmund L. Hartmann fashioned

some laugh-provoking sequences. Stone, his

wife and daughter are squatters and have

been occupying a house in the country

owned by J. Carroll Naish, big city

racketeer. Naish and his aides, Bradley

Page and Ray Mayer, after committing a

$100,000 robbery, rush to Naish's place

to use it as a hideaway. Stone does not

know that Naish is the owner. Naish sends

Stone to New York with a message to one

of his pals, but Paul Guilfoyle, an enemy,
learns that Stone is living in Naish's place.

He and his men follow Stone to the hide-

away and kill Naish. Stone captures

Guilfoyle and is acclaimed by his towns-

people.

Cast: Fred Stone, Emma Dunn, Marjorie

Lord, J. Carrol Naish, William Corson, Ray

Mayer, Bradley Page, Paul Guilfoyle,

Tommy Bond, Dudley Clements, Alec Craig,

Charles Withers, Otto Hoffman, Bob Mac-
kenzie.

Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Richard

Rosson; Author, Melvin Levy; Screenplay,

J. Robert Bren, Edmund L. Hartmann;

Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Editor, Henry.

Berman; Art Director, Van Nest Polglase,

Associate, Al Herman; Recording Engineer,

Denzil A. Cutler.

Scottish Rite Cathedral

to Become 3,300-Seater

New Castle, Pa. — Charles Free-
man and Mike Marks, veteran ex-

hibitors, have joined hands in a new
promotion which will open the 3,300-

seat Scottish Rite Cathedral here

as a film theater.

Marks, operator of the Latonia
theater, Oil City, and Freeman, for-

mer New Castle and Meadville ex-

hibitor, will name the enterprise the

Cathedral theater, they have an-
nounced.

Four "Road Back" Holdovers
J. R. Grainger, General Manager

of Distribution for Universal, yes-
terday received word of the hold-

overs of "The Road Back" in the
first four spots in which it has open-
ed. It will be held over at the Up-
town Theater in Kansas City, the
Allen Theater in Cleveland, the Or-
pheum Theater in San Francisco
and the Memorial Theater in Bos-
ton.

Colonial Theater in Erie, Pa. and
the Trail Theater in Colorado
Springs, boosted admish for the pix.

FOREIGN
"Signora Paradise"

("Lady of Paradise")

Tirennia 77 Mins.

FAIR ITALIAN TALKIE IS WEAKENED
BY UNEVEN ACTION.

This is the not exactly unusual story
of age failing in its attempt to win the
heart of youth. Put the treatment down
in the "fair" catagory, with uneven ac-
tion as the major detriment. An aging
pawnbroker befriends, falls in love with
a jobless typist, fails to stir a reciprocal
passion and finally sees her leave him for
a poor youth and a they-lived-happily-ever-
after finale. Three major roles are well
played.

Cast includes: Memo Benassi, Elsa de
Giorgi and Mino d'Oro.

Produced by Tirennia; Directed by A
Mazzoni Presented at the Broadway Cine
Roma, New York City.

SHORTS
The Hall Johnson Choir in

"Mississippi Moods"
RKO Radio 17 mins.

Fine Negro Atmosphere

Plenty of good Negro atmosphere,
with the choral numbers all the way
through and an appropriate and hu-
morous story vein keeping a neat
suspense sustained to the end.
Starting on a river boat with a
bunch of darkies handling the cotton
cargo, singing "Carry Me Back to
Ole Virginny", the steamboat docks
at the landing and all the women
folks are down to meet their men.
But poor Mose has lost his earn-
ings in a crap game to a city
slicker. His wife Hattie is waiting
for the dough so they can go on
their delayed honeymoon after be-
ing married for years. The other
gals throw a rent party so that the
couple can get the money. After
the party the steamboat whistle
blows, and they load the boat and
Hattie chases Mose who has depart-
ed with the honeymoon dough. All
ends happily as the boat starts down
the river. The Hall Johnson Choir
have many fine voices, and the
songs are all in the rollicking mood
of darkies on pleasure bent. Un-
usually fine production for a short,
this number will score with its au-
thentic Negro atmosphere done in

the mood of joyous abandon that is

infectious. The colored actors seem
to be having a lot of real fun and
they convey this to the audience.
Directed by Leslie Goodwins. Pro-
duced by Bert Gilroy. Photographed
with skill by Harry Wild.

Improve Alliance Hou
Alliance, O.—The Columbia Here,

one of the Tri-Theaters Inc. group
is dark until Labor Day, during
which time extensive backstage im-
provements will be made, Ray Wal-
lace, manager, has announced.

_L



A THEATRE'S PROGRAM
IS AS STRONG AS ITS

WEAKEST LINK!
M-G-M Short Subjects insure complete satisfaction of your

entire show because of their individual merit. They are made

by the same personnel and at the same studio which pro-

duce the great M-G-M Features! They are built with sound

exploitation ideas behind them to make certain of public

attention. They bring added revenue to the box-office!
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JM-G-M
GREATEST
YEAR IN

SHORTS
1937-1938

THE BUSINESS-BUILDING LINE-UP!

2-REEL SUBJECTS

6 M-G-M Musicals

6 Crime Doesn't Pay

Total 2'reel subjects— 12

1-REEL SUBJECTS

15 Pete Smith Specialties

10 M-G-M Miniatures

10 Historical Mysteries

8 Robert Benchley
12 Our Gang (Hal Roach)
1

2

Fitzpatrick Traveltalks
(in Technicolor)

13 M-G-M Cartoons
1 Second Audioscopik

Total hreel subjects—81

Also

4 LAUREL-HARDY RE-ISSUES

Beau Hunks (4 reels)

Blotto (3 reels)

The Perfect Day (2 reels)

County Hospital (2 reels)

plus

104 Issues of the M-G-M Newsreel

"NEWS OF THE DAY"

Ufi



AN INFORMAL PREVIEW OF M-G-M's
SHORT SUBJECTS FOR THE NEW SEASON!

# TWO-REEL PRODUCTIONS

6 CRIME DOESN'T PAY
Because of the popularity of the CRIME subjects, HIT AND
RUN DRIVER, TORTURE MONEY, THE PUBLIC PAYS,
and others, M-G-M will continue its successful policy of

using factual CRIME material with themes that directly

affect the public. The "Crime Doesn't Pay" series has proved

itself the most sure-fire of all Shorts today!

6 M-G-M MUSICALS
These will be an entirely new and different type of 2-reel

musical in which we will feature a young, romantic boy and
girl with excellent voices supported by outstanding musical

talent. These will be a cross between the ever- popular style

of musical comedies and operettas of the type of MAY-
TIME, ROSE MARIE and NAUGHTY MARIETTA. The
kind of music used will be similar to SWEETHEARTS from

"Maytime", THE BLUE DANUBE, THE INDIAN LOVE
CALL from "Rose Marie", and such other popular music in

this classification that is always sure-fire with the public.

Showmen will be very enthusiastic about this series, as it

will be far superior from standpoint of music and entertain-

ment to anything ever previously done in short musicals.

ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS

15 PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES
A name that goes on the marquee with the Biggest Stars!

Proven entertainment! Pete Smith's new series will present

the same diversified type of material as the Pete Smith
Specialties being released on the cu'rrent season's program.

And you know how your folks love 'em.

10 MINIATURES
This series will consist of unusual human interest stories,

some with Carey Wilson. One of his subjects will be on
psychology, and other material he will use will be similar to

his subject WHAT DO YOU THINK?, which was based
on mental telepathy.

Arrangements are under way, although not completed, to

make 3 or 4 subjects with international personalities such as

A DAY WITH MUSSOLINI, GENERAL CHANG OF
CHINA, the material to consist of the outstanding things
these international personalities do during one of their usual
busy days.

Included in this series will be a fashion short with Adrian;
2 or 3 novel miniature musicals; together with many other
unique ideas that are being developed.

10 HISTORICAL MYSTERIES
The first one will be titled WAS LINCOLN'S ASSASSIN
EVER CAUGHT? According to the records, John Wilkes
Booth escaped and lived in South America for a number
of years, returning to Enid, Oklahoma in 1903. Upon his

deathbed he called for a priest and asked for absolution,
telling the priest that he was John Wilkes Booth, Lincoln's
assassin. He submitted credentials to the sheriff which indi-

cated that he was John Wilkes Booth. To corroborate his

story, the sheriff was referred to Joseph Hazelton, a former
^program boy at the Ford Theatre, then working in motion
"pictures in Hollywood. The sheriff wired Hazelton and asked
him if he could come to Enid to identify Booth. As Hazelton
was unable to make the trip, he asked the sheriff to wire a
description of the man's right thumb, which was mangled.
Upon receipt of this information, Hazelton wired the sheriff

that the man was John Wilkes Booth.

Charles Whittaker, one of M-G-M's noted feature writers,

is preparing striking stories of this nature and at the end of
each will be—WHAT DO YOU THINK?

8 ROBERT BENCHLEY PICTURES
Great news for the millions of Robert Benchley fans who
howled at "How to Sleep" and others of his laugh films.

M-G-M has 8 really outstanding ideas for the new Benchley
stories, the first of which will be HOW TO RAISE A BABY.
Robert Benchley, by virtue of his film fame and literary repu-

tation, is definitely established as box office.

12 "OUR GANG" COMEDIES
(Produced by Hal Roach Studios)

They won the Academy Award for the Best One-Reeler last

year! And Hail! Hail! The Gang's all back for 1937-38. Your
public's waiting for Spanky McFarland, Carl "Alfalfa"

Switzer, William "Buckwheat" Thomas, Darla Hood, Eugene
Porky Lee, Baby Patsy May and the others. Hal Roach has
a raft of sparkling new ideas for them.

12 FITZPATRICK TRAVELTALKS
IN TECHNICOLOR

The selection of a short subject on your program is often the

factor that sells your show against competition. A Fitz-

patrick Traveltalk in Technicolor with exquisite music is a

breathing-spell of beauty and fascination on a well-balanced

program. Big city or small town, the folks watch for the
de luxe cruises to far-off places that are so enjoyable in the

Fitzpatrick—M-G-M manner!

13 M-G-M CARTOONS
THE CAPTAIN AND THE KIDS

Something NEW in the cartoon field but backed by forty

years of proven popularity in the newspaper strips. Created
by famed Rudolph Dirks, this series has been a prime favor-

ite since 1897 . . . longer than any comic published today.

Syndicated by United Features to 70 daily newspapers with
total circulation of 1,075,342, and 96 Sunday newspapers
with total circulation of 3,992,121, "The Captain and The
Kids" spells BOX-OFFICE!

1 -THE NEW AUDIOSCOPIK
Dialogue by Pete Smith

The box-office records tell the story of how M-G-M's first

and original Audioscopik built business through the nation.

Never has any short subject won such audience enthusiasm!
And now, with the experience gained by our first effort, you
will see "The New Audioscopik" bigger and funnier than
the earlier triumph. Naturally Pete Smith will again lend his

talents to the accompanying laugh lines!

104 M-G-M's "NEWS OF THE DAY"
The newsreel with the greatest worldwide news coverage
plus live-wire new ideas and fresh presentations. The bright

new make-up has won a host of friends and Jean Paul King,

narrator, came from radio fame to repeat his popularity

on the screen!

4 LAUREL-HARDY RE-ISSUES
The cream of the famed comics' best. By public demand and
exhibitor suggestion, because the short subject field has no
comedians to compare with these feature-draw artists! "BEAU
HUNKS" (4 reels) "BLOTTO" (3 reels) "THE PERFECT
DAY" (2 reels) "COUNTY HOSPITAL" (2 reels). A wel-

come bright spot on any program and a "must" in the ads.

They'll bring you extra business!



SECURITY!
While theatres are gleefully riding the heat waves with

M-G-M's Summer Releases:
(To mention just a few): "Day at the Races". . . Marx Bros. • "Parnell". . . Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

"Captains Courageous". . . F. Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, L. Barrymore • "Emperor's Candlesticks". . .

William Powell, Luise Rainer • "Between Two Women". . . Franchot Tone, Virginia Bruce, Maureen O'Sullivan

"Topper". . . Constance Bennett, Cary Grant, Roland Young, Billie .Burke • , "Saratoga". . . Clark Gable. Jean

Harlow • "Good Earth". . . Paul Muni, Luise Rainer • "The Firefly". . • Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones,

Warren William • "Broadway Melody of 1938". . . Robert Taylor, Eleanor Powell and 15 more stars! Etc., etc.

it is a pleasure to report that the number of 1937-'38 New
Season Contracts for M-G-M Features and Shorts, signed and

delivered, has set a new all-time high for mid-summer, and

is heading for the greatest final total in film history!
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

JOAN FONTAINE has been chosen

J as the leading lady for Fred
Astaire in the dancing star's first

solo starring vehicle, "Damsel in

Distress."
Miss Fontaine, is just completing

a role opposite Nino Martini in his

first RKO Radio musical, "Music
for Madame." Previous to this she

has appeared in a small role oppo-
site Katharine Hepburn in "Quality
Street," with John Beal in "The
Man Who Found Himself" and with
Preston Foster in "You Can't Beat
Love."

T T T
Beatrice Lillie will make her first

appearance on the screen under her
new contract with Emanuel Cohen
in Bing Crosby's next Paramount
picture, "The Badge of Policeman
O'Roon," film version of the O.

Henry story scheduled to go before
the cameras early in October. The
picture will be directed by Frank
Tuttle. Richard Connell is adapting
the O. Henry story for the screen.

T T T
Harvey Foster yesterday became

first assistant to Director William
A. Wellman on the David 0. Selz-

nick Technicolor production, "Noth-
ing Sacred," co-starring Carole
Lombard and Fredric March. Fred-
erick Spencer, who had been acting

as first assistant, has been assigned
preparatory work on "Prom Girl,"

college musical to be made in Tech-
nicolor. Richard Van Enger has

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 109 • • •

rDWIN L. MARIN. Director. Native of Jersey City, and educated there

*" and at University of Pennsylvania. Entered pictures in 1919 with Para-

mount as assistant cameraman. Joined Tiffany in New York as second camera-

man and assistant director. Returned to Para-

mount as assistant director, later joined Robert

T. Kane as assistant director and unit man-

ager. To the Coast in 1926 for First National.

Later joined Paramount as assistant director.

Started directing talking pictures in 1931 for

K.B.S. then went to Monogram and Universal.

Now with M-G-M. Stands 5, IOV2. Eyes,

blue-gray. Hair, brown.

ioined Selznick as assistant to Film
Editor James Newcom on "Nothing
Sacred," according to announcement
by Hal C. Kern, film editor-in-chief.

T T

As production of "Midnight Raid-
ers" got under way at Universal
City. Henry Hunter, recently seen in

one of the German soldier roles in

"The Road Back," was assigned to
a feautred part. Larry Blake, an-
other of "The Road Back" boys, was
already in the cast. Ford Beebe is

directing. Pix is based on a novel

by Kimball Herrick. Maurice
Geraghty wrote the screen play.

T T T

Holmes Herbert, Howard Lang,
Harry Harvey, John Grehan, and
Cully Richards have been added to

the cast of "Here's Flash Casey,"
which Max and Arthur Alexander
are producing for Grand National
with Eric Linden and Boots Mallory
featured. Lynn Shores directing.

T T T
Dickey Jones, child actor, has been

added to the cast of Grand Nation-

Goldberg, Acquiring Dundee,

Plans Full Renovation

Omaha—Ralph Goldberg, operator
of five houses here, will install new
chairs, cooling plant projection and
sound, carpets and lounge furnish-

ings in the 600-seat Dundee, which
he will take over this Fall. The
Dundee was purchased nearly a year
ago by Goldberg, who has had to

wait for the lease of C. A. Brown,
present operator, to expire.

This summer Goldberg has in-

stalled new cooling plants in the

Winn, Arbor, Avenue and Military

theaters, remodeled the Town's
plant, and put new sound into all

five houses.

Ogunquit Playhouse Opens
Ogunquit, Me.—The new 600-seat

Ogunquit Playhouse, built at an es-
timated cost of $40,000 has been
opened for the season.

Seirer Signs New Contract
Vest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William A. Seiter, 20th

Century-Fox director who is at present
in charge ot tilming "Life Begins In

College." musical comedy starring the
Ritz Brothers, yesterday signed a two-
year renewal of his contract with the
studio.

Omaha Film Transport

Rejects Union Demands

Omaha—Glenn Rogers, owner of
Omaha Film Transport, has flatly
refused demands made in behalf of
his eight drivers by the local film
exchange union.

Asked by the union was weekly
pay of $28 on four routes and $30
on the fifth, a closed shop and
week's vacation a year.
Rogers countered with offer of

2% cents per mile, same scale paid
members of the Omaha teamsters'
union, but refused the closed shop
and vacation request. This would
amount to a 15 per cent raise.

Drivers for Rogers work four
days a week. All routes but one
are under 400 miles and that is be-
ing cut to 300.

Charles Lorenz, M-G-M shipper
and union president, and Sid Mc-
Ardle, United Artists shipper and
business agent, have presented other
union demands to branch managers,
but no action has been taken yet.

T-STC Using Ad-Casters
Omaha—Tri-States Theater Corp.

has established two Ad-Casters, one
here and the other in Sioux City, to
flash advertising matter for pictures
on walls of important downtown
buildings.

Theater Lobby Absorbs

Old P. & O. Bus Station

Youngstown, O.—The Strand The-

ater, operated by the Harris Amuse-
ment Co., recently completed its new
entrance and new lobby, which ab-

sorbed the old Penn and Ohio bus
station. A new marquee, large neon
sign, and enlarged and redecorated
front in modernistic design com-
pleted the remodeling. New floor

was laid in the inside lobby and the
woodwork finished in ivory. Box of-

fice is black marble. Harry Siegel

is manager.

Technicolor Stock Library

Assembly Pressed by Kern

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Assembling of all

available Technicolor footage to
form the largest Technicolor stock
library in the world has been under-
taken by Hal C. Kern, film editor
and chief of Selznick International
Pictures. Kern's classification and
cross indexed color negative totals
65,000 feet representing atmospheric
and action shots filmed in many
parts of the world. Kern is in-
creasing the library at the rate of
about 2,000 feet per week.

al's "Renfrew of the Royal Mount-
ed" which features Jimmy Newill
and Carol Hughes. Interior scenes
are now being made at the Holly-
wood Studio following a location
trip to Big Bear Lake.

T T r

Suzanne Kaaren, Matty Kemp,
Maynard Holmes, Dorothy Vaughn,
Victor Adams and Bryant Wash-
burn, Jr. have been added to the
cast of "Here's Flash Casey" which
Max and Arthur Alexander are pro-
ducing for Grand National with Eric
Linden and Boots Mallory featured.

T T T

Raymond Scott, the jazz maestro
whose compositions have introduced
a new vogue on night-club dance
floors, has 'been signed by Selznick
International for the cafe scenes in

the Technicolor comedy, "Nothing
Sacred." Scott and his band will

play several of the composer's mu-
sical numbers which some critics

describe as a mixture of swing, sym-
phonic jazz and conventional dance
music.

T T T

Billy Lee, Paramount's child con-

tract player, has been assigned a

role in "Arizona Ames," film ver-

sion of a Zane Grey story.

Paul Hurst has been assigned a

featured role in "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse," now in production at 20th

Century-Fox studios with, Warner
Baxter, Loretta Young and Virginia

Bruce in the co-stellar leads.

Awards Are Distributed

to Republic's Winners

Awards are being distributed this

week by J. J. Milstein, Vice Presi-

dent in Charge of Sales for Repub-

lic, to the winners in the Sales and

Liquidation Contests just closed.

They are:

Liquidation Contest: Southern Di-

vision: New Orleans and Oklahoma
City; Central Division: Omaha and

Chicago; Eastern Division: Pitts-

burgh and Philadelphia; Western
Division: Portland and San Fran-

cisco.

Sales Contest: Southern Division:

Charlotte and Atlanta; Eastern Di-

vision: Cleveland and Cincinnati;

Western Division: Canada and San
Francisco; Central Division: Kansas
City and Des Moines.

Set Hope Hampton Pix

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"She Shall Have Music,"

an original story by Frances Noyes Hart

and Charles Grayson, was purchased by

Universal, as a starring vehicle for Hope
Hampton. The authors have started

work at once on the screen adaptation

and shooting is scheduled for the early

Fall. The production is described as

a continental musical.
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THEATER REMODELING

CAMPAIGN IN PEORIA

Peoria, 111.—This second largest

city in the state is in the midst
of a theater building and remod-
eling campaign. With the opening
of the new Kerasotas Brothers 1,-

000-seat Beverly theater on the

North Side, Willis J. Ford has been
appointed as manager.

The National Theater Supply,
holding the equipment contract, in-

stalled two Super Simplex projec-

tors, Hernter generators, Magnarc
lamps, luxury full upholstered seats,

modernistic carpets and unique Na-
tional lighting fixtures that were
built specially for the house. A
modernistic glass front completes
the picture.

Another National job just finished

here is the complete rebuilding of
the Avon theater, south side film

house, for Adolph W. Szold, veteran
exhib. House seating 750, now has
a most unusual foyer lobby and au-
ditorium lighting system. Changes
include a new glass front and latest

in booth equipment including Peer-
less lamps, Standard Simplex pro-
jectors, double DC units, a unique
V shape canopy and American Blow-
er ventilating system.

E. L. Harris has remodeled the
downtown Princess theater seating
600, installing an entirely new front,
new vestiblue, new canopy with neon
lights, and a unique box office built
of stainless steel and structural
glass.

Harris also used the National Sup-
ply organization in remodeling his
Columbia theater, seating 500. The
theater floor was raised; house also
has new side walls paneled with
Nu-wood and new Super Simplex
projectors. And a New American
Blower ventilating system.

E. W. Wagner from the Chicago
headquarters supervised the work
on the four jobs for the National
Theater Supply organization.

Casting "It's All Yours"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Further additions to

the cast for "It's All Yours," featur-
ing Madeleine Carroll and Francis
Lederer, were made this week by
Columbia, when Romaine Callander,
Louise Stanley and Maurice Brierre
were signed for this picture which
Elliott Nugent is directing.

"Youth Marches On" for "U"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Preparations were

begun at Universal City yesterday
for the production of a picture en-

I

titled "Youth Marches On," which
i will feature a number of the out-
|

standing young players who have
been developed on the lot. Joseph
Pasternack will produce the pic-
ture, from a story by Elliott Gib-
bons.

NEWS of the DAY
New Haven, Conn. — A blanket

mortgage from New England The-
aters, Inc., to the First National
Bank of Boston was recorded in the

Town Clerk's Office this week. The
mortgage covers the Paramount
Theater building.

Seattle—Don and J. C. Pearl have
closed the Princess at Prosser,
Wash., for complete remodeling. En-
trance and foyer will be enlarged
with modernization throughout, new
carpet, drapes, seats, lights, and air

conditioning.

Decatur, 111.—The Ritz Theater is

installing a new ventilating sys-
tem and new seats, with the Na-
tional Theater Supply handling the

job.

Wyoming, 111. — The Paramount
Theater, under Marion Bodwell
management, is installing a new
front, neon signs and interior im-
provements. National Theater Sup-
ply has the contract.

Chicago—New theaters are pro-

jected for both Monmouth and Can-
ton.

Webster Groves, Mo.—Work will

start soon on the new film theater
building to be erected at the south-
east corner of South Old Orchard
and Lockwood Aves. by J. A. Siep-

ker and associates, who are also in-

terested in the Ozark Theater at

103 East Lockwood Ave. Plans are
being prepared by O. W. Stiege-

meyer.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—Rialto Theater
has been reopened here after being
dark a month for remodeling and
renovation. Sam Banauer, owner
and manager, has increased his ad-
mission prices, it is announced.

Crystal City, Mo.—T. W. Dickson
plans to install about 600 Deluxe
Air-Loc full upholstered chairs in

his new Roxy Theater, now under
construction here. The seat con-

tract was awarded to George A.
Busher of St. Louis, factory repre-
sentative for Air-Loc Seat Indus-
tries, Inc.

Brantford, Ont. — Alterations to
Capitol Theater are being made at a
cost of $30,000. Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Ltd., owns the
house.

Hamilton, Ont. — Building of a
theater estimated to cost $70,000 is

under way. Prack & Prack are
architects.

Ottawa, Ont. — Theater costing
$50,000 is being built on the corner
of Elgin and Lisgar Sts. Kaplan &
Sprachman are architects.

Circleville, O.—The Grand Opera
House, built in 1888, is, soon to under-
go complete remodeling, inside and
out, according to Walker Bachman,
manager. Air-conditioning will be
installed next spring.

Spokane, Wash. — Extensive re-

modeling has closed the Empress.
Reopening is expected about Aug.
15.

Elyria, O. — The Rivoli here is

dark and will undergo complete
modernization, reopening in about
two months.

Brattleboro, Vt.—The Brattleboro
Theater has opened for its third

summer season under the direction

of Paul Stephenson.

St. Louis Park, Minn.—This vil-

lage of nearly 5,000 which has never
had a theater of any kind, will get

a modern, 600-seat motion picture

house if the application of Charles
Winchell is approved. The applica-

tion will have a public hearing
Aug. 1.

Minneapolis — Norma Roman has
been added to the United Artists

staff here as telephone operator and
assistant.

Caldwell House Opens

Caldwell, O. -- The Lashincky

Brothers, Harry and Izzy, who op-

erate the Ohio Theater at nearby

Cambridge, have opened their new
house, the Noble here. This is the

first time in history here that mo-
tion pictures have been shown on
Sundays. This was made possible
after an agreement with ministers
here that the theaters would not
operate during church hours.

Servaas With B & K
Chicago—Balaban and Katz has

named John Servaas as agent for
the circuit's Indiana theaters and
his offices will be located at 402
North Illinois St., Indianapolis.

Singer In Minneapolis

Minneapolis — Mort E. Singer,

head of Singer Theater Corp., is

spending several days here. His

headquarters are in Chicago, and

he is expected to return to Holly-

wood within a week. His visit was
described as just an "investigation

tour."

Circuit Books "Backstage"

"Backstage," the Herber Wilcox

production starring Anna Neagle,

which GB is releasing, has been

booked by the RKO Metropolitan

Circuit in New York for an engage-

ment starting Aug. 10.

MAJORS INDIFFEREIt-

TO MPTOA PLAN MOVE

(Continued from Page 1)

tor committee beaded by Kuyken-
dall and distribution chieftains led

to announcements last winter in

which they unanimously agreed to

set up local conciliation boards de-

signed to iron out many of the dis-

putes which occur between distrib-

utor and exhibitor and between ex-
hibitor and exhibitor. The plan,
however, has never been effectuated.
Kuykendall has repeatedly stated

that it is up to the distributors to

make the initial move to establish
the boards. He indicated that he
planned to tour the country this

summer to get unit reactions to the
10-point program but the trip did
not materialize. Kuykendall ex-
plained that the legislative situa-
tion in Washington, demanding his
personal attention, prevented it.

Warners Complete Product

Deal With Fox West Coasl

(Continued from Page 1)

leans to work out a product deal'
with the Saenger Amusement Co.
Warner Bros.-First National has

started negotiations with the M. &
P. circuit, operating in New Eng-
land, on a product deal. Roy Haines
and Carl Leserman have returned to
New York from Boston after dis-

cussing, the terms with Sam Pin
anski and Marty Mullen.

Adams Theater Contract

Awarded to J. Kaminsky

Adams, Mass.—Preliminary work
in connection with the construction
of the new $70,000 1,200 seat the-
ater by the Atlas Amusement Co. is

expected to be started in about two
weeks as a result of awarding of
the general contract to J. Kaminsky
of Boston who will sublet various
detail contracts.

SICK REPORT

Minneapolis — John P. Devaney.
recently appointed counsel for the
Northwest Allied and member of
the executive committee, is recover-
ing from pneumonia.

Canton, O.—Max Young of the
Young-Rinehart Co., operators of
the Mozart, State and McKipd.ey
theaters here, ill for several
is reported improved.

Plainview, Neb.—Mrs. J. J. Hoff-
man, operator of the Plainview The-
ater, has recovered from an opera-
tion recently performed in a Sioux
City hospital.
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FEW hardy souls openly risk "Doubleitis",*those kinks in the
^—' back that come from sitting through over-long double bills.

For those who want to get away from it all, maybe a double bill is

worth the risk. But all surveys and popular votes show that four out of

five prefer shows of sane length, want programs with variety entertain-

ment. Let them get back to normal. The Showmanship Shorts that

feature these and many other popular stars will help you do it.

Presented by

E. W HAMMONS

(S><Lu^>citlcruxl -tctuAXA-J

BUSTER WEST and
TOM PATRICOLA

IMOGENE COCA

REG. U.S PAT OFF

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY 20th CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION

JEFFERSON
MACHAMER
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International in Scope
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Universal Closes Product Deal Wit ifeWesf Coast

RKO PLANNING LARGE SCALE ENGLISH PRODUCTION

Cullman Protected, Court Approves Roxy Reorg. Plan

20th-Fox Takes Possession of

House Between Aug.

15-Sept. 1

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday gave final confirmation to

the Roxy reorganization plan. 20th
Century-Fox will take possession of

the theater between Aug. 15 and
Sept. 1.

The last objection to the plan was
removed by an interchange of let-

ters between 20th Century-Fox and
(Continued on Page 3)

QUALITY TEST CLAUSE

ASKED FOR QUOTA ACT

London (By Cable)—Efforts will

be made to line up support in Par-
liament for the quality test pro-

posed as part of the British quota
bill, it is stated in a report of the
Cinematograph Films Legislation

committee which has been submitted
to the General Council. Indications

are that the plan will not be sub-

mitted to Parliament before the end
of the current year.

Allied Discusses Playdate

Strike Moves at Chi. Meet

Chicago—The National Paramount
Strike Committee of Allied yester-

day met at the Congress Hotel and
passed resolutions, as follows: urg-

ing cancellation of all dates for Par-
amount product effective Aug. 1; re-

(Continued on Page 4)

9
Baseball, Concert's Hurt

Syracuse, N. Y.—Exhibitors, already

groggy from the b.o. inroads made by

| Sunday double-header baseball bills, now
i& have a new worry. Crack American Le-

gion Band will broadcast a commercially-

sponsored hour's program over WSYR
every Sunday afternoon from the Thorn-
den Park amphitheater. Song and dance
talent will augment. Sunday ball attracts

10 000; concerts are expected to get

6,000 more.

Chi. Exhibs. Establish Free Bike Parking Lots

Chicago—And now its parking lots for bikes. The Northcenter and Devon theaters,

on the North Side, have established 'em with free parking for their owners while the
latter attend the show. Essentially for the kids, nevertheless the bike parking lots are
getting quite a play from women who cycle here for exercise.

Increased Admish Prices Offset Drop

In Attendance in Northern California

Bv P. F. W. STONE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

San Francisco—While attendance
in Northern California film houses
generally is down 10 to 20 p.c, first

run grosses in this city reflect only
the customary seasonal drop, thanks
to an increase in admish prices in

March.

Film row observers, believe the
conditions to be a temporary one,
and anticipate a marked increase in
fall business.

Three distinct classes of exhibi-
tors give distinctly varying reasons
for the attendance slump.

Operators of the San Francisco
(Continued on Page 3)

Musicians Drop Picketing of N. Y. Film Houses

Local 802, musicians' union has
voted overwhelmingly to end pick-
eting of New York theaters in an
effort to force restoration of two
orchestras in each borough. Pick-
eting ended last night. It was be-
gun over a year ago in an attempt
to cut down the serious unemploy-
ment among local musicians. Of

late the picketing had been concen-

trated on RKO theaters.

In voting to end the picketing,

the local membership empowered
the executive board to take such
steps as may be deemed advisable
to increase employment of music-
ians.

Universal Sells New Season Lineup,

Both Features and Shorts, to FWC
RKO Sets Product Deals

With New "U", Columbia

RKO has closed for half the Uni-
versal product for New York City
and for all of it in some out-of-

town spots, it was said yesterday
by John O'Connor, film buyer. Deal
has been completed for Columbia
product out-of-town and one is now
in work with United Artists for out-

of-town spots, O'Connor stated.

Deals with Paramount and Warner
Bros, for cities outside New York
will be made later on.

Closing of a deal under which the

new Universal product, both fea-

tures and shorts, will play the Fox
West Coast circuit, operated bv Na-

tional Theaters, was announced ves-

terday by James R. Grainger, gen-
eral sales manager.

Spyros Skouras, J. J. Sullivan and
William T. Powers represented Na-
tional in the negotiations, as did

Grainger, E. T. Gomersall, Western
division sales manager, and W. J.

Heineman, Pacific Coast district

manager, for New Universal.

Wilcox Arrives Tuesday to

Confer With Top
Executives

London (By Cable)—RKO Radio
is planning large scale British pro-
duction next season with Leo Spitz,

RKO president, and Ned E. Depi-
net, vice president in charge of dis-

tribution, scheduled to come over in

September to set the details, ac-
cording to the Ralph Hanbury, RKO
Radio manager for Great Britain.

Herbert Wilcox, now on the high
seas en route to the U. S., is ex-
pected to discuss with RKO Ra-

(Continued on Page i)

PARAMOUNT

CLOSE CIRCUIT DEAL

The Tri-States circuit deal, under
which A. H. Blank becomes a per-
manent partner with Paramount on
a 50-50 basis, was signed yesterday
in New York. Blank and his son,

Myron, leave New York tonight on
their return to Omaha.

Newark Product Situation

Up at Justice Dept. Meet

Charges that Warner Bros, houses
in Newark have tied up more sec-

ond and third run product than they
require were the basis of a confer-

ence conducted yesterday afternoon
in that city by Hubert Harrington,
special assistant attorney general of

the Dept. of Justice, with attorneys
representing all major companies,

(Continued on Page 4)

Just a London Rumor
Spokesmen for United Artists yester-

day emphatically denied a report, or-

iginating in London, that the Samuel
Goldwyn-Alexander Korda deal for the
purchase of stock owned by Charles
Chaplin, Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks had fallen through. The op-
tions run until Dec. 1, it was pointed
out.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Picts. pf

Ind

Ind. pfd

Am. Seat.

Columbia Picts

Columbia
Con. Fm.
Con. Fm.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20fh Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low Close
28 28 28 +
30 30 30

Net
Chg.

'A

3% 3i/g 3i/g — i/
8

133/4 127/8 13% + 3/4

803/i 180 180

243,4 24i/4 241/4 —
82% 82 82 +
23% 231/s 231/s —
162 162 162 —
21 1/4 21 21

85/8 8
1/4 8% +

83/8 8i/
8 8% —

37% 367/g 36% —
55

15

65 65
14% 14% — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46....100 100 100 + V4
Loew 6s41 ww 993^ 993/4 9934
Para. B'way 3s55... 67 667/8 67 — Va-

Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . 1 003/8 100% 100% + %
Para. Picts. cv.3l/4s47 96 95V2 96 — %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 957/8 95 957/g + 7/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 234 234 234 + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1 Vi 1% + %
Technicolor 28 1/2 27% 275/8 — 3/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6y2 s 1st '36 12 1/4 13

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94 1/2 96
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4 s 1st '43 54 55

Thompson Planing In

Kenneth Thompson, executive sec-

retary of the Screen Actors' Guild,

arrives today by plane from Holly-

wood to be on hand for the inaug-
uration of the Guild shop in the

East on Aug. 1, it is reported. All

the major companies agreed to es-

tablish the Guild shop here when
they signed a closed shop pact on
the coast recently.

T
• • • OLD ART being revived toning and tinting,

used in the film labs over a decade ago, is coming back
being employed on 20th Century-Fox's "Wee Willie Winkie"

the picture is presented in soft pleasing sepia and blue

at the Fox lab, 325 prints were run through three toning
baths film experts will watch the public reaction with in-

terest for toning and tinting film was forgotten in the ex-

citement of switching from silent to sound pix, and here is its

first important revival attempt incidentally, Charlie Mc-
Carthy's office claims "Wee Willie" smashed a five-year record
at the Roxy within an hour of its opening with more than
1100 in line outside before the doors opened crowd was
so great by mid-afternoon that it was necessary to stop the
sale of tickets pix is expected to do the biggest biz in the
Roxy's history

T T T
% • • PRODUCTION under way at the Biograph studio
of another of Charles Ford's "Going Places" series with Lowell
Thomas this short deals with table tennis, featuring Sol
Schiff, the American champ. . . • Today is the 25th wedding
anniversary of William K. Hedwig, so we congratulate him,
also on his 30 years in film biz

» v »

• • • PRESENTATION of an all-steel bodied bus for the
use of crippled children at a local hospital gained a lot of local
publicity for Manager John Trewhela of the Fox theater at
Billings, Montana the ceremonies were held in front of
John's theater, he having promoted benefit shows to raise the
dough

• • • VET SHOWMAN builds a new theater at the age
of 77 referring to Bert Silver of Greenville, Mich
the Silver Family has been famous in show biz dating back
long before the first Nickelodeon Bert writes that he is

getting too old almost to attend to his office work, but he has
had the habit for so many years he just can't seem to quit
such is the spirit of Michigan's oldest showman

Criterion's Price Scale

to be Changed Under Deal

Admission scale of the Criterion
theater, New York, will be altered
so prices are slightly lower than
those of the Paramount and more
than those of Loew's State, The
Film Daily was informed yester-

day, as discussions on the deal un-
der which Paramount becomes a
partner of B. S. Moss and Harry
Charnas continued. Deal, as re-

ported yesterday, is all set and sig-

natures will be affixed after various
details are worked out.

There was speculation yesterday
as to whether or not Loew's State
would continue to plav Paramount
product following the Paramount
theater. At the present time it gets

the pictures seven davs later. Un-
der the new plan for the Criterion,

the house will use "continued first

runs" from the Paramount ?nd
other Paramount pictures as well.

Indications are that "Artists and
Models" may be the initial Para-
mount "continued first run" attrac-

tion to play the Criterion.

Majors Standing Pat on

No Broadway Production

Motion picture companies are

standing pat against producing on

the Broadway stage next season un-

der the present Dramatists' Guild

contract, an inquiry shows.

Warner Bros, has made definite

plans to produce in London and then
bring satisfactory plays over here,
thereby avoiding the Guild contract,
and Paramount is considering a like

course.

Dog Racing Under Writ
Dog racing is scheduled to be re-

sumed at the Mineola track tonight
under protection of a temporary in-

junction granted the Nassau Ken-
nels, Inc., yesterday by U. S. Judge
M. T. Abruzzo in Brooklyn. Writ
is for 30 days.

RKO Reopening Two
RKO will reopen the Roosevelt

Theater, Manhattan, on Aug. 26, and
the Republic, Brooklyn, on Sept. 2.

"Dead End" Opens Aug. 17

Samuel Goldwyn's "Dead End"
will re-open the Rivoli Theater on
Tuesday, Aug. 17, in the world pre-

miere of the picturization of Sid-

ney Kingsley's Broadway hit.

Coming and Goincf /

MAURICE CONN, head of Ambassador Pic-
tures, returns to the Coast next week.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN arrives Monday on the
Queen Mary.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN is due on Wednesday
from the Coast.

MADELEINE CARROLL leaves Hollywood to-
morrow for New York and Europe.

GERALDINE RUDOLrH arrives from Europe
aboard the Vo'endam next Tuesday instead of
today as previously announced.

RAMCN NOVARRO leaves Hollywood today
for New York, arriving Tuesday.

LARRY WATERMAN returns to New York
Monday after a vacation at Cape Cod and
other points in New England.

WALTER B. COKELL arrives in New York
today from the Coast.

RANDOLIH SCOTT leaves New York today on
his return to Hollywood.

LES WHELAN returns to New York next week
after a vacation in New England.

MRS. MEYER DAVIS, wife of the orchestra
leader, sails on the Champlain today.

HERBERT WILCOX arrives in New York
Tuesday on the lie de France.

CLAUDE RAINS is en route to the Coast to
appear in Warners' Technicolor production,
"Gold Is Where You Find It."

KENNETH THOMPSON, executive secretary
of the Screen Actors' Guild, arrives today by
plane from the Coast.

J. J. MILSTEIN, EDWARD SCHNITZER and
BILL SAAL of Republic Pictures, return Monday
from Toronto.

SONJA HENIE, who arrives at Newark Air-
port this morning from Hollywood, remains in

New York until Wednesday, when she sails

on the Queen Mary en route to her home
in Oslo.

GEORGES RIGAUD leaves for the Coast Tues-
day.

BORIS MORROS and MRS. MORROS sail for
Paris on the lie de France next Thursday and
will proceed to Leningrad, London, Vienna.

A. H. and MYRON BLANK leave New York
tonight returning to Omaha.

K-P Motion Goes Over
Hearing on the motion of K-P

Theater Corp., RKO subsidiary, for
an injunction to compel Warco
Trading Corp. to perform its con-
tract to demolish the Grand Opera
House and erect a new 4,000 seat
theater there and also to prevent
use of the premises for any other
purpose was adjourned yesterday in
Supreme Court to Aug. 2.

JULY 25

William De Mille Lila Lee
Arthur Lubin Bob Wolff
Johnny Hines Phillipe De Lacey

Harry H. Zehner Mortimer D. Sikawitt
Al Pearce

rui'
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RQXY PLAN FINALLY

BY COURT

(.Continued, from Page 1)

Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee,

in which the film company agreed
to protect Cullman against any con-

tingent claims arising against him
as trustee.

Cullman will continue as trustee

of the theater pending transfer of

title. He was instructed by the

court to file a verified statement of

all Roxy contracts and any unex-
pired leases rejected or surrend-

ered.

Judge Caffey reserved decision on
the motion of Louis Karasik, an at-

torney, for $9,881 for services in the
reorganization. Col. Hatfield, coun-
sel for the Pounds bondholder com-
mittee, announced that Karasik had
agreed to compromise the claim for

$3,500.

Judge Caffey set Aug. 11 for a
further hearing to settle any mat-
ters that may arise.

N. Y. Stock Exchange Files

Loew's Report With SEC

Loew's investments as of Aug. 31,

1936, when the most recent fiscal

year ended, amounted to $410,650
for domestic companies and $1,741,-

637 for foreign subsidiaries, accord-
ing to a report just filed by the New
York Stock Exchange with the SEC.
For the same period, the former
made net profits of $84,877 while
the latter made $1,966,956, the re-

port showed.
Exercising a provision that names

of subsidiaries need not be report-

ed if it is "deemed detrimental to

the interest of security holders,"

Loew's withheld specific informa-
tion on 19 domestic and 34 foreign

companies.
In its most recent fiscal year

Loew's according to the report, paid

President Nicholas M. Schenck, who
is also a director, $312,785. David
Bernstein, vice-president, treasurer

and director, drew $213,857 and Ar-
thur M. Loew, vice-president,

$205,544.

Handling Munsey Copyrights

Century Features Syndicate,

Bloomfield, N. J., henceforth will

handle the placing of film rights to

stories controlled by the Frank A.
Munsey Co. and the Red Star News
Co. Munsey affiliate, Service for

Authors, Inc., has marketed them
for the last 16 years.

James Cleaver Forms Firm

Detroit—James Cleaver, son of

Raoul Cleaver, president of Imper-
i?'--**ictures of Michigan, and his

al
(kjant is going into business for

himself forming the firm of Clea-

ver and Jones with Ben Jones, Dallas

Centennial press man. New firm

will handle outdoor displays and ex-

hibits for fairs, etc.

Increased Admish Prices Offset Drop

In Attendance in Northern California

(.Continued from Page 1)

first-runs are being strongly affect-
ed by prevailing labor unrest
throughout the city, and especially
by the strike of 4,000 workers
against 16 Class A hotels. Now
half-way through its fourth month,
the strike unquestionably is pre-
venting the usual very large volume
of tourist traffic.

As compared to the second quart-
er of 1936, the first-runs here are
registering an approximate 10 per
cent off, and are close to 20 per cent
off from the first quarter of the
current year.

Theaters in the smaller California
cities within a 150-mile radius are
enjoying excellent attendance at the
same admission scale as usual.
Nevertheless, exhibitors complain
that operating costs have increased
to such an extent that they are ac-
tually netting nearly 10 per cent
less than 1936's second quarter al-

though gross business is up some 5

per cent. Heavier taxes are a maj-
or cause of complaint.

Operators of the subsequent run
outlets in San Francisco itself also
complain of increased operating
costs, but some place the major bur-
den for lowered attendance on in-

creased wages paid in many busi-

ness fields. This, they assert, is

making vacation trips possible to

many families which in former
years have remained at home.

Completion of both the San Fran-
cisco-Oakland Bay Bridge and the
Golden Gate Bridge, which reaches
to the summer home and camp dis-

trict of Marin County, unquestion-
ably is taking many theater pa-
trons out of town on Saturdays and
Sundays.

Second and subsequent run the-
aters in San Francisco and Oakland
are running some 20 per cent behind
the first quarter of the year, and
some 10 to 15 per cent behind the
second quarter of the year preced-
ing.

Admission prices have increased
in San Francisco and Oakland, but
to date only sporadically in the sur-
rounding cities of Sacramento,
Stockton, San Jose, etc., San Fran-
cisco and Oakland first - runs are
operating to a 55c night admission
as again a 40c one this spring. A
majority of Oakland second-runs
lifted from 30c evening admissions
to 40c within the past few weeks,
and San Francisco is expected to
follow suit early in the autumn.
Patrons appear not to mind the
raise.

Detroit Exchange Union

Lacks Only Para. Support

Detroit — Organization of ex-
change employes by the Inspectors,

Shippers, and Poster Handlers local,

IATSE, is now 100 per cent with
the exception of Paramount Ex-
change.

Allan M. Boodman, shipper for

Grand National has been appointed
business agent, and has offices at

1002 Hoffman Building. Boodman
said that no effort has been made
locally to include bookers, who have
apparently not sought organization

in Detroit.

The union is starting a Sick

Benefit Fund with a $50 donation

from Jacob Schreiber, Circuit op-

erator, in memory of Max Ruben,
late business agent of the IATSE
Local here.

Richard Bennett Files

Richard Bennett, screen actor, yes-

terday filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy in Federal Court listing $6,-

157 liabilities and assets including

$50,000 in insurance and a half-

interest in lots at Santa Monica and
Palm Springs, Cal.

Schnitzer Back to Boston

Detroit— Nat Schnitzer, general

sales manager of Metro Premium
Company, Boston, has been spend-

ing a week in Detroit, his former
territory, covering the ground with
local representative Lew Berg. He
reutrns to Boston today.

Mrs. Ross Labart Manages
Colo. Theater for Husband

Denver—Replacing Bert Burton,

who resigned as manager of the

Sagauche theater, Sagauche, Colo.,

Mrs. Ross Labart is now managing
her husband's theater.

Monogram Expands In Mich.
Detroit—William Clarry, former

general manager for both Jacob
Schreiber and Krim Brothers Cir-

cuits, has joined the Monogram
sales staff. He will handle eastern
Michigan. Burt Foster, veteran
state salesman, will concentrate on
the western half of the state, while
Ralph Raskin, a newcomer to the
business, is new salesman for the
southern district, in a two-way ex-

pansion for this exchange. Increas-
ing bookings of Monogram Films
in this territory required division

of the State and addition of the two
new men.

Kline In Melton Post

Denver—J. B. Melton has appoint-

ed Dale Kline, former manager of

the Alpine and Plaza, as manager
of his New Victory theater. The
house was the former Center, and
was only recently taken over by
Melton. Kline will also manage the

old Victory theater, which is slated

to be torn down soon to make room
for an addition to a local department
store.

LARGE SCALE ENGLISH

PRODUCTION FOR RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

dio top execs, plans for producing
in England. Wilcox, who arrives in
New York Tuesday on the He de
France, has laid out a program of
eight features for next season.
Hanbury revealed that RKO has a

financial interest in "Victoria the
Great," a Herbert Wilcox produc-
tion made at a reputed cost of $650,-
000. RKO will distribute 56 pic-
tures in Great Britain next season,
Hanbury said.

Before sailing for New York this
week, Wilcox refused to confirm or
deny reports that he would be asso-
ciated with RKO Radio's enlarged
British production. Wilcox said that
Phil Reisman, RKO Radio foreign
sales chief, would come over from
New York in addition to Spitz and
Depinet.

Trade at Theater Opening
Detroit — Raymond Schreiber,

partner in the Crystal Theater,
opened the new Palmer Park The-
ater, 1,500-seat North End house
with a gala trade preview Thurs-
day night. Schreiber will act as
general manager of the house, to
be operated by Palmer Park The-
ater Company. Official grand open-
ing for the public is on Friday.

Lily Pons Going to Coast
Chicago—Lily Pons, leaves Chi-

cago for California on Aug. 1 to be-
gin work on her third RKO Radio
Picture, "The Girl in a Cage," for
which Andre Kostelanetz will serve
as musical director.

SICK REPORT

Leonard Hall, former Music Hall
press agent ana magazine writer,
yesterday was a patient at New
York Hospital, after being struck by
a taxi. Injuries were not regarded
as serious.

New Orleans — Dewey Wrigley,
cameraman with the background and
location crew of Cecil B. DeMille'n
"The Buccaneer" is reported recov-
ering from a knee injury he re-

ceived when Associate Producer Bill

Pine put a car in the ditch near
New Iberia, La. Pine, who tried
to turn a curve and chase a wasp
out of his shirt at the same time,
didn't quite make it.

Leonard Picker of the Columbia
legal department is at the Park
West Hospital to undergo a minor
operation.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mistaken for an auto-

graph seeker, Barbara Stanwyck
was so roughly used by a cop that
she required medical attention. Cop
thought she was annoying her es-
cort, Robert Taylor.
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A "mU" faun Uotfywood "JU&ft
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"TSJEEDING a rest after having
^ completed his long directorial

stint on M-G-M's pretentious

"Broadway Melody of 1938," for

which he was borrowed from 20th

Century-Fox, Roy Del Ruth has re-

linquished the filming reins on the

same company's next big musical,

"Rosalie."
Del Ruth had accepted the second

berth with the understanding that

he was to take a vacation before

the start of actual production. How-
ever, when it was discovered it

would be necessary to put it before

the cameras immediately in order to

release Nelson Eddy, who co-stars

with Eleanor Powell, for an early

fall concert tour, the director insist-

ed on being relieved of the assign-

ment.
Del Ruth reports to 20th Century-

Fox Sept. 1, for another big musi-
cal.

T T T

Major studios have named J. L_.

Warner, Darryl Zanuck and E. J.

Mannix as a committee to consider

Screen Directors' Guild.

T » •

This morning Irving Cummings
takes charge of "Merry-Go-Round
of 1938" for Producer B. G. (Buddy)
De Sylva on the Universal City lot.

De Sylva and Edward Buzzell, who

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• •

0US
^^ an

has one

Introducing Interesting. Personalities: No. 110 • •

MEINS. Director. Born in Frankfort, Germany. Educated in St. Louis

d Los Angeles, specializing in oil painting and astronomy. Married,
son, Gordon. A cartoonist on Hearst papers, he began screen career

with Fox in 1919 as scenarist and gag man.
Became assistant director, then director, for

Mack Sennett. Made short comedies for Stern

Brothers; handled the "Newlyweds and Their

Baby" series, "Keeping Up with the Joneses"
series; "Buster Brown" comedies; Arthur Lake
pictures. Under contract to Hal Roach, direct-

ed 350 "Our Gang" two-reelers. Recently di-

rected the musical feature, "Nobody's Baby"
for Hal Roach, with Patsy Kelly and Lyda
Roberti. Also, "Kelly the Second," starring

Patsy Kelly. Recently completed Republic's

"Hit Parade," musical starring Frances Lang-

ford and Phil Regan. Stands, 5, 4V2. Hair,

light. Eyes, blue.

had handled the megaphone for 10
days, did not see eye to eye on cer-

tain phases of the production and
De Sylva called in Cummings.
At the same time De Sylva an-

nounced that he would produce one
of the forthcoming Deanna Durbin
pictures, a story by Pamela Harris
entitled "The Baby of the Family,"
which has just been purchased by
Universal.

M-G-M announces signing of a
new extended-term contract with
Rosalind Russell.

A meeting was called the other
night at the home of Bud Lesser,
son of Sol Lesser, to start plans
for "Fathers and Sons" day which
will take place probably sometime
next month. Son's executive com-

mittee consists of Dick Landau, Bud
Lesser, Dave Weisbarg, Maury
Grossman, Gerald Brandt, Burton
Lewis and Arthur Lewis, who is

chairman.

Casting assignments: Grand Na-
tional—Mamo Clark, "Wallaby Jim
of the Islands"; Eleanor Fisher,
"Something to Sing About"; Ken-
neth Harlan, "Renfrew of the Royal
Mounted"; Tex Ritter, "Rollin'
Plains"; Columbia — Alexander
D'Arcy, Kathryn Curry, "The Aw-
ful Truth"; Ed Peil, Sr., Richard
Curtis, Jerry Mandy, Billy Lally,
"Counsel for Crime."

Binnie Barnes, replaces Veree
Teasdale in Goldwyn's "The Adven-
tures of Marco Polo." Miss Teas-
dale withdrew from the cast be4
cause of illness.

Our Passing Show: J. P. Norman-
ly, Oscar Serlin, Marsha Hunt, Mur-
ray Feil, Lawrence Riley, Howard
Emmett Rogers, Thyra Sampter
Winslow, Bud Schulberg, Marcella
Banet, Murray Feil, Dore Schary,
Edward Ludwig, Maurice Hanline,
Oliver Hinsdell, Danny Winkler, Val
Lewton at the opening of "Brother
Rat."

Kansas City, Milwaukee

Exchange Pacts Are Sef

Major company exchange heads
have worked out agreements cov-

ering exchange employe unions in

Kansas City and Milwaukee, it was
said yesterday by Frank Phelps of

Warner Bros. Further considera-

tion of exchange union pacts will

be continued next week with IATSE
officials.

"Courageous" Stays a Third

Detroit— "Captains Courageous"
held over for a third week by George
W. Trendle, president of United De-
troit Theaters, who moved the pic-

ture yesterday from the United
Artists to the Madison Theater for

a continued first run.

Paul Starts Building

Detroit — Construction has been
started on the new 500 seat Yale
Theater at Yale, Mich., to be built

by Howard Paul to replace his pres-

ent Princess Theater.

"Gang Busters" to M-G-M
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Gang Busters,"

Phillip Lord's radio serial dramatizing

from actual case histories the careers

of America's "public enemies," has been
bought for the screen by M-G-M.

Allied Discusses Playdate

Strike Moves at Chi. Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

fusal to negotiate for next year's
product, test suit on action in with-
holding certain pictures on last
year's program and advocating pick-
eting of Paramount exchanges and
theaters playing its pictures.

After the conference, Pete Wood
stated that many district protest
meetings will be held prior to Aug.
1 in connection with the campaign.
Eleven states were represented at
the meeting. Delegates include:
Al Steffes, Minneapolis; George
Aarons and Lewen Pizor, both of
Philadelphia; Lee Newbury, New
Jersey, N. A. Rosenberg, Pitts-

burgh; Pete Wood, Columbus; Ar-
thur Howard, Boston; Ray Tesch,
Milwaukee and Ludwig Sussman,
Chicago.

V C Tourney Tuesday
Detroit—Variety Club will hold

second golf tournament of the sea-

son next Tuesday at Birmingham
County Club. Event is in charge of

Tom Ealand, owner of the Fern-
dale, Mich., Theater, assisted by
Mannie Gottlied, Carl Buermele, and
Moe Dudelson.

Republic to Brandt

Harry Brandt will take over the
Republic Theater, former burlesque
house, from Joe Weinstock and op-
erate it as a film house.

New Boston Union Wants
Wage Boosts of 5-20 P.C.

Boston—The wage scale and con-

tract of the newly organized ushers,

doormen, cashiers, cleaners, vertical
union has been submitted to local
exhibitors. If accepted, scale will

increase salaries from 5 to 20 per
cent.

Chief ushers will receive $40, As-
sistant Chief Ushers $36.50, and
ushers $28.50 under the proposed
contract. Cashiers will receive $25
while night cleaners will receive a
wage of $36. These wages will be
in class "A" houses while the class

"B" houses will be somewhat lower
in graduated scale.

The contracts were submitted to

the M. & P.; Loew's; RKO; and
other circuit heads in greater Bos-
ton this week by James O'Brien,
general counsel for the new union.

Negotiations will probably take
place the last of this month or the

first of July.

RCA Declares Dividend

RCA board of directors yesterday
declared a quarterly dividend of

87^2 cents a share on the company's
$3.50 first preferred stock covering
the period from July 1 to Sept. 30,

1937, and payable Oct. 1 to stock of

record Sept. 8, David Sarnoff, pres-

ident, announced.

Newark Product Situation

Up at Justice Dept. Meet

(Continved from Page 1)

excepting 20th Century-Fox and
Universal, attending. The Govern-
ment's angle, as expressed at the
meeting, was that of possible mon-
opoly in violation of the anti-trust

laws.
Suggestion was made that attor-

neys present might be able to iron
out the situation based on complaint
of the Mosque theater, Newark, that
it is unable to obtain sufficient film.

The Frankoes-Robinson interests,

which operate the house, produced a

survey purporting to show the
amount of pictures tied up by the

Warner houses.
Attendance at the conference in-

cluded RKO trustees and Arthur
Greenblatt of GB, who was accom-
panied by his attorney, Jack Lon
don of Fitelson & Mayers.

Wanda Perry to Wed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Wanda Perry, film ac-

tress, and Dr. Irving Browne, so-

cialite dentist, will wed in the Fall.

Rho Pi Phi's Sweetheart
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAI&
Hollywood—Jean Rogers, pretty

versal starlet, has been selected as^

official sweetheart of Rho Pi Phi, in-

ternational fraternity whose membership
is composed of students and graduates

of leading pharmaceutical colleges in

the U. S. and Canada.

I

i v
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Skouras Circuit Buys A4-G-A1, Colum ox Lists

LATESTJ0UYW00D TREND TOWARDS SEASTORIES

Alliance to Handle Three Laughtons in This Country
Productions to be Made by

New Mayflower Firm

in England
Alliance Film Corp., American dis-

tributing agency for B.I.P., will

handle U. S. distribution of the

three Charles Laughton pictures to

;be produced annually in England by
(Mayflower Pictures, it was said yes-

jterday by Budd Rogers, vice presi-

dent of Alliance.

First of the Laughton films will

Ibe based on the W. Somerset
'Maugham story, "Vessels of Hate."
(Elsa Lanchester will play the lead

{opposite Laughton and Bartlett Cor-

Imack will direct. Erich Pommer is in

Icharge of production for Mayflower.

(DUALS COSfBUSINESS,

iSAYS ESSANESS EXEC.

Chicago — Duals are responsible

for a 30 p.c. drop in circuit biz, ac-

cording to Emil Stern, executive vice

[president of the Essaness organiza-

tion. Essaness, said Stern, is strong-

fly against their continuation.

Circuit experimented with singles

i via "A Star is Born" at the Sheri-
ff CoKii»K£d on Page 6)

New Orleans Exchange Union

Ratifies Pact Raising Pay

New Orleans — Film Handlers'

i
Union has ratified a contract call-

| ing for increased wages and a closed

I shop and forwarded it to the Wash-
ington IATSE offices for approval.

'•As soon as this is obtained, which
it is officially thought will be the

middle of next week, contracts will

be returned, and presented to ex-

changes for action.

J&
K to Test Pit Bands

icago— It is reported that B and K
VTTT try out pit bands in the Chicago
Theater. The first to go in will be Ted
Weems and his orchestra, it is said.

The regular Chicago orchestra will be

held intact pending result of the experi-

ment.

Danish Government Would Take Over Film Industry
Copenhagen—The Danish Government will make an attempt to socialize the film

industry. A special parliamentary commission appointed to investigate the matter re-

cently published a report containing the suggestion of a public monopoly to take com-
plete control of production and release of pictures in Denmark. The scheme is having a

bad press, and the recent convention of theater owners carried an urgent resolution
strongly recommending the commission to reconsider its suggestion in the light of
many social disadvantages involved by the proposed legislation. Believed to be in two
minds about the problem, the Government Block indefinitely postponed the hearing of
the new bill, pending an amendment of the suggestion anticipated from the commission.

GALLS WITHDRAWAL OF

'HORIZON' NECESSITY

New Haven—In reply to Allied
Theaters of Connecticut's protest
against the withdrawal by Columbia
of "The Lost Horizon" sold under its

1936-37 contracts, Abe Montague
has addressed a letter to Joseph A.

(Continued on Page 4)

WALTER READE CIRCUIT

BUYS WARNER LINEUP

Warner Bros, has completed a
deal with the Walter Reade Circuit,

whereby the latter will play the en-
tire output of Warner Bros.-First
National product, including Vita-
phone shorts and trailers for the

(Continued on Page 4)

REVIEW CE THE WEEE
Industry's Brighter Picture—Soviets' Building Plans

; By CHESTER B. BAHN=

DOMESTIC
The industry's brighter financial

picture was limned by the Warner
Bros. Pictures and subsidiary com-
panies' report of a net operating
profit of $5,561,032 for the 39-week
period ending May 29 last. This

(Continued

FOREIGN
Third Soviet Five-Year Plan calls

for the construction of 500 film the-
aters in cities and twice that num-
ber in regional centers, cables dis-

closed. Increase in film production
is also provided, with 150 pix ex-
on Page 6)

M-G-M, Columbia, 20th - Fox Product

Deals Concluded by Skouras Circuit

6 More Granada Theaters

Projected by Bernstein

London—Bernstein Theaters will

open five more Granadas in the
course of the early autumn, while a
sixth at Welling, Kent, is scheduled
for completion by Christmas. Com-
pany has already opened two this

year.
The five for autumn opening are

(Continued on Page 4)

Skouras circuit has completed its

1937-38 product arrangements with
M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox and Co-
lumbia and has also set, but not
closed, deals with Universal and
RKO.
Buys with Paramount and Warner

are yet to be subjects of negotia-
tions. The former conferences are
being held up pending completion
of the deal between the Loew circuit

and Paramount.

Both Major and Independents

Turning to Yarns With
Nautical Flavor

Hollywood's next cycle may be
nautical.

On the heels of M-G-M's "Cap-
tains Courageous" and 20th Century-
Fox's "Slave Ship," studios, both
major and indie, will turn . out a
string of straight sea stories and
still more with a semi-nautical back-
ground.

Present studio interest in sea
yarns is due, in part, to the fact
that the shipping strike some months
ago forced producers to shelve nau-
tical pix. Meanwhile, stories accu-
mulated. Dearth of sea pix for a
period presumably has whetted the
public appetite for them, one exec.
commented.

First to follow current pix will

be Para.'s "Souls at Sea" which
(Continued on Page 4)

ADVERTISING FILMS'

USE IN SLIGHT RISE

Approximately 10,000 theaters are
now using advertising films, the
policy showing a slight increase over
1936, according to makers of this

type of production yesterday.
Screen Broadcasts, which, with A.

(Continued on Page 6)

Frederik Stahlberg Funeral

Is Planned at Coast Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Funeral services

will be held today for Frederik
Stahlberg, for many years musical
director at the M-G-M studios as

(Continued on Page 4)

Max Cohen Stage Producer
Max Cohen, president of Cinema Cir-

cuit Corp., is entering the legit show
producing field. He has lined up two
plays to do on Broadway next season
and is also considering a musical.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 28 28 28
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3V4 3'A 3J4 + Vs.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 14 133/4 14 + 1/4

East. Kodak 180i/
2 180'/2 180Vi + Vi

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 24l/

2 243/8 24V2 + 1/4

Loew's, Inc 82y8 82 82l/4 + l/4

do pfd -

Paramount 233/8 23 23'/4 + Vs

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramout 2nd pfd... 21 21 21

Pathe Film

RKO 8l/
8

8l/8 8y8
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 70 70 70 +5
Warner Bros 14% 14% 14% + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99% 99'/8 99% + Va

Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55. . .10014 100 100i/4 — Vs
Par. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 953,4 95 953,4— l/4

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 3 23,4 3 + ]A
Sonotone Corp 1% l 5/s 1%— Vs

Technicolor 28% 28 28 + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts 8 8 8 — %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12% 13

Lsew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 96

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43 54 55

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen

HOME OFFICE: General Mgr.

630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. ADOLPH POLLAK

H The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Saratoga (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Toast of New York (RKO Radio) Music Hall
Exclusive (Paramount) Paramount
They Won't Forget (First National)—2nd week Strand
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer (Paramount) (d) Criterion

Wee Willie Winkie (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Damaged Lives (Welden)—7th week Central

Crusade Against Rackets Gaiety
Hollywood Cowboy (Columbia) Rialto

Juggernaut (Grand National)—2nd week Globe
Slave Ship (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
She Had to Eat (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace
Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) Loew's State
Be Mine Tonight (Universal) (a-b) 55th St. Playhouse
Thunder in the East (United Artists) (a-b) 55th St. Playhouse

TWO-A-DAY RUN +
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount) Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
U. S. S. R.-1937 (Amkino) Cameo
Signora Paradiso (Nuovo Mondo) Broadway Cine Roma
Springtime in Vienna (Viennese film)—2nd week Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
San Quentin (Warner Bros.)—July 28 Strand
Souls at Sea (Paramount)—Aug. 4 (e) Globe
Artists and Models (Paramount) (c) Paramount
Stella Dallas (United Artists (c) Music Hall
The Road Back (Universal) (c-b) Roxy

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Reissue.
(e) Two-a-day run.

British General Theater

Net for Year Up £61,072

London (By Cable)—As a pre-
liminary to the annual general meet-
ing on Monday, directors of Gen-
eral Theater Corporation, Ltd., an-
nounce that the net profit for the
year ended March 31, last, amounts
to £337,041, an increase of £61,072.
The balance brought forward brings
the total to £387,876, against £301,-

546.

After deducting income tax, de-
benture stock interest, depreciation,
management expenses and the 9 per
cent interim dividend, the balance
remaining is £129,494, against £63,-

334.

The directors recommended a final

dividend of 6 per cent on the parti-

cipating preferred ordinary shares,
making 15 per cent for the year,
and the transfer of £50,000 to gen-
eral reserve, leaving £54,494 to carry
forward, against £50,834 brought in.

Hear Mich. Co-operative

May Try U. S. Expansion

Detroit—Co-operative Theaters of
Michigan may attempt national ex-
pansion, according to a report, un-
confirmed, on Film Row.
Aggressive selling campaign for

theaters in Cooperative Theaters of

Michigan under the new director,

Henderson M. Richey, has been
launched, with two-inch space set

to run steadily on the theater page
in local newspapers. Text says:
"The designation Co-Op identifies

that Theater as a member of Co-
operative Theaters of Michigan, an
organization of independent the-
ater owners who will appreciate any
suggestions for the improvement of
service. Address H. M. Richey,
1005 Fox Bldg.

All theaters in the organization
are using the Co-Op symbol in their

ads.

Gaiety As First-Run
The Gaiety theater, taken over

Wednesday by Brandt Theaters in-

augurates a first run film policy

starting today with "Crusade
Against Rackets".

In the cast appear Lona Andre,
Donald Reed, and "Wheeler Oakman.

S. E. Wall Dead
S. E. Wall, president of the Cincin-

nati-Columbus Film Trucking Co.,

and associated with show business

for many years, died recently at the

age of 61.

M-G-M Renews Lease

M-G-M has renewed its lease for a

long term on its exchange quarters in

the Film Center Building, New York
City.

Conn. Exhibitor Fined

Hartford—The first Connecticut
case on Bank Night or a variation

of the plan resulted in a fine for

David Magliora, of the Rialto, Wind-
sor Locks, for violation of the State
Lottery Law. Magliora was previ-

ously fined and enjoined from con-

tinuing the giveaway by the Town
Court of Windsor Locks, but ap-
pealed the case to the Superior

Court in Hartford.

Coming and Goiif}

WILLIAM BRANDT returns to New York
from Hollywood in about five weeks.

GRADWELL L. SEAR5 is due back in New
York today from New Orleans.

WILL GORDON has gone to Maine from New
York for a vacation.

HUGH O'CONNELL, who is now in the East,
goes to Maine in a few days to continue his
vacation.

WILLIAM W. BROWN of 20th Century-Fox
leaves New York Aug. 5, returning to Panama.

BENJAMIN GLAZER is due in New York
next week from the Coast en route to Russia.

WALTER WANGER comes to New York from
the Coast in about four weeks heading for
Europe.

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD arrives in New
York today on the Queen Mary.

FANNIE HURST returns to New York today
from abroad.

BERNARD SOBEL is a passenger on the Queen
Mary which is due today from England.

FRANK BERTELL, agent, left New York Sat-
urday for the Coast to handle Paul and Grace
Hart-man who report to 20th Century-Fox
Aug. 2

MADELEINE CARROLL left the Coast yester
day for New York, where she arrives Wednesday
en route to Europe for a vacation.

GERALDINE RUDOLPH is due in New Yorl
tomorrow on the Volendam from London for a

vacation.

BAYARD VEILLER is returning to New York
from the Coast.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN, who is due in New
York this week, sails on the Normandie Wed-
nesday for a vacation abroad.

SONJA HENIE sails from New York Wednes-
day for Europe.

ADRIAN CHAYE. engineer of the Andre De-
Brie Corp. in charge of the newly developed
Reversal developing machine, has arrived in

thre country from Paris for a three-weeks' stay.

Art Cinema to Re-issue

10 Features, Seven Shorts

Art Cinema Corp., recently taken
over by Emil Jensen and associates,
is planning to re-issue 10 features
and seven musical shorts in the Fall.

Pictures will be offered in the state
rights market.

Features include "Reaching for
the Moon" with Douglas Fairbanks,
"Lottery Bride" with Jeanette
MacDonald, "Abraham Lincoln"
with Walter Huston, "Be Yourself"
with Fannie Brice, "Putting On the
Ritz" with Harry Richman, "Du
Barry" and others. The shorts
are seven made by Hugo Riesenfeld.

Nine in Work at Warners
Hollywood—With nine pictures be-

fore the cameras or in preparation

for early shooting, the Warner Bros,

studios at Burbank here are main-
taining rapid production pace on
their 1937-38 schedule.

The films in work are: "Tonight's

Our Night," "Tovarich," "Two Pla-

toons," "Over the Goal," "Sh! The
Octopus," "The Great Garrick," and
"Submarine D-l."

JULY 26

Emil Jannings
Nat Levine

C. L. Yearsley
Charles Butterworth

EJU1
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The Los Angeles

AMBASSADOR
CALIFORNIA

Dear Harry: season , s pr0gram,

X jUst saw five «—* ***" *^
na" lyI

r n Arthur, Edward Arnold, Ray MiUand in

jean ^t*ur
\;ASY LIVING"

dances farmer, Charlie Rubles in
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T LOOKS LIKE A PARAMOUNT YEAR!
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HOLLYWOOD'S TREND

TOWARDS SEA STORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

will have its world premiere at the
New York Globe theater Aug. 4.

Para has three other important sea
yarns to follow later: "Ebb Tide,"
to be filmed in Technicolor; Cecil B.

DeMille's "The Buccaneer" and
"Rulers of the Sea."

Metro has no less than 10 story

properties with a nautical setting:

"Tell It to the Marines," Ben Ames
Williams' "All the Brothers Were
Valiant"; Fanny Heaslip Lea's
"Anchor Man;" Hugh Stange's
"False Dreams, Farewell"; Ernest
Vajda's "Maiden Voyage"; Richard
B. Sale's "Not Too Narrow, Not
Too Deep"; "Pitcairn's Island," by
James Norman Hall and Charles
Nordhoff; Clements Ripley's "Sehoy,
Ahoy"; William McFee's "The Har-
bourmaster" and Victor Wolfson's
"Excursion," latter a Broadway
stage hit.

Other nautical pix in prospect
include:
"The Hurricane," by Charles Nord-

hoff and James Norman Hall, Samuel
Goldwyn; "Splinter Fleet," 20th Cen-
tury-Fox; "Adventure's End," by
Ben Ames Williams, Universal; Com.
Frank Weed's "Submarine D-l,"

Warners; "Sailing Along," Gaumont-
British; "Sweetheart of the Navy"
and four Wallaby Jim stories, Grand
National; Mildred Cram's "Navy
Bride," Republic.

Frederik Stahlberg Funeral

Is Planned at Coast Today

(Continued from Page 1)

well as a composer. He passed away
Friday at his home at the age of

60. Stahlberg was at one time con-

ductor of the orchestra at the Riv-

oli Theater, New York.

Salison and Freed Build

West Philadelphia House

Philadelphia—Salison and Freed,

operating houses at Larchmont, N.

Y. and Narbeth, Pa., are building

a new theater at 46th Street and
Spruce, West Philadelphia. Lew
Rovner is building a 500-seat house

in the Kensington section, Bel-

grade. George F. Weilland, asso-

ciated with Mort Lewis, plans a 500-

seater for Margate, N. J.

Komer Seeing Europe

Detroit — Harry Komer, circuit

operator, is touring Europe, where
he plans to visit every major coun-

try except Germany. Business is

being run by his brother and their

associates, the Goldberg Twins, in

his absence.

Complete Two Law Films

Law Film Classics, Inc., has com-

pleted two of a series of "Law Film

Classics."

Monday, July 26, 1937

T T
• • • SO YOU Showmen won't forget "They Won't For-
get" Warners are laying on your desk a gorgeous press-
book one of the really fine pressbooks of all time
a fitting campaign book to match a great picture the
cover is patterned after that famous mag, Life with a
black-and-white human interest photo on the cover showing
the girl crying in the boy's arms the book is so enor-

mous that when you open it up, it covers most of your desk
one of the finest typographical jobs we have seen in

this field of show literature printed on heavy coated
stock it has so much Class that it simply defies anyone
to ignore it

T T
• • • OUTDOOR SPLURGE with over 3,000,000

miles of highways posted with "The Toast of New York"
RKO Radio has launched one of the greatest outdoor advertis-

ing campaigns ever undertaken almost 10,000 billboards
carrying 24-sheets are up in key cities, in strategic rural com-
munities, and along arterial highways the psychology
being that all highways are now alive with touring vacationists

and literally millions of prospective entertainment buy-
ers will be impressed with the outdoor billing

T
• • • ZANUCKIDDER for Darryl Zanuck is one
of Hollywood's expert ribbers following one of Winch-
ell's recent broadcasts on the Coast, the 20th Century-Fox exec
phoned: "Walt, how soon do you go on the air?"
Winchell said: "Why, I just finished. Have I missed some-
thing?" "Have you!" cried Zanuck, "I just phoned to

tell you that we took over Paramount" Winchell moaned
and gasped and then Zanuck slipped the chuckling info

that it was just a rib

T T
• • • FORE! RKO Golf Gambol and day
of daze a "Time Mashies On" feature on Wed-
nesday, Aug. 4 at Fenway Country Club, White Plains

a link's drama de klucks and some goofers
all entrants are cautioned that a birdie in the bag is

worth four over your head and much cleaner fun
prizes, prizes, prizes for everything and nothing

even Fred Meyer's annual prize for the most obnoxious,
irrevelant and premeditated squawk at the committee's handi-
cap it looks like a hooker and slicer's festival

T T T
• • • GANGSTER NOTE while industrial film

producer Elmer McGovern had his tripod case set in front of a
bank at Jackson, Michigan, for some shots of trucks for the
Consumers' Power Company an armored car operator
driving up to the bank thot it was a gangster hold-up and that
the camera outfit was a newfangled machine gun and
he dam near winged Elmer before the lad hollered and threw
his hands up high toward heaven the armored car mug
said afterwards that no guy with the name of Elmer could be
a gangster but how was he to know? funny part
of it is that Mac is one of the toughest scrappers in the film

biz

T T T
• • • POP SPOT at Union, N. J., license plates
from every state and from Mexico and Canada have been
checked passing through the gates of the newly opened Drive-
in theater capacity attendance at two performances
nightly

T T
• • • VACATIONOMASTICON coined word
combo of "vacation" and an "onomastic" listing of names

meaning the list of Names we have just jotted down
to handle this kolyum as we start on our vacation for
tomorrow we give you Heywood Broun Wednesday, O. O.
Mclntyre Thursday, Ed Sullivan Friday, Edwin
C. Hill for Saturday and the following week we are not
so sure fact is, we're not so sure of any of these gents
mentioned but doesn't it make an attractive list?

CALLS WITHDRAWAL

'HORIZON' NECESSITY

(Continued from Page 1)

Davis, executive secretary of the
organization, pointing out that the
withdrawal was an "absolute neces-
sity" in view of the unexpected
$2,000,000 cost involved in its pro-
duction.
"A picture costing that kind of

money is a terrific problem for a
major distributor owning a group
of theaters—but it becomes an even
more serious problem to a distribu-
tor, such as our organization, with-
out the help of its own theaters to
liquidate this expensive picture,
Montague writes. The writer further
urges that the good will expressed
in independent theater-Columbia re-
lations to date be continued in view
of the circumstances.

6 More Granada Theaters

Projected by Bernstein

(Continued from Page 1)

at North Chean, Greenwich, Harrow,
Clapham Junction and Greenford,
each with stage and car park and
three with cafes, and interior decor-
ations by Komisarjevsky. Work is
about to begin on the Slough, Gran-
ada, due for January opening.
Meanwhile, the complete Bern-

stein Theaters building schedule for 1

1938, to be announced shortly, al-
ready includes theaters at Swansea,
Neasden, Ponders End and Plum-
stead Common.

« « « » » »

Walter Reade's Circuit

Buys Warner Bros. Lineup

(Continued from Page 1)

1937-38 season, states Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager.
The deal was closed by Walter

Reade, and Ben Kalmenson, eastern
district manager for Warner Bros.

Exhibition at Golf Tourney
New Haven—A special exhibitior

by Jack Redmond is added to th
program announced for the seconc
annual Connecticut MPTO industry
golf tournament at Racebrook Coun
try Club, Woodbridge, on Aug. 3
The exhibition is in addition to a
nine-hole and an 18-hole round
luncheon, dinner, entertainment an(
awarding of prizes. Among the out
of-state guests who have made earlj

reservations are Adolph Haas, M. E
Kornbluth, Charles L. Casanave
George S. Dembow, and Chid
Lewis.

Irving C. Jacocks, Jr. is chairman
Edward G. Levy, secretary, and Ed
win S. Ramie, treasurer.

Trans-Lux Taking Hotf^)
Trans-Lux has reached an irgree-j

ment with I. Kaplan on the price to

be paid for the theater at 66 Fifth!
Ave. but other details remained to

j

be worked out preliminary to take-j

over of the house by Trans-Lux.

..-.^
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DUALS COST BUSINESS,

SAYS ESSANESS EXEC.

(.Continued from Page 1)

dan, and test was so successful, pol-
icy will be continued. House boosted
admish 20 p.c. for the film, and
claims an intake record.

Hammond, Inc.—Single features,
with plenty of shorts, are pulling
business in the three local Warner
houses—the Orpheum, the Para-
mount and the Partheon.

Use of Advertising Films

Shows Slight Increase

(Continued from Page 1)

Don Alexander, is among the leaders
in the field, is now serving about
7,000 accounts, it was stated yes-
terday. Since Jan. 1, this outfit has
increased its playing time scope by
approximately 800 theaters, accord-
ing to the company.

Lions Aid Chi. B. O.
Chicago—Ten thousand members

of Lion Clubs, attending the 21st

annual convention, brought smiles

to the faces of the loop theater own-
ers and managers this week as
grosses were boosted nicely by the

visitors.

CCVIOV Cr THE WEEK
Industry's Brighter Picture—Soviets' Building Plans

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

more than doubled the profit of $2,-

554,772 earned in the corresponding
period of the preceding year. Net
for the 39 weeks is equal to $1.42

per share on outstanding common
and $53.93 on the preferred.

Other financial statements in kind
were made public. American Seat-

ing Co. profit for six months was
given as $201,886 as compared with
last year's $23,439 figure. Sales of

Western Electric for the first half

of 1937 were up 48 p.c. to $97,355,-

000. And Consolidated Film Indus-
tries earnings for the first six

months were revealed as $387,416.
* * *

Film Daily correspondents, sur-

veying biz conditions and prospects,

were generally optimistic. Chicago
theater grosses in the circuit loop

and outlying houses for the second
quarter withstood the heat's rav-

ages and even showed some gains.

In New England, grosses were up
5 p.c. over the first quarter. In Port-

land, Ore., the gain was 25 p.c. The
single adverse report came from
Philadelphia where a drop of 20 p.c.

was reported. In the Kansas City

area, a move to tilt box-office tops

was under way.
* * *

Ed Kuykendall, prexy of the

Product/
To know what product is plan-

ned for the coming season by
each and every company is a
great asset to any exhibitor.

This information will all be
available to him in the forth-

coming PRODUCT GUIDE which
will be given free to all sub-

scribers to the FILM DAILY
SERVICE.

The complete line-up of every

company— titles, stories, au-

thors, directors, stars, camera-

men—all in one volume and
UP TO DATE.

This is one of the many impor-

tant features of the

FILM DAILY

PRODUCT GUIDE
AND DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

OUT^SOON

MPTOA, in Biloxi, Miss., for the
joint conclave of the MPTO of Ar-
kansas, Mississippi and Tennessee,
expressed the belief that the era of
single theater operation was end-
ing, and forecast a possible change
in the MPTOA legislative policy.
Later in the week, major com-

pany attitude to a revival of the
MPTOA 10-point trade practice
program was defined as "indiffer-
ent."

* * *

Headline highlights : Film legisla-
tion by Congress at the present ses-
sion was regarded as unlikely . . .

Question of television control was
brought to the fore by the report
of the National Resources Commit-
tee . . . William Fox associates pur-
chased the Kromo-Color Lab., pre-
sumably for Chemicolour use . . .

First SAG pact in the East was
signed by Metro . . . Merian C. Coo-
per quit Selznick to join M-G-M as
a producer ... It was indicated that
there would be no substantial
changes in the British quota plan
. . . GN re-elected officers . . . ITOA
was disclosed as planning a $100,-
000 Bank Night . . . Criterion, New
York, 5-year deal was set by Para.
. . . Warners completed a new sea-
son product deal with FWC . . .

Kansas City tests indicated accep-
tance of singles . . . Roadshow runs
of "High, Wide and Handsome"
were set for autumn ... It was dis-
closed that Walter Wanger will de-
liver all 1936-37 product although
some of the pix will not be ready
until fall or winter . . . Northern
California Film Daily survey es-
tablished that higher admission
prices were offsetting a drop in at-
tendance . . . Picketing of New York
City film houses by union musicians
finally ended . . . The Roxy reorg.
plan was finally approved . . . And
the Paramount-Blank Tri-States
Circuit deal was finally signed.

FOREIGN ~
(Continued from Page 1)

pected to be made in 1942. Schedule
for this year calls for 60 produc-
tions.

From Sydney came word that
Greater Union faced a product
problem as a result of its proposed
breaking away from Hoyts' Thea-
ters in the General Theaters setup.
Hoyts, controlled by 20th Century-
Fox, has virtually all pix tied up,
it was pointed out. (Walter J. Hut-
chinson, general manager of 20th-
Fox foreign department, leaves
New York Aug. 12 for Sydney par-
leys looking to a revival of the GT.
deal).

* * *

"Must" foreign flashes: London
cables indicated there would be no
substantial changes in the British
quota plan. Odeon Theaters circuit
plans to bring its lineup from 230
to 300 houses within a few months
. . . M. P.'s formed a council in the
House of Commons to develop plans
for aiding British production . . .

It was disclosed that the Scottish

ARGENTINE, MEXICAN,,

FILMS GAIN IN PERU

Lima, Peru (By Cable)—Argen-
tine and Mexican films are cutting
into the American film biz in Peru,
the first five months of the present
year showing an estimated 10 p.c.

loss for U. S. distribs. Last year,

80 p.c. of the pictures exhibited
were American; for the first five

months of 1937, the percentage was
70.

Preference for Argentine and
Mexican films, especially in the
nabes and in the provinces, started

with "Ayudame a Vivie", Argentine
pix which clicked heavily at the b.o.

The Spanish film "Morena Clara"
also enjoyed a large box office suc-

cess. The Argentine picture "Abajo
los Hombres" and the Mexican film

entitled "Alia en el Rancho Grande"
have just recently been released, and
it is predicted by some distribs that
both these films have the possibili-

ties of even surpassing the success
of "Ayudame a Vivie". The demand
and acceptation of these Spanish
talking films is significant, the more
so since approximately 70 per cent
of the houses have contracts with
American companies.

Well-filmed American pictures
containing much action always are
received well in this country and
are definite money makers, but the
mediocre American films have suf-

fered to some extent because of the
competition afforded by films in the
Spanish language.

Butterfield Will Erect

Big Rapids, Mich., House

Detroit—Plans for construction of
a new theater at Big Rapids, Mich.,
to replace the Colonial Theater, now
being demolished, havte been an-
nounced by the Butterfield Circuit.

Butterfield is also installing air con-
ditioning equipment in the State,
Capitol, and Fuller Theaters at
Kalamazoo, Mich., in a program for
bringing air conditioning to more
upstate houses.

Robbins Sues on Short

Robbins Music Corp. Saturday
filed suit in Federal Court against
Warner Bros. Pictures Corp. and
Vitaphone Corp. asking an injunc-
tion and an accounting of profits

on a short subject with Vincent Lo-
pez in which the song "Stayaways"
was used. Robbins claims it bought
the song prior to June, 1933, from
Adolph Deutsch and Lopez, the
writers. The short was said to have
been made in 1936.

Churches Film Guild will produce
features . . . French quota was e:

"

tended a year . . . RKO was r?
vealed in London cables as planning
large scale English production, with
Herbert Wilcox likely to figure in
the program contemplated ... A
move was under way for a quality
clause in the new British quota act.
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"Married Before

Breakfast"
with Robert Young, Florence Rice

M-G-M 65 mins.

LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT WITH RO-
MANCE AND COMEDY ANGLES WILL
PLEASE YOUNGER ELEMENT.

This production is written in the manner

of the new kidding school of film enter-

tainment, slightly goofy but pleasant to

take. Robert Young is engaged to a social-

ite, but he won't settle down to a steady

job, having his mind on some invention that

will make him rich quickly. He finally sells

his patent for a new shaving cream, collects

a quarter million, and steps into romantic

adventure without even trying. It all comes

about when he tires to help Florence Rice

land a tough deliveryman on a milk route

for an insurance policy which her fiance is

trying to sell him. In fact he has to sell

this tough prospect to get a promotion that

will enable him to marry Florence. So Young

starts out with the two to sell the milk-

man, and in the course of trailing him on

his milk route they are out all night,

having lost the fiance, and thus Young and

Miss Rice romance around in all sorts of

adventures. They get involved with a jewel

robbery, land in the police station, and

meanwhile Young's fiance is frantically

trying to get in touch with him, as he

had a date with her. It all works out with

a sudden honeymoon trip for the two ro-

mantic young people, they having realized

the ones they are engaged to are not their

true mates. Both the principals turn in

neat performances, and the direction brings

out all the laughs. Really a dizzy plot and

it doesn't make much sense, but it is ade-

quate summer fare.

Cast: Robert Young, Florence Rice, June

Clayworth, Barnett Parker, Warren Hymer,

Helen Flint, Irene Franklin, Hugh Marlowe,

Tom Kennedy, Edgar Dearing.

Producer, Sam Zimbalist; Director, Edwin

L. Marin; Author, Harry Ruskin; Screenplay,

George Oppenheimer, Everett Freeman;

Editor, William S. Gray; Cameraman, Leon-

ard Smith.

Direction, Okay Photography, Good.

SHORTS
Leon Errol in

"Wife Insurance"

(Superba Comedies)

RKO Radio 16 mins.

Comedy Antics Click

Strictly a family affair, with Leon
Errol having trouble with both his
wife and mother-in-law when they
decide he must take out heavy life

insurance because he is too reck-
less with his hunting guns. After
the insurance agent and doctor ruin
his day, events cause him to think
the two women are trying to poison

(f \ to collect his insurance. They
VjJ0simply trying to feed him medi-
cine in his coffee so he can be built
up physically to pass the insurance
examination. Works out into a lot
of wild and hectic excitement as the
mother-in-law mistakes him for a

burglar and tries to shoot him with
his own gun. When the cops arrive,

explanations are in order and the
happy little family is united again.
But Errol takes a smack at the in-

surance agent and sends him out
on the stretcher the hospital ambu-
lance had brought to cart the head
of the house away. In the cast are
Kitty McHugh, Dot Farley, Ed
Kane. Produced by Lee Marcus. Di-
rected by Jean Yarbrough.

"Golf Timing"
(Sports With Bill Corum)

RKO Radio 11 mins.
Very Fine Golf Special

A trip to Greenwich, Conn., to the
golf practice school range conducted
by Ira Miner, the authority on
rhythm and timing. At his practice
course Bill Corum shows how the
instructor is using a group system
to teach golf aspirants in class les-

sons. All lined up in a row, they
swing at the ball in unison, while
Miner goes down the line and offers
individual advice. The reel seeks to
show how easy it is for anyone to
become a good golfer by following
the commonsense system taught by
Miner. Miner and his son demon-
strate some nifty trick shots, and
also the elementary principles of
the swing, follow through and
rhythm. All golfers can learn some-
thing from this one.

"Pirate Porfs of the Caribbean"
(Columbia Tour)

Columbia 9 mins.
Picturesque Scenic

A visit to the haunts of the fa-
mous pirate, Henry Morgan, along
the Spanish Main. First to Port
Royal, where Morgan and other
buccaneers were wont to bring their
loot. Then to Kingston, site of the
wreck experienced by Christopher
Columbus near the Roaring River
Falls. To picturesque Baranquilla, in

Columbia. Then a visit to Carta-
gena, the treasure fort of old Spain.
Finally, the journey ends at Pana-
ma, where the modern tourists are
seen enjoying themselves in the
cafes. Produced by Carl S. Clancy.
Described by Arthur Hale. Narra-
tion by Eloise Lawnsberry. Photo-
graphed by Roger Stuart.

"Indian Serenade"
(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 8 mins.
Good Woodland Fantasy

Woodland fantasy, with a little

Indian girl making pottery by a
lake. Along comes her boy friend,
bearing' a nice bouquet of flowers as
he paddles up in his canoe. He
monkeys around with the pottery,
and succeeds in fashioning a clay
heart, which the girl appropriates.
Business of chasing in and out of
the woods, and meanwhile the little

boy's dog tangles with an enormous
snake. The Indian girl being a
snake charmer, rescues the pup.
Produced by Charles Mintz in Tech-
nicolor.

"The Stork Takes a Holiday"
(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 8 mins.

Lively Fantasy Has Laughs
In the topical manner, the storks

go on a sit-down strike at the baby
factory. The heads of the factory
are in a quandary as the baby orders
keep piling in. Finally they hit on
the bright idea of hiring the peli-

cans. But the pelicans botch up the
deliveries something terrible. Pub-
lic opinion forces the shamed storks
to go back on the job, and every-
body is happy. Produced by Charles
Mintz in Technicolor.

"Excursions in Science No. 4"

General Electric 9 mins.

Magic of the "Electric Eye"
The marvels of the "Electric Eye"

scientifically known as the photo
electric cell are very entertainingly
presented in this industrial from the
laboratories of General Electric. A
narrator explains everything in
popular language, taking the audi-
ence through a series of uses to
which the electric eye has been suc-
cessfully applied. First a drinking
fountain operates automatically as
you lean over to get a drink. As
waitresses approach a door in a
restaurant, it opens magically so
they can pass through easily with
their hands full of dishes. The gun
which fires the bullets of light
makes anyone a perfect marksman.
The operation of the marvellous
scientific device is explained in a
graphic and simple way so that all

can understand the principle. Al
Bondy is the distributor of this
series of scientific shorts.
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You take the punishment if

seats are the punishing kind.

Patrons go where seats offer

luxurious comfort . . . theAmer-

ican Seating Company kind.

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

\V7HEN Sam Wood, directingW Gladys George in M-G-M's "Ma-
dame X," accidentally discovered

that his star, noted for her dramatic
ability, had been hiding part of her
light—a clear, lyric soprano voice

—

under that proverbial bushel, he de-

cided to do something about it. As
a result, Miss George will make her
debut as a warbler in the current

Wood production with a number he
has had especially written for her.

Miss George's vocal talent was
uncovered when Wood, passing her
dressing suite, was so impressed by
the beauty of the notes that issued

forth, he rapped at the door, ex-

pecting to find the actress entertain-

ing a guest. She was, but it was
her own voice and piano accompani-
ment he had heard.

T T

Don Terry, Columbia contract lead-

ing man, has been selected for the

male lead in "Women of the Night,"
which goes into work this week,
under the direction of C. C. Cole-

man, Jr. Jacqueline Wells will be

Terry's leading lady.

r T T

Columbia has signed Walter
Kingsford and Andre Beranger for

"I'll Take Romance," Grace Moore's
starring musical drama, which is

Curfew Act Enforcement

Starts; Accuse 2 Exhibs.

Detroit—Prosecution of theaters

for violation of the curfew ordi-

nance passed a few months ago has

started. First case was against Ar-
thur Prock, manager of Jacob
Schreiber's Majestic Theater. Wil-
liam H. Steffes' De Luxe Theater
was named in another warrant, as

well as the parents of seven chil-

dren found "after hours" in the

house. Parents as well as house
operators are subject to prosecu-
tion under the law. Case is due to

come up July 30 in Recorders'

Court.

Lincoln Biz Improves

Lincoln, Neb. — Business has
shown some improvement here dur-

ing the past two weeks at the the-

aters. For no reason, there seems
to be more people on the street and
they're more picture-minded. Show-
men are baffled, since there has been
a well attended two-week baseball

tourney under floodlights nightly at

the same time.

Denver F D Moves
Denver—Made necessary by the

Colorado Neon Sign company tak-

ing over their space, the Film De-
livery Service has moved its offices

to 2420 Arapahoe Street.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. Ill • • •

JACK CONWAY. Director for M-G-M. Born in Graceville, Minn., and edu-

cated in Durham preparatory school. Amateur theatricals led him into

acting. Belasco saw him when he came to New York, and made him a leading

man. To Los Angeles in 1911 on one theatrical

engagement, and was drawn into the vortex of

the film business. He did extra work for

Selig, Bosworth, Fine Arts, Griffith, Sennett and
other producers, before being given, in 1915, the

featured lead in Jack London's "The Valley

of the Moon." In 1918, became a director.

Successes for M-G-M include that company's
first talkie, "Alias Jimmy Valentine," "Our
Modern Maidens," "New Moon," "The Easiest

Way," "Arsene Lupin," "Red-Headed Woman,"
^^k "Viva Villa," "A Tale of Two Cities," "Libeled

jgt ^k ' «^ Lady." Has the emotional sensitivity of a trained

Bg, EkflH&t actor, a keen knowledge of the humanities.
^Hk ^S^^HHL Hobbies: Golf, riding and swimming. Married

to Virginia Bushman, a daughter of Francis X.

now before the cameras, with Ed-

ward H. Griffith directing.

Y T

Binnie Barnes replaces Veree

Teasdale in Goldwyn's "The Adven-
tures of Marco Polo." Miss Teas-

dale withdrew from the cast because

of illness.

T T T

"This is My Wife" has gone into

production at M-G-M with Michael
Fessier producing, Earl Taggart di-

recting, and a cast headed to date
by Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Ed-
wards, Helen Jerome Eddy, George
Murphy and John Wray.

T T
M-G-M announces plans for

screening of "The Four Marys," the
novel by Fanny Heaslip Lea. The

two feminine leads have been giv-
en to Myrna Loy and Rosalind Rus-
sell, and opposite them will be
Franchot Tone and Melvyn Douglas.
Richard Thorpe will make the new
film and Louis D. Lighton is the
producer.

t

When Shirley Deane, young 20th
Century-Fox starlet, stepped from a
plane in Houston, Texas, where she
had gone for a one-night appear-
ance as guest soloist with the Vin-
cent Lopez band, she was met by a
cavalcade of 125 cars bearing ban-
ners of the Shirley Deane Fan Club
and paraded to a hotel, where she
was honor guest at a dinner tend-
ered by the organization.

T T
John Blystone, directing RKO-

Radio's "Music For Madame,"
which stars Nino Martini, is guid-
ing his players on one of the larg-
est sets ever constructed on a Hol-
lywood sound stage. It contains 14
connecting rooms, each completely
furnished in the mode of the mod-
ern manor.

T T r

Harry Losee, dance director who
staged the special numbers for the
new 20th Century-Fox musical,
"You Can't Have Everything," has
been given a long-term contract by
that studio.

Rheinheimer's Roseland

Theater, Chi., Remodeled

Chicago—The Roseland theater of

the Rheinheimer circuit is being re-

modeled with a porcelain and glass

front, installed under the direction

of the Midwest Theater Supply or-

ganization. Booth equipment is be-

ing modernized also, the latest

Western Electric sound going into

the house. The State theater is in-

stalling modern Western Electric

equipment and the Ridge theater on
124th Street has a new front, new
canopy and modernized sound equip-

ment going into that house. Al
Keuttnauer is handling the job for

M T S.

Mrs. lushewitz Dead
Mrs. Helen lushewitz, wife of

Morris lushewitz, press agent of

Local 306, operators' union, died

Thursday following an operation.

Bertell Opening Coast Office
Frank Bertell, agent, is opening

an office at the coast. He left New
York Saturday for Hollywood.

Held for 3rd Week at Strand
A third week for "They Won't

Forget" at the Strand Theater, be-

ginning Wednesday, is announced.

"Marry the Girl" for Criterion

"Marry the Girl," Warner Bros,

will open at the Criterion Theater
Friday.

Two Conventions, Golf

Tourney Loom for Denver

Denver—With three major events
coming up next month, August
promises to be a big month for the-
ater men in the territory. Prob-
ably coming about the same time,
the Fox regional manager conven-
tion, the annual convention of the
Theater Owners and Managers of

^he Rocky Mountain Region, and the
annual picnic and golf tournament
of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club,
are all to be held in Denver.

Circuits Book Mono. Pix

Edward A. Golden, Monogram
sales chief, announces that deals
have been closed with the follow-
ing: RKO circuit in Omaha terri-

tory, Jack Rose circuit, Chicago;
Gibraltar Enterprises, Denver; M.
A. Lichtman in Washington, Blum-
field circuit, San Francisco; Con-
solidated Amusement Theaters, San
Francisco; Tri-State Circuit, Port-
land, Oregon; Publix-Great States
Circuit, Chicago; W. S. Butterfield
Circuit, Detroit; and the Warner
Brothers Circuit, Milwaukee.

Northwest In Louisville
Detroit—B. A. Morthorst, form-

erly manager of the Regent, Rose-
dale, and other theaters for United
Detroit Circuit, is now manager of

the Kentucky Business Exchange,
Louisville, Ky.

Latin-American Exhibs.

Weigh Air-Conditioning

Exhibitors operating in Central

America, Panama, northern South

America and some of the Caribbean

Islands are now becoming air-con-
ditioning conscious and are inves-

tigating costs of such installations,

said William W. Brown, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox manager handling these
territories, in New York yesterday.
Wiring of theaters for sound is

slowly progressing, he stated.

Business in the 16 countries su-

pervised by Brown is on the up-
grade as they gradually recover
from the depression. Trend is to-

wards larger houses, he said. In

the Canal Zone, the U. S. Govern-
ment is planning four theaters and
the Army has a program calling for

four more houses, stated Brown.

Rockford Orpheum Passes

Rockford, 111.—The Orpheum the-

ater, one of the old time film houses

is being torn down to make way for

a commercial structure. Willard
VanMatre, who owns the house, has
three others.

Fishers Take Princess

Denver—The Fisher Brothers are

now operating the Princess theater

in Crested Butte, Colo.
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Congress Now Turning to Legislation on Wages, Hours
Action on NCIP Plan Expected

as Supreme Court

Issue Ends
With the Supreme Court revamp-,

ing issue out of the way for the_

time being, Congress is now set to'

(urn its attention to the Adminis-
tration-sponsored legislation to es-

tablish maximum working hours and
minimum wages. Measures cover-

ing these proposals have been

drafted by the National Council for

Industrial Progress.
Attitude of the film industry up

to the present time has been one

of indifference. Major companies de-

clined to participate in conferences

held at Washing-ton some months
ago by the NCIP to discuss

wage-and-hours proposals.

WAKEFIELDNET RISES

$103,659 FOR 6 MONS.

Boston—Net profit for Heywood
Wakefield for the six months' period,

after all charges including deprecia-

tion, bond interest and provision for

Federal income taxes, amounted to

$358,607 and compares with net
{Continued on Page 3)

Loew Circuit Completes

GN, Republic Film Deals

Loew circuit has just completed

a one-year deal for Grand National
product, including New York City,

with "The Girl Said No" to be the

initial picture under the arrange-
(Continued on Page 3)

Pennies From Pickets

, A union picketing a New Jersey the-

jer not so long ago found a new
nothod of discouraging prospective

customers who had the courage to

pass the line. Just as the would-be
patron got to the b. o. a picket would
toss a handful of pennies under his

feet and a waiting group of urchins

would stage a wild scramble, with the

customer on th2 receiving end.

Free Films for Farmers, Buf Townspeople Pay in Iowa
Lake Park, la.

—"How you gonna keep 'em down on the farm" finally has its

answer here. State Theater is announcing free shows every Wednesday night for farm
patrons at 6:15 p.m., townspeople paying the usual admission. Ruralites are reported
hastening their chores to get in for the free show before doing their Wednesday
night "trading."

WARNER ZONE HEADS

MEET IN N. Y, AUG.

Policies for the new season will

be discussed at a meeting of War-
ner circuit zone managers in New
York Aug. 2. Home office executives
attending will be: Joseph Bernhard,
Clayton Bond, Harrv Goldberg, Abel
Vigard, Frank Phelps, Stuart Mac-
Donald, Harry Rosenquest, Herman
Maier Nat Fellman and Edward
Hinchey.
Zone managers present will be:

(Continued on Page 13)

"U" DOES NOT PLAN

NEW FINANCING I

Actors' Guild May Defer

East. Aug. 1 Deadline

Screen Actors' Guild may post-
pone the Aug. 1 deadline for a
closed shop in the East because of
objections by independent producers
to terms of the Guild agreement,

(Continued on Page 3)

"I haven't any thought about any
new financing for Universal," stated
J. Cheever Cowdin chairman of the
board, when he returned to New
York yesterday on the Queen Mary
from abroad. He had been asked if

the company contemplates new
moves along this line.

Cowdin said that business in Eng-
land is "getting better" and that in

France, he also found a gradual
(Continued on Page 3)

Tri-Stares Negotiating

Product Deal With Warners

Negotiations on a 1937-38 prod-
uct deal have been started between
Warner Bros.-First National and
Tri-States circuit. Ralph Branton
and Joe Deitch are in New York

(Continued on Page 4)

Setting Up of Tentative Exchange

Pacts to be Finished in 30 Days

A F of M Board Defers

Sound Track Ban Action

American Federation of Musici-
ans' executive board will not take
up the question of banning dual
use of sound tracks as recom-
mended by President Joseph N.
Weber or of barring musicians from
making sound tracks unless some
deal is made for employment of
musicians in theaters until next

(Continued on Page 13)

Work of setting up tentative
agreements with exchange employ-
ees throughout the country will be
completed in about 30 days, when
the arrangements will be incorpo-
rated in written contracts, it was
stated in New York yesterday.

Conferences between Frank
Phelps, acting for the majors and
IATSE officials resume in New York
tomorrow. Wages and hours agree-
ment covering Minneapolis and
Omaha will be discussed.

Hunt Stromberg, En route to

Europe, Sees New
Development

' ''In about one year, a majority
of big M-G-M pictures will be made
with tinting and toning," said Hunt
Stromberg, M-G-M production exe-
cutive yesterday, when he arrived
in New York from the coast, prior

to sailing Wednesday on the Queen
Mary.
Although color has become "more

highly respected," stated Stromberg,
tints and tones afford softer effects

which seem to suit audiences.
Stromberg is going abroad to find

players for several of his produc-
tions using foreign backgrounds. He
will devote four weeks to his trip,

(Continued on Page 3)

FARNSWORTH, AT&T
GN TELE AGREEMENT

Philadelphia—Signing of a licens-

ing agreement between Farnsworth
Television, Inc., and the A T & T
providing for reciprocal patents

rights was announced here yester-

day. The pact was signed in New
York last week by C. P. Cooper,

(Continued on Page 3)

Majors' Counsel Drafting

Answers to Newburgh Suit

Attorneys for 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount, Universal and United
Artists are preparing answers to

an anti-trust complaint brought by
the Academy theater, Newburgh,

(Continued on Page 3)

Special Sessions Watched
Industry's legislative defenders will

keep a close watch on special ses-

sions of the Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Ohio and Arizona legislatures called to

exact revenue legislation. Proceedings
will be scrutinized from the angle of

admission and other taxes.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc,

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

27 27 27 — 1

29'/2 293/8 29'/2 Vl

42

3

42 — 1

3 - '/4

180 1/2 180 180 1/2

82% 82 821/2 — Vs

23% 22S/
8 227/8

_"%
20 i/g 20i/8 201/s — Vl

85/8 83/8 8 1/2 — Vl

8% 8 1/4 8 1/4 + VI

371/2 371/4 371/4 + i/
f

461/2 46V4 46V4
70 70 70
143/4 141/2 141/2 — %
62 62 62+1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41ww....l00 100 100 + Vs
Pa. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 . . 95 95 95 — %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 . . . . 95 Vi 95 Vi 95 Vi — 3/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National ... 33/8 31/4 33/8 + %
Sonotone Corp 1 34 1 % 1 % + Va
Technicolor 28 y2 28 28Vi + Vi
Trans-Lux 4 1/4 4y8 4Vi
Universal Picts 8 8 8

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43
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New York City
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Circuit Court Reversal

Costly to Fox Theaters

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday reversed the lower court
in allowing the claim of the Phila-
delphia Company for Guaranteeing
Mortgages against Fox Theaters'
Corp. for $389,436. The lower court
had limited the award to $48,134.
The award is based on a guaran-

tee by Fox Theaters Corp. to pay
interest and taxes on a loan of
$1,800,000 made by the Philadelphia
Co. for Guaranteeing Mortgages to
the Market-17th St. Corp. of Phila-
delphia. Fox Theaters failed to pay
taxes and interest.

Upstate N. Y. Exhibs

Talk New Association

Albany — Local exhibitors are
talking about forming a new asso-
ciation, with the plan under consid-
eration to embrace theatermen
throughout the state with the ex-
ception of New York Citv. Affilia-

tion with either the MPTOA or Al-
lied is contemplated by backers of
the move. At the present time there
is no active exhibitor organization
hereabouts as Allied Theaters of
New York has' been dormant for
some time.

Republic to Make Parts

of 6 Features in East

Harold Gray, musical supervisor
for Republic Pictures, arrived yes-
terday from Hollywood and will be
in charge of Republic production in

the east. Republic is planning to

make parts of six pictures at the
Biograph Studios and mav make a
complete film here. John Auer, di-

rector, arrived from the Coast with
Gray and will direct for Republic
here.

Para. to Tie-in "Angel"

With Trip of Lubitsch

Showings of "Angel" in several
cities late next month is tentatively
planned by Paramount to tie in
with a trip to be made by its direc-

tor, Ernst Lubitsch, as he comes
east from Hollywood. Picture will

be screened in a number of cities

en route.

Guaranty Suit Settled
We it Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Amicable settlement

of action between the Guaranty
Liquidating Corp. and Mascot Pic-

tures Realty Corp., Republic Produc-
tions, Inc.. Nat Levine, Frances
Levine and Jack Strauss, was effected

out of court. Agreement provides
for an increase in the monthly ren-

tal for the remainder of the five year
lease. In the complaint the Guar-
anty Liquidating Corp. sought dam-
ages alleging the lease was executed
improperly, but an understanding in

the increase of rental was made in

compromise.

Mexican Producers Plan

12 Features This Season

Mexican production activities,
which are at boom peak at the
present time, will result in the mak-
ing of at least 12 features this sea-
son, said Joe Mullen, Warner Bros.-
First National manager for the ter-
ritory, in New York yesterday.
Twelve pictures are now awaiting
release, he stated, and all available
studio space has been booked ahead
for eiffht months. Mexican produc-
ers have increased their negative
costs, with pictures now costing an
average of $30,000, Mullen declared.

Business in the locality is improv-
ing, he said. Mullen plans to remain
in New York for two weeks, devot-
ing his time to home office confer-
ences.

Circuit Court Finds GTP
Infringed Six Patents

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
vesterday upheld a lower court
finding that General Talknig Pic-
f ures had been guilty of infringing
6 patents on vacuum tube ampli-
fiers owned and controlled by the
\TfeT, Western Electric and Erpi
and had a right to use a seventh
patent to which AT&T and its two
subsidiaries laid claim. Both AT&T
°nd General Talking Pictures had
appealed the lower court ruling.

General Talking Pictures claimed
to have paid royalties to RCA for
use of the patents. AT&T held the
royalties had been returned.

Two New Producing Firms

Plan Public Stock Issues

Two producing companies, one
already formed, the other in proc-
ess of beina; organized are planning
public stock issues.

Joe Brandt, Pat Powers and
Bobby Crawford have organized
Coronet Pictures and are in nego-
tiation with an underwriting firm.

Maurice Conn, head of Ambassador
Pictures, is also in the midst of
negotiations looking toward a pub-
lic stock offering.

Tax Case Appealed
Herkimer. N. Y.—An appeal to

the Appellate Division has been
taken by the Central New York
Amusement Co. in certiorari pro-
ceedings in which reduction of the
Liberty Theater assessment is

sought. The owners seek a reduc-
tion from $80,000 to $45,000. Abra-
ham L. Kellogg, special referee,
Oneonta, heard the case recently and
ordered reduction to $52,000.

Coming and Goin£

ROBERT GILLHAM, who has gone to the
Coast, returns to New York in two weeks.

ERNST LUBITSCH plans a trip east from
Hollywood late next month.

LOU SMITH goes to the Coast from New
York in 10 days

HARRY DAVIS is due in New York shortly
from Salt Lake City.

AL WILKIE is planning a Coast trip in Sep-
tember.

ARTHUR LEE went to Boston yesterday.

HUNT STROMBERG, who arrived in New
Yo?k yesterday from the Coast to sail Wed-
nesday on the Queen Mary, plans to remain
abroad four weeks.

JOE MULLEN is in New York from Mexico
City with plans tor remaining two weeks be-
fore returning home.

RALPH BRANTON and JOE DIETCH are in

New York from Omaha.

GRADWELL L. SEARS returned to New York
yesterday from New Orleans.

HAL HORNE returns to New York today
from Boston.

HARPO MARX and MRS. MARX arrive in
New York Monday from Vermont.

E. J. SMITH has returned to New York
from a mid-western trip.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN flew to the Coast
yesterday, following his arrival from Europe.

EDWARD PESKAY leaves New York late
this week for a trio to Pittsburgh, Cleveland.
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati and
other spots.

HAROLD GRAY, musical supervisor for Re-
public Pictures, arrived yesterday from Holly-
wood.

JOHN AUER irrived from the Coast yes-
terday.

MAURICE CONN has returned to Holly-
wood.

DR. HERBERT KALMUS returns to the Coast
next week.

ERROL FLYNN is scheduled to arrive today
from the Coast by plane, en route to a vaca-
tion in Europe.

RAMON NAVARRO arrives today from Hol-
lywood after completing there his first picturo
in three years.

MITCHELL LEISEN, Paramount film direc-
tor, arrives tomorrow from Europe en route
to the Coast.

MOLLY PICON arrives today from Europe
on the Me de France.

MADELEINE CARROLL arrives tomorrow from
the Coast, sailing for England the same day
on the Queen Mary.

SIDNEY HOWARD has arrived in Hollywood
for story conferences with David O. Selznick.

MARION CLAIRE arrives early next month
from the Coast for a vacation in New York.

SAMUEL ENGEL, 20th Century-Fox associate
producer, and MONTY BANKS, director, arrive
today from the Coast en route to England via

the Queen Mary, tailing Wednesday.

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
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^DRNSWORTH, AT&T
SIGN TELE AGREEMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president of A T & T, and Philo
T. Farnsworth.
Donald K. Lippincott, of San

Francisco, representing the Farns-
worth interests, said that "this

clears the path for co-oneration be-

tween the Bell System, Farnsworth
and certain Farnsworth licensees,

helps to clarify a difficult patent
situation and brings one step
nearer the broad use of television

and other advances in communica-
tions."

Universal Does Not Plan

Any New Financing Move

(Continued from Page 1)

improvement. While in England and
France, he studied conditions in the

film industry.
He left yesterday afternoon by

air for Pasadena, Calif., to attend
the funeral of Garrettson Dulin,

president of Dulin & Co., and a di-

rector of Universal, whose funeral
will be held at 4 o'clock this after-

noon in Pasadena.

Loew Circuit Completes

GN, Republic Film Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

ment. Edward Peskay, general
sales manager of the distributor,

was in on the negotiations, as were
Joe Vogel, Charles C. Moskowitz
and Eugene Pizer for Loew's.
Loew has also completed a deal

for Republic pictures for its New
York houses for 1937-38.

Majors' Counsel Drafting

Answers to Newburgh Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

N. Y., in the U. S. District Court,
Southern District of New York, in

which damages amounting to $225,-
000 are asked. The plaintiff, Orange
County Theaters, Inc., alleges con-
spiracy in connection with its al-

leged inability to get product.

JULY 27
Charles Vidor
Joseph Quillan

Natalie Moorehead
Lawrence Gray
Albert Wetzel

• • • JUST THE other morn up in Harrison, N. Y.
a letter landed in the local p.o. on swell White

House stationery The postal clerk took a squint or two
to make sure his lamphouses weren't on the blink Mis-
sive was addressed to Charles C. Pettijohn, Jr. and sure
'nuf, it was from the nation's chief exec Said F. D. R. to
C. C. P., Jr "Congratulations. I envy you. Never got
below 77 myself. Keep it up" You see, C. C. P., Jr., was
in line for the congrats by annexing both the New York State
and Westchester County junior golf titles while pater
Pettijohn was merely putter-ing around giving good counsel on
the course of events in cinemaland Incidentally, young
Charley at the formative age of fourteen shattered 90
on the Westchester Country Club layout in 1932 and
also, incidentally, has been a star performer in recent FILM
DALY Golf Tourneys

T T T
• • • WORD COMES that Will Rogers is about to be
cast What a familiar ring that sentence has!
But it's only to be done in bronze Jo Davidson, famous
sculptor, has nearly completed work on the bust of the late
actor This splendid, characteristic likeness will be
placed in the Will Rogers Shrine of the Sun on Cheyenne Moun-
tain at Colorado Springs Memorial will be dedicated
Sept. 6, next

• • • DOWN MIAMI BEACH WAY where just
now heat is heat, Suh folks seem to be goin' in for
additions in a right serious fashion Major Albert War-
ner is reported expanding his ocean front estate there
by building a de luxe swimming pool a guest house

a garage and, to complete the clean-up—

a

laundry Not to be outdone, Clyde Rountree, assistant
manager of the Colony Theater, has just added a new unit to

his family a 7'/2 pound daughter, christened Sandra
Gay

T T T
• • • MORE ELOQUENT than attendance statistics

which show resort town film theaters' business on the

boom are the visible crowds themselves, seeking admis-
sion to such houses ...... Along Long Island's south shore,

proprietors of pix places are wearing smug smiles as re-

sult of cooling plants and the availability of high caliber

product At Westhampton Beach t'other eve, the scene

was typical Village's 600-seat spot full-up with

S.R.O. sign swinging not in the breeze but from
stampede of fans A strange cross-section of patrons

proving the hold the fillums have on all classes

Plain and snooty folks alike packing in Sport clothes

vieing with full formal evening regalia Ticket machines
purring constantly Magnet was "A Day at the Races,"

with the Marx Freres
T T

• • • Jack Baker, of Consolidated Films has been ad-

mitted to the Motion Picture Hole-in-one Club, having accom-
plished his feat at the Five Ridges Golf and Country Club over

the week-end George Batcheller Jr. and Clinton White
of Gaumont were witnesses Paramount's home office

execs tossed a sprightly informal shindig from five to seven
yestereve at the Waldorf-Astoria by way of saying
welcome to Georges Rigaud who recently arrived from Europe
to join company s roster of players and bid him bon
voyage on his way to the coast.

• • • Wayne Pierson, who usta be Howard Hughes biz
rep. in the East, is doing a whale of a job in campaigning for
his sons, Jim and Bill, in connection with the Forest Hill-Kew
Garden Post prosperity contest Youngsters, billed as
the Pierson Twins, as a unit, are tied for first place
Other day they were asked what they intended to do with the
prize, if they win, and they replied: "Put Father through
college." Film folk are swarming into Benny Leonard's
new eatery on West 72nd St sez Gummo Marx

M-G-M BIG PIX TO BE

TINTED IN ONE YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

with England as one of his prin-
cipal stops.
Stromberg will personally make

six pictures for the M-G-M 1937-
38 program. Their titles are: "Ma-
rie Antoinette," "Idiot's Delight,"
"Robin Hood," "National Velvet,"
the third "Thin Man" and "Spring
Tide." Norma Shearer will appear
in "Marie Antoinette" and "Idiot's

Delight."

Heywood-Wakefield Net Up
$103,659 for Six Months

(Continued from Page 1)

profit of $254,948 in the same period
a year ago, after allowance for like

charges.
Sales for the first six months of

the year show an increase as com-
pared with the same period last year
of 43 p.c, and incoming business
shows a gain of 31 p.c.

Total current assets including
cash, accounts receivable, notes re-

ceivable, and inventories were $3,-

550,474.14 on Jan. 1, while on June
30, the total current assets were
$4,448,365.13.

Total current liabilities June 30

were $1,430,507.13 as against $592,-

500.27 on Jan. 1 of this year.

Total capital stock outstanding on
June 30, was $5,009,700.00. On Jan.

1 of this year there were $4,519,-

450.00 outstanding.

Actors' Guild May Defer

East. Aug. 1 Deadline

(Continued from Page 1)

it was said yesterday by Kenneth
Thompson, SAG executive secretary.

Decision on whether the date for

the start of the closed shop will be
put back will be made today. In the

event that institution of the closed

shop is delayed, producers will pay
the Guild wage scale, Thompson
said.

Major companies are agreed to

all terms of the agreement but some
of the independents claim to be in

dark on some of the terms, Thomp-
son stated.

Lewton Gets New Pact
We*t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Val Lewton, story

editor at Selznick International, has
been given a new contract. Lewton
is the author of 18 novels, 7 of which
have been made into pictures.

Exhib Would "Sub-Rent" Pix

Chicago—North Side exhib., desir-

ing to extend the run of "A Star is

Born" and unable to keep the print

beyond seven days, went to a country
theater owner which had the Selznick

feature booked and offered $100 for

the use of the film for one more day.

Indies hereabouts are getting increased

admish for "Star" and say they could,

do the same in the instance of other

pix of similar calibre.
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COURT DEGREE KILLS

BANK NIGHT IN CONN.

Hartford, Conn. — Theater Bank
Nights throughout Connecticut went
into the discard following decision

of Superior Court Judge Carl Foster

that they were illegal.

Judge Foster made the ruling in

fining David Magilori, Windsor
Locks theater manager, $13 on three

counts of having violated a state

statute affecting lotteries.

State's Attorney Hugh M. Alcorn,

who said the question of legality of

Bank Nights had never been settled

by Connecticut courts, declared

Judge Foster's opinion would serve

as the law until revised by a higher

court.

Miami, Fla.—The Bank Night bug

has again descended upon the

Greater Miami area and alighted in

the Gables Theater in Coral Gables.

Aug. 4 sees the first of a series of

Bank Night promotions. Later others

of the Paramount group expect to

feature the same thing.

Detroit—New ordinance to abso-

lutely bar Bank Nights screeno, or

any form of lottery or game of

chance in theaters was introduced m
the City Council Friday by Council-

man John Kronk. The ordinance

comes up for full consideration to-

night.

Tri-States Negotiating

Product Deal With Warners

{Continued from Page 1)

from Omaha discussing matters

with Gradwell L. Sears and Carl

Leserman.
Sears returned to New York yes-

terday after conferring with offi-

cials of the Saenger Amusement
Co. at New Orleans on a film deal.

Bright Claim Allowed

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes-

terday allowed the claim of Elmer

H. Bright against Paramount Pic-

tures, Inc. for $1,248 on recommen-

dation of Special Master John E.

Joyce. Bright owned stock certi-

ficates of Olympia Theaters, Inc.,

Paramount subsidiary.

"Schoolboy" In Brooklyn

"Hoosier Schoolboy," Monogram
picture starring Mickey Rooney,

will open tomorrow at the Brooklyn

Paramount.

N. J. Allied Meets Thursday

Allied Theaters of New Jersey

plans a meeting Thursday at the

Hotel Douglas, Newark.

"Toast of N. Y " Held Over

RKO Radio's "Toast of New York"

is being held over for a second week

at the Music Hall.

JlwUws of Hew TU*»$
"Stella Dallas"

with Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles, Anne
Shirley, Barbara O'Neil, Alan Hale

Sam Goldwyn 105 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BRILLIANT BARBARA STANWYCK PER-

FORMANCE, FINE DIRECTION HIGH-

LIGHT TALE WITH DRAMATIC PUNCH.

If only to view Barbara Stanwyck's

dramatic triumph as "Stella Dallas," this

picture should be seen. Playing this emo-

tional mother role with power, understand-

ing and restraint, she gives her best per-

formance yet. As the sweet sensitive girl

in this drama of mother and daughter love,

Anne Shirley's portrayal is flawless. An-

other fine characterization is Alan Hale's as

Miss Stanwyck's happy-go-lucky friend and

admirer. Barbara O'Neil, too, deserves

plaudits. John Boles, the man whom Bar-

bara married, plays his part with conviction

and reserve. To King Vidor, the director,

should go a good share of the credit for

these performances. Although one can

take issue with some of the motivations,

and, too, it can be said that attributes in

Miss Stanywyck's character might be exag-

gerated, still Vidor's work makes these

shortcomings go unnoticed while the pic-

ture is unreeling. Victor Heerman and

Sarah Y. Mason wrote the screenplay, which

is a simple tale that carries a strong

dramatic punch. Harry Wagstaff Gribble

and Gertrude Purcell did the dramatic work

from Oliver Higgins Prouty's novel. Samuel

Goldwyn gave the piece his usual high

class production. Barbara Stanwyck, the

daughter of a mill hand, marries John Boles,

a man of good family, education and back-

ground. A baby is born about the time

John is transferred to New York, but just

a mill girl at heart, Barbara refuses to ac-

company him. A strong bond develops

between mother and daughter, but as her

child, Anne Shirley, grows older, Barbara

sees that she has the class of her father.

When John desires a divorce, so as to marry

a woman of his own position, Barbara, at

first, refuses, but when she sees it as a

means of giving her daughter a better

home, she agrees. So that Anne will go,

she carries on in a manner which brings

about the breach. While Anne is being

married to a boy of her father's set, her

mother sees the ceremony from the outside.

With her face beaming she moves on happy

in her daughter's success.

Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles,

Anne Shirley, Barbara O'Neil, Alan Hale,

Marjorie Main, Edmund Elton, George Wal-

cott, Gertrude Short, Tim Holt, Nella

Walker, Bruce Satterlee, Jimmy Butler, Jack

Egger, Dickie Jones, Anne Shoemaker.

Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Associate Pro-

ducer, Merritt Hulburd; Director, King

Vidor; Author, Olive Higgins Prouty;

Dramatization, Harry Wagstaff Gribble,

Gertrude Purcell; Screenplay, Victor Heer-

man, Sarah Y. Mason; Cameraman, Rudolph

Mate, ASC; Art Director, Richard Day;

Editor, Sherman Todd; Musical Director,

Alfred Newman; Sound, Frank Maher.

Direction, Excellent Photography, Fine

SHORTS
Willie Howard in

"The Affairs Of Pierre"

Educational 20 Mins.
Lively Laugh Fest

This is a very entertaining, laugh-
studded two-reeler that is sure to

score with audiences generally. Wil-
lie Howard plavs the nart of a char-
latan professor of French who is

sufficiently clever and showmanlike
to appeal to pupils, and hence take
business from his legit rival. The
star finds, by chance, the missing
jewels of a newspaper publisher's
wife, returns them and refuses a
reward of a thousand dollars. His
picture, together with an account
of his unusual altruism, lands in the
newspaper, bringing down on his
head every sort of creditor. Ac-
cused of deserting a girl, and sus-
pected bv the Paris police of being
an arch criminal, Willie falls amuck
of the American cops who give him
the third degree—a scene which is

grand satire. Finally freed, he finds

a fat wallet on the street, but throws
it away because of the potential
trouble it will bring. Exhibitors
can write this short down as being
top-flight fun. It is a convincing
example of Howard's flare for pur-
veying comedy.

"Bone Bender Parade"

(Adventures of the Newsreel
Cameraman)

20th Century-Fox 10 Mins.

Fast and Furious Fun

It's almost unbelievable what goes
on in contemporary wrestling bouts,
but here is the naked truth, which
explains whv the manly art made
famous by the Greeks is enjoying
such wide favor among sports fol-

lowers. Roughouse antics galore
are revealed, ranging from literal

bone-bending to rousin°' flvine; falls

that are effected so brutally that
one wonders why wrestlers don't
spend most of their time in hos-
pitals, and most of their money for
medical care. Aside from the seri-

ous aspects of the pastime, the reel

shows considerable comedy material,
bringing in some funny narration
with burlesaue bout shots. Despite
the fact that this short is essentially

an athletic film, patrons of all ages
will get a great kick out of the pro-
ceedings.

"I Want to Be an Actress"

(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia 8 mins.

Burlesquing the Studios

Scrappy embarks as a picture
producer, with his back yard as the
studio. His girl Margie wants to be
the star, but Scrappy doesn't want
to play favorites. Finally Margie
sneaks into the studio in back of

Scrappy's auto as he is driven in to

work. On the lot, she keeps pester-

ing everybody till finally Scrappy is

forced to give her a screen test.

NEWS of DA1
Columbus 0.—The Chaise Thea-

er, Senecaville, O., operated by the
Lashinsky Brothers, Harry and Izzy,
is closed for the summer.

Columbus—The Wanamaker The-
ater Circuit has discontinued opera-
tions in Murray City, Chauncey and
Milford due to the steel strike there.

Tacoma, Wash. — Going into the
film field, the Acoustigraph Co. of
this city has developed a new sound-
recording system never before util-

ized, officials claim,—a machine that
serves for 24-hour recording of
sound movies.

Bellingham, Wash.—Jean Parker
and Leo Carrillo were recently pre-
sented in person by Jack Rosenberg,
manager of the Mt. Baker. The
stars were on location here filming
"The Barrier."

New Haven—Allied Theaters of
Connecticut will hold weekly meet-
ings for study of buying problems,
during the buying season. The Legal
committee will analyze new clauses
in the 1937-38 contracts, and has
already pointed out several interest-
ing angles on unionization. Luncheon
meetings are scheduled for Tuesdays
at the Hofbrau Haus.

She goes over big, but when she
goes into her song and dance, she
makes such a racket that the neigh-
bors bust up the studio in the back
yard with a shower of missiles.
Produced by Charles Mintz.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Marriage of Arthur

Lake, screen actor, and Patricia
Douris Van Cleve, niece of Marion
Davies, took place at the Hacienda
of William Randolph Hearst at San
Simeon, the ceremony being per-
formed by the Rev. F. H. Avery,
rector of St. Stephens Episcopal
Church, of San Luis Obispo.

Albany—Cupid has been active on
the row, with two marriages in

Metro, and one in 20th Century-Fox
office. Metro's Mildred La Rowe was
wed July 16 to J. CummingSj Al-
bany, while Claire Avery, poster
clerk, same office, is to be married
tomorrow to Marian Breen, Albany.
20th Century-Fox Salesman Ted
Scheinberg will marry in August.

Chicago—Mort Goldberg, presi-

dent of the G. C. S. Theater circuit,

is receiving congratulations on his

recent marriage to Miss EsJ
Gersten.

Oshkosh, Wis. — Miss Lorraine
Weber, cashier at the Strand The-
ater here, has been married to Mer-
ton Anunson. The couple will make
their home in Boston, Mass.
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PRODUCTIONS
The first will be Deanna Durbin in "IOO MEN AND
A GIRL" with Leopold Stokowski, Adolphe Menjou,

Mischa Auer, Alice Brady, Eugene Pallette and other

box office personalities! Directed by Henry Koster.

Produced by Joseph Pasternak . . . the same combina-

tion which gave you "THREE SMART GIRLS"!

Two more outstanding productions! One will be "MAD
ABOUT MUSIC" . . . another Pasternak - Koster pro-

duction! The other, responding to popular demand, wi

reunite Deanna Durbin, Nan Grey and Barbara Read
in "THREE SMART GIRLS GO TO TOWN"! By
Adeie Comandini, who wrote ' Three Smart Girls
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Produced by Joseph Pasternak, who made "Three Smart Girl

From the powerful emotional drama by

Luigi Pirandello, Nobel Prize winner and

one of the world's greatest authors ! It

deals with tempestuous young love—the

very stuff that box office is made off

PRO U C T I $ 1

Buddy De SySva — Top Producer of Screen Musicals!

Everything he touches turns to box office gold! He
produced "Sing, Baby, Sing", "Sunny Side Up"
and all but one of the Shirley Temple pictures!
He never misses I

"A YOUNG MANS FANCY"
What a title! What a cast! George Murphy, Alice Faye,

Ken Murray and his stooge "Oswald", Ella Logan, Larry

Biake
r
Henry Stockwell, Casper Reardon, the Three

Diamond Brothers! Music by McHugh and Adamson,
famous hit combination! Directed by Edward Buzzell.

itMERRY GO ROUND pF 1938
With two big box office romantic leads soon to be

announced PLUS Bert Lahr, Mischa Auer, Jimmy Savo,

Billy House, Alice Brady, Louise Fazenda, Dave Apollon

and his orchestra! Directed by Edward Buzzell.

•JGMHT WE LAUGH !

Mardi gras Madness! Romance in Masquerade! Moon fever

• on the bayous! A boy, a girl, an escaped convict with a

heart of gold and a balmy millionaire on the loose! Gay!
G|amorous! Absorbing! Has "Extended Rup^ yMttenal!

%overmk ! Robert Rresnell, As§ociate Producer. «

.-'
\ m



HAT'S ONLY THE BEGINNING!
THE GOLDEN PROFIT ROAD RUNS ON!

HERE ARE SOME SAMPLES OF THE SHOW-

MANSHIP-PLUS PICTURES FROM THE NEW

UNIVERSAL ON THE ROAD AHEAD!

:*LUL«*ki • *
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SHANNONS of BROADWAY
One of Broadway's greatest comedy hits brought to the screen

with a cast of outstanding screen personalities!

EDMUND GRAINGER, Associate Producer

BEHIND THE MIKE
A colorful, exciting story of the laughs, tears and romance in the

lives of radio artists — with a great cast including many well known
radio names:

LOU BROCK, Associate Producer

METROPOLITAN POLICE
Famous Crime Club mystery popular with millions of readers and

radio listeners! A behind-the-scenes story of the greatest police

department in the world!

I. STARR, Associate Producer

MIGHTIER than the SWORD
By William Rankin, who wrote "Pennies From Heaven"! Powerful,

dramatic romance of a scandal that rocked a nation!

EDMUND GRAINGER, Associate Producer

ADVENTURE'S END
By Ben Ames Williams, one of America's best known authors! Roar-
ing action on top of the world where men fight unknown polar

terrors for the right to live and love!

Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN »TREM CAR R, Associate Producer

LETS BE CANDID
Novel and unusual story based on the current candid camera craze

sweeping the country! Story by Lawrence Pohle and Thomas Ahearn.

E. M. ASHER, Associate Producer

The LADY FIGHTS BACK
Battle of the sexes against backgrounds of wild beauty! By the
widely acclaimed author, Arthur Stringer. With Irene Hervey, Kent
Taylor and William Lundigan.

Directed by EDMUND GRAINGER
MILTON CARRUTH Associate Producer

The WELCOME IMPOSTOR
By Channmg Pollock— a great novelist's greatest story! A young,
wandering stranger becomes involved in the intrigue surrounding
the country's best families, with an amazing climax of events!

TREM CARR, Associate Producer



CARNIVAL QUEEN
Based on famous Argosy Magazine serial by Richard Wormser! It's

romance against the tinsel and splendor of a great road carnival.

Tingling with drama and thrills!

Directed by ROBERT PRESNELL
SIDNEY SALKOW * Associate Producer

Prescription for Romance
Humorous tale of a G-Man who falls in love with his only clue, a

lady doctor! Full of thrills, sparkling comedy and unique twists!

Story by John Reinhardt and Robert Neville.

EDMUND GRAINGER, Associate Producer

IDOL OF THE CROWDS
Breath-taking! Romantic! Speed-scorched! Amazing adventures of

a professional skater who risks everything to win love!

Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN -TREM CARR Associate Producer

Wanted at Headquarters
Probing behind the newspaper headlines of a modern city! A
district attorney who risks repeated death to purae his town from

iblan invisible empire or crime,l

THAT'S MY STORY
He went to jail to trap a murderess but trapped himself in love!

With Claudia Morgan, William Lundigan, Ralph Morgan, Eddie
Garr, Hobart Cavanaugh, Herbert Mundin and Bernadine Hayes.

Directed by ROBERT PRESNELL
SIDNEY SALKOW * Associate Producer

THE MAN WHO CRIED WOLF
A fascinating story with an ironic twist that'll make 'em gasp!

About a perfect murder alibi that becomes too perfect! With
Lewis Stone, Barbara Read, Tom Brown and Robert Gleckler. Story

by Charles Grayson and Cy Bartlett.

Directed by
LEWIS R. FOSTER

E. M. ASHER
Associate Producer

MIDNIGHT RAIDERS
From the famous magazine serial by Kimball Herrick! A brand new
story idea that's sock screen material! Powerful drama of a young

man's redemption from crime!

BARNEY SARECKY and BEN KOENIG, Associate Producers

DETECTIVE CRANE
Another Crime Club smash thriller! From the best-seller novel,

"Headed For A Hearse" by Jonathan Latimer. Palpitating suspense

as a detective uncovers evidence freeing a death-cell inmate!

I. STARR, Associate Producer

m
%
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YOUR BOX OFFICE!

IO SMASH WESTERNS!
6 BOB BAKERS— the Singing Cowboy!

M BUCK JONES— Watch him go for new records!

4 MIGHTY SERIALS!
13 WILD WEST DAYS! With

Johnny Mack Brown, champ serial

15 FLASH GORDON'S TRIP

TO MARS! A new Flash Gordon

serial based on the famous King

Features newspaper strip!

12 RADIO PATROL! From

another King Features newspaper

strip! Radio police and G-Men bat-

tling crime!

12 TIM TYLERS LUCK! Still

another famous King Features ad-

venture strip! Breathless episodes

among the world's strangest savages!

UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL
with GRAHAM McNAMEE

13 GOING PLACES with lowell thomas

26 NEW OSWALD the lucky rabbit
New characters, new ideas— new everything! Wait till you meet Scooter

Pup, Dumb Cluck, and the others I

13 STRANGER THAN FICTION
13 MENTONES
2 SOCK SPECIALS

Produced by CHARLES E. FORD
who gave you "YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH IT"!

CAMERA THRILLS OF 1937
Better, more nerve-shocking than last year's "Camera

Thrills"!

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN TEST
A two-reel special that answers a million questions. Actual

details in making a screen test from the time a prospect is

caught by the talent scout until she appears on the screen.

tiR»
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

P)WIGHT TAYLOR has finished^ the screenplay on "The Man in

Evening Clothes" for Major Pic-

tures. Beatrice Lillie is scheduled

to be starred. Taylor is now work-

ing on an original musical comedy,

"Tip Top." Several studios are in-

terested in it.

"Texas Trail" is announced as

the title of the Hopalong Cassidy

picture now being produced at Flag-

staff, Ariz., by Harry Sherman for

Paramount. William Boyd, Judith

Allen and George Hays are playing

the leading roles.

T t
Sam Ornitz has been placed in

charge of the talent department at

Republic. He will handle all new
players and is building a stock com-
pany. In addition, he is making all

deals for name players. He was
Republic's talent scout in New York
before coming to the Coast.

Lois January will play the feminine

lead in "The Roaming Cowboy,"
which Jed Buell will produce for

Spectrum release. The story is an
original by Fred Myton, who also

wrote the screenplay.

y t t
The child prodigy, Jeanette Hall,

a discovery of Director Arthur
Ripley, is playing a featured role in

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 112 • • •
IIENRY KING. Director for 20th Century-Fox. Born at Christiansburg,

high up in the Blue Ridge section of Virginia. Parents wanted him to

study for Methodist ministry, but he had other plans. Toured with stock

companies, circuses, vaudeville and burlesque

troupes. First screen work was with the old

Lubin Company. Discovered Baby Marie Os-

borne and co-starred with her at Balboa. There

he started as a director, played featured roles

and wrote many stories. Brought Ronald Col-

man, Ernest Torrence and Gary Cooper to the

screen. "Tol'able David," his first picture for

Inspiration, brought stardom to Richard Barthel-

mess. Rated one of the best aviators in the

country. Stands, 6. Hair, brown. Eyes, blue.

Walter Wanger's "I Met Love
Again," which Ripley is co-directing
with Joshua Logan.

Sudden departure of the U. S.
naval aircraft carrier, Lexington,
for the Howland Island sector of the
Pacific to search for Amelia Ear-
hart and Capt. Fred Noonan, forced
Lloyd Bacon, directing Warner
Brothers' "Submarine D-l," to re-

write an entire sequence that was to
have been filmed aboard the vessel.
A battleship will be substituted.

t » »

Don Ameche, who is now com-
pleting a stellar role in the 20th
Century-Fox picture, "In Old Chi-
cago," will be Sonja Henie's co-star
in "Bread, Butter and Rhythm/' the
studio announced yesterday.

T T
Edward Arnold is compiling a

A F of M Board Defers

Sound Track Ban Action

(Continued from Page 1)

week, it was said yesterday by Fred
W. Birnbach, secretary of the A. F.

of M.
Yesterday and today, the board

listened to representatives of re-

cording companies, tomorrow and
Thursday will be given over to rep-

resentatives of radio stations and
on Thursday the manufacturers of

electrical transcriptions will be
heard. The A. F. of M. is planning
to regulate use of recording and
transcriptions in the interests of

employment of its members. The
Federation holds that use of record-

ings and transcriptions is destroy-
ing employment for its members.
Members of the board attending

the meeting include President Jos.

N. Weber, Fred W. Birnbach, Harry
E. Brenton, treasurer; Chas. L. Bag-
ley, vice-president, of Los Angeles;
Jas. C. Petrillo of Chicago; Chaun-
cey A. Weaver of Des Moines, John
W. Parkes of Dallas and Walter M.
Murdoch of Toronto.

Grand National Closes

Sparks Circuit Pix Deal

Qrand National has concluded a
year product deal with the

Sparks Circuit, centering in Florida.

Edward Peskay, general sales man-
ager, leaves New York late this

week for Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Chicago, Detroit and other points

and then into the South.

Hollywood Famous Pictures

Asks Withdrawal Privilege

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The SEC is consid-

ering the request of Hollywood
Famous Pictures, Inc., for with-
drawal of its registration statement
filed Sept. 8, 1936, covering 50,000
shares of $1 participating preferred
stock and 50,000 shares of $1 par
common stock.

As a result of action bv the SEC
which found "the appearance of un-
true statements of material facts

and omissions of material facts" in

the statement, the company filed a
stipulation on Nov. 17, 1936, stating

that none of the securities registered
would be offered.

Sudekum Rites Held
Nashville—Funeral ^services for

William Sudekin, 52, long connect-
ed with the Crescent Amusement
Co. here were held from his late

home, with burial in Mt. Olivet

Cemetery.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Ethel

Maddox Sudekum; a daughter, Mrs.
Garland Brickey; son, William A.
Sudekum; sisters, Mrs. W. E. Phil-

lips and Mrs. J. W. Curry of Nash-
ville, and Mrs. Stacy Wilhite of

Cookeville, Tenn.

Ebenstein Corp. Moves
The Ebenstein Corp. is now lo-

cated in the RKO Building, Rocke-
feller Center.

Warner Zone Heads
Meet in N. Y. Aug. 2

(Continued from Page 1)

James Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf,
Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New Ha-
ven; Don Jacocks, Newark; Moe
Silver, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Phil-

adelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pitts-

burgh; J. J. Payette, Washington,
and Herbert Copelan, Atlantic City.

Major Studio Sound Dept.

Heads Will Meet at RKO

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Heads of the major

studio sound departments will hold
their regular monthly get-together
meeting under the auspices of the
Academy Research Council tonight
at RKO-Radio Studios, at which
several reels of current production
recording from each studio will be
projected.
Members of the group will be the

guests of John Aalbere-

. RKO-Radio
Sound Director, at dinner in ad-
vance of the meeting.

Gross in Denver Berth
Denver—New manager at the

Orpheum Theater here is Mickey
Gross, succeeding Harry Golub, who
resigned to take a trip to Europe.
Gross was transferred here from
Sioux City, Iowa, where he was an
RKO manager for eight years.

library of motion picture scripts.
Into it goes the finished script of
each of the films in which he ap-
pears. To date, the library contains
25 scripts, the latest of which is

that for RKO Radio's current film.

'The Toast of New York, a real fea-
ture starring Arnold as Jim Fisk.

Casting assignments: M-G-M

—

Edward G. Robinson, "The Last
Gangster"; Universal—Inez Court-
ney, Evelyn Brent, "Merry-Go-
Round of 1938"; Columbia—Marc
Lawrence, Lucille Ward, "The Awful
Truth". 20th-Fox-Shirley Deane,
"Forty-five Fathers"; Jim Pierce,

"Life Begins in College"; Jane Dar-
well, Alan Dinehart, Douglas Woods,
"The Great Diamond Robbery";
Norah Swinburne, Vivienne Chatter-
ton, "Follow the Sun"; Braheen
Abdo Urban, "Ali Baba Goes to

Town."

"In the future, technicians and
students of the cinema are going to

want to read how motion picture

plays were written before their

days," explains Arnold. "My library

will provide that information. I

started it for my personal amuse-
ment but now that I have it well

under way I am convinced it will

prove something of more value than
a mere souvenir."

Holmes May Defer Foreign

Pix for Stage Try Here

Phillips Holmes has signed enough
stage contracts to insure his absence

from the studio cameras for some
time. Holmes' summer theater ap-

pearances promise to run well into

September. The screen player, who
is currently appearing in "The Petri-

fied Forest," at Dennis, Mass., is

committed to make three foreign

films this fall, but may set all three

back until spring in order to appear

in a fall Broadway legitimate pro-

duction.

Vivian Burnett Dies

Plandom, L. I.—Funeral arrange-
ments are pending here for Vivian
Burnett, 67, author and dramatist,
who died suddenly of heart disease
on Sunday, immediately after his

yacht had effected the rescue of two
men and two women whose sailboat
had capsized in Long Island Sound.
As a youth, he is credited with hav-
ing inspired the character of Little

Lord Fauntleroy in the original
story written by his mother, the late

Frances Hodgson Burnett, in 1886.

In recent years the story has been
filmed twice, with Mary Pickford
playing the leading role in the silent

version, and Freddie Bartholomew
playing it last year.
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THE TOAST OF NEW
Exciting Picture

of Gay Era
"THE TOAST OF NEW YORK," at the

Radio City Music Hall.

The i a*i:
Jim r"t>k

F.dward Arnold
\i<>k Boyd ... Oiry (irant
•Josie Miiiisfifl((

KrttiKTs Farmer
l.iikr .Irt< U <mki«
Dttiiiel Brew Donald Meek
Fl*>nri«|iie. . .Tlielma l,eeds

Vaiiderhilt (iarewe Ko!t>
Photographer

Billy (iilhert
Broker (Jeorue- Irving
Lawyer*. Frank M. Thomas

Knssell Hieks
Walla* k Oscar Apfel
Collins.. Dudley (.'lenient*

By ^hM^
pDWARD ARNOLD, lately "Diamond Jim," plays the

gaudy role of Jim Fisk, in this exciting- melodrama
based on that wild plunger's career. Bouck White's "Book
of Daniel Drew" and Matthew Josephson's "Robber
Barons" provided the story material, which was skillfully

constructed into a screen*
script vivid with color,

powerful in its vitality,

dramatic punch, human ap-

peal. "The Toast of New
York" is better than "Dia-
mond Jim."

•

f
WAII FAIV1C

Dramatizing: the daring Wall

Street manipulation which culmi-

nated in the notorious "Black Fri-

day" of the post-Civil War panic,

the film

compa
seen

R. MO. RADIO PICTURE

into the more
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VORK AT MUSIC HALL
(D

Edward Arnold Shines As
Robber Baron Fisk in "The Toast of

New York" he gives us a dynamic, ruthless, yet likeable

Jim Fisk . . a vivid, charming picture of New York in

the days when it glittered with gold and overflowed

with champagne.

—Wanda Hale in N. Y. Daily News

"Toast of New York" Adroit,

Robust Film Edward Arnold plays Fisk with admir-

able vigor and humor. Cary Grant is excellent as Nick Boyd

and Jack Oakie is unbeatable as Luke. Frances Farmer is

handsome and talented as Josie Mansfield, and there are

fine performances by Donald Meek and Clarence Kolb as

Drew and Vanderbilt, respectively.

— William Boehnell in N.Y. World-Telegram

Splendid Drama of Rob-
ber Baron Era It is consistently

amusing, dramatic, scenically a wonder of authen-

ticity, and above all holds your interest from

beginning tO end.—Archer Winsten in N.Y. Post

RKO has made the picture with an accent on

comedy, filmed it with painstaking attention . . .

and turned it out handsomely.

—Rose Pelswick in N. Y. Journal American

Hollywood has done another of its grand jobs of

reconstructing a period.

—Eileen Creelman in N. Y. Sun

•

It has action, romance, comedy and every other

recognized element necessary to making a great

audience picture. —Box office

No Wonder Radio City Music Hall

eps packing them in to see

IH^^IGGEsTlloTllyE^rilE^TlIT

NEW YORK HAS EVER KNOWN I
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE

I

ARIZONA
Openings

ARIZONA— Mesa-Ritz (formerly Majest-

ic).

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

CALICO ROCK—New (formerly Wood),
transferred to O. Tohn Harkev. McCRORY
—McCRORY, transferred to Walter Hollo-

well. PINE BLUFF—Alamo, transferred io

J. V. McGinnis. PRESCOTT — Nevada
(formerly Gem).

Openings
MT. IDA—Quachita. COTTON PLANT

—New. GREEN FOREST—Majestic.

Closings
LONOKE—Rex. HUGHES— Star. HUNT-

INGTON—Roxy.

New Theaters
BLACK ROCK—Legion Hut. HARDY—

Legion Hut. MELBOURNE—New. MOUN-
TAIN HOME—Legion Hut. RAVENDEN
—Legion Hut. TYRONZA—New. VAN
BUREN—Bob Burns. WALNUT — New.
YELLVILLE—Legion Hut.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

LOS ANGELES — Columbia (formerly
Mexico), transferred to N. Mayo. EAGLE
ROCK—Sierra, transferred to Meyer Fisch-

er. JULIAN—Julian, transferred to R. D.
Stewart. ROMONA—Romona, transferred to

R. D. Stewart. SAN DIEGO — Superba,
transferred to M. Morris. RANDSBURG—
Rand, transferred to Rudy Trotter. SAN
DIEGO—Superba, transferred to Lou Metz-
ger. SAN CAPISTRANO—Mission, trans-

ferred to Mason Siler. LOS ANGELES—Co-
lumbia, transferred to G. F. Fink. Me-
CLOUD—McCloud, transferred to Harvey
Amuse. Co. COLUSA—Colusa, transferred
to Harvey Amuse. Co. COLUSA—Gem,
transferred to Harvey Amuse. Co. WIL-
LIAMS — Williams, transferred to Harvey
Amuse. Co. SEBASTOPOL—El Rey, trans-

ferred to Dan Tocchini. MADERA—Strand
(formerly Rex), transferred to Madera The-
ater Co., Inc.

Openings
BREA — Brea. JACUMBA — Jacumba.

LAKE ARROWHEAD — Lake Arrowhead.
SAN DIEGO—Jov (formerly Rex). AL-
LEGHANY—Alleghany.

Closings
PALM SPRINGS — El Paseo. Palms

Springs. Plaza. SAN FERNANDO—San
Fernando. SAN FRANCISCO—Amazon.

New Theaters
SAN FRANCISCO—El Presidio. MA-

DERA—Strand. LOS ANGELES—Globe.

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

CORTEZ—Musu, transferred to F. A.
Sauderhauf.

Change in Theater Name
CRAIG—Alma (formerly Victory).

Openings
GEORGETOWN—Loop.

Closings
PUEBLO—Chief Theater.

FLORIDA
New Owners

ORLANDO—Lincoln (Col), transferred to

E. J. Sparks; Strand, transferred to E. J.

Sparks.

Closings
VENICE—Gulf.

New Theaters
MILTON—Rex.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

COLLEGE PARK—Park (formerly Col-

lege Park). RUSSELLVILLE—Franklin,
transferred to Kermit Stengel.

'"

New Theaters
BRIDGEPORT—New. ASHFORD—Ash-

ford. DOTHAN—Lincoln (Col). LINCOLN-
TON—Linco.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

CARROLLTON — Bijou, transferred to

Frisina Amuse. Co. CHICAGO—Avenue
(Col), transferred to J. Shanfeld-Avenue The.
Corp., 3108 Indiana Avenue, transferred to

H. Lansky. DeLAVAN—Regent, transferred
to H. C. Vab Alstyne. EAST ST. LOUIS—Roosevelt (formerly Lincoln), transferred
to Chas. Bryne. GREENVILLE—Lyric,
transferred to Frisina Amuse. Co. MOLINE—New Orpheum, transferred to S. Schlaes.

PEORIA — Avon, transferred to Southside
Amuse. Co. SHIPMAN—Shipman, trans-

ferred to Paul Brands. VANDALIA—Star,

transferred to Frisina Amuse. Co. >iEW
BUFFALO—Buffalo, transferred to Chas.
Wolnick.

Openings
BELLEVILLE — Scott Field. CAMP

POINT—Opera House. CHAUTAUQUA—
Summer Camp. DE LAVAN—Regent. EAST
ST. LOLTIS—Roosevelt (formerly Lincoln).

ELDRED— EWred (formerly Apex). MO-
LINRI — Paradise. SHIPMAN—Shipman
(formerly Casadena). GARY, IND.—Roxy.
STEGER—Steger.

Closings
COULTERVILLE — Roxy. EQUALITY

—Equality. HOOPESTON—State. ROSS-
VILLE—Rossville. ROYALTON—Royal.

New Theaters
EAST PEORIA—Blue. VERMONT —

Bijou.

Change in Theater Name
PITTSFIELD — K. P. Opera House

changed to Clark.

Dismantled
MT. STERLING—Plez-U.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

FT. WAYNE — Indiana, transferred to

Suburban Theaters, Inc. BOSWELL—Roxy,
transferred to John Cooper.

Closings
LEBANON— Colonial. COLFAX—Arcade.

COLUMBIA—Miller.

New Theaters
INDIANAPOLIS—Cinema. Delaware.

IOWA
Change in Ownership

DES MOINES—Forest, transferred to E.

M. Garbett EVERLY—Corn, transferred to"

E. Wilson. REINBECK—Reinbeck (form-
erly Princess), transferred to Hoard Pollard.

Change in Theater Name
CLARKSVILLE - LTp-N-Up (formerly

Princess).

Openings
DES MOINES—Forest.

New Theaters
DES MOINES—Forest.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

TRIBUNE—Tribune (formerly Auditori-

um), transferred to Frank Kucera. LEON-
ARDVILLE—Community (formerly Royal),
transferred to Sikes & Stafford.

Openings
ATWOOD—Atwood.

Closings
WINFIELD—Zimm. TAMPA—Audtori-

um. RANSOM—Strand. CUNNINGHAM
—Midway. CLAFLIN—Clafiin. BURLIN-
GAME—Royal.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

SOMERSET — Kentucky, transferred to

Somerset Amuse. Co. YANCEY—Yancey,
transferred to Harland Fuel. WAYLAND —
Wayland, transferred to Ray Fraley.

Openings
SOMERSET—Kentucky. HARDBURLY

—Hardburly.

Closings
FREEBURN—Freeburn.

LOUISIANA
Change in Ownership

NEW ORLEANS—Metairie, transferred to

United Theaters.

Openings
SPRINGHILL—Royal. GROSSE TETE

—Joys. CHAUVIN—Joys. BASILE —
Joys.

Closings
NEW ORLEANS — Capitol, Washington.

CHATAWA—St. Mary of the Pines.

Dismantled
SIMSPORT—New.

MAINE
Change in Ownership

BLUE HILL—Community, transferred to

L. Owens.
Openings

WELLS BEACH — Wells. SOUTH
HARPSWELL—Seaside. SOUTH BRIS-
TOL—Union Hall. ORR'S ISLAND—Red-
man's. EAST RAYMOND—Danceland. OLD
ORCHARD—Capitol. YORK BEACH —
York Beach. YORK VILLAGE—York Vil-

lage. YORK HARBOR—York Harbor.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

RIDGELY—Ridgely, transferred to Sam-
uel Mellitts. BISHOPVILLE — Ringler,
transferred to R. T. Quilla.o -BEL-AIR—
Argonne. transferred to Bel Air Corp.

Closings
BALTIMORE—Booker "T".

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

LOWELL — Crown, transferred to Irving
Dunn. WEST LYNN—Uptown, transferred
to A. Perry. BOSTON—Repertory, trans-
ferred to F. Leiberman Circuit. COHAS-
SET—Town Hall, transferred to Calvi and
MacDonald. BRUANTVILLE—Mayflower
Grove, transferred to W. V. Hayden.

Openings
NORTH SCITUATE—Victoria. BUZ-

ZARDS BAY — Buzzards Bay. HOUGHS
NECK—Taylor's.

Closings
CHELSEA—Broadway. HYDE PARK—

Hyde Park. ROXBURY—Shawmut. BOS-
TON—Howard.

MICHIGAN
Change in Ownership

DETROIT—Wolverine, transferred to Fred
Ringler. FRANKFORT—Garden, transferred
to Delorcia Carland. DETROIT—Fenkell,
transferred to L. Wisper and Frank Wetsman.

Change in Theater Name
BATTLE CREEK — Orpheum (formerly

Elite).

Closings
DAVISON—Grand.

New Theaters
ROMOLUS—Family.

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

LAKE PARK—Star, transferred to N. D.
Nelson. ST. PETER—Ludcke, transferred
to Wm. Miller. MELROSE—Melrose, trans-
ferred to J. R. Ladd. TRUMAN—Avon,
transferred to H. E. Themer. WINONA—
Broadway, transferred to Minnesota Amuse.
Co.

Openings
ELY—State. HALSTAD—Halstad. LAKE

PARK — Star. MINNEAPOLIS — New
Avalon.

Closings
FERTILE—Liberty. HASTINGS—State.

HERON LAKE—Majestic. MINNEAPOLIS—Rialto. ST. PAUL—President.

New Theaters
BEMIDJI—Chief. CARLTON — Park.

KERKHOVEN — Kerkhoven. HERRON
LAKE—New Lake.

MISSISSIPPI
New Theaters

BRUCE—Bruce. BENOIT—Benoit Gym.
SHANNON—New.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

DIXON—Dixon, transferred to Leo Rob-
bins. PARIS—Main Street, transferred to
D. M. Major, Roxy, transferred to D. M.
Major. ST. LOUIS—Empress, transferred
to St. Louis Amuse. Co., Ritz, transferred
to St. Louis Amuse. Co., Varsity, transferred
to St. Louis Amuse. Co., Lyric, transferred
to St. Louis Amuse. Co., Uptown, trans-
ferred to St. Louis Amuse. Co. SPRING-
FIELD—Princess, transferred to Fox Mid-
west Theaters. LINNEUS—Dixie, transferred
to Fred Townsend.

Change in Theater Name
WESTBORO — Eleco (formerly Town

Hall).

Openings
MONROE CITY—Colonial. ST. LOUIS—Armo Airdome, Arcade Airdome.

Closings
PARIS—Roxy. St. Louis — Missouri.

SPRINGFIELD—Mulliken. KANSAS CITY—Boone.

MONTANA
Change in Ownership

THOMPSON FALLS—Rex, transferred to

W. A. Simons. NASHUA (formerly Or-
pheum), transferred to George R. Nicol. HOT
SPRINGS — Nyah, transferred to W. A.
Simons.

New Theaters
MISSOULA—Roxy.

NEBRASKA
Change in Ownership

CAIRO—Cairo, transferred to Leon Braun.

CLEARWATER — Palace, transferred to
Muriel Simpson. MEADOW GROVE —
Community, transferred to Business Men's
Club.

Openings
CAIRO—Cairo. MEADOW GROVE —

Community.

NEVADA
Change in Ownership

GOLDFIELD—Lyric, transferred to Arthur
B. Spitzer.

Openings
MINA—Lovelock, Mina Movies Theater. I

ROUND MOUNTAIN—Opera House. TO-
NOPAH—Butler.

Closings
BUNKERVILLE—Rio.

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

FORT LEE—Fort Lee, transferred to Fort
Lee Inc.

Openings
TOMS RIVER—Community.

NEW MEXICO
Change in Ownership

SOCORRO—Gem, transferred to Gibralter
Ent. Inc.

Openings
LA MADERA—CCC Camp F.

Change in Theater Name
CARRIZOZO—Crystal (formerly Lyric).

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

LONG ISLAND—Howard Beach—How-
ard, transferred to Lita Theater Corp.
BRONX—131 Lee Avenue — Model, trans-
ferred to Louis Dreiling, 209 E. Fordharo
Road — Concourse, transferred to Newsreel
Theaters, Inc., 4367 Third Avenue—Kameo,
transferred to Herbert Richard Co., Inc.
YONKERS—402 Keap Street — Republic,
transferred to RKO Film Booking Corp., "84
So. Broadway—Parkhill, transferred to Park-
hill Broadway Corp., Yonkers Avenue—Cen-
tral, transferred to Cenyon Theater Corp.
MARLBORO—Centre (formerly Rex), trans-
ferred to James G. Eler. ATTICA—Family,
transferred to Fred Di Tondo. FLEISCH-
MANS—Maxbilt, transferred to Kallet The-
aters, Inc. MARGARETVILLE—Galli Cur-
ci, transferred to Kallet Theaters, Inc.

Openings
LAKE GEORGE—Lake. SPECULATOR

—Adirondack. SARANAC INN—Saranac
Inn. SACANDAGA PARK — Rustic.
SCHROON LAKE — Paramount. LOON
LAKE—Loon Lake House (formerly Casino).

Closings
CLARK MILLS—Auditorium. CASTLE-

TON—I. O. O. F. Hall. NORTHVILLE—
Star. SYRACUSE—Regent. ROCHESTER—Rivoli, Lincoln. BUFFALO—Orpheum.
BROCTON—New Gem.

New Theaters
FALCONER — State. FRANKFORT —

Lyric.

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

YADKINVILLE—Yadkinville, transferred
to Hinshaw and Holcomb.

Closings
ROCKY MT.—Lyric.

New Theaters
ROCKY MT.—Center.

NORTH CAROLINA
Openings

ABANIISE—Annex. FORDVILLE—Roxy.
McVILLE—Hollywood. NEW SALEM —
Grand.

Closings
KULM — Roxy (formerly Auditorium).

COLUMBUS—New Columbus. SENTINEL
BUTTE—Auditorium.

New Theaters
STREETER—Roxy. BUXTON—Roxy.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

CINCINNATI—Madison, transferred to M.
White. CIRCLEVILLE — Cliftona, trans-

ferred to Erway Briner. COLUMBUS

—

Champion, transferred to W. C. Chesbt"Herh.

TIPPECANOE CITY—Tipp, transfer;

Sam Gorrell. XENIA—Bijou, transfei'

J.. F. Hibbertto Chakeres Theaters.

Closings
CINCINNATI—Ideal. NILLSBORO —

Forum. MIDDLETON—Strand. TIPPE
CANOE CITY—Enterprise.

(Continued an following page)
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New Theaters

CALDWELL—Noble. CINCINNATI—Els-

ton. COLUMBUS—Markum.
Change in Theater Name

FOSTORIA — Schine's State (formerly

State). TIPPECANOE CITY—Tipp (form-

erly Auditorium).

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

MINCO—Fox, transferred to Dewey Good-

win. KAW CITY—"K" (formerly Tivoli),

transferred to John A. Darnell. DEWEY—
Paramount, transferred to D. B. Swabb.
WELEETKA—Ritz, transferred to C. W.
Duncan. RINGLING—Joy, transferred to

C. B. Cox.

Closings
ENID—Aztec. OKLAHOMA CITY —

Folly.

Dismantled
TECUMSEH—Kee.

New Theaters
SALLISAW—Ritz.

OREGON
New Theaters

WESTON—Weston.

PENNSYLVANIA
Change in Ownership

CADOGAN—Cadogan, transferred to Good-

year and Fiore. CLAYSVILLE—Clay, trans-

ferred to Darrell Shay. GREENVILLE —
Main, transferred to Blatt Bros. PHILA-
DELPHIA—Edgemont, transferred to Sol

Lewis. GLENSIDE—Glenside, transferred

to Jenkintown The. Corp. PORT ALLEG-
HANY—Grand, transferred to Blatt Bros.

GREENVILLE—Mercer Square, transferred

to Blatt Bros. LANSDOWNE—Lansdowne,
transferred to Lansdowne Amuse. Co. PITTS-
BURGH—Melba, transferred to M. Arnold.

Openings
PHILADELPHIA—Belgrade. LAUREL-

DALE—Laurel. BLAWNOX — Maryland.

BUTLER—Harris-Majestic. JOHNSTOWN
—Majestic. NOXEN—Noxen.

Four New Industry Cos.

Receive State Charters

Albany—Four new industry com-

panies have been chartered by the

Secretary of State. The list:

Idamin Amusement Corp., New
York City, to operate motion picture

theaters. Samuel Lent, Jacob Green-
field, Inez Horowitz, incorporators.

Tonawanda Star Theater Corp.,

Tonawanda, to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Leonce Sinay, Sara Sinay,

Marvin Atlas, incorporators.

Avondale Theater Corp., North
Tonawanda, to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Leonce Sinay, Sara Sinay,

Marvin Atlas, incorporators.

Technifol Laboratories, Inc., New
York City, to produce special cin-

ematographic effects. Dorothy A.
Roden, Marion H. Seixas, Edna Ran-
kin, incorporators.

Closings
PITTSBURGH—Melba.

New Theaters
BRIDGEVILLE—Granda.

RHODE ISLAND
Closings

PROVIDENCE—RKO-Albee, Carlton.

SOUTH CAROLINA
New Theaters

FLORENCE—Lincoln.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Openings

COLMAN—Rainbow. GARY — Garden.
HARTFORD — Palace. MONTROSE —
Woodman.

Closings
COLUMBIA—Legion. ONAKA — Audi-

torium.

New Theaters
REVA—Reva Hall.

TENNESSEE
Closings

MEMPHIS—Orpheum.
New Theaters

CENTERVILLE — K. L. S. Theater.
GREENFIELD—New. LINDEN—K. L. S.

SELMER—Moore's.

Change in Theater Name
N. NASHVILLE — Roxy (formerly New

Theater).

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

,

FORNEY—Star, transferred to Mrs. H.
R. Bisby. LORENZO—Queen (formerly
Crystal), transferred to Lee E. King. VAN
ALSTYNE—Ritz, transferred to W. R. Hol-
combe. REFUGIO—Low's and Rialto, trans-

ferred to Jack Pickens. POTH—Rex (form-
erly Poth). transferred to Gidney Talley.

MELVIN — Kirkwall (formerly Leedja),

transferred to I. B. Walker. DALLAS —
Varsity, transferred to Interstate Circuit,

Inc. WHITNEY—Texas, transferred to

Three Casino Enterprises

Houses Closed by Strike

Tampa, Fla.—A strike of ushers,

cashiers and doormen closed three

theaters of the Casino Enterprises

circuit in Ybor City and Tampa

—

the Ritz and Casino in Ybor City

and the Royal in Tampa. The strik-

ers, affiliated with an A F of L
union, demanded recognition, rein-

statement of discharged employes,

shorter hours and higher wages.

Ban Stickout Signs

Detroit — All stickout signs on
Woodward Ave. below the Adams
Ave. line, meaning the lower three-

quarters mile of the downtown dis-

trict, will be prohibited, John C.

Lodge, city councilman, advises.

Signs are now barred on Woodward
Ave. for three miles above this zone,

and only houses directly affected by
the new ordinance will be the Em-
press and Avenue. Huge signs on
the Fox and Palms-State are allowed

to stay temporarily.

Curfew Charges Stopped
Detroit—Charges of violating the

city curfew law were dropped
against seven parents whose chil-

dren were taken from William H.
Steffes' De Luxe Theater. The case
against William Luddy, house man-
ager, was postponed until Sept. 3,

and Judge Thomas F. Maher prom-
ised to drop the case if no further
complaints were made.

New J L b S Company
Chicago—Jones, Linick & Schae-

fer have organized the Barbara
Theater Co. with offices at 54 W.
Randolph St. in the Woods Theater
Bldg. with Aaron Jones, Sr., Aaron
Jones, Jr., and J. B. Schmelzer as

the principal stockholders. Berkson,
Lautman, Levinson & Morse handled
the legal details of the new com-
pany.

Louis B. Littlefair. LUEDERS — Strand,
transferred to G. P. Baker. KEMP—Kemp,
transferred to H. T. Jones.

Change in Theater Name
ANSON—Lyric (formerly Texas). KEN-

EDY—Rex (formerly Rialto).

Openings
MELVIN — Kirkwall (formerly Leedja).

LUEDERS—Strand. FLOYDADA — Ritz.

FT. WORTH—Capitol. LORENZO—Crys-
tal.

Closings
VAN ALSTYNE — Ritz. DAINGER-

FIELD—Ritz. CAMDEN—Harlem. THORN-
DALE—Gem. BLOOMING GROVE—Grove.

Dismantled
ABERNATHY—Star. CUERO — Palace.

HARLINGEN—Park-Mex. KUEMADO —
Palace.

New Theaters
DALLAS — Maple. ODESSA — Texas.

FLOYDADA—Ritz.

UTAH
Change in Theater Name

EPHRAIM—Towne (formerly Ephraim).

Openings
KOOSHAREM—Ward Hall. RICHMOND

—Richmond Opera House (formerly Ward
Hall). MYTON—Opera House.

Closings
DEWEYVILLE—Woman Circuit.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

INDEPENDENCE—Independence, trans-

ferred to Harry H. Stone. CAPE CHARLES
—Radium, transferred to Peninsula Theater,

Inc.

Closings
CHARLOTTESVILLE—Jefferson.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

HELEN—Helen, transferred to Black

Diamond Theater Co. LORADO—Lorad^

(formerly Staten Theater), transferred to.
Black Diamond Theaters Co. McCOMAS—
McComas, transferred to J. C. Newbold.

,

POWELLTON—Plaza, transferred to Black
Diamond Theaters Co. STOTESBURY —
Stotesbury, transferred to Black Diamond
Theaters Co. WARD—Ward, transferred to
Black Diamond Theaters Co.

Openings
HELEN—Helen. GASSAWAY—Alpine. \

Closings
GLEN ALUM—Enterprise.

Change in Theater Name
McCOMAS—McComas (formerly Mora).

WASHINGTON
Change in Ownership

SNOQUALMIE FALLS — Falls, trans-
ferred to Y. M. C. A. STEVENSON—Lorin
(formerly Beacon), transferred to North Bank
Theater & Realty Corp. KELSO—Kelos,
transferred to Tri-State Theaters, Inc.

Openings
MT. VERNON—Mission.

Closings
PORT BLAKLEY—Moran School (form-

erly Port. Cir.).

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

SHEBOYGAN—Lincoln, transferred to B.

J. Heinzen.

Openings
SHEBOYGAN—Lincoln. BEAVER DAM

—Davidson. MILWAUKEE—Garden.

Closings
KENOSHA — Lincoln. MENOMINEE

FALLS—Falls. NEW HOLSTEIN—Majestic.

WYOMING
Change in Theater Name

SARATOGA — Community (formerly Le-
gion).

Openings
TORRINGTON—Lyric.

Maryland Censors Demur
On Shift to Annapolis

Baltimore, Md. — Motion picture

theater operators in Baltimore would
be greatly inconvenienced and some
of them probably would be unable

to open their houses on time if the

offices of the Board of Motion Pic-

ture Censors are moved to a new
state office building to be erected in

Annapolis, according to the board.

An investigation is being made to

determine what state offices could

conveniently use space in the new
building.

Baltimore has 90 houses, about

half of all the state, the board said,

and often films are received just in

time for censoring and then turned

over to the first-run houses in Balti-

more. If they had to go to An-
napolis there would be delay, the

board pointed out. It also was stated

that many duplicates are received

daily for seals and then are shown
in neighborhood houses. The board

claims that often these prints would

be delayed if routed through An-
napolis and the houses would be

unable to open at their usual hour.

Double Glassware Gifts

Bring Reprisal Threats

St. Louis, Mo.—The Battle of the
Mixing Bowls that has been raging
along the Virginia Ave. sector in

South St. Louis for several months
has taken a new turn with the in-

auguration by Harry Greenmann's
Dakota Theater of a policy of giv-

ing two pieces of floral crystal glass-

ware to each woman attending the

Wednesday and Thursday night per-

formances. Policy also is being fol-

lowed by Greenmann's Yale Theater.

On Friday and Saturday nights, the

Dakota and Yale are offering a 5-

unit show, running five hours.

Greenmann's competitors are talk-

ing about raising the ante to three

pieces of glassware, etc. "Perhaps
in time a young married couple can
obtain a 26-piece dinner set, an elec-

tric toaster and a teething ring for

the hoped for baby by buying a

couple of 20 cent tickets," com-
mented one exhibitor.

Miami Likes Stage Acts

Miami, Fla.—So successful has

been the stage act policy at the

Paramount Friday and Saturday

nights during the summer that the

management has decided to continue

the policy indefinitely. Five acts

will be presented each week, the

turns being brought direct from

New York.

Travis Sells the Cozy
Kansas City, Mo.—John Travis

has sold his Cozy Theater at Lock-

wood, Mo., to L. D. Metcalf, who
also operates a house at Ashgroye,
M0 " ©

Fox Reopens Odeon
Beaver Dam. Wis.—The remod-

eled Odeon Theater, dark here for

several years, has been reopened by
Fox.
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THIS PICTURE HAS
TERRIFIC DRAMA!

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer made "Men in White", the first

romantic production of life behind a hospital's walls . . .

They followed with the thrilling hit, "Society Doctor" . . .

You will now see M-G-M's new drama of the conflict that

arises in the hearts of men and women thrown together

in the excitement and stress of their profession.

VIRGINIA
BRUCE

An exotic role for this beauty

that excels even her famed per

formance in "Great Ziegfeld."

,00*°

FRANCHOT
TONE

He has plaved many exciting

parts on the screen and now
comes another irulv appealing

performance

BETWEEN
TWO

WOMEN
Screen play by Frederick Stephani and Morion Parsonnet

Directed by George 8. Seitx An M-G-M Piclui

Starts TOMORROW at LOEWS

Advertising angle for the Box-office

topper-:;::,

That's what showmen are reporting to us and we're

telling you that "BETWEEN TWO WOMEN",
M-G-M's exciting romantic-drama is the kind of

show the masses enjoy!

A TYPICAL TELEGRAM: "Believe every exhibitor should be advised

of exceptional box-office merit of 'Between Two Women.' My audi-

ence loved it and business was excellent. Thanks M-G-M."
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PRELIM.JMABS HELD 0N_RK0-WILC0XJNG. DEAL

Second Quarter Earnings of $1,307,000 For Paramount

Higher Prices
. . . signs o' the times

By CHESTER B. BAHN

THERE'S some tasty food for thought in

* news dispatches to your favorite trade

newspaper from out of the West.
Particularly for the exhib. who is mulling

over the advisability of tilting box office

prices.

In Northern California, where higher ad-

missions were made effective in early

Spring, a territorial survey shows that the

added gross has been sufficient to offset an

attendance drop, largely attributed to labor

troubles.

In the Grain belt, the Glenn W. Dicken-

son circuit has successfully advanced its

top five cents in Kansas spots, and will

extend the increases generally in Missouri

and Iowa houses.

DUT of still greater significance as a pos-

* sible sign o' the times is the experience

of the Essaness Circuit in Chicago. Windy
City exhibs. for months have been bemoan-
ing the loss of Bank Night, outlawed by a

legal decision, and insisting that admish

boosts were out of the question—suicidal.

Yet consider the experience of Essaness.

The circuit, testing singles in a metropolis

where duals are prevalent, increased the

scale 20 p.c. at the Sheridan for "A Star

is Born." Not only did the theater get the

higher price, but the pix ran for three

weeks and gave it a record gross.

There was no squawk from Sheridan

patrons, and it is pointed out further that

none was reported by other indies in the

Chicago territory which followed the Essa-

ness lead in raising prices for the Selznick

feature.

kJEARER "home," the higher prices at

' ^ the Roxy, effective with the current

engagement of "Wee Willie Winkie,"

evidently are no deterrent, the house claim-

ing a new six-year b.o. and attendance rec-

ord for the film's opening day.

And in those towns where exhibs. have

advanced prices for "The Road Back," re-

ports are to the effect that the new scales

are being accepted.

Mid-summer, to be sure, ordinarily is

not the best time to tilt the b.o. top, but

with other prices rising, the higher scales

today are more likely to be accepted than

if attempted when living costs were stable.

Figure Does Not Include

Revenue from Various

Subsidiaries

Consolidated earnings amounting
to $1,307,000 for its second quarter,
after all charges including interest,

Federal taxes (except undistributed
profits taxes), depreciation and re-

serves, were estimated by Para-
mount yesterday.
Earnings for the quarter, ended

July 3, last, do not include approxi-
mately $340,000 representing the

{Continued on Page 12)

"SARATOGA" HELD IN

40 SPOTS FOR RECORD

Forty holdovers, 31 of them for

two-week periods, up to the present
time on "Saratoga," yesterday was
reported by M-G-M, which described
the showing as establishing an "all-

(Continued on Page 12)

Expect Loew Board to

Declare Extra Dividend

The Loew board of directors, at a

meeting a week from today, is ex-

pected to declare a substantial extra
dividend under the new tax on un-
distributed profits.

No Quota Changes-
No material changes in

quota law as it stands at

time are likely, according
Wilcox, British producer,
in New York yesterday on
France from London.

-Wilcox
the English

the present
to Herbert

who arrived

the Me de

SEE 20TH-F0X-L0EW

REVIVAL OF GB DEAL

London (By Cable) — Although
the strictest secrecy is shrouding
moves in connection with the future
of the GB setup, particularly as
regards America, it is understood
from authoritative sources that
Loew's and 20th Century-Fox are
negotiating to acquire the Ostrer
controlling shares. This would in-

dicate the revival of the deal, which
(Continued on Page 10)

A F of M Board May Go
to Coast on Pix Problem

It may be necessary for the
American Federation of Musicians'
executive board to go to Hollywood
to take up the questions affecting
musicians and the movies, it was
said yesterday by President Joseph
N. Weber. At the moment no ar-
rangements have been made for con-

(Continued on Page 4)

Visual Education Society to Seek

Exhib. Co-op on Ad Film Theaters

Para. -Criterion Confabs

on as Freeman Returns

Signing of the deal through which
Paramount becomes a partner in the
Criterion theater, New York, along
with B. S. Moss and Harry Charnas
has been delayed owing to working
out of various details, although the
agreement is regarded as definitely

(Continued on Page 4)

American Society of Visual Edu-
cation will soon seek the cooperation
of theaters, both affiliated and inde-
pendent, throughout the country as
part of its plan to establish houses
for the showing of educational and
advertising pictures in large cities.

Beginning next Fall, the organiza-
tion, which is non-profit in character,
will open theaters to show produc-
tions which, although made to plug

(Continued on Page 10)

British Producer Plans to

Make Five Pix Costing

$4,000,000
Preliminary discussions have

taken place in connection with a
deal under which Herbert Wilcox
would produce for RKO in England,
he stated yesterday as he arrived on
the He de France. Wilcox reduced
his program from nine to five fea-
tures, budgeted at a total of $4,000,-
000, for the 1937-38 season.
While spending about 10 days in

New York, Wilcox will confer with
RKO executives on the deal. He
stated yesterday that he hopes his

talks will result in RKO discarding
(Continued on Page 4)

CULLMAN IS REPORTED

LEAVING ROXY POST

Howard S. Cullman, trustee of the
Roxy, is understood definitely end-
ing his association with the big
Broadway de luxer shortly. House
is slated to be taken over by 20th
Century-Fox under its reorganiza-
tion plan.

100 Firms Producing One
or More Pix in N. Y. Area

Approximately 100 companies are
active in producing one or more pic-

tures in and around New York City,
according to a survey made by Mrs.
Florence Marston, executive secre-

(Continued on Page 4)

20th- Fox Pix to Rivoli

In a sudden change of plans, the
Rivoli resumes operations Monday, fol-
lowing a brief dark period, with "You
Can't Have Everything," 20th Century-
Fox special, which had originally been
scheduled to go into the Roxy. Dis-
tributor is understood to want to get
the production into release immediate-
ly. "Dead End," Samuel Goldwyn pic-
ture, will be the following attraction.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Picts.

Ind.

Ind.

vtc.

vtc.

pfd.
'.

Am. Seat. . . .

Columbia Picts

Columbia
Con. Fm
Con. Fm.
East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

Net

High Low Close Chg.

27i/4 27 27

291/4 291/4 291/4 — 1/4

'3" '3" 3" '.'.'.'.'

131/2 123/4 123/4 _ II/4

I8OI/4 180 1/4 180 1/4 — 1/4

241/2 24" 24" —"1/2
82i/4 813/g 82 — 1/2

223/4 221/4 223/4 — l/
8

205/8 26" 20% +"1/4
91/4 8 1/2

9i/g + %
83/g 8 1/4 83/g + i/g

371/4 365/8 36% — %
46 46 46 — 1/4

68 68 68—2
143/4 143/g 141/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46.. 99 99 99—1
Loew 6s 41 ww 100 99% 99% + Va
Par. By. 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 .100 100 100 — 1/4

Par. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 95 94 94—1
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 '/4 95 Vs 95 1/4 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc. 293/8 29% 293/8 — s/g

Grand National .... 3% 3/g 31/4 — Vs

Sonofone Corp 1% I 3/, 1% + Vs
Technicolor 28% 28% 283/4 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 4i/4 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts 7% 6% 6% — 1V4
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 12% 13%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 94 1/4 943/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43... 54 55
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"STOCK SHOT" LIBRARY-

OVER 20 MILLION FEET OF
INDEXED NEGATIVES IN STOCK

1600 BROftDWAY.N.Y.C
CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

AT&T Without Plans

to Enter Tele Business

Cross-licensing agreement be-
tween the American Tel. & Tel. Co.
and Farnsworth Television Co. puts
the telephone company into the posi-
tion where it can enter the television
business if it choses to do so as the
Farnsworth system is concededly
one of the three best in the country,
but does not mean at this time thatAT&T plans to engage in the
tele biz, an A T & T official said

yesterday. A T & T is chiefly in-

terested at the moment in develop-
ment of the coaxial cable for trans-
mission of television images, it was
stated.

Chi. Exhibs. Offer to Pay

Increased Inspection Fees

Chicago—Chicago theater owners
offered twenty-five per cent increase
in inspection fees to assist the city's

financial needs, but have refused to

accept the three per cent amuse-
ment tax proposed by Alderman
Roger Kiley's Committee.
Balaban and Katz estimate pay-

ment of $30,000 inspection fees an-
nually with other theaters paying
proportionately. Another meeting is

planned next week.

Bernhard Off for Coast,

WB Zone Meet Deferred

Joseph Bernhard, General Man-
ager of Warner Bros. Theaters,
leaves today (Wednesday) for the
coast. Because of his sudden de-

parture, the Warner Zone Managers'
meeting previously scheduled for
Aug-. 2, has been postponed until

Aug. 9.

National Day-and-Date

"Mines" Opening Aug. 26

"King Solomon's Mines" will have
a national day-and-date opening in

every key spot throughout the coun-
try on Aug. 26, it was announced
yesterday by Arthur A. Lee, GB
vice-president. Lee has just returned
from a tour of the middlewest where
he trade-showed the picture.

Reports $8,137 Roxy Loss

Howard S. Cullman, Roxy trustee,

yesterday filed a report in Federal
Court showing a net loss of $8,137
for the period between May 28 and
June 24, before charges including
amortization, depreciation, etc. Re-
ceipts for the period were $100,203;
disbursements $7,458. Cash on hand
May 27 was $71,672 and $64,213 on
June 24. Admissions brought in

$90,121; wages and salaries totaled

$47,211, film rental $13,529 and ad-
vertising $11,704.

"Souls" Starts Aug. 3

Paramount has advanced the
world premiere date of "Souls At
Sea," the Gary Cooper-George Raft
co-starring production one day to

Aug. 3 at the Globe Theater.

Screen Guild to Help

Finance Radio Union

The Screen Actors' Guild will join
with Actors' Equity and the Amer-
ican Guild of Musical Artists in
financing a new organization of ar-
tists in the radio field, it was an-
nounced yesterday following a meet-
ing at Equity. The new radio unit
will embrace all talent appearing
before the microphone except mem-
bers of the musicians' union.

Frank Gillmore, president of Ac-
tors' Equity, will be active in di-

recting the work of organizing but
the radio group will have complete
autonomy with its own charter from
the Associated Actors & Artists of
America. It is expected that Gill-

more will disassociate himself from
Equity, after a time, to devote him-
self to the new radio organization,
which is unnamed as yet. Equity
ceded jurisdiction over the radio
field to permit financing of the new
organization.

C F I Appeal Must Wait
on Chancellor's Decision

Delaware Supreme Court has
ruled that it will not consider any
appeal from the preliminary in-

junction of Chancellor Wolcott at
Wilmington, enjoining Consolidated
Film Industries from putting its re-

organization plan into effect until

after the Chancellor hands down a
final decree in the case, it was
learned yesterday at the Consoli-
dated offices.

Chancellor Wolcott is expected to

hand down a final decree continuing
the injunction in September, after

which an appeal will be made to

the Delaware Supreme Court, it was
stated.

National Screen Plans

Des Moines Exchange

Omaha—National Screen Service
plans to open a Des Moines ex-
change, it was revealed here Mon-
day by Chick Friedman, Des Moines
representative.
The branch will employ 14 persons

and speed service to this territory.

Shipments for this vicinity now
come out of Chicago.

Tom Mix's Mother Dies

Du Bois, Pa.—Mrs. Elizabeth E.
Mix, 78, mother of Tom Mix, cow-
boy movie star, died in a hospital
here. Two other children survive.
Mix, who now heads his own circus,

plans a film return next season.

New Winnipeg Exchange
Winnipeg, Man.—-Erection of a

film exchange building at Memorial
Blvd., is under way. Carter-Halls-
Aldinger Co., Ltd., are general con-
tractors.

Para. Options "Balalaika"

Paramount has taken an option on
film rights to "Balalaika," musical
produced in London.

Coming and Going

Y. FRANK FREEMAN went to Washington
yesterday from New York.

JOHN GREGG PAINE returns to New York
today from Washington.

ANDRE CHARLOT, London revue producer,
has arrived from England and plans to leave
for Hollywood shortly.

LILY PONS leaves tomorrow evening for
Hollywood.

RAMON NAVARRO, scheduled to arrive yes-
terday from the Coast, trains in this morning
for conferences with Republic's home office
executives.

WILLIAM H. HUMES, director, and MRS.
HUM C S sail for Europe today on the Wash-
ington.

SONJA HENIE and her mother, MRS. SELMA
HENIE; MADELEINE CARROLL and her hus-
band, CAPT. PHILIP ASTLEY; THERESA HEL-
BURN, stage director and member of the board
of the Theater Guild; HUNT STROMBERG. M-
G-M producer, and MRS. STROMBERG, sail

for Europe today on the Queen Mary.

SAM ENGEL, 20th Century-Fox associate
producer; SAM HiLLMAN, screen playwright;
MONTY BANKS, director; BEATRICE LILLIE;
W. P. LIPSCOMB, author; and DR. IRVING
LANGMUIR, director of research of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, accompanied by MRS.
LANGMUIR, also sail today on the Queen
Mary.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN, who arrives in New
York today, sails for Europe Aug. 4.

GEORGES RIGAUD left New York yesterday
for Hollywood.

OLYMPE BRADNA, who is now in New York
returns to the Coast the first week of next
month.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB General Sales Man-
ager, who is on a "King Solomon's Mines"
tradeshow tour in the South, arrives in Mem-
phis today from New Orleans.

CLINTON M. WHITE, GB Assistant Sales
Manager, left on a business trip to Boston
and New Haven.

PERCY PHILLIPSON of General Register
Corp. returns to England today on the Queen
Mary.

BILL ROBINSON, tap dancer, arrived from
the Coast yesterday for a personal appearance
in New York.

HERBERT WILCOX, who arrived in New
York yesterday on the He de France, remains
here 10 days before sailing for London.

ERIC FREDMAN arrived in New York yes-
terday from London.

CHARLES DE GRANDCOURT landed in New
York yesterday from England on the lie de
France.

MERRILL WHITE, film cutter, was a pas-
senger on the lie de France which arrived
yesterday from abroad.

MRS. PAT PEARCE landed in New York yes-
terday from London.

PHIL REISMAN sails on the lie de France
tomorrow for London.

EDWARD AUGER leaves New York Satur-
day on a trip to the Middle West.

JOSEPH BERNHARD goes to the Coast today.

BENJAMIN GLAZER sails from New York
Friday for Russia.

ERROL FLYNN has cancelled his plans to
spend his current vacation in Europe, going
instead on an extended cruise in Central
American waters.

OSCAR HOMOLKA arrives in New York from
Hollywood tomorrow morning en route to a
vacation in England.

CHICAGO COMMUTERS!
United's Mainliners make 9 fast
non-stop. Famous "Night-
Hawk" plane lvs. New York at
11 p.m.—arr. CHICAGO at 3:13
a.m. Also overnight Mainliner
to CALIFORNIA at 5:55 p.m.
—only 3 stops.

UNITED AIR LINES
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PRODUCTION SOARING

ON COAST: 57 IN WORK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fifty-seven pictures

are in work, with M-G-M leading

with eight. RKO and Universal are

making seven each. Paramount and
Warners are down for six each and
20th Century-Fox for five. Grand
National has four in work. Columbia
is making three. Goldwyn, Wanger
and Selznick Intei*national are pro-

ducing two each, as is Monogram.
Republic, Principal and Darmour are

filming one each.

"Look Out, Mr. Moto" has started

at 20th Century-Fox and "Sudden
Bill Dorn" at Universal. "Wells

Fargo" is new at Paramount.

"Partners in Crime" and "Bulldog
Drummond Comes Back" have been
completed at Paramount. "Adven-
ture's End" has been wrapped up at

Universal. "Atlantic Flight" has
finished at Monogram.
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A F of M Board May Go
to Coast on Pix Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

ferences on the movie situation and
none will be made until after con-

clusion of the discussion with re-

cording: and transcription companies
and radio stations being held all this

week, Weber stated.

Ascap is "completely sympathetic
and cooperative" with the any prac-

ticable plan worked out by the

American Federation of Musicians

to provide additional employment
for musicians, it was said yesterday

by E. C. Mills, head of the Ascap
administrative committee.

Para. -Criterion Confabs

on as Freeman Returns

(Continued from Page 1)

set. Concluding talks on the con-

tracts will be resumed with return
of Y. Frank Freeman, head of the
Paramount theater department,
from Washington today.

JULY 28

Joe E. Brown
Skeets Gallagher
Edward Marrindel
Blanche Mehaffy

Rudy Vallee

• • • THERE IS always something bobbing up
to compete with film entertainment that is, if you hap-
pen to lend a too serious ear to the plaints of pix house solons

Despite the fact that it is mid-Summer and the
full moon has drawn its customary coterie of swains and maids
to the out-of-doors and dance pavilions, road houses,
beaches, swimming pools, amusement parks, et al, are plenti-
fully patronized and the authorities are having a tough
time of it dodging injunctions hurled at them by dog track
operators bent on keeping such spots open regardless
of enacted legislation so that the populace can jour-
ney forth and see the pups run nevertheless the b.o. af
most fill u m spots is mighty healthy, thank you and
from all indications will remain so until the leaves turn brown
with Autumn.

T T T
• • • NOW YOU can't blame Mr. Exhibitor for frown-
ing at some of these practical types of competition
types that are just naturally seasonal But yesterday
your scribe heard the pay-off from an exhib up Wash-
ington Heights way . . The gent ups and states that folks
in his neighborhood. . as a result of articles published
in the met newspapers scrambled up to apartment roof-
tops last Saturday and Sunday night to grab a view
of Finsler's comet visible in the northern heavens

Quoth the ravin' exhib who, by the by, in-

tensely dislikes all forms of either practical or theoretical com-
petition.. "Why couldn't that thing (the comet) come
around here on Monday or Tuesday night?" Far be it

from your scribe to toss wet blankets but a check-up
discloses that the "thing" will be hanging around for another
two weeks and an additional check-up revealed that the
exhib did a nice, robust biz last week-end

• • • WHEN THE Queen Mary pokes her proud prow
Atlanticwards today she will carry a singularly diversi-

fied cargo from the entertainment world in fact the
contingent is sufficiently varied to supply most of the cast,

supervisory and exec talent for the making of a full-fledged
feature Madeleine Carroll is sailing with her hubby.
Capt. Philip Astley Sonja Henie Beatrice Lillie

are also on board For a producer, there's Hunt
Stromberg, or Sam Engel and for direction, there's

Monty Banks, or Theresa Helburn Raymond Massey's
cancellation of passage due to illness cuts away a good poten-

tial male lead There are some ten bankers on the pas-

senger list for finance W. P. Lipscomb, or Sam Hell-

man, could handle the script Dr. Irving Langmuir, G. E's

director of research, is there to supply top-flight technical ad-

vice Barron G. Collier can handle the advertising
and Percy Phillipson of General Cash Register can supply b.o.

equipment What? No cameraman sailing?

• • • MORE THAN 100 members of Universal's home
office turned out yesterday to celebrate the birthday of the
organization's Manager of Branch Operations Mr. Oscar
Binder to you . . The fete, in form of a luncheon at the
Hotel Bristol, had a double-barreled significance It

marked the 25th anniversary of Oscar as a Universalite
Eugene Walsh. U's comptroller, presented him with a nice big
check for loyal service Also got a citation from Prexy
R. H. Cochrane a gift from the Universal Club
plus an illuminated parchment testimonial signed by all his

co-workers both buddies and sisties Wow!
T T T

• • • JACK FULD, veteran pix publicist, has received
appointment as N. Y. representative for the Players Directory
Bulletin of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,

it was announced vesterdav Will headquarter at Suite
2206 in the RKO Bldg., Radio City

PRELIM. TALKS HELD

ON RKO-WILCOX DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

quota pictures "in favor of quality
productions" made in England.

"Victoria" the Great," which Wil-
cox is releasing through RKO, will

have its American premiere in Sep-
tember, being tentatively set for the
Music Hall. Cost of the production
is $800,000, said Wilcox, who stated
that he plans to roadshow the pic-

ture throughout the British Empire,
starting in September. Production
may have its English opening at the
Leicester Square theater in London,
Wilcox said.

Wilcox plans another trip to the
United States in September to at-

tend the American premiere of "Vic-
toria the Great." Its star, Anna
Neagle, will accompany him here
from London.

Arriving with Wilcox yesterday
was Eric Fredman, who has just

been appointed his sales manager;
Charles De Grandcourt, who was
one of the writers on "Victoria the
Great"; Merrill White, film cutter,

and Mrs. Pat Pearce, makeup artist.

Wilcox was met at the pier by Ned
E. Depinet, Jules Levy, Phil Reis-
man and Joe Moskowitz.

Carl Laemmle, Sr., who had been
booked on the He de France, failed

to make the boat.

« *t <t » » »

100 Firms Producing One
or More Pix in N. Y. Area

(Continued from Page 1)

tary of the Screen Actors' Guild in

the east.

Mrs. Marston said that most of

the large commercial companies and
Educational Pictures were agreeable
to the Guild conditions. There have
been squawks over the $25 a day
minimum for players who speak
lines and of $16.50 a day for dress
extras. To date, however, there has
been no substantial reasons given
for postponement of the Aug. 1

deadline for the closed shop in the
east, though this may be done, Mrs.
Marston said.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Because of the rigors of the costume
and make-up which Jean Hersholt is

required to wear in "Heidi," he is now
employing his fifth stand-in for that
20th Century-Fox picture. An intricate

facial make-up which completely
changed his expression plus a harness

under his costume which bent his form
to the requirements of an old man for

the picture, proved more than his first

four stand-ins could take. "Heidi"
stars Shirley Temple.—20TH CENTURY-
FOX.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

HpHERE'S more to Director Clar-

ence Brown's proposed aerial

vacation in Europe than appears on
the surface.

Unless his M-G-M bosses inter-
fere when the up-to-now secret
plans of their flying megaphonist
reach their ears, Brown, who is hav-
ing a speedy three-seat cabin plane
built in New Jersey for delivery to

him in England late in August, will

pilot Mrs. Brown about the conti-

nent for a month, then return her
to Paris, then pick up a mechanic
navigator and set out for Russia
and Japan before returning home.

Mr. and Mrs. Brown will start
eastward as soon as the former's
newest production, "Conquest", M-
G-G's new title for "Madame Wa-
lewska," which stars Greta Garbo,
has been given its preview.

T T T

"Silent Sinclair," a western star-
ring Kermit Maynard, started pro-
duction yesterday at the Conn Stu-
dios. The story is from an original

by Arthur Everett, prepared for the
screen by Joseph O'Donnell. J. P.

McGowan has been assigned to di-

rect. T » T

Glenn Morris has challenged Lou
Gehrig to a golf match, to be
played when Gehrig arrives here
next Fall to start his film career for
Principal Prods. Morris, Olympic
decathlon champion, has just taken
up the game, and ?o far has had
only one lesson. However, he is

depending on his natural athletic

ability to master the game during
the summer—if he can spare time
from his work as "Tarzan" in the
movies.

r r t

Barry Norton has been added to
the cast of "La Vida Bohemia."
which will star Rosita Diaz. Gil-

bert Roland will play opposite the
star, with Josef Berne directing.

The picture will be made by Cantab-
ria Films.

T T T

Colbert Clark will place "Treas-
ure Hunt" in production at Republic
on July 29. The cast includes Rich-
ard Cromwell, Helen Mack and
Lionel Atwill. James Cruze will di-

rect. Clark will also produce "First
Prize," featuring Max Terhune, with
Gus Meins as the director. Clark
is also set to produce "The Hit Par-
ade of 1938." Phil Regan, Alison
Skipworth, Polly Moran and Ter-
hune will be among the principals.

Tom Keene to Play Stock
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Tom Keene, Western star

now at work in Monogram's "God's
Country and the Man," will come east,

following completion of the picture,

to play a few weeks of summer stock
at Skowhegan, Me.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities : No. 113 • • •
A LBERT LEWIN. Now producing with Paramount, used to be Irving Thal-
** berg's top brigadier. Pint-sired and remarkable among small men in that
the fact doesn't seem to annoy him. Born in Newark, N. J., Sept. 23, 1894.

Attended New York University, Harvard, and

later Columbia. Became professor of English

at the University of Missouri. Acted as assistant

national director of the American Jewish Relief

Committee during the war. Entered the film

industry via the cutting department. Did the

script of "Bread" for the old Metro Company
and won a contract as a writer. Later was
made a producer. Among the outstanding pic-

tures he supervised for Tnalberg have been

"Red Headed Woman," "Smilin' Thru," "China

Seas," "Mutiny on the Bounty" and "The Good
Earth." Now readying "True Confession,"'

starring Carole Lombard, and "Gettysburg" at

Paramount.

"Blossoms on Broadway," theme
song by Leo Robin and Ralph Raing-
er, has been adopted as the title for

B. P. Schulberg's musical extrava-
ganza for Paramount, formerly
called "Park Avenue Follies." The
new Rainger-Robin number will be
sung by Shirley Ross, feminine lead

of the all-star cast which now in-

cludes Edward Arnold, John Trent,

Weber and Fields, the Radio Rogues,
and Rufe Davis.

Universal is rapidly providing it-

self with story material for Deanna
Durbin whose latest production,
"100 Men And A Girl", should be
completed at Universal City this

week. Recently announcement was
made of a Booth Tarkington story.

"Prize Girl". Yesterday the studio

announced the purchase of two more
screen stories. One is "Little Lady"
by Sophia Claugh. The other is

the Pamela Harris novel, "Baby of

the Family". Still another proposed
picture for Deanna, is the Marcella
Burke-Frederick Kohner story,

"Mad About Music". Deanna's sec-

ond production for the year, "Three
Smart Girls Go To Town" was yes-
terday completed in its script form
by Adele Comandini and Charles
Grayson.

T T T

June Travis draws the leading!

feminine role in "One More Tomor-
row." Opposite her will be Dick
Foran, heretofore seen chiefly in]

Warners' musical Westerns.
T Y Y

Mickey Rooney and Douglas
Scott are to be given leading roles

in "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry," M-
G-M announces. J. Walter Rubin
is to direct this film from his orig-
inal story, with Harry Rapf pro-
ducer.

y r

Charles Bennett, English author,
actor and screen adaptor who is

under long term contract to Uni-
versal, has been given his first as-
signment at his home studio. So
far he has been loaned out to other
companies. Yesterday he was as-
signed to adopt and dialogue the
Tom Van Dycke-Henry Blankfort,
Jr. story "Double Exposure". Story
will probably be used as a basis for
one of Danielle Darri'eux's pictures.

T T T

Shepperd Strudwick, who appear-
ed in a number of Broadway stage
productions during the past two
years, has been signed to a Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer contract. Four new
writer contracts are announced by
the same studios, with Hanry F.
Misselwitz, Arthur Calder-Marshall.
John V. Baines, and Frederick Ste-
phani.

v r

Charles D. Hall has been signed
as art director at the Hal Roach
studios. Hall has done practically
all of Charlie Chaplin's feature pro-
ductions, and recently was under
contract to Universal.

T T T

John Considine will produce at
the M-G-M a picture dealing with
the "Boys' Town" founded by Fath-
er Edward Flanagan in Nebraska.
Eleanor Griffin is currently prepar-
ing a script dealing with this unique
social service institution, and Spen-
cer Tracy will have the role of a
priest who devotes his career to
saving wayward boys.

Y Y Y

Sam Ornitz leaves in two weeks
for Europe. He may also visit

Palestine on his trip, which will
take 6 weeks. He will be accom-
panied by his wife.

Outstanding success scored by
Irving Cummins in filming Walter
Wanger's elaborate all-color produc-
tion of "Vogues of 1938," has re-

sulted in the producer destroying
Cummings' present directorial con-
tract and signing him to a long-
term deal.

v

Sammy Lee, whose association
with Shirley Temple as her dance
director dates 'way back to "Bright
Eyes" and "Stand Up and Cheer",
has been assigned to direct her mu-
sical numbers in "Heidi," now in
production at 20th Century-Fox stu-
dios. '

r

"God's Country and the Man."
the first of four westerns which
Tom Keene will do for Monogram,
has gone into production at Mam-
moth Lake with R. N. Bradbury as
producer and director.

Luck titles have a fascination for
Universal. Yesterday they pur-
chased from F. Hugh Herbert his
manuscript "Lucky Day" and as-
signed him to adapt and dialogue
the magazine story.

Phyllis Welch, who played one of
the two feminine leads opposite
Burgess Meredith in "High Tor"
this past season, has been signed to
an M-G-M contract.

'"*"-
. . T f

Universal has obtained Sheridan
Gibney to write the script for Hope
Hampton's forthcoming starring ve-
hicle, "She Shall Have Music."

Jimmie McHugh and Harold
Adamson have completed the last
of six song numbers which will be
musical features of Universale
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938," which
Irving Cummings is now directing
at Universal City. Two of the num-
bers, "Six of one, Half a Dozen of
the Other", and "The Grand Street
Comedy Four" will be sung by the
four leading comedians, Mischa
Auer, Billy House, Jimmie Savo and
Bert Lahr. "More Power to You"
and "I'm In My Glory" will be ren-
dered by Joy Hodges, popular radio
and night club songstress; Miss
Hodges and John King will sing
"You're My Dish" and Alice Brady
•^nd Louise Fazenda will do a com-
edv number, "A Masher is a Bad,
Bad Boy".

Sister Opposite Baker?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universale new singing

cowboy, Bob Baker, is to be launched
in his first Western next Monday. It

will be entitled "Three Rangers". The
other two rangers are not as yet se-
lected, but the leading lady may be
Bob Baker's pretty sister who come on
from Arizona to visit him. She is a
graduate this year of the Phoenix High
School. She is taking a screen test

today.
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THANK YOU
!

BECAUSE OF THE UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES surrounding

the release of "Saratoga" many theatres have graciously

waived their customary clearance on Jean Harlow's last

picture permitting a vociferous nationwide demand to

be met quickly and expeditiously.

YOUR COOPERATION has made it possible to bring"Saratoga"

in record time to millions of clamoring motion picture

fans. In taking this means of thanking exhibitors,

M-G-M also calls attention to a unique situation which

probably has no parallel in screen history.

M-G-M GREATLY INCREASED THE NUMBER OF PRINTS from

its laboratories so that hundreds of theatres were able

to open "Saratoga" simultaneously with hold-overs in prac-

tically one hundred percent of these situations.

NOW BECAUSE OF A GENERAL WAIVING of clearance, it be*

comes possible for these prints to be booked ahead many
weeks on the same solid basis.

CURRENTLYAND FOR A LONG TIME TO COME"SARATOGA"
will be playing simultaneously in hundreds of theatres,

one of the greatest hits in the annals of this industry.

We are appreciative indeed of your cooperation which

made this possible.
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REVIVAL OF GB DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

was once dropped, under which the

American companies would split the

stock and divide the GB product for

American distribution.

Louis B. Mayer and J. Robert
Rubin, Loew top executives, and
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the

20th Century-Fox board, are both
here.

Allied Holds Boston

Meeting on Para. "Strike"

Boston—Members and non-mem-
ber exhibitors attending the local

Allied Paramount "strike" meeting
here yesterday voted their unani-
mous determination to present a
solid New England front. Cards
are being printed for distribution to

and signature by all New England
independents, whether Allied mem-
bers or not, reading: "I hereby
agree (1) not to date Paramount
pictures or shorts from Aug. 15 to

Sept. 15, and (2) not to buy Para-
mount pictures for 1937-38 until

satisfactory adjustment has been
made with the national strike com-
mittee."

Arthur K. Howard headed the
meeting and is leading the New
England part of the national strug-

gle.

Plagiarism Suit Filed

Suit was filed yesterday in Federal
Court by Virginia Gordon against
Sam H. Harris, Moss Hart and
George S. Kaufman charging that

the play "You Can't Take It With
You," was a plagiarism of the dra-

ma entitled "Rash Moments," she
co-authored with Frances Ross in

1934. She asks an injunction and an
accounting of all the profits. Colum-
bia has purchased the Kaufman-
Hart play for the movies.

Drazin Planning House
Montreal—Theater to cost about

$75,000 is contemplated by A. Drazin
to be built at Cote des Neiges and
Queen Mary Road.

WEDDING BELLS

San Antonio — John T. Floore,
Texas Theater manager, and Pat
Batton, professional model, will be
married here Aug. 6.

New Orleans — Cherry Blossom
(Cleome Cerentha) Preisser, who
with her younger sister, formed the
Preisser Sisters Dancing team, was
wed to David J. Hopkins, son of the
WPA administrator at Gretna, La.,

on June 22. The Preissers, natives
of New Orleans, are now playing
B. & K.'s Chicago Theater, Chicago.

Indianapolis — Patricia Zimmer,
secretary, Rivoli Theater, will mar-
ry Burdette Peterson, National The-
ater Supply salesman, next month.

NEWS of the DAY
Cleveland — Joe Deutsch, of the

Sun Theater, was held up on his

way home from the show the other
night and robbed of $200. He es-
caped with minor bruises.

Cleveland — Jack Essick, a June
graduate of the University of Penn-
sylvania, has joined the Scoville, Es-
sick and Reif theater circuit with
intent to learn the business.

Lorain, O.—Miss Nazera Zigiob is

having plans prepared for complete
remodeling of the Elmira Theater.

North Baltimore, O.—Ernest Wal-
ters of Toledo will build a 525-seat
picture house on Main St. here by
remodeling the present store room.

Cleveland—Cleveland Variety Post
No. 313 of the American Legion has
set as the date for its picnic Aug. 13
at Ritter's on the West Side. John
Himmelein, Paramount branch man-
ager, is chairman on arrangements.

New Haven—A. F. of L. Unit B40
of exchange employes will meet
regularly hereafter each month, be-

ginning with a first meeting on
Thursday, states Katherine B. Fitz-

gerald, president.

Naugatuck, Conn.—Lou Anger,
Bridgeport and East Hartford cir-

cuit operator, has acquired the 580-

seat Alcazar Theater, built 20 years
ago by George Rabbott, who retains
an interest. The theater is dark for
renovation and reseating.

Baltic, Conn.—Emanuel Panoras,
son of Steve Panoras, recent pur-
chaser of the Jodoin, will manage
the house personally for the next
year. The house is being renovated
and will be reopened late in August
on full-time, instead of part-time
basis.

Chicago—The Central theater at
Faribury, under A. B. McCollum
management, is getting new sound
and projection equipment.

Superior, Wis. - Roy McMinn,
manager of the Capitol Theater
here, has purchased two vacant lots

at 1322-24 Tower Ave. Reports are
that he plans to erect a new theater
on the site.

PLAN NAT'L CIRCUIT

FOR EDUCATIONAL PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

various products and industries, are
sufficiently educational in nature to

coincide with its aims, according to
the plan as outlined to The Film
Daily yesterday.

It is intended to lease theaters in

virtually all of the larger cities and
through regular picture houses, dis-

tribute tickets of admission to the
educational theaters. Idea is to co-
operate with, rather than compete
with, amusement spots.
The society plans to inaugurate

the plan with houses in each of the
boroughs which comprise Greater
New York.

Manitowoc. Wis.—Louis Nye, for-

merly of Racine, Wis., has been
named manager of Fox's Strand
Theater here.

Radiolympia Television

Programs 3 Times Daily

London (By Cable) — Television
transmissions of three hours a day
are announced by the BBC in con-
nection with this year's Radiolym-
pia from Aug. 25 to Sept. 4. Pro-
grams of the same duration will

also be presented on the two days
immediately preceding the Radio
Show. An additional transmission
from 11:30 to 12:30 in the morning
will be included.

During Radiolympia the morning
transmission will take the form of
films, while later programs from 4

to 5 p.m. and 9 to 10 p.m. will be
actuality broadcasts on accepted
lines. On Sept 6 normal daily ses-

sions from 3 to 4 p.m. and 9 to 10

p.m. will be resumed.

From July 26 to Aug. 14, as al-

ready indicated, the television pro-
grams will close down except for
daily test transmissions between 11

and 12 noon and 2 and 3 p.m. solely

for the benefit of the radio indus-
try, and after Radiolympia there
will be a third daily session for
trade purposes only. Interest films

and newsreels will form the basis
of these special broadcasts.

Shorts Payments Included

"S t r i k e" against Paramount
planned by Allied and other exhibi-

tor associations starting Aug. 1 is

also aimed at the weekly payment
plan on shorts, states P. J. Wood,
chairman of the meeting held at

Chicago last week.

SEC Hearing Sept. 2 on L A
Film Securities Trading

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A public hearing

will be held here on Thursday, Sept.

2, at 10 a.m., in room 1103 in the

offices of the Securities and Ex-

change Commission on the applica-

tions filed by the Los Angeles Stock

Exchange for unlisted trading in the

following film securities: Columbia

Pictures Corp., no par common
stock, presently listed on the

New York Curb Exchange, and vot-

ing trust certificates presently list-

ed on the New York Stock Ex-
change; Paramount Pictures, Inc.,

$1 par value common stock, listed

on the New York Stock Exchange;
and 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,

no par common stock, presently
listed on the New York Stock
Exchange.

Windsor Suit Settled

Under a settlement of a suit

brought against Keller-Dorian Col-

orfilms, Windsor Productions yester-

day received $2,500 in cash and a

five-year free license to use the
color process. The suit arose from
an agreement made by Keller-Dor-
ian with Windsor under which Leo
Lipp and Sam Grinson were loaned
by Windsor to Keller-Dorian to

work on a Grand National film

using the K-D process. The contract

to make the Grand National film

was cancelled.

"Mayerling" at Filmarte

The Filmarte Theater on West
58th Street announces that it will

open its season in the early Fall
with "Mayerling," Pax Films is re-
leasing the picture in the U. S.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of_ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stricken ill on a Gold-

|

wyn set for "The Hurricane." Ray-
mond Massey, English actor, is in
the Good Samaritan Hospital with ,

his ailment diagnosed as a blood
|

clot of the leg.

Indianapolis, Ind.— Martin Solo-
mon, Columbia manager, recuperat-
ing in the Methodist Hospital here.

Wabash, Ind.—William Dixon, op-
erator of the Colonial and Eagles
theaters here, under observation at
Mayo Brothers.

Gary, Ind.—U. V. Young, presi-

dent, Theatrical Managers, Inc.,

confined to the Mercy Hospital here.

Detroit — Lyndon Young, assis-

tant publicity director for United
Detroit Theater, was added to the
sick list Monday, following a tooth
extraction.

San Antonio — Mrs. Velma Mon-
tague, manager of the Azteca and
Valley theaters, Edinburg, Tex., is

convalescing in the Santa Rosa- Hos-
pital.

San Antonio — G. A. Luchesse,
manager of the National and Zara-
gosa theaters, West Side Mexican
houses, is going around with his

arm in a sling. It was broken for
the second time in a recent boating
accident on Medina Lake.

San Angelo—Vergil Post, Inter-

state employee of San Antonio, is

in a sanitorium here taking a rest

cure.

Omaha — Mrs. Harry Shumow,
wife of M-G-M's branch manager,
is ill at the Omaha Methodist hos-

pital.
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'It's All Yours"
vith Madeleine Carroll, Francis Lederer,

Mischa Auer, Grace Bradley

80

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SWELL PIECE OF ENTERTAINMENT
OR ANY AUDIENCE, SHOULD PLAY TO
MICE BOX OFFICE RETURNS.

It's a grand comedy when the heiress,

Madeleine Carroll, takes up with the ad-

mitted fortune hunting Baron, Mischa

\uer, as a means of getting the man she

oves, Francis Lederer, to marry her. Any
ludience should find it a swell piece of

entertainment, one which should play to

iome nice box-office returns. Even though

le admits marriage is a business with him,

Wr makes the Baron such a lovable, gay

ort of person that one can't help liking

lim. He runs away with the picture, and

although he carries most of the footage,

lis antics, foreign accent and mannerisms

riake him forever welcome. Madeleine

Carroll is not only beautiful, but she han-

dles her comedy in fine style. As worn

sy her, some beautiful gowns are brought

jut to good advantage. Playing an Amer-

can brought up in Europe, Francis Led-

erer does very well as a carefree person

who doesn't relaize he is in love until

it's just about too late. Elliott Nugent

directed the piece with a swell farce sense,

which keeps things moving at a lively

pace and which provides for something

enjoyable at all times. A bit of judicious

cutting at the beginning will get things

started more quickly then they do in the

previewed version. Mary McCall's screen-

play from Adelaide Heilbron's original pro-

vides the well-developed, laugh-provoking

situations. A neat song number by Ben

Oakland and Milton Drake is sung by Con-

nie Boswell. William Perlberg's picture

shows high class production throughout and

should be a top ranker among the Colum T

bia releases. Miss Carroll, secretary to

Francis Lederer's uncle, is made heiress to

the latter's huge fortune. Francis is the

off-and-on-heir according to his uncle's

whims, and the uncle dies during one of

the wrong ones for Francis. Madeleine

loves the boy, but she wants to make a

man of him first and hopes that in the

meantime he falls for her. She goes to

New York, where she throws money

around in such a manner as to bring Fran-

cis there to protect the fortune until he

can break the will. He becomes her sec-

retary. She proceeds to make him jealous

by carrying on with the notorious fortune

hunter, Mischa Auer. After proposing

marriage to protect her from Mischa Auer

she turns over the fortune to him and

with it Francis cancels her offer. She is

at the marriage bureau ready to mary

Mischa, when Francis realizes he loves

her and gets there in time to win her.

Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Francis Led-

erer, Mischa Auer, Grace Bradley, Vic-

tor Killian, George McKay, Charles Wald-

ron, Richard Carle, Arthur Hoyt, Connie

Boswell

Associate Producer, William Perlberg;

Director, Elliott Nugent; Author, Adelaide

"You Can't Have
Everything"

with Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers, Don

Ameche, Charles Winninger

20th Century-Fox 100 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

POSSESSES EVERY INGREDIENT THAT
MAKES FOR AMUSING MUSICAL COM-
EDY.

"You Can't Have Everything" has every

ingredient that makes for an amusing mus-
ical comedy. It has the merry, mad an-

tics of the Ritz Brothers, tuneful songs

appealingly sung by Alice Faye, Don
Ameche and Tony Martin, Rubinoff and his

violin, and Louis Prima and his trumpet.

Tip, Tap and Toe are three dusky dancers,

whose tap number is a smash hit. Charles

Winninger, Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose

Lee), Arthur Treacher, Phyllis Brooks and

Wally Vernon are among the principals.

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel have deliv-

ered five songs, with "Afraid To Dream"
and "Please Pardon Us, We're In Love"

likely to be the most popular. Norman
Taurog has done a swell job of directing,

giving the picture a fast pace and getting

a full measure of laughs from each se-

quence. Laurence Schwab rates much
praise as associate producer. Harry Tu-
gend, Jack Yellen and Karl Tunberg con-

cocted an amusing screenplay, based on

Gregory Ratoff's original story. Alice Faye,

a small town song-plugger, writes a seri-

ous play for Broadway that has no merit,

but which Ameche buys to aid her. When
temperamental Phyllis Brooks walks out of

his musical comedy, Ameche, who has fal-

len in love with Alice, has her replace

Phyllis. She scores a big hit the opening

night, but she believes Ameche is really

in love with Louise Hovick. This angers

her and she disappears. She returns when
she learns that her play is to be produced,

although as a musical comedy. All com-
plications are ironed out, and the picture

closes with Alice in Ameche's arms.

Cast: Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers, Don
Ameche, Charles Winninger, Louise Ho-

vick, Rubinoff, Arthur Treacher, Tony Mar-
tin, Phyllis Brooks,- Wally Vernon, Tip Tap
and Toe, Louis Prima, George Humbert,

Jed Prouty, Dorothy Christy.

Executive Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;
Associate Producer, Laurence Schwab; Di-

rector, Norman Taurog; Author, Gregory

Ratoff; Screenplay, Harry Tugend, Jack

Yellen, Karl Tunberg; Cameraman, Lucien

Andriot; Music and Lyrics, Mack Gordon,

Harry Revel ; Dances staged by Harry Lo-

see; Art Director, Duncan Cramer; Editor,

Hansen Fritch; Musical Director, David

Buttolph.

Direction, Fast Photography, Good.

Heilbron; Screenplay, Mary C. McCall, Jr.;

Cameraman, Henry Freulich; Recording En-

gineer, George Cooper; Editor, Gene Hav-

lick; Art Director, Stephen Goosson; Mus-
ical Director, Morris Stoloff; Songs by Ben

Oakland and Milton Drake.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Portraits Of Portugal"

(Magic Carpet Series)

20th Century-Fox 10 mins
Excellent Travelogue

Lisbon, Portugal's capital, and
Oporto, center of the famous wine
industry, have been skillfully cap-
tured by Movietone's cameramen.
The result is an excellent tabloid
film, many of the sequences of
which are inspiringly photographed.
Many of the medieval castle strong-
holds are depicted, together with
views of the cities' thoroughfares
and architecturally classical monu-
ments. But the highlights are re-
served until the latter half when
the lens records the fishing fleets

along the picturesque waterfronts
and the grape harvest that eventu-
ally yields the famous oporto wine,
shipped annually to virtually every
country of the world. A solid, well-

edited subject that will click with
auditorium seat "travelers."

Bert Lahr in

"Montague The Magnificent"

Educational 19 mins.
Plentifully Gagged Comedy

A typical Lahr vehicle whose
story fits the comedian well, with
ample opportunity for him to make
love to a beautiful woman,—a situa-
tion which he can make uncommon-
ly comical. Bert works as a sacri-

ficial lamb whenever an aggrieved
customer comes with a complaint to
the head of a big department store.

The latter calls him in on the car-
pet and "fires" him a score of times
daily. It satisfies the said customers.
But acting in that role is small po-
tatoes to him, so he eyes Hollywood
for a chance to become a real actor.

A couple of gyp artists, via a
phony talent hunt contest, declare
him the winner and supply him with
a letter to a defunct film studio
head. Lahr jubilantly goes to work
on a picture, but is literally thrown
out of the studio after trying his

histrionics on several sets. At the
end he is back in the department
store playing the stooge to the
proprietor. Fans will like this com-
edy which is equipped with plenty
of good gags.

"The Paper Hangers"

(Terry-Toon Cartoon)

Educational 6'/2 mins.

Cleverly Made Reel

Picture-goers who are partial to
cartoon entertainment will discover
a good deal to tickle their senses of
humor in this cleverly-made tab
film, which deals with the adven-
tures of its hero, the Pig, when
called upon to take his crew to a
nearby farm house, paint me ex-
terior and paper the interior. The
"crew" of workmen consist of an
elongated daschund plus a raucous-
voiced hen. At their destination the
Pig and his fellow workers meet up
with a couple of kittens owned by
the mistress of the farm house.
These diminutive felines turn the
place into a nightmare of confusion.
At the fade-out, Pig the painter, the
daschund and the hen are victims of
the outraged woman's rain of roll-

ing pins by dint of the havoc
wrought.

"Pot Luck"
Educational 10 mins.

Importing 2 Austrian Pix

European Films, controlled by

William and Max Goldberg, have

acquired two Austrian films for

U. S. distribution next season. The
pictures are "Tagebuch Dir Gelieb-

ten" directed by Henry Koster which
deals with the romance between Guy
De Maupassant and Marie Bash-
kirtseff, and "Burgtheater" pro-
duced and directed by Willy Forst.

Amusing song and comedy reel
With a cast that includes Douglas

Leavitt, Durelle Alexander, Stanley
and Elaine, Russ Brown, Gail Baer,
Nona Jean Walker and the Three
Rhythm Boys, there are ten amus-
ing minutes. The acting and spe-
cialty talent of this song and com-
edy short are built into a little story
that tells of a tax-evading father
who pleads poverty to the authori-
ties. His three daughters discover
that dad has moved the house furn-
ishings into the barn to make it ap-
pear that he is broke. They carry
all the paraphernalia back, summon
their friends, and when dad arrives
home with the tax officials whom he
has invited to dinner in order to
prove his poverty, a gala show is

staged. The result is that papa has
to shell out. Andy Anderson's Or-
chestra supplies the musical back-
grounds. Good fare for family aud-
iences.

Carrillo Saves Cameraman
Portland, Ore.—Cameraman Wil-

liam Dietz was saved from drown-
ing in Nooksack River, near Bel-
lingham, Wash., by Leo Carrillo,
star of "The Barrier", when their
rowboat overturned in the rapids.
Much valuable film was spoiled, but
it is hoped the studio can salvage
part of it.

Police Ban Kids From Films
Louisville—A threatened epidemic of

infantile paralysis has banned children
under 11 years of age from all the-
aters, churches, and public gatherings
in Campbell County. Towns affected
include Bellevue, Dayton, Ft. Thomas
and Newport. Some cases have also
been reported from Kenton County.
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$1,307,000 EARNINGS

FOR PARA. IN QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

corporation's direct and indirect net
interest as a stockholder in the com-
bined undistributed earnings for the
quarter of partially-owned non- con-
solidated subsidiaries, it was stated.

Combined estimated earnings and
share of undistributed earnings of
partially-owned companies for the
period aggregate $1,647,000, ac-
cording to the announcement.

There were outstanding as of July
3, 148,245 shares of cumulative con-
vertible $100 par value 6% first pre-
ferred stock and 571,751 shares of
cumulative convertible $10 par value
6% second preferred stock. After
deducting $308,130 of dividends ac-
crued for the quarter on these out-

standing preferred shares, the re-

maining $998,870 of consolidated
earnings represents 41 cents per
share on the 2,407,505 shares of

common stock outstanding on July
3. Computed on the aggregate $1,-

647,000 of estimated earnings and
share of undistributed earnings of

partially owned subsidiaries re-

ferred to above, the earnings per
common share, calculated on the

same basis, would be 55 cents.

The consolidated results for the

second quarter 1936 amounted to a
loss of $477,461 after applying
$800,000 of the inventory reserve

provided as of December 28, 1935,

and Paramount's net interest as a

stockholder in the combined undis-

tributed earnings for the quarter

of partially-owned companies to-

talled $305,000.
The above results include, from

June 4, 1937, the earnings of the

former Olympia Theaters, Inc., the

assets of which were acquired by a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Para-
mount on that date. This was the

last of Paramount's principal sub-

sidiaries involved in reorganization

proceedings.
Each share of first preferred stock

is convertible into seven shares of

common stock and each ten shares

of second preferred stock are con-

vertible into nine shares of common
stock.

The Foreign Field
•» News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Nazi Houses Lack Films
Berlin—Germany's supply of films

is running so low that Berlin's lead-
ing movies are reviving last sea-
son's hits.

Thus, one of the most fashionable
film theaters in the Berlin West End
revived Marlene Dietrich's "Desire,"
and Berlin's biggest movie house,
the Ufa Palace, is showing an old
Austrian comedy.
The chief reason for the shortage

is that a surprisingly large percent-
age of films sold to theaters could
never be delivered because they had
been banned by the censor. Thus,
it is said that one-fourth of the films
announced by the biggest German
firm, the Tobis could not be released
"for technical reasons."

20 Argentine Features
Buenos Aires—A local production

company, Argentine Sono Silm, has
announced that it will make 20 fea-
ture pictures during the 1938 season,
which is the most ambitious sched-
ule yet attempted by a local pro-
ducer. The company is now arrang-
ing for two new studios, which will

bring its total to seven. Negotia-
tions are under way whereby Argen-
tine Sono Film will control the pro-

duction of another local company,
Rio de la Plata.

Portsmouth Ban on Dancing
Portsmouth, Eng.—Opposition to

any proposals to permit dancing in
cinemas is still being maintained by
the Portsmouth licensing justices.

Attempts have been made on sev-
eral occasions to secure a dancing
licence for those cinemas where
stage facilities are available for a
variety turn, but these applications
have always been consistently re-

fused. This embargo is now being
extended to dancing in the cafes at-

tached to cinemas.

Bernstein Adding Two
London—Bernstein Theaters, Ltd.,

has secured sites for the erection
of Granada at Swansea (2,500
seats), and Slough (1,850 seats).
Both theaters will embrace a cafe,

a car park, a fully equipped stage
and Wurlitzer organs.

In the case of Clough, Bernstein
Theaters has taken over plans pre-
pared some time ago by Howard
Crane, the American architect.
The Granada, Slough, will open at

Christmas.

"SARATOGA" HELD IN

40 SPOTS FOR RECORD

(Continued from Page 1)

time countrywide record" for the
company.

Theaters where the picture has
been held for two weeks, with like-

lihood of further playing time in

many spots, are the Capitol, New
York; United Artists, Detroit, Stan-
ley, Philadelphia; Fifth Avenue, Se-
attle; Albee to Capitol, Cincinnati;
Penn to Warner, Pittsburgh; Poli

to Elm Street, Worcester; Capitol
to Palace, Washington; Poli to Lyric,
Bridgeport; State to Stillman, Cleve-
land; Des Moines to Orpheum, Des
Moines; Wisconsin, Milwaukee;
Loew's, Wilmington; Loew's, Rich-
mond; Century, Baltimore; Loew's,
Houston; Loew's State, St. Louis;
Midland, Kansas City; Loew's, In-
dianapolis; Loew's Ohio, Columbus;
Loew's, Dayton; Loew's, Akron;
Loew's Rochester; Loew's, Syracuse;
State, Boston; Orpheum, Boston;
Loew's Colonial, Reading; Regent,
Harrisburg; Loew's State, Provi-
dence; Vendome, Nashville, Tenn.;
and State, New Orleans.

In the following nine cities ex-
tended playing time has also been
recorded: Davenport, la.; Cedar
Rapids, la.; Rock Island, 111.; Otl
tumwa, la.; Sioux City, la.; Grand
Island, Nebr.; Champaigne, 111.;

Waterbury, Conn., and Evansville,
Indiana.

SEC Asks More Data
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Republic Pictures

Corp. of Delaware has been asked

to file supplemental data to its regis-

tration statement by the SEC.

Willard With Jam Handy
Indianapolis— O. A. Willard has

succeeded Ralph Abbett as Indiana

Jam Handy representative.

Giveaway Ban Restricted

To Theaters Is Opposed

Detroit — Official representatives

|

of Allied Theaters of Michigan, as

t

well as of other exhibitors, were
present at the City Council meeting
last night, when the proposed ordi-
nance barring giveaways in theaters
was up for first and second reading.

Expressing the attitude of Allied,
President Frank N. Wetsman told
The Film Daily:
"We are against a ban on bank

night, giveaways, etc., just in thea-
ters. If they bar such games every-
where, we would be for them. But
such an ordinance would allow some-
one to come in next door to a thea-
ter, open up a bingo game say, in a

store, and take business away from
the theater owner who would not be
allowed to have the game at all."

Cincy Summer B iz Good
Cincinnati—In spite of the combined

lure of summer opera the parks and

outdoors amusements, Ci ncinnati the-

aters are experiencing a very success-

ful summer season. Good pix and ;

conditioning are factors in the b.o.

pull.

2 GN Pix In 4 Bway Houses
Grand National will have two

films, "The Gold Racket" and "For-
ever Yours," at four Broadway
houses simultaneously. Starting a

new policy at the Central Theater
with "The Gold Racket," this same
picture will be shown at the same
time, for a week's run, at the Re-
public Theater beginning Saturday.
At the New Amsterdam starting to-

morrow and following at the George
M. Cohan Theater the next day, the

Beniamino Gigli starring picture,

"Forever Yours," which played

five weeks at the 55th Street Play-
house, will start an engagement.

WHO'S WHO
IN

HOLLYWOOD
More than one hundred bio-

graphical sketches and pictures

of the men and women behind

the guns of production in Holly-

wood, that appeared in the

"Who's Who in Hollywood"

series which has been running

regularly in THE FILM DAILY,

will be one of the important

features of the forthcoming . . .

FILM DAILY

Product Guide
AND DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

OUT SOON
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Schaefer Sees Leading Exhibitors Favor

$3,755,483 26 WEEKS' fROFIT FOR ZOTHMNT-FOX

Expects Millions' Investment Before Tele Develops
S M P E Reports Industry

Safe from Television

Unpreparedness
"It is still improbable that televi-

sion will burst on an unprepared
motion picture industry; many mil-

lions of dollars must be invested be-

fore nation-wide urban exploitation

of television becomes possible in

the United States," says the S M
P E scientific committee of the Re-
search Council in the society's bulle-

tin, out yesterday.
Although start of development

of television has been accomplished,
states the publication, "television

{Continued on Page 19)

ASSOCIATeITIRITISH

NET UP $1,696,730

London (By Cable)—Setting a
new record, Associated British yes-
terday reported profits of more than
$6,250,000 for the past year. This
represents an increase of approxi-
mately $1,696,730 over the preced-
ing year. Final dividend will be 11

per cent., making a total of 18 per
(Continued on Page 3)

Expect AAAA Will Adopt
Jurisdiction Agreement

Plans for the new activity of the
Associated Artists and Actors of

America, parent organization of Ac-
tors' Equity, the Screen Actors'
Guild, the American Federation of

(Continued on Page 3)

$

125 Request Film Exhibit

Headed by Harvard University and
the Newark Art Museum, a list of 125
colleges, museums and galleries through-

out the country have requested per-

ission to put on view the film edu-
tional exhibit of Walter Wanger's
You Only Live Once," now being

shown in the Columbia Broadcasting

Building, 485 Madison Avenue. Ex-

hibit was first launched in March un-
der the auspices of the Museum of

Modern Art Film Library and has been
attracting crowds ever since.

Quality Clause Out in British Quota Text, Due Today
London (By Cable)—The Government's White Paper on the proposed quota law,

which is expected to be published today will, it is understood, reduce the quota for

the first year to 15 per cent on renters and 121/2 per cent on exhibitors. Voluntary
reciprocity is a feature of the bill. Plans for inserting a so-called "quality clause"
are reported as definitely dead.

WB BOOSTS ENGLISH

SCHEDULE TO 20 PIX

Warner Bros, has increased its

production schedule at its Tedding-
ton, England, studio to 20 features
for next season.
Joe Hummel, foreign department

executive, sails for London and Paris
next week. D. E. Griffith, head of
First National in the British Isles,

leaves England Aug. 4 for New York
to confer with home office executives.

Detroit License Fees

Scheduled for Revision

Detroit—Theater license fees in
Detroit are to be revised, the Coun-
cil has decided. Nathaniel H. Gol-
stick, assistant corporation counsel,
was instructed to consult with rep-
resentatives of the theater owners'
associations and draft a new ordi-
nance acceptable to them.

Difficulty has come on complaints
(Continued on Page 19)

20TH-F0X SETS DEALS

WITH SEVEN CIRCUITS

With its product setup with na-
tional circuits completed for the
1937-38 season, 20th Century-Fox
has also closed a number of deals
with important independent groups
throughout the country. Under
supervision of John D. Clark, gen-
eral sales manager, negotiations
have been concluded recently with
the following circuits: Balaban &
Katz, A. H. Blank, Minnesota
Amusement Co., Wilby-Kincey, In-
terstate, Comerford and Schine.

SAG Holds Pact Includes

Educational and Mentone

Screen Actors' Guild is interpret-
ing the closed shop agreement
signed with Coast producers and
covering also any Eastern activities
of the signatories as applying to
companies releasing through major

(Continued on Page 3)

Leading Theater Men Plan Admission

Price Experiments, Asserts Schaefer

Trillo, RKO Spanish Head,

Killed in Airplane Crash

Robert Trillo, Managing Director
of RKO Radio's Spanish branch,
met his death yesterday in the crash
of a Dutch transport plane which
killed 14 persons at Hal, Belgium,
according to trans-ocean telephone
advices to Phil Reisman, the com-

(Continued on Page 3)

Cashing in on plans of distributors
for releasing top-notch pictures next
month, "a number of the leading
exhibitors are favorably inclined to-
wards an increase in admission
prices and are planning experiments
in stragetic situations," declared
George J. Schaefer, United Artists
vice-president and general manager,
yesterday.

Describing "the avalanche of big
(Continued on Page 20)

Company's Net for Same
Period in 1936 Was

$2,769,190
Net operating profit of $3,755,483

for the 26 weeks' period ended June
26, last, after all charges including
Federal income tax but not provid-
ing for tax on undistributed profits,

was reported yesterday by 20th
Century-Fox. Figure for the same
period in 1936 was $2,769,190.

For the quarter ended June 26 last,

the net profit after all charges, ex-
cept provision for surtax on undis-
tributed profits, was $1,687,885 com-
pared with a first quarter profit of

$2,067,598 and a profit of $1,529,430
for the second quarter of 1936.

On the basis of 967,433 shares of
{Continued on Page 3)

PARA. STARTS WORK

ON RKO CIRCUIT DEAL

Paramount has started negotia-
tions with the RKO circuit on a
1937-38 product deal and is simul-
taneously conferring, day by day,
on its deal with the Loew circuit.

Setup covering out-of-New York
Loew houses has been virtually com-
pleted.

Neil F. Agnew, Paramount dis-
(Continued on Page 3)

"Souls at Sea" Changes
Set Back N. Y. Opening

Reason for action of Paramount
in setting back Broadway premiere
of "Souls at Sea" at the Globe from
Aug. 3 to Aug. 9 is because further
changes are being made in the pro-

(Continued on Page 19)

Confers on Dallas Suit

Y. Frank Freeman, head of Para-
mount's theater interests, returned to
New York yesterday after conferring
with Department of Justice officials at
Washington on the Interstate anti-trust
case. Suit is scheduled for trial in

the Federal Court, Dallas, Sept. 20.
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Paramount
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RKO
20th Century-Fox
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U A To Release 14, Six

in Color, in Next 5 Months

Fourteen U A releases, six in
Technicolor, have been set for show-
ings throughout the country within
the next five months of the new
season. August releases include
"Stella Dallas" and "Dead End,"
both Goldwyn productions.
During September, Selznick's

"The Prisoner of Zenda," "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938" and Wan-
ger's "52nd Street" will be released.
The four features to be presented

in October are Wanger's "I Met My
Love Again," Korda's Technicolor
production, "The Divorce of Lady
X," Wanger's "Stand-In" and Selz-

nick's "The Adventures of Tom Saw-
yer" in color.

Goldwyn's South Sea spectacle,

"The Hurricane," will be roadshown
in New York in November, prior to

countrywide release. Other Novem-
ber releases include Korda's "Mutiny
in the Mountains" in Technicolor,
Goldwyn's "The Adventures of Mar-
co Polo" and Selznick's Technicolor
comedy, "Nothing Sacred."

Goldwyn's Technicolor musical,
"The Goldwyn Follies" has been set

for December release.

CFI Appoints Barker

As Yates Representative

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Reginald Barker has

been employed by Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc., as special repre-
sentative of Hex'bert J. Yates, with
headquarters here.

Educators to See "Zola"
A private showing of "The Life

of Emile Zola," starring Paul Muni,
will be held at Warners headquart-
ers today for Prof. Etta Schneider
and 70 school administrators and
teachers from all sections of the
country, who are taking Prof.

Schneider's course at Teachers Col-

lege in the Motion Picture in Edu-
cation.

Handling "Man Hunters"
Syndicate Exchange has taken

over the distribution rights for

Greater New York and Northern
N. J. on the feature "Man Hunters
"f the Caribbean" with Andre
Roosevelt and Capt. E. Erskine
Loch. The picture is controlled by
Inter-Continent Film Corp.

Johnson Pact Renewed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Nunnally Johnson,

former newspaperman and magazine
writer, now an associate producer
on the staff of Darryl F. Zanuck
at 20th Century-Fox studios, has re-

newed his contract.

20th-Fox Board Meet off

Regular meeting of 20th Century-
Fox board of directors scheduled for

yesterday was postponed owing to

lack of a quorum. New date has not

as yet been fixed.

Columbia Files Application

For New Common Stock

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Harry Cohn, and

other voting trustees of Columbia
Pictures Corp. yesterday filed ap-
plication with the Securities and Ex-
change Commission to register vot-
ing trust certificates for 7,667 shares
of no par value common stock and
7,667 shares of no par value com-
mon stock on the New York Stock
Exchange. Both issues are to be
registered on notice of issuance.
Columbia also filed application for
10,342 shares of no par value com-
mon stock to be registered on notice

of issuance.

20th-Fox's Roxy Stock

Offer to Cost $50,000

20th Century-Fox's "gratuitous"
offer to pay $1 a share to Roxy The-
ater stockholders who have held the
shares since before the receivership
will require an expenditure of

slightly over $50,000, it was esti-

mated yesterday by W. C. Michel,
20th-Fox vice-president. Under the
plan 20th-Fox will not buy more
than 75 shares from any one stock-
holder.

Wilmer & Vincent Acquires

Three, Seeking Four More

Wilmer & Vincent circuit has
closed deals for three theaters in

Pennsylvania and Virginia and ex-

pects to complete negotiations for
four additional houses shortly, Wal-
ter Vincent said yesterday. Vin-
cent said he would disclose the
houses he has taken over in a few
days.

Columbia to Plug "Horizon"
Columbia yesterday announced it

would give "Lost Horizon," set for
national release Sept. 1, one of the
biggest ad. campaigns in its history,

using magazines and newspapers.
Columbia, it was indicated, shortly
will announce an extensive plan for

national advertising of all outstand-
ing 1937-38 pix.

New Producing Company
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — A new producing
company,- Eastman Pictures Corp.,
is now located at the Hollywood
Studios. William H. Eastman is

president and Miss Jean Elzas, ex-

ecutive secretary.

Fischer's Brother Dead
Chicago—Trade is extending sym-

pathy to Abe Fischer, GB branch
manager, on the death of his broth-
er, Sam Fischer.

Pathe News' NBC Film

Pathe News is making a four-reel
picture for the National Broadcast-
ing Company, showing the com-
pany's activities.

ir

Coming and Goint^.

D. W. Griffith

for New York.

sails from London Aug.

ANNA WEISS sails from New York today
on the lie de France for a vacation abroad.

JOE HUMMEL sails from New York next
week en route to Paris and London.

ROBERT WILBY has returned to Atlanta,
following a European trip.

GEORGE W. WEEKS returns to New York
tomorrow from Memphis and New Orleans.

NEIL F. AGNEW leaves New York Sunday
for Chicago.

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee as rep-
resentative of the Irving Trust Co., is ex-
pected back from the Coast in a few days.

GRAD SEARS flew to Hollywood last night.

PHIL REISMAN, vict president of RKO Ex-
port Corp., BORIS MORROS, associate pro-
ducer and general music director of Paramount
and MRS. MORROS; MORRIS HELPRIN, pub-
licity director for London Films; OSCAR HO-
MOLKA, screen actor; JEANNE AUBERT,
French music hall star; and the MISSES SIGRED
and BOBE NORD, Norwegian actresses, sail for

Europe today on the lie de France.

MRS. MARIE PONS, mother of Lily Pons,
also sails on the lie de France today.

LEE SHUBERT arrives today from Europe on
the Conte di Savoia.

WARREN P. MUNSELL, business manager of

the Theater Guild, returned to New York yes-
terday from the Coast.

DELOS CHAPPELL arrives tomorrow from
Denver where he spent a vacation prior to

starting work on his first stage production of

the new season.

HARRY ARTHUR returns Monday from an
auto trip up New England way.

KEN THOMPSON, executive secretary of

the Screen Actors' Guild, returns to the Coast
next week.

JACK GOLDHAR, midwestern division manager
for United Artists, left yesterday for Detroit by

plane after home office conferences.

The Nation's
NEWEST, FASTEST

FINEST
De luxe Skysleepers by night, Sky-

clubs by day . . . the largest, most
powerful planes . . . spacious luxu-

rious interiors costing $10,000 extra

. . . $500 custom-built divan chairs

. . . wide, full-length berths . . . sep-

arate club lounge and sleeping com-
partments . . . air conditioned . . .

Fly TWA for speed, luxury, econ-

omy at new low Summer fares.
d

For information and reservations: 70 E

42nd St.; 1503 Broadway; Penn. Sta. Lob.

Tel. Murray Hill 6-1640; or any Hotel,

Travel Bureau, or Telegraph Office.

SHORTEST- FASTEST
CO A ST TO C O A 5 T
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PARA. STARTS WORK

ii RKO CIRCUIT DEAL

(Continued *rom Page 1)

tribution head, leaves New York
Sunday for Chicago to work out

deals with Balaban & Katz and
Great States.

Paramount's franchises with the

Skouras and Warner circuits, made
on a two-year basis, cover next

season's lineup.

Trillo, RKO Spanish Head,

Killed in Airplane Crash

(Continued from Page 1)

pany's Foreign Manager. Trillo's

death was reported from Paris,

where he was bound from Amster-
dam.
A native of Mexico, Trillo opened

RKO Radio's Latin-American branch
covering Central America, with
headquarters at Panama, where his

outstanding record prompted Reis-

man to choose him to open the

Spanish branch in September, 1935.

Lately he has been Acting Manager
for the company's newly established

Dutch branch, with headquarters in

Amsterdam, at the same time di-

recting Spanish operations from the

capital of the Netherlands.
Trillo's connection with RKO

Radio dates back to the absorption
of FBO by the former organization.

He became associated with FBO in

1928, as Foreign Publicity Manager
in New York.

SAG Hold Pact Includes

Educational and Mentone

(Continued from Page 1)

organizations, it was said yesterday
by Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern

l executive secretary of the Guild.

i Under this interpretation, Educa-
tional Pictures and Mentone Pro-
ductions would be required to adopt
a closed shop on Aug. 1.

There has been a "very gratifying
! response" from actors to the SAG
play, Mrs. Marston said.

Indianapolis House Dark
Indianapolis — Empress Theater

has closed for the Summer.

• • • POKING AN INQUISITIVE NOSE into various
nooks and crannies of our local Film Row discloses the
pungent perfume of arnica and the unmistakable scent
of extravagantly applied liniment And there's a reason

Those ITOA guys and the ginks comprising the
M. P. Salesmen organizaish are singly and collectively

recovering from what is commonly known as an Outing

T
© • • THE BLOW OUT took place at Indian Point this

week Tuesday to be exact and it certainly was
an enjoyable and profitable event particularly for the
chiropractors about town. who have been working over-
time to get the participants' bones and muscles back in place

Some of the ITOA guys have closed deals for crutches
on straight rental while the M. P. Salesmen are re-

ported dickering with docs for plaster casts and splints on a
percentage basis

T T T
• • • MOST OF THE LIGAMENT ripping and disloca-
tions occurred in the baseball game in which the M. P.
Salesmen managed by Moe Sanders extinguish-
ed the ITOA athletes managed by Harry Brandt
by the count of 8 to 6 According to Ross Federal check-
ers both teams used more pitchers than you can find

in the bric-a-brac dept. in Gimbel's basement and made
more substitutions than a gyp food factory

T T T
9 9 9 THE BOX SCORE SHOWS that the fracas went
seven innings called on account of mutual exhaustion

and that the timely bingles of The Greenblatt family
plus Harry Buxbaum's home run put the deci-

sion on ice Track and field events found Moe Sanders
puffing in to grab the laurels in the fat men's race
Prize was a carving set the latest Jack Spratt model

Chris Heidt captured the 100-yard dash Out of
all the other programmed events the poor Exhibitors
didn't win a single prize but holed out handsomely in

the African Golf competition and consumed most of
the steak dinner on the return voyage to N. Y. so
whathehell!

T T
9 9 9 NEWS NOTES FROM NEAR AND FAR include

word from Chi of John Balaban of B & K, and J. J.

Rubens of the Great States circuit, hosting a coupla hundred
(heater execs and fillum leaders at Balaban Acres and Burr
Oak Farms near Sandwich, Illinois That Marion Sav-
age contact woman for Pathe News for a trio of years

is now associated with George A. Hamid Enterprises,
1560 B'way and will handle publicity for the largest
rodeo show yet given in the Eastern out-of-doors -Ajig-

ust 16, Suffolk Downs, Boston, Mass . And speaking of
Beantown the Motion Picture Salesmen's Club there an-
nounces through Jim Kennedy GN salesman and head
of the entertainment committee that an outing for the
entire Boston film district will take place August 9 at
Pemberton Inn Looks like another clean-up for the
arnica and liniment trust!

T
9 9 9 A COUPLA testimonials should be bestowed
one to a guy we know out in Springfield, Ohio and the
other to a lad on N. Y.'s film row The Ohio nominee is

Phil Chakeres, theater circuit head out there Phil
brought more than 100 blind people out to his spacious country
home for an elaborate chicken dinner cooked on open-
air hearths ........ The N. Y. nominee is Al Margolies ....
GB's publicity chieftain who made a coup for his com-
pany by planting a series of five consecutive feature
articles in the World-Telegram beginning last Monday
Articles are on GB's ace director, Alfred Hitchcock
and they broke just in time to tie-in with Hitchcock's latest

"The Girl Was Young"

« « « » » »

20TH CENT.-FOX NET

RISES TO $3,755,483

(Continued from Page 1)

$1.50 dividend cumulative converti-
ble preferred stock outstanding, a
consolidated net operating profit for
the first half of 1937 amounts to

$3.88 per share on the preferred
stock.

After allowing for the preferred
dividend of 75c per share for the
half year, 37%c paid quarterly in
March and June, there remained a
profit equivalent to 71.76 a share on
the 1,715,984 shares of common stock
outstanding.

20th Century-Fox has a. 42% in-

terest in National Theaters Corp.
As no dividends were declared dur-
ing the period or in the comparable
period of the previous year, no in-

come from that source was included
in the 26 weeks' figures.

Expect AAAA Will Adopt
Jurisdiction Agreement

(Continued from Page 1)

Actors and the new Radio Guild in-

clude a proposal that no member of
any of the affiliated groups work in

a jurisdiction unfavorable to any
one of the groups.

Actors' Equity and the Screen Ac-
tors' Guild now have such an agree-
ment, and it is considered likely that
the expanded four A's will adopt
such a policy.

It is probable also that an ar-

rangement will be made for inter-

changeability of cards between the
unions.

Associated British Net
For Year Up $1,696,730

(Continued from Page 1)

cent, on the year, compared with
12% per cent", the previous year.

Circuit is now called the largest in

Great Britain, with a total of 325
houses.

$50,000 Nabe Theater
Worcester, Mass.— Mayor Sulli-

van has aproved a permit for a
$50,000 neighborhood theater at 8-12

Mill St. on application of Edward
Maskell of Boston, for the Webster
Square Amusement Co.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Color is the thing — even in such
minute accessories as handkerchiefs! In

designing handkerchiefs for "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938," not one
white (daytime) handkerchief was in-

cluded. All of them were highly col-

ored and rich in design to accentuate
fall fashions.—WALTER WANGER.
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^FTER months of secrecy, M-G-M revealed at

a coast preview its amazing comedy
"TOPPER"! The reception was sensational. Noth-

ing like it ever before! . . . Why the secrecy?

Because M-G-M (often first with new ideas) now
brings to the screen things you have never wit-

nessed before in unbelievable tricks of the camera ^ ^^ />
that are screamingly funny. These tricks are used
to tell the story (from the best-selling novel by ' , /
Thome Smith) of a gay romantic young couple

(Constance Bennett and Cary Grant)who decide

to change the dull life of a banker henpecked by
his wife(J?o/andYbungano!Bii/feBurice)and show m/
him it's fun to be alive, fun to flirt and dance and / ,/'

go 'gay! /*

This picture is a sure-fire cure for the blues! It's /"w 4^
a worry-destroyer! You'll go out of the theatre ' / th*n
feeling like painting the town(f/youVe got enough / fie, bUf
strength left afteryourlaughingspree).And while

you're chuckling, you'll wonder how it was pos-

sible for the camera to do those tricks! We don't

know (the producers won 't tell!). But we do know \ J *«
that this is one of the finest all 'round entertain- «sg \

ments we have ever put on our screen—and we're , \j

positive you'll thank us for telling you! ^ \
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"Mr. Dodds Takes

the Air"
with Kenny Baker, Frank McHugh,

Alice Brady, Gertrude Michael
Warners 85 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING MUSICAL COMEDY DEFTLY
BLENDS COMEDY, MUSIC AND RO-
MANCE.
Mervyn LeRoy's new production is a

pleasing musical comedy that serves as

Kenny Baker's screen introduction. Baker
is excellent material and should have
especial appeal to femme fans. Director

Alfred E. Green has done a fine job of

blending the comedy, music and romance.
Harry Warren and Al Dubin contributed

five tuneful songs, with "Remember Me,"
"Here Comes The Sandman" and "Am I

In Love" expected to be the most popular.

William Wister Haines and Elaine Ryan
concocted a clever screenplay. Jane Wyman
is the love interest opposite Baker. She
has a winning smile and does convincing

work. Alice Brady is a delight in her

role and steals every scene in which she

appears. Gertrude Michael is the vamp,
who tries to win Baker away from Jane.

Frank McHugh is Baker's unctious manager.

Henry O'Neill, John Eldredge, Harry Daven-
port and Ferris Taylor are among the prin-

cipals. Taylor, a radio sponsor, hears bari-

tone Baker singing at a strawberry festi-

val and induces him to come to New York
to sing over the air. A minor throat

operation affects Bakers' voice and when
he makes his radio debut Taylor hears a

tenor instead of a baritone. He denounces

Baker, but telegrams and letters pour in,

acclaiming the new singer. O'Neill, a

radio station owner, signs Baker at a huge
figure. Baker also owns a gadget, which

cures ailing radios, and Gertrude Michael

and Eldredge try to steal it from him. How-
ever, Jane Wyman protects his interests,

although Gertrude tries to belittle her

before Baker. Alice Brady makes a play

for Baker, but he finally realizes he is in

love with Jane.

Cast: Kenny Baker, Frank McHugh, Alice

Brady, Gertrude Michael, Jane Wyman,
John Eldredge, Henry O'Neill, Harry Daven-

port, Ferris Taylor, Linda Perry.

Producer, Mervyn LeRoy; Director, Al-

fred E .Green; Author, Clarence Buding-

ton Kelland, "The Great Crooner"; Screen-

play, William Wister Haines, Elaine Ryan;

Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Music and

Lyrics, Harry Warren, Al Dubin; Art Di-

rector, Robert Haas; Editor, Thomas Rich-

ards; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein;

Arrangements, Adolph Deutsch; Sound,

C. A. Riggs and Charles D. Forrest.

Direction, Fine Photography, Very Good.

Jlariews o$ iUe View Tttn*$ * S*<2

$70,000 Adams Theater

Adams, Mass. — Razing of the
present Atlas theater to make room
for a new, modern theater building
for the Atlas Amusement Co. of
Boston has been started.

The new theater will have a seat-

ing capacity of 1,200 and will be
modern in every respect. Its esti-

mated cost is placed at $70,000.
Present plans call for completion by
January.

The Sheik Steps Out
with Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane,

Gene Lockhart

Republic 66 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ENJOYABLE ROMANTIC COMEDY

BRINGING BACK NOVARRO SHOULD BE
WELL RECEIVED.

Ramon Novarro returns to the screen in

an enjoyable romantic comedy laid in the
sands of the Arabian desert. One of Re-
public's better releases, has production
values which show up very well, and should
be well received as good program fare. The
Novarro fans will be happy to see Ramon
in the pink of physical condition. He is

colorful as the Sheik, his mannerisms are
very likeable, he sings a song nicely, and
all around his performance is most pleas-
ing. Playing the spoiled, strong-minded
American heiress who usually gets what-
ever her heart desires, Lola Lane is splen-
did. Gene Lockhart is very enjoyable as
her father, a middle western business man
who is floundering around Europe and
Arabia ever harassed by the beck and call

of his daughter and his wife. Adele Buff-
ngton's original story and screenplay pro-
vide a well conceived plot with clever
situations and snappy lines to which Irving

Pichel's direction gives a measure of sus-
pense, a fast moving tempo, and a nice

balancing of comedy, romance and drama.
The musical numbers and accompaniment
as presented by Alberto Colombo, the musi-
cal director, are very appropriate to the
setting. Jack Marta did a fine job of

photography. The picture was produced by
Herman Schlom. When Sheik Nesib (Ra-
mon Novarro) overhears Lola Lane's ar-

rogant over-confidence in obtaining one
of his horses, he desires to teach her a

lesson. Seeing her, he is especially in-

terested in the task he has laid out for

himself. He kidnaps and marries her, but
she escapes and is about to marry Robert
Coote, as per an old agreement when Ra-

mon arrives to take his wife. When she

learns that he is an Italian count who has

spent most of his life in Arabia, she is

very happy, as she has fallen in love with

him.

Cast: Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane, Gene
Lockhart, Kathleen Burke, Stanley Fields,

Billy Bevan, Charlotte Treadway, Robert

Coote, Leonid Kinskey, Georges Renavent,

Jamiel Hasson, C. Montague Shaw, George
Sorel.

Associate Producer, Herman Schlom; Di-

rector, Irving Pichel; Auther, Adele Buff-

ington; Screenplay, Adele Buffington and

Gordon Kahn; Cameraman, Jack Marta;

Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editor,

Ernest Nims; Musical Director, Alberto

Colombo; Songs by Feliz Bernard, Winston
Tharp, Alberto Colombo, Elsie Janis; Re-

cording Engineer, Terry Kellum.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Good. .

Rence Service Moves
Detroit — Rence Movie Service,

operated by Clarence W. Marr, has
moved from 580 South Newport
Ave. to 12710 Longview Ave. The
company distributes film for com-
mercial and educational uses and is

also affiliated with De Vry organi-

zation.

Island Captives'
with Eddie Nugent, Joan Barclay

Ira H. Simmons
(Principal) 53 Mins.

TECHNICALLY WEAK MELLER WITH
LIMITED APPEAL. BEST SUITED TO
SECONDARIES.

Logical market for this one is the sec-

ondaries, and then chiefly for fans of not-

too-particular tastes, for considered gen-

erally the picture presents a trite story,

brittle dialogue and some pretty stilted

acting. Frequently during the rather bor-

ing sequences, the members of the cast

are called upon to deliver lines that have
a ring to them which is decidedly reminis-

cent of the days when stage mellers were
played in gas-lit theaters. It is the puerility

of the dialogue, plus inept direction, that

throttles most of the players' abilities.

Joan Barclay's charm labors gallantly against

the technical obstacles, and this is true

also of Eddie Nugent's normally good screen

personality. Even Charles King, veteran

villain that he is, appears beleagured and
beset. The locale is the South Seas, where
the comely Miss Barclay's father, a plan-

tation owner who refuses to join a high

pressure canning combine, is murdered by

the henchmen of Henry Brandon's dad.

On a ship bound for Tahiti, Joan Barclay

falls in with Henry Brandon but falls in

love with Eddie Nugent, the ships radio

operator. The trio, following the wreck of

the ship on a South Pacific reef, find

themselves marooned on a small tropical

isle over which Charles King rules. After

moderately exciting events, the lovers tri-

umph, while the law pounces down on the

clot of evil-doers who have plotted against

the defenseless heroine. Photography is

passable, and the editing weak.

Cast: Eddie Nugent, Joan Barclay, Henry
Brandon, Charles King, Forrest Taylor, Car-

men LaRoux, Frederick Palmer, John Beck,

John Sheean.

Director, Glenn Kershner; Screenplay, Al

Martin; Cameraman, Dan Milner.

Direction, Weak. Photography, Passable

SHORTS
"Schubert's Serenade"
(Musical Romance)

Paramount 9 Mins.
Delightful, Inspiring Reel

Produced on a high plane, entire-
ly in Technicolor, this short is sure
fire stuff for discriminating patrons
who will find the photography ex-
ceptional, Franz Schubert's famous
and popular "Serenade" well-rend-
ered by a mixed duet, and the ac-
companying orchestration splendid-
ly wrought. Essentially this is a
scenic, and a good one, with land
and seascapes going hand in hand
with the specially written lyrics to
convey the mood of "Serenade."
There are many exquisite close-ups
of flowers, and the producer-cam-
eraman, Robert C. Bruce, has been
a bit daring in turning his lens on
typically western vistas to photo-
graphically illustrate the aforemen-
tioned musical moods. The result

is far more refreshing than though
scenes of the old world were used.

A delightful reel.

"Ding Dong Doggie"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

Paramount 7 Mins
Will Please Cartoon Fans

Pudgy, Betty Boop's diminutive
pup, furnishes the fireworks in this
one. Perched on a windowsill, he
looks enviously across the street at
a fire house, before which is proud-
ly pacing a Dalmatian hound—pet
of a hook-and-ladder outfit. Pudgy's
canine soul is flaming with a desire
to have an alarm ring and join up
with his spotted, prospective friend.
Sure enough, the alarm sounds and
Pudgy goes to the burning building
after playing hookey to accompany
the hook-and-ladder apparatus. But
on the scene, the rampaging flames
give the over-enthusiastic Pudgy a
literal lickinp-. Finally he is glad
to return to Betty—whose punish-
ment of him is a mild climax after
his wild experience. Cartoon fans
young and old will enjoy it.

"You Came To My Rescue"
(Screen Song)

Paramount 8 Mins.
Good Musical Subject

Breezy, pop type entertainment,
combining comedy cartoon material
with the playing of the lilting mel-
ody, "You Came To My Rescue,"
by Shep Fields and his Orchestra.
The subject starts out burlesquing
stage contests. A big medal is to
be awarded for the outstanding res-
cue effected. Max Fleischer delin-
eates several scenes, all of them
laughable and grotesque. They re-
veal a boy saved from drowning, a
fireman saving his gal from a burn-
ing building, an aviator saved from
cracking-up by a goofy invention
known as the parachute bed, and a
couple saved from destruction when
a train threatens to pulverize their
automobile on a crossing. In be-
tween. Fields plays his orchestral
selection, the chorus of which is

nicely sung by one of his specialty
singers. The second chorus lyrics
are superimposed on the screen for
the audience to sing, aided by that
familiar and clever "bouncing ball."

"Schoolboy" Opens at

Brooklyn Paramount
"Hoosier Schoolboy," a Monogram

production, starring Mickey Rooney,
opened at the Brooklyn Paramount
Theater yesterday.

Monogram's "Hoosier Schoolboy,"
starring Mickey Rooney, has been
booked into the Paramount Theater
in Denver for a first-run engage-
ment, beginning Aug. 5. Following
its run, the film will follow over the
Fox West Coast circuit, the Black
Hills circuit, and the Gibraltar cir-

cuit. , "X

Will Reopen Pueblo House
Denver—Westland Theaters, Inc.,

is planning to reopen the Colonial
at Pueblo.
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AS a result of his direction of the

dance numbers in "You Can't

Have Everything" and the ice bal-

lets in "Thin Ice," Harry Losee has
been given a long term contract at

20th Century-Fox. Well known as

a dance director of Broadway stage

productions, Losee originally came
to Hollywood to direct the Harriett

Hoctor ballet number in "Shall We
Dance?"

t r

Earl Felton, who wrote the screen-

play for "Black Lightning," has
started work on the script for "Half

Way House," for the Tom Reed unit

at M-G-M.
T T T

Paul Malvern, who will supervise

"Free Rangers," for Trem Carr, is

on a location-hunting trip near
Cheyenne. The picture will star

Bob Baker and will be directed by
Joe Lewis.

t t y

John Baines, London playwright,
and Arthur Calder-Marshall, well

known novelist, have arrived in

Hollywood and have started their

contract with M-G-M.
T T

Adrian Levy, who has been with
Principal Productions, has been
signed to write an original story

for Paramount.

"Greene Felder" to Start
"Greene Felder," a Jewish pic-

ture with a well-known cast of Yid-

dish players, will be put into pro-

duction by Kinotrade on Aug. 2 at

Producers Service Studios, Ridge-
field, N. J., with Edgar G. Ulmer
and Jacob Ben-Ami directing, ac-

cording to Roman Rebush, Kinotrade
president. The cast will include Isi-

dore Cashir, Anna Appel, Leah
Noime, N. Vodianoy, Mike Gold-
stein, Helen Beverly, D. Drute, Saul
Levine and Herschel Bernadi and
Ariane Roma.

"Ourselves Alone" Booked
Fifty-fifth Street Playhouse will

present "Ourselves Alone," Eng-
lish picture depicting the Irish Re-
bellion of 1921, with John Loder,

John Lodge and Antoinette Cellier

in the cast, on July 30.

"Cesar" Gets a Tenth
Montreal—"Cesar," French talk-

ing film, is in its tenth week at the
Cinema de Paris.

"U" Signs Bergen, McCarthy
West Coast Bui-., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal yesterday con-

cluded negotiations which will bring

Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy to

"he screen. No story has been written
* as yet but John Stahl has been assigned
to make the production and will have
a wide latitude in choosing a writer

to develop a story about the unique
personality of this radio sensation.

m

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 114 •

I ESL1E L. LANDAU. One of Hollywood's very few producers whose

1" ing was in British pictures. In 1923, on returning from studying i

many, which prepared him for a private banking career, he met Louis

then managing director of Fox Film Company in

London. Needing a German interpreter at a

social affair, Levine rang young Landau into

service. He was so impressed that he asked

the young banker to join Fox. From 1923 to

1934, he covered all branches of endeavor with

the Fox Company and in 1930 he became asso-

ciate editor of British Movietone News, which

position he held till 1934 when he produced

features. Darryl Zanuck brought him to Holly-

wood in October, 1936. Swims, plays tennis

and cricket.

train-

n Ger-

Levine,

Edward Gross, who is supervising

"Western Gold," for Principal Pro-

ductions, has brought his company
in from location work at Kernville

and Lone Pine. Interiors are being
shot at Grand National.

Bobby Breen, who has been en-

joying a vacation in northern Cali-

fornia, has returned to Hollywood
for added scenes for "Make a Wish."

M-G-M has acquired film rights
to "Benefits Forgot," short story
by Honore Willsie Morrow.

T Y
Grand National's "Renfrew of the

Mounted" is nearing completion de-
spite a series of mishaps which be-
fell the cast while on location at
Big Bear Lake. William Royle, the
"heavy" of the picture, fell and
badly wrenched his knee while in a
fight scene with Jimmy Newill, male

lead, just a few hours after Robert
Terry was knocked cold by Newill in

a scrimmage. The next day, Carol
Hughes, feminine lead, was badly
shaken up when she overturned in

a canoe, while "Lightning," the dog
star was painfully injured when a
horse stepped on him.

T T T
Mary Dees, Jean Harlow's double

who apears in "Saratoga", will wed
Hyman Fink, cameraman.

T T
W. C. Fields, whose first appear-

ance on the screen following his ill-

ness of more than a year will be in
Para.'s "The Big Broadcast of 1937"
will be starred in a feature comedy
titled "Look Who's Here" after com-
pleting his work in the Big Broad-
cast picture.

Mitchell Leisen, who is to direct
"The Big Broadcast of 1937" is ex-
pected to return to Hollywood from
a vacation in Europe within the
next week or two to begin work on
the production.

T T
Marion Marsh and Gordon Oliver

have been cast in the lead in Repub-
lic's "Trouble For Two", scheduled
to start shooting soon, and Lionel
Atwill has been added to the cast
of "Treasure Hunt", now in produc-
tion at the Republic lot under the
direction of James Cruze. Helen
Mack and Richard Cromwell have
the leading roles.

Poster Exchanges Opened
Cincinnati—Billy Bien of Theater

Poster Supply announces the open-
ing of two modern poster exchanges
in Detroit and Pittsburgh, with
plans for a third in Indianapolis
under way. The exchanges will dis-

tribute service on Silk Screen Proc-
ess material only. Bien recently
contracted Warner theaters for Silk

Screen Service and is already ser-

vicing Schine's and other circuits.

Schreiber Going to Arizona
Detroit—Jacob Schreiber, circuit

operator, has announced plans to
leave this week for Arizona, leaving
the theater operations in charge of

Jack Broder as manager, and Wil-
liam Klarry as head booker.

Revival Experiment Flops

Detroit—The Downtown Theater
closed Monday by the Krim Broth-
ers Circuit, for the Summer, will

reopen Sept. 17, Sol Krim said.

House will return to a first-run pol-
icy. The revival policy adopted by
the house proved ineffective to com-
bat the hot weather slump, and the
house folded as a result.

Carl Zipper Promoted
Detroit — Carl Zipper, salesman

for Columbia Pictures, has been ap-
pointed office manager, succeeding
Irwin Pollard, who resigned to be-
come city salesman for Republic
Exchange.

Dale Larsen Moves Up
Omaha—Second Booker Dale Lar-

sen of the local Paramount exchange
has been promoted to ad sales man-
ager of the Des Moines branch. New
second booker here is Wayne
Stephenson, moved up from the ad
sales department, and succeeding
him is Ed Creighton. The latter's

family founded Creighton university
here.

Set "Yank" Femme Lead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Maureen O'Sullivan

will appear opposite Robert Taylor
in "A Yank at Oxford," which Jack
Conway is to direct as M-G-M's first

British-made picture. The director
and principal players are scheduled
to arrive in New York within the
next fortnight, en route to London.

Union Gets Increase

Greenfield, Mass. — W. Edward
Brissette, business agent for the
Greenfield union of stage hands and
motion picture operators has an-
nounced the Goldstein Bro. Corp.
recently signed a contract with the
union which provides a 13 per cent
increase in pay and shorter hours.

Hartman Buys House
Lees Summit, Mo.—Val De Tem-

ple's Lee Theater has been pur-
chased by George Hartman of

Kansas City.

"Doc" Elliott to Lima
Canton, 0.—Wallace (Doc) Elliott

for four years manager of the
Warner Bros. Ohio theater here has
been promoted to the post of city

manager of Warner's three theaters
at Lima, 0. He will assume his new
post immediately. At Lima he will

manage the Ohio, Sigma, and State
theaters.

Velas Takes W. Va. House
Bellaire, O.— Chris Velas, who

operates here, and at nearby York-
ville and Bridgeport, has acquired
on lease the Princess theater at Elm
Grove, W. Va., across the river.

After extensive alterations the house
will be reopened late in August.

Reichblum Enlarges House
East Liverpool, 0.—Sam Reich-

blum is increasing the seating capa-
city of the Columbia theater here.

New lighting fixtures, draperies and
wall appointments are also being
added.

"Handsome" Premiere on Air

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—West Coast premiere of

"High, Wide and Handsome" at the
Carthay Circle Theater Aug. 12 will

be broadcast over the Mutual network
coast-to-coast, it was announced yes-
terday by Robert Gillham, here for the
opening. Broadcast will run from 12:30
to 1 a.m., EDST.
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ADULT, JUVENILE PIX

LISTING COMPULSORY

Bv MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM \DA1LY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—By order of the
Board of Censorship of the Secre-
taria de Gobernacion (Department
of the Interior), every motion pic-

ture theater throughout Mexico is

being required under penalty to de-
clare in all printed programs and
handbills whether the picture adver-
tised is fit for children or for adults
only, with a line to that effect fol-

lowing immediately below the title

of the picture.

Picture houses are also required
to give the Board of Censorship's
license number for every picture, re-

gardless of its length, included in

the day's program.

Tito Guizar has left for Buenos
Aires, Argentina, for a series of

stage appearances. On the day be-

fore his departure, he finished work
in Producciones Grovas y Cia.'s

"Amapola del Camino" ("Poppy by
the Roadside"), in which he is

starred, with Andrea Palma heading
a supporting cast which includes

Leopoldo ("El Chato") Ortin and
Margarita Mora. Juan Bustillo Oro
directed.

Camera work has been completed
by Miguel Contreras Torres on his

forthcoming production of "La
Paloma" ("The Dove"), his most
ambitious effort. On the strength

of its rushes, "La Paloma" already

has been booked by the Teatro Al-

ameda for release some time next

month. Medea de Novara as Em-
press Carlotta of Mexico, and Arturo
de Cordova head the cast, with
Enrique Herrera as Emperor Maxi-
milan, Alfredo del Diestro, Alberto

Marti and Carlos Orellana featured

in top spots. The picture was di-

rected by Contreras Torres himself.

The Associacion Mexicana de

Productores de Peliculas (Mexican
Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers) held a dinner to mark its

founding. Agustin Arroyo Ch., di-

rector of the Departamento Auto-

nomo de Prensa y Propaganda
(Autonomous Department of Press

and Propaganda) of the Mexican
government, was the guest of honor.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grant Mitchell was

recovering last night from near-
drowning. Lifeguards saved the ac-

tor yesterday when cross-currents
trapped him while swimming in the
surf. He was unconscious when
brought ashore.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward Arnold, who

has been suffering from an injury
to his knee, will return to work at

Para, next Wednesday.

NEWS of the DAY
New Orleans—Henry Thibodeaux,

only booker here to belong to the
recently organized film handlers'
union, has shifted from Monogram
Southern to the position of head
booker for Joy's Theaters.

Summitville, Ind. — The Summit-
ville Theater closed indefinitely.

Clay City, Ind. — The Photoplay
Theater has closed for remodeling
and general repairs.

San Antonio—Only one film ex-
change here is air-conditioning. Par-
amount job's is expected to be com-
pleted on about Aug. 6, Branch
Manager "Mack" McClintock says.

Nashville—A permit for the erec-
tion of a $15,000 theater building at
Eighth Avenue, North and Monroe
Street, has been issued the Crescent
Amusement Co. L. L. McKeel is

the contractor. The building is ex-
pected to be completed in 90 days.

Ashland, Wis.—A new canopy and
front are being installed on the
Royal Theater here.

Cleveland — Ernest Goulder has
been appointed assistant to Tommy
Felice, Warner ad sales manager,
succeeding Alfonso Bellanca who
resigned to take a bank job in Buf-
falo.

Denver — A four-page monthly
paper is now being issued by the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club for its

members. Robert W. Selig is edi-

tor, assisted by Bert Turgeon and
Al Smollin. Guest cards to the club-

rooms in the Cosmopolitan Hotel
have been issued to the entire

Elitch's summer stock theater cast,

and the whole group has enjoyed
the hangout. Kenneth McKenna and
Barbara Robbins, leads, head the

list.

Denver—Jerry Zigmond is doing
special work at the Denver Publix
headquarters, J. H. Cooper Enter-
prises, while waiting for a new as-

signment. He was recently manager
for Publix at Lincoln, Neb.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Fox The.
ater management has installed a
bicycle parking department so that
boys and girls can check their bi-

cycles while they enjoy the current
pictures. There is no extra charge
for this service.

Kansas City, Kans.—B. William-
son has bought the Ritz Theater at

Little River, Kans., from J. Towns-
ley.

Clear Lake, S. D.—Ernie Klinguer
has assumed complete control of the

four theaters in the operation of

which he and his late father were
formerly associated. Included in the

four is the Majestic, this city. The
new head formerly was head booker
in the Sioux Falls, S. D., branch of

Universal.

Pittsfield, Mass.—Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, Inc., has been
granted permission by the Board of

Appeals to extend the northerly wall

of the Colonial Theater westerly on
the line of the present building.

Columbus—George Sallows, who
operates the Metropolitan Theater in

Morgantown, is busy remodeling the

Morgan Theater of this city for an
opening soon as a second-run house.

Ed Modi, now operating the State
Theater, Barnesville, opened his sec-

ond, the Ohio, Monday.

North Little Rock, Ark.—One of

the largest lighted display signs in

this city is being erected over the
marquee of the Rialto Theater. Both
electric and neon lights are being-

used. The marquee has been re-

modeled and extends across the
front of the building. New seats

and carpets and a new cooling sys-

tem have recently been installed

and the building has been repainted.

Baltimore—The Metro Theaters,
Inc., 1528 West Baltimore St., has
been incorporated by Edward R.

Young, Maurice B. Brown and Mary
Levy, all of Baltimore.

Brewster, Kans. — The Liberty
Theater has been sold to Ray
Lovett by E. H. Geppler.

Boston—Nat Hochberg has relin-

quished his interest in the Town
Hall Theater, Cohasset. The house
is now being operated by Calvi &
MacDonald.

Chicago — Charles Nesbitt has
been named assistant manager of
the Chicago Theater. He formerly
was at the United Artists Theater.

Chicago — Nina Dale, who has
been featured in the Federal Thea-
ter presentation of "Oh Say Can
You Sing?" has been signed by the
William Morris office here for Holly-
wood work.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Calvin Co.,

producer of industrial motion pic-

tures and mid-western Agfa Ansco
agency, has taken a five year lease
on a building at Twenty-sixth and
Jefferson Sts. in which it will unify
its production and administrative
departments early in the Fall.

Elizabeth, La.—Paul Blanchet, in
association with the Guedry inter-
ests who run the Jefferson Theater
at Lafayette, La., will take over the
Paramount Theater here from W.
C. Pringle. The house will be re-
named the Royal and will be re-
modeled.

Dubach, La.—The Young interests
of Oklahoma City plan a 450-seater
here at the cost of $10,000. Ex-
penses will be chiefly in remodel-
ing, since the building is already
constructed.

EXPLOITETTES
Newspaper Campaign for
"Toast of New York?'
RACKING up its outdoor billboard

campaign on "The Toast of New
York," RKO Radio has launched an
intensive newspaper and magazine
campaign throughout the country.
This includes a vast barrage of spe-
cial feature and photographic mate-
rial, particularly adaptable to edi-
torial policy due to the historic
background of the film, the story
dealing with the life and times of
the colorful Jim Fisk, most famous
of stock manipulators. A highlight
of this part of the campaign was
the release of a full newspaper page
feature mat containing many rare
old photographs and lithographs of
actual characters and places from
which the film story is derived. The
press book on "Toast of New York"
contains 48 pages and an extra
pocket of special exploitation mate-
rial. With an eye toward the cur-
rent popularity of the hidden-name
puzzle contest, publicists of the com-
pany forwarded to newspapers a
six-day series of these, dealing with
characters and actors in the pro-
duction. A fifteen minute radio
transcription, a condensation of the
plot, is being distributed nationally
gratis to theaters for placement
with leading radio stations, and a
special teaser trailer has been made
available to exhibitors.
A set of eight photostatic 22x34

display panels on the historic back-
grounds of the story and leading
characters has been placed with 2,-

400 libraries in the larger towns and
cities. —RKO Radio.

A,

National Campaign on
Love Takes Flight"

BIG campaign behind "Love
Takes Flight" starring Bruce

Cabot which Grand National has set
for release on Aug. 13. American
Airlines, with whose cooperation the
picture was made, is arranging to
display scenes from the picture in
each of its 60 offices and will also
cooperate with exhibitors in offer-
ing visitors free transportation to
and from its various flying fields.

Bruce Cabot is featured in a car
card advertising campaign spon-
sored by Affiliated Products Co.
which will appear during the months
of August and September in all the 1

principal cities of the country reach-
ing by actual count, 934,980,409
car-readers per month. Full men-
tion will be given to the picture as
will also be the case in a Kissproof
magazine campaign also built
around Bruce Cabot and mentioning
"Love Takes Flight" which will
take in leading publications with
an aggregate circulation between
eight and nine million persons.
Astrid Allwyn, who is one of
the feminine leads in the pic-
ture, is the central figure in a
big Lux soap newspaper camp/ ^
which credits the picture. A\ J-
operative arrangement has also been
worked out with dealers handling i

Cord automobiles, the make used
|

by Bruce Cabot.—-Grand National Films.
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most exciting picture of the most

exciting city in the world with the

most compelling cast that ever

enacted an inspired drama!

Re/eased

AUGUST 27th

HUMPHREY BOGART

starring

SYLVIA SIDNEY
and JOEL McCREA

wan HUMPHREY BOGART
WENDY BARRIE • CLAIRE TREVOR • ALLEN JENKINS

Based on the play by Sidney Kingsley • As produced by Norman Bel

Geddes • Screenplay by Lillian Hellman • Directed by WILLIAM WYLER

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

WENDY BARRIE . . . AND THOSE AMAZING BOY ACTORS FROM THE NEW YORK STAGE PLAY HIT!



I NEVER DID THIS BEFORE

en. ^/-Tecltt

I've always had the notion that the theatre could

hit harder than the screen, bounce higher, say more

and dig deeper.

x\fter an hour and a half look at Mr. Goldwyn's

production of "Dead End", I entered Mr. Goldwyn's

office with head hung and ready to join the true faith,

and murmur that I may have been wrong.

It is perhaps unfair to the stage to use the picture

"Dead End" as a spokesman for the cinema-side.

Because this opus as put on the screen by Mr. Goldwyn's

troupe of geniuses is as good a movie (the word 'movie'

is anathema to Mr. G.) as Hollywood has ever produced.

It is a more unflinching, undecorated and brilliant

attack on the emotions than any stage play, including

its own Broadway origin, I've seen in years.

V>^dd though it is to find one's self writing a blurb

for a Goldwyn picture, it's my own fault, not Mr G.'s.

Among the things I did when I broke down and begged

Mr. G.'s pardon for not having adored the art of the

cinema before, was ask his permission to square myself

with the Muses by coming out once flat-footed with a

Hosannah for a movie.

© JVlr. G. graciously granted me this permission and

here is my Hosannah—seventy trumpets strong and

all pealing "Dead End" is a knockout.
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MADELEINE CARROLL

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, j,

MARY ASTOR • C. AUBREY SMITH
DAVID NIVEN • RAYMOND MASSEY

Based on Edward Rose's dramatization of Anthony Hope's novel

Produced by '

, ,

DAVID 0. SELZNICK • john cTomwell
Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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ani JOAN BENNETT.
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Hats off to the show of the century! Walter Wanger creates the biggest

flash news event in entertainment since the curtain went up on

Ziegfeld's first famous "Follies". New standards in gorgeous beauty . .

.

set by The Most Photographed Girls in the world! A new idea in

musical stories . . . written by the authors of "Boy Meets Girl". New

rhythms in love songs . . . wait 'til you hear "That Old Feeling" and

"Lovely One". New color glamour from the new and perfect Techni-

color. And above all . . . new box-office highs when you play it!

S C H A AUER -ALAN MOWBRAY
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Tkeie 11. -H, JQeLease* Speak rot lltemieLvei

fluf. 6 "STELLA DALLAS

0uj.27 DEAD END

Sept. 3

Sept. 17

Sept.24

Oct. 8

Oct. 15

Oct. 22

Oct. 29

A/or. 5

A/ov. 10

A/ov. 12

A/or. 19

Vec.25

a

a

THE PRISONER OF ZENDA'

"Walter Wanger's

VOGUES of 1938
(In Technicolor)

52nd STREET

I MET MY LOVE AGAIN"

THE DIVORCE OF LADY X"
(In T echnicolor)

STAND-IN

"THE ADVENTURES OF
TOM SAWYER"

(In Technicolor)

MUTINY IN THE MOUNTAINS'
(In Technicolor)

THE HURRICANE
By the authors of "Mutiny On The Bounty"

"THE ADVENTURES OF
MARCO POLO"

NOTHING SACRED
(In Technicolor)

THE GOLDWYN
FOLLIES
(In Technicolor)

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. BARBARA STAN-
WYCK, JOHN BOLES, ANNE SHIRLEY. Directed by
King Vidor.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. SYLVIA SIDNEY, JOEL
McCREA, HUMPHREY BOGART, WENDY BARRIE,
Claire Trevor, Allen Jenkins and "the Dead End kids

from the original New York stage cast." Based on the

play by Sidney Kingsley as produced by Norman Bel

Geddes. Directed by William Wyler.

Produced by David O. Selznick. RONALD COLMAN,
MADELEINE CARROLL, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.,

MARY ASTOR, C. Aubrey Smith, David Niven, Raymond
Massey. Directed by John Cromwell.

Produced by WalterWanger. WARNER BAXTER, JOAN
BENNETT, Helen Vinson, Mischa Auer and the WALTER
WANGER MODELS. Directed by Irving Cummings.

Produced by Walter Wanger. IAN HUNTER, LEO
CARRILLO, PAT PATTERSON, ELLA LOGAN, SID
SILVERS, ZASU PITTS, JACK WHITE, Maria Shelton,

Dorothy Peterson, Collette Lyons, Al Shean and
KENNY BAKER. Directed by Harold Young.

Produced by Walter Wanger. JOAN BENNETT, HENRY
FONDA, Alan Baxter, Alan Marshall, Louise Piatt.

Directed by Joshua Logan and Arthur Ripley.

Produced by Alexander Korda. MERLE OBERON,
LAURENCE OLIVIER. Directed by Tim Whelan.

Produced by Walter Wanger. Clarence Budington Kel-

land's Sat. Eve. Post Story. LESLIE HOWARD, JOAN
BLONDELL, HUMPHREY BOGART. Directed by
Toy Garnett.

Produced by David O. Selznick. Mark Twain's immortal

classic. TOMMY KELLY, JACKIE MORAN, WALTER
BRENNAN, BEULAH BONDI. Directed by Norman
Taurog.

Produced by Alexander Korda. SABU, sensational child

star of "Elephant Boy", VIVIEN LEIGH, PAUL LUKAS,
RAYMOND MASSEY. Directed by Zoltan Korda.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. DOROTHY LAMOUR,
JON HALL, MARY ASTOR, C. AUBREY SMITH,
RAYMOND MASSEY. Directed by John Ford.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. GARY COOPER,
SIGRID GURIE, ERNEST TRUEX, BASIL RATHBONE,
DAVID NIVEN. Directed by Archie Mayo.

Produced by David O. Selznick. CAROLE LOMBARD,
FREDRIC MARCH, CHARLES WINNINGER, WALTER
CONNOLLY. Directed by William Wellman.

Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. ZORINA, ADOLPHE
MENJOU, RITZ BROS., HELEN JEPSON, PHIL BAKER,
EDGAR BERGEN and "CHARLIE McCARTHY",
BOBBY CLARK, CHARLES KULLMAN, GEORGE
BALANCHINE'S AMERICAN BALLET and THE GOR-
GEOUS GOLDWYN GIRLS. Directed by Geo. Marshall.

U/atck ^ot Ifout £o]2u o& 'lite £oolc ofi
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"Souls at Sea" Changes
-v Set Back N. Y. Opening

T.ru'
(Continued from Page 1)

duction, a spokesman told The
Film Daily yesterday.

Alterations are being made in the
picture's rowboat sequence, with dia-

logue and musical underscoring be-

ing inserted. Production then goes
back into the cutting room.

Additional cutting of "Artists and
Models" has caused postponement
of picture's opening at the New
York Paramount to Aug. 13 from
Aug. 6, it was stated.

Enter 4 British Films

For Festival at Venice

SMPE Expects Investment of Millions

Before Arrival of Urban Television

London — Great Britain will be
represented at the Venice Festival,
Aug. 10 to Sept. 5, by "Elephant
Boy" and "Fire Over England"
(London Films); "King Solomon's
Mines" (Gaumont British) ; and
'Wings of the Morning" (New,
World). A number of shorts are'

being sent by the Travel and Indus-
trial Association, Strand Films and
G.-B. Instructional.

Entries have also been received
from the United States, France,
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Egypt,
Japan and Italy.

A new cinema theater seating
1,300, has been built on the Lido.
This theater will be used princi-

pally for morning and afternoon
shows; during the evening the pro-
jection is in the open air. The new
air-conditioned theater has several
innovations, including a screen
framed with diffused light.

Educators to Complete
Shorts Study in 3 Weeks

Work or reviewing shorts pro-
duced by the major companies and
assaying their educational value,
now in progress with specially se-
lected groups of educators doing the
reviewing will be completed in three
weeks. The Film Daily is in-

formed. Decision on proposed dis-

tribution of the shorts to schools
will be made by the board of di-

rectors of the MPPDA at the Sep-
tember quarterly meeting.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

On December 31, 1936, there were
1,847 movie theaters in Czechoslovakia
as against 1,833 on November 1, 1935;

|_
302 were showing daily, 681 two to six

' "^imes weekly and 864 once weekly. The
(i _ Potal seating capacity was 593,312 per-

|

sons; 1,608 of the houses were wired
tor sound, representing an increase of
265 since November 1, 1935 and leav-
ing only 239 houses without sound
equipment.

(Continued from Page 1)

service for rural areas is still be-
yond the calculable future."

"The one change to which we
would call attention is that recent
improvements in the design of
electronic projection devices give
promise of a considerable enlarge-
ment of television screen area, the
realization of which would vastly
accelerate the evolution of television
as a practical art."
The bulletin discusses the subject,

in part, as follows:
"Both here and abroad, systematic

engineering progress is being made
in the development of high-definition
television. The situation has reached
a point where it warrants careful
observation and analysis. Just as
the physical equipment required can
not be brought into existence quick-
ly, it is impossible to acquire a back-
ground in a field as complex as tele-

vision overnight, and study well in

advance is a prerequisite of wise and
economical planning. The time is

not far off when those engaged in
motion picture production, and
others whose interests are likely to
be affected by the evolution of this
new field, will do well to acquire
as much familiarity as possible with
its characteristics and methods.
"We recur to the question of pic-

ture size. As soon as larger pictures
are available with the requisite pho-
tographic quality, television may be
expected to gain marked impetus,
and commercial application in the
larger urban centers will not be
long delayed. The lesson to be de-
rived from the British experience to
date may be that when those in a
position to gauge entertainment
value advise that a given picture
size is inadequate for successful
commercial application no purpose is

served by trying it out on the pub-
lic. The likelihood of a favorable
verdict does not increase with the
size of the jury. For the United
States it is to be hoped that no at-
tempt will be made to commercialize

home television until a picture
equivalent in definition to the best
home-movie projection, and not
smaller than 24 by 18 inches, can be
furnished with routine reliability.

The most important interest in the
domestic field appears to be com-
mitted to some such prudent policy.

"New York and Los Angeles to-

gether constitute the principal reser-
voirs of movie, radio and television

talent in this country. It may be
expected, therefore, that when the
problems of providing television

service for the New York area are
well on the way to solution, say, in

1938 or early 1939, the next major
urban area selected for television
coverage will be that of Los An-
geles. The topographical and physi-
cal conditions in the two regions are
quite different, and, it would appear,
are on the whole more favorable in

the West.
"In New York the land elevations

are relatively low, no point in any
of the five boroughs, excepting
Staten Island, being as high as 300
feet above sea level. To secure short-
wave coverage, therefore, it is neces-
sary to radiate from high buildings,
of which there is no scarcity. How-
ever, the mass of steel structures on
Manhattan Island of necessity casts

radio shadows that complicate the
problem of television distribution.

"Los Angeles, in contrast, is a

city of low structures, but natural
elevations provide numerous sites

from which television service could
be effectively provided. Cahuenga
Peak, for example, with an altitude

of 1825 feet, affords an eminence
about 50 per cent again as high as
the Empire State Tower, command-
ing the San Fernando Valley to the
north, the greater part of Los An-
geles to the south and east, and
the beach cities to the west. Topo-
graphically, as well as from the as-

pect of talent availability and enter-
tainment facilities, Los Angeles is

a favorable site for a television

center."

Goldberg Leases to J L & S
Homewood, 111.—Jones, Linick and

Schaefer circuit will operate the
new Homewood Theater to be erect-
ed by Joe Goldburg, equipment
dealer. Goldburg says the house
was leased for 15 years at a term
rental of $150,000.

Named to Allied Com.
Boston — Maurice Shulman, Con-

necticut Allied member, and Max
Levenson, vice-president of Inde-i
pendent Exhibitors, Inc., have been
appointed to the National Commit-
tee of Allied States Association.

Rino Bianchi Building
Chicago—Rino Bianchi has start-

ed work on a new 1,100-seat house
at Charleston, 111., that is expected
to be ready for opening by the end
of the year.

UDT Adding Two More?
Detroit—United Detroit Theaters

is reported considering acquisition
of the Radio City Theater in Fern-
dale, recently opened by the Wil-
liam J. Schulte Circuit, and also of
the Roosevelt Theater, owned by
J. N. Robertson Circuit. There is

no confirmation.

Leftons Sign Imperial

_
Lou and Milton Lefton have

signed a five year franchise for
Imperial product in the Pittsburgh
territory. They will also release the
current product shipped.

To Remodel Luce House
Denver—A remodeling job, includ-

ing new seats, is to be given to the
Rex theater, Bayard, Neb. George
Luce owns the house.

Detroit License Fees

Scheduled for Revision

(Continued from Page 1)

that several neighborhood theaters
are giving stage shows, particularly
amateur nights, and paying only the
annual motion picture license of $25
instead of the fee of $100 supposed
to be required for stage show poli-
cies.

It is proposed to draft a new or-
dinance which will graduate the an-
nual license fees, according to the
size of the theater.

Fabian Circuit Shifts

Albany Area Managers

Albany—A management shakeup
among theaters of the Fabian cir-
cuit in the Albany district puts
Harry Black, manager of the Palace
here, in charge of Proctor's Theater
in Troy.
From Hermanus Bleecker Hall,

Alex Sayles is being transferred to
the Palace in place of Black and
will have general supervision of the
house as well as serving as adver-
tising manager. He will be assisted
by George Lofink as house mana-
ger.

In the shift, Oscar Perrin, veteran
Albany theatrical man, will become
manager of Hermanus Bleecker
been house manager of the Grand
for some time.

Detroit Theater Closed

Six Years Will Reopen

Detroit—Times Square, downtown
house closed about six years, is re-
ported readying for reopening in a
month by Gus Coplan, former opera-
tor of the Columbia Theater.

CTM Enlarging Offices
Detroit— Offices of Cooperative

Theaters of Michigan are being
doubled in size, with the addition
of new quarters in the front of the
Fox Theater Building to house Hen-
derson M. Richey, new director of
theater operations, and augmented
staff. No extension of activity be-
yond booking, buying, and general
public relations work for the mem-
ber theaters in Michigan is planned,
Richey said this week.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Advertise these hot days your air-

cooling plant, or any system of air-
conditioning you employ in your the-
ater.
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productions listed for distribution
during the month of August" as the
most effective weapon against duals,
Schaefer said that "the fact that
production costs are steadily mount-
ing, with many of the new season's
product listed with a budget of over
$1,500,000, must be answered with
a tilt in admission prices or a de-
parture from the double feature
practice."

In part, Schaefer asserted that
producers in their attempt to give
the public the finest pictures must
have their investment protected and
have a right to expect cooperation
along this line from the exhibitor.

Scarcity of star talent coupled with
intensive bidding for proven story
material such as evidenced for
Broadway plays in upping produc-
tion costs. Color, in particular, since

Selznick's "A Star Is Born," has
stimulated a widespread demand
among the public for its usage. A
recent survey conducted by one of

the nation's leading newspaper
chains found the picture fans over-
whelmingly in favor of color. When
and as this medium with its tre-

mendous additional expense becomes
more widely used, the questions of

duals and admission prices will be-

come even more serious than they
are today.
Among the trade, Schaefer de-

clared, United Artists is enjoying
the most enviable position in years.

With 14 productions practically

ready for early distribution, the
company has a line-up which he
feels certain will make history for

the organization.
Starting with Alexander Korda's

"Knight Without Armor," deals have
been made for the release of one
picture a week from now through-
out late November.

"Stella Dallas," Samuel Goldwyn's
first picture of the season, is booked
for Aug. 5 at the Music Hall. His
"Dead End" will open at the Rivoli.

"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938"

will be shown at the Music Hall on
Aug. 19. "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
Selznick International initial pro-

duction, has a Music Hall date of

Sept. 2.

Following in rapid succession are

"The Adventures of Marco Polo"
and "Hurricane," both from Gold-
wyn; "Adventures of Tom Sawyer,"
and "Nothing Sacred" from Selznick
International; "52nd Street," "Stand-
In" and "I Met My Love Again"
from Walter Wanger, and three

London Film productions.

Hammond Adds Three
Detroit—Lloyd Hammond Picture

Service has added the following the-

ater accounts for Sho-All Trailer

Service:
John Harper, Davison Theater,

Detroit, to resume when the house
reopens in the fall; Family Theater,

Romulus; and Eddie Carrow's new
Lyons Theater South Lyons.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

French Industry Reforms
Paris—The French film industry

has made a start to set its own
house in order.

The Confederation Generale de la

Cinematographic Francaise has
made a move to restore confidence
throughout the film business and in-

duce financial institutions and pri-
vate capitalists to give long and
short term credits at reasonable
rates to qualified producers and to
exhibitors desiring to enlarge or
modernize their theaters.

This has been effected by insti-

tuting a "Caisse Centrale de la

Cinematographie," some kind of a
clearing-house, purporting to act as
trustee for the creditors by super-
vising the employment of the mon-
ies advanced by them, control the
business activities of production,
distribution and exhibition enter-
prises, and lead the box-office re-

ceipts of the latter into the proper
channels. Fraudulent actions on
the part of exhibitors are to be pre-
vented by means of uniform admis-
sion tickets which are to be obtain-
ed from authorized printing estab-
lishments.

Scottish Building Attacked
Edinburgh—Attacks on the build-

ing of new cinemas were discussed
at an informal gathering of a group
of Edinburgh cinema managers.
The question arose out of recent

appeals by a number of M. P.'s to

the Secretary of State for Scotland,

in Commons, to take steps to re-

strict the amount of work being
done on "luxury buildings" in view
of the current shortage being ex-
perienced in Scotland in men and
materials. In the course of this ap-
peal cinemas were mentioned speci-

fically on several occasions as the

type of buildings on which con-

struction might be stopped without
loss to the community.

Award for Nova Pilbeam
London — Leading British film

stars, directors and producers paid

tribute recently to 18-year-old Nova
Pilbeam, Gaumont star, for her bril-

liant portrayal of Lady Jane Grey
in "Nine Days a Queen." Miss Pil-

beam was awarded a Plaque of

Merit for the best performance by
a British player in a British film

during 1936. Presentation of the

award was made during a luncheon
attended by Alexander Korda and
Rene Clair (who also received

awards), Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Les-

lie Banks, Merle Oberon, Ann Lee,

Richard Tauber, Ralph Lynn, Rob-
ertson Hare and other notables.

Miss Pilbeam is currently playing

in the new Alfred Hitchcock film,

"The Girl Was Young," in which
she is starred in the first adult role

of her career.

Clements In "South Riding"
London—Leading role in "South

Riding,' the London Film produc-
tion, has been awarded to John
Clements, the young actor seen op-
posite Dietrich and Donat in

"Knight Without Armor". Others
in the cast of "South Riding" in-

clude Edna Best, Ralph Richardson,
Edmund Gwenn and Ann Todd. It

is being produced under the aus-
pices of Victor Saville.

Japan to Show Pix In Italy

Tokyo—The Imperial Japanese
Government, having accepted the in-

vitation officially to participate in

the 5th International Exhibition of
Cinematographic Art at Venice, has
entrusted the organization work to
the International Cinema Associa-
tion of Japan, a governmental insti-

tute for the diffusion abroad of
Japanese films. The President of
the Association, the Viscount S.

Soga, has appointed its General Sec-
retary, Haruo Kondo, as Delegate to
the Exhibition.

Bader Gets "Mr. Penny"
London—Prior to his departure

for Paris to bring Erich von Stro-
heim back to London for a role in

Max Schach's "Mademoiselle Doc-
teur," David A. Bader closed a deal
with John Corfield of British Na-
tional Films for the film rights of
"Mr. Penny" by Maurice Moisei-
witcsh. Richar-d Goolden will have
the role of Mr. Penny created by
him on the radio.

Color Optical Printing
London—Lawrence Butler, at his

first attempt, achieved success in op-
tical printing in Technicolor. The
experiment carried out in conjunc-
tion with Technicolor, which proc-
essed the shots in the normal way,
makes kinematographic history, for
it is the first time in the world that
composites have been accomplished
in color.

Odeon Still Adding Houses
London — Odeon Theaters, Ltd.,

has taken over two kinemas former-
ly controlled by General Cinema
Theaters, Ltd.
The kinemas concerned are the

New Pavilion, Kensal Rise, and the
Plaza, West Wickham.

Negotiations are also proceeding
for the acquisition of the Imperial,
Dulwich.
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Laughton in "Wrath"
London — Charles Laughton has

been given the starring role in Som-
erset Maugham's "Vessels of Wrath,"
which Mayfair Pictures is to pro-
duce.

Words and Wisdom
2/

TJNIQUE: Greta Garbo is one of
the very small handful of ac-

tresses whom a director can take
completely into his confidence. Gar-
bo is unique. Almost completely
untrained, and unacquainted with
any of the normal tricks of acting,
she is a perfect instrument for ex-
pressing one's ideas. — GEORGE
CUKOR.

CHANGE: Movies change only as
fast as the public intelligence

changes.—HAL HODE.

HOPE: I'm not giving up hope
that one day, a really tip-top screen-
play will arrive with a living,

breathing characterization of a hon-
est to goodness home girl which
may suit me.—BARBARA STAN-
WYCK.

GAG-MASTER: Modern audiences
simply won't stand for far-fetched
gagging. Disney has brought slap-

stick to such a high pitch that the
gags of flesh-and-blood comedians
are beginning to look pretty flat.

—

JACK BUCHANAN.

ARTIST: When a director goes
out with his camera and the deter-

mination to use it as an artist uses

his brush or a writer his pen, he is

almost certain to return with a good
picture.—ROBERT FLAHERTY.

CITIZEN: I am working and liv-

ing in America and my interests are

here. I feel I should be a citizen

of this great country.—MARLENE
DIETRICH.

CO-OPERATION: If British pro-

ducers concentrated more on co-op-

eration and less on competition they

might find themselves less unfortu-

nately in the news. — HERBERT
WILCOX.

"SHADY": I have a preference

for shady women's roles. There's

more scope for character. And
we're more interested in women
with a bit of mystery wrapped
around them.—GLENDA FARRELL.

WELL DRESSED: Comedy has

entered a new phase. No longer do

you laugh only at a woman in a

"funny" getup—in fact, you're just

a little bored. It is just as neces-

sary for comediennes to be well

dressed as it is for the most glamor-

ous actress.—ERNEST SCHRAPPS-
Roach Studio designer.

Boston Newsreel Theater V,
Boston — Strand Theater, Scollay

Square, will open as a newsreel theater

about Sept. 1.
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Character Sketches of

Mickey Mouse's Creator
COME cloud-sitting Joves of

Hollywood, enthroned for a
little hour among the thunders
of self-praise, are unable to

comprehend the world fame of

quiet, mousy Walt Disney.
He never has had a paid pub-

licity agent. No bankers, radio

pashas or tapioca magnates
own shares in his small but
thriving studio. He seldom uses
the words "me" and "mine."
He has yet to patronize those
voodoo asylums for exhibition-

ists — certain cocktail lounges
and night clubs. Nor does he
choose to wear the robes of

high priest in a community
where even the altar boys are
apprentice geniuses.
Honors fall upon him like

confetti, and he is confusedly
grateful. He is happy that his

work is known. He is equally

happy that he, as a person, is

permitted the luxury of privacy.

The artistic sire of Mickey
Mouse is accounted a heretic

for rejecting the surrealist

moods of Hollywood earth shak-
ers. He wears ready-made suits

and shirts of the middle-class

Chicago stamp. Another caprice

of Hollywood's thirty-five-year-

old Aesop is that he eats what
he wants, when and where he
wants it—frequently in lunch
cars. The caviar and chutney
addicts cannot risk the stigma
of kraut with its peasant im-
plications.

Disney toils from morning
till night on the 1,600,000

sketches, backgrounds and ani-

mated figures of Fairyland,
200,000 of which ultimately will

be photographed for the eight
reels of "Snow White." This
labor permits him no time_ to

debate the merits of his project
outside his own studio walls.

The creator of Mickey Mouse
and Silly Symphonies is cap-
able of radical dreams, but his

feet are still rooted in the
brown earth. His fabulous tales

have an aura of reality. He
strives for expert characteriza-
tion rather than for "gags" or
plot points. His stories are
elemental, universal in appeal,
simple and convincing, even
though his trees talk and his

grasshoppers play fiddles.

The indifference of Disney to

personal aggrandizement is not
a pose. It conceals a mighty
energy. In his own studio, he
becomes a ball of fire.

Although an insular personal-
ity, surrounded and submerged
by his job, Disney is not a
freak, a hermit or a brooder.
H^ feels that he must conserve

/ ^vitality for the long hours
M " .vork. He finds time for ex-
ercise, mainly horseback riding.
He is a medium tall, dark and
slender man, much stronger
than he seems at first glance.—Gene Fowler in

August Cosmopolitan.

Tribulations and Joys
Of a Property Man
'T'HERE are two reasons why

a cuckoo bird should stand
over the entrance of any film

property department. One is

the bird's slight craziness,

which makes it a close relation

to those working in the depart-
ment, and the other is its

chronic habit of collecting

things. There is no apparent
rhyme or reason to a cuckoo
bird's collecting. It just sallies

out on any bright morning and
brings back whatever is port-
able. A property man is the
same way. For instance, I had
dinner in Chinatown recently
and upon leaving noticed some
native pillows— instruments of
torture made of porcelain and
bearing no resemblance to our
concept of a head rest. Well,
I just couldn't pass them up so

they joined the other "props"
at the studio and later appeared
as modernistic vases in a pic-

ture.

To a motion picture camera,
all things have the same value.
Consequently the property de-
partment is just as proud of

its collection of restaurant
menus as of a $30,000 Sheffield

silver service.

I have bought everything
from a full-sized locomotive to

a quart of healthy, buzzing
flies, probably 100,000 articles

costing about $10,000,000.
We continually have calls for

odds - and - ends of furniture.
From our collection we could
furnish 125 ten-room homes,
complete to a couple of old
trunks in the attic and a pile of
coal in the basement. Among
the thousands of small articles

in the department are several
cigarette lighters, all of which
are in working order. There is

also one, however, which won't
work. I have perfect confidence
there will be a call sometime
for a lighter which refuses to
work. —Tom Little.

Screen Should Aid Colleges
In Training Film Writers

gECAUSE writing for the
screen is the most technical

form of writing in existence to-
day, the film industry itself

should consider ways and means
to aid colleges with motion pic-
ture curricula.

There is no place where a
budding writer can get train-
ing in writing for the screen
from experts of the craft who
are practical about the whole
matter.

Every capable screen writer
is not only busy, but the stu-
dios are trying to develop new
ones. Now no screen writer is

going to leave a job that pays
him as much in a week as he
would earn in a year at a uni-

versity. But—suppose the stu-

dios were to take writers like

Robert Riskin, Grover Jones,
Howard Estabrook, Claude Bin-
yon, Frank Butler, etc., and ask
such men when not on assign-
ment on some script to lecture
at the universities. There are
certainly enough writers in
Hollywood.

It would cost the studios
nothing. It would not be a
hardship on the men lecturing
and it would provide invaluable
aid to kids trying to find out
how to write for the screen.
Inevitably the screen itself

would be bound to benefit by it.

Future writers for the screen
would then learn to think in
terms of a succession of pic-

tures. They would get to know
something about camera work
and the cutting and editing of a
picture, which every profession-
al screen writer must know in
order to qualify.—J. P. McEvoy.

Holds Star More
Important Than Story

WTHAT is a star? A play-
er who rises above the

written material and makes a
character more effective than
anyone thought it could be made,

is a star, and if not already rec-

ognized as a star, soon will be.

And I will stand by that defini-

tion. Taking that viewpoint,

stars are more important than
stories. For example, you may
have six excellent stories. But
it would be impractical to pro-

duce any one of them without
a player who could carry it suc-
cessfully. Naturally, such a
player would be a star. So,
often good stories must wait
for good acting. And that in-
cludes all kinds of stories, from
"Hamlet" to "My Man Godfrey."
And, you will note that, in de-
fining a . star, I say nothing
about popularity or publicized
personalities. If a player de-
livers a performance, all that
will take care of itself. One
picture, "The Gilded Lady,"
proved Fred MacMurray a po-
tential star, because he was bet-
ter than his written material.
In two years he became a popu-
lar favorite. Robert Taylor
zoomed to front rank in even
shorter time, because he was
always better than the part he
played. Again, one picture,
"Come and Get It," will make
Frances Farmer a star, because
she is so much better than her
role that audiences recognize it.—Howard Estabrook.

1937
RELEASES

A complete list of releases for

the first six months 1937 to-

gether with the distributors

name, running time, cast, pro-

ducer, director, author, screen-

play writer, cameraman, mus-

ical director, editor and FILM
DAILY review date will be

found in the 1937

—

FILM DAILY

Product Guide
AND DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

OUT SOON
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Selznick Talks Distribution Deal Ren U.A.

DISCLOSEJETAILS OF ENGLISH QUOTA iAW PLAN

Expect Warners to Show Net of $7,500,000 for Year

Profit on 12 Months' Period

Ending Aug. 31 Reported

at $1.70 a Share

Warner Bros, is expected to show
a net profit of approximately $7,-

500,000 on the fiscal year ending
Aug. 31, next, according to authori-

tative Wall Street sources yester-

day.

This is anticipated to amount to

$1.70 per share on the 3,701,090

shares of common stock outstanding.

BRISKIN CONTRACT

IS RENEWED BY RKO

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO has renewed

the contract of Sam Briskin in
charge of production for a long
term, it was announced yesterday by
Floyd Odium of Atlas who has been
figuring importantly in the com-
pany's activities.

Odium is here attending to prob-
(Continued on Page 11)

Trop General Manager
of Harry Sherman Prod.

J. D. Trop, New York associate of
Harry Sherman, producer of the
Hopalong Cassidy westerns released
through Paramount Pictures, will

leave for Hollywood by plane on
Wednesday, Aug. 4 to assume his

new duties as general manager of
Harry Sherman Productions.

Promotion is in line with Sher-
man's plan for expanding produc-
tion activities to include additional

(Continued on Page 4)

U

Not English, But Agentese
A w.k. Broadway agent was taking

conversational pot shots at another
ten-percenter across a table at Sardi's

yesterday. By way of getting across
the idea that he dismissed the other
feller on the grounds of no competi-
tion, he said: "I diminish him."

How They Started

Fred W. Beetson, secretary-treasurer of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc.,

stepped into the industry picture as an organizer of that group in January, 1924, and since has

filled the dual office. The likeness is by that o'l' brush-and-palette maestro, Hap Hadley

Preliminary Talks Held on Renewal

Of Selznick-U. A. Distributing Deal

Proposed Setup Based on

Costs Rather Than Quality

Requirements

By ERNEST IV. FREDMAN
FILM 'DAILY Staff Correspondent

London (By Cable)—Long-antici-
pated details of the proposed new
Films Act were disclosed yesterday
when the Government's White Paper
printed the quota plan setup which
is based on production costs rather
than quality.

Providing Parliament in Novem-
ber ratifies the bill, which would be-

come effective Jan. 1, the first year
quota for distributors will be 15 per
cent, and 10 per cent for exhibitors,

rising- by stages to 30 per cent for

distributors and 25 per cent for the-

aters over a period of 10 years.

Minimum costs of pictures within
the act must be $75,000 and produc-

(Oontinued on Page 11)

QUESTION FEASIBILITY

OF NEW ITALIAN EDICT

SAG Defers Closed Shop
in East Pending Confabs

Screen Actors' Guild has decided
to postpone the date for a closed
shop in the east for a short time be-
yond Aug. 1, but the Guild wage
scales become effective on that date,
it was said yesterday by Mrs. Flor-
ence Marston, eastern executive sec-
retary.
The postponement is to enable

Ken Thompson, executive secretary
(Continued on Page 4)

Selznick International has held
preliminary discussions with United
Artists on renewal of their distri-

bution arrangements which expire
with delivery of three more pictures,

stated John Hay Whitney yesterday
in New York. Number of produc-
tions to be made under the proposed
new deal has not been determined,
as yet, he said, with meetings so

far being devoted to terms.

Whitney denied a report, current
in New York yesterday, that he and

(Continued on Page 4)

Rome (By Cable)—Feasibility of

the new film regulations requiring
Italian theaters to play one domes-
tic film for every two foreign pro-

ductions used is seriously doubted
(Continued en Page 4)

5,000 Accounts Sold by

20th Cent.-Fox to Date

Five thousand accounts on new
season product have been sold up
to the present time, stated John D.
Clark, general sales manager of

(Continued on Page 4)

FWC Set Except for U A
Fox West Coast circuit, operated by

National Theaters, has completed its

major product arrangements for the
1937-38 season, with the exception of

a deal with United Artists.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 27% 27l/4 27% + Va

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak I8OV4 180% I8OI/4 + 1/4

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq 23% 23% 233/4
Loew's, Inc 85% 841/4 84% + %
do pfd
Paramount 22% 21 % 21 % — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20 19% 19% — %
Pathe Film 9% 8% 9% + 5/8
RKO
20th Century-Fox .. 36% 363/8 36%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 46 46 46
Univ. Pict. pfd 64% 64% 64%
Warner Bros 14% 14% 14%— %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 10O 100 + %
Para. B'way 3s55... 67 66 66—1
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . 1003/8 1003/8 1003/8 — %
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47 92% 92% 92% — 1%
RKO 6s41 1093/4 109% 109% — 1 %
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 3% 3 3 — %
Sonotone Corp 1 34 1 3^ 1 34
Technicolor 28% 273^ 28% + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 94 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11% 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 53% 55%

N. Y. Para. Books 2 Bands
New York Paramount has booked

in two m^-e bands. Shep Fields
comes ; ~« with the picture attraction,
"Angei " Aug. 25 and will be fol-

lowed by Tommy Dorsey.

150 Guaranteed Releases

for English Distribution

Distribution of 150 Guaranteed re-
leases in England during the year
ahead is planned by Minnie Swift,
called England's only woman renter,
who is now in New York from Lon-
don for conferences with Guaran-
teed officials and a trip to the Coast.
Guaranteed, she stated yesterday,
handles 75 per cent of the product
of American independents in Eng-
land.

Miss Swift leaves New York Wed-
nesday for Hollywood, where she
will inspect the studios of producers
releasing through Guaranteed. She
sails on the Queen Mary returning
to London on Sept. 7.

Melodrama, including gangster
pictures, have a wide appeal in the
British Isles, according to Miss
Swift.

Alperson Denies GN Will

Alter Production Setup

Contradicting reports to the con-
trary, Grand National has no in-

tention of changing its present pro-

duction setup, stated President Ed-
ward Alperson yesterday in New
York. Company will continue to

employ producers directly on its

payroll, he said, and has never gen-
erally operated on an independent
unit basis.

Snag Delays Signing of

Para, and Criterion Deal

Deal under which Paramount
would become a partner in the New
York Criterion in association with
B. S. Moss and Harry Charnas has
run into a snag or two which has
delayed its closing, although papers
had reached the signature stage.

Those connected with the move how-
ever, regard the obstacles as minor
and expect its culmination within a
few days.

National Screen Opening
4 Additional Exchanges

Opening of four more exchanges
within the next few weeks is plan-

ned by National Screen and Nation-
al Screen Accessories. Locations are
in Des Moines, Cleveland, Pittsburgh
and Washington.

"Firefly" As Roadshow
M-G-M will roadshow "Firefly,"

musical film starring Jeannette Mc-
Donald with Allan Jones. Film has
a book by Otto Harbach and music
by Rudolph Friml. It is expected
that the picture will open here at

the Astor.

Bank Night Legality Up
Menominee, Mich.—The Common

Council here has referred the ques-
tion concerning the legality of Bank
Night to its police, license and
traffic committee.

Mandatory Indie Trustee

Provided in Chandler Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Chandler Bill

for reorganization of the bank-
ruptcy statutes including Section
77B, provides many changes from
the old law including mandatory
appointment of an independent trus-

tee in cases involving $250,000 or
more, preparation of the reorganiza-
tion plan by the trustee, submis-
sion of the plan to the SEC where
debts are over $3,000,000, right of
tax authorities of the federal or
state governments to object to any
plan or reorganization which has
for "one of its principal purposes
avoidance of taxes."
The trustee's function under the

Chandler bill is to investigate the
acts, conduct, financial condition and
desirability of operation of the busi-
ness. A brief statement on this

would be submitted to all parties
to the reorganization including the
SEC. The trustee would be required
to formulate a plan or give reason
why not; other parties are allowed
to submit plans or suggestions for
plans.

Shirley III, on Leave;

M-G-M Shifts Personnel

Buffalo—Several shifts in M-G-M
personnel are disclosed. S. A. Shir-

ley, district manager in the Chi-
cago - Indianapolis - Milwaukee-
Minneapolis territory, with head-
quarters in Chicago, is on a long
leave of absence because of serious

illness. J. E. (Jack) Flvnn, with
headauarters in Detroit, has moved
to Chicago. Edward K. (Ted)
O'Shea, here 17 years and manager
11, has taken the Flynn job, cover-

ing: Detroit, Albany, Buffalo, Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati and Cleveland.
Ralph E. Maw, city salesman, has
been moved up to the managership
and Emanuel Woronov from the
New Haven office has been added to

the sales staff.

"U" Signs Great States Deal

J. R. Grainger, General Manager
of Distribution for the New Univer-
sal, returned yesterday to his office

from Chicago where he signed a con-

tract for the Universal product to

play in the B & K Great States Cir-

cuit comprising 60 theaters in and
around Chicaeo. Jules J. Rubens
acted for the Circuit and E. T. Gom-
ersall and H. M. Herbel sat in with
Mr. Grainger for Universal.

AAAA Meets Today
Special meetine of the Associated

Actors and Artists of America will

b« held today at the Actors' Equity
offices to consider problems arising

from the formation of the new Ra-
dio Guild and the plans for enlarged
activity of the four A's.

Para. Renews In Ft. Myers
Paramount is renewing its lease

on the Arcade theater, Ft. Myers,
on a 20-year basis.

Coming and Goin^

ATTORNEY ROBERT BENJAMIN has gone to
the Coast from New York.

BOB WEITMAN is back as head man at the
New York Paramount following a vacation.

MINNIE SWIFT, who is in New York from
London, leaves for the Coast Wednesday and
sails for England from New York Sept. 7.

BOB TAPLINGER leaves New York today for
Hollywood.

N. L. NATHANSON, now in New York, leaves
today on his return to Toronto.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH is back in New York;
following a brief Thiladelphia trip.

J. D. TROP flies to the Coast Aug. 4.

LILLIAN HELLMAN, screen writer, arrives
from the Coast tomorrow.

BENJAMIN GLAZER, accompanied by his
wife, SHARON LYNN, stage and screen star;
FRANK CHAPMAN and his wife, GLADYS
SWARTHOUT, arrive today from Europe on the
Conte di Savoia.

SID RECHETNICK, Warner publicist, has re-
turned to the home office from the Coast.

GEOFFREY SHURLOCK of the Production
Code Administration staff, leaves today for
Hollywood, with MRS. SHURLOCK.

LEO SPITZ, RKO president, returns Monday
from the Coast.

MARTIN BECK accompanied by MR. and
MRS. BERTRAM SCHRIEN left by plane last
night for Hollywood.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ and LILY PONS fly
from Chicago to Hollywood Sunday, accom-
panied by AL SCHNEIDER of CBS.

GRAD SEARS, who flew to the Coast Wed-
nesday, will go to Frisco before returning next
Tuesday or Wednesday.

Anti-Giveaway Ordinance
In Detroit Hits Exhibs

Detroit—An ordinance to ban all

lotteries and giveaways has been
given second reading and ordered
printed by the City Council. If ap-
proved, it will be given immediate
effect as "necessary to the preser-
vation of the public peace, health,
and safety."

The ordinance, applying solely to

theaters, will still allow churches,
carnivals, and other organizations
to conduct such activities, however.
It is drawn in the widest terms, ban-
ning: "Any lottery, game of chance,
game of skill, Bank Night, Screeno,
and /or games of like nature, or
similar games."

JULY 30

Sidney R. Kent
Holmes Herbert
Robert Bennett
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

'TOVARICH' IN PRODUCTION! Famed Broadway stage hit goes before cameras under new title,

'Tonight's Our Night,' with Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Anita Louise, Basil Rathbone,

Roland Young heading cast of notables. Film is one of ten 1937-38 pictures actually in work

on Warner lot in addition to those completed and awaiting National Trade Showings Aug. 23-24.

"THEY WONT FORGET'S" 3RD N. Y. WEEK gives

Claude Rains (be/ow) something nice to remember while

enroute to coast for leading supporting role in Warners'

Technicolor special, 'Gold Is Where You Find It,'

with George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, Donald Crisp.

'MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR' AUG. 21st with star

role by Kenny Baker, production by Mervyn LeRoy, four

new tunes by Warren and Dubin, and 'a sure fire

box-office attraction' (Variety Daily) by Warner Bros.!

A BIG TIME WILL BE HAD BY ALL

TONIGHT (above) at N. Y. Criterion pre-

miere of 'Marry„The Girl,' new Warneriot

with the year's champ cuckoo cast

—Mary Boland, Frank McHugh, Hugh

Herbert, Carol Hughes, Allen Jenkins,

Mischa Auer, Alan Mowbray.Teddy Hart.*

IT'S LOVE HE'S AFTER-and who isn't?

Leslie Howard tells co-star Bette Davis

all about it in their new Warner ro-

mance, 'It's Love I'm After' {left) and

radio critic Jimmy Fidler is first to tell

the world that "it's a 'must see' picture

— will have you holding your sides!"*
*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vifagraph, Inc., Distributors



SELZNIGK TALKING

U. A. DEAL RENEWAL

(Continued from Page 1)

David 0. Selznick contemplate buy-

ing into a major company.

"Nothing Sacred" is the final Selz-

nick production to be delivered to

United Artists under the present ar-

rangement, its release date being

set for Nov. 19. Predecessor re-

leases are "Adventures of Tom
Sawyer" and "Prisoner of Zenda."

Whitney plans to remain in the

East until October, when he goes

to Hollywood.

Trop General Manager

of Harry Sherman Prod.

(Continued from Page 1)

features besides the Cassidy west-

erns. Trop recently returned from a

two-month stay on the Coast where

he assisted in the production of Rex
Beach's "The Barrier". In addition

to his production duties, Trop will

continue to handle all distribution

matters.

While Trop will make his perma-

nent headquarters on the Coast, he

will continue his New York office

handling contact on other activities.

His local successor will be announced
shortly.

Mrs. Trop and familv are sched-

uled to leave for Hollywood by boat

on Aug. 21.

5,000 Accounts Sold by

20th Cent.-Fox to Date

(Continued from Page 1)

20th Century-Fox, yesterday in New
York.

In the New York territory, the

company is negotiating a product

deal with the Century Circuit, with

Harry Buxbaum, local manager,
handling matters. The New York
office has also closed with the Pru-
dential circuit, operated by Joe

Seider.

Yawitz Grandfather Dies

St. Louis, Mo.—Funeral services

were held here for David Yawitz,

grandfather of Paul Yawitz, RKO
writer, who died at his home, July

26, the day after he had celebrated

his 82nd birthday and two days af-

ter he and his wife observed the

sixty-fifth anniversary of their wed-
ding. He is survived by his wife,

six sons, 30 grand children and

eight great-grandchildren.

Forbes, Mother In Pix

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—For the first time in their

screen careers, Ralph Forbes, brilliant

young English actor, and his mother,

Mary Forbes, character actress, are play-

ing together in a "notion picture

—

"Stage Door," which Pandro S. Berman

is producing at RKO Radio with Kath-

arine Hepburn and Ginger Rogers co-

starring. Oddly enough also, Mrs.

Forbes plays the part of Ralph's mother-
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• • • THAT AMAZING MITE, Shirley Temple, is at it

again and by "at" we mean not only the Roxy for a sec-

ond week but likewise engaged in ringing-up gargantuan
grosses at that pix palace seemingly with the same ease
as of yore Just a week ago today this small-but-oh-my
Temple person moved in there in the role of "Wee Willie
Winkie" and complacently established a new opening day
b.o. and attendance record It would have warmed the
cockles of Rudyard Kipling's heart if he could have stood
on the corner of 50th St. and 7th Ave. and heard the
ceaseless tread of Boots Boots Boots march-
ing up to make the ticket vending machines whirl that
master strategist, Howard Cullman passed down an order
for the doors to open at 9.30 a.m. except on Sunday
the said Sabbath ban giving the de-energized house attachees a
chance to grab some "shut-eye"

• • • ANENT GRABBING SOME "SHUT-EYE". .....

up in the far corner of the U. S. Seattle's the precise
locale "Lightning," cat mascot of the Liberty Theater is

a great favorite with the city's pix fans who are given to

over-indulging the meow-er with affectionate pats the
feline, as a result, couldn't snatch its cat-naps but the
spark of genuine genius is oft present in the theater manager

this one had a sign lettered and whenever tabby
dozed off in the lobby the sign was put up over the cat

"Please Don't Disturb; Sleeping. Thanks, (signed)
Lightning"

• • • NOT TO BE OUTDONE by the concoctors of do-
mestic film fare John E. Abbott, director of the Museum
of Modern Art Film Library has everything set to have
his organization serve up a series of nine Swedish pictures dur-
ing the coming season these cinematic hors d'oeuvres in-

clude Greta Garbo's first important Swedish feature
"Gosta Berling's Saga" made in 1923-24 the array
of screen Smorgasbord will undoubtedly be devoured eagerly
by students of the evolution of fillums both technically and
as a fine art

T
• • • YESTERDAY, SAMUEL GOLDWYN coin-

cident with the Music Hall opening of "Stella Dallas"
announced the launching of a thousand dollar exploitation con-
test for the pix open to every house in the U. S. playing
the attraction top award is five-hundred smackers
to manager whose campaign shows most original showmanship
effort second and third awards will be $200 and $100 re-

spectively and a brood of smaller ones

• • IN THE LOCAL LIMELIGHT are the Messrs.
Hal Home and his Wangerites and Monroe Green-
thai and his U. A. publicites for having knocked-off,
a double truck from the New York Herald-Tribune's Sun-
day roto section for the first time in that newspaper's his-
tory it's on "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" Ben
F. Schireson has been made manager of the Highway Theater
in Brooklyn by his astute bosses in the Randforce Amuse-
ment Corp Energetic Ben knows his business onions, too. .

.

• Charles E. Ford editor of Universal Newsreel
yesterday sent Howard Winner to China Howard's the boy
who gets most of the far-flung and tough assignments ....

and one of the toughest was the Ethiopian war he and
George Krainukov U's regular cameraman in China
will do a little shooting of their own in the Far Eastern sector.

V
• • • M-G-M WENT THROUGH some joyous spasms
at both ends of the continent yesterday from the coast
torrid wires told of the hip-hip hooray reception given by
ix preview audience at Long Beach, Cal after seeing
"Broadway Melody of 1938" folks there declared it best
in that series of musicals in the Eastern offices execs were
jubilant after screening "The Firefly" and huddled
immediately on plans fpr a big nation-wide campaign. . .

9 Bruce Millholland who recently arrived from Holly-
wood is spending the balance of the summer at Wingdale,
N. Y writing plays and working on a novel. . .

QUESTION FEASIBILF

OF NEW ITALIAN EDICT

(Continued from Page 1)

in well-informed local film circles.

Lack of sufficient home product is

given as the reason.
Under the present plan, theaters

are required to show one Italian
picture for every three foreign pro-
ductions. New decree becomes ef-
fective Sept. 1.

SAG Defers Closed Shop
in East Pending Confabs

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Guild and Mrs. Marston to
confer with Eastern producers on
their objections to conditions of the
Guild shop. Both Thompson and
Mrs. Marston have been occupied
with formation of the new Radio
Guild for the past week.
The Screen Guild officials expect

to meet with representatives of Au-
dio Productions, Mentone Education-
al, Republic West Coast Service
Studios, Caravel Films and others,

Para. Loses Credit Appeal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco—Paramount Pro-

ductions' appeal from a Federal
Court decision that screen credit is

worth $7,500 to an author was de-
nied by a U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals here this week. Walten H.
Smith, appellant, was granted the
sum because his name was left off

"We're Not Dressing", which he au-
thored.

"Saratoga" Big In St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo. — "Saratoga" atj

Loew's Theater has had the biggest
opening week since "Grand Hotel"
five years ago. The opening week
is expected to surpass the record
set by "San Francisco" in its first

seven days at this house last year.

"Elysia" Gets a 12th
Newark, N. J.

—"Elysia", is being
held for a twelfth week at the Lit-
tle, approaching the city record run
made last year by "Ecstacy" at the
same house.

WEDDING BELLS

San Francisco—Ward Pechner of
Fox West Coast publicity depart-
ment and Hayden Piner of FWC
booking staff were recent bride-
grooms. Pechner is the son of Sam-
uel Pechner, FWC veteran and cur-
rently manager of the 5,000-seat
Fox, Market St. first-run.

Other recent 'Frisco theate^ . si-

ness marriages were those ^Ji Joe
Cane, booker for the local Republic
exchange, and Stan Breyer, sales-
man for radio station KJBS, who
handles a great deal of the station's
spot theater program announce-
ments.

Kh
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BEST SHOW IN TOWN
if

NEW YORK TIMES

PARAMOUNT'S HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME

Lives Op to Its Title

V

Spectacular opening ushered in roadshow engagement of

Paramount's "High, Wide and Handsome" at Astor

Theatre, New York, night of July 21. Jerome Kern and

Oscar Hammerstein's musical romance-drama interested,

excited and thrilled first-night audience. Precedent in con-

nection with picture, which in its treatment set many new-

precedents, was that limited number of free tickets were

issued. Rest of audience had to put it on the line, and how

they did' Critical comment also set precedent for praise

Read the highlights from the reviews on succeeding pages.



PARAMOUNT STARTS NEW GOLD RUSH ON BROADWAY!

illillg MobS turned out for opening of Paramoiint's "High, Wide and Hand-

some." Heavy advance sale proves public is ready, willing and able to pay for

entertainment that successfully blends drama, music, romance, comedy.

"Randy" Scott receives plaudits of audience

for best characterization and acting of his career.

Gave vital interpretation of vital role.

Oh BOy! Martha Have, worn, tired, lint happy,

after record-breaking personal appearance with

"Easy Living" (success) at Paramount Theatre,

sums up her impression of "High, Wide and

Handsome" for radio listeners with "Oh Bov!"

treatment accorded picture by first-line metropolitan film critics

FRANK S. NUGENT, New York TimeS—Moves easily into the ranks of the
season's best. Against it 'Showboat' was an effeminate piece. The Astor
has the best show in town."

WANDA HALE, Daily NeWS—"An active, exciting, colorful and thrilling

picture."

BLAND JOHANESON, Daily Mirror—^'Produced on a giant scale, splendidly

directed, played by a great cast, distinguished by a stimulating musical
score. A unique and stunning film which will entertain any audience."

HOWARD BARNES, Herald-Tribune— Prodigal and colorful reconstruction

of an exciting period. Best described by the adjectives of its title."

WILLIAM BOEHNEL, World-Telegram—"Magnificent entertainment. A film

of uncommon quality, a superb piece of picture -telling which nobody
who finds pleasure in the cinema can afford to miss."

EILEEN CREELMAN, Sun-Lsa Cimarron' of the oil industry."

ROSE PELSWICK, Evening Journal —Never forgets to be a slick adventure

yarn, even though it's been filmed on a large and lavish scale. You'll

enjoy the picture immensely."

>>



Coast Preview Brought Forth More

'HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"comment:

ERSKINE JOHNSON, Universal Service— -Entertainment spelled with a

Capital E."

LEO TOWNSEND, Modem Screen —A great production."

j
v HAL TODD, BOXOffice Digest- "Marvelous! Wait, that doesn't do it

'
j

justice . . . sensational!

"

SARA HAMILTON, Photoplay —"A breath-taking epic."

CLARK WALES, Screen and Radio Weekly — "Two great pictures rolled

into one."

WHITNEY BOLTON, Literary Digest-Has magnificent sweep."

EDWIN SCHALLERT, Drama Editor, Los Angeles Times — "Truly epochal
production."

WELFORD BEATON, Hollywood Spectator -"Noteworthy for its blend of

elements."

ROB WAGNER, Script— "Fine break for Randolph Scott and rest of cast.

By far best work they have ever done."

MAXINE SMITH, Chicago American— "Marvelous entertainment."

JOHN ROSENFELD, Dallas NeWS— "What we all want in entertainment is

music, drama, suspense, excitement. I got it out of 'High, Wide and
Handsome'."

ELIZABETH YEAMAN, Hollywood Citizen-News—"One of the greatest American
epics ever produced."

ROBIN GOONS, ASSOCiated PreSS—"Music with a reason, in a stirring, highly
adventurous picture."

JACK HOBART, San Francisco Chronicle—"A grand film from start to finish."

VARIETY—"Interesting and by all portents very lucrative experiment in

popular screen entertainment. Fullest value in mass appeal."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER—"A new word will have to be coined even to describe

this operetta treatment of a dramatic episode from American history."

Celebrity. Frances Farmer, screen

star, graced opening by her presence

and received overwhelming ovation

from crowd.

Celebrity. Hope Hampton tells

radio audience how much she en-

joyed opening of one of outstanding

pictures of the season.

Celebrity. Kitty Carlisle, musical

comedy star, caught by candid

camera as she entered Astor Theatre

auditorium.

Celebrity. Olympe Bradna. new
Paramount young star, gives Gabriel

Heatter, commentator, her impres-

sions of her next picture
—

"Souls at

Sea"—which opens at Globe Theatre,

New York, August 3rd

Significant Billboard Campaign was important element in advance advertising for opening
period. Painted boards like this in strategic locations complemented full showing on regular
stands.

High, Wide and HandSOme, too. was the specially designed front and

lobby, which introduced novel mural effects and modern lighting into modern

showmanship that characterized Paramount campaign for important picture

Ign, Wlfle and HandSOme was the newspaper campaign on behalf of Paramount's smashing spectacle of the oil industry. Refreshingly new treatments in

layouts and art characterized refreshingly new treatments and blending of entertainment elements in the picture.
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S A HIGH

WIDE
AND

HANDSOME
PARAMOUNT
YEAR!

by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II, Creators of Immortal Music

Irene Dunne in HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME" with Randolph Scott

DOROTHY LAMOUR • AKIM TAMIROFF • RAYMOND WALBURN • Ben Blue ' Charles

Bickford Elizabeth Patterson • William Frawley * A Rouben Mamoulian Production

A Paramount Picture Directed by Rouben Mamoulian • Music by Jerome Kern • Original Story, Screen Play and Lyrics by Oscar Hammersfein II
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A "mU" few* Hollywood "JMx
i*

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"DUBY KEELER has been signed

to a long term contract giving

her services exclusively to RKO
Radio on a basis of two pictures

per year.
Her first picture will be "Love

Below Freezing," in which she will

star with Mitzi Green who is re-

turning to the screen also under an

RKO Radio contract. "Love Below
Freezing," a Pandro S. Berman pro-

duction, is a musical comedy by
Dana Burnet, with music by Lew
Brown and Ray Henderson.

r T

Paramount will give W. C. Fields

the starring role in "The Big Broad-
cast of 1938," which will go in pro-

duction early in September with
Mitchell Leisen directing and Har-
lan Thompson producing.

T

Buck Jones has purchased film

rights to "The Boss of Lonely Val-
ley" a novel by Forrest Brown. It

will be used as the next and last

Buck Jones starring production for

Universal release, slated to go be-

fore the cameras in mid-August.
Frances Guihan is writing the screen
play.

T T

RCA gave a special demonstra-
tion on "sound recording technique"
at the RCA Hollywood plant for

the Cinema Appreciation League.
Program comprised of a special

demonstration reel made by Walt
Disney, and a reel of the Stowkowski
music recorded by the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra for Univer-
sal^ "100 Men and a Girl." Barton
Krauzer, RCA photophone engineer,
explaining the sound recording
methods to the gathering.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 115 • • •

MARK SANDRICH. Director. Born in New York and educated at Columbia

University. Joined Century Pictures, then to Fox for two years,

"Sweet Sixteen" series for

Wrote
Universal; and was "gag" man for Universal.

Subsequently, assistant director for Warners, di-

rector of short subjects at Fox and Universal

for four years, feature director at Columbia.

Later still, directed talking feature for Sono

Art-World Wide release and talking shorts for

Louis Brock. Also directed Clark and McCul-

lough, Chic Sales series; Benny Rubin, Walter

Catlett, "Broadway Headliners" series. Now
under contract to RKO Radio, where he has

directed several features, among them "Gay

Divorcee," "Top Hat," "Follow the Fleet" and

"Shall We Dance." Hobbies: Swimming, golf.

Shooting has started on the first

Bob Steele picture of the 1937-1938
series entitled, "The Arizona Gun-
fighter," produced by Supreme Pic-

tures, under the supervision of A.
W. Hackel and to be released
through Republic Productions Inc.

Feminine lead is Jean Carmen, with
Wm. Farnum heading the support-
ing cast.

Edward E. Paramore, Jr., has
been signed by Republic to work on
the screen play of "Portia On Trial".
Frieda Inescort will play the title

role. Albert E. Levoy is the Asso-
ciated Producer in charge.

Tully Marshall, the 70-year-old
character actor who frequently de-

clines offers of film roles and se-
lects only those parts for which he
is particularly suited, today agreed
to apear in "Blossoms On Broad-
way", which B. P. Schulberg is pro-
ducing for Paramount. Marshall
will portray the role of "Sourpuss",
utility magnate who figures im-
portantly in the story.

Schulberg also announced that he
has signed Jay Flippen, John Ar-
thur and Charles rialton for fea-
tured roles in "Blossoms On Broad-
way". Halton, who recently entered
the ranks of film players, was the
original "Glogauer" in the Broad-
way production of "Once In a Life-

time".

John Qualen, screen father to the
Dionne Quintuplets in "The Country

Doctor" and "Reunion," has joined
the cast of Selznick's Technicolor
comedy, "Nothing Sacred," co-star-
ring Carole Lombard and Fredric
March. Qualen now has the role

of a Swedish fireman.

With "Bulldog Drummond Comes
Back" nearing completion in Para-
mount's Hollywood studio, the com-
pany announces that another pic-

ture in this series of detective mys-
tery film stories will go before the
cameras next Monday.
John Barrymore, Louise Campbell

and John Howard, who head the
cast of "Bulldog Drummond Comes
Back" will play the leading parts in

the film to go into production next
week. Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive
and J. Carroll Naish, who have fea-
tured parts in the film now being
completed also will have roles in

the second Drummond picture, the
screenplay for which is being pre-
pared by Edward T. Lowe from a
story by H. C. "Sapper" McNeile.

T T T

Universal has teamed Noah
Beery, Jr. and Dorothea Kent in

the romantic leads of the W. R.
Burnett novel "The Iron Man"
which E. M. Asher will produce!
with Milton Carruth acting as di-

rector. The screen-play for this
production, the title of which will
undoubtedly be changed, is being
written by Lester Cole.

T T

Feature roles have been assigned
by Columbia to Esther Muir and
John Gallaudet in "I'll Take Ro-
mance," Grace Moore's starring
musical drama, while Pedro de Cor-
doba has been engaged for one of
the featured roles in "Park Avenue
Dame."

Cohen Spending $100,000

On U. A. Theater, Frisco

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco — Herman Cohen

will embark on extensive remodel-
ing of his 1,200-seat United Artists
Theater, local first run, the middle
of August. "Make Way for Tomor-
row", currently showing, will be
pulled to accommodate.

Tentative plans call for new
sound equipment, new seats, new
marquee and neon sign, new drapes
and furnishings. Cost of the job

is said to go near the $100,000 mark.
The Market St. theater will be
closed for a month.

"Penitentes" Print Stolen

IJ Stolen print of "The Lash of the
'fcnitentes," taken from an auto in

Hollywood, is cause of some concern
to Michael J. Levinson, owner of

the world distribution rights. Levin-
son, in New York yesterday, said

reports he received indicated the
print was being bootlegged in the
Northwest.

Fox West Coast Attaches

To Attend Colorado Meet

San Francisco — A. M. Bowles,
Northern California division mana-
ger, C. M. Thall, executive assis-
tant, and some half dozen other
Fox West Coast folk from here
leave next week for the FWC con-
ference at Colorado Springs Aug.
10. Charles Skouras will preside at
the five-day meeting.
Those from the Northern Cali-

fornia division include: Dick Spier,
Nick Turner, Harry Spiel, Phil
Phillips, James Chapman and Elmer
Hanks.

Judge Quashes Subpoena
Federal Judge John C. Knox yes-

terday quashed a subpoena served
on Columbia Pictures of California,
Inc., in a plagiarism suit brought
by Valentine Davies on the ground
that the company has no officers in

New York. Davies claims that his

story "Fly From the Ointment" was
plagiarized in the film "Alibi For
Murder."

Hartford First Conn. City

to Decree Bank Night Ban

Hartford, Conn.—Following1

' the
recent Bank Night decision in the
case of the Rialto Theater, Windsor
Locks, Hartford Vice and Liquor
Squad of the Police Department has
formally notified all theaters that
Bank Night must be immediately
terminated. The warning that such
practices will not be tolerated in

Hartford, under penalty of arrest
and presentation in court came as
a result of conferences with Chief
of Police Garrett J. Farrell.

Hartford is the first city in the
State to take such definite action.

About 20 users of the true Bank
Night system were registered in the

State in recent months, with a much
larger number using various other
cash giveaway systems.

Bette Davis Must Rest
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — While condition of

Bette Davis, sunstroke victim, was
improved yesterday, she will require

a month's rest, physicians said.

Merchants' Free Talkies

Draw 3,000 in 200 Town

Detroit—Alban J. Norris, presi-
dent of the Michigan Film Library,
has recovered from a sprained ankle
received about a month ago suffi-

ciently to return to work. He made
one of his first trips to Britton,
where he is distributing films for a
merchant-sponsored show. The town
is setting a record with a total pop-
ulation of 200, and a weekly at-

tendance at the show, on Saturday
night, of 2,500 to 3,000 during the
summer. Show includes features
and shorts, giving a regular two
hour program. Norris is using 16
mm. sound film equipment and a
24 by 24 foot screen.

Given Papal Audience
Castel Gandolfo, Italy (By Cable)

—Pope Pius yesterday received in

special audience Sally Eilers, in pri-

vate life Mrs. Harry Joe Brown, ac-
tress and wife of the 20th-Fox pro-
ducer, and Louella O. Parsons,
screen critic and columnist.
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"It's Love I'm After
1

with Leslie Howard, Bette Davis,

Olivia de Havilland, Patric Knowles

First National 90 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

REFRESHING MINT OF LAUGHTER
SIZES UP AS A BOX-OFFICE DELIGHT.

"It's Love I'm After" is what every ex-

hibitor will be after when he discovers this

refreshing mint of laughter. A travesty

on actors who live to act and act to live

—

who solve every real life problem with the

plots of former plays that fit the situation.

Archie Mayo's direction is brilliant and
sparkling—he has the touch for sharpen-

ing the edge of satire. Harry Joe Brown
rates credit as the associate producer. The
picture brings a delightfully original story

by Maurice Hanline to the screen. Casey
Robinson's screenplay is hilariously funny.

Leslie Howard, as the great Shakespearian

actor . . . God's gift to women . . . and

Bette Davis, his leading Jady, both alter-

nately love and hate each other. The open-

ing scenes in the theater where whispered

asides of "Oh, onion again" or "You ham"
are sandwiched between poetic flights of

"Romeo and Juliet" start the film off with

chuckles that quickly work up to a rollick-

ing roar. Off stage, in a moment of truce,

Howard and Davis decide to finally consum-

mate their oft-postponed wedding. But as

a friendly gesture to Patric Knowles, How-
ard undertakes to win back the latter's

fiancee for him. The wedding is delayed,

complications result, and it takes the re-

mainder of the picture to straighten mat-

ters out. Not in many moons has Leslie

Howard played such a grand role of satiric

comedy. He and Eric Blare, his valet who
was a former bird imitator, fairly steal the

show. Blore's scene of bird imitations to

signal Howard is one of the highlights.

Bette Davis does excellent work with her

part, but in general, the women come out

sceond best to the men. The supporting

cast is uniformly good. "It's Love I'm

After" should spell box-office for the bet-

ter class theaters, and though sophisticated,

it has enough down to earth comedy to

be a big draw in the smaller spots also.

Cast: Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Olivia

de Havilland, Patric Knowles, Eric Blore,

George Barbier, Bonita Granville, Spring

Byington, Georgia Caine, Veda Ann Berg,

E. E. Clive, Valerie Bergere, Sarah Edwards,

Thomas Pogue, Grace Fields, Harvey Clark,

Ed Mortimer, Thomas Mills.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Asso-

ciate Producer, Harry Joe Brown; Director,

Archie L. Mayo; Screenplay, Casey Robin-

son; Story by Maurice Hanline; Assistant

Director, Jack Sullivan; Cameraman, James
Van Trees; Art Director, Carl Weyl; Editor,

Owen Marks; Musical Director, Leo F.

Forbstein; Sound, Robert B. Lee.

Direction, Great. Photography, Splendid.

JleJuUws o% iUe View TUms ft

Westinghouse Net Soars
Westinghouse Electric & Manuf.

Co. reports net income of $11,331,-
772 after depreciation, federal in-

come taxes, etc. for the first six
months of 1937, the best half-year-
ly earning statement since 1929, and
an increase of 43 per cent over the
like 1936 period.

'Love Takes Flight"
with Bruce Cabot, Beatrice Roberts, John

Sheehan, Astrid Allwyn

Grand National 70 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

AVIATION AND ROMANCE BLEND
NEATLY, MAKE PLEASING FILM FARE.

One of the better of the George Hirli-

man Condor Productions for Grand National

is this picture of transport flyers getting

mixed up with screen celebrities. Aviation

and romance in an interesting plot makes
it pleasing program fare. Bruce Cabot,

Beatrice Roberts, John Sheehan and Astrid

Allwyn head a cast which works capably

under Conrad Nagel's guidance. Through-

out his direction maintains an action tempo
and a fair measure of suspense. The well

developed screenplay is by Lionel Houser

and Mervin Houser from Ann Morrison

Chapin's original. George Hirliman, the

producer, and Ben Pivar, his associate,

have given the piece production values

that show it off to good advantage. Bea-

trice Roberts, the stewardess, is in love

with the plane's pilot, Bruce Cabot. A
film producer sees her and offers her a

film contract which she turns down for

she and Bruce have plans for a flight to

Manila. Bruce meets the screen star,

Astrid Allwyn who gets him into pictures

where he is successful and also the object

of her affections. Beatrice is as well a

pilot and with John Sheehan as her man-

ager goes on to fame in flying. To show

Bruce that he has gone soft and that she

doesn't need him she arranges a solo hop

to Manila. She goes even though Bruce

tries to dissuade her. Knowing nothing

of navigation, she becomes nervous en

route, when Bruce comes out from his

hiding place. With his assistance, they

reach the goal and with it Bruce realizes

he can't get along without Beatrice.

Cast: Bruce Cabot, Beatrice Roberts,

John Sheehan, Astrid Allwyn, Elliot Fisher,

Gordon Elliot, Edwin Maxwell, Harry Tyler,

William Moore, Grady Sutton Arthur Hoyt,

William Thorn, Brooks Benedict, Henry

Roquemore, Carol Tevis.

Producer, George A. Hirliman; Associate

Producer, Ben Pivar; Supervisor, Sam Diege;

Director, Conrad Nagel ; Cameraman,

Mack Stengler; Editor, Tony Martinelli;

Art Director, F Paul Sylos; Recording En-

gineer, William Wilmarth; Musical Direc-

tor, Abe Meyers.

Direction, Good Photography, Good.

Claudette Colbert Recovering
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claudette Colbert,

who has been battling a severe cold

and sinus trouble, is expected to re-

turn to the Warner lot in a day or

two to resume work in "Tonight's
Our Night."

UEA Taking Shape
Universal Employes Association,

an inside organization, is being
formed. Application blanks left on
employes' desks said that the object
of the association is to form a group
to represent emploves in collective

bargaining.

'Back in Circulation'
with Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Margaret

Lindsay, John Litel

Warners 110 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

FAST-lv.GViNG COMEDY DRAMA WITH
C'BRItN AND BLOlNDtLL IN SWtLL
PARTS.

This is a fast-moving comedy drama that

noms the interest to tne ena. Joan bion-

oeii is very ertective as a star newspaper
• eporter wno is aiways quarreling witn her

eaitor, Pat Brien, whom she really loves,

rat delivers a swell performance. Another
.iigniigrit is the work of Margaret Linasay.

(ay bnngnt's direction is excel.ent in every

.espect, never letting the action lag. iam
j.scnoir rates credit as associate producer.

Warren Uutt s script provides some new
iwists to a newspaper story. Joans taD-

roid forces an autopsy over the body ot

ivlargarets wealthy husband, whose oeath

was recorded as due to a heart attack.

Poison is found and suspicion tans on Mar-
garet and her doctor friend, John Litel.

The tabloid causes District Attorney, Her-

oert Rawlinson, to indict Margaret. All

i nc evidence points to her guilt and she

.s found guilty of murder in the first de-

gree. Walter Byron, New York playboy,

who had known Margaret as a showgin,

testified he often visited her after her

marriage. Feeling that she had done an

njustice to Margaret and that the latter

was withholding the real truth at the trial,

Joan, with the aid of Litel persuades Mar-
garet to give all the facts. Margaret's

nusband, jealous of her friendship tor Litel,

had committed suicide. He had left a

suicide note, but Margaret wished to shield

Litel. Byron was black-mailing Margaret.

The witness is freed, and Pat and Joan

finally apply for a marriage license.

Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Mar-
garet Lindsay, John Litel, Eddie Acuff,

Craig Reynolds, George E. Stone, Walter

Byron, Ben Welden, Regis Toomey, Ray-

mond Brown, Gordon Hart, Granville Bates,

Herbert Rawlinson, Spencer Charters.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Asso-

ciate Producer, Sam Bischott; Director, Ray

Enright; Author, Adele Rogers St. Johns;

Screenplay, Warren Dutf; Cameraman, Ar-

thur Todd, ASC; Editor, Clarence Kolster;

Art Director, Hugh Reticker; Recording

Engineer, Charles Lang; Musical Director,

Leo F. Forbstein; Dialogue Director, Jo

Graham.

Direction, Excellent Photography, Fine.

63 "Sweetheart" Bookings
B. F. Zeidman's "Sweetheart of

the Navy," a Grand National picture
co-featuring Eric Linden and Cecilia

Parker, has been booked into 63 sit-

uations for the current four-week
period.

Cowdin Returns East

j.

the
last

Cheever Cowdin, Chairman of

Board of Universal, returned
night by plane from Pasadena

where he went to attend the funeral
of Garrettson Dulin, a member of
the Board of Directors of Universal.

"The Mystery of the
Hooded Horsemen"

with Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith, Horace
Murphy

Grand National 59'/2 mins.

STRICTLY FORMULA WESTERN DRAWS
UPON THE BLACK LEGION FOR ONLY
NOVELTY.

Strictly formula, this horse op'ry. With
an eye to Michigan's ill-famed Black Leg-
ion, story treatment puts the assorted vil-

lains in gowns and hoods, decorated, of

course, with skull and bones, but aside

from that, there's no deviation from the

old, reliables. It's the mine theme, this

time, with the Masked Riders aiming to

get control of the Four Star mine, pre-

sumably of little value, but actually rich

in ore. Half-owner of the mine, Lafe

McKee, is slain by the Riders and the

mine deed stolen. Tex Ritter and Horace
Murphy, inseparables, find the dying man,
identify him as the oldster who taught Tex
to ride and rope. McKee gasps out enough
to send Ritter and Murphy to Red Eye and
thence to the mine. Fistic encounters,

gun fights, escapes, pursuits fill in the

footage. Eventually, the vigilantes, with

Tex at their head, defeat and roundup the

Riders and disclose the latter's master mind

as Joseph Girard, McKee's partner out to

get sole control of the mine. Slight ro-

mance is between Ritter and Iris Mere-
dith, latter seen as McKee's niece. Story's

development is pretty crude; fair example

is the handling of McKee's death. He's just

dead
—

"poor Uncle Tom," says 'Miss Mere-
dith, in substance, and that's that. Perform-

ances generally are so-so, with Murphy the

most effective. Ritter spoils some good vocal-

izing by mugging; Miss Meredith is merely

decorative. As types, Charles King and

Forest Taylor are acceptable.

Cast: Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith, Horace

Murphy, Charles King, Earl Dwire, Forrest

Taylor, Joseph Girard, Lafe McKee.

Producer, Edward F. Finney; Director,

Ray Taylor; Screenplay, Edmund Kelso;

"Ride, Ride, Ride" musical number by

Fred Rose and Michael David; Editor, Fred-

erick Bain; Cameraman, Gus Peterson .

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Bein Suit Dismissed

Federal Judge Henrv W. Goddard
yesterday dismissed the plagiarism
suit brought by Albert Bein against
Warner Bros. Judge Goddard held

that the only similarity between
"Road Out of Hell," the Bein play
based on his experiences in a re-

form school which he charged was
plagiarized in the Warner film "Ma-
yor of Hell", was that both plays
are about reform schools.

Blaze <vU. A. Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Spontaneous combus-

tion in a powder magazine on a set

started a fire yesterday that for a
time menaced the U. A. studios.
Damage was estimated at $15,000.
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^ISKIN CONTRACT

IS RENEWED BY RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

lems incidental to termination of the
RKO receivership. He will remain
in Hollywood about 10 days.

RKO Radio's U K Sales

Meet to Draw Executives

United Kingdom sales meet of
RKO Radio Pictures to be held in

London, Aug. 5 and 6, will be at-

tended by Phil, Reisman, foreign
sales manager, who sailed yester-
day for a European inspection tour
that will keep him away for two
months.

All branch managers and sales-

men in England, Northern Ireland,

Scotland and Wales will be present
at the convention, which will be con-
ducted by Ralph Hanbury, manag-
ing director of Radio Pictures, Ltd.

A number of Continental executives
also will be among the fifty-odd

delegates.

Important among England's sales

forces will be W. W. Jay, general
sales manager; G. W. Dawson, sec-

retary for that country, and Harry
Burgess, director of advertising and
publicity. From across the Chan-
nel will come Harry Leasim, Con-
tinental general manager; Jack de
Waal, Continental secretary; Mich-
ael Hays, general European sales

manager; Eugene Scharin, Continen-
tal publicity head; Claire E. Hil-

gers, managing director of RKO
Films, S. A., with headquarters in

Paris; S. M. Livingston, French
sales manager; J. Mounier, French
publicity head; Carl Wallman, gen-
eral manager for the Scandinavian
countries, and G. Wadsten, general
sales manager for the same terri-

tory. Michal Gerassy, RKO Radio's
representative in Italy; S. Lehman,
general manager in Poland; E.

Schuler, general manager in Aus-
tria; A. D. Skouras, distributor of

RKO Radio's product in Greece; A.
Zomerplaag, general sales manager
in Holland, and P. DeSchaap, also

of Holland.

San Francisco Business

Leaps Despite Weather

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco—Business jumped

strong in San Francisco this week,
despite uncertain weather and var-
ious strike possibilities.

"Saratoga" hit a record-breaking
first-day attendance at the Fox West
Coast Paramount, and pulled heavily
all through the week. Fred Waring
arv} his band at the Golden Gate
1 \A "You Can't Beat Love" to a
b. *take. "Road Back", second-
weeking at the Orpheum, appeared
set for a comfortable long run.

"The Guardsman", revival of the
only film made by Alfred Lunt and
Lynne Fontanne, packed the 400-

seat Clay international every show.

Reviews of Hew Titms
SHORTS
"Aviator Shorty"
(Paragraphics)

Paramount 10 Mins.

Unusual short, wittily narrated.

Kids and adults alike will eat

this short up with avidity. It's the
latest chapter in the antic-ful life

of Shorty,—the amazingly intelli-

gent chimpanzee. Shorty, who lives

near an airport, has a yen to become
an aviator; tries to stowaway on a
transport plane, but is caught in the
act and promptly left behind. How-
ever, this only sharpens his appe-
tite for flying. Inquisitively, he in-

spects all manner of airport equip-
ment and eventually hooks a ride

in a two-place open cockpit job.

Whisked aloft, he goes calmly
through some hair-raising gymnas-
tics on the wings, fusilage and
struts, while the pilot all but has
heart failure watching him. Full

of laughs, "Aviator Shorty" is a
natural to tickle fans. Narration
is replete with witty sentences and
gags.

"Lost And Foundry"
(Popeye the Sailor)

Paramount 7 Mins.

Humor plus action

It's a wild seven or so minutes of

suspense for the spinach-guzzling
Popeye and the gangling Olive Oyl,

when little Swee'pea tumbles out of

the baby carriage and hies to an ad-
jacent foundry. Therein lies a most
sinister array of machinery which
grinds and roars, threatening to pul-

verize young Swee'pea at any in-

stant. Hysterical Olive Oyl implores
the muscled Popeye to rush to the
rescue. He does, but during the
perilous chase his own safety is at

such a low ebb that Lloyds of Lon-
don wouldn't underwrite him for a
premium of 100 per cent. The kid
slips, slides, glooms and glances
amid awe-inspiring cogs, wheels,
cams, steam hammers and buzz-
saws, while Popeye, now joined by
the thoroughly agonized Olive Oyl,
is trapped in a giant, vise-like

press. The spinach is resorted to,

but its effect is too slow. However,
Swee'pea downs a few shreds, and,
believe it or not, grows so suddenly
strong that she rescues the original
rescuers.

"Night In Manhattan"
(Headliner)

Paramount 11 Mins.
Musical, with rousing climax

There is little to distinguish this

reel in its early sequences, when it

is a routine night club short. But
the picture has such a well-conceiv-
ed climax, accompanied by stand-
out camera effects, that it deserves
considerably more praise than many
current subjects of its type. The
song "Night in Manhattan," which
happens to be the climax alluded
to, is put on with all the glamor and
fanfare one might expect in a big,

full length attraction. It is sung
with full, rich body. Accompanying
orchestration is brightly fashioned,
too. The cast includes Stanley
Brown, Dorothy Dayton, June Kil-
gour, Billy Daniels, Gwyllyn Ford
and Bill Roberts, all newcomers to
the screen, according to the piece's

master of ceremonies. They do right
well in their respective specialties,
particularly Dorothy Dayton.

Popular Science
(No. J6-6)

Paramount 11 Mins.
Solid audience stuff

Packing a good deal of human
appeal via the showing of some in-

genious gadgets designed to make
everyday life less laborious, this
chapter reveals how an inventor is

succeeding in harnessing the sun's
rays both for heating and refrigera-
tion. There are some interesting
shots relating to liquid air; devices
for the bedroom, including the bed-
side Silent Radio, an electrically
heated comforter, anti-snore plugs
for the ears, a mask for keeping
moonbeams from disturbing one's
slumbers, and other up-to-date con-
trivances. Reel concludes with views
of a new type of tire tube which
prevents automobiles from getting
out of control when a blow-out takes
place at high speeds. All sequences
are in Cinecolor.

DISCLOSE DETAILS

OF ENG. QUOTA PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

tions costing $225,000 or more count
as two under the distributor quota.
Any British picture distributed in
the United States, for a substantial
sum by an American company quali-
fies as one picture produced in Eng-
land.

A special quota for short sub-
jects starts at 10 per cent for dis-

tributors and five per cent for ex-
hibitors, gradually reaching 20 and
15 per cent respectively.

Provisions governing block book-
ing are strengthened under the pro-
posals, which do not provide for
censorship. The quota will be set
year by year at the instance of the
Board of Trade. The planned new
legislation does not apply to news-
reels and advertising films.

Foreign department heads of ma-
jor American companies yesterday
expressed no great concern as they
learned the details of the Films Act.
They were generally pleased over
setting up of the plan on a costs
instead of a quality basis.

Distributors were particularly
happy over provision providing that
if an English picture is taken for
distribution in this country at a
substantial amount, it counts as one
production made in England.

BIOGRAPHIES
The biographies of producers

and directors together with com-

plete listings of their work for

the past two years are special

features of

FILM DAILY

Product Guide
AND

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

OUT SOON
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mencaSee Increased British Picture Distrihu

PARA. GETS STAY AGAINST PHILADELPHIA STRIKE

Canadian Second Quarter Biz Is Best in Five Years

Grosses Five Per Cent Up
Over Comparable Period

in 1936
By W. G. FESSBY

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Toronto—Second quarter of 1937

was the best similar three-month

period in five years, with business

in Ontario houses up an estimated

5 p.c. over the comparable quarter

in 1936.

On June 1, admission taxes in

the Province were cancelled. This

brought a drop in prices, exhibitors

giving the public the benefit of the
(Continued on Page 7)

HOLD FILMS OUTSIDE

NEW OKLA. 2% LEVY

Major company attorneys met
yesterday at the Hays' office to de-

termine whether the recently-en-

acted 2 per cent sales tax in Okla-

homa applied to film rentals. They
decided that it did not. There is

some indication that the state will

seek to apply the tax against films.

The major companies may have their

local Oklahoma counsel go into the

matter.

M & P Planning to Build

Three or Four in New Eng.

Start of construction of three or

four theaters in New England with-

in the next three months is planned

by M & P, stated Sam Pinanski in

New Yoi-k yesterday, prior to return-
(Continued on Page 7)

J Society News
I To a certain extent, they're social-

sizing film deals this season. Yester-

day John D. Clark. 20th Century-Fox
distribution top, entertained Spyros

Skouras, William Powers, Jack Sullivan,

Bill Kupper and Felix Jenkins at his

home at Montclair, the main idea being

to complete working out terms on the

National Theaters buy.

Jersey Drive-ln Theater Operators Planning Circuit

Union, N. J.—Success of the Drive-ln Theater here has led its owners to make
plans for a circuit of the open-air houses. W. W. Smith of the theater management said
this week similar projects are planned for Florida. Long Island, Baltimore, Chicago
and St. Louis. Local Drive-ln is operated by S & G Theaters of Newark.

ENGLISH CAPITAL MAY

AID GREATER

Sydney (By Cable)—English capi-
tal may come to the rescue of Great-
er Union Theaters, thus enabling
the circuit to carry out its plan
divorcing itself from alliance with
Hoyts Theaters in General The-
aters, according to authoritative
sources here.

Hoyts, which is controlled by 20th
Century-Fox, is understood insisting
that it occupy a majority position

(Continued on Page 7)

Early Sunday Opening
Measure Dies in N. H.

Concord, N. H.—The bill allowing
film theaters to open at 4 o'clock on
Sunday instead of 6 o'clock was bad-
ly defeated in the House on a move
to reconsider the vote whereby the

(Continued on Page 2)

AAAA OFFERS GILLMORE

$13,000 YEARLY PAY

Because of the greatly expanded
activity contemplated for the Asso-
ciated Actors and Artistes of Ameri-
ca, parent body of Actors' Equity,
the Screen Actors' Guild, the Ameri-
can Federation of Actors and the pro-
jected American Federation of Radio
Artists, the board of directors at a
special meeting yesterday voted to

change the position of president,
(Continued on Page 7)

"Saratoga" Clicking Off

Records for Summer Biz

Buffalo — "Saratoga," broke all

summer records at Shea's Buffalo
for the past five years, including
those set when the house was pre-
senting stage shows in conjunction
with screenplays, Vincent R. Mc-
Faul, president of Buffalo Theaters,

(Continued on Page 7)

Expect British Quota Plan to Swell

English Pix Distribution in America

$2,000,650,000 Invested

in Hollywood—De Mille

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Investment in picture

making in Hollywood today amounts
to $2,000,650,000, according to Cecil
B. De Mille yesterday.
"The annual payroll for all Holly-

wood studios is $100,000,000 with
production costs amounting to $125,-
000,000 a year, including salaries,"
it was estimated by the producer-
director.

As heads of American company
foreign departments yesterday be-
gan study of cabled reports on the
British quota law proposals, two
major developments likely to occur
were indicated as follows:

Increased distribution of English
pictures in the United States.

Entrance into English production
by virtually all American organiza-
tions not already in the field.

Preliminary examination of the
plan, as printed Thursday in the
Government's White Paper, at Lon-

(Continued on Page 7)

UMPTO and Other Exhibs.

Named in Federal

Restraining Order

Philadelphia — Paramount yester-
day obtained a temporary restrain-
ing order from Federal Judge
Oliver B. Dickinson of the U. S.

District Court here against the
threatened "sit down strike" and
picketing sponsored by the UMPTO
and various exhibitors. In its com-
plaint against the move, which was
to become effective Sunday, the dis-

tributor alleges that the defendants
are guilty of conspiracy in restrain-
ing trade and that the plan was de-
veloped at a meeting of exhibitor
association representatives at the

(Continued on Page 7)

PATHE SIX MONTHS

PROFIT OF $104,549

Pathe Film Corp. reports a profit
of $104,549 for the first six months
of 1937 after depreciation and amor-
tization but before federal income
taxes. This comparss with a loss
of $17,295 for the first 29 weeks of
1936.

Second quarter profit amounted to

$45,177. The DuPont Film Corp., of
(Continued on Page 7)

"News of Day" Cameraman
in China Seized by Japs

Peiping, China (by Cable)—Jap-
anese military authorities today
seized "Newsreel" Wong, Far East-
ern representative of "News of the
Day," and Mrs. Joy Lacks, his as-
sistant, because they took pictures

(Continued on Page 7)

Japs Censor Jingo Pix

Tokyo (By Cable)—Japanese Home
Office, in a move fo confrol jingoism,

during the present Chinese crisis, has
tightercd film censorship. One pix,

"Unscrupulous China", has been ban-
ned, another, "Onward Imperial Army",
has been sissored.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 27 27 27 — %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29% 29% 29% + Vl
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 180 17934 180 — %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 24 23

i/4 24 + l/,

Loew's, Inc 85% 84 Vi 84 Vi — %
do pfd 106y2 1061/2 1061/2 + 1 1/2
Paramount 223/8 22 22 + %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 19% 19% 19%
Pathe Film 95/8 9% 9'/4 — Vs
RKO 8I/4 8 8 — %
20th Century-Fox . . 37 Vs 363,4 37 + V4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 64 64 64 — Vi
Warner Bros 143/8 14l/4 14l/4 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-O 6s 46. .. 99 99 99
Loew 6s 41 ww 100 99% 99%— %
Par. B'way 3s 55 . . 66 66 66
Tar. Picts. 6s 55... 100% 100% 1003/8
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 3 3 3

Sonotone Corp 1% ) 3/^ ] 3
/n

Technicolor 28 27% 27% — %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts 8 8 8 + 3A
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 97
Fox Thea. Bidg. 6 Vis 1st '36.. HVi
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94

V

4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43.. 53%

101

12%
96

55%

Curb Approves Mono. Listing
Application for original New York

Curb Exchange listing has been ap-
proved for 661,420 shares of Mono-
gram Pictures Corporation Common
capital stock.

Paul Scares Dies
Denver — Paul Scates, theater

man, died in Salt Lake City follow-
ing a long illness. He was former-
ly with Fox, Publix, and others as
theater manager.
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T T
• • • OUT OF DARKEST AFRICA trickles news
via wireless that Osa Johnson, widow of the late Mar-
tin Johnson has plunged deep into the Tanganyika Ter-
ritory with her film safari to map location
scenes for the feature, "Stanley and Livingstone"
which will eventually be released under the 20th Century-Fox
banner It's goin' to require more than eight months for
the expedish to complete its work and by that time the
fauna in jungle and on veldt should be thoroughly Hollywood
minded as much so, in fact, as their well-tamed con-
freres in sunny California who are getting so sophis-
ticated that you'll find them wandering into Max Factor
for make-up counsel and taking voice culture
to growl or trumpet more melodically on location and sound
stages '

T T
© • • JUST BY WAY OF starting off the approaching
week in refreshing and fraternal fashion Re-
public will go in for some social and cocktail mixing ....... by
playing host at a party on Monday in the snooty and swanky
Plaza Hotel with the array of guests raising glasses

in honor of Ramon Novarro Four p.m. is the
hour when imbibing will begin and the White and Gold
Suite is the locale

T T T
• • • THAT EVERY CLOUD has a silver lining
even the perpetual pall that hangs over Pittsburgh
ye Smoky City was demonstrated this week
when Leo Jaffee of the Stanley Co. of America there

received news from his Westfield, N. J., home that he
had again become a papa of a baby girl the
fifth in a row Leo's score now stands boys, 2

girls, 5 .... • Jules Girden a warrior for Warners
is up vacationing at Provincetown, Mass where

he and the missus are also celebrating their 10th wedding an-
niversary • Popularity of Martha Raye at the Met. in Bos-
ton is so great that the house had to open at 8 a.m.

• Sophie Tucker has arrived in Detroit heads for
Saratoga soon and then to LiP Ole New York
for a visit here

Early Sunday Opening
Measure Dies in N. H.

(Continued from Page 1)

measure was rejected last week.

The vote was 211 against reconsid-

ering and 102 for.

This defeat ends a long squabble

over this proposed change in the

Sunday laws. The Senate has re-

cently accepted the proposal.

Rep. William J. Callahan of

Keene, conducted a one-man filibus-

ter against the measure.

Republic Pictures Files

New Statement with SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Republic Pictures

Corp. of Delaware yesterday filed

an amendment with the Securities
and Exchange Commission to its

registration statement reporting a
restatement of previous informa-
tion filed with the consent of Amer-
ican Appraisal Co. and Webster, Atz
and Co. to certify the financial
statement of Republic.

New A F of M Demand May
Ban Records in Theaters

Probable ban on the use of rec-
ords in theaters is seen in a new
list of demands made by the A F
of M as a condition for permitting
members tc make recordings. Prin-
cipal demand is that no member of
the Federation shall in future make
records to be used for profit unless
musicians are employed in the place
or

_
establishment where so used.

This includes radio, hotels, restaur-
ants, cafes or any other place what-
soever where the use of records has
the result of destroying employ-
ment opportunities of members. The
Federation is ready and willing to
permit their use in such places if it

comes to some agreement with the
employer using such records as to
the number of musicians to be em-
ployed.

Philip Blaumauer Dead
Portland, Ore.—Philip Blumauer,

72, one of the best known theater
executives in the Pacific Northwest,
and head of the Capitol Theater,
died at his home from a heart at-
tack. He is survived by his widow,
Alice.

Coming and Goind

SYLVAN HARRIS left New York yesterday
on a vacation motor tour of the South.

HERMAN PHILLIPS left New York yesterday
for the Coast, en route to his home at Mel-
bourne, Australia.

EDWARD McBRIDE, manager of Loew's State,
Syracuse, in New York for several days, left
for Boston last night.

KING VIDOR arrives tomorrow from the
Coast.

SAM PINANSKI and Leonard Goldenson re-
turned to Boston yesterday from New York.

LOU SMITH leaves New York Thursday for
Hollywood.

MRS. FRANK HAIGHT, mother of George
Haight, Hollywood film producer, leaves New
York today for the Coast on the liner Santa
Paula.

MOSS HART, co-author with George S Kauf-
man of "You Can't Take It With You", has
arrived by plane from the Coast.

HELEN COLEMAN, JOHN B. MORAN, GIL-
LET EPPS, and BETTY RIDGWELL, four win-
ners of round trips to Paris offered by M-G-M,
in cooperation with the Paris International Ex-
position, arrive in New York next Tuesday
and sail the following day for France on the
Normandie.

ELISABETH DEL'ADAMI, and forty European
entertainers, arrive today on the De Grasse
for the opening of the International Casino
in New York.

GASTON THIERRY, film and theater critic
of "Paris Soir", also arrives from Europe to-
day on the De Grasse.

MILT BRITTEN and his band sailed yester-
day for Rio De Janeiro on the S. S. Western
World.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, IATSE president, is

expected here next week from Chicago.

LOU KROUSE, IATSE vice president, was in

New York yesterday and left for Philadelphia.

D. P. Skouras in 3-year

Distrib. Deal with RKO

Deal has been closed by RKO
Radio with Demetrius P. Skouras
covering distribution of the com-
pany's product in Greece, Albania
and Cyprus for three years begin-
ning with the 1936-37 lineup. De-
metrius is a nephew of the Skouras
Brothers here. His father, George,
owns two of the first-run theaters
in Athens, including the Rex, the
only air-conditioned house in Greece.

JULY 31

James Flood
Fred C. Quimby
Gilbert Golden

AUG. 1

Madge Evans
Erie C. Kenton

William Orlamond
Chester B. Bahn

Judith Wood
Herman Gumbin

S
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THEATER BUILDIN

IN IOWA CONTINUES

Des Moines — Theater building
continues in a number of Iowa
towns, and houses in other spots are
installing new equipment.
The Waukon, new theater at

Waukon, is progressing rapidly and
will be ready to open the last week
in August.
The Grand at Greenfield, W. H.

Dussler, manager, has installed a
new washed-air cooling system and
new sound system, entailing an ad-
dition to the house.
Corn Belt Theaters, Inc., has pur-

chased the Staak Pierce building at

Oskaloosa, la., and is remodeling it

into a modern, air-conditioned thea-
ter to open in October.
The New Empress at Indianola.

la., is also air-conditioning. W. H.
Eddy is owner.
At Waverly, the Palace Theater

is being remodeled and is changing
its name to the Waverly. A new
house is also being constructed to

be called the Bremer. A circular

lobby is a feature of its construc-
tion, with an entrance on each side

of the circle. The Bremer is sched-
uled to open about Oct. 1.

Silsbee-Liebmann Fills

De Vry Equipment Orders

Detroit—Walter Liebmann, man-
ager of Silsbee-Liebmann, has com-
pleted the following contracts for

De Vry projection equipment:
National Youth Administration,

16 mm. Sprocket Intermittent ma-
chine, for camp near Chelsea, Mich.;

Newberry (Mich.) State Hospital,

35 mm. equipment; and Western
High School, Detroit, complete the-

ater type equipment.
Bernard 0. Hallis, of Duo-Pone

Co., in the same office, is now devot-

ing his attention to building con-

struction rather than sound equip-

ment, using the same corporate

Toledo House Enlarged
Toledo, 0.—The Avalon Theater,

3301 Monroe St., has been enlarged

and redecorated, and an air-cooling

system has been installed by the

W. R. Rhoton Co., Cleveland. Aug-
ust J. Bode was the general con-

tractor. Nathan Charnas, manager
of the Avalon, is also manager of

the Lyric and the Strand in Toledo.

Trane Sales Soaring

f-.
LaCrosse, Wis.—The Trane Co., man-

^Jufacfurers of air conditioning equip-

ment, report a marked sales increase

during the past six months with net

profits amounting to $227,000 for the

period. Earnings are 87 cents a share

en the common against 41 cents for the

same period last year.

Air-Conditioned Theaters Boon for Hay Fever Victims
Newark, N. J.—The best place for a hay fever sufferer is in a movie—that is, if the

house is air-conditioned. So says the Carrier Corp., and its contention is based on
experiments just conducted by Professor F. H. Hodgson of Roosevelt Hospital. In the
experiment, the air of a room was saturated with dust and pollen. After 10 hours of
air conditioning, the pollen count was found to have been reduced from 1,050 in a

square centimeter to only two. The experiments, according to Professor Hodgson, indi-

cate great relief is afforded through air-condition not only to hay fever sufferers, but
for all who have respiratory ailments.

Theater Construction and Remodeling

Hitting Fast Pace in Northern Calif.

Bv P. F. W. STONE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

San Francisco — Operators of
Northern California's 200-odd houses
100k forward confidently to a period
of excellent business within the next
six months.

Strongest indication of such con-
fidence is the amazing activity in

construction, remodeling and acqui-

sition of theaters.
Golden Gate, Fox West Coast,

Harvey Amusements, Blumenfeld
Theaters have all acquired new
houses or launched ambitious con-
struction or remodeling programs
within the past three months.

Equipment sales are up some 30

per cent, with many houses in the

Valley territories 200 miles away
putting money into air-conditioning

units they never installed before,

despite occasional summer tempera-
tures well over the 100 mark.

Erpi has sold more than 50 Mir-
rophonic systems since the first of
the year, and RCA Photophone
nearly as many. Chairs, drapes,
Similar minor accessories are being
bought. Q. R. S. Neon alone has
made around 15 sales of new mar-
quees.

New Recording System

Patents Filed by Canady

Patents have been filed on an en-
tirely new sound-on-film recording
system, which will be manufactured
by the Canady Sound Appliance Co.
of Cleveland. It is a photographic
method and inherently superior to

anything now being used, its spon-
sors claim. Don Canady, president
of the manufacturing company, has
advised The Film Daily that his

organization, due to the sharp up-
swing in business recently, is some
30 days behind in deliveries. Firm's
foreign trade, he says, has steadily

increased during the past three
years, with the result that Canady
recording equipment is being used
in studios in almost every country
of the world.

Magic Weather Installed

Omaha—Scott-Ballantyne Co. has
installed Magic Weather cooling in

the Clinton Theater, Clinton, Wis.;
Rex, Evansville, Wis.; Strand, Mt.
Horeb, Wis.; and Riviera, St. Paul,
Neb. The Soundmaster, new sound
and projection equipment recently

brought out by this company, has
gone into the Home Theater, Blair,

Neb.; Pine, Primghar, la., and
State, Holstein, la.

Three G-B Installations

Chicago—Guercio and Barthel re-

port recent air-conditioning instal-

lations in the Roxy Theater at Lock-
port, the State Theater at Freeport
and the Amboy Theater at Amboy.

Film Theater Projects

Underway in Chi. Zone
Chicago — Ruben Levine reports

several theater projects under way,
among them a 1,000-seat house to
go up at 111th and Longwood Blvd.
from plans by Walter Ahlschlager,
architect.

The Conley Theater at Frankfort,
Ind., is receiving United States air
conditioning system.

Plans for various theaters for the
Cooney Brothers circuit are rapidly
taking shape, Levine says, and
work will be rushed on the new
Cermak Theater, to go up on the
northeast corner of 22nd St. and
50th Ave. in Cicero. This house
will have a porcelain front and six
stores will be included in new build-
ing. Levine also reports the in-

stallation of Wenzel ace projectors
in the new Orpheum Theater at
Ottawa.

Ad-Caster Offices Opened
Detroit — Headquarters for Ad-

Caster, traveling signs for theater
display, have been established in the
Lloyd Hammond Picture Studio by
Del Apel, former assistant general
manager of Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan, and Charles H. Powell, dis-

tributor for Skillful Screeno.

Ozark Contract to Davis
Ozark, Ala. -- A $25,000 motion

picture theater, to be known as the
Dale is to be constructed here. The
building will be 40 by 90 feet, with
stucco walls and carrara glass trim.
E. H. Davis, of Ozark, has been
awarded the general contract for
the work.

GARSTENITE FINDING

USE IN FILM HOUSES

Theaters contemplating remodel-
ing, as well as those proposed for
construction, in increasing numbers
are employing the material known
as Carstenite, recently placed on the
market by the Algoma Flywood &
Veneer Co. of Chicago. Carstenite,
which imparts to interior surfaces
all the beauty inherent to decora-
tive wood panels, is intended for
wainscoting, wall covering, window
backgrounds, furniture, or any
other use where attractive and dur-
able panels are required.
Product is furnished in 21 differ-

ent cabinet veneers. Base on which
the thin wood surfacing is mounted
; s a wood fibre board,—grainless,
non-warping and non-splitting

—

which can be worked in all ways
that ordinary wood can be worked,
and which will moreover bend read-
ily under suitable treatment to form
curved surfaces. Carstenite's out-
standing advantages, it is said, are
that it can be nailed or glued to old
walls, without preparation of the
walls, or nailed direct to studding
or furring; that it is unaffected by
dampness; that it will not craze nor
check; and that it remains flat in
place.

G-E Commercial Clock

Has Neon Illumination

A large surface-type commercial
clock with neon illumination has
been announced by the appliance
and merchandise department of the
General Electric Co., Bridgeport,
Conn. The clock has a 15-inch dial

and features exceptional visibiliity

under both daylight and night con-
ditions. It can be furnished with
either red or blue illumination, to
attract trade during the day and
the attention of passersby at night.

Victoria Is Remodeled
Harrisburg, Pa. — Approximately

$20,000 has been spent in remodel-
ing the front of Wilmer & Vincent's
Victoria Theater, managed by Jerry
Wollaston. Marquee is by Superior
Sign System, Inc., with interchange-
able letters and a flashing neon bor-
der. Pittco-Formica white metal
stainless steel was freely used in

the new front. Doors are of white
metal. The architects were Laurie &
Green.

Landscaping Theater Grounds
Columbus, O.—J. Real Neth, presi-

dent of the J. Real Neth Theater Co.,
will landscape the grounds of his new
de luxe suburban house, the Markham,
now under construction, and use a color
lighting effect at night.



FWG PLANS MILLION

BUILDING PROGRAM

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Approximately $1,-

000,000 will be expended by Fox
West Coast for the erection of new
theaters and the rehabilitation of

existing houses during the next 12

months, it is reported. Building pro-

gram for the next six months calls

for five new theaters in the $500,-

000-$750,000 price range.

Mt. Vernon Contracts Set
Mount Vernon, 111.—The contract

for the ventilating work on the Fox
Midwest Theaters, Inc., new thea-

ter here has been awarded to Be-

noist Brothers of Mount Vernon

while the plumbing will be installed

by E. F. Weilt, also of Mount Ver-

non.

$40,000 Vancouver House
Vancouver, B. C.—Plans are being

prepared for a new theater costing

$40,000 to be built at 1441 Kings-

way. Thomas L. Kerr is architect.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

\

Attracting- deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% . In-

stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. Na-

tionally advertised.

Endorsed by key showmen

Write for full details, and ex

ploitation data.

DEAF

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

$160,000 Canadian Project

Trail, B. C.—New theater building to

cost $160,000 is being erected next to

the present Liberty which, modernized,

will be incorporated in the new project.

SOUNDFILM
ENTERPRISES,

INC.
I. E. L0PERT, Gen. Klijr.

The Only Specialists in Dubbing
Foreign Films

2 Variable Area Noiseless Re-

cording Channels

RCA High Fidelity Projectors

Cutting Rooms

Vaults

Technical Advice

723—7th Avenue New York City

MEd. 3-3248

Equipment Business Lively

in Cincinnati Territory

Cincinnati—There's a bustle of

new business in Film Row with visi-

tors telling of new theaters and re-

modeled theaters, and supply houses

reporting sales of new equipment.

Harry L. Lashinsky of Caldwell

has opened his new Noble Theater

there. The Corning Theater at Corn-

ing opens at an early date.

J. L. Hatcher, of the Ohio The-

ater, at Xenia, O., has installed a

new air conditioning plant.

Earl Hewett's new Midwav The-

ater at Bethel is being decorated

and equipped by Mid-West.

Newport's Strand Theater has

new projectors also supplied by Mid-
West. Another theater newly equip-

ped by Midwest is the Mossland
Theater, in Greenburg, which has
just opened.

H. Banks of Williamson, W. Va.,

opens his new theater tomorrow.

SOUTH BEND OFFERING

NEW LINE OF LATHES

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

Film studios, as well as theaters,

will be interested in the new 1937
models of South Bend Precision

Lathes illustrated and described in

the new catalogue, No. 96, recently

issued by the South Bend Lathe-

Works of South Bend, Ind. Com-
pany is introducing a new line of

back-geared, screw cutting, preci-

sion lathes of the type known as

Underneath Belt Motor Drive.
_

Current models are offered in 9,

11, 13, 15 and 16 inch swing, and in

bed lengths from three to 12 feet.

They are said to be unusually com-
pact, silent, powerful and econom-
ical in operation. The motor and
driving mechanism are fully en-

closed in the cabinet leg underneath
the lathe headstock. There are no
exposed pulleys, belts or gears and
no overhead belts or pulleys to ob-

struct vision or cast shadows on the

work.
South Bend Lathes may be

equipped with practical attachments

for milling, key way cutting, grind-

ing, turning tapers., draw-in collet

chuck work, gear cutting, etc., in

the tool rooms of theaters and the

general machine and construction

departments of studios. Many lead-

ing sound equipment companies
have South Bend Lathe installa-

tions. The manufacturers have re-

cently inaugurated a time payment
nlan for the convenience of pur-

chasers.

INTRODUCING the three winners In our ex-

ploitation contest for last month: H. Arthur

Leather-man, general manager, Oklahoma theaters,

Norman, Okla. ; Max Davis, Asst. manager, Fox

theaters, Dodge City, Kans.; Leonard Kaplan,

manager, State theater, Waterloo, la. You can

write your name in this list next month, Mr.

Exhibitor, and earn a cash prize besides, if you

mail a winning exploitation idea to the Theater

Partner published by

—

ALEXANDER FILM COMPANY
Colorado Springs Colorado

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND

USHERS SASHES
FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City

1018 S. Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles

J. C. Homey to Build

Lebanon, Va.—J. C. Homey has

purchased a film house site on North
Church Street.

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

BUILDING
A New Mate

By GEOR U(

Equipment Editor . :E F

SPECIALIZATION of architects in neUi

experience of theatermen who ara pi

materials in the relation of such materi

has resulted of late in the erection of s fell

tional examples of remodelling existing t

In many instances, a check-up re

have succeeded in incorporating into the#:a

proven not only more advantageous frorti sndp

ance, but actually responsible for creatinine

Among the ultra-modern materials*'^

shown by theater architects and their die as

according to the testimony of houses ir*w

firmness, beautification of the areas to lis

consideration, to the attracting of more do

Glass block, manufactured by the rflini

process which produces a block of unifl libit

air at a partial vacuum which gives th b
appeals to theater owners and operators : nil

seem, exploitation.
* t

APPLIED to exterior spots, such as lior

blocks can be very attractively ill) 1 eil

colors. For example, when backlighted libit

material not merely serves as an agent ud

proper choice of light, conveys the feeli nine:

Conversely, illuminated glass block «ill|

effect. Warmth and coziness can be id It

Winter months by the so-called warm i

So successful has glass block conjk

trade favorably that some houses have

Ticket booths also have been frequent

while architects of the progressive mot «l

purity of line and form, are constant >i

product. Among such other innovation ss [

places; interior lobby walls; auditoriur ? i;

executive offices; and even partitions,!

interiors have been made from this m

GLASS block is available in standard*!)

not only control the amount of lij elran

decorative effects.

Among other attributes in favor o| k\

looms as a prime consideration in the t

and low-maintenance, it is natural i t

liquids and odors, and the surface dir! k

cleaning restores all their luster and br »het

or patterned.

While in no sense a load-bearing

Ultimate strength developed by an ir

square inch, and panels of it, made

ultimate strength of 400 pounds to tj I

glass block panels for walls assumes a i i

GLAD YOU HAVE CALLED, MR. MAN

I AM SOLD ON THE IDEA

WHENEVER I'LL NEED CARPETS

TO A CARPET FIRM I'LL GO
4?

Greater New York Carpet House, Inc.
250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

SPECIALISTS
IN THEATRE CARPETS
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er construction, aided by the practical

sant with the importance of building

certain vital principles of showmanship,

leal types of houses, as well as excep-

circuits and individual exhibitors alike

islaces architectural features which have

fandpoints of practicability and appear

: grosses at the box-office,

jhich considerable preference is being

glass block, which lends itself admirably,

: sections of the country, to structural

Jit is applied, and what is of dominant

js to theaters using it.

i-lllinois Glass Co. under an exclusive

|l thickness and containing dry, rarefied

j
exceptional heat insulating properties,

via its adaptability to, strange as it may

fronts, box-offices and lobbies, glass

| either in a single color or multiple

lighted during the Summer months, the

and alluring illumination, but with the

lolness.

lenrly qualified to impart the opposite

:d to patrons during the Autumn and

become through its ability to affect

tually whole facades from the material,

oned in their entirety of glass block;

ool, which leans toward simplicity, and

ing new locations in theaters for the

ass block facing for lounge room fire-

rig rails, lending a feeling of solidity;

;
and ceilings in a number of theater

d different face patterns. The patterns

> transmitted, but provide a selection of

lock construction, and one which always

minds of theatermen, are its cleanliness

istic of glass to be non-absorbent to

tcts is a very minimum. An occasional

whether the face of the glass is smooth

glass block possesses unusual strength.

(iblock is approximately 800 pounds per

ailed to certain specifications, have an

; inch. Common practice in design of

of 100 pounds to the square inch.

NEW COOLING PLANTS

FOR MALGO THEATERS

Little Rock, Ark.—M. S. McCord,
secretary-treasurer of the Malco
Theaters, Inc., announces the fol-

lowing improvements and plans of

the company's circuit.

A complete new air-conditioning
system has been installed at the
Paramount, Hot Springs, and at the
Strand in Memphis. The cost of the
two projects amounted to $35,000.

J. T. Knight, Paramount engineer,
supervised the installations.

A new air-conditioning system
has just been installed at the Joy,

Fort Smith; Rialto, North Little

Rock; and a new cooling system is

now being placed in the Strand at

Jonesboro.
McCord said the company also

plans to completely remodel and en-

large the Liberty at Jonesboro in

the near future. The Riceland The-
ater, Stuttgart, will also be remod-
eled and possibly enlarged.

Kifner Gets Contract
Fredericktown, Mo.—Contract for

alterations to the Palace Theater

here has been awarded to E. L. Kif-

ner of Perryville, Mo. The house is

to have a new front while there will

be general alterations to the in-

terior as well. The theater is owned
by L. A. Mercier.

Modern and Period

LIGHTING FIXTURES
for effect and efficiency

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS INC
428 32 West 14th St., New York City

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At LOW Rentals

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.

IT PAYS TO USE

GENUINE SIMPLEX

PARTS

uiTinuii
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

-.cnunr:

Flooded House Reopening
Cincinnati — The Richland Theater,

Carrolton, Ky., will reopen Aug. 4. The
house, closed since the January flood,

has been completely remodeled. James
Howe is president of the company con-
trolling the house and Scott Preston,

manager.

Manos Plans 1,700-Seat

House In Monessen, Pa.

Monessen, Pa.—Plans are being
completed for the construction of a
1,700-seat deluxe movie theater here
Dy the Monessen Amusement Co. of
which Michael Manos, veteran cir-

cuit operator is the president. The
proposed new house will be the larg-
est in the Monongahela Valley. The
house will be ready in about five

months. Victor A. Rigaumont, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., theater architect, has
been commissioned to draw plans for
the new house.

10 NEW HOUSES BUILT

IN ARK. IN 7 MONTHS

York Installs System
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Rialto,

George Heliotes, manager, has in-

stalled a new York Refrigeration
Co. air-conditioning system.

Little Rock, Ark.—Ten new film
theaters have been constructed in

this state since January at a cost
of about $150,000. It is also esti-

mated that more than $100,000 has
been spent for remodeling and new
equipment.
A number of new houses are

scheduled to be built before the first

of next year and preparations for
remodeling several of the largest
theaters are under way now. If

plans are carried out according to

schedule it is believed that $250,000
more will be spent this year for
construction and remodeling pur-
poses.

Complete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors A

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

320 W. 48Hi St., New York City A. I. Kenler, Mfr.

?£EASY LIVING 99

Pretty soft, we say. That's what

moviegoers say, too, when they feel

the luxurious, deep pile of Alexan-

der Smith Carpet underfoot. Which

is one reason why you'll find Alex-

ander Smith Carpet in the major-

ity of the country's most successful

theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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RECORDING DEVICE

ANNOUNCED BY ERPI

Fulfilling predictions made to the
Industry last year, ERPI has devel-
oped a new "light valve" which en-
ables studios to produce high qual-
ity "push-pull" and "stereophonic"
sound records with the same relative
ease with which ordinary sound
prints are recorded, according to H.
G. Knox, ERPI vice-president in

charge of engineering.
"The device combines the functions

of two light valves in one unit,"
Knox explained. "This combination
is made possible by employing two
pairs of ribbons operating adjacent
to each other with a minute prism
assembly, known as an optical 'saw-
buck,' functioning to bend the light
beams back to a common point on
the film."

Despite its small size and pre-
cise construction, the unit will read-
ily lend itself to studio operating
conditions because of its unique
design. Each of four ribbons is

individually held by a pair of ad-
justing clamps permitting indepen-
dent tuning and spacing. The overall
construction is such as to permit its

use with early types of Western
Electric film recording machines as
well as the latest models without
changing either the present lamps
or optical systems.
The completion of this unit re-

moves one of the last barriers to
the practical realization of double
sound track operation in theaters.

K-G Cooling 2 Houses
Detroit — The Komer and Gold-

berg Circuit is installing new air-

conditioning equipment in two
houses, the Whittier and the Red-
ford. Both jobs are being done by
R. L. Spitzley.

WTS Installations

Omaha—Western Theater Supply
has installed Kooler-Aire air con-
ditioning in Henry Hower's Grand,
Worthington, Minn., and rectifiers in

Billings and Schuler's Humboldt,
Humboldt, Neb.

New Theater for Derry

Derry, N. H.—The Stearns block
on West Broadway has been sold to

G. M. Beede of Westboro, Mass.,
who plans to erect a modern theater

on the site with a seating capacity
of approximately 750.

Mercier to Improve House
Fredericktown, Mo.—L. A. Mer-

cier, owner of the Palace Theater,
plans extensive alterations from
plans completed by Robert Boiler,

architect. The proposed work will

include complete interior alterations

and a new front.

Exhibitors* Use of Colored Lighting

in Theaters Setting Ail-Time Record
Colored lighting, to give theater

lobbies variety, and to serve as a
lure to patrons, is being more wide-
ly utilized by film house operators
than at any time in exhibition an-
nals. It brings out in a singular
fashion the beauty of fountains and
decorative natural phenomena such
as water-falls, caves, grottoes, gar-
dens and panoramas, many of which
are incorporated architecturally in
picture houses, both large and small.
Even in the absence of such fea-
tures, colored lighting, particularly
of the cove type, is playing an im-
portant role in creating appealing
atmospheres for theatergoers who
respond to proper seasonal lighting.
Many installations of colored

lighting become more effective when
the several colors are continually
blended to obtain all the colors of
the spectrum or in special settings
to obtain the various shades of light
and tones of color that signify the
time of day, such as dawn, midday,

sunset, and moonlight. To obtain
this continuous blending of color

manually requires the constant at-

tendance of an operator. With a
Vitrohm motor operated cycle dim-
mer, however, this same blending
of color may be obtained mechani-
cally with greater accuracy.
The dimmer plates used in all

types of Vitrohm motor operated
cycle dimmers, manufactured by the
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mount
Vernon, N. Y., employ a substantial,
light-weight pressed steel plate to
support the resistance element, the
contacts and the contact lever. Re-
sistance wires are embedded in

vitreous enamel, a hard, durable,
moisture and acid resisting insula-
tion that has high heat conduction.
The vitreous enamel used is chemi-
cally inert. Since the vitreous enam-
el completely envelops the joints

between the wire and terminals,
there can be no corrosion, deteriora-
tion or weakening of parts.

Teletalk Systems Assure I
Fred Weis Will Erect

Privacy in Communication New Savannah Theater

Inter-office communication sys-
tems, manufactured by the Webster
Electric Co. of Racine, Wis., are
proving their efficiency and adapt-
ability in numerous theaters. Using
the registered trade mark name,
Teletalk, these systems are made
and marketed by Webster through
license agreement with Erpi, under
patents of Western Electric Co.,
Inc., and the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co.
The theater executive has merely

to press down a lever and talk, and,
to receive reply in confidence, an
earphone is provided. There are a
wide variety of models, all designed
to meet some specific requirement.
The Teletalk is highly selective.

Model which permits the individual
to select any one of nine people for
business conversations is very prac-
tical for the average theater. When
replies are not confidential, the unit
provides two-way audibility.

Kobrin Introducing New
Type of Seat Slip Cover

Harry Kobrin, of Kobrin Manu-
facturing Co., New York City, is in-

troducing a new type of slip cover
for theater seats and announces
contracts with Paramount, Loew's
and RKO. The new cover, called

"Form Fit," has many advantages,
it is claimed, having flexible sides

to fit the back of the seat snugly
and strong cords to keep the seat
firmly in place. Covers are made
in all colors to harmonize with
scheme of house.

Savannah, Ga. — Savannah's first

neighborhood moving picture the-

ater will be finished and in operation
at Bull and Fortieth Sts. within
three months. Fred Weis will own
and operate. Plans have been drawn
by Roy Benjamin, a theater archi-

tect.

Weis is now owner and manager
of the Savannah Theater. His father,

Albert Weis, owned the Savannah
Theater more than half a century
ago, and members of the family have
been identified with the amusement
business in Savannah continuously
or more than 50 years.

Atlas Playwood Reports

$495,188 Net for Year

Preliminary report of Atlas Ply-

wood Corp., manufacturers of build-

ing material used widely in theater
remodelling and new construction,

show for itself and subsidiaries a
net profit for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1937, subject to audit, of

$495,188. In preceding year net

profit was $136,783.

Dubinsky to Remodel
Jefferson City, Mo.—It is under-

stood that Dubinsky Brothers con-
template extensive remodeling and
improvements to their Jefferson
Theater on High Street. The work
will get under way some time in

the Fall.

50 THEATERS INSTALL

NEW HURLEY SCREENS

More than 50 theaters through-
out the country have installed the
new Hurley Even-Lite screen during
the past month and a half, accord-
ing to an announcement by Albert
B. Hurley, inventor of the new
screen.

Included are: Radio City Music
Hall, Sam H. Harris Theater, Apollo
Theater, RKO-Costello Theater, Up-
town, Daly Theater and the New
Amsterdam in New York City; Bris-
tol Theater, Bristol, N. H.; Cosmo
in Chicago; Cranford in Cranford,
N. J.; State in Danville, Ky.; Odeon
in Savannah, Ga.; Academy in

Newburgh, N. Y.; Hippodrome in

Cleveland, O.; and many others.

First Conn. Nabe Theater

Gets Refrigeration System

New Haven, Conn.—The Carrier
Corp. has completed the first com-
plete refrigeration system in a Con-
necticut neighborhood house, the
Dixwell, operated by Fishman The-
aters. An artesian well was dug,
supplying water at a temperature
of 51 degrees, which is circulated
through aerofin coils. The coils de-
humidify and cool the air which is

blown over them by means of a big
Buffalo blower.

The cool air is then passed
through a duct from the basement
to the roof and evenly distributed
over the ceiling through various
outlets, and also through mush-
rooms from the floor. For use in

very hot weather a compressor has
been added which cools the 51 de-
grees water to just above freezing,
the air being circulated over the
compressor. The water from the
well is exhausted over the exterior
of the roof.

Remodel St. Louis Lyric

St. Louis, Mo. — The St. Louis
Amusement Co. has started the
work of remodeling the West End
Lyric Theater at 4819-21-23 Delmar
Blvd. Plans for the work were pre-
pared by O. W. Stiegmeyer, and
William J. Schlesinger. The work
will cost about $10,000.

Valances Widely Used
Summer valances and banners are

proving a popular as well as Ac-
tive feature for hot weather ei i-

tation, with most of the major "Cir-

cuits going for them in a big way,
Art Flag reports. The effective dis-

play at the New York Paramount
is an Art Flag creation.
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ANAOIAN BIZ UP 5%
mil SECOND QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

Jrop in taxes. Only exceptions were
cases where the price was 25 cents
and the theaters had been absorbing
the 2-cent amusement tax. In such
cases, prices were not reduced.

On Sept. 1, however, there will

probably be a revision of prices in
some Toronto houses. Theaters which
were charging 30 cents before the
tax ended are expected to resume
hat price.

Double features now prevail in al-

ist all houses, except the first-

ns. There is no noticeable exhib
end away from duals, although a
nsiderable proportion of the pub-

He admittedly dislikes them.

During the first six months of this

year, the number of old theaters re-
opened and new theaters opened
were 120. Of these, only seven were
in Ontario, indicating that the On-
tario district is fairly well supplied
at the present time. There are 338
theaters in Ontario.

No games are being conducted so
far as the theaters are concerned,
'rat there are some premiums used.
Theaters adopting them generally
make a service charge usually the
cost of the article. Of the 338 the-
aters in Ontario, less than 25 per
cent use premiums, it is said.

Paramount Granted Temporary Stay

To Block Philadelphia Date Strike

"Saratoga" Clicking Off

Records for Summer Biz

(Continued from Page 1)

Inc., announced after a checkup of
figures. As a consequence, it has
moved to the Great Lakes for an-
other week. Monday and Tuesday
particularly were tops, McFaul said.

Newark, N. J. — "Saratoga" is

breaking all attendance records at
Loew's State here and Loew's Jersey
City, and is being held a second
week at both houses. At Newark,
40,091 tickets were sold in a five-day
period, surpassing the old record of
37,000 held jointly by "San Fran-
cisco" and "The Great Ziegfeld."

Portland, Ore. — "Saratoga" at
United Artists led the first runs for
the week with an increase of 20
per cent of the average week at this

house.

(Continued from Page 1)

Hotel Carlton, Washington, Dec. 29,
last.

Defendants in the action are
United Motion Picturee Theater
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
Inc., Lewen Pizor, Charles Segall,
Abe Sablosky, George P. Aarons,
David Barrist, Luke Gring, Ben
Fehtel, Norman Lewis, George Res-
nick, Amusement Inc. of Pennsyl-
vania, Great Northern Theater Co.
Inc., Tioga Theater Co. Inc., Harry
Fried, Rex Theater Amusement Co.,
Victoria Amusement Enterprises,
Inc., William Spiegel, Supreme
Amusements Co., Inc., Joseph "Doe,"
last name unknown, Samuel Com-
merson, Jenkinton Theaters Corp.,
Ray Jay O'Rom-ke, "George" Nan-
dascher, first name fictitious, also
known as G. Nandascher, William H.
Wolf, Stanley Peters, Refowich The-
ater Co., "Joe" Foreman Corbett,
first name fictitious, also known as
J. Foreman Corbett, Sansom Amuse-
ment Co., Morris Stiefel, Avenue
Theatre Co., Penn Jersey Amuse-
ment Corp., Louis Rovner, Trenton
Orpheum Corp., Hunts Gaiety Inc.,

Hunts Center Street Theater Inc.,

Louis Lineer, Inc., Benjamin Shind-
ler, Michael Lessy and Ben Amster-
dam.
Paramount further charges in its

complaint that the conspirators
urged, and coerced other trade or-
ganizations throughout the country
to institute a "buyers' strike" against
Paramount Pictures for the month of
August in retaliation for the non-
delivery of six pictures announced
by Paramount for the 1938-37 sea-
son. The defendants are also ac-
cused of planning to picket theaters
in eastern Pennsylvania and south-

ern New Jersey and Delaware terri-
tories where Paramount pictures are
to be played during the month of
August.

The defendants are further
charged with intimidating, coercing
and compelling exhibitors of this

territory to breach their contracts
entered into with Paramount for
the exhibition of pictures licensed
under the agreements with the dis-
tributor and to refrain from en-
tering into any new contracts for
Paramount motion pictures to be re-
leased for distribution during the
new year. The defendants are
further accused of threatening bodily
injury to exhibitors refusing to car-
ry out the orders of the exhibitor
organizations involved.

Paramount's complaint pointed
out that unless the court granted a
preliminary injunction the defen-
dants would continue to restrain the
aforesaid trade and commerce in

pictures; the complainant would be
unable to make delivery of its mo-
tion pictures in accordance with its

contracts and exhibitors who desire

to continue to exhibit Paramount
Pictures and who are willing to

enter into new contracts with Para-
mount will be prevented from so
doing and the complainant will con-
sequently suffer immediately the
loss of large sums of money.

EE INCREASED ENG,

PIX DISTRIB. HERE

Minneapolis — Northwest Allied
announced yesterday that starting
Monday Paramount's local exchange
as well as all theaters showing Para,
pix would be picketed, a move in

the playdate "strike" drive here.

Northwest Allied will meet Monday
at the Radisson Hotel to discuss
the drive.

AAAA Presidency to Pay

Gillmore $13,000 a Year

"News of Day" Cameraman
In China Seized by Japs

(Continued from Page 1)

of troops barricading the gate to the
Japanese Legation.
Though they had permission to

the pictures they were taken
J Major Takeo Imai, assistant

;ary attache to the Japanese Le-
gation. Major Imai expressed his
-gret that they were detained, but
irned them they must not take
my more pictures.

tal

be '.

mill

(Continued from Page 1)

now held by Frank Gillmore, also
president of Equity, from an hon-
orary to a paid position and offered
the post to Gillmore for five years
at a $13,000 annual salary. Gillmore
will accept and gradually give up
his routine and executive duties at
Actors' Equity to confine himself to

presiding at Equity Council meet-
ings. He may eventually resign as
Equity president.
The Four A's under Gillmore's

direction will act as a coordinating
body for work done individually by
the four actors' unions to handle
such matters as censorship, taxation,
etc.

A special meeting of Equity Coun-
cil yesterday approved, with certain
minor reservations, the proposed
Constitution of the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists.

Subsequent to this meeting a spe-
cial meeting of the International
Board of the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, received word
that Equity had surrendered to it the
charter over the field of radio broad-

Pathe Reports Profit

of $104,549 for 6 Months

(Continued from Page 1)

which Pathe owns 35 per cent of the
common stock, had a net profit af-
ter all charges including normal
federal income taxes, of $725,000
for the first six months of 1937,
compared with $596,000 in the like

period of 1936.
The portion of these earnings

which accrued to the company's 35
per cent common stock interest
amounted to $253,000 in 1937, as
compared with $208,000 in 1936. Of
these earnings, $183,000 were un-
distributed in 1937 and $132,000 in

1936, which undistributed amounts
are not reflected in the income ac-
count of the company, as given
above.

casting, and accepted that charter.
The Board also received a peti-

tion from the American Federation
of Radio Artists for that charter
and agreed to issue it to that group
when it was sufficiently organized
to merit the award and on terms
which the Board then approved.

(Continued from Page 1)

don, disclosed a question of defini-
tion as to labor costs which is the
basis of the proposed setup. There
was speculation as to whether mini-
mum production costs specified in
the plan referred to the entire cost
of a picture or only to the costs of
labor involved in its making.
According to one unofficial source,

the second year percentage arrange-
ment would require 20 per cent for
distributors and 15 per cent for ex-
hibitors, as compared with the initial
year figures of 15 per cent for dis-
tributors and 10 per cent for ex-
hibitors.

Providing American firms make
productions costing $225,000 or
more, and distribute those pictures
in this country, the plan will not
cause them to produce large pro-
grams in England, it was pointed
out. Under these circumstances, a
top four or five features made there
would suffice for major companies
under the first year 15 per cent re-
quirement. Productions made at a
cost of $225,000 count for two quota
credits and distributing of these pic-
tures in America, with substantial
revenue guaranteed, gives the dis-
tributor a third picture credit on the
film.

At the present time, Warner Bros.,
M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox are
producing on their own in England.
RKO is currently discussing a pro-
duction tieup with Herbert Wilcox,
who is now in New York, and Para-
mount, Columbia and Universal are
studying the situation.

Warners is expected to spend an
average of $100,000 on its program
at Teddington which calls for 20
features and will make at least two
at higher cost. Grand National,
through its alliance with ABFD,
which is producing between eight
and 10 features, seems to nave found
a solution to the problem through
this arrangement. This company has
just contracted with ABFD to
handle three of its productions in
America.

M & P Planning to Build

Three or Four in New Eng.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing to Boston. Circuit is building a
1,400-seat house at West Newton,
Mass., with opening set for October.
It has been carrying out an exten-
sive remodeling program.

English Capital May Aid

Greater Union Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

on the General Theaters board of
directors. Walter J. Hutchinson,
foreign manager of the American
company, is scheduled to leave New
York Aug. 12 for Sydney to go into
the situation.



NEW TOOLS

LABORATORIES are today doing what

was long thought impossible. With the

aid of Eastman Fine-Grain Duplicating

Films they are producing duplicates of

such high fidelity that they equal the

originals in quality. These special Eastman

films are important new tools that will

substantially aid the motion picture in-

dustry. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N.Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distribu-

tors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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Musicians Defer Film Action Pending Radio Agreement

MAJORS iET BIG-CALIBRE RELEASES FOR AUGUST

Loew, RKO Without Plans for Intra-Circuit Giveaways
Both Circuits Now Concen-

trating Games' Policy

on Screeno
Despite recent reports to the con-

trary, Loew's and RKO circuits are
not planning more intra-circuit Bank
Nights similar to the ones staged
last Spring, with huge sums in-

volved, officials told The Film Daily
Saturday.

Both groups are concentrating
their audience games' policy on
Screeno. About 30 Loew houses in

New York are now using this plan,

it was stated, while a few New
England operations have Bank
Night. RKO theaters playing
Screeno now total 12, seven of which
are located in the metropolitan area.

COURT CONSUMMATES

FABIAN RE0R6, PLAN

Federal Judge William J. Bondy
Saturday signed an order of con-
summation in the reorganization of
Flatbush-Nevins St. Corp.—the Fox
theater and office building in Brook-
lyn. He authorized first, the forma-
tion of a committee for the first

mortgage bondholders to organize a
stockholders' corporation, called The

{Continued on Page 8)

Suburban Theater Moves
Reported in Australia

Considerable suburban theater
building activity is in progress in
Australia, particularly in Sydney,
stated Herman Phillips, Melbourne
exhibitor, before leaving New York
Friday on his return home. Dur-
ing the past 18 months theater bus-
iness in Australia has "picked up,"
be said.

t

Ask End of N. B. Admish Tax
St. John, N. B.—Exhibitors of the

province of New Brunswick have peti-
tioned the provincial government for

the abolition of the admission tax.

Town Taxes Theater to Provide Auto Parking Station

Rochester, N. Y.—Perry town board has enacted an ordinance levying tax of $125

a year on Schine's Auditorium, which leases a part of the town hall for a theater.

Proceeds will pay rental of municipal parking station near the theater.

St. Louis Biz Off 5% in 2nd Quarter

but Theater Building Gains 30-45%
By DAVID F. BARRETT

Film Daily Staff Correspondent

St. Louis, Mo.—CIO activities and
the strong competition of the Muni-
cipal Opera Association's al fresco
theater in Forest Park, plus the
weather put local film house grosses
down 5 p. c. from the 1936 level dur-
ing the second quarter.

First runs do fine business with
good pictures, such as the record

(Continued on Page 10)

breaking results attained bv "Sara-
toga" at Loew's, but like the subse-
quents and the nabes, the deluxers
are also apparently running some-
what below the first quarter of 1937
and the corresponding months for
1936.

Meanwhile, the Municipal Opera
Association reports that its total

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Healthy Film Earnings—New English Quota Plan

By GEORGE H. MORRIS=
DOMESTIC

Earnings, reported or estimated,
by three major companies demon-
strated during the week the rugged-
ness of recent film revenues. 20th
Century-Fox, it was announced,
checked in with net operating profit

{Continued on Page 11)

FOREIGN
From London flashed word at mid-

week that the British Government's
White Paper had released long-
anticipated details of the proposed
new Films Act, divulging the quota
plan setup which is based on pro-

More Than Dozen Pix Rated

Out of Ordinary for

Distribution

Major companies are planning to

let loose a number of big-calibre

productions during hot-weather Au-
gust, a survey of their release

schedules for this month reveals.

More than a dozen pictures which
have rated classification as out-of-

the-ordinary boxoffice attractions are

included in the groups.
United Artists and M-G-M, in par-

ticular, are placing high-cost pro-

ductions in distribution in August.
Following are the releasing sched-

ules for the month:
United Artists — "Walter Wan-

ger's Vogues of 1938," 1; "Stella

{Continued on Page 3)

UMPTO MEETS TODAY

ON PARA WRIT MOVE

A F ofM Film Synchronization Move
to Wait on Radio Field Settlements

Theater Trailer Biz Off

as Mich. Houses Drop 'Em

Detroit—Business in theater trail-

er orders has dropped 20 per cent
below last summer's business, Peter
Simon of Simon's Film Service, told
The Film Daily. Houses are drop-
ping use of trailers to a consider-

(Continued on Page 6)

American Federation of Musicians
will not take any action on musical
synchronization with films until

after it has worked out agreements
with radio stations, recording and
transcription firms that will cut down
the loss of jobs to musicians, it was
said Saturday by President Joseph
N. Weber.

The A F of M Executive Board
{Continued on Page 3)

Philadelphia—United Motion Pic-

ture Owners of Eastern Pennsylva-
nia, Southern New Jersey and Dela-

ware, against which Paramount has
obtained a temporary injunction re-

turnable this morning in Federal
Court to prevent a threatened non-
buying "strike" and picketing of

(Continued on Page 3)

lATSE's Executive Board

Meets in Seattle Aug. 15

General Executive Board of the

I. A. T. S. E. will hold its regular

meeting Aug. 15 at the Hotel Olym-
pic, Seattle, to consider progress in

organizing activities throughout the

(Continued on Page 3)

Equity Keeps Tele Control

Though Actors' Equity has ceded
jurisdiction over radio to the projected

American Federation of Radio Artists,

the association still retains jurisdiction

over television, it was learned Saturday.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 26}4 263/4 263/4 — %
Columbia Tiers, vtc. 29y4 29'/4 29'/4 — y4
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 13'/4 13 13'/4 + %
Last. Kodak 180 180 180
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 24 24 24
Loew's, Inc 84i/

2 84'/4 84 Vi — '/4
do pfd
Paramount 22|/2 22 22 Vi + Vi
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20y8 20 20'/8 + Vi
Pathe Film 9y2 9V8 9% — Vs
RKO 8i/4 8i/

8 81/4+ i/4
20th Century-Fox . 36% 36% 36% — 1/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14% 14% 14% + Vi
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99% 99% 997/8
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55
Par. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 93 93 93 + Vi
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 3% 3% 3% + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% ....
Technicolor 28% 27% 27% + l/4
Trans-Lux 4% 4%- 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 101

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36.. 11 Vi 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 96
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 ....

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4 s 1st '43 53% 55%

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK

630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Saratoga (M-G-M)—2nd week Capitol
The Toast of New York (RKO Radiol—2nd week Music Hall
Exclusive (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
They Won't Forget (Warner Bros.)—3rd week Strand

Wee Willie Winkle (20th-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Crusade Against Rackets (Principal Pictures)—2nd week Gaiety

I Cover the War (Universal) . Globe
It Can't Last Forever (Columbia) Rialto

Ourselves Alone (English film) 55th St. Playhouse
Born Reckless (20th-Fox) (a) Palace

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace
You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox) Rivoli

Marry the Girl (Warner Bros.) Criterion

The Gold Racket (Grand National) Central

TWO-A-DAY RUN
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—2nd week . Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
U.S.S.R.—1937 (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Masquerade in Vienna (Viennese film) (a) Belmont

Romance in Budapest (Viennese film) (a) Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
San Quentin (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 3 Strand

Artists and Models (Paramount)—Aug. 4 Paramount

Stella Dallas (United Artists)—Aug. 5 Music Hall

Between Two Women (M-G-M)—Aug. 5 Rialto

Life of Emile Zola, The (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 11 (e) Hollywood

Dead End (United Artists)—Aug. 17 Rivoli

Captains Courageous (M-G-M) (c) Capitol

Souls at Sea (Paramount)—Aug. 9 (e) Globe

Road Back, The (Universal) (c-b) Roxy
Nazar Stodolye (Amkino)—Aug. 6 Cameo
Maternelle (Tapernoux)—Aug. 3 (a-b) Belmont

Madame Bovary (Tapernoux)—Aug. 3 (a-b) Belmont

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run.

a-day run.

(c) Follows current bill, (d) Reissue, (e) Two-

Baron von Zeppelin Named
Erpi's Manager in Japan

Baron H. von Zeppelin has been
named manager of Erpi's recording

activities in Japan.

Von Zeppelin who arrived in New
York from London on June 28 and
has made an extensive survey of the

latest developments in sound record-

ing and reproducing technique, de-

parts for the West Coast tomorrow
where similar observations will be

made of actual studio practices be-

fore he sails for Japan Aug. 21 on
the S.S. "President Coolidge."

Baron von Zeppelin joined the
Western Electric Company in Ger-
many in 1929 and subsequently di-

rected Western Electric's recording
activities in Spain until the current
civil war forced the suspension of

sound picture production in that
country.

Dingwall May Underwrite

New Coronet Pictures Co.

Dingwall & Co., downtown invest-
ment firm, is arranging details of
the proposed financial setup of Cor-
onet Pictures, which Joe Brandt, Pat
Powers and Robert Crawford are or-
ganizing, and is slated to be the un-
derwriter of the new producing com-
pany if matters progress to that
point.

Circuits Book GN Program
Grand National Films, Inc. has

closed for its 1937-38 program with
the Sparks' and Starr Circuits and
Wolfson-Meyer.

Stong and McClelland Off

For Fox-Skouras Conclave

C. L. Stong, Sales Promotion Man-
ager for Erpi, with E. W. McClel-
land as engineer, are enroute to Colo-
rado Springs where they will stage
an elaborate demonstration of the
latest technical advances in the art
of sound motion pictures for the
benefit of members attending the an-
nual Fox-Skouras Convention.

In addition to showing "Third-di-
mension" or Stereophonic sound,
"vertical" or hill and dale noiseless
disc recordings and the intricacies of
Erpi's Mirrophonic Sound System,
Stong will address the assembly on
the subject—"The 'Utility Factor' of
Sound as a Box-Office Element"—in
which the practical aspects of sound
system operation will be discussed.
Other Erpi men attending the con-

vention will be: H. W. Dodge, West-
ern Division Sales Manager, L. E.
Kennedy, District Sales Representa-
tive, H. J. Barnicoat, Los Angeles
District Superintendent, and S. R.
Langwith, District Supervisor of the
Denver territory.

Director to Seek Plays

Rouben Mamoulian, who sails
from New York Wednesday on the
Normandie for Europe, plans to
look over the play material market
from the angle of a picture buy.
When he returns he goes to RKO to
make a Ginger Rogers-Charles Boy-
er production.

G. M. Blackman Dead
Syracuse, N. Y.—George M. Black-

man, widely known in film circles

here, died Friday at Newport, R. I.,

where he had been vacationing.

Coming and Going

SIMONE SIMON and LILY DAMITA, flim
stars; J. ROBERT RUBIN, vice-president and
general counsel of M-G-M, accompanied by
MRS. RUBIN; and MORTON A. SPRING, as-
sistant manager of M-G-M's international or-
ganization, accompanied by Mrs. SPRING, ar-
rive today from Europe on the Normandie.

CARL LAEMMLE, SR., former head of Uni-
versal; SAM H. GRISMAN, theatrical producer;
VIC OLIVER, vaudeville actor, and his wife,
the former SARAH CHURCHILL; and the Hun-
garian opera star, ILONA HAJMASSI, also
arrive on the Normandie today.

C. L. STONG. sales promotion manager for
Erpi, with E. W. McCLELLAND, company en-
gineer, have arrived in Colorado Springs to
attend the annual Fox-Skouras convention.

BARON H. VON ZEPPELIN, newly appointed
manager of Erpi's recording activities in Japan,
leaves New York tomorrow for Hollywood and
sails for the Far East on August 21 on the
President Coolidge.

MICHAEL BALCON arrives from the Coast
early this week to sail Wednesday for London
on the Normandie.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE, accompanied by her par-
ents, MR. and MRS. GEORGE TEMPLE, is en
route to Honolulu aboard the liner Malolo.

LEOPOLDINE KONSTANTIN, German actress,

has arrived from Europe on the Hansa to join

her husband, Geza Herczeg, scenarist, in Cali-
fornia.

GABRIEL L. HESS of the Hays office returns

today from a vacation at his summer home in

Noroton, Conn.

Shuttee Promotes Doty
Lincoln, Neb.—Chuck Doty, lately

manager of the Liberty, has been
shoved up by City Manager Walter
Shuttee, of the Lincoln Theaters
Corp., to be city exploitation head.
His spot at the Liberty is taken by
Harold Hellerich.

Arthur Boyden Dead
Grafton, Mass.—Arthur Rogers

Boyden, 54, film writer and news-
paper man, died here. At one time,
he was assistant managing editor of
the N. Y. World.

Morse Funeral Held
Funeral services for Lewis Morse,

53, of Brooklyn, one-time theater
operator in Virginia, West Virginia
and Ohio, were held yesterday. His
widow, a son, a daughter and three
sisters survive.
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Dallas," 6; "Prisoner of Zenda," 20;

"Dead End," 27.

M-G-M — "Good Earth" and
"Naughty Marietta," 6; "The Fire-

fly," 13; "Broadway Melody of 1938,"

27.

20th Century-Fox — "You Can't
Have Everything," 6; "One Mile

from Heaven" and "Handy Andy,"
13; "Love Under Fire," 20; "Think
Fast, Mr. Moto" and "Western Gold,"

27.

Columbia — "Dangerous Adven-
ture," 1; "Rangers Step In," 8; "Out-
laws of the Orient," 20.

RKO—"Windjammer," 6; "Hide-
away," 13; "Flight for Glory," 20;

"Make a Wish," 27.

Universal — "Reported Missing,"

1; "One Hundred Men and a Girl,"

23.

Paramount—"Artists and Models,"

6; "Good Night Ladies," 13; "Such
a Night," 20; "Hopalong Rides
Alone" and "Double or Nothing," 27.

Warner Bros.-First National —
"San Quentin," 7; "Dance Charlie

Dance" and "The Devil's Saddle
Legion," 13; "Mr. Dodd Takes the
Air," 21; "Footloose Heiress," 21;

"Confession," 28.

UMPTO to Meet Today

On Paramount Writ Move

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount theaters, will hold a
meeting at 11 A.M. today to consider
the next steps to be taken.

AF of M Defers Film Action

Pending Radio Agreement

(Continued from Page 1)

will meet with radio station repre-
sentatives again on Sept. 16, so that
it will be sometime after this date
that the subject of the films will be
taken up.

Weeks Names Paul Fine

George W. Weeks, GB general
sales manager, announces the ap-
pointment of Paul Fine as branch
manager of GB's Des Moines office.

Fine replaces Lester Rosenthal.

NEWS
»S SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

6 Clarence Brown, directing "Coun-
ss Walewska," dispatched scouts

through the Hollywood countryside to

round up 500 horses for use in loca-

tion scenes covering Napoleon's retreat

from Russia.

—M-G-M.

mmDAILY

T T T
• • • JUST AS A FRIENDLY TIP-OFF don't bring
up the subject of the cinema to Deputy Chief Inspector O'Conhell

. .of New York's Finest should you happen to run into

him in the course of your social or biz life about town
and above all don't let him know that films is your field

of activity should you park your car inadvertently on top
of a fire hydrant or pull a Barney Oldfield by scoot-

ing at high speed through a cluster of red lights . .

• • • YOU SEE, IT'S LIKE THIS the Inspector
ground his ax loud and long at the convention of the N. Y.
State Association of Police Chiefs at the Hotel Astor

a few days back introducing a resolution condemn-
ing films in which men and even women detectives are
portrayed in an "adverse" way and the resolution was
unanimously adopted

• • • WHAT APPEARS TO HAVE ANNOYED Inspector
O'Connell is simple that in reel life the police and
sleuths don't always get their man and sometimes are
given over to "bungling" a case just as police and sleuths

in real life sometimes do Perhaps the Inspector feels that

the boys who enforce the laws and keep order are being
discriminated against and not being given their fair slice

of idealization, exaltation and shining haloes .

• • • PUT YOURSELF IN THE INSPECTOR'S position

He, in common, with millions of others undoubtedly
likes to walk up to the box-offices of his favorite film

theaters to enjoy pix entertainment As he sits all

comfy-like a'lookin' at the screen what does he see? ...
Well, Sir, there's Popeye The Sailor getting himself into

all kinds of problematicals and by jingo, the guy triumphs
against the most baffling odds by merely guzzling a mess
of spinach He's a hero every time with only one
exception that your scribe knows of ..... and that is the recent
occasion on which little Swee'pea does the guzzling and
saves both Popeye and Olive Oyl

• • • NOW WHAT APPLIES TO POPEYE also applies

to most screen characters the lead players in particular

. They always, or in the vast, vast majority of cases
end up at the final fade-out with far more prestige and audience
affection than at the outset and Inspector O'Connell
lamps all these instances and, it is fairly safe to assume
..... grows bitter against Hollywood in general and
scenarists in particular for daring to permit an officer of

the law to fail, fall down, bungle, or what have you Did
it ever occur to the Inspector that if policemen and detectives

were really infallible and super-human that the very
human institution called the movies wouldn't have the
slightest interest in them? And, conversely, they would
have no particular interest in what light the very human
movies painted them

• • • HAROLD ARLEN, responsible for "Public Melody
No. One" in Para's "Artists and Models," due at the N. Y.
Paramount Wednesday, has four more tunes to do for the
score of Ed Wynn's new seasonal vehicle, "Hurrah for What"

then he returns to Hollywood "Hurrah for What"
will have a total of 10 Alien melodies, with lyrics by E. Y.
Harburg Harold's brother, Jerry, may be musical director
for the show which the Shuberts are producing . . . • Folks
along the Great White Way cheerful at return to the main
stem of Charley Griswold now handling managerial reins
at the Hollywood Theater

DATE BOOK
Today: Film district outing, Ye Castle Inn,

Saybrook, Conn.

Aug. 3: Connecticut MPTO golf tourney,
Racebrook Country Club, New Haven.

Aug. 9: Boston M. P. Salesmen's Club film
district outing, Pemberton Inn.

Aug. 10—Sept. 5: International Film Festival,

Venice, Italy.

Aug. 10-12: National Theaters convention.
Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs.

Aug. 13: Variety Post, American Legion, of
Cleveland, O., picnic, at Ritters.

Aug. 16: Queen City Variety Club golf tour-
ney, Cincinnati.

Aug. 17: Warner theater managers' meeting,
Philadelphia.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 21-23: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention, Atlantic City.

Oct. 11-14: SMPE fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania convention, Pittsburgh.

IATSE Executive Board

Meets in Seattle Aug. 15

« « « » » »

(Continued f>om Page 1)

country and to take up other mat-
ters.

Charter for the newly-organized
union of sound engineers, to be
known as Sound Service Division,
will probably be issued by President
George E. Browne, of the I. A. T.
S. E. in a few days, it was said
Saturday by James Brennon, I. A.
vice president.

IATSE is Ready to Talk

Theater Employe Pacts

Progress is being made by the
IATSE in organization of front-of-
the-house employes throughout the
country with negotiations for con-
tracts slated to open shortly in a
number of cities, it was said yester-
day by Lou Krouse, IATSE vice
president. Negotiations for recog-
nition of the union of sound engi-
neers are also on the I A program,
Krouse stated.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

During the season of 1936-37, 318

features were shown in Czechoslovakia,

36 American, 82 German, 22 Austrian,

19 French, 12 Russian, 9 English, 7

Hungarian. Native studios produced

31 pictures.
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48 HOLLYWOOD PIX

NOW IN PRODUCTION

West Coast-Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Forty-eight pictures

are in production, with Paramount,
M-G-M and Warners each making
six. 20th Century-Fox and RKO fol-

low with five each. Grand National
is making four. Columbia is down
for three, as is Republic. Goldwyn,
Selznick-International, Wanger and
Universal are making two each.
Monogram, Principal, Hackel and
Katzman are producing one each.
Paramount has started a new

"Bulldog Drummond" story, while
Warners have placed "One More
Tomorrow" before the cameras.

"100 Men And a Girl," "Carnival
Girl" and "Behind The Mike" have
been completed at Universal. Mervyn
LeRoy's production, "The Great Gar-
rick," has finished at Warners.

Theater Trailer Biz Off

As Mich. Houses Drop 'Em

(Continued from Page 1)

able extent, or changing to shorter
forms of announcement of coming
films. Continued prevalence of
double bills is partly responsible.

Four Warner Features Set

For N. Y. Strand Showings

During the next few weeks, four
important Warner Bros.' features
are scheduled to open at the New
York Strand, announces the com-
pany's home office.

The pictures are:
"San Quentin" with Pat O'Brien,

Humphrey Bogart, and Ann Sheri-
dan, which follows "They Won't For-
get" into the Broadway house to-
morrow; after which will be "Mr.
Dodd Takes the Air" with Kenny
Baker, Frank McHugh, Alice Brady,
Gertrude Michael and Jane Wyman,
a Mervyn LeRoy production; "Con-
fession" starring Kay Francis with
Ian Hunter and Basil Rathbone; and
"Varsity Show" starring Dick
Powell and Fred Waring and His
Pennsylvanians.

Para Subsidiary to Build

$70,000 House in Butler

Butler, Pa.—Construction of an-
other new theater here, costing $70,-
000 was assured here when negotia-
tions were completed by Main Street
property owners when the Pennler
Corp., subsidiary of Paramount Pic-

/ tures, took a 20-year lease on a
site now occupied by three store
rooms.
The theater building, which will

have two store rooms, will be air con-
ditioned and will have a seating capa-
city of 1,200. A New York archi-
tect, James E. Casale, is complet-
ing plans.

lUvitws of View T-ittns

"That Certain
Woman"

with Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Ian Hunter,

Anita Louise

Warners 91 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
STRONG GRIPPING DRAMA SHOULD

HAVE SPECIAL APPEAL TO FEMME
PATRONS.

This is strong, gripping drama that should

have especial appeal to femme fans. It

provides a strong role for Bette Davis and
the star does brilliant trouping. Edmund
Goulding, who wrote the story and screen-
play, 3lso did a swell job of directing.

Robert Lord rates credit as associate pro-

ducer. Henry Fonda, Ian Hunter, Donald
Crisp, Anita Louise and Hugh O'Connell do
fine work. Bette, the widow of a gang-
ster, studies hard to improve herself and
becomes a valuable aid to Hunter, an at-

torney, as his secretary. Hunter, who is

unhappily married, falls in love with Bette,

but she marries Fonda, playboy son of

Crisp. Crisp forces an annulment of the

marriage. Fonda goes to Europe and mar-
ries Anita Louise, who later is paralyzed

in an auto accident. Bette gives birth to

a son, but keeps the news from Fonda, the

father. Hunter dies and leaves his fortune

to Bette. Fonda visits Bette and learns

of his son. In a touching scene, Anita

Louise asks Bette to return to Fonda, but

Bette, although still in love with him, in-

sists that his place is with Anita. Bette

goes to Europe. Anita dies, and Bette and
Fonda are re-united.

Cast: Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Ian

Hunter, Anita Louise, Donald Crisp, Hugh
O'Donnell, Katherine Alexander, Mary
Phillips, Minor Watson, Ben Welden, Sid-

ney Toler, Charles Trowbridge, Norman
Willis, Herbert Rawlinson, Tim Henning,

Dwane Day.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; As-

sociate Producer, Robert Lord; Director,

Edmund Goulding; Author, Edmund Gould-
ing; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Ernest

Haller; Editor, Jack Killifer; Art Director,

Max Parker; Musical Director, Leo F. Forb-

stein; Music by Max Steiner.

Direction, Swell Photography, Very

Good.

'Hideaway'

Painters Meet at Buffalo
Buffalo — International Brother-

hood of Painters, Decorators and
Paperhangers of America convention
opens here Sept. 6.

Erpi Corporate Relations

Dept. in New Quarters

Erpi's new Corporate Relations
Department, under the direction of
Vice President D. C. Collins, is now
located at 195 Broadway. With the
exception of the company's domestic
theater reproducing activity and mat-
ters involving the foreign depart-
ments, all licensing will, henceforth,
be conducted at the new address.
Merchandising, operating, engineer-
ing and associated groups will con-
tinue to headquarter at 250 West
57th Street.

Mrs. Chakeres Improves
Springfield, O.—The condition of

Mrs. Phil Chakeres, wife of the
widely known Springfield exhibitor
and circuit head, is greatly improved
after two months of hospitalization
and treatments by a John Hopkins
specialist.

with Fred Stone, Emma Dunn, Marjorie Lord

RKO Radio 58 Mins.

FAIRLY EFFECTIVE COMEDY-DRAMA
WITH BULK OF APPEAL TO RURAL
AUDIENCES.

While not a particularly strong attrac-

tion, because its story is somewhat shallow

and its comedy frequently forced, never-

theless enough amusing moments prevail to

commend it to the average audience. Thea-

ters in the less populated cities and towns

should fare very well with it, because its

action takes place in a rural setting, and

the screenplay paints the big city type of

life as decidedly less desirable than exist-

ence in the country. At least that is one

of the impressions it conveys. Another is

that the city slicker may be slick enough

in his own haunts, but in the great open

spaces it's something else again. Fred

Stone plays the role of the small town head

of a family,—a lazy but lovable character.

He and his wife, Emma Dunn, and their

pretty daughter, Marjorie Lord, and mis-

chievous small son, Tommy Bond, are

nominally squatters on the land and in the

house belonging to a former bootlegger.

This latter gent, now a gangster, suddenly

appears on the scene with his henchmen
to hide away from the law and the wrath

of an opposing clique of racketeers. Incog-

nito, the gangster and his duet of tough

pals are taken in as "boarders." But rural

life plus the naive host and his annoying

brattish son combine to make the stay at

the house a most trying affair. Marjorie

Lord is in love with a local forest ranger.

Menace is provided as far as their romance

is concerned by the opposition of the

mother to the match, the girl's desire to go

to the big city for a job, and through the

ofter of one of the hiding gangsters to

make her wish come true. Fred Stone

eventually is responsible for bagging the

rival gangsters, after the latter have wiped

out the three "boarders." Of course the

country maid and swain's romance blooms.

Dnection is a trifle ragged here and there,

but the photography is well handled.

Cast: Fred Stone, Emma Dunn, Marjorie

Lord, J Carrol Naish, William Corson, Ray

Mayer, Bradley Page, Paul Guilfoyle, Tommy
Bond, Dudley Clements, Alec Craig, Charles

Withers, Otto Hoffman, Bob McKenzie.

Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Richard

Rosson; Author, Melvin Levy; Screenplay,

Robert Bren, Edmund L. Hartmann; Camera-
man, Jack Mackenzie; Editor, Jack Hively,

Direction, Occasionally spotty. Photog-

raphy, Good.

"Topper" Big in Philly

One of the first key city engage-
ments for "Topper," M-G-M's highly
touted new comedy release, proved
a summer record-breaker at the
Boyd Theater, Philadelphia. Open-
ing day receipts were substantially
ahead of "Captains Courageous" and
"I Met Him In Paris," according to
report last night from Manager
Bob Lynch.

Foreign Fielc

Swedish Co. In 16 mm. Field
Stockholm—New activity of the

Swedish Aga-Baltic-Radio Co., which
in 1936 showed a profit of 208,700
kronor as compared with 45,000
kronor the year before, is the manu-
facture of projectors of 16 mm
sound films, patented by Alexander
Victor, American-Swedish indus-
trialist and inventor, for which Aga-
Baltic has acquired the European
rights. At present American pro-
jectors are being assembled by the
company, but they will shortly be-
gin in their own plant to manufac-
ture these projectors, which they
expect will become an important ex-
port article.

Finland's Production Record
Copenhagen—Booming to an un-

precedented extent, the Finnish pix
industry is about to hang up a new
all-time production record this year.
According to preliminary reports,
at least 14 so-called all-nite pictures
will be forthcoming this season, of
which some will be recorded in two
versions, i.e., in the Finnish as well
as the Swedish language, the coun-
try being bi-lingual. Brisk expan-
sion is also being reported in the
case of the Swedish and Danish mo-
vie industries.

3 GB Pix for Jessie Matthews
London—Glen MacWilliams, Gau-

mont's ace photographer, has been
assigned to head the camera crew on
the new Jessie Matthews film, "Sail-
ing Along," which has just gone into
production. "Sailing Along" is the
first of three films which Miss Mat-
thews will make for Gaumont on its
1937-38 program. It features Jack
Whiting as her dancing partner,
Roland Young, Barry Mackay and
Noel Madison. Arthur Johnston and
Maurice Sigler will furnish the song-
hits.

"Isle" for Brooklyn Strand
Monogram's "Paradise Isle,"

filmed in Samoa, and starring Movi-
ta and Warren Hull, opens at the
Brooklyn Strand on Thursday.

To Show Their Pix at Venice
Venice—At the Venice Exhibition,

which is to be inaugurated on Aug.
10, Egypt and India will be repre-
sented by some of their most char-
acteristic and interesting feature
films. Participation of India has
been organized by the Motion Pic-
ture Society of India, Bombay, as
exponent of the Indian film indus-
try. Swiss producers will also show
their latest and best films.

Record for "Shall We Dance"
Buenos Aires—"Shall We Dance"

premiered at the Rex theater here
to 21% more business than "Swing
Time," despite the fact that the
opening day was the coldest day of
the year in that South American
country.

Lehnich at Venice Expo, l

Berlin— The President of V„/
Reichsfilmkammer, Minister Prof.
Dr. Lehnich, has been confirmed by
the Nazi Government as representa-
tive of Germany at the Venice Ex-
hibition.
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SMASH
STUFF!

Phooey on "averages" !•••

The ROAD BACK played
to $7,200 above average
in San Francisco; $6,000
above average in Boston;

$2,800 above average in

Kansas City; $2,500
above average in Los
Angeles; $2,000 above
average in Cleveland;
$1,500 above average in

Baltimore—and so it goes
EVERYWHERE!

NEW UNIVERSAL
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A "JUJttic" from tioiiuwood "Ms />

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'"THE success which has attended

all of Martha Raye's screen ap-

pearances during the last year and

resulted in establishing new theater

attendance records during her cur-

rent eastern p. a. tour yesterday

caused Paramount to announce its

decision to elevate its young con-

tract comedienne to stardom.

Miss Raye's first solo starring

vehicle will be "Linger Longer Let-

ty", a comedy with music by Anne
Nichols and Edward E. Rose, in

which she will be supported by a

top-rank comedy cast. "Linger

Longer Letty", one of the comedy
classics of the stage, first was pre-

sented in New York in 1920 with

Charlotte Greenwood in the leading

role. The play was a sequel^ to

Miss Greenwood's memorable "So

Long Letty".

Miss Raye's schedule calls for her

work with Bob Burns in "Manana"
an elaborate musical formerly titled

"Ensenda" and then to start her

first starring role in "Linger Longer
Letty".

Casting assignments: M-G-M

—

Virginia Bruce, "Bad Man of Brim-
stone"; Sophie Tucker, Judy Gar-
land, "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry";

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 116 •

DALPH MURPHY. Director-writer-actor. Native of Rockville, Conn Edu-

cated at Holyoke High School and Syracuse University (class of '16) where
he took academic and law courses and had his first taste of the theater via

Boar's Head and Tambourine and Bones produc-
tions. Acted with the original Washington
Square Players, Henry Miller, George M. Cohan,

John Golden. Was assistant under Winchell

Smith. Directed stock companies in Syracuse,

N. Y. and elsewhere. Wrote five plays, which

were produced on Broadway. Joined Pathe in

1930 as a writer and director. Later with

Charles R. Rogers Productions. Then directing

and writing for RKO-Pathe. Directed later for

Rogers Productions, releasing through Para-

mount. Made "Top of the Town" for new
Universal. Now with Paramount.

Katherine Alexander, "Double Wed-
ding"; Warners—Wayne Morris,

"College for Sale"; RKO—John Bar-

rymore, "The Joy of Loving"; Selz-

nick—Hilda Vaughn, Charles Rich-

man, Vera Lewis, Walter Walker,
"Nothing Sacred"; Columbia—Mar-
guerite Churchill, "The Awful
Truth"; Monogram—Anne Nagel,
Neil Hamilton, "Bride for Henry";

GN—William Gould, "Renfrew of
the Mounted."

Two directorial assignments for
forthcoming pictures are announc-
ed by Universal.
Edward Grainger has placed

"Mightier Than the Sword" under
the guidance of Lewis R. Poster,
who recently completed the direc-

tion of "The Man Who Cried Wolf",
"A Prescription for Romance", is
to be directed by Sylvan Simon, for-
mer test director who recently was
promoted to director.

Jane Wyman and Boris Karloff
have been assigned the leading roles
in "Without Warning," which goes
into production at Warners next
week, and Veda Ann Borg has been
added to the cast of "Submarine
D-l."

T T T
Additions to the casts of five new

M-G-M pictures are announced. Fan-
nie Brice will have one of the lead-
ing roles in "Swing Fever"; Lionel
Stander joins Edward G. Robinson
in "The Last Gangster,' and Elissa
Landi will support William Powell
and Myrna Loy in "Double Wed-
ding." Monty Woolley, William
Henry and Jean Chatburn have been
added to "Live, Love and Learn";
Virginia Grey and Janet Beecher
win support Nelson Eddy and
Eleanor Powell in "Rosalie."
Herbert Clyde Lewis, in addition,

has been added to the roster of M-
G-M scenarists.

T t ' r

M-G-M has acquired film rights
to the story "Errand of Mercy," by
George Randolph Chester.

Defer Fox Theater Corp.

Dividend to Creditors

Payment of a second ad interim

dividend of 3 per cent to the credi-

tors of the Fox Theater Corp. was
delayed Saturday by Circuit Court
Judge Martin T. Manton until Hiram
Steelman, attorney for William Fox,

files a bill of particulars on his three

claims against the Fox Theater Corp.

Judge Manton ruled that Steel-

man could recover only counsel fees

and legal expenses in connection

with the claims of Harold L. Arnold,

Inc., the Chicago Title & Trust Co.

and the Capital Co. of California. He
appointed Courtland Palmer as spe-

cial master to determine the amount
of these claims.

Milton C. Weisman, trustee for

the Fox Theater Corp., was ordered

to set aside a reserve to pay Steel-

man a dividend on his claim. If the

claim is large enough, Weisman may
be forced to reduce the 3 per cent

dividend to the creditors.

Hollywood Ho!
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The largest movement of

stage coaches in California since the

days of '49 is under way today with
more than 30 of the pioneer convey-
ances headed towards Hollywood for

use in Frank Lloyd's new Paramount
production "Wells Fargo". Most of

the coaches are en route from Hood,
where the state's largest collection has

been maintained.

Court Consummates Reorg.

Plan of Fox Brooklyn Theater

(Continued from Page 1)

Brooklyn-Fox Corp.; and secondly
appointed Si Fabian, Cornelius J.

Smyth and Rae Okum as building
trustees.

The Flatbush-Nevins St. Corp.,

was authorized to turn over all

property to the new company free
and clear of all liens. The new com-
pany was authorized to borrow $725,-

000 from the RFC, which sum will

constitute the first mortgage bond.
It was also authorized to borrow
$150,000 from Si Fabian which will

be the second mortgage bond.
New company was authorized,

further, to execute with the Lawyers'
Trust Co. (the new trustee) a mort-
gage deed and trust securing an
issue of $2,825,000 in principal
amount of income bonds, and to exe-
cute a lease with the Fabian Brook-
lyn Theaters, Inc., covering the thea-
ter portion of the mortgaged prop-
erty.

New company was authorized to

give to the voting trustees 56,500
shares of capital stock. The new
trustee is authorized to deliver to
the holders of all bonds $50 prin-
cipal amount and one share of capi-

tal stock for each $100 of old bonds
held.

Fabian Enterprises, Inc., is to de-
posit $25,000 as security with the
Lawyers' Trust Co.
The new company is to pay (1),

all real estate taxes and water

MacArthur, Hecht to Get
Pre-Trial Examination

Supreme Court Justice Aaron
Steuer Saturday ordered Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur to serve a
bill of particulars within 15 days on
Constance Bennett and to appear in
the Supreme Court on Sept. 20 for
examination before trial. This is in
connection with a suit filed by Miss
Bennett against Hecht and Mac-
Arthur for $62,500. She claims that
she advanced them $2,500 to prepare
a script for her which they failed to
do. She further claims that she
turned down an offer from a studio
for $60,000 for work in a picture and
sues to recover the amount thus lost,
while waiting for them to deliver the
promised script, plus the money ad-
vanced to them.

charges up to July 1, 1937; (2) to
pay to the Continental Bank & Trust
Co. a loan obtained by the bond-
holders' committee in its full prin-
cipal amount plus interest; (3) to
pay to the RFC a sum equal to one
quarter of the annual real estate
taxes, water rent and assessments
on the mortgaged property, plus one
quarter of the annual insurance
premiums and all insurance carried
by the new company; and (4) to re-
tain the balance to be used as work-
ing capital to pay all unpaid admin-
istrative expenses, reorganization ex-
penses and allowances fixed by the
court.

Chakeres-Warner Employes

Garden Party Draws 300

Springfield, O.—More than 300
employes and guests attended the
annual Chakeres-Warner theaters
employes' party, held in the gar-
dens of the country home of Phil
Chakeres, here, Saturday night.

The party got under-way at mid-
night and tapered off at daylight.

Two hundred fried chickens, beer
and assortment of cold foods added
to the pleasure. The entertainment
included dance music by Billy Grant-
ham and His Cavaliers, several spe-
cialty acts and a satire give-away
on Bank Night.

Goldburg in Indianapolis

Chicago — The Joe Goldburg Co.
will open an Indianapolis branch at
315 North Illinois St. under the
management of Roy Boomer.

Ethiopian Echo
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—En echo of Para.'s Silver

Jubilee for Adolph Zukor, the company's
board chairman received a letter the
other day from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

The letter, long delayed in transit, en-
closed snap-shots of the Cinema Giar-
dino in Addis Ababa. The walls cL

the theater were covered with posterv^ J
announcing the Jubilee celebration.

Alongside were other posters advertising

the featured attraction for the week

—

"A Bedtime Story," starring Maurice
Chevalier, produced in 1933!



WHEN THEY THINK OF TOMORROW. .

.

VotU&th
IS NO BARGAIN

*Overindulgence is always bad.

So it is with sitting through too

many hours of too many long

features at one time. Doubleitis

is bound to result—-with its

weary limbs, aching back and

bleary eyes.

Most patrons think the morning after is more important than a

bargain. Statistics prove that 4 out of 5 really want shows of

sane length and variety. Get back to normal with snappier

shows. It's easy to do when you play the Showmanship Shorts

with these and many other popular comedy stars.

Presented by

E. W. HAMMONS

KIKO
THE KANGAROO
TERRY-TOONS

(f (QcltoccLtlc-rial U<<:tcvVLA^

HERMAN TIMBERG Jr.

and PAT ROONEY Jr.

TI1VL and IRENE WILLIE HOWARD
THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY 20th CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION
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ST. LOUIS BIZ DROPS

5% IN 2ND QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

attendance during the first six weeks
of the current twelve months sea-

son was the greatest in the 17 year
history.

Local admission prices have had
no serious changes in the past
quarter, while there has been no
local swing away from the stable

double feature program that usually
prevails in the first runs, subse-
quents and nabes.

Circuit Attorney Franklin Miller
still continues to sit on the lid so

far as Bank Night, Screeno and
other similar box office stimulants are
concerned, but elsewhere in Eastern
Missouri and in most of Southern
Illinois there has been no let up in

such games.
There has been a slight movement

toward more generosity in the way
of giveaways. A few years ago most
of the neighborhood and small town
theaters in this vicinity had a give-
away arrangement one night a week,
usually on Fridays, but now some
present customers with something
three or four nights per week.

Construction during the second
quarter of this year was from 30 to

45 per cent ahead of the second
three months of 1936 and about on
a par with the first quarter of this

year.
Many of the theaters here and

elsewhere in this territory have put
on extensive improvement programs
this year, such as installing air-

conditioning and cooling systems,
new seats and projection equipment,
as well as extensive exterior and
interior alterations such as modern
fronts, new rest room equipment
and up to date decorating vogues,
etc.

Outlook for the late Summer and
early Fall, exhibs, declare, is very
promising, especially in the smaller
towns that depend somewhat on
rural patronage. It is generally
agreed in these parts that it will be

the greatest financial year the farm-
ers of Missouri and Illinois have ex-

perienced since several years before
the depression. Which should even-
tually stimulate business all along
the line.

Form Contest Company
Chicago—H. M. Curry, C. K.

Hayes and J. Curry have organized
the Hayes-Cux-ry Co. with offices at

222 North Bank Drive to conduct
contests for theaters. Charles H.
Borden handled the legal details.

74 "Saratoga" Holdovers
Seventy-four holdover engagements,

44 of them for two-week periods, is

the record to date in key cities since

"Saratoga's" release the week of July

23, it was said at M-G-M's home
office Saturday. This is ahead of all

corresponding figures, for the same time

period, on "Captains Courageous,"
"Great Ziegfeld" and last year's record-

breaking "San Francisco."

NEWS of the DAY
Omaha—Finding the fishing poor

in the Jackson Hole country of
Wyoming, District Manager and
Mrs. Evert R. Cummings of Tri-
States Theaters have gone on to
Albany, Ore., to visit Mr. Cum-
mings' sister. Cummings' first job
was as house manager in Albany.

New Orleans—Radio was brought
into play to boost the midnight show
opening of "Toast of New York"
here. WWL, strongest of the local
stations, broadcast a special pro-
gram.

Detroit—German Kino, Inc., oper-
ating company for the Europa The-
ater. East Side house devoted to
German films exclusively, has
changed to the International Cine-
ma, Inc. Plans are understood to
involve a shift to a general foreign
language policy rather than solely
German films.

Buffalo—Exhibitors proved better
softball players than film distribu-
tors at the Variety Club's first an-
nual picnic, and so vvon the Shea
trophy, 8-2, with more than 200
onlookers, at Buffalo Park, Angola
Beach. K. G. Robinson, Paramount
manager, teamed with Phil Lavene
of the Embassy Theater in the
horseshoe pitching finals to defeat
Leo P. Murphy of Warner sales staff
and William Tishkoff of Rochester,
21-8.

Detroit—Industrial Pictures, Inc.,
new organization formed by a group
of well known Detroit capitalists to
produce commercial films, secured
permit from the City Council Tues-
day for the studio being erected on
Cadieux Road.

Buffalo — Monogram Pictures
opened new offices in the Film
Building here with an open house
for exhibitors and other film distri-
butors. Harry Berkson and Jules
L. Jasper were hosts.

Seattle — Mission Theaters has
been incorporated at Mt. Vernon by
M. D. Murphy, George P. Endert
and Denis P. Murphy.

Crescent City, Fla.—The Via The-
ater, operated by the Crescent City
Amusement Co., has been given a
new five-year lease by the owners
of the property. Extensive improve-
ments will be made to the theater.

San Francisco—Blumenfeld Thea-
ters plan extensive remodeling on
their Tamalpais Theater, 900-seat
house in San Anselmo. Lobby will

be remodeled and a new marquee
and streamlined vertical Neon, sign
installed.

Napa, Cal. — Lawrence Borg of
San Francisco, who operates the
Fox Theater here, will open his new

Uptown Theater in August. House,
seating 1,300, was designed by A. A.
Cantin of San Francisco, with
equipment from B. F. Shearer and
Walter G. Preddy. American seats
were used.

Oakland, Cal.—Julian Harvey of
San Jose Amusement Co. plans im-
mediate repairs on his Lincoln The-
ater here. The 1,000-seat house was
recently badly damaged by fire.

San Francisco—Sid Goldtree and
Charles Michaels will take over the
1,300-seat Liberty Theater in this
city's Spanish-Italian colony district,

to operate with a combination bur-
lesque-film policy. Formerly a bur-
lesque house, theater has been used
in past months for foreign-language
films by Morris Klein.

Omaha—Local Variety club mem-
bers are giving Tuesday night part-
ies each week for children at the
Omaha World-Herald's Fresh Air
Camp. On the program are a film,

cake and ice cream. The club will
hold a picnic in August at Linoma
Beach. Sol Francis, Joe Jacobs and
Harry Shumow are in charge of ar-
rangements.

Appleton, Wis.—Cashiers, ushers
and other theater employees from
Appleton, Neenah and Menasha have
organized.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed here by
the Mendota Amusement Co. with
A. D. Kvool, E. P. Vollendorf and
C. J. Brewster as incorporators.

St. Louis, Mo.—Hal J. Ledman,
of Clayton, has awarded a contract
to H. D. Henderson, of this city, for
the erection of a film theater, store
and office building at 3144 Easton
Avenue. New house will have ap-
proximately 700 seats. Bruce F.
Barnes, of St. Louis, is the archi-
tect.

Salem, 111. — E. H. Barenfanger,
local general contractor, has been
awarded the contract for the erec-
tion of Robert C. Cluster's film the-
ater, store and office building here.
The plans and specifications pre-
pared by O. W. Stiegemeyer, of St.

Louis, Mo., call for two stores and
six offices. The house will seat 750.

Cluster also owns the Lyric Theater
and the Salem. The latter reopened
recently after having been dark for

some time.

Melrose, Park, 111.—The work of

remodeling and redecorating the

Melrose Theater here, owned by Roy
Alexander, is now under way. An
air-conditioning system is being in-

stalled, the rest rooms are being re-

decorated and modernized while new
balcony seats are to be put in place.

SHORT SHOTS
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS

CIX features—either in whole or in

part—will be produced in the East
this season by Republic Pictures at
the Biograph studios, with "Man-
hattan Merry-Go-Round" going into
production this Monday. John Auer
is directing the Eastern sequences,

,

with Chuck Reisner handling the
megaphone on the coast. Cast will
include Ted Lewis, Cab Calloway,
Kay Thompson and others. It is a
Harry Grey production, with Bill

O'Sullivan as technical production
manager.

Educational's comedy production
company swung into full speed last

week at the Astoria studios following
the summer vacation. First short
produced under the new shooting
schedule stars Tim and Irene and
was directed by Bill Watson.

Al Christie starts a Willie Howard
short tomorrow, with Imogene
Coca making her debut under the
Educational banner in the picture to

;

follow. Jefferson Machamer will fol- I

low with his first "Gags and Gals"
|

picture of the season and Buster
|

West and Tom Patricola v ill be next
in line with a story by Parke Levy.

Ben Blake has completed the sec-

ond of his current series of musical
featurettes for Columbia release
titled "Drug Store Follies." Roscoe
Ates, Carol Marsh, The Leslies and
Tex Lewis' Lone Star Cowboys are
in the cast. Two more are ready to

go into production within the next
few weeks.

Milton Schwarzwald finished three
shorts this week, two two-reelers for
Universal and one one-reeler for
RKO. The Universal shorts are
"Hawaiian Capers" with Ralph Kir-
bery, Jean Sargent and Harry
Savoy, and "Bergman's Barbecue"
with Teddy Bergman, Gloria Graf-
ton, Floria Vestoff, Cliff Hall and
others. The RKO short is "Rhythm
in a Night Court" and offers Harry
Rose, Al Bernie, Frances McCoy,
Sid Marion, Sylvia Mann and Co.,

'

and Jeannie Perrillo.

Addenda. . . .Al Christie is back
from a two-week fishing trip as
tanned as a Hollywood Indian....
Incidentally, Al is singing the
praises of little Beverly Sills, a
seven-year-old youngster with a re-

markable operatic voice. . . .Claims
she can sing a dozen operas. ...Lor-
raine Woods, star of the Florida nite
spots, is appearing in EducatL I

comedies and will be scrcen-tkyd
by MGM this week. .. .Lee Sands
and Robert Marko, script writers for
Mentone, have left for the Coast to

take over the scripting of the A

I

Jolson-Parkyakarkas air show. . .

.
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WEIGH NEW FIGHT TO

WHOLD CONN. GAMES

New Haven, Conn.—With Bank
Night and other cash games com-

pletely stopped in Hartford, Fairfield

and Middlesex Counties of Connecti-

cut, and New Haven State's Attor-

ney Samuel Hoyt in receipt of the

so-called "test case" Windsor Locks
decision on which he is expected to

act, adherents of the games are still

unwilling to admit defeat through-
out the State.

Roy Heffner, New England distri-

butor of Bank Night, has announced
his intention of remaining in New
Haven for several days to call a
meeting of exhibitors and mull over

the probability of a new test case.

He states his belief that the decision

of Judge Carl Foster of the Superior
Court, Hartford, in the case of State

vs. David Magliora of the Rialto,

Windsor Locks, in which Magliora
was fined $13 on three counts for

violation of the State Lottery Law,
can have no general implications,

and that it has "nothing whatever
to do with the legality of the Bank
Night plan," since the Rialto devi-

ated definitely and in defiance of

warnings, from the regular Bank
Night system, in using the proxy
card and other devices.

"If we can get the 100 per cent
cooperation of exhibitors, we will go
ahead and protect Bank Night in

bhis State, as we have in others,"

Heffner stated.

Bank Night was declared "not a
lottery" in this State by Judge L.

Paul Burke, in the Town Court of

Greenwich, in April, 1936, when a
case was brought against the Pick-
wick Theater, Greenwich. The judge
found that there was no considera-
tion, one of the essential elements of

a lottery, since free participation in

the lobby was possible.

Of the 90 users of cash giveaways
in Connecticut, about 20 subscribe
to Bank Night. Loew's and Warner's
have only a few cash nights in vari-

ous towns, while the major portion
of those interested are independent
xhibitors.

State's Attorney Hugh M. Alcorn
has announced his belief that virtu-

ally all such schemes are illegal and
that he will prosecute them wherever
he finds them.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Keep lobby and theater front in

cool, summer dress.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Healthy Film Earnings—New English Quota Plan

DOMESTIC

{Continued from Page 1)

of $3,755,483 for the 26 weeks' pe-

riod ended June 26, last; while War-
ner Brothers, according to Wall
Street sources, is expected to show
a net profit of approximately $7,-

500,000 on the fiscal year ending
Aug. 31, next. Paramount estimated
its second quarter consolidated earn-
ings at $1,307,000.

Similar solidity of business in

neighboring Canada's Ontario houses
was also shown convincingly by
news that pix spots in the province
for the second quarter of 1937 was
the best for this particular period
in the past five years. On June 1,

admish taxes in Ontario were can-
celled, bringing a drop in prices,

with exhibs passing the advantage
on to the public. Move resulted in

appreciably stimulating attendance.
* * *

Concentration of Congress on ad-
ministration-sponsored legislation to
establish maximum working hours
and minimum wages and working
hours, caused film industry solons
to cock a little more than a casual
eye on Washington. Attitude of pix
execs, and the file of filmland, has
been, up to now, one of indifference.
Major companies declined earlier in

the year to participate in confer-
ences held in the national capital by
NCIP.

During the seven-day span, Hunt
Stromberg, prior to sailing from
New York for England, told The
Film Daily that in about a year a
majority of big M-G-M features will

be made in tinting and toning—con-
tending that this method of utiliz-

ing color afforded softer effects

which seem to suit patrons. . . .

Hollywood apeared to be set for en-
try into a nautical cycle as result
of recent sea stories brought to the
screen. . . . Skouras circuit an-
nounced completion of product ar-
rangements with M-G-M, Columbia
and 20th Century-Fox, with deals
set for closing with both Universal
and RKO. . . . Budd Rogers, prexy
of Alliance, stated his organization
will distribute in the U. S. three
Charles Laughton pix produced in

England by Mayflower Pictures. . . .

Work of setting up tentative agree?
ments with exchange employees
throughout the country will be com-
pleted in about 30 days, it was re-
ported, just prior to scheduled con-
ference between Frajik Phelps,
acting for the majors, and IATSE
officials. . . .

* * *

Other topics of interest included:
. . . declaration by George J.

Schaefer, United Artists' v.p. and
general manager, that leading the-
ater men are favoring admission
price rises. . . . SMPE's published
opinion that before television be-
comes possible in the U. S., many
millions of dollars must be invested.

Society's bulletin characterized as
"improbable" that television will
"burst in" on the motion picture in-
dustry. . . . American Society of
Visual Education was seen courting
exhib co-operation in establishment
of educational and ad theaters
throughout the U. S. . . . Paramount
obtained a stay from Federal Judge
Oliver B. Dickinson of Philly's Fed-
eral District Court against threat-
ened "sit down strike" and picketing
sponsored by UMPTO and various
exhibitors there. . . . David O. Selz-
nick huddled with UA officials in
preliminary discussions on renewal
of their distribution agreement. . . .

FOREIGN

(Continued from Page 1)

duction costs rather than quality.
Should Parliament ratify the bill

in November, to be enforced as of
Jan. 1, 1938, first year quota for
distributors will be 15 per cent, and
ten per cent for exhibitors, rising
by stages to 30 per cent for dis-

tributors and 25 per cent for the
theaters over a 10-year period.
Minimum costs of pix within the
act must be $75,000. Productions
costing $225,000 or more count as
two under distributor quota. Any
British picture distributed in the
U. S. by an American company
Qualifies as one picture produced in

England. A special quota for shorts
starts at 10 per cent for distributors
and five per cent for exhibitors,
gradually reaching 20 and 15 pe»
cent respectively.

* * *

American company foreign de-
partment heads, after studying
cabled reports on the British quota
law proposals, held two major de-
velopments likely, namely, increased
distribution of British pix in the
U. S., and entrance into English
production by virtually all Ameri-
can organizations not already in the
field. They also viewed quota pro-
visions with no great concern, being
generally pleased that plan was set

up on costs rather than quality.
^ ^ *

Additional overseas dispatches
told of marriage of Virginia Cher-
rill, film actress, to the Earl of
Jersey, in a ceremony performed at

the Chelsea Register office . . . and
that Gerda Taro, Polish motion pic-

ture camerawoman who has been
filming scenes in the Spanish Civil

War for the March of Time, was
killed during the retreat from
Brunette while covering the activ-

ities of Government troops.

Mono. Sets 3 August Pix
Monogram has three films set for

August releases, according to W.
Ray Johnston, president. They are:

"The Outer Gate," with Ralph Mor-
gan and Kay Linaker, Aug. 4.

"Shadows of the Orient" with Esther
Ralston, Regis Toomey, Sidney
Blackmer, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Aug. 18th and "Atlantic Flight,"
starring Dick Merrill, Aug. 25.

HOLLYWOOD INSTALLS

NEW TYPE OF SCREEN

The latest developments in sound
equipment and the newest type of
perfected motion picture screen are
being installed in the Hollywood
Theater, Broadway at 51st St., for
the road-show engagement of "The
Life of Emile Zola," starring Paul
Muni. Pix's world premiere takes
place Aug. 11.

The re-equipment of the theater
is being carried out by Prof. Cahill,

director of sound and projection for
Warners. The new screen will bring
to Broadway the important techni-
cal development of "gradational per-
foration." When sound pictures
came into vogue the old solid screen
of silent days disappeared, and the
perforated screen became universal.
Owing to the absorptive and dis-

persive qualities of light the intro-

duction of the perforated screen
necessitated a sacrifice of projection
values, as the light tended to be
absorbed and to fade except in the
center area of the screen.

The new screen of the Hollywood
Theater combines the principle of

the perforated screen for the center

area and that of the flat or solid

screen for the rest of the space,

thus solving the problem of the full

distribution of light over the entire

area of the screen.

Projectionists' Sit-Down

Strike Ends in Agreement

A novel form of sit-down strike

in which projectionists at the Green-
wich and Schuyler Theaters, Man-
hattan, halted the shows Friday
night to protest against their work-
ing conditions and then advised the

customers that they intended to re-

main locked in the booths until the

managements signed with Local 306,

resulted in agreement Saturday by
the theaters to establish union con-

ditions.

The theater managements agreed
to adopt the ITOA scale for 30

days, which is about 50 percent high-
er than the men had been receiving
and will negotiate a formal contract
with Local 306 in the meantime, a
union spokesman said. After the pro-
jectionists had addressed the audi-
ence and the show did not continue,
the patrons filed out and had their

money refunded.

Capital Theater Bows In
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington The new Newton

Theater here opened with Commis-
sioner Melvin C. Hazen giving the
welcoming address. The Newton was
designed by John J. Zink and is

owned by Louis J. Bernheimer. The
house is equipped with RCA High
Fidelity sound apparatus.

FWC Books 8 Monos.
Fox West Coast Circuit has booked

the first eight pictures of Mono-
gram's 1937-38 product into eight
situations in the Salt Lake territory,

making this an almost 100 per cent
deal for the Salt Lake area.
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PRAISE FROM THE PRESS!

"A natural for word -of -mouth and
steady growth at the box - office . .

.

beautifully photographed." —variety

"Monogram makes proud debut . .

.

highly acceptable picture."

—BOX OFFICE

"Gorgeously photographed . . . pro-

duction well above par . . . vigorous

melodrama." —Hollywood reporter

"Credit to Monogram . . . holds in-

terest throughout."
-JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS

WILLIAM DAVIDSON
JOHN ST. POLIS
GEORGE PILTZ

Directed Ay ARTHUR G. COLLINS
Associate Producer

DOROTHY REID
From Cosmopolitan story .

"THE BELLED PALM"
by ALLAN VAUGHAN ELSTON
Adapted by MARION ORTH
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K-A-0 Reports $174,287 Profit fo?m Quarter

PARA. PHILLY STAY HEARING PUT OFF TO AUG. 1

1

Giannini Due Today Heading for London Korda Talks

U A Prexy Will Confer on

Korda-Goldwyn Options

Deals

Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of

United Artists, arrives in New York
this morning from the Coast en
route to London, where, it is ex-

pected, he will confer with Alexan-
der Korda on various phases of the

deal under which the British pro-
ducer and Samuel Goldwyn have op-
tions on the Mary Pickford, Doug-
las Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin
shares in United Artists.

Korda and Goldwyn have until the

end of the current calendar year to

exercise their options. The former
is understood engaged in obtaining
•financing to swing his end of the

deal.

LOEW-PARA. RESUME

PRODUCT DEAL TALKS

Conferences on the Loew circuit-

Paramount product deal will resume
today with President Nicholas M.
Schenck, Joe Vogel and Charles C.

Moskowitz representing the buyer
(Continued on Page 4)

Kane Blames Star Dearth

for High Cost of Films

London (By Cable)—Shortage of

stars, largely due to moribund con-

dition of the stage, is causing Hol-

lywood serious concern, according

to Robert T. Kane, producer for

20th Century-Fox, who blames this
(Continued on Page 4)

.f^veland Biz Up 40%
^' lland—First-run business went up

to -crfe top of the thermometer here

last week. Business was more than 40
per cent better than summer normal.

It was the pictures that did the trick.

The releases included "Saratoga," "Wee
.Willie Winkie," "The Road Back" and
"Super Sleuth" coupled with Ozzie Nel-
son-Harriet Hilliard band on the stage.

Free Auto Parking, Too, to Draw Bank Night Patrons
Albany—Patrons of the Grand Theater, a double-feature, first-run, Fabian house,

may park their automobiles free of charge while attending the theater on Bank Nites,
management announces.

LOEW SURVEY ABROAD

PRESAGES EXPANSION

Preliminary survey in connection
with contemplated theater expan-
sion moves in Europe was made by
Mort Spring, assistant manager of

M-G-M's foreign department, who
returned to New York yesterday on
the Normandie after a four months'
trip. Spring visited 15 countries in

Europe.
Film business is generally "pretty

good" throughout Europe, stated
Spring.

Yorke Heads Advertising

Advisory Body on Coast

Gabe Yorke, formerly with 20th
Century-Fox, Paramount and other
major companies in advertising-pub-
licity executive capacities, yester-

day became head of the Advertis-
ing Advisory Council's office at the
Coast as aide to Lester Thompson,
successor to the late J. J. McCarthy.
Yorke succeeds John McGrail, re-

cently resigned. Yorke is also ex-
pected to work with Tom Pettey on
other phases of Hays association

activities.

SIMPLIFY EQUIPMENT

ON COLOR-KING VIDOR

Need of simplification of studio
equipment, coupled with a reduction
in costs, is holding up greater de-
velopment of color pictures, declar-
ed King Vidor in a New York in-

terview yesterday, following his ar-
rival from Hollywood after making
"Sella Dallas" for Samuel Goldwyn.
The director feels that there is

still a tendency to over-dialogue pic-

tures and that silent scenes can
sometimes prove more effective than

(Continued on Page 4)

Smith-Connolly Circuit

Setting Financing Plan

Details of the financing for the
projected Courtland Smith-Jack
Connolly newsreel theater circuit

and independent newsgathering or-

ganization are being set, according
to Saul Rogers, counsel for Smith
and Connolly. Rogers was instru-

mental in interesting financial

groups in the Smith-Connolly plan.

According to Rogers, the Smith-
Connolly plans call for a circuit of

(Continued on Page 4)

K-A-0 26 Weeks' Net Hits $687,190,-

B. F. Keith Corporation Earnings Increase

Michigan's Divorce Bill

Dies as Solons Adjourn

Detroit—Another Allied-sponsor-

ed theater divorce bill died with ad-
journment sine die of the Michigan
Legislature on Saturday. No legis-

lation affecting the film industry
was passed at the session.

Keith-Albee-Orpheum, RKO the-

aters subsidiary, reports a net profit

of $174,287, after all charges, except

surtax on undistributed profits for

the second quarter of 1937, which
with earnings of $512,803 in the
first quarter, brings the profit for
the 26 weeks ended July 3, 1937, to

(Continued on Page 7)

Federal Judge Dickerson

Needs More Time to Study

Case's Angles
Philadelphia—Hearing on the ap-

plication of Paramount to make
permanent its temporary injunc-

tions against the playdate strike of

the UMPTO and certain local ex-

hibs yesterday was put over until

Aug. 11 to permit Federal Judge
Dickerson more time to acquaint
himself with angles of the case.

Paramount had in Court Austin
C. Keough, Louis Phillips, Neil F.

Agnew. Wi Ham Schnader and Da-
vid A. Kaufman, former Minister to

Siam, who joined the legal staff.

Ex-Rep. Ben Golder, who was suc-

cessful in the famous double fea-

ture test case, was the attorney
(Continued on Page 4)

CONSPIRACY ACTIONS

Paramount is definitely planning

to file conspiracy actions similar to

the one pending in Philadelphia in

other territories in which exhibitor

associations and groups have organ-

ized anti-play date drives, with Min-
(Continued on Page 4)

Wilcox, Spitz Confer

on Brit. Producing Deal

Reports that he had reached an
agreement with RKO Radio for joint

production of pictures in England
were termed "premature" yesterday

(Continued on Page 4)

College Trains Ushers
West Memphis, Ark. — Training of

ushers for the new Crittenden Theater
here was begun at Southwestern Col-

lege, Memphis, by Richard Schulherr.

The course of study will last for two
weeks, with class periods of two hours

each evening. The boys who will

work for the theater will attend South-
western College and the salaries they
receive will be used to help defray

college expenses.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 27 27 27 + Va
Columbia Picts. vtc. 29 28>/2 28 Vi — %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 3% 3y4 3y4 + '/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 180% 180'/2 1805/8 + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 24'/4 24 24l/4 + l/4
Loew's, Inc 85% 84% 85 + %
do pfd 106 106 106 — Vi
Paramount 22'/2 22 22% — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 9% 8% 8% — %
RKO 83/8 8 8 — %
20th Century-Fox . . 37 36% 36%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14% 14% 14 Vi — V4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww ....100 100 100 + Va
Para. B'way 3s55... 65% 65% 65%— %
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4s47 93 923/4 92%— %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95% 95 95

V

4 4 %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National ... 3'/4 3'/4 3% + %
Sonotone Corp. ... 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 28% 27% 27% — %
Trans-Lux 4'/8 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 101
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11% 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 96
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43
. . . . 53% 55%

Charles McCulloch Quits

As Paramount Director

Chicago—Resignation of Charles
A. McCulloch, Chicago financier, as
a director of Paramount was an-
nounced yesterday. He retains his

place on the Balaban and Katz
board.

Fire Insurance Premiums
Drop for Missouri Exhibs

St. Louis, Mo. — Many of the
better constructed film theaters
throughout the State, principally in

the larger cities, will benefit from
the new fire insurance rates for fire-

proof city construction recently an-
nounced by State Superintendent of

Insurance R. Emmet O'Malley at
Jefferson City.

The average rate reduction will

be about 20 per cent, but in certain

instances special credits for co-in-

surance means a total cut for those
risks of about 32 per cent.

The new reductions are in addi-

tion to those that became effective

through the fire insurance rate case

compromise worked out by Superin-
tendent O'Malley and the companies
in May, 1935.

Sears, Bernhard Meeting

With Warners and Wallis

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gradwell L. Sears,

General Sales Manager for Warner
Bros., together with Joseph Bern-
hard, General Manager of Warner
Bros. Theaters, are here for a ser-

ies of conferences with H. M. War-
ner, Jack L. Warner and Hal B.

Wallis on the company's produc-

tion.

Warners, according to Sears are

in the most enviable situation of

having ten pictures of major im-
portance ready for release a full

month before the start of the new
season.

J. Robert Rubin Returns,

Silent on GB Situation

J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M executive,

yesterday returned to New York af-

ter conferring on the GB situation

in London with Isidore Ostrer and
with Louis B. Mayer, who recently

arrived there from the Coast.

After landing from the Norman-
die, Rubin declined to discuss devel-

opments.

FWC and United Artists

Huddle on Product Deal

Negotiations are under way on a

product deal between Fox West
Coast circuit and United Artists

covering the new season. The cir-

cuit has concluded its deal for 20th

Century-Fox program.

"Eagle's Vengeance" Set
Arrangements have been com-

pleted with the Times Pictures Inc.,

of New York, to handle the release

of the picture "The Eagle's Venge-
ance," throughout the territory of

Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey. It was produced by
William Steiner.

Set Back "Good Earth"
Cleveland — "The Good Earth"

i

opening at Loew's State, originally

scheduled for Aug. 6, has been set

back to Aug. 20.
|

Record Crowd Indicated

for RKO Golf Tournament

A record crowd and more and bet-
ter prizes than in past years are
promised for RKO Radio Pictures'
Fifth Annual Golf Tournament, to
be held at the Fenway Country
Club, White Plains, tomorrow, be-
ginning at 9:30 A.M. With 150 tour-
ney entrants already listed, no more
player tickets are being sold. How-
ever, there is no limit on the tickets
offered for those who wish to at-
tend the dinner and entertainment
at the club.

Players may tee off at any time
after 9:30. Luncheon will be served
at 1 P. M.

Milton Schwarzwald's Atlas Pic-
tures Orchestra will supply the mu-
sic for dancing, and Milton Berle,
as emcee, will introduce a surprise
line-up of entertainers at dinner at
7:30 P.M., at which time prizes will
be given to a number of the best
and worst golfers of the day.

Summer Theater Closings

Few in Chicago Territory

Chicago—More theaters have re-
mained open this summer in Chi-
cago than several years past. With
the air conditioning of many small
houses, the hot weather proves an
asset instead of a liability.

President Pete Shayne of the Chi-
cago Movie Operators Union who
reports all of its 525 members are
working, says no house has been
closed so far this summer notwith-
standing the drop in the business of
the smaller nabe houses.
Equipment distributors along Wa-

bash Ave. report continued inquir-

ies from the smaller operators on
modernizing- their houses, altho in

some cases the owner is placing his

equipment orders direct.

Local 1, TPU, Will Seek

Wage Slash Restoration

Local 1. Theatrical Protective
Union, will confer with major cir-

cuits and others this week on restor-

ation of a 12 T/> to 15 per cent wage
cut, in effect since 1932. and to work
out a new agreement for local the-
aters to replace the pact expiring
Aue-

. 31 next, it was said yesterday
bv James Brennan, president of Lo-
cal 1.

Ask Transfer of Suit
Plagiarism suit brought bv Select

Theaters Corn, ap-aipjst Warner Bros,
and asking $10,000 damages was dis-

closed yesterday with a motion by
Warner Rvos. to transfer the action

from the Supreme Court to the Fed-
eral Court. Select claims that "The
Audition." a story it owns, was
plagiarized in the Warner film

"Ready, Willing and Able."

Stanley Succeeds Thomas
We-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fred Stanley has

been made Columbia studio publicity
director, succeeding Bill Thomas,
who resigned.

r (i

Coming and Going

DR. A. H. GIANNINI who arrives in New
York today via Twentieth Century, departs to-
morrow aboard the Normandie for a vacation
tour in Europe.

BEN CRISLER of the New York Times movie
department returns today from a vacation.

SIMONE SIMON, who arrived on the Nor-
mandie, goes to Hollywood shortly.

WILLIAM WYLER is due in New York short-
ly from the Coast.

LILLIAN HELLMAN has returned east from
Hollywood.

KING VIDOR, who sails on the Normandie
tomorrow, Dlans to remain aboard two or three
months.

GUMMO MARX has returned to New York
from New Hampshire.

MRS. MABEL FARKHOUSE yesterday returned
to her duties at the Hays office following a
vacation at Ocean Grove, N. J.

OLYMPE BRADNA, who was in New York
recently for the premiere of her latest pic-
ture, "Souls at Sea," is en route back to
Hollywood.

HERBERT WILCOX and ERIC FREDMAN, his
sales manager, sail tomorrow for London on
the Normandie.

CHARLES McDONALD, RKO division manager,
returned yesterday from a two-week vacation
cruise.

LEO SPITZ, arrived yesterday from Chicago.

WALTON AMENT, of counsel for the RKO
trustee, returned yesterday from a honeymoon
trip to Bermuda.

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee as repre-
sentative of the Irving Trust Co., got back
yesterday from Hollywood.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, I.A.T.S.E. president,
is in town for several days.

John J. Dineen Dead
Lawrence, Mass.—John J. Dineen

died suddenly Saturday at his sum-
mer home, Hampton Beach, N. H.
Several years ago, with his brother,
he built and operated the Modern
Theater on Broadway, later leasing
it for a 10-year period to Warner
Bros. Since that time he has had
various interests including those at
Hampton Beach where he was asso-
ciated with his brother James A.
Dineen and John E. Cuddy, Jr., and
Napoleon L. DeMara in the Casino
enterprise.

Walter Craft Dead
Seattle—Walter Craft, 54, retired

movie theater owner, an operator
residing at Auburn, south of Seat-
tle, where he built the Auburn the-
ater, died in a Tacoma hospital.

SARDl'S
RESTAURANT

The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Placxce^

ALB CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York
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WAS TIP-TOP!
It beat "Captains Courageous" in first

four days in Philadelphia and holding

up strong!

It's doing lovely in Louisville!

Both spots advertised heavily as we

urged and profited accordingly!

Watch for news of further "Topper''

openings, delayed by nation-wide

Hold-Overs of "Saratoga" and other

st" big ones from M-G-M.

Nice work Leo!
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SIMPLIFY EQUIPMENT

ON COLOR-KING VIGOR

(Continued from Page 1)

sequences with dialogue. Fantasy
can afford screen material, in his

opinion, provided it is not handled
from a too-serious angle.

Vidor sails from New York to-

morrow on the Normandie for a va-

cation abroad, planning to devote

two or three months to the trip. Be-

yond this point, his plans have not

been developed.

Kane Blames Star Dearth

for High Cost of Films

(Continued from Page 1)

situation partly for the increased

casts of pictures.

With fewer stars to use, produc-

ers naturally are placed in a posi-

tion whereby they must pay tremen-
dous sums for name players, says

Kane, who estimates that at the

present time, the industry does not

have 10 per cent of the number of

stars it had 20 years ago.

Production costs continue to rise,

Kane deplored, and there seems to

be no stopping this trend.

Loew and Paramount

Resume Product Deal Talks

{Continued from Page 1)

and Neil F. Agnew and Joe Unger
present in behalf of the distributor.

Deal is progressing satisfactorily,

according to both parties. So far

the situation due to Paramount's
plan to put "continued first runs"
into the Criterion following the New
York Paramount theater has not been
reached for discussion, according to

Paramount. At present Loew's State

plays Paramount product seven days
after the Paramount theater.

Smith-Connolly Circuit

Setting Financing Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

100 theaters to be in operation in

one year from next fall. The houses
would use the new projector devel-

oped by Smith and Connolly and
capable of showing both 16 mm. and
35 mm. film.

AUGUST 3

Dolores Del Rio

Wellyn Totman

Charles M. Mersereau

Adrienne Ames

• • • AS YOU CAN WELL IMAGINE, Saturday night
is always the big night out in Florence, Arizona
just as it is in any other town, big or small and when the
sun dips down beyond the Western horizon Florence's
citizens put on their best bibs and tuckers and exhilarated
by the consciousness that the week's toil is over, plus the pres-

ence of pay in their pokes or, if you lkie the Eastern ex-
pression better,—with shekels in the old sock hie out to

have a "time" for themselves and in common with most
communities, the Florentines show a heavy preference for the
movies

T T T
• • • NOW ONE OF THE MOST ARDENT enthusiasts
for the flickers in and about the aforementioned town
is Warden A. J. Barnes of the State penitentiary nearby

who decided to give a little theater party last Saturday
night so he ordered two trucks to pull around to the
portico of the "pen" called the role of his fifty guests

all convicts, save the host and eight guards and
away they all flew like the down of a thistle or maybe
it was cactus . for the one of the two local cinemas. .....

• • • WELL, SIR, ON SUNDAY MORN the populace of

Florence literally woke up to the fact that the previous
evening they had been rubbing shoulders with the gentry from
the jug one of whom was doing a stretch for murder
and the balance up for more tender transgressions The
result, my hearties, was a shrill and sustained squawk by the
conservative citizens the tale has both an O. Henry twist
and a moral the twist being that the Warden was really

a helluva host inasmuch as he made his "guests" all

fifty of them pay for their own tickets . . and the moral
is, according to the Warden, that it's a crime not to go to the
movies!

T T T
9 • • ONE OF YESTERDAYS bright spots for your
respectful scribe was an opportunity to glance through
the new UA year book.. titled "The Story of United
Artists Product 1937-38" and a big story it is, couched in

simple, direct terms presenting to filmland at large a
dynamic sales message refreshingly free from callous color
and clumsy claims the entire spirit of the book is con-
tained in the first page "keynote" by George J. Schaefer

who states: "Having studied very carefully the box-office
values of the product . . picture by picture I earnestly
recommend to to you with every confidence that the product
will justify the recommendation" Circuits and exhibs
alike will find the contents sincere, convincing and valu-
able

w w
• • • ANOTHER BRIGHT SPOT on the social side
of the ledger yesterday was the cocktail conclave held
by Republic in honor of Ramon Navarro the oasis was at
the Hotel Plaza and the metropolitan critics trade
press and fan mags were out in force a sur-
prising number of execs and staff members of other fillum
companies put in an appearance during the festivities

and all in all it was quite a party

e • • FROM UNIVERSAL emanates news to the
effect that high school gals outnumber college gals getting into

fillums to prove the point at least as far as U is

concerned the roster of young high school lassies under
contract is produced as evidence the list, in part, includes
Miriam Graveel, 17, from Phoenix, Arizona Frances Rob-
inson, of Hollywood Joy Hodges from East Des Moines

Eleanor Hansen and Marge Brullow, both from In-
dianapolis and Barbara Read, right out of high school in

Laguna Beach, California and it is not startling that
Universal has so many up-and-coming examples of young po-
tential stars at the studio this progressive policy has been
a wise hobby of Prexy R. H. Cochrane and U's other far-

seeing execs

PARA/SPHILLYSTJ^

HEARING IS PUT OFF

(Continued from Page 1)

for the UMPTO and exhibitors,
having been added to the legal staff
over the weekend.

After the hearing, Golder, with
the UMPTO leaders went to the
UMPTO meeting, attended by 120
exhibitors. Over $5,000 more in ad-
ditional pledges were raised while
they waited for the appearance of
the officers and counsel from court.

Golder explained to the organi-
zation what the individual member's
rights were. He said that the fight
was not just one against Paramount
but also for the strength of organi-
zation. Golder indicated that full

legal protection would be given all

members. A survey showed that
about 95 per cent of the independent
houses were co-operating, the meet-
ing was told.

Golder stated that he personally
was opposed to picketing and taking
the fight to the public.

Wilcox, Spitz Confer

on Brit. Producing Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

by Herbert Wilcox, British pro-
ducer. Wilcox conferred yesterday
with Leo Spitz, RKO president, on
the matter. He said that RKO Ra-
dio wanted pictures produced abroad
and he, of course, wanted to make
them, but that no understanding had
been reached.

Wilcox sails tomorrow on the
Normandie for London and plans
to return here about mid-September
in time for the opening of "Queen
Victoria" at the Music Hall. Eric
Fredman, sales manager for Wilcox
Productions, will return with him.
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Paramount is Planning

More Conspiracy Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

neapolis as likely to figure in the

next legal move, a spokesman told

The Film Daily yesterday in New
York.

In addition to permanent injunc-

tions restraining the drives, the dis-

tributor is seeking damages.

« « « » » »

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT
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In the absence of a firepla

new apartment, Dorothy La

had a full length mirror bu
one side on the wall with Louis XIV
consoles on each side and an improved

mantle across the top.

—PARAMOUNT.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

pAUL MUNI, whose most recent

pictures have been delineations of

two great Frenchmen—Louis Pas-
teur and Emile Zola, will next turn

his dramatic powers to the Amer-
ican scene for Warners in "My
Country First," which will be writ-

ten around Haym Salomon, friend

of George Washington and financial

supporter of the American Revolu-

tion. Pix will be made entirely in

color.

Y T
Norma Drury, noted concert pian-

ist, who retired from professional

life nine years ago when she be-

came the wife of the late Richard
Boleslawski, the director, will make
her film debut in RKO Radio's
"Stage Door," in which Katharine
Hepburn and Ginger Rogers are co-

starred.

T T T
Robert Kellard, character juvenile

actor, has been given a long-term
contract by 20th Century-Fox stu-

dios.

T T
Casting assignments: Selznick —

Hedda Hopper, "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938"; Universal—Vera
Stedman, Howard Cantonwiner

"Merry-Go-Round of 1938"; Lon
Chaney, Jr., Charles Wilson, "Life

Begins at College"; Columbia —Luli

Deste, John Boles, "I Married an
Artist."

,

David 0. Selznick has purchased
the screen rights to "Merry, Merry

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • •• Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 117 •

OSEPH MANKIEWICZ. Producer for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Native of

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. and educated at Columbia University. Went to Berlin

as assistant correspondent for the Chicago

Tribune; and then to Ufa translating sub-

titles into English for release in England and

U. S. Returned to America in 1929 and went

to Hollywood to join his brother, Herman, on

the writing staff at Paramount. Titled six

pictures in eight weeks. Wrote dialogue and

screenplays on many pictures. In 1935, with

Oliver H. P. Garrett, won, the Academy award

for best original of 1934 for writing "Manhat-

tan Melodrama". Stands 5, 10. Hair, brown.

Eyes, blue.

Maidens," novel by Helen Grace
Carlisle. The book will be serialized

in Cosmopolitan magazine this fall

prior to publication by Harcourt-
Brace. Miss Carlisle previously
wrote the best-seller, "Mother'^
Cry."

T T T

Pete Smith, with eight short sub-
jects in preparation, is the busiest
man at M-G-M. He is also prepar-
ing stories for three more.

T T T

Samuel Goldwyn will produce
"The Girl on the Boardwalk," a new
comedy by Ben Hecht and Charles

Lederer. Merle Oberon and Sigrid
Guiie, now making her motion pic-
ture debut opposite Gary Cooper in
"The Adventures of Marco Polo",
will be cast in starring roles.

t t

William T. Lackey, associate pro-
ducer at Paramount, is supervising
"Arizona Ames", which features
Gilbert Roland and Charles Bick-
ford. He also handled "Partners In
Crime", which featured Lynne Over-
man and Roscoe Karns.

T T T

Henry King is busy, directing "In
Old Chicago", for Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox. His recent pictures in-
clude "Seventh Heaven" and "Lloyds
Of London".

T T

Universal has extended the con-
tracts of Margaret Sullavan, whose
whole time is now taken up with
her baby, Barbara Reed who is just
going into "Merry-Go-Round of
1938", Ella Logan who will report on
August 15 for "A Young Man's
Fancy," Nan Grey who is all set
for "Youth Marches On."

T T

Grand National is following the
present trend towards splitting up
established film lovers as illustrated
by the Astaire-Rogers and Mac-
Donaid-Eddy breakups, by separat-
ing the team of Eric Linden and
Cecilia Parker after several pictures
together. In his current film, "Here's
Flash Casey," Linden is paired with
Boots Mallory.

T T

"Oliver Morosco, His Book," writ-
ten in the first person as Morosco,
himself told the story to Helen
Mitchell-Morosco, is a unique biog-
raphy of the producer. Colombo
Winship is agenting the book for
pictures.

T T

Nicholas Kopeikine, Russian con
cert pianist, has been signed by
Sam Goldwyn to assist George
Balanchine in rehearsing the latter's
balletic numbers in the forthcom-
ing Technicolor musical, "The Gold-
wyn Follies."

Harry Arthur to Determine

St. Louis Stage Show Use

St. Louis, Mo.—The question of

whether any of the Fanchon & Mar-

co first-run theaters shall have stage

shows the coming Fall and Winter

probably will be decided during the

current stay in town of Harry Ar-

thur, Jr., F & M exec.

The Ambassador, Fox and St.

Louis all are considered stage show

possibilities, but it is almost cer-

tain that only one of the trio will

be given flesh and blood acts.

Young Wins Golf Tourney
Seattle, Wash.—The Film Club

Golf Championship, staged here re-

cently by film leaders of a wide
contiguous territory, was won by
Whitney Young of Spokane.

Strike Ends, Film Biz Up
East Chicago—More than 12,000

employes of the Inland Steel Com-
pany have returned to work and the-
aters are now back to normal sched-
ules with the managers reporting
improved business.

F & M Names Personnel

Head to Develop Workers

St. Louis—Appointment of Chaun-
cey B. Nelson as Director of Person-

nel for Fanchon and. Marco, by Har-
ry Arthur, head of the F & M hold-

ings, marks a unique trend in the-

ater operation. Taken from his post

as Dean Of Boys at The Principia,

Nelson's work will be along organi-
zation lines, to study working prob-
lems of Fanchon and Marco em-
ployees.
Under Nelson, employees of the

service staffs or in any way affil-

iated with F & M will be given an
opportunity to develop in that phase
of the theater field which they have
chosen, with their future dependent
upon individual capabilities.

System will be invoked in New
York, the New England States, the
West Coast and in all F & M hold-
ings.

Records Fall in Chi.

Chicago—"Saratoga" is setting a
house record at the United Artists
Theater, B & K said yesterday.
Martha Raye is credited with at-
tracting record biz at the Chicago
Theater where she is headlining.

Metco Takes Over Balto.

House from Warner Bros.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Washington — The Metropolitan

Theater, Baltimore, has been leased
for a period of 10 years to the
Metco Theaters, Inc., of Baltimore,
according to an announcement made
today by John J. Payette, general
zone manager for Warner Bros.
Theaters, present operators of the
Metropolitan.

Louis Rome, president of the Met-
co Theaters, will take over the Met-
ropolitan at the close of business
on Aug. 14. Lease includes also the
commercial offices and stores in the
building.

The Metropolitan has been oper-
ated by Warners since 1930. War-
ners will continue to operate the
de luxe first-run Stanley Theater
in Baltimore.

Carry On Sunday Pix Fight
Beatrice, Neb.—Suit was filed in

District Court yesterday by the
American Legion, sponsor of the
recent Sunday movie special elec-
tion, contesting the city council's
decision that the 1,553 tie vote de-
feated the proposition. Grounds
listed in the objections were that
illegal votes were received, legal
votes rejected, and that the can-
vassing board erred in counting.

Reade Buys Saratago's

Congress from Bracketts

Walter Reade announces the pur-
chase in Saratoga Springs of the
Congress Theater and office building
from the Braekett interests. Deal
was consummated simultaneously
with the opening of Reade's new
Community Theater there.
Premises were purchased subject

to the existing lease-hold to the
Congress Theater Corp. Purchase
price was $200,000, it is said.

"Road Back" Holdovers
"The Road Back" which will have

its first regular New York showing
at the Roxy after "Wee Willie Win-
kie" finishes, is being held over for
a third week at the Orpheum in San
Francisco where it has rolled up the
highest grosses the house has en-
joyed for the last six months. Pix
is also being held over in two spots
in Los Angeles—the Pantages and
the Hill Street Theaters, and at
Keith's, Washington.

Compensation Cost Cut
Columbus, O.—The Ohio State In-

dustrial Commission has announced
an average reduction of 3.4 per cent
in workman's compensation premi-
ums paid by employers under the
state compensation law.
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* * * NEWS of the DAY * * t
Milwaukee, Wis.—Articles of in-

corporation have been filed here by
the Standard West Theater Co. to
operate theaters for the presentation
of vaudeville and legitimate stage
productions. Incorporators are C. F.
Puis, Jr., C. M. Puis and G. H. Marx.

New Haven, Conn.—Warner Thea-
ter Department reports the resigna-
tion of Thomas Brown, manager of
the Broadway, Lawrence, and previ-
ously with the organization for 7

years. Brown has moved with his

family to California.

New Haven, Conn.—Allied Thea-
ters of Connecticut has invited John
K. Howard, business manager of Al-
lied Theaters of New England, to
discuss group insurance methods at
a forthcoming meeting.

Lincoln, Neb.—Wifely exodus from
theater row is strong these days.
Mrs. Walter Shutte, wife of the LTC
city manager; Mrs. Bob Livington,
better half of the Capitol theater
boss; Mrs. Milton Overman, of the
Westland Theaters head ,man; and
Mrs. Barney Oldfield (Film Daily).
Most of them are at the Minnesota
lakes.

Lincoln, Neb.—Leland Mischnick

Chicago RCA Office Biz

Shows Marked Increase

Chicago — RCA Manufacturing

Co.'s local office report a marked in-

crease in business. Among the re-

cent installations in Chicago have

been the Marshall Square and Isling-

ton theaters of the Goodman and
Harris circuit, the Star and Garter

theater of the Paley circuit, the

Ritz theater at Crawfordsville, the

Crescent theater at Pontiac owned
by Eddie Zorn, the Pantheon the-

ater, Springfield, of the Kerosotes

circuit, the Coronado, at Rockford,

of the Great States circuit, the Avon
Theater and Columbia theaters at
Peoria.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Italian film workers are organizing a

Federation which will have a free offi-

cial employment office, will provide in-

surance and assistance in case of ill-

ness, unemployment and old age.

Auto Tail Light Bulbs Used for Theater Marquee
Columbus, 0.—Having just completed installation of air-conditioning in his Knick-

erbocker Theater, Bill Pancake, manager, reports a unique new marquee as the next
improvement. The marquee, built by the Artkraft people, will cost $10,000 and
features the new Climax reflectors, using automobile tail light bulbs.

is at Superior, taking over the city

managership of the two Bill Young-
claus houses there, the Sterling and
the Lyric.

San Francisco—Irwin Markowitz
has disposed of his Palmer Theater,
local suburban house, and is looking
around for a theater out of town.
He is the son of M. L. Markowitz,
operator of the Davies here, down-
town subsequent run.

Newton, 111.—Thomas M. Camp-
bell of Terre Haute, Ind., who re-

cently acquired a new theater under
construction here plans to spend an
extra $5,000 for improvements.
Local picture fans have been asked
to select a name for the house,
which will open shortly. It has 400
seats.

Chicago — Joe Goldburg Co. has
obtained the contract for 1200 Ideal

De Luxe seats for the new Maple-

wood Theater of the B. and K. cir-
cuit to be opened in the Fall on the
north side.

Chicago — Jack Berman of the
Portage Theater is back from the
North Woods with plenty of fish
tales, Jack Morris of the Admiral
Theater spent his vacation at Lake
Geneva, while Frank Flaherty, Jr.,
of the Revue Theater took his vaca-
tion in northern Wisconsin. All the
boys are connected with the GCS
circuit.

Chicago—The Movie Fun Co. has
been organized by J. J. Engel and
V. Kloes with offices at 260 West
Grantly St., Elmhurst. Maxwell F.
Cargill handled the legal details.

Charleston, 111.—Construction is

under way on the new 1150-seat the-
ater being erected here by Rino
Bianchi and the Frisina Amusement
Company. It will cost about $75,-
000 and is expected to open about

Dec. 1. Carl Meyers of Springfielc
111., was the architect.

St. Louis, Mo. — Alexander M
Averill, a salesman in the advertis
ing department of the St. Loui
Globe-Democrat, and formerly ac
tive in the Theater Guild produc
tions in Webster Groves, Mo., ha
been offered an optional film con
tract from Paramount Pictures.

Greenville, O.—Installation of
new 42-foot marquee and 30 foo
upright sight is all that remains t

complete remodeling of the Stat
Theater here, a unit in the Chakere
theater circuit. The project, cost

ing approximately $25,000, has bee:

under way 10 weeks.

Shreveport, La. — Saenger Thea
ters Corp. ace neighborhood theatei

the Rex, has opened here markin;
the first time the Saenger interest
have entered the neighborhood sit

uation here. The house is an 800
seater, stadium type and is buil

along modern lines.

Columbus, O.—The Rivoli Thea
ter, operated by George Pekras, ha
been remodeled and air-conditionec

Two hundred seats were also addec
bringing the total up to 1,000.

New Ark. Theater Opens
Prescott, Ark.—The new 300-seat

Nevada Theater, owned by the
Brown Theater, Inc., has opened. The
building is air-conditioned and was
constructed at a cost of $35,000.

Miss Addys Brown, of Stamps, is

president of the Brown Theaters,
Inc., and John C. Poole is manager.
On July 1 the Brown Theaters,

Inc., bought the Gem Theater here
which had been operated for more
than 25 years by Mr. and Mrs. R.

B. Hardy. Both houses will con-

tinue to operate.

Remodel Xenia Theater
Xenia, O.—Remodeling of the old

Bijou Theater here by the Chakeres
Theaters, Inc., Ohio circuit, with
headquarters in Springfield, is prog-
ressing rapidly and the house will

be ready for reopening Sept. 1.

The theater has been stripped to the

walls and is being lengthened to in-

crease its seating capacity to ap-
proximately 800. New ladies' and
men's lounges are being added in

an adjacent building constructed to

the rear of the main auditorium.

Kern, Davies in Film Talk

Edward Kern, chairman of Asso-
ciated Film Audiences and Judge
John Davies formerly president of

the National Board of Review will

discuss "What's Wrong With the
Movies" under the auspices of the
Adult Education Program, tomor-
row at 11 A. M. over Station WNYC.
The discussion will be preceded by a
20 minute dramatization of the sub-

ject.

U A Holds Regional Meet
Columbus O—Bert Stearn, United

Artists district manager, held a reg-
ional meeting of branch managers
and salesmen to discuss new sea-
son's sales policies. Branches rep-
resented were Cleveland, A. M.
Goodman manager; Cincinnati, Max
Stahl, manager; Pittsburgh, Clar-
ence Eiseman, manager, and Indian-
apolis, William Rosenthal, Manager.
Meeting took place at the Deshler-
Wallick Hotel.

Forms Carvel Films
Chicago—L. M. Francisco has or-

ganized the Carvel Films of the
Midwest, Inc.. J. Rothman of New
York and H. E. Bradley of Chicago
are incorporators. Offices of the
company are located at 30 N. La-
Salle St. H. E. Bradley handled the
legal details. The new company
will produce and sell films and slides.

David Loew Coming East
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David L. Loew leaves

Aug. 15 for New York for a visit

for three weeks. He has finished
production on "Fit for a King" the
third Joe E. Brown picture for RKO
release.

Churchwell Sells Houses
Panama City, Fla.—The Panama

and Bay theaters have been sold by
J. E. Churchwell to the Martin-Davis
theaters. The purchase includes the
building and property of the Pan-
ama theater The Bay theater is

to be closed.

Two New Industry Firms

Incorporate in New Yorl

Albany—New film industry com
panies to incorporate in New Yorl

State are:

Lewis Pictures Productions, Inc.

New York City; to conduct schoo
for training people in the art o:

motion picture acting. Harrisor
Lewis, George A. Maunsell, J. Ger
ard Cregan, incorporators.

Chapel Amusement Corporation
Albany; to exhibit motion pictures

Norman B. Fitzer, Rae Fitzer, Eph
raim Bettigole, incorporators.

Sterling Cuts Prices

Seattle—The Sterling Theaters
management has lowered prices ai

its Palomar, to 15c until 5 p.m. anc

25c thereafter. House has first-runs

and vaude.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
It's time to arrange your Labor Day

bookings to combat the urge for the

wide open spaces.
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A-0 2ND QUARTER

PROFIT IS $174,287
i
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{Continued from Page 1)

L 0ll ij
1687,190, it was announced yester-

, lay.

The 1937 first six months' earn-

ing8 are equal to $10.69 a share on
he KAO preferred stock and com-
>are with earnings of $424,573 in

;he first six months of 1936, equal to

56.60 a share on the preferred stock.

B. F. Keith Corporation reports
profit of $513,727 for the 26 weeks
nded July 3, 1937, compared with
iarnings of $351,586 in the like peri-

cost- >d last year.

Remodeling De Soto

Detroit—-Work is under way on

ater
;omplete remodeling of the De Soto

*kine
Theater in Highland Park, subui'b,

ffjljio be reopened in the fall by Charles
jjt':!tepanauckas of the Delray The-
jjjjjiter, under the name of the Oakland.

built

Off for Canadian Trip

Union, N. J.—John Benis, district

nanager of Rosenblatt-Walt circuit

jf Hudson County houses, left yes-
terday with Selig Posner, Orient,

Tersey City, manager for a vacation
n Canada and Nova Scotia.

W. R. Vincent to Remodel

|

De Pere, Wis.—Plans have been
announced by W. R. Vincent for the
remodeling of his Nicolet theater
here to increase the seating capa-
city by approximately 300 and mod-
ernize the front of the house.

Soskin Turns Exhibitor

Detroit—Leonard Soskin, formerly
state salesman for United Artists

Exchange, has taken over the Ams-
;erdam Theater, northwest Detroit
louse, from Harrison G. Clark.

WEDDING BELLS

Cleveland—Miss Mildred London,
secretary to Warner head publicity

man, Sidney Dannenberg, has an-
nounced her engagement to Milton
Gurian, United Artists salesman in

Cincinnati.

Cleveland—Bill Twig, Grand Na-
tional salesman, has announced his

engagement to Miss Sally Dreis-
siger of this city. The wedding will

take place this winter.

Kansas City, Mo. — Joseph Red-
mond, Jr., house manager of the
Pox-Midwest Tower Theater, and
Miss Virginia Hastings, until re-

cently cashier at the picture house,
were married at Our Lady of Good
^Vunsel Church. Redmond was
>use manager of the Tower until

a year ago when the Fox circuit

bought it, after which he was trans-
ferred to the Apollo Theater. A
month ago he was returned to the
Tower. Mr. and Mrs. Redmond have
left on a short honeymoon.

DAILY

Reviews of Hew TUms
'Dead End'

With Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea, Humphrey

Bogart, Wendy Barrie, Claire Trevor and

Allen Jenkins

Goldwyn 95 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SUPERBLY ACTED; GRIPPING; REALIS-

TIC PIX RANKS WITH SCREEN'S BEST.

This is a gripping, realistic picture that

has been brilliantly acted and directed.

Little of the social significance of the

Sidney Kingsley play has been lost in its

transfer to the screen, and the picture has

more action and movement than the stage

offering. The production is worthy of

the Samuel Goldwyn label, with William

Wyler's direction flawless. Wyler has

caught the spirit and atmosphere of the

New York slum, breeding ground of gang-

sters. The acting is superb, with the six

young actors of the New York cast contribu-

ting greatly to the picture. Marjorie Main,

also of the Broadway production, is highly

effective in her scene with Humphrey Bo-

gart, her son, a gangster, who she de-

nounces bitterly. Bogart's work is a high-

light, while Sylvia Sidney and Joel Mc-
Crea give convincing performances. Wendy
Barrie, Claire Trevor and Allen Jenkins are

important principals and do excellent act-

ing. Lillian Hellman fashioned a powerful

screenplay. Merritt Hurlburd rates credit

as associate producer. Gregg Toland's

photography is high-class. Bogart, a "killer,"

returns to his New York street, anxious

to see his mother and his childhood sweet-

heart, Claire Trevor. His mother denounces

him and he discovers the girl is a prosti-

tute. Bitter, he decides to take advantage

of his visit by kidnaping the son of wealthy

parents living in an apartment house over-

looking the slum street. While planning

the kidnaping, Bogart is shot down by

McCrea, young architect, who had warned

him to stay away from the neighborhood.

Billy HaloD, restless brother of Sylvia Sid-

ney, McCrea's sweetheart, gives himself

up for attacking Minor Watson, but not

until he has beaten Leo Gorcey, another

youngster, who had "snitched" on him.

Cast: Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea, Hum-
phrey Bogart, Wendy Barrie, Claire Trevor,

Allen Jenkins. Marjorie Main, Billy Halop,

Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan, Leo B. Gorcey,

Gabriel Dell, Bernard Punsly. Charles Peck,

Minor Watson, Charles Halton, James

Burke, Ward Bond, Elizabeth Risdon, Esther

Dale, George Humbert, Marcelle Corday.

Producer, Samuel Goldwyn' Associate

Producer, Merritt Hurlburd: Director, Wil-

liam Wyler; Original Play, Sidney Kingsley;

Screenplay, Lillian Hellman; Cameraman,
Gregg Toland; Art Director, Richard Day;

Editor, Daniel Mandell; Musical Director,

Alfred Newman.

Direction, Flawless Photography, Brilliant

Mason Loses at Polls

St. John, N. B.—A. J. Mason, a
veteran exhibitor of Springhill,
N. S., was defeated in his first bid
for political honors. He was one of

the two Liberal candidates in Cum-
berland County, in the Nova Scotia
elections, and both were defeated
although the party won out through
the province by a wide margin.

"The Thirteenth Man"
with Weldon Heyburn, Inez Courtney

Monogram 70 Mins.

FAIRLY DIVERTING MURDER MYS-
TERY WITH SUFFICIENT PUNCH TO
PLEASE MELLER FANS.

Here's a moderately entertaining murder-

mystery meller which follows pretty closely

the basic pattern for such pictures. In

several respects, however, it is better than

the average attraction of its type, and car-

ries enough punch plus human interest

in its scenes to satisfy run-of-the-crop au-

diences. One of its better points is that

it is more logical and direct than one gen-

erally finds. Hence the appeal of the

sequences is enhanced, particularly the

crucial footage up at the finale when ii

becomes necessary to divulge the actual

murderer. The story relates how a district

attorney is murdered while a spectator at

a prize fight. There are numerous sus-

pects, and there are numerous reasons

why any one on the list might be moti-

vated to commit the crime. The night

of his sudden, violent demise, the crusad-

ing official had broadcast his intent to

send one of several men, eligible for in-

dictments, to prison or the chair. Here-

tofore, in his clean up of the city, he

had disposed of an even dozen,—and the

next public enemy he would eliminate

would be number 13. After the district

attorney's mysterious death, two young

newspapermen try to solve the case. One
of them is shot and killed just as he be-

gins to run down valuable clues. The

other "carries on" and, at the final fade

out, pins the crime right where it belongs.

Weldon Heyburn and Inez Courtney pro-

vide the central love interest. Direction

is efficient and the photography good. How-
ever, there is virtually no comedy, and

what there is cannot be termed adequate,

to contrast with the romance and morbid

episodes. The action is well sustained.

Cast: Weldon Heyburn, Inez Courtney,

Selmer Jackson, Malty Fain, Robert Ho-

man, Eadie Adams, Grace Durkin, Milburn

Stone.

Producer, Lon Young; Director, William

Nigh; Screenplay, John Krafft; Cameraman,
Pau 1 Ivano; Editor, Russ Schoengarth.

Direction, Efficient Photography, Good.

Army Completing Deals

for Films With Majors

U. S. Army Motion Picture Ser-

vice is now engaged in making an-

nual deals with the major com-
panies, according to Thos. H. Mar-
tell, manager of the eastern divi-

sion. Army M. P. Service books
films for 77 army theaters some of

which change programs daily.

Town Restricts Theaters

Edgerton, Wis.—An ordinance
limiting the number of theater li-

censes to be issued here to one for

each 3,500 of population has been
passed by the Common Council. The
annual license fee is $25 and Edger-
ton, with a population of approxi-
mately 3,000, has but one theater,

the Rialto.

RCA 2ND QUARTER NET

PROFIT IS $2,404,329

David Sarnoff, President of the
Radio Corporation of America, re-

leased for publication today the
statement of income and surplus of
the Radio Corporation of America
and subsidiaries for the second quar-
ter of 1937 and the first six months
of the year.

The statement shows a net profit

of $2,404,329 for the second quarter,
representing an increase of $1,927,-
240 from the corresponding quarter
of last year. The net profit of $4,-

647,386 for the first six months of
1937 represents an increase of $2,-

883,606 from the corresponding peri-
od of 1936. After allowing for pre-
ferred dividends, paid or accrued,
there remain $3,303,292 earned on
the common stock for the first six
months of this year, the equivalent
of 22 cents per share.

The above figures do not include
provision for Federal surtax on un-
distributed profits, as such liability,

if any, cannot be determined at this
time.

"Flesh" at St. Charles?
New Orleans—Reports that vau-

deville and possibly some larger
types of stage show would be back
on the stage of the St. Charles The-
ater here this fall and winter per-
sist in theatrical circles despite
lack of official confirmation. Col.
Tom C. Campbell, veteran and show-
man who managed the Tulene and
Crescent theaters here for years, is

scheduled as general manager of
the St. Charles during the winter
season.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sam Goldwyn frac-

tured his left wrist in a tumble at
his home. He slipped on a rug.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claudette Colbert,

who has been suffering from sinus
trouble and a cold, is now down with
the flu.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, GN

producer, is under treatment for a
kidney ailment in Cedars of Le-
banon Hospital. Arthur Alexander,
GN producer, who was treated there
for a similar condition, has been
discharged.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Sigmund Romberg,

composer under contract to M-G-M,
is in bed, battling the flu.

Chicago — A. E. Klein, Chicago
RCA manager, has just returned
from Cleveland where he underwent
a tonsil operation.
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SEC REPORT FEATURES

PARAMOUNT HOLDINGS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount Pictures,

Inc., again led film security activi-

ties in the semi-monthly report of

the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission with Stanton Griffis report-

ing 1000 shares of common stock

and Maurice Newton, 8,118 shares
while disposing of 950 shares
through Hallgarten and Co.

Griffis also reported 1,000 shares
in 6 per cent convertible 1st pre-

ferred and Newton 200 shares held
through Hallgarten and Co. New-
ton further reported 2,813 shares of

6 per cent convertible 2nd preferred
and Griffis reported 1,000 shares.

Griffis held 88,000, 3% per cent con-

vertible debentures due 1947,

through Hemphill & Noyes and Co., it

was disclosed while Hallgarten and
Co. reported 97,000 for Newton.
The Chase National Bank of New

Work City sold under escrow agree-

ment 600 shares of 20th Century-
Fox Film Corp's stock it was re-

ported leaving a total of 346,391

shares and Sidney Kent filed a cor-

rected statement for May, 1937, re-

porting disposition through Berk-
shire Finance Co. of 3,000 shares
leaving 3,355 shares through the

holding company.
Chase National Bank also sold

under escrow agreement 1,200 shares

of $1.50 cumulative preferred leav-

ing a total holding of 692,982 shares.

Educational Pictures reported
Bruno Weyers disposed of 300 war-
rants for common stock with a total

reported holding of 1.240 warrants.

Loew's Boston Theaters reported

acquisition by Loew's, Inc., of 148

shares of common stock for a total

of 97,077 shares.

Serial's Pre-Release Bookings

More than 60 pre-release bookings
are set for "Jungle Menace," Colum-
bia's first serial, headed by a world's

premiere engagement at the Hippo-
drome, Baltimore, on Aug. 6, when
"River Pirates," chapter No. 1, of

the serial, will be presented. Na-
tional release date is Sept. 1.

Theater Plans Changed
Atlanta, Ga.—Plans for the con-

struction of a new community the-

atre at 1097 University Drive and
1387 Lanier Boulevard have been
approved by the Atlanta City Coun-
cil. The theater would be con-

structed by the Lanier Development
Co.

Tele Costs, British Problem
London (By Cable)—Cost of television

here is beginning to give signs of

proving a major worry. G. A. Atkinson,

writing in the Era, contends that "10,-

000,000 radio license holders are pay-

ing for the entertainment and main-

tenance of fewer than 4,000 owners

of television sets." Need for a na-

tional television plan is seen.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Mickey Mouse Among the Gods
Singapore — Travellers returning

here report that an image of Mickey
Mouse has been discovered standing
in a Hindu temple on a rubber es-

tate in Negri Sembilan, one of the
Federated Malay States. Mickey has
a place of honor among the graven
images of the Hindu gods, Subra-
mania and Vishnu, and the "demon
king," Nai'akasara. Large crowds
file before him on every holy day.
The South Indian coolies, who fre-

quent the temple, had seen Mickey
on the screen in the village cinemas.
Hindus, according to a local expert,
often place images of contemporary
character's in their temples without
necessarily regarding them as gods.

2 in Color for Merle Oberon
London— Alexander Korda an-

nounces that following "Divorce of

Lady X," Merle Oberon's first Tech-
nicolor starring vehicle, the actress

will play the top role in "Over the
Moon." Robert E. Sherwood has
written the screenplay as a special

film story for Miss Oberon. Korda
will also produce this feature in

natural color. United Artists will

release "Divorce of Lady X," and
"Over the Moon."

Adopted by Film Congress
Paris—The congress of the Inter-

national Chamber of Film was held
here and the closing was presided
by the minister of Education. M.
Lourau was elected president of

the Chamber for 1937-38. The con-
gress has decided to further the free
exchange of educational films. It

also proposed the temporary impor-
tation of pictures free of taxes dur-
ing 3 months, as an experiment,
also the creation of an international
tribunal to decide the juridical ques-
tions; the creation of a bureau of
statistics and the limitation of the-
aters; to encourage films of 35
mm. and 16 mm.; the creation of

museum libraries for cultural and
the best pictures made; to avoid
making picture offensive to any
race or nation.

"Forfeited" with Hayakawa
Brussels — A French producing

concern will make a talkie of "For-
feited," after the American novel
by Hector Turnbull, modeled after

the silent one made years ago by
Cecil de Mille. Sessue Hayakawa,
who acted in the silent version, will

be one of principals. Marc Allegret
will direct it.

Out-of-State Visitors Moratorium Bars Forced

At New Haven Outing Sale of Ohio Film House

New Haven, Conn.—The annual

film district outing at Ye Castle Inn,

Saybrook was attended by a large

representation from both exhibitor

and exchange groups. Among the

out-of-state visitors were Joe Cifre

of Boston, Roy Heffner of Boston,
Bill Brown, Booker for Peskay
houses, of New York, Irwin Wheeler,
and others. Winners of cash and
other prizes included Sam Rosen,
shot put; Ed Fitzpatrick, fat men's
race and 100-yard dash; Mimi Gurien
and Lucy Zlotkowsky, three-legged
race; Al Parizer and Freda Kogan,
Balloon dance; George Somma and
Lucy Zlotkowsky, ball throwing;
George Somma and Katherine Hig-
gins, water drinking; Bill Sirica, pie-

eating; Mimi Gurien, potato balanc-
ing; Minne Meadow, kicking; John
Sirica and Lucy Zlotkowsky, tie con-
test. Garney Pitkin was m.c.

Amateur Nights Aid B. O.
Detroit — The Grant Theater

(formerly the Holbrook), north end
house operated by Saul Korman,
went to amateur night policy for
Fridays, and immediately jumped
100 per cent in business for the
night, Korman said. House put in

professional vaudeville a few weeks
ago for Saturdays and is packed on
that day as a result. House is being
watched closely by other exhibitors.

Uhrichsville, O.—A moratorium

saving the State theater here from
Sheriff's sale in a foreclosure pro-

ceeding brought several months ago

by Charles Schwendiman of nearby

Ghadenhutten has been granted by
Judge Robert B. Putnam, in com-

mon pleas court.

The moratorium which extends un-

til April 1, 1938, was granted the

Twin City Theater Co. which oper-

ates the theater and is conditioned

that the company pay about $2,800

taxes immediately, $370 per month
on the judgement and interest, and
an additional $500 on the principal
by Oct. 1 and another $500 by March
1.

The property was involved in the
Union bank here which closed last

October. Charles E. Wheeland, now
in prison for embezzling bank funds
while its president, was also presi-

dent of the theater company.

Glass Front for Theater
Richmond—Jennie L. Broadus has

awarded a contract for the construc-
tion of a structural glass front in
the Ponton Theater, 1316-18 Hull
St., South Richmond. Improvements,
which include new electric signs,
have been made in the front of the
Colonial Theater, the oldest Rich-
mond playhouse now in operation.

SAG RULES FOR EAST

READY FOR THURSDAY

Screen Actors' Guild will an-
nounce definite regulations for the
local field on Thursday following
conferences today with representa-
tives of Educational and Mentone
and tomorrow with a group of com-
mercial producers, it was said yes-
terday by Mrs. Florence Marston,
Eastern executive secretary. The
producers are also seeking some
concessions from the Guild contract.
The SAG has temporarily deferred
start of the closed shop in the east.

Bank Night Stays in Neb.
Town, Ousted in Ohio City

Omaha—County Attorney Grace
Ballard of Washington county, only
woman holding that office in Neb-
raska, has decided to allow C. N.
Robinson to continue Bank Night
at the Home theater, Blair, although
she is behind the drive which ran
all other chance ^ames out of the
county.

Business men from whose estab-
lishments slot machines had been
ordered out protested that Bank
Night also should go. Miss Ballard
replied that she wouldn't bother the
drawings until the Nebraska Su-
preme Court rules in September on
the Fox-Midwest appeal from a
Gage county district court decision
ruling Bank Night a lottery.

Columbus, O.—Sponsors of "Bank
Nights," are expected to fight the
arrest of Joseph Kockenberry, as-
sistant manager of the Midland,
Newark, Ohio's largest theater on
a charge of operating a scheme of
chance. Police confiscated all "Bank
Night" paraphernalia used at the
house.
The arrest resulting from an order

of Common Pleas Judge Frank E.
Slabaugh directing a purge of Lick-
ing County "gambling", with Bank
Night included on the banned list.

Bank Night's Protective

Writ in Detroit Dissolved

Detroit—Judge Henry G. Nicol
handed down a decision in Circuit
Coui't dissolving an injunction grant-
ed to the Associated Theaters Circuit,

operating the Granada Theater,
which protected giveaways. Fol-
lowing dissolution of the injunction
against the Police Department, Na-
thaniel H. Goldstick, assistant cor-

poration counsel, announced that
prosecution would begin immediate-
ly against any theater using either

Bank Night or Screeno.

Luckie Proves Unlucky
Nixon, Tex.—D. F. Luckie's Nixon

Theater was destroyed by a fire, be-
lieved to have been started in a defec-

tive electric light wiring.
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Wilcox Is Discussing Deal to Produce for Paramount

Talks Supplement Negotia-

tions Under Way With
RKO Radio

Herbert Wilcox, whose "Victoria
the Great" was previewed last night
at a late Astor theater showing, is

discussing with Paramount a deal

to produce a number of pictures in

England, in addition to the arrange-
ment he is negotiating with RKO.
Wilcox yesterday continued his con-
ferences with John W. Hicks, head
of the Paramount foreign depart-

ment.
Wilcox has cancelled plans for

(Continued on Page 4)

industriaThTstory

seen story source

America's industrial development
affords a wealth of material suit-

able for the screen, said Rouben Ma-
moulian, director, yesterday, declar-

ing that from this source can come
stories rich in drama.

Mamoulian, whose latest produc-
(Continued on Page 4)

FitzPatrick Sailing Today

to Make 5 Eng. Quota Pix

James A. FitzPatrick embarks on
the Normandie today en route to

London to make five more quota
features for M-G-M, thereby com-
pleting his current deal. He re-

turns to New York late in Novem-
ber, according to his present plans.

FitzPatrick has completed shoot-
(Continued on Page 4)

Para. Suing In Minn.

Supplementing its suit in Philadel-

phia, Paramount today is expected to

flie an action against Minneapolis ter-

ritory exhibitors seeking an injunc-

tion to prevent the playdate strike

and picketing threatened. Suit is an-

ticipated to be substantially the same
as the Pennsylvania action on which a

hearing on granting of a permanent
injunction takes place Wednesday.

Herbert Wilcox Plays Host at Dinner and "Victoria" Preview
Herbert Wilcox played host to nearly 300 members of the motion picture industry, in-

cluding executives and newspaper men, at a dinner and preview of his new production,
"Victoria, the Great," last evening. Attendants included Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy,
John W. Hicks, W. G. Van Schmus, Gus Eyssel, Arthur A. Lee, George W. Weeks, Jack
Alicoate, Carl E. Milliken, Capt. Harold Auten, Martin Quigley, Colvin Brown and Bar-
ret McCormick. After the dinner McCormick announced that "Victoria, the Great"
will have its world premiere at the Leicester Square Theater, London, about Sept. 10
and that on Sept. 13 Wilcox and Anna Neagle, the star, will go to Paris at the invita-

tion of the French Government and show the picture on British night at the Paris

exposition. Later the two will go to Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal for further show-
ings of the production. Wilcox and Miss Neagle afterwards will come to New York
for the Music Hall premiere and then attend openings at Washington and Hollywood.

English Audiences Not Excited Over

Color at Present, Declares Balcon

Color so far has not excited any
great amount of audience interest
in England, according to Michael
Balcon, M-G-M production head in

London, who arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast after
spending six months studying pro-
duction goings-on at his company's
studios. No color is planned for the

six features he is to make in Eng-
land.

Balcon, who sails on the Norman-
die this afternoon, will confer with
Ben Goetz upon his arrival at Lon-
don concerning studio arrangements.
Jack Conway, director; Margaret
Booth, supervising cutter and Hal

(Continued on Page 8)

Agree on New Refunding for RKO Midwest Corp.

Agreement has been reached be-
tween RKO, the RKO trustee and
a committee representing holders
of the refunding 6 per cent bonds
of the RKO Midwest Corp., which
controls 12 Midwestern theaters and
has an interest in a group of other

houses, on a plan for extending the
maturity of approximately $3,000,-

000 of the bonds from May 1, 1940,

to May 1, 1945, and for a new re-

funding.
The RKO Midwest bondholders'

(Continued on Page 11)

Companies Seeking Contract

Readjustments With
Distributors

Wage increase demands made by
the Amalgamated Lithographers of
America in behalf of approximately
5,000 employees have beeen granted
by lithograph companies who are
now negotiating readjustments of

their contracts with major distrib-

utors. Joseph H. Tooker, president
of Tooker Lithograph Co., yesterday
estimated that the concessions will

increase costs approximately 15 per
cent.

Demands of Local 1 were sub-

mitted to lithograph companies via

Albert E. Castro, its president. As
of Aug. 2, they require restoration

(Continued on Page 8)

ALL DOING FINE BIZ,

STATES DR. GIANNINI

Katz and Dolle Theaters Are Pooled

in Four-ply Indianapolis Arrangement

Heywood Wakefield Strike

at Menominee, Mich., Ends

Gardner, Mass.—President Rich-
ard N. Greenwood announced yes-

terday that the strike at the Lloyd
plant of the Heywood Wakefield
Co. at Menominee, Mich., has been
settled.

The large Menominee factory,
(Continued on Page 4)

Important changes in the Indian-
apolis first-run situation occur with
completion of a pooling real between
Harry Katz and Fred Dolle and in-

volving four local theaters. Houses
in the move are the Circle and In-

diana, operated by Katz and asso-

ciates, and the Apollo and Lyric,

Dolle theaters.
Under the arrangement, the In-

diana, which has been dark, reopens
(Continued on Page 4)

"Everybody is doing much better

business," said Dr. A. H. Giannini,

banker and president of United Ar-
tists, as he arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast, prior to

sailing today on the Normandie for

London.
"That goes for United Artists,

too," he emphasized.
Asked as to the purposs of his

(Continued on Page 8)

Exhib. Drive on Paramount

Carries on Despite Suit

Despite action of Paramount in

starting a Federal Court suit at

Philadelphia charging conspiracy

and seeking damages, exhibitor

units committed to the playdate
(Continued on Page 4)

Clicks At Rivoli

"You Can't Have Everything," 20th

Century-Fox attraction, yesterday gave

the New York Rivoli its biggest open-

ing day business since "Modern Times

Charles Chaplin picture, according to

distributor officials.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK

High

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc. 28'/2
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 12%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 18034 1

do pfd 158 1

Gen. Th. Eq 24

y

8

Loew's, Inc 85%
do pfd
Paramount 22%
Paramount 1st pfd. .152% 1

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20\4
Pathe Film 9Vs
RKO 8%
20th Century-Fox . .

37l/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 145/8
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 99%
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47 93'/2
RKO 6s41 109 1

Warner's 6s39 95

V

4

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 3%
Sonotone Corp 1 %
Technicolor 28
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

MARKET
Net

Low Close Chg.

28'/4 28% V4

12% 123/4

80 180 — %
58 158 + 2
233/4 233/4 — 1/2

84i/
2 85

213/4 21% — %
523/4 1523/4 — 7l/4
193/4 I93/4 — %
8% 8% — 1/4

8% 8 1/4 + V»
365/8 36% — Va

14% 14%

MARKET

99% 99%
— '

' %
993/4 99% — 5/8

93 931/2 + %
09 109 — 1/2

95 951/4

MARKET

3% 33/8 + %
13/4 13/4
27% 28 + %

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 101
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6l/4 s 1st '43

Mrs. Eddie Duchin Dies
Mrs. Eddie Duchin, 29, wife of

the ork leader and pianist, died yes-
terday at Harbor Sanitarium from
complications which followed the
birth of a son last Wednesday. Blood
transfusions proved futile. Duchin,
who flew here from Chicago, was at
her bedside when the end came. Mrs.
Duchin was the former Marjorie
Oelrichs, society belle.

NLRB Orders Bargaining

Election at Fleischer Studios

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington—The National Lab-
or Relations Board has directed the
holding of an election to determine
the collective bargaining represen-
tatives of the production employees
of Fleischer Studios, Inc., producers
of animated films, it was announced
here yesterday. According to the
announcement the election will be
held within 15 days of the date of
issuance of the order under the di-

rection of the regional director for
the second region. Eligible voters
will include all of the production
employees of the studios, on its pay-
roll as of April 30, 1937, including
animators and assistant animators,
but excluding employees with super-
visory duties and story, music,
camera, clerical, and maintenance
employees, to determine whether
they desire to be represented by
Commercial Artists and Designers
Union, Local No. 20329.

Maine Exhibitors Fight

Proposed 1 % Sales Levy

Portland, Me.—Maine exhibitors
have joined forces with merchant
groups and Chambers of Commerce
in their fight to defeat the one per
cent retail sales tax which comes
up for referendum vote Aug. 16, ac-
cording to J. Harold Stevens, Para-
mount Branch Manager here. The
tax measure, carrying the referen-
dum clause, was passed by the
Maine Legislature April 25. If ap-
proved, it will become effective im-
mediately and continue until June
30, 1939.

99 Out of 102 Theaters

Holding Over "Saratoga"

"Saratoga" has been held over by
99 out of the first 102 houses to play
the pix, M-G-M's home office an-
nounced yesterday. Nothing like

that previously in the company's
annals, it was said.

Columbia Sets All Major

Circuit Deals for Year

All major circuit deals for 1937-

38 have been completed by Colum-
bia, setting a new record for prod-
uct sales so early in the selling

season, it was announced yesterday.
Deals concluded are with Loew,
Warners, RKO, Fox-Skouras and
affiliated Paramount groups.

Another "Saratoga" Mark
Cincinnati—"Saratoga," broke all

existing house records for one day's
showing at the RKO Albee here.

The film is being held over.

Roxy Holds "Winkie"
Beginning Thursday, the Roxy is

holding "Wee Willie Winkie" for a
third week.

Majors Agreeable in Part

to Employes Unionization

George E. Browne, IATSE pres-
ident, said yesterday that in a num-
ber of cities major companies had
consented to unionization of "front-
of-the-house" employes, just as they
had agreed to recognize exchange
employe unions when formed. This
was not ti'ue for all cities, he stated.

Browne said that no action had
been taken by the IATSE and the
Musicians Union to include the
Screen Actors' Guild in the mutual
protection pact beetween the two
unions, but that it was a "good idea."

He indicated that some action might
shortly be taken to include the SAG
in the agreement.
Browne will remain in New York

a few days.

Chi. Exhibs Offer to Pay

Increased Fee Is Spurned

Chicago—Alderman J. M. Arvey,
chairman of the Chicago Council's
Finance Committee estimates a flat

three per cent city tax on admis-
sions will bring the city about one
million dollars a year in tax reve-

nue. He is not satisfied with the
exhibitors offer of a 25 per cent ad-
vance in the inspection fees, which
he says will only bring in about
$166,000.

M-G-M Sets Four Roadshow

Engagements on "Firefly"

M-G-M has set four roadshow
engagements on "The Firefly." Dates
are as follows: Aug. 6, Four Star
theater, Los Angeles; Aug. 8, Er-
langer, Chicago; Aug. 9, Colonial,
Boston and Aug. 26, Cass, Detroit.
Opening date for picture at the As-
tor on Broadway has not as yet
been determined.

Projectionists Ask Raise
Tacoma—Film house owners are

considering new demands for wage
increases. They met with projec-
tionists over a recent demand for a
20 per cent increase in pay, while
operators in second-run houses de-
mand a 10 per cent rise. Projec-
tionists in first runs get $1.95 per
hour in Tacoma for a 28 hour week;
while second-run house operators re-

ceive $1.25 per hour.

CPC to Make Payment
St. Louis, Mo.—The trustees for

the Central Properties Corp. which
was a subsidiary of Skouras Bros.

Enterprises, Inc., have sent out no-

tices to bondholders that an addi-

tional $6.70 per $100 is now ready
for distribution, due to the receipt

of more funds from the bankrupt
estate of Skouras Bros. Enter-
prises.

Chi. Party for Joe E. Brown
Chicago—The Chicago Film Pub-

licists' Ass'n was host last night
at the Hotel Sherman at a party
for Joe E. Brown, film star.
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Coming and Going

DR. A. H. GIANNINI, who sails for London
today on the Normandie, is due back in New
York about Sept. 1.

DAVID PALFREYMAN arrives in New York
today following a vacation in Maine.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK sails from New York
today on the Normandie heading for Lon-
don.

TYREE DILLARD returns to New York next
week following a North Cape cruise.

CHRIS DUNPHY left New York yesterday
for the Coast, following his return from abroad.

EDDIE EDELSON has returned to New York
from Hollywood.

HERBERT WILCOX has cancelled his book-
ing on the Normandie today and instead
departs for London on the Queen Mary next
Wednesday.

LILY DAMITA has arrived in Hollywood from
New York by plane.

CARL LAEMMLE, SR., is stopping at the
St. Regis.

IRVING BERLIN is en route to Alaska.

DON HANCOCK of Castle Films has returned
to New York following a 10-days' swing through
eastern key ctiies.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN; KING VIDOR, ac-
companied by MRS. VIDOR; MICHAEL E. BAL-
CON. GB's director of production, and MRS.
BALCON; and J. S. HUMMEL, general foreign
sales manager for Warner Brothers, sail for

Europe today on the Normandie.

OWEN WISTER, author; JACQUES THERY,
writer for Columbia Pictures; DAVID SARNOFF,
president of RCA and board chairman of NBC;
and VLADIMIR GOLSCHMANN, orchestra con-
ductor, also sail on the Normandie today.

The Misses GILLETT EPPS, BETTY RIDG-
WELL, HELEN J. COLEMAN and JOHN B.

MORAN, winners of the contest sponsored by
M-G-M, in connection with the Paris Exposi-
tion, are others on the outgoing Normandie's
passenger list.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT and FRANK CHAP-
MAN leave New York Monday for Hollywood.

O. C. DOERING, JR., of counsel for the

RKO trustee, leaves Thursday for a vacation in

northern Wisconsin.

RUSS BROWN, comedian, sails today on the

Normandie for London to appear in "Take It

Easy," musical show.

Mrs. Edgar Smith Dead
Mrs. Nannette Nixon Smith, for

mer actress, and wife of Edgai
Smith, playwright and librettist, is

dead at her Bayside home. A son
Edgar N. Smith, also survives.
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DENY APPEAL RIGHT

IN ORPHEUM ACTION

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
has denied the motion of Isidor J.

Kvesel, as counsel for a committee
of Orpheum Corp. preferred stock-
holders, for leave to appeal from
the decision of the lower court re-

jecting Kresel's bid for the Or-
pheum assets and accepting that of

Stadium Theaters Corp., RKO sub-
sidiary.

This action does not end the
lengthy litigation to prevent accept-

ance of RKO's bid for the Orpheum
assets, but is seen as foreshadow-
ing defeat of an action similar to

Kresel's instituted by Samuel Zirn

on behalf of an Orpheum creditor

and a stockholder. The Circuit Court
will rule on Zirn's motion in the

fall. 0. C. Doering, of counsel for

the RKO trustee, represented RKO
in the litigation.

Exhib. Drive on Paramount

Carries on Despite Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

strike yesterday were going ahead
with their plans, a territorial check-

up disclosed.

At Washington, the Federal Trade
Commission was preparing to study

in detail charges registered by na-
tional Allied that Paramount's
withholding of pictures allegedly

sold under current contracts

amounts to false and misleading ad-

vertising.

FitzPatrick Sailing Today

to Make 5 Eng. Quota Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

ing on his entire program of 12

Traveltalks for release by M-G-M
during the 1937-38 season. His Can-
adian unit today returns to New
York from New Brunswick. This

arrangement is expected to continue

indefinitely.

FitzPatrick has under considera-

tion a proposition to produce fea-

tures for a major studio at the coast.

Tuttle Changes Posts

Boston — Leonard Tuttle, assis-

tant manager of the National the-

ater, will take over the manager-
ship of Watertown theater in Wa-
tertown Square, another E. M. Loew
house.

Offers Film Award Aid

Major Albert Warner, vice-president

of Warners, has written to Dean Carl

W. Ackerman of the Graduate School of

Journalism at Columbia University prom-
ising the co-operation of the film com-
pany in carrying out Dean Ackerman's
proposal for the establishment of an

annual Pulitzer award for motion pic-

tures. "I have heard from Dean Acker-
man's secretary that he is now on a

trip to South America," Major Warner
said yesterday. "My letter is being

forwarded to him, and there should be

interesting developments in the near

future."
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• O • WITH ALL DUE RESPECT to pop magazine ads
such as those reassuring announcements which claim

that you can learn to play the piano in ten easy lessons
or learn to be a convincing public speaker via the U. S. mails

still your scribe is frankly a bit on the acid or incredulous
side or else just a bit chicken-hearted when it comes
to putting much faith in the idea that either you or he can be-
come a Paderewski in ten short rounds or make the Sen-
ate's grand old rafters ring in the best Daniel Webster fashion

merely by subscribing to a correspondence school course
in oratory

T T
• • • BUT SINCE READING a dispatch from your fav-
orite trade paper's Chicago correspondent news-hawk Joe
Esler your scribe has just about decided to temper his

judgement on the subjects of playing Tschaikowsky with one
hand after that final tenth lesson or spouting sen-
tences a la William Jennings Bryan or Chauncey M. Depew
soon after the postman rings twice. .... for it seems that many
things are perfectly possible when proof is flashed before
hitherto disbelieving eye and Joe Esler produced proof.

w v
• • • HE HAS JUST SENT irrefutable evidence that a
woman out in the Windy City has gone the mag ad writ-
ers at least one better by demonstrating how to build a
paying film theater on ten cent admissions the woman is

Mrs. Florence Paley who operates both the Haymarket and
Star and Garter pix places on Chi's near west side in

the heart of that district's low priced hotels and labor offices

her audiences are dominantly transients, who come from
the fields and camps the railroad and logging mills

• • • SHE HAS OPERATED the Haymarket theater, a
1200 seater, since January, 1933 has just completed the
installation of a modern air-conditioning system, built by the
Vilter Company of Milwaukee and is playing duals for
a dime admish Profitable? Well, you have the
answer in the fact that the lady opened the Star and Garter
theater on Madison Street, near Halsted last Sep-
tember Previously the spot housed burlesque but
she turned it filmward, modernized it, and tossed open the
portals for biz

• • • PROSPERITY BEAMED on the Star and Garter
its 1000 seats well filled but just a week or so ago

a fire in the booth destroyed the sound system but only
served to kindle Mrs. Paley's never-say-die spirit She
SOS-ed George Beck and Mike Fritz of the Chi offices of RCA

who, aided by George B. Topper, house manager
rebuilt the system in 24 hours and reopened the house
after only a single day's shutdown! new booth equip-
ment was installed machines that had been damaged by
the fire were removed and biz went on as usual
thanks to the day and night toil of three men

w w tr

• • • AT THE STAR AND GARTER there is one rule
that a customer can stay as long as he likes pro-

vided he does not disturb his neighbors . he can even in-

dulge in a spot of sleep now and then if he keeps his son-
orous snoring down below the volume of the stage's loudspeak-
er and also use the theater as a Summer resoi't by
cooling off during torrid spells Yessir,—a dime customer
is always a guest at the Paley theaters!

T
• • • HERE'S ANOTHER ONE for the book Up in

Syracuse, the Chiefs local International League club
is giving away autos just to make competish extra-interesting
for exhibs so the Schines, operating a four-house pool
there, have been giving away autos, too well, to make a
long1 story short, the other day Mrs. Gus Lampe, wife of the
Schines' district manager in Syracuse drove home one of
the Chief's gift cars!

• • • CONFESSION, 'TIS SAID is good for the soul . . .

your scribe has just enrolled for that course of piano lessons
..... and expects the correspondence course on public speaking
to arrive in the a.m. mail Wathehell!

WILCOX DISCUSSES K,

PRODUCING FOR PARA.

(Continued from Page 1)

sailing for home today on the Nor-
mandie and instead leaves next
Wednesday on the Queen Mary. He
plans to go to Ottawa for the Can-
adian premiere of "Victoria the
Great" in early September, later
coming to New York with its star.

Anna Neagle, for its opening at the ]
Music Hall.

:

Heywood Wakefield Strike

at Menominee, Mich., Ends

(Continued from Page 1)

employing approximately 1,000
will be in full operation today.
The strike was called on June 22

last by the Upholsterers and Fur-
niture Workers Union No. 169,

which asked for a closed shop and
a flat 20 p. c. increase in wages
Neither demand was granted and
the company, it is said, resumes op-
erations on practically the old basis
Some minor inequalities in com-

pensation, however, have beern
satisfactorily adjusted.

Sees Source of Stories

In Industrial Histor,

(Continued from Page 1)

tion, "High, Wide and Handsome,'
is current at the Astor, sees no
threat to the film industry in tele

vision.

"Radio hasn't hurt theater attend-
ance," asserted Mamoulian, "neither

will television."

The director sails from New Yor
today on the Normandie for Europe

Indianapolis Pooling Deal

Alters First-Run Setup

(Continued from Page 1)

and the Apollo closes. The Circle

which has been shy on product, gets

Paramount, Universal, RKO, Co-
lumbia and 20th Century-Fox pic

tures.

Major opposition to the pool is

Loew's.

New So. Portland House
Portland, Me.—A new 450-seat the

ater is being constructed in the

Meeting House Hill section of South
Portland. The house is to be op-

erated by Leo Gorman of Portlan(

and will be opened about Sept. 1.

Byrd Eyes R. A. Pix Costs
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DA±^
Washington—The Byrd Senate I

committee proposes to "go into detail

as to the cost of films produced by

the Resettlement Administration and
will undoubtedly have "a very inter-

esting report," it was said yesterday by

Senator Byrd.
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COLOR NOT EXCITING

BRITISH, SAYS BALCON

{Continued from Page 1)

Rosson, cameraman, are included in
a party which leaves Hollywood in
two weeks for London to work with
Balcon.

In addition to Robert Taylor and
Maureen O'Sullivan, both of whom
are to appear in the initial produc-
tion, "A Yank at Oxford," it is pos-
sible that Clark Gable and James
Stewart may be brought to England
for a picture, stated Balcon. Titles
of the other five pictures on his
schedule are: "Finishing School,"
"And So Victoria," "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips," "Shadow of the Wing" and
"Soldiers Three."
Budgets on the pictures are to

be flexible, said Balcon, and no re-
lease dates have been set up to
interfere with production.

"With all the aid and resources
M-G-M has given me, it's my own
fault if my pictures do not turn
out well," he declared.

Balcon plans to make another trip
to this country next June or July
to keep in contact with M-G-M stu-
dio developments.

RtvUws of Hew Tihns

Garrison Will Release

Spanish War Medical Pix

"Heart of Spain," first feature to
show the application of modern
medicine and surgery in war-time
will soon be released by Garrison
Film Distributors, Inc., according
to Tom Brandon, general manager.
The picture was produced at the
Spanish front by Herbert Kline,
former American magazine editor
and recently in charge of Station
EAR, Madrid, in cooperation with
the Canadian Blood Transfusion In-
stitute of Madrid and the American
Medical Bureau. Highlight is ac-
tivity of Dr. Norman Bethune in
setting up modern portable hos-
pitals under fire. Narration is by
John O'Shaughnessy. Film was
edited by Paul Sti-and, producer of
"The Wave," and Leo T. Hurwitz.
Gaza Kaparthi, Hungarian camera-
man, did the camera work.

New England Circuits

Buy Monogram Product

The Feiber and Shea circuit in
the New England territory has
booked the entire Monogram prod-
uct to play theaters in its situa-
tions.

The Poli Theaters, Inc. in New
England has also bought Mono-
gram's 1937-38 program for its

houses. Monogram has sold its

product also to the Associated The-
aters Circuit in the Michigan ter-
ritory.

Galli Acquires Theater
Cincinnai—The Lee Max theater

at Wilmington has been taken over
by Nat Galli, in opposition to the
Chakeres circuit.

"You Can't Have
Everything"

with Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers, Don Ameche,

Charles Winninger, Louise Hovick,

Rubinoff, Tony Martin

20th Century-Fox 99 Mins.

MUSICAL ROMANCE, WELL ROUNDED
AND SWIFTLY PACED, SURE TO PLEASE

FANS.

Packing entertainment essentials galore,

"You Can't Have Everything" belies its

title, for there is everything audiences
either demand or expect in a musical.

Exhibitors can set this one down in the

books as a potent feature, filled with solid

romantic values; a bevy of catchy tunes;

crisp, smart dialogue; and plenty of com-
edy. Furthermore, the story, while not al-

together pristine in its originality, is

nevertheless entirely acceptable, efficiently

directed and played by principals and sup-

porting players with refreshing dash and
enthusiasm. It is a Cinderella story—the

account of how a young, striving playwright,

played by Alice Faye, tastes the dregs of

destitution and privation in New York until

befriended by a young and handsome musi-

cal comedy writer, Don Ameche. His af-

fection and pity for the girl prompt him
to engineer a Broadway producer's "pur-

chase," as she is led to believe, of an

option on her impossibly written drama. As
their mutual love blossoms, Ameche's para-

mour, Louise Hovick, a promising bit of

new-found screen timber, tall, stately, and
alluring, tries to break up the budding ro-

mance twixt Ameche and the girl, and
temporarily succeeds. That's when disil-

lusioned Alice, believing that the man she

loves is already wed, firm and fast, to the

stately siren and rival, hurls away the

opportunity to star on the stage, goes back

to her little home town, and reassumes her

job singing at the music counter of a five-

and-ten cent store. But it all winds up
happily With Cupid the conqueror. Alice

Faye and Don Ameche are excellent in the

leads, both as vocalists and players. Most
of the comedy, but not all, is provided by

those engaging, irrepressible clowns, the

Ritz Brothers. Frequently, laughs are

elicited by situations and sprightly lines by

other members of the cast. Production

numbers and dance specialties are interest-

ing throughout, and the music is of the

pop variety, exceptionally composed, scored

and rendered. In summation, the feature is

of that genus known as a direct hit,—sure

to score with fans.

Cast: Alice Faye, the Ritz Brothers,

Don Ameche, Charles Winninger, Louise

Hovick, Dave Rubinoff, Tony Martin, Ar-

thur Treacher, Phyllis Brooks, Tip, Tap &
Toe, Louis Prima, Tyler Brooke, George

Humbert, Jed Prouty, Wally Vernon, Robert

Murphy, Dorothy Christy, Paul McVey, Clara

Blandick.

Executive Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;

Associate Producer, Laurence Schwab; Di-

rector, Norman Taurog; Author, Gregory

Ratoff; Screenplay, Harry Tugend, Jack

Yellen, Karl Tunberg; Music and Lyrics,

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel; Camera-
man, Lucien Andriot; Editor, Hansen Fritch.

Direction, First Class. Photography, Fine.

SHORTS
The March of Time
(Number 13, Vol. Ill)

RKO Radio 18 Mins.

Highly Interesting Chapter

Three widely divergent topics,

each of compelling interest in its

own right, comprise this latest
chapter. Initial subject deals with
the so-called spoils system in Amer-
ican government, where the political

structure is honeycombed with ap-
pointees placed in public posts by
politicians who hold that public ser-
vice need not be dispensed by es-
sentially qualified persons, and
therefore is allocated to a consid-
erable degree to those who "de-
serve" privilege because of party
loyalty. The National Civil Ser-
vice League, leader over a period
of years in the efforts to blot out
this evil, has succeeded in bringing
about some changes for the better,
but the maxim of the politician is

"Promise the voters good govern-
ment, but provide your party hench-
men with good jobs." The Amer-
ican system is strikingly contrast-
ed with the far saner system in
force in England, where public ser-
vants are thoroughly trained and
qualified for such offices, which they
occupy for a lifetime and which are
free from tinkering by elective of-
ficials passing in and out of office.

"Youth In Camps" is the second
subject portrayed, disclosing the
archaic conception of what camps
for children have been to date

—

fundamentally, recreational spots to
the almost total exclusion of voca-
tional activities. Chief advocate of
the new form of youth camps is

Dr. Lloyd Burgess Sharp, whose
contention is that the camps of the
nation should provide the youngster
with practical training which will

make him or her definitely more
resourceful and self-reliant. In con-
clusion, "Rehearsal For War" un-
folds the interested eye the United
States military authorities are
keeping on Spain, in which theater
of operations the countries of Eu-
rope are "trying out" modern arma-
ment and weapons to ascertain their

true effectiveness in the event war
should flame beyond the borders of
beleaguered Spain. Each of the
three subjects is splendidly drama-
tized and unusually diverting.

"Eagle's Revenge"
Wm. Steiner 18 Mins.

Suspenseful and Picturesque

Bit of clever nature-faking sus-
pected in this one, but regardless of
that, it's a suspenseful, interesting
number — mountain life as experi-
enced largely by Forest Rangers.
Plenty of good atmospheric footage,
with animal life the highlight.
Short gams drama when, presum-
ably for revenge, for the theft of its

own young an eagle steals a child.

Anyway, it has happened, even if

the honesty of the footage here is

likely to be challenged.

GRANT WAGE RISE <
,

TO LITHOGRAPHERS

(Continued from Page 1)

of wage scales in effect during the
period from 1.926 to 1928 and 40
cents an hour minimum for women
and 50 cents an hour minimum for
men employed as unskilled labor.

Plan also gives a week's vacation,
with pay, to employees of one year
or more.

In view of the fact that a num-
ber of major company executives
are out of New York at the present
time, the lithograph companies have
asked for a time extension before
actually paying the wage increase.

Everybody Doing Fine Biz,

States Dr. A. H. Giannini

(Continued from Page 1)

trip abroad, Dr. Giannini said: "I'm
going over to congratulate Deutsch
on the Odeon Circuit-United Artists
deal." He will also confer with
Alexander Korda, United Artists

producer, who, with Samuel Gold-
wyn, has options on stock of Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Charles Chaplin.

Dr. Giannini plans to return to

New York about Sept. 1.

Hudson County Theater

Attaches on Vacation

Jersey City, N. J.—The vacation
period has pretty well emptied Hud-
son County theaters—not of audi-
ences, but of managerial staffs.

Monty Salmon of the State is in

England; Jack Bokser of the Tivoli

is at South Fallsburg, N. Y.; Al
Stevens of the Orpheum has just re-

turned from Canada; Peter Mann
of the Fulton and Nick Mann of the

Strand are at Belmar; Vermont and
New Hampshire have called Gus
Nestle of the Lyceum, Bayonne, for

a couple of weeks; Buddy Salmon
of the Skouras executive offices is

visiting Jersey shore spots; Manny
Sussman of the Apollo is back from
three weeks in New England ; James
McGumess of the OTpneum is in

Pennsylvania, and Bob Goodfried,
Monticello manager, will leave Sat-

urday for a 12-day cruise to Florida,

Nassau and Havana.

Calendines to Build

Stockport, 0.—Leonard Calendine
and his son Ralph, who have been
movie theater operators here for
several years announce they will

build a new theater here to seat 300.

The building will be ei'ected on Main
Street and will be ready for open-
ing this fall.

Remodel Rushville House
Chicago—C. Pearson is remodel-

ing his Lloyd Theater at Rushville.
He also plans to build a 300 seat
house at Petersburg, replacing the
old Menard.
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D AOUL WALSH, has been signed

by RKO Radio to direct the next
Lily Pons starring vehicle, "It Nev-
er Happened Before," which Pro-
ducer Jesse L. Lasky will send be-

fore cameras next week. Edward
Everett Horton has signed for an
important role in the new filmusical.

Previous cast announcements in-

cluded the names of Jack Oakie and
Eric Blore.

t t
"She Loved A Fireman" is the

new title for the forthcoming War-
ner Bros, picture formerly known
as "Two Platoons."

y r y
Marjorie Weaver, pretty, recent

graduate of the 20th Century-Fox
stock school, and Frank Sully have
been assigned to the supporting cast
of "Life Begins In College," 20th
Century-Fox musical comedy star-
ring the Ritz Brothers.

T
John Pierce, Broadway musical

comedy dance director, has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to stage
the modern dances in the forthcom-
ing Technicolor extravaganza, "The
Goldwyn Follies."

T T T

Wesley Barry, who rated with the
top ones as a child actor in "Daddy
Long Legs," "Penrod" and other
early films, was called back from
his work in real estate to play a
messenger boy in "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse," now in production at 20th
Century-Fox studios.

"Love and Hisses," second mu-
sical starring Walter Winchell and
Ben Bernie, who made their joint

film debut in "Wake Up and Live,"
goes into production at 20th Cen-
tury-Fox studios Sept. 13. Simone
Simon will have the feminine stellar

role.

T »

Mack Gordon and Harry Revel,
20th Century-Fox song-writing
team, have completed four songs for
the score of "Ali Baba Goes to
Town," musical extravaganza star-
ring Eddie Cantor. Eddie will sing
"Swing Is Here To Sway." Tony
Martin will sing "I've Got My Heart
Set On You." The other two songs
are "Laugh Your Way Through
Life" and "Vote for Honest Abe."

T
Marie Wilson has been assigned

the feminine lead in "Without
Warning," in which she will appear
oposite Boris Karloff, replacing
Jane Wyman.

T T
"Checkers," Henry M. Blossom's

a Crabbe As Life Guard
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Larry Crabbe, former

Olympic swimming champion and now
a Paramount contract actor, has been
appointed a life guard of Los Angeles
County, for duty during the tenth an-
nual water sports regatta at Hermosa
Beach.

race track play which was one of
the outstanding hits on the stage
shortly after the turn of the cen-
tury, has been purchased by 20th
Century-Fox for Fall production,
starring Jane Withers. Frank Fen-
ton and Lynn Root are adapting it

for the screen.

r T v
Neil Hamilton has been engaged

by Republic for a prominent role

in "Portia on Trial," now in produc-
tion with Frieda Inescort in the
title role. Ruth Donnelly will play

an important character role.

Other Republic cast additions in-

clude Frank Melton and Grace"
Hayle for "Trouble for Two"; and
Chester Clute and Rex Evans for

"Treasure Hunt".
T T

Arlene Harris, of the Al Pearce
radio show, is weighing a picture
contract. She's wanted to play op-
posite Hugh Herbert, it is reported.

With Randolph Scott and Fred
MacMurray named for the two lead-

ing male roles. Paramount has
started a search for an actress to

play the leading feminine role in

its historical aviation Technicolor
production, "Men With Wings,"
scheduled to go before the cameras
on Nov. 15 under direction of Wil-
liam A. Wellman, who directed

"Wings."
T T T

Walter Brennan draws a leading
comedv role in "The Buccaneer."
film storv of the life and exploits

of Jean Lafitte. patriot and priva-
teer, which Cecil B. DeMille is pro-
ducing for Paramount.

T T

"High Flyers" has been selected

as the final title of the next feature
comedy co-starring Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woolsev. The RKO Ra-
dio screen play, which will go into
production early this month, was
written under the tentative title of

"The Kangaroos." Lune Velez will

nlay the feminine lead.

T
Al St. John, who zigzagged to

urominence on a breakaway bicycle

in the davs of Mack Sennett and
Kevstone Comedies, has an import-
ant comedv role in "Saturdav's
Heroes." new football film in the
making at RKO Radio.

T T T
Llovd Nolan is actually teaching

the parrot he purchased recently to

say. "If it's a Paramount picture it's

the best show in town."

T »

Miguel de Zarrara, Jr.. connected
for many years with the foreign de-
partment at Fox. has been signed
as assistant director of "La Vida
Bohemia." first production for Can-
tabria Films, co-starring Rosita
Diaz and Gilbert Roland. Stanlev
Blyth has been placed in charge of

research. t
Sidney Lanfield, who directed

Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie in

their first 20th Cent.-Fox co-starring

hit, "Wake Up and Live," has been
assigned to guide the columnist and

band maestro through their second,
"Love and Hisses." Lanfield has
just completed the Sonja Henie star-
ring vehicle, "Thin Ice."

t v T

Taking his famous "composing
piano" along with him, Irving Ber-
lin is en route from Vancouver to
Alaska for what is supposed to be
a vacation. Although he doubtless
will get a look at the beautiful
scenery of the "Inside Passage"
route, he has promised 20th Cen-
tury-Fox studios that he will return
with a brace of new tunes for "Alex-
ander's Rag Time Band," his second
musical picture for that studio,

which is to go into production in

about a month. Mrs. Berlin and
their children are with him.

V T T

Because five features are in pro-
duction, and sets are going up for
six more pictures on the Columbia
lot, the company recently sent four
film troupes "visiting". "The Aw-
ful Truth," which co-stars Irene
Dunne and Cary Grant, went to

Major Studios for street, apartment-
house and hotel settings, as did
"Park Avenue Dame," in which
Richard Arlen and Fay Wray head
the cast. Madeleine Carroll, just be-

fore departing for New York and a
European holiday, was told to re-

port with Francis Lederer, with
whom she co-stars in "It's All

Yours," to Universal for waterfront
scenes. Grace Moore's "I'll Take
Romance," has been filming at War-
ner Brothers Sunset Studio for the

>ast (wo weeks.

v *

Frank McDonald is directing "One
More Tomorrow" at Warner Bros.

The cast is headed by Dick Foran
and June Travis. Crane Wilbur and
George Bricker wrote the screen-

play.

T

The exhibitors of Budapest have
voted a gold medal to "Three Smart
Girls" as the best picture of the

1936-37 season. The medal will be
sent to Joseph Pasternack, associate

producer of the picture.

i
Executive Office*: 6536 SUNSET BLVD"., Hollywood
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By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—Between 8 and 10

new pictures made in the various
Mexican film studios will be ready
for release within the next three
weeks confronting producers with
the problem of no theaters to show
them in because of the houses' pre-

vious tight commitments with other
distributors, mainly American.

Seriously concerned over this sit-

uation, the Asociacion Mexicana de
Productores de Peliculas (Mexican
Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers) is devoting considerable

time to its study.

Films Selectos has just released
Ramon Pereda's production of "Las
Cuatro Milpas" ("Four Corn-
stalks"), co-starring Pereda himself
with Adriana Lamar, and with Car-
los ("El Chaflan") Lopez, Lorenzo
Barcelata, Pedro Armendariz and
Emilio Fernandez in the supporting
cast. The story is laid in a big Mex-
ican "hacienda" and deals with the

love of the ranch's humble foreman
for the owner's daughter. The piece,

which Ramon Pereda himself direct-

ed is generously sprinkled with Mex-
ican songs.

To meet the growing demand on
the part of Mexican audiences for

better show-shops and in compliance
with recent nation-wide ordinances
calling for improved conditions and
greater safety in picture houses, a
great many of them all over Mex-
ico are being renovated, redecorated
or acquiring new equipment.

Camera work on "Asi es mi Tier-

ra" ("That's my Home"), the first

on Cinematografica Internacional's
(International Motion Picture Co.)

schedule of three pictures for this

season, has just been completed by
Arcady Boytler, who is megaphon-
ing the yarn. Heretofore known as
"Pancho Macho" ("He-Man Pan-
cho"), it features Antonio R. Frau-
sto, Lola Camarillo and "Cantinflas",
with Juan Jose Martinez Casado and
Mercedes Soler furnishing the ro-

mance.

Raphael J. Sevilla has sent Rex
Films' "A la Orilla de un Palmar"
("By a Palm Grove") before the
cameras. It features Alberto Marti
(who is taking the part that had
been slated for Antonio Moreno who
had withdrew from the cast at the
last minute because of a previous
engagement), Marina Tamayo, Vin-
cente Orona and Carlos Villatoro.

Sevilla himself is directing.

Juan Bustillo Oro's most recent
directorial effort, "La Honradez es

un Estorbo" ("Honesty is a Handi-
cap"), which Adan Zepeda Navar-
ro's Films Lux sponsored, has just

been released. It stars Leopoldo
("El Chato") Ortin, Mexico's ace
comic, and may be described as an

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

17 Nations at Film Congress
Paris — Seventeen nations were

represented at the recent Interna-
tional Film Congress here, at which
Georges Lourau was elected pres-
ident for the next two years, suc-
ceeding Dr. Oswald Lehnich, Reich
minister, who held the post for the
two previous vear. Vice presidents
for 1937-39 are Dr. Lehnich for Ger-
many, Signor Roncoroni for Italy

and M. Havel, for Czechslovakia.
The next International Film Con-
gress will be held in Rome in 1939.

Casini Heads Fipresci
Paris—Signor Casini of Italv was

elected president of the Congress of
the International Cinema Press Fed-
eration (Firpresci) at its meetings
here while the International Film
Congress was in session. Casini suc-

ceeds Jean Chatigner. Brussels was
selected as the meeting place of the

board of directors for 1937-39, and
San Remo as the place for holding
the thirteen session of the executive
committee in January 1938. The
eighth congress of Fipresci will be
held in Berlin in 1939.

Lords Pass Animals Bill
London—The House of Lords has

passed the Cinematograph Films
(Animals) Bill. Lord Cantle-" pro-

posed a series of amendments to

clarify the provisions of the bill

whose main object is the prohibition

of crueltv to animals in the making
of motion pictures. These amend-
ments were adopted and the bill

passed its third readme without de-

bate. TTnon receiving roval assent

it will be placed upon the statute

book.

Irish Film Rentals £150,000
Dublin—Irish Free State exhibi-

tors last year paid £150.000 in film

rentals, an increase of £15.000 over

1935. Peak vear was 1934 with a

net rental fierure of £165,000.

GB's Year Net £447,041
London—Net profit of GB Pic-

tures for the year ending March 31,

1937 was £337,041, it has been an-

amiable traffic comedy of manners
with a Mexican middle-class setting1

.

The supporting cast includes Gloria

Morel, Sara Garcia and Luis G. Bar-

Shooting; on Producciones Artis-

ticas (Art Productions) first yarn,

"Adios. Nicanor" ("Good-by, Ni-

canor") has been completed voider

Rafael E. Portas' direction. Based

on the popular song bv Agustin

Lara, Mexico's Trving Berlin, the

piece features Emilio Fernandez,

who also authored the script, Er-

nesto Cortazar and Carmen Molina.

nounced by the directors of General
Theater Corp. This is an increase
of £61,072 over the previous year.
The directors recommended a final

dividend of 6 per cent to holders of
common shares, making a total of
15 per cent for the year.

Von Stroheim with Parlo
London—Erich von Stroheim has

been brought over from Paris by
Max Schach to play the role of the
chief of the German intelligence
service in support of Dita Parlo in

her first English film, "Mademoiselle
Docteur." John Loder will play op-
posite Miss Parlo as an English
secret service officer. Edmond T.
Greville is directing. United Artists
will release it.

Newsreel Firm in Malay
Singapore—Malayan Films, Ltd.

has been formed here with a capital
of £12,500 to produce pictures in
Malayan. It intends to produce a
weekly newsreel in Malay, three
Malay feature pictures a year and
one feature with a Malayan back-
ground yearly for world-wide re-
lease. The firm will also be asso-
ciated with American and English
newsreel companies for supplying
newsreel shots of outstanding events
in Malaysia. It plans the most
elaborate laboratory in Asia and is

making provision for color pho-
tography.

Four French Pix for Venice
Paris—The French Minister of

National Education has selected
these four films to represent France
at the fifteenth International Expo-
sition of Cinematographic Art to be
held in Venice: "Helene," "La
Grande Illusion," "Les Perles de la
Couronne" and "Un Carnet de Bal."

10-Year W. E. Deal in Sydney
Sydney—The Beszant and Pirani

Circuit of suburban theaters has re-
newed it contract with Western
Electric for sound reproducing
equipment for a term of 10 years.

Merle Oberon's Support
London — Ralph Richardson and

Morton Selten are the latest addi-
tions to the cast of "Divorce of Lady
X," the Alexander Korda produc-
tion for U. A. release in which
Merle Oberon will make her tech-
nicolor debut. The picture is based
on a story by Lajos Biro.

New Czech Tax on Imports
Prague—The ministry of Finances

intends to impose a tax of 12 per
cent on all amounts paid to produc-
ers of foreign pictures by their im-
porters. The new tax will be in

force next January,

SWITZERLAND 0. K/S >

FED, FILM CHAMBER

Zurich, Switzerland—The Swiss
Federal Government has approved
legislation creating a Federal Film
Chamber. While the functions of
this Chamber will be chiefly ad-
visory, the wide scope of its activi-

ties, as outlined in the draft law,
would seem to indicate that the
future development of the motion
picture trade and industry in Swit-
zerland will be influenced in large
measure by this organization.
The Swiss Film Chamber will

comprise 18 members elected for a
period of three years and selected
from representative groups of the
nation's industrial and cultural life

and representatives of various Gov-
ernment departments, in addition to
persons directly connected with the
film industry. Seven members will

be representatives of the film indus-
try (production, one; film rental
agencies two; cinema owners two;
actors and technicians two) ; seven
representatives of arts, science and
culture, two representatives of busi-
ness and industry, and one each of
Cantonal educational authorities and
Cantonal police.

The immediate tasks of the film
chamber include the observation and
study of the development of film in-

dustries in other countries, with
particular emphasis on political as-
pects; establishing criteria for a
Swiss naional film policy and com-
pilation of statistics showing the
development of the cinemas, demand
for films, and the employment of
Swiss nationals in the film industry.
The Film Chamber will watch care-
fully adverse influences emanating
from films produced in other coun-
tries. It will make recommendations
relative to import restrictions and
control of films; it will also study
foreign film markets with a view to

the conclusion of special agreements
with other countries relating to the
film industry. In this connection the
exchange of films on a compensation
basis and the use of clearing ac-
counts is to play an important part.

The Film Chamber will continue to
examine the possibilities of estab-
lishing a Swiss film industry, with
special emphasis on a Swiss news-
reel and a propaganda and educa-
tional films; also the construction
of a sound film studio.

Among other tasks which will be
charged to the Film Chamber are:
cooperation with various film inter-

ests in combating the system of so-

called blind or block booking, and
combating worthless and indecent
films. Authors' royalties, salaries

for stars, and cooperation with the
legitimate stage and broadcasting
stations will come within the scope
of the Chamber. ,—H
Two New Houses Ready
Cincinnati—Earl Hewitt expects

to open his new 450 seat theater at

Bethel, Ohio, by Sept. 1. Joe Isaacs'

new Cumberland Theater, will be
opened within the next few weeks.
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^X-SKOURAS MEET TO

CONSIDER TELEVISION

Denver—One hundred and five of-

ficials, managers, bookers and others
of the National Theaters Circuit

(Fox West Coast and subsidiaries)

will meet at the Broadmoor hotel in

Colorado Springs for a five-day con-

vention, from next Monday to Fri-

day, Aug. 13. The meetings will be
presided over by Spyros P. Skouras.
Television will come up for consid-

eration on Thursday, when an ex-

hibit is scheduled.

Business sessions will not start

until Tuesday, with Monday given
over to the golf tournament, trout

fishing, sight-seeing trips and other
activities. Sightseeing trips and so-

cial events have been arranged
through the week also. The group
will visit the Will Rogers' Shrine
of the Sun memorial on Cheyenne
Mountain on Wednesday.

Business sessions will deal with
problems confronting Fox theaters
throughout the nation. Wednesday
will be taken up with a general dis-

cussion on theater operation, with
15-minute periods allotted to A. M.
Bowles, H. J. Fitzgerald, John Ham-
rick, Al Finkelstein, C. A. Buckley,
Rick Ricketson, Phil Phillips, Al
Hanson, Frank Newman, Al Gould,
E. C. Rhoden, Mike Rosenberg and
Charles Skouras.

The television exhibit on Thurs-
day will be followed by department
meetings. Division managers will

meet with S. P. Skouras; division

managers and bookers with W. T.

Powers, J. J. Sullivan, M. Hossfield,

A. Schenck and I. Barry; purchasing
and maintenance departments with
E. F. Zabel and Frank Irby; treas-

ury department with Harry Cox,

Alan May and John P. Edmondson;
and publicity men will confer with
district managers and bookers.

Several supply companies and
others will have exhibits at the

meet.

Expected at the convention are:

Spyros P. Skouras, H. C. Cox,
Wm. T. Powers, Allen May, E. F.

Zabel, Milton Hossfield, Aubrey
Schenck, George Baldson, Irving-

Barry, J. J. Miller, J. C. Healy, J.

E. Edmondson and Frank Irby, New
York; Charles P. Skouras, J. J. Sul-

livan, Mike Rosenberg, C. A. Buck-
ley, Al Hanson, Dave Bershon, W.
H. Lollier, Dick Dickson, George

SICK REPORT

Herb Copelan, Warner Bros, zone
manager in Atlantic City is in the

lantic City Hospital for rest and
rvation, following a severe at-

7*k of the grippe and high fever.

Cincinnati — Mrs. P. 0. Lewis,
proprietress of the Evarts and
Louellen theaters, Evarts and Louel-
len, W. Va., is recovering from a
serious operation.

NEWS of the DAY
Cincinnati — George Tulukis has

taken over the lease of the old Mar-
vel theater, and will reopen the
house as The Elm Aug. 20.

Boston—Angeline Maney, assist-

ant publicity director of the Metro-
politan theater, is back at her desk
after two weeks in Maine. Paul
Levi, director of publicity for the
Metropolitan, key M. & P. house,
is leaving for a vacation in the
White Mountains.

Chicago — The Avenue theater
under Mort Green management has
completed the installation of Wide
Range sound equipment and will

modernize in every department.

Cincinnati — Lou Holleb of the
New Theater, Columbus, has
equipped the house with a new
booth, magna arc lamps, new pro-
jectors and generators. F. W.
Wheeler has purchased complete
equipment for his Colony at Gallo-
polis from National Theater Sup-
ply. 100 per cent new equipment
has also been sold to the New Wells-
ton Theater, at Wellston, 0.

Cleveland — Everett Adams has
joined the selling force of the Smith
and Setron Printing Co., specialists

in theater posters and window cards.

Quincy, III.—Jack Hoeffler, veter-
an theater owner here and director
of the Great States theaters in this

territory, is spending the summer
vacation at his Grand Moray home
on Lake Superior. He will leave
next month for an extended Alas-
kan trip. His son will manage the
Quincy theaters while Jack is away.

Detroit — John Henry Ross of
Lansing, Mich., who recently took
over the Elite Theater at Battle
Creek from V. Vasilaff, has changed
the name to the Orpheum.

Boston—Bernice Rosenberg, book-
er for Edward Lieine of the Bay
State Film Co. has left for a vaca-
tion at Lake Sebago, Me.

Columbus, O. — Ted Pekras has
air-conditioned and completely re-

modeled his Ritz Theater with new
carpets, draperies and seats. Air-
conditioning has also been installed

in the Athena Theater, Athens. L.

P. Guillfoil is building a new thea-
ter in Wellston. The Fifth Avenue
Theater, operated by Ray Miller,

has undergone remodeling and the
erection of a new marquee.

Cleveland—Orin Redhead has left

the Air Conditioning and Building
Co., where he was in charge of the
drafting department, to become af-

filiated with the Trans-Air Condi-
tioning Co. in the Toledo territory.

Toledo—C. M. Kahn. who recent-
ly sold his Alan and Rex theaters,
this city, to J. Diller, is again oper-
ating the Rex as of July 25.

Cincinnati — Newr booths have
been purchased by The Lyric, Lan-
caster, which also installed air-con-
ditioning. Air-conditioning has like-

wise been installed in the Majestic
at Crooksville. Pete Smith, Syl-
via, Bellevue, has equipped his
house with refrigerated air.

Cincinnati — Herb Byrd of the
Ohio theater, Dayton, is spending
the month vacationing in Michigan.
Warner's Jimmy Brunetti is vaca-
tioning.

Chicago—Fred Mindiin has been
placed in charge of Theater Trail-
er's service and sales, working out
of Henri E! man's offices.

Oak Park. 111.—Will Cole has been
named manager of the Lake The-
ater of the Essaness circuit.

Detroit—George F. Theison, for-
mer secretary of Shamrock Pictures,
is organizing a new company here
to produce sound films.

Cincinnati—Estelle Hawkins has
been added to the staff at Republic.

Chicago—E. N. Judell, Inc., has
appointed Dorothy Schrand its res-
ident agent for the Indianapolis
branch, succeeding George Cais. E.
N. Judell is in California at the
present cime.

Topper, Milton Arthur, B. Abrams,
Andy Krappman, Willard Keith,
Irving Epstein, R. H. McCullough,
O. A. Collins, Cullen Espy, George
Bowser, B. V. Sturdivant, Homer
Gill, Lou Christ, Thornton Sar-
gent, Fred Stein, Charles Piercy,

Bert Pirosh, Larry Wentz, Leo Mil-

ler and George Milner, Los Angeles;
Elmer Hanks, Phil Phillips, Nick
Turner, Dick Spier, Charles Maes-
tri, Charles Thrall, Harry Seipel,

Jim Chapman and A. M. Bowles, San
Francisco; E. C. Rhoden, Stanley
Chambers, H. E. Jameyson, Martin
finkelstein, Fred Souttar, H. A. Mc-
Clure, Lon Cox, Ed J. Haas, Harold
Hume, F. E. Ritter, H. F. Brown,
John Meinardi, Chester Hylton,
Senn Lawler, L. E. Pope and C. E.

Shafer, Kansas City; Frank New-
man, John Hamrick, Al Rosenberg,
A. M. Ahlskog, K. B. Schultz, Frank
Christie and Vic Gauntlett, Seattle;
Al Finkelstein and Roy Brown, Port-
land, Ore.; H. J. Fitzgerald, Joseph
Strother, John Bergant, George
Blatchford, Robert Jacobson, Verne
Touchett, William Geehan, Charles
Loewenberg, Roy Piei-ce, James
Keefe and George Brown, Milwau-
kee; Bill Steege and Max Goldstein,
Salt Lake City; Rick Ricketson, Al-
bert J. Gould, Bernie Hynes, Harry
Huffman, Ray Davis, Fred Glass,

Bob Garland, Bill Dollinson, George
Frantz, I. Weiner. Dan Driscoll

Jack McGee, Bill Agren, Herbert
Hillman and C. H. Butler, Denver;
D. M. Idzall, Detroit.

NEW REFUNDING FOR

RKO MIDWEST CORP.

(Continued from Page 1)

committee which approved the plan,
in negotiation for almost a year,
includes Ike Libson, Ben L. Heid-
ingsfeld, John H. Harris, Edwin G.
Lauder, Jr. and J. J. Murdock.

The committee stated that it

agreed to the plan because it felt

RKO could not pay off the obliga-
tions by 1940, and because it felt

the company had performed all its

obligations faithfully.

The new bonds will be of the
same aggregate amount as the out-

standing bonds and will bear 6 per
cent interest.

The new bonds provide for a sub-
stantial increase in the amounts to

be set aside for amortization. The
plan stipulates that no purchase of

picture product for the theaters
shall be made without approval of

Ike Libson or other representative
of the new bonds. The new board
of the company will have nine mem-
bers, of which the bondholders are
to have four.

Home office and film booking ser-

vice fees are not to exceed $62,500,
or a larger amount not exceeding
$100,000 without consent of seven
members of the board. The plan
becomes operative on deposit of 75
per cent of the bonds as provided
under the deposit agreement and
approval by the court having juris-

diction over the RKO reorganiza-
tion.

Shard Completing House
Cincinnati — Elmer Shard's new

theater, The Emery, at Reading,
Ohio, will open Sept. 15. Entire
equipment for the house has been
furnished by National Theater Sup-
ply, at an approximate cost of

$23,000.

Charles Murch Building

Portland, Me. — Charles Murch,
operator of the Alhambra Theater,
West Sullivan, Me. is building a
400-seat frame house at Millbridge,

Me. Opening date is tentatively set

for September 1.

Mobile Theater Sold

Mobile, Ala.—The Saenger Realty
Corp., an affiliate of the Saenger
theaters, has purchased the Lyric
Theater.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY'
Hollywood — Those wedding bells

will peal Dec. 18 for Jackie Coogan
|

and Betty Grable, the latter has an-
nounced here.

Carson City, Nev. — Mrs. Mae
Keaton, former wife of Buster Kea-
ton, was married here to William
W. Gassert of Reno.
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earingPara. Will Call Sales Execs, to Philly

TWO-YEATLOEW-PARA. NEW YORK DEALTCLOSED

Plan Hot Springs Meet to Form Huge Buying Combine
//

Saratoga
tributes and thanks votes

B/ CHESTER B. BAHN =^-

THE remarkable business being done by

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's "Saratoga"

throughout the United States is something

more than a tribute (o the late Jean Har-

low.

It is a tribute as well to the sagacity

of the company's executives responsible

for the reconsideration of the original

decision to shelve the picture left unfin-

ished at the time of the star's death.

"Saratoga," at that stage, represented

an investment of more than $500,000, and

Metro was prepared to discard the foot-

age. While the subsequent decision to

proceed with the production was predi-

cated upon public pulse-feeling, that course

of action required both business acumen

and courage.

The results have been most happy, both

for exhibs. and Metro, witness the com-

pany's statement that the holdovers—99 out

of the first 102 engagements—already have

established an "all-time country-wide record"

and FILM DAILY news dispatches telling

of summer records set in such widely sep-

arated points as Newark, N. J., Buffalo, St.

Louis and Portland, Ore.

A couple of votes of thanks would seem
to be in order. One by Metro's stock-

holders, the other by Lloyds which had
insured the production.

That's that.

o

THE height of something or other cer-

' tainly is represented by the recent ac-

tion of an upstate town board which, by
ordinance, levied a tax on a Schine Circuit

house to finance the rental of a municipal

parkins station. As an added touch, it

so ft 'SVens that the theater itself is located

in MtJr of the town hall, rented by the

Schine interests.

It's not that municipal parking stations

are undesirable, but why ask the exhibitor

to pay the shot?

As well might a town ask its theaters

to pay the mayor's salary. Or finance its

sanitation plant.

More Than 1,000 Theaters

Reported Sought

for Setup

Plans are being formulated for a
huge buying combine with an or-

ganization meeting scheduled to be
held at Hot Springs within three

weeks, according to authoritative
sources yesterday.

Report is that more than 1,000

houses will be involved in the setup.

ATTACKS ATLAS CORP.

IN RKO STOCK BUY

At a hearing yesterday before
Federal Judge Bondy in the RKO
reorganization matter, Joe Cohen,
representing stockholders, claimed
fraud in the sale of one-half of the
RCA holdings to the Atlas Corp. for
$5,000,000 with an option to pur-
chase the remaining half for $6,-

000,000 before Dec. 31, 1937. He
cast doubt on the good faith of

(Continued on Page 8)

Court Will Rule Today
On UMPTO's Exception

Philadelphia — Federal Judge
Dickerson is expected to rule today
on an exception taken by counsel
for the UMPTO to certain words in

(Continued on Page 8)

Hal Roach Flying to N. Y.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hal Roach left here by

plane last night for New York. He is

keeping his mission secret. He will

sail soon for Italy to confer with
Mussolini on a cabled offer some time
ago to produce pictures over there.

20TH-F0X TO SET UP

SO. AFRICAN DISTRIB.

Twentieth Century-Fox will es-

tablish distribution offices in South
Africa, with headquarters in Johan-
nesburg, it was announced yesterday
by W. J. Hutchinson, company's
general foreign manager.

Decision results from a careful
study of a survey report made by
Otto H. Bolle, following his return
to New York from South Africa.

Establishment of the new offices

(Continued on Page 8)

Sears Completing Details

of Warner-FWC Film Deal

Warner Bros.-First National,
through Gradwell L. Sears general
sales manager, is completing details

of its product deal with Fox West
Coast Circuit. Sears returned to

New York yesterday from the Coast
following conferences with Harry
and Jack Warner and Hal Wallis.

He stated that "Life of Emile Zola"
(Continued on Page 8)

Negotiations Continue On
Out-of-N. Y. Product

Buy

A two-year franchise deal under
which Paramount product plays
Loew houses in the New York met-
ropolitan area has been closed, fol-

lowing weeks of negotiations. Ap-
proximately 65 theaters are em-
braced in the arrangement, which
covers both features and shorts.

Discussions of a deal covering
out-of-New York Loew houses are
still in progress.

Concluding of the metropolitan
circuit deal further clears the way
for deals between Paramount and
independents in the territory.

M
SEES

"

FOR THEATER UNIONS

Expect Paramount Sales Executives

to Testify at Philadelphia Hearing

Philadelphia Truck Strike

Hits Picture Deliveries

Philadelphia—A truck strike is

holding up film shipments in this

territory, with exhibitors calling for

(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount is expected to call Neil

F. Agnew, Percy Bloch and Earl
Sweigart as witnesses when its re-

straint-of-trade action against the
UMPTO and various exhibitors is

given a hearing in the Federal
Court, Philadelphia, Wednesday on

(Continued on Page 10)

Proposed council of the larger the-

atrical unions including the IATSE,
American Federation of Musicians
and the rejuvenated Associated Ac-
tors and Artists of America, par-

ent body of Actors' Equity, the

Screen Actors' Guild, American Fed-
eration of Actors and the projected

American Federation of Artists,

will have as its purpose organiza-

(Continued on Page 10)

Loew to Pay $3 Dividend

on Common Stock Aug. 25

A dividend of $3 on common stock

was declared by the Loew board of

directors at a meeting yesterday.

It is payable Aug. 25 to stockhold-

ers of record as of Aug. 14.

Para. Criterion Deal Still On
Deal under which Paramount would

become a partner in the Criterion The-

ater, New York, is not off but is still

in the negotiation stage, with various

details yet to be ironed out, according

to a spokesman for the major company
yesterday.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

263/4 263/4 263/4 — i/4
28'/2 28'/2 281/2 + 1/4

24 231/2 24 + Va
85i/

8
84i/

2 841/2 — 1/2

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Fict. pfd...

Warner Bros

do pfd

31/b 3 1/8 31/s — 1/8

123/4 123/4 123/4

1803/4 180 1803/4 + 3/4

22%

20

22 221/8 + 1/4

19% 20 + Va
87/3 83/4 87/g + Va
8 V2 8 1/4 83/8 + 1/s

365/s 36% 365/8

141/2 143/s 14%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew deb. 3y2s46 ...100 100 100 + %
Para. B'way 3s55 66 65!/2 65 Vi
Para. Picts. 6s55 100 100 100 + Va
Para. Picts. cv. 3</4s47 93 923/4 923/4 — 3/4

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 14 95'/4 95'/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National ... 3 1/4

Sonotone Corp 1 %
Technicolor 291/4

Trans-Lux 41/4

Universal Picts

3%
13/4

281/4

4'/8

31/4 — %
1%

287/s + 7/8

41/4 + %

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 lli/i 12yi
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94 '/2 96
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4 s 1st '43 5314 55'/2

Technicolor 50-Cent Div.

Will be Paid on Sept. 1

Board of directors of Technicolor,
Inc. yesterday declared a dividend
of 50 cents a share payable Sept.

1 to stock of record Aug. 20.

Bankruptcy Petition Filed

Against Nuovo Mondo

An involuntary petition of bank-
ruptcy was filed in Federal Court
yesterday by three creditors—Leon
Fromkess, assignee of Joe Brandt,
who claims $20,963 is owed him by
the corporation; Leo Seligman who
claims $3,335 is owing to him for
loans and salary as treasurer and
general manager of the company,
and Salvatore di Genaro whose
claim is for $712 as salesman for
the concern.
At 10:30 today the Sheriff will

hold a sale of the personal property
of Nuovo Mondo. It is claimed in

the petition of bankruptcy that
Nuovo Mondo paid $600 to Con-
solidated Film Industries, Inc., on
April 28, 1937 "with intent to pre-
fer it over other creditors," and also
that the corporation permitted ex-
ecution of a judgment to be issued
to the Sheriff for Consolidated Film
Industries in the amount of $5,847,
to the De Luxe Laboratories for
$2,089 and to DuArt Film Labora-
tories for $1,853.

Thompson to Coast, East's

Closed Shop Date Not Set

Kenneth Thompson, executive sec-
retary of the Screen Actors' Guild,
leaves tonight for Hollywood and
will decide on arrival there when the
closed shop will go into effect in

the East, he said yesterday. Thomp-
son conferred in the past few days
with a number of producers, enter-
tainment and commercial, on their
objections to Guild shop conditions.

Castle Films to Produce

"See," Home Film Feature

Castle Films has distribution fa-
cilities for putting industrial films
into over 5,000 schools throughout
the country, it was said yesterday
by Don Hancock.
The company is planning a new

feature for home movies to be
called "See," a screen magazine
modeled after the publication
"Look". There will be seven issues
annually.

Charnow-Rotner-Goldman
Plan 6 Jewish Features

Production of six Jewish fea-
tures is planned b"" Jewish Pictures,
Inc., headed bv Julius Charnow, Abe
Rotner and Morris Goldman. First
release will be "I Have Sinned,"
about Sept. 1, with the second re-

lease to be a comedv.

"Zola" on Coast Sept. 15
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Warners' "The Life

of Emile Zola" starring Paul Muni,
will open at the Carthay Circle The-
ater here on September 15th for a
roadshow engagement. The feature
will have its world premiere at the
Hollywood Theater, New York, next
Wednesday.

RKO Reorganization Plan

Further Hearing Today

Indications are that the discrep-
ancy between the estimate of Wil-
liam Henry Clark, RKO Radio treas-

urer, that RKO earnings for the
first six months of 1937 would be
$2,172,771 and the actual figures

said to be in the neighborhood of

$1,550,000 may be attacked today
at the hearing on the RKO reor-

ganization plan before Special Mas-
ter Alger.
The hearing today was fixed by

the special master to hear any new
evidence that may be brought in.

Coronet Financing Waits

on Decision by Counsel

Owing to technicalities which
have arisen proposed financing of

Coronet, new company formed by
Joe Brandt, Pat Powers and Bobby
Crawford, by Dingwall & Co., has
been delaved until such time as a

decision on the matter is reached
by counsel for both parties, Brandt
stated yesterdav in New York. He
leaves Saturday with Crawford for

the Coast.

Utah Enforcing Uniform

Motor Freight Tariffs

Salt Lake City—Uniform motor
freight tariffs for 70 carriers op-
erating interstate in Utah just went
into effect and are aimed particu-

larly at curbing rate "chiseling".

Adherence to the schedules is to be
enforced by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, with rebates or devia-
tions from the schedule punishable
by heavy fines.

Paramount Pep Club Will

Elect Officers Sept. 28

Paramount Pep Club on Sept. 28
will vote on the following nomina-
'ions for officers for the ensuing
year: President, Charles L. Gart-
ner; vice-president, Carl Clausen
and Claude B. Keator; treasurer.
Allan Adams and William Clark;
secretary, Eva Horowitz and Eliza-

beth Scheuer.

Steve K. Duros Dead
Columbus, O.—Steve K. Duros,

43, one of the city's best known the-
ater managers and founder of the
old Nickelodeon, first motion picture
house here, is dead at his home here
after a brief illness. Besides the
Nickelodeon he was also an opera-
tor at the Pastime, Dreamland and
old Empress. He was one of the
first motion picture operators here
and was an early member of the In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and Motion Picture
Machine Operators. He was one of
the founders of the motion picture
operators' union here. His wife,
mother, two sisters and two brothers
survive. Funeral services and bur-
ial were locally.

Li><Coming and Goincj

GRADWlLL L. SEARS returned to New York
yesterday from Los Angeles.

ROBERT BENJAMIN has returned to New
York from the Coast.

COL. JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE
FILM DAILY and RADIO DAILY, and DR. A.
H. GIANNINI sailed yesterday on the Nor-
mandie. Former goes to London and Paris.

DICK CRUSINGER, Warner manager at San-
dusky, O., and his mother are vacationing in
New York.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER returned to New York
yesterday by plane from the Coast.

JERRY WALD has arrived in New York from
Hollywood.

JOE BRANDT and BOBBY CRAWFORD leave
New York Saturday for the Coast.

HARRY HERSHFIELD, leaves today for Hol-
lywood.

WALTER WANGER arrives Tuesday from Hol-
lywood.

KENNETH THOMPSON, SAG executive secre-
tary, leaves for the Coast tonight.

LONA MASSEY, Hungarian opera star wha
recently arrived from Europe on the Normandie,
is stopping at the Warwick.

C. P. Scates Funeral Held
Salt Lake City—Funeral services

for C. Paul Scates, Preston, Idaho,
manager for Intermountain The-
aters, Inc., and widely known in

Western film circles, were conduct-
ed recently.

Scates formerly managed theaters
in Pocatello and Idaho Falls, Idaho,
and in Butte and Billings, Mont,
He died at the local Veteran's hos^

pital.

Mrs. Broadwell Buried

Detroit — Funeral services were
held here yesterday for Mrs. Alice
May Broadwell, 70, mother of the
late Bert Williams, former widely
known Michigan showman.

C. W. Schwartz Drowns
Toledo, O.—Body of Charles W

Schwartz, 53, business agent of the
local stagehands union and an em-
ploye of the Valentine Theater, was
recovered from the Maumee river.

He had been in ill health.
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20TH-F0X TO SET UP

SO. AFRICAN DISTRIB.

{Continued from Page 1)

closes the last frontier and gives
20th-Fox an unbroken world distri-
bution setup. Bolle, who will as-
sume full charge in South Africa,
has been in the distribution field
for 18 years with Paramount and
20th-Fox.

Philadelphia Truck Strike

Hits Picture Deliveries

(Continued from Page 1)
shows themselves. Indications are
that a settlement may soon be
reached. Bookers and shippers are
working- to straighten out the dif-
ferences. Local delivery units have
agreements with the union but the
men walked out on a sympathy
strike.

A state of emergency to combat
violence and preserve the public
peace was proclaimed by Mayor S.
Davis Wilson and a city-wide "peace
patrol" of 1,500 automobiles, each
carrying four policemen, was or-
dered by Police Superintendent Ed-
ward Hubbs.
An attempt made yesterday to

end the strike resulted in failure.

Warners Set "Zola" Ads
in 23 National Magazines

Twentv-three of the nation's most
important and influential magazines,
reaching a total of 17,000,000 read-
ers will carry full page ads during
the months of August and Septem-
ber, announcing the Warner Bros.'
release "The Life of Emile Zola"
starring Paul Muni. This national
magazine ad campaign is one of the
largest set by Warners on any of
its productions.

Schreiber Shifts Personnel
Detroit—W. C. Pate formerly with

various Detroit theaters, has been
appointed manager of the Majestic
Theater by Jack Broder, general-
manager of the Jacob Schreiber Cir-
cuit. He succeeds Arthur Prock, who
resigned. Mack Behrendt has been
appointed night manager of the
Colonial Theater, with H. R. Byerly
remaining as day manager, while
Sam Carson has succeeded Jack
Daly as manger of the Forest The-
ater for the circuit.

Janitors Contract Signed
Detroit — Contracts have been

signed with "practically all major
theaters" in the territory, Ray Car-
roll, representative for the Detroit
Theaters and Amusement Janitors
Association, newly organized local
of the Building Service Employes
International, an A F of L consti-
tuent, said Monday.

• • • GOLD IS where you find it, they say so is

film biz for which thought you and you and you are in-

debted this Thursday a.m. to E. M. Loew's new Drive-in The-
ater at Providence, R. I. theater, occupying the site of

the old Cycledrome there, is clicking in a fashion to warm a
showman's heart the Providence folks taking to the idea
of "moonlight movies" like Scotch takes to soda

T

• • • IMAGINE A "playhouse" spanning 10 acres
and ushers patrolling their territories on bikes.. and a
screen 50 by 60 feet and a 20,000 candle-power projec-
tor, installed 225 feet from the screen at about the "third
row" and housed in a semi-underground booth that's
Providence's up-to-the-minute Drive-In which may be
one answer to that query of the times "Whither are we
drifting?"

• • • NOT ONLY does the Drive-In get the common gar-
den variety of fan it also is attracting those who can't

otherwise go to the movies Invalids, for instance, who can
sit at ease in their cars and infants and their mothers

for Junior, if he must, can sound off without bothering
anyone but mama and papa and auntie and uncle, if they
happen to be along so if there's nothing new under the
sun there's still something new under the moon in dear,

old Providence
T

• • • IF YOUR vacation plans are still indefinite

you might consider the example set by Milton Harris
who directs Loew's publicity in Cleveland Milton utilized

his furlough to sell a play plot to Max Gordon . . Penny
Pemberton will collaborate with Harris in developing the piece

which so far is dubbed "Corrigan and Cohn"
v

• • • QUEEN CITY Cincinnati to you Variety
Club has lined up prizes valued at three grand for that
third annual golf tourney set for the Hillcrest Country
Club on Aug. 16 Col. "Pop" Wessel and J. J. Grady of
20th-Fox garnered the awards Tourney will draw exhibs.

and exchangeites from Indianapolis, Columbus and Pitts-

burgh
T T

• • • COMES THE word that "The Great Goldwyn"
has gone into a second printing at Random House Sam
himself, 'tis said, is on his second thousand of gift volumes ....

and Random House confides that the producer hasn't yet fin-

ished compiling a list of personal friends to whom he
wants to send copies of the saga

T T T
© • • CLINT WEINHOLT, manager of The Bagdad the-
ater of Seattle is passing the cigars over arrival of a
brand new daughter who came by weigh (9 pounds) of
Swedish Hospital. . . • Wire congrats, too, to Paul Klein,
Blaine-Thompson ad exec. his missus just presented him
with a 6 and % lb. baby dotter, named Merle Ann. . . • Sid
Zins of the Criterion managerial staff is feeling great these
days reason being that his brother Lester, a southpaw, is

working out with the Jersey City Giants . and has been
promised a berth soon by Travis Jackson. . . • A grand time
was had yesterday by the 175 persons who turned out for RKO
Radio Pictures' fifth annual golf tournament 150 entered
for the tourney, with the others voyaging to the Fenway Coun-
try Club at White Plains for the dinner and dancing Mil-
ton Berle did the emceeing at the surprise entertainment in his
customary polished manner best and worst golfers of the
day came in for prizes that were honies, plus considerable rib-

bing

« « « » » »

ATTACKS ATLAS CO^.(]

IN RKO STOCK BUTT'

{Continued from Page 1)

Atlas in proposing the plan anc
claimed that Atlas and RCA be
tween them hold 84 per cent of the

debentures and 48 per cent of the
stock of RKO. Today Special Mas
ter George W. Alger will decide
whether or not to go into the mattei
of how Atlas got control of the

stock.

Sears Completing Details

of Warner-FWC Film Dea

(Continued from Page 1)

will open at the Carthay Circle, prob
ably about Sept. 15.

Warners are working on film deal
with the Butterfield circuit in Mich
igan and M & P Theaters in Bos
ton.
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Court Will Rule Today
On UMPTO's Exceptior

(Continued from Page 1)

the temporary writ obtained bj
Paramount to block the playdaU

fe

"strike" called by the exhibito:,l s

group. Counsel conferred with th
court yesterday.

Hearing on Paramount's applica:
tion to make the temporary injunc
tion permanent is set for next Wed
nesday.

Li! ,,

111

1(10

I'

Exhibs. Battling Press

Lincoln, Neb.—All relations witl
newspapers were severed this wee!
by the Lincoln Theaters Corp. anc
the Westland Theaters, a total oi

seven houses here. Battle is oveji

ad differences and the recent jacl

in column inch price from $3.70 t<

$3.80 with a promise of $4 being
the price in the near future.

"Eagle's Vengeance" Set

Arrangements have been com-
pleted with Preferred Pictures Inc
of Philadelphia, for the territory

of Philadelphia and Washington, D
C. for the release of the "Th<!

Eagle's Vengeance" produced by
William Steiner. Jerry Marks oij

Chicago, will handle the release for

the territory of Northern Illinois

B & K's Dual Celebration

Chicago—Balaban and Katz nex
month will celebrate the first anni
versary of their newest house, the

Will Rogers theater on the north
west side, and their oldest house
the Central Park theater on Roose
velt Road. Burton Ofstie wilL^ n
die the publicity for both e\Fn ,.

"Blonde" for Criterion

Paramount's "Blonde Trouble'
starts at the Criterion with a pre-

view tomorrow night.
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"'JA MBITIOUS musical film sched-

W^ ule set by 20th Century-Fox
.Jitudios for the present season has

,.
;J-esulted in the signing of Raymond

.,Bcott's recording swing band to a

.Jong term contract by that studio,

frhe musicians will be seen and
heard in "Ali Baba Goes To Town."

T T
An innovation in the preparing

f Irene Dunne's forthcoming RKO
ialRadio picture, "The Joy of Loving,"
was the system of having the au-
thor, composer and lyricist work as

)1)J»
unit. The usual custom has been

For such parties to perform their

jjiasks separately, with a resultant
^eleventh hour attempt to blend the

jS
independent parts into a production;
put Author Herbert Fields, Com-
poser Jerome Kern and Lyricist
[Dorothy Fields tried the co-opera-
tive plan with generally satisfac-

. tory results.

T

With its title changed from "Sil-

ent Sinclair" to "Roaring Six Guns",
'!) Maurice Conn will start the next
ltlKermit Maynard western starring
Jlvehicle before the cameras this

week. The story is from an orig-

inal by Arthur Everett, prepared
:afor the screen by Joseph O'Donnell.
it J. P. McGowan has been assigned
id! to direct. Picture replaces "Don't
Fall in Love," originally scheduled
for production at this time, but
which due to casting difficulties,

was, of necessity postponed.

tl T V V
,]

Six youngsters who appeared in

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 118 • • •

\A/ILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE. Writer-director-producer, under contract

'"to M-G-M. Native of Chicago, one of 13 children. Wrote his first play

at 15; James K. Hackett called it "splendid," encouraged him to keep on writ-

ing. Famed as a Broadway playwright since

achieving his first noteworthy success with

"The Divorce Question" more than 20 years ago,

directed several of his later musical successes
for the late Florenz Ziegfeld as well as some
of his own authored plays. Numbered among
h's Ziegfeld hits were "Three Musketeers,"
"Whoopee," "Rosalie," "Kid Boots," "Smiles,"

and "Show Girl," while others of his outstand-
ing plays were "It's A Boy," "If I Were Rich,"

"Six Cylinder Love," and "12 Miles Out."
Among his important film contributions are

"D'sorderly Conduct," "Roman Scandals," "Okay
America," "Kid from Spain," "Little Man, What
Now?" and "The Great Ziegfeld." He bows as

a film producer with "Rosalie," from his screen-
play version of his original Ziegfeld musical.

Stands 5, 9. Eyes, brown. Hair, graying.

both the stage and cinema versions
of "Dead End," have been signed
by Mervyn LeRoy, through arrange-
ment with Samuel Goldwyn, for a
production to be titled "Heroes of
the Streets." The screen story is

now being written by Leonardi Ber-
covici.

The New Universal today has a
cowgirl torch singer on its roster.

Her name is Constance Moore. Ru-
fus LeMaire, heard hqr sing in
Dallas and asked her to come to

Hollywood for a test. She'll debut
in a small role in "Blonde Dyna-
mite."

T T V

Three players were yesterday cast
in B. G. (Buddy) De Sylva's pro-
duction "Merry-Go-Round of 1938."
Inez Courtney, due to prior engage-
ments, was unable to report for her
role and was replaced by Fay Helm
in the role of Dainty Doris. Rich-
ard Carle was yesterday cast in the
role of Frooks and Charlie Williams
was cast to play Dave Clark.

When John Boles completes his

stellar role in RKO-Radio's "Fight
for Your Lady," he will fly to Port-
land, Ore., for his eleventh one-
night concert engagement in that
city within the last 15 months. In

the same period, his songs have
thrice drawn capacity crowds in

Denver and twice in New York.

T T V

A 2,500-seat talkie theater now
under construction in Granite City,

111., for K. T. Chrisman, will be
named in honor of Richard Dix.

Although the screen star and the

theater operator were boyhood
friends in St. Paul, they have not

seen each other in over 20 years.

T T T

With "You and Me," in which he
was to have co-starred with Sylvia

Sidney, shelved for the time being,

George Raft, Paramount star, is

marking time while his studio read-

ies "Argentine Love," now set as

his next vehicle, and in which he

will have Ida Lupino and Dorothy
Lamour as leading women.

T T

Richard Thorpe, directing M-G-
M's "Double Wedding," which co-

stars Myrna Loy and William
Powell, has cast Katherine Alex-

ander as Powell's screen wife,

bringing his total of name players

for the production up to 31.

Y T Y

Frank Wilson, is the latest cast

addition to Columbia's "The Awful
Truth," the motion picture version

of Arthur Richman's stage comedy.

oi
Peggy Hopkins Joyce Sued

tWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
: ' Los Angeles—Celebrity Pictures,
''Inc., suit for $20,000 damages
fagainst Peggy Hopkins Joyce will

[go to trial in Supreme Court here
Sept. 20.

Australia Bans Pix

Sydney, N. S. W. (By Cable)—
Presumably because of its story,
"The King and the Chorus Girl,"

i<
produced by Warners, has been ban-
ned by the Australian government.

Mary Kelly With Ultem
Mary C. Kelley, for seven years

with "Screen Romances," has join-

ed the Ultem Publishing Co.

"The Cat" Comes Back
West Coast Bur. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The New Universal yes-

Jterday announced that it would make
,ne\production of "The Cat and the

lt Jiary," by John Willard. Universal
*-r,as owned the property, which has been
on the summer schedule of almost every
stock company in the U. S., ever since
it was produced on Broadway at the
National Theater. Charles R. Rogers
has assigned the production to E. M.
Asher.

Third of New Year's Pix

Ready, Monogram Reports

With eight features including a
western in the exchanges, one in the
cutting room, and four in produc-
tion, Monogram Pictures swings
into the new selling season with a
third of its product ready or near-
ing completion.

Prints delivered by Monogram to

start the 1937-38 schedule of forty-
four promised, are "The Thirteenth
Man," "Hoosier Schoolboy," "Blaz-
ing Barriers," "Riders of the
Dawn," "Paradise Isle," "Legion of
Missing Men," "The Outer Gate,"
and "Shadows of the Orient."

"Atlantic Flight," starring Dick
Merrill, transatlantic flier, is in the
cutting room. Now shooting are
"God's Country and the Man," or-
iginal of four Tom Keene westerns;
"A Bride for Henry," with Anne
Nagel and Warren Hull; "Federal
Bullets," and "Stars Over Arizona,"
with Jack Randall.

Probe Dog Racers Returns
Boston—U. S. Treasury Depart-

ment agents are delving into income
tax returns of operators of dog rac-
ing tracks and kennels.

Brooklyn Paramount Gets

New RCA Sound Apparatus

Installation of two complete new
RCA sound reproducing systems in

the Brooklyn Paramount has been
finished under the supervision of

RCA Photophone engineers.

The equipment consists of a two-
channel High-Fidelity motion pic-

ture sound system for three projec-

tors and an elaborate stage sound
re-enforcement system accommodat-
ing eight velocity type microphones
with a mixer control. A duplicate
set of multi-cellular loudspeakers
are used.

Powells Reported Safe

Shanghai (By Cable) — Bonney
Powell, U. S. newsreel cameraman,
and Mrs. Powell are reported safe
at the Wagon Lits Hotel, Peiping.
Concern had been expressed for
them.

Fowler Funeral Today
Glens Falls, N. Y.—Funeral ser-

vices for Albert Nelson Cheney
Fowler, 65, playwright, will be held
today, with interment to follow at

Troy. Fowler leaves his widow.

Jeane Cohen Takes Rest

Jeane Cohen, for many years ex-

ecutive secretary to Jesse Lasky
and later to Harry Cohn, has start-

ed on a month's rest—two weeks of

which she will spend at the Beth

Israel Hospital in Stuyvesant

Square. Since leaving Columbia
Pictures Miss Cohen has been head

of the talent, play and script de-

partment at the Artists Manage-
ment Bureau, Inc.

New House at Wellston

Wellston, O.—Thomas D. Clutts

has purchased the Porter block on

East Second Street and will erect a

new theater on the site. Plans for

the building have been completed.

Associated with Clutts in the new
theater is Clark M. Young of Bowl-

ing Green, O.

Jinx Takes a Holiday
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Big-scale defiance of the

"13" jinx is under way at the 20th

Century-Fox studios. Its staff of associ-

ate producers numbers 13; there are 13

members in its African expedition, now
in Kenya Colony filming scenes for

"Stanley and Livingstone"; and on its

contract list are 13 players whose names
have 13 letters each.
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SEE "UNITED FRONT"

FOR THEATER UNIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of theatrical field not as yet
organized, improved conditions in

organized fields and a "united front"
against any attacks, it was said

yesterday by Kenneth Thompson,
executive secretary of the Screen
Actors' Guild.

Thompson expects that an agree-
ment in writing will be made be-

tween the groups. He cited the vau-
deville field as one where the coun-

cil might aid in an organization
drive, and the radio field as one
where a drive will get under way.

Wanda Hale to Wed
Wanda Hale, motion picture

critic for the N. Y. Daily News, will

be married Saturday to J. P. Cou-
tard at Larchmont, N. Y. The cou-

ple will go to Maine on their hon-
eymoon.

Fawcett Merges Screen Mags.

W. H. Fawcett, President of Faw-
cett Publications, Inc., announces the
merger of Screen Play with Screen
Book effective with the October is-

sue under the name of Screen Book
Combined with Screen Play.

Deaf Ask Silent Pix

Chicago — Eighteenth Triennial

Convention of the National Associa-

tion of the Deaf passed a resolution

urging film companies to make silent

films with appropriate sub-titles and
cut-ins for the deaf.

Mellaphone Installed

Atkins, Ark.—A new Mellaphone
sound system is being installed at

the Royal here, C. L. Matthews and
Harry Odom, managers, have an-
nounced.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Due to illness of

Lewis R. Foster, the William Ran-
kin newspaper story, "Mightier
Than the Sword," will be postponed
a week by Edmund Grainger. When
it starts, S. Sylvan Simon will di-

rect.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Illness has forced

Claire Trevor to withdraw from the
feminine lead in "The Great Dia-
mond Robbery," production of which
had just begun at 20th Century-
Fox studios. Phyllis Brooks replaces.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Claudette Colbert, ill

for several days with influenza, is

expected to return to the Warner
Bros, lot at Burbank, today to re-
sume work in "Tonight's Our
Night."

THE
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NEWS of the DAY
Morton, 111. — William C. Fitz-

gerald, C. F. Guery and P. C. Haut-
ed have formed the Morton Thea-
ters Company with offices at the
Morton theater. Herbert M. Living-
ston of Bloomington handled the
legal details.

Chicago—The Symphony theater
is now installing a General Electric
air-conditioning system and will

modernize all house equipment.

Chicago — A. L. Meininger, Jr.,

son of "Happy" Meininger, manager
of the Berwin theater of the B. & K.
Circuit, has been named assistant
manager of the B. & K. Manor the-
ater. Norman Brown, whom "junior"
succeeds, has been advanced to the
United Artists theater in the loop
as assistant manager.

Detroit — R. L. Miller, general
manager of Wilding Picture Pro-
ductions, Inc., has returned to Hol-
lywood studios of the company, fol-

lowing a visit to headquarters here.

Indianapolis — Mars Hill, suburb
to Indianapolis will have a new 325-

seat theater. The house will be
built by Russell Lower.

Harrisburg. Pa.—No time exten-
sion for the filing of applications to

operate theaters under the new
chain store tax law will be granted,
according to Secretary of Revenue
J. Griffith Boardman.

Indianapolis — Edward Havers-
kamp is now representing the Na-
tional Screen Service Corp., in In-

diana. He came from Chicago.

Lebanon, Ind. — Cary and Alex-
ander are building a new 650-seat
theater here.

Indianapolis — Elmer Dumas,
formerly with Columbia branch St.

Louis, has joined the sales force of
the Indianapolis branch.

Lima, O.—Gratton Johnson, form-
erly at the Lyric theater, Ports-
mouth, has been named manager of

the Sigma theater here, replacing
•Tohn LaDue who recently was trans-

ferred to Akron as manager of the
Strand there.

Lincoln. Neb.—Mrs. Bob Living-
ston, wife of the manager of the
Canitol, will stay on at Lake Oko-
boji until early fall, and Mrs. Mil-

ton Overman, spouse of the West-
land Theaters city manager, will

make a month of it in Texas.

Washington. N. C—C. N. Turn-
age, of Washington, is constructing
a new motion picture theater here.

The contract has been awarded to

J. T. Hardison and Son, of Wash-
ington, on a bid of $19,100, and work
is to begin at once. The theater
will be of re-inforced concrete and
concrete slab construction.

Tacoma—Kay Street and Sunset
Theaters have been completely
renovated and re-decorated by Louis
Perunko, owner.

Chicago—Joe Goldberg, Inc., re-

ports the Woodlawn theater will be
ready Aug. 14 for reopening by
George and Harold Gallos after an
investment of $100,000 for rebuild-
ing the house and equipment. Mo-
tiographs and Brinkert Suprex
lights are going into the booth.
Autovent air-conditioning is being
installed and 700 Ideal chairs, spe-
cially designed, are also going into
the house Gajlos Brothers also
own the Ray and Midway theaters.

Cincinnati—F. Deane has opened
The Best Theater, Kanawha, W. Va.

Detroit—Russell Johnson Theatri-
cal Post No. 371, American Legion,
is establishing headquarters at the
Stage Door, in the Fox Theater
Building.

Lebanon, Va.—J. C. Horney has
purchased a site on North Church
Street and is having plans drawn
for a new movie theater.

Emmittsburg, Md.—Harry T. Bol-
linger, of Littlestown, Pa., has
purchased The Gem Theater here
and has appointed Ernest Rosensteel
manager. Wilbur Raffensberger,
who conducted the theater during
the past 10 years, will return to
his former home in York, Pa.

Springhill, La. — Construction of
an 800-seater here at the cost of
$22,000 has been undertaken by Bar-
ton McLendon of the Tri-States
Theaters. The new house will be
called the State.

Mansfield, La.—Instead of build-
ing here, as originally planned,
Southern Amusement Co. of Lake
Charles, La., has bought the Palace
Theater from Mrs. Susie Brownfield.
An extensive remodeling program is

to be put into effect shortly.

Wynsboro, La.—A. J. (Slim) Hig-
genbotham, Saenger Theaters part-
ner in Baton Rouge, is remodeling
the house he has acquired here. The
total cost is expected to reach
$8,000.

Boston—Frank Petrone, head of
the shipping department for Colum-
bia Pictures, has returned to the
exchange after two weeks' vacation
in Maine.

St. Louis, Mo.—Loew's, Inc., has
renewed its lease on the exchange
building at 3010 Olive St. for a ten-
year term. Building is owned by
ihe Fulton Investment Co.

Boston—Meyer Marcus, assistant
to Harry Browning, publicity direc-
tor for the M. & P. Theaters in

TO CALL PARA. SALES r

EXECS IN PHILLY SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

motions to make permanent a stay
against the planned playdate strike
in that territory.

No further postponements of the
hearing, originally scheduled for last
Monday, are indicated. Counsel for
the defendants are preparing answer
which will be filed sometime before
Wednesday.

Want 10 P. C Pay Boost
Alliance, O.—Union projectionists

here have requested a 10 per cent
increase in pay, effective Sept. 1,

when the present contract with the
three theaters here expires. Present
pay of projectionists is $42.50 a
week. Only one man is required in

a booth. Theater operators are said
to favor granting the increase to
union projectionists, it was said.

Walden Re-opens House
Atlanta, Ga.—The Georgia Theater

reopened yesterday as an inde, under
the management of E. M. Walden,
who has subleased it from Lucas and
Jenkins.

New England, leaves next week for

a two-week Canadian motor trip.

Mercy Building Wigwam
Toppenish, Wash.—The Wigwam

Theater is the name of a new the-

ater to be constructed here for Fred
Mercy. Costing $15,000, it will seat
450, and sport a front and facade
of black glass.

Phil Hauter to Build
Morton, 111,—Phil Hauter has let

a contract to Joe Goldberg Co. of

Chicago for the erection of a new
650-seat theater here, work will be
rushed so the house will be ready
before the end of the year.

St. Louis, Mo.—Samuel W. Ford-
yce was personal attorney for

George J. Schaefer, vice-president

and general manager for United
Artists, during the anti-trust cases

against Warner Bros., Paramount,
RKO, etc., here in the fall of 1935
and early in 1936, has been appoint-
ed mayor of the recently created
town of Berkeley in St. Louis
County.

Portland, Me.—Harry Smith, head
booker for RKO, Boston, is vaca-
tioning at Hampton Beach, N. H.
His two sons are spending a few
weeks at Camp Gregory on Crystal
Lake.

Elmhurst, 111.—Joseph Engel has
been named president of the Movie
Fun Co., which is trying out a £_

•

film contest plan at the Lom^
Theater.

Portland, Me.—Construction on a
new Graphic Circuit theater, to be
built by Newell Kurson at Ells-

worth, will begin about Sept. 1. The
house will seat approximately 700.
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Whai a predicament they're in this time! On
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crashing planes, thundering tanks . . . and tr\i>
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ANOTHER OF THE HITS THAT WILL

MAKE 1937-38 20th's TOP SEASON!

First "YOU CANT HAVE EVERYTHING" shows how 20th

is outstepping its amazing 1936-37 pace'

Now comes "LOVE UNDER FIRE," as smart a piece of

timely showmanship — with as swell a pair of stars

— as ever knocked a record for a loop.

Soon you'll be hearing the grand news about

"THIN ICE," "LANCER SPY," "LIFE BEGINS IN

COLLEGE," "WIFE, DOCTOR AND NURSE,"

ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN" . . . among

the other boxoffice treats shortly in store

for you!

It's a great life . . . and 20th never

weakens

!

PRINTED IN U.S.
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extracts Awarded for

')y 2 Baton Rouge Theaters

Baton Rouge, La.—J. C. Murphy,
of Baton Rouge, has been awarded
the general contract for the con-

struction of a film theater here for

the Joseph A. Barcelona Enterpri-

ses. Specifications call for acoustic

celotex walls and air conditioning.

Robert Thibodeaux, also of Baton
Rouge, was recent low bidder on a

new theater here for the Capitol

Theaters, Inc.

Chi. Managerial Changes
Chicago—John Maloney has been

named manager of the Hamilton
theater, succeeding John O'Connell

who retired. Edwin Sedlack, of the

Symphony theater of the Warner
group, has been named assistant

manager of the Grove theater, suc-

ceeding- Maloney. Waldon Ryan
goes into the Jeffrey theater as as-

sistant manager and Joe Real suc-

ceeds Sedlack at the Symphony the-

ater. Truman Randall, named as-

sistant manager at the Hamilton
and Clifford Farmer becomes Lex-

inton theater assistant director.

James McNamara, chief of service

at the Ogden is promoted to the

Oakland Square assistant manager-
ship.

Bringing Out New Tube
Chicgo—Herman A. DeVry Inc.

will have a new 15 ampere rectifier

tube ready for the trade this month.

John Crippen has been appointed as-

sistant advertising manager of the

company. A. P. Hollis, advertising

manager, says business outlook for

the balance of the summer and early

fall months are very bright.

Goldman Adds Lincoln

Cincinnati—Jack Goldman, owner
of the Roosevelt, colored house, has

taken over the Lincoln, also a col-

ored house in Cincy's West End.

Goldman has recarpeted his Roose-

velt.

"Horizon" Big In Michigan

Detroit—Test bookings of "Lost

Horizon" at advanced prices in the

Butterfield Circuit Theaters have

resulted in b. o. records being dou-

bled b" +Tie Frank Capra production,

it is said.

TUuUws o% View FUtns

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT
viie\

i or '

^"^
Three hundred and eighteen reference

books, and more numerous items of

other source material were scanned by

Research workers in preparation for

filming of "Slave Ship."—20th CEN-
TURY-FOX.

"Artists and Models"
with Jack Benny, Ida Lupino, Richard Arlen,

Gail Patrick, Ben Blue. Judy Canova, Louis

Armstrong, Martha Raye

Paramount 98 Mins.

MERITORIOUS MUSICAL OF REVUE

TYPE SHOULD PLEASE MAJORITY OF

FANS.

As a b.o. product, this qualifies with

the good musicals of the current season,

and it should have no difficulty in pleas-

ing a majority of the fans. Benny moves
through his role with silken poise, dispens-

ing his wit generously and frequently. He,

in the story, is a young advertising ex-

ecutive who has been chosen chairman of

the Artists and Models Bali, to be the

queen of which is a coveted honor and a

stepping stone to fame. Benny's sweet-

heart, Ida Lupino, exacts the promise from

him to be named as such. Then Richard

Arlen, a rich young manufacturer of sil-

verware, places his advertising account in

Benny's hands, with the understanding that

the latter will find a suitable, but un-

professional model to become the "Town-
send Silver Girl." To grab both designa-

tions, "Queen of the Ball and the Ad Girl,"

the magnetic Miss Lupino journeys on her

own hook to Miami and plans to influence

Arlen into giving her the assignment. There

they fall in love. When the supplementary

complications are over, brought about by

Arlen's belief that the girl has no real

affection for him, and only seeks to ad-

vance herself, Miss Lupino marries Arlen,

while Benny succeeds in snaring the comely

Gail Patrick, a Park Avenue blue-blood.

Music is catchy and the specialties are

nicely delivered. Direction is right up to

snuff, while photography is exceptionally

well handled. Picture's principal weak-

ness would seem to be a deficiency in sus-

tained, progressive pace. It is not until

Martha Raye performs her specialty as the

central figure of the revue's climax num-

ber, "Public Melody Number One," during

which Louis Armstrong turns on the heat

of his trumpet as accompaniment, that

the momentum picks up to a rousing point.

Cast: Jack Benny, Ida Lupino, Richard

Arlen, Gail Patrick, Ben Blue, Judy Canova,

Kathryn Kay, Cecil Cunningham, Hedda
Hopper, The Yacht Club Boys, Andre

Kostelanetz and his Orchestra, Louis Arm-
strong and his Orchestra, Peter Arno, Rus-

sell Patterson, McClelland Barclay, John

LaGatta, Arthur William Brown, Rube Gold-

berg, Martha Raye, Connie Boswell, Mary
Shepherd. Gloria Wheeden, Sandra Storme,

Madelon Grey, Alan Birmingham, Donald

Meek, Dell Henderson, Harry Hayden, An-
trim Short, Alexander Pollard, Virginia

Brissac, John Marshall, Henry and Harry

C. Johnson, Jack Stary, Harvey Poirier,

Pat Moran, Jack and Irene McAfee, Elsa

Connor, Nick Lukats. Ethel Clayton, Gloria

Williams, Jack Daley, David Newell, Carl

Harbaugh, Little Billy, Dale Armstrong,

Arthur Shank, Edward Earle, James G,

Spacey, Alphonse Martel, Jane Weir, How-
ard Hickman, Reginald Simpson, Jerry

Jerome, Bernie LaMont, Bert LeBaron, and

59 Mo'dels.

Producer, Lewis E Gensler; Director,

Raoul Walsh; Authors, Sid Herzig, Gene
Thackrey; Screenplay, Walter DeLeon,

Francis Martin, Music by Ted Koehler, Vic-

"Heroes of the

Alamo"
With Earl Hodgins, Bruce Warren,

Ruth Findlay

A. J. Xydias 80 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WELL ACTED AND DIRECTED INDIE

VIVIDLY RECREATES TEXAN HISTORY.

This independently-made picture is well

acted and directed. It is a faithful story

of the events leading up to the fall of

the improvised Alamo Fort and the massa-

cre of 138 brave Texans by the Mexicans.

Harry Fraser turned in a swell job of

directing. Anthony J. Xydias is the pro-

ducer. Earl Hodgins does splendid work

as Stephen Austin who is sent to Mexico

City to present the demands of his fellow

Texans to General Santa Anna. Rex Lease

is convincing as the leader of the defenders

of the Fort. One of the best performances

is that of Julian Rivero as the cunning,

heartless General Santa Anna. Lane Chan-

dler is good as Davy Crockett, the Indian

scout, who finds things too dull as a mem-
ber of the Tennessee legislature, and craved

excitement. Bruce Warren, Ruth Findlay,

Lee Valianos, Edward Piel, Sr., Jack Smith,

Willy Costello and Marilyn Hazlett are

other members of the competent cast.

Texas is under Mexican rule, and General

Santa Anna forbids anyone to enter its

borders. The Texans send Austin to Mex-

ico City. He is kept there as a prisoner.

After several months, he is released. He
returns to Texas and warns his friends

that General Santa Anna is going North

with his troops. While Austin is away

seeking aid, the "Mexicans swoop down

upon the gallant band of Texans at the

Alamo and wipes them out.

Cast: Earl Hodgins, Bruce Warren, Ruth

Findlay, Lane Chandler, Rex Lease, Roger

Williams, Lee Valianos, Julian Rivero, Willy

Costello, Paul Ellis, Edward Piel, Sr., Jack

Smith, Marilyn Hazlett.

Producer, Anthony J Xydias; Director.

Harry Fraser; Screenplay, Roby Wentz;
Cameraman, Robert Cline; Editor, Arthur

Brooks; Art Director, Clarence Bricker;

Sound, Corson Jewett.

Direction, Swell. Photography, Good.

"U" Signs Va. Circuit

J. R. Grainger. General Manager
of Distribution for Universal, and
Edward Heiber. Washington branch
manager, yesterday closed a deal

with the Neighborhood Theater Cir-

cuit, Inc. of Richmond, consisting of

15 theaters located in Richmond.
Falls Church, Clarendon, South Bos-
ton and Pulaski, all in Virginia.

D^al was closed at the New York
office of Universal with Morton G.

Thalhimer and Sam H. Bendheim
representing Neighborhood The-
aters.

Hollywood Fathers-Sons

Day Scheduled for Aug. 29

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The fourth annual

Motion Pictures Fathers and Sons
Day will be held Aug. 29 at the
Uplifters Club. Last year, the base-
ball game was won b" the Father's
team, composed of Groucho Marx,
Sam Briskin, Joe E. Brown, the
Ritz Brothers, Charles R. Rogeis,
Eddie Cantor, each of whom vowed
to put his son out at first. The
losers are required to organize the
day this year. Arthur Lewis ha3
beeen elected Chairman. He has
named to the Sons' Executive Com-
mittee, Richard Landau, David Weis-
bart, F. Maur" Grossman, Bud Les-
ser, Gerald Brandt, and Burton
Lewis.

Young Lewis has lined up Johnny
Downs, Tom Brown, Vince Barnett,
Jack Warner, Jr. and Bobby Breen
for a team to put their Dads out be-
fore they go to bat.

The first "Day," held in 1934.
was sponsored by Sol and Bud Les-
ser and its success is attested by
its repetition each succeeding year.
Most of \ho fathers look forward to
the microphone —-mentations of
their sons, who yearly are stepping
into positions of responsibility in

the industry. Noah Beery, House
Peters, Wm. Faversham, and Bryant
Washburn, will appear in company
with their Jr.'s actors all.

tor Young, Harold Arlen, Burton Lane,

Frederick Hollander, Leo Robin; Camera-
man, Victor Milner; Editor, Ellsworth Hoag-

land.

Direction, Skillful Photography, Fine.

New Pascagoula Theater
Pascagoula, Miss.—J. 0. Cole and

E. F. Grant, owners of the Nelson
Theater, are planning the construc-
tion of a new theater building to

cost approximately $20,000. The
theater will have brick and tile

walls, cast stone trim, structural
steel frame, and be of the one-story
and-balcony type.

Tennille Theater Opens
Tennille, Ga.—The Erin Theater,

recently completed here, has opened
under the management of A. D.
Tippens, of Anderson, S. C. The
building is an attractive one, with
white brick walls and" a front of
black corrara glass. It is air con-
ditioned and modern in every re-

spect.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

More than 25 per cent of the 4,000

employes of 20th Century-Fox studios

work at night in the 24-hour-a-day

business of making motion pictures.
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arnmgsReport $1448,000 for RKO'S Six

PARAMOUNT GRANTED STAY IN MINNEAPOLIS STRIKE

$46,275,000 World Theater Construction in 13 Months
Compares with $21,500,000

Invested in 12-Mo. Period,

Report Shows
Total of $46,275,000 has been ex-

pended in theater construction

throughout the world during the

period from April, 1936, to June,

this year, according to an estimate
made yesterday by Nathan Golden,

chief of the Motion Picture Division

of the Dept. of Commerce, Washing-
ton. This compares with an invest-

ment of $21,500,000 made in the per-

iod extending from April, 1935 to

April, 1936, and contrasts with an
,
eight-year low reach in 1933, when

j

$13,500,000 was spent for these pur-

j

poses, the survey shows.
High figure over the eight-year

(Continued on Page 13)

GHIGAGO IS PLANNING

TAX ON ADMISSIONS

Chicago—City Council is planning
a 1-cent tax on admissions up to 40

cents, two cents up to 75 cents and
3 cents up to $1. Theater interests

are threatening court proceedings

if the tax is adopted.

Asks New Theater License

Scale For Detroit Houses

Detroit—Agitation for a new type
of license for theaters has reached
its climax with the introduction of

an ordinance by Councilman John
A. Kronk, in the City Council. Under
the new ordinance, any theater of-

fering motion pictures only will pay
(Continued on Page 9)

;ne\

Hor/To Survey Italian Prod'n

Hal Roach, who sails from New York
Saturday on the Rex for Italy, will

make a survey of production in that

country, he told THE FILM DAILY last

night. It is reported that he has had
an effer to produce there from the
Mussolini Government.

Major Circuit Film Deals Concluded by M-G-M
M-G-M has virtually completed its major circuit product deals for the 1937-38 sea-

son, stated William F. Rodgers, general sales manager, yesterday in New York. He
has just returned from a business trip to Chicago.
A substantial number of independent circuit deals have also been concluded, stated

Rodgers.

ARTHUR SIGNS PACT

TO REMAIN AT ROXY

Contract has been signed under
which Artco will continue operation
of the Roxy Theater after 20th
Century-Fox takes control, it was
said yesterday by Harry Arthur.
With the sole exception that after
20th Century-Fox takes to the the-
ater, Howard S. Cullman, Roxy
trustee, will sever his connection
with the house, the personnel will

remain as at present and the stage
(Continued on Page 9)

Warners Lease Metropolitan

Balto, to Louis Rome Group

Baltimore—The Metropolitan The-
ater has been leased to the Metco
Theaters, Inc., organized by J. Louis
Rome and associates, by Warner
Bros., effective Aug. 15.

The Palace, large downtown Bal-
timore house built originally in 1910

(Continued on Page 13)

RS GET STAY

Harrisburg — Warner Bros.
through three subsidiary theater
companies, has jumped into the legal
fight against Pennsylvania's new tax
on chain stores and theaters through
obtaining preliminary injunctions
staying state officials from enforc-
ing its provisions. Corporations
which were granted the injunctions
in Dauphin County are: Warner

(Continued on Page 13)

Joe Seider Circuit Names
Lefkowitz General Manager

Appointment of Sam Lefkowitz,
office manager at Warner Bros.'
New York exchange, as general
manager of Prudential Playhouses
was announced yesterday by Presi-
dent Joseph M. Seider, He assumes
his new duties Monday. Lefkowitz
was formerly with RKO circuit,

where he was in charge of bookings.

$1448,000 Six Months' Net Earnings

Reported for RKO and Subsidiaries

RKO Reorganization Plan

Report Is Set for Oct. 14

After taking final testimony in

the RKO reorganization plan hear-
ings yesterday, Special Master
George W. Alger fixed Oct. 14 for

a hearing on a tentative report he
will then make on the plan and
which, he indicated, would advise

(Continued on Page 9)

RKO and subsidiaries had con-
solidated net earnings of $1,448,000
for the first six months of 1937 af-

ter all charges and federal taxes
but before provision for surtax on
undistributed earnings, compared
with earnings of $734,492 in the cor-
responding period of 1936, according
to a report filed yesterday with Spe-
cial Master Alger.
Theater earnings for the six

(Continued on Page 9)

Second Conspiracy Action

Aimed at Northwest
Allied, Exhibs

Minneapolis—Federal Judge Gun-
nar H. Nordbye yesterday granted
Paramount a temporary restraining
order in connection with the "sit-
down" strike organized by Allied
Theaters of the Northwest with var-
ious exhibitors. The petition is sub-
stantially the same as the one filed

in Philadelphia last Friday charging
conspiracy in restraint of trade and
aimed at the playdate ban sought
by the theatermen's association.
On Aug. 12 arguments will be

heard on whether or not a tempo-
(Continued on Page 9)

settlemWIayed

ON $1,177,400 CLAIM

Special Master Courtland Palmer
yesterday approved a settlement of
the $1,177,400 claim of the Roxy
Theater gold noteholders protective
committee against the Fox Theaters
Corp. for $760,000. The claim is

based upon an agreement made July
23, 1927, between Halsey, Stuart &

(Continued on Page 9)

Max Westebbe Is Appointed
RKO Radio Head in Holland

Max Westebbe of the RKO Radio
N. Y. exchange sales force has been
appointed managing director of the
RKO Radio Holland branch. He

(Continued on Page 9)

The Boos Have It!

Little Rock, Ark.—Despite presence
of police, 30 members of the newly
organized Society for the Booing of
Commercial Advertisements in Motion
Picture Theaters made their debut in
this city's largest film house recently.
When the first commercial film flashed
on the screen, the rafter rang with
raspberries. Up went the house lights,
disclosing the Society seated in three
rows. No attempt was made to curtail
the demonstration.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia ricts. vtc. 28% 28% 28%
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 181 181 181 + %
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Gen. Th. Eq 23% 23 23 — 1

Loew's, Inc 85 84% 843/, _ %
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20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 14% H'A H'A - %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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Loew 3V2 s46 993/4 99% 993/4 — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . .

1003/8 100V4 100 1/4 + V4
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y

2 923/8
92i/
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RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95% 95 95% — %
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Columbia Picts. vtc
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Sonotone Corp 2 1% 1% + %
Technicolor 29 283/8 283/8 — V2
Trans-Lux 4% 4 1/4 4% + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTCR STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98

Fox Thea. Bids'. 6l/
2 s 1st '36 11% 12%

Loew's Thea. B!dg. 6s 1st '47 94% 96

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69
Roxy Thea. B!dg. 6l/4s 1st '43.... 53% 55%

Replacing Screens

Saenger Theaters Corp., operat-
ing more than 100 theaters through-
out the South, is replacing their

silver screens with Vocalite crystal
beaded color sensitive screens. Con-
tract for the substitutions was an-
nounced yesterday by the Theater
Screen Corp. of Roosevelt, N. Y.
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Theater Will Move With Town to Escape Flood Menace
Chicago—The Shawnee Theater at Shawneetown will move with the balance of the

town to a site in the hills three miles away from the river so as to avoid future floods.

The State of Illinois will aid in the removal and will supply part of the funds needed
for the mass migration of the town folks.

Philly Truck Strike Called

Off But It's Still Going

Philadelphia—Although the truck
strike was officially called off yes-
terday, it unofficially continued as
union leaders were unable to hold
their members in check. Film deliv-

ery service, however, was about 100
per cent complete, with exhibitors
picking up their film personally.
Out-of-town shipments through Rail-

way Express are being picked up
at the city line in private cars and
brought to the exchanges by ex-

change employees, who are working
overtime in order to keep their ser-

vice normal.

Renovating Capitol
New York's Capitol Theater,

which will close for one week com-
mencing Aug. 26, due to complete
remodelling operations, will reopen
on Sept. 2, with either "Broadway
Melody of 1938" or "The Good
Earth" as the attraction. During
the brief shutdown a new front will

be constructed, including a new mar-
quee. The interior will undergo ex-

tensive alterations, which will be
effected by artisans and workmen
operating on both day and night
shifts.

Opening Paris Bureau
G. L. George, Hollywood corre-

spondent for Le Soir of Paris, has
been appointed foreign representa-
tive of Associate Film Audiences,
the latter announced yesterday. He
sails today on the DeGrasse to set

up an International Bureau in Paris,
where he will contact organizations
there for the purpose of forming an
International Federation of film

audience groups.

Close New Orleans Office
New Orleans—Gaumont British

has closed down its sales offices,

maintained in the 20th Century-Fox
exchange and apparently will main-
tain only a booker here in the fu-
ture. Sales in this territory will be
handled out of Atlanta as well as
Memphis. Bill Minder former man-
ager of the local exchange here is

not in the new set up and gone to

Atlanta.

"Dallas" Opens Big
"Stella Dallas" yesterday did the

biggest opening day business at the
Music Hall in two and one-half

years, stated United Artists late

yesterday. During the first 20 min-
utes of box-office activity, 4,500

pasteboards were sold, it was said.

Defer Warner Zone Meet
Meeting of Warner theater zone

managers has again been put off,

this time from Monday to Aug. 23
in New York.

Seek Audience Games Ban

From Detroit City Council

Detroit—The Common Council of
Detroit has been asked by Assistant
Corporation Counsel, Nathaniel H.
Goldstein, to adopt an amendment
to the city ordinance prohibiting
bank night, screeno and similar
games.

Following the dissolution of the
temporary injunction restraining
police from interfering with the
games, in Circuit Court last Satur-
day, police were instructed to ob-
tain evidence against about 30 the-
aters which operated the games. The
Film Daily representative visited

several of the leading theaters re-

cently, and found no action had been
taken in the matter as yet, bank
night and screeno being still offered.

M. G. Rogers Holds Out
Omaha—The local film exchange

union is still unable to get M. G.
Rogers, owner of Film Transport,
to sign a contract with his drivers.

Rogers continues to offer a wage
increase equivalent to the Omaha
teamsters' union scale, but refuses
to meet the union's demand of a
still higher scale and a closed shop.
So far the union had not had re-

sults from its demands for back
room employees. Paramount, how-
ever, has flatly refused to consider
the clause asking that any wage
raise would be retroactive to the
date negotiations started.

Award Trans-Lux Contract
Contract for the construction of

the one-story theater building for
the Trans-Lux at Lexington Ave.
and 52nd St. has been awarded to

the Rheinstein Construction Co. by
the City Bank Farmers Trust Co.,

which recently leased the property
to the film company. Building will

cost $80,000. Thomas W. Lamb is

the architect of the theater portion
of the building project.

Set Radio Artists Board

Preliminary board of the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists
has been completed and will be sub-
mitted for ratification to the vari-

ous unions represented on it, includ-
ing the Screen Actors Guild, Actors
Equity, American Federation of Ac-
tors, and the American Guild of

Radio Artists. Also represented are

the two local boards set up by
Equity to handle the radio drive.

Plan Brooklyn House
Century Circuit yesterday an-

nounced plans for building a 1,000-

seat house at Garrettsen Ave. and
Ave. R. Brooklyn. Site is between
two other Century theaters, the
Avalon and Marine.

Coming and Goin
|r

WILLIAM F. RODGERS returned to New
York yesterday from Chicago.

MR. and MRS. RAYMOND PAIGE are in
New York from Hollywood and are stopping at
the Warwick.

EUGENE CASTLE returns to New York today
from the Coast.

HERBERT YATES leaves New York Sept. 20
for Hollywood.

MIRIAM HOPKINS has arrived in New York
from the Coast.

JOHN NOLAN gees to Bucks County in Penn-
sylvania today from New York for a rest, fol-
lowing his discharge from St. Vincent's Hos-
pital.

HARRY ARTHUR returns to St. Louis next
week from New York.

H. J. GRIFFITH, R. E. GRIFFITH and H. R.
FALLS, heads of the Griffith circuit in Okla-
homa and Texas, are in New York.

G. L. GEORGE, Hollywood correspondent for
Le Soir of Paris and foreign representative of
Associated Film Audiences, sails today for
France on the DeGrasse.

THYRA SAMPTER WINSLOW, novelist, has
arrived in New York from Hollywood and is

spending a short vacation at the St. Moritz.

R. M. SAVINI, sales manager of Atlantic
Pictures, has left New York on a five days'
business trip to Montreal.

MRS. HALLIE FLANAGAN, head of the Fed-
eral Theater Project, has left for a vacation
in Canada.

MONICA McCALL, American representative
of the international play-brokers, Curtis Brown,
Ltd., has returned from a Canadian vacation.

GEORGE ARLISS leaves on his vacation today
for Paris where he will be a guest of honor
at the Paris Exposition. ,

PAUL MUNI arrives in New York by plane
from Hollywood early next week.

CHARLES E. FORD, head of Universal's news-
reel, flew to Chicago yesterday to make pro-
duction scenes there for a feature picture.

GERALDINE RUDOLPH, New York dancer re-

cently signed by Alexander Korda, leaves for

the London Film studios tomorrow on the

Georgic.

HAL ROACH sails from New York Saturday
on the Rex.

FWC Books "Snapshots"
Columbia has completed negotia-

tions for the Fox West Coast Cir-

cuit to play the Anniversary issue

of Screen Snapshots (Number 11)
over the entire circuit. Film now
is playing the Paramount Theater,
Los Angeles and has been booked
to play first-run at the Fox Or-
pheum in Portland, Ore., with other

dates to be set.

AUGUST 6

Leo Carrillo

Louis K. Sidney
Frank Tuttle
Hoot Gibson
Irvin Shapiro
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THIS EARLY MORNING LINE-UP FOR 'SAN QUENTIN' points out why Strand, N. Y., Warner, Memphis

and Brandeis, Omaha, are doing rave business in initial engagements of new thrill-special teaming Pat

O'Brien and Humphrey Bogart! Credit Lloyd Bacon, now on 'Submarine D-l', for its hit direction.

'A BANG-UP JOB' is done by 'Back In Circulation'

and sparring partners Pat O'Brien—Joan Blondell

[right), Says L. A. Herald-Express, giving Warner

Bros, a 'splendid, first-rate, rip-snorting' Sep- - "*S%s

tember show in the manner of 'Five-Star Final'! wm \

HE'S 'THE PERFECT SPECIMEN'!'

That's Errol Flynn's new modern
dress story recently completed

for Warners (above)— and it also

explains his prompt selection for

the Technicolor 'Adventures of

Robin Hood', which will follow it.

ALL OVER BUT THE SHOUTING!
"Full- steam" orders bring 'Var-

sity Show'* [below), pride of the

Burbank studios with Dick

Powell, Waring and Pennsylva-

nians, (plus approximately 694

others) to final editing stages in

time for delivery to the national

Warner Bros. Trade Showings
on August the 23rd and 24th.

WARNERS' ROADSHOW DATE NO. 2 SET FOR

SEPT. 15 at Carthay Circle, L. A. after Muni's

'Life of Emile Zola'* (above) makes its gala Holly-

wood, N. Y. two-a-day world-premiere next Wed.
'A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National PictureVitagraph, lnc. f Distributors
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* * THE FOREIGN FIELD *
Film Exhibition in Norway

Oslo—The number of Norwegian
motion picture theaters in operation

at the close of 1936 was approxi-

mately 260, compared with 240 at

the end of 1935. Although many of

these are located in the country

towns with small populations and
have a seating capacity of only 200,

or even less, they are practically all

wired for sound.
In the city of Oslo there are at

present only 13 film theaters. There

has long been felt the need for more
picture houses, but only during the

past few months have direct steps

been taken to increase this number.
Present plans indicate that at least

six new picture theaters will be

erected in the near future, two of

which will be in the downtown dis-

trict. This will increase the seating

capacity of the Oslo motion picture

houses from 10,000 to more than

13,000—a small enough number for

a city of approximately 270,000 in-

habitants. One of the theaters will

be erected in the vicinity of the new
City Hall and will have a seating

capacity of 1,300, the size of the

Saga erected some time ago and
which is perhaps Oslo's most popu-

lar theater. Of the 13 picture houses

in the city, only five show "first-

run" pictures, and it is planned to

increase this number to at least

eight.

Film Production in Italy

Rome—The ministry of Arts dis-

closed the progress of the film in-

dustry. In 1935, 18 millions lires

were spent in production, last year

39 millions, and during the current

year 71 millions will be spent. For
1930 two pictures were made, in

1931 13, in 1932 27, in 1934 34 were
made including four in foreign coun-

tries, in 1935 31 were produced, in

1936, with governmental subsidies,

47 were made including seven for-

eign versions made in Italian studios.

During the first half of 1936-37, 41

pictures were finished exclusive of

foreign versions. From Sept., 1936,

to May of this year, six pictures

netted 23,532,597 lires. "Aldebaran"
led the list followed by "Casta Diva"
with Phillips Holmes.

171 British Firms in 6 Months
London — During the past six

months 171 new British cinema com-
panies were registered* involving

a total capital of £1,319,613. The
three biggest of the five private

companies registered were: Eastern
Cinemas (G.C.F.) Ltd., with a cap-

ital of £250,000; British Independent
Exhibitors (Distribution) Ltd., cap-

italized at £200,000, and Jack
Buchanan Productions with a cap-

ital of £100,500.

Argentine Film Imports
Buenos Aires—Exclusive of Amer-

ican pictures, 112 have been im-
ported during the past year, 42 Ger-
man, 34 English, 20 French, six

Italian, six Spanish, four Austrian.

U. S. Films Lead in Peru
Lima, Peru—The standstill in the

production of Spanish films caused
by the internal troubles in that
country, will not tend to increase
the demand for Mexican and Argen-
tine productions in Peru.
There has also been a noticeable

increase in popularity for French,
and English produced films during
this year. At present, for example,
such British films as "Spy of Na-
poleon," "Juggernaut," "The 39
Steps" and "The Clairvoyant" are
playing in Lima.

Despite the competition of other
foreign films in the Peruvian mar-
ket, the American productions are
leading the field in the share of

business available, but it is now
evident that the competition with
other foreign-produced films is now
more serious than formerly. In
1936, 80 per cent of the pictures
shown in Peru were from the U.
S. For the first half of 1937 it is

estimated at 70 per cent.

Safari Now In Tanganyika
Nairobi, Africa — The 20th Cen-

tury-Fox film safari, making loca-

tion scenes in the interior of Africa
for "Stanley and Livingstone," has
entered Tanganyika Territory. In

an area remote from white outposts,

the unit guided by Mrs. Osa John-
son embarked upon the most haz-
ardous phase of its five months of

jungle operations. Director Otto
Brower, of Darryl Zanuck's staff, is

in charge of shooting, and has a
party of eleven Hollywood techni-

cians with him. Five white men and
200 natives comprise the safari
personnel under Mrs. Johnson's
charge.

To Film Bordeaux's Novel
Paris—Henry Bordeaux's popular

book, "Yamile sous les Cedres," is

to be brought to the screen by
Charles d'Espinay, assisted by C. J-

Kruger. Outdoor scenes, which play
an important part in this moving
and romantic love story, will be shot
in August, in Lebanon, in the places
so well described by Bordeaux in his

book. The famous academician will

follow, step by step the filming of

"Yamile sous les Cedres." Jean
Servais will play the role of Khabil
Khoury. Alia Donell, a young and
beautiful but practically unknown
artist, has been selected for the
part of Yamile.

Nova Pilheam's Support
London—Three additions to the

cast of the new Alfred Hitchcock
film, "The Girl Was Young," star-

ring 18-year-old Nova Pilbeam,
complete the list of players. They
are Peggy Simpson, stage star;

Anna Konstam, who is sister-in-law

to Bunny Austin, England's tennis

ace, and the Countess Poulett, who
is the former Oriel Ross, stage star.

Derrick De Marney has the leading

masculine role,

Stevenson to Direct Wife in Pix
London — Robert Stevenson, his

work on "Non-Stop New York"
completed, has postponed his vaca-
tion to direct another production for
Gaumont, with Anna Lee, his wife,
in the starring role. The film will
be either "The Unconquered Wo-
man" or "A Girl Must Live," both
scheduled as vehicles for Miss Lee.
Selection will be made shortly. Upon
completion of the picture, he plans
an extended stay on the Continent
to complete a play upon which he
has been working for several
months.

New DeLuxe for Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires — The new "Gran

Rex" motion picture theater, located
on Corrientes Street in the heart
of the Buenos Aires theatrical dis-
trict, was inaugurated on July 8. It

has American sound and projection
equipment, and has a seating capa-
city of approximately 3,600. Facil-
ities for stage productions are also
available when required. The total
cost is given at 3,500,000 pesos.
Owners and operators are Cordero,
Cavallo y Lautaret, who also con-
trol several other Buenos Aires film
houses.

"Horizon" Sets Record in India
Calcutta—Columbia's "Lost Hori-

zon" is now in its fifth week of
record-breaking business at the
Madan Theater, Calcutta. It is said
to have established already a new
all-time record for foreign sound
pictures in India, and to be still

building steadily at the Madan.

16th London "Horizon" Week
London—"Lost Horizon" is now

in the 16th week of its initial two-
a-day Tivcli Theater run in London.
It is reported scoring steadily in-

creasing box-office totals despite an
unusually severe heat wave.

Caledonian Increases Theaters
Edinburgh—Caledonian Associated

Cinemas has bought the James
Archibald theaters in Nairn, Buckie,
Huntley and Keith, bringing the
Caledonian circuit up to 26. It re-
cently purchased the six houses of
the Scots Empire Circuit.

$1,250,000 Odeon for M'chester
Manchester, Eng.—Odeon circuit

has obtained a site for a 3,200-seat
theater in Chepstow Street, Man-
chester, where it proposes to erect
a house to cost in the neighborhood
of a million and a quarter dollars.

Work of demolishing buildings on
the site is expected to start in Oc-
tober.

14 Odeons in Six Weeks
London—During the next six

weeks, 14 new Odeon theaters will

be opened. Two opened on July 26,

at South Norwood and at Crew, and
a third, at Dudley, two days later.

Takes Over Bushey Studios
London — The re-equipped and

modernized Bushey Studios have
been taken over on a long lease
by Victor F. Taylor who has or-
ganized Bushey Film Corp., Ltd.
Production contracts have been en-
tered into for quota, advertising
and documentary films. First sub-
ject is "Island-Man," produced for
the Irish National Film Corp., Ltd.

Czech Attendance on Increase
Prague—Amusement tax receipts

offer the only official check on cin-
ema attendance in Czechoslovakia.
On the basis of an index using 1929
amusement tax receipts as 100,
cinema attendance during the first
quarter of 1937 was about 9 p. c.

higher than in the same period of
1938.

"Kiss Me Goodnight" in Work
London — "Kiss Me Goodnight,"

the London Film musical comedy in
which Patricia Ellis, imported from
Hollywood, will co-star with Jack
Hulbert, has gone into production.
Thornton Freeland is directing, with
Marcel Hellman in charge of pro-
duction. U. A. will release it.

Film Imports in Poland
Warsaw—Exclusive of American

pictures, 136 have been imported
into Poland during the past year,
German 89, Austrian 25, French 10,

English eight, and two each from
Sweden and Czecho-Slovakia.

200 Talkie Sets for Churches
London—The Religious Film So-

ciety has acquired 200 GeBescope
sub-standard talking picture sets
for use in churches throughout the
country. The sets will be sold to
clergy at less than half-price.

Multiple Irish Censorship
Dublin—The Irish Free State is

not content with having its own cen-

sor whose regulations are looked
upon as being the most stringent in

the world, but local bodies are now
setting up their own censorship com-
mittees.

Robert Graham Transferred
Sydney—Robert Graham has been

transferred by Paramount from its

local force to Adelaide, South Aus-
tralia, as salesman.

To Make Pix in Trichronome
Paris — Pierre Bourgeon has

founded Dessins Animes Francais
with financial backing. Cartoons will

be made in colors by the new French
process, Trichronome Chimique.

1,445 U. S. Pix to Brazil

Rio de Janeiro—The censors •

viewed 4,856,257 feet of films VI
ing the past year, representing a

total of 2,090 pictures of which 1,445

were American, including shorts.

Four pictures were refused the visa

and 63 were declared unfit for young
people.
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Louis Armstrong
Dean of Darktown
Swing, leads the boys
in a little brass what

is brass

Paramount

JACK
ARTISTS**

A Paramount Picture with

Ida Lupino • Richard Arlen

Gail Patrick- Ben Blue-Judy Canova

Yacht Club Boys • Louis Armstrong



presents

BENNY
MODELS

Specialties by

Andre Kostelanefz and His Orchestra

Russell Patterson's "Personettes"

Judy, Anne and Zeke • Connie Boswell

SONG HITS:

'Whispers in the Dark"

'Stop! You're Breaking
My Heart"

'Public Melody No. 1"

'Pop Goes fhe Bubble"
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Stop, you re breaking my
heart . . . This joke is

going too far. Come

out wherever you are

Stop . . . stop .

.

. stop

. . . stop . . . stop . .

You*re breaking

my heart

Z\ o

y>

Whispers in the

dark . . . How
heavenly they

seem

THEY'*6
>

HEY'RE

r»Tar

special hit

J S

Whispers in the dark

. . . Two shadows in

the night

*S*i\

X
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Pop goes the

bubble . . . And
soap gets in

my eye
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*W'S 6-MONTH NET

REPORTED $1,448,000

(Continued from Page 1)

months period were $757,803; RKO
Radio Pictures and other pictures

subsidiaries including Pathe News
earned a profit of $478,572 and RKO
earned $213,407. Earnings of RKO
Radio, exclusive of Pathe News,
were $268,337, before taxes for the

first quarter of 1937.

RKO earnings for the second
quarter of the current year are esti-

mated in the neighborhood of $300,-

000.

RKO Reorganization Plan

Report Is Set for Oct. 14

(Continued from Page 1)

modifications of the plan. The spe-

cial master said he would give all

sides an opportunity to criticize

specific recommendations he may
make.

In a discussion with H. C. Rick-

aby, counsel for Atlas Corp., pro-

ponents of the plan, Special Master
Alger said with a smile that he
might decide "to butcher the plan"

and that it might be that "nobody
will be satisfied."

The master ruled out testimony

in regard to the purchase by Atlas

and Lehman Bros, of RCA's inter-

est in RKO as irrelevant. The con-

tract of sale by RCA to Atlas and
Lehman was sealed and filed but not

placed in evidence. Arthur Beren-

son, counsel for group of Boston
stockholders, argued against the

ruling prohibiting attorneys from
seeing the Atlas agreement.
He said he would protest to Fed-

eral Judge Bondy when the master's

report comes up for approval.

From present indications it will

be late December and perhaps early

next year before RKO finally

emerges from its reorganization.

It is believed that several weeks
will elapse after Oct. 14 before the

special master makes a final report

on the plan and then a hearing must
be held before Judge Bondy. Judge
Bondy will also require time for de-

liberation. Thus, it is expected to be

December or January before the re-

organization is completed.

Max Westebbe is Appointed

RKO Radio Head in Holland

(Continued from Page 1)

sails Aug. 11 for his new headquar-

ters in Amsterdam. Before becoming
associated with RKO Radio, Wes-
tebbe was with Pathe for many
years and has had film experience

abroad.

I
Poor Crops Hurt Biz

/Se\ Business in Oklahoma and Texas is

lj.or jbelow last year due to "very poor"
' ,/crops, it was said yesterday by H. R.

Falls, general manager of the Griffith

circuit, which controls 175 houses in

Texas and Oklahoma. Falls is in New
York with R. E. Griffith and H. J. Grif-

fith on product buys for next season.

• • • EVIDENTLY IMPRESSED deeply by the maxim,
"Art is Long, and Time is Fleeting" Oglethorpe Univers-
ity's prexy, the literally far-sighted Dr. Thornwell Jacobs, ups
with the idea of preserving a film record of life as it is

today the Doctor's plan is to put a print, or as far as we
know, the negative itself of our Mr. David O. Selznick's
"A Star Is Born" in a stainless steel receptacle in which
air is to be replaced by nitrogen and then place the whole
kaboodle in a crypt in the Appalachian Mountains so that
when the year A.D. 8113 comes around that generation
can see for itself how we of 1937 carried the baton in the relay
race of existence on this planet

• • • REGARDLESS OF whether you agree with the
Doctor with respect to the practicability of the idea as a
whole you must admit it has its meritorious points
for example, it gives the exhibitors of 8113 A.D. ample oppor-
tunity to juggle their bookings to fit the attraction in

and offers pix salesmen plenty of time to make repeat calls on
outlets to argue the proposition of percentage or flat rental

obviously, too, the time element will give Mr. Monroe'
Greenthal and his boys up at U.A.'s home office a chance to
formulate the last word in colossal campaigns and even
polish up their golfing games . .so we're for the Doc Jacobs
Plan lock, stock and barrel

• • • RAMON NOVARRO, on Republic's program for
three pix is a busy feller these New York days and nights

Broadcast last evenin' on a Spanish program and
does ditto to-night on Aug. 12, goes on the Rudy Vallee
NBC ether affair Ramon mighty keen about Republic and
the Republic way of doing things at the studio his first pix,

"The Sheik Steps Out," goes into release Sept. 6. . . • Elliott

McManus, enterprising young ad sales mgr. for 20th Century-
Fox breaking all speed records getting around to "cover"
the Roxy and Rivoli with ad accessories

T T
• • • THAT DOUGHNUT dunker de luxe Red
Skelton has been re-engaged by Loew's State and will

play a return engagement there beginning next Thursday
this will mark the second appearance of the youthful, adonis
comedian and m.c. at the State in the past six weeks. . .

• Joseph J. Auerhaan, who has just resigned as publicity di-

rector of Station WNYC is well known in the film biz
through his former exec connection with the Macy Co. in

Brooklyn Auerhaan's record in both industries is a swell
one. . . • Off a'honeymooning are J. E. Schwarz and his

beau'tious bride, the former Vera Lee Dayton who were
wed this week at Huntington, L. I. J. E. is chief assistant
to Herman Maier of Warner Bros. Theaters

T
• • • 'TWAS POST mortem day along N. Y.'s Film Row
yesterday half a hundred golf bugs digging verbal divots,

or reminiscences, if you like in the wake of the gala golf
tourney the fifth annual shindig staged by RKO Radio
Harry Buxbaum, Arthur Greenblatt and Bill Home won the
raffle of the three swell sets of golf clubs First prizes in
the knock-'em-down-and-drag-'em-out fracas on the links of
Fenway Country Club were snared by Dave Canavan, Roger
Murrel, Ralph Rolan, Ed Lauder, Harry Brandt, Sam Rinzler,
Harold Rodner, Milt Cohen, and the Messrs. Rosen and White

Physicians say the course is doing about as well as can
be expected

• • • SOME PEOPLE go to the ole West Coast to break
into the cinema but that versatile master of the dais,

Harry Hershfield is returning thereto in order quote ....

to make enough money to enable me to live in New York un-
quote Wag Harry is author of the barb "with every dol-
lar comes a relative".. His address out there will be c-o
M-G-M. . . • Fred Walton, the ace casting agent, has left

the M. S. Bentham offices and moved into 1776 B'way on his
own He did all the casting on Republic's "Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round" currently being shot at the Biograph Studios.

IN MPLS. "STRIKE"

(Continued from Page 1)

rary injunction will be granted.
Shearer, Bayard & Trogner are lo-

cal counsel for Paramount.

Hearing on the Philadelphia ac-

tion is scheduled for Wednesday in

the U. S. District Court there.

Allied Files More Evidence
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Abram F. Myers,

Allied general counsel, yesterday
said that he has filed with the Fed-
eral Trade Commission further new
evidence in connection with his as-

sociation's charges of false and mis-
leading advertising against Para-
mount.

Asks New Theater License

Scale for Detroit Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

a $25 annual fee, while houses of-

fering any other policy, in addition

to films, would pay a $40 fee. How-
ever, if the house offers stage
shows or other entertainment more
than three days a week, the fee
shall be $100 per year, giving a dis-

tinct advantage to the split week
policy now common in many the-

aters. Ordinance was given its sec-

ond reading and will be passed on
finally later.

Harry Arthur Signs Pact

To Remain At Roxy Theater

(Continued from Page 1)

shows will be continued, Arthur
stated.

20th Century-Fox is expected to

take title to the Roxy early next
month under the Roxy reorganiza-
tion plan. Arthur will go to St.

Louis next week.

Settlement Okayed

on $1,177,400 Claim

(Continued from Page 1)

Co. and Fox Theaters Corp. under
which Fox Theaters agreed that if

Halsey-Stuart sold $2,500,000 prin-
cipal amount of Roxy Theater gold
notes, Fox Theaters would repur-
chase them at par in event of a de-
fault. Roxy Theater defaulted. Mil-
ton C. Weisman, Fox Theaters re-

ceiver, agreed to waive the right to
ask reimbursement from the Roxy
noteholders committee.

Theater As Bridal Gift

Cincinnati—Mrs. Fon Sexton, opera-
tor of the Grand, Ironton, and the
Lyric, Ashland, here on a visit, an-
nounced the purchase of the Stanley
Theater at Sciotoville, as a wedding
gift for her daughter, who is to be
married in the near future.



BEYOND YOUR WILDEST
DREAMS OF SUCCESS!
"The Good Earth" in its first few

Pop Price engagements establishes

itself as a sure-fire sensation! There's

no limit to its promotion possibilities

and its resultant profits!

OKLAHOMA CITY BEATS THE BEST!
"Good Earth" tops "Maytime" "Day at Races", etc.

LOS ANGELES LEAPS!
Better than "Great Ziegfeld" "Libeled Lady", etc.

SMALL TOWN SETS RECORDS!
At Iron Mountain, Mich. "Good Earth" tops everythingl

ANOTHER SMALL TOWN RECORD
Alexandria, Minn, biggest business on the books!

SALT LAKE CITY TERRIFIC!
"Good Earth" almost TWICE "Ziegfeld" and "Courageous"

BUFFALO BEST!
Beats "Captains Courageous" and other Big Onesl

ALBANY, PITTSBURGH GREAT!
Same sweet story here.'

POSITIVE HOLD-OVERS DEMAND
WIDE OPEN BOOKING TIME!
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ft ft ft NEWS of the DAY ft ft

Omaha—Mrs. Oscar Peck, whose
husband is assistant manager of the
Omaha Theater, is in Methodist
Hospital following- birth of an 8-

pound son, Richard. The baby is

the Pecks' second.

Michigan City, Ind.—Morris Ru-
bens of the Indiana and Illinois Cir-
cuit says plans for a new 1000-seat
theater are being rushed and work
will start at an early date. The
building will include several stores.
With the new house, the circuit will
have four houses here, the others
are the Tivoi, the Lake and the Up-
town.

Keyser, W. Va.—Newton B. Car-
skaddon, owner of the Music Hall,
announces plans have been complet-
ed for the construction of a 600-seat
film theater.

Minneapolis — Gil Nathanson,
branch manager of Republic, is

working with Wayne Gillis, new dis-

trict salesman, in North Dakota.

Detroit—The Capitol at Jackson,
Mich., member of the W. S. Butter-
field Theaters Circuit, is in process
of remodeling. Stage equipment is

being installed by the Twin City
Scenic Co. of Detroit.

Detroit—The Ideal on Mack Ave.,
Detroit, operated by William A.
London, is being completely remod-
eled. New stage equipment and
house furnishings are being sup-
plied by Twin City Scenic Co.

Minneapolis—Because the sched-
uled appearance of Eddie Duchin
and his band has been cancelled due
to the death of Mrs. Duchin, the
Orpheum here will play "Topper"
during the week starting today.

Omaha — Miss Regina Molseed,
secretary of the Omaha Film Board
of Trade and formerly secretary of

the Motion Picture Exhibitors Asso-
ciation of Omaha, now is employed
at the local M-G-M exchange as
contract clerk.

Detroit—The Garden Theater at
Frankfort, Mich., formerly in the
name of Custer Carland, has been
transferred to that of Delorcia Car-
land.

Superior, Wis.—Palace, this city,

will reopen Tuesday with new in-
terior and front. The house, which
seats 1,400 in its new chairs, is op-
erated by Harvey Buchanan in part-
nership with the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co.

Detroit—E. K. O'Shea is manag-
ing the M-G-M office, while John
Flynn, manager, is in Chicago,
pinch-hitting for W. A. Shirley,
who is ill.

Detroit—Local sick list includes
Mrs. Leo Robinson, wife of the own-
er of the Fulton, Grand Rapids, who
was operated on for appendicitis.

Detroit—Freddie Schader, former
director of publicity for the Fox
Theater, is taking an outdoor as-
signment, with his appointment to
the same post for the Michigan
State Fair, Sept. 3 to 12.

Minneapolis—Twin Cities Variety
Club will stage its annual stag and
frolic at Breezy Point, Minn., Aug.
17 and 18, Don Woods, branch man-
ager of Grand National, announced
yesterday. Exhibitors and film men
will compete in a two-day golf tour-
ney at the Point resort, which
boasts one of the best courses in the
northwest. The Sports Committee of
the Variety Club is arranging the
banquet.

Detroit—Wade Allen has secured
a permit from the Detroit City
Council for erection of a marquee
over the front of the Grand Vic-
tory, which is now closed for re-
modeling. House is to reopen early
in the fall.

ft ft ft Topics of Timely Interest ft ft ft

Edmund Lowe Discusses
The "Typing" Problem

'"TYPING" is the biggest prob-
lem you have got to face.

The longer you are at the game,
the more difficult it becomes. To
succeed, you have more or less

got to be typed. But to remain
at the top, you've got to fight

against typing.

And that's where so many
trip up.

Let me illustrate with my own
career, and the way I have han-
dled it.

When I started filming, I

played straight leads. I was
leading man to Betty Compson
in "The White Flower," and
then I appeared with various
other stars.

My first starring part, how-
ever, was entirely different from
the usual romantic juvenile. I

played in "The Fool," for Fox, in

1924. My role was that of a
minister who was supposed to

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

"Skeets," blooded cocker spaniel im-
ported from England by Director Raoul
Walsh, has been trained to maintain
perfect silence when he hears the cry,

"Action," on a studio sound stage.

—PARAMOUNT.

be Christ. The picture was a
great success.

My first real personal hit, how-
ever, came with "The Cock-Eyed
World," in which I co-starred
with Vic McLaglen. That tough
Marine part caught the pub-
lic's fancy. It was immediate-
ly planned that we should make
some more pictures on the same
lines.

I knew that being typed in

this sort of part was going to

establish me thoroughly. I was
right. Even today, wherever I

go, the theme song that greets
me is "Sez you!"

Without being typed in that
way I might never have en-
trenched myself so firmly in

filmgoers' minds. Yet I'm con-
vinced that if I had continued
to play that sort of part ex-

clusively, I should soon have
found myself on the skids.

Naturally, Hollywood produc-
ers wanted to cash in on my cur-

rent popularity in that type of

role. It was a cinch that, for
the time being, such pictures

would go over well.

But I was lucky enough to

get sensible people who agreed
with me that I ought to do
something else. And the pic-

tures I made in between the
Victor McLaglen stories eased
the way to other things for me.—Edmund Lowe.

Joe Cook Claims
Public Spoils Actors

TF actors are conceited the pub-
lic can be blamed. We pay

too much attention to compli-
ments, only a few of which are

sincere. Of course these com-
pliments come from the public,

so it is partly their responsibil-
ity. We, as actors, should real-
ize that the public is really in-

terested in our work, not our
persons. The public may like

to know what color of pajamas
Gary Cooper wears and what
Gail Patrick or Claudette Col-
bert eats for breakfast. Again,
I say, the public wants to know,
not what they eat or wear, but
what they can do on the screen.—Joe Cook.

Hollywood Plotsmiths
Doom Individual Writer

"PHE huge public demand for

entertainment from the two
fields of the movies and radio
has brought about a situation
today where sixty to seventy
per cent of the promising
young writers of the country
are either in Hollywood or in

Radio City. It is entirely pos-
sible that the novel and the
short story, both in book and
play forms, will cease complete-
ly. The movies are no longer
concerned with the individual
writer. Anyone can have an
idea, but he no longer need be
a writer to give it to the world.
The movies or the radio will do
that for him. You don't have to
have humor in your writing. The
movies have specialists in hu-
mor. If you're not so hot on
love, they have love experts who
can raise the roof. The literary

history of the Nordoff-Hall
book, "Mutiny on the Bounty"
and what was done with it when
it was made into a picture, il-

lustrates the point. It was orig-

inally an official report by a
naval officer. It reappeared as
an American magazine article.

From that article, it was made
into a book. And finally, when
the screen director got hold of
it, he put into it the things
that he felt were needed. It

was no longer the product of
the mind of one man.

—Theodore Dreiser.

Dance Maestro Predicts
Return of Waltz

JERKY, graceless dancing is

definitely on the way out.

Styles in dancing change every
three months. Right now the
waltz trend has never gone
completely out of popularity ex-
cept in this country. Recently
it has started to come back over
here and it will soon be the
most popular type of ballroom
dancing.

—Le Roy Prinz.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Oslo, capital of Norway, has but TC

motion picture theaters. Their com-

bined receipts for 1936 amounted to

$1,127,359.19.
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£46,275,000 WORLD

THEATER BUILDING

1933,

1935,

1936,

(Continued from Page 1)

stretch was reached in 1929, when

$163,914,000 was expended, accord-

ing to the report. Other figures are

ri
Jprovided as follows: 1930, $97,580,-

ai)| 000; 1931 (approximately), $45,-

000,000; 1932, $17,500,000;

$13,500,000; 1934 to April,

$20,000,000; 1935 to April,

$21,500,000.

World investment in the industry

now amounts to $2,650,000,000 and
in the United States, it represents

$2,000,000,000 the survey discloses.

In this country money invested in

theaters is figured at $1,880,000,000;

studios $100,000,000 and distribution

$20,000,000.

Annual taxes paid by the industry

to the Federal Government approxi-

mate $100,000,000, according to

Golden, who figures that the busi-

ness annually expends $30,000,000

for insurance in the United States.

Average daily attendance at pic-

l? ture houses in the United States is

12,500,000, states the Golden sur-

vey, which also estimates that the

average attendance per theater is

500 persons. World weekly attend-

ance is computed at 220,000,000.

In 1936, box-office grosses in the

U. S. approximated $1,000,000,000,

as compared with $720,000,000 in

1935, Golden reports.

Warners Lease Metropolitan

Balto, to Louis Rome Group

(Continued from Page 1)

as a burlesque house but which
passed out of that picture some
years ago, has been sold and will be
converted into an auto parking
building, according to announce-
ment. In recent years the large
house has been used for various pur-
poses, including motion pictures
during Short intervals.

Warner Brothers Get Stay

on Pennsylvania Chain Tax

(Ccrdinued from Page 1)

Bros. Pictures, a Delaware company
operating 150 houses, The Stanley
Co. of America, operating 100 the-
aters and Warner Bros. Theaters,
a Pennsylvania corporation, with 50
houses.

Warner's theater holdings in

Pennsylvania are the largest of any
of the major film companies.

Miniature Golf Back
Detroit—Miniature golf is staging a

comeback as a rival to short range
shooting galleries for theater opposition
here. First new "minnie" course in sev-

eral years was opened two weeks ago
across from the Fine Arts Theater on
Woodward Ave. by Max Richman, and
is doing a land oftice business. Richman
formerly had two shooting galleries, in-

dicating that the revived tad may be
handled by the same people who have
the galleries.

"Horizon" Move in Doubt
New Orleans—Whether the tem-

porary orders preventing Columbia
from serving "Theodora Goes Wild,"
"'When You're in Love" and "Lost
Horizon" to the Saenger Theaters'
and Affiliated Theaters' opposition
m this territory have been voided
or not remain in doubt here. The
Court record shows that upon ap-
peal of Columbia counsel Hugh Wil-
Kinson to kill the temporary orders,

Judge Hugh Cage ruled that injunc-
tion suits could not be dismissed but
had to be heard. However, the
Judge was understood to have ruled
that unless a hearing was held by
July 28, he would recall the tempor-
ary orders. The record fails to

show any further action.

Voight Joins Republic

Hubert L. Voight has been en-
gaged by Republic to handle ad-
vance publicity and exploitation
campaign on "Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round," first of the company's four
anniversary special productions for
next season. Now in New York on
advance work for the Ramon No-
varro picture, "The Sheik Steps
Out," Voight starts immediately
with the "Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round" production unit under Harry
Grey, now shooting at the Biograph
Studios in the Bronx, and will re-

turn to the Coast with the unit for
start of regular production sched-
uled for the 20th of this month.

Group Game at Albany
.<ne djany—Patrons of the Strand,
ltor ^and Madison theaters, Warner
Bros, houses, will have an oppor-
tunity to take home a Ford sedan
Aug. 12. Eight merchants are co-
operating with the theaters in dis-
tribution of coupons to patrons.

Muni Due at Premiere
Warner home office executives an-

nounced yesterday completion of

plans for the world premiere en-
gagement of its feature, "The Life

of Emile Zola," which opens next
Wednesday evening at the Holly-
wood. Paul Muni, the production's
star, accompanied by Mrs. Muni, is

expected to leave the Coast for New
York by plane, arriving here either

on Tuesday or Wednesday.

€€

Handling "Damaged Lives"

Maxwell Cohn of Weldon Pictures
has arranged with Syndicate Ex-
changes, Inc., to handle distribution
of the picture, "Damaged Lives," on
a roadshow basis in the New York
and New Jersey metropolitan terri-
tory.

REVIEWS
"San Quentin"

with Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart, Ann

Sheridan, Barton MacLane

First National 70 Mins.

RUGGED DRAMA WITH STRONG CLI-

MAX. GOOD GENERAL APPEAL, PAR-

TICULARLY FOR MEN FANS.

California's far-famed penitentiary,

furnishes the locale of this feature's sizz-

ling story. To its austere gray walls and

interior, First National has gone to portray

vividly and excitingly a perfectly probable

series of episodes. Pat O'Brien is cast in

the role of captain of the yard, a post to

which he has been appointed following a

successful career as an army officer. On
the eve of his assuming his new duties, he
chances to meet pretty Ann Sheridan, who,
under a professional French name despite

the blood of old Erin which flows in her

veins, is a singer in a cabaret. On the spot,

the seeds of mutual love are sown, but,

as the evening progresses, an incident oc-

curs which might decisively blight a less

strong affection. The girl's brother, Hum-
phrey Bogart, is seized by the police out-

side the cabaret, accused, and subsequently

convicted, of robbery. His arrest is wit-

nessed by O'Brien. From this point the

yarn turns to the prison itself, relating

the essential, iron-handed methods used

by O'Brien to discipline, and thereby re-

habilitate the boy in order to make him
useful to society. The sequences in the

penitentiary are highly dramatic, crowned
by a smash finale after Bogart breaks jail.

All four of the film's principal players

give exceptional performances, particularly

O'Brien and Bogart. The latter plays his

part up to the hilt. Audiences in general

will find the attraction thrilling, with men
patrons grabbing decided enjoyment.

Throughout, the piece is skillfully directed,

well paced and nicely photographed.

Cast: Pat O'Brien, Humphrey Bogart,

Ann Sheridan, Barton MacLane, Joseph

Sawyer, Veda Ann Borg, James Robbins,

Joseph King, Gordon Oliver, Garry Owen,
Marc Lawrence, Emmett Vogan, William

Pawley, Al Hill, Max Wagner, George
Lloyd, Ernie Adams.

Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Robert

Tasker, John Bright; Screenplay, Peter

Milne, Humphrey Cobb; Cameraman, Sid

Hickox; Editor, William Holmes.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Good.

Palan Joins Monogram
Samuel Palan, formerly of Co-

lumbia and RKO, has joined the
Monogram exchange in Philadel-
phia, replacing Rubin Brenner, re-
signed, according to Sam Rosen,
branch manager.

Complete "Dress" Pix

Shooting has been completed on
"What's in a Dress," which is being
produced by the Motion Picture
Corp. of America for the Women's
Bureau of the U. S. Department of
Labor. Miss Mary Robinson of the
Women's Bureau was technical di-

rector and Armand Lopez, formerly
of Paramount, was in charge of pro-
duction.

Change Monogram Releases

Monogram's "Stars Over Ari-
zona," instead of "Where the West
Begins," has been set for release
Sept. 22. "A Bride for Henry" re-
places "Girl Next Door" for Sept.
29 release.

. .with RCA!
March of Time joins swing

to Magic Voice of the Screen!

YOU, too, can enjoy benefits

of this superior sound in your

theatre at low cost!

In the world of motion picture

sound—the trend today is RCA.
And latest addition to RCA's
fast growing list ofusers is The
March of Time.

Large motion picture com-
panies, theatre chains and inde-

pendents alike are installing

RCA's Magic Voice of the

Screen. For they have discov-

ered that RCA equipment
means better sound and better

sound means better box office.

RCA Photophone equipment,

designed and priced for your

theatre will prove a "sound" in-

vestment! Details on request.

No obligation.

Magic Voice of the Screen

offers 10 Proofs of Superiority

Rotary Stabilizer... Cellular Speakers...

Low Cost Maintenance, Liberal Service

Simple Operation . . .Economical Opera-

tion. . .Push-pull Adaptability.. .High

Fidelity Reproduction... Simple Install-

ation... Accessibility... Sole Ownership.
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bcploitUta Cuvwht
15 National Tieups

On "Paradise Isle"

A N extensive exploitation cam-
paign has been launched on

Monogram's "Paradise Isle,"

starring Movita and Warren
Hull, filmed in the South Seas.
Fifteen manufacturers of na-
tional brands of products and
merchandise are using promo-
tions in connection with the
production. Tieups include such
famous names as I. Miller who
is not only publicizing a pair of
gold kid evening sandals, but
has tied up its hosiery in the
new "Robin" shade as being the
color most identified with a
South Sea Island background.
Cohn & Rosenberger, one of

the wholesale costume jewelry
manufacturers, has named one
of its leading lines of pearl jew-
elry after the film. Coty Per-
fumers has tied up with the
picture with its renowned A
Suma perfume. The Moviemat-
ic Camera manufacturers went
on an advance campaign by get-
ting window displays in Hearn's
and GimbePs in New York, plug-
ging the picture.

Gabar, Inc., beachwear and
swim suit house, selected one of
its Everfast fabric bathing suits,

its colorful pattern and style
being typical of Samoan glamor.
Kadin Bros., handbag makers,
named a bag in honor of the
title, which spells romance and
feminine appeal. Representa-
tives of the American Spice
Ass'n devised a recipe for a soft
drink, created from the film's

tropical atmosphere, and are
calling it the Movita beverage.
The association representing
Celotex also jumped on the
bandwagon with its product, a
wood fiber composition that is

especially suitable for protect-
ing foodstuffs in tropical cli-

mates.
Williamsbridge Blouse Co.

provided blouses, Royal Robes
furnished the latest in a flannel
zipper house coat, Aviatrix had
shower and boudoir caps, and
the Ben Hur firm tied in with
flower hair ornaments which are
so identified with native life.—Monogram Pictures.

Blumenstock's A. C. Campaign
For "They Won't Forget'

CID BLUMENSTOCK, Warner
publicity man in the Atlan-

tic City territory, staged a high-
ly effective campaign for Mer-
vyn LeRoy's "They Won't For-
get" recently at the Stanley
Theater. Blumenstock, under
the supervision of Zone Man-
ager Herb Copelan, planned his
campaign in accordance with
the company's policy of giving

the picture intensive local cam-
paigns in its initial key city
showings. Advance trailers
were shown in all of the War-
ner houses for two weeks, with
special lobby displays set up
using the New York reviews.
For about ten days in advance
of the playdate, a bannered
trolley car was run every day
during lunch and dinner so as
to reach as many people as pos-
sible. The weekend of the open-
ing a bannered boat was used
carrying copy announcing the
film and theater. The ballot
stunt used by the New York
Strand was also made use of

at the Stanley with the patrons
voting whether "Robert Hale"
was guilty or not. The votes
were registered on a set piece
in the lobby. Ten thousand
gummed stickers were sniped
all over town announcing the
picture, and 300 newspaper
stands carried window cards
tying in with the article in

Good Housekeeping Magazine
on Gloria Dickson, who is fea-

tured in the picture.

—Stanley, Atlantic City.

Sam Gilman's Campaign
On "Knight Without Armor"
CAM GILMAN, manager of

Loew's Regent, Harrisburg,
staged a well-balanced cam-
paign on Alexander Korda's
"Knight Without Armor," plug-

ging the picture from several
strong-selling angles. One of
his outstanding stunts was a
radio contest conducted over
local station wherein entrants
sent in a sentence composed
from the letters of Marlene
Dietrich's name. Gilman ar-
ranged for a local artist to
paint the star's portrait in oil

in the window of the leading-

art shop. This picture was
awarded as first prize of the
contest together with ten guest
tickets as other gifts. Gilman
also ran a noon-hour man-on-
the-street radio questionnaire
with the picture and the theater
receiving strong plugs. Those
answering all questions correct-
ly were given guest admissions.
Stunt staged daily for a week
in advance started considerable
word-of-mouth comment. The
press gave the film good sup-
port from every angle including
editorials and articles on the
sport pages. Local shops took
co-op ads concentrating upon
Dietrich and giving her picture
a fine display. Specialty stores
tied in with elaborate window
and counter displays.—Loew's Regent, Harrisburg.

Tide Water Oil Plugs
"High, Wide and Handsome"
QUTSTANDING in Para-

mount's campaign for the
New York opening of "High
Wide And Tandsome" at the

Words and Wisdom
LJONEST: I am not a great direc-

tor. I am only an honest direc-

tor. In Hollywood are many direc-
tors who are much better than I

am, because they can make some-
thing out of any story. I can only
make films that I believe in.—G. W.
PABST.

STRAIGHT-JACKET: Television
is the ultimate indignity in the
mechanization that has overtaken
the players' art. Machines have
made least common denominator of
us all. Television adds a straight-
jacket to the process.—"A PLAY-
ER" in the London Era.

CRITICS: Most good critics are,
and all of them should be, supreme-
ly colorless people. — C. A. LE-
JEUNE.

GROWING UP: Hollywood is

growing up. It wouldn't surprise
me a bit if within a few years a

search for the average home-loving
couple would lead to Hollywood. —
JOAN CRAWFORD.

DANCE: Dance scenes have be-
come one of Hollywood's most im-
portant budget items. Today's
screen musicals are still "the top"
and more and more attention is be-
ing paid to dancers and dance spec-
tacles.—LARRY CEBALLOS.

AWFUL: This business of being
an eminent actor is awful, and no-
body need imagine one enjoys it.

It has so few advantages. It en-
ables you to pay your bills at the
end of the week, and that's the only
advantage I can think of. —
CHARLES LAUGHTON.

TYPE: I don't care what type
of part I play, so long as the char-
acter is complex and interesting. —
RUTH CHATTERTON.

Astor Theater, was a tie-up with
the Tide Water Associated Oil
Company, makers of Tydol and
Veedol. With the story of
"High, Wide And Handsome"
paralleling in many respects the
historic drama of the Tide Wa-
ter pipe line in Titusville, Pa.,
the big oil company went to
town in a big way on the attrac-
tion. Over its eight-station ra-
dio outlets Tide Water plugged
the picture for two weeks be-
fore opening. The stations in-
cluded WFIL, Philadelphia;
WOR, Newark; WFBL, Syra-
cuse; WBEN, Buffalo; WFBR,
Baltimore; WGY, Schenectady;
WJSV, Washington and WHEC
of Rochester. Randolph Scott,
star of the attraction, made a
personal appearance on the
Stan Lomax sports program
sponsored by Tide Water on
the opening night. In addition
Tide Water took a 1,200 line ad
plugging "High Wide And
Handsome" which broke in the
New York daily newspapers.
One sheets, with theater and
date strips, were posted at all
Tide Water gas stations
throughout the metropolitan
area. A quarter of a million
special four-page rotogravure
herald advertising the film and
Tide Water were distributed at
hundreds of Tide Water stations
within a radius of seventy-five
miles of New York. Continua-
tion of this promotion on a na-
tional scale for general release
of "High Wide And Handsome"
is now being planned by the
Tide Water Company in co-op-
eration with Paramount.

—Astor, New York.

Town Beautifying Tieup
With "You Only Live Once"

'J'O obtain publicity for Wal-
ter Wanger's "You Only

Live Once" under a spirit of
civic pride, George Hunt of
Loew's plastered Louisville with
24 sheet teasers announcing
"Why Worry? Build a Better
and More Beautiful Louisville

—

'You Only Live Once!'" All
the leading merchants went for
the idea in a big way to built
up good will by taking extra
space in the press and distribut-
ing special quarter sheet cards
with similar copy. After the
town had become keenly con-
scious of what the public con-
sidered was purely a public^
spirited movement, Hunt d£l
closed the stunt by handing ov
small envelopes in which was
inclosed the billing announce-
ment and credits. No one got
mad and the picture started
off with a bang.

—Loew's, Louisville.
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T^AMON RUNYON'S steeplechase
*~* story, "Money from Home," will

be filmed by Paramount with the re-

cently signed Bob Hope, Broadway
stage actor, and Shirley Ross in the

leading roles, it was announced to-

day by William LeBaron, managing
director of production. Cy Bartlett

and Olive Cooper are writing the

screenplay for "Money from Home,"
which is to be produced by Melville

Shauer with the Yacht Club Boys
playing featured roles.

Paramount is selecting twenty-

four of the most beautiful and tal-

ented girls in Hollywood for train-

ing and development as screen ac-

tresses. Twelve already have been
given conti-acts and 12 more will be

signed in the near future after a

series of tests for beauty, dancing,

singing and acting ability. The 12 al-

ready signed are Marie Burton,

Paula De Cardo, Nora Gale, Har-
riette Haddon, Lola Jensen, Gwen
Kenyon, Joyce Mathews, Helaine
Moler, Carole Parker, Suzanne
Ridgeway, Alma Ross and Dorothy
White.

Cecil B. DeMille will celebrate his

56th birthday on Aug. 12th by
launching the production of "The
Buccaneer" with a luncheon at

which 300 of his friends and asso-

ciates will be guests. The lunch-

eon will be served in a set repre-

\ senting Pirate Lafitte's dining room
in the house he occupied in Bara-
itaria, 100 miles from New Orleans,

at the height of his career. All of

the dishes served will be made from
Creole recipes which were popular
at the time of the war of 1812.

These recipes recently were found
in New Orleans by Idwal Jones, a

writer who is one of Hollywood's
noted authorities on food and wines.

Garner, Wolfe and Hakin (The
Three Stooges) have been signed
by Warner Bros, for their forth-

coming musical, "Hollywood Hotel,"

it is announced. They will
work as a unit with Ted Healy in

the picture which, incidentally, has
now been definitely titled "Holly-
wood Hotel" after bearing both that
name and "Hollywood Band Wagon"
for a time.

Errol Flynn, who took his new
50-foot ketch out of Los Angeles
harbor last week bound for a vaca-
tion cruise in Mexican and Central
A"ie oican waters, hopped back to

tlf° r Earner studios by plane yester-
day for a conference with Director
William Keighley on his next pic-

ture, "The Adventures of Robin
Hood," in which he will again be co-

starred with Olivia de Havilland.
"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 119 • • •

KyJOE J. SIEGEL. President of Republic Pictures. Born in New York City
"I and still some years from the 40 mark. Broke into the film industry

when he was just 19. First affiliation was with

Selznick Pictures ( in 1920) in distribution end.

Remained with Selznick until 1924; from 1924

to 1936, was vice-president of Consolidated Film

Industries. Between 1931 and 1935 also presi-

dent of American Record Company, a subsidiary

of Consolidated. In 1935 sponsored formation

of Republic Pictures and until February, 1937,

was vice-president of that company. Stepped up

to presidency in March, 1937. Married and

has two children. Hobbies: golf and baseball.

which will be a Technicolor produc-
tion, is expected to be in work on
the Warner lot by the end of this
month.

Eleanor Lynn, New York stage
actress, has signed a contract with
M-G-M. She last appeared on
Broadway in the Shubert produc-
tion, "The Golden Journey."

M-G-M announces purchase of
screen rights to the Marc Connelly-
Herman Mankiewicz stage play,

"The Wild Man of Borneo." This
will be added to the list of proper-
ties assembled for the 1937-38 sea-

Signing of a new contract with
Sam Zimbalist is announced by M-
G-M. His most recent productions
for M-G-M have been "Married Be-
fore Breakfast" and "London by
Night."

T

Whitney Bourne and James Dunn,
as the romantic leads, will make
"Love in a Basement" for RKO
Radio Pictures. Franklin Pangborn,
Solly Ward and Joan Woodbury
also have been cast for this comedy,
to be produced by Maury Cohen and
directed by Lew Landers. The story
is by John Wells and the screenplay
by Franklin Coen.

T T

June Johnson, daughter of Chic
Johnson of Olsen and Johnston, has
been signed to a term contract by
S. J. Briskin, vice-president in

charge of production at RKO Radio.
She played on the screen last year
in "The Mandarin Mystery."

r r »

Louise Henry and Donald Woods
have been assigned to two other pic-

tures scheduled for production at

20th Century-Fox. Miss Henry will

have a featured role in "Forty-five
Fathers," starring Jane Withers.
Woods will play the lead opposite

Claire Trevor in "Big Town Girl,"

scheduled to go before the cameras
Sept. 15, by which time Miss Trevor,
who recently withdrew from "The
Great Diamond Robbery" because
of illness, is expected to return to

work.
T T

Warren Hymer and Stanley Fields

have been assigned to the support-
ing cast of "Ali Baba Goes to

Town," 20th Century-Fox musical
now in production with Eddie Can-
tor in the stellar role.

Frances Udaloff, blonde Russian,

recently discovered by David Dia-
mond, has been set in the feminine
lead in Diamond's first Grand Na-
tional picture now being prepared
by Clarence Marks, writer. Diamond
will change her name to Frances
Loft for professional purposes.

"At Your Service, Madame" will

be Anna Sten's first Grand National
starring picture instead of "Gorge-
ous," Eugen Frenke, producer, an-
nounced today. Hans Kraly and Al-

bert Cohen are preparing the script

which they expect to complete by
the middle of August for production
starting about Sept. 1.

Coronet Productions, Inc., pro-

ducers for Columbia release, has
moved into Grand National and an-
nounced the filming of "Hollywood
Round-Up" starting within two
weeks. Buck Jones, cowboy star,

will top the cast, according to Leon-
ard Goldstein, vice-president in

charge of production.

Sol Lesser, producer of Principal

Productions, has completed "West-
ern Gold," starring Smith Ballew.

Fisticuffs flamed on the Para-
mount lot the other day when police

dispersed 600 rioting film extras.

Tempers snapped when some of the

extras, applying for pirate roles in

the forthcoming Cecil B. DeMille
feature, thought that interviews
were to be refused. Of the 600 ap-
plicants, 300 were selected for extra
parts in the production, whose stars
are Fredric March and the Viennese
actress, Franciska Gaal.

Miriam Hopkins' next picture will

be "The Female of Species" for
RKO Radio, and she has flown east
to buy her wardobe for the produc-
tion in New York shops. Cary
Grant is the only other player so
far selected for the film, which will

be produced by P. J. Wolfson and
directed by Leigh Jason. The story
is an original by Allan Scott and
Charles Norman, and Scott also

wrote the shooting script.

New Universal announced yester-
day that David Butler has been
signed to direct the B. G. (Buddy)
De Sylva production, "A Young
Man's Fancy." George Murphy, will

play the romantic lead. Cast will

include Ella Logan, Ken Murray and
his stooge, Oswald, Larry Blake,
Harry Stockwell, Casper Reardon,
world famous blues harpist, Marian
and Irma, the "equilibrists," and the
Three Diamond Brothers of London.
Monte Brice and Charles Grayson
wrote the screen play, from an or-

iginal story by Maxwell Shane, Bill

Thomas and Warren Wilson.

"Phyllis Brooks, former stage ac-
tress and artists' model, has been
given important roles in three 20th
Century-Fox pictures

—
"In Old Chi-

cago," "Life Begins In College" and
"The Great Diamond Robbery."

t T

Rita Hayworth and John Gallaud-
et have been added to the cast of

Columbia's "Women of the Night,"
directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr., in

which Don Terry and Jacqueline

Wells have the leading roles, and in

which Russell Hicks and Thurston
Hall have parts.

Marco Vido and Mildred Grover,
have been engaged for character
roles in "I'll Take Romance," Grace
Moore's next Columbia starring pro-
duction. Melvyn Douglas is the

star's leading man while the sup-

porting cast includes Stuart Erwin,

Frank Forest, Helen Westley, Mar-
garet Hamilton. Richard Carle. Fer-

dinand Gottschalk, Walter Kings-
ford, Andre Beranger, John Gal-

laudet and Esther Muir.

A Ducky Party

Donald Duck, who is now appearing

in "Moose Hunters," the Walt Disney

cartoon at the Music Hall, has selected

Friday, Aug. 13, as his official birthday

for the year 1937. Donald's birthday

varies from year to year because he in-

sists that he was born on a certain

Friday the 13th and he isn't fussy about

the month of the year.
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CONFINE STAY MOVES TOPHILLY AND MINNEAPOLIS

Sec U. S. Gov't Considering Tele Licenses by Year

Church Women
. . . and the film industry

By CHESTER B. BAHN

IN THIS day when the film industry's

' business is virtually everybody's business,

it is something more than merely hearten-

ing to discover one important national or-

ganization taking the position that the in-

dustry's leaders are capable of directing it

without outside advice or regulation.

Reference is to the National Council of

Federated Church Women, with head-

quarters in Kansas City, Mo. Like innum-
erable other national federations, the Na-
tional Council has a Department of Motion
Pictures and Drama, of which Mrs. Arretus

Franklyn Burt is chairman.

IN her recent report to the National Coun-
' cil, Mrs. Burt discussed the so-called

Pettengill anti-block booking bill, and com-
mented, "Those of us who have been in

close contact with the exhibitor know that

block booking is not a consumer problem,

nor is it a moral issue," then added, "The
interference, through legislation, between
the producers and exhibitors cannot pos-

sibly be of any aid to the theater-going

public."

Nor is that all. Mrs. Burt, who also is

chairman of the Motion Picture Committee
of the Metropolitan Church Federation of

St. Louis and a member of the Motion Pic-

ture Committee of the Federal Council of

Churches of Christ in America, makes
further observation. Read on:

JUDGING from the attitude of those in

^ the industry, one is almost compelled
to question the motive which prompted the

(Pettengill) bill in the first place . . .

"When public hearings were held on the

bill in Washington, your chairman attended
one of the hearings as a visitor. An exhib-

itor supporting the bill vehemently de-

nounced Mae West productions and said

that, 'he did not want to play them,' but

the irony of it all came to light when it

was disclosed that his bookings on a Mae
West picture was increased from four to

seven days."

As Mrs. Burt concludes, "Such actions,
(Continued on Page 2)

Report Receiving Sets Can be

Marketed Here for

About $250

While it appears certain that tele-

vision will not be established on a
commercial basis during 1937, the
Federal Government will be serious-
ly considering the granting of li-

censes for commercial television

broadcasting before a year has
elapsed, The Film Daily is advised.
The facts about television are

that sets can be marketed by con-
cerns such as RCA for around $250.
In England television sets are sold

(Continued on Page 4)

NTS CINGY OFFICE

SALES AT MILLION

Cincinnati—A record in theater
equipment sales has been estab-
lished by the local office of Nation-
al Theater Supply, which announces
contracts for $1,000,000 worth of

(Continued on Page 3)

Wilmer & Vincent Summer
B. O. Returns "Excellent"

Due to vastly improved business
in the heavy industries, box-office

returns from the Wilmer & Vincent
circuit, located in Pennsylvania and
Virginia, are "excellent" and "much
better" than a year ago, Walter Vin-
cent, said yesterday.

Ragweed as Admish
Hillside, N. J.—Hay fever sufferers of

this community are blessing Alfred Bes-
son, manager of the Mayfair. Besson,
who is a member of the local Rotary
Club, got that organization to cooperate
in a novel campaign to rid the town
of ragweed. On Aug. 18 every young-
ster who brings a bundle of the weeds
to the Mayfair b.o. will receive a free

ticket. A huge bonfire of the weeks
next to the theater will be among the
publicity angles.

FILM LEGISLATION

DECRIED BY NGFGW

Kansas City, Mo.—Block booking-
is "purely a trade problem," to be
solved by the film industry, and not
by Congress and outsiders, Mrs.
Arretus Franklyn Burt of St. Louis,
chairman of the Department of Mo-
tion Pictures and Drama, told the
National Council of Federated
Church Women in her annual report,
now being distributed.

While saying that "so far, we have
(Continued on Page 4)

New Eng. Carriers Jump
Rates Following Parley

Boston.—For the first time inter-
state carriers of New England have
united to put standard rates into
effect. At a meeting held in Provi-
dence an agreement was reached
whereby rates have been increased
from 10 to 25 per cent per hundred-

(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Admission Tax Plan Spurned,

Other Industries Hit, by Chi. Action

Columbia 25c Dividend

to be Payable on Oct. 1

Columbia Pictures Corp. announces
that the Board of Directors at its

meeting held yesterday, declared a
quarterly dividend of 25c per share

(Continued on Page 3)

Chicago—Refusing to enact a the-

ater admission tax measure the Chi-

cago City Council yesterday adopted
a revenue plan that affects 100 other
lines of business.

Battle to kill the proposed the-
(Continucd on Page 3)

No More Injunction Actions

Planned by Para, to

Block "Strikes"

Paramount intends to confine its

injunction moves against the exhibi-
tor "sit-down" strike and picketing
sponsored by Allied to Philadelphia
and Minneapolis, according to a
spokesman yesterday in New York.
At the present time the company
has no plans for filing additional ac-
tions along the same line, it was
stated, as only these two territories
are proving troublesome.

Despite the understanding that
the move pretty much originated in

the Columbus area, Paramount finds

no resistance from theatermen there,
said the spokesman.

CORONET PLANS SIX,

TALKS MAJOR DISTRIB.

First season's program of Coro-
net, formed by Joe Brandt, Pat Pow-
ers and Bobby Crawford, calls for
six features, with distribution via
a major company now being dis-

cussed. Crawford will make two
musicals and the other productions
will be dramas.
Brandt left New York yesterday

for the Coast, where he plans to

remain about two weeks.

Leslie Howard, Anna Sten

to Co-star in GN Release

A new company formed by Leslie
Howard, Eugen Frenke and H. L.
Kaufman is expected to make six
features for *^rand National's 1937-

(Continucd on Page 4)

Hershfield Joins M-G-M
Harry Hershfield, cartoonist, column-

ist and writer, has been signed by M-
G-M as an addition to its writing staff

under a six months' deal, with options.
Attorney Louis Nizer closed the con-
tract for Hershfield, who has left New
York for the Coast.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 26% 263/4 263/4
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 180% 180% 180»/4 — %
do pfd 159 158 158 — 1

Gen. Th. Eq 22% 223/8 22%— %
Loew's, lnc 84% 84% 84% + V4
do pfd
Paramount 22 21 % 21 % — %
Paramount 1st pfd.. .151% 151% 151% — 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd. 20 19% 19% — Vl

Pathe Film 95/8 9l/4 9% + %
RKO 8% 8V4 8V4 — y4
20th Century-Fox . . 363/4 36% 36% — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 45% 45% 4514 — %
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 14% 14% 14%— %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 100 100 + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 100% 100% 100%
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47 92% 92 Vi 92%
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95% 95 95% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 3% 3% 3% . ....

Sonotone CorD 2 1% 2 + %
Technicolor ." 283/4 283/8 28%+ %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 1 1 Vi 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 933/4 95

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 67 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 53% 55%

Criterion's 3 RKO Shorts
Three short subjects released by

RKO Radio Pictures are being shown
at the Criterion Theater on Broad-

way this week making up approxi-

mately half of the bill's time. The
films are "Swing Fever," two-reel

Headliner Comedy with Billy Gil-

bert; "Golf Timing," one of the Bill

Corum Sports products, and "Jungle

Playmates," produced by the Van
Beuren Corporation of The World
on Parade series.

• • • WHAT CHINA needs just now is a change of title

for it no longer appears to be the Celestial Kingdom
with all the hell that's on the loose in its northerly portions

now that the legions of the Mikado are tramp, tramp,
trampling along the fad of the moment is shooting
and when and where there is anything even remotely worth
shooting, there you'll find, sure as pop, the newsreel cameraman.

* •
• • • NOW THE Japs good soldiers that they are

can never be accused of being gun-shy but from all

accounts they are decidedly self-conscious when a lens is point-
ed at them witness this week's dispatches from Peiping

...relating how Bonny Powell, newsreel hawk, trained his
photographic sights on a Japanese motorized column and
how the Nipponese officers, by way of demonstrating their ob-
jections leveled rifles at him and his camera the
conscientious Mr. Powell didn't get bumped off, but he did get,

from all accounts, a thorough manhandling
T T

« • • BUT YOUNG Sheridan Fahnestock, of Port Wash-
ington, L. I., fared a bit worse being abruptly busted on
the beezer and beaten over the head when he at-
tempted to make a newsreel shot of Jap soldiers marching
through Peiping some fun, eh? and while the two
aforementioned episodes were taking place Herbert S.

Houston, commissioner to the Far East on behalf of the New
York World's Fair which is to be held, of course, and not
so distantly, on the peaceful prairies out Flushing way
was in the throes of suggesting before the World Education
Federation meeting in Tokyo that films be made of the
"customs" of various countries and shown to promote
Peace Quick, Watson, the aspirin!

e • • IT IS REFRESHING, in contrast, to note that
there can be conquests of a milder sort than the Far East is

witnessing. and right in our own Paramount Building, too
John A. Chapman, our favorite uplifter, and Helen V.

Mack, of the Postal Telegraph staff who met, courted and
plighted their troth in a Paramount elevator will face the
music of the Mendelssohn variety on August 14
proving, to a degree, that this little mug Dan Cupid is still

pretty good with the primitive bow-and-arrow imagine
wot he'd do with the Mikado's heavy artillery!

Church Women
. . . and the film industry

(Continued from Page 1)

to say the least, are inconsistent". . . as

inconsistent say, as the current move in

Detroit to ban games and giveaways in the

theaters only.

If games and giveaways are a menace to

"the public peace, health and safety," in

theaters, they can scarcely be less in

churches and lodges.

Three Non-Union Houses
Sign Local 306 Pacts

Three non-union houses yesterday
signed a one-year agreement with
Local 306, operators' union, bringing
the total number of houses organ-
ized during the week to seven, it

was learned yesterday. The Man-
hattan Circuit, Inc., which operates

the Chelsea, Chatham and Morning-
side Theater, signed an agreement
with Local 306 yesterday. Bert Pop-
kin and Chas. Kielhurn, represented
Local 306.

IATSE Pledges SAG Aid

in Organizing Campaign

George E. Browne, IATSE presi-

dent, has promised to aid the Screen
Actors' Guild in its local organizing
campaign, it was learned yesterday.
The Screen Actors' Guild has de-
layed putting a closed shop into

effect here in order to consider pro-
ducers' objections to Guild conditions
and to avoid hurting local players,
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern ex-
ecutive secretary said.

Next week a committee of com-
mercial film producers representing
Wilding, Jam Handy, Caravel and
Audio, will meet with Kenneth
Thompson SAG executive secretary,

on the coast in an attempt to iron

out differences.

Coming and Going

EDDIE AL'ERSON has flown to the Coast
from New York.

CHESTER B. BAHN, accompanied by MRS.
BAHN and their 3 children, motors to Syracuse
and Skaneateles today.

D. E. GRIFFITHS, managing director of First
National Pictures, Ltd., of Great Britain, ar-
rives Monday on the Queen Mary.

HAL ROACH, who sails today on the Rex
for Italy, will sail for home on Sept. 15.

ATTORNEY ROBERT BENJAMIN is back in
New York following a Coast visit.

JOE BRANDT left New York yesterday for
the Coast and returns in about two weeks.

HARRY HERSHFIELD has gone to Hollywood
from New York.

MARCO MONTEDORO, chief scenic and cos-
tume designer and assistant producer of Ra-
dio City Music Hall, has left for Hollywood to
spend a three weeks' vacation.

B. J. O'BRIEN, brother of the film star,
George O'Brien, sails for California today on
the Virginia, accompanied by his wife and son
George.

LUC FAUVEL, winner of an amateur film
production contest sponsored by a Paris firm,
who arrived from Europe recently, also sails
on the Virginia today to make a film record
of his American travels.

MITCHELL LEISEN, who arrived in New York
aboard the SS. Rex after a vacation abroad,
left for Hollywood yesterday.

WHITFORD DRAKE, Erpi president, arrived
yesterday from a month's stay on the Coast.

HERBERT WILCOX and ERIC FREDMAN, his
sales manager, sail next Friday for London on
the Queen Mary.

Bartholomew Restrained
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Superior Court has

granted M-G-M a restraining order
which prevents Freddie Bartholonew
from accepting a contract from any
other studio.

Mrs. Frank Parke Dies
Marlboro, Mass.—Mrs. Mary Z.

(Frank) Parke, 54, widow of Vin-
cent Parke, formerly of Great Neck,
L. I., died here after a long illness.

Once a stage partner of the late
Marie Dressier, Mrs. Parke was the
widow of the publisher of the Con-
gressional Library and was a mem-
be of the original cast of "Peter
Pan."

H. Calvin Ford Dead
Springfield, Mass.—H. Calvin Ford,

53, former theater owned in Pitts-
field, Mass., died this week at his
home in this city after a two months'
illness. He owned the Majestic The-
ater, now the Palace, and built the

!

Capitol Theater, which he operated
for many years.

AUGUST 7

Ann Harding
Phillips Smalley
Rudolph C. Ising

AUGUST 8
-

Sylvia Sidney
John Hobble
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

\V7ITH preliminary plans provid-

ing for a lavish production. Di-

rector Roy Del Ruth has set Sept.

13 as the date for the start of actual

filming on 20th Century-Fox's
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," with

Alice Faye, Tyrone Power and Don
Ameche in the featured spots. Be-

ing a cavalcade of music from rag-

time to the present swingtime, the

story around which the song and
dance numbers will revolve is more
or less the biography of Irving Ber-

lin, who has also composed the lyrics,

and music for the film.

Del Ruth, who only recently com-
pleted Metro's elaborate "Broadway
Melody of 1938," is now enjoying a

brief vacation in Wyoming, but will

return to Hollywood in two weeks
to start tests for his supporting

cast.

» »

Judy. Anne and Zeke Canova, the

hillbilly" comedy trio from the flat-

lands of northern Florida who make
their screen debut in the Jack Benny-

starring picture, "Artists and

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Perso-nalities: No. 120 • • •

MILTON H. FELD. Associate producer for 20th Century-Fox. Originally in

the jewelry and optical biz, made his film industry bow in 1907 with a

small nabe house as a sideline. Salesman for Vitagraph, 1912. Branch man-
ager and district manager for Universal in Kan-

sas City, Mo. Left distribution between 1912:

associated with Frank L. Newman, as managing
director of Newman, Royal Regent, and 12th

Street Theaters, Kansas City, Mo. Sold to

Paramount, 1924, after which was managing
director of Metropolitan, Million Dollar and

Rialto Theaters in Los Angeles for Paramount.

In 1925, in charge of Publix de luxe operations

in United States. Resigned in December, 1932,

to organ'ze Monarch Theaters, Inc., with D. J.

Chatk'n and Harry Katz. Resigned presidency of

Monarch Theaters, Inc., November, 1935, to

enter motion picture production at 20th Century-

Fox Film Corp.

Models" have been given new con-

tracts by Paramount and go into

"Summer Romance."

A. J. Xydias, producer of "The

Heroes of the Alamo" and himself

a former resident of Texas, recent-
j
Spanish background"

iy screened his picture in San An-
tonio for city officials, the press and
members of the Daughters of the
Republic of Texas and the Daught-
ers of the Alamo.

Charles MacArthur has signed a
contract as producer at the M-G-M
studios. His first pix will be "Only
Unto Thee." MacArthur was ac-
tively engaged in production in the
East with Ben Hecht for two vears.

John Unwin, British stage actor,
has arrived in Hollywood for an
extended visit. He appeared in sev-
eral of Noel Coward's British plays
and has had the lead in "Outward
Bound" and "Cuckoo in the Nest,"
in London productions.

Eddie Buzzell has signed a con-
tract as director at the M-G-M stu-
dios. His first assignment will be
"Under This Flag," starring Robert
Montgomery, a story with a modern

New Eng. Carriers Jump
Rates Following Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

weight. Agreement has as signa-

tories all but five of New England's

licensed interstate carriers. Sixty

carriers were in accord with the new

plan which affects all of the New
England States as well as New York
and New Jersey. The new rates went
into effect this week.

Ansell-St. Louis Amusement
Effectuates Pooling Deal

St. Louis, Mo.—The Ansell-St. Lou-
is Amusement Co., Inc., of Dover,
Del., has been authorized to operate
in Missouri as a foreign corporation.

It lists Louis K. Ansell as its prin-

cipal Missouri agent. This is the
corporate body that is being utilized

to carry through the theater-pooling
deal perfected several weeks ago by
Louis K. Ansell and his brother with
the St. Louis Amusement Co. and
the Fanchon & Marco interests. The
houses involved were the Ritz, Em-
press and Varsity from the Ansell
Circuit and the Tivoli and Shenan-
doah, St. Louis Amusement Company
units.

"Stella" Gets 'Em
'Stella Dallas," following its big

opening at the Music Hall, had an
equally fine second day. At 4 p.m.
yesterday, number of admissions there
was running 2,300 ahead of the best
mark set by any U.A. release during
!he last two and a half years, com-
pany's home office affirmed.

Theater Equipment Sales

in Mid-East Set New Mark

(Continued from Page 1)

business in the past two months, in

the Mid-East territory, according to

announcement of Howard Hummel.
One hundred per cent equipment

contracts on many new houses in

the territory are listed, including
Col. Davie's Corning Theater, Corn-
ing, Ohio; and the new theater, Car-
roltown; F. W. Clutts' new house,
also new Wellston theaters.

Missouri Sales Tax for

June Rises to $1,517,539

Jefferson City, Mo. — The June
sales tax collections totaled $1,517,-

539, according to G. H. Bates, sales

tax supervisor. It included 23 days
under the new 2 per cent levy, and
seven days under the old 1 per cent

rate. June collections beat May by
$370,000.

Demonstrate Loudspeakers
Atlantic City— A powerful new

loudspeaker capable of projecting
speech and music upwards of a mile

with full clarity was demonstrated
by RCA Victor engineers for the
first time here yesterday. The new
"sound projector" utilizes only 100
watts of amplification. Heretofore,
power speakers have required almost
five time as much power to cover
similar distances with far less in-

telligibility of speech and music. Its

remarkable distance range and tone
quality is made possible by the de-

velopment of what is probably the
world's largest permanent magnet
ever made for the purpose. Weighs
25 pounds and measures 8% inches

in diameter.

Chicago City Council Kills

Admission Tax Proposal

(Continued from Page 1)

ater tax was led by Alderman B. A.
Cronson.

Restoration of city employes' wage
cuts is planned from the additional
revenue.

Three per cent amusement levy
was proposed by aldermanic com-
mittee headed by Alderman Roger
Kiley. Local circuits and indie ex-
hibs bitterly opposed the measure,
and had sought to compromise
through a 25 p.c. boost in inspection
fees. This compromise was rejected
by the Kiley group.

Chicago Theater Sales

Few; Exhibs. Profiting

Leading independent theater ex-
ecutive says that few theaters are
changing hands these days in Metro-
politan Chicago district, due to the
fact the owners are holding for
boom prices. Despite the drop in

neighborhood attendance most exhibs
are making a profit this summer and
expect better business for the Fall
and Winter months.

Principal Film Sues
Principal Film Exchange yester-

day filed suit in Supreme Court
against Jay Dee Kay Productions,
asking $5,000 damages for alleged
breach of a contract under which
Principal acquired exclusive distri-

bution rights to "Slaves in Bond-
age," afterwards retitled, "Crusades
Against Rackets" for the New York
and New Jersey territories.

Columbia 25c Dividend

to be Payable on Oct. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

on the Common stock of the Com-
pany, payable Oct. 1, to the Common
stockholders and Voting Trust Cer-
tificate holders of record at the close

of business Sept. 17.

Singles Vs. Duals Test

Continues in Des loines

Des Moines—Continuance of the
double feature, single feature experi-
ment at two Des Moines theaters
until the fall conference of Tri-States
managers is announced by Tri-States
execs. The same feature picture is

presented at the downtown Des
Moines theater and the suburban
Roosevelt theater, with a second fea-

ture for the downtown house, where
an additional 10c admission charge
is made. Attendance has been said

to be about on a par at the two
houses since the plan was put into

force. Whether any additional houses
will take up the single feature plan
will be considered at the managerial
conference.

"Sweetheart" In Brooklyn
"Sweetheart of the Navy," a Grand

National comedy with music, co-

featuring Eric Linden and Cecilia

Parker, opens an extended engage-
ment at the Brooklyn Strand on Aug.
12.

B.O. Power of Curiosity

Ida Grove, la.— E. W. Stipp, manager
of the King theater held "Take-a-
Chance" night with no advertising or

signs to announce the name of the
show. The novelty brought out a good
crowd.
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at price ranging between $280 and
$340. Home television sets here will

show pictures ranging in size from
1V2 by 10 inches to 18 by 24 inches.

RCA in a recent demonstration
threw pictures on a screen 3 feet

by 4 feet that were very bright and
pictures 6 feet by 8 feet that were
not quite so clear. With the ad-

vance of time, RCA is expected to

improve on this performance.

In England, there have been reg-

ular television broadcasts twice

daily for almost a year. Recently
the coronation was televised. The
Film Daily is informed on good au-

thority that everything which has
been done in television in England
can be duplicated here. RCA has
been conducting experimental film

tests from a transmitter mounted
atop the Empire State Building for

over a year, and has thus developed

an invaluable fund of program ex-

perience. From this experience has
come the knowledge that program
with national appeal can be built

reasonably.

Two sample programs which the

public was not privileged to see es-

tablish this. One program included

a leader strip on film, a studio pres-

entation of a ti-iangle force involv-

ing four characters, four musical
acrobats who played a variety of

instruments, the Louis-Braddock
fight film, a comedy scene laid in a
hospital, a match between the table

tennis champions recently seen at

the Radio City Music Hall and, final-

ly, a trailer on film. The second
program included a leader strip, a

word of introduction from an an-

nouncer, a farcical film titled "Pro-
hibition Days," a child prodigy play-

ing the piano and singing, a news-
reel, a studio presentation of a mur-
der drama, a short subject showing
the construction of Boulder Dam
and a trailer.

It is now possible to televise all

the outdoor scenes, both aay and
night, that are taken by the movie-
newsreel cameraman, The Film
Daily learns.

Present standard of television

programs will provide a higher
grade of entertainment than that

afforded by radio. Moreover, the
quality and clearness of television

pictures is constantly being im-
proved.
RCA, Farnsworth and Philco are

the principal factors in television

manufacture here. Most radio man-
ufacturers are RCA licensees and
will thus be able to manufacture
television sets if they desire.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Santa Barbara — Paula Stone,

Fred's daughter, and Walter Mason,
cafe operator, have filed an intention

to marry notice here.

JleuUws o$ Hew TUUns
"Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938"

with Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett, Helen
Vinson, Misclia Auer, Alan Mowbray

United Artists 115 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SPECTACULAR TECHNICOLOR PRO-
DUCTION RICHLY BLESSED WITH RO-
MANCE, COMEDY AND MUSIC.

Walter Wanger's spectacular production,

in Technicolor, will delight the eyes. The

costumes and gowns will have a special

appeal for the femme fans, while the wear-

ers of the fashions will also be popular

with the male patrons. The picture has

romance, comedy and music. The back-

ground and setting play an important part

in the production. Irving Cummings has

done a splendid job of directing, blending

the story and the specialty material effec-

tively. Warner Baxter has done fine work,
while Joan Bennett has never been more
beautifully photographed. Helen Vinson
is effective as Baxter's mercenary wife.

Mischa Auer and Alan Ivlowbray furnish

most of the comedy. Alma Kruger con-
tributes a fine performance as Baxter's

partner in a Fifth Avenue house of fash-

ion. Marjorie Gateson and Jerome Cowan
are among the important principals. The
specialties are high class, with Georgie
Tapps' solo dancing a smash hit. Gloria

Gilbert, toe dance speedster, Victor Young's

orchestra, Virginia Verrill and the Olympic
Skaters deliver solidly. Of the four songs

in the production "Red Hot Heat," by Lou
Alter and Paul Webster, and "Lovely One,"
by Frank Loesser and Manning Sherwin, are

likely to be the most popular. Helen Vin-

son tires of married life and wants to re-

turn to the stage. She insists that her

husband, Baxter, back Jerome Cowan, stage

producer, in a musical comedy that will

star her. In the meantime, Joan Bennett

refuses to marry Mowbray on the day set

for their marriage. She attaches herself to

Baxter and becomes his prize model. Bax-

ter sinks a lot of money in Cowan's play,

which is a flop. By using the sets of the

play in his establishment, Baxter puts on a

style show, which helps him recoup his for-

tunes. Ray Rennahan's photography is

high-grade.

Cast: Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett,

Helen Vinson, Mischa Auer, Alan Mowbray,
Jerome Cowan, Alma Kruger, Marjorie

Gateson, Dorothy McNulty, Polly Rowles,

Maria Shelton, Hedda Hopper, Roman Bohn-

en, Walter Wanger Models, Georgie

Tapps, Virginia Verrill, Fred Lawrence,

Gloria Gilbert, Olympic Trio, Wiere Broth-

ers, Rocco and Saulter, Four Hot Shots,

Victor Young and His Orchestra.

Producer, Walter Wanger; Director, Irv-

ing Cummings; Authors, Bella and Samuel

Spewack; Art Director, Alexander Toluboff;

Editors, Othc Lovering, Dorothy Spencer;

Recording Engineer, Paul Neal; Technicolor

Photography, Ray Rennahan; Technicolor

Color Director, Natalie Kalmus; Musical Di-

rector, Boris Morros; Music and Lyrics,

Louis Alter, Paul F. Webster, Lew Brown,

Sammy Fain, Frank Loesser, Manning Sher-

win; Dance Director, Seymour Felix.

Direction, Splendid. Photography, High-

grade.

FOREIGN
Truxa

American Tobis 127 "Mins.

WELL-ROUNDED ATTRACTION,
STRONG IN ALL DEPARTMENTS. SUB-
TITLED IN ENGLISH.

Out of German studios comes this well-

rounded attraction, whose story has a back-

stage setting. Not only is it more faith-

fully produced than most such tales having

theatrical life as its dominant motif, but

it is capably performed by an excellently

chosen cast, photographed in top-notch

fashion and well paced. Furthermore it

introduces to American audiences the al-

luring La Jana, highly popular German
dancer. The yarn deals with the romantic

vicissitudes of Truxa, a tightrope walker,

played by Peter Elsholtz, who is deeply in

love with La Jana. His rival for her affec-

tions is a magician. Driven to desperation

by the stratagems of the latter, Elsholtz,

who finds a youth resembling himself, plays

dead. His "double," carrying on in the

"dead" man's place, encounters the magician

and La Jana in Berlin. Sundry complica-

tions arise. Feature will appeal to audi-

ences at large, for it is equipped with sub-

titles in English.

Cast: La Jana, Peter Elsholtz, Hannes
Stelzer, E F, Fuerbringer, Mady Rahl, Rudi

Godden, Rudolf Klein-Rogge.

Producer, Tobis-Maga; Director, Hans H.

Zerlett. Presented at the 86th Street Gar-

den Theater.

"U.S.S.R.—1937"
Amkino 85 Mins.

DULL COMPILATION OF NEWS REEL
SHOTS. UNINTERESTING TO AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

Comprising a collection of news reel

shots, the purposes of this feature are to

entertain, or at least divert the onlooker,

and give him or her an interesting, accurate

picture of Soviet Russia as it is today. In

both of these essential purposes, the film

fails. It is incredibly dull, and propagan-

dist^ inasmuch as it depicts only those

things which can stand audience, and in-

cidentally, world scrutiny. Soviet industries;

the recent air flight by U.S.S.R. flyers

across the pole to America; athletic events,

and sundry other scenes are shown. Fre-

quently the piece's photography reveals

flashes of Russian cinematic skill, but for

the most part it is pretty commonplace.
The production proves that synthesis does

not always beget results, for the pieced-

together sequences are singularly boring.

Presented at the Cameo Theater.

Leslie Howard, Anna Sten

to Co-Star in GN Release

(Continued from Page 1)

38 program. At least one will co-star
Howard and Anna Sten.

President Edward Alperson has
arrived at the coast from New York.

FILM LEGISLATION--

DECRIED BY NGFCW

Heat Closes Warner H. 0.
Warners home office closed at 3

p.m. yesterday. It was the heat.

(Continued from Page 1)

taken no definite stand either in sup-
port or to withhold our support from
the bill", Mrs. Burt's report is ex-
tremely critical of the pending Pet-
tengill Congressional measure aimed
at block booking's elimination.
Report in part says:
"Judging from the attitude of

those in the industry, one is almost
compelled to question the motive
which prompted the bill in the first
place. On the one hand, we have the
producing industry practically unan-
imous in its disapproval, and the
two groups representing the exhibi-
tors are absolutely divided. The
larger group of exhibitors—the
MPTOA—opposes the passage of the
bill. The Allied organization sup-
ports the bill. Now, where does the
public fit into this picture which
practically resolves itself into a
quarrel between the producers and a
minority of the exhibitors ?

"When public hearings were held
on the bill in Washington your
chairman attended one of the hear-
ings as a visitor. An exhibitor sup-
porting the bill vehemently denounc-
ed Mae West productions and said
that, 'he did not want to play them',
but the irony of it all came to light
when it was disclosed that his book-
ing on a Mae West picture was in-
creased from four to seven days.
This was sworn testimony as I re-
call it but a full transcript of all

the testimony is available to any
one who is interested.

"Those of us who have been in
close contact with the exhibitor know
that block booking in not a consum-
er problem, nor is it a moral issue.
The bill primarily attempts to af-
fect contractual relations between
the producers and exhibitors. The
quantity of the pictures or their en-
tertainment value if affected by the
bill at all, would be only indirectly.
The interference, through legisla-
tion, between the producers and the
exhibitors cannot possibly be of any
aid to the theater-going public."

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
;

Hollywood— A severe cold may
prevent Paul Muni from carrying
out his plan to fly to New York for
next Wednesday evening's world pre-
miere of "The Life of Emile Zola"
at the Hollywood Theater.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gary Cooper and H.

B. Warner, burned when a giant
firecracker exploded prematurely on
a set, were recovering last nigl

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marion Talley has

been discharged from the hospital
as convalescent, following an appen-

|

dix operation. She leaves shortly for
Kansas City.
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Warner Circuit Adding Nine Theaters

SEE WAGES-HOURS LAW MAINLY HITTING THEATERS

Exhib Playdate Strike's Fate To Be Decided This Week
Two Hearings on Paramount

Injunction Actions to

Settle Issue

Fate of the Allied-sponsored play-

date strike and picketing move
against Paramount in retaliation

for the company's withdrawal of

six productions from its 1936-37 pro-

gram will be determined this week
when hearings are held on injunc-

tion moves in Philadelphia and Min-
neapolis.

In the Pennsylvania city, where
the matter comes up Wednesday in

the U. S. District Court, the dis-

(Continued on Page 7)

24 THEATERS PICKED

FOR WARNER SHOWS

Warner Bros, have so far selected

24 theaters in various sections of

the country for its national trade

exhibit to be held simultaneously in

31 cities on Aug. 23 and 24, an-

nounces Gradwell L. Sears, general

sales manager.
The houses are: Madison, Albany;

Majestic, Boston; Court Street, Buf-
(Continued on Page 7)

Young Named W. E Head

For Dutch East Indies

F. P. Young has been named man-
ager of the Dutch East Indies and
Straits Settlements branch of West-
ern Electric Co. of Asia, it is an-

nounced by P. L. Palmorton, general
foreign manager of ERPI. Young's
headquarters will be Singapore,
Straits Settlements. Young sails

from San Francisco on board the

President Coolidge Aug. 21.

Myers Expects FTC Action on Complaint by Sept. 1

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Possibility of definite action by the Federal Trade Commission on

Allied's complaint against Paramount on the grounds of misleading advertising by
Sept. 1 was envisioned by Abram F. Myers, general counsel of the exhibitor organi-
zation, here Saturday. He stated that he does not anticipate that the commission
will take overly long inasmuch as Allied members are continuing to supply "addi-
tional evidence."

VINCENT SEES LESS

RADIO COMPLAINTS

Fewer exhibitor complaints
against radio competition are heard
these days because producers have
done certain things to obviate the
necessity of making complaints, it

was said Saturday by Walter Vin-
cent, head of the MPTOA radio
committee. Vincent said he was not
privileged to reveal the action taken
by producers.

ERPI-PRODUCER PACTS

NOW SET, DRAKE SAYS

Agreements with major company
producers on new recording agree-
ments running to 1945 and sup-
planting the present pacts have
been "pretty well settled," though
none of the contracts have yet been
signed, it was said Saturday by
Whitford Drake, Erpi president,

just back from a month on the
(Continued on Page 7)

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Big Calibre August Releases-

By GEORGE

Restrict French Stars
Paris—Stars like Simone Simon and

Charles Boyer are affected by two new
rules adopted by the French Motion
Picture Producers Ass'n providing that

French stars must accept contracts for

only one foreign film a year and must
agree at the same time to star or co-

operate in one French film annually.

DOMESTIC
Survey of major's release sched-

ules disclosed an almost unprece-
dented number of big-calibre pro-

ductions being unleashed during
hot-weather August. More than a

dozen out-of-the-ordinary b. o. at-
(Continued

-Worry Over Television Costs

H. MORRIS

FOREIGN
Cost of television in the British

Isles is beginning to give signs of
proving a major worry there, ac-
cording to a London dispatch. G. A.
Atkinson, writing in the Era, con-
tends that "10,000,000 radio license
on Page 7)

Production and Distribution

Expected to be Unscathed

by Pending Measure
Although all three major phases

of the film industry are expected to
come under its jurisdiction, only ex-
hibition is expected to be affected to
any major degree by the wages-
and-hours legislation now in process
of enactment by Congress, accord-
ing to usually well-informed sources
at the Capital and in New York
Saturday.

Provisions for a 35-hour week,
which seem likely to be incorpor-
ated in whatever bill is passed,
would strike at theater operating
overheads, it was pointed out. Both

(Continued on Page 7)

ITOA VS. ERPI SUIT

TRIAL DUE IN FALL

Trial of the ITOA million dollar

suit against Electrical Research
Products, based on servicing and in-

stallations, will be reached in the
Federal Court, Southern District of

New York, next fall, said Attorney
Albert C. Weisman, counsel for the

exhibitor association, yesterday. He
denied new efforts are being made
to settle the case out of court.

Warner Bros. Circuit Is Adding

Nine Theaters Within Few Weeks

Real Neth Building Program

Is Increasing Circuit to 11

Columbus— J. Real Neth, presi-

dent of the J. Real Neth Theater
Co., plans construction early this

fall on a combination theater and
hotel in Lancaster, Ohio. The hotel

will contain 100 rooms, and the the-
(Continued on Page 7)

Warner Bros, circuit is adding
nine new operations to its setup
during the next few weeks. New
theaters are: State, Danville, Ky.,
Fulton, Fulton, Ky., Rhodes, Chi-
cago, State, Lexington, Ky., Warner,
Wilmington, Del. and Shaker
Square, Cleveland. Houses being re-

built are the Washington at Wash-
ington, Pa., Majestic at Johnstown,
and the Grand at Camden.

Newburgh Anti-Trust Suit

Trial Deferred to Sept. 3

By stipulation, trial of the anti-

trust suit brought by the Academy
theater, Newburgh, N. Y., against

(Continued on Page 7)

One Out of Eight Passed

Only one theater divorce measure out
of eight introduced at 1937 legislative

sessions was passed and has become a

law, a Hays office survey released Sat-

urday shows. One bill enacted was in

North Dakota. Other measures were
submitted in California, Illinois, Indiana,

Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio and Wiscon-
sin.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 265/g 265/8 265/8 — Va

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd ••

East. Kodak 180 180 180 — V4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq •- ,
Loew's, Inc 85 343/4 85 + %
do pfd.

Paramount 21 % 21% 21% + Va,

Paramount 1st pfd ,•-••;

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 19¥4 19% 19% + A
Pathe Film 9% 9 1/4 9 1/4 — 'A

rKo
20th Cent.'-Fox .... 36% 36% 363/8 — Va

20th Cent.-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd •• •
Warner Bros 14% 14 14 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55

Para. Picts. 6s 55

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc • -•••

Grand National 3% 33/g 3% + Va

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp • ,-•:;
Technicolor 29 28 Vi 283/4 + %
Trans-Lux 45/8 4% 4%
Universal Picts 3'/2 3Vi 3'/2

"Road" at Roxy Friday

"The Road Back," will open at

the Roxy Theater on Friday.

' Produced by Experienced Showmen

HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C General Mgr.

® The Broadway Parade SI
Picture and Distributor Theater

Wee Willie Winkie <20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
You Can't Have Everything (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Rivoli

Captains Courageous (M-G-M) (b) Capitol
Artists and Models ( : aramount Pictures) Paramount
Stella Dallas (United Artists) Music Hall

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) Strand
Blonde Trouble (Paramount Pictures) Criterion

Between Two Women (M-G-M) Rialto

Frame Up (Columbia Pictures) Central

Ever Since Eve (WB) (a-b) Palace

White Bondage (Warner Bros.) (a) Palace

Chu Chin Chow (GB Pictures) 55th St. Playhouse

4 TWO-A-DAY RUNS
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—3rd week Astor
Souls at Sea ( Paramount) Globe

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Nazar Stodolye (Amkino) Cameo
Maternelle (Tapernoux) (a-b) Belmont
Madame Bovary (Tapernoux) (a-b) Belmont
Together in the Dark (Italian Film) Broadway Cine Roma

* FUTURE OPENINGS
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 11 Strand
Life of Emile Zola, The (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 11 (c) Hollywood
London by Night (M-G-M)—Aug. 12 Rialto

Road Back, The (Universal Pictures)—Aug. 13 Roxy
Dead End (United Artists)—Aug. 17 Rivoli

Prisoner of Zenda (United Artists)—Sept. 3....- Rivoli

Angel (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
Dead End (United Artists) (c) Rivoli

Vogues of 1938 (United Artists) (c) Music Hall

Love Under Fire (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Topper (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows Current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

Coming and Going

HAL ROACH, who sailed from New York
Saturday on the Rex heading for Italy, re-
turns in two weeks.

ATTORNEY ARTHUR ISRAEL has gone to
Rangely Lakes, Maine from New York for a

vacation.

EDWARD PESKAY leaves New York in one
week for a four weeks' exchange tour.

BOBBY CRAWFORD has gone to Hollywood
from New York.

CHARLES FORD today returns to New York
from Chicago after photographing scenes for

"The Westland Case," Universal picture.

SIMONE SIMON has returned to the Coast
from New York, following a trip abroad.

F. P. YOUNG, newly appointed manager of
the Dutch East Indies and Straits Settlements
branch of the Western Electric Co. of Asia,
sails for his new post from San Francisco on
Aug. 21.

JACK HARROWER returns to New York to-
day following a vacation in Maine.

DENNIE MOORE is due in New York from
the coast this week to do a Broadway play.

JAMES BRENNAN, IATSE vice-president,
leaves New York next week for Seattle to
attend the IA executive board meet.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, IATSE vice-president,
has gone to Chicago from New York.

RKO Theater Subsidiary

Reports $36,302 Loss

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Junior Orpheum

Circuit, Ltd., RKO subsidiary, re-

ports a loss of $36,302 for the 26-

week period ended July 3, 1937,

compared with a profit of $715 for

the corresponding period of last

year.

Entire Interstate Circuit

Books "Hoosier Schoolboy"

Ed Blumenthal, manager of the

Monogram exchange in Dallas, closed

a deal for Monogram's "Hoosier
Schoolboy" to play the entire Inter-

state Circuit in that territory, ac-

cording to Edward A. Golden, Mono-
gram sales manager. This means
that "Schoolboy" will play approxi-

mately 105 theaters in the Texas
area.

What's Royalty, Anyway
Honolulu— (By Cable)—Honolulu

said it with leis, bouquets upon Shir-

ley Temple's arrival her-e. Welcome
exceeded that accorded visiting

royalty.

TAC Gets Site Options

Chicago—Archie Spencer of the

Theater Acceptance Corp. announces
the company is working on plans for

several deluxe film houses and op-

tions have been secured on three

sites for the projected theaters.

Spencer was formerly with the Great
States circuit.

Westinghouse Six Mo. Net
Are Figured at $11,331,772

Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Co. earned a net income
of $11,331,772 during the six months'
period ended June 30, it was stated
Saturday, following the regular
monthly meeting of its board of di-

rectors. These earnings amount to
an increase of 43 per cent over the
comparative period in 1936, when
they were $7,937,978.

Buys of Film Equipment
Provided in New Treaty

New U. S.-Soviet trade treaty
providing for an increase to $40,-
000,000 in Russian purchases here
during the next 12 months includes
motion picture equipment, and is

likely to raise the amount of such
purchases, it was said Saturday by
V. I. Verlinsky, president of Am-
kino. The Soviet Union has bud-
geted $500,000 for purchase of film
equipment here in the year ending
Dec. 31, 1937, Verlinsky stated. Am-
kino is the agency through which
the Soviet government purchases
film equipment here.

"Mr. Dodd" for Strand
Wednesday morning "Mr. Dodd

Takes the Air," Mervyn LeRoy's
new production for Warner Bros.,

will open at the Strand Theater.

Acts to Replace Duals
Boston—The RKO Boston theater

will open with stage attractions and
first run films on Sept. 2, when
double features, which has been in

effect all summer, will be dropped.

R. R. French Joins CTSC
Robert R. French, Sound Projec-

tion Consulting Engineer, has joined,
the executive staff of Consolidated,
Theater Supply Corp., with office and
show rooms at 1600 Broadway.

Moesser With Imperial
George Moesser, formerly with

United Artists as Buffalo branch
manager, has been appointed sales
manager of the Imperial exchanges
in Buffalo and Albany.

Cotas Build the Cota
Waukon, la.—Mr. and Mrs. P. D.

Cota, owners of the Town theater,
are building a new $15,000 house the
Cota, to open Sept. 15. It will have a
seating capacity of 510.

Vaude for Two Houses
Denver— Coast to Coast agency

has booked vaudeville in two West-
land Theaters, Inc., houses, the Chief
at Colorado Springs, and the Colora-
do at Pueblo. Each house gets the
acts two days a week.

AUGUST 9

Charles Farrell

Gerrit Lloyd

Dorothy Jordan

Fred Newmeyer
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3R0SS IN MORE THAN TWO
® rom the first thirty minute ticket check (when more than

5,000 admissions were sold in record time) until this ad went
to press, "Stella Dallas" is topping all attendance and gross

figures for the past two years.

leld over, of course, at Radio City Music Hall!

GOLDWYN presents
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JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY
ALAN HALE • BARBARA O'NEIL • Written by Olive Higgins Prouty

Dramatization by Harry Wa gstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell

Directed by KING VIDOR • Released thru United Artists
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"U" SETS RELEASES

UP TO

Schedule of New Universal re-
leases for the 1937-38 season so far
includes "The Man Who Cried
Wolf," Aug. 29; "100 Men and a
Girl," Sept. 5; "The Lady Fights
Back," Sept. 12; "Behind the Mike,"
Sept. 19; "Carnival Queen," Sept.

26; "Idol of the Crowds," Oct. 3;

"Merry Go Round of 1938," Oct. 10.

Western releases include "Black
Aces" on Sept. 5 and "Law for
Tombstone" on Oct. 10.

Block and Segal Planning

To Make Yiddish Operettas
With plans for making a series of

six Yiddish operettas, Arthur Block,
formerly with Warner Bros., and
Samuel M. Segal have organized
Eron Pictures Corp. Sidney M.
Goldin will direct the pictures, the
first of which is based on an origin-

al story, "The Cantor's Song," by
Alexander Olshanetzky, and goes
into production next week. Yiddish-
American dialogue, so-called, will be
used in all pictures.

Bell Heads Screen Club
Denver—Succeeding Harry Golub

as president of the Rocky Mountain
Screen club is Chester Bell, former
vice-president. Bell is exchange man-
ager of the local Paramount ex-

change. Joe H. Dekker is now first

vice-president and Frank Culp was
was elected second vice-president.

Golub resigned intending to take a

European trip.

Re-possession Suit Filed

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Suit to regain

possession of the Majestic Theater
from the Old Fort Players and to

collect $1200 in back rent has been
filed by the Majestic Theater Co. in

Superior Court No. 1.

Stalsup As City Manager
Denver— New city manager for

Westland Theaters, Inc., in Greeley.

Colo., is A. C. Stalsup, formerly
with Publix in Tyler, Texas, as city

manager.

Las Cruces House to Open
Denver—Ruby L. Collins, United

Artists salesman, will open the new
Serf theater at Las Cruces, N. M.
on Aug. 26, having recently leased

the house. The $75,000 house will

seat 800, and is of modern Spanish
architecture. Admissions will be 10

and 25 cents

New B . & H. Camera Ready
Bell & Howell has perfected a 16

mm. camera with an arc light which
is almost equal to the 35 mm. camera
in project ion effect and will shortly

place it on the market, THE FILM
DAILY is advised.

V V
• • • FROM FRISCO trickles an account of the last word
in Bank Night technique just innovated in that city, al-

ready steeped in the lore of giveaways. . . taking their cues
from film theaters, chieftains of the Clerical and Professional
Project Workers Association, WPA organization of white collar

relief workers are using a cash drawing to boost attend-
ance at union meetings here, my hearties, is the way it

works : members buy ten cent tickets and the winner
splits the pot with the union treasury

T
• • • IF NOMINATIONS are open at this early date ....

for the Ampa Ad Exposition which, we assume from the
success of the show which the boys put on early this year,
will again be held in 1938 this corner, and pardon us for
being seemingly premature, names as a dark horse in the
newspaper ad competition the swell campaign the Warner
outfit has turned out to make the turnstiles click nationally for
its pix "The Life of Emile Zola" in keeping with the sta-

ture of the production, the ads are large, handsome and power-
ful the artwork and copy standout stuff a combina-
tion of esthetic Delilah and brawny Samson

W
• • • BETWEEN THE confusion of dropping mutual
nickels into the "till" of a Broadway bus and the rabbit
like leaps these vehicles have a habit of taking on the slightest
provocation your scribe didn't lend a very attentive ear
to what Bill M-G-M Ferguson was saying but it was
something or other re the clean-up "Saratoga" is making round
and about the land further corroboration cometh on this
point from Kroger Babb ad director for Phil Chakeres'
Regent-State Corp. out Springfield, Ohio, way Pro-
fessor Babb testifies in writing that "Saratoga" smackoed the
all-time house record at the Regent Theater in July weather

"and," sez Professor Babb, "if you don't think it's hot
in Ohio in July, come out and see us sometime!''

T
• • 'TWAS A GALA . but definitely!

week-end for Hugo K. Kessler the affable prexy of
Efficient Service Co. Hugo celebrated his birthday on
Friday and his biz associates and film folk friends feted
him on Saturday.

.

with a big blow-out at Sardi's
a surprise party, b'gosh the climax of which was a
presented gift a pair of Masonic Emblemed book ends
for his desk

T T
• • • JONAS PERLBERG, publicity purveyor for Para-
mount's chain of houses in and about Miami is vacationing
in Chi. and having, from all accounts, a trying time of

it "When I came in on the train," scribbleth Jonas, "there
were 500 people at the station with a band and cameramen.
1 bowed right and left,—and then some mug said "Get outa the
way, you, so we can get some pictures of Martha Raye' "
recreational-minded Jonas in his wanderings about the
breezeless thoroughfare of the Windy City spotted a sign
on a theater marquee which read: "Franchot Tone, Be-
tween Two Women—Air-Conditioned"

T
• • • TO-NIGHT'S THE NIGHT when the latest

maritime epic will anchor on B'way . ... .Paramount's "Souls
at Sea" and a typical colossal Main Stem opening will be
launched at 8:45 o'clock with about everyone who's who
right on deck and apropos of the briny and since

colyums, like yacht races, must have their "finish lines" 'tis

appropriate to record that Jackie Buxbaum son of our
own Harry H. took pa's craft, the Tern and with
it won top laurels in the sailing division of the Western Long
Island cruising championship race, sponsored by the Sands
Point Yacht Club copping the event with a corrected time
of 9 hrs. 19 mins. 10 sees. Who's this guy Mike Vanderbilt?

CELEBS TO ATTEND,

PREMIERE OF "ZOLa"
!

Celeb-studded audience is planned
by Warner Bros, for world premiere
of "The Life of Emil Zola" at the
Hollywood Wednesday ngiht. Guests
include: Fannie Hurst, Fay Bainer,
Jessica Dragonette, Ursula Parrott,

;

Clifton Webb, Frances Alda, Nan-'
ette Guilford, Jack Dempsey, Her-'
bert Bayard Swope and Frieda
Hempel.

is set for a two-a-day
j

Picture
showing.

F & M Reopen the Missouri
St. Louis, Mo.—Fanchon & Marco's

Missouri Theater reopened yester-

day with "Wee Willie Winkie" and
"New Faces of 1937" as the feature

attractions. The house had been dark
during the Summer and in the off-

season new RCA sound equipment
was installed while the house was re-

decorated, etc. "Wee Willie Winkie"
was shown last week at The Fox,

across Grand Boulevard, while "New
Faces of 1937" was moved up from
the Ambassador, where it closed

Aug. 5.

is

I
31'

Strike Delays Iris Job
Chicago—Work on remodeling the

Iris theater at 5743 Austin avenue
has been held up by the steel strike

and J. P. Anderson, manager of the

house, says it will be several weeks
before the modernization can be com-
pleted. The house is receiving a new
lobby and front and new equipment
for the booth. Anderson is introduc-

ing a new patrons' contest called

Motor Glide in co-operation with dis-
i

trict merchants. The contest runs
five weeks.

« « « » » »

From Films to Dentistry
Minneapolis— Stanley D. Kane,

former executive secretary of the Al-

lied Theater Owners of the North-
west, has accepted a position as as-

sistant to the publisher of Dental
Survey, Inc., trade publication for

dentists.

Newark's Mosque Reopens
Newark, N. J. — The Mosque,

downtown house which has been

closed as a movie theater since last

year, has reopened for an eight-

weeks' run of "Damaged Lives."

John Firnkoess manages the house.

D. E. Griffiths Comes
D. E. Griffiths, managing director

of First National Pictures, Ltd., of

Great Britain, will arrive in New
York today aboard the Queen Mary
on a business visit. Griffiths is

also President of the Kinematograph
Renters Society of Great Britain, an
organization embracing the leading

distributors of both American and
British-made films.

Reopen Majestic, Bosto.
Boston.—Mullin & Pinanski are

preparing to re-open the Majestic,

one time ligit house, with a grind
policy early in September.
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STRIKE THIS WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)

tributor will seek to make perman-
ent a temporary restraining order.

At Minneapolis on Thursday, the
plaintiff the question involved is

whether or not a temporary injunc-
tion will be granted, replacing a
temporary restraining order. No
postponement of the latter hearing
is anticipated, according to Para-
mount spokesmen in New York
Saturday.
Counsel for Paramount are under-

stood studying possibilities of filing

damage suits in both territories, al-

though the plan is only in the idea
stage and no decision has been
reached as yet.

24 Theaters Picked

For Warner Showings

(Continued from Page 1)

falo; Forest, Cincinnati; Lake,
Cleveland; Cass, Detroit; Lawrence,
Detroit; New Amsterdam Roof, New
York; Aldine, Philadelphia; Schen-
ley, Pittsburgh; Ambassador, Wash-
ington; Village, Toronto; Ponce de
Leon, Atlanta; Melrose, Dallas;
Dearborn, Chicago; Forest, Des
Moines; Apollo, Kansas City; Fox
West Coast Boulevard, Los Angeles;
Lamar, Memphis; Bell, New Or-
leans; Ritz, Oklahoma City; Muse,
Omaha; Oriental, Portland; and
Ritz, Indianapolis.
The features to be shown are:
"The Life of Emile Zola ", "Back

In Circulation", "It's Love I'm
After," "Varsity Show," "That
Certain Woman" and "Confession."

Newburgh Anti-Trust Suit

Trial Deferred to Sept. 3

(Continued from Page 1)

United Artists, Universal, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and Paramount has been
deferred to Sept. 3 in the U. S. Dis-
trict Court, New York City. Plain-
tiff, Orange County Theaters is

complaining about its alleged inabil-

ity to get product.

Real Neth Building Program

Is Increasing Circuit to 11

(Continued from Page 1)

ater will seat 1,500, with the bal-
cony.
Neth also announced that imme-

diately on the completion of his
de luxe suburban house, the Mark-
ham, work will begin on two more
theaters on the same scale as his
Markham. Each, costing about $200,-
000 apiece, will seat 1,500 and be
the last word in modern theaters.
The completion of these last two

houses will bring Neth's Columbus
strung up to 11.

$w D̂AILY

THE WCEr IN REVIEW
Big Calibre August Releases—Worry Over Television Costs

DOMESTIC

-Producer Pacts

Now Set, Drake Says

( Continued from Page 1

)

Coast. Erpi will open new admin-
istration buildings back of the Gen-
eral Service Studio on the Coast
next month, Drake said.

(Continued from Page 1)

tractions are included in the groups.
Wall Street, quick to perceive the
significance of the move, reported
an increasing interest in film securi-

ties, with larger dividends and earn-
ings predicted. Financial circles

were also impressed by the Loew's,
dividend of three dollars, consider-

ing it an indication of a generous
attitude on the matter of dividends
generally for film companies.

* * *

KAO, RKO theaters subsidiary
reported at the week's outset a net
profit af $174,287 for the second
quarter of 1937, which with earn-

ings of $512,803 in the first quar-
ter, brings the profit for the 26

weeks ended July 3, 1937, to $687,-

190. * * *

According to a report filed on
Thursday with Special Master Al-

ger, RKO and subsidiaries had con-

solidated net earnings of $1,448,000
for the first six months of 1937,

compared with earnings of $734,492
in the corresponding period of 1936.

Theater earnings for the six months'
period were $757,803; RKO Radio
Pictures and other pictures subsidi-

aries including Pathe News earned
a profit of $478,572 and RKO earned
$213,407. Earnings of RKO Radio
exclusive of Pathe News, were $268,-

337, before taxes for the first quar-

ter of 1937.
* * *

That a world-wide boom of thea-

ter construction is on in earnest was
indicated in an estimate furnished

by Nathan Golden, chief of the Mo-
tion Picture Division of the Dept.

of Commerce. He placed world the-

ater construction during the 13

months, to June, 1937, at $46,275,-

000, as compared with $21,500,000

from April, 1935, to April, 1936.
* * *

One of the high spots of the seven
days' span was the announced clos-

ing of a two-year franchise deal

under which Paramount product

plays Loew houses in the New York
metropolitan area. Approximately
65 theaters are embraced in the ar-

rangement, which covers both fea-

tures and shorts.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

holders are paying for the enter-

tainment and maintenance of fewer
than 4,000 owners of television

sets." Need for a national television

plan is seen.
* * *

From the British capital also

flashed news that net profit of GB
pictures for the year ended March
31, 1937, was 337,041 pounds, an
increase of 61,072 pounds over the
previous year. Directors recom-
mended a final dividend of 6 per
cent to holders of common shares,
making a total of 15 per cent for
the year. * * *

Seventeen nations were repre-
sented at the recent International

Film Congress in Paris, at which
George Lourau was elected presi-
dent for the next two years, suc-
ceeding Dr. Oswald Lehnich, Reich
minister, who held the post for the
two previous years . . . Travelers
returning to Singapore from Negri
Sembilan, one of the Federated Ma-
lay States, reported that an image
of Mickey Mouse had been discov-
ered standing in a Hindu temple on
a rubber estate there . . . Although
8 or 10 new pictures made in vari-
ous Mexican studios will be ready
for release within the next three
weeks, their producers are confront-
ed with a problem of outlet, because
there are no houses available to
show them in, according to advices
from Mexico City. Previous tight
commitments on the part of thea-
ters there with other distributors,
mainly American, was given as the
cause.

SEE WAGES-HOURS

LAW HITTING HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

production and distribution, how-
ever, will not experience as much
difficulty in complying with the
working week requirements, de-
clared the observers. At the present
time, virtually all exchange and
home office distribution department
employees are working on a five-

day week basis.

Both distribution and production
are virtually exempt from any
effects of minimum wage require-
ments, which are being considered
in the vicinity of $15 and $16 per
week. Some independent theaters,
however, might run into this prob-
lem, it was pointed out.

Mrs. Shumow Better
Omaha — Mrs. Harry Shumow,

wife of M-G-M's branch manager,
has left Methodist Hospital after
undergoing treatment for an illness.

MSJM
that take punishment

Johnny gets it because he's bad.

Our seats get it because they're

good. They can take it. They like

it . . . and the crowds like them.

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
€\ Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

|) GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trada Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL
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A "JUttU" {com Hetfyweod "Mi
HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
IT'S a far cry from wrestling tor-
*• pedoes on one of Uncle Sam's

sub-sea boats to directing million-

dollar motion pictures, and having

spanned the gap. Director Lloyd

Bacon isn't going to permit him-

self to forget.

Plates from the long-since de-

commissioned and recently disman-

tled F-8, on which he served as a

gob during the early part of his

World War enlistment and which

he has been using in filming co-

stars Pat O'Brien and George Brent

and the big supporting cast in his

newest Warner Brother's produc-

tion, "Submarine D-l," are now be-

ing used in the construction of a

new booth for the projection room
of his Hidden Valley ranch home.

After being purchased by Bacon

for use in the picture, the outmoded
submarine was cut into sections and

hauled to the Burbank studio, where

it was reassembled in an artificial

lake.

Although "Blonde Dynamite" is

the private life of a prize fighter,

there are several prize fight scenes

between Noah Beery, Jr. and a char-

acter named Rattler O'Keefe. Mil-

ton Carruth has just assigned the

role of Rattler O'Keefe to Eddie

Roberts. Carruth, who is an excel-

lent amateur boxer himself, has

chosen his cast with an eye to

leather-pushing proficiency. Noah
Beery, Jr., the lead, was champion
lightweight of his high school. Wil-

liam Gargan, who plays the mana-
ger, was chosen to play the leading

role in Harold Lloyd's "The Milky

Way" because of his proficiency as a

pugilist. And Nate Slott, the tech-

nical advisor on "Blonde Dynamite,"

was a former lightweight contend-

er of great promise.

T T 1

Five of radio's foremost stars are

cast in leading roles in RKO Ra-
dio's "The Life of the Party," which
will be released in September. These
headliners of the ether lanes are

Joe Penner, Harriet Hilliard, Park-
yakarkus, Victor Moore and Helen
Broderick. All have starred on

transcontinental radio programs
during the past year.

T T

Ginger Rogers does a double

dance with a girl—Ann Miller, hot-

stepping newcomer—in RKO Ra-
dio's "Stage Door," Bill Hetzler,

Miss Rogers' secretary, reveals in

an informal article in the current

issue of Ginger's Gems, published

every two months by the interna-

tional Ginger Rogers Club, a mem-
ber of the Fan Club Federation.

Marion L. Hesse of Elizabeth, N.

J. edits the periodical.

T *

Fred MacMurray has been named
master of ceremonies for the stage

presentation which will be offered in

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 121 • • •

HOUBEN MAMOULIAN. Producer-director. Native of Tiflis, Russia, where" he received his early education. Then to Moscow, where he enrolled as

a law student; working evenings at Studio Theater, branch of Moscow Art

Theater. After graduating from 'Moscow Uni-

versity, turned to the stage, acting and direct-

ing a theater at Tiflis. Later to London and

directed a Russian company. While staging "The
Beating on the Door" at St. James Theater,

London, was engaged by the late George East-

man to direct activities of Eastman Theater in

Rochester. Came to U. S. in 1924 to fill that

post; produced operas, operetta and dramas in

Rochester. Joined Theater Guild in New York
and staged "Porgy," "Wings Over Europe,"

"Marco Millions" and other plays. Signed by

Paramount in 1929 to make sound features. In

1935, directed "Becky Sharp," first feature to

be made in the new three-color Technicolor.

Stands 6, Vi. Eyes, yellow brown. Hair, dark

brown.

connection with the opening of the
Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein
II musical romance, "High, Wide
and Handsome" at the Carthay Cir-
cle Theater in Hollywood next
Thursday evening. MacMurray will

introduce Irene Dunne, star of the
film; Randolph Scott, who plays the
leading male role and other mem-
bers of the cast.

T
Paramount executives are ready-

ing for George Raft the most pre-

tentious vehicle of his entire screen
career. "Argentine Love," in which
he will have Ida Lupino and Doro-
thy Lamour as his leading women,
and which will go before the cam-
eras about Sept. 1, under Robert
Florey's guidance.

» » »

Mary Astor, Columbia contract
player, absent on loan to other stu-

dios for some time, returns to the

home lot on Sept. 1st, to begin work
on "The Night Before," with Rich-

ard Arlen playing opposite.

»

Kent Taylor was yesterday as-

signed to the lead of "Mightier Than
the Sword." This picture, which is

scheduled to go into production on

Aug. 16. is an adaptation by Rob-
ert T. Shannon and Bruce Manning
of William Rankin's story, "Wash-
ington Correspondent." Edmund
Grainger, who will produce "Might-

ier Than the Swol*d," has chosen
S. Sylvan Simon, former test di-

rector at Universal City, to direct
"Mightier Than the Sword" as his
first directorial assignment.

T T T

Paul Guilfoyle has been assigned
an important role in "Fight for
Your Lady," an RKO Radio Pictures
production starring John Boles.
Jack Oakie, Ida Lupino, Margot
Grahame and Erik Rhodes are
prominent in the cast, with Ben
Stoloff directing and Al Lewis the
producer.

T T T

Walter Lang has been assigned by
Darryl F. Zanuck to direct "Second
Honeymoon," co-starring Tyrone
Power and Loretta Young. The pic-

ture will go into production within
two weeks. It is based upon Philip
Wylie's story of the same title.

T T »

The cast for Columbia's "Park
Avenue Dame," in which Fay Wray
and Richard Arlen share top billing,

has been further augmented with
Gene Morgan, Marjorie Raynolds
and Barry MacCollum engaged for

this picture, which Albert S. Rogell
is directing.

T T

Director C. C. Coleman has started
shooting on the "Women of the

"Hoosier" L A Opening Decorate at Fort Wayne
"Hoosier Schoolboy," has been

booked into the Los Angeles Theater

in Los Angeles for the week be-

ginning Aug. 18, according to Ed-
ward A. Golden, Monogram sales

chief.

Options Church Property

Rochester — Eastman Kodak has
acquired what is equivalent to an
option on St. Patrick's Cathedral
property, with decision to be reached

by Sept. 13.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Complete re-

decoration of the Jefferson and Pal-
ace theaters is being planned, an-
nounced Harvey Cocks, general
manager of four downtown houses
operated by the Harrison Theater
and Realty Co.

Night," Columbia's production fea
turing Don Terry and Jacqueline
Wells. Thurston Hall and Russell
Hicks have been cast for this feature.

Don Brown, eldest son of comedi-
an Joe E. Brown who has just com-
pleted "Fit for a King," which David
L. Loew produced for RKO Radio
Pictures release, is probably the
only college undergraduate who can
boast of employing an agent to in-

vest his money for him. The 20-

year-old youth has signed an agree-
ment with M. C. Levee, who also
handles the business of Joe E. as
well as many other stars in Holly-
wood. Young Brown derives his in-

come from handling commercial tie-

ups for his father, and from other
enterprises.

For the first time in his screen
and stage career, Joe Penner ap-
pears without his famous hat and
cigar, in his current comedy role in

RKO Radio's "The Life of the
Party," to be released in September.
Furthermore, the popular funster

wears a dinner jacket for the first

time on the screen and also emulates
the Joe Penner from his radio skit,

"The Park Avenue Penners."

"Hollywood Hotel," Warner Bros.' 1

,

musical comedy goes into produc-

tion today under the direction of

Busby Berkeley. Frances Langford,
will appear opposite Dick Powell.

Louis King, who directed "Bull-

dog Drummond Comes Back," is

now directing a second Bulldog
Drummond" storv for Paramount.

Paramount will put a second
"Bulldog Drummond" picture before

the cameras shortly. The first pic-

ture of the current series, "Bulldog
Drummond Comes Back," was fin-

ished some 10 days ago. John How-
ard, John Barrymore and Louise
Campbell again will head the cast,

supported by Reginald Denny, E. E.

Clive, and J. Carrol Naish. One
newcomer, just signed, is Nydia
Westman. Louis King again will

direct.

Opening at N. Y. Cameo
"Baltic Deputy," new Soviet pro-

duction, will open Sept. 3 at the

Cameo Theater.

Clyde Elliott, producer and direc-

tor of Paramount's "Booloo," to be

made in the Malayan jungle, accom-
panied by Colin Tapley, who will

portray the leading role, and the

technical crew, have arrived in Sin-

gapore, according to cablegram ad-

vices received in Hollywood.

r r r
(

The song-writing team of Man-
ning Sherwin and Frank Loesser
has been signed by B. P. Schulberg
to write special music for "Blossoms
on Broadway," the producer's cur-

rent production for Paramount.
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oew sParamount Sets Up Out-of-New York Dea

SEnLINGJOX THEATEROUIT AGAINSfEtECTRICS

Wilcox-RKO Deal Agreement to be Reached Tomorrow
English Producer Arranges For

American Firm to Handle

"The Rat"

Herbert Wilcox has closed a deal

jvith RKO Radio for world distribu-

ion of his newest production, "The
r

JElat," starring Ruth Chatterton and
e

j|A.nton Walbrook, which went into

production last week at Denham,
ind expects to reach an agreement
n principle to make four big pic-

;ures over a period of years in Eng-
and for the company before he sails

S;i
;omorrow on the Queen Mary, he

A ;old Film Daily yesterday. Each
j (Continued on Page 14)

Six Canadian Film Boards Survive

In spite of closing of U. S. Film Boards, due to withdrawal of distributor support
and loss of legal authority, six such bodies continue to function in Canada. Paid
secretaries were abandoned on these Boards about four years ago, but the work is

carried on under a plan whereby each branch assumes the duties of secretary for three
months. Indie exhibitors are reported reluctant to use Canadian Boards' credit com-
mittees and arbitration boards. Sentiment persists that hands of distributors are still

on the controls.

SEEKING TRADE PLAN

OR GOV'T CONTROL

Unless a fair trade practice agree-
nent is consummated between dis-

tributors and exhibitors, or the Ad-
Jninistration puts through a new
. ^RA or some other fair trade prac-
tice plan at an early date, the South-
'.hastern Theater Owners' Association
vill launch a campign for govern-
nent regulation of the film indus-

(Continued on Page 3)

Television Theater Channels

Predicted by Doug MacLean

Special television channels for
-heaters will be effected when
elevision develops commercially, in
;he opinion of Douglas MacLean,
)roducer and director, expressed in

Slew York yesterday prior to sailing
(Continued on Page 3)

Men to Attend Hearing
jiladelphia—Department of Justice

_ 'are expected to be present at the
hearing on Paramount's application to

make permanent its temporary Injunc-
tion obtained against the UMPTO and
various exhibitors tomorrow in the Fed-
eral Court. Action is aimed at the
anti-ptaydate campaign and strike or-
ganized.

Probe of Canadian Film Industry

Sought After Parleys Collapse

Toronto—A Government investi-

gation of the Canadian film industry
is being sought by the Quebec Al-
lied Theatrical Industries, which has
invited the Independent Theaters
Association of Ontario to join the
move. The former organization has
drafted a list of alleged grievances
against Famous Players Canadian,
United Amusement Co., Consolidated

Theaters, Canadian Universal, Par-
amount Film Service, 20th Century-
Fox, RKO, Vitagraph, Columbia,
Regal and United Artists.

Efforts towards ironing out the
differences via conferences have
failed, according to spokesmen for
Quebec Allied. Complaints are
aimed at clearance and protection,

(Continued on Page 3)

Wanger Will Make Eight for U. A. in 1938-*39

Walter Wanger said yesterday
that he will probably make eight
pictures for United Artists release
in 1938-39 and that he will make a
greater use of color than hereto-
fore. He has completed his 1937-38
schedule of six pictures, and will

decide on the number of color pic-

tures he will make, while in the east.

The U. A. producer is booked to

sail Aug. 21 on the Conte Di Savoia
for Italy. Wanger saw Mussolini
last year and agreed to make a
picture in Italy. His visit is in part
concerned with possible production
there.

Out-of-New York Product Deal Set

By Paramount With Loew's Circuit

Empire of Canada to Handle

A B P Lineup in Dominion

Empire Films of Canada has con-
tracted to handle distribution of the
entire 1937-38 output of Associated
British Pictures, totaling 16 pic-

tures, it was said yesterday by Budd
Rogers, U. S. representative of A
B. P. Associated British Pictures has

(Continued on Page 3)

Paramount has set its product
deal with Loew houses outside of

the New York metropolitan area,

with contracts now ready for sig-

natures.

About 40 theaters, mostly located

in New England, are in the buy,
which covers both features and
shorts.

The New York deal was closed

recently.

Ironing Out Anti-Trust Suit

Differences, Weisman
Tells Court

Suits brought by Fox Theaters
Corp. against the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co., Western
Electric and Erpi asking more than
$1,000,000 in damages under the
Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts

are in process of settlement, Judge
Martin T. Manton of the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals was informed
yesterday by Milton S. Weisman,
Fox theaters receiver.

The suits, brought in 1934,
(Continued on Page 14)

U. A. ADRENTAL PLAN

STARTS ON AUGUST 23

United Artists will officially inaug-
urate its new advertising accesso-
ries rental plan, announced at its

annual sales convention, on Aug. 23,
it was stated yesterday. Acces-

(Continued on Page 3)

Chicago Theaters, Operators

Will Discuss New Contract

Chicago —
• A new contract be-

tween local theaters and the opera-
tors' union will be discussed when
Aaron Saperstein returns to Chi-

(Continued on Page 3)

"Souls At Sea"
It's big-calibre entertainment for

any box-office, this gripping drama of

the slave ship days which Paramount
has produced at a cost considerably
more than $1,500,000. Not only does
it afford pulse-stirring adventure but a

pair of love stories which will click

particularly with the ladies. Teamed
in the leads, Gary Cooper and George
Raft are at their best and are sup-
ported by a cast which is just about
perfect, too. All the way along, "Souls
at Sea" is a splendid picture, and, what
is perhaps more important, a splendid
entertainment. Complete review of the
picture is printed on Page Six of this

issue.

—EDDY.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

265/g 265/3 265/s ••.Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

3 3 3

13 13 13 + l/4
180 1/2 I8OV2 180 Vi + V2
158 158 158
23 23 23 + l/s

86y2 851/2 86 1/2 + l'/2

221/4 2]5/8 22'/8 + 3
/8

201/4 19'/2 19%
9'/2 91/4 91/2 + 1/4

81/2 8% 83/8 + i/g

363/8 35V2 351/2 — %

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46....
Loew 6s41ww
Para. B'way 3s55...
Para. Picts. 6s55...
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39

14% 14% 143/8 + %

BOND MARKET

997/8 99% 99% — %
66 1/2 661/2 66i/2 + 1

IOO1/4 IOO1/4 IOOI/4

923/4 923/4 923/4 + l/4

95% 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 31/4 31/4 3i/4— %
Sonofone Corp 2% 2 2
Technicolor 30% 29i/4 30 + 1%
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4 s 1st '43

(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES, inc.

Ira Greene
1501 BROADWAY
New York City

Tel. PE«6- 8367 v

Coming and Going
MICHAEL LORING arrives at Cape Cod early

this week from the Coast to appear in a

play before fulfilling stage and radio en-
gagements in New York.

GERTRUDE BERG, author and scenarist, ar-

rived yesterday from Hollywood.

MARY MORRIS, actress, arrived from England
yesterday on the American Trader.

OTIS BARTON, explorer, arrives on the Santa
Elena today from Panama where he made sev-
eral under-sea motion pictures of marine life.

ARCHIE M. ANDREWS, chairman of the board
of Dictograph Products Corp., arrived yester-
day from Europe on the Queen Mary.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT left for the Coast last

night accompanied by her husband, FRANrt
CHAPMAN.

ROLAND YOUNG has arrived in New York
from the Coast en route to London.

DAVID LOEW, who has arrived from the
Coast, will remain for two weeks on business.

EUGENE J. LANG, president of Danubia Pic-
tures, Inc., has returned to New York from a

trip to Hungary.

IRENE AGA1, Hungarian film star, and her
director, STEPHEN S2EKELY, arrive from Europe
early in October.

A. E. JESSURUN, of A. E. Jessurun & Co.,

Inc., Chicago, sails for Europe next Saturday
to visit eight countries.

J. SADORE KAMODE, manager of the Calo
Theater, Chicago, is vacationing in the far

west.

WILLIAM GERMAN, of J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

leaves tomorrow for Chicago on a brief busi-

ness trip.

BARBARA BARONDESS sailed from New York
last night for Europe.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN left New York yester-

day for Scandinavia with plans for remaining
aboard until late October.

CHARLES KESSNICK, Loew district manager
at Atlanta, is in New York.

ARLENE FRANCES has returned to New York
from New Hampshire.

KEN CLARK is back in New York following

a West Virginia vacation.

FAY ALLPORT arrived in New York yester-
day from England, en route to the Coast.

T. H. FLIGESTONE arrives in New York
tomorrow from London on the Champlain. He
was formerly president of the CEA.

WALTER WANGER has arrived from Holly-
wood and is booked to sail Aug. 21 on the
Conte di Savoia.

BUDD ROGERS leaves Thursday on a 10-

day trip that will take him to Toronto, Buf-
falo and several other spots.

MIKE MARCO of Fanchon & Marco left for

the Coast last night.

FELICE GRENNBERG, assistant treasurer of
Fanchon & Marco, leaves tonight for San Fran
Cisco.

PEGGY GOLDBERG has returned to New York
from a vacation in New Hampshire and is

back on the job at GB.

CONNIE BOSWELL arrives next Sunday from
the Coast where she played in "Artists and
Models." She returns to the Coast shortly to

appear in "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round".

William Fox Group to Take
Over Laboratory on Sept. 13

Date for the take-over of the
Kromo-color Laboratories at Para-
mus, N. J., recently acquired by as-

sociates of William Fox as an east-

ern base for his Chemicolour process,

was postponed yesterday to Sept.

13 because Fox is not yet ready to

start operations, Film Daily was
authoritatively informed.

Fox has received offers for use
of the process from one major com-
pany and a number of the indepen-
dents, Fox's associate stated.

Voids Bank Night Order
Blair, Neb. — County Attorney

Grace Ballard's refusal to bar Bank
Night at C. N. Robinson's Home the-

ater here until the state supreme
court rules on the Fox-Midwest case
at Beatrice in September has been
countermanded by the state attor-

ney general's office. Miss Ballard,
twice winner of the Home's award
for a total of $100, had refused the
request of merchants, out of whose
establishments she had ordered slot

machines, to oust bank night.

With bank night gone Blair resi-

dents now have no games of chance
to keep themselves amused.

Para. Film for Criterion

Paramount's "She's No Lady" is

the attraction booked to follow the
current "Blonde Trouble", at the Cri-

terion Friday evening.

"Doc" Willat Dies at Coast;

Formerly With Technicolor

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—C. A. "Doc" Willat,

veteran film executive, is dead here
following an attack of pneumonia.
During his early career in films, he
was in charge of the IMP Co. for
Carl Laemmle. Before retiring re-

cently from the industry he was as-
sociated with Technicolor Motion
Picture Corp.

New Post for Lewis
Columbus, O.—Ray Lewis has re-

signed as of Aug. 15, as publicity

director and convention bureau man-
ager of the Columbus Chamber of
Commerce to become president and
general manager of the Ohio-Lewis
Amusement Co.

Named on Commission
Gov. Harry W. Nice of Maryland

has appointed William K. Saxton,
manager of the Loew Theaters in

Baltimore, a member of the Com-
mission to represent the State of
Maryland at the New York World
Fair to be held in New York City,
beginning April 30th, 1939.

Form Chicago Company
Chicago—R. L. Buckingham, G.

Brosch and P. S. Drefus have or-
ganized the Borbuck Co. with offices

at 35 East Wacker Drive to sell and
exhibit films, slides, motion pictures.
Roland J. Klinger handled the legal
details for the new company.

Tuesday, Aug. 10, 1937
|
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Warner Washington Zone
Manager In Confab T(

j|

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Washington — General plans foi

the new fall season will be the

subject of discussion today wher.
managers from 39 Warner Bros
theaters in the Washington terri-

tory will meet with John J. Pay-
ette, general zone manager. Roberl
Smeltzer, mid-Atlantic district man-
ager will outline production plans

for the 1937-38 season. Among the

executives who will meet with the

managers will be George W. Crouch
assistant zone manager and chief,

booker; Harry E. Lehmeyer, district' si

manager of Warner's Washington'
theaters; Guy Wonders, district

manager of the Maryland theaters;

Nat Glasser, district manager of the

Virginia theaters; Frank La Falce,

director of advertising and publicity,

and Charles E. MacGowan, contact

ei

list

ir

*

manager.

Prevent Fire Panic

Prompt action by police prevent
ed a panic among 400 patrons of

the Costello Theater at 28 Fort
Washington Avenue, near 160th St.,

on Sunday afternoon when a fire

broke out in a shed adjoining the
theater. Policemen moved through
the audience giving assurance that
there was no danger. The fire was
put out with a hand extinguisher
before the firemen arrived.

Iti
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Allport Returns from Eng
After aiding British producers

in planning a title registration sys-
j
r

tern similar to the one operated by 1

1

the Hays association in this coun-

1

try, Fay Allport of that organiza- 1 \

tion arrived in New York yesterday
|

from London. He goes to the coast
shortly. So far the British setup has
not been materialized.

Trying Case Sept. 20
Lincoln, Neb.—The Nebraska Su-

preme Court has accepted a stipu-

lation by which the attorney gen-
eral's Bank Night test case against
the Fox-Midwest Theater Corp. of

Beatrice will be tried in the first

fall term opening Sept. 20. Bank
Night attorneys are appealing from
the Gage county court's decision
that bank night is a lottery.

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT

The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place

T
AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York

|L_
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{Continued from Page 1)

;ry, stated the association in an an-
nouncement yesterday.

In part, the statement says: "The
national MPTOA representatives
who were present were led to be-

ieve that their organization could
iccomplish something for the bene-
fit of the independent theater own-
ers if they conferred with the gen-
eral sales managers of the various
distributing companies. Therefore,
the ten-point program was originat-
ed and the executive committee at a
great sacrifice and expense to each
met in New York City for the plan-
ned conferences. The more or less

success of this committee in secur-
ing some concessions has been pub-
licized both in favor and disfavor,

but very little publicity has been
given their honest efforts, untiring
persistence and personal sacrifices

in trying to help their fellow ex-

hibitors.

"We are convinced that the 10-

point plan would have been adopted
by the distributors if their repre-
sentatives had not learned that the

sjjpresent U. S. Government Adminis-
tration was planning a new NRA
or other trade practice plans and
the present Congress would not pass
any measures that would cause the
distributing companies any concern.
When these people learned this,

they ran out on the executive com
mittee of MPTOA, leaving them
with very little to show for their

by efforts

United Artists Ad Rental

Plan Stars on August 23

{Continued from Page 1)

sories not included in the arrange-
ment, but which must be purchased
outright as before are the twenty-

i four sheets, window cards, heralds,
I slides and mats, stated Harry D.
Buckley, vice-president.

Chicago Theaters, Operators

Will Discuss New Contract

{Continued from Page 1)

cago shortly from a vacation. It is

reported that the projectionists will

demand their old wage scale which
was cut during the depression.

7 in Work at Col.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia's production ac-

tivities have reached their midsummer
peak, with seven companies actually
looting, five pictures testing and soon

go into work, and six in various
r"yges of editing and scoring. Pictures
•^m production include: "I'll Take Ro-
mance," "The Awful Truth," "River
of Missing Men," "Park Avenue Dame,"
"Women of the Night," "The Game
That Kills," and "Life Begins With
Love."

ft
I
Is

T T
• • • TAKING OVER Broadway with the roadshow
opening of the two-a-day "Souls At Sea" at the Globe last nite

Paramount leads the Broadway Parade with four shows
"High, Wide and Handsome" at the Astor on a two-a-

day basis "Artists and Models" breaking records at the

Paramount and "Blonde Trouble" at the Criterion

the gala opening last nite at the Globe found a representative
audience of prominent film people and socialites on hand to

welcome the long awaited sea drama

• • • CLEAN-UP WEEK observed by United
Artists' publicity dep't in the sense that they cleaned up
on the breaks in the metropolitan dailies over the week-end
for "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" the News roto

section carried a color photo of Joan Bennett on its cover

the Journal and American splashed six columns of art to the

Wanger models on Saturday, and followed with a six-column
hurrah on Sunday the World-Telegram ran a six-column
photo of the girls on Saturday the Sunday Mirror kicked
in with an entire page of a pictorial review other space

in other papers was annexed for "Marco Polo" and "Stella

Dallas" looks as if Monroe Greenthal and Myer Beck are
running wild with the heat or somethin'

9 • • WINNING COMBO "Artists and Models"
and Phil Spitalny's all-girl band at the Broadway Paramount
• •.... set a new summer attendance record will be held

over for a second week starting Wednesday Managing Di-

rector Robert Weitman took his oath on a telephone book which
is sacred to theater managers because it is filled with figures

he swore on the book that this entertainment combo is

running 6,000 admissions ahead of the previous record estab-
lished a few weeks ago by Martha Raye in person over
the week-end the picture and band played to 2,200 more per-
sons than the previous all-time week-end figure

• • • AT THE present average, this combination at the
Paramount will play to more than 147,000 persons says
Mister Weitman an average of 21,000 a day this
figure vies with the all-time attendance record since the stage
band policy was inaugurated almost two years ago the
Paramount's all-time attendance record was established last

January at the peak of the theatrical season, when 158,000*
persons paid to see "The Plainsman" and Ray Noble and his
band "Easy Living" and Martha Raye in person drew 142,-
000 at that time an unprecedented summer attendance
record the previous all-time summer high was 130,000,
set last July with W. C. Fields in "Poppy," which had a four-
week engagement looks as if the current "Artists and
Models" will take a four-week session a local 24-sheet
campaign featuring the two-for-one show policy picture
and band has been started to plug the theater as if

it needed plugging!

• • • TRAILERS ARE not trailing . .: they are lead-
ing on the word of Irving Mack, of Filmack Trailer Ser-
vice who says that the special trailer biz with his com-
pany for June and July exceeded by far the same period last
summer it seems that showmen everywhere are learning
to use all types of special trailers which accounts for
the increase. . . • Over 200,000 Chicagoans heard Rubinoff
and his violin at the Grand Park band concert, so the Chicago
Charter Jubilee Committee engaged him for seven more con-
certs. . . • A cocktail party in honor of Walter Wanger will
be given by W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Music
Hall, at the studio apartment of the Hall this afternoon

« « « » » »

SEEK PROBE OF Fi

DUSTRY IN CANADA
(Continued from Page 1)

alleged control of product by first

run houses, and various other affil-

iated theater practices.

Arrangements are being made for

a general meeting of all indepen-
dent exhibitor associations through-
out Canada to discuss the matters.

Television Theater Channels

Predicted by Doug MacLean

{Continued from Page 1)

last night for Scandinavia for a va-
cation. He sees no threat to estab-
lish theaters in the new form of en-
tertainment, and feels that the in-

dustry will be able to cope with it,

as it did with sound.

MacLean plans to return to the
United States late in October. As
yet he has made no plans for resum-
ing picture production, following
termination of his arrangement with
Grand National, for which he pro-
duced two pictures. He has had
several New York stage offers.

Empire of Canada to Handle

ABP Lineup in Dominion

{Continued from Page 1)

absorbed British International Pic-

tures. Both are John Maxwell com-
panies.

Rogers leaves Thursday on a 10-

day trip that will take him to To-
ronto, Buffalo and other spots.

Open Drive-In Theater
Springfield, Mass. — The first

drive-in theater in Western Massa-
chusetts has opened in Riverside
Park, Agawam and has attracted
large crowds.

Special sound equipment and
screen elevated 50 feet from the
ground, have been installed by the
operators, Sam Bennett and Victor
Trigger of Springfield. Accommo-
dation is provided for 1,500 cars.

AUGUST 10

Norma Shearer
Harry Bernstein
Walter Lang

Joseph R. Fliesler

Harry J. Gumbin
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as conclusive evidence of the solic
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"CONFESSION"
(19S6-37)

KAY FRANCIS
IAN HUNTER

BASIL RATHBONE
JANE BRYAN. DONALD CRISP

THE LIFE OF
EMILE ZOLA

j

ll

THE PERFEci;
SPECIMEN [»
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III

"THEY WONX]
FORGET" U

VARSITY
SHOW

DICK POWELL
FRED WARING

And His Pennsylvanians

TED HEALY. PRISCILLA LANE
ROSEMARY LANE . JOHNNY
DAVIS • BUCK and BUBBLES

THAT CERTAIN
WOMAN

BETTE DAVIS
HENRY FONDA
ANITA LOUISE . IAN HUNTER

HUGH O'CONNELL

BACK IN
CIRCULATION

PAT O'BRIEN

JOAN BLONDELL
MARGARET LINDSAY

THE GREA1 1

GARRICHji
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set for the

jt with pleasure to this schedule of releases

TER of 1937-38
»|cked big-picture program for next season's delivery!

C1R NOVEMBER

>AUL MUNI
IE SONDERGAARD . JOSEPH

BCHILDKRAUT . GLORIA

[tOLDEN.DONALD CRISP

[N O'BRIEN MOORE . HENRY
EILL. MORRIS CARNOVSKY

[RROL FLYNN
JOAN BLONDELL

1UGH HERBERT. EDWARD
EVERETT HORTON.DICK
ORAN. BEVERLY ROBERTS
\Y ROBSON . ALLEN JENKINS

IT'S LOVE
I'M AFTER

LESLIE HOWARD
BETTE DAVIS
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

PATRIC KNOWLES-ERIC BLORE

ALCATRAZ
ISLAND

First and only inside story of

America's Dungeon of the

Damned, backed by a gigan-

tic Cosmopolitan campaign!

CLAUDE RAINS . GLORIA

MCKSON. EDWARD NORRIS

Otto Kruger • Allyn Joslya

Lana Turner

"TORCHY BLANE

THE
ADVENTUROUS

BLONDE

Glenda FARRELL
Barton MacLANE
ANNE NAGEL . TOM KENNEDY

GEORGE E. STONE

BRIAN AHERNE
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
}fcWARD EVERETT HORTON
HNA TURNER.LIONEL ATWILL

SUBMARINE
D-l

PAT O'BRIEN • GEORGE
BRENT WAYNE MORRIS

GLORIA DICKSON
FRANK McHUGH

fou'H See Them in AH Their Glory at the Natiion-Wide TRADE
SHOWING In Your City Aug. 23 • 24
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"Souls at Sea"

lievkws 6$ the Hew films ik (.

Sta Rafttarring Gary Cooper and George

with Frances Dee

Paramount 93 Mins.

BIG-CALIBRE ENTERTAINMENT FOR
ANY THEATER. GRIPPING DRAMA OF
SLAVER DAYS WITH TWO TOP-FLIGHT

STARS.

Paramount is delivering a real piece of

entertainment, designed for any box-office,

in this pretentious attraction. It is of

audience gripping proportions in every re-

spect, well-flanked with a duo of love

stories and plenty of swell humor. Gary

Cooper and George Raft, as the two sea-

going pals, give performances which rep-
resent their best work and the cast which
supports them does a thoroughly fine job.

Tensely dramatic in particular is the sea
disaster sequence which is a credit to any
studio. All in all, it's audience stuff, done
lavishly. Cooper plays a poetry-reading
sailor who although mixed up in the slave

trade with his more prosaic pal, Raft, hates
it. At the opening of the yarn, which
transpires just before the Civil War period,

a Philadelphia court finds him guilty of

causing deaths and of brutality in rescuing
passengers from a fire-doomed ship. What
actually occurred is then told in a flash-

back which constitutes the main story.

Cooper and Raft are captured by a British

ship, intent upon breaking up the slave

trade, after the former has freed his cargo
of "black ivory," following his captain's

death. He stands trial in England but is

exonerated when the true story is learned.

An agent of the British Government as-

signs him to go to America on a mission,

the object of which is to lure slavers into

the range of the crusading English vessels.

Inadvertently he takes passage on a ship
which has been purchased by the secret

co-leader of a slave syndicate, played by
Henry Wilcoxon, and whose sister, Frances
Dee, has won his affections. Raft, who
has joined him, falls in love with Olympe
Bradna, another passenger. Fire breaks
out and in the disaster which ensues,
Raft's sweetheart is killed and he remains
with her, going down on the ship. Cooper,
in an effort to maintain order and thereby

save lives, is forced to kill Wilcoxon and
several panic-stricken passengers which
leads to his trial. Revelation of the true

story paves the way for Cooper's acquittal

and reconciliation with his sweetheart.

Cast: Gary Cooper, George Raft, Frances
Dee, Henry Wilcoxon, Harry Carey,

Olympe Bradna, Robert Cummings, Porter

Hall, George Zucco, Virginia Weidler, Jo-

seph Schildkraut, Gilbert Emery, Lucien

Littlefield, Paul Fix, Tully Marshall, Monte
Blue and Stanley Fields.

Director, Henry Hathaway; Author, Ted
Lesser; Screenplay, Grover Jones and Dale

Van Every; Cameraman, Charles Lang, Jr.;

Art Directors, Hans Dreier and Roland

Anderson; Musical Director, Boris Morros;
Special Photographic Effects, Gordon Jen-
nings; Songs by Ralph Rainger and Leo
Robin; Editor, Ellsworth Hoagland; Record-
ing Engineer, Henry Mills and John Cope.

Direction, Grade A.

did.

Photography, Splen-

The Case of the

Stuttering Bishop"
with Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Warners 69 Tvlins.

SUSPENSEFUL MURDER MYSTERY
HOLDS INTEREST AND BUILDS TO
STRONG CLIMAX.

One of the Clue Club selections, this

murder mystery features Perry Mason, the
fictional lawyer-detective from the pen of

Erie Stanley Gardner. Donald Woods plays

the role of the debonair detective, with
Ann Dvorak as his secretary who is al-

ways on the job with the witty retort and
the helpful suggestions. A millionaire oil

man is murdered, but before this happens,
the detective is working on the case to

discover the missing grandchild of the

millionaire. The title comes from a bishop

who journeys from Australia, interested in

locating the missing girl who is some-
where in America. There is a gang out to

get the millionaire's fortune which comes
to the grandchild on his death. They have

cleverly substituted another girl, and pro-

duced bogus documentary evidence to

prove she is the missing child. So Donald
Woods is working on the case, convinced
that the girl is an impostor, when the

millionaire's murder occurs, and confirms

his suspicions. Here is a very smart and
absorbing mystery tale that will hold the

mystery fans to the last gasp. Very
creditable performances are turned in by

Donald Woods as the detective, and Ann
Dvorak as his secretary. This also goes

for Anne Nagel as the bogus heiress, and

Edward McWade who plays the bishop.

Director William Clemens has handled the

production smartly, and kept the suspense

mounting to the finale.

Cast: Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak, Anne
Nagel, Linda Perry, Craig Reynolds, Gor-

don Oliver, Joseph Crehan, Helen Mac-
Kellar, Edward McWade, Tom Kennedy,

Mira McKinney, Frank Faylen, Douglas

Wood, Veda Ann Borg, George Lloyd, Sel-

mer Jackson.

Director, William Clemens; Author, Erie

Stanley Gardner; Screenplay, Don Ryan,

Kenneth Ganet; Editor, Jack Saper;

Cameraman, Rex Wimpey.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

Releasing Jap Picture

Modern Film Corp. announces it

has acquired nation-wide distribu-

tion rights to the Japanese talking

picture "Daughter of Samurai," also

known as "The New Earth" (titled

in Japanese "Atarashiki Tsuchi")
which it will release in the United
States early in the fall. Modern is

now preparing the American ver-

sion.

Gafelee Heads Body
Lowell, Mass.—John Francis Gate-

lee, 48, of Springfield, militant op-

ponent of the Committee of Indus-
trial Organization, has been re-

elected president of the Massachu-
setts State Federation of Labor.
He is New England organizer for

the I A of S E and M P O.

FOREIGN
"Salon Dora Green"

Casino Film Exchange 75 Mins.

FAIRLY SATISFACTORY FEATURE,
WHOSE MERIT IS ENHANCED BY A
GOOD CAST.

Although its story cannot be said to be
particularly original, and technically is spas-

modic, nevertheless there is enough good
acting and general solidity to commend
it to foreign filmgoers. Chief among its

assets is the personable Mady Christians.

As an entertainer in a cabaret, she falls

in love with the man who is the intended
victim of a spy ring, and, at the climax, is

very much a heroine. As might be ex-

pected, from first to last it is a romantic

melodrama. The cast as a whole contributes

handsomely to making the picture more
entertaining than it might be. Its dialogue

entirely in German limits the appeal. How-
ever the action throughout is easily fol-

lowed as are the individual situations.

Cast: Mady Christians, Paul Hartmann,
Fritz Alberti, Betty Bird, Leonard Stockel,

Alfred Abel, Walter Steinbeck.

A T. K. production; Director, Henrik Ga-
leen. Presented at the 86th Street Casino

Theater.

SHORTS
"Speaking of the Weather"

(Merrie Melody)
Vitaphone 7 mins.

Novel, amusing cartoon.

Novelty, humor and interest are
well-sustained in this Leon Schles-
inger production which takes place
in a magazine store after hours. The
characters on various well-known
magazines come to life and put on a
show. Finally the villian on the
gangster "mag" decides to rob the
bank on the Wall Street magazine,
is discovered by Charlie Chan on the
Detective Magazine, and a chase en-
sues in which all the characters
take part. The villian winds up in

jail.

"Vitaphone B roadwayites"

with La Varre and Brother,
Fredericks and Avery, Medley and

Dupree, Merriel Abbott Dancers
Vitaphone 10 mins.

Agreeable vaude. show.

Subject opens cold to introduce
La Varre and Brother in a not-so-
funny knockabout acrobatic routine.
Fredericks and Avery, male and fe-

male song and dance team, score
with their numbers and dance. Med-
ley and Dupree, long a standard
vaudeville act, still have a turn that
is good entertainment. The Merriel
Abbott dancers, girl troupe, per-
form varied routines well.

7 mins.

"Porky's Railroad"

(Looney Tune)
Vitaphone

Fair Cartoon
This subject does not have the ac-
tion and novelty that others of the
series have possessed. But is is

pleasant and diverting in its story
of how "Porky" manages to retain
his engineer's job on the railroad
though it seemed for a time as
though he would go the way of the
old-fashioned train when the stream-
liner came in.

"Vitaphone Pictorial Revue" No. 12

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Fairly Interesting

Among the
make up this

is an expert
girl who can

four subjects which
reel are a child who
golfer, another little

answer all sorts of

questions, the manufacture of pianos
and the painting of a mural by Dean
Cornwell, famous muralist.

"David Mendoza

and His Orchestra"

with Lucille Manners, the Revelers,
Robert Simmons, Minor and Root

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Very Good Musical Number

Mendoza's excellent music fur-

nishes the background for the at-

tractive Lucille Manners to vocalize

solo, and with Robert Simmons in

highly satisfactory fashion, for the
topnotch dancing of Minor and Root,
leading ballroom dancers; and for

the splendid harmony of the Revel-
ers, male radio quartet. Introduc-
tion of the turns is nicely handled.
Windup is selection by Mendoza,
and then the acts all appear for the
finale.

Josephine Huston in

"Flowers From the Sky"

(Broadway Brevity)

with Morgan Conway,
Almira Seesions, Richard Rauber,

Chas. King, Harland Dixon,
Bruce Evans, the Debonaires

Vitaphone 22 mins.

Very Entertaining Musical.

Lots of production value went into

this subject which serves to smartly
bring out a host of talented per-
formers of whom Josephine Huston,
swell songstress, is the topper. Song,
dance, comedy and humor are nicely

woven together to make a very en-

joyable two-reeler.

Filing Bank Night Suits

Boston—A number of Bank Night
suits are being brought against sev-

eral New England Exhibitors by
Roy Heffner, franchise holder of the

plan in this territory. Heffner is

bringing the actions against Nor-
man Glassman of the Rialto theater
in Lowell and Ernst Sharaf, oper-

ator of the Rialto theater in Worces-
ter, for failing to pay royalty ff"*.

Other exhibitors who have had(
tions filed against them are: Arthur
Viano, operator of two houses in

Greater Boston, and Edward Mar-
kell, of the Strand theater in Bos-
ton.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A NITA LOUISE, lovely Warner
Bros, starlet, has fallen vic-

tim to influenza, according to word
from the Burbank, Calif., studios,

and will be out of the cast of "To-
night's Our Night," Warners' cine-

matic version of "Tovarich," cur-

rent Broadway hit, for several days.
Production, however, will not be
held up by Miss Louise's illness as
Director Anatole Litvak can go
ahead with scenes in which Claud-
ette Colbert and Charles Boyer, the
stars of the picture, appear.

T t
Three more players have been

cast in "Without Warning," War-
ner Bros.' picture. Boris Karloff
and Marie Wilson will have the
leading roles. Regis Toomey goes
in as a lieutenant, Henry Kolker
has been cast as Colonel Hackett
and Frank Fayle will appear as a
private of the guard. John Far-
row will direct the picture, which
goes into production this week.

T

Stealing their cue from Sonja
Henie, who skated her way to
screen stardom after winning three
Olympic championships, four more
beautiful devotees of the ice pas-
time have taken their initial glides

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
» • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 122 • • •

GREGORY RATOFF. Cinematic "triple-threat"; under contract to 20th

Century-Fox as writer-director-actor. Born in Samara, Russia, and law

graduate of St. Petersburg University. Took his studies at the St. Petersburg

Dramatic School more seriously than his legal

work and made his debut at the Malay Theater
in the Russian capital. When Russia entered the

World War, entered the Army, served until the

revolution. Played juvenile in a Harkoff stock

company for two years. Left Russia in late 19.19

for Germany, where he opened his own Russian

Theater in Berlin, later touring Vienna, Buda-

pest, London, Paris and other European capitals.

Lee Shubert brought him to New York, where
in 1922, he began a series of 32 plays. Ap-
peared for the Shuberts in New York, Chicago
and on tour. Has played many important film

roles. At one time with Gaumont-British. While
in London appeared in a B.I. P. film and pro-

duced, wrote, directed and played in "This Wo-
man Is Mine," released through Para, in the U.S.

along the path that leads to cine-

matic fame. Selected by Director

Sidney Lanfield as part of the skat-

ing ballet used in support of Miss
Henie in her second picture, the re-

cently completed 20th Century-Fox
"Thin Ice," Delia Warren and Alicia

Daniels of Lake Placid, N. Y., Alva

Peters of Mineapolis, and Tania
Darbuff, B. C, have been signed by
Lanfield for dramatic roles in "Love
and Hisses," which he will film

with Walter Winchell and Ben Ber-
nie as co-stars.

T T T

Frank Ross reported to Roach

Studios, yesterday to serve as as-

sistant to Milton H. Bren who was
recently signed to a five-year con-

tract as vice-president in charge of

production.
T T T

Henry Sonenshine of Four Star

Pictures will shoot the Nagurski-
Lopez world's championship wrest-

ling match at Wrigley Field, Los
Angeles, tomorrow. Match between
Clara Mortensen and Rita Martinez
will also be photographed as will

a mixed match between Pico Pico,

boxer, and Nick Lutze, wrestler.

Sonenshine has closed with Fox
West Coast for California. Picture

will be state righted.

T T
Michael Loring trains out tonight.

He is going to Cape Cod first where
he will appear in a legitimate play,

and then will go to New York to

appear in a musical and also to do

radio work.
T T

Victor Baravalle has been signed

by RKO Radio Pictures to score the

Gershwin music for Fred Astaire's

first solo-starring film, "A Damsel
in Distress." The late George Gersh-

win completed the music for the

production before his death a few
weeks ago, and his brother, Ira,

wrote the lyrics. Pandro S. Berman
is producing.

Ushers' Union at Boston

To Confer With Circuits

Boston—Negotiations, in the con-
tract proposed by the newly organ-
ized usher's union in Boston are ex-
pected to take place sometime this

week between John Gatelee State
head of the AFL and the head of

the M & P Theaters, Loew's and
RKO houses in the Hub. The pro-
posed plan and wage scale was is-

sued to the local company officials

two weeks ago.
The union now hs approximately

700 front house employees members,
and before the end of Aug. they ex-
pect to have the houses in all of
the major circuits throughout Great-
er Boston 100 per cent unionized.
John Gatelee, and James Burk, busi-

ness manager of the Boston Pro-
jectionist Local, and James O'Brien,
counsel for the Stage Hands Union
of Boston will take part in the ne-
gotiations with local company offi-

cials. The latter helped organize
the new union which comprises,
ushers, doormen, cashiers, cleaners,
porters, matrons, telephone opera-
tors, and stage doormen.

Join the Navy, etc.

Columbus, O.—Twice rejected by the

S. Navy because he was overweight,
I Gordon, usher at the Majestic,
Iked three miles to and from the the-

ater for three months in an effort to
lose 13 pounds. Meanwhile, he lived

on pineapple juice, tomato juice, grape-
fruit juice, orange juice, and iced tea.

Now he has resigned at the Majestic,
his application having been accepted.

EXPLOITETTES
National Publicity Campaign
For "Life of Entile Zola"

W/TTH Warner Bros.' "The

Life Of Emile Zola" set for

national distribution the week
of Oct. 2, S. Charles Einfeld

and his advertising and pub-

licity staff are heralding its re-

lease with a national publicity

campaign centering in promi-
nent magazines. The extensive
publicity campaign has been
handled with the same digni-

fied manner that was evidenced
in the company's much-discussed
campaign on the feature's

world premiere at the Holly-

wood Theater, New York.
Among the many important
"breaks" accorded the film are

the following: The forthcom-
ing issue of Boys' Life magaz-
ine will designate the film as

"the best picture of the month",
marking the first time that this

popular magazine has classi-

fied any photoplay in this cate-

gory. The forthcoming issues

of Parents' Magazine and Red-
book Magazine have also given
the picture a similar rating, ac-

companied by attractive art dis-

plays using stills from the pro-

duction. The current issue of

Life Magazine has chosen the

film as the "picture of the

week", devoting four pages of

stills and copy to it. The forth-

coming issue of Time Magazine

will devote its front cover to

Paul Muni, with a special fea-

ture article in the inside of the

book devoted to a story on the

star and his characterization in

the title role of "The Life Of
Emile Zola." Other honors for

the film include the Honor Page
in Screenland Magazine; a pho-
tograph on the cover, plus an
editorial and a feature review
in American Hebrew. Full-page
feature reviews on the film will

appear shortly in Liberty,

News-Week and McCalls' mag-
azines. Special art layouts have
been planted in Cinema Arts,
Stage, and Harper's Bazaar.
Doctor William Heard Kilpat-

rick, Professor of the Philos-

ophy of Education at Teachers'
College, Columbia University,

has contributed a special article

on the picture to appear in the

September 25th issue of Schol-

astic Magazine, which is devot-

ing a special section to the pic-

ture. —Warner Bros.

Cleveland Exchange Union

Expanding Its Membership

Cleveland — The Film Exchange
Employes Union, affiliate of the

IATSE, will start a move to add
electrical engineers and all theater

maintenance men, including theater

managers and ushers to its member-
ship, as soon as negotiations for

front office employes have been com-
pleted. Harlan Holmden, business

manager of ATSE local 160 did not

get back from California in time to

attend last week's meeting of the

Film Exchange Employes' union, as

scheduled, when the matter of front

office employes was to have been
taken up.

Ira Beckstead, projectionist and
business manager of the Film Ex-
change Employes union is now ne-

gotiating with independent film ex-

changes for individual wage scales

based on the quantity of material

handled. J. K. Johnson, president

of the union states that the 55th

Film Exchange Employes' charter

has just been issued, with only nine

more offices to be organized.

"Name" Bands Battle

Chicago—The battle for name bands
continues in Chicago. Balaban and Katz
have booked "Eddie Duchin" and his

band for next week's headliner for their

ace Chicago theater to be followed
the last week this month with Rudy
Vallee and his Connecticut Yankees.
The Palace Theater of the RKO group,

featured Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hil-

lard and this week Duke Ellington and
his band were headlined.
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SETTLING FOX THEAS.

SUIT VS. ELECTRICS

(Continued from Page 1)

charged Erpi with overcharges and
exactions in the sale and servicing
of sound equipment in Fox Theaters.
Weisman further advised the

court that a $2,184,184 claim of

Adolphus M. Burroughs and Louis
M. Boas against Fox Theaters for

alleged breach of a contract to buy
a circuit of theaters had been disal-

lowed by Special Master Court-
land Palmer and that the time for

an appeal had expired. The claim
of Theater Builders Inc., for $400,-

000 for alleged failure to build a
theater in Newark has been allowed
for $10,000, and that of the Nandes
Realty Co. over the failure of Fox
Theaters to lease an Ossining the-

ater allowed for $15,000.

Weisman was allowed $15,000 by
Judge Manton as an interim allow-

ance for his services from Jan. 13,

1937, to July 12 last.

Situation at Providence

Reshaped by Loew-Fay Deal

Providence — With consummation
of the deal between Edward M. Fay
and Loew's Inc., which makes Fay's

Carlton theater here a "hold-over"
house, interest in local theater cir-

cles is turning to what else the fall

season may have in store in the

way of changes in the theatrical

setup.
The Carlton, closed several weeks

ago and since having undergone sev-

eral interior improvements, redec-

orating, etc., is scheduled to re-open
Aug. 20, with "Stella Dallas" likely

as the first attraction. Al Clarke,

former resident manager of the

house, will retain that post but in-

stead of being a second-run theater
with twice-a-week changes of pro-
gram and low admission scale, Carl-

ton will hereafter take pictures from
Loew's State and from the Majes-
tic (Fay operated first-run houses)
playing these attractions for a sec-

ond week first-run showing and at

admission same as other first-run

houses in town.
As to other changes likely to oc-

cur, though only in rumor stage at

present, it seems likely that one
house now dark in down-town sec-

tion of city will be opened around
Labor Day as a "legit" theater. If

so, then the Empire, presently de-
voted to stage attractions, will go
into films and vaudeville, though As-
sociated Theaters, Inc., lessees of

house, have nothing to say on sub-
ject at present.

Metropolitan, 4,000-seat house, is

reported to be on verge of installing

Ohio Censor Quits
Columbus, 0.—No successor has been

announced to Edward L. Bowsher, state
director of education and head of the
Ohio board of film censors, who will

resign Aug. 16 to assume his new duties
as superintendent of Toledo schools.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Must Charge Advertising Rate
Mexico, D. F.—Mexico City film

theaters must charge at their box
offices the admission rates that ap-
pear in their advertisements or they
will be penalized, warns the city
amusements department.
Some exhibitors, the department

has found, either omit mention of
admission prices in their publicity
or fail to specify it clearly, and
charge prices at their box offices

that are higher than those an-
nounced or the public is given to
expect by the advertising.

Course in School Films
London — Kenneth Lindsay, Par-

liamentary secretary to the Board
of Education conducted a two-weeks
course for school teachers on the
subject of school films. This was
in connection with the drive to pro-
vide projectors in schools. Sir Wil-
liam Brass, M. P., Governor of the
British Fi!m Institute, presided at
the two-week session which closed
on Aug. 6. Four courses were held:
one on the use of films in schools,
one on the use of the projector, the
thh-d on picture making for teach-
ers and the fourth a course of eve-
ning lectures of a more general
character.

So. Africa Receipts Up
Cape Town—The circuit of cin-

emas owned by J. W. Schlessinger
had gross receipts of 229.415 pounds
during the past year, an increase of
57.286 over 1935. For 1936 stock-
holders received dividends of 27%
per cent, an increase of 12% regis-
tered in 1935.

Meehnn Teamed in England
London — John Meehan, Holly-

wood scenarist, and Capt. Joe Orton
have been teamed as a writing unit
by Irving Asher at the Teddington
studios. Their first story is an or-
iginal, "Dr. Satan," scheduled for
early production.

Annabella's U.S. Trip Delayed
Annabella, Continental star of

"Wings of the Morning," and "Un-
der the Red Robe," who was sched-
uled to go to Hollywood upon com-
pletion of "Follow the Sun" at New
World studios in Denham, England,
will remain there for one more pic-
ture, "Let's Go to Paris." She will
then be brought to 20th Century-
Fox studios in Hollywood to co-star
with William Powell in "Jean."

Mrs. Kalmus to Stay Abroad
London—Mrs. Natalie Kalmus did

not sail with her husband, Dr. Herb-
ert T. Kalmus, for the United
States, but is remaining here to
color-direct six productions to be
made in Technicolor by Alexander
Korda's London Films.

New Indian Studio
Madras—Famous Pictures is spon-

soring the construction of a new
studio at Bangalore. It will be
known as Baga Vathi Films' Studios.

Film Imports in Roumania
Bucharest—Exclusive of American

pictures, 98 have been imported dur-
ing the past year, 36 German, 28
French, 18 English, 8 Russian, 6

Austrian, and one each from Poland
and Czecho-Slovakia.

Words and Wisdom
CHAKESPEARE: I have always

wanted to play Shylock on the
screen. "The Merchant of Venice"
would screen very well because it

combines the real story of Shylock
with the fairy story of Portia. If

much money has been lost in screen-
ing Shakespeare, perhaps there will

be a lull. But I think there is

very good ground now for carry-
ing on.—GEORGE ARLISS.

INCOMPREHENSIBLE: The one
thing I can't understand and never
will gg.t used to is the way the pri-

vate affairs of actors and actresses
become the property of the world
at large.—FRANCHOT TONE.

amplificatjon system and will play

at least four stage attractions with
Aaron Richman, Boston, as sponsor
of Providence engagements.

DOWAGER: I don't want Hol-
lywood to get the "Madame" angle
on me. I'm not an ingenue, but
I'm not a dowager either, and I

don't want them to start casting me
in mother roles, because I've not
the figure to begin with and £
haven't the feeling for another.

—

GLADYS GEORGE.

NUTS: I am nuts about this Hol-
lywood, even though this Hollywood
thinks I am nuts, too.—SIMONE
SIMON.

ROMANCE: Acting is the only
romantic career left for a man. I

don't mean romance in the sense of
love-making, but romance in the
sense of adventure, uncertainty.
There's nothing which offers such
sensationally high rewards or such
abysmal failure. — HENRY WIL-
COXON.

Free Pix For Ohio
Columbus, Ohio—Eight one-reel

travelogues, depicting scenes of his-

toric and aesthetic importance
throughout the state, have been is-

sued with no rental to leading the-

aters in Ohio, announces B. A. Aug-
hinbaugh, director of visual instruc-

tion in the state department of edu-
cation.

Providence Critic Resigns

Providence—Alfred "Al" Marcello,

theater critic and columnist of the
News-Tribune and its successor,

the Star-Tribune, has resigned.

Marcello, who has been doing the-

ater coverage here a number of

years, has no immediate plans for

the future.

New Bank Night Angle
Rockville, Conn.—Without even buy-

ing a ticket to the theater, three

charitable organizations were declared
"winners" at the Palace Theater's Ban1

'

Night fund recently. Following notil
from State Police Commissioner Anthony^
Sunderland that Bank Nights would no
longer be allowed. Manager Ernest Links
of the theater ordered the $280 prize
scheduled to be put up at Friday night's

performance given away.

EXPECT RKO-WILCOU

DEAL TOMORROW
(Continued from Page 1)

of the productions will cost in the
neighborhood of $750,000.

Wilcox said he will make two pic-

tures in Technicolor. His pictures
will be national in character after
the fashion of "Victoria, the Great."
He commented that he believed it

futile to compete with Hollywood at
things Hollywood can do so much
better than anyone else.

Wilcox stated that he believed it

would be practicable for him to pro-
duce for Paramount and also for
RKO Radio. He emphasized that he
had done business with Paramount
for many years and had always had
the friendliest relations with the
company.

Buys Hungarian Pix

Eugene J. Lang, president of

Danubia Pictures, Inc., who returned
last week from Europe, announces
purchase of distribution rights for

the United States of a selected list

of all-Hungarian product. Films,
Lang said, will be included in com-
pany's 1937-38 release program.

Plans Personal Appearances
Irene Agai, Hungarian film ac-

tress, and Stephen Szekely, well-

known European director, are sched-
uled to arrive in the United States
early next October. Miss Agai plans
during her stay to make personal
appearances in Hungarian communi-
ties here at the invitation of art

centers.
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Beatrice, Neb.—Plans to contest

the action of the voting board in'

the recent tie, 1,553 votes each way,
on the proposal to allow Sunday
shows here, were filed this week
in the courts. Claim by the pro-
Sunday group is that the board al-

lowed some illegal votes and did not
allow some which were okay.

St. Louis Park, Minn. — Public
hearing on an application to build

a 600-seat theater here has been
postponed to Aug. 18 after the ap-
plicant failed to be present at the
original meeting August 4.

Mount Ayr, la.—Remodeled Prin-
cess theater here has opened. The
building has been enlarged and a
new front added at cost of $10,000.
W. H. and J. H. Eddy are owners.

Lohrville, la.—Clifford Anderson,
manager of the Lomar, has started
construction of a new motion pic-

ture house to be opened in the fall.

Des Moines—E. W. Hageman has
completed remodeling of the Grand
at Independence. The Wampas at
Keosauqua has closed for two weeks
for enlargement.

St. Louis, Mo.—Homer H. Har-
mon, publicity director for the Am-
bassador Theater has been vaca-
tioning at Rockaway Beach, Mo., on
The Lake of the Ozarks.

Boston—Jack O'Brien, assistant
manager of the Metropolitan has
just reutrned from a two week tour
of New England and Canada. He
motored 4000 miles on the trip.

Boston—Anthony Zinn, assistant
manager of the RKO Boston, is at
Saranac Lake for a two weeks' va-
cation.

Boston—James Darby, treasurer
of the Metropolitan Theater, will

spend a two weeks vacation in the
White Mountains.

Waukegan, 111. — The Valencia
Theater name has been changed to

the Times by Charles Rhyann, own-
er.

Chicago—The Illinois 48 hour law
for women now in effect hits some
of the smaller houses where the wo-
men cashier and ushers have had
a longer work week. State Labor
department will have charge of the
enforcement of the new law.

Chicago—Bland Brothers are add-
ing 300 Ideal seats to their Oak
Theater at Western Avenue and
Armitage. Joe Goldburg organiza-
tion has the contract.

fh
C| Jticago — The second annual
picnic and get-together of the Great
States Theaters circuit was held
near Piano, with John Balaban of
Balaban and Katz, and Jules J.

Rubens, of the Great States cir-

Book Reviews in Film Theater, St. Louis Innovation

St. Louis, Mo.—Weekly book reviews at Fanchon & Marco's Fox Theater each Wed-
nesday noon by Dorothy Godwin, woman commentator of KMOX on the public address
system of the film house has given this community something distinctly different.
Patrons of the theater are asked to write their comments on the reviews and eacn
week winners are given copies of the book reviewed. Week by week the feature is

growing in popularity. The review is given at noon and lasts for half an hour.

cuit, the hosts to more tnan 250
managers, other executives of the
circuit and the guests.

Morrison, 111.—The Alger Circuit
will reopen its Capitol Theater
which was closed for two weeks
while undergoing extensive redec-
orating and improvements.

Iron River, Wis.—Charles Nygaard
has leased the Daniels, dark for the
past several years, and after re-
modeling will open it Aug. 15 as the
New Rex.

St. Louis, Mo.—William E. Mick
is the new exploiteer for Jam
Handy Pictures, making his head-
quarters here.

New Orleans — Rodney Toups,
manager of Loew's State Theater
has returned from his vacation.
During his absence treasurer A. A.
Petrie was in charge.

New Orleans—Republic here has
completed renovation of its offices

which now are the second air-con-
ditioned film exchanges in this ter-

ritory. The recent renovation in-

cluded new office furniture.

Providence—Loew's State here,

along with the Loew houses in Syra-
cuse and Rochester, will rotate the-

ater organists during coming sea-

son. Maurice Cook left Providence
several weeks ago for the North-
ern New York houses. Con Maffie,

the "Singing Organist," who has
worked in many of Loew's New
York houses, comes here Aug. 20

for 12 weeks. A third organist is

yet to be named to complete the
circuit.

Cincinnati—A fire at Xenia, Ohio,

which started in a rubbish heap in

an adjoining building, closed tem-
porarily H. L. Binder's Orpheum
Theater, which was badly damaged
by falling timber and water. Total
loss was estimated at $350,000. Bin-

der's theater has been reconditioned.

Cincinnati—Ray Johnston, Mono-
gram president, here on a visit with
Bill Onie, manager of the local
branch.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Approximately
$7,000 will be spent for new club
quarters for the Variety club in the
Schroeder hotel here, which are ex-
pected to be ready some time in

October.

Lincoln, Neb. — New assistant
house manager at the Orpheum is

Bob Wintersteen, who was one time
house manager but started out on
his own. He takes the place of
Gus Nelson, who has gone to the
coast.

Des Moines, la.—Leo F. Wolcott
of Eldora, la., president of the Al-
lied Theater Owners of Iowa and
Nebraska with his wife and daught-
er, is on a motor trip through the
west. The next meeting of the Al-
lied group has been set for Octo-
ber, exact dates to be announced
later.

Cincinnati—Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Macci, exhibs of Greenville, announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Mary, to Joe Arnett. The wedding
is set for early September.

Grundy Center, la.—E. F. Lamp-
man, formerly of Des Moines, is

celebrating his first anniversary in

charge of the new Grand theater
here. Starting August 8, he is con-
ducting a week of special shows.

Wellston, O.—The new theater to

be built on East Second street on
the Porter block by Thomas D.

Clutts will be opened in October,
with a seating capacity of 700. Clark
M. Young, of Bowling Green, O., is

associated with Clutts in the new
venture.

Providence—E. M. Loew's Drive-

In Theater, opened here a fort-

night ago, is doing extensive news-
paper advertising. A half-page ad
in the rotogravure section of Prov-
idence Sunday Journal was carried

Aug. 1—first time in years that any
theatrical enterprise has gone into

the "brown sheet," which has the

heaviest ad rate in town.

Cincinnati — C. A. MacDonald,
MacDonald Circuit, Columbus, and
wife, have returned from an ex-
tended rest at Lost Lake, Wis.

Detroit—Jack Early, manager of

the poster room at Fox Exchange,
has been appointed new shipping
clerk and poster clerk combined at

Grand National, where he succeeds
Allen N. Boodman, who leaves next
week for California.

George W. Trendle, president of the
United Detroit Theaters Circuit.
New house will be of one-floor con-
struction, with ultra-modernistic
styling. House will be called the
Vogue. Nov. 1 is set as tentative
opening date.

Columbus, Neb.—Local business
men have got together to declare a
ban on the small circuses and car-
nivals which are the bane of Ne-
braska exhibitors this summer un-
less better performances are given.

Cincinnati.—Milton Bornschlaegel,
RKO, will marry Thelma Goldberg,
daughter of Lee Goldberg, Big Fea-
tures Rights Corp., August 15.

Springfield, Mass.—William Pow-
ell, director of publicity for the
Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc., has returned from his vacation
and is at present subbing as man-
ager of the Paramount, one of the
chain, while George Labe, regular
manager, takes a vacation.

Mr. Aur, la.—Princess theater has
reopened after extensive remodeling
and addition of new equipment.

Cincinnati — Norman Crestwell,
owner of The Cosy Theater, Cedar

-

ville, is the father of an eight pound
baby girl, Nancy Carrol.

Sumner, la.—Cass opera house
here is enlarging its stage to con-
form to a new amusement program.
Besides the motion picture, vaude-
ville acts are being added once a
week.

Worcester, Mass.—The erection of

a neighborhood theater at 8-12 Mill

Street, this city, to cost $50,000,

is contemplated by Edward Maskell,

Boston. The new structure is to

be operated by the Webster Square
Amusement Co., Inc.

Youngstown, O.—George Renner,
IV, secretary of the State Theater
Co. and prominent civic leader, has
been elected to the board of di-

rectors of the Mahoning National
Bank, Youngstown, O.

Springfield, Mass.—Carl Jamroga,
assistant manager at the Capitol

here, has returned from the annual
vacation.

Detroit—A new 1500 seat theater

is to| be erected at Harper and Har-
vard Avenues, it is announced by

Denver—R. D. Ervin, portable

operator in Walden and Kremmling,
Colo., is building a 300-seat theater

in the latter town. House will be

opened about Aug. 15. Ervin also

owns the Star theater, Walden.

Findlay, O.—The Findlay State

Theater Co. has purchased the new
theater that has been under con-

struction by the Quilna Theater Co.

of Lima for the past several months.
Walter Steuve, who will be active

manager of the new $75,000 theater,

and his father, R. C. Steuve, presi-

dent of the company, made the an-

nouncement. It will be known as

the State.
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' POLICY IS FORGJNG AHEAD

Conn. Exhibs Plan Audience Games' Ban Court Test

New Haven Mass Meeting

Decides to Center Fight

on Bank Night

New Haven—Connecticut exhibi-

tors, at a mass meeting sponsored

by both Allied Theaters and the

MPTO at the Hofbrau Haus yester-

day, decided to start a court action

testing the state-wide ban on audi-

ence games. The Stanwood theater

will be the plaintiff, with Bank
Night as the specific game to figure

in the suit.

Another meeting is planned for

tomorrow to further develop the

campaign.
Last city to receive the ban was

New Haven.

48 PRODUCTIONS NOW

IN WORK AT STUDIOS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Forty-eight pictures

are before Hollywood cameras, with
Warners and Paramount each mak-
ing seven. M-G-M is producing six

and 20th Century-Fox five. Colum-
bia is down for four and Universal
for three. Republic is making four.

Goldwyn and Wanger are producing
(Continued on Page 6)

N. Y. Exchange Employees'

Pact Negotiations Begin

Negotiations opened yesterday be-

tween major company exchanges
and the New York City exchange
employes union at the office of

(Continued on Page 6)

!
Trying to Serve Exhibs.

1 \ Minneapolis
Jempting to

— U. S. Marshals are at-

serve Paramount playdate
'strike restraining orders on 70 members
of Northwest Allied Theater Owners As-
sociation. Pickets with banners are

still in front of Paramount exchange.
W. A. Steffes, head of Allied, has left

Minneapolis on week's vacation and is

keeping in touch with the strike by
phone. He has not been served.

Film Bill Sponsors See Hope in Special Session

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A movement to press for action on pending motion picture legislation

if and when President Roosevelt yields to the farm bloc and issues a call for a special

Congressional session in mid-October has been started by Congressmen interested in

picture bills. Hope for action on either Hobbs resolution to investigate the film in-

dustry or re-introduced Pettengill block booking bill has been virtually abandoned
for present session. Sentiment is that the House at possible special session will have
more time on its hands than the Senate and will be able to allot committee work.

NATIONAL THEATERS

OPENS ANNUAL MEET

Colorado Springs—Second annual
convention of National Theaters
opened here yesterday at the Broad-
moor Hotel, with a large delegation
of the circuit's personnel present,
together with a number of repre-
sentatives of other circuits.

Conclave, which has as its pur-
pose the imparting of first-hand in-

formation to the organization's di-

vision and district managers, in ad-
dition to their bookers, of the con-

(Continued on Page 4)

Wilcox To Continue Para.

Deal Meetings in London

Herbert Wilcox, British producer
who sails today on the Queen Mary,
will continue conferences in Lon-
don on producing for Paramount in

(Continued on Page 4)

PRICE RISE CONFAB

SET AT

New Haven—A joint meeting of

neighborhood and several downtown
theaters will be held tomorrow at

the Hofbrau Haus for the discus-

sion of a proposed general admis-
sion price rise. It is expected that
a proposal will be made to hike the
leading neighborhoods from the
present 25 to a 30-cent all week
top, with Loew's downtown second

(Continued on Page 4)

Justice Dept. Aide to Quiz

Paramount Manager Friday

Henry Randal, Paramount man-
ager for Brooklyn and Long Island,

on Friday will be further examined
by Assistant U. S. District Attor-
ney Leo Hickey in Brooklyn, con-
tinuing an informal investigation of

(Continued on Page 4)

More Than 50 Theaters Now
On Plan, National

Checkup Shows

With more than 50 theaters
throughout the country playing
"continued first-runs," the policy is

gradually increasing, a checkup of

exhibition nationally disclosed yes-
terday.

In the face of opposition on the
part of many competitor houses,
sales managers of major companies
defend the plan as a justifiable

means of getting additional first-run

revenue out of pictures which they
cannot afford to keep in big houses

(Continued on Page 6)

ROXY PLAN HEARING

OFF TO AUGUST 25

Loew's Net Profit for the Fiscal

Year Is Estimated at $14,500,000

Cinecolor Asks SEC Right

to Issue 167,000 Shares

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Cinecolor, Inc. of

Los Angeles has filed a registration
statement with the SEC for 167,000
shares of $1 par value common
stock. The issue will be offered

through G. Brashears & Co., the un-
derwriters at $1.50 per share for a

(Continued on Page 6)

Loew's is expected to show a net
profit of approximately $14,500,000
for its fiscal year ending Aug. 31,

authoritative Wall Street sources
estimated yesterday. This is indi-

cated to amount to at least $9.50

per share on common stock.

Stock has already earned $7.20
this year. Unofficial estimate of

about $14,500,000 would give the
company one of its best years on
record.

Scheduled hearing on the Roxy
Theater reorganization plan today
will be postponed two weeks until

Aug. 25. Date for appeals from
confirmation of the plan expires
Aug. 23. Hearing set for today was
to keep the case open. In the event
that there are no appeals, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox may take title to the the-

ater on Aug. 25.

Chicago Prosecutor Asserts

Bank Night Ban Permanent

Chicago—William Daly of the
corporation counsel's office and
prosecutor of bank night cases says
there is no chance for bank night

(Continued on Page 6)

Revamp Criterion Deal
The Paramount-Criterion theater deal,

under which the producer-distributor
was to become a partner in the Broad-
way house, is undergoing a drastic re-

vamping, despite the belief that the or-
iginal contracts were ready for dos-

sing last week. Just what form the
jinew arrangement is to take nobody
Bjieems to know at the present moment.
Conferences on it will resume in several
Mdays in New York.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 1234 1234 12% — l/4
East. Kodak 184 182 184 + 3%
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq 233/8 23 23

Loew's, Inc 87 1/4 863/8 87% + %
do pfd 1053/4 1053/4 1053/4

Paramount 22% 21% 21% — !4
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 19% 19% 19% + %
Pathe Film 10 9% 9% + %
RKO 83/8 8 1/4 8 1/4 — %
20th Century-Fox . . 35% 35 35 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 43 43 43 — 2'/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14% 14% 14% + 1/4

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww ...100 99% 997/8
Para. B'way 3s55... 67 67 67 + %
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .100% 100% 100% — %
Para. Picts. cv.3%s47 92% 92% 92 Vi — %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95% 95 95 Vi + V4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 3>4 3% 3%
Sonotone Corp 2 1% 1% — %
Technicolor 303/8 29% 293/4 — 1/4

Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 1 1 Vi 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 96
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 70 72
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43... 53% 55%

TWICE-A-DAY
I DELIVERY SERVICE

1600
BROADWAY

N.T.C.
ClRCU 6-0081-2-3-4

Coming and Going
E. J. SMITH, general sales manager of Im-

perial, has left New York for a trip down
South with New Orleans as his ultimate destin-
ation after stops at Charlotte and Atlanta.

AARON ROSENTHAL, Grand National studio
comptroller, has arrived in New York from Hol-
lywood for a 10-days' conference.

ROLAND YOUNG sails from New York today
on the Queen Mary.

JEAN LE SEYEUX, French stage director,

arrives in New York today on the Champlain.

ATTORNEY LOUIS PHILLIPS went to Phila-

delphia yesterday from New York, preliminary

to the Paramount injunction hearing today.

SYLVIA SIDNEY is en route to New York
from Hollywood.

HUGH O'CONNELL left New York yesterday

returning to the Coast.

MORRIS KINZLER returned to New York
yesterday following a vacation at Woodstock.

BOB SAVINI arrived in New York yesterday,

returning from Montreal.

J. J. FITZGIBBONS is in New York from
Toronto.

NATE GOLDSTEIN of Springfield is in New
York on film buys.

JAMES BRENNAN and RICHARD WALSH,
IATSE vice presidents, leave today for Seattle.

CAROLYN WOLFENSTEIN, secretary to John
Schultz at Fanchon & Marco, sails Aug. 21

for a Havana honeymoon.

LOUIS KARASIK, attorney, leaves tonight
for Saratoga.

HELENE S. BAMBERGER, who has been as-
sociated with the Human Relations Committee
of the Progressive Education Ass'n, this sum-
mer, sails Aug. 21 on the SS. California to
enter Reed College, Portland, O. Miss Bam-
berger is a daughter of Leon W. Bamberger,
RKO sales promotion head.

LOUIS K. SIDNEY of Loew's left last night
for Washington.

IAN KEITH left New York by plane for the
Coast last night.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK, British film director,

sails from England for the United States on
August 18, aboard the Queen Mary.

GERTRUDE MICHAEL, who arrived in New
York by plane early this week from Hollywood,
has left for Dennis, Mass., where she will

fulfill an engagement at the Cape Playhouse.

DAVE LOEW will go to Lake George from
New York next week for several days.

Dave Loew To Show Pix

Dave Loew, here from the Coast
for a stay of several weeks, said

yesterday he is expecting a print

of his latest Joe E. Brown produc-

tion, "Fit For A King," which RKO
will release, and that the picture

will be tradeshown at the Astor The-
ater. Loew's next two are for Co-
lumbia release. Richard Flournoy
is writing the script for the next
one slated to go into production in

October under direction of Edward
Sedgwick.

Attach Pix Proceeds
Supreme Court Justice Timothy

J. Leary yesterday granted the mo-
tion of Principal Exchange for a
writ of attachment on the $12,000
proceeds from the recent exhibition

of "Crusades Against Rackets" at

the Gaiety Theater. The attach-

ment was granted in connection with
the Principal Exchange breach of
contract suit against Jay-Dee-Kay
Productions and J. D. Kendis, pro-
ducer of "Crusades Against Rack-
ets."

Rosengarten Injured

Condition of Dave Rosengarten
of Times Pictures, seriously injured

when the automobile in which he
was driving with members of his

family collided with another car on
Ocean Parkway early last Sunday
morning, was described by physi-

cians yesterday as slightly improv-
ed. He is in Kings County Hospital,
Brooklyn, suffering from a punc-
tured lung and other possible in-

ternal injuries, it was stated.

Charles Romano Dead
Charles Romano, Broadway stage

actor who had been rehearsing for

the new musical, "Virginia," is dead
of heart disease at the age of 39.

Saunders Jr. to Wed
E. M. Saunders Jr., younger son

of Edward M. Saunders, Western
M-G-M sales manager, will be mar-
ried tomorrow afternoon to Miss
Grace Schwing of Mt. Vernon, N.
Y. The ceremony will take place
at St. Joseph's Church, Bronxville.
Afterwards there will be a recep-
tion at Saunders' home in Bronx-
ville.

Change Allied Meet Dates
Allied Theaters of New Jersey,

having selected the Ritz Carlton,
Atlantic City, as the scene of its

annual convention, has changed its

meeting dates to Sept. 22-24, inclu-
sive, thus moving session back one
day. Reason: New Jersey primaries
are to be held Sept. 21.

Petroff to do Play

Boris Petroff and Henry Rosen-
dahl are planning immediate pro-
duction of "Men at Work" play on
Broadway. They authored the
script. Petroff formerly produced
for Paramount and Grand National.

Act on Bronx Screeno
New York City authorities yes-

terday hailed manager of one of Moe
Rosenberg's Bronx houses into
Magistrate's Court in connection
with Screeno.

Marshall in Hospital

Fred E. Marshall, West Coast
RKO Radio public relations coun-
sel, is confined to St. Vincent's Hos-
pital, Portland, O., with rheumatic
fever.

Newsreeler Opening
Boston—Strand, Scollay Square,

will open a newsreel theater about
Sept. 1. It will show short sub-
jects and latest news.

Reserves Decision on Move
To Bar Sex Films from U.%

Federal Judge Samuel Mandel-
baum yesterday reserved decision
on the motion of Jewel Productions
to enjoin Henry Morganthau, Secre
tary of the Treasury, and the In-
ternal Revenue Dep't. from barring
entrance of the film "Mysteries of
Sex" into the U. S. Judge Mandel
baum said that he was not likely to
grant an injunction on the evidence
submitted but that he would accept
briefs on the case and then make a
decision.

Business Agent Quits
Detroit—Allan M. Boodman is re

signing as business manager for the
Film Inspectors, Shippers, and Pos-
ter Handlers Local, IATSE, in or-
der to leave for California, to re-
cover from a prolonged illness from
which he has suffered for several
years. He is also giving up his po-
sition, temporarily, at Grand Na-
tional Exchange, and may not re-
turn to Detroit. A new business
agent will be elected at the organi-
zation meeting on August 12.

Deny Infringement
Referring to an action instituted

by an undesignated color processing
company against Vericolor, in which
the plaintiff charges minor patent
infringements, counsellors for the
defendant organization stated yes-
terday, after study of the patents
in question, that no valid claims are
infringed by Vericolor.

World Reopens Aug. 31

The World theater has been
closed down for renovations and
preparation for the new season.
Sixteen millimeter subjects will be
added to the regular program of
foreign and domestic productions
when the theater opens Aug. 31.

Major Closing Office
Major Productions is giving up

its New York office at 42 West 45th
St. Ernie Gann, Major talent scout,
will remain in the east.

AUGUST II

Hobart Bosworth
Samuel Bischoff

Jean Parker



PREPARE YOUR
HOLD-OVER ADS
NOW!
A tip to all theatres based on the first Popular

Price engagements! [

Hold-overs just announced: PITTSBURG; SALT LAKE CITY;
BUFFALO; WASHINGTON, D. C.

;
LOS ANGELES playing

2nd week at two theatres day and date. More on the way! ]

"The Good Earth" is a positive extended-run

hit Hold open plenty of extra time!

p ^Thanks Los Angeles; Oklahoma City; Mountain, Michigan; Salt

Lake City; Alexandria, Minn; Buffalo; Albany; Pittsburgh and others

for those swell campaigns. We're gratified that our 38-page Exploitation

Manual of tried and proven Roadshow campaigns is proving so helpful.
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NATIONAL THEATERS

OPENS ANNUAL MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

tracts negotiated for the Skouras
houses of National Theaters for the

forthcoming season, heard at the

inaugural day's morning and after-

noon sessions addresses by Spyros
Skouras and other speakers. At the

mid-day recess, luncheon was held,

and during the evening the exhibits

of Erpi and General Electric were
inspected by the delegates.

Today's morning session will be

presided over by Spyros Skouras.

Scheduled speakers are Arch M.
Bowles H. J. Fitzgerald, John Ham-
rick, Al Finkelstein, C. A. Buckley
and Rick Ricketson. Following lun-

cheon at 1 p.m., addresses will be

made by Phil Philips, Harry Huff-

man Frank Newman, Al Gould, E.

C. Rhoden, Mike Rosenberg and
Charles P. Skouras. After dinner,

delegates will view exhibits of Gen-
eral Theaters and RCA equipment.
Tomorrow's program comprises a

short session, with Spyros Skouras
presiding. At 10:30 will be held

group meetings to appoint chair-

men. There will be no afternoon
session.

On Friday morning the program
calls for reports of committee chair-

men and speeches by C. A. Buckley,

W. H. Lollier, Elmer Hanks, George
Frantz, Rick Ricketson, R. H. Mc-
Cullough, L. E. Pop and Irving Ep-
steen will be heard.
Immediately after the 1 o'clock

luncheon, the final session will be
launched. Speakers will be Al Fin-
kelstein, Aubrey Schenck, Charles
P. Skouras W. T. Powers, J. J. Sul-

livan, and all division managers.
Spyros P. and Charles P. Skouras
will deliver closing addresses.

Christie Starts Comedy
Al Christie has started shooting

on the first of a series of comedies
for Educational starring Imogene
Coca, comedy star of "New Faces"
at the General Service Studios at

Astoria. It is a Marcy Klauber-Art
Jarrett script titled "The Bashful
Ballerina" and offers in support
Alex Asro, Eugene Sigiloff, Irene
Moore and Alyce Chappie. Chris
Beute and Johnny Graham assisted

in the direction.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Lionel Barrymore averages a hundred
etchings a year and does all his work
with a phonograph needle, although ha

has a set of the finest etching instru-

ments that can be purchased.
—M-G-M.

• • • WANTED a man to share $4,000,000
and with that eye-catcher and a dozen more equally as
appealing to Missus Public and her Old Man and the Kids
the Columbia ad dep't went after the advertising layouts on
"It's All Yours" in the very Grand Manner Hy Daab's
lads specializing in the copy and art work certainly did them-
selves proud as the pressbook will show Diversity

of ideas and treatment whamming the Glamour,
Komance, Gayety, Smartness over with snap and originality

yessir no routine treatment in these ads
what we mean they SPARKLE

• • • HI, ADMIRAL the press lads and trade mugs
will be saluting the gold braid as they climb aboard the U. S. S.

Texas tomorrow eve for a special preview of GB's "Gang-
way" starring Jessie Matthews. .... .the showing will be pre-
ceded by informal dinner in the officers' mess and what
a mess it will be when those trade paper mugs get through
with it

• • • TO THE Ladies every so often we get a
chance to plug good work done by some femme in the publicity

end of the biz this time the what-ho goes to Ruth Schwer-
in of Lou Lifton's ad and pub dep't at Monogram get
yourself a copy of the pressbook on "Paradise Isle" and lamp
several pages of beaucoup tie-ups all engineered by the li'l

gal Ruthie of course they hit the Woman's Angle
and that's the reason a femme pressagey can click with this

sort of tie-up

T T T

• • • SERVICE DE LUXE for Arthur A. Lee, head
man at GB with the airline officials instituting a new ser-

vice for him over week-ends the seaplane from Toronto
will in the future stop near Royal Canadian Island Mis-
ter Lee's private preserve young Bill Lee will be waiting
there in a motor boat to transport the pater to the isle

the airways company has already issued the first ticket to

"Royal Canadian Island—from Toronto" swank, eh, what?

• • • GIANT electric clock for theater ballyhoo
also a permanent convenience to the public will be oper-

ating in a few weeks from its position on a huge new upright
sign and the marquee on the Capitol on Broadway the

clock will be regulated every hour

• • • EIGHT STRAIGHT for the Skouras base-
ball team the eighth game being chalked up with airtight

pitching by Gus Kay against the Apeda Studio team in the Mo-
tion Picture League series the Skouras lads lead the

league with 10 wins and two defeats

T

• • • BRILLIANT PREMIERE with $5 tickets out

for formal dress Warners' "Life of Emile Zola" takes

place this eve at the Hollywood theater the list of invited

guests cuts a wide swath through the fields of society, finance,

and the amusement worlds not to mention the educational

ranks, for this picture will appeal to them no end

• • • FEMME exchange manager the only one in

the biz, they say Rona Gutekunst of GB's New Orleans
office doing a man-sized job till a successor to Bill Minder
is found

PRICE RISE CONFAB

SET AT NEW HAVEfr

(Continued from Page 1)

run, the Bijou, following suit.

Loew's College, B house, may ad-
vance from the present 35 to a 40-

cent top. Tendency in the terri-

tory has been rather to reduce
prices in recent years.

Wilcox to Continue Para.

Deal Meetings in London

(Continued from Page 1)

England, he said yesterday. He in-

dicated that he might reach an un-
derstanding with Paramount. Wil-
cox's pact with RKO Radio to pro-
duce for that company in England
does not prevent him from making
films for Paramount also.

Wilcox said he expected to con-
clude an agreement with RKO Ra-
dio before sailing this morning un-
der which he will make four big
pictures annually beginning Janu-
ary, 1938.

« « « » » »

Justice Dept. Aide to Quiz
Paramount Manager Friday

(Continued from Page 1)

the metropolitan territory theater
setup. Although all parties con-
nected with the situation are main-
taining a policy of silence, it is un-
derstood that basis of the probe is

a complaint made by the Century
Circuit, headed by A. H. Schwartz.

Get Colorcontrol License
Sherman-Strauss, Inc., Long Is-

land City, builders of spectacular
and theatrical displays have been
sub-licensed by Edward Schulhuf
to manufacture and vend under the
Kirk Colorcontrol patent 1,886,341
cell principle of colorcontrol allow-
ing unlimited change of color and
animation.

"Stella" Held for 2nd Week
Samuel Goldwyn's "Stella Dallas"

will be held for a second week at
the Radio City Music Hall, begin-
ning tomorrow.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Of 518 feature films released in Ar-

gentina during 1936, 366 were from

the United States.
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A * NEWS o£ the DAY * * *
East Liverpool, O.—The Columbia

theater, pioneer movie house of the

upper Ohio valley has been reopened

after complete modernization. The
house had been dark for two weeks

to permit improvements estimated

to have cost $15,000. Improvements
included increased seating, instal-

lation of new ventilating and light-

ing, new sound screen, acoustical

treatment and redecoration of the

auditorium, new rest rooms, recar-

peting and modernizing of sound

and booth equipment. Sam M.
Reichblum, president of the Reich-

blum Theaters Inc., operating this

and several houses in the tri-state

area, has announced the theater here

will be headquartes for the group.

Greeley, Neb.—A. L. Hepp, owner
of the Idle House theater here and

also formerly an exhibitor at Scotia,

Neb., has left for Riverton, Wyo.,

to take over the Review.

Denver—Succeeding George Hart-

ley as salesman out of Denver for

Grand National is F. C. LeRoy, who
was formerly an exhibitor in Chi-

cago.

Bogalusa, La.—Berenson's State

Theater is undergoing renovating

and is installing Rainbo Lighting

fixtures.

Columbia, Tenn.—A. E. Shortley

has announced, following a visit of

Tony Sudekum, president of the

Crescent Amusement, to Columbia
recently, that a new theater will be

opened in Columbia soon. In the

meantime the Princess Theater, un-

der the same management, is being

modernized.

Right to Eat in Film Theaters Arouses Detroiters

Detroit—Right to eat in film theaters is subject of a verbal battle, waged on the
editorial page of the Detroit Free Press via its Letter Box column. Femme fan, an-
noyed by the crunching of eats during a film show, started the controversy with a
blasting letter. It's been taken up, pro and con, by dozens of Pro Bono Publicos.

in the Mather Tower, a loop sky-
scraper building for the showing of
commercial films and entertaining
clubs and other groups of women.

Mt. Vernon, O.—Schine is taking
bids on construction of a new 1400
seat house here. John Eberson of

New York has prepared the plans.

Chicago—Adelphia theater of the

Ludwig Sussman circuit is using
series of cartoon ads in his local

newspaper advertising to stimulate

interest among his patrons on the

north side of the city.

Findlay, O.—The Quilna Theater
Corp., of which Homer Powell is

president, is constructing a new
theater here to be completed early

in the fall.

Minneapolis—The giant birthday
cake which is being displayed in

front of the Pantages theater this

week during the Pantages' fifth

birthday celebration will be distri-

buted to the poor of Montevideo,
Minn. John Kliplif, manager of the
Montevideo house, will be in charge
of the distribution.

is affiliated, at a special private
showing of "Wee Willie Winkie."

Denver—E. C. Dettman, former
owner of an Imperial, Neb., theater,

is now operating a liquor store in

Imperial.

Denver—Charles Ingle will soon
open a new theater which he is build-

ing in Rico, N. M.

Youngstown, O.—Frank Savage,
manager of Warners here, and fam-
ily are in northern Minnesota. Harry
Brodie, manager of the Sixth street

theater at Coshocton is enjoying the

cool woods of Wisconsin.

Gallipolis, O.—City's newest house
will open Sept. 15, according to an-
nouncement of Fred Wheeler, own-
er. It has been named the Colony.

Alliance, O.—Ray Wallace, gener-
al manager of Tri-Theaters, Inc.,

operating the Columbia, Morrison
and Strand theaters here, has an-
nounced reopening of the former
theater Aug. 21. Extensive improve-
ments are being made to the house,
including additional seating and new
appointments. Stage units will
again be featured in connection with
films every Thursday and Friday
after Labor Day.

Indianapolis—The Indiana State
Fire Marshal has ordered the fol-

lowing theaters closed permanently:
Brook, Brook, Ind.; Pastime, Rich-
mond, Ind.; Moon, Vincennes, Ind.
The houses have been closed and
buildings condemned for theater or
other public gathering places.

Salineville, O.—Burglars recently
ransacked the office of the Palace
here, escaping with $30 from a desk.

Indianapolis—The Speedway will

open Sept. 20.

New Harmony, Ind.—The Strand
has closed temporarily.

Brookville, Ind.—The Morin has
re-opened.

Denver—The building occupied by
the local Republic and Grand Na-
tional exchanges is being air con-

ditioned.

Donaldsonville, La. — Increasing

the roominess of a theater by re-

versing its direction is being under-

taken in the remodeling now being

done at the Grand here. The renova-

tion of this Harp and DeLasse house

will cost between $15,000 and $20,-

000.

Powhatan Point, O.—H. A. Bar-

low is reported contemplating con-

struction of a new 450-seat theater

here to cost in the neighborhood of

$30,000. Clarence J. Vogel of Air

Conditioning and Building Co.,

Wellsville, is figuring the job.

Chicago—Milk Foundation Inc.

will open the Colonial Club Theater

u Raise Paris Prices

Paris (By Cable)—All picture the-

aters here have increased their admis-
sion prices 10 per cent, following in-

stitution of the 40-hour week in all

industries.

Toppenish, Wash.—W. M. Yeaman,
contractor who has undertaken the

Wigwam theater here, has put on a

night shift for more rapid progress

in completion of this theater whose
opening is expected early in Sep-

tember.

Seattle, Wash.—"Saratoga" has

been moved for a third week to the

Music Box after setting all-time

attendance records in first two weeks
of its Fifth Avenue run.

Bremerton, Wash.—Clarence P.

Scates, former manager of the Rial-

to, died recently in Salt Lake City

hospital. He had been connected
with various moving picture theaters

in Montana, Idaho and other states

since leaving Bremerton. He had
been manager of the Intermountain
Theaters, Inc., at Preston, Idaho,

Idaho Falls, Billings, Mont., and
Pocatello.

Seattle, Wash.—Honeymooning on

Olympic Peninsula are Carl Pepper-
corn, RKO-Radio salesman, and the

former Miss Evelyn Albert, arriv-

ing recently from New York City to

be Mrs. Peppercorn.

Canton, O.—Sisters and nurses at

Mercy hospital here were guests

recently of George A. Delis, district

manager of the A. G. Constant group

of theaters, of which the Palace here
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'CONTINUED 1ST-RUN'

POLICY FORGES AHEAD

(Continued from Page 1)

with heavy overheads. On the other
hand, independent exhibitors are
generally displeased with the policy

on the grounds that such treatment
of pictures amounts to a second run
showing-

.

In addition to the Criterion on
Broadway, in which Paramount is

scheduled to become a partner, the
latest big town house to join the
"continued first-run" ranks is the
Carlton at Providence. As a re-

sult of a deal completed between
Edward M. Fay and Loew's circuit,

the theater will play runs extended
from Loew's State.

Chicago Prosecutor Asserts

Night Bank Ban Permanent

(Continued from Page 1)

returning, despite the rumor that
increased theater licenses will per-
mit all cash drawings as lotteries.

City council's committee is consid-

ering increasing annual theater fees

offsetting revenue loss from project-

ed ticket tax.

N. Y. Exchange Employes'

Pact Negotiations Begin

(Continued from Page 1)

Frank Phelps of Warner Bros. The
conferences will be resumed today.
The campaign for organization of

New York City exchange employes
has been under direction of Joseph
D. Basson, president of Local 306.

Rador Cinema Moves
The Rador Cinema Bureau, for-

merly located at 723 Seventh Ave.,

has moved into new offices in the
RKO Building, Radio City. Com-
pany will continue to distribute Su-
perior Pictures as well as Louis A.
Solomon's product throughout La-
tin-American countries. N. P. Domi-
neck will be in sole charge of the
new offices.

Signed for Yiddish Pix

Moishe Oisher, famous Jewish
cantor, has been signed by Arthur
Block and Samuel M. Segal, to star

in the title role of "The Cantor's
Son", the first of a series of Yiddish
film operettas. Eron Pictures will

produce.

A Reel Eye-Opener
Springfield, III.—As a good-will ges-

ture to the local gals who work all

day as secretaries and typewriter-pound-
ing stenogs, the Rialto management re-

cently held 3 7 a.m. showing of the
Universal comedy romance, "As Good As
Married." Along with the show, break-
fast of doughnuts and coffee was served.

The experiment was so successful that
similar showings are planned for the
future.

Reviews of. Hew Fibns
"Blonde Trouble"

with Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs
Paramount 65 Mins.

NEAT SUMMER-TYPE COMEDY IS

SPRIGHTLY AND GAY WITH EM-
PHASIS ON YOUTH.

The background is Tin Pan Alley with

a youthful songwriter played by Johnny
Downs, who arrives from upstate to knock
'em dead in New York. He meets Eleanore

Whitney, who is assistant to a dentist. He
also meets William Demarest as a has-been
songwriter, his wife and her gold-digging

sister. These two latter roles are played

by Helen Flint and Terry Walker. The
latter is a blonde who causes all the trou-

ble between Downs and his girl friend,

the honest little working gal. There is a

lot of good business that nicely portrays

the inside workings of a song publisher's

office, showing the dizzy way in which
song hits arc made. Downs works with

Demarest on a song, which is bought up
by Lynne Overman, the song publisher,

not because it is good, but because' he

wants to get rid of the gold-digger and

figures that the boy can take her off his

hands if he has some spending money. It

all works out to a happy ending with the

song going over big when Benny Baker

plays the good Samaritan and puts it over

on the air with his personality and a jazz

rendition of the music that El Brendel has

wised him up on. The latter has a swell

comedy part as a window cleaner who plays

the piano in the music publisher's office

when nobody is around. Here is a light

morsel with fast-paced action and good
sentimental stuff and comedy touches that

should click nicely with the younger ele-

ments.

Cast: Eleanore Whitney, Johnny Downs,

Lynne Overman, Terry Walker, Benny

Baker, William Demarest, John Patterson,

El Brendel, Barlowe Borland, Kitty McHugh,
Helen Flint.

Director, George Archainbaud; Authors,

Ring Lardner, George S. Kaufman; Screen-

play, Li Hie Hayward; Editor, Arthur

Schmidt; Cameraman, Henry Sharp.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
"I Never Change My Altitude"

(Popeye Cartoon)
Paramount 7 mins.

Good Gags
In this cartoon Olive, the sweetie

of Popeye, grows fickle and elopes

in an airplane with Bluto, who has
got his pilot's license at last. Pop-
eye goes to the rescue in a plane

when he sees Bluto trying to make
Olive walk back home. There is

an exciting fight in the air, with
Popeye coming out on top as he
takes his usual dose of spinach. Pop-
eye and Olive meet safely on the

ground, and all is forgiven.

"The Killer of the Tonto"
(Paragraphics)

Paramount 10 mins.

Punch and Thrills

Out in Arizona the cattlemen go
after a mountain lion that has com-
mitted depredations on the live-

stock. With the help of a pack of

"Boothill Brigade"
starring Johnny Mack Brown

Republic 58 Mins.

PLEASING WESTERN HAS LOTS OF
HARD RIDING BUT NOT SO MUCH AC-
TION.

Plot of this piece has plenty of twists

that hold interest, and while there is not

a great deal of action, an able cast per-

forms very acceptably. Story tells of Rey-

nolds, a rancher who comes under domina-

tion of a "land hog," bids in his squatter

neighbors' property at an auction unbe-

knownst to them and then moves to evict

them. He tries to swing Johnny Mack
Brown, his daughter's fiance, in line

with the scheme, but when Brown learns

the truth he refuses to play the game
and quarrels with his sweetheart, Reynolds'

daughter. Brown's neighbors join with him
in a determination to fight to the death

if necessary to hold their land. The need

for a pitched battle is narrowly averted

when the "land hog" is caught, his game
exposed, his hold over Reynolds broken and

the sheriff brought in to seize the gang
of thugs in the pay of the "land hog."

There are a number of fist fights, chases

and other staples woven into the story.

Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle, Dick Curtis, Horace Murphy,
Frank LaRue, Ed Cassidy, Bobbie Nelson,

Frank Ball, Steve Clark and Frank Ellis.

Director, Sam Newfield; Author, Harry

F. Olmstead; Screenplay, George H. Plymp-

ton; Cameraman, Bert Longnecker; Editor,

S. Roy Luby.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

hounds they tree the dangerous ani-

mal repeatedly, but each time he
jumps clear and the pursuit is on
again. Finally he takes a leap from
a cliff, they lasso him, and bring
him back to the ranch alive. The
photography is beautifully handled,
and the closeup shots of the feroc-
ious snarling beast really remark-
able. This one has plenty of action

and realistic thrills.

Unusual Occupations
Paramount 11 mins.

Good Novelty Reel

A very interesting compilation of

unusual jobs which include the fol-

lowing: a woman tattoo artist; a
man building sand castles on the
beach; a Mexican girl who dresses
fleas in costumes; a colored lad who
acts as a golf ball retriever on a
driving range with a cage over his

head for protection; a Hollywood
dance director using the police line-

up system to check on the appli-

cants; a gent whose job is to repair
black eyes; and in conclusion a sky-
writer with some remarkably close

shots of the stunt man doing his

difficult job high in the air.

Paramount Pictorial

(Pictorials)

Paramount 10 mins.
Good Diversity

Three interesting sequences, start-

ing with a California humming bird

PRODUCTIONS NOW

WORK AT STUDIO'

(Continued from Page 1)

two each, while Selznick Interna-
tional, Monogram and Cantabria are
credited with one each.
"Hollywood Hotel" and "Without

Warning" are new at Warners,
while "The Westland Case" has just

started at Universal. "The Great
Diamond Mystery" is the newest on
the 20th Century-Fox schedule.

Cinecolor Asks SEC Right

to Issue 167,000 Shares

"Queen of Harmony"
(Headliners)

Paramount 11 mins.
Smart Number

The Phil Spitalny femme orches-
tra widely known on the radio is

very handsomely presented with
some grand camera angles and beau-
tiful lighting effects. The girls

sing a number at the opening, and
then various instrumentalists en-

tertain. Maxine Evelyn is featured
with her violin. Here is a smart
musical short that will interest the
femraes with its all-girl band.

"Aquabats"
(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Sensational Thrills

This is easily one of the most sen-

sational outdoor sports reels ever

filmed. It covers outboard motor
boat stunting in Florida. First

there is an exhibit of fast water
skiing followed by trick aquaplan-
ing. The last half is the thriller,

with an amazing steeplechase out-

board race with midget boats. Three
of these "suicide athletes" do their

stuff in competition, and perform
some hair-raising and breath-tak-

ing stunts. This will give any hard
boiled thrill fan a new experience.

Want Newsreel Shown
Madison, Wis.—The Madison Federa-

tion of Labor has protested to Edward
Benjii, manager of the Capitol here, on;

the failure of the house to show the'

Paramount newsreel of the Memorial
Day fight at the Republic Steel plant in

Chicago. Benjii informed the federa-

tion that the film had not been re-

leased for showing here.

(Continued from Page 1)

cash offering of $250,500. Proceeds
will be used for equipment and
working capital, according to the
statement.

"bar" with the tiny birds drinking
nectar from bottles kindly prepared
daily by a millionaire. Then some
swell views of a dude ranch in

Wyoming, showing the easterners
going in for roping steers and other
sports. The final subject is a visit

to the home of Sam Coslow, the
composer, who with his wife, Esther
Muir, put over several of his pop
songs.
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"JXiiU" fcot» Hollywood "£ots
it

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A/f-G-M has acquired rights to the

forthcoming Saturday Evening
Post serial, "Razzle Dazzle," by
Francis Wallace and at the same
time announces a contract with Wal-
lace as scenario writer.

t T

A stroll down Wilshire Boulevard
won Margaret Cole, former Holly-

wood high school student, a contract

with Principal Prods. Sol Lesser,

president of Principal, saw her walk-

ing down the fashionable thorough-
fare and arranged a screen test. Re-
sult: she signed as a featured play-

er and will make her screen debut
in Harold Bell Wright's "Western
Gold," starring Smith Ballew.

T T

Lynn Starling has been signed by
Roach Studios to work on the script

for "Love Without Reason", which
Norman McLeod will direct.

T T T

The final scene for "Stage Door"
has been filmed at the RKO Radio
Picture studio, and what looks like

one of the big pictures of the year
has been turned over to the cut-

ters for editing. Katharine Hep-
burn co-stars with Ginger Rogers,
with Adolphe Menjou, Gail Pat-
rick, Andrea Leeds, Samuel Hinds
and Lucille Ball in the cast.

T T T

Chapter titles for Columbia's first

serial, "Jungle Menace," starring
Frank Buck and featuring Sasha
Siemel, "The Tiger Man" were an-
nounced yesterday by Columbia.
They are Chapter One: "River Pi-

rates"; Chapter Two: "Deadly En-
emies"; Chapter Three: "Flames of

Hate"; Chapter Four: "One Way
Ride"; Chapter Five: "The Man of
Mystery"; Chapter Six: "Shang-
haied"; Chapter Seven: "Tiger
Eyes"; Chapter Eight: "The Frame-
up"; Chapter Nine: "The Cave of
Mystery"; Chapter Ten: "Flirting
with Death"; Chapter Eleven: "The
Ship of Doom"; Chapter Twelve:
"Mystery Island"; Chapter Thir-
teen: "The Typhoon"; Chapter Four-
teen: "Murder at Sea"; Chapter
Fifteen: "Give 'Em Rope."

Arthur Morton has been signed
by David L. Loew to handle prepar-
ation of musical score and direction

Now They "Check" Cafes
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Pending settlement of a

strike here involving 60 employees of

the trio of Brown Derby cafes, which
Gloria Swanson's former husband, the
late Herbert K. Somborn, established,

ionized film stars are boycotting these

ots. When Lupe Velez, unable to

get waited on, walked into the kitchen
for her roast beef, salad, vegetables
and cheese cake, and Alice Faye, Ken
Murray and Isabelle Jewell dittoed, the
Screen Actors' Guild posted "checkers"
at the three restaurants to see that
no members entered.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • • •Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 123

GEORGE STEVENS. Director. A real San Franciscan, with the blood of the

'49ers—and troupers—coursing in his veins. Father was Landis Stevens, a

'Frisco matinee idol of yesteryear; his mother, Georgie Cooper, a stage favorite

of "before the fire." Made his own debut at

the old Alcazar at the age of four, when he

appeared in a Nance O'Neil production of

"Sappho." On graduating from Sonoma High

School in 1918, was stage manager and acted

for his father in San Francisco. Thought for a

time of becoming a newspaper man, but when

he learned what a reporter's wages were he

decided to stick to the theater. Went to Holly-

wood in 1921 to act, found it crowded with

actors and took a job as assistant cameraman

at Metro. Since then he has done everything

in motion pictures but act. For four years he

was a cameraman for Hal Roach. Then he turned

to writing and eventually to directing. Comedy,

his forte. Pet aversion, triteness.

for the Joe E. Brown starring pic-

ture, "Fit for a King."

T T

Nelson Gross, son of Edward
Gross, associate producer, for Prin-

cipal Prods, starts work this week
with Consolidated Laboratories.

T T T

Gertrude Berg, who wrote the or-

iginal and screen play on "Make a

Wish," the Bobby Breen picture,

leaves tomorrow night for New
York to begin her five year contract

with Procter and Gamble. Miss

Berg is writer, director and actress

in the "Goldberg" program. She
will return in the fall and bring the

company back here where she will

resume the broadcasts out here.

Sidney Lanfield, 20th Century-Fox
director, returns next week from a

fishing trip in Wyoming to start se-

lection of the supporting cast for

"Love and Hisses," the new Walter
Winchell-Ben Bernie co-starrer, for

which he has set Sept. 10 as date

for the start of filming.

T T T

Five hundred extras clad as gobs

were used by Lloyd Bacon, direct-

ing "Submarine D-l" for Warner
Brothers, in a mess hall sequence

for the production that co-stars Pat
O'Brien and George Brent. The
set was a replica of the San Diego
submarine base dining quarters.

T T

John Blystone, who directed "Mu-
sic For Madame," Nino Martini's

RKO-Radio starrer, is currently su-

pervising the editing of the picture,

preparatory to its first preview,

which will be held late next week,
after which he will plane to New
York for a vacation.

Sam Wood, whose last job at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios was
"Madame X," soon to be released,

has been assigned direction of
"Navy Blue and Gold." Roberlt
Young and James Stewart will have
the leading male roles in the new
picture, based on George Bruce's
novel of Annapolis life.

Lionel Barrymore will have the
role of Robert Taylor's father in

the forthcoming "A Yank at Ox-
ford."

Frances Drake, Columbia's young
leading woman, recently placed
under term contract, will make her
debut as the second feminine lead
in "I Married An Artist," in which
Luli Deste and John Boles are the
principals. This Avery Strakosh
Saturday Evening Post story will be
placed in production within the next
few days, with Marion Gering di-

recting. Gladys Lehman and Del-
mar Daves were responsible for the
screen play.

Y T

May Robson, is the latest promin-
ent addition to the cast of Selz-
nick's "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer," now being photographed
in Technicolor.

M-G-M has scheduled early pro-
duction of "The Uncrowned King,"
first in a series of ten historical
mysteries. Jacques Tourneur has
been assigned by Jack Chertok to

direct the first of the series.

M-G-M is planning early produc-
tion of "Give Till It Hurts," expose
of the fake charity racket. Felix
Feist will direct and Jack Chertok
will produce.

T T T

Columbia's "Flashing Skates," will

come to the screen under the new
title of "The Game That Kills."

y r r
Margaret Tallichet, has been se-

lected to play the feminine lead op-
posite Henry Fonda in "The Vir-
ginian" at the Day Tuttle West-
chester Playhouse in Mt. Kisco, N.
Y. Following this appearance, Miss
Tallichet is scheduled for one of the
plays on the Westport Summer
Playhouse program. In the early
fall, the actress will return to the
Selznick lot in Hollywood.

Allyn Joslyn, seems to be fol-

lowing a normal journalistic career
in the movies. He's abandoned re-
porting for press agentry. Joslyn
has just been added to the cast of
Warner Bros.' forthcoming "Holly-
wood Hotel," big musical extrava-
ganza in which Dick Powell and
Frances Langford will be starred,
as a publicity man.

Richard English has been as-
signed by Grand National to adapt
"Signals Over," football story by
Dudley Earl, as a Stuart Erwin
vehicle. English has just completed
the script of "Face the Facts," sec-
ond Erwin starring picture for GN
which Ben Pivar is about to put
into production.

Grand National, having complet-
ed the Victor Schertzinger musical,
"Something to Sing About," star-
ring James Cagney, after six weeks
of production, is rushing the final

editing to meet a Sept. 3rd release
date.

Eugen Frenke, has scheduled
six pictures for the current season,
three of which will be released by
Grand National. First of these will

be an Anna Sten starring vehicle
based on an original, "With Pleas-
ure, Madame," by Albert J. Cohn
and Hans Kraly, which starts in

early September. The others will

be "Gorgeous," also starring Anna
Sten and an as yet unchosen or-

iginal which will be made with sev-
eral outstanding Hollywood stars.

Victor Schertzinger also will pro-
duce and direct an Anna Sten pic-

ture titled "Love Me Again," with
screenplay by John Francis Larkin,
which will very likely precede
"Gorgeous," in production.

The latest "unknown" to be signed
to a long-term M-G-M contract in
Hollywood is Robert Spindola.

101 Termers at Para.

One hundred and one players are
under term contract to Paramount and
14 players have one and two-picture
contracts with the company, according
to a roster made public yesterday. This
is the largest number of players which
has been under contract to Paramount
at one time.
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Adapted from the famous novel by Sir Rider Haggard
Directed by ROBERT STEVENSON

GEST EXPLOITATION PICTURE OF THE SEASON
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Schwartz Complaint Centers on Flatbush and Jamaica

RESERVES DECISION ON PHILLY INJUNCTION MOTION

Nearly 100 to Attend Skouras Theater Confab Tuesday
3-Day Conference Planned

to Discuss Operating

Problems, Policies

Conference of Skouras Theaters
managers, district managers and
home office executives will be held

for three days, starting Tuesday, at

the St. Moritz hotel, New York, to

discuss operating policies and prob-

lems. Nearly 100 are expected to

attend the sessions, at which George
Skouras, district managers and some
of the headquarter officials will

speak.

MPTOA NOT REVIVING

ITS 10-POINT PLAN

No effoi'ts towards reviving the
MPTOA 10-point trade practices

program are contemplated at the
present time, a spokesman for the
organization stated yesterday. Pres-
ident Ed Kuykendall, in a recent
address at a Southern exhibitor as-

sociation meeting, indicated that
consideration was being given to a

new attempt to effectuate the plan.

Restoration of Wage Cuts

Asked Circuits by Union

With Local 1, Theatrical Protec-
tive Union, asking for a restoration
of the 12% to 15 per cent wage cut
in effect for several years negotia-
tions between the union and local

major and independent circuits got
{Continued on Page 4)

How t^rted
Briefs to Be Filed in Para.

Action Against Playdate

Strike, Picketing

Philadelphia — Following an all-

day hearing before Federal Judge
Oliver B. Dickinson yesterday, on
Paramount's motion for a perma-
nent injunction against the play-

date strike and picketing organized
by the UMPTO and various individ-

ual exhibitors, decision was reserv-

ed and attorneys for both sides

asked to submit briefs. The court's

ruling on the injunction is expected
within one week.
Whether the temporary restrain-

{Continued on Page 4)

RKO CIRCUIT TALKS

Robert F. Sisk, associate producer for RKO Radio, stepped into picture biz in 1932 as director

of advertising, publicity and exploitation for that company. After later becoming assistant to

J. R. McDonough, then president, he was moved up to a producer spot. None other than Hap
Hadley did the art work on this presentation

6
Plan Color Industrial

Technicoior, Inc., will commence pro-

duction of an industrial film Saturday
'for the United States Steel Corp. The
feature, costing more than $200,000,
will be the first commercial motion
picture entirely in color, the scenes for

which will be made in 20 steel plants.

An eight weeks' production itinerary has

been planned, starting at Hibbing,
Minn., and winding up at Pittsburgh.

Century's Justice Dept. Complaint

Centers on Flatbush and Jamaica

Confabs Start Soon on New
Chicago Operators' Pact

Chicago—Meetings will soon get
under way to set a new contract for

the operators, for the year starting
Sept. 1. The present scale averages
$75 weekly for the smaller neigh-
borhood houses and up to $103 for
the larger theaters in the Loop.
Aaron Saperstein will represent the

(Continued on Page 4)

Complaint that he has been un-

able to get ample first-run product
for his houses in Flatbush and Ja-
maica, where Loew's and RKO cir-

cuits are his opposition, is under-
stood to be the principal protest

brought by A. H. Schwartz of Cen-
tury Circuit to the Dept. of Justice,

which is currently investigating the

situation. Schwartz is understood
also to have made charges in con-
nection with his Skouras alliances.

In Jamaica, Schwartz operates the
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Circuit is working on a prod-
uct deal with Warner Bros., cover-
ing some of its out-of-town theaters,

which it expects to conclude next
week, it was said yesterday by John
O'Connor, film buyer. RKO has al-

ready made a deal with Columbia
for some out-of-New York theaters.

$9,490 Profit For Roxy

In 1 Month Is Reported

Roxy Theater earned a profit of

$9,490 before various charges for
the period between June 25 and
July 29, according to a report filed

(Continued on Page 4)

Warners Open "Zola"
Reopening its ace Broadway house

for the occasion, Warner Bros, last eve-
ning presented "The Life of Emile Zola"
in its world premiere before an au-
dience representative of the tops in

the motion picture, stage and social

worlds. Warners regard the produc-
tion, which stars Paul Muni, as one of

its most ambitious and outstanding
efforts. It begins a $2, two-a-day run

today. A complete review of the pic-

ture, which was caught at a Coast pre-

view, appeared in THE FILM DAILY
issue of July 2.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat. 27 27 27 + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 283/4 28% 283/4 +15-16

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12% 12% 125/8 — %
East. Kodak 185Vi 184'A 185 Vi + Wl
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq 23% 23 'A 23% + %
Loew's, Inc 877/8 87'/4 87%+ %
do pfd
Paramount 22 y4 21% 22% + V4
Paramount 1st pfd.. 154% 154% 154% + 3%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20% 19% 20% + A
Pathe Film 9% 9% 9% — A
RKO 9 8% 9 + %
20th Century-Fox . 36'/4 35 36'/4 + 1%
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd • • • • •
Warner Bros 14% 14% 147/8 + l/4

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46 •
Loew 6s41ww 99% 997/8 99%
Para. B'way 3s55 .67 67 67

Tara. Picts. 6s55 ..100% 100% 100%
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47 92% 92% 92% — %
RKO 6s41 110 109 109 +1
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 3% 3% 3%
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2 + %
Technicolor 30 29% 30 + 'A
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36.... 11% 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 .... 94% 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 70 72
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43 53% 55%

Son Born to Von Herberg
Tacoma, Wash. — Announcement

is made here of the birth of a son
to Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Von Herberg.
Head of the local Liberty Theater,
Van Herberg is one of the most
prominent film men in this section.

Monogram Planning N. Y.,

Chicago Meets on Drive

Branch managers, salesmen and
bookers from six. of Monogram's
eastern offices will meet in New
York on Saturday in connection
with the forthcoming nation-wide
W. Ray Johnston-Monogram play-
date drive which will be launched
by the company during October and
November, when 19 productions on
its 1937-38 lineup will be ready for
release.

Sunday the staffs of nine mid-
West offices of Monogram will meet
at the Drake Hotel, Chicago, to fur-
ther drive plans. On both occa-
sions W. Ray Johnston will be pres-
ent.

Golden leaves the home office next
week for a swing through mid-West
and Southern exchanges.

Loew Opening New South

African House Tomorrow

The new 2,000-seat Metro the-
ater in Durban, South Africa, will

be formally opened tomorrow eve-
ning, with "After the Thin Man"
as the initial attraction.

This playhouse has the latest Car-
rier air conditioning system, Sim-
plex projection and RCA sound.
Other Metro theaters recently built
abroad include cinemas in Rio de
Janeiro, Montevideo and Lima. The
new Metro theater in Brisbane will

be opened Oct. 1, and plans are now
under way for additional ultra-mod-
ern theaters in various parts of the
world.

Ascap to Decide A F of L

Move At Meeting Sept. 30

Ascap is scheduled to make its

decision on affiliation with the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians at the

regular board meeting of the music
society on Sept. 30, unless a spe-
cial meeting is called earlier, of

which there seems no indication at

the moment, it was said yesterday
by E. C. Mills, head of the Ascap
administrative committee. Mills

said there was no urgency to make
a decision in view of the fact that
the society had been without union
affiliation for so many years.

Carry Kent Sales Drive

Enthusiasm to Montreal

In the interests of the fifth annual
S. R. Kent drive in honor of Darryl
Zanuck, John D. Clark, general sales
manager of 20th Century-Fox, Jim
O'Loghlin and William Clark left

New York last night for Montreal.
Drive, which opens Aug. 14, runs to

Nov. 29.

All three executives attended a
drive meeting at the New York ex-

change Tuesday.

House Again Hears Charges
of Monopoly by A T & T

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—House of Represen-

tatives had before it yesterday con-
tinued charges of monopoly in the
motion picture industry following
introduction by Congressman Mc-
Farlane, Texas Democrat, of a com-
prehensive chart showing the num-
ber of motion picture theaters and
their seating capacity now equipped
with either Electrical Research
Products, Inc., or RCA sound equip-
ment.

Playing Texas Picture

Dallas—Scheduled for the Inter-

state Theaters next month is "He-
roes of the Alamo", an independent
production by Anthony J. Xydias.

]
Besides the interest of Texans in

the theme of the picture, which
gives in great detail the events of

March 26, 1836 when Travis' band
perished to the last man in the at-

tack upon the Alamo, this picture
has the distinction of being the only
independent production on the Texas
Centennial theme which Texas was
not asked to finance. Xydias for-
merly owned the Dixie Theater in

Dallas, before going to Hollywood
as an independent producer.

Joy Gets G N Pix

New Orleans — Grand National
here has closed a deal with the Joy
circuit of 20 houses in this territory

for the company's product. The deal

was negotiated by Bob Kelly for
the distributor and by Joy Houck
for the circuit.

"Dead End" Opening Set

"Dead End" will have its world
premiere at the Rivoli on the eve-
ning of Aug. 24, at 7:30 p.m. Ad-
mission will be at popular prices.

Re: "Lost Horizon"
National release date on "Lost

Horizon" will not be fixed by Colum-
bia until date for its Music Hall
opening is set.

Arranging Edison Funeral

Wilmington, Del. — Funeral ar-
rangements are being made for Wil-
liam Leslie Edison, 58, second son
of the late Thomas A. Edison, and
an inventor in his own right, who
died here on Tuesday at his West-
over Hills home following a six

weeks' illness.

Fred Jansen Dead
Quincy, 111.—Fred J. Jansen, aged

58, for many years connected with
theaters here as stage manager and
for the last 23 years connected with
Quincy film business is dead. At
the time of his death he was with
Great States Circuit.

RKO Reopening Two
RKO has now fixed Sept. 1 as the

reopening date for the Republic
Theater, Brooklyn, and Aug. 25 for
the Roosevelt Theater in Harlem.

Albert Short Dead
Chicago—Albert E. Short, veteran

theater and radio music director, is

dead here. He is survived by his
wife and daughter. Burial will be
at Springfield, Mass.

Coming and Goinfe

SIDNEY R. KENT has gone to Colorado
Springs from New York to address the current
National Theaters convention.

JEAN DALRYMPLE has returned to New
York from the Coast.

NATALIE SHAEFER is back in New York
from Cape Cod.

JOHN D. CLARK, BILL CLARK and JIM
O'LOGHLIN left New York last night for Mon-
treal.

ROGER FERRI has returned to the 20th
Century-Fox home office yesterday after con-
ferences at the Coast.

LEONARD GAYNOR and STEPHEN FREELAND
of 20th Century-Fox publicity staff, are vaca-
tioning in Maine and Canada.

FRANK NUGENT, N. Y. Times film critic,
leaves Saturday for a three-week vacation.

EVELYN DALY, secretary to Sammy Cohen,
United Artists foreign manager, leaves Sat-
urday for a vacation at Star Lake, N. Y.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president,
leaves Friday night on a trip to the company's
exchanges that will carry him to Hollywood.

HARPO MARX and his wife, the former
SUSAN FLEMING, who are in New York fol-
lowing a visit to Vermont, are stopping at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

ROMAN BOHNEN has returned to New York
from the Coast to assume his duties on the
Group Theater board.

TAT DUGGAN of Matson & Duggan, play
brokers, has returned to New York from a
vacation in Maine.

CHARLES KULLMANN, operatic tenor, leaves
New York today for the Coast to appear in

the forthcoming "Goldwyn Follies."

MAX WESTEBBE, recently appointed man-
aging director of RKO Radio's Holland
Branch, sailed on the Queen Mary yesterday :

for Amsterdam to assume his new post there.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, Monogram sales man-
ager, leaves next week for a swing through
mid-West and Southern territories.

Two Houses for Springfield
Springfield, 111. — Kerasotes

Brothers plan a new theater at 1322
West Grand Avenue South. House
will cost $58,000.

The old Capital theater is being
razed here by the Frisina Theater
circuit and work will start on the
new film theater to take its place,
as soon as the site is cleared. The
new house with equipment will cost
about $100,000.

AUGUST 12

Cecil B. DeMille
Pauline Frederick

Hal Home
Mort Spring
Ben Hersh



HE SAW THE
YEAR'S BIGGEST
HIT!

(Confidential wire to M*Q~M Home Office)

"Caught sneak preview of 'Broadway Melody' at Long
Beach last night stop Tremendous audience reaction

stop Picture is two hours and twenty minutes teeming

with entertainment stop The biggest show I have ever

seen on celluloid stop Should be great money-getter

and producer of real box-office draws for new names
stop Powell never better stop Taylor swell stop Judy
Garland, Sophie Tucker and George Murphy score star

standouts stop Production has everything showman-
ship can offer."

24 sheet across America!

9,000 stands in 1,500 cities

telling a waiting nation that the

Big Show is coming!
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SCHWARTZ COMPLAINT

CENTERS IN QUEENS

(Continued from Page 1)

Merrick while RKO has the Rich-

mond Hill and the Alden and Loew's

the Hillside and Valencia. At Flat-

bush, Century runs the Patio, Park-

side, Albermarle, Rialto and Farra-

gut while Loew has the Kings and
Century and RKO the Kenmore.

Next move in connection with the

informal enquiry being conducted

by Leo Hickey, assistant U. S. Dis-

trict Attorney of Brooklyn, takes

place tomorrow when he examines
Henry Randal of Paramount and

Roy Haines of Warner Bros. Even-
tually all major companies are ex-

pected to be called into the Hickey
quiz.

A secret meeting to discuss de-

velopments was reported held yes-

terday noon at the Skouras office,

with major companies understood
to have been represented. Schwartz'

activities are being examined, it

was reported.

Restoration of Wage Cuts

Asked Circuits by Union

(Continued from Page 1)

under way yesterday at the office of

Major L. E. Thompson of RKO.
The circuit representatives made

a proposal to the union which it

will present to its membership at

general meeting Aug. 22 at the

Knights of Columbus Hotel hall.

Present agreement between the cir-

cuits and union expires Sept. 5.

John McDowell headed the local

negotiating committee.

$9,490 Profit for Roxy

In 1 Month is Reported

(Continued ftom Page 1)

yesterday in Federal Court by How-
ard Cullman, Roxy trustee. Cash
intake for the period was $166,492
and disbursements $152,243. Cash
on hand as of July 29 was $64,213.

Its Daddy Cohen Now
Sammy Cohen, United Artists for-

eign publicity manager, became the

father of an 8 pound boy yesterday.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Cecil B. de Mille has been photo-
graphed 40,000 times and more than
30,000,000 photographs of him have
been distributed to newspapers, theaters

and individuals.

—PARAMOUNT.

T T T
• • © HERE IT is the cheapest, and most effective

goodwill builder for the exhib to grab the friendship of

every local merchant in the smaller communities all you
have to do. Mister Exhib is to buy a stack of the current
issue of the Satevepost at a nickel per copy mark the
story on page 23 titled "Small-Town Movie Theater" by Jesse
Kainsford Sprague and if the merchants read it

especially that dope about the exhib who showed in a very
diplomatic way that storekeepers who carried signs in their

windows boosting the show in the neighboring big center were
just suckers cutting Iheir own throats then they should
be all palsy-walsy with you, the local good-neighbor exhib who
is trying to help them as well as himself the article is a
honey

T T T
• • • ANIMATED ELECTRIC display operating on
the same principle as a motion picture cartoon ... .now being
used by Paramount to plug "High, Wide and Handsome" at the
Astor Theater on Broadway the sign covers the entire
front of the theater, with a display screen twenty-four feet by
thirty, composed of 4,104 made-to-order six-watt light bulbs

among the scenes from the picture that are transposed
into cartoons are a girl dancing, two men fighting, an Indian,
elephants and camels, trees, trains, and an ork leader with a
baton they all represent the theme of the production

Y
» • • SOMETHING new in radio by an old film vet

Tom Terriss who next Saturday oyer WJZ promises
a novel method of presentation and technique in a new dramatic
musical series to be called Vagabond Adventures
which, by the way, was the title of his famous screen trave-
logues in his radio program he transports the listener to

the foreign scene and he is made to feel that he is actually
there, participating in the drama or romance program is

on from 5 to 5:30

• 9 • A HERO in our midst Dion De Titta, chief
projectionist at the Little Theater over at the Twentieth Cen-
tury Fox home office yesterday he came speeding to the
rescue of a bunch of the office gals returning from lunch when
they got stuck in an elevator Dion hoisted 'em out one by
one holding each one gently in his arms he is now
in line for a Carnegie medal citation

• O • AWARDS to a group of Loew's theater man-
agers who were yesterday personally congratulated by
Nicholas Schenck, and awarded plaques and a week's additional
vacation for having been the leaders in the recent Loew's
Spring Hit Parade drive in the met area the managers
were leaders in their respective districts winners are
Grace Niles, Loew's Lexington L. Suess, Fairmount
Charles Burns, Yonkers . Archie Adlman, 175th Street
Seymour Mayer, formerly of the Pitkin, now district man-
ager A. Weiss, Oriental H. K. Brown, Century
A. Isaacs, Plaza taking part in the ceremonies were C.
C. Moskowitz, Marvin Schenck and Oscar Doob

• • • TOP SPOT for Willis Stiles, late of Vitaphone
shorts, in several of the summer shows at the Grove Theater,
Lake Nuangola, Pa Willis is assistant director also. . .

• Jimmie Lunceford and his ork take their first vacation in

four years, to follow with a country-wide tour that will take
them to California and picture glory mebbe why not?

with the Lunceford Decca records breaking records
what we mean is these Decca records are sure the pops with
the crowd. . . • Chic York and Rose King are reviewing their

30 years in show biz at Leon & Eddies this afternoon at 3
apple jack and punch served

« « « » » »

RESERVES DECISION %^>

ON PHILLY INJUNCTION

(Continued from Page 1)

ing injunction remains in effect as
it is, is a moot question. Defense
attorneys say it isn't while Para-
mount counsel are of the opinion it

is. However it dosen't make any
difference as defense counsel an-
nounced to the court that it would
keep within the spirit of the re-

straining order, which means no
picketing, trucks, heralds, signs in

the air, etc.

Ex-attorney General William A.
Schnader led the legal arguments
for Paramount, calling UMPTO
counsel George P. Aarons to stand
after Schnader had read the com-
plaint. Aarons was examined by
Schnader, who sought to establish
certain points. In the afternoon, the
UMPTO counsel, Ben Golder, ques-
tioned Aarons.

Golder managed to introduce into
the argument the double feature
case agitation which caused attor-
ney Schnader to assert that its in-

troduction had nothing to do with
the case. The argument went back
and forth with the judge ending it

by asking for briefs to be sub-
mitted.

Present on the scene were Austin
C. Keough, Lou Phillips, Schnader,
Morgan Kaufman, Neil Agnew. Al
Wilkie was in town but did not ap-
pear. All exhib defendants were
present.

It is probable that a UMPTO gen-
eral meeting will be held next week.

Minneapolis—Pickets have been
withdrawn from the Paramount ex-
change here pending final decision
on the restraining order today.

Confabs Start Soon on New
Chicago Operators' Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

Allied group, while Morris Leonard
will do the same for the Balaban &
Katz and Warner circuit houses.
Pete Shayne, president of the oper-
ators will head the Union delega-
tion.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

~^ti
Fifty feature films were released in

Buenos Aires during the month of June,

divided as follows: American 36, Brit-

ish thiee, French four, German four,

Argentine two, Austrian one.
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So much of joy and

splendor and romance

set to heart- beat tunes

that for years to come

it will bring ecstatic

memories to you and

those paying guests!

//
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BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
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3EWS of DAY
Chicago—Trane Co. had a very

fine exhibit of their conditioning
equipment at the annual convention
of the Universal Craftsmen Council

of Engineers at the Stevens Hotel
recently.

About 50 of the smaller neighbor-

hood theaters have closed their

houses for five week day matinees,

opening only Saturday and Sunday
shows, as the week days business

I during the summer months have not

paid the overhead.
Dan Roche is handling the pub-

licity for the fourth anniversary
program of the deluxe World Play-

house on Michigan avenue. Joe
Vicedomini is manager of the thea-

ter, which recently was fully air

conditioned.

Al Morgan is manager here for

the M-G-M special road showing of

"The Firefly' at the Erlanger. Mor-
gan is a veteran of the legitimate

stage, having handled many of the

stage celebrities in years gone by.

Mattoon, 111.—Local "K" Theater,

250 seat house here, operated by
the Frisina circuit, was destroyed
by fire yesterday.

Asheville, N. C.—Publix-Bamford
Theaters, Inc. has awarded contract
for construction of a large two-
story theater here to J. M. Gregory,
of Raleigh, N. C.

Newark—Robert Ungerfeld, man-
ager, RKO-Proctor's, returns this

week with Mrs. Ungerfeld from a
camping trip in the Maine woods.
George Steiner, Branford manager,
will be back next week from a vaca-
tion in New England and at Sara-
toga.

Baltimore—Taking a stand simi-

lar to that of the Maryland State
Board of Motion Picture Censors,
the members of the Board of Ex-
aminers of Moving Picture Machine
Operators are opposing any effort

to force them to move their office

and activities to Annapolis, where
the State plans to build an office

building. More than 30 different

State departments with offices in

Baltimore are opposing the move.

Chicago—Leo Blank, Warner dis-

trict manager has returned from
conferences with the New York
headquarters. Irving Mandel of the
Republic Pictures is also back from
an Eastern business trip, while Henri
Ellman independent distributor is

For Chain Stores Only
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Declaring he considered
orion pictures under the heading of

Communications," Congressman Wright
W. Patman, Texas Democrat and author
of the Patman Act, yesterday said that
his interest in passing legislation to

limit the activities of chain stores to

single states would in no way affect

the film industry.

Reviews o% hew Til*n$
"The Frame Up"
with Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells,

George McKay

Columbia 58 Mins.

SMOOTH PROGRAMMER OF RACE
TRACK RACKETEERING. DOMINANTLY
FOR MALE FANS.

Paul Kelly's heroics, in his role of the

two-fisted chief detective of a State Rac-
ing Commission, enliven this programmer
whose story's subject matter has a lively

appeal to male audiences. What lure there

is of a feminine nature is confined in its

entirety to attractive Jacqueline Wells, who
has the leading lady assignment. In fact

she is the only woman in the cast. Di-

rector D. Rcss Lederman keeps the yarn

shuttling along in good style. The film's

opening scenes depict a horse race, and
the finale does likewise, and in the interim

the sundry situations are concerned with

telling of Kelly's attempt, and eventually a

successful one, to smash a ring of rack-

eteers who invade the city and its track

to "frame" a race and march off with the

sucker dough. To accomplish their ends,

the crooks checkmate the energetic Kelly's

drive against their well-laid plans through

the simple expedient of kidnaping his

sweetheart and secretary, the comely Miss

Wells, and depositing the sum of approxi-

mately six "grand" in the Kelly bank ac-

count to make it appear as though he had

accepted a bribe. These two measures,

conceived by the big boss of the crooks,

Robert Emmett O'Connor, are designed to

keep Keliy in line. But the latter is not

easily scared, to use his own testimony

spoken in the film's dialogue. Piecing to-

gether important information, plus the fine

art of bluffing, he manages to shatter the

racket, rescue the girl, and wed her. Pho-

tography is adequate, continuity good, and,

in addition the casting of the character

parts is skillfully handled.

Cast: Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells,

George McKay, Robert Emmett O'Connor,

Raphael Bennett, Wade Boteler, Edward

Earle, C. Montague Shaw, John Tyrrell, Ted

Oiiver, Horace Murphy.

Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author,

Richard E. Wormser; Screenplay, Harold

Shumate; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Ed-

itor, Otto Meyer.

Direction, Peppy. Photography, Adequate.

out on the west coast for a few
weeks vacation and business trip.

Chicago—Fred Mindlin has been
named Chicago manager of the

Theater Trailer Corp. with offices at

843 South Wabash avenue. General
mangaer Adolph Pollak was here

from the New York offices to make
the management change.

Detroit—Contract for erection of

two new marquises on Woodward
Avenue theaters, the Regent and
the Rosedale, has been given by
George W. Trendle, president of

United Detroit Theaters, to Walker
and Co.

Springfield, 111. — Illinois State

Journal has worked out a tieup with

"Back Stage"
starring Anna Neagle and Arthur Tracy

GB 66 Mins.

HEAVY AND MECHANICAL BRITISH
MUSICAL WITH HEAVY ENGLISH AC-
CENTS LICKED FOR U. S. TRADE.

The entire affair is pretty sad, and that

is putting it mildly. Only the slightest

thread of a plot and it contains no suspense
or build-up so necessary in this type of

production. It shows every sign of having
been cut down from a long show to meet
the dual bill routine over here, for the
cutting is very drastic and scenes jump
abruptly from one sequence to another.

Arthur Tracy is in evidence a good deal
of the time as the street singer who steps

in to save the show when the star baritone
loses his voice. Anna Neagle is the little

dancer in the shew who discovers him, and
of course falls in love with him. So Tracy
seems to be singing most of the time, and
when the camera is not trained on his ex-
panding lungs it is shooting at the wildly

enthusiastic audience in full dress clap-

ping their hands off, or a dowager and her
daughter in a box all excited over the new
singing find. And so it goes for hundreds
of feet, till the dowager and her daughter
promote a continental tour for Tracy, from
which he returns in time to save the old

outfit from going on the rocks as the new
version of the musical revue opens with
Miss Neagle as the star tottering in her

debut. Tracy rushes cut and saves the

show—just like that. It is all pretty crude
and amateurish in all departments—with
some thick English accents that no Amer-
ican audience will understand. Tracy's

voice is okay but his acting terrible. Miss
Neagle is just fair.

Cast: Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy, Tilly

Losch, Jane Winton, Ellis Jeffreys, Helena
Pickard, Muriel George, Queenie Leonard,

Ralph Reader, Anthony Holies.

Producer, Herbert Wilcox; Director,

Same; Author, Laura Whetter; Editor, Her-
rill White; Cameramen, F. A. Young, Henry
Harris.

Direction, Poor. Photography, Fair.

Tivoli here to help boost the use of
want ads in the newspaper, using
theater guest tickets to boost busi-
ness.

Baltimore—The Northway, Har-
ford Road and Northway, and the
Earl, 4847 Belair Road, Baltimore,
have installed air-conditioning equip-
ment.

Chicago—Jack Morris, manager of
the Admiral theater has returned
from a Wisconsin vacation.

Morris Leonard, of the Balaban
and Katz executives staff has re-
turned from a New York business
trip.

Newark—Clark Forrest, assistant
manager at Loew's State, believes

"turn about is fair play." "Sara-
toga" has just broken all attendance
records at the house, so Forrest is

celebrating the b.o. hit by vacation-

ing at the famous racing center.

Foreign Field

Argentine Film Notes
Buenos Aires— The new studios

of Establecimientos Filmadores
Argentinos have been opened. They
have been equipped with French ap-
paratus and have five stages of
which three were leased to Sono
Films. During the five months of
the year 468 pictures have been
shown—350 American, 37 German,
36 Spanish, 15 Argentinians, six
Italians, one Yiddish, one Russian,
1 Arabian and 21 French. British
Films Distributors will produce six
pictures in the native language. The
first one "Carnival" with a native
cast has been finished.

Athens Film Biz Good
Athens — From Sept. 1 of last

year to May 31 of the current one,
89 American pictures have been
shown, 49 German and 25 French.
Of the American pictures, 22 per
cent enjoyed good business; of the
German pictures 17 per cent were
well received and 44 per cent of the
French pictures enjoyed prosperous
runs.

Exiles Complete Picture
Paris — Les Realisations de Art

Cinematique which is backed by sev-
eral exiles of Germany has just
terminated a war picture entitled
"L'Heroique Embuscade" with Vil-

ma Banky, Victor Varconi and Luis
Trenker. The dialogue is in French.

31,448,000 Francs, Tax Yield
Paris — During the first four

months of the year taxes from
amusements amounted to 31,448,000
Francs an increase of 3,583,000
over the corresponding period of
last year.

Italian Firms Merge
Rome—Fonofilm and C. J. F. have

merged and the new company will

devote its activities to dubbing of
foreign pictures, four to be made
during the coming season, and to

production of native pictures.

Veidt in Two Versions
London — Eugen Tuscherer will

produce shortly French and Eng-
lish versions of "Frontier" with
Conrad Veidt. Kurt Bernhardt will

direct.

Tunisian Distributing Firm
Oran, Tunisia—This city which

has 66 cinemas will have its first

Distributing concern "Algeria-
Film."

RKO to Spend $40,000
Providence—RKO-Albee Theater here

has closed for the summer, with sched-
uled reopening date around Labor Day.
During shut-down management plans to

expend about $40,000 in new seats,

new drapes, redecorating and carpets
throughout. Wooden floors in or-

chestra and balconies will also be torn
out and concrete floors installed.



A Calohdai o$ TteduM* Release*
An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since April 2, 1937, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor

release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

Title Release Date

A Lawman is Born (Rep.) 6-21-37
FD. 6-28-87; Johnny Mack Brown, Iris

Meredith
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The (UA)
Tommy Kelly, Ted Limes, E. Patterson.

W. Brennan 9-17-37
Affairs of Gappy Ricks (Republic) . .6-24-37
PD: 5-29-37; Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.

African Holiday (Pearson)
Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th-Pox) .10-29-37

Eddie Cantor, Louise Hovick
Angel (Para.) 10-1-37

Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
PD: 4-27-37; Jane Withers. Robert Kent

Annapolis Salute (RKO) In Prod.
James Ellison, Marsha Hunt

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) .. .6-26-37
PD: 6-1S-37; Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Anything: for a Thrill (Conn)
PD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox, Judith Bar-

rett

Artists and Models (Para.) 8-12-37
FD: 8-5-37; Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 6-9-37
FD: 5-20-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan

Atlantic Flight (Mono.) 8-25-37
Dick Merrill

Back in Circulation (FN) 9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37; Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Backstag-e (GB) 4-15-37
PD: 8-12-37; Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy,

Tillie Losch
Bad Guy (M-G-M ) 8-20-37

Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray
B.id Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set

Dick Poran
Bank Alarm (GN) 6-25-37
PD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nag-el, Eleanor Hunt

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)

FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux
Behind the Headlines (RKO) 5-14-37
FD: 6-3-37: Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behind the Mike (U) 9-19-37
Judith Barrett, John King

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall

Between Two Women (M-G-M) 7-9-37

FD: 6-29-37, Franchot Tone. Maureen
O'Sullivan

Big City (M-G-M) 9-24-37
Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer

Big Shot, The (RKO) 7-23-37

FD: 7-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Cora Wither-
spoon

Big Show, The (Rep.)
FD. 6-24-37; Gene Autry, Kay Hughes

Black Aces (Universal) 9-6-37
Buck Jones, Kay Linaker

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 7-14-3J
Prank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Plorine McKin-
ney

Blazing Sixes (W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Blonde Trouble (Para.) 8-6-37
FD: 8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny

Downs
Boothill Brigade (Rep.) 8-2-37

FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 10-8-37

Smith Ballew
Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37

Ken Maynard
Border Cafe (RKO) 6-4-37

Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida
Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37
PD. 6-27-37; Rochelle Hudson, Brian
Donlevy

Borneo (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson

The Bride Wore Red (M-G-M) 9-10-37
Crawford-Tone, -Robert Young

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) . 8-13-37
Eleanor Powell, Robert Taylor

Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37

FD; 1-16-37; Dolly Haas. Emlyn Williams

Buckaroo (Para)
Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt

Bulldog Drummond at Bay (Rep.) . . .8-31-37
FD: 7-23-37; John Lodge, Dorothy

Mackaill

Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Para.)
9-24-37

John Howard, Louise Campbell

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) Id prod.
Joan Bennett. Fred Stone

Title Release Date

Cafe Metropole (20th-Fox) 5-7-37
PD: 4-29-37; L. Young, T. Power, A.
Menjou

Californians. The (20th-Pox) 7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie

Weaver
California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .6-2-37
PD: 4-16-37; John Wayne. Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
PD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-25-37
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen (U) 9-26-37

Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox
Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)

6-5-37
PD: 8-10-37; Donald Woods. Ann Dvorak

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Pox)
5-21-37

Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
Charlie Chan on Broadway (20th-Fox)

10-8-37
Warner Oland, Keye Luke

Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37
Lucille Page, Lew Parker

Confession (Warner Bros.) 8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter

Come On, Cowboy! (Republic) 6-24-37
PD.: 5-21-37; R. Livingstone, R. Corri-

gan, M. Terhune
Conquest (M-G-M ) 10-8-37

Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30 37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Damaged Goods (GN) 6-15-37
FD: 6-24-37; Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry
Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.

Fred Astaire
Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) 8-14-37

Stuart Erwin, Glenda Parrell
Danger—Love at Work (20th-Fox) . .9-17-37

Simone Simon, Jack Haley
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.) 8-1-37
Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Dangerous Holiday (Rep.) 5-31-37
PD: 6-25-37: Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper

Dark Journey (UA) 7-2-37
Conrad Veldt, Vivien Leigh

David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .6-14-37
Will Rogers, Louise Dresser

Dawn to Dusk (Advance) 9-15-37
Margaret Morris. Bill Edwards

Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 6-11-37
FD: 6-15-37; Marx Bros., Allan Jones,

Maureen O'Sullivan
Dead End (UA) 8-27-37
FD: 8-3-37; Sylvia Sidney, Joel MeCrea

Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-25-37
PD: 7-20-37; Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil's Saddle Legion, The (WB) ... 8-14-37
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel

Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.
George Arliss

Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Not Set

Barton McLane, June Travis
Doomed at Sundown (Rep.) 7-7-37
Bob Steele, Lorraine Hayes

Double or Nothing (Para.) 9-17-37
Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

Double Wedding (M-G-M) 10-15-37
William Powell. Myrna Loy

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 6-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Dreaming Lips (U. A.) 5-28-37
FD: 6-20-37: Elisabeth Bergner. Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37: Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence

Easy Going (RKO) 7-9-37
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) 7-16-37
PD: 7-7-37; Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Ebb-Tide (Para.) In Prod.
Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray

Mi'land
Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37: Sabu, Walter Hudd

Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) ... .7-2-37

FD: 6-29-37; Lusie Rainer, William
Powell

Empty Holsters (P.N.) 7-10-37
Dick Foran, Patricia Walthall

Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion Davies, Robert

Montgomery

Title Release Date

Exclusive (Para.) 7-30-37
PD: 7-22-37; Fred MacMurray, Frances

Farmer
Federal Bullets (Mono.) 9-23-37
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37
FD: 3-29-37: Don Ameehe, Ann Sothern

Fifty-Second Street (UA) 9-30-37
Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson

Fight to a Finish (Col.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-1-37: Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Firefly, The (M-G-M ) 8-27-37
Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones

Ply Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37
FD: 7-12-37; Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane

Footloose Heiress (WB) 8-21-37
Ann Sheridan, Craig Reynolds

Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
FD: 6-8-37; Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) 7-2-37
Larry Crabbe, June Martel

Frame Up. The (Columbia) 5-1-37
FD: 8-12 37; Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37: William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Galloping Dynamite (Ambassador)
FD: 7-8-37; Kermit Maynard

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Gangway ( GB )

Jessie Matthews
General Hospital (M-G-M) 7-9-37
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks

Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
PD; 6-23-37; Charles Quigley, Jacqueline

Wells
Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.) ... .4-2-39
PD: 6-4-37; Karen Morley, Robert Bald-

win
Girl Said No, The (G. N.) 9-3-37
FD: 5-21-37; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm-

strong
Girl Was Young, The (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney

Go Getter, The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent, Anita Louise

Gold Racket, The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Goldwyn Follies, The (UA) 12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker

Good Earth, The (M-G-M) 8-6-37

FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37; Wallace Beery, Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) 6-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambini, The (Para.) 6-25-37
FD: 6-7-37: Akim Tamiroff, Marian Marsh

Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) ... .5-14-37
FD: 7-21-37; Jane Darwell, Sally Blane,

Thomas Beck
Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley. Rosalind Keith
Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-37
FD: 5-13-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37; Bob Steel, Louise Stanley

Gunsmoke Ranch (Rep.) 5-6-37
The Three Mesquiteers, Julia Thayer

Handy Andy (20th-Pox) (Reissue) . .8-13-37
Will Rogers, Peggy Wood

Hell Divers (M-G-M: reissue) 6-4-37
Wallace Beery

Here's Flash Casey (GN) 9-10-37
Eric Linden, Boots Mallory

Heroes of the Alamo (Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37; Earl Hodgins, Ruth Findlay

Hideaway (RKO) 8-13-37
FD: 7-23-37; Fred Stone, Emma Dunn

Hideout in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) . .Not Set

PD: 7-22-37; Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.) 4-16-37
PD: 4-13-37; William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.) . . .4-2-37

PD: 3-8-37; Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur

Hit Parade, The (Republic) 4-26-37
FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford, Phil

Regan
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37
Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh

Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37
FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Hoosier Schoolboy, The (Mono.) 7-7-37

PD: 6-29-37; Mickey Rooney, Anne Nagel

Title Release Date

Hopalong Rides Again (Para.) 8-20-37
William Boyd, Lois Wilde

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

Hurricane, The (UA) 11-1-37
Dorothy Lamour. Jon Hall

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-37
FD: 6-29-37; John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-24-37; Claudette Colbert, Melvyn

Douglas
I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37
PD: 2-18-37; Chester Morris, Helen Mack,

Leo Carrillo
Idol of the Crowds (U) 10-3-37

John Wayne, Sheila Bromley
I'll Never Forget (M-G-M) 10-1-37
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-9-37
FD: 4-12-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Me-

Crea
Island Captives (Prin.) 7-22-37
PD: 7-29-37; Eddie Nugent, Joan Barclay

It Could Happen to You (Rep.) . . . .6-28-37
Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds

It Happened in Hollywood (Col.) 9-7-37
Richard Dix, Fay Wray

It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37
FD: 6-8-37: Paul Kelly, Judith Allen

It's All Yours (Col.) 9-6-37
PD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis

Lederer
It's Love I'm After (FN)
FD: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard, Bette Davis

Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.) 4-6-37
Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye

Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)
6-18-37

FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane
Jones Family in Hot Water. The (20th -Fox)

10-22-37
Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane

Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-37
PD: 6-6-37: Boris Karloff

Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-37
FD: 4-4-37; Edw. G. Robinson, Bette
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37: Capt. Wallace Casewell

King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-16-37; Claire Trevor. Lloyd Nolan

King of the Sierras (GN) 10-1-37
Rex and Sheik (trained horses)

King Solomon's Mines (GB) 8-26-37
PD: 7-2-37; C. Hardwick, R. Young. P.

Robeson
The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37; G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

water
Knight Without Armor (N. A.) 7-23-37
FD: 7-9-37; Marlene Dietrich, Robert

Donat
Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) ... .7-23-37
PD: 6-2-37; Michael Whalen, Gloria Stu-
art

Lady Fights Back, The (U) 9-12-37
Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) 9-24-37
Maurice Moseoviteh, Germaine Aussey,

Peter Lorre
Last Train from Madrid (Para.) ... .6-11-37
PD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland

Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
Richard Arlen

Law for Tombstone (U) 10-10-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-26-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly

Left Handed Law (Universal) 4-18-37
Buck Jones, Noel Francis

Legion of Missing Men (Mono.) .... 8-4-37
Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander

Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-37
FD: 6-4-37: Judith Barrett. John Howard

Life Begins in College (20th-Fox) . . .10-1-37
Ritz Brothers, Phyllis Brooks

Life of Emile Zola, The (WB) 10-2-37
PD: 7-2-37; Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard

Life of the Party (RKO) In Prod.
Gene Raymond, Harriet Hilliard

Little Buckaroo (P. N.) 5-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan

Live, Love and Learn (M-G-M) ... 10-29-37
Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell

Look Out for Love (GB)
Anna Nagle, Tuilio Carminati

London by Night (M-G-M) 7-30
FD: 7-20-37; George Murphy, Rita Jo:

son

Lost Horizon (Columbia) 9-5-37
FD: 3-4-37; Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt

Love from a Stranger (U. A.) .... 5-14-37
FD: 4-21-37; Anne Harding, Basil Rath-

bone
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A Calmdai o$ Teatute Release*
Title Release Date

Love in a Bung-alow (Universal) .. .6-27-37
FD: 7-7-37; Kent Taylor, Nan Grey

Love Under Fire (20th-Fox) 8-20-37
Loretta Young, Don Ameehe

Loves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13-37
FD: 7-30-37; Bruce Cabot, Beatrice

Roberts

Luck of Roaring Camp (Mono.) .. .8-18-37
Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury

Madame X (M-G-M) 10-22-37
Gladys George, Warren William

Make a Wish (RKO Radio) 8-27-37
Bobby Breen. B. Rathbone, M. Claire

Make Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37
FD: 4-27-37; Victor Moore, Fay Banister

Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37
E. E. Horton, Genevieve Tobin

Man Who Found Himself (RKO) 4-2-37
FD: 3-4-37: John Beal, Joan Fontaine

Man Who Cried Wolf (U) 8-29-37
Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed, Tom Brown

Manhattan Melodrama (M-G-M) reissue
8-2-37

Gable-Loy-Powell

Marked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

gart
Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37
FD: 7-26-37; Robert Young, Florence

Rice
Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart, Michael Whalen
Marry the Girl (WB) 7-31-37
FD: 7-13-37; Mary Boland, F. McHugh,

H. Herbert
Meet, the Boy Friend (Rep.) 7-5-37
FD: 7-19-37; Carol Hughes, David Carlyle

Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-11-37
Victor Moore. Helen Broderick

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37: Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
FD: 5-6-37: Dick Purcell, June Travis

Merry-Go-Round of 1938 (U) 10-10-37
Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr

Mexican Quarter (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
FD: 5-6-37: Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull

Midnight Madonna (Para.) 7-2-37
FD: 6-8-37; Warren William, Mady Cor-

rell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37
FD: 4-4-37; Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) .. .4-24-37
FD: 5-14-37; Josephine Hutchinson,

George Brent
Mountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37
FD: 6-14-37; Bob Burns, Martha Raye

Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (WB) 8-21-37
FD: 7-29-37; Kenny Baker, Gertrude
Michael

Music for Madame (RKO) In Prod.
Nino Martini. Joan Fontaine

My Dear Miss Aldrich (M-G-M) ... .9-17-37
Edna May Oliver, Walter Pidgeon

My Wife (M-G-M ) 9-3-37
Josephine Hutchinson, George Murphy

Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN)
8-6-37

FD: 7-30-37; Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M) reissue. .8-6-37

Nelson Eddy, Jcanette MacDonald
Navy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37
FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell, Mary Brian

New Faces of 1937 (RKO) 7-2-37
FD: 6-29-37; Milton Berle, Joe Penner,

Harriet Hilliard
Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37; Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles

Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37; Robert Montgomery, Rosa-

lind Russell
Night of Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37
Roscoe Karns, Ruth Coleman

Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 2-2-37; Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti

Non-Stop New York (GB)
A^aa Lee, John Loder

f the Rio Grande (Para.) .6-28-37
22-37; Wm. Boyd, Bernadene

~ifayes
Nothing Sacred (UA) 10-19-37

Carole Lombard, Fredric March
Oh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-16-3'<

FD: 4-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,
Eve Arden

n 1

Title Release Date

On Again—Off Again (RKO) 7-9-37
FD: 7-12-37; Wheeler & Woolsey

On Such a Night (Para.) 8-27-37
Karen Morley, Alan Mowbray

One Hundred Men and a Girl (U) . . 9-5-37
Deanna Durbin, A. Menjou, M. Auer

One Mile from Heaven (20th-Fox) . .8-13-37
FD: 7-20-37; Claire Trevor, Douglas Fow-

ley

Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) ... .4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37: Preston Foster

Outer Gate (Mono.) 8-14-37
Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker

Outlaws of the Orient (Col) 8-20-37
Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Over the Goal (Warner Bros.) ... .In Prod.
William Hopper, Doris Weston

Paradise Isle (Mono.) 7-28-37
FD: 7-7-37; Movita, Warren Hull

Parnell (M-G-M-) 6-4-37
FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.l.Not set

FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37: Patsy Kelly, Jack Haley

Prairie Thunder (FN) 9-11-37
Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37

FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA) 8-20-37

R. Colman, M. Carroll, D. Fairbanks, Jr.

Public Wedding (Warners) 7-10-37
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Range Defenders (Rep.) 6-30-37

FD: 7-9-37; Three Mesquiteers, Eleanor
Stewart

Rangers Step In, The (Col.) 8-8-37

Bob Allen, Eleanor Stewart
Reckless Ranger (Col.) 5-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

aed Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.
Red Mill, The (M-G-M) In Prod.

Allan Jones, Delia Lind
Red Rope. The (Rep) 7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

Renfrew of the Royal Mounted (GN) 9-17-37
Jimmv Newill

Reported Missing (U) 8-15-37
Jean Rogers

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.) 6-14-37
FD: 6-18-37; Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull

Riders of the Dawn (Mono.) 9-9-37

Jack Randall
Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37

Tex Ritter
Riding on Air (RKO) 6-18-37

FD- 6-28-37: Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice.

Road Back, The (Universal) 8-1-37

FD: 6-18-37: John King, Barbara Read
Road Show (M-G-M) In Prod.

J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.

Roberti
Roaring Timber (Col.) 7-4-37

Jack Holt. Grace Bradley
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37
FD: 7-16-36: Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .5-12-37

FD: 5-1-37: Gene Autry, Armida
Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37

William Boyd, Muriel Evans

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) 8-7-37
FD: 8-6-37; Pat O'Brien, Humphrey

Bogart
Saratoga (M-G-M) 7-23-37

FD: 7-19-37; Jean Harlow, Clark Gable

Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.

Ann Sothern, Smith Ballew

Shadow Strikes. The (GN) 7-9-37

FD: 7-9-37; Rod La Rocque, Lynn Anders

Shadows of the Orient (Mono.) 8-18-37
Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston

Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37

FD: 4-30-37; Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

She Asked for It (Para.) 9-10-37
Wm. Gargan, O. Heyward, V. Osbourne

She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.) 8-2-37

Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
FD: 7-23-37; Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) 8-20-37
John Trent. Ann Dvorak

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO).. In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Title Release Date

Sheik Steps Out, The (Rep.) 9-6-37
FD: 7-29-37; Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) ... .6-9-37
Frances Williams, Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37; Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) 6-25-37
FD: 6-22-37; Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing, Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 5-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-3!"

Dick Powell, Doris Weston
Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37

FD: 6-17-37; Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.
Allen

Slim (F. N.) 6-12-37
FD: 5-11-37; Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,

Margaret Lindsay
Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37

Stuart Erwin. Joyce Compton
Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37; Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey

Dean
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.) 9-10-37

G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme
Souls at Sea (Para.) 9-3-37
FD: 8-10-37; Gary Cooper, George Raft,

Frances Dee
Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37

FD: 6-14-37; Charles Quigley, Dorothy
Wilson

Squadron "B" (Advance) 11-1-37
Bill Edwards, Margaret Morris

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith
Stampede (Col.) 6-8-37

FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret, Finis
Barton

Star Is Born. A (United Artists) 4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37; Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Stella Dallas (UA) 8-6-37
FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John

Boles
Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher. Patricia

Ellis
Super Sleuth (RKO) 7-16-37
FD: 7-13-37; Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-18-37
FD: 6-18-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Take the Heir (RKO, 7-23-37
Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37

Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 5-18-37: Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers
Telephone Operator (Mono.) 9-30-37
Tenth Man. The (G. B.) 5-15-37

John Lodge, Antoinette Cellier

That Certain Woman (WB) 9-18-37
FD: 8-2-37; Bette Davis, Henry Fonda

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37
FD: 5-11-37; Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Kent

That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37

FD: 5-11-37; Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-
bert

That's My Story (U) 10-17-37
Claudia Morgan, William Lundigan

There Goes My Girl (RKO) 5-21-37
FD: 5-29-37; Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) . . . .5-14-37
FD: 5-17-37; F. Tone, S. Tracy, Gladys

George

They Won't Forget (W.B.) 7-14-37
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Thin Ice (20th-Fox) 9-3-37
Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .8-27-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37
FD: 4-4-37; Whitty, Evans, Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-3T
FD: 8-3-37; Weldon Weyburn, Inez

Courtney
This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37
FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert

Taylor
This is My Wife (M-G-M) In Prod.

Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards
Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37; Robert Armstrong, Fifi

D'Orsay
Thunder in the City (Columbia) ... .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37; Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Deste

Title Release Date

Timberesque (Syndicate)
FD: 7-8-37; Barry Norton

Toast oi New York (RKO-Radio) .. .7-30-37
FD: 7-13-37; Edward Arnold. Frances

Farmer
Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37

FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper
Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37; Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
FD: 7-12-37: Constance Bennett; Cary

Grant
Tough to Handle (Conn.)

Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond
Trailing Trouble (GN) 8-27-37

Ken Maynard
Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37

FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles. Eleanor
Whitney

Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37
Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks

Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37
Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford

Two Who Dared (G. N.) 5-8-37
FD: 7-12-37: Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Two of Us, The (GB) 7-10-37
Jack Hulbert

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .5-21-37
FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt, Annabella.
Raymond Massey

Varsity Show (WB) 9-4-37
Dick Powell, Priscilla and Rose Marie

Lane
Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) . .6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37: James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Victoria the Great (RKO) In Prod.
Anton Walbrook. Anna Neagle

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37; Walter Winchell. Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN) . .9-24-37

George Houston
Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)

7-30-37
FD: 8-7-37; Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter

Wee Winnie Winkie (20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37: Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

Westbound Limited (Universal) ... .7-11-37
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles

Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-27-37
Smith Bellew

What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie

WHpii Love Is Young (Universal )... 4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37: Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor

When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.) .... 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..

Valerie Hobson
Where There's a Will (GB) 7-26-37

Will Hay
White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37

Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver

Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
10-15-37

Loretta Young, W. Baxter. V. Bruce
Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers, Walter Breu-

nan
Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37
FD: 0-22-37; Edward Everett Horton.

Louise Campbell
Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37

FD: 6-14-37; Scott Col ton. Jean Rogers

Windjammer (RKO) 8-6-37
George O'Brien, Constance Worth

Wine, Women and Horses (WB) 9-11-37
Ann Sheridan, Barton MacLane

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37
FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.) 5-7-37
FD: 4-27-37; Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-15-37
FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) 6-25-37
FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster, Joan

Fontaine

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37; Onslow Stevens, Helen Mack

You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)
8-6-37

FD: 7-28-37: Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers,
Don Ameehe

Young Man's Fancy, A (U) In Prod.
George Murphy, Alice Faye

Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge (Rep.)
6-14-37

Gene Autry, Betty Bronson
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HOLLYWOOD
J-JAROLD LLOYD has offered Jean

Arthur a co-starring role in his
next Paramount comedy, "Professor
Beware," the script for which is be-
ing prepared by Lloyd, members of
his writing staff and Jack Cunning-
ham. If Miss Arthur plays the
part it will mark the first time that
Lloyd has shared starring honors
in a feature comedy.

T T T

Mary Livingstone (Mrs. Jack
Benny) will make a second picture

for Paramount under the terms of

an optional contract exercised by
the company today. William Le-
Baron. managing director of pro-

duction, said that Miss Livingstone's
next film assignment will be an-
nounced following her return to

Hollywood from Europe where she

is vacationing with Benny.

T T T

"Thrill of a Lifetime" will be the

release title of the picture being
produced for Paramount by Miss
Fanchon under the title of "Sum-
mer Romance." The picture gets

its new title from a song of the

same name written for the produc-

tion by Frederick Hollander, com-
poser of "Whispers In the Dark,"
one of the hit tunes in "Artists and
Models" now at the New York Para-
mount Theater.

T T T
Hugh Sothern, former Wall Street

broker, has been selected by Cecil

B. DeMille to play the role of Jack-
son in "The Buccaneer."

T T T

One of the most brilliantly staged
openings ever seen by Hollywood
has been arranged for the initial

showing in the cinema city of the

Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein II

romantic musical, "High, Wide and
Handsome" at the Carthay Circle

Theater tonight.

Virtually every celebrity in Hol-
lywood will be present, all seats hav-
ing been reserved three days before

the opening. To accommodate thou-
sands who could not procure seats,

Paramount has constructed a grand-
stand across the street from the

theater entrance.
One hundred extra policemen

have been detailed to control the

crowd and handle traffic.

About fifty stars of the screen
will go on the air over the Mutual
coast-to-coast system during the

Four "U" Writers Assigned
Universal has assigned four writers

to adapt stories on its schedule. Rian
James, was assigned to collaborate with
Sophia Cleugh on her unpublished novel
"Little Lady." Barry Trivers will col-
laborate with Pamela Harris on another
Deanna Durbin story idea which Miss
Harris sold Universal last week entitled

"The Baby of the Family." John Grey,
has started adaptation of "The Cat
and the Canary", and David Silverstein

started the adaptation of "Let's Be
Candid."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
l_

• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 124 • • •

| OUIS KING. Director. First saw the light o' day in Christiansburg, Va.

Educated at the University of Virginia, suh. Broke into pictures way back

in 1919 as an actor with American Film Com-

pany, Santa Barbara, Cal. Assistant director at

Fox in 1922, directing his first feature in the

East in 1926. With FBO in 1927-28 and free-

lancing in 1928-29. In 1930-3b, directed Buck

Jones' pictures for Columbia release; then di-

rected independent features until September,

1932, when he joined Fox. Later was with War-

ner Bros Now with Paramount.

half hour broadcast which will be-

gin at 8:30 p.m. Pacific Standard
Time (12:30 New York daylight sav-
ing time).
Lynne Overman will act as mas-

ter of ceremonies for the broadcast
and music will be provided by David
Broekman's Orchestra. In the per-
iods between introductions of screen
stars as they arrive at the theater,

comedy entertainment will be pro-
vided by Ben Blue, Betty Grable,
the Yacht Club Boys and Judy, Anne
and Zeke Canova.
Fred MacMurray will act as mas-

ter of ceremonies within the theater,
introducing Irene Dunne, star of
"High, Wide and Handsome"; Ran-
dolph Scott, who plays the leading
male role; Dorothy Lamour, Charles
Bickford, Ben Blue, Alan Hale and
other members of the cast.

» T
Florence Lake and Edgar Ken-

nedy, popular favorites in RKO Ra-
dio comedies for a long time, are
back together again in a new short
subject of the "Average Man" series
which has just gone before cameras
at the Gower Street studios.

t r r
To William Corson, former com-

mercial artists' model who recently
won a film contract with RKO Ra-
dio, fell the season's casting plum
when Director Gregory La Cava se-
lected the handsome young man to
play Ginger Rogers' boy friend in

"Stage Door," in which the blonde
actress is co-starred with Katharine
Hepburn.

r r

The entire Loyola University band
of 35 members has been signed by
20th Century-Fox studios for scenes
in "Life Begins In College," mu-
sical comedy now in production. The
Ritz Brothers are starred in the
picture, with a supporting cast that
includes Fred Stone, Tony Martin,
Phyllis Brooks, Joan Davis and
Dixie Dunbar. William A. Seiter
is directing.

T T T

George Regas, has been assigned
by Darryl F. Zanuck to a featured

role in "Ali Baba Goes to Town,"
musical comedy extravaganza now
in production at 20th Century-Fox
studios with Eddie Cantor in the
lead.

T r T
Buck Jones went into production

yesterday at Universal City on "The
Boss of Lonely Valley" by Forrest
Brown.

T T
Charles Kenyon, who wrote the

dialogue for "The Road Back" and
who has just completed the dialogue
and adaptation of "100 Men and a
Girl," was yesterday assigned by
the New Universal to script "The
Road to Reno."

T T »

A number of players were yes-
terday added to the cast of "Blonde
Dynamite" in which Noah Beery,
Jr., William Gargan, Dorothea Kent
and Nan Grey are featured. Addi-
tions include Joe Smallwood, light-

weight boxer of Los Angeles, Wal-
ter Friedman, Charlie Friedman,
Max Wagner, John Butler and Lew
Kelley.

T T V
Columbia has added Thurston Hall

and Wilson Benge to the cast of

"Park Avenue Dame," directed by
Albert S. Rogell, with Richard Ar-
len and Fay Wray in the leading
roles, and Wyn Cahoon featured.

V T T
Lloyd Bacon, directing the Pat

O'BHen-George Brent co-starrer,

"Submarine D-l" for Warner
Brothers, has moved his big troune
back to Uncle Sam's San Diego sub-
sea base for additional scenes, af-
ter which he will travel to the Cata-
lina Islands to film the final se-

quences.

T T T

Darryl Zanuck, 20th Century-Fox
production chief, has assigned Lew
Pollack and Sidney Mitchell to write
the song numbers for "Rebecca of
Sunnvbrook Farm," in which Shir-
ley Temple will warble as well as
star.

t T
For "Love and Hisses," the forth-

coming Walter Winchell-Ben Bernie

co-starrer, which he will direct for

20th Century -Fox, Sidney Lanfield
has approved a new ballet routine
in which he will use more than 350
dancing beauties.

t t
With only two more weeks to go

before completing Columbia's Irene
Dunne-Cary Grant co-starrer, "The
Awful Truth," which he is filming
under loan from Paramount, Pro-
ducer-Director Leo McCarey is plot-

ting an extended vacation before re-

turning to his home lot.

» T r

Paramount has given term con-

tracts to three young actors and
two young actresses as a result of
recommendations made by Oliver
Hinsdell, dramatic coach, who re-

cently completed a scouting trip in

search of new players. One of the
girls signed Dorothy Howe, was
found by Hinsdell while working as

a telephone operator in a film ex-
change in Dallas, Texas. The other
girl given a contract is Margaret
Randall, who with Jack Hubburd,
was working in the Goodman The-
ater, in Chicago. The three young
men signed are Hubburd, Richard
Denning, graduate of a Los Angeles
business school, and James Craig
of Houston, Texas.

T r

Cecil B. DeMille announces he has
selected Margot Grahame to play
one of the two leading feminine
roles in "The Buccaneer".

T T T
"The Women Men Marry" is an-

nounced by M-G-M as final title

for the picture formerly known as
"Loser's End."

T T T
Margaret Cole, graduate of a Lo

Angeles high school, who recentl;

was signed by Sol Lesser to a con-
tract with Principal Productions,
will make her screen debut in

"Western Gold," now in production
for 20th Century-Fox.

T T T
Walter Pidgeon has signed a long-

term contract with M-G-M. He had
one of the featured roles in '"Sara-
toga," and is now playing in "My
Dear Miss Aldrich".

Mae West yesterday was assign-
ed her favorite cameraman, Karl
Struss, for her next Paramount
starring picture, tentatively titled

"Sapphire Sal", which is to be pro-
duced by Emanuel Cohen and di-

rected by A. Edward Sutherland.
Struss has handled the cameras for
Miss West in nearly all of her work
since she skyrocketed to stardom in

"She Done Him Wrong".

f
Ku Klux Klan Sues

Atlanta, Ga.—An action has beei
stituted here by the Ku Klux f

against Warner Brothers, Inc., and
phone, Inc. for the alleged reproduc-
tion and use of patented Klan regalia

in the producers' recent feature, "The
Black Legion." Suit asks damages in

the amount of $113,500.

- ,_ UlHL-b*-
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CONTINULPARA. MINNEAPOLIS STAY TOJHURSDAY

Eastman Kodak Reports 24-Week's Net of $11,475,066
Figure is Equivalent to $5.01

A Share on Its Common
Stock

Eastman Kodak Co., in its report

just rendered for the 24 weeks
ended June 12, last, shows net profit

of $11,475,066, including $58,773

profit on sales of securities, and af

-

s

flter depreciation, reserve for federal
' and foreign income taxes and other

charges.
Net is equivalent, after dividend

requirements on the six per cent
{Continued on Page 4)

lOPERATORSSEEKING

WAGE RISE IN N. Y.

Restoration of the 15 per cent

wage cut taken two years ago and
an increase above that will be asked
by Local 306, operators' union, when
it opens negotiations with Loew's

and RKO within the next two weeks,

Film Daily learns. Parleys were
to have started this week but were

(Continued on Page 13)

Reports Serious Product Shortage in England
A serious shortage of good product exists in England where all theaters play double

bills, it was said yesterday by T. H. Fligestone, immediate past president of the C.E.A.,
who has arrived in this country for a five-week stay. Increased production by American
companies in England under the new quota act may remedy this situation. Fligestone

declared. Fligestone in the past year has acquired three theaters, increasing his cir-

cuit to six houses.

NEW GB SALES PLAN

CLICKS, SAYS

GB's new policy of selling pictures
individually, instead of in blocks,

has met with gratifying exhibitor
approval, George W. Weeks, general
sales manager, said yesterday.
Weeks stated that he expects to

have date and date openings of
(Continued on Page 4)

Reach Tentative Agreement

On Omaha Exch. Contract

Major company exchange repre-

sentatives and IATSE officials yes-

terday reached a tentative agree-

ment on wage scales for the ex-

change employes union at Omaha.
Another meeting is to be held to

work out a scale for the New York
City exchange union.

Critics Picking Best Pix

Three New York critics, Frank Nugent
of the Times; Rose Pelswick of the

Evening Journal, and Howard Barnes of

-the Herald-Tribune will wind up their

Aweek radio program for the Hud-
™ River Day Line on WEAF tonight

=ty each selecting the six best pictures

of the past three months and then
balloting to decide the best picture

of the period. It is reported that the
critics will chose the Warner film "They
Won't Forget" as the best film.

Nathan Myers, Newark Exhib,

Architect Dies in Hospital

Nathan Myers, architect and
operator of the Gort theater at
Newark, died yesterday at Beth
Israel hospital, that city, after a
long illness. The deceased, who was
in his sixties, was a member of
Allied Theaters of New Jersey.
Delegation from the association will

attend his funeral, plans for which
are now being made.

S IS PLANNI

12 FOREIGN HOUSE

Loew's will build a 1,000-seat the-
ater at San Juan, Porto Rico, and
is set to build 11 other theaters in

foreign cities where negotiations for
sites are under way or about to be-
gin, it was said yesterday by an
M-G-M spokesman.

Loew's now has three other the-
(Continued on Page 13)

Actors' Guild Will Confer

On Holdout of Educational

Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
executive secretary said yesterday
that Educational has balked at the
Guild shop. Kenneth Thompson,
SAG executive secretary, is taking
up this matter with 20th Century-
Fox on the theory that 20th-Fox, as
a signatory of the SAG closed shop
agreement, must bring Educational,

(Continued on Page 4)

Hearing on Playdate Strike,

Picketing Action to Resume
on that Date

Minneapolis—Continuance of Par-
amount's temporary restraining or-

der against the playdate strike and
picketing organized by Allied The-
aters of the Northwest until Thurs-
day, when the hearing will be re-

sumed, was ordered by Judge Gun-
nar H. Nordbye yesterday at a hear-
ing in the U. S. District Court.
Hearing was continued at the

request of Attorney Louis Schwartz,
defense counsel. There was a short

(Continued on Page 4)

SEE NO COMPROMI

Chances of an out-of-court set-

tlement of Paramount's Philadel-
phia case against the UMPTO and
various individual exhibitors are
nil, according to spokesmen for both
sides yesterday. They insisted that
the issue will be fought out in court,

(Continued on Page 4)

Delegate from New South Wales

To Ask U. S. Aid on Quota Law

Discuss New Haven Price

Rise But No Plan Adopted

New Haven—Operators of sev-
eral downtown and neighborhood
houses met yesterday and talked
about upping admission price scales
but no understanding was reached.
Whether or not another meeting

on the subject will be held was not
known up to last night.

F. W. Daniell, Australian film man
representing the Government of
New South Wales, arrives Tuesday
on the Aquitania to discuss with
major companies the question of
compliance with the New South
Wales quota act requiring U. S. dis-

tributors to make pictures in that
country. The New South Wales gov-
ernment has not been enforcing the
law.

Daniell 's visit here is to work out
(Continued on Page 4)

Plan $600,000 Stock Issue

For Maurice Conn Company

Registration certificate covering
a public stock issue of 600,000
shares at $2.50 a share will be filed

on behalf of Ambassador Pictures
with the SEC next week, it was
stated yesterday at the offices of

C. B. Ewart & Co., 70 Wall St., un-
derwriters.
The sale will give Ambassador

(Continued on Page 4)

Controls Pix Budgets
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under a new policy which

has been inaugurated at RKO Radio by
Samuel J. Briskin, production chieftain,

Lee Marcus, his assistant, assumes the
post of dictator on increase in budgets
on productions. Studio is seeking to

eliminate the policy of alphabetically
grading pictures.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

27 27 27
29l/4 291/4 29l/4 + l/

2

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

187l/
2 I86V2 187V2 + 2

24l/2 23 7/3
24i/

2 + %
843/4 84 84 — l/

2

23l/
8 22 231/s + 1

162 154% 162 + 71/2

203/4 201/s 205/s + Vi
9% 91/2 9% + i/s

91/4 8% 91/4 + 1/4

365/s 36 36l/4

61 1/2 60 1/2 60 1/2 — 31/2

151/4 14% 151/4 + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 99% 100 + Vs
fata. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 93/2 92 1/4 93 Vi + 1 Vi
RKO 6s41 llOVi llOVi HOI/2 + Vi
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 3% 3% 33/8 + %
Sonotone Corp 2% 2 2

Technicolor 32l/2 3014 323/8 + 23/8
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts 8 8 8

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98
Fox Thea. Bldg, 6 Vis 1st *36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43

N. Y. House Reopening
The Cinema de Paris, 66 Fifth

Ave., will re-open next Thursday,
with "Lac Aux Dames," starring
Simone Simon, and "Le Bonheur,"
with Charles Boyer in the top role.

House had shut down temporarily
for a portion of the Summer
months.

Authors Hit Story Intention

Registration System in Suit

Charge made by Richard Carroll

and William A. Drake, authors, in

a suit against Warner Bros, to the
effect that the major company sys-

tem of registering intention with
the Hays' office of producing cer-

tain works is an illegal conspiracy
in restraint of trade was dismissed
yesterday by Federal Judge Vincent
Leibell on the ground that he lacked
jurisdiction. The court also dis-

missed one other count in the action
against Warner Bros, and gave the
plaintiffs 20 days to file an amended
complaint.
The authors charge that in 1934

they prepared a story on the life

of General Gorgas and the building
of the Panama Canal as a starring
vehicle for Paul Muni, and that, af-

ter rejecting the script, Warner
Bros, filed intention with the Hays'
office of producing such a work, leav-

ing the plaintiffs unable to market
their work.

Ward Wing Unit Returns

To England With Ceylon Pix

London (By Cable)—Ward Wing
and his production unit are back in

London, following making of "Tea
Leaves in the Wind" for Neville
Clarke Productions in Ceylon. He
plans to come to New York within
a few weeks.

Lori Bara did the adaptation, dia-

logue and continuity on the picture,

which stars Nils Asther, with Eve
Shelly, a new find, playing opposite
him. Needham Clark replaced Cyril
Chadwicke when the latter broke his

leg. Gibson Gowland plays the
character lead and A. Barr-Smith is

the light comedian.

5 "Toast" Holdovers
"The Toast of New York," RKO

Radio picture is being' held over at
the Music Hall, N. Y., and Keith's
Boston, and is slated to be held over
in three other spots. They are the
Hippodrome, Cleveland; Palace,
Chicago, and Palace, Cincinnati.

"U" Makes Four Versions

"You Can't Get Away With It"

is rapidly covering the world. The
export department of Universal has
already prepared Spanish, French
and Egytian versions.

Edith Wharton Dies

Paris—Edith Wharton, 75, noted
American novelist died yesterday at
Chateau Brice Sur Foret, near here.
Various of her stories had been
filmed.

"Topper" Opens Aug. 19
"Topper" is scheduled for the

Capitol Theater for its New York
premiere on Aug. 19.

Holdover "Captains"
"Captains Courageous" will be

held for a second week starting
yesterday at the Capitol.

Koenig Announces Adoption

of Standard For Filters

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Koenig,

chairman of the Research Council
of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, yesterday an-
nounced adoption of the Standard
Nomenclature for Filters to be used
throughout the industry.

In the past, electrical filters used
in studio sound recording circuits

and theater reproducing circuits

were described by any one of sev-
eral methods, none of which con-
veyed as much information as is

necessary to completely and prop-
erly describe the filter characteris-
tics, it was stated.

Consequently upon the recommen-
dation of the Council's Committee
on Standardization of Sound Projec-
tion Equipment, all of the methods
previously used will be discarded
and the Research Council Standard
Nomenclature for Filters as speci-

fied by this Committee will be used
exclusively throughout the indus-
try hereafter, according to Koenig.

Composite Dupe Negatives

Being Made by Major Firms

Several major companies, as re-

sult of tests made on the new East-
man Fine Grain film, have already
adopted the policy of making sev-
eral complete, composite duplicate
negatives from important features;
it was announced yesterday by
Eastman officials.

It is expected, they said, that due
to high quality results achieved,
foreign printing of feature releases
can be speeded up and the hazard
and inconvenience of shipping orig-

inal negatives abroad will be elim-
inated. Furthermore, is was pointed
out, laboratories, with increasing
experience in the use of the Fine
Grain film, will eventually be able
to do all their printing from dupli-

cate negatives, and save their

valuable originals which can then
be stored away for safe-keeping.

In the duplicating process in use
before the advent of Eastman Fine
Grain film, the manufacturers de-
clare, it was possible to get suffi-

ciently good tone reproduction so

that the dupe was scarcely distin-

guishable from the original except
by experts, but the "graininess" of

the print from dupe negative was
always easily discerned. Eastman
technicians claim that with the new
process results have been obtained
which show that it is impossible for

even a trained observer to tell from
the projected image on the screen
whether the print is made from the
dupe or original negative.

Scott rn J. Y. On
Allan Scott, whose new stage

comedy, tentatively titled "Midsum-
mer Night," will be presented on
Broadway this autumn, has arrived
here from Hollywood, where he has
just completed work on the new
Fred Astaire picture.

Coming and Goii|

)

JAMES CAGNEY leaves Hollywood early next!
week for a vacation at Martha's Vineyard.

JOAN BENNETT who is in the east to atl
tend the forthcoming premiere of "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938," opening at the
Radio City Music Hall next Thursday, has left
New York for Saratoga, where she will remain
until early next week.

JOSEPH ZIMANICH, head of sound anJ
music at National Screen, returns Monday ori

the Normandie from a vacation in Europe.

MAX WENZEL of the Wenzel Mfg. Co., ChU
cago, arrived in New York this week on a

business visit.

F. W. DANIELL, Australian film man, arrives
Tuesday on the Aquitania.

S. CARCEL, Paramount distributor in Vene-
zuela, has arrived from Caracas.

NEWMAN LEVY, playwright, left yesterday
for Universal studios at Hollywood.

N. L. NATHANSON of Toronto is in New
York.

ALLAN SCOTT has arrived in New York from
the Coast.

TOM KEENE arrives in New York today from
Worcester, Mass., to greet Monogram men at

a sales drive meeting tomorrow.

LEONARD PALUMBO, of the Warner foreign
publicity department left last night by plane
tor the Coast for a two weeks' vacation.

Gollas Brothers Organize

Chicago Theater Company

Chicago, 111.—Gollas Brothers, op-j

erators of the Ray, Midway and the
new Woodlawn theater have organ-
ized the firm of Gollas Brothers with
George Gollas named president on
the new company, Walter Zitten-

field vice president and attorney and
Harold M. Gollas named secretary
treasurer. Company is conducting
a contest for a queen to be crowned
at the opening of the new Wood-
lawn theater on Aug. 15th. It has
also purchased the land leasehold
upon which the Ray theater stands
at 2658 East 75th Street for a re-

ported . $25,000.

AUGUST 13

Gene Raymond

Charles (Buddy) Rogers

Mary Duncan

W. E. Green

Alfred Hitchcock

Regis Toomey

Sam Taylor

Leo Brecher

%
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Vty ith great pleasure and pride I take this

opportunity to thank everyone connected with the production of "The Life of Emile

Zola". The acclaim which greeted the picture at its premiere at the Hollywood

Theatre, NewYork,belongs to Hal B.Wallis, to Henry Blanke, to William Dieterle, to

Paul Muni and every artist, to the writers and to the entireWarner Bros, studio person-

nel for having made possible a production that marks still another milestone in the

history of the screen. They, and they alone, own the glory of having created a master-

piece as far above the average as our first talking picture was above the silent ones.

(X^iyt^JlA^i

Vice-President in Charge
of Production

The Next Engagement
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NEW SOUTH

ASKS U.

{Continued from Page 1)

some agreement with the companies.
American companies take the view-

point that it is impossible for them
to produce in New South Wales be-

cause there are not enough good
production people available so that

a producing unit could be set up in

that country.

Paramount Minneapolis

Stay Continued to Thurs.

{Continued from Page 1)

argument over wording of the or-

der and its language was slightly

changed as a result, but its meaning
and scope was not altered.

See 3,000 in Strike

Minneapolis—Allied Theater Own-
ers of the Northwest, in a bulletin

just issued, estimates that more
than 3,000 theaters are participat-

ing in the Paramount playdate
strike.

The organization will finance de-

fense of actions brought against its

members by the distributor, states

the bulletin.

Actors' Guild Will Confer

On Holdout of Educational

{Continued from Page 1)

which releases through 20th-Fox,
into line.

Mentone, which does not resume
pi'oduction here until Sept. 13, has
been given to Sept. 1 to sign a
Guild contract. A committee rep-

resenting the five chief commercial
producers is to present its objec-

tions to the Guild agreement in

writing within a week.

Plan $600,000 Stock Issue

For Maurice Conn Co.

{Continued from Page 1)

working capital of $1,200,000. Am-
bassador is planning production of

36 pictures for the 1937-38 season.

Maurice Conn heads the company.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Maureen O'Sullivan had never read

temperatures by a thermometer until

she was required to do so in her role

as a nurse in "Between Two Women,"
—M-G-M.

P*maM£Wk i

o • • OFFICIAL DESPATCH from the Brooklyn Navy
Yard reporting on the world preview of the GB musical
production, "Gangway", starring Jessie Matthews some-
thing entirely novel in previews with the scribes of the
press transported to the Navy Yard in two big buses a
fine dinner was served in the officers' mess hall with all the
officers in attendance with their ladies an hour of dancing
followed then to the U. S. S. Texas for the screening
on the open deck but the rain came down in a heavy
drizzle back to the officers' mess hall again where the pic-
ture was shown a grand time was had by all and a
lot of film mugs are now seriously thinking of joining the Navy

Arthur Lee and George W. Weeks certainly showed the
scribes a grand time

T T
• • • HAVE YOU a li'l love nest in your theater?
the idea has caught on in England, with several cinemas install-
ing a section of double seats without the elbow-rest between
for lovers to cuddle and coo so when Major Bowes
started to plan the re-seating of the Capitol for the twentieth
anniversary next September, he had a survey made on the
subject but the women's clubs, parent-teachers groups
and such conservative elements opposed the idea of the "love
seats" so, the Capitol will remain in the old-fashioned
group but at that it seems the Major is overlooking a
great publicity stunt a row of special "love nests" for
Amateur Lovers

T T T
O • • SEN-SAY-SHU-NAL "Stella Dallas" at the
Music Hall with Barbara Stanwyck doing about the best
work of her brilliant career and incidentally one of the
greatest dramatic and emotional portrayals in screen history

going into its second week at the Hall with hun-
dreds of people waiting around the foyers the other nite for
almost an hour to get in on the second show all over the
immense auditorium the femmes are sobbing and sniffing and
having one hell of a delirously happy cry fest some day
the producers will realize the elementary fact that women get
more genuine enjoyment and excitement out of a good sobby
drammer than any other type of entertainment and will

place a half-dozen big Sob features on every season's program
as a matter of routine

T T T
• • • CHICKEN FRY the annual affair of the War-
ner-Chakeres Theaters in Springfield and other Ohio towns

held in the summer gardens at the Chakeres home
more than 300 employees and friends were on hand for the
affair starting at midnite and ending at sun-up the ar-

rangements committee consisted of Kroger Babb, Leah Frank,
M. H. Chakeres of the Regent Theater, and George Bauer of

the Fairbanks

T T
© © • BIG DOINGS in Harrisburg, Pa. will occur
on Friday when Ramon Novarro makes a personal appearance
in connection with the world premiere of his Republic film,

"The Sheik Steps Out" Novarro will also be host to thirty

girls selected for their courtesy, charm and knowledge of the
star at a luncheon to be held at the Penn-Harris Hotel

Walter Vincent, prexy of Republic along with Herbert J.

Yates, president of the board, and other film execs, will make
the trip from New York to attend the premiere at the State
Theater the affair is being handled by C. Floyd Hopkins,
local representative of Wilmer and Vincent, and John F. Rogers,
manager of the State

T T
» o « HARD WORKING lad Irving Cohen, aide to

Louis Phillips in the Paramount legal dep't working nite

and day on the Philly injunction case Irving acquired some
practical knowledge of conspiracy actions during the famous
St. Louis trial

REPORTED $11,475,0d6

{Continued from Page 1)

preferred stock, to $5.01 a share on
|

2,250,921 no-par shares of common.
No provision was made for federal
surtax on undistributed profits.

This compares with net profit for
the corresponding period in 1936, of
$8,081,870, including $176,244 profit
on sales of securities, equal to $3.51
a common share.

Coincident with the rendering of
the report, Eastman Kodak declared
the regular quarterly common divi-
dend of $2.00.

New G B Sales Plan Clicks,

George W. Weeks Reports

{Continued from Page 1)

"King Solomon's Mines" in prac-
tically every important key spot on
Aug. 26. Arthur Greenblatt, cir-
cuit sales manager, has closed a
deal on the production with the RKO
metropolitan New York circuit

!

;

where it begins playing Aug. 31

See No Compromise on

Para. Philadelphia Action

{Continued from Page 1)

with no attempt made at a compro-
mise.

Attorneys have until sometime
next week, probably up to Wednes-
day, to file briefs in the case, which
involves a playdate strike and pick-
eting.

« « « » » »

Eleven 20th Century-Fox

Releases During Sept.-Oct.

20th Century-Fox announces 11
releases for the months of Septem-
ber and October as follows: "Thin
Ice", Sept. 3; "Borneo" and "Wild
and Woolly", Sept. 10; "Wife, Doc-
tor and Nurse", Sept. 17; "The
Jones Family in Hot Water", Sept.

24; "Life Begins in College", Oct.

1; "Lancer Spy" and "Boots and
Saddles", Oct. 8; "Danger—Love at
Work", Oct. 15; "Charlie Chan on
Broadway", Oct. 22; "Ali Baba Goes
to Town", Oct. 29.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Only one motion picture was produced
in Norway during 1936. But four are

contemplated for 1937.



ZOLA' WINS TRADE SPOTLIGHT
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1 AND THE NEXT DAY lines started at 9 A. M. and never ceased

—with admission scaled at $2 top and selling eightweeks ahead!

HISTORY WAS MADE WEDNESDAY NIGHT at New York's Hollywood Theatre

where the world and his lady defied the worst downpour in six years to

attend spectacular world -premiere of "the year's most important contribu-

tion to the screen" (N Y Daily News), Warner Bros.' 'The Life of Emile Zola'!

^IE FINEST ACTING OF MUNI'S

CAREER" (N. y. Herald-Tribune) con-

tributes towards giving the indus-

try "the most powerfully moving

picture ever seen" {Daily News), "a

film nottobe missed" (Daily Mirror)!

THIS IS PART OF THE CROWD that jammed the theatre despite driving

thunderstorm causing city-wide damage. Note announcer describing the

colorful audience in broadcast direct from giant foyer of the Hollywood.

"ANOTHER OF 1937'S 'BEST 10' HAS ARRIVED," reported the N.Y. Times

reviewer of 'Zola'—and world-famed explorers Sir Hubert and Lady Wilkins

(leff) were among the throngs of notables who were present to greet it.
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Finds Lionel Barrymore
A Strange Mixture

TIONEL BARRYMORE is a

strange mixture. He has
none of the flamboyance of his

brother John, and he has never
been such a brilliant actor. But
he is one of Hollywood's most
consistently popular players —
and, if it came to the vote, it

would probably be found that

he was now by far the greater
favorite of the two.

At times he strikes you as

being completely sincere — re-

member that he won the Aca-
demy award for his perform-
ance in "A Free Soul?" Yet,

quite often, he seems to have
his tongue in his cheek all the

way through a picture.

He has given some delightful

performances, in which his own
unaffected personality has shone
through. In his next film, as

likely as not, he will have
lapsed into melodramatics
again.

I suppose it is that, under his

quiet exterior, there is some-
thing of the famous Barrymore
inconsistency.

When you watch him on the

set, he is full of surprises.

You instinctively feel like

handing him his slippers, old

and comfortable, and a matured
pipe. Perhaps he will drop off

to sleep with the pipe in his

mouth, and let it fall, with the

ash spreading over his never-

too-tidy clothes. You would ex-

pect that.

He does, in fact, doze off to

sleep on the set without any
provocation. I've seen him set-

tle down with his script on his

knee. Within a couple of

minutes he has been fast asleep.

His pastimes are sedentary.

He has a piano in his dressing-

room. If you're passing, you
can hear him playing—and, as

often as not, it's one of his own
compositions. If he is not play-

ing, you can be certain that he
is either busily sketching or

sleeping.

From his attitude you expect

him to face the cameras with-

out knowing his lines proper-

ly, and without even knowing
what his part is all about. The
impression is wrong. The as-

sistant director touches him on
the shoulder, and he wakes up
with a start.

"We're ready, Mr. Barry-
more."

He gets up without hurry-

ing. He runs through his part

for a few minutes without any
interruptions. And then, as

smoothly as a clockwork ma-
chine, he slips into his role. He
is word perfect and gesture

JZMDAILY Friday, Aug. 13,19;

11 M Glancing Backward H H
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experiences of

W. F. Sonneman, Ralph T. Fisher, Lee Sproule

and Al Daws

As Told to Film Daily

was
highest film rental by more than
$500 at that time. After an exten-
sive exploitation and advertising
campaign, I ended up with just a
little less than $1,800 in gross.

In contrast, I bought Charles
Chaplin's "The Tramp" first-run for

$20 in the same spot and played it,

as we played all films, a single day
in a 300-seat nickleodeon and grossed
$371.

You never know . . .
—W. F. Son-

neman, Palace Theater, Fayetteville,
Ark.

MY best remembered experience is a composite one—the re-

sults of two film bookings in a 30,000-population town.
I paid $1,800 for a first run of "The Hunchback of Notre

Dame"; that admittedly was the
everything was favorable. Another
theater around the corner had 'em
standing up nearly every night with
what I thought was an inferior

product. So I secured the pictures
of the better companies and started
with some of my choice pictures
only to find that no one seemed to

know I was running. The result

was that I took in hardly enough to

pay the rent of the theater, and, of

course, decided that this theater was
impossible and closed it after a
short run. It is now, however, run-
ning and doing a good business. I

just didn't stick with it long enough.
It was a costly experiment to me in

T NEVER fail to chuckle each time my first year jn this business."-
I recall an incident in the Spring Lee Sproule, Theater Circuit, Garden

of 1924. At that time, I was mana- City, Kans,
ger of the Jefferson Theater here
for the Quimby circuit. The Jeffer-

son was proud of its 14-piece little

symphony that alternated with the
organists accompanying the fea-
tures.

Getting to the point, it was dur-
ing the musical screening about
10:30 o'clock one morning. Our lead-

er was down in the ork pit taking
his music cues and the house was
dark with the exception of the light
from the picture on the screen.

In burst a. Western Union messen-
ger—one of those tomato-haired
lads in a suit and cap that fit him
about like the rookie outfits the
boys got when they joined the army,
back in '17. He yelled, "Telegram!"
I said, "Here, boy."
He gave it to me and then stood

at my side in the rear. Looking
around and seeing no one, his curi-

osity finally got the better of him
and, as he turned to go, he asked,
"What are you doin', mister? Prac-
tising up?"

—

Ralph T. Fisher, Mau-
mee and Shirley Theaters, Fort
Wayne, Ind.

A/fY own best remembered experi-

ence has a moral—the neces-

sity perseverance on the showman's
part.

"I opened a theater in a certain

town in Missouri where it seemed

'"THE experience that comes most
vividly to mind serves to spot-

light the splendid character of Da-
vid Warfield.

We were playing Mr. Warfield in

"The Merchant of Venice"' and on
the company's arrival, the star and
the company manager came into the
office. They sat about "killing time"
until the clock chimed five-thirty

when the company manager left for
the hotel. Mr. Warfield remained
and, on my own subsequent depar-
ture for dinner, said he would stay
a bit longer and talk with "the lit-

tle lady in the box-office."

On my return, the treasurer in-

quired as to the identity of the
caller—he had been so extremely
polite. I informed her, at which she
became flustered and her face
flushed.

And why not? Mr. Warfield, it

seems, had asked her if she was
going to see the play. "No, I don't

care for this type of show," had
been her replay. "All I want to see

is the much celebrated Mr. War-
field."

The latter had politely continued
the conversation, to avoid embar-
rassing the young woman. — Al
Daws, manager, Englert Theater,
Iowa City, la.

perfect. Perhaps, on occasions,

too much so. This accounts
largely for the accusations that
have been levelled against him
that he is stereotyped.

If he is stereotyped, you can
blame it on to the director.

Lionel will respond to sugges-
tions at any time. But when
an actor goes through a scene
with so little trouble, it's diffi-

cult to pull him up. Especially
when he has been film-acting

on and off (and mostly on) for

twenty-five years, and has been
a director into the bargain.

Much of his popularity, I am
convinced, is due entirely to his

own personality. Amid all the
blatant modernism of Holly-
wood, Lionel is restful and mel-
low, content to be considered as

a "grandfatherly old fellow,"

without attempting to compete
with youth.—Anne Hastings in

EXPLOITED
R. E. Russell's Exploitation
For "A Star is Born"

R. E. RUSSELL'S campaign
for David Selznick's "A

Star Is Born" at Loew's, New
Haven, gave the picture a big
boost with a radio tie-up
marked by clever showmanship
angles. Local station gave
morning and evening plugs for
six days before opening with a
special "Search for Talent"
contest. Contestants had to
present registration cards ob-
tained at theater to be eligible
for interviews. After several
auditions finalists read from
production script over the air
the day before opening. The
following night the electric
transcription of the picture was
broadcast for the contrast be-
tween picture cast with the pre-
vious night's amateurs. Three
outstanding contestants were
selected by the judges to be
placed on the station's list of
talent for future broadcasts.
All participants received guest
tickets for "A Star Is Born".
Entire tie-in gratis. Comments
received by radio station and
theater stated the stunt to be
the most effective promotion
made in New Haven in some
time. —Loew's, New Haven.

Campaign for "Marine"
Premiere at Wilmington
pOR the world premiere of

Warner Bros.' "The Singing
Marine" at the Aldine Theater,
Wilmington, Del., the theater
staged an extensive and effec-
tive campaign for the film. The
theater was first decorated with
a large valance, allowed by the
City Council for the first time
in the history of the townj
Just prior to the first showing
of the picture, a parade was
held to the theater, with the
local American Legion band
leading a delegation of U. S.

Marines who had been invited to
the premiere. The band gave a
half-hour concert at the the-
ater. Guest of honor for the
evening was Estelle Taylor, a
native of Wilmington. Miss
Taylor was interviewed by
Powers Gourard, radio commen-
tator of station WCAU in

Philadelphia, over the public
address system. Later that
evening on his "Night Owl"
talk on WCAU Gourard devot-
ed five minutes of his time to

the opening. Miss Taylor sang
three songs from the picture on
the stage of the theater just
prior to the opening of the film,

netting a good deal of space in

the local papers. Credit foJjvV^
campaign goes to Lew ekj -^,

manager of the Aldine, Everet
Callow, district manager, and
Douglas George, publicity man
for the zone. —Aldine,

Wilmington, Del.
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Tuneful and Lavish Comedy.
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"A money picture". .

.

Walter Winchell, Daily Mirror

"Hilariously funny". .

.

N.Y. World-Telegram

"Spectacular and bountiful pro-

duction, as impressive as it is en-

tertaining." N.Y. Herald Tribune

"A model musical comedy."
N. Y. Times

"A hit, twelve shows in one."

Los Angeles Examiner

"An elegant production. A hit

Show." Daily Variety

"Due for sock business ... a riot-

ous hit/* Hollywood Reporter

"A box office bonanza."
Motion Picture Daily

JACK BENNY m"ARTISTS and MODELS"witi,JdaLiipiiio • Richard Arlen • Gail Patrick

Ben Blue • Judy Canova • Yacht Club Boys • Andre Kostelanetz and His Orchestra • Louis Armstrong

Soeeialtv hv MARTHA RAYE ... A Paramount Picture . . . Directed by Raoul Walsh
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We haven't space for the

thousands of raves from

the crowds that stormed

the New York opening of

"ARTISTS and MODELS."

But we can tell you that

this picture TIED THE ALL-

TIME HIGH ATTENDANCE

RECORD FOR THE NEW
YORK PARAMOUNT ON

OPENING DAY. AND SEC-

OND DAY FIGURES WERE

CLIMBING WHEN THIS

AD WENT TO PRESS . .

.

JACK BENNY in"ARTISTS and MODELS'^ Ida Lupino • Richard Arlen • Gail Patrick

Ben Blue • Judy Canova • Yacht Club Boys • Andre Kostelanetz and His Orchestra • Louis Armstrong
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In addition to the most

complete radio exploitation job

ever done on a picture, Para-

mount publicised "ARTISTS and

MODELS" p'BP*Hl
f

on

24 sheets in A
^M*« Key

Cities augmented by advertising in

Life Magazine, Liberty Magazine,

Esquire, the Fawcett Screen

Group, and Modern Screen, a total

reading public of . . .

K BENNY in"ARTISTS and MODELS "with Ida Lupino • Richard Arlen • Gail Patrick

Ben Blue • Judy Canova • Yacht Club Boys • Andre Kostelanetz and His Orchestra • Louis Armstrong

Picture . . . Directed by Rqoul Walsh
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OPERATORS SEEKING

^WAGERISEINN.Y.
{Continued from Page 1)

[delayed by absence of circuit offi-

cials from the city. The operators

also want a system of job security

worked out.

Joseph D. Basson, president of

Local 306, will head the union nego-
tiating committee.

Study Foreign Exhibition

Brussels—The International Fed-
eration of Cinema Owners is pre-

paring a plan which will permit the
children of theater owners to so-

journ in foreign countries with the
purpose of familiarizing themselves
with matters of management and
other subjects pertaining to cine-

matic matters. Owners of theaters

wishing to send their sons in for-

eign lands must apply to their re-

spective representatives in their

own cities. The tourists must have
some knowledge of cinematic fun-
dementals and must also be ac-

quainted with the language of the

country they desire to visit. The
Federation will have offices in the

capitals of Europe.

Plan Columbia Drive

Columbia joined the ranks of pro-

ducing companies planning inten-

sive sales drives in September with
the announcement that it will launch
"Happiness Month." During the 30-

day span, Frank Capra's "Lost Hori-

zon" will be generally shown at pop-
ular prices, following its successful

series of roadshow engagements. In

addition five other Columbia fea-

tures will be released: "It's All

Yours," "The Awful Truth," "It

Happened in Hollywood"; "The
Game That Kills" and "Counsel For
Crime."

Completes 2 British Films

London — "Action for Slander"
and "Farewell Again" have been
completed under the direction of

Tim Whelan, it is announced by
London Film Productions. "Action
for Slander," produced under the
auspices of Victor Saville, has Clive

Brook, Margaretta Scott and Ann
Todd in the principal roles. It was
written by Mary Borden. "Fare-
well Again," an Erich Pommer pro-
duction, is based on a story by
Clemence Dane. The cast is headed
by Leslie Banks, Flora Robson, Se-
bastian Shaw and Patricia Hilliard.

U. A. will release both.

Starts Plagiarism Suit

Henry Rose, playwright, yesterday
filed suit in Federal Court against
M-G-M, M-G-M Distributing Corp.,

Loew's, Inc.; Culver Export Co., and
^hk Dolan charging that his play

. i'rrow, Burrow" was plagiarized

in the M-G-M film "Man of the Peo-
ple." Rose said he submitted his

play in 1934 to M-G-M which re-

jected it.

NEWS of the DAY
Minneapolis—Closed since July 5,

the Rialto, nabe, will reopen Friday
with "Kid Galahad." John J. Friedl,

president of the Minnesota Amuse-
ment company, owner, announced
that the entire interior and front
have been reconstructed, with new
seats, indirect lighting, lounges and
foyer added. A brilliant new sign
and canopy of modernistic design
has been built. An artesian well
was recently installed in the theater.

Central City, Ind.—The Empress
has been opened by F. M. Pittman.

Canton, O.—George A. Delis, dis-

trict manager for A. G. Constant
circuit of theaters in eastern Ohio
and the upper Ohio valley, with
headquarters here, announced ap-
pointment of Elwood Robinson, as
manager of the Yorkville at York-
ville, 0., and Albert Toth as man-
ager of the Palace at Tiltonsville,

0. Both houses are recent acquisi-
tions of the Constant group.

Cleveland—The Beach Cliff at
Rocky River, Cleveland suburb, is

expected to be completed within
four weeks. Owners of this new
1000-seat house are Albert E. Ptak,
James E. Scoville, Howard Reif and
John D. Kalafat, all prominent Cleve-
land circuit owners.

Thomaston, Conn. — Robert
Schwartz has formally reopened the
Paramount after complete renova-
tion, including wall decoration, new
seats, floors, and air conditioning.

Fleischmanns, N. Y.—Whipple's
theater, small summer Hackett-
Cumerford house, has installed a
Typhoon cooling system.

Minneapolis—Reuben R. Spector
has taken over the Roxy from M. B.

Blendermin. Spector has no defi-

nite plans made.

Canton, O.—For the first time in

more than a decade only one thea-

ter is dark here this summer. It is

the old Grand.

Hamlet, N. C—H. H. Anderson
is planning construction of a mod-
ern theater here. It will be one
and two-stories high.

Jacksonville — Work will start
soon on the Little Theater here,
Carl Swisher is president of the out-
fit.

Mulins, S. C.—Plans have been
completed by LaFaye and LaFaye,
Columbia, S. C, architects, for a

$25,000 theater.

Sylvester, Ga. — The Palace re-

cently held its formal opening here.

L. A. Stein, of Jacksonville, is its

proprietor.

Baton Rouge, La. — Ogden and
Lewis are reported to have started
constructioi; of their Chimes The-
ater. It will serve the students of
Louisiana State University.

Pensacola, Fla.—J. O. Smith is

reported to have taken a partner-
ship in a theater at West Pensacola.
Smith has been operating at Milton,
Fla.

New Orleans—Loew's State man-
ager Rodney Toups and press agent
Bob Wood recently gave a special
screening of the Goldwyn film for
club women.

Bemidji, Minn.—Work is proceed-
ing slowly on the new 1000-seat
house being built by Gus Baer here.

Work has been going on for three
or four months and is not expected
to be completed until December.

Albany—Billboard advertising on
an extensive scale in the rural sec-

tions of the state is being used by
the Schine theaters.

Chicago—Barney Pearlman of the
National Theater Supply and Mike
Mulroy of General Electric are

N. y, Critics Laud The Life of Emiie Zola
a

TIMES: ''Once again a great Frenchman
has been eloquently re-created on the screen
by Paul Muni. . . As a portrayal, it ranks
even higher than his memorable impersona-
tion of Pasteur. As a biographical film, this

new Warner Brothers offering stands pre-
eminent."

HERALD TRIBUNE: "Rich, dignified,

honest and strong, it is at once the finest

historical film ever made and the greatest
screen biography . . . another of 1937's 'best

ten' has arrived."

MIRROR : "One of those extraordinary
pictures which no one should miss ... it is

an outstanding picture, a stimulation and im-
portant one."
JOURNAL AMERICAN: "Easily takes its

place as one of the most impressive produc-
tions of the year."
NEWS: "Emerges as the most disting-

uished and most important contribution to

the screen this year. . . Dieterle's direction
is a masterly piece of work. . .it is a magnifi-
cent picture."

SUN: "This vivid page of history belongs
among the finest films, not just of this year
but of Hollywood's long history. The sup-
porting cast is quite up to the film's high
standard. Muni and his director, William
Dieterle, again deserve the congratulations
and gratitude of everyone who enjoys a great
picture."

WORLD-TELEGRAM: "Another disting-
uished photoplay that bears witness to the
fact that the American cinema is unmistak-
ably alive. . . All of the acting is brilliant."

POST: "A great picture in the sense that
few pictures are great. . .comes to a double
and magnificent climax. . . It is a privilege
to see the 'Life of Emile Zola'."

LOEW'S IS PLANNING

12 FOREIGN HOUSES

{Continued from Page 1)

aters under construction abroad, ex-
clusive of the Metro Theater, Dur-
ban, So. Africa, which opens today.
The houses being erected include a
1,400 seat theater at Brisbane to
open Oct. 1, another 1,400 seater at
Bombay to open around Mar. 1, and
one seating 1,700 at Sao Paulo to
open around Mar. 15, 1938.

spending their vacations at Wau-
paca, Wisconsin. Frank Smith gen-
eral director of the Palace theater
of the RKO group is enjoying his
holiday at South Haven, Michigan,
while Manny Stutz of the Sonotone
theater has returned from an ex-
tended eastern vacation trip.

Charlotte—The Tryon at Tryon
has been damaged by fire. Theater
is owned and operated by Charles
E. Nessmith.

Charlotte—H. F. "Mike" Kincey,
head of the North Carolina Theaters
Inc., has been appointed chairman
of the Vocational Service committee
of the Rotary club.

Minneapolis—E. J. Hurley, em-
ployee at Minneapolis' Paramount
exchange for 20 years, is spending
a vacation on Minnesota's North
Shore.

Minneapolis—Nearly 100 reserva-
tions have already been made for
the annual golf tourney of the Twin
Cities Variety Club at Breezy Point
Aug. 17, 18.

Chicago—F. W. Schaver and W.
B. Creighton of Kewanee have taken
over the Gem theater at Kiethsburg,
Illinois and will make some improve-
ments in the house.

Salt Lake City—The new theater
under construction at Broadway and
State Streets by the Auerbach Co.
here, is nearing completion and the
lessee will be announced shortly.

Kansas City—The Empress, one
time burlesque house, has been
leased by the Richlynn Amusement
Co., and will be opened Aug. 19,
as a first run picture theater. The
opening bill will be "Damaged
Goods." Sam Silverman is manag-
ing director of the house.

Portland, Me.—Construction of a
$20,000 brick theater at Fort Mc-
Kinley has been started by Works
Progress Administration employes.
The theater, designed to seat 308
persons, will have the latest equip-
ment and facilities.

Renville, Minn.—E. Parsons has
opened the Rivillo here.
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New Relief Pix Process
Berlin—Zeiss-lkon has perfected

a new process of making pictures

in "relief." Experiments before the

Society of German Technic and the

Stereoscopical Society have proved
successful. During the coming fall

a short will be produced and shown
in public. The basis of the process

lies in the utilization of a polar-

ized light. The films in relief are

noted by the aid of "normal lenses

which are coated with a simple

greenish reflect" and which are cov-

ered with microscopical crystal. To
obtain the polar effects, the vertical

lense catches the horizontal one

which serves as a polar filter. One
of the eyes seizes vertically the

image, the other, horizontally, ab-

sorbs the polarized light. The pic-

ture is registered on the film by a

double "objectif" in such manner
that the lenses adapt themselves to

the image through one of the lenses,

the other serving to catch the polar-

ized light. It is said that the new
process will be even more success-

ful for pictures in color.

Camus Again Producing

Mexico City—Sabino Camus, one

of the oldest men in the distributing

end of the motion picture business

in Mexico and a pioneer with his

late brother German in the making
of native films, is at long last re-

entering the producing game in as-

sociation with Gonzalo Elvira, and

next month the two will start work
on the first of a projected series

of features. Camus and Elvira's

initial venture will be a yarn based

on an episode from the Mexican-

American war of '47 the title of

which will be "Los Tres Aguiluchos"

("Three Eaglets"), an original by
Marco-Aurelio Galindo now being

whipped into film shape by Galindo

himself.

Buchanan Has 2 Pix in Work
London—Jack Buchanan, having

completed his first production,

"Smash and Grab," has two other

pictures in work, "The Sky's the

Limit" in which Buchanan is co-

starred with Mara Loseff and which

he is co-directing with Lee Garmes,

and "Sweet Devil," starring Bobby
Howes and Jean Gillie, with Rene
Guissart, French director, in charge.

All-Malay Talkie

Gopeng, Malaya—The Shaw Bros.,

following the example of Malayan
Films, Ltd., are considering the pro-

duction of an all-Malay talkie to

be made at Ipoh. A site for a stu-

dio has been selected here, but work
will go on in a temporary studio.

Sound equipment has been supplied

from Hong-Kong and two directors

have been brought on from China to

direct and advise.

"Mines" for Venice Exposition

London—"King Solomon's Mines,"
the Gaumont screen version of Rider

Haggard's famous novel, has been
entered for honors in the Interna-
tional Fi'm Exhibition at Venice, in

connection with the annual Venice
Festival, Aug. 10-Sept. 5. Gaumont
has also entered a number of short
subjects and educationals for the
competition.

New Censor Decree in Peru
Lima, Peru—Complaints by im-

porters of films and cinema owners
regarding unjust censorship and
other irregularities in film legisla-

tion in Peru has resulted in the de-

cree of July 7, 1937, supplementing
and modifying former decrees and
also incorporating all the regula-
tions pertaining to the censorship
of films into one single text.

The decree of December 27, 1935
provided that films may only be
introduced into Peru through the
Callao Custom House and films en-

tering through other ports will be
forwarded to Callao for clearance.

The present decree further provides
that a list of all films entering the
country must be submitted monthly
by the Custom House in Callao to

the Censorship Office in the Depart-
ment of Justice. This reguation was
added, so that all films entering
Peru will not escape the notice of

the Censor Board.
According to the new regulations

censorship duties which were form-
erly 3 centavos per meter on sound
films, and 20 soles on films not ex-

ceeding 500 feet in length, have been
fixed at a straight charge of 4 cen-

tavos per meter for all sound films.

It is further provided that all sil-

ent films will pay a straight charge
of 2 centavos per meter, the duty
of 10 soles for silent films under
500 meters being discontinued.

Theater Receipts in Ecuador
Guayaquil—The Guayaquil as well

as the Quito and Cuenea theater
circuits report satisfactory attend-
ance. The following gross box re-
ceipts were reported by a leading
Guayaquil distributor obtained from
official figures checked by the muni-
cipality of Guayaquil; and covering
the period January 1, to June 30,

1937: Box office receipts derived
from American features, 463,834
sucres; from German (UFA) pic-

tures, 12.228 sucres; from British
International Pictures, Ltd., 9,955
sucres; from sundry independents,
Argentine, Mexican, etc., 41,611
sucres; Total, 527,628 sucres. Al-
though figures for other districts

are not available it is understood
that the Quito district is approxi-
mately the same; other sections are
estimated at an additional 250,000
sucres with 90 per cent derived
from American pictures.

Ligero to Act in Hollywood
Mexico City—Miguel Ligero, star

of the Spanish talking screen who
came down here for a series of per-
sonal appearances on the stage of

the Teatro Alameda as well as to

fulfill a picture contract, is leav-

ing for Hollywood this week to co-

star with Rosita Diaz in a straight,

non-musical Spanish-language ver-
sion of "La Boheme" which Canta-
hria Films, a Spanish producing
concern just organized in the Amer-
ican movie capital, is preparing to

launch under the title of "Vida
Bohemia" ("The Bohemian Life").

German Film Statistics

Berlin—The statistician, Dr. A.
Jason, asserts that Germany is em-

Reviews 6$ Hew fi£ms
SHORTS
"Spring Festival"

(Color Rhapsody Cartoon)
Columbia 8 Mins.

Neat Fantasy

A cartoon fantasy with the
ground hog as the hero. When he
comes from his winter home and
fails to see his shadow, he runs to

Mother Nature and informs her that
Spring must be here. So Ma Na-
ture stages a festival on the spot,

with the help of all the woodland
animals and a dance of the flowers.

"Haiti's Black Napoleon"

Columbia 9 Mins.
Unusual Scenic

A picturization of modern Haiti,

with most of the camera work being
done in and about the ruins of the
famous historic palace of Sans Sou-
ci. The narrator tells the story of

Henry Christophe, the black King
of Haiti, who built the magnificent
palace in order to impress his peo-

ple with their superiority, and also

to guard against attack from the

French, for the palace was con-
structed primarily as a great fort-

ress, with embattled towers and
turrets rising to enormous height
on the crest of a mountain.

"Sport's Greatest Thrills"

(World of Sports Series)

Columbia 9 Mins.

Last Word in Thrills

A great collection of thrill shots
from various dangerous sports,

starting with the rodeo, and going
through the dangerous polo sport,

steeplechase, motorcycle racing over
a mountain, a dirt track thriller.

Then the big sock thrill comes with
a series of auto race shots showing
a dozen spills and crashes, and fin-

ishing with a close-up shot of a

driver being hurled right toward the

camera as his broken auto tumbles
over him. Narrated by Jack Kofoed.
Described by Ward Bond.

ploying 80 million meters of raw
film yearly. The same authority
says that, the censor approves an-
nually 2,000,000 meters of printed
films. During the past year, 28
studios occupying 22,955 square
meters were producing pictures of
all dimensions. On June 1, 5302
cinemas were open. They have a
seating capacity of 1,943,099. The
industry employs 52,652 persons.

Saiso Finishes First Pix
Mexico City — Camera work on

Paramount's former Mexican and
Cuban exchange manager Vicente
Saiso's first production, "No Basta
ser Madre" ("Being a Mother is

not All"), a screen version of the
most successful Spanish stage play
in a decade, has been completed
under the direction of Ramon Peon,
with Carlos Orellana, Fernando
Nunez, Sara Garcia and Miguel
Arenas topping the cast.

Munich Has 69 Cinemas
Munich—On June 1, 69 cinemas

were registered with a seating
capacity of 28,685 persons. From
August of last year to April 1 of
this year, 6,485,807 attended the
movies against 5,693,055 from Aug.
1935 to April 1936.

To Pass on Juvenile Pix
Brussels—The Ministry of Justice

has appointed a permanent commis-
sion which will pass on pictures fit

for children under 16 years. The
censors to be selected will be under
60 years of age.

11 Berlin Thea. Show U.S. Pix
Berlin—During June, 11 theaters

featured American pictures, "Fol-
low the Fleet," "Gold Fever," "Tex-
as Rangers," "La Cucaracha," "Clive
of India," "Chin-Chin."

Gambarelli in Italian Film
Rome — Maria Gambarelli, the

Italo-American ballet dancer, has
been engaged to appear in the pro-
duction "Doctor Anthony."

2nd Mazagan Talkie

Morocco — The second theater
equipped for talkies has been in-

augurated at Mazagan with a gala
performance of "The Great Zieg-
feld."

Exiles Build Dubbing Studio
Cairo—A German firm composed

of exiled technicians has constructed
a studio for the dubbing and pro-
duction of German pictures.

Talkie Test for Pearl White
Paris—A group of financier*^

ready to back the return of Ttyv)
White in a series of film adventures.
The ex-star of the silent picture is

undergoing tests and if successful

will go to a studio in Nice to begin
work in the Autumn of this year.

* * THE FOREIGN FIELD * fe

UMiAn
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TACK CONWAY is shipping the di-

J rector's chair he has carried around
for 17 years to England, where it

will lend a Hollywood touch on the

set of "Yank At Oxford," in which
Conway will direct Robert Taylor

at M-G-M's London studio. Tag is

that Jack thought so much of the

chair as a good luck charm he in-

sured it for $1,000. "A buck for the

chair and $999 for sentiment," said

Conway.
T » »

Our Passing Show: Lucien Hub-
bard, Amos 'n' Andy, Allen Rivkin,

Al Dubin, Allie Wrubel, Eve Greene,
Dewey Robinson, Arthur Jacobson,
Abram Robert Simon, Leonard
Fields, Irving Kumen at reception

honoring Elinor Harriott, of Amos
'n' Andy programs, and Frank Na-
than, who will be married Aug. 18.

t t r

Lewis D. Collins has completed
the direction of "The River Of
Missing Men," starring Jack Holt.

The picture was produced by Larry
Darmour and will be released by
Columbia.

T T T

Cantabria Films has removed to

new headquarters at the Hollywood
studios. Its initial picture will be
"La Vida Bohemia," which Josef

Berne will direct. The cast will

include Rosita Diaz, Gilbert Roland,
Barry Norton and others.

Mitchell Leisen has returned to

Hollywood from his European vaca-

tion and began preparations for di-

recting "The Big Broadcast of 1938",

the Paramount picture in which W.
C. Fields will be starred with a sup-
porting cast headed by Martha
Raye, George Burns and Grade Al-

len, Ben Blue, Shirley Ross and
Dorothy Lamour.

T T T

Wesley Ruggles, who will direct

Albert Lewin's production of "True
Confession," for Paramount, has
settled down to the task of select-

ing his players for the 23 featured
roles in support of co-stars Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray.
More than 150 candidates will be
tested.

T T T

"High Flyers," a new co-starring
vehicle for Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey, has gone into production
at RKO Radio with the fiery Lupe
Velez playmg the feminine lead. The
cast includes Marjorie Lord, Jack

$3,000 in Bank Night Tax
Little Rock, Ark.—The state of Ar-

kansas has collected almost $3,000 as

^ts share of Bank Night and other mer-
chandising awards since the new 15

per cent tax law went into effect. The
revenue commissioner has announced
that the state collected $1,022.64 dur-
ing the month of July, increasing to

$2,880.38 the total income.

HO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• © • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 125 © © ©

/"^HARLES RIESNER. Director, author. Native of Minneapolis. Ran away
^^ from home to join the labour Carnival. Was a prize fighter at 14; had
38 fights, most important of which was with Jack Johnson, 3-round exhibition,

wrestled with Frank Gotch, heavyweight champion. Was song book boy at Bijou

Theater, Minneapolis, and fighter, 4 years alternately. Toured Orpheum, Ke th

circuits. Directed the first picture he ever made, for Harry Revier, Salt Lake
City, in 1911. Joined Chaplin in 1918; co-author and co-director of "The Kid,"

"A Dog's Life," "The Pilgrim," "Shoulder Arms," "The Gold Rush."
Was in Dillingham's "Stop, Look and Listen," in which he met his wife,

Miriam Hope, a toe dancer. With M-G-M, 8

years; made first Marie Dressier picture, also

"Hollywood Revue of 1929" which introduced

M-G-M stars to sound. Was with Gaumont-
British after that, directed Syd Chaplin in 6

pictures, including "The Better 'Ole," which he

considers his besi. Starred in one-reelers for

Universal; wrote and directed the "Pencil Push-

ers" series. Wrote "Goodbye Broadway, Hello

France," song hit of 1918; was the first pic-

ture gag man in 1914 for Mack Sennett. Has
no favorite sports since losing $60,000 in an
athletic goods store.

Carson, Frank M. Thomas, Charles
Judels, George Irving, Paul Har-
vey, Herbert Evans, Herbert Clif-

ton and Robert O'Connor. "High
Flyers," which Lee Marcus is pro-

ducing with Eddie Cline wielding

the megaphone, is based on a play
by Victor Mapes.

T T r

Rebecca Wassen has been selected

by Frank Lloyd to portray the role

of Lola Montez. a dancer, in

"Wells Fargo", which he is produc-

ing and directing for Paramount
with a large cast headed by Joel

McCrea, Frances Dee and Bob
Burns.

y v T

M-G-M has acquired rights to "A
Trip Through the Plant," an orig-

inal, unpublished story by Stanley
Rauh. He is a member of the Cul-

ver City scenario staff.

T T

Reginald Owen, Gene Reynold,
Dickie Moore and Ronnie Crosby
have been added to the cast of

"Madame X," which is now before
the cameras at M-G-M with Gladys
George in the title role. Warren
William and John Beal have the
principal male roles.

T T

Gerald Rogers, Harold Entwis-
tle, Harriette Haddon Lola Jensen
and Gwen Kenyon have been added
to the cast of "Bulldog Drummond's
Revenge" tentative title of the sec-

ond of two Drummond pictures in

production at Paramount's Holly-
wood studio. John Barrymore,
Louise Campbell and John Howard
are playing the leading roles.

T T T

Benny Baker has been given a
role in "Love On Toast", being pro-
duced for Paramount by Emanuel

Cohen and directed by E. A. Dupont.
Baker joins a cast headed by Stel-
la Adler. John Payne, Grant Rich-
ards, Isabel Jewell and Luis Alberni.

Having completed the Walter
Wanger feature, "I Met My Love
Again," Director Arthur Ripley is

working with Eddie Mann, film
editor, in cutting the production.
The picture co-stars Joan Bennett
and Henry Fonda.

Victory has "Sky Racket" in pro-
duction, with Herman Brix as the
star. The cast includes Joan Bar-
clay, Jack Mulhall, Monte Blue,
Henry Roquemore, Edward Earle,
Hattie McDaniels, Earle Hodgins,
Duncan Rinaldo and Roger Wil-
liams. Sam Katzman is producing
and directing. Original story by
Basil Dickey.

T T

Columbia has re-signed Robert
Kalloch, designer.

T T T

Edward Ludwig will direct Ed-
ward G. Robinson's forthcoming
starring vehicle for M-G-M, "The
Last Gangster," scheduled for early
production.

Bryan Foy, one of Warner Bros.'
associate producers, has written a
screen story entitled "Movie Guide"
wh ; ch will soon be put into produc-
tion.

Frances Drake has been added to
cast of "I Married an Artist," at
Columbia, in support of Luli Deste
and John Boles. Helen Westley also
in picture which starts shooting
Aug. 12 with Marion Bering direct-

ing.

"All American Sweetheart,"
started at Columbia this week. Irv-
ing Briskin unit, with Wallace Mac-
Donald producing and Lambert
Hillyer directing. Cast includes:
Scott Colton, Patricia Farr, Gene
Morgan, Allen Brook, Arthur Loft
and Joe Twerp, with Louis Da Pron
set for dance specialty. Music is

by Ben Oakland. Lyrics by Milton
Drake.

Grand National is producing a
newsreel trailer to introduce Evelyn
Daw, Victor Schertzinger's lyric
soprano find, who sings opposite
James Cagney in "Something to
Sing About," produced by Zion
Myers and completed last week.

T T

Janet Beecher, who is just finish-
ing her role in "My Dear Miss Aid-
rich," next goes into "Give Till It

Hurts." In addition, she will have
a big role in "Rosalie."

T T T

Universal yesterday purchased
from Dorian Otvos his original
story "My Sister and Me." Otvos
was commissioned to do the
adaptation, continuity and dialogue.
The story will be produced by Jo-
seph Pasternak.

r T

Andy Devine has been cast for
the principal comedy role in "A
Young Man's Fancy" which David
Butler will put into production at
Universal City on Aug. 30. Others
in the large cast are George Mur-
phy, Ella Logan, Ken Murray and
his stooge, Oswald; Larry Blake,
Harry Stockwell, Casper Reardon,
the blues harpist; the Three Dia-
mond Brothers of London and Mar-
ian and Irma, the "equilibrists."

T T T

Kenny Baker, radio tenor, will

next handle the leading singing male
role in "The Goldwyn Follies" un-
der a special loan arrangement be-
tween Mervyn Leroy and Samuel
Goldwyn. Baker's current Broad-
way picture is "Mr. Dodd Takes the
Air."

T T T

Greta Granstedt has been added
to the cast of Samuel Goldwyn's
"The Adventures of Marco Polo."

Kurt Neumann has been signed
by Paramount to direct "Yesterdays
Cheers", the only football picture
on the company's current production
schedule. Picture is based on a story
by Albert Shelby Levino,

Broadcast Opening
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—An elaborate radio pro-

gram on the occasion of the opening
of "High, Wide and Handsome", was
broadcast last night by Paramount from
the Carthay Circle Theater here, over
the Mutual network..
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THE GOOD BOOK
for

THE GOOD EARTH
Reports from the first Pop Price engagements show exceptional use

of the tried and proven promotion in this 38-page Manual. Get it

from your M-G-M Exchange today and reap the rewards of live-

wire showmanship.
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Hold-overs just announced. PITTSBURGH; SALT LAKE CITY; BUFFALO; WASHINGTON, D.C.,

LOS ANGELES playing 2nd week at two theatres day and date. More on the way!
]

Take our tip! 'Good Earth
7demands extra time!



xt WeekProbe Meetings With Randal, Haines

PHILLY UMPTO TO ACTW NEW PROTECTIVE PLAN

Wages and Hours Pacts Set With 24 Exchange Unions
Only Agreements Covering

Three Large Cities Remain

to Be Worked Out
Agree 'ent on wages and hours

has beei reached by major company
exchange heads with 24 exchange
employe unions throughout the
country, leaving only pacts for New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles yet
to be worked out, it was said yes-
terday by Frank Phelps of Warner
Bros. Another conference with the
New York exchange union is set for

Monday, at which time agreement
should be worked out, Phelps be-
lieves.

On Thursday, scales were worked
out for New Orleans and Omaha.

REFUSE TO REOPEN

BIOPHONE ACTION

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals at
Philadelphia has denied the appeal
of Biophone Corp. to re-open a suit

in which the Amer. Tel. & Tel.,

Western Electric and Erpi obtained
judgment against it by default for
infringement of patents used in

{Continued on Page 7)

Educators' Shorts Survey

Beyond Major Firm Films

Panels of educators surveying
short subjects produced by major
companies, under supervision of the
MPPDA, is also looking over outside

{Continued on Page 7)

Too Much Charity
Omaha—From now on, manager Bill

Miskell of Tri-States' Orpheum will be
inclined to control his charitable im-
pulses. Like other managers, Miskell
sometimes falls for hara luck stories

rfrom folks who want to see the show,
1 out haven't the money. One night re-
cently a stranger approached Miskell in

the lobby and begged him to let a

poor man and his family in free. The
"poor man" got Miskell's consent,

—

then paraded past him with his wife
and eight children.

Expect Monogram in Black on First Year
From present indications, Monogram Pictures will be in the black during the first

year of operations, though the figures won't show on the books until the second year,
FILM DAILY is officially advised. The company needs 3,000 contracts to break even
and will easily exceed this figure, it is estimated from contracts in hand and available
business. Company officials have been looking over outside product but have not
found anything new that was acceptable.

TEMPORARY STAY

HEARING SUBJECT

Minneapolis—Hearing to be held
Thursday before Judge Gunnar H.
Nordbye in the U. S. District Court
will be upon Paramount's motion
for a preliminary injunction against
Allied Theaters of the Northwest
succeeding its current temporary re-
straining order.
The hearing last Thursday was

deferred at the request of the de-
fense inasmuch as it had acquired a
new counsel who wished more time

{Continued on Page 7)

Report Columbia Releasing

First Coronet Production

Columbia will release the first of
six pictures to be made by Coronet
Pictures. It is a musical. Joe Brandt,
Bobby Crawford and Pat Powers are
the principal figures behind Coro-
net. Brandt is due back in New
York from the coast shortly.

ALLIED OPERATORS

E

Empire State Motion Picture Op-
erators Union plans an intensive
drive to organize independent the-
aters, it was announced yesterday
by the union's secretary, William
Santarsero, who stated that all

member operators' signatures have
been obtained, authorizing Empire
to act as their sole collective bar-
gaining agency, despite reports to
the contrary. Santarsaro said fur-
ther that Empire has just signed up
an independent circuit, together
with several indie houses.

Meeting Called in Move to

Counteract Paramount's

Injunction Action

Philadelphia—In an effort to for-
tify its position as regards the Par-
amount playdate strike injunction
situation, the UMPTO has called a
meeting for Monday to consider a
new protection plan, according to
Ben Colder, counsel of the organiza-
tion, yesterday. Nature of the pro-
posal was not disclosed.
UMPTO spokesmen claim that

city exhibitors are staying in line
almost 100 per cent and that only
four houses have dated Paramount
product during this month. Three

{Continued on Page 7)

LESS THAN $10,000

PARA. PHILLY LOSS

Carlos Moore Appointed

U. A. Manager In India

Carlos Moore has been appointed
general manager for United Artists
in India, Burma and Ceylon, suc-
ceeding H. A. O'Connor resigned,
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of
U. A. in charge of foreign distribu-

{Continued on Page 7)

Probe Confabs Based on Schwartz

Complaint Put Off to Next Week
RKO Radio Will Distribute

Republic Lineup in India

RKO Radio will distribute Re-
public product in India under an
agreement just reached. Previously
Radio closed to handle Republic
m oduct in Ecuador and the Dutch
East Indies.

Contracts covering the deal re-

main to be signed.

Informal interviews scheduled be-

tween Leo Hickey, Assistant U. S.

District Attorney, and Henry Ran-
dal, Paramount New York branch
manager and Roy Haines, Eastern
district manager for Warner Bros.,
in Brooklyn yesterday were put off

until next week. Conferences are
being held on the Century Circuit's
complaint against Loew's and RKO

{Continued on Page 7)

Playdate strike effectuated by the
UMPTO and various exhibitors in
the Philadelphia territory will cost
Paramount less than $10,000 in film
revenue during August, estimated
President Barney Balaban in New
York yesterday. He stated that with
the exception of the Minneapolis
zone, his company has not felt any
effects of the drive sponsored by
exhibitor associations.

IATSE Board Will Discuss

Organizing Program Plans

Completion of the organization
activities undertaken by the IATSE
in the theatrical and radio fields will
be the chief topic before the IA
general executive board when it con-
vents Aug. 15 at Seattle, it was

{Continued on Page 7)

Pittsburgh Not Raising
Pittsburgh—No general rise in ad-

mission price scales is contemplated by
local exhibitors next fall, a checkup
made by THE FILM DAILY here shows.
Whatever raising is being done is by
way of individual theater moves.
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Ask $14,447 Tax Refund

St. Louis, Mo.—The Board of Tax
Appeals has been asked by the St.

Louis Amusement Co. of St. Louis for

relief from alleged Federal excess profit

and income taxes for 1934 and 1935

totaling $14,447.

• • • HERE'S A story that got by all the papers
James R. Grainger, general manager of distribution for Uni-
versal, has come through with a four-year-old find Beverly
Ann Welch a Baltimore child wonder who sings and
tap dances and trap drums and photographs like the proverbial
million Bill Henderson, booker of the Durkee theater cir-

cuit, called Mister Grainger's attention to the youngster
who had a test made, and sent to Buddy De Sylva who now has
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938" in production at Universal City
Buddy lamped the test and immediately sat down and
wrote in a part for Beverly in the show. . . that's how good she
looked to Buddy who also is a Picker like Mister Grainger

for if you recall, Mister De Sylva four years ago had an
unknown cheeild named Shirley Temple in a pic called "Stand
Up and Cheer" that he was making for Fox will history
repeat itself? sit back and watch you can check on
this after you see the new find in "Merry-Go-Round"

• • • STRANDED from an airplane in Chi for lack
of room on the stop-over to the Coast Leonard Palumbo

the Warner pub lad who won the free transportation to
Hollywood and back as the low gross prize at the Film Daily
Golf Tournament so Len wires frantically to us to do
something about it then the TRUTH comes out the
guy was taking his free transportation to the Coast on his vaca-
tion just to play in a golf tournament out there, and now he's
worried sick that he can't make it so the TWA sent
through an Extra Special Service order to Chi that will take
Len to the Coast on time if they have to send him in a special
plane that's the way this TWA gang do things

30 Monogram Men to Meet
In N. Y. Today on Drive

Thirty men of Monogram will at-

tend the sales drive meeting being
held today in New York, with Pres-
ident W. Ray Johnston in charge in

of the proceedings. A luncheon at
the Hotel Astor will follow the
morning session.

Roster for the meeting is as fol-

lows: Edward A. Golden, Herschel
Stuart, Lou Lifton, Norton Ritchey,

J. Felder, Jerry Wilson, Sidney Ku-
lick, Charles Penser, W. E. Raynor,
Jack Meltzer, Sam Rosen, William
Z. Porter, S. Perlsweeig, Charles C.

Heit, Samuel Palan; Harry Bach-
man, Harry Crull, Ben Cletsky, D.
Selznick, Saul I. Perilman, William
Liebler, Vincent Josack, Steve Broi-

dy, P. Sherman, L. Britton, Harry
Berkson, Jules Jasper and Tony
Ryan.

"Journey" Premiere Saturday

"Dark Journey," a London Films
production will have its American
premiere at a special night showing
on Saturday, at 7 p.m., at the Cen-
tral. The film will follow "Thank
You, Mr. Moto," the current fea-

ture, into the house for an indefinite

run.

Re-Title London Film

London Films announces a change
of title for the production formerly
known as "Kiss Me Goodnight," the

new title is "Paradise For Two."

Warner Baltimore Manager
Transferred to Cleveland

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Coincidental with

transfer of the Metropolitan theater,
Baltimore, tonight to the Louis Rome
interests, Manager Frank Boucher
will be transferred by Warner Bros,
to handle the Lake at Cleveland.
Change was announced by John J.

Payette, general zone manager for
the Washington territory. Boucher
leaves town in a few days for Cleve-
land.

Wisper & Wetsman Circuit

Withdraws from Mich. Allied

Detroit—Wisper & Wetsman cir-

cuit of ten theaters, second largest
Detroit circuit, withdrew yesterday
from Allied Theaters of Michigan
to join Co-operative, in the second
major shakeup of these two or-

ganizations in recent weeks.

Menjou to Exhibit Stamps
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Adolphe Menjou will

exhibit his collection of stamps,
valued at more than $25,000 at the
Philatelic Exposition in New York
next year.

G E Wage Increase

Schenectady, N. Y.—General Elec-
tric announced yesterday a 1 per
cent wage increase for all employees
under the company's "cost-of-living

adjustment" plan.

Coming and Goin<

ADOLPH ZUKOR arrives in New York from
the Coast on Monday.

GASTON THIERRY, film and stage critic of

"Paris Soir," sails for Europe today on the

Champlain.

ARTHUR WILLI, RKO talent head, leaves

New York today for Hollywood to spend sev-

eral weeks at the company's studio.

CHICK ENDOR and CHARLES FARRELL, team
of singing pianists, return aboard the Presi-

dent Harding today from Europe after ful-

filling engagements there.

IRENE RICH has arrived on the Coast from

New York.

MRS. AL LICHTMAN has arrived in New
York from the Coast.

LOUIS HAYWARD, film actor, arrived at Uni-

versal City yesterday from New York.

JED HARRIS returns to New York from Lon-

don late next week.

MORRIS LEVY, head of Television Broadcast-

ing Co. of London, arrived in New York from

the Coast yesterday.

RALPH KOHN, vice-president of Schulberg

Productions, arrived from Los Angeles by plane

yesterday.

GINGER ROGERS is vacationing at Banff

and Lake Louis, Canada.

NATE GOLDSTEIN has returned to Springfield,

Mass., from New York.

MORRIE RYSKIND left New York yesterday

for West Virginia.

LOUIS NIZER left New York yesterday by

plane for the Coast.

REEVES ESPEY has arrived in New York from

Hollywood.

REGINALD BAKER, chairman of the board

of Associated British Film Distributors, who
arrives today from Quebec, leaves for the Coast

Monday.

HARRY BRANDT has gone to Saratoga for

the week-end.

NATE SPINGOLD returns from Europe around

Aug. 23.

TAMARA GEVA left by plane last night for

Hollywood.

BURGESS MEREDITH, arrives in New York
Monday from the Coast.

Myers Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services for Nathan

Myers, exhibitor and architect, will

be held tomorrow morning at 11

o'clock at his late residence, 39 Hill-

side Avenue, Newark. Members of

Allied Theaters of New Jersey will

attend in a body.

AUGUST 14

Robert Woolsey
Lois Brisbane

Edward L. Boniva

AUGUST 15

Estelle Brady
Harry Akst

'- UDti
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Recently published records show that a major factor con-

tributing to accidents in motion picture theatres is the

low visibility experienced by patrons entering the dark-

ened interior from the brilliant light of the street.

Darkened interiors are necessary when the level of

screen illumination is low, but SUPREX CARBONS
provide an intensity of screen illumination which per-

mits supplementary lighting adequate for comfortable

vision from the moment of entrance.

MAKE YOUR THEATRE SAFE FOR YOUR PATRONS

USE NATIONAL

CARBONS NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide jl| W{ ^ and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Branch Sales Offices : New York - Pittsburgh - Chicago - San Francisco

..„,..:



CARRIER WILL MERGE

PLANTS IN SYRACUSE

Newark—Plans to merge its five

plants into one large unit at Syra-
cuse, N. Y., are announced by the
Carrier Corp., air-conditioning man-
ufacturers, through Lemuel R. Boul-
ware, vice-president and general
manager. The firm will transfer ac-
tivities of its two Newark plants,
and its New Brunswick, Allentown
and Bridgeport factories to the new
location within a year, Boulware
stated.

"Our reason for taking our two
plants and much of our force from
Newark and our three other plants
is because we find we have to have
a large single-unit plant where we
can take care of our expansion,"
Boulware said.

The Carrier company is taking
over the former plant of the Frank-
lin Auto Co., consisting of a block
of buildings aggregating 1,400,000
square feet of floor space.

CBIAKLES ROSS, INC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

V C H EC K
With us . . . get our prices on all

your equipment needs

S.O.S. CORPORATION
636— llth AVE. NEW YORK

Complete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.
320 W. 48th St., New York City A. I. Kessler, Mgr.

RKO to Spend $40,000
Providence—RKO-Albee Theater here

has closed for the summer, with sched-
uled reopening date around Labor Day.

Dunn.; shutdown management plans to

expend about $40,000 in new seats,

new drapes, redecorating and carpets

throughout. Wooden floors in orchestra

and balconies will also be torn out

and concrete floors installed.

Twin City Scenic Filling

Four Michigan Contracts

Detroit—Twin City Scenic Co.

dealers in theater equipment, are
installing the stage equipment in

Ray Schreiber's new Palmer Park
Theater, and the stage equipment,
draperies and wall panels in Bar-
ney Kilbride's new Beverley Theater
on Grand River Avenue. This lat-

ter house is expected to be ready

for occupancy by Sept. 1.

Up in the state, they are also

equipping the New Familv Theater,

at East Tawas, Mich., with stage

equipment and house draperies. This

house is owned by Ashmun Brothers.

The draperies and stage equip-

ment for the new theater under con-

struction for Lee Ward, in Mt.

Pleasant, are also to be furnished

by Twin City Scenic Co.

New Litchfield Project

Litchfield, 111. - - The Frisina
Amusement Enterprises of Spring-

field plans the construction of a new
450-seat house here. The circuit

owns the Capitol in this city.

York System Installed

Harrisburg, Pa.—A new cooling

system has been installed in the

Colonial Theater, a Wilmer & Vin-

cent house, by the York Ice Ma-
chinery Co.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-S

WHY GO FISHING?
WHEN YOU KNOW US

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

ALEXANDER SMITH'S

CRESTWOOD and PREMIER CARPETS

Greater New York Carpet House, Inc.
250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

THEATRE CARPETS OUR SPECIALTY

FLASHERS PROVIDE

DISPLAY ANIMATION

Any sign, window, display or ex-
hibit may be greatly enhanced by
light animation. In other words,
properly timed and cycled lights can
serve to illuminate lettering, sign
panels, shadow boxes, spotlights and
so on, changing an otherwise static
display into a dynamic display. In-
stead of utilizing intricate and cost-
ly motor or clockwork flashers, the
job is now done with simple and
inexpensive unit flashers requiring
no wiring, mounting or other bother.

Spell-O-Light Contacts, as these
unit flashers are called, are self-

contained automatic and adjustable
timing devices. Each unit, neatly
molded in bakelite, contains socket,

timing knob and grouping switch,

as well as prongs and jacks for con-
nections. The units are simply
pushed together to couple them
mechanically and electrically. Con-
necting cords serve to connect de-

tached units or groups.
The first unit of a given string

connects with the nearest AC or DC
outlet, whereupon the first unit bulb
flashes on, followed by the second,

third and so on. When all bulbs
are on for a few moments, the
string extinguishes, and the cycle

begins again. The timing interval

from one unit to the next may be
made faster or slower by turning
the timing knobs of the units. Also,

two or more bulbs may be flashed

on simultaneously, by throwing the

grouping switches to the right.

There are no end of uses for

these handy "contacts" offered by
Besbee Products Corp., Trenton,
N. J. They may be used to ani-

mate signs, window border lights,

spotlights, lithograph displays, ana
so on, all at an insigificant cost. The
on-and-off action not only provides
greater attention value, but it also

cuts current cost by half or more.

Pickwick Is Remodeled
Chicago—W. E. Long Co. handled

the contract to air condition and
remodel Pickwick, Syracuse, Ind.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(O/ course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting' deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% . In

I stall Acousticon Theatre

phones. Leading system. Na
tionally advertised.DEAF

Endorsed by key showmen.

Write tor full details, and ex

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON
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G-E DEVELOPS

CONDITION UNIT

That executives in all branches of
filmland can economically enjoy for
themselves the same comfort dur-
ing business hours as their industry
has afforded on such a wide scale
to picturegoers in summertime, is

evidenced by the recent announce-
ment by the General Electric air

conditioning department at Bloom-
field, N. J.

G-E engineers there have com-
pleted development of a new unit
room air conditioner, designed to
furnish a high degree of summer
comfort in single rooms or office

suites without requiring a water
connection. Air from outdoors is

brought in through a window duct
by a separate fan to cool the refrig-

erant in the condenser. After per-
forming this function it absorbs the
moisture condensed by the cooling
coils and is discharged out the win-
dow.
The unit conditioner is intended

for installation where cooling, de-

humidifying, circulating, ventilat-

ing, and filtering are required. It

is semi-portable and has a cooling
rating of about two-thirds of a ton.

This can be increased to about one
ton by supplying a very small wa-
ter line and making minor changes
in the mechanism. No drain connec-
tion is required under either condi-

tions. Known as the AF-1 condi-

tioner, it has a compactness of de-

sign which makes it relatively small.

Morse, Newhart Form Co.
Chicago—W. C. and M. C. Morse

and G. D. Newhart have organized
the W. C. Morse Co. with offices at

1304 West Washington Boulevard to

deal in air conditioning equipment.

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At LGW Rentals

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.

IT PAYS TO USE

GENUINE SIMPLEX

PARTS

UlTinUMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u;ml«ju;

Avedon Does Dual Job
When Edward Avedon, recently ap-

pointed general sales manager of the
wholesale electrical division of Charles
Ross, Inc., lighting specialty firm, took
up his new duties a fortnight ago, he
was given the twin assignments of
supervising the exterior lighting at the
New York premieres this week of
Paramount's "Souls at Sea," and War-
ner Brothers' "Life of Emile Zola."
Avedon, at the latter opening, had a

taste of wholesale lighting as put on
by Nature, when a raging thunder storm
descended on Broadway, seriously

hampering the work of his equipment
and crew.

Theater Lobby Ticket

Choppers Go Modernistic

In keeping with the present trend
for theater equipment designed in
the modern spirit, the Newman
Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, 0.,
is marketing a modernistic patented
Newmanco Ticket Chopper for lob-
bies. The new machine is obtain-
able by exhibitors in mahogany-red;
Verdi antique (green); and Cordova
gray (tan gray). The color in each
instance blends from a deeper tone
at the bottom to a lighter hue at

(Continued on Page 6)

DIMMER PLATE'S USE

IN LIGHTING

Construction of new film theaters,
designed to operate on an entertain-
ment policy incorporating stage pre-
sentation in addition to feature and
short product, is again bringing for-

ward the importance of both proper
lighting and light control. With re-

spect to the latter, experience of the
larger key city houses has demon-
strated that this technical factor not
only has a tremendous psychological
effect upon audiences, but can add
immeasurably to the enjoyment of

(Continued on Page 6)

Modem and Period

LIGHTING FIXTURES
for effect and efficiency

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS INC.
428-32 West 14th St.. New York City

'BROADWAY MELODY OF '38

The Carpet Melody of 38 will again

be written by Alexander Smith.

Critics at the pre-view pronounce it

even better than in former years . .

.

one reason why you will find this

"hit" carpet in so many of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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DIMMER PLATE'S USE

FACTOR IN LIGHTING

{Continued from Page 5)

stage presentation, and, therefore,

be of direct benefit to box-offices.

The question of dimmer equip-

ment suggests the solution a num-
ber of the larger first run theaters

arrived at in meeting the problem of

such installations. Among these

were the Capitol and Roxy thea-

ters in New York, both of which
stressed stage presentations of

large-scale proportions as part of

their shows, and gave to such pa-

geants a wide variety of light con-

trol effects that ranged from illu-

sions of full daylight to near dark-

ness, and included the illumination

of both outdoor and indoor sets.

Theater Lobby Ticket

Choppers Go Modernistic

{Continued from Page 5)

the top. The bottom banding is jet

black, while the recesses of the

metal trimmings are set off with a

delicate black trim for emphasis of

detail. Theaters' orders, the com-

pany states, can be shipped within

one week of their receipt.

Wenzel in N. Y. To Arrange

Sales on 16 M.M. Projector

Max Wenzel of the Wenzel Mfg.

Co. of Chicago, has arrived in New
York for a two weeks' stay, making

his headquarters at the 0. & W.
Cine Enterprises here. He is here

making sales arrangements for a

new 16 mm. sound projector which

he has developed and which he says

has greater volume capacity, pure

tone amplifier, 1,000 watt lamp and

impedance roller type. Machine will

be ready for delivery in the fall.

New Neonized Marquee

for East Orange Theater

East Orange, N. J.—The Ledirk

Amusement Co.'s Palace Theater is

being completely remodelled.
_
The

construction and decoration will be

of a conservative "stream-line." The
upper half of the building will be

in off-white limestone, and the low-

er portion will be stainless steel and
formica. A new type Neonized mar-
quee and vertical sign are being

constructed.

Remodeling in Detroit

Detroit — Sam Ackerman has
closed the East Side Theater, one
of the oldest theaters in town, for

complete remodeling.
The Grand Victory, newly ac-

quired by Wade Allen, also has
closed for remodeling. Allen is also

redecorating the Fine Arts Thea-
ter, Woodward Ave. house.

GOOD PROJECTION
A Box-office Asset

(Continued ftom Page 5)

are excellent. Prints must be kept in the best possible condition at all times. Mutilated

film, a dented can, a bent reel, a worn sprocket or other damaged or defective equip-

ment and parts affects the quality of the screen presentation, reduces entertainment

value and affects box office receipts.

I am Chairman of the Sub-Committee, Technical Coordination SMPE Projection Prac-

tice Committee and an attempt is being made to find out how many minor inter-related

activities have a favorable or unfavorable influence upon the splendid work done by all

the major departments of the motion picture industry. It is not to be expected that

theater owners and managers are to become technical experts. As one good friend

of mine, a very successful theater owner said
—

"There are so many things which we
must know about in the successful management of a motion picture theater we are

compelled to somewhat neglect projection and leave that to our projectionists and

other technical experts." Well, this is true but there is no reason why theater owners

and managers cannot take a reasonable interest in good projection.

Capable and conscientious projectionists should be employed and given every

possible cooperation. The very best projection equipment will pay for itself in almost

any theater regardless of cost, and no matter what the theater is or where it is located

it will unquestionably pay to have projection equipment maintained in first class

condition.

In the "Building Theater Management," Barry & Sargent, Chalmers Publishing

Company, the authors make the following statements which should be remembered by

every theater owner and manager even if they forget everything else I have written:

—

"At the motion picture theater, entertainment depends upon an illusion which

is created by many, many details. But projection is one of the most important. Any

one of a hundred small or seemingly small defects in the projector or the screen, or

small mistakes by the projectionist, can spoil all that was done by the scenario writer,

the director, the cast, and the long line of highly paid artists and experts whose genius

was spent in preparation of the film. A noisy machine, dust or oil on the lens, warped

film, a bent sprocket, vibration of the projector, careless change-overs, improper speed,

a dirty screen, a carelessly fitted screen—these are few of the causes that can spoil

what patrons pay to get and what high-salaried talent labored to produce—satisfactory

entertainment."

Use Spun Glass Filters

In Air Cooling System

Youngstown, 0.—The State The-
ater has installed a new air-condi-

tioning system at a cost of more
than $30,000. Three months' work
was required to install the system.

A well 500 ft. deep was drilled and
approximately 2,000 ft. of aluminum
coil lines were used. The entire sys-

tem was designed by William H.
Cook, architect. Another feature of

the new unit is the extra large ducts

through which the air passes, mak-
ing the system noiseless. The regis-

ters are located on the main ceiling

and underneath the balcony, ar-

ranged similar to the same principle

as indirect lighting. Filters made of

spun glass, which can be replaced

at a low minimum cost, were used.

Universal Atlas Cement
Names Stark Vice-Pres.

Election of A. O. Stark as a vice-

president of the Universal Atlas

Cement Co., is announced by Blaine

S. Smith, president. He will have
charge of sales in the east and
southwest. Other regional vice-presi-

dents whose elections are announced
are A. C. Cronkrite in the central

states and O. H. D. Rohwer in the

west.
Appointments also include W. R.

Heckendorn, sales manager, New
York, W. A. Mclntyre, sales man-
ager, Philadelphia, and Floyd L.

Mabie, manager Atlas White Bur-
eau, New York.

Radio-Mat Slides Handy
for Screen Announcements

Exhibitors, often obliged to make
spot announcements in theaters via
their screens, will find Radio-Mats,
manufactured by Radio-Mat Slide

Co. of New York, a handy, effective

and economical medium for accom-
plishing this purpose. The mats
slip into typewriters as readily as
into an envelope. After typing di-

rectly in the open space, with type-
writer ribbon thrown off, the back
and red sheet are discarded and the
transparency is dropped with sur-
rounding mat between cover glasses.
The message is then ready for pro-
jection.

This simply and speedily pre-
pared slide is of particular advant-
age to houses at large which are
frequently beset with the problem of
returning to patrons their lost

articles; to summon a doctor; and
to inform audiences of spot news
events, such as national, state and
local election returns. Special news
of the theater itself and the extra-
program events it schedules are ad-
vantageously communicated to pa-
trons via these Radio-Mats.

U. S. Plywood Sales Rise

Net July sales of United States
Plywood Corporation, manufactur-
ers of materials widely employed in

film theater construction, were
$382,039, compared with $279,898 in

the corresponding month of 1936, a
gain of approximately 30 per cent.

STAGE MINUS SIDES

DEVISED IN LONDON

London—Something entirely new
in theater stages—a stage seeming-
ly without sides—will result from
an order just placed with the firm
of Holophane, the lighting experts.
As a result, the men in control

of the stage, including lighting ex-
perts, will be in front, able to see
all that Is going on, without, how-
ever, being visible to the audience.
The design has been worked out

by Peter Cummings, the architect,

in conjunction with Gillespie Wil-
liams, the Holophane lighting ex-
pert. It has been patented.

Instead of the ordinary stage sur-
round, the side of the auditorium
is to be cut away in a line from the
end of the stage arch, meeting the
floor at a point some distance in
front of the stage. This forms a
triangular recess. Masking this re-
cess from the audience, is an inner
or false auditorium wall, which is

to be cut away in the opposite di-

rection, the line sloping down and
meeting the bottom of the stage.
From the enclosed recess of each
side of the stage every part of the
stage can be seen, but the observers
cannot be seen from any part of
the auditorium. Remote control
lighting apparatus will be installed

in the recesses, so that the oper-
ator wlil work as from the auditor-
ium.

Steelwork has now been completed
for the theater, which is to seat 3,-

000. One of the two enormous en-
trances is to be of such a size that
the site of this alone would have
sufficed for a small cinema.

New Intercommunication

System for Film Theaters

General Electric's radio division
in Bridgeport, Conn., through H. A.
Crossiand, manager of technical
sales and service section, announces
development of a new intercommun-
ication system suited to film thea-
ters and their executive offices. Es-
sentially a loud speaker phone sys-
tem, the new apparatus consists of
one master station ana from one
to four remote speaker-phone sta-

tions.

Latter may be located at any dis-

tance within 2,000 feet of the mas-
ter unit without special arrange-
ments. Therefore, theaters far
within this distance measurement,
can utilize the system in its essen-
tially manufactured state. .,_

13
Celotex Demand Up

Chicago—E. T. Holmgren of the
Celotex Co. reports an improved de-

mand from the theater trade for

Celotex for use in modernizing
houses.
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f these are small independent cir-
uits while the other is the William
oldman group. Stanley-Warner,
Jomerford, Wilmer & Vincent are
ot participating in the move.
Attorneys for both sides are pre-
aring briefs for submission to the
I. S. District Court, where another
earing will be held next week on
'aramount's motion to make per-
lanent its temporary injunction.
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-arlos Moore Appointed

U. A. Manager in India

(Continued from Pane 1)

ion, announced yesterday. Moore,
iccompanied by his wife, sails to-
lay aboard the Champlain for Bom-
iay, where he will make his head-
(uarters. He was guest of honor
esterday at a farewell luncheon
endered him by Kelly, which was
ittended by a group of Home Office
xecutives. Moore has been United
Artists branch manager in Buffalo
md Cleveland, district manager for
he territory embracing Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia and Washington, and
pecial representative out of New
fork.

Para.'s Temporary "Strike"

Stay is Hearing's Subject

(Continued from Page 1)

;o familiarize himself with the case,
nstituted by the distributor on
marges of conspiracy in connection
with the playdate strike and picket-
ing.

Seventy members of Allied par-
ticipating in strike are being served
with restraining orders. Total num-
ber in the strike is estimated at
nearly 250.

ers

Educators
1

Shorts Survey

Beyond Major Firm Films

(Continued 'from Page 1)

product that has educational value.
While a central clearing house for
distribution of suitable product for
schools to be considered by the
MPPDA, it is not known whether,
if this were set up, it would include
outside product also.

12 "Toast" Holdovers
RKO Radio reports twelve key

holdovers on "The Toast of New
York."

Third Week for "Artists"
Rolling along to new all-time summer

attendance records at the New York
Paramount, "Artists and Models" and
Phil Spitalny and his all-girl band in

person, will be held over for a third

Wfk at that theater starting Wednes-
-& it was stated yesterday. The com-
bination to date has bettered the at-
tendance mark recently registered by
Martha Raye in person and "Easy Liv-
ing" on the screen by 6,300, said the
management.

a am
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
gURGESS MEREDITH, is arriv-

ing in New York on Monday fol-

lowing the completion of his latest
picture, "Don't Forget to Remem-
ber," for RKO to confer with Guth-
rie McClintic and Maxwell Ander-
son, producer and author respective-
ly of "The Star-Wagon," in which
Meredith will star on Broadway
next Fall.

T Y

John Monks, Jr., and Fred Fin-
klehoffe, authors of the Broadway
stage success, "Brother Rat," have
been signed by RKO Radio to write
the screenplay for the next Irene
Dunne starring vehicle, "The Mad
Miss Manton," which will be pro-
duced by Pandro Berman.

T T

Latest additions to the cast of
Columbia's "Women of the Night,"
are Ed Le Saint and Paul Fix.

T T T

Further additions to the cast of

"I'll Take Romance," starring Grace
Moore, with Melvyn Douglas play-
ing opposite, have been made by Co-
lumbia, with Greta Meyer and
Franklin Pangborn signed for the
picture.

Lana Turner, young actress has
been borrowed by Samuel Goldwyn
from Mervyn LeRoy for a featured
role in "The Adventures of Marco
Polo."

T » »

The Buck Jones company mak-
ing "Boss of Lonely Valley" was
yesterday completed with the addi-
tion of six players. Among them is

Dickie Howland, eleven year old ac-
tor, and Matty Fain, now grown up
but formerly a well known child
actor. The other four are Grace
Goodall, Ezra Pallette, Ted Adams
and Lee Phelps.

T T Y
James Mnlhauser was yesterday

assigned to assist Browne Holmes in
the scripting of "The Shannons of
Broadway," This play by James
Gleason will be produced by Ed-
mund Grainger and is scheduled to
start about Sept. 15th at Univers-
al City.

T V T
The four princinal characters in

"Mightier Than the Sword." were
assigned yesterday by Edmund
Grainger who is goinsr to make the
nroduction. They are Wendy Barrie,
Walter Pidgeon, Kent Taylor, and
Dorothea Kent.

Paramount SEC Statement
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount has filed

a statement with the SEC to the
effect that it has entered into oral

agreements with 14 theater corpo-
rations to take the place of a writ-

ten agreement which expired on
July 3, 1937 until negotiations for

a new agreement are reached. The
oral agreements are terminable at

sny time bv either partv. A restate-

ment amounting to $214,069 was
also filed bv Paramount with 2,157
«hares of 1st preferred stock and
1.480 shares of 2nd preferred sur-
rendered for 16,431 shares of com-
mon stock.

A. C. Holdover on "Stella"

Atlantic Citv—"Stella Dallas" is

holding over for a second week at

the Strand. This marks the third
week in this city for the picture as
it completed a smash week at the
Apollo before moving over to the
Strand.

Pascal Play Opens
Santa Barbara — Following its

world nremiere here Thursday
night, "American Primitive." a
three act play by Ernest Pascal, au-
thor and scenarist, began its run of
public performances yesterday.

Set For 55th St.

"The Spanish Earth," feature pro-
duced in Spain by Ernest Heming-
way and Joris Ivens. will open Aug.
20 at the 55th St. Playhouse under
a three-week guarantee.

File Infringement Suit

Little Rock, Ark.—Local attor-
neys for Affiliated Enterprises, Inc.,

owners of "Bank Night," an-
nounced here Wednesday that a
suit had been filed against Burris
Smith, operator of the Imperial
Theater, Pocahontas, Ark., for
$1,620. The suit, filed in the Ran-
dolph County Circuit court at Po-
cahontas, alleges violation of con-
tract and infringement. It was also
stated that "Bank Night" officials,

through their attorneys, are pre-
paring other cases which will be
filed soon.

"Mountain Music" Clicks

Miami — "Mountain Music" has
been the best all-around attraction
of the season. It has beaten every
other summer engagement and has
gone the round of the Paramount
houses in the area, drawing capacity
houses at each performance. It has
been shown at the Olympia, Para-
mount and Rex in Miami, the Gables
at Coral Gables and the Colony,
Miami Beach.

"Talent Scout" for Criterion

"Talent Scout," Warner Bros.'
picture will open a Broadway en-
gagement at the Criterion Wednes-
day, with a preview showing. Its

regular engagement will get under
way the following morning.

Color Film at Cameo
"Kliou, the Killer", called the first

all technicolor jungle film will have
its American nremiere at the Ca-
meo starting this morning.

I
PROBE OF SCHWARTZ'S

COMPLAINT GOES OVER

(Continued from Page 1)

involving product and clearance and
zoning.
Another development in the re-

sulting situation yesterday was de-
cision of 20th Century-Fox not to
deliver "You Can't Have Every-
thing" to the Huntington theater,
Huntington, L. I., a Century house,
which was to open the attraction
today. Contracts covering the deal
had not been signed, it is under-
stood.

Court Refuses to Reopen
Biophone's Electrics Suit

(Continued from Page 1)
manufacture of sound reproducing
equipment.
The case dates back to 1929 when

Western Electric and its affiliates
brought Biophone into court for the
alleged infringement of 16 of their
amplifier patents. Trial of the case
was held up pending the result of
other similar actions elsewhere, and,
after this resulted favorably to W
E., in January 1935, the Federal
Court in New Jersey entered de-
fault decrees adjudging the patents
valid and infringed by Biophone. Af-
ter the lapse of nearly two years
Biophone asked to have the case re-
opened, but the court refused to do
so. Biophone appealed and in a
unanimous decision by Judge Buf-
fington the decrees of the lower
court have now been affirmed.

IATSE Board Will Discuss

Organizing Program Plans

(Continued from Page 1)

stated yesterday by James Brennan,
IATSE vice-president. Among the
organizing activities of the IA is
the forming of a united front with
the Associated Actors and Artistes
of America and the American Fed-
eration of Musicians for unionizing
the work of unionization in theat-
rical fields.

Joan Bennett to be Honored
The professional models of New

York will award a plaque to Joan
Bennett for her work in glorifying
the American model. The award
will be made at a cocktail party ar-
ranged by the Professional Models
group, to be held in the plaza of
Rockefeller Center Tuesday after-
noon, between 4 and 7 p.m.

Gag Economy
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Leo McCarey, producer-
director, is testing out a new idea
which he believes, if successful and
generally adopted by the industry, will
effect considerable economy annually
on retakes. After each laugh-provoking
scene, McCarey is shooting a short con-
necting take, which can be inserted
between the "gag" and the succeeding
sequence, should the latter's dialogue
be blotted out by protracted mirth.



FIDELITY

EXPERIENCE shows that Eastman Fine-

Grain Duplicating Films are capable of

giving duplicates which are actual facsim-

iles of the originals. Completely solving

a major photographic problem, these new

high-fidelity films are among the most

important safeguards of motion picture

quality. Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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Expect ax Test Case Decision Next Autumn

EXCHANGES' WORKING CONDITION PACT TO BE SET

CEA Battling for Quality Clause in Eng. Quota Law
Many Brit. Industry Members,

However, Regard Exhib.

Plan as Impractical
London (By Cable)—Although the

great majority of the British indus-

try seems to regard the proposed
quota law as satisfactory, the CEA
is continuing its agitation for in-

clusion of a quality clause in its

provisions. The exhibitor associa-

tion is seeking establishment of a
viewing committee to determine
quality in productions. Many mem-
bers of the industry here, however,
describe the idea as impractical and
at the moment, there is no indication
that the CEA proposal will be
adopted.

COLOR FOR ALL PIX

EVENTUALLY-WANGER

That eventually all motion pic-

tures will be made in color was the
opinion expressed Saturday by
Walter Wanger, who is in New York
on a business visit one of the chief

purposes of which is to be present
at the premiere of his "Vogues of

(Continued on Page 4)

Division Theater Managers

Meet At Denver on Aug. 31

Denver—A Fox divisional meeting
will be held here Aug. 31 to Sept.

2, with nearly 100 attending from
Montana, and Northern and South-
ern districts. Meetings will be pre-
sided over by Rick Ricketson, In-

termountain manager.
At or about the same time three

other meetings of importance will

take place in Denver. Charles R.
(.Continued on Page 4)

$187,888 Censor Fees
Columbus, 0.—Motion picture censor-

ship in Ohio has proved a good money-
maker for the state government, ac-
cording to records. Last year the state

collected $187,888 in censorship fees.

Expenses of the division were $24,782,
leaving $80,000 for visual education and
another $80,000 for general operating
costs of government.

Deny Chances of $2,000,000 Para. Trustees' Suit Settlement
Paramount spokesmen on Saturday emphatically denied reported possibilities of a

$2,000,000 out-of-court settlement of the recovery action brought by its reorganization
trustees against the corporation and various of its former officers. Suit is based on
alleged losses resulting from a stock repurchase agreement, for amounts alleged to have
been paid the executives in excess of reasonable compensation and for alleged profits

made by the defendants via participation in the employees' stock purchase plan. Denial
was also made that two pending stockholders' suits are being settled out of court.

PLAN FINAL CONFARS

Whitford Drake, Erpi president,
will meet shortly with Austin C.
Keough, Paramount counsel, Leo-
pold Friedman of Loew's and other
major company attorneys to work
out final details of the new record-

(Continued on Page 5)

EXPECT PHILLY STAY

DECISION IN 1 WEEK

Judge Oliver B. Dickinson of the
U. S. District Court at Philadelphia
is expected to announce his decision
on Paramount's permanent injunc-
tion motion in one week, it was in-
dicated by authoritative sources Sat-

(Continued on Page 5)

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Continue Philly Stay—Wilcox Plus RKO

By GEORGE H. MORRIS=====
DOMESTIC
Paramount provided headline

news repeatedly during the week.
Following an all-day hearing be-
fore Federal Judge Oliver P. Dick-
inson in Philadelphia on Thursday,
company sought a permanent in-

junction against the playdate strike

and picketing organized by UMPTO
(Continued

FOREIGN
Prior to returning to England on

Wednesday, Herbert Wilcox closed
a deal with RKO for world distri-

bution of his production "The Rat,"
and discussed with RKO officials an
arrangement whereby he might
make four big pictures for that
company in British studios over a
on Page 4)

Major Company Execs to

Meet with IATSE on

Agreement
As soon as wage and hour scales

are worked out for exchange unions
in New York, Chicago and Los An-
geles, major company exchange
heads will meet with IATSE of-

ficials to draft an agreement cover-
ing other working conditions for the
27 exchange unions in key centers
throughout the country, it was said

Saturday by Frank Phelps of War-
ner Bros. The drafts on working
conditions arrived at by the com-
pany and union conferees will be
submitted to the local exchange
heads and unions for suggestions
and revisions. In this way complete
contracts will be worked out for

the exchanges.

WARNER THEATER MEN

MEETING AT PHILLY

Philadelphia — Nearly 150 mana-
gers and men in the Philadelphia
zone of Warner Brothers Theaters
will meet at the Bellevue- Stratford
tomorrow. Addresses will be deliv-

ered by Joseph Bernhard, Gradwell
Sears, S. Charles Einfeld, and Harry

(Continued on Page 4)

Pa. Chain Tax Test Case Decision

is Likely to Be Settled Next Fall

Start Bank Night Test Case
Through Connecticut Theater

Middletown, Conn.—A new Bank
Night test case is officially on its

way in Connecticut with the tech-
nical arrest of the Palace and Sal
Adorno, manager, for operation of

the game, which was banned last
(Continued on Page 4)

Constitutionality of the new Penn-
sylvania state tax on chain theaters
and stores is expected to be deter-

mined by proceedings instituted in

the Federal Courts in that state by
grocery firms, with issue likely to

be settled next fall.

Warner Bros., through three Penn-
sylvania theater subsidiaries, has
obtained preliminary injunctions

(Continued on Page 4)

42 Pictures Now in Work;
Warners Lead With Eight

Hollywood — Forty-two pictures
are in work, with Warners topping
the list with eight. Paramount fol-

lows with seven and 20th Century-
(Continued on Page 4)

8 Preview Houses Set
Warner Bros, have set eight more the-

aters for its national trade shows to be
held in 31 cities throughout the United
States and Canada Aug. 23 and 24. New
additions are as follows: Broadway,
Charlotte; Fox West Coast Ogden, Den-
ver; Garfield, Milwaukee; Nile, Min-
neapolis; Southeast, Salt Lake City;
Alhambra, San Francisco; Egyptian,
Seattle; and the Ritz, St. Louis.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 27 27 27 — y4
Columbia Picts. vtc... 3034 30% 30% + V*
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3V4 3'/8 3'/4 + '/s

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 12% 12% 12% + 1/4

East. Kodak 1973/4 195 19734 +71/4
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 253/4 253,4 253/4 + 1/4

Loew's, Inc. 833/8 823/4 83l/4 + Vz
do pfd
Paramount 233/4 23l/

2 23% + Vs

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd... 21 Vz 21% 21% + 'A
Pathe Film 10 9% 93/4 — %
RKO 9 8% 9 + %
20th Century-Fox .... 38 37% 37% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 47 47 47 +4
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 15% 15% 15% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95 9434 95 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 3% 3% 3'A — Vs
Sonotone Corp 2% 2 2
Technicolor 33 323,4 33 + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts 8 8 8 ....

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 ....
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 ....
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

S The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Captains Courageous (M-G-M—2nd week (b) Capitol
Stella Dallas (United Artists)—2nd week Music Hall
Artists and Models (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)—3rd week Rivoli

The Road Back (Universal Pictures) (b) Roxy
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (Warner Bros.) Strand
She's No Lady (Paramount) Criterion
Mr. Moto (20th Century-Fox) Central
London by Night (M-G-M) Rialto

The Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN) (a) Republic
They Won't Forget (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace
The Big Shot (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—4th week Astor
Souls at Sea (Paramount)—2nd week Globe
The Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.) Hollywood

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
Kliou (Amkino) (a) Cameo
Song of Ceylon (Amkino) (a) Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
Talent Scout (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 18 Criterion

Roaring Timber (Columbia Pictures)—Aug. 18 Rialto

Confession (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 18 Strand
Topper (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Aug. 19 Capitol

The Spanish Earth (Hemingway)—Aug. 20 55th St. Playhouse

Dead End (United Artists)—Aug. 24 Rivoli

Angel (Paramount Pictures)—Sept. 1 Paramount
Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (United Artists) (c) Music Hall

Dark Journey (United Artists) (c) Central
Lac aux Dames (Franco American)—Aug. 19 (a-b) Cinema de Paris

Le Bonheur (Franco-American)—Aug. 19 (a-b) Cinema de Paris

(a) Dual Bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK

630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

Monogram Stages Chicago

Playdate Drive Meeting

Chicago — Following a similar
meeting in New York Saturday,
Monogram yesterday conducted a
regional sales session at the Drake
in connection with the W. Ray
Johnston-Monogram playdate drive
which is to take place during Octo-
ber and November. Attending
were

:

Edward A. Golden, Henri Ellman,
M. Hellman, Charles Lindau, Harold
Wise, Herman Marks, Joe Abram-
son, Nate Schultz, Carl Scheuch, Lee
Chapna, Joseph Lefke, William
Onie, William McCabe, Ezra Skir-
boll, Jack Cohen, E. C. Krofta, H.
Edward Lurie, Ben Nathanson, C.

Weiner, Carl Harthill, Eddie Sipe,

S. K. Decker, W. Hurlbut, W. Flem-
ion, G. Custer, B. Foster, W. Clarry,
R. Raskin, R. Ringler, F. E. Judd,
W. Strickland and D. Nelson.

After the meeting-, Johnston left

for the coast and Golden departed
for St. Louis, his first stop on a
tour of some of the mid-west ex-
changes.

"Road Back" Clicks at Roxy
That Universale "The Road Back"

played to 17,314 persons on its open-
ing day at the Roxy on Friday last,

was announced Saturday by the the-

ater's management. Doors were
opened an hour earlier than usual
on Saturday when an additional per-
formance was added.

Serlin Play Opening
Oscar Serlin's production of

"Damn Deborah" opens at the Cape
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., tonight
and runs for the entire week.
Starred in the production are Ger-
trude Michael and Phillip Huston.

Setting Robertson Houses
Detroit—James N. Robertson cir-

cuit virtually disbands Sept. 1 when
United Detroit Theaters takes over
the Cinderella, and Wisper & Wets-
man take over the Roosevelt after
prolonged negotiations. Both are
major second run houses.

T. C. Martin Dies
Portland, Ore.—T. C. Martin, 50,

pioneer theater operator of Pullman,
Washington, is dead following a
heart attack.

Presenting Wage Demands
New Haven—Wage demands al-

ready formulated by AF of L unit
No. 42B of theatrical employes will

not be presented until Motion Pic-
ture Operators begin negotiations
for contracts, it is reported.

Steiner Plans Six Pix
William Steiner plans to produce

and distribute six action melodramas
next year. He is now concentrating
on distribution of "The Eagle's
Vengeance," short.

New Seattle Exchange
Seattle—J. Lister Holmes, archi-

tect, has completed plans for con-
struction of a new $30,000 Film Ex-
change, two stories in height, for
Samuel Isreal.

"Confession" For Strand
"Confession," Warner picture,

will open at the Strand on Wednes-
day.

Coming and Goin<^|

GREGORY DICKSON, publicity director for
Walt Disney, arrives back on the Coast today
from New York where he conferred with RKO
home office officials.

EDWARD PESKAY, Grand National's gen-
eral sales manager, leaves New York tonight
to visit company's eastern exchanges.

JOAN BENNETT returns to New York from
Saratoga early this week and will stop at the
St. Regis.

MRS. HALLIE FLANAGAN of the Federal
Theater Project returns to New York today fol-
lowing a brief vacation.

WILLIAM P. FARNSWORTH, Federal Theater
Project official, returns 'rom his vacation to-
morrow.

ROBERT BENJAMIN, who is now in Montreal,
returns to New York tomorrow.

REEVES ESPY returns to the coast this week
from New York.

RALPH KOHN, who is in New York from the
coast, will stay for 10 days.

JOHN J. McKEON and EDWARD SMALL, ac-
companied by MRS. SMALL, and RICHARD
WATTS arrive in New York today on the Nor-
mandie.

ED SULLIVAN, columnist of the "Dairy
News"; ELLEN BURKJARDT and JEANNE MAN-
NET, singers; DICK HENRY, head of the foreign
department of the William Morris Agency;
DARIO BORZANI and DIANE DEWEY, artists
of the French Casino, also arrive on the Nor-
mandie today.

SAUL J. KRUGMAN, special sales representa-
tive for Grand National, has left for New
Orleans and Dallas on a two weeks' business
trip.

FRANCIA WHITE has arrived from the coast
for a vacation in New York.

W. RAY JOHNSTON left Chicago yesterday
for the coast.

EDDIE GOLDEN departed from Chicago yes-
terday for St. Louis.

HARRY BLAIR, Grand National publicist, left
New York Saturday for the Coast.

HELEN GAHAGAN, who arrived in New York
Saturday from Europe, left for Hollywood by
plane yesterday.

M P Division Set
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The government is

soon to open a new motion picture
division in the department of la-
bor, it was revealed here yester-
day, when the government issued
notice for filing of civil service ap-
plications for director and assistant
director of the new division.

AUGUST 16

Mae Clarke
Lucien Littlefield

R. G. Katz
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Tfiaf weary sluggish feeling

that comes from sitting

through double feature shows

that are too long and too

monotonous.

The youngsters will pass up even dinner time to stick to the bitter

end. But mature adult minds know better. Statistics show that 4

out of 5 of them really prefer shows of sane length and variety.

These Showmanship Shorts will help you get back to normal with

snappier shows and happier patrons.

Presented by

E. W. HAMMONS

NIELA GOODELLE
and Lee Sullivan

in

"SLACKS APPEAL"

WILLIE HOWARD
in

"THE AFFAIRS
OF PIERRE"

HARRY GRIBBON
in

"WHO'S CRAZY?"

REG. U.S, PAT. OFF.

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY 20th CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATION
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COLOR FOR ALL PIX

EVENTUALLY-WANGER
{Continued from Page 1±

1938" which moves into the Radio

City Music Hall soon.

Explaining his views on general

adoption of color by the industry,

Wanger characterized the step as

inevitable, citing the fact that life

has color, and, because films reflect

life, it is natural that they should

possess color rather than the pre-

vailing black-and-white.
"I would make more features in

color for the 1938-39 season," he ex-

plained, "provided the equipment
could be obtained, and at prudent
cost."

With the increase in color pic-

ture volume, Wanger pointed out,

present high costs of the medium
will come down to a level which will

permit the industry at large to

incorporate it in their product.
"Another factor that will make

for increased acceptance of color,"

he added, "is the pending develop-

ment of a new color camera, which
will produce color by means of a

single negative instead of three, as

at present."
Wanger said he planned to make

six to eight features, each in the
"million dollar" bracket, for his

1938-39 line-up.

Division Theater Managers

Meet At Denver on Aug. 31

(Continued from Page 1)

Gilmour has announced that Gibral-
tar Enterprises, Inc. of which he
is president, will meet in Denver
the week of Aug. 22, at the Park
Lane Hotel. The schedule will prob-
ably call for a one or two day moun-
tain trip also. All the partners in

the company will be in town for the
conferences.
The annual Eocky Mountain

Screen Club picnic has been set for
Aug. 31, at the Cherry Hills Coun-
try Club. A one or two day con-
vention is to be held by the Theater
Owners and Managers of the Rocky
Mountain Region.

Lou Reinheimer Home
Chicago— Lou Reinheimer, well

known film executive has returned
from an extended European vacation
trip.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Argentina produced 18 feature motion
pictures during 1936.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Continue Philly Stay—Wilcox Plus RKO

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

and various individual exhibitors.

Decision was reserved, with tem-
porary injunction remaining in

force pending another hearing
which is scheduled for the present
week. In the interim, to fortify its

position, UMPTO called a meeting
for today to consider a new protec-

tion plan.
* * *

From Minneapolis at mid-week
flashed word that the continuance of

Paramount's temporary restraining
order against the playdate strike

and picketing instituted by Allied
Theaters of the Northwest will re-

main in force until Thursday, next,
when hearings there will be re-

sumed in U. S. District Court, upon
order of Judge Gunnar H. Nordbye.

* * *

That contracts are ready for sig-

nature in a deal between Paramount
and Loew, whereby former's prod-
uct will play the circuit's houses
outside of the New York metropoli-
tan area, was made known. About
40 theaters, mostly in New England,
are in the buy, which covers both
features and shorts. The New York
deal was closed recently.

^ ^ *

Authoritative Wall Street sources
estimated that Loew's is expected
to show a net profit of approximate-
ly $14,500,000 for the fiscal year
ending Aug. 31. This is indicated
to amount to at least $9.50 per
share on common stock. Stock has
already earned $7.20 this year. Un-
official estimate would give company
one of its best years on record.

Eastman Kodak Co., in its report
rendered for the 24 weeks ended
June 12, last, shows net profit of

$11,475,066, including $58,773 profit

on sales of securities, and after de-
preciation and other charges. This
compares with net profit for the
corresponding period in 1936 of $8,-

081,870. Coincident with rendering
of report, company declared the
regular quarterly common dividend
of $2.

* * *

Other interesting items included:
Announcement that nearly 100 man-
agers, district managers and home
office executives of Skouras Thea-
ters will attend the three-day con-
ference which the circuit has set

to open at the Hotel St. Moritz to-
morrow Complaint of A. H.
Schwartz of Century Circuit to the
Department of Justice, which is

currently investigating, was de-
duced to have as its principal basis

inability to get ample first-run prod-
uct for his Flatbush and Jamaica
houses where Loew's and RKO are
his opposition .... With more than
50 theaters throughout the country
playing "continued first-runs,"
policy appeared to be forging ahead

. . . .Connecticut exhibs, meeting in

New Haven, decided to start a
court action testing statewide ban
on audience games .... Warner Bros,
circuit was reported prepared to

add nine new theaters to its setup
during the next few weeks. . . .

Agreement on wages and hours
was reached by major company ex-
change heads with 24 exchange em-
ployee unions throughout the coun-
try, leaving only pacts for New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles re-

maining to be worked out. Another
conference with N. Y. exchange
union is set for today, with expec-
tations expressed that agreement
will be successfully worked out .

Suits of Fox Theaters Corp. against
A.T. & T., W.E. and Erpi, were said

to be in process of settlement.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

period of years. He indicated that
he might reach an understanding
with Paramount to also make fea-

tures for that company abroad.

* * !•

F. W. Daniell, Australian film
man representing the Government
of New South Wales, arrives in

New York tomorrow on the Acqui-
tania to discuss with major com-
panies the question of compliance
with the New South Wales quota
act requiring U. S. distributors to
make pictures in that country. Gov-
ernment there has not been enforc-
ing the law.

* * *

Stars like Simone Simon and
Charles Boyer are affected by two
new rules adopted by the French
Motion Picture Producers Ass'n
providing that French stars must
accept contracts for only one for-
eign film a year and must agree
at the same time to star or co-
operate in one French film annually

. . City amusements department
in Mexico City ruled that film the-
aters there must charge at their

box-offices the admission rates that
appear in their advertisements, or

be penalized ... The new studios of
Establecimientos Filmadores Ar-
gentines have been opened, a cable
from Buenos Aires stated . . and
fi'om Berlin came word that Zeiss-

Ikon has perfected a new process
for making pictures in "relief."

Pascal Play's Premiere
Santa Barbara — Following its

world premiere here Thursday night,
"American Primitive," a three act
play by Ernest Pascal, author and
scenarist, began its run of public
performances yesterday.

B & K Take Another House
Downers Grove, 111.—The Tivoli,

under the management of Arnold
Lund, has transferred the house to

Balaban and Katz. Many improve-
ments will be made in the house,
which seats 1400.

PHILLY CHAIN TAX 4

DECISION IN FALL

(Continued from Page 1)

staying officials from collecting the
levy, which, once paid, cannot be
recovered later providing the law is

found to be unconstitutional. The
film company, whose case is being
handled by Wolf, Solis-Cohen, Block
& Schorr, Philadelphia attorneys,
will, in effect, stand by while the
grocery companies test the statute.

Start Bank Night Test Case
Through Connecticut Theater

(Continued from Page 1)

week with other money awards
throughout the State. This has
been pre-arranged with the knowl-
edge of the State's Attorney Boston
and local counsel for Bank Night,
and the theater management.

Warner Theater Men Are
Meeting in Philadelphia

(Continued from Page 1)

Goldberg. Ted Schlanger will pre-
side at the meetings, which will be
followed by a preview of "The Life
of Emile Zola."

42 Pictures Now in Work;
Warners Lead with Eight

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox with six. Columbia and RKO
are tied, with four each. Universal
is making three, M-G-M, Goldwyn,
and Republic two each. Selznick
International, Monogram, Katzman,
Conn are credited with one each.

Lucille Lund to Wed
Seattle—Miss Lucille Lund, form-

er baby Wampas star, of Buckley,
Wash., has announced her engage-
ment to Kenneth Higgins, Holly-
wood radio show producer and col-
lege sweetheart when both attended
Northwestern University prior to
Hollywood days. Marriage is to take
place in Hollywood late in August.
Miss Lund, a native of the Wash-
ington community, is vacationing
there.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Randolph Scott, prefers Southern fried

chicken and yams to all other dishes.

—PARAMOUNT.

M
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:M FINAL CONFABS

ON ERP1 AGREEMENTS

(Continued from Page 1)

ing agreement between Erpi and
major companies. Reduction in Erpi

revenue resulting from lowered

royalty payments by producers un-

der the new recording pact has been

offset by increased earnings from
Mirrophonic sales.

Rush Construction on Five

New Theaters in Chicago

Chicago—Plans by Essaness for

its projected Gold Coast Theater at

Walton and Rush Streets have been
withheld for the present, until con-

ditions become more settled. At the

present time there are two theaters

going up for Balaban & Katz, one

is the Maple theater at Maplewood
and Devon Avenue and the other

is the ABC on the West Side. The
H and E Balaban Corp. is rushing
the Esquire on the near North Side

to early completion and the War-
ner circuit is also pushing the con-

struction of the Rhodes on the
South Side, while the Joe Goldburg
Co. expect to have the Homewood,
which it leased last week to Jones
Linik & Schaefer circuit, ready by
the end of the year.

Sign Firm Moves
The Hollywood Signs Display Co.

has moved into new quarters on W.
50th Street, New York City, under
the management of Arnold Leap-
ard, formerly associated with the
American Display Co. It will han-
dle theatrical and commercial signs
as well as screen process work.

Schreiber Appoints Salsbery

Detroit—Ray Schreiber has ap-
pointed Leonard Salsbery, former
manager of the Ideal and Arcadia
Theaters for the Julius D. London
Circuit, as house manager of his
new Palmer Park, in Highland Park,
a suburb, which was opened last
week. The house has new Western
Electric Mirrophonic sound; carpet-
ing and all projection room equip-
ment supplied by National Theater
Supply; seats by American Seating;
stage equipment by Twin City
Scenic; air conditioning system by
American Refrigerating, and the
front signs and marquee by by Mc-
Namara Sign.

Dirty Work at Omaha
Omaha—Mike Roth, Columbia's ex-

ploitation man from Kansas City, and a

dozen friends drank cocktails at expense
of Leo Pillot, RKO exploiteer, at a

'"ical hotel. Pillot had arranged a deal
h a hotel man to serve cocktails

Jee with meals for a few days to bally-

hoo "Toast of New York" at the Bran-
deis. When Roth spotted the ads he
collected his party and paraded into

the hotel. He added insult to injury by
toasting Pillot with "It's All Yours,"
title of the picture he was in Omaha
working on.

• • • LONG SHOT three-year-old prophecy in this

unreliable kolyum miraculously comes through like a million

lookit just about three years ago to the day

we said referring to Charles de Grandcourt, then en

route to London to inject American technique into British pro-

ductions "If Charlie can't help a producer analyze the

stuff before shooting, we don't know anyone who can" ,

and look what has happened
T T

• • © THE OTHER nite they previewed Mister de Grand-
court's most ambitious effort "Victoria the Great," pro-

duced and directed by Herbert Wilcox and released in this

country by RKO-Radio which de Grandcourt wrote, and
technically supervised as we were saying, it was pre-

viewed the other nite before one of the toughest audi-

ences in the Youessay the 86th Street Theater in York-

ville the audience (as was their custom) was singing

and yelling to jazzy organ music and words on the screen

and yelling for more when without any pre-

vious announcement this sneak preview was flashed on 'em
cash customers could not have been in a less receptive

frame of mind
T

• • • WHAT HAPPENED? after several hundred
feet the audience quieted down and at the end they

gave the picture a spontaneous round of applause Bill

Boehnel, the hard-boiled crit of the World-Telegram was there

and said that it was one of the most remarkable demon-
strations of favorable audience reaction he has ever experienced

what we're getting at is this it took de Grand-
court three years to sell American production technique in Lon-
don and Herbert Wilcox was smart enough to back him
up and give him every facility HERE is the complete
answer to the British producer's problem of selling the Ameri-
can Market will they get it? Charles de Grand-
court is at present mulling over three offers from three major
American producers sure, you got it the Ameri-
can producers Caught On just like that

T
• • • THAT PHRASE (our own coinage) "It's

the Pops" has already been picked up by two other kolyumists
and used on the air three times in two nites pardon the

brag our friends have been supplying us with the check-
up stuff we didn't even realize we had walked into some-
thin'

T
• • • HAPPY BIRTHDAY to you Hal Home

you ungrateful mug, you never even sent us a present
on your birthday but Walter Wanger, his boss, did

two beautiful briar traveling pipes immediately every-
body was sending Hal pipes corn cobs, clay pipes

and one pal slipped him a piece of lead pipe most ap-
propriate, say we now figure that crack out, Hal
you're a smart guy

T T T
• • • LOOKING BACK on a swell party that one
GB threw Thursday nite at the Brooklyn Navy Yard for
the world premiere of Jessie Matthew's musical, "Gangway"

when the bus we were in tried to make the turn on the
way back from the U.S.S. Texas to the officers' mess hall

it was within an ace of going off the deep end of the dock in

the dark the gals aboard screamed one fainted
in Jerry Jerauld's manly arm the lucky dog
she was a pip a blonde

T T T
• • • HAPPINESS MONTH will be ushered in by
Columbia in September to inaugurate their new season with
five productions headed by "Lost Horizon" tie-ups with
national advertisers and the radio will help Columbia put over
the message of Happiness Month

« « « » » »

EXPECT PHILLY STAY

DECISION IN 1 WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)

urday. The distributor will file its

brief early this week, as will coun-
sel for the UMPTO and individual
exhibitors who are defendants in the
conspiracy action brought in con-
nection with the playdate strike and
picketing. No further hearings on
the case are scheduled.

5 Film Firms Chartered;

Two Companies Dissolve

Albany, N. Y.—Five new film

firms received New York charters
last week as follows:

Rochester Embassy Theater, Inc.,

Rochester; capital 100 shares no par
value stock; purpose, operate motion
picture theaters. Anne Elberger,
Philip Nelson, Harold Lessin, incor-
porators. Hyman Fisch, 1440 Broad-
way, New York City, attorney.
Eron Pictures, Inc., New York

City, capital 100 shares no par value
stock; purpose, deal in motion pic-
tures. Arthur Block, Mildred Block,
Samuel M. Segal, incorporators. R.
L. Cherurg, 381 Fourth Ave., New
York City, attorney.
Rugby Theater Corp., New Ro-

chelle, capital 200 shares no par
value stock; purpose operate mo-
tion picture theaters. Max J. Fink,
Edward Felder, Estelle Laskowitz,
incorporators. Max J. Fink, 60 E.
42nd St., New York City, attorney.
Jewish Productions, Inc., New

York City, capital $10,000; purpose,
deal in motion picture films, record-
ing, etc. Louis A. Charnow, Joseph
J. Feld, I. Franklin Feld, incorpora-
tors. Papers filed by Attorneys Al-
bany Service, Inc., 315 Broadway,
New York City.
Ambassador Pictures, Inc., char-

tered under Delaware laws with
capital of $2,000,000 in $1 shares,
New York City office, 1270 Sixth
Ave., Maurice Conn, president, has
filed a certificate of statement and
designation in the office of the Sec-
retary of State to enable it to do
business in New York State. Papers
filed by Hays, Podell & Shulman, at-
torneys, 29 Broadway, New York
City.

Certificates dissolving the corpo-
rate existence of Blue Ribbon Photo-
plays, Inc., and Intimate Theaters,
Inc., both of New York City, have
been filed in the office of the Secre-
tary of State by Alfred P. Walker,
Jr., attorney, 342 Madison Ave.,
New York City.

Gas—But No Water
Wauseon, O.—P. R. Tourney of the

local Princess Theater Is bemoaning a
tough "break." Workmen, digging on
his property adjoining the theater,
failed to strike water, essential to a
new air cooling system which Tourney
was having installed. Instead they
struck gas. The exhibitor was elated
at his good fortune,—until he found
out that the town has a gas franchise
and wouldn't buy his. Now to make
matters worse, he has to get water from
a distant source—at a cost of several
thousand dollars.
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EXPLOITETTES
Atlantic City Campaign on
"New Faces of 1937"

'TAKING advantage of the
beach location, Herbert Cope-

Ian and Sid Blumenstock, zone
and publicity managers respec-
tively for Warner Brothers
Theaters, Atlantic City, N. J.,

did a thorough job of exploiting
RKO Radio's "New Faces of
1937." Promoting a plug in the
editorial page of the Atlantic
City Press was one of the high-
lights of the campaign. The
beach and street stunts created
such great attention that the
police were on hand to handle
the crowds. Ad Accessories:
Excellent outdoor showing of
24-sheets; window cards and
200 taxis posted with bumper
strips; 20,000 napkins to res-
taurants and soda fountains.

Stunts: Radio tie-up. Public
address system in front of the-
ater, playing song hits from
the picture. Bannered boat pa-
trolled beach-front for three
days. On the beach a studio
piano and a saxaphone player,
ten beautiful girls with "New
Faces" lettered on low-cut
bathing suits attracted large
crowds. Claudo, "the mechani-
can man," worked with a duck
doing a "Joe Penner" on the
main street and with the girls

on the beach. He proved to be
a crowd stopper as he had a
great line of chatter.—Warner, Atlantic City.

Herman Cohen Exploits

"History is Made at Night"
A CONTEST based on the

"Jean Arthur of San Fran-
cisco" idea took the city by
storm in Herman Cohen's cam-
paign on Walter Wanger's
"History Is Made at Night" at

the United Artists theater, San
Francisco. Applicants tried on
one of Miss Arthur's gowns.
The winner was given a course
in modeling and featured in a
fashion show. The press gave
the stunt a big boost with
plenty of art and column space.
Cohen obtained a smash full-

page cooperative ad linking
Carrillo in chef's garb with re-

frigerator and also planted a
recipes competition with the
News, guest tickets being giv-
en as prizes. Night clubs con-
tributed another full-page co-
op ad. Radio plugs played a
big part in the campaign with
the dramatic critic of the Ex-
aminer giving the picture a
great advance build-up over
KYA and other stations using
the transcription. Fashion page
breaks, elaborate window dis-

plays including miniatures of
the production sets, a ballyhoo
truck, and liberal posting
rounded out the campaign.—U. A. Theater,

San Francisco.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Mexican Film Notes
Mexico City — "Ojos Tapatios"

("Beautiful Eyes"), Boris Maicon's
first effort on his own, went be-
fore the cameras this week at the
studios of Cinematografica Latino
Americana, S. A. (CLASA), with
Esther Fernandez and Jorge Velez
heading the cast and Maicon him-
self megaphoning. Carlos Amador,
long popular here as a Chaplin im-
personator, is readying his forth-
coming production, a two-reel
parody on Bustamente and de
Fuentes' "Alia en el Rancho
Grande" ("Way Down on Rancho
Grande"), the outstanding success
of the Spanish-language screen.
Having come out of his first direc-
torial job with colors flying, Rene
Cardona has been assigned to di-

rect Films Selectos' next, "El Hijo
de la Llorona" ("The Son of the
Wailing Woman"). His first direc-
tion was that on Cinematografica
Excelsior's "Don Juan Tenorio," yet
to be released. George P. Ballard,
Paramount's general manager in
Mexico, is recuperating from a seri-

ous illness which necessitated his
confining himself in the American
Hospital for a week. Max Urban,
German-born composer who does the
musical arrangements for most
Mexican-made pictures, has just
left for Hollywood for a stay of
three weeks during which time he
will study American film factories'

musical methods. Cinematografica
Excelsior's second production, "Aca-
bo de matar a una Mujer" ("I just
killed a Woman") is to go into

production next week at the Mexico
Films studios under Miguel Zacari-
as' direction. Andrea Palma and
Arturo de Cordova will pi^y the
leads.

Phonorhythmie Dubbing
Berlin—Herr Karl Robert Blum,

of the firm Blum & Co., GmbH, Ber-
lin, has developed a new process
called "phonorhythmie" by which it

is possible to produce sound films

in any number of languages using
only one sound strip. In this new
process sound and pictures are shot
separately. The text for all lang-
uages is recorded before the shoot-
ing of the pictures begins and the
pictures are then synchronized (by
a special procedure) with the sound
film. The sound is recorded in two
parts, one strip for the music and
noises and one for the langauge.
These strips are then mixed and
copied on the picture strip. The in-

ventor claims that by this method
it will be easy to replace a good
singer who is a poor actor by a
good actor, recording only the sing-

er's voice. It is also claimed that
by this method costs may be re-

duced by 25 to 30 per cent through
saving in materials, time and em-
ployment over the usual dubbing

methods. So far only short films
produced by this method have been
shown privately in Germany. A long
feature film, however, is in prepara-
tion which is intended to be pro-
duced in 11 languages.

Another for Annabella
London—Robert T. Kane has ar-

ranged for Annabella to appear in
another New World picture, "Let's
Go to Paris," before she leaves for
Hollywood.

Building Wave Continues
London — Despite country-wide

campaigns against overbuilding the
wave of openings sweeps on un-
checked, and judging by present
figures this year is likely to set up
a new record in this respect.

In addition to the launching of
Odeons at South Norwood, Crewe
and Dudley, the Union Cinema's
Ritz at Nuneaton, the Plaza, Black-
fen, near Bexley, the Danilo, Hinck-
ley, and Futurist, Nottingham, Ritz,
Tonbridge, and the Ritz, Grimsby,
for Union Cinemas; the Maypole,
Birmingham, Odeon, Penge and the
Embassy, Granton, Edinburgh.

Film About Rubens
Antwerp—This city proposes to

produce a motion picture dealing
with the life of its most famous
citizen, Rubens, the painter, the tri-

centary of whose death falls in

1940. M. Huysmans, mayor of Ant-
werp is seeking players and tech-
nicians for the production.

Complete "Sailing" Songs
London—Three of the songs for

the new Jessie Matthews musical,
"Sailing Along," have been com-
pleted by the Hollywood songhit
makers, Arthur Johnston and Maur-
ice Sigler, and are now being re-

hearsed by Miss Matthews and Jack
Whiting, her dance partner. The
.songs are "My River," "Souvenir
of Love" and "My Heart Skips a
Beat." "Sailing Along" is expected
to go before the cameras early next
week. Roland Young, who is im-
portantly cast, is expected over
from America shortly.

Union Adds 12 Theaters
London — Union Cinemas an-

nounces the acquisition of 12 more
theaters and sites for nine more.
Forty new theaters will be opened
before the end of the year, accord-

ing to an official statement.

New Z00-Theater Circuit
London— Ward's Theaters, Ltd.,

of which Harry Ward is the head,
announces the formation of a new
circuit of 300 motion picture the-

aters to be erected in small towns
throughout Great Britain. Theaters
will seat between 600 and 700 to-

gether with car parks. Sites, it is

stated, have been listed.

Words and Wisdom

"CACTS: The old belief that a movie
star can't last more than two

or three years has not died yet.

Facts, however, don't quite bear out
the legend. Hollywood is as full

of old timers as any business, and
there is no reason in the world why
a star should merely have a me-
teoric career and then fade rapidly
away.—EDMUND LOWE.

ASPIRATION: I don't want to

be a great film personality. I want
to be a good screen actress or noth-
ing at all. I don't want world-wide
fame. I do want satisfaction from
my work.—MARGO.

STIMULATION: I have always
attached myself to interesting

minds, to people who stimulate me
mentally and spiritually.—CAROLE
LOMBARD.

SHOWGIRL: I wish they'd for-

get this showgirl stuff when cast-

ing me because I'm sick to death
of playing in backstage romance.
This film business isn't my whole
life. I don't have to do it at all, but
I like working if I can have a

chance to put my best into it. —
RUBY KEELER.

FACTORY: I always work out

my ideas for a picture in my study

at home. To me, the actual studio

stage is a factory. The creative

side of production must be worked
out before the director enters the

studio at all.—ERNST LUBITSCH.

WORK AND PLEASURE: I al-

ways wanted to go on the stage. I

look on filming as a job of work,

and stage acting as a pleasure. I

can't help enjoying stage work
more, but I realize that films are

more important, and I don't ever

want to give up filming. — NOVA
PILBEAM.

FANTASY: It's so much easier

to describe a fantastic place in

words than in pictures. Half its

reality is suggested, the res)t isi

supplied by the reader's imagina-
tion. The moment you try to re-

alize fantasy visually, you are al-

most bound to shatter something.

—

FRANK CAPRA.

H

Hit

--:

FAME: Fame is not of your own
making, but something given you
by many people in return from what
they have got from you.—LUISE
RAINER.

1

i)

k

Strike Halts Remodeling
San Francisco—Work on Golden

State's Milano and Uptown Thea-
ters here, extensive remod^i;ng
jobs which are costing in excL >f

;

$100,000 each, is temporarily frL^ed

by the prevailing strike of plaster-

1

ers. It is anticipated that formal
opening of the two houses, origin-

;

ally scheduled for around Sept. 1,1

will not take place until the middle
of that month.
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Dick Powell, Fred Waring and

His Pennsylvanians in

"Varsity Show"
with Ted Healy, Rosemary Lane, Priscilla

Lane, Walter Catlett, Johnny Davis,

Buck and Bubbles.

Warner Brothers 120 Mins.

LAVISH MUSICAL WITH PLENTY OF
LAUGHS. SHOULD REGISTER STRONG
AT BOX-OFFICE.
A musical comedy with a lot of good

fresh-spirited entertainment and rollick-

ing fun, "Varsity Show" should register

strong. Ted Healy gets over some ter-

rific laughs, and songs that are only fair.

"Little Fraternity Pin" may be an excep-
tion. The story is the usual college musi-

cal type, but Jerry Wald, Richard Ma-
cauley, Sig Herzig, and Warren Duff, the

writers, have given it such sprightly dia-

logue, a wealth of gags, and well con-

trived situations that the piece is ever

delightful and interesting. The director,

William Keighley, injected a pace that

moves at top speed, and he handles mass
numbers in fine style. The finale was
contributed by Busby Berkeley. It is one

of those smash flag-waving affairs which
salutes many colleges. Waring's Band
should mean something at the box-office

as should the name of Dick Powell, even

though he hasn't too much to do. Johnny
Davis, with a distinctive style of song de-

livery should be well received, and Ted
Healy's line should go over big. Mabel
Todd, the campus comic, is paired with

him for a number of good laughs. Most
of the work is handled by members of the

Waring outfit which includes Rosemai/
and Priscilla Lane, the former serving in

the love interest and the latter carrying

the big feminine role. Dick Whiting and
Johnny Mercer wrote most of the songs.

Under Fred Waring's direction with Leo
Forbstein as advisor, the musical num-
bers are well presented. The production

is lavish and regular picture-goers should

find it most enjoyable. Walter Catlett's

moth-eaten ideas for the annual college

show is steering it directly into the flop

category. Dick Powell, an alumnus and
successful Broadway producer, is sug-

gested as the saving grace. The students

have gathered expense money, and having

weathered a very poor season, Dick is

interested. Returning to college, he and
his mug stooge, Ted Healy, go for the

college spirit in a big way. Catlett is

forever interfering and the students strike.

Dick feels that his leaving will straighten

things out, but the cast follows him to

New York where they put the show on
very successfully and Powell is reestab-

lished as an ace producer.

Cast: Dick Powell, Fred Waring and
His Pennsylvanians, Ted Healy, Rosemary
Lane, Priscilla Lane, Walter Catlett, Johnny
Davis, Buck and Bubbles, Sterling Hollo-
way, Mabel Todd, Scotty Bates, George
MacFarland, Poley McClintock, Lee Dixon,

Halliwell Hobbes, Roy Atwell, Ed Brophy,

Ben Welden, Emma Dunn.
Associate Producer, Lou Edelman; Di-

rect
jj

William Keighley; Authors, War-
rerl J^ff, Sig Herzig; Screenplay, Jerry

Wald, Richard Macaulay, Sig Herzig, War-
ren Duff; Cameramen, Sol Polito, George
Barnes; Editor, George Amy; Music and
Lyrics, Dick Whiting and Johnny Mercer.

Direction, High Quality. Photography,

Fops.

Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

"Double or Nothing"
with Andy Devine, Mary Carlisle, Wiliiam

Frawley, Fay Holden, Samuel E. Hinds,

William Henry, Benny Baker.

Paramount 90 Mins.

TUNEFUL MUSICAL WITH SOLID
STORY AND CLEVER SPECIALTIES. WILL
PLEASE STARS' FANS.

This will please the Crosby fans and the

picture has more story than the usual

musical comedy. Theodore Reed did a

good job of directing. Boris Morros was
in charge of the musical direction. Crosby's

best number is "The Moon Gets In My
Eyes," by Arthur Johnson and John Burke,

who also wrote "All You Want To Do Is

Dance," "It's The Natural Thing To Do"
and the title song. Burton Lane and Ralph

Freed furnished "Listen My Children And
You Shall Hear," for Martha Raye, and
"Smarty," while Sam Coslow and At Siegel

contributed "It's On, It's Off," for Miss
Raye. It's her old strip-tease number
and when she hears it she cannot resist

divesting herself of her clothes. A clever

novelty is a sing band of 30 voices, which
effectively reproduces instrumental music.

Heading the specialities are the teams of

Ames and Arno and the Calgary Brothers,

the former scoring with a knockabout adagio

dance and the latter with their pantomime.
Frances Faye works with Crosby and Miss

Raye in one number. Mary Carlisle is the

love interest opposite Crosby. Crosby,

Martha Raye, Andy Devine, a tramp, and

Wiiliam Frawley, reformed swindler, return

purses containing $100 bills. An eccentric

millionaire's will directed that 24 purses be
scattered about, with the persons return-

ing them to be given $5,000 each. The
first person doubling the money legitimately

within the following 30 days is to be

given the rest of the estate. If no one
accomplishes this, the estate is to go
to the deceased's brother, Samuel Hinds.

Many complications ensue, but Mary Car-

lisle, daughter of Hinds, falls in love with

Crosby, who wins her and the estate.

Cast: Bing Crosby, Martha Raye, Andy
Devine, Mary Carlisle, William Frawley,

Benny Baker, Samuel E. Hinds, William

Henry, Fay Holden, Bert Hanlon, Gilbert

Emery, Walter Kingsford, John Gallaudet,

Harry Barris, Charles Irwin, Frances Faye,

Tex Morrissey, Alphonse Berg, Ames and
Arno, Ed Rickard, Steve and Andre Cal-

gary.

Producer, Benjamin Glazer: Director,

Theodore Reed; Author, M. Coates Webs-
ter; Screenplay, Charles Lederer, Erwin.

Gelsey, John C. Moffitt, Duke Atterbery;

Editor, Edward Dmytryk; Recording En-

gineers, Charles Hisserich, Don Johnson:

Musical Director, Boris Morros; Music and

Lyrics, Burton Lane, Ralph Freed, Arthur

Johnston, John Burke, Sam Coslow, Al

Siegel; Cameraman, Karl Struss; Dance
Director, LeRoy Prinz.

Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.

Judd Names Booker
Des Moines—Leslie Rhoden has

been appointed booker of the Mono-
gram Des Moines office by Mana-
ger F. E. Judd. Rhoden was asso-
ciated with Judd for almost three
years in Des Moines with Midwest
Film Distributors and Republic Pic-
tures Midwest.

Loretta Young and Don Ameche

"Love Under Fire"
20th Century-Fox 70 Mins.

LIGHT AND AMUSING ROMANTIC
COMEDY THAT WILL PLEASE AUDI-
ENCES.

George E. Marshall's comedy training

as a director does much to make this

opus amusing. Scripters Gene Fowler,

Alien Rivkin and Ernest Pascal provided

some good gags and comedy situations.

Walter Hackett's play, the basis for the

picture, is thin, familiar material. Loretta

Young does yeoman service, while Don
Ameche is competent opposite her. Bor-

rah Minnevitch and His Gang, and E. E.

Clive contribute many laughs. Loretta and
Don arrive in Spain on the same train.

They become acquainted and show much
interest in each other. Loretta learns that

Don is a Scotland Yard man and he dis-

covers that she is wanted for a jewel

theft in England. He is ordered to bring

her back to England just as the revolution

breaks out. To aid in the complications,

Spanish rebels are searching for a costly

diamond necklace that has been stolen.

After much excitement, Loretta and Don
board an old freighter bound for England.

It is overtaken by a Spanish gunboat, and

Frances Drake, who has smuggled the

jewelry out of Spain, gives a fake neck-

lace to the rebels. Don learns that Lor-

etta was the dupe of an unscrupulous

employer, and the romantic pair are mar-

ried at sea.

Cast: Loretta Young, Don Ameche, Bor-

rah Minnevitch and his Gang, Frances

Drake, Walter Catlett, John Carradine,

Sig Rumann, Harold Huber, Katherine de

Mille, E. E. Clive, Don Alvarado, Georges

Renavent, Clyde Cook, George Regas,

Claude King, Francis McDonald, David

Clyde, Egon Brecher, June Torena, Holmes
Herbert, George Humbert.

Executive Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;
Associate Producer, Nunnally Johnson; Di-

rector, George Marshall; Author, Walter

Hackett; Scieenplay, Gene Fowler, Allen

Rivkin, Ernest Pascal; Cameraman, Ernest

Palmer; Art Director, Rudolph Sternad;

Sound, Jospeh Aiken, Roger Heman; Mu-
sical Director, Arthur Lange.

Direction, Peppy. Photography, Okay

SHORTS
"Bury the Hatchet"

Columbia 19 mins.
Noisy Fun

Featuring Monty Collins and Tom
Kennedy, whose families live in ad-
joining houses and are fighting all

the time. One of the squabbles
winds up with a broken window, and
Monty offering Kennedy's kid 50
cents as a bribe to get a new pane
of glass before his old man hears
about it. The kid uses the coin in-

stead to buy a ticket at a theater
offering a free house and grounds
to some lucky winner. Junior's ticket
wins. Then Monty and Kennedy
both claim the prize. So each fam-
ily moves in to occupy the prize.
The fun with the two families try-
ing to live together grows boisterous
and rough, ending in the house being

ft ft

On Such a Night"
with Grant Richards, Karen Morley,

Roscoe Karns, Eduardo Ciannelli.

Paramount 71 Mins.

ROUTINE MELODRAMA, BASED ON
FLOOD DISASTER HAS FAIR SHARE OF
SUSPENSE.
The Mississippi flood is used as the

basis for an average program melodrama.
Many of the scenes are quite spectacular,

and E. A. Dupont, the director, has in-

jected the sort of suspense that main-

tains interest. Although the cast is sub-

ordinated to the flood, Alan Mowbray's
work as a gabbing magician is very en-

joyable, Eduardo Ciannelli is again the

sinister gangster, and a newcomer, Grant

Richards, presents a personality worth

watching. Other major roles are effectively

handled by Karen 'Morley, Roscoe Karns,

Milli Monti, Esther Dale, and Robert Mc-
Wade. The river stuff is a credit to the

photographer, Charles Schoenbaum, and

Fred Jackman, the special effects tech-

nician. Doris Malloy and William Lipman

did the screenplay from a story by Morley

Cassidy, S. S. Field, and John Klorer.

While shielding his wife, Karen Morley,

Grant Richards is railroaded to the chair

by his former partner in crime, Eduardo

Ciannelli. On the night that Grant is to

die, because of menacing floods, he is

transferred to another prison. Enroute he

escapes. His wife, Ciannelli, and a re-

porter, Roscoe Karns, are on their way to

the execution when Karen finds her hus-

band at a Red Cross camp. In running

away, they come to Robert McWade's
mansion, where they are followed by

Karns and Ciannelli. When the waters get

a little too high for his well being, Cian-

nelli's cowardice forces him to confess his

crime. A levee is pushing water up against

the mansion, but Grant heroically swims

to it and blows it up.

Cast: Grant Richards, Karen Morley,

Roscoe Karns, Eduardo Ciannelli, Milli

Monti, Alan Mombray, Esther Dale, Ro-
bert McV/ade, John Alexander, John

Wray, Frank Reicher, Jim Marcus, Ruth

Robinson, Paul Fix, Philo McCullough, Etta

McDaniel, Eddie Anderson, Bernice Pilot,

Lew Payton.

Producer, Emanuel Cohen; Director, E.

A DuPont; Author, Morley F. Cassidy, S.

S. Field, John D. Klorer; Screenplay, Doris

Malloy, William Lipman; Cameraman,
Charles Schoenbaum; Editor, Ray Curtiss

Direction, Good. Photography, Skillful

Gets Honorary Post

Ruth Weisberg, vice-president in

charge of welfare for the Warner
Club, has been re-elected an hon-
orary governor of the West Coast
Studio branch of the Warner Club.

Reopening Bridgeport House
Bridgeport— The American, in-

creased to 900 seats and redecor-
ated by Alvin Studios, will be offi-

cially reopened on August 26. The
theater is a Strand Amusement
house.

pretty well ruined. The payoff is

the decision of the judge that neither
has won the house, as Junior is un-
der age and not entitled to the prize.
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HOLLYWOOD
"VWTLLIAM Berke, new executive

produced for Maurice Conn, has
purchased three untitled westerns for

Kermit Maynard. The stories were
written by Ridgeway Callew, George
Plympton and Lew Kingdon. An-
other western, a musical, has been
bought by Conn and is being shaped
up for Gene Austin for October pro-

duction. Conn also has a new pic-

ture for Pinky Tomlin, "Gentlemen
Must Live," which follows "Thanks
for Listening," on Tomlin's sched-

ule. "State Trooper" has been set

as the next Frankie Darro picture,

the screenplay of which has just

been completed by Joseph O'Don-
nell and Stanley Roberts.

T T

Principal Productions has pur-

chased three songs for an untitled

Smith Ballew starring vehicle,

which will go into production Aug.
20. The numbers are "Stars Over
the Desert" and "On The Sunny
Side of the Rockies," by Roy Ingra-

ham and Harry Tobias; "Roll Along,
Ride 'Em Cowboy, Roll Along," by
Lyle Womack and Lew Porter.

"Boots and Saddles" will also be

sung by the star. Dan Jarrett is

writing the screenplay.

T T T

Fred Scott, cowboy star appear-

ing in Jed Buell Prods., is the father

of a baby girl, Helen May, born

Aug. 7.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 126 • • •

CIDNEY LANFIELD. Director. Native of Chicago. Quit University of Chi-

"^cago to troupe. Perhaps the most logical man to direct musicals as he
holds the distinction of being a pioneer in the type of music—jazz—with which

he works. A member of the "Dixieland Jazz
Band" which secured an engagement at Reisen-

weber's, New York. After the first number,
the manager wanted to throw the band out

bodily. Al Jolson happened to drop in at the

crucial moment and saved the men their jobs

by telling the manager that his orchestra was
providing something new and unusual. While
playing in vaudeville in Los Angeles in August,

1926, was hired by Fox Studios as a gag man,
and has remained there ever since. He soon

became an assistant director, and later a di-

rector. A good pianist, at one time was en-

gaged in making records and piano rolls. Married
to the one time movie star, Shirley Mason, by
whom he has one child, a daughter born in

1931. Hobbies, swimming and golf. Stands, 6.

Hair, black. Eyes, brown.

Shirley Deane, 20th Century-Fox
contract actress, moved several

steps nearer stardom yesterday
when chieftains of the Westwood
studio assigned her to head the
supporting cast in Jane Withers
next starring vehicle, "45 Fathers."
The film will go before the cameras
within the next 10 days.

T T T

Bryant Washburn was yesterday
assigned a role in "The Westland

Case," which Larry Fox and Irving
Starr are producing at Universal
City.

Ginger Rogers, RKO Radio star,
will have the leading role in the
Hollywood transcription of "Hav-
ing Wonderful Time," current
Broadway comedy by Arthur Kober,
it is announced by Pandro S. Ber-
man, who will produce the picture.

Paramount yesterday gave a con-
tract to Ginger Manners, young
singing comedienne who gained
prominence as a stage and night
club entertainer in New York and
Brooklyn, her native city. She will
make her film debut in "Thrill Of
A Lifetime".

r r

Irene Crane, who has been sing-
ing stand-in for Grace Moore in her
previous Columbia pictures, has
been assigned by Columbia to sing
in the operatic scene from "Martha,"
which is part of the story of Miss
Moore's forthcoming starring pic-

ture, "I'll Take Romance".

"Sh! The Octopus!" new Warner
Bros, comedy, was finished yester-
day.

T T T

"Lamer Than Life," a Cosmopoli-
tan Magazine story by Joseph
Schrank which Warner Bros, bought
some time ago, will be Frank Mc-
Hugh's next picture. The screen
play has been written by Schrank
in collaboration with Robertson
White. Lewis Seiler will direct.

Our Passing Show: Leo Carrillo,

Harry Sherman, Jean Parker, Andy
Clyde, Robert Barrat, Ralph
Ravenscroft, Lesley Selander, Rus-
sell Hayden, Eugene Strong, Nor-
man Rivkin, Sherman Rose at the
preview of "Hopalong Rides Again."

.

* * * NEWS of the DAY * * d
New Haven — Philip Gravitz,

Metro booker, suffered head abra-

sions and a fractured wrist, when
his automobile recently collided

with another car on the Post Road
near Clinton.

Branford, Conn.—Peter Parokas,

Palace, New Britain operator ,and

his two sons were among the party

thrown into the water, when Paro-

kas' 42 foot cabin cruiser, "Happie"

struck Mermaid Rocks off Lan-

phiar's Cove. The party was res-

cued by residents of the Cove and

the boat beached.

Chicago—More than 100,000 pa-

trons attended the seven day shows
at the Chicago Theater last week,

which Martha Raye headlined.

There were a total of 36 deluxe

appearances in which Martha ap-

peared. House records established

during the past several years were
busted by the week's business.

Chicago—Federal Sales Company
line of premiums for theaters is

now being represented by Arthur
Ungerman, who has several states

to cover.

Chicago—Lee Simansky of Mid-
west Theater Supply is back on the

job after his recent illness.

Chicago — Indiana Illinois The-
ater circuit, Rose and Manta man-
agers have added the Fox Theater,
La Porte, making 19 houses in the

circuit.

Columbus, O.—Since citizens of

Bellefontaine, O. seem to have a
decided preference for band con-

certs, and not so many moving pic-

tures, the free movies sponsored
by local merchants have been dis-

continued and further band con-
certs planned.

Columbus, O.—Secretary of State
William Kennedy has incorporated
the following: Burton Amusement
Co., Cincinnati, for 100 shares no
par, by Lozer Kobat, Alice E. Wet-
zel, Anne F. Bogotay, and B. B.

Goldman; and Drexel Amusement
Co., Columbus, 250 shares no par,

by M. H. Earhart, T. E. Coleman,
and Dale D. Rapp.

Bremerton, Wash. — Seating 400
the New Grand has opened at Cal-

low Ave and Sixth. Carl Shantz,

for the past two years operating
the old Grand, is manager.

Brattleboro, Vt.—Nathan E. and
Samuel Goldstein have purchased
the White & Wilkins block on Main
St., which adjoins the site of a new
theater being erected by Goldsteins.
Revenue stamps indicate the price
to be $30,000.

Cincinnati — Andy Niedenthal is

remodeling the Evanston Theater,
Cincy, with a new modernistic por-
celain enamel front, a new marquee
and signs.

Shawano, Wis. — The Shawano
theater has been redecorated and
recarpeted and its canopy modern-
ized as well as new electric display
frames and changeable lighting
wall fixtures installed

Superior, Wis. — Minnesota
Amusement Co. has reopened it"

modernized Palace after being dark
for six weeks. The house has been
thoroughly renovated, including new
seats, sound and lighting effects.

Harvey C. Buchanan is manager of

the Palace,

Winona, Minn.— Al Roisner is

remodeling his theater, including
the installation of a new air con-
ditioning system.

Harrisburg, Pa.—A $22,000 cool-

ing system was recently installed

in the Colonial, of which Jack
O'Reav is manager. It was installed

by the York Ice Machinery Co.

Louisville—"The Good Earth"
playing a return engagement
Loew's Theater.

Louisville—"The Road Back" is

being held over for a second week
at The Strand.

Louisville — "Saratoga" whicl,

broke all records at Loew's and also

at the Broadway, is being held oven
for its second week at The Brown

II

Louisville—George Hunt, mana
ger Loew's Theater, has gone on
his vacation.

L )

Lincoln, Neb.—Stage shows- are
due to start here about Sept. 4 at

the Orpheum. Kenny Mead is the
manager and Bob Wintersteen his

assistant. They will run week-:

ends, three and four day stands.

!

m-~
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n SituationZukor Will Study English Quota

LAUNCHlYING COMBINED PARAMOUNTPRODUCT

Technicolor Will Act on Stock Increase Plan Thursday

Stockholders Notified of Spe-

cial Meeting For Action

on Plan

Technicolor notified stockholders
"fyesterday to attend a special meet-
ing Thursday, at noon, to vote up-
on amending the certificate of in-

corporation to authorize increasing
the amount of stock from 1,000,000

to 1,500,000 shares, without par
value, all of which would be com-
mon shares and none of which would
be subject to any right of preemp-
tion by the stockholders.
Kalmus said:

"Some years ago your company
adopted a policy of inviting some of

(Continued on Page 3)

'

i

2 MORE ROADSHOWS

PLANNED BY WARNER

Warner Bros.-First National is

'planning to roadshow two specials,

in addition to "The Life of Emile
Zola." "Tovarich," based on the
Broadway stage success, and "Ad-
ventures of Robin Hood" will both
be given this treatment.

Fleischer Artists Authorize

Union to Act for Them

At an election held yesterday
under the auspices of the National
/Labor Relations Board to determine
whether or not the Commercial
Artists & Designers' Union should
represent artist employees of the
Fleischer Studios as collective bar-

(Continued on Page 4)

Mystery of the Ben Golder Philly Report Solved

What became of the Ben Golder report into the Philadelphia zone double feature

situation—a film industry mystery which has caused a lot of speculation—was cleared

up by Golder himself yesterday at a meeting of the UMPTO. About two years ago,

in the midst of the case testing legality of film contract provisions banning dual fea-

tures, the Ex-Congressman was named a friend of the court to do some probing. Noth-
ing happened by way of a report month after month. Golder yesterday explained

that the Dept. of Justice stepped in and asked him to wait for them. He is still wait-

ing, Golder stated.

EXTENSION OF ABFD,

GN DEAL COMING UP

Extension of the British distrib-

uting arrangement between Asso-
ciated British Film Distributors and
Grand National joint production in

London and distribution here by
Grand National of A B F D prod-
uct, will be taken up at conferences
in Hollywood with Edward Alper-
son, GN president, it was learned
yesterday by Reginald Baker, chair-

( Continued on Page 3)

Warner Zone Managers

To Hold 2 More Meetings

In addition to the meeting today
in Philadelphia of Warner theater
managers in that zone, a similar
conclave of the company's district

theter managers of the Southern
Ohio territory will also be held to-

day and tomorrow at the Nether -

( Continued on Page 3)

FRED J. DEMPSEY,

IATSE EXEC, DIES

The funeral of Fred J. Dempsey,
secretary-treasurer of the IATSE
for the past six years and an of-

ficial of the organization since 1919,
who died Sunday at his home at Ocean
Bluff, Mass., of a heart attack, will

take place tomorrow from the home
of his sister, Mrs. Moore, at 104
Geneva Ave., Dorcester, Mass. Sev-
eral IATSE officials will fly from
Seattle where they are attending a

(Continued on Page 26)

Philly UMPTO Decides To
Survey Exhibitors on

New Proposal

Philadelphia—Steps towards for-
mation of a buying combine on Par-
amount's new season product were
taken by the UMPTO at a meeting-
yesterday when it was decided to
survey exhibitors on the proposal
which was brought into the session
by Dave Barrist. Under the plan,
a committee of three would handle
negotiations on the buying.
New Jersey Allied is considering

a similar move, it was stated.
That the strike against Para-

(Continued on Page 26)

PROBE INlOOKLYN

Para. Closes Four More
Film Deals With Circuits

Paramount has closed four more
1937-38 product deals with circuits,

including about 20 Loew out-of-New
York houses. Other arrangements
made under supervision of Joe
Unger, Eastern division sales man-

(Continued on Page 3)

" Home of Roadshows
Warner Bros, is planning to per-

manently operate the Hollywood, now
housing "Life of Emile Zola," as a de
luxe roadshow theater, open to all pro-
ducers. Company feels that its size,

(it seats 1,350), location and equipment
makes it ideal for this purpose. In-
cidentally, "Zola" has sold out at every
performance so far, states Warners.

Zukor Sailing From N. Y. Aug. 25

To Examine Eng. Quota Production

Denies Leave to Intervene

in RKO Reorg. Plan Move

Federal Judge Francis Caffey yes-

terday denied a motion by preferred

stockholders of Orpheum Corp. for
leave to intervene in the RKO reor-
ganization and to direct RKO to
cause the Orpheum Corp. to file a

(Continued on Page 26)

Arriving in New York yesterday
from Hollywood, Adolph Zukor, pro-
duction head of Paramount, told

The Film Daily that he will sur-

vey conditions in England from the
angle of production there in con-
nection with the proposed quota
law. He sails from New York Wed-
nesday, next week, on the Queen
Mary.

While in New York, Zukor will
(Continued on Page 26)

Informal investigation by Leo J.

Hickey, Assistant U. S. Attorney in

Brooklyn, of a conspiracy charge
against major companies made by
Century Circuit will continue for at
least two months before action is

(Continued on Page 26)

Nat'l Screen Plans Meets
At New York and Chicago

National Screen Pre-Vues and Na-
tional Screen Accessories will hold
conferences at the Park Central Ho-
tel, New York, Aug. 24 and 25, and

(Continued on Page 3)

Robb & Rowley "Interview"
The following is alleged to be an

interview with Harold Robb and Ed
Rowley, as they s*ood at Sardi's inti-

mate bar yesterday noon:
Trade Paper Reporter: "How is busi-

ness with the Robb & Rowley outfit?"
Robb: "Fine!"
Rowley: "Terrible!"
T. P. R.: "Are you planning to get

any more houses?"
Robb: "Yes."

Rowley: "No!"
T. P. R.: "How long do you ex-

pect to be in New York "

Robb: "Until Wednesday."
Rowley: "Until Thursday."
Trade paper man collapses.
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Coming and Going

FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 27% 27y2 27% + %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 31 30'/2 30y2 — Y4
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 12% 12V2 12% — %
East. Kodak 198 194i/

2 198 + %
do pfd 158i/

2 1581/z 158i/
2 +

Gen. Th. Eq 25% 25 V4 25% —
Loew's, Inc 82% 82y4 82% —
do pfd 1053/g 1053/s 105% —
Paramount 23% 23% 23% —
Paramount 1st pfd.. 162% 162% 162% +
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 21% 21 21 —
Pathe Film 10 93/4 93,4 ..

RKO 8% 8% 83/i
—

20th Century-Fox . . 373/4 37% 37% —
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 60V2 60% 60% ..

Warner Bros 15% 15% 15% —
do pfd

V*

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 993/4 993/4 — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .100% 100 100 — %
RKO 6s41 110% 110% 110%
Warner's 6s39 95 943/4 943,4 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 3% 3% 3%
Sonotone Corp 2% 2% 2% + %
Technicolor 34 32% 34 + 1

Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% + %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 11 12%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 953A
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 71 73
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6/4s 1st '43.... 52% 54%

JOHN D. CLARK and BILL CLARK have re-
turned to New York from Montreal.

SYLVAN HARRIS returned to New York yes-
terday following a vacation at Washington.

HAROLD ROBB and ED ROWLEY are in
New York from Texas with plans for remaining
10 days.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager of
Warner Bros. Theaters; GRADWELL SEARS,
Warners' general sales manager, and S.

CHARLES EINFELD, director of advertising-pub-
licity, are in Philadelphia today where they
will address the annual general meeting of the
managers and executives of that zone.

E. V. DINERMAN of RKO Theaters, Cin-
cinnati, has arrived in New York for a vaca-
tion.

WINFIELD ANDRUS of THE FILM DAILY
has gone from New York to Vermont for a
vacation.

BILL DANZIGER of M-G-M returned to New
York yesterday from a two weeks' vacation
in Maine.

CHARLES BOND of the J. E. BRULATOUR
office has returned from a brief vacation.

HARRY GOLDBERG, national director of ad-
vertising for Warners theaters, left yesterday
to attend district theater managers meetings
this week in Cincinnati and Cleveland, and re-
turns to the home office Friday.

HERB MORGAN of M-G-M's publicity staff
has left New York for a vacation at Cape Cod.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK, Gaumont director, sails

from England tomorrow for New York aboard
the Queen Mary, accompanied by his wife,

the former Alma Reville, scenarist, and his

son.

LUCILLE RYMAN, Universal talent scout,

left New York last evening for Denver by
plane.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Warner Bros, ad-
vertising manager, left New York yesterday
for Detroit to supervise campaign there on
"The Life of Emile Zola."

HOWARD WINNER, cameraman assigned by
Universal to cover events at Shanghai, China,
arrived there yesterday from New York.

LEO P1LLOT has just arrived in New York
from the Mid-West where he exploited RKO
Radio's "The Toast of New York" in Omaha,
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

MIRIAM HOPKINS left New York yesterday
for Hollywood by plane.

JIM O'LOUGHLIN returns to New York to-
morrow from Canada.

HUBERT VOIGHT leaves New York tomorrow
for the Coast.

_.

DOROTHY HALL sails from New York Thurs-
day on a Bermuda trip.

CHARLES CASANAVE has returned to New
York from Chicago.

FRED JACK, Warners' southern district man-
ager, arrived in New York yesterday from
Dallas for home office conferences.

REGINALD BAKER, chairman of the board
of Associated British Film Distributors, left

yesterday for Hollywood.

J. LEARY of Universal, left by plane last

night for Oklahoma City.

ERIK PALMER leaves by plane for Holly-
wood tonight.

A. REOCH, head of the RKO real-estate
department, returned yesterday from a two-
week vacation in Maine.

SAM RUBENSTEIN of Lloyds Film Storage
and Progress Film Library, arrived yesterday
by boat after a five weeks' business and
pleasure trip in California.

Eddie Cantor Elected Headi
of New Radio FederatH-

Ace Gets Pictures

Ace Pictures Corp. announced yes-
terday completion of deal with Ches-
terfield Pictures Corp. whereby the
latter will distribute eight Tom
Keenes, eight Tom Tyler westerns,
12 action pictures and one Bill Cody
Sr. and Jr. in the St. Louis terri-

tory. Nat Saland, president of Ace,
and Robert Taylor of Chesterfield's

St. Louis offices, represented their

respective organizations in the deal.

Four Big Ones for B'way
A quartette of new features rated as

unusually strong attractions, will oc-
cupy Broadway screens during the week
of Aug. 24. They are: "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938," Radio City Music Hall;
"Dead End," Rivoli, "Varsity Show," the
Strand, "Topper," the Capitol.

"Storm" Stops Biz

New Orleans — Theaters were
without power to operate everything
from cash machines to projectors

and cooling systems here Saturday
afternoon after a thunder shower
occurred.

Hold Rogers Memorial
The second annual memorial ser-

vice marking the anniversary of
the deaths of Will Rogers and Wiley
Post in an airplane accident at Point
Barrow, Alaska, two years ago, were
held on Sundy night at the Broad-
way Methodist Episcopal Temple.
Lionel Adams of the Lambs Club
delivered a eulogy on the late actor.

See Loew After House
Loew is reported negotiating to

take over a new house being con-
structed at Bergen and Montgom-
ery Streets in Jersey City.

Sons For Neepers
A son, Donald Andrew, has been

born to Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Neeper
and weighed in at seven pounds and
three ounces.

"Gangway" for Roxy
"Gangway," Jessie Matthews mus-

ical, opens at the Roxy on Friday
for its world premiere.

Funeral For Weaver
Funeral services were held yes-

terday afternoon at 3 p.m. at the
Universal Funeral Chapel, 597 Lex-
ington Ave., for William Weaver,
42, theatrical costume designer, who
died Saturday at Beekman Street
Hospital after a brief illness.

Marry in Mexico
West Coast bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Marie Brown, 26,

feminine lead in local presentation
of "Brother Rat," was married to
Barry Sullivan at Tia Juana, Mex-
ico, on Friday.

Booked For Rialto

Jack Holt's latest picture, "Roar-
ing Timber" will open a New York
Premiere engagement at the Rialto
on Thursday.

"Topper" Opens Thursday
"Topper" has its New York pre-

miere at the Capitol for one week
starting Thursday.

Eddie Cantor was yesterday elect-
ed president of the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists at the first
meeting of the national board. Five
vice presidents were elected, includ-
ing Helen Hayes, Lawrence Tibbett,
Norman Fields, Jascha Heifetz and
James Wallington. Lucille Wall
was chosen recording secretary and
George Heller, treasurer. Charters
were granted to the New York and
Los Angeles locals. Executive sec-
retary will be named at the next
meeting on Aug. 23. The national
constitution was adopted and signed
by the members.

Thirteen film players including
such stars as Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny, Bing Crosby, Dick Powell
and Grace Moore on the board of
directors of the federation which
has launched a nationwide drive to
organize performers in radio. Others
on the board are Edward Arnold,
Phil Baker, John Boles, Frank Chap-
man, Warren Hull, James Melton,
Osgood Perkins, Lanny Ross and
Rudy Vallee.

"U" Files SEC Report
Washington Bureau oj THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Universal Pictures

Co. has filed a SEC statement show-
ing Universal Corp. of Wilmington,
Del. holding 228,927 shares of com-
mon stock and an acquisition of 40
shares in 8 per cent cumulative 1st
preferred with 20,000 shares of 2nd
preferred. A. J. Guerin, director
of International Cinema Inc., filed a
report for July, 1936, showing hold-
ings of 1 share of common stock
while Regan Day, Inc. disposed of
40,000 shares leaving a total of 200,-
000. Trem Carr of International
Cinema also filed a report for 1936
showing 1 share held by him in com-
mon stock.

Resuming Criterion Talks
Conferences on a deal bringing

Paramount into partnership with
the Criterion will be resumed in
New York this week between Y.
Frank Freeman, head of the major
company's theater department, and
B. S. Moss and Harry Charnas.
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6N DEAL COMING UP

(.Continued from Page 1)

man of the board of A B F D. Baker
leaves for the coast today.
Baker said that joint production

by Grand National and A B F D
might entail sending some Amer-
ican players to London but that A B
F D would provide all the necessary
financing. Baker hopes to extend
distribution of A B F D product
through Grand National here. G N
originally contracted to take two
A B F D pictures and has taken
five more. A B F D distribution deal
with G N for Great Britain has an-
other year to run.
Baker expects to return from the

coast early in September.

Warner Zone Managers

to Hold 2 More Meetings

(Continued from Page 1)

land-Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati and
on Thursday and Friday, Northern
Ohio theater managers will meet at
the Warner offices in Cleveland.
Harry Goldberg, national director
of advertising for Warner theaters,
left the home office yesterday to at-

tend both the Cincinnati and Cleve-
land confabs.

Para. Closes Four More
Film Deals With Circuits

(Continued from Page 1)

ager, are with the Malco circuit, op-
erating 45 houses in Tennessee and
nearby states; Wilmer & Vincent,
covering 25 theaters in Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia and other states and
Mike Kallet, who operates 15 up-
state New York houses.

Currently Paramount is working
out a deal with the Robb & Rowley
circuit to provide pictures for nearly
50 theaters.

"Firefly" Roadshow Dates
M-G-M has booked "The Firefly"

for roadshow dates at the Commun-
ity Theater, Saratago Springs on
Aug. 24, and at the St. James, As-
bury Park, on Aug. 26, in addition
to four roadshow bookings previous-
ly announced.

I

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Joan Crawford won't have trees

planted in the backyard of her Brent-

wood home. She likes the clear view

from her bedroom window.
—M-G-M.

V
• • • APPLAUSE you can hear it at every per-

formance of "The Life of Emile Zola" at the Hollywood theater
on Broadway not the desultory and perfunctory applause
that sometimes greets an outstanding screen attraction

when Muni, as Zola, recites his famous "J'Accuse" speech in the
newspaper publisher's office, there is a round of spontaneous
applause and again at the conclusion of Zola's dramatic
address to the jury in the courtroom scene there is another
heavy burst of applause then at the end there is a real

ovation tendered the film a remarkable tribute to a great
picture

© WAR STUFF . Charles Ford, editor of Univers-
al Newsreel has received word that his chief cameraman
in China, George Krainukov, was wounded in the battle in

Shanghai on Sunday Krainukov lives in the French set-

tlement two blocks away from the Carthay Hotel when
the bombing started, he took his camera and went out to the
street to get as much action stuff as he could, and was hit in

the head by a bit of shrapnel three weeks ago in Peiping,
Krainukov had a camera shot out of his hands

T T
• • • CRASHED for the first time in its history
the Indianapolis News allows its front page to carry a plug for

a picture contest the credit goes to Art Baker of the Cir-

cle aided by Ben Cohn, the RKO Radio exploitation man
in that territory the promotion was on "The Toast of
New York" four hours after the early editions were on
the streets, the theater received 280 contest entries

T T
• • • PRICE TILT due to a really constructive and
natural exploitation stunt referring to the tour of HII,
the water buffalo touring the country on behalf of Metro's
"Good Earth" .....'. Hii as an actor having personally appeared
in the production among others inaugurating an advance
price admission was the Texas Consolidated Theaters
quite a few theaters have boosted prices with this attraction
plugging the show

• • • COMEBACK anent that box in the H'l ole

paper yesterday about Mike Roth at Omaha slipping one over
on Leo Pillot when he grabbed free cocktails for himself and
pals on Leo's restaurant stunt for the "Toast of New York"
plug now Leo comes back with the crack that Mike had
to buy dollar dinners for his friends to get the free cocktails

. so-o how is Mike going to explain that item on his

Columbia swindle sheet?

• • • MODELS on parade the Professional Models of
New York will do the party honors this afternoon at the
Promenade Cafe in Rockefeller Plaza for Joan Bennett
"for glorifying their craft" in "Walter Wanger's Vogues of
1938"

T T
• • PREMIERE showing of two pictures at the

1937 Williamstown Institute of Human Relations to be
held at Williams College in Massachusetts from Aug. 30 to
Sept. 3 under the auspices of the National Conference of Jews
and Christians one of the pictures titled "This Thing
Called Tolerance" was produced at the RKO studios with the
cooperation of H. L. Gumbiner and Sol Lesser the cast
refused to accept salaries for their work, and the studio donated
the sound stage and lights

T T
• • • SPECIAL PRESSBOOK on shorts .. .rather a
novelty turned out by Warners for the Floyd Gibbons'
series, "Your True Adventures" there is an elaborate na-
tional tie-up with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet a wealth of ex-
ploitation suggestions, publicity stories and art work
Sid Rechetnik handled a workmanlike job

TECHNICOLOR TO ACT

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

its customers to become financially

interested in its business by grant-
ing options to these customers to

purchase stock of your company,
which options were conditional up-
on obtaining a certain guaranteed
volume of business from these cus-
tomers. Under this plan your com-
pany has made contracts with sev-
eral outstanding producers and is

looking forward to extending this

arrangement to include a number of

others. This plan has alrealy pro-
vided a substantial amount of cap-
ital and is intended to provide the
capital necessary to finance the
growth of your business, and be-
cause the options are conditional
upon production of pictures that
plan is designed to safeguard against
the issuance of the additional stock
covered by the options except as
the volume of your company's busi-

ness increases. To date all options
under this plan have been granted
at the market price of the stock at
the time of arranging the accom-
panying contracts for production of

feature pictures."

Nat'l Screen Plans Meets
at New York and Chicago

(Continued from Page 1)

at the Drake, Chicago, Aug. 27 and
28 to discuss new season plans and
developments. About 35 members of
the organizations will attend the
New York session and approximate-
ly 40 the Chicago meeting. George
Dembow will be in charge of the
proceedings.

Announcement will be made of a
new-type sign suitable for all

houses.

Company is opening its new Des
Moines branch Aug. 20 and its

Washington office Aug. 23. House-
warming parties will be held on
opening days in both cities. Up to

this time, Washington business has
been handled out of New York and
Des Moines from Chicago. Chick
Friedman heads Des Moines while
Arthur Jacobson will be in charge
at Washington.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

American films for Indo-China ate

shipped into the country from France

where they are dubbed in French.
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I'C Mf Reviews o$ the View TUvm ft

"Broadway Melody
of 1938"

starring Robert Taylor, Eleanor Powell

with George Murphy, Binnie Barnes, Buddy

Ebsen, Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Robert

Benchley, Willie Howard

M-G-M 115 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
POWERFUL BOX-OFFICE MUSICAL

STUDDED WITH FINE ROMANCE, DANC-
ING AND COMEDY.

This is a grand load of entertainment and

should click handsomely at the box office.

It has a bright, cheery atmosphere, splen-

did dancing, romance and comedy. Roy

Del Ruth's direction is tops, while Jack

Cummings rates credit as the producer.

Robert Taylor and Eleanor Powell, head the

cast, and, of course, do excellent work,

but the picture gives George Murphy and

Judy Garland their best opportunities to

date and they register strongly. Grand

trouper Sophie Tucker scores, too, and de-

livers her popular "Some of These Days."

Charles Igor Gorin sings two operatic arias

in splendid voice. Buddy Ebsen, Billy

Gilbert, Willie Howard, Robert Benchley,

Barnett Parker, Robert Wildhack, with his

sneezing routine, and Helen Troy handle

the comedy material effectively. Nacio

Herb Brown and Arthur Freed furnished

five songs, with "Yours and Mine1
' and

"Everybody Sings" scoring solidly. Jack

McGowan and Sid Silvers wrote the origi-

nal story and McGowan the screenplay.

Dave Gould deserves praise for the dance
direction and William Daniels for photog-

raphy. Eleanor Powell is given the lead-

ing role in the Broadway musical, which

Taylor is producing, with Raymond Wal-
burn as the backer. Walburn's wife, Bin-

nie Barnes, is jealous of Eleanor, and at

the last moment forces her husband to

withdraw his money from the show. How-
ever Eleanor's horse wins a big race, and
she turns over the purse to Tayior, so that

the show can go on.

Cast: Robert Taylor, Eleianor Powell,

George Murphy, Binnie Barnes, Buddy Eb-

sen, Judy Garland, Sophie Tucker, Charles

Igor Gorin, Raymond Walburn, Robert
Benchley, Willie Howard, Billy Gilbert,

Charles Grapewin, Barnett Parker, Helen
Troy, Robert Wildhack.

Producer, Jack Cummings; Director, Roy

Del Ruth; Authors, Jack McGowan, Sid

Silvers; Screenplay, Jack McGowan; Lyrics

and Music, Nacio Herb Brown, Arthur

Freed; Dance Director, Dave Gould; Musi-

cal Direction, Georgie Stoll; Musical ar-

rangements by Roger Eden; Art Director,

Cedric Gibbons; Gowns by Adrian; Montage
effects, Slavko Vorkapich; Film editor,

Blanche Sewell; Cameraman, William

Daniels.

Direction, Tops Photography, Fine.

Standard Leases Property
Green Bay, Wis.—Standard The-

aters Co., Milwaukee, operators of
the Bay, Orpheum and Strand The-
aters here, has leased property in
the Gray Block on the city's west
side. It is reported the property
will be remodeled for a theater.

"Hopalong Rides

Again"
with William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell

Hayden, Harry Worth, Nora Lane, William

Duncan, Lois Wilde, Billy King.

Paramount 65 Mins.

EXCELLENT, EXCITING WESTERN,
BEAUTIFULLY PHOTOGRAPHED. BEST

OF SERIES TO DATE.

The best and classiest of all the Hop-

alongs is this one. Some grand locations

have been so beautifully photographed by

Russell Harlan that they can rank with the

finest in outdoor work. With a well woven

plot which provides for a spectacular cattle

stampede, the dynamiting of a mountain

side, fast riding, gun-play, and other West-

ern action ingredients, besides a slight

romance, one is always interested in the

piece. Lesley Selander's direction main-

tains an air of suspense which never al-

lows for a let-down, and with the cast

performing in grand style, this Western is

an Ace. William Boyd is again the per-

sonable gentleman of the cattle country,

whose very presence gives one the feeling

that everything is under control. Windy,

George Hayes, is still the grand old man,
and Russell Hayden carries on capably as

the other member of the triumvirate. A
youngster, Billy King, is introduced. He
is the sort of kid who wants to get into

things and should be well liked. As the
smooth, slick villain, Harry Worth is very

good, and Nora Lane shows up nicely in one
of the two feminine parts. The screen-

play and dialogue were written by Norman
Houston. Harry Sherman, the producer,

and Ralph Ravenscroft, who was in charge
of production, have come through with an
outdoor production which ranks tops. Hop-
along (William Boyd) is commissioned to

drive a herd of cattle to the railroad cen-
ter. Harry Worth, a scientist and brother
of Nora Lane, the woman Hopalong cares

for, is told about it. When Windy sees
him hauling dynamite, he becomes sus-

picious, but Hopalong will not hear of it.

There has been trouble on the trail during
previous years, and the first day out, a

mountainside explodes, destroying many
of the cattle. Assisted by Windy and
Lucky (Russell Hayden), Hopy arranges
things so that the outlaws are brought
out from their mountain haunts. Worth
is discovered to be the leader of the band,
and while he is trying to escape carrying

a case of dynamite, a bullet causes an ex-
plosion which kills him, his sister being
spared the ordeal of knowing his true

identity.

Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Rus-
sell Hayden, William Duncan, Lois Wilde,
Billy King, Nora Lane, Harry Worth, John
Rutherford, Ernie Adams.

Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Lesley
Selander; Author, Clarence E. Mulford;
Screenplay, Norman Houston; Cameraman,
Russell Harlan; Editor, Robert Warwick.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Standout.

"Riders of the Dawn"
starring Jack Randall

Monogram 55 Mins.

GOOD ACTION WESTERN WITH JACK
RANDALL A PERSONABLE STAR WHO
CAN ACT AS WELL AS FIGHT.

Jack Randall, the new western ace for

Monogram, has the advantage of being quite

obviously an intelligent and mannerly lad

as well as a handsome big fellow who can

handle himself in a scrap and also ride

well. So with these unusual assets he

should go far in the horse operas. Posing

as a notorious gunman, Two-Gun Gardner,

who has been ordered out of the state

after being released from prison, Preston

gets into the confidence of the under-

cover leader of the gang that is terrorizing

a nearby cow town. Warner Richmond,

who plays the role of the leader, has Ran-

dall appointed sheriff in order to further

his schemes, little realizing that he really

is a marshal. The hold-up of the stage

coach proves a flop, for Randall has seen

to it that the girl at the express station

ships out an empty trunk. The gang
leader starts to grow suspicious of Randall,

and then the real Two-Gun shows up, and

there is staged a battle between the two
rivals right in the street of the town. Two-
Gun is killed, and then the posse arrives

to clean up for law and order. As the

gang escapes in the coach with the gold

shipment, the chase leads to the desert,

and there a pitched battle winds up the

gang, as the under-cover marshal cap-

tures the leader.

Cast: Jack Randall, Warner Richmond,

George Cooper, Peggy Keys, Frank Hagney,

James Sheridan, Earl Dwire, Lloyd Ingra-

ham, Ed. Brady, Ella McKenzie, Forest

Taylor.

Director, R. N. Bradbury; Screenplay,

Robert Emmett; Cameraman, Bert Longe-

necker.

Direction, Fast. Photography. Good.

Hold Over "Good Earth"
Minneapolis — "Good Earth" has

been held over at the Minnesota for
the second week. This is the sec-
ond time in the theater's history
that a picture has been held over.

"Artists" Breaks Record
Paramount's "Artists And Mod-

els" has set a new record at the
Paramount at Seattle, beating the
two-year figure set with "Waikiki
Wedding", the distributor stated
yesterday. Picture is now in its

second week.

Premium Biz Increases
Detroit—Business has shown a

notable percentage of increase over
1936 for the summer, Lou Berg,
manager of the Metro Premium Co.
here, reported yesterday.

Bomes Installs Cooling Plant
Providence — Samuel Bomes has

installed a cooling system in his
Liberty here. His Hollywood the-
ater in East Providence has been
operating Saturdays and Sundays
only during summer months.

"Annapolis Salute'
with James Ellison, Marsha Hunt,

Harry Carey, Van Heflin

RKO Radio 65 Mir
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING, WELL ACTED NAVAL ACA
DEMY STORY THAT SHOULD BE WE
RECEIVED BY FANS.

This is the type of entertainment tha

should please audiences generally. It is

service picture done with real authenticity

and deserves plugging. James Ellison doe:

convincing work in the leading role, while

'Marsha Hunt is decorative and appealing

as the love interest opposite Ellison. Van
Heflin gives a very good performance and
Arthur Lake furnishes most of the comedy.
Harry Carey is especially effective as Elli-

son's father. Ann Hovey and Dick Hogan
are among the principals. Director Christy

Cabanne, veteran in guiding service yarns,

turns in a sweet job of directing. Robert

F. Sisk rates credit as the producer. John
Twist furnished a splendid screenplay, based

on Cabanne's original story. Ellison, a

midshipman at Annapolis, is the son of

Carey, who has his heart set on Ellison

winning a commission. Heflin, also a mid-

shipman, is at Annapolis simply to please

his father, but is not interested in the

training. Ellison and Heflin are bitter

rivals and both are in love with Marsha
Hunt. However, when Ellison becomes in-

nocently involved in a scrape, Heflin comes
to his aid. The picture closes, with Elli-

son winning Marsha.

Cast: James Ellison, Marsha Hunt, Harry
Carey, Van Heflin, Ann Hovey, Arthur
Lake, Dick Hogan, Marilyn Vernon, John
Griggs.

Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Christy

Cabanne; Author, Christy Cabanne; Screen-
play, John Twist; Cameraman, Russell

Metty; Editor, Ted Cheesman.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Fleischer Artists Authorize

Union to Act for Them

(Continued from Page 1)

gaining agent, the union received
all of the 74 votes cast and claimed
the right to represent the workers
because it had received more than a
majority of all votes.
Nearly all of the votes were cast

by members of the Commercial
Artists & Designers' Union who
have been on strike at the Fleischer
Studios for three months. A total
of 128 artists, of which 72 have been
on strike, were eligible to vote it

was stated. Fifteen of the ballots
cast for the union are being held
aside until it is determined whether
the voters were illegally discharged
for union activities, as claimed by
the union.
The voting was held over the "po-

test of Max Fleischer. Acc<( ).g

to the union, Fleischer posted\—no-
tice in his studios asking his em-
ployees not to vote in the election.
Apparently many of them obeyed.
Twenty-six out of 30 animators

refused to take part in the election,
according to Arthur Krim of Phil-
lips & Nizer, counsel for Fleischer.
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Book it Now
Advertise it or

Your Prograiti

\

c

n

580 Feet of

Glamorous
Entertainment!

The trailer on "Broadway Melody of 1938" is

being booked by showmen as part of their pro-

gram and is being advertised just like a Short Sub-

ject. It was produced from an original script an S

made at the M-G-M Studios just like a full-length

feature. On the next page is the scenario itself!



READ THE SCENARIO AND THEN SCREEN
THIS SHORT-SUBJECT-TRAILER AT ONCE!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Presents

ROBERT TAYLOR
as

"THE PRESS AGENT"
This is a montage of a little of everything that goes into the daily

life of a press agent. The montage closes with a stock shot of a

big city room . . . over which is superimposed the floor dial of

an elevator showing the elevator's rise from ground level to the

eighteenth floor. Just as the montage ends we dissolve to the

doors of the elevator and ROBERT TAYLOR exits and walks

across the office building hall to a door.

(He approaches the door on which is lettered: "EDITORIAL
ROOMS")

Taylor goes through the door into a reception room where we
find HELEN TROY at a switchboard:

TAYLOR:
I'd like to see the motion picture editor ... if

you don't mind . . .

The girl is all a'twitter—she has an idea . . . and yet

TROY:
Why certainly, mister . . . Gee . . . Why. . . . Right

through that door . . . Gee . . . But you look like

Robert Taylor . . .

TAYLOR:
I am Robert Taylor.

(He starts through the door on which is lettered "MOTION PIC-
TURE EDITOR") Beyond Taylor we see the editor at his desk. This

is an ultra modern office
—class written all over it . . . Smartly-framed

pictures of film stars adorn the walls.

EDITOR:
Bob Taylor! Well . . . This is something . . .

Usually we fellows have to chase the stars . . .

Now . . . You turn Press agent!

TAYLOR:
Bill . . . It's like this . . . I'm so enthusiastic about
"Broadway Melody of 1938". . . It's so chock-full

of entertainment... It has so many great players...

That I've asked permission to tell theatre-goers

. . . Through your newspaper . . . That it's the

greatest musical M-G-M ever made . . .

and off-screen we hear

You'll be hearing

BILL:

That's fine But Show me!

TAYLOR: {Opening a brief case . takes a picture from it . . . and
tosses it atop the Editor's desk.

)

(As Taylor tosses the still . . . we cut to a close insert . . . in action .

of Taylor's hand completing the toss . . . and the still in full view hit-

ting the Editor's desk. This still is an actual blown-up frame of the

scene we are going to reveal. The camera trucks down on the still until

it fills the screen.)

(Over this still we hear Taylor off-screen:)

Here she is! The Queen o' Taps . . . ELEANOR
POWELL . . . And with her George Murphy . . .

My rival for Eleanor's affections . . . I'm not
doing so well in my pursuit of Eleanor . . . But . . .

George is "feelin like a million"!

(Here the still comes to life . and Eleanor and George do a bit from
"Feelin Like A Million".)

TAYLOR:
Here's another picture ....

(Now he tosses another still upon the desk .

Taylor:)

Ever hear of Judy Garland?
plenty about her from now on. And that grand
trouper who needs no introduction . . . Sophie
Tucker. The 'man with the lolly-pop is Barnett

Parker . . . among the funniest! Sing, Judy, Sing!

(Still comes to life and the three sing a bit from "EVERYBODY
SING")

TAYLOR: (Excitedly)

That's enough, Judy, we have other pictures to

show.

(Taylor picks up the picture . . . and tosses another still on the desk . . .

. . this time he places the still upright against a desk lamp . . and we
truck up on the insert from the eyes of the Editor)

TAYLOR: (Over still truck-up)

Three guesses—but you'll only need one of them!

It's lanky, loose-jointed Buddy Ebsen . . . dancier

than ever

—

(After Ebsen does part of the routine . . we "freeze" the action . .

and Taylor picks up still . . . puts it away . . . and removes four or five

stills from the briefcase one at a time tossing them on the desk . . )

TAYLOR:
You'll never forget Robert Wildhack . . . The
"Snorer" of last year's "Broadway Melody"!
Here's Charley Grapewin—he's always good for

a laugh—Billy Gilbert "stops the show" every

time he's on . . . And here now . . . I've got so

many pictures I almost forgot Robert Benchley.

Hold on there "Snorer" I'm going to give you
all a chance!



(Continuing the Scenario of the ShortSubject -Trailer ROBERT TAYLOR as "THE PRESS AGENT")

(Now we utilize a jour-way split screen . . . giving each of these four

players about five or six feet of pantomime action ... the stills have

been so placed on the editors desk as to place the four in exact screen

proportions to allow this trick)

(Taylor scoops up the four stills. In the shuffle of pictures . . . Bob drops

one . - . the Editor picks it up . . . Bob reaches for it . . . Editor holds

it away—

)

EDITOR:
What's this?

(It is the picture of Bob and Eleanor in the swing on the roof.

)

TAYLOR:
I didn't mean to show you that one . . .

(And this picture comes to life . . . Bob and Eleanor sing—

)

(at the end of the song . . .)

EDITOR:
So . . . you sing a song of romance . . .

(Bob lets the line go by . . .)

TAYLOR:
Here's another picture . . . Hold on Bill ... I seem

to be in that one too . . . You see it's like this . . .

I've just finished telling off Binnie Barnes . . . who
is Raymond Walburn's quick-tempered horse-

racing wife . . . But she had it coming to her . . .

And now big butter-and-egg-man Walburn is

about to tell me off!

[Still comes to life for telling-off scene)

EDITOR:
Okay, Bob! What about Charles Igor Gorin—

1

understand M-G-M has a great new singing find

in this young man!

TAYLOR:
Right you are! Take a look!

(Still comes to life for a bit of the song in the Barber Shop)

EDITOR:
And isn't Willie Howard in it?

TAYLOR:
I'll say he is

You or me?
. But who's the press agent . . .

EDITOR:
Okay . . . I'm back in character. But you've got

me talking about "Broadway Melody"

TAYLOR:
And now just a peek and that's all . . . The big

number . . ."Your Broadway and Mine". Eleanor

Powell tapping . . . George Murphy dancing . . .

Sophie Tucker torching . . . Charles Igor Gorin
and Judy Garland singing . . . Buddy Ebsen shuff-

ling . . . and the Whiteway Beauties in Cello-

phane—well—see for yourself.

(Big number)

EDITOR:
What a show ... I'd call it next year's biggest

musical . . . Todayl

TAYLOR:
And you're not wrong . . . That's what every-

body's going to say about "Broadway Melody of
1938". See you opening night!

EDITOR
Thanks, Bob! I've got enough material for eight-

een front page banner lines.

TAYLOR: (As he exits from the door . . . with editor slipping paper

into typewriter . . .)

What do you mean eighteen banner lines . . . I'd

say a hundred and eighteen!

(As Taylor exits he bumps bang into Sophie Tucker . . . dressed in

the smart suit she wears in the "EVERYBODY SING" number.

She. . .too. .. is carrying a brief case... just about to enter the Editor's

office!)

TAYLOR:
What . . . You, too!

TUCKER: (With a big take . . .)

Scooped . . . again!

(Fade out]

At the end . . .to sock home the title and the cast—
Title cards reading—
TITLE— 1:

IT WILL SET THE PACE FOR FIVE YEARS TO COME
TITLE—2:

"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"

TITLE—3:

COUNT YOUR LUCKY STARS
TITLE—4:

ROBERT TAYLOR
ELEANOR POWELL
GEORGE MURPHY
BINNIE BARNES
BUDDY EBSEN
SOPHIE TUCKER
JUDY GARLAND
CHARLES IGOR GORIN
RAYMOND WALBURN
ROBERT BENCHLEY
WILLIE HOWARD
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
ROBERT WILDHACK

TITLE—5:

"BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture—Directed by Roy Del Ruth

;
- :,_

•

You've read the copy! NOW (g
:

Ji SEE THE TRAILER! A GREAT
ADVANCE PLUG FOR M-G-M's
BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
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TIMELY TOPICS
Young Actress Finds Screen
Acting the Most Difficult

CCREEN acting is by far the

greatest and most difficult art.

It is a complex composite of all

the other arts. In screen work
literature, stagecraft, painting,

sculpture, poetry, music all are
intricately welded together. The
very broadness of the screen's

scope makes subtleties more vi-

tal and a thousand times more
difficult.

Aside from production differ-

ences and difficulties, the ac-

tress' viewpoint and technique
must undergo a tremendous re-

adjustment for screen work.
On the legitimate stage, she

plays to the first and last row,
and must exaggerate and fre-

quently overact to reach both.

For the screen, there is only one
row—the camera, which magni-
fies any over-emphasis.
Another great difference is the

fact that motion pictures appa-
rently are made without regard
to story sequence. Whereas on
the stage the player achieves
a continuity of emotion, the mo-
tion picture production schedule
virtually disregards this build-

up.
If a certain group of actors

are to be used only in certain se-

quences, these scenes are made
consecutively without regai'd to

emotional and plot evolution, to

eliminate as many people from
the payroll as possible.

The result is that the actress
must project herself into each
mood with no preliminary build-

up whatever.
One really outstanding advan-

tage of the screen, however, is

the fact that retakes can be
made of any badly done scene.

Thus, only the perfected inter-
pretation is seen by the audience.
After all this perfection is the
goal of all art.—Muriel Roberts.

A Director Talks on
The Director and the Actor

A CTORS need a guide, to see

the mistakes they can't see
themselves, and to relate their
performances up to the rest of
the picture. But the actor must
do the work himself, and the di-

rector must respect his feelings.
I can only help.

Feeling is all-important in
screen acting. That's why I'd

rather direct film-trained actors

Jhan those with superb stage
echnique—except in such a rare

case as Walter Huston, who can
switch completely from one me-
dium to the other at a minute's
notice. He's a marvellous man
to work with. There's complete
understanding between us.
Of course, there's one advan-

tage of directing a man. You
can usually say "That was
lousy, old man," and no hard
feelings. If you said it to an
actress she'd probably burst in-

to tears!
I don't want to write my own

stories. I can't write. But I

like to work with the writer all

the way—not dictating. It

should be absolute co-operation,
so that often you can't tell

whose idea it was, because it

came about as the result of the
fusion of two minds. I'd like

to make a writer-director team
like that with Lillian Hellman.

People say they don't want to

be made to think. But they go
to the pictures to be made to

feel. And if they feel deeply
enough that starts them think-
ing. In the end that's what
counts in a picture, more than
what you put in or leave out,

what you make people think.

From a producer all I want is

generosity and the sense to buy
good material.—William, Wyler.

Says Fix 100% Better
Than in Silent Days
'"THE motion picture today has

developed so rapidly that
there isn't a single picture be-
ine: released at the present time
which might be termed "only
fair" which would not have been
a masterpiece in the silent days.
In other words, pictures today
are almost a hundred per cent
better than they were in the si-

lent days and they must keep
increasing in perfection because
the public's taste in entertain-
ment is fast being sharpened
and audience are becoming
more and more critical. In the
silent days acting was in pan-
tomime and consequently exag-
gerated to the point of being
"hammy." The method of tell-

ing a story on the screen was
entirely different, and we have
progressed to such a degree to-

day that the modern program
picture is a classic as compared
to the old time epics.—George Marshall.

Ohio Wages-Hours Statute

Becomes Effective Thursday

Columbus—Affecting the film in-

dustry to an extent as yet undeter-
mined, Ohio's new law regulating
the hours of employment of women
and minors becomes effective Thurs-
day.

In addition to forbidding employ-
ment of children under 14 on the
stage of any theater, the statute re-
quired a six-day, 48-hour maximum
week for all females and all bovs
under 18. It further restricts the
working hours of females under 21
and boys under 18.

EXPLOITETTES
Youngstown's Erie R.R. Execs.
Help Exploit "Toast of N. Y."

CINCE the dynamic climax of

"The Toast of New York",
bursts with the grim duel for

control of the Erie Railroad

between Cornelius Vanderbilt

and Jim Fisk, Edward Prinsen,

manager of Youngstown's Pal-

ace Theater centered his cam-
paign around this railroad.

With the co-operation of Frank
Leonard, RKO Radio exploiteer,

he had the entrance and wait-

ing room of the Erie Railroad

Station festooned with ban-

ners. Incoming passengers had
the idea planted instantly that

this picture of the gaudy Amer-
ican days was something
Youngstown wished them to en-

joy. Further exploitation of

this angle consisted in an edi-

tor of a local paper interview-

ing an Erie official, with, of

course, the right reference to

the picture. Equally effective

was the tieup with the Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs. The
president of this organization

contacted the head of each club.
She in turn appointed commit-
tees to phone every club mem-
ber within a radius of fifty
miles, boosting "The Toast of
New York." On a different
tack, Prinsen got the big Mc-
Kelvey store to window-display
dresses as "Toast of New York
Gowns." Display cards in the
principal stores rounded out a
fine exploitation job.—Palace, Youngstown, O.

Bryon Linn's Campaign
On "Woman Chases Man"
QUTSTANDING stunts of

Bryon Lin's campaign on
Samuel Goldwyn's "Woman
Chases Man" at the Capitol,
Scranton, Pa., consisted of a
ballyhoo wherein a woman and
man staged a chase on stilts

through the main streets, an
eight column strip planted for
two successive days in the Tri-
bune and a full-page feature
in two neighboring town pap-
ers. Linn grabbed all the
empty store windows with ar-
resting compo displays, several
complete windows of the lead-
ing merchants jand plastered
the local sheets with coop ads
giving the picture and play-
date central billing. Campaign
regarded as most effective
staged in Scranton in some—Capitol, Scranton, Pa.
time.

A-

"Scotch" Exploitation for
"Wee Willie Winkie"

F. GILLASPIE, press agent
of the Fox Theater, San

Francisco, tied in heavily with
Scotch sentiment for a week-
long ballyhoo preceding screen-
ing of "Wee Willie Winkie" at
the 5,000-seat Fox West Coast
house. A street car was hired
by the day and sent around
town plastered with cut-outs of
Shirley Temple in scenes from
the 20th-century Fox picture.
Phonograph records of Scotch
bagpipe music were played from
the car. Advertising space in
the dailies was heavy.—Fox, San Francisco.

Detroit Campaign for
"Knight Without Armor"
SUPPORTED from every an-

gle, Alexander K o r d a ' s

"Knight Without Armor"
opened with a smash campaign
organized by David Kuhn, man-
ager of the Madison, Detroit,
and his assistant, Lou Young.
The newspapers gave the pic-

ture a fine send-off with ad-
vance art, features, roto place-
ments and fashion build-ups.

The suburban press used a num-
ber of two and three-column
mats with the leading foreign
paper carrying the serial. Kuhn
grabbed more window space than
had been devoted to any picture

in a long while, placing elab-

orate displays of Dietrich and
Donat in the most important
corners in the city. Practically

every store of any significance

contributed its best space to

the picture.—Madison, Detroit.

A

Geo. J. Jones Goes Co-operative
For "Stella Dallas" Campaign

SERIES of cooperative ads,

the lineage of which com-
pletely dominated the local

press for an entire week, fea-
tured the campaign of man-
ager George A. Jones of Loew's
here on Samuel Goldwyn's
"Stella Dallas." He started the
ball rolling with a classified ad
contest topped by a 40 inch ad
plugging a large head of Bar-
bara Stanwyck and followed
this with a number of smaller
ads. Beauty salons, specialty
shops, chain stores, restaurants
and drug stores all fell in line

to give the stars and the pic-

ture the most comprehensive
support seen in this city in sev-
eral years. —Loew's, Richmond.

Install Amplifier
Deland, Fla. — A new amplifier

and other equipment has been add-
ed to the Athens as a part of its

remodeling program, according to
manager F. H. Bell.
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Title Release Date

A Lawman is Born (Rep.) 6-21-37
FD. 6-28-37: Johnny Mack Brown. Iris

Meredith
Adventures of Tom Sawyer. The (UA)
Tommy Kelly, Ted Limes, E. Patterson.

W. Brennan 9-17-37
Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic) . .6-24-37
FD: 6-29-37; Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.

African Holiday (Pearson)
Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th-Fox) .10-29-37

Eddie Cantor, Louise Hoviek
Angel (Para.) 10-1-37

Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall
Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37: Jane Withers, Robert Kent

Annnpolis Salute (RKO) In Prod.
FD: 8-17-37; James Ellison. Marsha Hunt

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) .. .6-26-37
FD: 6-18-37; Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Anything: for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox, Judith Bar-

rett
Artists and Models (Para.) 8-12-37

FD: 8-5-37; Jack Benny, Gail Patrick
As Good as Married (Universal) 6-9-37

FD: 5-20-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan
Atlantic Flig-ht (Mono.) 8-25-37

Dick Merrill
Back in Circulation (FN) 9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37; Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Backstagre (GB) 4-15-37
FD: 8-12-37; Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy,

Tillie Losch
Bad Guy (M-G-M) 8-20-37

Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray
Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set

Dick Foran
Bank Alarm (GN) 6-25-37
FD: 6-4-37: Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37: Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37: Harry Baur. Arnie Dueaux

Behind the Headlines (RKO) 6-14-37
FD: 6-3-37: Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behind the Mike (U) 9-26-37
Judith Barrett, John King;

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) In Prod.
B. Stanwyck. Herbert Marshall

Between Two Women (M-G-M) 7-9-37
FD: 6-29-37, Franchot Tone, Maureen

O' Sullivan
Big: City (M-G-M) , 9-24-37

Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer
Big: Shot, The (RKO) 7-23-37
FD: 7-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Cora Wither-

spoon
Big: Show, The (Rep.)
FD. 6-24-37; Gene Autry, Kay Hughes

Black Aces (Universal) 9-5-37
Buck Jones, Kay Linaker

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 7-14-37
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine McKin
ney

Blazing Sixes (W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Blonde Trouble (Para.) 8-6-37
FD: 8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny
Downs

Boothill Brigade (Rep.) 8-2-37
FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 10-8-37

Smith Ballew
Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37

Ken Maynard
Border Cafe (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37
FD. 6-27-37; Rochelle Hudson, Brian
Donlevy

Borneo (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson

The Bride Wore Red (M-G-M) 9-10-37
Crawford-Tone.-Robert Young

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) .8-13-37
FD: 8-17-37; Eleanor Powell, Robert

Taylor

Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37
FD; 1-15-37; Dolly Haas. Emlyn Williams

Buckaroo (Para)
Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt

Bulldog Drummond at Bay (Rep.) . . .8-31-37
FD: 7-23-37; John Lodge, Dorothy

Mackaill
Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Para.)

9-24-37
John Howard, Louise Campbell

By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.
Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

Title Release Date

Cafe Metropole (20th-Fox) 6-7-37
FD: 4-29-37: L. Young. T. Power. A.

Menjou
Californians, The (20th-Fox) 7-16-37

FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie
Weaver

California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .6-2-37
FD: 4-16-37: John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
FD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-25-37
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew. Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen (U) 9-26-37

Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox
Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)

6-6-37
FD: 8-10-37; Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)
6-21-37

Warner Oland, Katherine De Mille
Charlie Chan on Broadway (20th-Fox)

10-22-37
Warner Oland, Keye Luke

Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37
Lucille Page, Lew Parker

Confession (Warner Bros.) 8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter

Come On, Cowboy ! (Republic) 6-24-37
FD.: 6-21-37; R. Livingstone, R. Corri-

gan. M. Terhune
Conquest (M-G-M) 10-8-37

Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Damaged Goods (GN) 6-16-37
FD: 6-24-37; Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry
Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.

Frfid Astttirs

Dance, Charlie, Dance (W. B.) 8-14-37
Stuart Erwin, Glenda Farrell

Danger—Love at Work (20th-Fox) . 10-15-37
Simone Simon, Jack Haley

Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.) 8-1-37

Don Terry. Rosalind Keith
Dangerous Holiday (Rep.) 6-31-37
FD: 6-25-37: Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper

Dark Journey (UA) 7-2-37
Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh

David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37
Will Rogers, Louise Dresser

Dawn to Dusk (Advance) 9-15-37
Margaret Morris, Bill Edwards

Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 6-11-37
FD: 6-15-37: Marx Bros., Allan Jones,

Maureen O'Sullivan
Dead End (UA) 8-27-37
FD: 8-3-37; Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea

Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-25-37
FD: 7-20-37; Richard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil's Saddle Legion, The (WB) .. .8-14-37
Dick Foran, Anne Nagel

Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.
George Arliss

Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Not Set

Barton McLane, June Travis
Doomed at Sundown (Rep.) 7-7-37
Bob Steele, Lorraine Hayes

Double or Nothing (Para.) 9-17-37
FD: 8-16-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Raye

Double Wedding (M-G-M) 10-15-37
William Powell, Myrna Loy

Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37
Jean Muir, Barton MacLane

Dreaming Lips (U. A.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-20-37; Elisabeth Bergner, Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)
FD: 6-15-37: Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence

Easy Going (RKO) 7-9-37
Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) 7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Ebb-Tide (Para.) In Prod.
Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray

Milland
Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-6-37: Sabu. Walter Hudd

Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) ... .7-2-37
FD: 6-29-37: Lusie Rainer, William

Powell
Empty Holsters (F.N.) 7-10-37

Dick Foran, Patricia Walthall
Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion Davies, Robert

Montgomery

Title Release Date

Exclusive (Para.) 7-30-37
FD: 7-22-37; Fred MacMurray, Frances

Farmer
Federal Bullets (Mono.) 9-23-37
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37
FD: 3-29-37: Don Ameche, Ann Sothern

Fifty-Second Street (UA) 9-30-37
Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson

Fight to a Finish (Col.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-1-37: Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Firefly. The (M-G-M)
Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones

Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-10-37
FD: 7-12-37; Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane

Footloose Heiress (WB) 8-21-37
Ann Sheridan, Craig Reynolds

Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
FD: 6-8-37; Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) 7-2-37
Larry Crabbe, June M artel

Frame Up, The (Columbia) 6-1-37
FD: 8-12 37; Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) 6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37; William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Galloping Dynamite (Ambassador)
FD: 7-8-37; Kermit Maynard

Gambling With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin, Robert Frazer

Gangway (GB)
Jessie Matthews

General Hospital (M-G-M) 7-9-37
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37

Bob Allen, Barbara Weeks
Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
FD: 6-23-37; Charles Quigley, Jacqueline

Wells
Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.) . . . .4-2-39
FD: 6-4-37; Karen Morley, Robert Bald-

win
Girl Said No. The (G. N.) 9-3-37
FD: 5-21-37; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm-

strong
Girl Was Young, The (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney

Go Getter, The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37: George Brent, Anita Louise

Gold Racket. The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Goldwyn Follies, The (UA) 12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker

Good Earth, The (M-G-M) 8-6-37

FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37
FD: 4-20-37: Wallace Beery. Janet Bee-

cher
Government Agent (G. N.) 6-29-37

Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt
Great Gambini, The (Para.) 6-25-37
FD: 6-7-37; Akim Tamiroff. Marian Marsh

Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) 6-14-37
FD: 7-21-37: Jane Darwell, Sally Blane,
Thomas Beck

Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37
Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith

Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-37
FD: 5-13-37: Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37; Bob Steel, Louise Stanley

Gunsmoke Ranch (Rep.) 5-5-37
The Three Mesauiteers, Julia Thayer

Handy Andy (20th-Fox) (Reissue) . .8-13-37
Will Rogers, Peggy Wood

Hell Divers (M-G-M: reissue) 6-4-37
Wallace Beery

Here's Flash Casey (GN) 9-10-37
Eric Linden, Boots Mallory

Heroes of the Alamo (Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37; Earl Hodgins, Ruth Findlay

Hideaway (RKO) 8-13-37
FD: 7-23-37; Fred Stone, Emma Dunn

Hideout in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) . .Not Set
FD: 7-22-37: Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.) 4-16-37
FD: 4-13-37: William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.) . . .4-2-37

FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur

Hit Parade. The (Republic) 4-26-37
FD: 4-3-37: Frances Langford, Phil

Regan
Hittin' the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37
Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh

Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37
FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Hoosier Schoolboy, The (Mono.) ... .7-7-37

FD: 6-29-37; Mickey Rooney. Anne Nagel

Title Release Date

G

Hopalong Rides Again (Para.) 8-20-37
FD: 8-17-37; William Boyd, Lois Wilde

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-16-37, Leo Carrillo. Mary Carlisle

Hurricane, The (UA) 11-1-37
Dorothy Lamour. Jon Hall

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-37
FD: 6-29-37: John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-24-37; Claudette Colbert, Melvyn

Douglas
I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-37
FD: 2-18-37; Chester Morris, Helen Mack.

Leo Carrillo
Idol of the Crowds (U) 10-3-37

John Wayne, Sheila Bromley
I'll Never Forget (M-G-M) 10-1-37
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-9-37
FD: 4-12-37: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Mc-

Crea
Island Captives (Prin.) 7-22-37

FD: 7-29-37; Eddie Nugent, Joan Barclay
It Could Happen to You (Rep.) ... .6-28-37

Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds
It Happened in Hollywood (Col.) 9-7-37

Richard Dix, Fay Wray
It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37

FD: 6-8-37: Paul Kelly, Judith Allen
It's All Yours (Col.) 9-5-37
FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis

Lederer
It's Love I'm After (FN)

FD: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard, Bette Davis
Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.) 4-5-37

Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye
Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)

6-18-37
FD: 4-13-37: Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane

Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th-Fox)
10-24-37

Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Juggernaut (G. N.) 4-30-37

FD: 5-6-37: Boris Karloff
Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-37
FD: 4-4-37: Edw. G. Robinson, Bette
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37; Capt. Wallace Casewell

King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-37
FD: 4-16-37: Claire Trevor. Lloyd Nolan

King of the Sierras (GN) 10-1-37
Rex and Sheik (trained horses)

King Solomon's Mines (GB) 8-26-37
FD: 7-2-37; C. Hardwick, R. Young, P.

Robeson
The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37: G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

Welter
Knight Without Armor (N. A.) 7-23-37
FD: 7-9-37: Marlene Dietrich, Robert

Donat
Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) 7-23-37
FD: 6-2-37: Michael Whalen, Gloria Stu-

Lady Fights Back, The (U) 9-19-37
Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) 10-8-37
Maurice Moseovitch, Germaine Aussey,

Peter Lorre
Last Train from Madrid (Para.) . . . .6-11-37

FD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour, Gilbert Roland
Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-37

Richard Arlen
Law for Tombstone (U) 10-10-37

Buck Jones, Muriel Evans
League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-25-37

Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Left Handed Law (Universal) 4-18-37

Buck Jones, Noel Francis
Legion of Missing Men (Mono.) ... .8-4-37

Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander
Let Them Live (Universal) 4-25-37

FD: 6-4-37; Judith Barrett, John Howard
Life Begins in College (20th-Fox) . . .10-1-37

Ritz Brothers, Phyllis Brooks
Life of Emile Zola, The (WB) 10-2-37

FD: 7-2-37; Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard
Life of the Party (RKO) In Prod.

Gene Raymond, Harriet Hilliard

Little Buckaroo (F. N.) 6-15-37
Dick Foran, Jane Bryan

Live, Love and Learn (M-G-M) .. .10-29-37
Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell

Look Out for Love (GB)
Anna Nagle, Tullio Carminati I S

London by Night (M-G-M) 7-3CPS/
FD: 7-20-37; George Murphy, Rita John-

son

Lost Horizon i Columbia)
FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt

Love from a Stranger (U. A.) ... .5-14-37
FD: 4-21-37; Anne Hardin?, Basil Rath-

bone



A Calendar <d Tecdutt llekases
» ____
Title Release Date

Love in a Bungalow (Universal) .. .6-27-37
FD: 7-7-37; Kent Taylor, Nan Grey

Love Under Fire (20th-Fox) 8-20-37
FD: 8-16-37; Loretta Younir, Don
Ameehe

Loves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13-37
FD: 7-30-37; Bruce Cabot, Beatrice

Roberts
Luck of Roaring: Camp (Mono.) .. .8-18-37
Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury

Madame X (M-G-M) 10-22-37
Gladys George, Warren William

Make a Wish (RKO Radio) 8-27-37
Bobby Breen. B. Rathbone, M. Claire

Make Way lor Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37
PD: 4-27-37: Victor Moore, Fay Banister

Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37
B. E. Horton, Genevieve Tobin

Man Who Found Himself (RKO) 4-2-37
FD: 3-4-37; John Beal. Joan Fontaine

Man Who Cried Wolf (U) 8-29-37
Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed, Tom Brown

Manhattan Melodrama (M-G-M) reissue
8-2-37

Gable-Loy-Powell
Marked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37: Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37
FD: 7-26-37; Robert Young, Florence

Rice
Married Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart. Michael Whalen
Marry the Girl (WB) 7-31-37
FD: 7-13-37: Mary Boland, F. McHugh,

H. Herbert
Meet the Boy Friend (Rep.) 7-5-37
FD: 7-19-37: Carol Hughes, David Carlyle

Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-11-37
Victor Moore. Helen Broderick

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) . . . .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37: Fred Scott, Louise Small

Men in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37
FD: 5-6-37: Dick Purcell, June Travis

Merry-Go-Round of 1938 (U) 10-10-37
Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr

Mexican Quarter (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
FD: 5-6-37; Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull

Midnight Madonna (Para.) 7-2-37
FD: 6-8-37: Warren William, Mady Cor-

rell

Midnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37: Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Motor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37
FD: 4-4-37: Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

Mountain Justice (Warner Bros.) . . .4-24-37
FD: 5-14-37: Josephine Hutchinson,

George Brent
Mountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37

FD: 6-14-37; Bob Burns. Martha Raye
Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (WB) 8-21-37
FD: 7-29-37; Kenny Baker, Gertrude

Michael
Music for Madame (RKO) In Prod.

Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine
My Dear Miss Aldrich (M-G-M) ... .9-17-37
Edna May Oliver, Walter Pidgeon

My Wife (M-G-M) 9-3-37
Josephine Hutchinson, George Murphy

Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN)
8-6-37

FD: 7-30-37; Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M) reissue. .8-6-37

Nelson Eddy, Joanelte MacDonald
Navy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37
FD: 3-29-37: Dick Purcell, Mary Brian

New Faces of 1937 (RKO) 7-2-37
FD: 6-29-37: Milton Berle, Joe Penner,

Harriet Hilliard
Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37; Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles

Night Must Fall (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37: Robert Montgomery, Rosa-

lind Russell
Night of Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37

Roscoe Karns, Ruth Coleman
Nobody's Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37

: 2-2 37; Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti
top New York (GB)

iffina Lee, John Loder
North of the Rio Grande (Para.) .6-28-37
FD: 6-22-37: Wm. Boyd, Bernadene

Hayes
Nothing Sacred (UA) 10-19-37

Carole Lombard, Fredrie March
Oh I Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37
FD: 4-22-37: Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden

Title Release Date

On Again—Off Again (RKO) 7-9-37
FD: 7-12-37; Wheeler & Woolsey

On Such a Night (Para.) 8-27-37
FD: 8-16-37; Karen Morley, Alan Mow-

bray
One Hundred Men and a Girl (U) . . 9-12-37

Deanna Durbin, A. Menjou, M. Auer
One Mile from Heaven (20th-Fox) . .8-13-37
FD: 7-20-37; Claire Trevor, Douglas Fow-

ley

Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) ... .4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37: Preston Foster

Outer Gate (Mono.) 8-14-37
Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker

Outlaws of the Orient (Col) 8-20-37
Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Over the Goal (Warner Bros.) ... .In Prod.
William Hopper, Doris Weston

Paradise Isle (Mono.) 7-28-37
FD: 7-7-37: Movita, Warren Hull

Parnell (M-G-M-) 6-4-37
FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Piets.l.Not set

FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi. Shirley Grey
Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37: Patsy Kelly. Jack Haley

Prairie Thunder (FN) 9-11-37
Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37
FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA) 8-20-37
R. Colman, M. Carroll, D. Fairbanks, Jr.

Public Wedding (Warners) 7-10-37
Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Range Defenders (Rep.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-9-37: Three Mesquiteers. Eleanor

Stewart
Rangers Step In, The (Col.) 8-8-37
Bob Allen, Eleanor Stewart

Reckless Ranger (Col.) 5-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

Red Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) .. In Prod.
Red Mill, The (M-G-M) In Prod.

Allan Jones, Delia Lind
Red Rope. The (Rep) 7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

Renfrew of the Royal Mounted (GN) 9-17-37
Jimmy Newill

Reported Missing (U) 8-15-37
Jean Rogers

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.) 6-14-37
FD: 6-18-37; Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull

Riders of the Dawn (Mono.) ........ .9-9-37
FD: 8-17-37: Jack Randall

Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37
Tex Ritter

Riding on Air (RKO) 6-18-37
FD- 0-28-37: Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice

Road Back, The (Universal) 8-1-37
FD: 6-18-37: John King, Barbara Read

Road Show (M-G-M) In Prod.
J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.

Roberti
Roaring Timber (Col.) 7-4-37

Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37

FD: 7-16-36: Norma Shearer, Leslie How-
ard

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .5-12-37
FD: 5-1-37: Gene Autry, Armida

Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37
William Boyd, Muriel Evans

Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.
Barbara Stanwyck, Eduardo Ciannelli

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) 8-7-37
FD: 8-6-37; Pat O'Brien, Humphrey

Bogart
Saratoga (M-G-M) 7-23-37

FD: 7-19-37: Jean Harlow, Clark Gable

Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.
Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew

Shadow Strikes. The (GN) 7-9-37
FD: 7-9-37; Rod La Rocque, Lynn Anders

Shadows of the Orient (Mono.) 8-18-37
Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston

Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37
FD: 4-30-37: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

She Asked for It (Para.) 9-10-37
Wm. Gargan, O. Heyward, V. Osbourne

She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.) 8-2-37
Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) fi-11-37
FD: 7-23-37; Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) 8-20-37
John Trent, Ann Dvorak

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Title Release Date

Sheik Steps Out, The (Rep.) 9-6-37
FD: 7-29-37; Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) 6-9-37
Frances Williams. Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen. Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) ... .6-26-37
FD: 6-22-37; Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing. Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 5-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-37
Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37
FD: 6-17-37; Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.

Allen
Slim (F. N.) . 6-12-37

FD: 6-11-37; Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,
Margaret Lindsay

Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37
Stuart Erwin. Joyce Compton

Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37; Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame, Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay, Jeffrey

Dean
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.) 9-10-37

G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme
Souls at Sea (Para.) 9-3-37

FD: 8-10-37; Gary Cooper, George Raft,
Frances Dee

Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37
FD: 6-14-37; Charles Quigley, Dorothy
Wilson

Squadron "B" (Advance) 11-1-37
Bill Edwards, Margaret Morris

Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.
Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers, B.

Meredith
Stampede (Col.) 6-8-37

FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret, Finis
Barton

Star Is Born, A (United Artists) 4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37: Fredrie March, Janet Gaynor

Stella Dallas (UA) 8-6-37

FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John
Boles

Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37
FD: 4-5^37; Arthur Treacher, Patricia

Ellis
Super Sleuth (RKO) 7-16-37
FD: 7-13-37; Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-18-37
FD: 6-18-37; Eric Linden, Cecilia Parker

Take the Heir ( RKO 7-23-37
Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37

Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 5-18-37; Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers
Telephone Operator (Mono.) 9-30-37
Tenth Man, The (G. B.) 5-15-37

John Lodge, Antoinette Cellier

That Certain Woman (WB) 9-18-37
FD: 8-2-37; Bette Davis, Henry Fonda

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37
FD: 5-11-37; Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Kent

That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37
FD: 5-11-37: Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-

bert

That's My Story (U) 10-17-37
Claudia Morgan, William Lundigan

There Goes My Girl (RKO) 5-21-37
FD: 5-29-37: Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 5-14-37
FD: 5-17-37; F. Tone, S. Tracy. Gladys

George

They Won't Forget (W.B.) 7-14-37
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Thin Ice (20th-Fox) . . 9-3-37
Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .8-27-37
FD: 4-6-37: Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37
FD: 4-4-37; Whitty. Evans. Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-3T
FD: 8-3-37; Weldon Weyburn, Inez

Courtney
This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37
FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert

Taylor
This is My Wife (M-G-M) In Prod.

Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards
Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37: Robert Armstrong. Fifl

D'Orsay
Thunder in the City (Columbia) ... .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37: Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Deste

Title Release Date

Timberesque (Syndicate)
FD: 7-8-37; Barry Norton

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) .. .7-30-37
FD: 7-13-37; Edward Arnold, Frances

Farmer
Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37

FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper
Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37: Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
FD: 7-12-37; Constance Bennett; Cary

Grant
Tough to Handle (Conn.)

Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond
Trailing Trouble (GN) 8-27-37
Ken Maynard

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37
FD: 4-4-37: Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor

Whitney
Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37

Charles Starrett. Barbara Weeks
Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37

Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford
Two Who Dared (G. N.) 6-8-37
FD: 7-12-37; Henry Wilcoxon. Anna Sten

Two of Us, The (GB) 7-10-37
Jack Hulbert

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .5-21-37
FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt, Annabella,
Raymond Massey

Varsity Show (WB) 9-4-37
FD: 8-16-37; Dick Powell, Priscilla and

Rose Marie Lane
Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) . .6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37; James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Victoria the Great (RKO) In Prod.
Anton Walbrook, Anna Neagle

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers. James Stewart

Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37: Walter Winchell, Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN) . .9-24-37

George Houston
Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)

7-30-37
FD: 8-7-37: Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter

Wee Winnie Winkie (20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37; Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

Westbound Limited (Universal) . . . .7-11-37
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles

Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-27-37
Smith Bellew

What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37: Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie

When Love Is Young (Universal) .. .4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37: Virginia Bruce, Kent Taylor

When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.) 6-4-37
FD: C-15-37; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Valerie Hobson
Where There's a Will (GB) 7-26-37

Will Hay
White Bondage ( W. B.) 6-19-37

Jean Muir. Gordon Oliver

Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
') - 10-17-37

Loretta Young, W. Baxter, V. Bruce

Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers, Walter Bren-

nan
Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37
FD: 0-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Louise Campbell

Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37
FD: 6-14-37; Scott Colton, Jean Rogers

Windjammer (RKO) 8-6-37
George O'Brien, Constance Worth

Wine, Women and Horses (WB) 9-11-37
Ann Sheridan, Barton MacLane

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37
FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.) 5-7-37
FD: 4-27-37: Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Woman I Love. The (RKO) 4-16-37
FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni, Miriam Hopkins

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) 6-25-37
FD: 6-28-37. Preston Foster. Joan

Fontaine

You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37; Onslow Stevens. Helen Mack

You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)
8-6-37

FD: 7-28-37; Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers,
Don Ameehe

Young Man's Fancy, A (U) In Prod.
George Murphy, Alice Faye

Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge (Rep.)
6-14-37

Gene Autry, Betty Bronson
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New Orleans—That any group of
exhibitors would stage a strike
against Paramount or any other dis-
tributor in protest over alleged un-
fair practices appeared almost im-
possible here this week. Exhibitors
apparently are more interested in
buying product and getting film re-
ductions than they are in other mat-
ters under the licensed agreements
and the exhibitors' organizations in
the Louisiana division of the Gulf
states are in a disorganized condi-
tion. Allied President Henry Lazarus
at present is vacationing in Cali-
fornia with his wife.

Omaha—National Screen Service
will keep Murray Starr as its local
representative, working under Chick
Friedman. The latter has charge of
National's new branch exchange,
opening Aug. 21 at Des Moines.

Naugatuck, Conn.— The Alcazar
Theater, recently acquired by Lou
Anger, Bridgeport chain operator,
from George Rabbott, is closed for
complete renovation, including new
RCA sound, decorations by Vincent
Fiore, booth equipment by Modern
Theater Equipment, and seating,
not yet awarded.

New Orleans—Harry Silvermann,
who had the Braddock-Louis fight
pictures in this territory is negoti-
ating for a theater to open the road
show engagement of "Marijuana."

New Haven — William Cinelli,
RKO booker, has been promoted to
a salesman's post in the local ex-
change, with Hugh Maguire, form-
er Paramount second booker, taking
over booking for Radio. Cinelli was
associated with the old PDC and
Pathe, before the merger with RKO.
Harry Tatel, new to the territory,
succeeds Homer Downey as RKO
Ad Sales Manager.

Baton Rouge, La.—A. J. (Slim)
Higgenbotham is reported ready to
build a house in the Louisiana State
University area of this capital.

Saybrook, Conn.—Leo Bonoff has
set a tentative opening date of
Aug. 26 for his new 650-seat The-
ater and store building, now under
construction. The building was con-
structed in authentic colonial style
by V & S Construction Co., with
special decorations by Alvin Stu-
dios, equipment by Modern Theater
and well air-conditioning by Ty-
phoon.

San Francisco—Some $20,000 is

being spent by Sam G.allos in al-
terations and new equipment for
his Majestic.

Thompsonville, Conn. — Peter
Parokas, of the Palace, New Britain,
announces a Labor Day opening for
his new 980-seat Strand here.

Chicago—The boys at the Chi-
cago theater are now in the midst

of their annual summer vacations,
Roy Bruder, manager, is up in Can-
ada trying out his skill as a fisher-

man, while Roy Thompson assistant
manager is spending his summer
time on the Banks of the Wabash
down Indiana way. Carl Nesbitt
will spend his vacation touring the
high spots in the east.

San Francisco—Sam Berkowitz,
operator of Far West Distributing
Corp. of Los Angeles, was here re-
cently to discuss with Armand
Cohn, manager of All-Star Fea-
tures exchange, a deal under which
Cohn and George Montgomery of
Los Angeles will handle all Far-
West releases in California.

Milford, Conn. — Miss Lucy
Flack, operator of the Capitol, Mil-
ford, will reseat, recarpet and other-
wise repair the theater.

Chicago — Harry Ascher well
known old timer in the film busi-
ness has retired as manager of new
Stadium theater in Evanston, 111.

Miami—Jonas Perlberg, publicity
director of Paramount Enterprises
of Miami, has returned after a vaca-
tion spent in Chicago and other
northern cities.

Lincoln, Neb. — Twenty-two Ne-
braska theater men were interested

in the State Fair's statewide beauty
pageant this year. There were 93
shows staged and of these 22 show-
men sponsored the event. Wally
Johnson, of Friend, had it in three
of his houses—in Friend, Newman
Grove, and Exeter.

Miami—Alfred Weiss, Jr., and
Mrs. Weiss, have returned to Miami
after a month spent in the moun-
tains. Weiss is manager of the
Olympia.

Detroit—Gus Coplan is opening
the Times Square Theater Thursday,
with an all-film, 15 cent admission
policy. This downtown house, closed

since 1931, has been thoroughly re-

conditioned, new seating installed,

and other equipment refurnished.

Coplan is former owner of the Co-
lumbia and Colony Theaters here,

and lately of the Vanity at Windsor,
Ont.

Miami—Charles Whitaker, assis-

tant manager of the Olympia the-

ater, is to be married to Martha
Staton of Fort Lauderdale. Miss
Staton has been serving as cashier
of the Olympia, so this is a union of

theater employees.

San Francisco—Herman Cohen's
Embassy Theater, dark since
Spring, will reopen shortly, it is

reliably reported. Alterations are
expected to run in the neighborhood
of $30,000 and take at least several
weeks.

Miami— Paramount Enterprises,
Miami, has had all the offices air

conditioned.

Harrisburg — Jerry Wollaston,
manager of the Victoria Theater,
and his wife are spending a two-
week vacation in the Canadian
Northwest.

Miami—The amateur hour which
has been a weekly feature for some
time past at the Paramount Theater,
continues to draw capacity houses,
and will be continued indefinitely.

Charleston, III.—The new theater
of Tony Bianchi and his son Rino is

now under construction. House will

seat 1,200, all on one floor, and is

to be opened around the first of De-
cember.

Detroit—Sound stages for Indus-
trial Pictures Inc. have been com-
pleted and the entire new commer-
cial studio is expected to be ready
in about 30 days.

Petersburg, I1L—The old post-

office building has been purchased by
Carl Pierson of Rushville who will

remodel it into a theater building.

Greenville, 111.—Dominic Frisina
of Taylorville will operate another
theater here which he is expected to

open in the fall. It will be a second
house of his circuit here. He oper-
ates more than 40 theaters in Il-

linois, Missouri and Iowa. The other
Frisina house here, managed by H.
E. Stevens, is the Lyric.

Detroit—H. A. Payne, architect,

is preparing plans for remodelling
of the Lincoln, major west side

house of the Burton London Circuit,

Lloyd Turrell, general manager, told

The Film Daily. Work will prob-
ably start in September.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Lincoln The-
ater Co. of St. Louis, has been in-

corporated with 100 shares no par
value stock and is authorized to con-
duct a general theater and show
business and to do all things neces-
sary. The incorporators are: Sam
Komm, Collinsville, 111.; David R.
Komm, St. Louis; Herman Illmer,

St. Louis.

Lonoke, Ark.—G. and M., Inc., is

the name of a newly organized the-
ater firm here. G. W. Jones, of Little

Rock, is president. The company has
leased a building from Judge W. J.

Waggoner and it is being remodeled
and redecorated for use as a new
film theater. About $3,000 will be
spent for new equipment, fixtures,

and repairs. Plans are being made
for an early fall opening.

Detroit—Roger Kennedy, business
agent for projectionists local of the
IATSE, has gone to Seattle to at-

tend the international board meeting
of the IATSE. He expects to re-

turn to Detroit Aug. 27.

Detroit— Opening of the new
Ward Theater, 1000 seat house, at
Mount Pleasant, Mich., was set for
this week, to play day and date with

X.t.

the third annual Michigan Oil and
Gas Exposition, which is bringing
about 50,000 visitors to the town.
House is owned by G. A. and Lee
Ward, who also operate the Broad-
way, only other theater in the town.
Coincidence of the Exposition is giv-
ing the Ward about the biggest
sendoff ever received by a new up
state house.

Princeton, 111.—The State Theater,
which has been closed for five years,
will be opened by the Alger Circuit.
Equipment of the Albro Theater in
Champaign, an Alger unit, will be
moved here for the State. The house
will be opened by Fall.

Detroit—Staff changes among the
exchanges: Ann Schechter returns
to Columbia, after trip to England;
Mark Pokorny, replaced by Marce-
line Rowley at Wisper and Wets-
man Circuit offices; and Olive Webs-
ter replacing Zella McNamara at
RKO.

Webster Groves, Mo.—Bids were
taken from contractors Aug. 12 on
the construction of the new theater
building to be erected on the east
side of Old Orchard Avenue just
south of Big Bend road. The build-
ing will be owned by Walter Burk-
hart and leased to the Webster
Groves Theater Corp. It will have
about 1200 seats.

Detroit—Leonard Soskin, former
United Artists salesman, who has
just taken over the Amsterdam from
Harrison G. Clark, is installing new
RCA sound system in the house, and
is also negotiating for installation
of complete new seating.

St. Louis, Mo.—Harry Kendrick
is managing both the Missouri at
Grand Boulevard and Lucas Avenue,
and the Fox at Grand and Washing-
ton Boulevards for the Fanchon &
Marco interests.

Coral Gables, Fla.—Daniel Boone,
manager of the Gables, has returned
from his honeymoon.

Detroit—Milton London, son of
the circuit owner, who was formerly
associated with the Booth Theater,
headquarters house, when it was
called the Gladwin Park, has been
given his first assignment as man-
ager in his own right by his father
at the Arcadia Theater, succeeding
Leonard Salzbury.

Flat River, Mo.—The general con-
tract for the construction of the al-

terations and improvements to the
Roseland Theater has been awarded
to Walter Brockmiller of Farming-
ton, Mo. The Roseland is operz-^d
by George Karsch. ( S

Harrisburg—Jack O'Rear, mana-
ger of the Colonial, has just re-1

turned from a two weeks' vacation,

at the Juniata River.

Detroit—The Ideal Theater, east
(Continued on Page 23)
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they want wm^ . .

.



lhats why pictures like

these

do grosses like these . .

c
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'WAIKIKI WEDDING"
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"I MET HIM IN PARIS'
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MOUNTAIN MUSIC
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"WAIKIKI WEDDING"
—160% of average business for all runs.

"1 MET HIM IN PARIS"
—130% of average business in 36 key runs.

"MOUNTAIN MUSIC"
—150% of average business in 28 key runs.

"EASY LIVING"
—165% in NewYork—140% in 17 key runs.
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Cparamount
TO
Pictures

That's why
Paramount is

PARAMOUNT
Look at this 1936-37 record. Every one of

these pictures an outstanding box office success!

"RHYTHM ON THE RANGE" "GO WEST, YOUNG MAN
Laughter, 4usic, Gay Love, Action Laughter, Music

"TEXAS RANGERS" "COLLEGE HOLIDAY"
Action

Laughter, sic, Gay Love

"GENERAL DIED AT DAWN" "THE PLAINSMAN"
Action Action, Gay Love

"THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1937" "CHAMPAGNE WALTZ"
Laughter, ); Gay Love, Action Laughter, Music, Gay Love

"SWING HIGH, SWING LOW" "WAIKIKI WEDDING"
Laughter, Music, Gay Love Laughter, x, Gay Love

"I MET HIM IN PARIS" "MOUNTAIN MUSIC"
Laughter, Gay Love, Action Laughter, Music

"EASY LIVING" "EXCLUSIVE"
Laughter, Gay Love, Action Action, Gay Love

»



That's why

we predict t

PARAMOUNT'S
1937-38 PROGRAM
&>«&

will be the most
isuccessful in its history!

Look at this line-up (Just to mention a few of the pictures)

"ARTISTS and MODELS'
starring

JACK BENNY with Ida Lupino,

Richard Arlen, Gail Patrick, Ben

Blue, Judy Ganova, The Yacht

Club Boys, Louis Armstrong and

Specialties by MARTHA RAYE,
Andre Kostelanetz and His

Orchestra, Russell Patterson's

"Personettes," Judy, Anne and

Zeke, Connie Boswell. Screenplay

by Walter DeLeon and Francis

Martin. Directed by Raoul Walsh.

vP̂

x
-

v^" ^V>" o^^N^
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"SOULS AT SEA"
starring

GARY COOPER and GEORGE
RAFT with Frances Dee, Henry

Wilcoxon, Harry Carey, Olympe

Bradna, Robert Cummings, Porter

Hall, Virginia Weidler, Joseph

Schildkraut. Screen play by

Grover Jones and DaleVan Every.

Based on the story by Ted Lesser.

Directed by Henry Hathaway.

A

:TlO^
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"DOUBLE or NOTHING
starring

BING CROSBY, MARTHA
RAYE with Andy Devine, Mary

Carlisle, William Frawley, Fay

Holden, Samuel S. Hinds, William

Henry, Benny Baker. Screen play

by Charles Lederer, Erwin Gelsey,

JohnC.Moffitt and Duke Atteberry.

Directed by Theodore Reed.

j

XVJGHT«*\

ANGEL
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starring MARLENE DIETRICH
with Herbert Marshall, Melvyn

Douglas, Edward Everett Horton,

Laura Hope Crews, Ernest Cossart,

Herbert Mundin. Screen play by

Samson Raphaelson. From the play

by Melchior Lengyel. English play

adaptation by Guy Bolton and

Russell Medcraft. Produced and

Directed by ERNST LUBITSCH.

THE BARRIER 1

with James Ellison, Leo Carrillo,

Jean Parker, Robert Barrat, Otto

Kruger, Sarah Haden. Screen play

by Bernard Schubert. Based on the

story by Rex Beach. A Harry
Sherman Production. Directed by

Les Selander.

EBB TIDE
starring

OSCAR HOMOLKA,FRANCES
FARMER, RAYMILLAND with

Lloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgerald.

Photographed in Technicolor.

Screen play by Bertram Millhauser.

Based on a story by Robert Louis

Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.

A Lucien Hubbard Production.

Directed by James Hogan.

N'
tf*°
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THIS WAY PLEASE'

with Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Betty

Grable, Ned Sparks, Fibber McGee
& Molly, Porter Hall, Lee Bowman,

Romo Vincent, Cecil Cunningham

and MARY LIVINGSTONE.
Screen play by Grant Garrett,

Seena Owen and Howard J. Green.

Based on a story by Maxwell Shane

and Bill Thomas. Directed by

Robert Florey.

CTIO^ vMJGHTl.** „HJS\C" ^y LOV«A



Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein's

HIGH, WIDE and HANDSOME 1

starring IRENE DUNNE with

RANDOLPH SCOTT, Dorothy

Lamour, Akim Tamiroff, Raymond

Walburn, Ben Blue, Charles

Bickford, Elizabeth Patterson,

William Frawley. Music by Jerome

Kern. Original story, screen play

and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 1 1

.

A Rouben Mamoulian Production.

Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.

WELLS FARGO
A FRANK LLOYD Production

with BOB BURNS, JOEL
McCREA, FRANCES DEE,
LLOYD NOLAN. Directed by

Frank Lloyd. ACTIO^'

AN UNTITLED PRODUCTION

starring BEATRICE LILLIE

and BING CROSBY. Produced

by Emanuel Cohen.

*us^ *y loV*VCTio^ v^CHT*V^v u**

"BLOSSOMS on BROADWAY'

starring

EDWARD ARNOLD with Shirley

Ross, John Trent, Weber & Fields,

Rufe Davis, George Bancroft, Radio

Rogues. A B. P. Schulberg Produc-

tion. Directed by Richard Wallace.

vVJC & vv &
"SUMMER ROMANCE5

with The Yacht Club Boys, Ben

Blue, Judy Canova, Betty Grable,

Leif Erikson, Eleanore Whitney,

Johnny Downs. Screen play by

Grant Garrett, Seena Owen,
Maxwell Shane and BobbyVernon.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

'THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE'

stom^GLADYS SWARTHOUT
and JOHN BOLES.

"TRUE CONFESSION'

starring CAROLE LOMBARD
and FRED MacMURRAY. Based

on a French play by Louis Verneuil

and Georges Barr. Directed by

Wesley Ruggles.

"THE BIG BROADCAST
OF 1938"

starring W. C. FIELDS with

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE
ALLEN, MARTHA RAYE,
BOB HOPE, Shirley Ross, Ben

Blue, Leif Erikson. Specialties by

Kirsten Flagstad, Shep Fields

& Orchestra, Tito Guizar, Rufe

Davis. Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

SAPPHIRE SAL'

starring MAE WEST
Directed byA. Edward Sutherland.

An Emanuel Cohen Production.

g*y LOV^ ^UGHTfcfc- ^uSltf-
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THE BUCCANEER"

a CECIL B. DeMILLE Production

starring FREDRIC MARCH with

FRANCISKA GAAL, Akim
Tamiroff, Ian Keith, Anthony
Quinn, Charles Bickford. Directed

by Cecil B. DeMille.

BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE'

starring

CLAUDETTE COLBERT and

GARY COOPER. An ERNST
LUBITSCH Production.

NVJGH?^ oNY LO^'

COLLEGE SWING

with MARTHA RAYE, JACK
OAKIE, GEORGE BURNS and

GRACIE ALLEN, CHARLES
BUTTERWORTH, VICTOR
MOORE, BEN BLUE, Betty

Grable, Johnny Downs, Eleanore

Whitney, Marsha Hunt, Slate

Brothers, John Howard, Rufe

Davis, Benny Baker, Olympe
Bradna, Robert Cummings.
Directed by Raoul Walsh.

"SPAWN OF THE NORTH"

with Randolph Scott, Gail Patrick,

Charles Bickford, Beulah Bondi.

Directed by Henry Hathaway.

1

HER JUNGLE LOVE'

with Dorothy Lamour, Ray
Milland, Lynne Overman, Robert

Cummings. Director to be assigned.

PROFESSOR, BEWARE'

starring HAROLD LLOYD.

"PARIS HONEYMOON'
with BING CROSBY, Franciska

Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ben Blue,

Edward Everett Horton. Impor-

tant director will be assigned.

YOU AND ME"

co-starring SYLVIA SIDNEY and

GEORGE RAFT. Directed by

Fritz ("Fury") Lang. Music score

by Kurt Weil, famous composer.

THINGS BEGAN
TO HAPPEN"

starring W. C. FIELDS with a

hand-picked supporting cast under

an expert director.

and such pictures as these . .

.

The "HOPALONG
CASSIDY'S"

Harry Sherman Productions

The "BULLDOG
DRUMMOND'S"

The

"SOPHIE LANG'S'
The

'FU MANCHU'S"
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The Paramount SWING!
The SWING that puts gay young people like Glaudette Colbert and

Jean Arthur into pictures like "I MET HIM IN PARIS" and "EASY
LIVING," Carole Lombard in "TRUE CONFESSION." The swing

that brings out pictures such as"WAIKIKI WEDDING,""MOUNTAIN
MUSIC," "ARTISTS & MODELS," "DOUBLE OR NOTHING,"

"BIG BROADCAST OF 1938" and puts laughter in them by casting

them with W. C. Fields, Bing Crosby, Jack Benny, Martha Raye, Mary

Livingstone, Judy Canova, Fibber McGee and Molly, Ben Blue, Yacht

Club Boys, Louis Armstrong, Andre Kostelanetz, Russell Patterson,

with music from such composers as Harold Aden, John Burke, Sam

Coslow, Hoagy Carmichael, Ralph Freed, Frederick Hollander, Oscar

Hammerstein II, Jerome Kern, Ted Kohler, Burton Lane, Vee

Lawnhurst, Arthur Johnston, Ralph Rainger, Leo Robin, Tot Seymour,

Al Siegel, Victor Young.

mmH
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Take your
EAR off the

ground

. . . and put it to the radio and you'll know why such pictures as

"WAIKIKI WEDDING" and "MOUNTAIN MUSIC" (called "freaks"

by non-showmen) go over. The air is full of PARAMOUNT TALENT
(names including Fields, Benny, Crosby, Burns, Raye, Mary Livingstone,

Fibber McGee and Molly, Lamour, DeMille, Kostelanetz, Armstrong,

Shep Fields, Kirsten Flagstad) ... The air is full of PARAMOUNT
SONGS -"Whispers in the Dark," "Public Melody No. 1," "Stop!

You're Breaking My Heart," from "ARTISTS AND MODELS;" "High,

Wide and Handsome," "Can I Forget You," "The Folks Who Live on

the Hill," "Will You Marry Me, Maria," from "HIGH, WIDE AND
HANDSOME;" "All You Want to Do is Dance," "It's the Natural

Thing to Do," "The Moon Got Into My Eyes," "After You," "It's On, It's

Off" and "Smarty" from "DOUBLE OR NOTHING;" "Good Morning"

and "If I Put My Heart in My Song" from "MOUNTAIN MUSIC;"

"Blue Hawaii" and "Sweet Lelani" from "WAIKIKI WEDDING;"

The air is full of PARAMOUNT plugs

and theatres are full with PARAMOUNT PICTURES,



aramount's 1937-38

pictures haveYOUTH

!

They fattract YOUTH

!

They've got what YOUTH
wants! And they have what

Magna Cum Laudes in line!

it takes to meet your REAL competition .

G

AUTOMOBILES RADIO DANCE HALLS

"There's a honey of a picture over at the He: "I'd rather go over to the Paramount Theatre
Paramount with Jean Arthur and Ray Milland and see Bing Crosby and Martha Rayein"Waikiki
What say?" P S. She said,"Let's go!" Wedding " P S. They went!

She. "Let's go see Johnny Downs and
Eleanore Whitney do those new jamming
steps!" P.S.— They went!

PARAMOUNT PICTURES are tough

competition for every kind of amusement! m

Ask the man who has played against them!
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» a * NEWS of the DAY * * *
{Continued from Page 12)

side house, has been taken over by
Bernard Brooks, part owner of the

Crystal Theater, from the Julius D.

London Circuit. House has been
closed for remodelling, and will be
reopened about Decoration Day.

Cincinnati—Big Features has con-

tracted with Malcolm Productions

for five features, including "With-
in the Rock," "St. Louis Woman,"
"Police Call," "His Private Secre-

tary," and "Ships of Wanted Men."

Miami Beach — "Good Earth,"
which was brought back to the Col-

ony and offered at popular prices,

has been held over for several days.

Hahira, Ga.—The Goldleaf The-
ater was destroyed by fire here re-

cently.

Knoxville — Working drawings
have been started on a $20,000 the-

ater here for Wilby-Kincey.

Minneapolis — Billie Dove, ex-

screen actress has been visiting here
for the past week.

Cincinnati — Rosemary Roche is

new booker for GB, suecceding Sam
Oshrey, now on the road for this

firm.

Baton Rouge, La.—Robert Thibo-
deaux, of Baton Rouge, has been
awarded the general contract for

construction of a theater here for

Capitol Theaters, Inc., on a bid
amounting to $31,600.

Cleveland, Miss.—R. B. Spencer,
architect of Memphis, Tenn., is tak-

ing bids on a theater to be con-

structed here at a cost of approxi-
mately $10,000.

Minneapolis— Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. has reopened two remodel-
ed theaters. The Palace at Su-
perior, Wis., and the Rialto in Min-
neapolis. Both were extensively re-

built.

Columbus, Ga.—R. N. McEachern,
of Valdosta, Ga., has been awarded
general contract for the construc-

tion of a theater here for Martin
Theaters, Inc.

Cincinnati—Fire in the booth of

J. H. Davidson's theater at Lynch-
burg, Ohio, recently destroyed the

equipment and a film, "The Slave

Ship." The house is being newly
equipped. Davidson has also open-

/ Billboard Battle On
Chicago—Billboards are coming into

the battle for greater business by the

large circuits. M-G-M is using the

boards for the "Firefly" announcement
and RKO is using similar announcements
for the "Toast of New York," which
opened last week at the Palace.

ed a new theater, The Rand, at

Greenfield.

Cincinnati -— Israel Skirboll has
been added to Monogram sales force

for W. Va., territory.

Minneapolis — The Twin Cities

Variety Club is seriously thinking
of sponsoring a Minneapolis Open
Golf tournament in 1938 with a
purse total of $10,000. Each "tent,"
in the national group would dig
up $200 to send the best golfer, pro
or amateur, in that section, there-
by assuring a strong field.

Minneapolis—Miss Patricia Luce,
20th Contury-Fox exchange, under
went an appendicitis operation at
Northwestern hospital recently. She
is recovering very satisfactorily.

Baraboo, Wis. — Henry Ringling
has purchased the property adja-
cent to the Al Ringling theater here
and it now becomes a part of the
theater building. Future plans for
the site are still indefinite.

Evansville, Wis.—William Cope-
land, operator of the Allen here, has
been confined to a sanitarium with a
blood ailment.

Providence—The Strand here is

expending several hundred dollars

on improvements to its men's smok-
ing room. Lavatory has been en-
tirely retiled, new fixtures and fur-
niture being installed in smoking
parlor and the rooms entirely re-

decorated.

Cincinnati—Wayne Cannon, for-

mer senator, has opened the Put-
man at Hurricane, W. Va.

Pawtucket, R. I.—Work of alter-

ing Music Hall theater here into a
department store building is going
ahead rapidly. Recent sale of Im-
perial theater, to be converted into

a store block, also removes another
Pawtucket theater from the lists,

although the Imp had been dark
for some time.

Cincinnati—Chris Pfister of the
Mayflower, Troy, is completely re-
modeling his lobby, making major
changes. Pfister also operates The
Jewel.

Warwick, R. I.—The Mode, a new
400-seat neighborhood, will be built

in the Greenwood section of this

city before February, 1938 promise
promoters of a new home develop-
ment there. Plans are said to have
already been drawn for the house,
and at least two different opera-
tors have made propositions to take
it over as soon as it is erected.

Cincinnati — J. Real Neth, Phil
Chakeres, C. A. MacDonald, Bill

Settos, Abe Kaufman, Geo. Landis,
Fox| Indianapolis Mgr., Col Fred

Levy, Sam and Harry Switow, were
some of the out of towners attend-

ing Queen City Variety Club's an-

nual Golf Tournament, Crescent
Hills Country Club, August 14. Over
250 prizes, dinner and a show pro-

vided by Gus Van were features.

Delegations arrived from Louisville,

Columbus, Dayton, Indianapolis,

Springfield and Cleveland.

Detroit—Fred B. Miller, veteran
Detroit theater manager, has suc-

ceeded Edward Bonnville as man-
ager of the Dexter for the Sam
Brown Circuit.

Cincinnati—James G. Howe and
Scott Preston have opened their

New Richland, Carrolton, Ky. with
an invitational screening.

Cincinnati — H. C. Dressendorfer,
former manager, for Educational
and World Wide at Indianapolis, has
joined Big Features as sales repre-

sentative for Indianapolis, Southern
Indiana and Western Kentucky.

Detroit—George A. Ranshaw, for-

mer manager of the Norwest
United Detroit Theaters, has been
appointed manager of the Cinder-
ella, which the circuit takes over
Sept. 1 from the J. N. Robertson
Circuit. Rufus Shepard, assistant

to Joseph Busick, manager of the
Riviera Theater, succeeds Ranshaw
at the Norwest.

Cincinnati — Joe Goldberg an-
nounces contracting Tony Sudekun,
Crescent Amusement Co., for 25
houses in Kentucky and Tennessee,
on the new United Artists' reissues
distributed by Big Features.

Detroit — Clyde Wixom, former
manager of the Columbia is arrang-
ing plans in Detroit for the annual
Lumber Jack Picnic to be held by
his father, Frank I. Wixom, old-

time showman, at Edenville, Mich.,
Aug. 25.

Hollywood, Fla.—Work has been
started on the $120,000 Hollywood
Building which is to house the new
Central theater for Sparks. Roy A.
Benjamin, Jacksonville, is architect

for the theater, which will cost ap-
proximately $50,000. Work will be
completed by Dec. 1.

Cincinnati—Ray Goldman, Frank
Anderson and Elder Kibler have
been added to the local staff of The-
ater Poster Supplies.

Lake Wales, Fla.—J. R. Rauler-
son is erecting a theater for col-

ored patrons. The building will be
ready for early winter use.

Cincinnati—Lee Goldberg is leav-
ing for the western coast for a con-
ference with Maurice Conn, who is

calling a meeting with prospective
franchise holders. Goldberg's son
will accompany him.

Cleveland—The Cleveland Variety
Club is making preparations for an
"open house" on Aug. 28 to initiate

its new club rooms in the Allerton
Hotel. I. J. Schmertz, chairman of

the house committee is co-operating
with chief barker M. B. Horwitz to

make this a big affair.

Cincinnati—20th-Fox's Jack Need-
ham won the cocktail shaker set,

awarded by the localites in the
annual office sales point contest.

Cleveland—If giving a girl a dia-

mond ring means anything, then
Raymond Schmertz, son of I. J.

Schmertz, local 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, is announcing his

engagement to Miss Lois Wolf of
this city.

Cincinnati — Tom Broad, Broad
Theater, St. Mary's, will return
from a prolonged vacation on the
coast, Sept. 1. Jerome Jackson,
Jackson Theater Corp., is back af-

ter a summer in Michigan and Herb
Byrd of the Ohio, Dayton, has re-

turned from Elk Rapids, Michigan.

Cleveland—"Make Way for To-
morrow", is playing its third week
at the Circle theater.

Cincinnati—Si Stewart has joined
Republic traveling in Kentucky.

Cleveland—Myer Fine and Sam
Stecker, headmen of Associated
Theaters circuit, are resting at
Franch Lick Springs.

Cincinnati—Bess Isaacs, 20th-Fox,
announces her marriage to Henry
Weiman, Weithe Film Service. 20th-
Fox's Shirley Ripley resigned to
be married in September. Both
brides were presented with a silver

service and a chest of silver by
Fox personnel.

Mattoon, 111.—The "K", a 400-
seat house, operated by Frisina
Amusement Co. of Springfield, 111.,

was swept by fire recently. The
Frisina interests have three other
houses here: Grand, a 633-seater,
which is dark; the Mattoon with
1,100 seats and Clarke, a new 500-

seat house.

YIPP-E-E-E-E!
Detroit—What used to be exclusive-

ly a native yell on the western prairies
is now a new wrinkle in film house
premiums. It's a Yipp-e-e-e-e rope
used as a lariat, and the Dexter The-
ater, as well as other pix places here,
are using the contraptions to boost
business. Distribution has been on the
off days, and in the case of the Dexter,
resulted in making those days the best
of the entire week, with record attend-
ance, it is claimed. The gadget is a
rope that anybody can "spin"—kids or
adults. There is an adjustable handle
on the rope which acts as a swivel.
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d "JUttU" fco*n Hollywood "JkU"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
ADOLPH ZUKOR has signed a

contract which will keep Jack
Benny, under the Paramount banner
exclusively for the next four years.

Under the new contract Benny will

be starred in a minimum of two
pictures each year during the four-

year period. Benny and his wife,

Mary Livingstone, who soon will

be seen in her debut role in films

in Paramount's "This Way, Please,"

now are in Europe on vacation.

They will return to Hollywood in

late summer so that Benny can start

preparations for his next Para-

mount starring picture, "Music

Over America."
T T T

Frankie Thomas, who sprang into

fame several years ago on Broad-
way as the star of "Wednesday's

Child," was yesterday signed at

Universal City to create the role of

Tim Tyler in "Tim Tyler's Luck."

This newspaper strip by Lyman
Young will go into production some-

time next week at Universal City.

It was scheduled to be co-directed

by Ford Beebe and Cliff Smith, but

Cliff Smith was stricken suddenly

with a ruptured appendix on Satur-

day and is in the Santa Fe Hospital.

The screen play for "Tim Tyler's

Luck" is by Wyndham Gittens, Nor-

man S. Hall and Ray Trampe. It

will be produced by Henry MacRae
and Ben Koenig. The cast is now
being chosen.

t

Currently starring in RKO-Ra-

dio's "Fight For Your Lady," in

which he has Ida Lupino and Mar-

got Grahame as his leading women,
John Boles' next will be Columbia's

"I Married An Artist," in which he

will share co-starring honors with

Luli Deste.

T T

Margaret Lindsay and John Litel

have been added to the cast of War-
ner Bros.' new Technicolor produc-

tion, "Gold Is Where You Find It."

t v r

Jane Wyman has been assigned

the feminine lead in "Larger Than
Life," opposite Frank McHugh.
Others added to the cast over the

week-end are Berton Churchill, Fer-

ris Taylor, Raymond Hatton, Dianne

Lewis and Cora Witherspoon. Lewis

Seiler will direct.

T T

Lewis D. Collins, writer and di-

rector, has been engaged by Colum-

bia to direct Jack Holt's next star-

ring vehicle "The River of Missing

Men" which will be placed in pro-

Blind Get In Free

Madison, Wis.—Blind persons are be-

ing admitted free to the Capitol here.

Ed Benjii, manager of the house, has

made arrangements to furnish free trans-

portation to and from the theater for

all local blind persons.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 127 • • •

LEIGH JASON. Director. A native of little, old New York. Educated there

at Columbia University. Directed a little theater group in Los Angeles.

He has worked in all branches of the film

production except at the camera. Under

contract to Universal in 1927-28 and under

contract with Tiffany early in 1929. Subse-

quently, directed novelty shorts for RKO re-

leases, ditto comedy shorts. Then directed

shorts for M-G-'M. Now directing features for

RKO. Included among the pictures he has

directed are "Love on a Bet," "The Bride Walks

Out," Lily Pons in "That Girl from Paris" and

"New Faces of 1937."

duction this week. Wynne Gibson
will be the star's leading woman.

T y »

Georgia French, child star at
Universal in 1912 and several
years thereafter, is working as
stand-in for Carol Hughes during
filming of the Crime Club mystery
drama, "The Westland Case" in

which Preston Foster plays Detec-
tive Crane.

T T

With the date for the start of
shootin g on "Love and Hisses," his
next production for 20th Century-
Fox, advanced a month to Sept. 13,

Director Sidney Lanfield has can-
celled reservations for a European
jaunt, and is already at work on
preliminaries for the next Walter
Winchell-Ben Bernie co-starrer.

T T T
With the signing of four more

players for the supporting cast of

"Madame X," which has Gladys
George as its star, Sam Wood, di-

recting the production for M-G-M,
has brought the total of principals
on his roster to 43. The quartet
added yesterday consists of Dickie
Moore, Ed Gargan, Adia Kuznetsoff
and Lowden Adams.

T T

Within the next few days Colum-
bia will start preliminary produc-
tion on "Freshman Follies," form-
erly entitled "College Hero," a new
musical feature, with Charles Star-
rett and Joan Perry in the leads.

T t
Arthur Loft and Ruth Hilliard

are the latest cast additions to
Columbia's "Women of the Night."

T T
Betty Fairfax has joined the Josie

Sedgwick-Ray West Agency as an
associate. The agency ha,s just
placed Ula Love in "Trouble For
Two," at Republic, and Eddie Cooke
in "Yankee At Oxford," for M-G-M.

T T T

David Niven is hurrying back
from England to attend the pre-
view of "The Prisoner Of Zenda"
at Grauman's Chinese Aug. 28.

Ronald Colman, C. Aubrey Smith
and Mary Astor, of the cast, will

also attend. Madeleine Carroll and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., are now in
England, while Raymond Massey,
who was also a member of the cast,

is now en route to England.

With the music recorded on "I

Wanna Be A Sailor," Leon Schles-
inger has completed his first "Mer-
rie Melodie" Technicolor cartoon for

his 1937-38 program one month
ahead of schedule. Producer's sched-
ule for new season calls for 36 sub-
jects to be released by Warner Bros.

T ' T T

Those on the Radio show, "Hol-
lywood Hotel," who will be in War-
ner's picture, "Hollywood Hotel,"
are Frances Langford, Raymond
Paige, Ken Niles, Duane Thompson
and Ann Jamison. All were set by
Dolan and Doane.

Harold Shumate, who produced
"Escape By Night," for Republic,
will also produce "Water Carnival,"
for the same company.

T T T

Leo McCarey expects to wind up
actual filming on his Columbia as-
signment, "The Awful Truth," for
which he was loaned by Paramount,
within the next 10 days. He then
plans on a three months' vacation
in the Far East and Europe.

V V T

Irene Rich, who has returned to
Hollywood after an absence of sev-
eral years, will do her broadcasting
from the film capital and will con-
sider a suitable role for her return
to the screen.

Geraldine Spreckels, sugar heir-
ess, has been signed for a role in

"Mightier Than The Sword," at Uni-
versal. Edmund Grainger is the
producer. Hobart Cavanaugh and
Samuel Hinds will be among the
principals in the cast.

The opening of Jerry Mack's In-

stitue Of Dance Research has beer
postponed until Aug. 23. It will bt
located in the Fox-Wilshire theatei
building.

The fantasy sequence in Shirley
Temple's production, "Heidi," which
was written by 20th Century-Fox
chief, Darryl Zanuck, was suggested
by Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell
who wrote the song for this action,
called "In Our Little Wooden
Shoes."

Mary Pickford, it is reported, will
offer Pickfair, for sale within a
month.

Formal announcement of the
coming marriage Sept. 12, of Billy
Gilbert, sneezing screen comedian,
and Ella McKenzie, actress, has
been made at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert B. McKenzie, of 367 North
Huntley Drive, Beverly Hills.

Dick Baldwin, who recently was
signed by 20th Century-Fox studios,
has been given a major role in
"Love and Hisses."

Alan Dinehart has been assigned
by 20th Century-Fox studios to a
role in "Danger—Love At Work,"
in which Ann Sothern and Jack
Haley have the leads.

Lelah Tyler, Albert Pollett, Laura
Treadwell and Jean Perry will have
featured roles in the 20th Century
Fox picture tentatively titled "The
Great Diamond Robbery," now in

production with Cesar Romero and
Phyllis Brooks playing the leads.

Roy Del Ruth, who has just re
turned to 20th Century-Fox after
loan-out to M-G-M, has plenty ot

work ahead of him. He will be in

charge of "Bread, Butter and
Rhythm," co-starring Sonja Henie
and Don Ameche, and after that
will make "Alexander's Rag Time
Band," Irving Berlin's musical spe-
cial. "Bread, Butter and Rhythm"
is expected to go before the cameras
next month. Berlin, now on vaca-
tion in Alaska, is writing the songs
for "Alexander's Rag Time Band,"
and that picture probably will start

about the first of December.
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Two of the scheduled pictures Derr
will make are Jack London stories, "The
Wolf Call" and "Queen of the Yukon."
"County Fair" and "My Old Kentucky
Home" are the others.
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i&ords and Wisdom

ln-TSJEWS EVENTS: Motion picture

sen ^ audiences appreciate entertain-
k ment on the screen which drama-
'«stizes news events. Drama doesn't

have to be entirely fictitious to be
effective. What happens to a few
individuals in the midst of wide-

ns spread devastation, for instance, is

id far more likely to capture the im-
* agination of filmgoers than some-
'» thing remote from actuality.—E. A.
ell DUPONT.

a
UNBURDENED: Bob Taylor's a

fine boy. I'm glad he came along.

He has taken some of the burden off

vil| my shoulders.—CLARK GABLE.

I

WORRYING: I have adopted the

"Wednesday" system to help me
..out of my worries. Whenever some-
: thing to worry about comes to my
;',': mind, I write it on a pad and dis-

i miss it until the next Wednesday,
".:

. when, from 2 to 4, I concentrate on

the pad. It gives me only one worry
;,,_when I lose the pad. Then I

worry about what I had to worry
about.—SOL LESSER.

?' SPEECH: Movies, because they
"? appeal to the eye as well as the
" ear, are doing more than any other

medium to stimulate more effective

use of language—they are swinging

m people away from the deadly mono-

j
Lone, an unfortunate characteristic

,i of American speech. — PROF.
J SIMONS of Northwestern Univers-

ity.

PROFIT: Today it is the com-
irlbination musical-dancing film that

wlis the most profitable for the pro-

iii' ducer. All major studios are pro-

!ii. ceeding with plans for its expan-

r sion. That is why dramatic stars

alare spending their in-between as-

•.
' signment periods with singing

teachers and dancing instructors. —
MARK SANDRICH.

16

ta NO KISSES? : For 18 years I

?' was a comedian. Now they want
; '' me to be a villain. I don't want to

11 be kissed. I want to make people
f -' laugh. Comedy is my forte and I

l J don't intend to play any more vi-

afcious characters. — AKIM TAMI-
ROFF.

Hartford Rialto Reopens
Hartford, Conn. — Renovated and

refurnished, the Rialto, which has
been closed for two weeks, has re-

opened. The improvements include

new sound equipment and furnish-

ings designed to add to the comfort
of

(

"\?. audience. The program pol-

icy _Jll be the same as before, with
chairges on Sunday, Wednesday and
Saturday.

Freemans Are Vacationing
Springfield, Mass.—George Free-

man, manager of the Loew Poli here,

and Mrs. Freeman are vacationing
at Hampton Beach, N. H.

DATE BOOK
Today: Warner Philadelphia zone managers'

meeting, Bellvue-Stratford Hotel, Philadel-

phia.

Today: Warner theater managers' meeting,
Philadelphia.

Aug. 19: Warner zone managers' meeting for

southern Ohio, Netherland-Plaza Hotel,

Cincinnati.

Aug. 19: Northwest Film Club's picnic at

Shadow Lake, near Seattle.

Aug. 20: Warner zone managers' meeting for

northern Ohio, Warner exchange offices,

Cleveland.

Aug. 21 -Sept. 2: Fox theater division manag-
er's meeting, Denver.

Aug. 24-25: National Screen Pre-Vues and
National Screen Accessories Conference,
Park Central Hotel, New York.

Aug. 27-28: National Screen Pre-Vues and Na-
tional Screen Accessories Conference, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.

Aug. 29: Motion Picture Fathers and Sons Day,
Uplifters Club, Hollywood.

Aug. 30: Warner zone managers' meeting for

northern Ohio, Warner Exchange offices,

Cleveland.

Aug. 31: Rocky Mountain Screen Club picnic,

Cherry Hills Country Club, Denver.

Aug. 31—Sept. 2: Para.'s Australian conven-
tion, Sydney.

Sept. 6: International Brotherhood of Painters,

Decorators and Paperhangers Convention,
Buffalo.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 21-23: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention, Atlantic City.

Oct. 11-14: SMPE fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. 0. of Western Pennsyl-
vania convention, Pittsburgh.

To Film Bartholdi's Life

Paris—To commemorate the 50th
anniversary of the inauguration of
the Statue of Liberty made by
Frederic Auguste Bartholdi and
which he offered to the United
States, Les Films Artistiques Fran-
cais will produce a luxurious pic-
ture depicting the Life of the
French sculptor. French and Eng-
lish version will be made, the latter
script will be prepared by Jacques
Deval, the French script will be
prepared by the novelist, Henry-
Dupuy Manuel. Jean Kemin will
direct and Maurice Escaude from
the Comedie Francaise will act the
part of Bartholdi.

G.U.T.'s Management Com.
Sydney—John Evans, Arthur Gil-

lespie and Roy Barmby have been
named by Norman B. Rydge, chair-
man of directors, as the manage-
ment committee for Greater Union
Theaters. Barmby was a protege
of Australia's great showman, J. D.
Williams; Gillespie has been with
Union Theaters most of the time
since 1917, and John Evans has had
experienced all phases of the mo-
tion picture theater business.

Film of Mountain Climber
Geneva—For the first time in its

history, the Matterhorn has been
invaded by a motion picture camera
unit. Luis Trenker has been di-

recting special shots for London
Film's production of "The Chal-
lenge," a story of the English con-
queror of the Matterhorn, Edward
Whymper. Milton Rosmer will di-

rect the picture. Gunther Stapen-
horst is the producer.
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BUYING COMBINE ON

PARAMOUNT PRODUCT

{Continued from Page 1)

mount, prohibiting buying and dat-

ing in of pictures, will continue

indefinitely was indicated until a

settlement is reached.

An address by Ben Golder, coun-

sel of the association, was a high-

light of the meeting. Asked if the

Dept. of Justice is really watching

developments in the situation, in

which Paramount has obtained a

temporary injunction, he said that

that might be the case but that

the department works very slowly

and it would probably take a long-

time for anything to occur. Dif-

ferences of opinion were expressed

in regard to a Paramount state-

ment that losses in the territory for

August will be less than $10,000.

Barrist analyzed 1937-38 prod-

uct already delivered by Paramount.

Grand National was critized by

President Lewen Pizor because of

the company's alleged attempt to

eliminate another Cagney, as well

as other pictures, from those con-

sidered due exhibitors on the 1936-

37 contract.

Probe in Brooklyn Will

Take Two Months to Finish

{Continued from Page 1)

taken one way or another, it was

indicated yesterday.

Hickey is understood to have no

concrete evidence as yet. He will

have to familiarize himself with in-

dustry practises before he reaches

a decision on the allegations made.

In the course of the investigation

numerous industry figures will be

called into consultation by Hickey.

Hearings are informal and no sub-

peonas are being issued. Industry

representatives are complying with

Hickey 's requests to visit him.

Henry Randal, Paramount New
York branch manager, and Roy
Haines, Eastern district manager
for Warner Bros., are expected to

be called in this week.
Hickey denied yesterday that Rus-

sell Hardy, who was in charge of

prosecution of the famous St._ Louis

case for the government, is in any

way connected with the present in-

vestigation.

Take Option on FPC Shares

Toronto, Ont.—Option on 11,000

shares of Famous Players Canadian

Corporation Ltd., has been exer-

cised at $13 per share, leaving 44,-

000 shares to be taken up.

Crank Wants Dough
Providence — Providence police, al-

though continuing their investigation

with assistance of Federal G-men, hold

a belief that extortion letters sent to

the managers of the city's five first-

run theaters early this month were

the work of a harmless crank. The
letters, all identical in phraseology and

mailed at the same time, directed the

theater officials to leave $2,000 at a

designated spot.
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The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

British Cinema Strike Averted
London — The threatened strike

against the theaters of Union Cin-
emas has been averted, due to ne-
gotiations carried on by the Min-
istry of Labor and the chief execu-
tive of the National Association of
Theatrical and Kine Employees.
Terms provide for recognition of the
union, collective bargaining, that
grievances in the area of the Lon-
don Conciliation Board shall be re-
ferred to that body, and the prin-
ciple of joint negotiation between
the circuit and union's executive
shall be recognized. Differences in

South Wales are to be taken up bj
the Ministry of Labor with repre-
sentatives of the company and the
union.

New Eng. Co. Starts First Pix
London—Liberty Films, Ltd., a

new producing and distributing firm
recently organized by F. W. Ingram,
who is managing director in charge
of distribution, and Ivar Cambell,
who is director of production, has
started work on its first production,
a sea story starring Henry Ed-
wards. Exteriors are being shot in

the North Sea, and studio work will

start this month at Worton Hall.

Open La Maison du Cinema
Paris—La Maison du Cinema has

been opened here for young produc-
ers and technicians wishing to fol-

low a cinematic career. It contains
one studio for camera work, one
projection room, one studio for

mounting and a theater with a ca-

pacity of 75 seats.

Morris Adds to Circuit

London—It is reported - that H.
Southan Morris has concluded a
deal whereby he acquires nine pic-

ture houses in Northwest England
from Cheshire Picture Halls, Ltd.,

and will add them to his Luxor
Cinemas circuit.

Films for Irish Schools
Londonderry — Efforts are being

made to obtain special grants from
the Northern Ireland Ministry of

Education and the local authorities

for permission to show regular film

programs in the newer schools of

Northern Ireland which have gen-
erally been equipped with projec-

tion rooms.

British Film Inquiry
London—Government inquiry into

terms and conditions of employment
in the motion picture industry will

be undertaken immediately after the

House of Commons resumes in No-
vember, it is reliably reported. The
inquiry, it is understood, will be held

in public, with evidence being taken
from employers and labor interests.

German Pix Costing More
Berlin —- Average cost of German

films has been increased to around
$200,000. Four years ago their cost

was about half of that sum. Ex-
hibitors are also paying bigger ren-

tals. Aside from an extra 2% per

cent rental increase, an extra rental

charge will be exacted in the case of

films which, through their special

value, are exempted from the 10

per cent entertainment tax.

Expect Defeat of Detroit

Ordinance Giveaways' Ban

Detroit — Ordinance banning all

giveaway games in theaters is ex-

pected to go down to defeat tonight

when the local City Council votes

upon the measure, following hear-

ings last week at which George W.
Trendle, president of Detroit United
Theaters; Ray Muer, Trendle's at-

torney; and H. M. Richey, director

of public relations for Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan, appeared in

favor of the bill. Richey admitted
that a number of his association's

members used such giveaways, but
were still in favor of the ordinance.

Also aligned against the bill are

Dave Newman, representing Allied

Theaters of Michigan; Sam Carver,

representing the Krim Brothers cir-

cuit; Walter Kelly, attorney for Skill-

ful Screeno; and J. E. Stocker,

owner of the Myrtle Theater. Pub-
lic sentiment in favor of scrapping

the ordinance was presented at the

hearings in the form of a petition

signed by approximately 100,000

film theater patrons.

21 Features in Various

Stages of Work at RKO

RKO Radio Pictures studios are

now in the midst of filming 21 fea-

tures, six of which are actually be-

fore the cameras, seven being edited

for early release and another eight

being prepared for early production.

"A Damsel in Distress," heads the

list of productions before the cam-
eras. Also being filmed are "A Love
Like That," "Love in a Basement,"
"Fight for Your Lady," "Don't For-

get to Remember," "High Flyers."

Among the features being edited

are "Stage Door," "Music for Ma-
dame," "Fit for a King," "Satur-

day's Heroes," "Forty Naughty
Girls," "Annapolis Salute" and "Life

of the Party."
Eight stories are being readied

including "It Never Happened Be-

fore," "Perfect Harmony," "The Joy
of Loving," "The Female of the

Species," "Radio City Revels," "Love
Below Freezing," "Vivacious Lady,"
and a special Irving Berlin musical

with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rog-
ers teamed again.

ZUKOR TO STUDY (.

OTA SITUATION

{Continued from Page 1)

confer with John W. Hicks, head
of the Paramount foreign depart-
ment, on the English situation and
when reaching London, will meet
with John Cecil Graham, managing-
director there, on the same matter.
Company will either produce on its

own or have pictures made.

In view of its program calling

for 55 features in 1937-38, Para-
mount could make a minimum of

three features in England and there-

by obtain sufficient permits to cover
its imports. Under the first-year

plan, one production, if costing more
than a certain figure and distrib-

uted in America at a gross beyond
a specified minimum, counts as three

pictures.

Zukor stated that Paramount will

make two or three features in color

for next season. He will be given
a press luncheon tomorrow at the
Hotel Astor.

Denies Leave to Intervene

in RKO Reorg. Plan Move

(Continued from Page 1)

petition in bankruptcy under Sec.

77B.

Judge Caffey also denied a mo-
tion of the independent protective
committee of RKO common stock-

holders for which Geo. L. Schein is

counsel, to set aside an order of

Nov. 23, 1936, eliminating the nec-

essity of filing statements of how
stockholders acquired their holdings
in RKO. A motion to require At-
las Corp. to file verified statements
showing what claims it purchased
or transferred in contemplation of

the RKO reorganization was also

denied.

Fred J. Dempsey, Executive

of the IATSE, is Dead

(Continued from Page 1)

general executive board meeting of

the IA, to be present at the funeral

and the entire Washington office

staff will be represented. Dempsey
served as business agent for the IA
in the Boston territory for many
years before becoming secretary-

treasurer of the association.

Local Music Makers
Lincoln, Neb. — Wilbur Cushman's

vaude circuit which embraces a lot r/"

territory in this area, has inaugurated I

new idea which means more local em***
ployment in use of his stage shows. In-

stead of the units carrying eight to

10 piece bands, they will only carry a

piano-leader and the local music gents

will get the call. Cushman is operating

with main headquarters in Hollywood

this year. He moved in mid-summer
from Dallas, Tex.

HiH^l
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messErpi Considers Plan to Sell Servian

GOLDENJTATE, T. & QlRCUITS CONSOLIDATE

Sees Quota Giving Eng. Pictures Greater World Market
Reginald Baker Optimistic

Over Reactions to

Proposed Law

Greater international distribution

for British product will result from
the proposed English quota laws,

declared Reginald P. Baker, manag-
ing director of Associated British

Film Distributors, in New York yes-

terday.

"In spite of crisis, Britain will

continue to produce pictures under
more harnessed and carefully su-

pervised conditions", he said. "Our
product has been improving and the

present trend should assist consid-

erably in enlarging Great Britain's

international representation by
(Continued on Page 7)

MAY DRAFT EXCHANGE

CONTRACT FOR CANADA

Possibility exists that the major
company heads will negotiate with

the IATSE for unions covering

their Canadian exchanges. How-
ever, the companies now have no
definite plan to do this, a spokes-

man said in New York yesterday.

Artists' Election Contrary

to Wagner Act, Krim Claims

Charge that the election held by
the Commercial Artists & Designers

Union, resulting in a decision to

authorize the union to represent em-
ployees of the Max Fleischer studios

in negotiations with the cartoon pro-

Keep Away from Strike

Allied Theaters of New Jersey yes-

terday held another meeting without

taking action in support of the Para-

mount playdate strike sponsored by its

national organization. This unit has

long been regarded as one of the

strongest in the Allied setup.

CEA Making Survey on Overseating in England
London (By Cable)—Statistics on overseating are being collected by the CEA in a

survey as a preliminary to a new national drive aimed at redundancy. Each area
throughout Great Britain has been asked to submit figures showing the number of the-
aters, seating capacities, local population and details of new projects. The associa-
tion's overbuilding committee will make a digest of the findings, which will be re-
ported to the General Council at its next meeting.

EXPECT SETTLEMENT

OF SUITS IN 3 WEEKS

Negotiations for settlement of the
Fox Theaters anti-trust suit against
the American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co., Western Electric and
Erpi have progressed to the point
where final adjustment is likely in

three weeks, it was learned yester-
day. It is probable that Milton C.
Weisman, receiver for Fox Theaters,

(Continued on Page 4)

Minneapolis Stay Hearing

Postponement to be Asked

Minneapolis — Allied Counsel
Schwartz will ask continuance to
Aug. 26 at the Paramount tempo-
rary injunction hearing scheduled
for tomorrow, because Al-

(Continued on Page 7)

WARNER'S THEATERS

BUY RKO PROGRAM

Closing of a long-term product
deal with the Warner Bros, circuit,

was announced by RKO Radio yes-
terday through Jules Levy, general
sales manager. Arrangement was
worked out at conferences between
Levy for the distributor and Joseph
Bernhard and Clayton Bond for
the exhibitor.

Paramount to Show Four

Films At Trade Showings

Four features will be shown by
Paramount at its national trade
showings planned for by cities im-
mediately after Friday, it was stated
yesterday. Titles are: "High, Wide
and Handsome," "Souls at Sea,"
"Double or Nothing" and "Angel."

Erpi Studying Proposal to Dispose

Of Its Servicing and Parts Business

"Stella Dallas" Scoring

Heavily Says Greenthal

Summer attendance and box-of-
fice receipts have been broken by
"Stella Dallas" in its first 20 en-
gagements, Monroe Greenthal,
United Artists advertising and pub-
licity director, said yesterday.

The picture is now in its third
continuous week in Atlantic City af-

ter moving from the Apollo to the
Strand. At the Music Hall, it is now

(Continued on Page 4)

A proposal is under consideration
by which Erpi would dispose of its

servicing and parts supply business
to a group composed of outside in-

terests and some of its own em-
ployes, according to a spokesman
yesterday.

An offer for this part of Erpi's
business was made by a group of
the company's employes but was
turned down. A few months ago a
plan was discussed with exhibitor
interests including Paramount the-
ater partners under which Erpi was

(Continued on Page 7)

United California Theaters

is Formed to Operate

Seventy Theaters

United California Theaters has
been organized by Bob McNeil, Mike
Naify and E. H. Emmick, to con-
solidate Golden State Theaters
Realty Corp., and T. & D. Jr. En-
terprises, thus bringing into one
company approximately 70 theaters
in that locality, The Film Daily
was informed yesterday in New
York.

New corporation holds 75 per
cent of Golden State and 51 per
cent of T. & D. Each group con-
tributes 35 houses.
United California is now engaged

in an expansion program, with six
(Continued on Page 4)

MORGAN IS SLATED

AS SMPE VICE-PRES,

Kenneth F. Morgan of Erpi at
the coast is slated for election as
executive vice-president of the
SMPE, with balloting via mail to

begin about Sept. 1 and results an-
nounced at the banquet to be held
at the Fall convention Sept. 13 at

(Continued on Page 4)

Good-Will Conferences

Are Planned by Daniell

Although denying that he was
acting as an unofficial representa-
tive of the New South Wales gov-
ernment to discuss with American
companies the question of compli-

(Continued on Page 4)

Para. Filing Brief

Paramount today will file its brief

with Judge Oliver Dickinson of the U.

S. District Court, Philadelphia, in con-
nection with its action seeking to make
permanent its temporary injunction
against the UMPTO playdate strike and
picketing.
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2
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Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
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Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.

.
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Warner Bros
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Warner's 6s39 95 943/4 95 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National ... 3% 3% 3% — %
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2 — %
Technicolor 333/4 31 % 31% — 2%
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6l/

2 s 1st '36 11 12V2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94 1/4 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 71 73
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43 52

V

2 54%
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y 1600 BROADWAY, N.Y.C.
CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

Coming and Going
JOHN ZANFT sails from New York todav.

on the Normandie heading for abroad.

SIDNEY HOWARD, who is now at the Coast,
arrives in New York within a few days.

LILLIAN HELLMAN is booked to sail on
the Normandie today en route to Russia.

W. J. O'NEILL, secretary of the Paramount
Film Service, Toronto, leaves New York today
for abroad.

JEAN HOWARD will be a passenger on the
Normandie, sailing today for Europe.

GERTRUDE BERG, writer, leaves the Coast
this week for New York.

ARTHUR WILLI, RKO Radio's eastern talent

scout, leaves Hollywood shortly for Chicago,
and then heads for New York after a stop-
over there.

MRS. BERTHA FARKAS, manager of Hun-
garia Pictures, Inc., arrived in New York
yesterday from Europe on the Aquitania.

CONSTANCE BENNETT, film star; ALAN
CAMPBELL, actor, accompanied by his wife,

DOROTHY PARKER, writer; and ERNEST LAW-
FORD, dean of British actors, sail today for

Europe on the Normandie.

WILLIAM GERMAN of the J. E. Brulatour

office returns from Chicago tomorrow after a

brief business trip.

ROBERT TAYLOR will arrive in New York
tomorrow from Hollywood, and sails for Europe
Saturday on the Berengaria.

MRS. WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST sails

for Europe today on the Normandie.

ARTHUR JOHNSTON, song writer, who re-

cently returned from London, left New York
yesterday for the Coast.

AL KINGSTON has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.

PHYLLIS WELCH leaves New York Monday
for the Coast to work for M-G-M.

HELEN FLINT has returned to New York
from the Coast.

MAURICE EVANS is due in New York
early in September from England.

MOREY MARCUS, M-G-M manager in China,
sails from New York today on the Normandie
returning home via Venice.

L. S. HAMM, San Francisco film attorney,
yesterday sailed on the Statendam from New
York bound for London.

CHARLES L. CASANAVE leaves New York
today for Cincinnati.

LILLIAM GISH will arrive from the Coast
at the end of the week.

Takes 16 Hungarian Pix

Arriving in New York yesterday
on the Aquitania, Mrs. Bertha Far-
kas, manager of Hungaria Pictures,

Inc., of 1600 Broadway, announced
that she had acquired while abroad
the American distribution rights to

16 Hungarian features. These films,

she said, will be released during the
1937-38 season, and represent ap-
proximately half of the annual out-

put of Hungary's studios.

Butterfield Buys Product

A deal has been closed with the

Butterfield circuit whereby the Mon-
ogram product will play first run
engagements in 10 key cities in the

Michigan territory, including Battle

Creek, Bay City, Flint, Grand Rap-
ids, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Lansing,
Pontiac, Fort Huron and Saginaw.
William Flemion, sales manager of

the Detroit exchange, handled the

deal.

Get "Zenda" Preview
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Hollywood pre-

view of David O. Selznick's "The
Prisoner of Zenda" will take place

at Grauman's Chinese on the night

of August 28.

"Firefly" Opens Aug. 31

On Aug. 31, M-G-M will present
at the Astor Theater on a two-a-day
policy, its new musical production,

"The Firefly."

"Toast" at Palace

"The Toast of New York," will

open today, Aug. 18th at the RKO
Palace, instead of tomorrow.

Columbia Sets Release

"It Happened in Hollywood,"
will be nationally released by Co-
lumbia Sept. 7.

Sues to Get Print

U. S. Attorney Lamar Hardy yes-
terday brought suit in Federal Court
against Jewel Productions to force
the company to deliver to him a
print of the film "Mysteries of
Sex" and for the right to confiscate

and destroy the negative of the pic-

ture. Hardy charges that the film

is immoral and obscene and that its

title was originally given to the
government as "Science of Man-
kind," but that the negative showed
it to be "Mysteries of Sex."

Dismiss Plagiarism Suit

Federal Judge John M. Woolsey
yesterday dismissed the $1,000,000
plagiarism suit of Allan Carruthers
against RKO Radio over the picture

"Cimarron" holding that he found
"no basis for the charge of liter-

ary larceny."

Open Skouras Conference
Skouras Theaters yesterday open-

ed a three-day conference on op-

erating policies and plans at the St.

Moritz Hotel. George Skouras was
in charge of the proceedings.

Eggers in Hospital

B. C. Eggers of Prismatic is at

the Meadowbrook Hospital, Hemp-
stead, L. I., suffering from a frac-

ture of the hip recently sustained

in a fall on his boat.

"Vogues" Open Thursday
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of

1938," in Technicolor will have its

New York premiere at the Music
Hall tomorrow, following the run
of "Stella Dallas."

Pardy with RKO
George Pardy has joined the pub-

licity staff at RKO Radio in New
York.

rWarner's N. Y. Preview(
4

For Next Monday and Tues

Warner Bros-First National ha
set its metropolitan New York arei

preview for Monday and Tuesday a
the New Amsterdam Roof theate
and has invited 500 exhibitors fron
the territory to attend the showing
first in a series of national screen
ings of fall releases. In addition t<

theatermen, prominent educator
and civic leaders and representative
of trade papers and other motioi
picture publications have been in

vited.

Previews will start at 10:15 a.m
and will run through the afternoon
with an intermission for luncheon
Pictures to be screened are: "Lifi

of Emile Zola," "Confession," "Bad
In Circulation," "That Certair

Woman," "It's Love I'm After" an<,

"Varsity Show."

*

Technicolor Meet Sept. 9
Meeting of Technicolor stockhold '

ers to act on proposal to increase

the company's common stock fron
1,000,000 to 1,500,000 shares has

been set for Sept. 9, instead of to-

day, as previously stated.

Weitman's Son Better

Peter Weitman, whose father Rob
ert Weitman, manager of the Nev>

York Paramount, is reported as im-

proving at the French Hospital.

Add Two To Cal. Circuit

San Francisco — Mann & Walsh
circuit has taken over a house al

Fairfield, Cal. and the Strand a1

Modesto.

TWA SKYSLEEPERS
Los Angeles—New York—15 hours, 1C

minutes

The Nation's fastest, most luxuri-

ous coast to coast transportation

service . . . four flights daily East

and West . . . Separate sleeping

and lounge compartments . . .

berths large as twin beds . . .

complimentary full course, hot

meals served aloft . . . Fly TWA
—the luxury line.

Member—National Safety Council

For information and reservations: 70 East

42nd St.; 1503 Broadway; Penn. Sta. Lobby,

Tel. MUrray Hill 6-1640; or any Hotel,

Travel Bureau, or Telegraph Office.

SHIP GENERAL AIR EXPRESS

SHORTEST^ FASTEST
CO A S T T O t O A S T
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THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

AND AT THE RIVOLI, N. Y. 6 days of hold-over

week beat entire 2nd week of "Road to Glory"—20th's record-

holder here! HELD FOR 3rd WEEK, OF COURSE!

»
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GOLDEN STATE AND

T, & D. IN MERGER

(Continued from Page 1)

theaters already added to its line-

up. Three houses have been ac-

quired in Grass Valley, Gal., and
one each in Nevada City, South San
Francisco and San Bruno. More will

be taken over later.

Good-Will Conferences

Are Planned by Daniell

(Continued from Page 1)

ance with the Australian quota law
and the U. S. firms objections to

the law, Frederick Daniell, who rep-
resents the large Dennison thea-
trical, radio and newspaper inter-

ests of Australia, said that he would
confer with the Hays' office to fur-

ther friendly relations between the
two countries and that his visit was
part of a world survey of film pro-

duction and distribution. He ad-

mitted that his firm would probably
inform the Australian government
of the findings of his trip.

Daniell said he was convinced
that Australia could produce pictures

for the world market. He maintain-

ed that there must be cooperation

between the English speaking coun-

tries.

Daniell's firm owns studios in Aus-
tralia and has producing companies.

No production is going on at the

Dennison studios at the moment.

Daniell will leave for Hollywood
next week. He sails for Australia

from Vancouver on Sept. 1.

Expect Settlement of Fox

Theaters' Suit in 3 Weeks

(Continued from Page 1)

will present a petition in Federal

Court before three weeks setting

forth the terms of the settlement

and asking court approval of it. Fox
Theaters' action asks more than
$1,000,000 damages. It alleges over-

charges and exactions in the sale

and servicing of sound reproducing
equipment.

AUGUST 18

Gus Edwards
Vernon Gray

McGrew F. Willis

Sid Weiss

• • • COLOR PRINTS De Luxe nothing quite so
gorgeous in colored stills have we ever seen before the
work of Irving and Sam Browning, noted art photographers in

the field of the motion picture as well as stills their own
process three negatives are made simultaneously with a
one-shot camera the printing is quite complicated
the value of the process lies in the fact that identical prints
may be produced with a minimum of time and effort it

is possible with this process to expose a set of negatives in the
morning and have a dozen identical prints dried by the after-
noon here is color photography at its zenith

T

• • • BEST YARN of the week lifted bodily from
Paul Hari'ison, who does that swell Hollywood kolyum for
NEA Service he tells how Walter Wanger sat watching
his "Vogues of 1938" at a surprise preview on the coast, and
held whispered conversations with his art director as the film

unfolded a gent seated behind 'em squawked at Wanger to

keep quiet Wanger parried: "Say, mister, you're watch-
ing this preview for nothing, but I paid $1,500,000 to see it!"

T T T

• • • ADVANCE DEMONSTRATION of their

drawing power given by those professional models at their

party to Joan Bennett yesterday in honor of what she
has done for their craft in her work in "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" no less than 15 newspaper cameramen
were on hand at the party at the Promenade Cafe in Rockefeller
Plaza shooting the gals from all available angles
yes, boys those "most photographed girls" are just as
good in the flesh as they are in the cig ads and as they
no doubt will prove to be in their first film production
they presented Joan with a testimonial scroll all bound up in

blue ribbon for her work in their behalf

• • • FAN MAGS collect dough from Paramount
as they go to town in a big way with a sen-say-shu-nal

campaign on "Souls At Sea" and the new Marlene Dietrich
production, "Angel" it is figured that 12,000,000 readers
will see the "Souls At Sea" ad in the fan mags in October issues
and a double-page ad in the Aug. 30 issue of Life the
woman's angle is being stressed on the Dietrich pix with ads
in Pictorial Review for October, and in Ladies Home Journal)
True Story and Redbook for November all this advertis-
ing it is figured will reach a reading public of 35,000,000, and
sets up an impressive advance campaign for all showmen book-
ing these two features

• • • A COMMENT editorially by the New
Republic on the recent survey conducted by Fortune Magazine

which found that 70 per cent of the population was vio-

lently opposed to double features so New Republic sums
it up thusly "To sit through two long films is a physical
ordeal for most adults, whether the films are good or bad
such a procedure violates the whole proper conception of the
i elation between artistic creation and audience the whole
thing is a beautiful example of the fact that successful busi-
nesses do not always give the public what it wants"

O • • IN AN effort to persuade England to take part in

the San Francisco Exposition L. S. Hamm, well known
coast attorney, yesterday sailed on the Statendam for London.

Wednesday, Aug. 18,1937

MORGAN IS SLATED <

.

AS SMPE VIGE-PRES.

(Continued from Page 1)

the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
City. Morgan and the following
have been selected by the society's
nominating committee : engineering
vice-president, L. A. Jones, Eastman
Kodak, Rochester; financial vice-
president, E. A. Williford, National
Carbon, New York; secretary, James
J. Frank Jr., International Projec-
tor, New York; treasurer, L. W.
Davee, Erpi, New York.
Three governors are to be named

from the following six nominations:
Arthur S. Dickinson, Hays organi-
zation, New York; Ralph F. Farn-
ham, General Electric, Cleveland;
Herbert Griffin, International Pro-
jector, New York; A. C. Hardy, M.
I. T., Boston; W. A. Mueller, Warner
Bros.-First National, Burbank, Cal.;

and Gerald F. Rackett, Technicolor,
Hollywood.

S. K. Wolf continues in office as
president.

"Stella Dallas" Scoring

Heavily, Says Greenthal

(Continued from Page 1)

in its second week, and at Provi-
dence, it is moving from Loew's
State to the Carlton.

In Cleveland the picture is switch-
ing from the State to Loew's Still-

man. In Louisville it is moving
from Loew's State to the Brown
and in New Orleans it is being held
over at Loew's State. It is also

being held over at Loew's State in

Rochester.

In Reading, "Dallas" is held over
for a second week at the Colonial,

and in Boston it is held over both
at Loew's Orpheum and State The-
aters, making four downtown weeks
for the picture in that city.

Heads Censor Board
Columbus — E. N. Dietrich has

been appointed state director of edu-
cation, in which position he also be-

comes head of the Ohio board of

film censors, succeeding E. L. Bow-
sher, who resigned in order to be-

come superintendent of the Toledo
public school system, announced Gov.
Martin L. Davey.

« « « » » »

BIG, ^w/v^y
NEWS 1

AS SEEN BY {
THE PRESS 1
AGENT \

Fred MacMurray is shopping around

for saws and tools to put in the work-

shop he's built on to his home in Bel

Air.—PARAMOUNT

wM
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WILL SHOW YOU THAT WARNER BROS.

CAN TOP ANYTHING THAT ANYBODY,

ANYWHERE CAN OFFER FOR 1937-1938!
^
-1

WHEE!

We're Moving Up to

'42ND STREET'

Again!

But It's Only V8th of the

Big Bill at that Aug. 23-24

Trade Show!—Also

PAUL MUNI in

THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
ERROL FLYNN in

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN
(Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert, Edw. Ev. Horton, Dick
Foran, Beverly Roberts, May Robson, Allen Jenkins)

BETTE DAVIS and HENRY FONDA
in THAT CERTAIN WOMAN
(Ian Hunter, Anita Louise, Donald Crisp)

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR
(Kenny Baker, Frank McHugh, Alice Brady, Gertrude

Michael, Jane Wyman. Songs by Warren & Dubin

KAY FRANCIS in CONFESSION
(Ian Hunter, Basil Rathbone, Jane Bryan)

LESLIE HOWARD, BETTE DAVIS and

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND m
IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER

(Patric Knowles, Eric Blore, George Barbier)

BACK IN CIRCULATION with

Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Margaret Lindsay

'Varsity Show' Shows You

DICK
POWELL

in the one big performance 'natural' of his life, and

FRED WARING
AND +m PENNSYLVANIANS

In pictures at last—so watch the film go by with more

fun per frame than ever before, and the All-Singing,

All-Dancing, Fred Waring Wonder-Performers

Including The Glee Club and

Priscilla Lane, Rosemary Lane, Johnny Davis

Ted Healy, Walter Catlett, Buck & Bubbles

Plus 7 SONGS by Dick Whiting

and Johnny Mercer

» Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
Si- Hpr7i- \S a.-.-.... -

creen rlay by Jerry Wald, Richard Macaulav,
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[<JI CONSIDERS PLAN

TO SELL SERVICING

(Continued from Page 1)

to grant franchises in various parts
of the country for its servicing and
parts supply business, but this is

dead now, Film Daily is advised.

As matters now stand Erpi would
continue if a deal were made, to

sell sound reproducing machines and
maintain all its other activities.

Artists' Election Contrary

to Wagner Act, Krim Claims

(.Continued from Page 1)

ducer, "was entirely unwarranted
and was held contrary to the pro-
visions of the Wagner Act," was
made yesterday by Arthur B. Krim
of Phillips & Nizer, counsel for
Fleischer.

Krim stated that 26 of the 30
artists employed as animators boy-
cotted the election after sending a
petition to the studios asking to be
protected in their right to organize
and vote as a separate unit in any
cellective bargaining election held
among employees of the company.

In part, Krim said: "Fleischer has
at all times offered to recognize the
Commercial Artists & Designers
Union. He has been in complete
sympathy with the policies of the
Wagner Act. Negotiations with the

Union have been carried on for the

past few months, but agreement has
been impossible, because of unrea-
sonable demands.

"The present election of all em-
ployees in one unit was intended to

force the animators and other em-
ployees to accept the Board's ruling,

even though the Wagner Act pro-
vides that there must be a review of

this decision of the Board by a
Court of Law before the employees
or the company are to consider

themselves bound.

"When and if a proper election

becomes necessary, the companv will

participate and extend its fullest co-

operation to protect the rights of

every employee."

"in

4

Minneapolis Stay Hearing

Postponement to be Asked

(Continued from Page 1)

lied's head counsel, Devaney, is

still ill and unable to take charge
Thursday. Paramount counsel will

not object, assuring continuance by
Judge Nordbye.

-J Reports Robbery
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Ketti Gallian, French film
actress, discovered $20,000 worth of
furs and jewelry missing from her Can-
yon home when she returned here early
this week from an overnight trip.

NEWS of the DAY
Cleveland—Don Wolf, nine year

old son of Warner zone manager
Nat Wolf, was awarded first prize

in the riding exhibition of the Shaker
Day Camp.

Baton Rouge, La.—Joe Barcelona
has announced a new theater in Is-

trouma, La., a suburb of this city,

but denies he has let contracts for

a new house in the University sec-

tion. He says he will wait to see

how the other two houses planned
for that area fare with the student
trade.

St. Louis, Mo.—Fanchon & Marco
has moved its six-hour special Sat-

urday movie picnics for boys and
girls from their Missouri to the St.

Louis. The initial bill at the St.

Louis was headed by "Boothill Brig-
ade" starring Johnny Mack Brown.

Detroit—Variety Club is planning
a boat ride and fish dinner up the
Great Lakes. Date not set, but
will be in about two weeks.

North Vernon, Ind. — The Jen-
nings, formerly operated by F. N.
Houppert, has been taken over by
Thompson and Fitzgerald, operators
of the Ritz.

Cleveland — Cleveland Variety
Club Post No. 313 did not hold a
clambake on Friday the 13th as
originally scheduled. Instead the
Post will combine with the Variety
Club for a bigger and better bake
later in the season.

Madison, Ind.—The Grand, oper-
ated by Herb Johnson, is being re-

modeled.

Cleveland — The local Warners'
Club will hold its annual election
of officers on Aug. 20, to be fol-

lowed the next day with a Warner
party to initiate the new officers.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Mannie Marcus
is planning to build two neighbor-
hood houses here.

New Harmony, Ind.—The Indiana
Fire Marshal has ordered the
Strand to close.

Indianapolis — H. A. Dressendor-
fer, formerly with Gaumont-British
has joined the Big Feature Rights
sales organization. He will cover
southern Indiana and western Ken-
tucky.

Kansas City—The annual picnic

of the Kansas City motion picture
employees will be held this year at
Fairyland Park, Aug. 30, according
to an announcement by Robert With-
ers, general chairman.

Kansas City — Elmer Bills has
bought the 250 seat Electric at Glas-
cow, Mo., from R. W. Raines.

Kansas City — C. R. Workman,
who is in a government hospital ser-
iously ill from disabilities suffered
in the World War, has sold his Cozy
at Lockwood, Mo., to Fred Wilcox.

Amite, La.—Vincent Courrier is

remodeling his theater here.

Plaucheville, La.—Rev. O. F. Cor-
bell, who runs films here in the ab-

sence of a real theater, has pur-
chased new Simplex projectors.

New Orleans—W. A. Fonseca has
repainted his Ashton and installed

new chairs, carpets and a screen
with National Theater Supply fur-

nishing the equipment.

Seattle — The Northwest Film
Club at Seattle has selected Aug-
ust 19th as the date for its annua
picnic and outdoor frolic. Shadow
Lake will be the scene of a host of

diversified activities that will mag-
netize all of film row.

Seattle—With finals to be held
this October in Spokane, a Bing
Crosby Talent Quest is shortly open-
ing at the Paramount here.

Seattle
—"Saratoga", last film of

Jean Harlow, has been held for a

fourth week at the Music Box.

Detroit—Filmites returned from
Europe currently include Harry
Komer, circuit operator, and Len
Schechter, and his wife, Anne Zim-
merman. The latter pair visited at

his home near London.

Detroit — The Campau Theater,
Hamtramck, Mich., operated by
Edward Pascoe, has been added to

Cooperative Theaters of Michigan.

Detroit—Saul Korman, operator
of the Grant Theater, is playing
"Dark Manhattan" for first run for
the city for five days.

Cleveland—Harry Lande and Nate
Gerson, operating the Independent
Film Service, have acquired the
Ohio and Kentucky distribution
rights to "Fury Over Spain", which
the Ohio Censor Board passed with-
out a single elimination, according
to Lande.

Salt Lake City—Charles William
Midgley, native of Utah, theater
owner and operator, died a few
days ago at his home in Oakland,
Calif., following a lingering illness.

Alamogordo, N. M. — The New
White Sands Theater has opened
here. Modernistic in design, and
air conditioned, it has a seating ca-
pacity of 625. The Mirrophonic
Sound System has been installed.

Morris Robertson is the manager.
He and his mother, with R. E. Grif-
fiths Theaters, Inc., are equal own-
ers in the new enterprise.

SEE GREATER WORLD

MARKET IN QUOTA

(Continued from Page 1)

placing more films in general dis-
tribution in foreign markets."
Regarding the theater situation in

Great Britain, Baker believes that
there is still latitude for the dis-

creet building of new houses. In
the United States, he points out,
there are some 17,000 theaters cov-
ering a population amounting to

130,000,000. The United Kingdom,
with a population of some 48,000,000
has about 4,300 theaters. On the
basis of population alone, British
exhibitors could increase their seat-
ing capacity materially and still

have theater representation that
would compare favorably with that
of the United States.

Baker is the managing director
of ABFD, Associated Talking Pic-
tures and Associated Talking Pic-
tures Studios, where the ABFD
product is filmed. Out of the 20
or more pictures they make each
year, he believes that six to eight
have international appeal.

Baker feels no qualms about
either radio or the British rapidly
developing television. He expects
television to be general in the not
too distant future but believes it

will have no more effect upon mo-
tion pictures than did radio.

Klein Gets Detroit House
Detroit — Europa Theater, De-

troit's only foreign language house,
has been taken over by Andrew
Klein, manager, as sole owner.
Frank Scheuer and Otto Marks, who
succeeded Joseph Scheinman of New
York as Klein's partners, have with-
drawn from the enterprise. Oper-
ating company will continue to be
German Kino of Detroit Klein said.

The house has just installed new air

conditioning equipment, supplied
by Oliver Theater Supply Company,
and will install new signs and other
equipment in the fall.

Klein has also changed the Ger-
man Kino, Inc., to International
Cinema, Inc., and plans to open the
now darkened Gordon Square The-
ater, Cleveland, under this name,
with an international policy in the
fall.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Norway erected but 20 naw motion

picture theaters during 1936.
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EXPLOITETTES
Horse Car Ballyhoos
"The Toast of New York"

JNTENT on making old Balti-

more alive to the dramatic
early-American theme that
motivates "The Toast of New
York," genial Izzy Rappaport
of the Hippodrome Theater and
his hustling lieutenant, Ted
Routson, turned back the
town's timepiece a half cen-
tury or more, and trotted out
an old-time non-streamlined
horse car. This electrifying
bally idea was worked out in

cooperation with Ralph Stitt,

one of RKO Radio's special

corps of 23 exploiteers. Balti-

moreans stopped in their tracks
to see the anachronism, and
Rappaport vouches for the fact

that a few oldtimers phoned
him their thanks for bringing
back a memento of the good
old days when street cars were
good for a vertebrae shakeup.
Next operation of the alert trio

was to have a man register at

the best hotel as "Jim Fisk,"
who is the hero of "The Toast
of New York," and let it be
known through the public prints

that he was collecting Confed-
erate bonds, and would pay the
top price of a penny apiece for

them. Newspapers played ball

on this stunt, and Rappaport's
wide smile was much wider than
usual when his box-office showed
the reaction to these two ex-

ploitation tricks.

—Hippodrome, Baltimore.

Brooklyn Strand Campaign
For "Paradise Isle"

THE Brooklyn Strand in New
York City put on a special

exploitation campaign during
the recent engagement of
Monogram's "Paradise Isle."

Ted Trust, publicity director of
the theater, arranged a smash
loby display with the Celotex
people in connection with a tie-

up on the picture. Celotex
boxes, a cane fiber composi-
tion, made an attractive show-
ing against a South Sea back-
ground of palm trees made of
the product. Two frames car-
ried descriptions of the use of

Celotex in addition to a scene
still from the film showing
Movita and Warren Hull, the
stars, standing beside a Celo-

tex case. Postal Telegraph dis-

tributed 25,000 heralds plug-
ging the picture. Radio spot
announcements were used in

advance of the opening of

"Paradise Isle." A "Question
B e e" regarding interesting
facts about Samoa, the locale

of the film, was broadcast over
WARD, Brooklyn Station.

_
A

special sound truck, cruised

around Brooklyn and the Coney
Island boardwalk announcing
the engagement. A special ad-
vertising appropriation was
used in an advance campaign
in metropolitan dailies.

—Strand, Brooklyn.

M-G-M in "Whoppers"
Contest With Liberty Mag.

A/f-G-M will work in alliance

with Liberty Magazine in
providing a screen outlet for
winning material in a new na-
tion-wide "Whoppers," contest
which that magazine will spon-
sor. The competition begins on
Sept. 18, ending Oct. 9. A first

prize of $250 and ten other
awards, totalling $1,000, are of-

fered by the magazine for the
most amusing and unusual
"Whoppers" submitted. Judges
are Fulton Oursler, editor of
Liberty, Pete Smith, and
Fred Quimby, in charge of short
subjects at the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer studios. Entries will be
judged with an eye to poten-
tial screen use, and from the
best thousand letters submitted
(which may range from 100 to

300 words in length) the most
likely short subject material
will be chosen. The best eleven
"Whoppers" sent in during the

contest will at once be made
into a short by Pete Smith,
while any number of the other
entries may also be brought to

the screen in subsequent films.

For any "Whoppers" chosen by
Smith for film treatment, not
winning one of the contest
awards, M-G-M will pay an ad-

ditional prize of $50 each. Win-
ners in the nation-wide com-
petition will be announced in

the Dec. 18 issue of Liberty.

—M-G-M.

Miami Dance Contests for

"B'way Melody of 1938"

JONAS PERLBERG, publicity

J director for Miami Para-
mount Enterprises has been
building up a nice setting for

"Broadway Melody of 1938"

which is to open soon at the
Colony on Miami Beach. For a

number of weeks he has spon-
sored a dance contest at the
popular Roadside Rest and has
obtained considerable publicity

through this. The last dance
will produce the winning team,
which will be presented with a
gold loving cup sent from Hol-
lywood by Eleanor Powell. This
dance contest, spread over a
number of weeks, has aroused a
community interest in the com-
ing attraction, which is to be
opened on Aug. 27.

—Colony, Miami Beach.

TIMELY TOPICS
Michael Balcon on British
Importation of U. S. Stars

W/"HEN people talk about the
"American Star Invasion"

I am always a little bewildered.
For I maintain that American
stars have always been brought
over for British pictures.

As long ago as 1922, I my-
self brought over Betty Comp-
son to play the lead in "Woman
to Woman"; Herbert Wilcox
brought over Dorothy Gish for
the silent version of "Nell
Gwyn"; others who came were
Mae Marsh, Nita Naldi, Jane
Novak and Virginia Valli.

Theoretically, I believe the
pool of players should be for
the world, to be drawn on ac-
cording to their suitability for
particular parts, irrespective of
both nationality and company.
But that, of course, is an ideal

and not a practical possibility.

What people mean by the
real invasion of American stars,

due to the recent big attack on
the American market, is some-
thing quite different. It is part
of a deliberate financial policy
to open the American market to

British films. This policy is

one of the big questions of the
moment, and it is important to

understand it before making
impulsive pronouncements
about the wisdom or folly of

the course that we adopted in

importing American stars.

There are two distinct schools
of thought. One believes that
only pictures should be made
which will make a profit in this

country; the other, that peo-
ple will not go to see pictures
which are too cheaply made,
that when a star becomes pop-
ular his or her price goes up,
so that eventually it becomes
necessary to look for other
markets to cover the cost.

Rightly or wrongly, I have
always believed that we ought
to make good-class pictures
which will make as much as
possible from the British mar-
ket and the rest from abroad.
Obviously, the market to attack
was the American. British pic-

tures were already accepted in

the Dominions; the Continental
market is extremely difficult, on
account both of the language
barrier and legal difficulties of
distribution. There remained
America.

I am not for an instant in

favor of Americanizing British
films. I believe emphatically
in the platitude that the most
international picture is the tru-

ly national picture. It never
pays to try to copy other peo-
ple's styles.

Nevertheless, even if we

made the best possible pictures
in England, there was bound to
be considerable sales resistance
in America to pictures with ab-
solutely unknown casts. No ex-
hibitor cares to buy a picture
unless it has some "marquee"
names. He knows that film-
goers, there as here, shop pri-
marily for "names" in their pic-
ture entertainment.

It therefore seemed neces-
sary to import American play-
ers whose familiar names would
gain our pictures a showing in

the States.

I want to stress the fact that
this was never meant to be a
long term policy. It would be
financially unsound to spend
money on players for single
pictures, with no hope of build-
ing them up as part of the or-
ganization. My theory was that
once our own fine actors and
actresses were seen in Amer-
ica, side by side with familiar
stars, they would come to be
accepted on their own merits,
and we should eventually be
able to dispense with the im-
portations. —Michael Balcon.

Director Hathaway Analyzes
Gary Cooper As Actor

UOLLYWOOD has never seen
an actor quite like Gary

Cooper. His rangy, awkward,
almost boyish body places
Cooper at a disadvantage in

long shots. And because of the
man's natural restraint — his

slight shadings of expression

—

he scarcely seems to be acting
in close-ups; yet there's no
denying his effectiveness. I had
the opportunity of studying him
closely in "Souls at Sea," and
I believe that his best acting is

almost totally unconscious. He
has the ability to feel deeply,
he has expressive eyes and an
amazing face that can do more
with mere suggestion than I

ever thought possible.

—Henry Hathaway.

Says Actresses Are Much
Like Prize Fighters

T THINK actresses are much
like prize fighters. When

their legs are gone so are
they. If I'm successful it will

be because of my legs, and my
voice. I'd hate to depend upj^

c

legs alone but, at that, I d^
stand on my own feet. I con-
sider legs a tremendous factor

in success on theater screens.

From Dietrich to Lombard, Jean
Harlow and many others, legs

have played an important part.—Dorothy Lamour.

V.
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Jessie Matthews in

"Gangway"
90 Mins.

SPRIGHTLY MUSICAL COMEDY SPAR-

KLES WITH VIVACIOUS JESSIE MAT-
THEWS WHAMMING IT OVER.

Just about the best thing Jessie Mat-

thews has done. This British musical has

caught the American tempo and the light-

hearted atmosphere that goes with this

type of production. The fast, breezy

tempo is a delight, and the action keeps

stepping up to a whirlwind finish. The

production also is notable for more plot

than the average musical, and Jessie Mat-

thews is in evidence most of the time.

She is charming in everything she does,

for here is not only a consummate dancer

but a rarely gifted comedienne endowed
with such a superabundance of bubbling

animation that she fairly sparkles. The
plot is the usual type of airy-fairy semi-

nonsense but done with a certain kidding

tongue-in-cheek touch that intimates the

actors are having a lot of fun, and don't

expect you to take them too seriously. You
don't, and therefore the audience will have

a lot of fun watching the giddy antics,

also. Jessie Matthews as a newspaper re-

porter on a London paper goes to interview

a temperamental screen star on the way
to Hollywood from the Continent, and gets

mixed up in a jewel robbery perpetrated by

a slick dame known as Sparkles. Barry

Mackay has the role of a Scotland Yard
inspector after the unknown jewel thief.

They all find themselves on board an ocean

liner, with the inspector having fallen in

love with Miss Matthews whom he is sure

is the international crook. So on to the

finale at a swank affair given at a night

club in New York by a society dame who
has the gorgeous necklace the interna-

tional crooks are after. Here everything

is ironed out satisfactorily in a fast-paced

climax with the star doing her dance act

to cover up the theft of the necklace.

Most of the action is on shipboard. There

are plenty of comedy touches to make this

a breezy number. Nat Pendleton does a

swell bit c-s a dumb gangster. Barry Mac-
kay as the male lead is very personable and

a wholesome type. Director Sonnie Hale

handled this musical with fine snap and

pace.

Cast: Jessie Matthews, Barry Mackay,

Olive Blakeney, Liane Ordeyne, Patrick

Ludlow, Nat Pendleton, Noel Madison,

Alastair Sim, Doris Rogers, Laurence An-
derson, Blake Dorn, Graham Moffatt, Peter

Gawthorne, Henry Hallatt, Warren Jenkins.

Director, Sonnie Hale; Author, Dwight

Taylor; Screenplay, Lesser Samuels, Sonnie

Hale; Editor, Al Barnes; Cameraman, Glen

MacWilliams.

y~Casanave to Confer
Charles L. Casanave, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of Na-
tional Screen Accessories, leaves New
York today for Cincinnati, where
his company is planning its newest
branch. He will confer there with
George L. Ross and Nat Barach.

"It Could Happen to

You"
with Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds, Owen

Davis, Jr., Astrid Allwyn

Republic 64 Mins.

ACTIONFUL, ENTERTAINING DRAMA
THAT WILL PLEASE FANS DESPITE IN-

CONGRUITY OF STORY.

There is enough well-paced action in this

story, and a sufficient quantity of twists,

some of which are incongruous but never-

theless entertaining, to make it acceptable

to average audiences. The yarn cuts into

channels infrequently tapped by producers,

and consequently has a strong savor of

originality. Alan Baxter essays the role

of an up-and-coming young man who as-

pires to conduct a school in which immi-

grants are taught to be staunch Amer-
icans. But this commendable aspiration

runs into some strange snags, due to the

domination of the youth by a satanic, un-

principled pseudo "professor" who leads

him into a series of unfortunate transgres-

sions. Baxter, to pay the professor a sum
of approximately $600, for an interest in

the institution, pulls a crooked deal at the

local race track; follows this by a rob-

bery to get the funds, and then murders

the father of his best friend, Owen Davis,

Jr. The close Damon and Pythias friend-

ship between the young men, causes Davis,

a newly graduated lawyer, to defend his

pal in court. Both are in love with the

easy-to-look-at Andrea Leeds, and at the

finale Davis wins her, while Baxter, fear-

ing that a mob will lynch Davis, destroys

himself by leaping from a rooftop. There

is a theme of Americanism as against

Marxism and other kindred political gos-

pels in the footage,—the pseudo "pro-

fessor" being portrayed as the symbol of

destructive governmental philosophies. The
film also carries a moral that just as a lie

often demands the telling of another lie,

so also does an initial crime beget further

crimes. Despite the picture's title, "It

Might Happen To You," there is very little

possibility of the events happening to any-

body quite possessed of sanity. The cast

does well; the photography is nice, and

the direction satisfactory.

Cast: Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds, Owen
Davis, Jr., Astrid Allwyn, Walter Kingsford,

Al Shean, Christian Rub, Elsa Janssen, Ed-

ward Colebrook, Stanley King, Nina Cam-
pana, Frank Yaconelli, John Hamilton, Paul

Stanton.

Associate Producer, Leonard Fields; Di-

rector, Phil Rosen; Author, Nathanael

West; Screenplay, Samuel Ornitz, Nathan-

ael West; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Editor,

Ernest Nims.

Direction, Satisfactory Photography,

Nice.

Ruby Keeler Recovering
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Al Jolson, the

former Ruby Keeler, is recovering
from a successful appendix opera-
tion which she underwent here on
Monday.

'River of Unrest'

with John Loder John Lodge,

Cellier

Antoinette

GB 69 Mins.

GOOD DRAMATIC PUNCH IN STORY
OF THE IRISH REBELLION AND FINE
ACTING.

Here is a very realistic production that

is superbly acted throughout by a very

capable English cast. It depicts some
phases of the struggle between the mem-
bers of the Irish Republican army and

the British military police, centering the

story around a half dozen characters. John

Lodge plays the role of a county inspector

working with John Loder who is a Captain

in the British police. Antoinette Cellier is

engaged to the inspector, while the cap-

tain is very much in love with her. An
informant tells the captain that the Repub-
licans are to hold a secret meeting in

Ballyfinnon Tower. He prepares to raid

the meeting with his men driven there

in lorries, in an effort to capture the

mysterious leader of the rebel Irishmen

who has caused all sorts of trouble. The
leader proves to be the girl's brother. He
is shot while trying to escape by the cap-

tain. His men later force the girl to

decoy the captain to a castle so that they

can avenge the death of their leader. Then
the girl realizes that it is the captain

she really loves, but she cannot face the

thought of marrying the man who killed

her brother. Then the inspector steps in

and gallantly takes the blame for the man's

death so that the lovers can be united.

The acting throughout is away above the

average by the entire cast who have been

picked for types.

Cast: John Lodge; John Loder, Antoin-

ette Cellier, Niall MacGinnis, Jerry Verno,

Maire O'Neill, Clifford Evans, Paul Far-

rell, Tony Quinn.

Directors, Brian Desmond Hurst, Walter

Summers; Authors, Dudley Sturrock, Noel

Scott; Screenplay, Dudley Leslie, Marjorie

Jeans, Dennis Johnston; Editor, J, Ccrbeft;

Cameramen, Walter Harvey, Bryan Langley.

Direction, Very Good Photography, Ex-

cellent.

Prizes For Costumes
Walter Wanger will offer five

prizes of $100 each in the form of

an R. H. Macy & Co. depositor ac-
count, to the five best dressed wo-
men about to enter the lobby of the
Music Hall at the premiere of his

Technicolor production, "Walter
Wanger's Vogues of 1938", tomor-
row night. Candid camera shots
will be taken of the women and sub-
mitted to a committee of leading
fashion authorities.

Sign Meeting in Chicago
Chicago—International Sign Ex-

position and National Sign Associa-

tion are holding a convention at the

Stevens Hotel with a large attend-
ance. There are many exhibits in-

teresting to film theaters showing
new lighting systems and outdoor
lighting.

FOREIGN
"Das Schloss Im

Flandern"
("Castle in Flanders")

American Tobis 97 Mins.

SOLIDLY PRODUCED ROMANTIC
DRAMA, COMBINING WAR, MYSTERY
AND MUSIC.

Although not as effective a vehicle as

some of the previous ones which German
producers have hitched to the star, Martha

Eggerth, there is plenty to please foreign

film fans in this, her latest screen ap-

pearance. It is the story of an English

soldier who falls in love with the charm-

ing voice and personality of Miss Eggerth

when she is entertaining in a night club

on the eve of a battle. Reported missing

the officer however survives, and through

subsequent years,—five to be exact,—his

only tangible attachment to the girl is in

the form of phonograph records of hei

voice. But they meet again, in true cine-

matic fashion, upon the same spot where

their mutual love blossomed in the bygone

years. She has then risen to the height;

of stardom. Naturally the ending is ;

happy one. Martha Eggerth's singing i<

top-notch, and Paul Hartmann, in the role

of the officer, is fairly effective. Produc-

tion is solid. So is the photography. Dia-

logue is in German.

Cast: Martha Eggerth, Paul Hartmann
Sabine Peters, Valy Arnheim, Paul Otto
Otton Wernicke, Kurt Seifert, Rudolf Klicks

Edwin Juergensen, Georg Alexander, G. H
Schnell, Willi Schaeffers, Rolf van Goth
Peter Elsholtz, Jens von Hagen, Gerharc

Dammann.

Producer, Tobis-Magna; Director,

von Bolvary Presented at the 86th

Casino Theater.

Gez;

Streei

"Nazar Stodolya"
Amkino 92 Mins

INEFFECTIVE AS ENTERTAINMENT
STORY, BASED ON FOLKLORE, IS CON
FUSED AND BELOW PAR.

This is a far from rugged feature

scarcely qualified to entertain domestic au-

diences. In addition to the element o

confusion it presents, the story,—one o

folklore,—and the settings,—along th<

Dnieper in the seventeenth century,—have

little attraction. After a fashion it is ar

ill begotten version of "Uncle Tom':

Cabin," with bloodhounds retrieving serf;

along the river bank. Evidently the them*

is utilized to contrast social conditions ii

the long ago with the more tolerant anc

tolerable of today. But in "Nazar Sto

dolya" the Soviet film makers have noi

done right by their propagandistic motives

Only a wizard could follow the action ant

interpret it. Its virtues are picturesque

ness, pace and novelty, but the technique

is below par.

Cast: A. M. Buma, L. Y. Serdik, A I

Vassilieva, M. I. Plivanov, M. L. Liarov

M. E. Nademska.

Producer, Ukrainfilm; Director, G. M
Tassin; Author, Ivan Kulik. Presented a

the Cameo Theater.
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HOLLYWOOD
r* RACE MOORE and her husband,

Valentin Parera, entertained re-

cently for Karl Lewis, treasurer of

the Metropolitan Opera Co., who,

during the winter season keeps the

prima donnas peaceful at the "Met."

Mr. Lewis, vacationing in Califor-

nia, found many of his singers as-

sembled there. Cocktails were
served at the pool on the new three-

acre place the Pareras have pur-

chased in Brentwood Heights.

Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. John McCormack, Mr. and

Mrs. Earl Lewis, Mr. and Mrs.

George Possell (Helen Jepson), Mr.

and Mrs. Richard Hageman, Mr.

and Mrs. Frank Chapman (Gladys

Swarthout), Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Von
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Melvyn Doug-
las (Helen Gahagan), Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Forest, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

helm Von Wymetal, Lily Pons, Elis-

sa Landi, Nino Martini, Andre Kos-
telanetz, Tito Schipa, and George
Chehanovsky.

T T
Jack Chefe and Albert Morin have

been added to the cast of "The
Great Diamond Robbery," in pro-

duction at 20th Century-Fox stu-

dios with Cesar Romero and Phyllis

Brooks in the leading roles.

t t
Lola and Rosemary Lane, have

been added to the cast of Warner
Bros.' forthcoming musical extra-

vaganza, "Hollywood Hotel".

T T T
The first step in assembling a

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
D
3t

• • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 12 8 • • •

R. OTTO LUDWIG PREMINGER. Producer-director-actor. Native of

Vienna and a law graduate of University of Vienna. Made his stage debut

17 in Reinhardt's "A Midsummer Night's Dream." Assistant to Reinhardt

at the first Salzburg Festival. Then in stock

in Zurich, Prague. Co-founder of the Comediu
Theater, and later, the Schauspielhaus, Vienna.

Reinhardt's successor at der Theater in der

Josefstadt, Vienna. During a business trip

from London to Paris, met Joseph Schenck, 20th

Century-Fox executive who knew of his work
and promptly signed him as a film director.

Shortly afterwards, Gilbert Miller invited Dr.

Preminger to be a guest director of some of

his London and New York productions, be-

fore proceeding to Hollywood. Married to the

former Marion Mill, a Hungarian actress. Wears
the Austrian Cross of Merit for distinguished

contribution to the Austrian theater. Fond
of tennis, swimming and horseback riding. A
voracious reader, a student and collector of

plays and the history of playwriting and play-

wrights. Stands, 6. Hair, blonde. Eyes, blue.

star-studded cast for the picture
tentatively titled "Career In C
Major," has been taken by Darryl
F. Zanuck, with announcement that
Myrna Loy and Warner Baxter will

be co-starred. Miss Loy has been
borrowed from M-G-M. The pic-

ture will go into production early

in the Fall.

V T

Loretta Young and Tyrone Power
will be together again in "Second
Honeymoon," 20th Century-Fox an-

nounces. Based upon Philip Wylie's
original story, the picture is sched-
uled to go before the cameras as
soon as Miss Young has completed,
"Wife, Doctor and Nurse," in which
she co-stars with Warner Baxter
and Virginia Bruce. Walter Lang
will direct.

t t r

Better motion pictures, with their
resultant increase in theater at-

tendance, have not only launched a
new era of prosperity for Holly-

wood, but have proved a boon to the
building industry everywhere in

America, according to Leo McCarey,
Paramount producer-director, now
on a loan-out to Columbia, where
he is filming the Irene Dunne star-
ring vehicle, "The Awful Truth."

Mitzi Green, former child star
of the movies who is now appearing
on the Broadway stage in "Babes in
Arms," will return to Hollywood
and films to star in a musical com-
edy for RKO Radio, it is announced
by S. J. Briskin. "Fiddlesticks," a
musical comedy purchased by RKO
Radio especially for Miss Green,
will be her first vehicle. Pandro S.

Berman will produce and Lee Jason
direct the film. The musical com-
edy was written by Frank Gabriel-
son, David Lesan and Milton La-
zarus.

RKO Radio has exercised its op-
tion on Helen Broderick, currently
enacting a featured role in "The
Life of the Party" with Joe Pen-
ner, Gene Raymond and Harriet
Hilliard.

Gertrude Berg, radio script writ-
er has completed her second screen
story and is getting ready for her
return to New York on Aug. 19.

Miss Berg's second screen effort for
Sol Lesser, tentatively titled

"Streets of New York," is scheduled
to go into production next month.

Northern Cal. Exhibitors

Will Decide Strike Issue

San Francisco—Whether or not

to participate in the playdate strike

against Paramount will be decided

by the ITO of Northern California

at a meeting called for Tuesday

here. Members' sentiment seems to

be against the move, according to

authoritative sources.

Set M-G-M Releases

Seven features are scheduled for
release by M-G-M during Septem-
ber and October, the company an-
nounces. List comprises "The Wo-
man Men Marry," Sept. 10; "My
Dear Miss Aldrich," Sept. 17; "The
Bride Wore Red," Sept. 24; "Con-
quest," Oct. 1; "Double Wedding,"
Oct. 15; "Madame X," Oct. 22, and
"Live, Love and Learn," Oct. 29.

Seeks Mayoralty
Detroit—Ralph A. Philbrook, former

proprietor of the McKenzie-Alden, and
other Detroit theaters, has filed as a

candidate for mayor of Detroit on the
non-partisan ballot. He was an unsuc-
cessful candidate two years ago.

New "U" Schedule
Universal yesterday set back the

release date of its "100 Men And A
Girl" from Sept. 5 to Sept. 12, and
issued notice of other adjustments
on its September-October schedule.
Following are the corrected release
dates, in addition to the Deanna
Durbin vehicle: Aug. 29, "The Man
Who Cried Wolf"; Sept. 19, "The
Lady Fights Back"; Sept. 26, "Be-
hind The Mike"; Oct. 3, "Carnival
Queen"; Oct. 10, "Idol of the
Crowds"; Oct. 24, "Merry Go
Round of 1938"; Oct. 31, "That's
My Story." Two westerns are also

scheduled, "Black Aces," for Sept. 5,

and "Law For Tombstone," Oct. 10.

Merge Publicity Offices

Toledo—Herbert S. Simon, local

publicity man, has consolidated his

offices here with the organization
of Tom Fizdale, film and radio pub-
licist, with headquarters in Chicago
and offices in New York and Holly-
wood.

Lillian Gish for Play

Lillian Gish has been engaged by
Guthrie McClintic, to appear oppo-
site Burgess Meredith in the Max-
well Anderson play, "The Star-
Wagon". Rehearsals start Monday
by which time Miss Gish is expected
in New York from the Coast.

File Amended Copy
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An amendment to

the registration statement of Cine-

color, Inc. was filed with the SEC
yesterday revealing that 240,000

shares of $1 par value stock is now
outstanding beside the 167,000
shares to be issued by Cinecolor.

An amended copy of the prospectus
was filed.

Ben Koening Resigns at "U"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ben Koening has re-

signed as serial supervisor at Uni-
versal. Elmer Tambert has been
made serial manager. The post of
serial supervisor has been abolished.
Barney Sarecki and Henry Macrae
continue as serial producers.

Bartholomew Row in Court
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Superior Judge Em-

mett H. Wilson yesterday heard
testimony in the dispute between
Freddie Bartholomew's aunt and the
M-G-M studio over the boy actor's
salary and his future career in pic-
tures.

Six Feature Bookings Set

For Capitol Theater, N. Y.

Five features were definitely an-

nounced yesterday by the Capitol

Theater to follow "Broadway Mel-

ody of 1938," which will be the in-

augural attraction of the fall sea-

son when that house re-opens on

Sept. 2, after a shut-down during

the previous week to undergo al->

terations. "The Good Earth" will

next be shown-—the first time at

popular prices. Remaining definite

bookings are "Bride Wore Red,"
"Big City," "Conquest," and "Double
Wedding."

Signs Four Directors

Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer
at 20th Century-Fox studios, has signed
four directors for new pictures soon to

be produced under his supervision. Al-
fred Werker will direct "Big Town Girl,"

featuring Claire Trevor and Donald
Woods. Bruce Humberstone will dif a v

"Island In the Sky," with M\%*

j

Whalen, Gloria Stuart and Brian U§'-
levy. Eugene Forde will be in charge
of Charlie Chan's latest adventure,
"Charlie Chan At Monte Carlo," star-

ring Warner Oland. Frank Strayer has

been assigned to the new Jones Fam-
ily picture, which is due to start pro-
duction next week.

ffltf
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120 Houses Are Added to Active Operations in Canada
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Greater Activity is Record in

First Six Months of

This Year

Toronto—Total of 120 houses, new
and old, have been added to the list

of active operations in Canada dur-

ing1 the first six months of this year,

according to authoritative sources

Harrieihere yesterday.
Box-office grosses are the highest

over a five-year period, it is esti-

mated, based on business for the

second quarter of the calendar year.

Ontario revenue is figured at ap-

proximately five per cent ahead of

last year. There is talk of admis-

f{
sion price increases here.
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In reply to many inquiries con-

cerning the proposed increase of au-
thorized stock of Technicolor, Inc.,

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of that company, today issued the
following- statement:
"The principal purpose of the

proposed increase of authorized
stock is to provide shares to cover

{Continued on Page 3)

Casey, Weber To Confer

On Jobs for Musicians

The entire situation affecting mu-
sicians and motion pictures includ-

ing a ban on dual use of sound
tracks and employment of more mu-
sicians in theaters will be discussed

{Continued on Page 3)

.Complete N. D. Complaint
Jrafting of Paramount's complaint,

'•^riing constitutionality of the new
North Dakota statute compelling pro-

ducers to divorce their theater holdings,

has been completed by Simpson, Thach-
er and Bartlett, New York counsel for

the distributor. It will be filed in that
state either late this week or early

next week, according to statement yes-

terday.

Warners Plan 15 Day-and-Date "Zola" Runs
Two-a-day runs, opening day and date, are planned by Warner Bros, for "The Life

o! Emile Zola" in 15 key cities, under plans made by Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager. Premieres will take place shortly after opening of the picture at the Cass,
Detroit, Aug. 26, it is stated. Cities where day-and-date showings are planned include
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Washington, Pittsburgh, St. Louis and
Toronto.

CHWARTZ PROPOSAL

IS LAID ON SHELF

Neither Loew's nor RKO are un-
derstood considering granting the
three-point plan of proposals re-
ported to have been made some
time ago by A. H. Schwartz of
Century Circuit whose complaint to
the Dept. of Justice is believed to
have inspired the current investi-
gation on the part of Assistant U.
S. Attorney Leo Hickey of Brooklyn.
Schwartz is understood to have

(Continued on Page 9)

Commercial Film Producers

Accept Actor Guild's Pact

An agreement with leading com-
mercial producers including Audio
Productions, Jam Handy, Wilding
and Caravel, has been reached un-
der which the companies accept the
Screen Actors' Guild contract with
no concessions, according to word

{Continued on Page 9)

RUNS FIVE YEARS

Harry Arthur's contract with
20th Century-Fox under which he
will continue to operate the Roxy
runs for a five-year period, a
spokesman for the major company
stated yesterday. The film outfit
takes oyer the theater on >?ept. 3.

That Arthur had received a new
contract continuing- him in charge
of the Roxy was exclusively printed
in The Film Daily of Aug. 6.

W-B to Produce Two Plays

on Broadway, Two in London

Warner Bros, will present two
English plays on Broadway and
have two shows definitely set for
production in London, it was said
yesterday by Jake Wilk, head of
the Warner story department, who
has just returned from England.
The local offerings are "George

(Continued on Page 9)

Zukor Declares Theaters Must"Up''

Prices To Bring in More Revenue

Jack Miller to Be Active

In Four Illinois Theaters

Chicago—Back in film business,
Jack Miller will be active in the op-
eration of the Plaisance, the Lido
and the Savoy theaters in Chicago
and the Forest at Forest Park. He
reports the Forest theater will be
entirely rebuilt from plans by ar-

(Continued on Page 9)

Fast-mounting production costs
have increased 33 and one-third per-

cent during- the past year, with de-
mands made by labor as an impor-
tant factor, said Adolph Zukor in
an informal conversation when he
was guest of honor at a luncheon
which Paramount tendered members
of the press yesterday at the Hotel
Astor.

In view of this development,
(Continued on Page 3)

10 Actions Against AT&T,
W E, Erpi Are Adjusted

Out of Court

Settlement of 10 anti-trust suits

brought by former sound equipment
manufacturers and equipment ser-

vicing companies against the Amer-
ican Telephone & Telegraph Co.,

Western Electric and Erpi asking a
total of $40,545,000 in damages was
made known yesterday in a joint

statement by George F. Hurd, spe-

cial counsel for the phone company
and its subsidiaries and Ralph Vat-
ner, counsel for the plaintiffs.

Settlement of another suit, that

of Biophone Corp. against the same
(Continued on Page 9)

Chicago — The Community The-
aters Co. has been organized by A. J.

Balaban and Sam Meyers, well

known north shore theater operator.

Sam Tishman will be associated

with them in the booking depart-

ment. The new group will control

Teatro del Lago, the Crystal Lake,
the Circle, the Paramount, the Mel-

(Continued on Page 9)

Ten-O-Win Sponsors Plan

Drive on Game Infringers

San Francisco—Following a re-

cent victory in a United States Cir-

cuit Court, Ten-O-Win Amusement
Co., owners of the copyrighted aud-
ience-game, plan a legal drive

against infringers of their patents,
(Continued on Page 2)

Strike "False Alarm"—Zukor
The playdate strike going on in the

Philadelphia and Minneapolis territories

against Paramount was described as a
"false alarm" by Adolph Zukor yester-
day, following a luncheon at the Hotel
Astor. He declined to discuss the sit-

uation in detail on the grounds that he
was not familiar with the matter.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Patht Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

Net

High Low Close Chg.

27 27 27 — y2

31/8 31/g 31/8 — 1/8

195Vi 195V2 1951/2 — 2
160 160 160 + 1

261/4 251/g 251/4 — 1/2

84i/4 83 83 — %
24i/

8 231/4 233/8—"%
I681/4 168 1/4 168 1/4 + 6
21% 211/4 2H/4
93/4 9i/2 91/2

8% 8 1/2 8 1/2 — 1/4

37% 36% 363/i — 1

55 55 55 — 51/2

151/2 15i/
8 151/8 — 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
99 99 — 1Keith A-0 6s46 99

Loew 6s41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55... 67V8 67 Vg 67i/

8 +
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . 100'/8 lOOVss lOOVs +
Para. Picts. cv.3i/4s47 935/g 93 Vi 93 Vi

—
RKO 6s41 Ill 1091/2 IO91/2 —
Warner's 6s39 95 95 95

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National .... 314
Sonotone Corp 2
Technicolor 31 %
Trans-Lux 43/s
Universal Picts

3

2

295/s
41/4

3 — 1/8

2

30 — 13/8
41/4 + i/a

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6V2 s 1st '36 11 12
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94% 953/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 71 73
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '43.... 52'/2 54 Vi

Gets Two French Pix

French Motion Picture Corp. has
acquired the new Maurice Chevalier
picture "Avec Le Sourire" (With A
Smile) for distribution here and al-

so Jean Benoit-Levey's "Helene."
The latter film is from Vicki Baum's
novel "Helen Wilfur" and stars
Madeleine Eenaud.

Blank is Seeking Several New Omaha Locations
Omaha— District Manager E. R. Cummings of Tri-States has revealed that A. H.

Blank is negotiating for two and possibly three neighborhood locations in Omaha.
Dealings so far have been with independents despite Blank's recent announcement in
New York he was figuring on a circuit of six houses here. Plans also are still being
made to build a neighborhood first run. Blank holds several options on desirable sites.

Tentative Omaha Agreement
Provides for 40-Hour Week

Omaha—A compromise agreement
between producers and IATSE in
salary demands of the local ex-
change union has been revealed here
as follows:
Head shipper, $35; Shipper, $28;

assistant shipper, $20; head poster
clerk, $23; poster clerk, $20; head
inspectress, $20; inspectresses,
$17.50.

No shipper will be designated as
"head shipper", however, unless the
exchange employs three or more in

that department. None of the lo-

cal exchanges do.

Also allowed was a 40-hour week,
but no agreement has been signed
yet until other matters are settled.

Defer Para. Hearing
Minneapolis — Without objections

on Paramount's part, hearing on
the temporary injunction sought by
the distributor against the playdate
strike of Allied Theaters of the
Northwest yesterday was continued
to Aug. 26.

Philadelphia — Filing of Para-
mount's brief in the pending injunc-

tion action was put off yesterday
until today.

"Artists" Gross Big
With the announced record of

having drawn 6,500 persons more
than did any previous attraction for
two weeks during a summer en-
gagement at the Paramount, "Ar-
tists And Models" yesterday enter-
ed its third consecutive week at
that house, with Phil Spitalny and
his all-girl band continuing as the
surrounding stage show attraction.

Mrs. Lonergan Dies
Funeral services for Mrs. Lester

Lonergan, 59, widow of the actor
Lester Lonergan, Sr., will be held
at 11 o'clock this morning at Camp-
bell's Funeral Church, 66th St. and
Broadway. She was formerly an
actress, appearing in several mus-
ical comedies under her stage name,
Amy Richards.

Buy Republic Product
Two New England circuits,

Graphic and the Panora, and
Ashman Bros. Circuit in Michigan
were announced yesterday as hav-
ing contracted for Republic's 1937-

38 product. Deals cover 11 of Gra-
phic's situations; five of Panora's
and five of Ashman Bros.—a total

of 21 outlets.

the
the

T. C. Martin Dies
Seattle—Sudden death of T. C.

Martin, exhibitor at Pullman,
Wash., the other day shocked film

row in this city.

Ten-O-Win Sponsors Plan

Drive on Game Infringers

it

(Continued from Page 1)

is reliably reported. Some half-

dozen suits may be filed simultane-
ously.
Ten-O-Win was put on the mar-

ket by Art Miller, who resigned a
Fox West Coast executive post to

handle the new company, and Lee
C. Dibble. The court decision re-

cently won restraining the Rolleo
Company and leasing theaters from
continuing to use Rolleo, which was
characterized as an imitation of

Ten-O-Win. Numerous houses in

Northern California, smaller cities

and suburbs have been using Rol-
leo and other games sufficiently

similar as to be probably liable to
like judicial decisions if Ten-O-Win
sues.

Returns to Warners
Sam Lefkowitz, who resigned re-

cently as office manager of Warner
Bros. New York exchange, to be-
come general manager of Pruden-
tial Playhouses, has resigned that
job and returned yesterday to his

old post with Warner Bros.

Coming and Go^
SOL. A. ROSENBLATT sails from New York

Wednesday on the Queen Mary bound for Lon-

don.

ANTOINETTE SPITZER of the Walter Wanger
publicity staff has gone from New York to

Philadelphia in connection with the forthcom-
ing opening at the Boyd there of "Vogues of

1938."

EDDIE DOWLING arrives in New York today
from Europe on the Washington.

recently arrived in New
is stopping at the Wal-

NED SPARKS, who
York from the Coast,

dorf-Astoria.

EDWARD M. SAUNDERS left New York yes-

terday for St. Louis and Denver.

RANKO SAWA, Japanese film actress, has

arrived on the Pacific Coast from Tokyo to

study film acting and production.

OSCAR STRAUS returns to New York from
the Coast next month to rehearse his new
operetta.

ANDREW W. KELLY, motion picture editor

of The Washington News, is in New York.

E. J. SMITH of Imperial has returned to

New York from a southern trip on which he

visited New Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte.

ARTHUR ISRAEL returns to New York next

Monday from a vacation in Maine.

HARRY ARTHUR will go to St. Louis next

week.

ARTHUR BALLANTINE, counsel for the Para-

mount trustee, arrived yesterday on the Queen

Mary.

MAX GORDON left yesterday for Hollywood

from Saratoga.

Exclusive (The Only Official) Motion Picture
OF THE

WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGHT
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP

Bronco

NAGURSKI
World's Champion

and

Greatest Football

Player in History

Vincent

ope:
Former World's

Champion

and

Idol of Mexico

THE COLOSSAL OF THE CANVAS"
and includes

ALI BABA (The
TJkfb,e

vs. DICK LEVER
PIO PICO (Boxer) vs. NICK LUTZE (Wrestler)

This 20 minute attraction now playing

THE ENTIRE FOX WEST COAST AND OTHER MAJOR CIRCUITS
Book with

B. N. Judell Exchanges—Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Indianapolis.

Majestic Pictures—Kansas City • All-Star Features—San Francisco.

I. Brody—Dallas • Four Star Fictures—Los Angeles.

FOR OTHER AVAILABLE TERRITORIES, WRITE OR WIRE

HARRY SONENSHINE, 1910 So. Vermont, Los Angeles, Calif.
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(Continued from Page 1)

coupled with the fact that the pub-

lic is demanding bigger and more
expensive productions, theaters must
produce more revenue, declared the

Paramount production chieftain,

must be accomplished through in-

creased admission price scales, he
pointed out, but did not offer any

k

,

B
.suggestion as to the extent of raise

needed.

Hollywood must pay more atten-
tion to what the public wants by

• way of screen entertainment, Zukor
asserted, and said that box-office
reaction should be the only guide
in the selection of story material.
The industry can't afford to experi-
ment along new story lines, he said,
but must rely upon subjects which
have proven successful. He admitted
that trying to persuade producers
to be guided by audience likes is a
very difficult job.

Studios are being forced to make
costly productions, said Zukor, as

I
the public no longer flocks to see
pictures without names and produc-

i tion values. He cited the instance
'of "The Texas Rangers," a West-
ern, which, he pointed out, was made
into a big-calibre production and

r

done with box-office names and at-

tention to detail. Before the pic-

I

I ture was released, stated Zukor,
there was but little exhibitor en-
thusiasm but the production rolled

1 up enormous grosses.

Zukor sails for England Wednes-
day to investigate plans for produc-
ing there under the quota law.

Casey, Weber to Confer
On Jobs for Musicians

(Continued from Page 1)

with Pat Casey, studio labor head,
perhaps next week, it was stated
yesterday by Joseph N. Weber, pres-
ident of the American Federation
of Musicians. Due to the press of
other work meeting with Casey may
have to be delayed beyond next
week, Weber said.

William Powell always removes his

coat the moment a scene is completed

and remains in his shirt sleeves until

the next scene.

—M-G-M.

• • • THE DEAN of the Industry Adolph Zukor
sat down at luncheon at the Astor yesterday with the

trade paper scribes following a preview showing of Bing
Crosby's "Double or Nothing" at the Astor theater the
Old Master was in a reminiscent mood he talked of pic-

tures Then and Now and who among us is more competent
to dilate on that subject? summing up his career, he said:

"If I have been successful in making more successes than fail-

ures, it is not due to any superhuman gift or skill, but only be-

cause I make a study of the trend, and try to follow it intel-

ligently"

• • • PRE-RELEASE ENGAGEMENTS at pop prices

of Columbia's "Lost Horizon" with reports showing that
•I is smashing the top records hung up by "Mr. Deeds Goes
To Town".- at Lake George, N. Y., receipts more than
quadrupled those of "Mr. Deeds" at Saratoga, an increase

of over 300 per cent and so on down the line all

-ections of the country show that "Horizon" has topped the
previous Columbia B. 0. High hung up by "Mr. Deeds"

• • • THE GALA first-night showing of "Walter Wan-
ger's Vogues of 1938" at the Music Hall tonite will be pre-

ceded by a dinner party and radio broadcast with Wanger as
host a neat tie-up with Macy's department store, offering
five prizes to the best dressed women attending the first day's
showing the prizes are in the form of depositor's ac-

counts with the store in the sum of $100 each

T T

• • • OVERWHELMED Louis Berg, of the GB pub-
licity dep't whose suggested title "The Girl Was Young"
has been accepted by the studio for the new Alfred Hitchcock
production starring Nova Pilbeam the studio hailed it be-
cause of its "easy, attractive, metrical cadence" then Mis-
ter Berg suddenly realized that he must possess the real poetic
gift when interviewed by the press at a special luncheon
(which he paid for out of his own pocket) he admitted that the
inspiration must have been "the subconscious product of a
naturally lyrical mind"

T T T

• • • GOOD STUNT engineered by Sid Dannenberg, pub-
licity chief of the Hippodrome at Cleveland, with the aid of
Jack Goldstein, of the RKO Radio exploitation staff a
toast-writing contest sponsored by the Cleveland News in con-
nection with local showing of "The Toast of New York"
a sweet gal named Mary Mae Starks was the winner and
she has just completed a three-day whirlwind vacation in New
York as the guest of the home office and the Lincoln Hotel
we like Miss Clark's winning toast: "Here's to the gals of to-
day Streamlined, good-looking, and fast they may
not wear like the old-fashioned kind but gosh, ain't they
grand while they last!"

T T T

• • • ADVANCE bookings to the tune of 62 reported
by Grand National for the release of Bennie Zeidman's "Sweet-
heart of the Navy". . . • In the twenty-one key spots where
"Stella Dallas" is playing, United Artists states that the aver-
age gross was 130 per cent on the opening day on Monday last,

and on Tuesday it swung up to 147 per cent. . . • Franciska
Gaal, who plays the leading femme role in De Mille's "The
Buccaneer," has been nominated a princess royal of the Mardi
Gras to be held in Galveston

PRODUCERS TAKING

OPTIONS ON STOCK

« « « » » »

(Continued from Page 1)

options to producers in connection
with contracts for producing groups
of feature pictures. The basic idea
is to invite all important producers
in the industry to participate in the
plan which is already in existence
between Technicolor and several of
the important producers.

"If in addition to those produc-
ers who have already done so, all

the larger American producers par-
ticipated in the plan as contem-
plated, there would be issued to
them options on approximately
225,000 shares of the proposed new
authorization of 500,000 shares. If

later these options were all exer-
cised and all the corresponding
stock issued, the stockholders of
Technicolor would be in the position
that the issued stock of their com-
pany would have been increased by
approximately twenty-five per cent
from its present issued number of
shares, for which their company
would have received in its treasury
some $5,000,000 of new cash
and with every prospect that
the business of their company would
be doubled, if not trebled, beginning
sometime in 1938.
"And moreover what seems par-

ticularly not to be understood, after
there has been used for the present
proposed options plan approximate-
ly 225,000 shares of the proposed
increased authorization of 500,000
shares, there would remain in the
treasury 275,000 shares for the
further purposes of the company,
concerning which there are no im-
mediate plans."

Jessel Warner Producer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Jessel, recent-

ly associated with Mervyn LeRoy
on the Warner Bros, lot, has be-
come an associate producer for War-
ners, is now preparing a story based
on the life of Haym Salomon, who
did much to finance the American
colonies in the Revolution and play-
ed a considerable part in the behind-
the-scenes activities of the Amer-
ican struggle for independence.

AUGUST 19

Eleanor Boardman
Colleen Moore
June Colyer
Joan Peers

Kenneth McKenna
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A "JUtiU" from Uotiywood "£Os
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
ATANNING SHERWIN and Frank

Loesser, veteran New York

tunesmiths, have been engaged by

B. P. Schulberg to prepare an elab-

orate finale for "Blossoms on Broad-

way", the musical film which he is

producing for Paramount. Sherwin

and Loesser have written two songs,

"You Can't Tell A Man By His Hat"

and "No Ring On Her Finger

which will be introduced in the

Schulberg production.

T » »

Arthur Willi, RKO Radio's East-

ern talent scout, who is now in Hol-

lywood, plans to remain there an-

other 10 days and will return to

New York by way of Chicago. On
Aug. 29 he will select the boy and

girl winners of the movie talent

contest held by the City of Chica-

go in connection with its Charter

Jubileee Festival, to commemorate

its hundredth anniversary. RKO
Radio will provide the winners with

an all-expense-paid trip to Holly-

wood and back, and screen tests.

Willi will stop at Detroit, Cleveland,

and other key cities in search of

talent.

Y
James Edward Grant, who wrote

the original "He Was Her Man,"

for Grade Fields' first 20th Cen-

tury-Fox picture has sold another

screenplay, "Marry An Orphan," to

the same studio.

T T T

Phyllis Brooks, young Broadway
actress who is regarded as the out-

standing "find" of the year at 20th

Century-Fox studios, has been as-

signed a role in "Second Honey-

moon," soon to go into production

with Tyrone Power and Loretta

Young co-starred.

T T

Douglas Fowley has been as-

signed the heavy role in the as yet

untitled Jones Family picture, which

goes before the cameras next week
at 20th Century-Fox studios. Jed

Prouty, Spring Byington, Florence

Roberts and the remainder of the

Jones Famiiy company will play

their usual roles.

T T

Sidney Howard, following four

weeks of conferences with David O.

Selznick and George Cukor, has

completed the final shooting script

on Margaret Mitchell's "Gone With
the Wind." Howard plans to return

to the east within the next few

days.
T

The entire Loyola University

band of thirty-five members has

Theater As Publisher

Lincoln, Neb.—Still refusing to use

the high priced newspaper space for

advertising, the Lincoln is now giving

away an eight page pamphlet called

"Movie News" for a majority of i'i s

publicity.

HO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • © Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 129 •• •
•"* EORGE CUKOR. Director. Born and raised in New York, graduated from

^^ the De Witt Clinton High School just in time to become a member of

the S. A. T. C. in 1917. After the war, "sold" himself as assistant stage man-
ager of the Chicago company of "The Better e." Rise was rapid. Returned

to New York to become stage manager for Edgar Selwyn, the Shuberts and

others. Summers in stock at Syracuse, Rochester. He not only was the first

to adopt the system of trying out New York plays in stock, but also the first

to introduce visiting stars to stock. Associated with Gilbert Miller and the

Charles Frohman Company until he finaily left the stage for the screen in 1929.

First picture was "River of Romance," with

Buddy Rogers. He directed the dialogue for

"All Quiet on the Western Front." "Tarnished

Lady" was his first picture as a director. "Din-

ner at Eight," directed for David 0. Selznick

at M-G-M, formed a firm friendship between
producer and director, who, strangely enough,

although unrelated, bear a remarkable re-

semblance. Cukor next directed Katherine Hep-
burn in "Little Women," and then added to his

growing fame with "David Copperfield," Norma
Shearer and Leslie Howard in Irving G. Thal-

berg's "Romeo and Juliet", and "Camille" with

Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor. Unmarried.

Swims for exercise, goes to the theater for

relaxation, and directs as vocation, avocation and

hobby.

been signed by 20th Century-Fox
studios for scenes in "Life Begins
In College," musical comedy now
in production. The Ritz Brothers
are starred in the picture, with a

supporting cast that includes Fred
Stone, Tony Martin, Phyllis Brooks,
Joan Davis and Dixie Dunbar. Wil-
liam A. Seiter is directing.

T T T

Merian C. Cooper, who recently

signed a contract as producer with
M-G-M, will make as his first film

for that company an all-color fea-

ture to be done in the East Indies

with a native cast. He will be re-

united in the new venture with Ern-
est B. Schoedsack, his partner in

such memorable enterprises as

"Grass," "Chang," "Rango," and
"Four Feathers," for Schoedsack
has been engaged to direct, and will

leave Hollywood sometime next

month.
T T T

John L. Balderston, author of

"Berkeley Square," has been en-

gaged by M-G-M to make an
adaptation of the Andreyev play,

"He Who Gets Slapped," which is

on the M-G-M production schedule

for the forthcoming season.

Y Y

For the first time in five years,

Ginger Rogers is enjoying a well-

earned long vacation from the RKO
Radio Pictures studio, where she

has just completed her role in

"Stage Door" as a co-star with
Katharine Hepburn. Ginger has

gone to seek seclusion at some Cali-

fornia mountain resort—destination

unannounced.
T T T

Following completion of her lead-

ing role in "Fight for Your Lady,"

Margot Grahame, will seek leave of
absence from RKO Radio studio,
take a brief holiday in England
and return to New York to appear
in a play this Fall.

T T T
Gene Autry has been added to

the cast of "Manhattan Merry-Go-
Round," Republic musical. Autry,
with his "stooge," Smiley Burnette,
and a couple of cowboy singers will
do a western routine.

Y Y Y

Porter Hall, Paramount charac-
ter actor, is the newest filmite to
get the aviation "bug." After fin-

ishing his role in "Wells Fargo,"
he intends to immediately complete
his flying hours for a student's pilot

license. Hall has already purchased
a two-seater speedster for his pri-

vate use.

T T

The first time he has ever en-
tered his Irish setter, Flannery, in

competition. Richard Dix, RKO-
Hirliman star, has just received
word that the dog has carried off

six blue-ribbon awards in the New
York dog show. Dix has seven other
prize-winning canines on his Hid-
den Valley ranch.

t r r

Edward L. Alperson, president of

Grand National has, as his first of-

ficial act on his return to Holly-
wood, placed his okay on 10 scripts

now ready for production.

Y Y Y

"Career In C Major," James M.
Cain's story in which 20th Century-
Fox will star Myrna Loy and
Warner Baxter, has been sold by
the William Morris Agency to

"American Magazine" for early

publication as a novelette.

Jose Crespo, Miguel Ligero and
Blanca Poza has been added to the
cast of "La Vida Bohemia," which
has gone into production, with Jo-
sef Bei'ne directing. Ligero has
just arrived from Mexico City,
where he was under contract to
Cifessa Films. He is known as the
"Charlie Chaplin" of Spain, being
considered that country's foremost
comedian and pantomimist. Crespo
was starred in several Spanish pic-
tures made by M-G-M and Fox.

T T T

Bobby Breen will make a personal
appearance at the RKO Hillstree,
Tuesday in conjunction with the
premiere of "Make A Wish."

Y Y Y
Louis Hyman has gone to New

York with the negative of "Make A
Wish." He will confer with RKO-
Radio officials.

Y Y Y

Sol Lesser has purchased rights
to "I Hear You Calling Me," a
Liberty magazine story by Doro-
thy Cottrell.

Y Y »

"On With The Dance" today was
announced as the title of the George
Raft starring picture previously
known as "Argentine Love." The
picture will be produced for Para-
mount by Fanchon following com-
pletion of "Thrill Of A Lifetime",
now before the cameras.

T T T

Frank Craven has been assigned

a leading character comedy role in

"Blossoms On Broadway" by B. P.

Schulberg, who is producing the pic-

ture for Paramount.
» » »

Ben Pivar, Grand National pro-

ducer, has signed Aben Kandel to

write additional dialogue on "Face
hte Facts." a Stuart Erwin starring

picture which Pivar will put into

work as soon as Erwin completes

a current commitment at Columbia.

T T

Gaston Glass, who was unit pro-

duction manager for Grand Na-
tional's "Something to Sing About,"

has transferred to the David Dia-

mond production staff and will be

unit manager for "He Wanted to

Marry," which Raymond Cannon

starts directing September 2nd.

Alfred Stern, formerly produc-

tion supervisor at "Universal has

ioined Max and Arthur Alexander

at Grand National in the capacity

(Continued on Following Page)

Going Hollywood

Chicago — A feature of the

Rhodes Theater of the Warner circu

which will be ready for a late opening

this year will be two tons of cement

blocks which are on the way from

Hollywood with footprints, handprints

and signatures of 31 movie stars. The

shipment was insured for $10,000,

Warners state.

**^r
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(Continued from Page 1)

rose and the Eltovar theater at

GlenEllyn, Illinois.

The company recently took over
the Roxy at West Chicago from Roy
Alexander. New theaters are plan-
ned for Wilmette and Urbana. The
new house at Urbana will be called

the Illini in honor of the university

of Illinois, and cost a quarter mil-

lion dollars. Plans are being drawn
by Pereira and Pereira and work is

expected to start soon. The Liberty
theater at Libertyville, 111., will be
opened shortly by the new circuit

and will seat 750.

W-B to Produce Two Plays

on Broadway, Two in London

(Continued from Page 1)

and Margaret", to be produced in

association with John C. Wilson,
and "Wise Tomorrow," a play by
Stephen Powys, which has been done
in London. London plans include
"Old Music," the Keith Winter play
to be done in association with Gilbert
Miller and "Hide and Seek," a new
musical show to be produced with
Lee Ephraim. Bobby Howes and
Cicely Courtneidge will be in the
cast.

Wilk said Warners would not do
any shows in which they had to con-
tract with Dramatists' Guild mem-
bers.

Commercial Film Producers

Accept Actors' Guild Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

received here from the Coast by
Mrs. Florence Marston, SAG east-

ern executive secretary. The agree-
ment is slated to be put in writing
this week, Mrs. Marston said.

No action to enforce the closed

shop has been taken yet against
entertainment film producers here.

A. H. Schwartz's Proposal

Laid on Shelf by Distributors

(Continued from Page 1)

asked for a re-shuffling of the first-

run situations in Jamaica and Flat-
bush under which he would elimi-

nate circuit competition, amount of

first-iun product which he considers
he needs and long-term franchises
covering his film supply.

A "MtU" fiott* "£ots
ft

By RALPH WILK

:k Miller to be Active

'--i? in Four Illinois Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

chitect Roy Blann, with work start-

ing at once. The house will have
1,100 new General Seat Co. deluxe
seats, new rest rooms and complete
new interior.

(Continued from Previous Page)

of associate producer. Stern, who
has already assisted in the produc-
tion of "Here's Flash Casey" will

act as aide on three more Flash
Casey pictures and three Shadow
pictures.

T

Spring Byington has been select-

ed by Cecil B. DeMille to play the

role of Dolly Madison in "The Buc-
caneer".

T T T

John Mack Brown, John Wayne,
Marsha Hunt and John Patterson
have been assigned to leading roles

in "Born To The West", Paramount's
film version of the Zane Grey novel.

T T T

Columbia Pictures has assigned
roles to Albert Conti and Ann Do-
ran in "I'll Take Romance," Grace
Moore's starring musical drama now
in production, with Edward H. Grif-

fith directing.

t T
Columbia has just placed in pro-

duction a new Charley Chase star-

ring comedy entitled "The Big
Squirt". He is aided and abetted by
Lucille Lund, Leora Thatcher, Ed
Fetherston, Bud Jamison, Ted Lorch
and Carol Tevis.

T T T

With the assignment of Albert
S. Rogell as director today, Colum-
bia's musical revue, "Freshman Fol-

lies" will be placed in production
this week.

T T

Four of Mack Sennett's celebrated
"Keystone Cops," have been signed
by Producer Bud Barsky to play
roles in Grand National's "Wallaby
Jim of the Islands," an adventure
yarn starring George Houston. The
former "cops" are Bert Young, Al
Thompson, George Grey and Herb-
ert Diltz.

T T T

Francesca Undaloff, statuesque and
blonde Russian beauty, discovered
recently by the Grand National pro-

ducer, David Diamond, plans to

change her name to Frances Loft.

T T T

Film rights to "The Amazing Dr.
Clitterhouse," drama in which Sir

Cedric Hardwicke was seen on
Broadway during the last season,

.have been purchased by Warner
Bros., from Carl Laemmle, Jr.

T T T

Wally Vernon, who won a long-
term contract with 20th Century-
Fox studios by his performance in

a single scene in "You Can't Have
Everything," has been assigned an
important role in "Love and Hisses,"
starring Walter Winchell, Ben Ber-
nie and Simone Simon.

T T T

"Hawk of the Desert," a novel by
Albert M. Treynor, is being pre-
pared by 20th Century-Fox studies
for production as Cesar Romero's
first picture under his newly-signed
contract with that studio. Romero,

who apeared in "Wee Willie Win-
kie" and is now at work on "The
Great Diamond Robbery," was signed
for those two pictures. His long-
term contract goes into effect when
the second film is completed.

T T T

Thomas Beck, 20th Century-Fox
player, has signed a new four-year
contract with the studio. He re-
cently completed a role in "Heidi,"
starring Shirley Temple, and now
sroes to "45 Fathers," Jane Withers'
new picture.

T T T

Five stars whose names were as-
sociated with motion pictures in the
s'lent days, have been assigned to
the supporting cast of "The Great
TVamond Robbery," now in produc-
tion at 20th Century-Fox studios.
C'ara Kimball Young, Eva Novak,
J°an Acker, Pauline Garon and
Douglas Gerrard are those picked
for featured roles in the cast headed
bv Cesar Romero and Phyllis
Brooks.

T T T

Larry Doyle, formerly known out
in Hollywood circles as Edward
Flanagan, will play the romantic
lead opposite Virginia Bruce in M-
G-M's forthcoming picture, "Bad
Man of Brimstone."

T T T

Leslie Fenton has signed a long-
term contract as director of short
subjects at the M-G-M studios.

T T T

Lona Manders, young Continental
singer and actress who was recently
given a long term M-G-M contract,
will make her American screen de-
but in a featured role in "Rosalie."
Eleanor Powell and Nelson Eddy
have the two leading roles in this

adaptation of one of Ziegfeld's ma-
jor successes.

T T T

Several players were yesterday
added to the cast of "Blonde Dyna-
mite" which is nearing completion
at Universal City under the direc-

tion of Milton Carruth. They in-

clude Edward Stanley, Louis Na-
theau and Eddie Gargan.

T r T
Gene Raymond for the second

time will be Lily Pons' leading man
in her next picture for RKO Ra-
dio, "It Never Happened Before,"
which will be produced by Jesse L.

Lasky and directed by Raoul Walsh.
T T

Ida Vollmar, model recently
brought to Hollywood by Walter
Wanger for his "Vogues of 1938,"

has been signed to a term contract
by RKO Radio Pictures.

T T T

"Riders Of The Panamints" will

be the release title of Paramount's
Zane Grey picture now in produc-

tion under the title of "Arizona
Ames". The title "Buckaroo", re-

cently announced as a substitute for

"Arizona Ames" has been discarded.

SOUND ANTI-TRUST

SUITS ARE SETTLED

{Continued from Page 1)

defendants for $15,000,000 has been
agreed upon, but final consumma-
tion awaits the return from Europe
late next month of Alfred Weiss,
Biophone president.

The amount of the settlement was
not disclosed, but that it was not
large was indicated by the tenor of

the statement accompanying the an-
nouncement. The statement said

that the plaintiffs recognized that
the alleged illegal practices they
complained of had been found legal

in the recent adjudication at Wil-
mington, Del., of the Duovac-Gen-
eral Talking Picture suit against the
phone company. The statement said

further

:

"Plaintiffs have candidly recog-
nized the force and effect of the
General Talking Pictures decision

and have concluded that efforts to

press their claims through trials,

which of necessity would be pro-
tracted and very expensive, would
not be warranted. The parties,

therefore, have reached settlements
of the suits upon terms mutually
acceptable."

The suits settled were those of

Henry D. Behr for $3,000,000; Ninth
Ave. Amusement Co., $45,000; Sound
Pictures Engineers, $1,500,000; Au-
dio Equipment Maintenance, Inc.,

$1,500,000; Service On Sound Corp.,

$4,500,000; Theodore Hodgman, $15,-

000,000; Bernard R. Gogel, $9,000,-

000; Thomas F. and John T. James,
$1,500,000; Macy Manufacturing
Corp., $3,000,000: Standard Sound
Service, $1,500,000.

Hurd said that A T & T had made
an offer to settle the anti-trust suit

brought bv Milton C. Weisman as

receiver of Fox Theaters, and that

a formal " petition asking approval

of the offer would probably be pre-

sented soon in Federal Court.

There are eight other anti-trust

suits pending in the Federal Court
here against AT&T, Western
Electric and Erpi in which millions

in damages are asked. Hurd said

no fixed policy of settling all these

cases had been determined upon.

Among the anti-trust actions pend-

ing here are those of Vocafilm Corp.

for $65,000,000; Harrison Amuse-
ment Co., a group of ITOA theaters;

Stfllwell Theaters, Inc., Winches-
ter Amusement Co., Telephoto Corp.,

Stanley K. Oldden as assignee of

+v, e Por-ent Co., De Forest Electric

Co. In addition the suit of Gen-
eral Talking Pictures against the

phone companv and its subsidiaries

is pending in Wilmington.

Unit Plans Oct. Meet
Omaha — Charles E. Williams,

P'-esid»nt of MPTO for Nebraska
and Western Iowa, announces the

organization will hold its next meet-
mo- at Hotel Loyal, Omaha, in Oc-

tober. Exact date has not been set.
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* A A NEWS of theADAY i a
Omaha—H. A. Taylor, owner of

the Ritz, is going into the enter-

tainment business in a big way. So
successful was his last winter's ex-

periment with the Music Box, a
dancing spot in the former Odd Fel-

lows temple, that Taylor has taken
over the federal theater's former
quarters on the third floor and is

remodeling them into the Georgian
Room, a class location.

Des Moines—The Des Moines the-

ater is changing to single features

today after a four months' at-

tendance trial conducted by the Des
Moines and Roosevelt theaters, both
Tri-States houses. The admission
price, 41 cents in effect at the Roose-
velt for single features during this

period, is being adopted for both

houses.

Detroit—Office staff changes along
Film Row include Rosemary Ring,

new receptionist at Wisper and
Wetsman Circuit headquarters; and
Burns Warden, formerly with Para-
mount in Chicago and elsewhere, as

new advertising sales manager of

RKO Exchange.

Salt Lake City—Word has not

been given out as yet as to who
will be the lessee of the new the-

ater near completion and built by
the Auerbach Brothers of Salt Lake
City at Broadway and State Streets.

Portland, Ore. — Western Theater
Equipment Co. of Portland announces
it wiil start work this week on the

erection of a second theater in Ca-

mas, Wash. The contract is with

Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Seavert, opera-

tors of the Granada. The theater

has also been reseated and draped.

Winlock, Wash.—K. A. Spears,

operating the Roxy Theater here and
the Sunset at Ryderwood, plans

erection of a 450-seater in Golden-

dale, Wash. The house is to be

opened in October. D. W. Hilborn

is the architect.

Hood River, Ore.—A. S. (Art)

Kolstad of the Rialto, has closed a

contract with Western Theater

Equipment Co. for completely re-

modeling the building, housing the

old Liberty theater in that city.

Plans call for an investment of $22,-

000. It is expected the house will

reopen on Sept. 15.

Spokane—Guil Homan, has been

appointed manager of the Western
Theater Equipment Co. here. He

Fewer Censor Cuts

Chicago—Lt. Harry Costello, chief of

the Chicago Censor board, says motion

pictures submitted to the board for

approval have improved materially this

year, during the past quarter. Only

nineteen cuts were made, as com-
pared with a couple of hundred a year

ago. He says the better quality films

has lessened the work of the Censors

and hoped the situation would con-
tinue in the future.

replaces O. R. Eckersley, resigned.
Don Woods is assistant.

Portland, Ore.—The New Zephyr
Theater will open Friday, according
to Vernon Kelso, the owner. The
house was formerly known as Star-
Hawthorne.

Brewster, Wash. — The Caribou
has again been reopened following
complete remodeling. Seating ca-

pacity has been increased to 500.

Reedsport, Ore.—One of the few
woman exhibitors in this area is

Mrs. Harriet Edwards, who has just

opened her Elkton here. Mrs. Ed-
wards designed and constructed the
building. It is equipped with RCA
sound. Mrs. Edwards has her own
lighting equipment. Western Elec-
tric Theater Equipment Company
furnisher equipment.

Cheney, Wash.—Miss L. Neilson
has sold her Melodian to W. H.
Evans. She will take an extended
vacation before opening another
house.

Portland, Ore.—Bob White, op-
erating the "Bob White", 30th Ave-
nue, and Yaeger theaters, is re-

ported out of the hospital after a
major operation.

Dayton, O. — The Farhills The-
ater Co. has been chartered with
250 shares of no par value by Eliza-

beth H. Thompson, Grace W. Hun-
ter, John H. Thompson, and Joseph
D. Chamberlain.

Portland, Ore.—Howard W. Smith,
well-known drapery man has taken
charge of the carpet and drapery
department of Western Theater
Equipment Co. Mrs. Burt Russell

is in charge of the drapery room.

Salt Lake City—Ed Brymer, fash-

ion designer and his bride, the for-

mer Joan Eberle, have returned to

Hollywood after a midnight elope-

ment to Yuma, Arizona.

New Castle, Pa.—The Cathedral,
housed in the noted Scottish Rite
Cathedral here, representing an in-

vestment of approximately $1,750,-

000, has been acquired under lease

by Charles Freeman and Mike
Marks and will open Friday, Sep-
tember 2. The auditorium has been
renovated and new booth equipment
and other fixtures have been in-

stalled.

East Liverpool, O.—Ed Shea, for
many years identified with upper
Ohio valley theaters has been
named manager of the new Colum-
bia here, Sam M. Reichblum, presi-

dent of the Reichblum Theaters,
Inc. announces.

Detroit — Times Square Theater
has been opened by Gus Coplan af-

ter being dark six years. Vaude-
villed policy may be adopted in the
fall.

*-^

Canton, O.—A. H. Abrams, who
opened the first picture show here,
the old Nickleodeon and later be-
came interested in the Lyceum,
Odeon and Mozart theaters who has
been retired from the business for
several years, was unopposed for
the Democratic nomination for ward
councilman here.

Detroit—Plans for a new theater
in Ecorse, southwestern suburb of
Detroit, are being made by Milton
Strauss, who is a prominent Detroit
financier. House will probably have
about 700 seats.

Zanesville, O.—Sanford Rowland,
assistant manager of the Weller
here is enjoying a two weeks' va-
cation. He plans to visit the Great
Lakes exposition at Cleveland and
other points.

Detroit — The Delray Theater,
west side house, will probably be
taken over by undisclosed new
lessees on Oct. 1, Charles Stepanauc-
kas, who operates the house now with
Joseph Olschefsky, said this week.
Building is owned by Mrs. Ida Klatt,
whose husband formerly operated
one of the largest circuits in town,
and present lease expires Oct. 1.

Delray Theater, Inc., has also just
been incorporated by Samuel Gus-
sin, newcomer in show business, and
is expected to be the new operating
company.

Omaha—"Pinky" Mclllvane, chief
of service at the Omaha Brandeis,
has been promoted to assistant man-
ager of Will Singer's theater in

New Orleans.

Detroit—Industrial Pictures, Inc.,

is moving this week into its new
studios on Cadieux Road and War-
ren Avenue. The company is plan-
ned as a major commercial film pro-
ducer, backed by leading Detroit
capitalists. Actual production will

begin on the first films in a few
weeks, A. B. Jewett, vice president
in charge of production and sales,

states.

Des Moines—Guy Conklin of Gris-
wold has purchased the Walnut the-
ater at Walnut, added new equip-
ment and changed the price schedule
to 10c and 15c for three days. The
Tyke theater at Titonka, la., is be-
ing remodeled.

Ridgeway, la.—O. A. Fosse and
son, who operate theaters in La
Porte City and Wellman, are also
to open a theater in Ridgeway.

Detroit—Baby Mary Ann, four-
year-old screen star, visiting rela-
tives in Detroit recently, was pre-
sented with the key to the city by
Acting Mayor John W. Smith.

Fort Wayne—The historic Majes-
tic, which was to have been razed
to make way for a parking lot, has
been rented to the Old Fort Players,
Inc., for the coming year, by the
Majestic Theater Corp., which Orin

Stair, Grand Rapids, Mich., is vice
president.

Detroit—The former Virginia in
Brightmoor, northwestern suburb, is

being converted for use as a church.

New Orleans—The Plaza, oper-
ated by Alex Schulman may soon
cease to be shortly, reports having
it that an oil station has leased the
property.

Toledo—Bernie Lustig, publicity
man for Loew's Valentine, is vaca-
tioning at Celar Lake, Ind., with
Mrs. Lustig.

New Orleans—When United The-
aters rebuilds its Washington which
was destroyed by fire here, it will
be on the corner opposite the pres-
ent location. Present site has been
leased away from the theater.

Omaha—Al Hill, former booker
and salesman for RKO here, has be-
come office manager and booker for
Universal, replacing Dick Stahl. The
latter returns to Scott-Ballantyne
Co., theater equipment house, as
salesman.

West St. Paul, Minn.—This vil-

lage will have its first theater with
the completion of a $100,000 struc-
ture at South Robert and Hurley
Streets Nov. 1. Construction on the
building started this week. The
theater will be fireproof, air-condi-
tioned and will have seating capac-
ity of 1,000. It is being built by
Oscar Tatkin and A. Kastner.

Minneapolis—Bess Ackerman, pri-

vate secretary for Columbia branch
manager Chapin for eight years, will

be married here Sunday.

Omaha—Fred Horn, until six

months ago an RKO salesman at
Sioux Falls, S. D., has returned from
the West Coast following the death
of his father and replaced Hill at
the local RKO exchange.

New Orleans—Jack Dicharry, who
runs the Lincoln for negroes, is re-

ported ready to build another house.
The deal is being held up until he
can determine where an oposition
negro circuit plans to build.

Detroit — The President Theater
Co. has been formed here by Wil-
liam A. London, Circuit owner. The
new company is understood to be
connected with the Ideal Theater,
just taken over from Julius D. Lon-
don, a brother, by Bernard Brooks,
and now being remodeled.

Ex t Time, Too
Plant City, Fla. — A double-faA^

clock has been installed in the loBv
of the Capitol, which, according to'
manager T. J. Sparrow, will enable
patrons to tell what time they will

emerge from cinema-land to return to
every-day world. On one side is the
correct time as you enter the theater,

while the opposite hands disclose the
time you are due to leave the picture
show provided you see it through.
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"The Man Who Cried

Wolf"
with Lewis Stone, Tom Brown, Barbara

Read

Universal 66 Mins.

SOLIDLY ENTERTAINING DRAMA OF
MURDER AND ROMANCE, WITH
UNIQUE STORY AND EFFICIENT CAST.

A happy combination, of a story which

is off the beaten path, a cast which is at

all times more than adequate, and a tech-

nical solidity exemplified by skillful direc-

tion on the part of Lewis R. Foster, plus

exceptionally effective photography by

George Robinson, makes this murder yarn

stand out boldly and favorably. It is a

smooth, well acted feature, suited to all

types of audiences. Lewis Stone gives

a convincing, polished performance as the

actor whom police authorities regard as de-

cidedly eccentric because of his repeated

habit of falsely confessing to murder

crimes. But behind these fabricated ad-

missions of guilt lies a sinister motive,

for the actor is carefully weaving plans to

kill Jameson Thomas who, many years be-

fore, broke up the actor's marital happiness

by stealing the affections of his wife and

subsequently murdering her. More than

that, revenge is sought because Stone's

son, played by Tom Brown, was also taken

away by Thomas who crookedly administers

the boy's affairs. Fate plays into Stone's

hands in dual fashion, for his son, who has

not seen him since early childhood, and

consequently does not recognize the actor

as his father, is given a part in the same
play; and Jameson Thomas rents a pent-

house apartment in a building adjoining

the theater. It is then that Stone seeks

the villain out, and slays him. Tom Brown,

who has had an argument with the victim,

is accused, tried and convicted. But Stone

manages to produce evidence that this

time his confession of murder is genuine,

and saves his son from the chair. The film

ends on a note of justice and gratified

romance, for Stone must pay the penalty

and Brown wins the production's very sa-

tisfactroy ingenue, Barbara Read. Light-

ing of sets throughout the picture is

splendidly achieved.

Cast: Lewis Stone, Tom Brown, Barbara

Read, Robert Gleckier, Forrester Harvey,

Billy Wayne, Jameson Thomas, Marjorie

Main.

Associate Producer, E M. Asher; Direc-

tor, Lewis R. Foster; Screenplay, Charles

Grayson, Cy Bartlett; Cameraman, George
Robinson; Editor, Frank Gross.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Fine

Experiment With Singles

St. Louis—The local Fox conduct-
ed an unusual experiment here re-

cently to determine a possible fu-
ture policy of the house with re-

spect to dual or single bills. Man-
""ement took two features, "Think
Jt, Mr. Moto" and "You Can't

Ti&ve Everything" and double fea-
tured them only on the first and last

show, using the latter attraction as
a single feature through the late

afternoon and early evening shows.
Careful observations and notations
were made of patron reaction.

"The Dead March"
Imperial Dist. Corp. 74 Mins.

EFFECTIVE ANTI-WAR FILM. HORROR
OF BATTLE SCENES CONFINES APPEAL
MOSTLY TO MEN.

Mainly a compilation of newsreel shots,

—and essentially so, because it deals with

historical events,—this documentary film is

a powerful, and at times a harrowing,

preachment against war, its dissemination,

horrors and futility. Rapidly and absorbing-

ly it drives home its gospel, the theme of

which is simply that international peace

can only be achieved through the con-

certed awakening of the world's population

to the fact, that war, the curse and crime

of modern civilization, does not pay. The
footage is well chosen and efficiently as-

sembled, and due allowance must be made
by the spectator for the photography, much
of which is of another era,—some shots

dating back three decades. But they are

real, authentic and arresting. Producer

Bud Pollard has organized the picture into

three main divisions, namely, the recent

recourse to war by nations bent on ex-

ploiting weaker nations, as well as coun-

tries resorting to arms to settle their "dif-

ficulties"; the current prodigious prepara-

tions for war by the great powers; and,

finally, the World War, which is called up

to testify to the fact that it was a terrible

human catastrophe, and that the next big

war will be infinitely more horrible. Bat-

tle scenes of Spain's civil war; the con-

quest of Ethiopia by the Italian armies;

the conflict between Bolivia and Paraguay;

and the Sino-Japanese strife are depicted.

The kinds and extent of armaments of all

leading powers are shown, and, the fine

finale finds the Unknown Soldiers of Ger-

many, France, Italy, Britain and the United

States individually recounting, as their

armies are revealed in action, the reasons

why each fought in the World War. The
bulk of the narration is by Boake Carter,

and the musical score by Erno Rapee. Most
audiences will like the film, but women
patrons may find numerous sequences a bit

too rugged.

Cast: Solo Doudauz, Al Rigali, Ai Ritchie,

Don Black, Howard Negley.

Producer and Director, Bud Pollard; Au-
thor, Samuel Taylor Mocre.

Dempsey Funeral Held
Dorchester, Mass.—Funeral ser-

vices for Fred J. Dempsey, secre-
tary-treasurer of the IATSE, were
held here yesterday from the home
of his sister, Mrs. Moore, with nu-
merous labor and industry officials

present.

Advance Premiere Date
Opening of the M-G-M picture,

"The Firefly," which was announced
for August 31, has been advanced
to Sept. 1 at the Astor where it

will play a two-a-day engagement.

6th Week For "Ecstasy"

"Ecstasy" has completed its sixth
week at Carter, Cleveland, breaking
all records for runs and attendances
in Cleveland, states Jewel Produc-
tions.

FOREIG
"Weisse Sklaven"

("White Slaves")

American Tobis 110 Mins.

POWERFUL AND WELL MADE DRAMA
OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION, DE-

SPITE FALTERING CLIMAX.

In all but its climactic sequences, this

is a masterfully made feature, into which

has been poured the heavy spice of propa-

ganda. But what might have been one of

the best of the present season's imports

from German studios is rendered somewhat

inane by pushing the propagandistic compon-

ent too strenuously. The result is a definite

unnaturalness which hampers the piece.

The story, up to a certain point, is alive,

vivid, convincing. It concerns the Rus-

sian revolution; the tornado of terror it

produced, and particularly with the dramat-

ic events surrounding the picture's play-

ers. Werner Hinz gives a resounding

performance of the valet of the Governor

who rises to power and moulds the mob
to his will. The role of Governor is also

finely played by the veteran character ac-

tor, Theodor Loos, while the popular Camil-

la Horn, as his daughter, is also excellent.

Those who are disposed to forgive the

lapses into scenes and situations, evidently

commanded by political expediency, will

find "White Slaves" a big, worth-while

production.

Cast: Camilla Horn, Karl John, Werner
Hinz, Fritz Kampers, Agnes Straub, Theo-
dor Loos, Gabriele Hoffmann-Rotter, Herb-
ert Spalke, Alexander Engel, Willi Schur,

Werner Pledath, Hans Steibner, Albert

Florath, Karl Meixner, Tatjana Sais, Edith

Meinhardt, Erich Walter.

Producer, Tobis; Director, Carl Anton;
Music by Peter Kreuder. Presented at the

86th Street Garden Theater.

Still Using Games
St. Louis—Although Circuit At-

torney Franklin Miller still keeps
the legal lid on Bank Night and sim-
ilar box-office trade stimulants, no
such restrictions are being imposed
in St. Louis County and other sec-

tions of Eastern Missouri.
The Missouri Supreme Court has

not yet passed on the legality of
Bank Night. One case that reached
that tribunal was referred back to

the Circuit Court. The Illinois Su-
preme Court's ruling that such ar-
rangements for the distribution of

awards are lotteries has not inter-

fered with their use by theaters in

the down state sections, including
East St. Louis.

James Mclntyre Dies

Sag Harbor, L. I.—James Mcln-
tyre, 81, actor and member of the
famous team of Mclntyre and
Heath, died early yesterday morn-
ing in his home at Noyack, between
here and Southampton. He had been
in ill health for some time.

'Al Buio Insieme"
("Together In The Dark")

Cine-Lux 70 Mins.

MILDLY DIVERTING COMEDY RO-
MANCE WHOSE PACE IS SLOW AND
HUMOR INFREQUENT.

Despite the promise of spice and ro-

mance in its title, this is a mild, faltering

sort of story which only on occasion breaks

out into a good pace and adequate comedy.

For the most part the humor is of the

slapstick variety, the situations being built

around and attending the precipitate pur-

suit of the romantic-minded Maurizio d'-

Ancora after blonde and imposing Sandra

Ravel. At times one feels in the warm
presence of a travelogue, for the love

chase itinerary carries the couple to num-

erous European capitals. Finally a mix-up

in baggage and room numbers lands the

fleet and evasive lady in the hero's room,

quite by mistake. There are sundry conse-

quences, most conventional to be sure, but

the romance buds in the finale. It is incon-

sequential entertainment which may please

summer patrons, accustomed as they seem
to be to lightweight diversion. Dialogue

is not translated by titles.

Cast: Sandra Ravel, Olga Vittoria Gentili,

Maurizio d'Ancora^. Lamberto Picasso.

Producer, Cines; Director, G. Righelli.

Presented at the Broadway Cine Roma The-

ater.

Fight Pix for Rialto

The Rialto will present Aug. 27,

pictures of the heavyweight cham-
pionship bout between Joe Louis
and the British heavyweight, Tom-
my Farr, which will be staged the

previous night, at the Yankee Sta-

dium.

Joins Publicity Bureau
Sylvan Drown joined the pub-

licity staff of Artists Management
Bureau today, replacing Ed Hur-
ley, who resigned. Sylvan Drown
just returned from the coast. He
was formerly editor of "Zit's."

"Screen Test" For Roxy
"Hollywood Screen Test", short

subject to be released by Universal,

will have its New York premiere at

the Roxy today.

Reconstruct Savannah House
Savannah, 111.—Work has been be-

gun on the reconstruction of the

500-seat Orpheum here, owned and
operated by Fred Swanson and
Charles Miller. It is to be com-
pletely modernized, a new cooling

system and the latest of sound pic-

ture equipment will be installed.

The same men also own the Web
Theater here.

Named to Supreme Court
Lincoln—District Judge Fred W.

Messmore, who ruled adversely on
the Fox-Midwest bank night case

at Beatrice, has been appointed to

the Nebraska Supreme Court, which
will hear an appeal on the case in

September.
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Warner Oland on His
"Charlie Chan" Career

T HAD no idea six years ago
that signing a contract to

play Charlie Chan on the screen
was going to do to me, how it

was going to shape my life.

Twentieth Century-Fox and I

both thought it was going to be
just another picture. Instead,
it has turned into a career. I

have just finished my fifteenth

Chan picture and have signed
to do nine more, three a year
for the next three years. I've

played Charlie Chan so much
that many people think I am
actually Chinese, although this

isn't so. My friend Bob Wagner
once wirote in his magazine,
Script, that he thought some of

my Swede ancestors must once
have sailed too far East, mean-
ing that there might be some
Chinese blood in the Oland
veins. I really am one of the
luckiest actors in Hollywood.
My three pictures a year take
a total of not more than six

months of my time which
leaves me six months in

which to loaf, travel
or work in the garden of our
beach place near Santa Barbara.
I always play the same charac-
ter so I don't even have to do
anything more than learn the

new dialogue. My dressing
room at the studio is as perma-
nent as my own home. I know
three years ahead just what I'll

be doing so the future is no
worry. I don't even have to

bother about make-up. I just

grow a little goatee a couple

of weeks before the picture is

scheduled to start, comb the

ends of my eyebrows up and
the ends of my mustache down
—and that's all there is to it.

Thanks to Charlie Chan, my
face has become my passport.

When we went to Japan and
China last year I was extended

every possible courtesy and con-

sideration. Wu Tu-Chen, the

Mayor of Shanghai, was most
kind in his compliments and
gave me a beautiful ivory man-
darin's mustache comb.

—Warner Oland,
(Written for United Press.)

Park Your Guns
Indianapolis— Because small boy

patrons of a local neighborhood film

house were too anxious to help the

hero, the theater's management has

been forced to make a rule
—"Park

your shootin' irons at the door." Every

Saturday afternoon the youngsters turn

out for a western thriller. For a time

they were content to boo the villain,

but recently began bringing their toy

pistols, and the pop of cap guns re-

sounded throughout the theater as they

fired from the hip. Little girl fans

protested. Now the manager "frisks"

the "cowboys" as they arrive.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

Atenas, Bogota, Open Friday
Bogota—The Atenas Theater, new

800-seater in Bogota, will have its

inauguration Friday. This theater
is owned and is to be operated by
the Primer Circuito of Bogota,
strongest independent chain in the
country. It now owns and operates
two first-run houses and four sec-

ond-run houses in this city, playing
Metro and United Artist product
exclusively in the circuit.

5th Film ExposWon Opens
Venice—The Fifth International

Cinema Exposition has been inau-

gurated and will close on Sept. 3.

Egypt, India and Switzerland are
participating for the first time. Bel-
gium is exhibiting two shorts, "Bel-
gium of Jore" and "Processions and
Carnivals." The committee for the
admission of picture is presided
over by Count Volpi.

7 in French for Tobis
Berlin—Tobis will produce during

1937-38, seven pictures in French
including, "French Cancan" with
Danielle Darieux and "A Woman
of No Importance," after the play
of Oscar Wilde.

Would Admit Newsreels Free
Berlin -— M. Weidemann, vice-

president of the Reichsfilmkammer,
has declared himself in favor of ad-
mitting newsreels free of duty if

the other producing countries will

exempt Germany's newsreel from
paying taxes.

Berlin Film Statistics
Berlin—During 1936-37, 359,000,-

000 persons visited the movies. Ber-
lin was topping the list with 61,215,-

056 persons against 53,887,650 dur-
ing 1935-36. Gross receipts for the
metropolitan area amounted to 49,-

583,453 marks, the cinema paying a
tax of 7.18%. On July 1, 399 cine-

mas were open in Berlin, having a
capacity of 200,000 seats.

U. S. Films in Brussels House
Brussels—Next month the new

cinema, Stuart, showing American
original versions, will be opened.

French 16 mm. Company
Paris—France-Ecran has been

founded and will produce pictures

only in 16 mm. for schools, educa-
tional institutions, boy-scouts, small
theaters and army posts.

Pabst Doing Chinese Pix
Paris—G. W. Pabst will produce

in French "Le Drame de Shanghai"
after a novel by O. P. Gilbert. The
author will write the scenario.

Title for Pilbeam Film
London—"The Girl Was Young,"

American title for the new Alfred

Hitchcock production, starring Nova
Pilbeam, has been accepted by the
Gaumont studios as the title by
which the film will be known
throughout the world. The film

story is based on Josephine Tey's
"Shillings for Candles." Derrick De
Marney and Percy Marmont are
prominently cast. The film is now
in the cutting and editing stage.

Making Operatic Film
Paris—The first operatic picture,

"Manon," by Massenet, will be made
by Victoria Films. The role of

Manon will be sung by Martha Eg-
gerth and Jan Kiepura will sing
Des Grieux.

New Italian Film Company
Rome—The government has sanc-

tioned the founding of a new pro-
ducing concern, organized by Sena-
tor Borletti, which will produce 10
pictures, including two in Techni-
color during 1937-38.

Hungarian Educational Talkie

Budapest—The first Hungarian
educational talkie is being produced
under the auspices of the govern-
ment. The film, which is about 350
meters long, deals with the subject

"How to Save Money." It will be
shown only in schools. At the film

congress for amateurs held here
recently, Germany won three first

prizes.

Mexican Pix Starts Cycle
Mexico City — Since Bustamente

and de Fuentes' production of "Alia

en el Rancho Grande" ("Way Down
on Rancho Grande") met with such
a phenomenal success here and in

South America, there has been a
veritable stampede among Mexican
producers for the making of stories

with what is regarded as a typical

Mexican background, with "char-
ros" (Mexican cowboys), Indian
girls and "peons," and allegedly
typical songs of the Mexican coun-
tryside furnishing the main ingre-

dients. No less than seven out of

ten pictures made in local film stu-

dios in the past eight months and
no less that many out of ten of

those now being made, are of the

same variety. However, a change of

cycle for the very near future is

foreseen by the most wide-awake of

native film makers, aware that mo-
tion picture audiences soon tire of
the best of fares, and already a
few of the forthcoming pieces are
steering clear of the "typical" sort

of yarn. Among these Miguel Con-
treras Torres' "La Paloma" ("The
Dove") and Cinematografica Excel-
sior's "Don Juan Tenorio," both cos-

tume pieces, rate special mention.

EXPLOITETTP
Gilded Age Premiere For
"The Toast of New York"
CENATORS, representatives,

and diplomats attended the
"Gilded Age Premiere" with
which Hardie Meakin ushered
in "The Toast of New York"
at Washington's Keith Theater.
Newspapers of the Capital vied
with one another in giving
space to this ace of stunts.

With a three-way tieup em-
bracing the D. C. Tuberculosis
Ass'n, socialites, and the Wash-
ington Post, Hardie scored
heavily in promotion. News-
paper ran an ad for a four-in-

hand tallyho and crowed when
it was found. Costumed debu-
tantes and their squires drove
in the rig to the theater, whose
marquee blazed with torches.

Extra publicity resulted when
Meakin provided the Associa-
tion with the means to send two
children to a health camp. Two
newspaper contests got a heavy
play. The Daily News ran a

"Who's The Toast of Washing-
ton?" with prizes offered by
the Kay Jewelry Co., which
plugged the attraction in its

regular daily broadcast. A "Re-
viewer's Contest" staged by the

Washington Post, brought 100-

word reviews, the same jewelry

company offering a $100 dia-

mond ring to the winner. Ralph
Stitt, member of RKO Radio's

staff of 23 special exploiteers,

aided Meakin.

—

Keith's, Washington.

To Decide Board's Fate

Chicago — Whether activities of

Chicago Film Board of Trade will

continued and, if so, what its fall pro-

gram will be, will be determined when
Emma Abplanalp, secretary of the or-

ganization, returns from an eastern

vacation, according to President Clyde

Eckhardt.

Burkhardt's Radio Campaign
For "Knight Without Armor"
T3ADIO plugs played the big

role in Howard Burkhardt's
campaign on Alexander Korda's

"Knight Without Armor" at

Loew's, Providence. Smashing
all precedent, the ether cam-
paign was the largest ever

staged in the city. WPRO used

the transcription and planted

the local news program in front

of the theater for an entire

week with the heading that the

"big news" was the showing of

the picture. The local inquir-

ing reporter ran a "chivalry

contest" for two nights from
the house, distributing guest

tickets for the best accounts of

modern knights without armor.

A special noon-day broadcast

was devoted to the production

from the Russian angle. In

this connection, the foremost
local critic interviewed a form-

er member of the Russian nobil-

ity. —Loew's, Providence.

-
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Para, Hits "Peaceful Persuasion In

SEE VAUDTREVIVAL INlRST CIRCUIT'S!! WEEKS

Report Allied Planning N. Y. Strike Confab Aug. 26
Idea Is to Discuss Drive

Against Para, and Extend

Its Scope

Representatives of exhibitor as-

sociations participating in or con-

templating taking part in the play-

date strike against Paramount are
planning to hold a conference in

New York Aug. 26, it was learned

yesterday. Principal units involved

in the move at the present time are

the UMPTO of Philadelphia and Al-

lied Theaters of the Northwest,
headquartering in Minneapolis.
Purpose of the conclave would be

to further develop plans for con-
(Continued on Page 7)

SIX UNITED HOUSES

ADDED BY IN

Interboro Theaters, Inc. has ac-

quired an interest in and taken over

operation of the six United Circuit

houses in Long Island controlled by
Paul Raisler and Samuel Baker.

The theaters involved are the Laur-
elton, Laurelton; St Albans and
Linden, St. Albans; Island, Hollis;

Little Neck, Little Neck, and the
{Continued on Page 7)

United Artists Releasing

33 Shorts in the Far East

Completion of deals with three

producers whereby United Artists

will release a total of 33 shorts in

the Far East, was announced yes-

terday by Arthur W. Kelly, U.A.'s
(Continued on Page 8)

—ouc-

Ascap Stay Move Up
Lincoln, Neb.—Hearing will be held

here Sept. 11 before a three-judge panel

in Federal Court on the motion of

Ascap for an injunction to restrain en-
forcement of the recently enacted state

anti-Ascap bill on the ground that it

is unconstitutional.

How They Started Closed Shop Agreement Is

Signed by Hirst and

Actors' Federation

Revival of vaudeville to the ex-
tent of 27 weeks has been accom-
plished coincidentally with signing
of a closed shop agreement between
Isie Hirst of the Hirst Circuit and
Ralph Whitehead, executive secre-
tary of the American Federation of
Actors, it was announced by the lat-

ter organization yesterday.
Houses included in the new cir-

cuit affected by the plan are: How-
ard, Boston; Jacques, Waterbury,

(Continued on Page 4)

TECHNICOLOR PROBE

IS STARTED BY SEC

John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-president in charge of Paramount's foreign department, got his first

sample of picture business as a Missouri exhibitor in 1912. After experience with General Film

and Goldwyn Pictures tied up with Paramount, where he has been located since 1919

Para. Assails Peaceful Persuasion
//

In Brief Filed in Philadelphia Case

SEC Okays Republic Stock

Issue of 1,316,000 Shares

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Stock offering of 1,-

316,000 shares of $1 par value cap-
ital stock of Republic Pictures Corp.
of Delaware was approved yester-
day by the SEC. Under terms of the
statement Republic will offer 261,000
shares for warrants entitling hold-
ers to purchase the shares. The

(Continued on Page 8)

Philadelphia — Advancing argu-
ments calculated to show that the
UMPTO and various exhibitors op-
erating in this territory have con-
spired in violation of the Sherman
anti-trust act in their playdate
strike against Paramount, the pro-
ducer-distributor yesterday filed its

brief with the U. S. District Court
here.

Attacking the defendants' state-

ment of "peaceful persuasion," in
(Continued on Page 4)

The Securities and Exchange
Commission has begun an investi-

gation of trading in Technicolor
Inc., which this year has had a rise

from a low of 18% to a high of

33% last week, almost 100 per cent.

Yesterday's closing was 29%, up %.
The SEC has sent a formal ques-

(Continued on Page 4)

Paramount To Distribute

Korda "Lawrence" Picture

Paramount will distribute "Law-
rence of Arabia," which Alexander
Korda is producing, with William
K. Howard directing with Robert
Donat starred. Company is under-

stood to be financially interested in

the production. Korda usually re-

leases through United Artists.

Seek 60 Days Adjournment
An adjournment of about 60 days

will be asked by both the Dept. of

Justice and defendants when the In-

terstate Circuit anti-trust action comes
up for hearing Sept. 20 in the U. S.

District Court, Dallas. Both sides are

in agreement on the move and it's

up to the court to approve or disap-

prove. Idea is to get clear of the hot

weather as much as possible.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 263/4 26y2 26y2 — Vz

Columbia Picts. vtc. 285/8 285/8 285/8 — 1%
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3V8 3'/8 3Vs

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 123/4 UVi 12V2
East. Kodak 192 192 192 - 3V2
do pfd 161

Gen. Th. Eq 25

Loew's, Inc 83

do pfd

Paramount 23y4 223/4 223/4 — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 21 Vs 20'/2 20y2 — *A
Pathe Film 95/8 93/8 93/8 — Vs

RKO 85/8 83/8 83/8 — i/8

20th Century-Fox . 37% 36% 37 + l/4

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 15V8 143,4 143/4 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 99% 99%— %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

i/4s47 93 92% 92 3/4 — 3/4
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 .... 95 94% 94% — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 3 3 3

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 303/8 293/8 29% + %
Trans-Lux 43/8 4l/4 4V4
Universal Picts

160 161 + 1

24% 24% — %
81% 81% — 1%

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6y2s 1st '36 11 12
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 94i/4 953/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 71 73

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4 s 1st '43 52% 54'/2

"Trouble"-—Double Dose
Youngstown—

A

double dose of "trou-
ble" was offered patrons of the State

theater in this city when a recent
program included two features, "Trou-
ble in Morocco,' ' and "Venus Makes
Trouble."

Universal Sets 154 First

Runs on "100 Men and Girl"

That Universal has already book-
ed 154 first runs for "100 Men And
A Girl", was announced yesterday
by the company's general manager
of distribution, James R. Grainger.
Attraction is slated to play all of
these situations during the weeks
of Sept. 10 or 17, including the Roxy,
New York, unless "Thin Ice," which
precedes it, runs an extra week, in

which case it will go in Sept. 24.

Houses included in the list are Pan-
tages and Hill Street, Los Angeles;
Memorial, Boston; Orpheum, San
Francisco; Palace, Chicago; Boyd,
Philadelphia; Imperial, Toronto;
Warner, Milwaukee; Hippodrome,
Cleveland; Keith's Baltimore, and
Fox, Atlanta.

Warner Brothers Set Dates

on Its Canadian Showings

Lack of available prints, occa-
sioned by the Warner Brothers' na-
tional trade exhibit which takes
place in 31 U. S. cities on Monday
and Tuesday, brought announcement
from the company yesterday that
the Canadian showings will be held
at different times, on the following
date and place schedule:
Monday and Tuesday, Toronto,

Village Theater; His Majesty's,
Montreal, Wednesday and Thursday,
Aug. 25 and 26; Strand, St. John,
Aug. 30-31; Garrick, Winnipeg,
Sept. 7 and 8; Tivoli, Calgary, Sept.
9 and 10; and Stanley, Vancouver,
Sept. 13 and 14.

Making "Women" Plans

To conclude plans for producing
their first picture, "The Women,"
based on their stage play now cur-
rent at the Ethel Barrymore The-
ater, Harry Goetz and Max Gordon,
president and vice president, respec-
tively of Max Gordon Plays and
Pictures Corp., leave New York Sun-
day for Hollywood. While on the
coast they plan to open negotia-
tions for the services of several
screen stars; arrange for studio
space, and decide upon production
personnel.

To Set Canadian Deal

James R. Grainger, Universal
sales manager, leaves Monday night
for Toronto to work out a deal with
Canadian Famous-Players for the
Universal 1937-38 product.

3rd Week For Pix

Baltimore — "You Can't Have
Everything" is in its third week at
the New. This is the first time a
picture has been held in Baltimore
for a third week in many months.

Century Get 20th Pix

20th Century-Fox has closed a
film deal with A. H. Schwartz' Cen-
tury circuit. Thirty theaters are in

buy.

543 Out of 673 Houses
Holding Over "Saratoga"

A national check-up of first runs
for "Saratoga" shows 543 out of
673 houses keeping the Gable-Har-
low picture for extended playing
time with some additions yet to
come in to the list, stated M-G-M
yesterday.
Smash business is still being reg-

istered in all sections of the coun-
try with popular price summer runs
of the two roadshow attractions,
"Captains Courageous" and "The
Good Earth," while "A Day at the
Races" and "Topper" are other films

that have set many new house rec-
ords, it was declared.
Eleven new holdover engagements

just reported for "The Good Earth"
comprise the Tower, Dallas; War-
field, San Francisco; Shubert, Cin-
cinnati; United Artists, Detroit;
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Palace,
Washington; Warner, Pittsburgh;
Paramount, Salt Lake City; Shea's
Buffalo, Buffalo, New York and Wil-
shire, Los Angeles.
"The Good Earth" is the second

picture in the history of the Min-
nesota Theater to be held for a sec-

ond week.

William Farnsworth Quits

Post With Federal Theater

William P. Farnsworth, formerly
deputy administrator of the motion
picture code under the now-defunct
NRA, has resigned as the New York
administratve officer of the Federal
Theater Project, a spot he has oc-

cupied since last March. He plans
to return to the practice of law.

Booked For Boston
RKO announced yesterday that

Harriet Hilliard and her husband,
Ozzie Nelson, and his orchestra,
have been booked for a week's en-
gagement at the RKO Boston The-
ater beginning Sent. 16. Later in

the month they will return to Hol-
lywood, via New York. Nelson and
his band will start a series of broad-
casts from Hollywood in October,
with Miss Hilliard as the featured
soloist.

Writer Asks Stay
Maxwell Hawkins, radio writer,

yesterday filed suit in Federal Court
to enjoin RKO Radio from using
the script entitled "A Rolling- Stone,"
dealing1 with life in a trailer, to

star Walter O'Keefe. He alleges
that he wrote thes crint for O'Keefp
and that O'Keefe sold it to RKO
Radio. Justice O'Brien set trial of

the action for October.

Deny $6,000,000 Settlement
Published report that 10 anti-

trust actions against the American
Telenhone &. Telegraph Co., West-
ern Electric and Erpi had been set-

tled for $6,000,000 were termed in-

correct and with no basis in fact,

in an announcement yesterday from
Western Electric.

r

Coming and Going

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER has gone to Toronto
from New York.

ROBERT O'DONNELL is in New York from
Dallas.

HARRY GOETZ and MAX GORDON leave
New York Sunday for Hollywood.

WALDO FRANK sails from New York today
on the American Merchant heading for London.

C. HOWELL DAVIS, former head of the
Pennsylvania state censor board, was in New
York yesterday.

SAM PINANSKI and MARTY MULLEN wer^
in New York yesterday from Boston.

JIM O'LOGHLIN and BILL CLARK leave!
New York Wednesday for the Coast to con-
duct further sales drive meetings.

RALPH A. KOHN, who is now in New York,
returns to Hollywood in one week.

HARRIET HILLIARD, who is vacationing in

New York, leaves for Hollywood late next
month, accompanied by her husband, OZZIE
NELSON.

ARTHUR L. PRATCHETT. Paramount's gen-
eral manager for Central America, the Carib-
bean and northern republics of South Amer-
ica, sails from New York tomorrow on the
California for Havana, accompanied by MRS.
PRATCHETT.

HAROLD HENDEE, director of RKO Radio's
research department, has left New York for

Annapolis to show Naval Academy officials

"Annapolis Salute."

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Universal sales head,
leaves Monday for Toronto.

BUDD ROGERS returns Monday from a trip

upstate and to Canada.

HARRY BRANDT has returned to New York
from Saratoga.

Report Saenger Expanding
New Orleans—Reports that Saen-

ger theaters would acquire addi-

tional houses in North Louisiana by
taking over C & C enterprises per-
sisted here yesterday when it was
learned Saenger booker Gaston Du-
reau made a sudden and supposedly
secret trip to C & C headquarters
in Shreveport to consummate the

deal. If deal is consummated, it

will end the anticipated fight be-

tween the circuits.

Medal for Wanger
Walter Wanger has been chosen'

to receive the gold medal of merit '5

of the "Fashion Academy". The
j

award will be presented to Wanger
by Emil Alvin Hartman, director

||
of Academy, in its studios, RCA
building today.

AUGUST 20

Fred A. Kelsey
Bernard Hyman
Hyatt Daab



MIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
WILL THEY WIN IT AGAIN?

THE YEAR'S GREATEST FEMALE PERFORMANCE!
Critical acclaim registered at recent coast preview of

WarnerBros.' 'ThatCertainWoman' definitely establishes

Bette Davis' performance as Academy Award cinch!

THE YEAR'S GREATEST MALE PERFORMANCE! With

reviewers unanimously agreed in their praise of 'Zola,'

Modem Screen booms Paul Muni for 1937's highest honors

with, 'they ought to give him a permanent trophy'!*

'BOUQUETS TO KAY for her newest Warner drama
'Confession,' now topping all her previous N.Y. Strand

grosses since opening engagement on Wednesday!

Credit top-notch cast, Ian Hunter, Basil Rathbone,

Donald Crisp and Jane Bryan for season's ace support.

19000 THEATREMEN TO MEET Monday
and Tuesday at nation-wideWarnerBros.

Trade Showings to witness evidence

of studio's first 1937-38 production

standard bearers. Dick Powell, Fred

Waring, the Lane Sisters (abovej leap for

joy as 'Varsity Show,' gigantic new-

season musical, is completed in nick of

production time forshowmen'seye-view!*

THE $2.00 RUSH for seats continues

unabated at Hollywood Theatre, N.Y.,

(n'ghf) where complete 8-week advance

sell-out stamps Paul Muni's 'The Life of

EmileZola'greatest road show in history!*
A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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PARAMOUNT

PEACEFUL PERSUASION

(Continued from Page 1)

describing their campaign, the brief

charges that picketing conducted by
the organization was intended "to

prevent the exhibitor, through fear

of losing patronage, from dealing
with the plaintiff, thus effectively

diminishing the volume of its inter-

state business and forcing it to yield

to defendants' concerted demands."
The document cites the various cam-
paign methods allegedly employed
by the defendants, including the use
of trailers, newspaper advertise-

ments, radio broadcasts, sky picket-

ing and circularizing the towns in

which exhibitors have refused to co-

operate.

In its attempt to obtain a perma-
nent injunction against the defen-
dants, Paramount further takes is-

sue with statement of the . defense
counsel that its film contract, on
which the situation developed, is

illegal and void. Decisions of the

U. S. District Court and later the
Circuit Court of Appeals finding the

double feature ban provisions illegal

are solely confined to this phase of

the agreement, contends the plain-

tiff and furthermore a Circuit Court
of Appeals' decision, based on a re-

argument, is still pending.

Says the brief: "The very con-
tracts which counsel for the de-
fendants claim are void because of

the inclusion of the provisions
against double featuring have been
performed by the complainant as
well as the defendants, the com-
plainant having delivered motion
pictures thereunder and the defen-
dants having accepted and exhibited
them under said contracts. Thus
both parties have treated the con-
tracts as being alive and in full

force and effect.'"

Paramount disputes contention of

the defense that picketing in the
case is "wholly intrastate" and
therefore not under the jurisdiction

of the Sherman Act. The defen-
dants, says the brief, "have inter-

fered with and restrained the free
flow of motion pictures into eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jer-
sey and Delaware by preventing
the complainant from making con-
tracts for the delivery of pictures
into this territory from the state of

New York." In this respect, too,

declares the brief, the defendants
are interfering with interstate com-
merce.

Allegation is made that the de-

fendants, in addition to coercing
other exhibitors into not exhibiting
Paramount pictures, have coerced
and induced common carriers from
transporting films from Philadelphia

to New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
The brief lists William A.

Schnader, Morris S. Kaufman and
Austin C. Keough as solicitors for

the complainant and William A.
Schnader, Louis Phillips and Irving

Cohen as members of counsel.

A decision in the injunction move
is expected within a few days.

C • • OUT OF the London Fog Dennis Glenny, Lon-
don's expert in fashions, is planning a new wrinkle in milady's
dress that will be popularized in a British film Thanks to
Bobby Messulam, the portrait of Merle Oberon painted by Ger-
ald Brockhurst, was the outstanding attraction of the recent
summer exhibition of the Royal Academy Max Baer is
going to go Jack Dempsey one better by opening a cocktail
lounge in Piccadilly Adele Astaire is working in the new
Jack Buchanan picture, and Virginia Cherrill, now the wife
of Lord Jersey, is being besieged with movie offers here
but she says she is satisfied to be a housewife to me lord
Sophie Tucker's record for earned income in one week in Lun-
non some $4,000 was topped by Harry Richman, who
snagged over $4,500 at the Cafe de Paris

« © • PEEVE from a Real Actor Ned Sparks
the owl-eyed, frog-voiced guy who has collected many a

snicker from you and us on the screen. . . Ned squawks that
in 15 years in Hollywood, he can only tag four pictures where
they have given him satisfactory roles now he's on a train
bound for his home in Toronto he. is going to stay there
for awhile until Hollywood gives him a break

• • • GOOD WILL poster created to plug Metro's
"Firefly" an eye-smash job in blue tint offset with a
dozen human interest stills featuring Jeanette MacDonald and
Allan Jones in "behind-the-scenes" views showing the
strenuous rehearsals for a month before shooting Howard
JDietz and Billy Ferguson figured that all music lovers and
educational groups would be interested in the photographic-
evidence here presented that musical perfection is just as much
hard work as it is talent the National Federation of Mu-
sic Clubs have their entire membership interested in this in-

triguing poster it is also being distributed to schools and
libraries the initial run-off is already exhausted, so fast
did the stunt catch on

© © ® UP TO two p.m. yesterday the Music Hall
management announced that "Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938"
had hit the same figures as "Top Hat," "One Night of Love"
and "Swing Time" for record «ummer figures within
twenty minutes of the opening in the morn, the entire house
was jammed to capacity . . .with a wait of one hour and
forty-five minutes announced by attendants

© • • PENTHOUSE Dinner given last nite by Wal-
ter Wanger in the Music Hall in honor of the New York pre-
miere of "Vogues of 1938" the guests included Joan
Bennett, Conde Nast, John Hay Whitney, Adam Gimbel, Rosa-
mond Pinchot, Frederick Warburg Roy Howard, Maury
Paul, Harry Buckley J. Cheever Cowdin, Arthur Kelly,
Ted Curtis, W. G. Van Schmus, Gerald Warburg those that
had wives were accompanied by the Missus for this gala occa-
sion, of course. . . • Dr. David J. Bachrach, who knows his
osteopathy, is getting a big play from the stage and screen
crowd

V © © NEW OPENING day records set for Metro's
"Broadway Melody of 1938" at both Loew's State in Los An-
geles and the Chinese theater in Hollywood. . . • Skouras
Theaters has defeated Columbia 5 to 2, capturing the Motion
Picture League pennant

SEE VAUOE REVIVAL^

IN HIRST'S 27 WEEKS
(Continued from Page 1)

Conn.; Century and Majestic, Brook-:
lyn; Hudson, Union City, N. J.;

Empire, Newark; Troc and Bijou,
Philadelphia; Embassy, Rochester;
Casino, Toronto; Rialto, Chicago;
Gayety, Milwaukee; Garrick, St.'

Louis; Keith's, Indianapolis; Na-
tional, Louisville; Gayety, Cincin-
nati; Gayety, Detroit; Capitol, To-
ledo; Roxy, Cleveland; Casino, i

Pittsburgh; Gayety, Baltimore, and
the Gayety, Washington.

Theater operators in many othe
cities have also applied for admit
tance to the circuit, according tJ
Whitehead. The Federation says
that nine houses in New York will
play vaudeville and stage shows
during the coming season, with the
theaters including: Music Hall,

Roxy, Paramount, Eltinge, Irving
Place; and the Apollo theaters.
Other houses expected to join in the
move are the Oriental, Gaiety, Re-
public, Oxford at Brooklyn, Cen-
tury and Casino, Brooklyn and the
uptown Apollo, it is stated.

The AFA agreement with the
Hirst Circuit provides for transpor-
tation expenses of all acts to be paid
by the circuit, limits all agency com-
missions to five per cent, extra pay
for extra performances and secur-
ity of the payment of wages for all
actors employed on the circuit by
the posting of a personal bond by
Hirst.

« « « » » »

Probe of Technicolor Stock

Deals Is Started by SEC

(Continued^ f'.om Page 1)

tionnaire to a number of brokers
requesting detailed information on
trades in the stock from May 15 to
Aug. 14. Trading in Technicolor,
which is listed on the Curb, has
been unusually active during this
period. During the week of May
15, sales were more than 95,000
shares.

As is generally the case of SEC
questionnaires, the brokers are re-
quested to furnish the date of trades
handled in this stock, the blotter
date, name of broker on the other
side of deal, the customer's name,
type of order, time entered, time
executed and the price.

Seek English Studio \J
London (By Cable)—A powerful ^

industry group is reported negotiat-
ing to take over Amalgamated Stu-
dios at Elstree which are now in re-

ceivership. Plan, if it materializes,
is to use the plant, which cost $3,-

000,000, as a rental studio.
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fr ik Reviews o£ the View films ik #
"That Certain Woman"

starring Bette Davis and Henry Fonda

Warners 93 Mins.

FINE EMOTIONAL DRAMA OF MIXED
LOVES WITH BETTE DAVIS AND FONDA
HAVING GRAND ROLES.

Written and directed by Edmund Gould-

ing, this production is loaded with clever

emotional appeal that should have all the

femmes weepy and happy by turns. It

pursues a rather intricate plot trail, but is

so smoothly directed that this is discounted

to a great degree. Bette Davis has the

role of a widow of a murdered gangster,

and the film picks her up four years later,

employed ?s the secretary to Ian Hunter,

an attorney. It is established that Hunter,

a married man, is in love with his sec.

Henry Fonda, a rich young playboy, returns

from a trip abroad, and takes up his old

love for the sec, which she reciprocates.

They elope, then his stern and uncom-
promising dad steps in £nd has the mar-

riage annulled. Then the business of Fonda
leaving for Europe, and a year later a baby

arrives. Meanwhile Fonda has married an

old childhood sweetheart, not knowing that

he is a father. The attorney dies, and the

circumstances are such that they involve

his secretary in a scandal that hits the

headlines. And so on into other complica-

tions with the death of Fonda's wife clear-

ing the way for his reunion with the girl

he really loves. It all sounds intricate

and involved, but Goulding's clever direct-

ing has made a really powerful and emo-
tional document that is bound to appeal

to the femmes. The three principals turn

in splendid performances. Bette Davis is

superb.

Cast: Bette Davis, Henry Fonda, Ian

Hunter, Donald Crisp, Kathenne Alexander,

Minor Watson, Sidney Toler, Norman Wil-
lia, Tim Henning, Anita Louise, Hugh
O'Connell, Mary Phillips, Ben Welden,

Charles Trowbridge, Dwane Day, Herbert

Rawlinson.

Director, Edmund Goulding; Author,

Same; Editor, Jack Killifer; Cameraman,
Ernest Haller.

Direction, Very Good,

eel lent.

photography, Ex-

Earlier Sunday Opening
Norwalk—The legal 7:00 p.m.

opening hour for theaters on Sun-
day, in force for many years, has
been revoked and changed to 2:00
p.m. by town ordinance. This will

apply to M & P's Empress, South
Norwalk, and Regent, Norwalk, and
Warner's Norwalk houses, the Rial-

to and Palace.

To Make Commercials
Modern Talking Picture Service,

formed to distribute commercial pic-

tures, has leased space for execu-
tive and sales offices on the 18th
floor of Nine Rockefeller Plaza in

Rockefeller Center. The organiza-
tion is headed by F. H. Arlinghaus,
president.

"Sea Racketeers"
with Weldon Heyburn, Warren Hymer

Republic 64 Mins.

ROUGH AND TUMBLE DRAMA OF THE
COAST GUARD SERVICE WRITTEN
DOWN TO THE MOB.

This is strictly for the consumption of

the crowd, and will fare poorly in any the-

ater with a class audience. It is rough and
ready in its story, acting and treatment.

The "dese, dems and dose" style of con-
versation prevail with the main characters,

both male and female. Heyburn is the

Chief boatswain's mate in charge of a coast

guard cutter, and Warren Hymer is the

chief machinist and his buddy. They are

always scrapping over dames. They are

assigned to get a line on smugglers who
are bringing in ready-made fur coats from
abroad. The gang has its headquarters

on a gambling ship, where the fur coats

are stored below. Under cover of the nite

club atmosphere, they sneak the coats

ashore to a dealer. Enter the femme in-

terest in the person of Jeanne Madden, a

sort of waif whom the two pals adopt. She

is really too old for them to mother, being

a pretty smart gal who seems to know her

way around. She gets a job on the gambl-
ing ship as an entertainer, and with an-

other girl friend dancing there, the ro-

mances develop between the two boys,

also a lot of thrills as the fur coats are

discovered by the two coast guard lads in

a meller finish.

Cast: Weldon Heyburn, Jeanne Madden,
Warren Hymer, Dorothy McNulty, J. Car-

roll Naish, Joyce Compton, Charles Trow-
bridge, Syd Saylor, Lane Chandler, Bennie
Burt, Ralph Sanford, Don Rowan, Bryant

Washburn.

Producer, Armand Schaefer; Director,

Hamilton MacFadden, Cameraman, Ernest

Miller.

Direction, Fair Photography, Okay.

Empire Films to Handle

90 Features in Dominion

SHORTS
"Rhythm In A Night Court"

RKO Radio 9 mins.

Highly Entertaining In Spots

There are two particular mo-
ments in this reel which are out-
standing. One is a serious moment—the brilliant adagio dancing of
Sylvia Manon & Co., the "company"
being three stalwart gentlemen who
hurl her through space in a thril-
ling aerial routine. The other mo-
ment is grandly humorous—the imi-
tation by Al Bernie of Charles
Laughton, Groucho Marx and W. C.
Fields. These dual spots in the sub-
ject will be highly entertaining to
all audiences. In addition, there is

diversion supplied by Harry Rose,
Frances McCoy, Sid Marion and
Jeannie Parrillo, the latter a seven
year old tap dancer. The action
takes place in a night court. Mil-
ton Schwarzwald directed and the
Messrs. Larry Williams and William
Kelly handled the camera work. This
is the first of the Nu-Atlas one-reel
musicals to be released by RKO.

Toronto—Empire Films, Ltd., next
year will distribute 90 feature pro-
ductions, including 36 British fea-
tures and 54 Republic films. In ad-
dition to the features, Empire will i^ one* wil!"deiight young and"old!
handle four Republic serials, and The crab and the starfish are hilar

"Hawaiian Holiday"

(A Walt Disney Mickey Mouse
Production)

RKO Radio 8 Mins.
Bright and Amusing

Down on the beach at Waikiki,
Walt Disney's cartoon, characters
are assembled. There's Mickey,
playing on a native steel guitar,

while Minnie and Donald Duck per-
form the hula with dash and rhythm.
Donald, clad in a straw skirt, a
jacket and his jaunty sailor hat
dances too close to a beach fire

with scorching consequences. To
make the most of their respective

holidays, Pluto goes exploring and
has trying adventures with a star-

fish who insists on clinging tena-

ciously to him and with a crab whom
he finds to be a pretty hard-shelled
antagonist, while the Goof tries his

hand at surfboard riding, receiving

vigorous maltreatment at the hands
of the giant waves. A bright, amus-
ing short, entirely in Technicolor,

42 two-reel and 46 single-reel Edu
cational shorts, as well as 12 Can-
adian Cameo productions.

British producers whose product
Empire will handle include Gaumont
British, Herbert Wilcox Productions

iously "actors" in their own right.

"The Clock Cleaners"

(A Walt Disney Mickey Mouse
Production)

Associated British Pictures, Capitol RKO Radio

Films, Jack Buchanan Productions,
Associated British Film Distribu-

tors, General Film Distributors and
British Lion.

Colleen Moore Sick

Seattle—Colleen Moore canceled
a projected visit to Alaska yester-
day following a relapse. Miss
Moore was in a Chicago hospital
four days before coming here with
her doll house exhibition.

8 mins.

First Rate

The genius of Disney for devising

unique locales and backgrounds for

his family of delightful brain chil-

dren is evidenced in this reel. Ac-
tion takes place in a clock tower,

atop a truly gigantic skyscraper.

Mickey, Donald Duck and the Goof
are cast in the roles of clock clean-

ers, and go about their jobs with a

will—and curiosity. Donald has a

terrific problem trying to realign

an unruly mainspring; but the bulk

of the adventures fall to the Goof,

for while his head and shoulders are
projecting into a giant chime, two
mechanically operated, heroic-size
statues which are part of the clock's

mechanism strike the bell with their
metal mallets, making the poor
Goof's ears ring, his head swim and
his sense of balance go to pieces.

While still in a foggy state, one
of the gargantuan figures hits him
on the cranium. As a result, he
stumbles dizzily along the upper
ledges of the skyscraper, falls, and
is saved from destruction by
Mickey's quick action. There is a
sequence in which Mickey tries to

arouse a sleepy stork in the belfry.

This is a first rate short, filmed in

full Technicolor.

"Murder In Swingtime"

(An RKO Revuesical)

RKO Radio 10 Mins.

Well-conceived

The murder in this case, even
though the transgression is of a
musical nature, is "tried" in court,

—a setting which is scarcely orig-
inal. But, withal, the manner in

which the entertainment is handled
is quite unique. Les Hite and His
Orchestra, a collection of torrid
sepia troubadours, play the pop
melody "Dinah," but one of the in-

strumentalists is "accused" of mur-
dering the composition. So off the
boys go to appear before a judge
and an abbreviated jury. The testi-

mony is given musically, each mu-
sician playing on a different instru-

ment, with the exception of the trio

of saxophones which "speak out"
together. Finally it is determined
that the instrument which has mur-
dered "Dinah" is the lowly and
much maligned piccolo. The whole
affair turns out to be a dream on
the part of Les Hite's piccolo play-
er. A novel reel, well conceived
and suited to all types of audiences.

"Frozen Affair"

RKO Radio 10 Mins.

Good Skating Subject

While Condor Pictures, which pro-
duced this short, equips it with a
frail thread of a story recounting
in a comedy vein the infatuation of

an indoor skating rink spectator for
Evelyn Chandler, acrobatic skating
champion, the footage is primarily
and exclusively to show the capabil-
ities of this feminine skating mar-
vel. Miss Chandler performs her
routines solo; on occasions with
Bruce Mapes, a professional cham-
pion figure skater; and in some
scenes with a chorus of comely girls .

to lend atmospheric lure. But it f^U
Miss Chandler's short, lock, stoch. ^

and barrel. Patrons generally will

like this offering, and skating en-
thusiasts will receive it with zest.

Arthur Dreifuss handled the direc-

tion well, and the photography is

skillful.
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NEWS of the DAY
Kansas City, Mo.—Robert With-

ers, has appointed the following to

serve under him on the general
committee in charge of arrange-
ments for the annual Kansas City
Motion Picture employees' picnic:

Arthur Cole, Sam Abend, Earl
Jameson, R. R. Biechele, Homer
Blackwell, Fenton Jones, George
Baker and E. C. Rhoden. In addi-

tion, Leo Finkelstein, W. B. Bern-
field, Claude Morris, Mike Ro/th,

and Sen Lawler were appointed to

the Publicity and Ticket committee
which Lawler heads. Frank Hensler
and Elmer Dillon were named to

the Baseball Committee and Fenton
Jones and Harry McClure to the

Dance Committee.

Chicago—Jimmy Savage has been
named publicity director for the

new Cine Theater of the Balaban
and Katz circuit. House is rapidly

nearing completion and will be
opened next month.

Seattle, Wash.— With construc-

tion to be under way sometime next
month, a new theater is being spon-

sored by Hugh A. Black of Novell

& Black, Inc., of this city. Mr. Black
is at present owner and manager of

the Grand and plans to open the

new $78,000 theater to be built at

81st and Greenwood before the first

of the year. Fitzherbert Leather,
Seattle theater designer, will super-
vise.

Chicago—S. R. Spiegel and Eddie
Silvers of the Essanes circuit are
back from a four weeks' vacation
trip to London and Paris.

Lemoyne, Pa.—Jack Day, proprie-

tor of the Lemoyne, is planning a
series of amateur night contests to

be held once weekly, the first to be
staged Tuesday.

Chicago—"Toast of New York" is

held for a second week's run at the
RKO Palace.

Waukegan, 111.—The premier of
Paramount's Artists and Models,
the Jack Benny film was held here
at the Great States Genesse to

give the home folks who were the
neighbors of the celebrated Jack,
the first chance to see their idol

on the screen.

Chicago— Balaban and Kitz cir-

cuit booking offices are restricting

their activities. Dick Bergen and
Al Borde are retiring and Miss

Sees Quota Aiding Britain

London (By Cable) — The proposed
Quota Act, when finally passed, will

strengthen English production and im-
prove the quality of film entertainment,
according to John Maxwell, head of
Associated British Picture Corp. Over-
seating is a condition which is a fact
in some localities, he said, but not in

all of them.

Dorothy Moss is being transferred
to the B & K accounting depart-
ment. Lou Lipstone, director, will

devote his time to other duties in

the organization.

Oklahoma City—Griffith Amuse-
ment Co. is reported to have com-
pleted a deal for the L. E. Brewer
Theaters, the Folly and the Royal,
in Pauls Valley, Okla. They will

take over full operation in a short
time.

Chicago—20th Century-Fox is ne-
gotiating for a new film exchange
building at 13th and Wabash Ave.
and it is expected that the contracts
will be signed shortly. This will

bring all the leading film exchanges
into the same neighborhood.

Princeton, 111.—The Alger circuit

has opened the State, after being
closed for the past five years.
Equipment from the Albro at

Champaign has been moved into

the State.

Chicago—Barney Gilinsky, father
of Mrs. Leo Blank, wife of the Chi-

cago district manager, Leo Blank,
is dead at his home in Council
Bluffs, Iowa.

Chicago — The National Dairy
Council is completing two films in

cooperation with Dr. David Bennett
Hill for early fall showing to

schools, theaters and consumer
groups. Sam H. Greene heads the
film division of the Council.

Rushville, 111.—Carl Pierson has
purchased the old Postoffice build-

ing at Petersburg-, Illinois, and will

remodel the building into a modern
theater building.

Chicago—J. S. Markstine of Ad-
caster Co., who has returned from
an extended eastern business trip,

reports improving business. Com-
mercial business in this market is

50 per cent ahead of last year he
says.

Omaha—District Manager Evert
R. Cummings of Tri-States The-
aters has promoted John Kincaid
from assistant manager of the Cap-
itol at Grand Island, Neb., to man-
ager of the newly-remodeled Iowa
at Sioux City, la.

Chicago—Elmer Upton, comptrol-
ler of the Balaban and Katz circuit,

is back from his Wisconsin vacation.

Detroit—G. G. Wallace has in-

stalled new Trane air conditioning
unit in the Star Theater at Scott-

ville, Mich.

Chicago—E. P. Steinberg, archi-

tect is preparing plans for a the-

ater to be erected at Bloomnigton
by Central States.

Para. Trustee Suit Trial

Is Scheduled For Sept. 24

Arthur A. Ballantine of Root,
Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, coun-
sel for Charles D. Hilles, Para-
mount trustee, said yesterday that
he expects to begin trial of the trus-
tee's suits against past and pres-
ent officers and directors of Para-
mount on Sept. 24 in the New York
State Supreme Court, and that
while there had been some "tenta-
tive discussions" about settlement
of the suits, no agreement has been
reached. The actions seek the re-

covery of around $12,000,000 from
defendants who include Adolph Zu-
kor, John D. Hertz, Sidney Kent,
Sam Katz, Jules Brulatour, Sir Wil-
liam Wiseman and other Kuhn-Loeb
partners and others.

Sue Westchester Exhib
United Artists Corp. and Walt

Disney Productions Ltd., yesterday
filed suit in Federal Court against
Weinberg Entei*pi-ises, Inc., and Jos-
eph Weinberg for changing unau-
thorized exhibition of "Who Killed
Cock Robin," and "On Ice," at its

Cameo, Westchester. Damages of
$250 for each infringement is asked.

Universal Pictures and Big U Ex-
change also filed an action against
the same defendants, charging that
18 episodes of Frank Merriwell,
Flash Gordon and the "Phantom
Rider" were used without authori-
zation.

REPORT ALLIED PLANS

N. Y. STRIKE CONFAB

(.Continued from Page 1)

tinuing the strike and expanding its

scope to other exhibitor associations.
Pete Wood, business manager of

the ITO of Ohio, is reported as
calling the meeting. The Ohio as-
sociation, of which Wood is busi-
ness manager, has so far not been
regarded as active in the campaign.

Six United Houses Added
By the Interboro Circuit

(.Continued from Page 1)

Gables, Merrick. Houses are under
direction of Samuel Strassberg.

Interboro now operates 30 the-
aters and is constructing a house
at New Rochelle that will open in

October.

"U" Closes Harris Deal

James R. Grainger, Universal
sales head, has completed a deal

with the Harris Amusement Co. of
Pittsburgh for the showing of Uni-
versal features, shorts and news-
reels in the 15 houses of the cir-

cuit and the Alvin theater, Pitts-

burgh. Deal was concluded here
with John H. Harris. Sig Whitman,
Universal eastern district manager,
and J. Kauffman, U. Pittsburgh ex-

change manager, assisted.

Joe

LOUIS
PS.

Tommy
FARR

9 FT. FIGHT VALANCES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City, N. Y.

Circle 6-5790

1018 S. Wabash

Chicago, III.

Wabash 5815
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A "JUttU" ^fn Uoituw&od "Jtes
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

/COLUMBIA this week will start

shooting "All American Sweet-
heart," a new college feature. Lam-
bert Hillyer will direct. Scott Col-

ton, Patricia Farr and Allen Brook
have been assigned to featured

roles. At the same time Louis De
Pron, well known tap dancer has

been engaged to do a musical-dance
specialty number, while Ben Oak-
land and Milton Drake have com-
posed three new songs which will

be heard for the first time in "All

American Sweetheart."

T T
Universal yesterday decided upon

a final title for the Kimball Herrick

novel which was completed recently

under the title "Midnight Raiders."

It will be released as "Trouble At
Midnight."

T T T

Under the direction of Carl Ran-
dall, well known stage and dance
director, twenty-three college girls

are busy learning tap dance routines

at Universal City. They were re-

cruited for B. G. (Buddy) De Syl-

va's production "Merry-Go-Round of

1938" which Irving Cummings is

directing.

T T T
Through arrangement with 20th

Century-Fox, Universal has signed
Alice Faye to star in B. G. (Buddy)
De Sylva's second Universal produc-
tion, "A Young Man's Fancy."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
® • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 130 • •

D ICHARD WALLACE. Director. A California "native son." Born in

1^- mento. Educated there and at Rush Medical College, Chicago. Left

graduation, realizing he was little interested in medicine. An underta

Los Angeles, eventually drifted into studios as

assistant cutter for Sennett. Eventually direct-

ed two-reeiers for Sennett and then went to

Universal where he directed a series of the

"Sweet Sixteen" comedies. Then to Hal Roach
where he became a top director for two-reel-

ers. After the Roach contract, Wallace signed

to direct the late Mabel Normand in "Rag-
gedy Rose." Then with First National. Has
worked for every leading company. Under con-

tract to Paramount for five years. Career was
temporarily halted on May 6, 1935 when he

was traveling by air to Annapolis to direct the

picture "Annapolis Farewell" for Paramount.

Disastrous crash left him in a critical condition

for many months. Upon his complete recovery

went with B. P. Schulberg to do a series of

four pictures. Married. Stands, 6. Hair,

brown and curly. Eyes, blue.

•

Sacra-

before

ker in

"Nothing Sacred," the Selznick

Technicolor comedy co - starring

Carole Lombard and Fredric March,

has been completed under the direc-

tion of William Wellman and is in

the studio cutting room. Wellman
completed the feature ahead of

schedule, equalling the record he
established when he finished "A

Star Is Born" well in advance of
schedule.

John Stoll, San Francisco etch-
er and painter, yesterday was added
to the Selznick International spe-
cial effects department, which is

headed by Jack Cosgrove. Depart-
ment now includes, in addition to

these two, Al Simpson and Jack I

Shaw, artists, and Clarence Slifer
and Bert Willis, camera assistants. it

t r t
"Bringing Up Father in Holly-

J j

wood," a comedy based on the comic
|

,

strip by George McManus, will be'
put into production early in Septem-I
ber at the Warner Bros. West Coast
studios. Cartoonist George McMan-
us, creator of the strip, has been
signed to portray his famous char-
acter Jiggs. "Bringing Up Father
in Hollywood" is to be filmed under
the supervision of Bryan Foy.

T T T
Joan Davis, has been assigned a

featured role in "Love and Hisses,"
the second screen adventure of Ben
Bernie and Walter Winchell, now in

production at 20th Century-Fox stu-
dios.

T T T

"Dangerously Yours" 'has been
substituted as the title for the 20th
Century-Fox picture which has been
in production as "The Great Dia-
mond Robery."

T T T

Eddie Cantor has selected Sidney
Fields to work with him on the
screenplay of "Sing While You
Sleep," his next musical for 20th
Century -Fox.

T T T
Louise Stanley and Beatrice Cus-

tis has been signed by Columbia for

"Women of the Night."

58 First-Runs Will Play

"Solomon" Week of Aug. 26

George W. Weeks, GB general

sales manager, stated yesterday

that 58 first-run theaters in key
cities throughout the country have
booked "King Solomon's Mines" for

the week of Aug. 26, the date set for

the picture's national day-and-date

opening. The RKO Metropolitan

Circuit in New York has set the

picture for its theaters starting

Aug. 29.

Quebec House Opening
The recently built Capitol in

Brownburg, Quebec, opens its doors

to the public for the first time to-

morrow with Warner Bros.' "An-
other Dawn". E. A. Fassio is the

operator of the house.

Eight Hold Over "Artists"

Paramount's "Artists and Models"
has been given extended runs in eight

major stands where it is being shown
currently. Attraction is in its third

week at the New York Paramount, and

is scheduled to play a fourth week. It

is also in its third week at the Para-

mount, Newark; and playing second
weeks at the Paramount, Los Angeles;

Palace, Milwaukee; Circle, Indianapolis;

Denhan, Kansas City; Paramount, Seat-

tle, and Orpheum, Portland, Ore. Pic-

ture is scheduled for a second week
also at the Brooklyn Paramount, and
the Stanley, Philadelphia.

Herron, Daniell In Meet United Artists Releasing

on South Wales Quota Law 33 Shorts in the Far East

Major Frederick Herron, Hays'
office expert on the foreign rela-

tions of major companies interrupt-

ed his vacation to come to town to

confer here with Frederick A. Da-
niell, who is reputed to be an un-
official representative of the New
South Wales government to discuss

the issue arising from the American
companies' contention that they can-
not comply with the Australian
quota act requiring production in

that country by U. S. distributors.

Daniell denies that he is acting for

the New South Wales government,
though Phil Reisman, RKO Radio
foreign sales head, had previously
described his intended visit to this

country as a sort of unofficial gov-
ernment mission.

The New South Wales govern-
ment has announced its intention of

enforcing the quota act. The Amer-
ican companies are understood to

take the position that this will ne-

cessitate their withdrawal from th?

country.

Regal Theater to Open
Franklin, N. H.—Samuel Kurson

of Bangor, Me., announces that the
Regal being erected here will be
open early next month. The theater
will seat 850. Kurson will continue
to operate the Pastime here.

{Continued from Page 1)

vice president in charge of foreign
distribution.

From Russell Spaulding rights
were obtained for the five travel-
ogues he produced in Europe last
year, "The Master Drink," "The
Land of the Wends," "An Alpine
Journey," "The Key to the Seven
Seas" and "The Iron Madonna."

From World Pictures Corp., four
one-reelers in color, "Battling
Bettas," "Sus Ti Ki," "Story of a
Rose," "Utah Picture Books"; and
one single reeler in black and white,
"Men of Ships."
From Celebrity Productions, Inc.,

23 Comicolor Cartoons.

Installing New Equipment
Springfield, Mass.—Western Mas-

sachusetts Theaters, Inc. announces
installation of new RCA sound
equipment is nearing1 completion in

the Palace, Pittsfield; Paramount,
North Adams; and Garden in Green-
field. Work will start soon at the
Strand, Holyoke.

"The Good Earth" Returns

Harrisburg — A return engage-
ment of "The Good Earth" starts
Friday at Loew's Theater.

SEC Okays Republic Stock

Issue of 1,316,000 Shares

{Continued from Page 1)

underwriter, Hammons and Co., Inc.

of New York will offer 600,000

shares at $6.25 each of which the

corporation will receive $5.00.

Consolidated film industries will

get 150,000 shares and the Setay
Co. will receive 80,000 shares. Cajo
Co., which Republic acquired will

receive 225,000 shares.

Cash proceeds will be used for

debt and working capital, according

to the approved statement.

Change Preview Date
David O. Selznick announced to-

day that the preview of "The Pris-

oner of Zenda" will be held at Grau-
man's Chinese in Hollywood on Aug.
27, instead of the next day as pre-

viously reported.

They Like Bands
Increasing popularity of stage bands .

in film houses is indicated in the Para- O
mount Theater's annual contest to de- ,

termine the favorite orchestras. Poll

shows patrons have already cast ballots

for 156 different bands, as against 13S

last year. The five leaders at the con-

test's halfway mark, which closes on

Christmas, are Benny Goodman, Guy
Lombardo, Phil Spitalny, Shep Fields

and Eddie Duchin.
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Hays B Meet on Proposals on Educational Shorts

SEE COMMERCIAL FILM YEAR BIZ OVER $3,000,000

Chicago Exhibitors Adverse to Admission Price Rise

Theaters Will Make Move
Only if License Fees

Are Increased

Chicago—Convinced that this is

not the right time to raise admis-
sion prices, unless forced to, circuit

and local independent theater op-

erators are adverse to taking such

a step, representative exhibitors

told The Film Daily yesterday.

Should the city, however, advance
license fees, such a move might
be practical, it was indicated.

Under present circumstances, the

independents feel that poor summer
attendance would be further reduced

by a rise in scale.

SEE QUOTA KILLING

LOW-COST PICTURES

London (By Cable) — Virtually

force-out of smaller features, made
in America, including Westerns,
from this market will occur as a

result of the proposed Quota Law,
according to independent renters,

who view the plan as a calamity.

It will result in far less purchas-
ing of low-cost productions, they
declare, as renters will find it more

(Continued on Page 2)

Akron Seen lipping Prices

or Dropping Double Bills

Akron, O.—Admission prices will

be advanced — or the double bill

policy will have to go into the dis-

card.

This is the opinion of Akron dis-

trict theater operators who declare

a^^ssions must be upped to offset
(.Continued on Page 3)

Closed Via the Heat
Hot weather put a stop to motion

picture business yesterday in New York
as far as major companies were con-
cerned. Virtually all of them closed

in the afternoon for the week-end.

Warners Increasing Brit. Production to 20 Pictures

London (By Cable)—Under a revised set of plans, Warner Bros, is planning to in-
crease its production schedule at its Tcddington studio from 16 to 20 productions. Sam
E. Morris, vice-president of the company, is due here next month from New York to
map our arrangements with Irving Asher, managing director in charge of the plant.

TELEVISION PROGRAM

CENTER IS PLANNED

Announcing plans for establish-
ing a television program center in

the Grand Central Terminal Build-
ing, Columbia Broadcasting System
yesterday also made known appoint-
ment of Gilbert Seldes, writer and
critic of the drama, pictures and ra-
dio, as experimental television pro-

(Continued on Page 3)

Busiest Season in Years,

Chicago Architects Report

Chicago— Chicago theater archi-
tects are busier this season than
they have been for some years past,
according to leaders of the profes-
sion. C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp have
a couple of theaters going up from
their plans for Balaban and Katz in

Chicago. Several projected theaters
are being planned in the workshop
of the Rapp organization. Pereira
and Pereira are rapidly pushing the
Esquire Theater of the H. and E.

(Continued on Page 3)

SKOURAS WILL RAISE

IN SOME SITUATIONS

Decision to raise prices wherever
competition is not keen and to en-
deavor to work out admission tilts

where the opposition is sympathe-
tic was made at the four-day con-
ference of Skouras Theaters man-
agers and officials that wound up
yesterday at the St. Moritz Hotel.
During the meetings the operating

(Continued on Page 2)

Television is Projected

From Pictures at Showing

Television projected from motion
picture film on a screen four feet
by five feet was demonstrated yes-
terday at the Kolorama Laborato-
ries at Irvington, N. J. The pic-
tures were fairly clear, observers
said afterwards.

Kolorama expects to develop pic-
tures to full screen size. Its re-
searches are directed toward this
end.

Hays Directors Meet Next Month
To Act on Educational Shorts' Plan

West Virginia Exhibs Open
Annual Convention Monday

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

—

Third annual convention of the West
Virginia Managers' Association
opens Monday at the Greenbrier

(Continued on Page 4)

Proposals as to a deal covering
approximately 1,000 short subjects
of educational value will be sub-
mitted to the Hays organization's
board of directors by the National
Advisory Council on the Use of Mo-
tion Pictures in Education at a meet-

(Continued on Page 3)

U. S. Producers Report Total

Volume Substantially

Ahead of 1936
At the present rate, commercial

film producers in the U. S. will do a
total volume of business between
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000, during
1937, it was estimated yesterday by
companies engaged in the field. This
represents a substantial advance
over 1936.

Recent tests made by Audio Pro-
ductions, Erpi subsidiary, show that
it cost about eight cents to reach
a person through the medium of a
commercial picture and that one has
the undivided attention of the per-

(Continued on Page 2)

CONGRESS DELAYING

WAGES, HOURS BILL

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Industry observers

are of the opinion that Congress is

not likely to enact wages and hours
legislation at its current session but
that the measure will go over to the
next Congress. In the meantime,
the proposals are expected to be re-

drafted into a simpler form. The
present bill, it is understood, runs
1,100 pages.

Wage-Hours Pact Follows

8-Minute Sitdown Strike

Following an eight minute sit-

down strike by the film operators
yesterday afternoon, the manage-
ment of the 55th St. Playhouse^
where the Joris Ivens-Ernest Hem-

(Continued on Page 3)

Loevv's Film Buys Set
Loews Circuit has virtually completed

its buying for the new season, with
only deals with Warners and RKO,
covering several houses, remaining to be
concluded. Circuit has bought 20th
Century-Fox, Paramount and United
Artists nationally. All New York Loew
house deals have also been concluded.
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Lutz Joins Mirisch

Appleton, Wis.—Louis Lutz has

resigned as manager of the Apple-

ton here to join Harold Mirisch in

the operation of the Oriental and
Tower, Milwaukee neighborhood

houses, Sept. 1. Mirisch was for-

merly district manager for War-
ner Bros, in Milwaukee.

COMMERCIAL FILM YR.

BIZ OVER $3,000,000

(.Continued from Page 1)

son, according to Whitford Drake,
Erpi president. This cost is much
lower than through comparative ad-
vertising mediums, he said.

The automobile companies are the
largest users of commercial films.

July Admission Tax Receipts

Jump $64,600 Over July, '36

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Admission tax re-

ceipts for the month of July 1937
jumped $64,600 over the same per-
iod last year, according to an an-
nouncement made yesterday by the
U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Admission receipts for July this

year totaled $1,633,088 compared
with $1,568,487 in July 1936.

Rebuilding Exchange Bldg.

Seattle—With a financial outlay
of $25,000 the Film Exchange Build-
ing occupied by Vitagraph, United
Artists and Universal at 2nd Ave-
nue and Battery St., will be com-
pletely remodeled as the various
film companies have executed new
ten-year leases on the structure.
There will be installed new vaults
and racks to hold the new 2,000 foot
reels now in general use, lowered
ceilings in general offices for acous-
tical soundproofing, and installa-

tion of new heating, partitioning,
counters, and other fixtures.

File Conspiracy Suit

Columbus, O.—A suit just filed in

Federal Court, asking damages of

$2,000,000, names Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc., Cleveland, and Nickitas
D. Dipson, Batavia, N. Y., as defen-
dants, charging them with conspir-

ing to defraud the plaintiffs, John
K. Papulias, Steve G. Manas, Frank
D. Sinclair and George F. Gourlay,
all of Steubenville, O., of their in-

terests in the Capitol Theater Co. of

Wheeling, W. Va.

Bans Bank Night
Albion, Neb. — County Attorney

William Keeshan has banned bank
night drawings in the Rex theater

here, ordering manager Maynard
Nelson to clean up remaining funds
by Aug. 25. Rex was only Boone
county theater using bank night.

Para. Board Meets Thursday
Paramount's board of directors

are scheduled to hold its monthly
meeting Thursday when the much-
revamped Criterion theater deal

may come up for consideration.

O. H. Steindorf Dies

Amery, Wis.—O. H. Steindorf, for

many years owner of the Gem the-

ater here, died recently following

a stroke.

SEE QUOTA KILLING

LOW-COST PICTURES

(Continued from Page 1)

practical to set up their own pro-
ducing campanies in this country.
The CEA will petition the Trades

Union Congress next month to re-

affirm its previous policy demanding
a quota up to 50 per cent over a
period of 10 years.

Skouras Theaters to Raise

Prices in Some Situations

(Continued from Page 1)

problems of each of the 50 houses
comprising the circuit were gone in-

to individually. It was decided to

continue playing single bills at those
houses now showing them.

Theater Council Meeting
First luncheon and round table

discussion of the American Theater
Council since the recent convention
will be held Monday at 12:30 p.m.
at the Hotel Astor and it is expected
that action will be taken to put into

effect some of the convention reso-
lutions.

Among the proposals for improv-
ing the conditions of the American
theater that emerged from the con-
vention were a clearing house for

financing plans, raising of a $100,-

000 annual fund to aid the theater
and formation of a managerial pool

to offer a guaranteed annual wage
to actors and other matters.

G. N. Starting Seven
Seven features will go before the

cameras at Grand National's Holly-
wood studios between Sept. 2 and
Sept. 27, in conjunction with a one
month's production drive commemo-
rating the completion of the com-
pany's first year in business. Pic-

tures on which work will be started

are: "He Wanted To Marry," Sept.

2; "Love Me Again," "Tex Rides
With The Boy Scouts" and "Face
The Facts," Sept* 10; "Honolulu
Honeymoon" and "Wallaby Jim on
the South Seas," Sept. 16 and "Pain-

ter in the Sky," Sept. 27.

Opeien 40th Zone House
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The State, Warner

Bros, newest theater in the Wash-
ington Territory, has been dedicated

at Lexington, Virginia. It is the

40th in the Washington Zone su-

pervised by John J. Payette, Gen-
eral Zone Manager.

Star's Grandmother Buried

Pawtucket, R. I.—Funeral ser-

vices were held here yesterday af-

ternoon for Mrs. Martha Eddy, 85,

grandmother of Nelson Eddy, film

player. Interment was in Riverside

cemetery.

Coming and Goh^

CONRAD NAGEL has arrived in New York
from the Coast by plane, en route to fulfill
a summer stock engagement at Ivoryton, Conn.

IRWIN SHAW, playwright, who arrived in
New York recently from the Coast, has left
for Cape Cod.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN sails from New York
for England today on the Berengaria.

KATHARINE STURGES, writer, leaves New
York today for Peru and Chile aboard the
Santa Clara.

HAL ROSSON, cameraman, leaves for Eng-
land on the Berengaria today.

HAROLD CLURMAN of the Group Theater ar-
rives from the Coast Monday for New York
conferences with organization's governing board.

DOUGLAS FIELD of Hollywood sails from
New York today on the Berengaria, bound for
London.

RUTGERS NEILSON returns to New York to-
day from a Bermuda cruise.

HERB MclNTYRE, RKO Radio exchange man-
ager, in Dallas, has returned to that city from
New York.

MARGARET BOOTH leaves New York today
for England on the Berengaria.

TEX RITTER, singing western star, has re-
turned to Hollywood after a 10 weeks' per-
sonal appearance tour of the South and East.

JOHN FARROW, sails Aug. 28 from Quebec
for London.

JOSEPH NEWMAN boards the Berengaria to-
day en route from New York to England.

JACK DUGGER, Paramount district manager
in Texas, is in New York.

ROBERT GILLHAM has returned to New York
from the Coast.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK, Gaumont film direc-
tor, arrives in New York from England next
Monday on the Queen Mary, accompanied by
his wife, the former ALMA REVILLE, who is

also his assistant and scenario writer.

BOBBY BREEN leaves the Coast shortly for
New York to be auditioned for a major radio

broadcast.

Distributing Fight Pix

Under a contract with Super-
Sports Attractions, Inc. the picture

on the forthcoming Louis-Farr
world's heavyweight championship
fight will be distributed by RKO
Radio throughout the world with the

exception of the United States, Can-
ada and the United Kingdom.

AUGUST ?I

Albert Rogell Forrest StanB-

Bert Roach
James Dent
Hans Drier

Bill Pierce

AUGUST 22

Samuel Goldwyn

Louis BrocK?-

Hiller Innes

John Dacey

WUKmrnt
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TELEVISION PROGRAM

CENTER IS PLANNED
{Continued from Page 1)

gram director. He assumes the post
Sept. 1.

In connection with its new plan,

which involves construction of a
huge central studio, CBS will ex-

amine motion pictures which may be

used in its programs.

Busiest Session in Years,

Chicago Architects Report

(Continued from Page 1)

Balaban circuit to early completion
and work will start shortly on the
new Illini Theater for the Com-
munity Theaters circuit. Firm is

also hurrying work on the new Har-
per in Detroit. The Liberty The-
ater, Libertyville, 111., based on
their plans will be opened shortly.

The Levine organization is com-
pleting plans for several Chicago
houses and a number for the
smaller towns in the Central Il-

linois territory.

Wage-Hours Pact Follows

8-Minute Sitdown Strike

(Continued from Page 1)

ingway film 'The Spanish Earth"
is playing, signed a contract with
Local 306 giving the men more than
100 per cent increase in wages and
cutting their hours, a union spokes-
man said. The sitdown followed
the collapse of negotiations with the

management by Local 306 on behalf
of the men.

• • • A SPECIAL newspaper section no less with
front-page stories in the main news section in the Green
Bay Press-Gazette heralding Pete Smith's "Pigskin Cham-
pions" which features America's pro champ football team

the Green Bay Packers appropriately enough, the
world premiere of this Metro short was held right in the Pack-
ers' backyard at the Orpheum theater, Green Bay, Wis-
consin the Packer football squad attended a preview as
guests of Manager Vic Geisel

• • • THAT GOOD old Warner Spirit as expressed
in a ritzy announcement card to the theater managers as a
pepper-upper for the opening of the new season sent
out by Joseph Bernhard who sums it up in these words

"The entertainment on the screen and the atmosphere
of your house in combination should have such an
irresistible appeal that every night in your community when
they clear the dinner dishes off the table, somebody in the fam-
ily is sure to say: 'Let's Go to the Movies The Warner
Theater Is the Place I Like Best'."

• • • A NEW "radio" technique that eliminates the old-

fashioned flashbacks is introduced by Columbia in its first serial

production "Jungle Menace" at the start of the
chapters an off-screen voice, aided by a montage of brief action
scenes, explains quickly and precisely what has gone before ....

thus, in a brief minute or two even those who have not seen
the previous episode can follow the story intelligently

at the end of the installment, the same idea is used again, and
acts virtually as a trailer, arousing desire to follow the story
next week

HAYS BOARD TO MEET

ON EDUGAT'L SHORTS
(Continued from Page 1)

ing to be held next month, prob-
ably about Sept. 20, in New York.
The group will complete its view-

ing of about 2,000 shorts produced
by major companies by Sept. 1 and,
at the present time, has examined
1,780 subjects. In event a deal is

worked out, as indicated, the shorts
will be reduced to 16 mm.

Akron Seen lipping Prices

or Dropping Double Bills

(Continued from Page 1)

higher maintenance and operation
costs as well as a reported 33 per
cent increase in production costs.

Major first run houses here have
been charging 25 cents afternoons
until 5:30, then 35 cents. It is not
likely, if a revision upward in ad-
missions is made that the matinee
price will be affected, the evening
price top may be raised probably
to 40 cents.

At Canton the 35 cent night price
has prevailed for more than two
years, with a quarter afternoons.
There has been some agitation there
for upping admissions but so far
nothing definite has been done. The
Palace, Loew's and Warner's Ohio
all charge the same scale there with
subsequent runs top at 15 cents,

afternoons 10.

Starting Contract Meet
Chicago — Leading official says

negotiations for renewal operators
contract will start next week.

Reviews <4 tUe Hew TiUnsft ft ft ft

"Talent Scout"
with Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden,

Fred Lawrence, Rosalind Marquis

Warner Bros. 62 Mins.

INTERESTING, BREEZY FEATURE
WHOSE APPEAL IS HEIGHTENED BY
STORY'S THEME.

interspersed with some catchy songs, this

is best described as Cinderella story that

borders on a musical. George Bilson

penned the original, and it deals with

the rise of a pretty amateur songstress,

—

a role played interestingly and pleasingly

by Jeanne 'Madden,—to peak stardom in

Hollywood. Her ascent to dizzy heights

is accomplished through a series of cir-

cumstances, the first of which is her dis-

covery by Donald Woods, a film talent

scout. The other circumstances are her

ability, and the opportunity which comes
t«!7tjw to manifest it at a benefit per-

fthC3wce in the screen colony. Her de-

voted discoverer is in love with her all the

time, but the fortunate girl, while grateful

for his sponsorship and guidance, loses her

heart to Fred Lawrence, who interprets

the part of a male idol of the nation's

film fans. And it is the latter whom she

chooses, too, at the finale. Patrons will

find "Talent Scout" considerably more in-

tersting and entertaining than the aver-

age programmer, chiefly bceause it deals

with studio life and routine in west coast

studios. While this ingredient cannot be

said to be particularly authentic, yet it is

the sort of material fans like. Jeanne
Madden's voice is appealing, and her per-

formance is solid, as are those of the other

cast members. Donald Woods put life

into his portrayal of the rather erratic

talent scout. The exotic Rosalind Marquis

is the "other woman" in the plot, while

Fred Lawrence is thoroughly adequate, and

does a good spot of singing in his own
right. Direction is smooth and the photog-

raphy right up to snuff.

Cast: Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden,

Fred Lawrence, Rosalind Marquis, Joseph

Crehan, Gharles Halton, David Carlyle,

Teddy Hart, Mary Treen, Al Herman, Helen

Valkis, John Pearson, Frank Faylen, John

Harron, Mary Doyle, Harry Fox.

Director, William Clemens; Author,

George Bilson; Screenplay, George Bilson,

William Jacobs; Cameraman, Rex Wimpy;
Editor, Terry Morse; Music and Lyrics, M.

K. Jerome, Jack Scholl.

Direction, Smooth. Photography, Skillful.

"Roaring Timber"
starring Jack Holt

with Grace Bradley, Ruth Donnelly,

Raymond Hatton

Columbia 65 Mins.

SOLIDLY DIVERTING MELLER OF THE
TIMBERLANDS. PARTICULARLY SUITED
TO MEN PATRONS.

Jack Holt is right at home in the lead

role of this outdoor yarn, which, although

it follows closely the pattern of predecessor

tales of the tall timberlands, is neverthe-

less an engaging bit of entertainment, par-

ticularly for the men patrons. There is

ample action, good direction nicely deliv-

ered performances by the he-man Holt and
the supporting cast, plus numerous rous-

ing and picturesque scenes of logging,

some of which border decidedly on the

spectacular. The melodramatic elements
are effectively interwoven with the roman-
tic, but the former are far more numer-
ous and weighty. Two sequences in par-

ticular are of the spine-chilling type, and
strangely enough these sequences are al-

most identical, presenting trains hurtling

from high trestles,—on one occasion due
to structural weakness, and on the second
occasion because Willard Robertson, the

piece's more prominent villain, uses dyna-

mite in order to gain both revenge on
Holt and to possibly recoup his position as

the lumber company's engineer. Grace
Bradley has the top feminine part, that of

the pretty girl who, upon the accidental

death of her father, inherits his vast lum-
ber operations in the Northwest. She also

inherits the responsibility of delivering a

huge order involving millions of feet. Holt

is the logging boss who helps her, after

numerous difficulties, to emerge the win-
ner over this problem. Her victory is all

the sweeter since it was beset by hostile

intrigue; the enmity of Robertson and Holt;

accidents and death to an appreciable

number of lumberjacks, forest fires and
labor trouble. James S. Brown, Jr., the
film's cameraman, shot the footage very

capably. Phil Rosen's direction is efficient

and spirited. Audiences who enjoy rugged
outdoor stories will be well satisfied with
this latest Jack Holt saga.

Cast: Jack Hclt, Grace Bradley, Ruth
Donnelly, Raymond Hatton, Willard Robert-
son. J. Farrell MacDonald, Charles Wilson,
Ernest Wood, Philip Ahn, Fred Kohler, Jr.,

Ben Hendricks, Torn London.
Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Robert

James Cosgriff; Screenplay, Paul Franklin,

Robert James Cosgriff; Cameraman, James
S. Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight Caldwell.

Direction, Spirited. Photography, Fine.
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A "JUttte.'' from Uottyw<*d "&*$
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
"T\IRECTOR Michael Curtiz yes-

terday took his production unit

on "Gold Is Where You Find It"

from the Warner Bros, studios in

Hollywood to Weaversville, Cal.,

about 75 miles north, for location

shots which will take about two or

three weeks to film. With the di-

rector and the technical contingent

went George Brent, Claude Rains,

Margaret Lindsay and other prin-

cipals. At Weaversville they will

be joined on Monday by Olivia de

Havilland, fresh from a vacation in

the Great Northwest.
T T T

Grant Mitchell and Paul Irving

have been added to the cast of "Hol-

lywood Hotel," Warner Bros.' mus-
ical picture which is now in pro-

duction.

T T T
Cast with which Columbia is sur-

rounding Grace Moore in "I'll Take
Romance," now in work, has been
further augmented by Meeka Al-

drich, Ernie Woods and Louis
Mercier.

t r r
AI Herman, Grand National pro-

ducer, has signed Charles Logue to

write the screenplay for Grand Na-
tional's second Renfrew of the

Mounted picture, featuring James
Newill.

T T T
Bennie Bloom, representative of
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DOBERT Z. LEONARD. Director. Born in Chicago, the son of a railroad ex-
'^ ecutive. Lillian Russell a second cousin. Thought he would like mining en-

gineering, and studied at the University of Colorado. However, he got the

"show bug," when, in 1904, he sang in Denver as one of a quartette. Fine

tenor and comedy ability put him in featured musical comedy leads all over U.

S. First contact with pictures came in 1910 when he went to Los Angeles to be

the featured comedian in the Ferris Hartman mu-
sical comedy company. (He was succeeded in

the company by Roscoe Arbuckle when he left

to work for the Selig pictures company, under

Director Francis Boggs.) First picture was
"The Courtship of Miles Standish." Starred by

Selig in a long series of comedies until he was
made a director in 1917. Made an imposing

number of early successes starring Mae Mur-
ray. Most recent successes are "The Great

Ziegfeld" starring William Powell, Myrna Loy,

and Luise Rainer; "Piccadilly Jim"; and "May-
time," co-starring Jeanette MacDonald and Nel-

son Eddy; and "The Firefly," with Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Allan Jones, and Warren William. Fond
of golf. Composes music as a hobby. Stands,

6. Hair, red. Eyes, blue.

Gus Schirmer Music Publishing Co.

has established an office on the

Grand National lot as headquarters

for the national compaign to exploit

the Victor Schertzinger music in

"Something to Sing About" star-

T T T

ring James Cagney.
M-G-M is negotiating with Grand

National for the loan of Anna Sten
for the leading feminine role oppo-
site Edward G. Robinson in "The
Last Gangster."

T
"Shanghai Deadline," based upon

Gregory Ratoff's original story,
"International Settlement," will go
into production at 20th Century-

Fox studios within two weeks,
Darryl F. Zanuck announced yes-
terday. Executive Producer Sol M.
Wurtzel will be in charge of the
picture. Frank Fenton and Lynn
Root are writing the screenplay.

T T T

Gene Markey has been designated
as associate producer of "Sally,
Irene And Mary," to be produced at
20th Century-Fox studios shortly.
Fred Allen, Alice Faye, Loretta
Young, Louise Hovick, Robert
Young, Portland Hoffa and Joan Da-
vis have been named for the cast so
far. Mack Gordon and Harry Revel
are writing the score.

T T T
Frank Gay, Condor associate pro-

ducer, will reopen shooting today on
Grand National's equine picture
"King of the Sierras" after a six-
week shut down while the picture
was being cut.

T T T
Van Heflin has temporarily aban-

doned Hollywood to have another
flier at his first love, the stage. He
will appear in a Broadway play to
open early this Fall.

T »
"Women With Wings," based up-

on a story by Genevieve Hogan,
will go into production about Sept.
15 at 20th Century-Fox studios,
with Executive Producer Sol M.
Wurtzel in charge. Kathryn Scola
and Morris Musselman are writing
the screenplay.

West Virginia Exhib Open
Annual Convention Monday

{Continued from Page 1)

with a two-day session planned. Of-

ficers will be elected during the pro-

ceedings, which are in charge of J.

S. Shanklin. Present officials in-

clude: S. J. Hyman, president;

Shanklin, vice-president and W. H.
Holt, secretary-treasurer.

NEWS of the DAY

Radio Board to Meet
National board of the American

Federation of Radio Actors will

meet Monday at 2 p.m. at Equity
headquarters to select an executive

director and act on other matters.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN IY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Robert Florey owns what is, prob-

ably, the finest collection of pipes in

Hollywood. They include a line of

Meerschaums imported from Asia Minor.

—PARAMOUNT.

Detroit—Remodelling of Univer-

sal Exchange offices has been com-
pleted this week, with enlarged quar-

ters and complete shift of major
layout.

New Orleans—Robert J. Haley,

who was with Mort H. Singer in

Minneapolis, Minn., and Marshall-

ton, la., has been appointed house
manager of Singer's Liberty here to

replace Noel D. Smith. Asa Booksh,

former treasurer of the Singer Or-

pheum here will go over to the Lib-

erty in a similar post while R. L.

Mcllvaine, a Singer man from
Omaha, comes to the Orpheum as

treasurer.

Detroit—The New Oakland, for-

merely known as the La Veda and
De Soto, in Highland Park, north

and suburb, will reopen Sept. 4,

Charles Stepanauckas announces.

House is being completely remodeled
after being dark two years.

Yazoo, Miss. — Kennington-Saen-
ger Theaters Corp., is reported ready

to re-enter this city. If the new
house is constructed, it will be in

opposition to Mrs. J. B. DeVoto.

Detroit—Jack Moss, head of Roxy
Picture Exchange, state-rights dis-

tributors, is taking over representa-
tion for an equipment company as
well, and will handle projecter
lenses. Offices are on the sixth floor

of the Fox Theater Building.

Lake City, Minn.—N. Grengs has
sold the Grand to Crane Brothers
of Cambridge, Minn. Grenge has
houses at Colquet and Spooner,
Minn.

Breezy Point, Minn.—Medalist
B. J. Benfield, theater operator of
Morris, Minn., took top honors in

the two-day Twin Cities Variety
Club shortstop golf tourney here
recently. In addition to gaining
the medalist honors, Benfield elimi-

nated Clarence Stevens of Bemidji
in the finale to annex the Variety

Detroit — Imperial Pictures of

Michigan has taken over "The
Throne of the Gods", originally a
First Division release, Manager
Raoul Cleaver states.

Releasing 16 Hungarian Pix

Hungaria Pictures will release

16 new Hungarian comedies and mu-
sicals. Titles include "The Bride

of Torocko," "The Huzzars of Berc-

seny," "An Affair of Honor," "It

Happened in Budapest," "Two Pris-

oners," "You Shall be my Husband,"

"Anniversary," "Eighty Miles an

Hour," "In Love With a Sportsman,5'

"Lucky Brat," "Hotel Springtime,"

"The Village Rowdy" and "Men Are
All Crazy." More than half of this

list are musicals, the others are
straight comedies and comedy dra-

mas.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

^t c*

Argentina has 30 film producing com-

panies, 10 studios and 10 laboratories.
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Circuits In Drive For Additional New York Theaters

Loew, Brandt, Skouras, RKO
Planning to Acquire

More Houses
Circuits are unusually active in

seeking to augment their New York
Metropolitan territory holdings. C.

C. Moskowitz of Loew's on Satur-
day said negotiations are pending
for a number of local houses^ whose
location and number he declined to

give. The Brandt circuit is dicker-

ing for 10 east side houses, with
(Continued on Page 7)

COLOR FIRM AT WORK

Technicolor is now working on a
process for reduction of 35 mm.
film to 16 mm. and expects to have
it perfected within two years. Dr.
Herbert T. Kalmus stated that he
would be very much surprised if it

were not ready before that time.
Technicolor is now doing a sub-

stantial business in the commercial
field, Kalmus added.
From present indications, Techni-

color may handle 10 per cent of

Hollywood's total print business in

1938, it is estimated.

39 Features in Production

Now in Hollywood Studios

Hollywood—Thirty-nine pictures

are before Hollywood cameras.
Paramount leads with seven, fol-

lowed by Warners with five. Colum-
bia, Universal, RKO and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox are making four each.

M-G-M and Goldwyn are making
two each, as is Republic. Selznick
I^-vj-national is producing one.

Delay Stock Issue

Public offering of 600,000 shares of

new Republic stock will not be made
until after Labor Day owing to the poor

market at this time, it was said yester-

day at the office of Hammons & Co.,

underwriters. SEC approved the offer-

ing on Thursday.

Zukor to Confer with Wilcox on Eng. Production Deal
Conferences between Adolph Zukor, Paramount production chieftain, and Herbert

Wilcox, English producer, are planned in London shortly on a deal under which the latter

would produce three or four features for the American company under the British quota
law. The plan was discussed in New York by Wilcox and John W. Hicks, head of the
Paramount foreign department, recently. Zukor sails from New York Wednesday on the
Queen Mary.

MINNEAPOLIS ZONE

BUILDING IN SLUMP

Minneapolis — Theater construc-

tion and remodeling in the North-

west has hit its annual tag-end of

the season slump, with only about
six houses going up and another
half-dozen being rebuilt. None of the
new houses will cost over $100,000

(Continued on Page 2)

20TH WILL CONTINUE

GB PRODUCT IN U. S.

20th Century-Fox will continue to
handle physical distribution on GB
releases in this country but no pic-

tures made by outside producers can
figure in the arrangement, it was
learned in New York Saturday from
official sources.
Some months ago 20th Century-

(Continued on Page 7)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Urges Prices' Boost—Bans Quality Clause

By GEORGE H. MORRIS= =
DOMESTIC

That the nation's film theaters
must shortly and of necessity boost
prevailing admission prices was the
opinion expressed by Adolph Zukor
in an informal discussion during a
press luncheon tendered by Para-

(Continued

FOREIGN
Although great majority of Brit-

ish film industry appears to regard
the proposed quota law as satisfac-
tory, cable from London stated that
the CEA is continuing its agitation
for inclusion of a quality clause in

on Page 8)

Kuykendall Says Failure to

Set Up Local Boards

Invites Trouble
Refusal of distributors to estab-

lish local conciliation boards to ad-
just trade disputes is "bound to re-

sult sooner or later in a series of
spectacular, anti-trust lawsuits,

both by the government and by in-

dividual exhibitors, and other un-
necessary and avoidable litigation,

declared President Ed Kuykendall
of the MPTOA in a bulletin issued

Saturday.

"The decisions of the courts, who
have no background of experience

in the practical operation and com-
mercial practices of our unique busi-

ness, will no doubt be erratic and
impractical, but will be enforced
under severe penalties," commented
Kuykendall, who added that they

(Continued on Page 8)

s

SEEN UP 15 PER CENT

Total of 974 Features Released

in U. 5. During the Past Year

Denver — For the most part

grosses are up about 15 per cent

through the territory, although in

some sections, hit by dust storms
and partial drouth, revenue has
dropped alarmingly. Several spots

(Continued on Page 8)

80 P. C. of Nation's Houses
On Dual Programs O'Connor

About 80 per cent of the na-
tion's theaters are now playing
double bills, it is estimated by John
O'Connor, RKO film buyer, all RKO
houses with the exception of some
in Ohio are showing duals, O'Con-
nor stated.

Total of 974 features, 805 with

English dialogue and 169 foreign

languages, were released in this

country during the past year, a

survey made in behalf of The Film

Daily Production Annual indicates.

One-reel subjects distributed

amounted to 732 while two-reelers

totalled 162, the checkup shows.

Warners Set Eight Roadshow

Key City "Zola" Engagements

Eight "Warner Bros, key city

roadshow runs on "Life of Emile
Zola" have been set as follows: Cass,

Detroit, Aug. 26; Erlanger, Chica-

(Continued on Page 7)

May Build in South Africa

20th Century-Fox may build theaters

in South Africa if it cannot find suit-

able outlets for its product there, FILM
DAILY is advised. Otto Bolle will leave

for Johannesburg late next month to

establish an exchange for 20th Century-

Fox there.
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® The Broadway Parade II

Picture and Distributor Theater

Artists and Models (Paramount)—3rd week Paramount
Topper ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
Dead End (United Artists) Rivoli

Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (United Artists) Music Hall

Varsity Show (Warner Bros.) Strand
Gangway (Gaumont British) Roxy
Roaring Timber (Columbia Pictures) Rialto

Talent Scout (Warner Bros.) Criterion

Dark Journey (United Artists) Central
The Toast of New York (RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace
One Mile from Heaven (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace
The Spanish Earth (Hemingway) 55th St. Playhouse

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—5th week Astor
Souls at Sea (Paramount)—3rd week Globe
Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Hollywood

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lac aux Dames (Franco-American) (a-b) Cinema de Paris

Le Bonheur (Franco-American) (a-b) Cinema de Paris

FUTURE OPENINGS
Dance, Charlie, Dance (Warner Bros.)—Aug. 25 Criterion

Bad Guy (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Aug. 25 Rialto

The Firefly (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Sept. 1 (d) Astor

Angel ( Paramount Pictures)—Sept. 1 Paramount
Broadway Melody of 1938 (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Sept. 2 Capitol

The Good Earth (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (e) Capitol

The Prisoner of Zenda (United Artists) (c) Music Hall

Love Under Fire (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

(e) Follows "Broadway Meloday of 1938."

(d) Two-a-day run.

Improving Pine Bluff House
Pine Bluff, Ark.—A number of

improvements have been started at

the Saenger here and present plans

include the installation of new RCA
high fidelity sound equipment and
complete redecoration of the interior.

New upholstering will be placed in

all downstairs seats, new lighting

fixtures will be installed, and carpets

will be laid in the foyer, on the

stairs and in the aisles.

Continue Bank Night
New Haven — Although larger

cities continue a strict ban on Bank
Night and other cash plans in thea-

ters, several smaller communities in-

cluding Hamden, Meriden and
Waterbury have been permitted by
local police to continue the games
pending the decision of the new test

case against . the Palace theater,

Middletown.

Expects 50 Cents a Share
RCA is expected to earn upwards

of 50 cents a share on its common
stock on the full year, according to

Wall Street estimates, which report
that the company has improved its

position over the first six months'
period.

Switch Warner Managers
New Haven—B. E. Hoffman of the

Warner theater department an-
nounces the transfer of Christopher
McHale to the managership of the
Broadway, Lawrence, left vacant by
the resignation of Tom Brown. Mc-
Hale's place at the Strand, Clinton,
will be occupied by Joseph Liss,
formerly manager of the Strand,
Amesbury. James O'Laughlin, as-
sistant to the Palace, Lawrence, has
been promoted to the managership
of the Strand, Amesbury.

Gets Loew Lease
Meriden, Conn.—Leo Ricci, Capi-

tol Theater operator, will take over
the Loew lease on the 1,000-seat
Poli Theater, on Sept. 4th, closing
the Capitol which he opened four
years ago. Loew's have kept the
Poli dark for the past two years,
while operating the Palace.

Warner Theater Meet Today
Joseph Bernhard, general manag-

er of Warner Bros. Theaters will

preside at a meeting of his theater
zone managers and home office ex-
ecutives in the home office today.

Booked For Criterion

The next attraction at the Cri-

terion will be "Dance, Charlie,

Dance", opening with a preview
showing on Wednesday, following
the current "Talent Scout".

Playwright, Actress Dies
Mrs. Ruth Helen Davis Archibald,

playwright and actress, is dead in
New York, following a fall from
the Hotel Astor Friday.

Honor Arthur Vallee

Toronto, Ont.—Arthur Vallee, K.
C, president of France Films, has
been elected president of the Con-
ference of Governing Bodies of the
Legal Profession in Canada.

Opens at Roxy Friday

"Love Under Fire," 20th Century-
Fox romantic comedy, will open at
the Roxy on Friday, following the
run of that playhouse's current pic-

ture.

Coming and GoinTj

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH has gone to New Eng
land for a vacation.

ARTHUR ABELES, Warner manager in Brazil,
is aue in New York shortly.

FRANCES WEIL of Reliance is on a Porft
Rican cruise.

MARIO ZAMA, Warner manager in Italy, aril
rives in New York soon.

LORETTA COOPER of the Y. Frank Freema
staff returns to New York from a motor trij

to Canada.

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE is due in NeJ H
York today on the Queen Mary from London].}

WILLIAM KUPPER accompanies JIM O'LOGH-F
LIN and WILLIAM CLARK when they leave
New York Wednesday for the Coast.

D. E. GRIFFITHS sails from New York Sept.
1 returning to London.

SAM E. MORRIS plans a trip to England
from New York next month.

LITA GREY CHAPLIN is due in New York,
today from the coast.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ planes to New Yorlj
from the Coast early this week.

MICHAEL LESHING, chief of 20th Centur,
Fox labs, returns to the Coast shortly after
a visit to company's home office.

JERRY SAFRON, Columbia's western division
sales manager, has returned to Hollywood after
a tour of exchanges in his territory.

H. M. ADDISON of Loew's has returned to
Boston following a brief visit to New YorK.

CCNGRFSSMAN WILLIAM I. SIROVICH re

turns to New York today on the Queen Mary
following a trip to Russia.

Minneapolis Zone Building

Hits Annual Fall-Off

(Continued from page 1)

and most average between $50,000
and $75,000.
Most theater activity in the

Northwest takes place during sum-
mer months—none at all in winter
—and the past period has been
slightly better than average with
about 36 new theaters built in Minne-
sota, North and South Dakota. Near-
ly 115 were altered and rebuilt. Pros
spects for next year are brighter
however

Witte Quits Fitra

Hollywood—I. O. Witte has re-
signed as vice-president and Di-
rector of Fitra Productions, Inc. His
stock interest has been purchased
by Edward Pavaroff.

I

1
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Max Fleischer

Gareth Hughes

I



A BOX-OFFICE AFFAIR
When Educational brings you stars such

as Willie Howard, and pictures as up-

roariously funny as "The Affairs of

Pierre," the two -reel comedy is a matter

of vital importance as a ticket seller.

Howard's first will convince you that

Educational has scored another big laugh

hit

—

with a name that will give you big

returns for every bit of showmanship you

into plugging it.
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A "JUttU" fa*» Miuwood "£oW
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
WTYNDHAM GITTENS, who has

probaly written as many serial

continuities as anybody in pictures,

was on Friday appointed a co-direc-

tor at "U." His first assignment is

to assist Ford Beebe in the direction

of "Tim Tyler's Luck," in which
Universal will star the crack boy
actor, Frankie Thomas.

T T T
With the completion of scenes to

be made today and tomorrow, "The
Westland Case" will be finished at

Universal City.

The new players added to the cast

are Alexander Leftwich, former
stage producer, Stephanie Howard,
George de Normand, Eddie Kane,
Charlie Murphy, Alice Belcher and
Edna Salee.

T T
Nine years, ago, Serge Temoff

was a promising screen juvenile

under contract to Samuel Goldwyn,
and played the juvenile lead in "The
Devil Dancer." Sound wiped him
out of the cinema picture, because
he had a Russian accent that
couldn't be cut with a razor. Today
he is dancing in "The Goldwyn Fol-

lies" as a member of The American
Ballet.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalific • •No. 132 •

LJAL ROACH. Producer and "father" of "Our Gang." Born in Elmira, N. Y.,

' ' quit high school at 17 to seek a career. Found it in pictures after periods

as an Alaskan prospector, mail carrier, truck driver, transportation superin-
tendent. First film job was as a film cowboy for Universal in 1912 at $5 per

day. Then small parts and so to assistant directorship. With Dan Linthicum
founded Rolin Film Co. for which he wrote, acted, directed, started Harold Lloyd

on rise to stardom. In 1916, Dwight Whiting
purchased Linthicum's interests in Rolin and
two years later, Roach bought him out. Present

studio was founded in 1920 when Roach pur-

chased 10 acres of ground at Culver City and

began production in a big way—steadily rising

until the present where the studio's investment

totals over $2,000,000. Soon after the present

"lot" was purchased, the famous "Our Gang"
comedy series was inaugurated. Instigated the

comedy team of Laurel and Hardy. Recognized

as perhaps California's most sport-minded citi-

zen. Organizer and president of the Los An-
geles Turf Club. Enthusiastic polo player with

a 3-goal rating. Devoted to hunting and fish-

ing. Earlier in life, was near the top at tennis

and handball. Married, with a grown son and
daughter.

Our Passing Show: Edward l Arthur Rush, Peverell Marley, Dick
Everett Horton, George R. Batchel- i Hunt, Dan Thomas, Jack Cunning-
ler, Harry Wurtzel, Peter Mole, W. I ham, Rosalie Stewart, Joe Rivkin,

Nat Perrin, Danny Dare, Joe Aller,
Nat Ross, William Demarest, Mor-
ris Small, Werner Janssen, lunch-
ing at Sardi's.

T T T

Sandra Corday has been given
the feminine lead of Republic's
"Trigger Trio."

T *

Ula Love, who has just finished
in "Trouble for Two," goes into
"Portia on Trial," both Republic.

T T f

Rafael Storm has been cast for
"Thanks for Listening" a Maurice
Conn production.

T T T

Diana Toy goes to United Artist
for "Marco Polo."

New House for New Haven
New Haven—Whitney Realty Co.,

Bailey Bros, corporation, has re-
ceived a building permit for th
construction of a theater and fou
stores at Whitney Avenue, in the]

Whitneyville section. It is reported
they will begin construction next
month of a 900-seat, air-conditioned
theater, and four stores. The
Baileys operate the Whalley in this
city.

*" *
• * NEWS o£ the DAY a- # 4

Genoa, O.—Free motion pictures,

sponsored by local business men,
will be presented each Saturday eve-

ning, beginning Aug. 21.

Brattleboro, Vt.—The new Para-
mount being erected here by Gold-
stein Bros., will be ready for open-

ing Sept. 1.

Springfield, Mass.—George Labbe,
manager of the Paramount here is

back from a vacation in New York
State.

Kansas City—Two hundred ex-

change executives and employees
along with a number of exhibitors

attended a barbecue and stag party,

recently at the suburban place of

Earl Jameson of the Exhibitors Film
Delivery Service.

Springfield, Mass.—Harry Smith,
general manager of Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, has returned
from his annual vacation in Ver-
mont.

Oklahoma City — T. B. Nobles,
manager of the State, is now erect-

ing a new theater, on West Reno
Ave., it is to be a 300-seat house
to cost $15,000. Theater will be
ready to open about Oct. 1.

Oklahoma City—Ray Rector, is

remodeling his Columbia in Ana-

darko, and it will be reopened in

about 30 days.

Harrisburg — Francis DeVerter,
assistant manager of the State The-
ater, has just returned from a two
weeks' vacation, part of which time
he spent in Atlantic City and the
remainder at the cottage of Charles
Bierbaur, manager of the Colonial
and State Theaters in Allentown, at
Saylors Lake in the Poconos.

Oklahoma City — Miss Virginia
Doty, inspectress for Columbia Ex-
changes, and Marion Likes, will be
married tomorrow.

Harrisburg, Pa. — John Rogers,
manager of the State Theater, and
his wife plan to spend his two
weeks' vacation at Rogers' home in
Chicago.

Baltimore — The Hippodrome is

putting on its sixth anniversary pro-
gram, with special headline stage
attractions, including Fifi D'Orsay.

De Pere, Wis.—Stanley Vincent,
associated with his father, W. R.
Vincent in the operation of five the-
aters in Wisconsin, has been mar-
ried to Miss Lucille Collen.

Milwaukee — The Garden, down-
town Fox house, has upped its top

admission price from 25 to 35 cents.
The house is playing second run
pictures.

Milwaukee — The former Gayety
reopened here this week as the Em-
press Burlesk with burlesque and
films at a 25, 35 and 55 cent admis-
sion policy. The house has been
dark for the past several months.

Detroit—Roger Kennedy has been
appointed business agent for the
Film Exchange Inspectors, Shippers
and Poster Handlers Local. He is

international vice president of the
IATSE and business agent of the
projectionists local of the union.

Kansas City—W. D. Fulton and
Stanley Schwartz, operating nine
local houses, announce appointment
of James F. Brosius as manager of
the Colonial to replace Herbert E.
Walters who has been brought into
the office as accountant. T. D. Stiles,

until recently accountant for the
theater chain, has resigned to go to
the West Coast. Joseph Green of
the operating staff will take over
the management of the Tivoli The-
ater along with his other duties tem-
porarily. Thomas Garrett has been
named manager of the circuit's re-
cently acquired Strand. In addition,
general offices of the Mutual The-
aters chain have been moved from
the Davidson Building.

Chicago—A new B and K and
Meyers theater going up at Maple-;
wood and Devon Ave. on the North-
side in Chicago has been named
the "Cine" and it is expected the
house will be ready for a late Sep-
tember opening.

Minneapolis — The Minnesota
Amusement Co., according to John
Friedl, president and general man-
ager, is so certain that crops will
mean more money here this fall

that it is initiating a policy to bring
name stars to theater stages. This
is the first time that this Publix group
has ever made a determined and sus-
stained effort to attract crowds
through flesh shows in addition to

films. Rudy Vallee is first on the
list.

Kansas City—The Moore, operated
by George Moore at Plainville, Kan-
sas, has been closed temporarily as 1

a result of a fire in the booth. House
will be re-opened about Sept. 1.

Chicago—Sam Trinz of the Trinz
circuit is at the Coast enjoying his

summer vacation.

QkMinneapolis—Film Pickup
are attempting to form an indepen
dent union here, finding that theji

general film workers' union which
they joined recently is not satis

factory.
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^GUITS IN DRIVE FOR

MORE N. Y. HOUSES

(Continued from page 1)

ndications that the deal will

:losed next week.
The Skouras circuit has been ne-

gotiating for weeks to acquire five

springer houses on upper Broad-
vay. RKO is also interested in

ihis deal. RKO has recently added
i number of local houses.

iVarners Set Eight Roadshow

<ey City "Zola" Engagements

(Continued from page 1)

10, Aug. 29; American, St. Louis,

Sept. 12; Nixon, Pittsburgh, Aug.
!9; Royal Alexander, Toronto, Aug.
SO; Colonial, Boston, Aug. 30; Na-
;ional, Washington, Aug. 26; St.

Francis, San Francisco, Sept. 16.

Company has also arranged for

lix pre-release engagements on
'Varsity Show," with houses as fol-

ows: Astor, Reading; Aldine, Wil-
nington; Grand, Lancaster; Holly-
wood, Pottsville; Michigan, Detroit

-

Uambria, Johnstown. Picture will be
lationally released September 4th.

National trade showings on fall

season product take place today and
iomorrow in 31 cities, with New
ifork preview being held at the New
\msterdam Roof.

REVIEWS
SHORTS

"Song of Ceylon"
DuWorld 39 Mins.
This film was produced by Brit-

shers in the Island of Ceylon, and
s distinguished solely because of

iome fine photographic treatment
;hat places certain shots in the high
irt classification. Because of this,

it secured an award at the recent
Brussels International Film exhibit.

But beyond the fine photography, it

vvill have little appeal for American
audiences. Principally due to an
English narrator with a broad ac-

cent and funereal style of delivery
that makes you think he is offici-

ating at the grave of his best friend,

rhe film is divided into several sub-
jects, starting with a visit of native
pilgrims to a Buddha shrine atop a
high mountain. Then in turn are
presented some fine atmospheric
shots of the natives at their various
occupations, and the life of the
island in general. With expert edit-

ing this film could have been made
very attractive—if they eliminated
the funeral director as the announc-
er. Produced by John Grierson. Di-
rected by Basil Wright.

L-

'^13 Weeks for "I Met Him"
London—"I Met Him in Paris," Para-

mount pix, has just completed a run
of 13 weeks at the Carlton, where it

was succeeded by "Easy Living," moved
over from the Plaza after a two weeks'
engagement.

GB PRODUCT IN U. S.

• • • SETTING the new season styles for nite club ex-
travaganzas which will of course be very definitely

reflected in Hollywood musical shows in the immediate future
Monsieur Clifford Fischer of the Parisian Fischers

opened the new show at the French Casino Friday nite with
a fanfare of French horns and fancy dames deshabille

that knocked a squadron of assembled film execs dizzy
for they of course were generously represented in a selected

ritzy audience of first-nighters who wouldn't miss the French
Casino premiere if they had to be brought in in wheel-chairs

several of 'em, including your scribe, came dam near
going out in wheel-chairs for the Show was A KNOCK-
OUT Robert Taylor breezed in for dinner just before the
show opened, and had the femmes ooh-ing and aah-ing all

over the place

• • • STELLAR SPOT on the Hollywood Hotel Hour
Friday nite for Universal's "100 Men and A Girl," featuring
Deanna Durbin . . . • Lita Grey Chaplin arrives in New
York today from Hollywood, for a series of radio broadcasts
for a Broadway production scheduled for an early opening
...» Hilda Loucke, descendant of the famous Van Gogh
family, is now being screen tested by a major film company,
which hopes to bring a new Dutch beauty to Hollywood . . .

• That enthusiast, Al Deane of Paramount's foreign dep't.

lets it be known that "Last Train from Madrid" has had its

initial Latin-American opening at the Nacional in Havana, with
crowds storming the theater's portals . . . • Today is the 11th
anniversary of Valentino's death, and the curious crowds will

be on hand at the Hollywood Cemetery to await the mysterious
veiled blonde in black who each year places a wreath on the
famous actor's tomb

• • • RE-APPEARANCE don't be surprised to see
that fine li'l trouper Estelle Taylor back again

in show biz strong Estelle has been de-
veloping a very pleasing singing voice for a long time under
competent teachers not so long ago she clicked im-
pressively in personals over the Loew and Warner circuits

which started the fans writing into their fan mags
shouting for her return to films the Shuberts are dick-
ering with her for a musical extravaganza this fall

there is also an offer to star in a Broadway play with
various radio propositions and of course the Hollywood
thing looms, with Estelle's new voice in song making that the
eventual choice

• • • THE HEAD of one of our largest transportation
services passes out some Hot Weather Advice to his 60,000
wage slaves, thus "The customer is always right. Don't
let this hot weather ruffle your tempers. Be cool and calm.
Forget the thermometer and remember your first duty is to
keep the customer pleased and satisfied" the Big Shot
dictated this to a stenog while seated in his air-cooled office as
he sucked the straws of a cooling lemonade don't you
love it?

• • • LAUGHTER always a dee-lightful sound
pervades the Roxy Theater these days as the

GB musical "Gangway" presents Jessie Matthews in her finest
performance the main cause of the merriment centers
around the antics of Alastair Sim who plays a hilarious
role of a private detective this lad Alastair has a gen-
uine flair for the comic his facial expressions alone
start the guffaws going

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox, disconcerted over policy of the
English company to send Alliance
and other producer's product
through its exchanges, balked at the
plan and announced that it would
not continue on that basis. After
a series of conferences, however,
the situation has been ironed out.

Hold Over "Confession"
"Confession," will be held over

for a second week, beginning Wed-
nesday morning at the Strand.

REVIEWS
I'TTl
Kliou, the Killer"

DuWorld 52 Mini.

« « « » » »

STORY OF NATIVE LIFE IN FRENCH

INDOCHINA HAS SLIGHT APPEAL FOR

AVERAGE AUDIENCE.

Here is a one-man production, produced

and directed by the Marquis Henri de la

Falaise, and as these native habitat pictures

go, it has some novelty appeal but its story

and native acting are definitely in the ama-

teur class and the film cannot hold the in-

terest of the average American audience

for the running time. Done in natural

color, the photography is the most worthy

aspect of the production. The story follows

the routine pattern of these South Sea

idylls. A tribe of Mois are pursuing their

agricultural activities in their village of

huts, when a killer tiger appears in the

vicinity and plays the dickens with the cat-

tle. Up rises a young man whose inclina-

tions are that of a hunter and not a farmer,

who declares that he will knock off this

ferocious beast. So he fares forth on his

mission accompanied by the young brother

of the little native girl he loves, armed only

with his trusty bow and some poisoned ar-

rows. Eventually he meets up with the

tiger, and fires an arrow, and later a dead

tiger is discovered some distance away.

That is the big punch scene. Back to the

village where he is acclaimed a hero and

the little native girl signifies she is all

set for the wedding. There is some Mois

superstition worked in concerning the sav-

ing of the chief's life who is near death

after being clawed by the tiger, and he

miraculously starts to recover the minute

the young hunter's arrow hits the beast,

and tells his daughter that he guesses a

young hunter is all right for her to marry

after all.

Produced and directed by Marquis Henri

de la Falaise, with all-native cast. No
other credits listed.

Out For City Council

Detroit — Joseph A. Smith, general

manager of the Independent Theater

Owners of Michigan, has announced his

candidacy for the Detroit City Coun-
cil, advertising himself as a "trans-

portation expert," apparently on the

basis of his experience as a film car-

rier.
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will cause "drastic changes in our
customary methods of doing busi-
ness and a great deal of hardship
on 'innocent bystanders'.
"The cost to the industry at large

of such litigation will be appalling,
but it will provide fat fees and a
field day for the lawyers. And the
repercussions in the way of new
motion picture legislation, legisla-
tive investigation of the industry
and loss of public good will for the
industry as a whole will be inevit-

able."

Kuvkendall deplored distributor

failure to adopt the MPTOA 10-

point program and stated that
M-G-M was the only company to

reconsider its original announce-
ment in reply to the recommenda-
tions. Some good, however, has been
accomplished, said the exhibitor

leader, who observed:
"Complaints that an exhibitor was

forced to play a particular picture

that was objectionable in his com-
munity have practically disap-

peared since most of the companies
announced a partial acceptance of

the MPTOA cancellation proposal.

Other complaints on sales policies,

such as forcing excess short sub-

ject sales and unfair non-theatrical

competition, have all but vanished
as a result of the policy announce-
ments in response to our proposals."

Spite legislation, such as spon-

sored by Allied, as "laid on egg,"

Kuykendall went on, particularly

referring to bills seeking to ban
designation of playdates by distrib-

utors and theater divorcement
measures. He said that Allied has
abandoned this type of legislation

in favor of chain tax bills which
hit independent as well as producer-

owned circuits.

Referring to the MPTOA cam-
paign against radio competition,

Kuykendall said that "there has

clearly been some improvement in

the presentation of movie stars on

the air and there is reason to be-

lieve that the improvement in pres-

entation from this point of view

will continue."
Discussing the Paramount play-

date strike situation, the MPTOA
president said that it succeeds in

calling attention to "the practice

of not identifying any of the pic-

tures on the exhibition contract."

In connection with his associa-

tion's fight against changes con-

templated by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in film carrier

regulations, KuykencJall said: "It

can be stated simply that beginning

Oct. 1, theater service at weekly
rates by motor carriers will be

billed seven days after delivery and
payment therefor is due within

seven days thereafter excluding

Sundays and legal holidays. This

constitutes an official recognition by
our government of a well-estab-

lished motion picture theater prac-

tice and custom for delivery of films

and payment therefor.

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Urges Prices' Boost—Bans Quality Clause

DOMESTIC

{Continued from Page 1)

mount at midweek. He estimated
the upswing of production costs
during the past year at as high as
33 1-3 per cent, due to a number
of important factors, among the
foremost of which ranks the de-
mands made by labor. Public taste
requiring studios to turn out high
caliber, costly product was also

cited as a vital cause.

Settlement of 10 anti-trust suits

brought by former sound equipment
manufacturers and equipment ser-

vicing companies against AT&T,
Western Electric and Erpi, asking
a total of $40,545,000 in damages,
was made known on Wednesday in

a joint statement by George F.
Hurd, special counsel for the phone
company and its subsidiaries and
Ralph Vatner, counsel for the plain-

tiffs.

On Tuesday, last, The Film
Daily was informed that United
California Theaters had been organ-
ized by Bob McNeil, Mike Naify and
E. H. Emmick, to consolidate Gold-
en State Theaters Realty Corp. and
T. & D. Jr., Enterprises, thus bring-
ing into one company approximate-
ly 70 theaters in that locality.

Technicolor notified its stockhold-
ers of a special meeting, called for

Sept. 9, to vote on amending the
certificate of incorporation to au-
thorize increasing the amount of

stock from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000
shares without par value, all of

which would be common shares and
none of which would be subject to

any right of preemption by the
stockholders.

Representatives of exhib associa-
tions participating in or contemplat-
ing taking part in the playdate
strike against Paramount laid plans
to hold a conference in New York
Thursday, it was reported. Princi-

pal units involved in the move at

the present time are UMPTO of

Philadelphia and Allied Theaters of

the Northwest, headquartering in

Minneapolis. Earlier in the week
steps toward formation of a buying
combine on Paramount's new season
product were taken by UMPTO at

a meeting when it was decided to

survey exhibs on the proposal. New
Jersey Allied was reported consid-

ering a similar move.
* * *

Indications are that commercial
film producers will do a total volume
business of between $3,000,000 and
$4,000,000 during 1937.

Other headline news consisted of

a reported proposal through which

Erpi would dispose of its servicing
and parts supply business to a
group composed of outside interests.

. . . Word from Canada that a total
of 120 houses, new and old, have
been added to the list of active oper-
ations in the Dominion during the
first six months of 1937. . . An-
nouncement by the American Fed-
eration of Actors of the signing of
a closed shop agreement between
that body and the Hirst Circuit.

Revival of vaudeville in 22 of the
latter's houses and to the extent
of 27 weeks was accomplished co-

incident with the signing. . . . Frank
Phelps of Warner Bros, stated that
as soon as wage and hour scales are
worked out for exchange unions in

New York, Chicago and Los An-
geles, major company exchange
heads will meet with IATSE officials

to di-aft an agreement covering
other working conditions for the 27
exchange unions in key centers
throughout the country.

FOREIGN

{Continued from Page 1)

the provisions. The exhib associa-
tion is seeking establishment of a
viewing committee to determine
quality in productions. Many indus-
try members there, however, view
idea as impractical, and, there is no
indication at present that the CEA
proposal will be adopted.

More widespread and intensive
distribution of British product, Reg-
inald P. Baker, managing director

of Associated British Film Distrib-
utors, stated early in the week in

New York, will result from the
English quota laws. He held prod-
uct there as improving and also ex-

pressed the view that theater build-

ing in that country can stand "dis-

creet" expansion.

From Paris flashed news that

Les Films Artistiques Francais will

produce a luxurious picture to com-
memorate the 50th anniversary of

the inauguration of the Statue of
Liberty, which Frederic Bartholdi
wrought and presented to the

United States. Both a French and
an English version of the sculptor's

life and work will be issued, it was
said.

Berlin reported that the average
cost of German films has been in-

creased to around $200,000. Four
years ago, advises stated, their cost

was about half that sum.

Independent English renters view
the proposed Quota Law as sound-
ing the death-knell of low-cost pic-

tures from America.

DENVER'S ZONE BIZ ,

SEEN UP 15 PER GENT
{Continued from page 1)

are complaining of lower grosses be-
cause of shutting many off relief,
slowing down of WPA work and
curtailing of CCC camps.

Generally there has been very
little price revision in the territory.
Here and there a change of a
nickel or so up or down has been
made.

Double features are on the in-
crease, and particularly where there
is competition. In Denver double
bills are regular at two first runs,
and at another when not showing
a film moved from another first run
house. A few subsequents in Denver
single bill some of the time.
For the most part giveaways and

games were dropped in Denver for
the first of the year, but are back
strong.

.:'

Three New York Firms

Are Granted Charters
Albany — The following amuse-

ment charters were granted last
week: Rosenblatt-Welt Theaters
Corp., 2932 Boulevard, Jersey City,
chartered under New Jersey laws,
with capital of 20 shares non par
value stock, New York City office

1501 Broadway, Leon Rosenblatt,
Secretary-Treasurer, to service mo-
tion picture theaters, has filed a cer-
tificate of statement and designation
in the office of the Secretary of
State. Levy, Gutman & Goldberg,
363 Seventh Avenue, New York City,
are attorneys who filed the papers.

New York Corporations
Ambassador Film Distributors of

New York, Inc., New York City,
capital 200 shares non par value
stock; purpose, distribute motion pic-

ture film. Malvin Hirsh, Bert Kulick,
Larry Kulick, incorporators. Harold
A. Lerman, 545 Fifth Ave., New
York City, attorney.
Woodland Amusements, Inc., Ro-

chester, capital 200 shares non par
value stock, purpose exhibit motion
pictures. Gerald R. Barrett, Fred-
erick S. Holbrook, Willard W. Hol-
brook, incorporators. Holbrook &
Barrett, 45 Exchange Bldg., Ro-
chester, attorneys.
Asney Amusement Corp., New

York City, capital $20,000; purpose,
operate motion picture theaters.
Manual H. Cohen, Abraham L. Free-
man, Maurice Schulberg, incorpora-
tors. Papers filed by Continental
Lawyers Albany Service, 305 Broad-
way, New York City.

GB's Film of Scotland

London—"Scottish Regional Ge-
ography," a series of 15 two-reel
subjects dealing with Scotland, its

geography and leading industries' ^

shipping, steel, textiles, coal \ U
ing, agriculture, ancient crafts,

rural and social conditions, etc.

—

has been completed by Gaumont
British Instructional and will short-

ly be released to schools, universi-

ties and the general public.

ttlVl
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MAJORSSHYAWAY FROMAlR PROGRAM SPONSORING

New York Exchange Help Get Wage Rise of 10-45 P. C.

Agreement Signed Between

Eight Majors, Exchange

Employes Union

Under a New York agreement
signed between eight major distribu-

tors and Film Exchange Employes
Union, B 51, IATSE, union employes
received wage increases ranging
from 10 to 45 per cent, a union
spokesman said yesterday. Mini-

mums of $24 weekly for day workers
and $26 for night workers with a top
[wage of $88 weekly are set by the

agreement.
Jos. D. Basson, Local 306 presi-

jdent; Frank Ruddock, Local 306
vice president, and John Gatelee,

IATSE vice president, represented
the union in the negotiations. Lou
Johnson, of the MGM exchange, is

president of the union.

ELECTRICAL WORKERS

MAY JOIN NEW GROUP

Inclusion of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
in the international amusement fed-

eration now being discussed by the
IATSE, American Federation of Mu-
sicians and the Associated Actors
and Artists of America and forma-

(Continned on page 3)

GN Expects to Sell 7,500

Accounts During 1937-38

Grand National expects to sell

7,500 accounts on its product during
the season of 1937-38, stated Edward
Peskay, general sales manager, yes-

terday in New York. Total of 5,400

tb niters bought Grand National pic-

tu{ ^during 1936-37, he said.

"1st Run—West of B'way"
Marquee sign on a low-pricer at the

corner of Eighth Avenue and 42nd
Street, in advertising a current attrac-
tion, announces: "First Run—West of
Broadway."

Bank Night Out in St. Paul, Used in Minneapolis
St. Paul, Minn.—St. Paul motion picture theaters have discontinued bank nights

pending a State Supreme Court decision on legality of the practice, but Bank Nights
or kindred games are continuing in approximately 25 of 58 Minneapolis showhouses,
W. A. Steffes, president of the Allied Theater Owners of the Northwest, said yester-
day. Efforts of the Allied group to limit amount of prizes have broken down.

Krouse Named Secretary-Treasurer

Of I. A. T. S. E. to Succeed Dempsey
Lou Krouse, assistant to George

E. Browne, IATSE president, was
elected secretary-treasurer of the
IATSE to succeed the late Fred J.

Dempsey by the IA executive board
in Seattle last week, it was learned
yesterday from James Brennan, IA
vice president.

President George Browne reported
to the Board that IA membership in
the Coast studios has grown from
7,000 to 12,000 members in the past
year. There has been a large growth
in the general IA membership, re-
sulting chiefly from formation of 32

(Continued on page 3)

Pettengill, Block Booking Foe, to Quit Congress

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Rep. Samuel B. Pet-

tengill of Indiana, author of the
controversial Block-Booking Bill, an-
nounced yesterday that he will not
be a candidate for re-election to
Congress at the conclusion of the
75th Congress. The legislator made

public a letter to Orlo Deahl, Demo-
cratic chairman of his district, stat-

ing that he expects to resume the

practice of law.

Pettengill told The Film Daily,
however, that he had not lost inter-

( Continued on page 3)

Gaumont British Budgeting Pictures at

$100,000 to $300,000—Hitchcock

Registration Application

of Monogram Goes to SEC

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C. — Monogram

Pictures Corporation yesterday filed

application with the SEC to register

360,586 shares of $1 par value com-

mon stock to be issued immediately
and 300,834 shares of $1 par value
common stock, to be registered on
notice of issuance. The shares are
to be registered on the New York
Curb Exchange.

GB will spend between $100,000
and $300,000 on its pictures sched-
uled for next season, stated Alfred
Hitchcock, director, yesterday, fol-

lowing his arrival in New York
from London on the Queen Mary.
This amounts to a reduction over
budgets on current year production,
he said.

Exact size of the GB lineup for
1937-38 has not as yet been deter-
mined, said the director.

British film companies will enter
television through handling of news
events of outstanding importance,

{Continued on Page 10)

M-G-M's Radio Debut Appar-

ently Off, Says Company
Spokesman

With entrance of M-G-M into the
radio field through a studio-produced
program yesterday described, as ex-
tremely dubious, a checkup of ma-
jor company plans indicated that
they generally have no intention of
sponsoring regular programs. As
in the past, their policy will be to
get whatever publicity they can out
of regular programs but will not as-
sume the position of a sponsor which
might bring them into the position
of competing with theaters.
M-G-M has from time to time dis-

cussed entering the broadcasting
field, it was admitted at the com-
pany's home office yesterday, but un-
derstanding now is that no deal is

contemplated.

THEATERS IN TIEUP

Fifty Loew houses in the New
York metropolitan territory are fig-

uring in a contest tieup on "Sara-
toga," which is a current attraction.

Heralds are being given away with
patrons invited to guess the name
of the leading man opposite Jean

(Continued on Page 10)

FPCC Meet At Toronto

Opens With 100 Present

Toronto—Upwards of one hun-
dred execs of Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp. were on hand yesterday
for the start of the three-day con-

(Continued on Page 10)

"Games" Going to Dogs
There is an exhib who is so fond of

audience games that he has named his

two pet dogs, "Bingo" and "Lucky."
And, so goes the story, is contemplat-
ing getting two more canines and dub-
bing them "Bank Night" and "Screeno."
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Warner National Trade

Exhibit to Close Today

Warners National Trade Exhibit
of product for the Fall season winds
up its two-day session today. The
Exhibit is being held simultaneously
in the Company's 31 branches
throughout the United States.

In New York, the showings are
being held at the New Amsterdam
Roof Theater, on 42nd Street. The
six films included in the preview
showings are: "The Life of Emile
Zola", "It's Love I'm After", "Con-
fession", "Back In Circulation",
"That Certain Woman", and "Var-
sity Show".
Other American cities where the

previews are being held are: Albany,
Boston, Buffalo, New Haven, Conn.;
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Phil-
adelphia, Pittsburgh, Washington,
D. C; Chicago, Des Moines, la.; In-
dianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Omaha, St. Louis, Atlanta, Char-
lotte, N. C; Dallas, Texas; Portland,
Ore.; Salt Lake City, San Francisco,
and Seattle, Wash.

Vancouver, B. C.—Mayor G. C.
Miller, will officially open Warners
National Trade Exhibit to be held
at the Stanley Theater here Monday
and Tuesday, Sept. 13 and 14. Lack
of available prints necessitated the
holding of the showings in the Com-
pany's Canadian branches at a later
date than those in the States.

"Elysia" Plays 15th Week
in 300-Seat Newark House

"Elysia," produced by Foy Pro-
ductions, is in its 15th week at the
Little Theater, Newark, N. J. J. H.
Hoffberg, handling the product in the
territory, expects it to run at least
three months more in the house,
which seats 300. Right to exhibit
the picture in New Jersey was grant-
ed following a legal battle. It has
never been submitted to the New
York State censors.

Italy's One-to-Two Edict

Becomes Effective Sept. 1

Rome (By Cable)—New film reg-
ulations promulgated bv the Italian
Minister of Popular Culture, requir-
ing theaters to play one Italian pic-
ture for every two foreign films,
goes into operation Sept. 1.

Para. Board Meets Today
to Declare Stock Dividend

Paramount's board of directors
will meet today in a special session
to declare a stock dividend. Regular
session was scheduled for Thursday
but was advanced in order to permit
Adolph Zukor, chairman, to attend.
He sails tomorrow on the Queen
Mary bound for England.

O. H. Steindorf Dead
Amery, Wis.—O. H. Steindorf, for

many years owner and operator of
the Gem theater, died here. He had
retired several years ago.

New Haven, Chi. Houses,

Long Dark, Will Reopen

New Haven, Conn.—Warner The-
ater Department is preparing to re-
open the Capitol, New Britain and
the Circle, South Manchester, early
this fall, both theaters having been
kept dark for many years. Renova-
tion activities have already begun,
with a $20,000 job reported in New
Britain and a $4,000 contract in the
Massachusetts house.

Chicago—The CBN Theater Corp.
is opening the old Strand Theater
at Lake and Belmont avenue which
has been closed 10 years. The house
will be named the City Theater and
the Joe Goldburg organization has
the contract for new equipment and
modernizing. Six hundred Ideal
seats, and Motiograph equipment for
the booth are going into the house.
The company is headed by George
Christos, president, and Dan Nomi-
kos, secretary.

Deal for Transfer of 3

Petersen Houses is Set

San Francisco—Except for minor
details now being ironed out, the
deal whereby Charles Petersen dis-

poses of his three peninsula theaters
has been effected. The Film Daily
learns.

By the transaction, the 1000-seat
Broadway in Burlingame goes to
Fox West Coast, while Golden State
circuit takes over two 800-seaters,
the State in South San Francisco
and the El Camino in San Bruno.

"Souls At Sea" Goes Big

At 1st Pop Price Opening

Portland, Me.—"Souls at Sea,"
Paramount production starring Gary
Cooper and George Raft, at its first

popular price engagement at the
State Theater here was 75 per cent
ahead of normal business in its first

three days. Picture set a new at-
tendance figure and is estimated to
reach a new high in receipts for the
week.

Paramount Closes Deal

With M. A. Shea Circuit

Paramount has closed a film deal
with the M. A. Shea circuit, covering
about 25 houses. Joseph J. Unger,
eastern division sales manager, was
in charge of the negotiations for the
distributor.

British Lion's Loss for

Year Reported at $70,000

London (By Cable)—British Lion
shows a loss of $70,000 for the past
year, as compared with a profit of
$60,000 for the previous year.

Fox Wants Full Adjustment
William Fox is endeavoring to ef-

fect a settlement of all claims
against him, but any adjustment
reached will have to wipe the entire
slate clean, it was said yesterday by
counsel for Fox.

1 (* »!

Coming and Goinc,

MAJOR F. L. HERRON, now on a New
England vacation, returns to New York Sept
3.

DOROTHY MASTERS, film critic of the Nev,
York Daily News, sails Thursday on the lit

de France for France and England.
Mt]

LOUIS HECHTLINGER, connected with the;

20th Century-Fox publicity department, is due
in New York today from the Coast for a
10 day visit, after a five-year absence.

NATE SPINGOLD returned to New York yes-
terday on the Queen Mary, following a vaca
tion at Carlsbad.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK, ALMA REVILLE and!
JOAN HARRISON arrived in New York yester-
day on the Queen Mary.

CHESTER B. BAHN and family have returned
from a trip to upstate New York and New
England.

SAMUEL SAX, general production manager
for Warner Bros.' eastern studios, arrives in

New York today from Europe on the lie de
France accompanied by MRS. SAX.

MRS. JOE VOGEL of New York is visiting

the Eugene Vogels in Cleveland.

LEO REISMAN and MRS. REISMAN return
to New York today on the lie de France.

ROBERT WILBY is in New York from At-
lanta.

SOL HUROK, impresario, accompanied by
MRS. HUROK, arrives from Europe today on
the lie de France.

HUNTER PERRY, who headquarters in Char-
lottesville, Va., is in New York on business.

HANS RAMEAU, film actor; and MARCEL
ROCHAS, Hollywood and Paris costumer, arrive

in New York today aboard the lie de France.

EDWARD PESKAY leaves New York late this

week on a Middle West tour.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN arrives in New Yorki
from the Coast on Thursday morning en route
to London via the Empress of Britain which
sails next Saturday from Quebec.

NATALIE GARSON, film player, arrives in

New York today from the Coast and will spend
three weeks' vacation in the East.

LESLIE HOWARD arrives in New York from
the Coast today on a vacation.

CHARLES DOWNS business agent of Local

644, has gone to Jamestown, N. Y., to attend
the 10th District IATSE convention.

JAMES BRENNAN, IATSE vice president, has
returned from Seattle.

RUTH NAGEL arrives from London Thursday.

CONRAD NAGEL returns to the Coast about
Sept. 15.

MYER FINE, head of Associated Theaters
Circuit, Cleveland, O., and MRS. FINE are in

Atlantic City.

Theater Employe Drowns
Plymouth, Mass.—John Lukowski,

an employe ( f the Priscilla Beach
Theater here, was drowned at White
Horse Beach.

SARDI'S
RESTAURANT

The Industry's Popular

MEETING and EATING Place(j>

T
AIR CONDITIONED

234 West 44th St. - - New York
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Pf , S. B. PETTENGILL

QUITTING CONGRESS

(.Continued from Page 1)

sst or given up hopes for passage of

tafhis Block-Booking measure.

"I'm still going to be here for

another 18 months," Pettengill said,

'and anything can happen in that

time. I expect to get some action

when Congress convenes again and
the rush of business is not so heavy."

Electrical Workers
May Join New Group

(Continued from Page 1)

lition of a board comprised of repre-

sentatives of each of the component
organizations to direct operations of

the one big union is under considera-

tion, The Film Daily learned yes-

terday.

The IATSE, 4 A's, and the musi-
cian's federation are understood to

[have reached practical agreement on
formation of the new organization.

The plan does not call for election

of an executive secretary.

liEarly Monday Night Curtain

I

For Legit. Houses Advanced

Round-table luncheon session of

I the American Theater Council at

| the Hotel Astor yesterday produced

j
indications that an early curtain on

[ Monday night to make theatergoing

[ more attractive for the suburbanite

f
might be uniformly adopted by New

I York theaters this season. The ses-

! sion also discussed setting up an ap-
prentice theater where young actors

i and authors could show their wares
!, to managers on Sunday nights. Lu-

i
ise Silcox, executive secretary of the

[
Dramatists' Guild, reported that

eight more $1,000 annual scholar-

ships for playwrights would likely be

made available.

Frank Gillmore, Actors' Equity
president, was named chairman of

I the committee on the early opening

(
plan. Antionette Perry heads the

|

committee to work out plans for the

apprentice theater.

"Zenda" Follows "Vogues"

David 0. Selznick's "The Prisoner

of Zenda," with Ronald Colman,
Madeleine Carroll and Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., has been booked into the

Radio City Music Hall for its New
York premiere, following the run
of "Walter Wanger's Vogues of

1938."

^ Rubber Walls?
pH Peekskill

—
"Artists and Models" Para-

amount production starring Jack Benny
in its first day at the Paramount The-
ater here played to more than 4,000
admissions, setting a new attendance
and receipt figure. With the popula-

tion of this town 17,000, it is esti-

mated that at least one of every four

persons saw the pix.

• • • CAPITAL IDEA that's the way illustrator
Will B. Johnstone plays up the thought that Ben Serkowich
passed along to him for his cartoon space in the World-Tele-
gram in regard to the suggestion made to Major Bowes
that he install love-seats without the interfering elbow-rests

so Will has a lot of fun with the gag showing the
lobby sign ballyhooing love seats, cosy corners, rumble seats,
necking loge, NO chaperons the head usher directs the
way to Lovers' Lane as he announces reserved canoes on the
lake on the main floor and moon and stars in the balcony
the marquee merely announces "Love Conditioned" and "20

Per Cent Warmer Inside" the seats for the old married
couples are separate stalls with high walls hiding a guy from
his frau the main idea is Ben Serkowich grabbed a
Big Spot of Space with a humorous gag that will have folks

talking
T T

• • • CLASS ART right in the home office

over at 20th Century-Fox they did not go outside to hire a well
known artist to do the cover on the "Thin Ice" pressbook
for art director Louis Shanfield discovered he had an artist of
first rank in his department in Manuel Isip so Mannie did

the cover as part of his regular chore and it's a Pippo.

T T T
• • • ONE OF the outstanding electric sign displays in

show biz to be seen at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City
used by manager Joseph Engel for the engagement of Univers-
al's "The Road Back" it topped all other electric signs
on the pier TV
» • • SCENARIOS written for commercial screen
advertising a very informative booklet prepared by Ralph
N. Miller director of public relations for Alexander Film
Co. this volume covers the fundamentals of preparing an
advertising film that will get its message over to the average
film audience and at the same time prove entertaining
with half the picture theaters showing these advertising films,

the subject is assuming real importance

• • • NEW MODE in film transportation Morrie
Abrams, publicity man for the Metro exchange in Minneapolis

hauled the film of "Good Earth" to St. Paul's Paramount
theater in a Chinese jinriksha also in the Chink go-cart
was Donald Alexander, pressagey for the Paramount
Abrams was tastefully dressed in a kimona, which, like the
jinriksha, was left over from the exploitation of "China Seas."

T T T
• • • SWELL atmospheric program that of Tom
Terriss on the NBC sustaining hour Saturday eve first of
a series with Tom as the Vagabond Adventurer taking the
radio audience on a personally conducted tour of the glamorous
Orient the Voice Master got plenty of thrills and suspense
into his first adventure taking his listeners through an
ancient Egyptian tomb two big sponsors are interested.

V
• • • EN ROUTE to Hollywood to continue his RKO pic-

ture contract, Milton Berle with his own unit will play the RKO
theater in Boston starting Sept. 23, and the Palace in Chi start-

ing Oct. 1

• • • DISTINGUISHED AUDIENCE lined up for to-

nite's premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Dead End" at the Rivoli
theater Sylvia Sidney and four of the original "Dead End"
youngsters will be there hobnobbing with the social lights,

politicians and just plain screen, stage and Broadway celebs.

MOUSE IS NAMED

IATSE SI

(Continued from Page 1)

exchange unions throughout the
country.

Organization drive to unionize
front-of-the-house employes is well
under way.

Majors Favor Organizing

Front-of-House Workers

Major companies favor organiza-
tion of the front-of-the-house em-
ployes by the IATSE, it was said
yesterday by Pat Casey, studio labor
head.
Casey said he did not expect to

confer this week with Jos. N. Weber,
president of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, on the Coast sit-

uation affecting musicians because
Weber is too busy. Casey will re-
main here several weeks.

Local 306 Signs 17 Houses
Through Organizing Drive

Organization drive by Local 306
has resulted in signing of 17 thea-
ters by the union in the past month,
it was said yesterday by a union
spokesman. Fifteen other houses are
being picketed in Greater New York.
Organizing drive is under direction
of Bert Popkin and Charles Kiel-
hurn, business agents,
A sitdown strike by two operators

at the Kamey Theater, the Bronx,
has been in progress since last Fri-
day night. The theater, operated by
Sam Bouder, has been closed since.
The two operators in the house are
Bernard Satensberg and Robert Hin-
son. They have designated Local 306
to represent them as bargaining
agent.

« « « » » »

Robert W. Marks Dead
Perth, Ont.—Robert W. Marks, 84,

veteran Canadian theatrical producer
and manager, died in the Perth Hos-
pital. He was one of the seven
Marks Brothers. Surviving are a
son, Robert J., or Christie Lake; a
daughter, Mrs. Elton Crandall of
Rochester, N. Y., and three brothers,
Ernest of Oshawa, Joseph of Chris-
tie Lake, and John, of British Co-
lumbia.

N. J. Allied Elects Sept. 24
Allied Theaters of New Jersey will

hold its annual election on Sept. 24,
the final day of its three-day an-
nual convention at the Ritz Carlton,
Atlantic City.

It Isn't the Heat, It's the Pix

Cleveland, O.— In spite of a week
when the thermometer never dropped
below 90 degrees during the daytime,
two first runs shot over the mark suffi-

ciently to win hold-over engagements.
They are "Stella Dallas" which is play-
ing an extended run at Loew's Stillman

on the heels of a big week at Loew's
State, and "You Can't Have Everything"
which followed its Hippodrome run with
a hold-over at the Allen.
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ITO OF OHIO SEEKING

EVIDENCE VS. PARA.

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Columbus, 0.—Announcing open-
ing of the second phase of his cam-
paign against Paramount and hold-
out pictures in its 1936-37 work sheet,

P. J. Wood, secretary of the Inde-
pendent Theater Owners of Ohio,

told The Film Daily yesterday, he
was despatching last night a special

bulletin to his entire association

membership and all other trade di-

rectors throughout the country re-

questing direct personal evidence to

support the complaint against Para-
mount filed in Washington by
Abram F. Myers of Allied States
Ass'n.

]

In the bulletin Wood is requesting
that exhibitors who bought Para-
mount product on the basis of rep-
resentations made regarding the six

hold-out pictures in the 1936-37
work sheet either communicate par-
ticulars to his Columbus headquar-
ters or file their complaints direct

with chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission in Washington.
Wood spent yesterday preparing

the bulletin and conferring with W.
C. Carpenter, his field representa-
tive, who is preparing to follow up
the bulletin campaign by obtaining
evidence personally from Ohio and
Indiana exhibitors.

Wood said that exhibitors' evi-

dence sent direct to Washington
would be used to supplement or sub-

stantiate Myers' complaint. He
said he would file all evidence clear-

ing through his office as a separate
complaint brief with the FTC. Wood
hopes his fellow association leaders

throughout the country will aid in

gathering evidence, but explained

"if we get 25 good briefs we will

be satisfied."

Northern Calif. ITO Will

Not Join in Para. Squawk

San Francisco—The "Paramount
situation" was discussed at a special

meeting of the Independent Theater
Operators of Northern California

here last week.
A committee was named to report

more fully at the next regular meet-
ing, but it is definitely understood
that the local group will not follow
the lead of Southern California's ITO
in joining Allied and UMPTO of
Philadelphia in protest, either active

or formal.

The ITO of Ohio is planning to

stage a Paramount playdate can-
cellation week from Sept. 5 to 11,

states the organization.

One Lonely Striker

Omaha—A survey reveals only one ex-
hibitor in the Omaha territory has
joined the buying strike against Para-
mount. Buying at all exchanges is slow,
however, due to the recent uncertainty
over the corn crop.

ikik Reviews <4 Hew fihnsikft
"Thin Ice"

With Sonja Henie and Tyrone Power
20th Century-Fox 78 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ITS A HONEY AND SHOULD DO

SMASH BUSINESS AT THE B. O- PRO-
DUCTION NUMBERS ARE TOPS.

Sonja Henie's second picture is a honey
and should do smash business at the box
office. It has romance, comedy and big
production numbers, in which Sonja's skat-
ing is a thing of beauty and thrills. Her
first number is one of the best and big-
gest production efforts since the inception
of talking pictures. Opposite the winsome
girl is Tyrone Power as a young Prince,
whom Sonja does not know is a member
of royalty until the final scene. Sidney
Lanfield, who guided Sonja's "One in a
Million," did a grand job of directing.

Raymond Griffith rates bows as associate
producer. Frank Losee staged the dances,
which are eye-filling and captivating. Ed-
ward Cronjager and Robert Planck supplied
the photography, which is high-grade. Joan
Davis, knockabout comedienne, scores sol-

idly with "My Swiss Hilly-Billy," by Lew
Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell, and "I'm
Olga from the Volga" by Mack Gordon and
Harry Revel. Pollack and Mitchell also

contributed "Over Night" and "My Secret
Love Affair." Arthur Treacher, Raymond
Walburn, Alan Hale, Melville Cooper,
Maurice Cass, Leah Ray, Sig Rumann and
George Givot are among the principals.

Tyrone comes to a Swiss mountain resort

fo attend a conference of representatives

of three kingdoms. Every morning, he
goes skiing incognito. He meets and falls

in love with Sonja, who is a skating teacher.

The affair attracts international publicity,

but Sonja believes her friend is a com-
moner. In the end, Tyrone reveals his

identity to Sonja, the girl he will marry.

Cast: Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power, Arthur
Treacher, Raymond Walburn, Joan Davis,

Sig Rumann, Alan Hale, Leah Ray, Melville

Cooper, Maurice Cass, George Givot,

Greta Meyer, Egon Brecher, Torben Meyer,
George Davis.

Associate Producer, Raymond Griffith;

Director, Sidney Lanfield; Screenplay, Boris

Ingster and Milton Sperling; adapted from
play, "Der Komer," by Attila Orbok; Music
and Lyrics, Lew Pollock and Sidney D. Mit-
chell, Mack Gordon and Harry Revel; Dance
director, Harry Losee; Musical director,

Louis Silvers; Cameramen, Robert Planck

and Edward Cronjager; Editor, Robert Simp-

son.

Direction, Grand. Photography, Splendid.

Lower Assessments Asked
Newark, N. J.—Reduction of more

than $525,000 in realty assessments
for two downtown houses are being
sought through the Essex County
Tax Board. Owners of Loew's State
Theater property seek a reduction
from $1,102,650 to $837,230. No re-
duction is sought on the building val-
uation of $304,500. Skouras Thea-
ters Corp. would have the Terminal
land assessment cut from $303,700
to $100,000, and the building assess-
ment, from $79,600 to $20,000.

"Life of the Party"
With Joe Penner, Gene Raymond, Harriet

Hilliard

RKO Radio 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MIXTURE OF WILD COMEDY AND
ROMANCE SHOULD PLEASE AUDIENCES
GENERALLY.

This mixture of wild comedy and ro-

mance should please audiences generally.

Joe Penner leads a battery of comedians
and delivers with his brand of fooling.

Parkyakarkus has a bigger opportunity than
usual and does good work. Billy Gilbert

comes through with his usual amusing per-

formance as an eccentric band-leader. Vic-

tor Moore and Helen Broderick do not

have a great deal to do. Gene Raymond
and Harriet Hilliard supply the romantic
interest, Harriet never having been photo-

graphed better. William A. Seiter turns

in a good job of directing. Edward Kauf-
man rates credit as the producer. Bert

Kalmar, Harry Ruby and Viola Brothers

Shore wrote the screen play based on

Joseph Santley's story. "Let's Have An-
other Cigarette" and "Yankee Doodle
Band" by Herbert Magidson and Allie

Wrubel, and "Roses in December," by
Magidson, George Jessel and Ben Oakland,

are among the songs. Helen Broderick,

an agent, tries hard to get Harriet, a

socialite singer, an audition with Gilbert's

band. Raymond, heir to millions, is watch-

ed over by Moore. Gene meets and falls

in love with Harriet. When Harriet's

mother, Ann Shoemaker, insists that she

marry Joe Penner, Gene comes to her

rescue and poses as her husband. After

some complications, they really decide to

get married.

Cast: Joe Penner, Gene Raymond, Park-

yakarkus, Harriet Hilliard, Victor Moore,

Helen Broderick, Billy Gilbert, Ann Miller,

Richard Lane, Franklin Pangborn, Mar-
garet Dumont, Ann Shoemaker, Betty Jane

Rhodes, George Irving, Winifred Harris,

Charles Judels.

Producer, Edward Kaufman; Director,

William A. Seiter; Screenplay, Bert Kalmar,

Harry Ruby, Viola Brothers Shore; Story,

Joseph Santley Lyrics, Herbert Magidson,

George Jessel; Music, Allie Wrubel, Ben

Oakland; Musical director, Roy Webb;
Dance director, Sammy Lee; Cameraman, J.

Roy Hunt; Editor, Jack Hively.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Brandt Heads Warner Club

Cleveland, O.—The Cleveland War-
ner Club met Saturday and elected

Walter Brandt Vitagraph city sales-

man, president for the coming year.

He succeeds Julius Lamm, manager
of the Warner Uptown Theater.

Other officers elected are: Charles
Albert, vice president and chairman
of the entertainment committee;
Rose Pekarcik, secretary; Vernon
Pease, treasurer; Bob Cox, chair-

man membership committee; Helen
Lynch, chairman welfare committee;
Evelyn Friedl, in charge of contri-

butions and loans. The new board
of governors are Milton A. Mooney,
Vitagraph branch manager; Dick
Wright, and L. F. Weintz.

"Dark Journey"
United Artists 82 Mins.
EXCITING AND ADMIRABLY ACTED

AND PRODUCED WAR SPY DRAMA
HOLDS FINE SUSPENSE.

Here is one of the most intelligent war
spy dramas the screen has entertained.

The story is by the famous Hungarian au-
thor, Lajos Biro, which probably accounts
for it. Victor Saville gave it a fine pro-

duction in his British studio, with a most
competent cast throughout. The principals

especially do excellent work. Vivien Leigh

is the French spy who does counter-espion-
age work in Stockholm during the World
War. Here in this neutral capital the

spies of various countries gather, for it

is a convenient operating ground for their

activities. Conrad Veidt, comes to Stock-
holm to supervise the work of the German
division of undercover workers, and falls in

love with the girl without realizing her

real activity. She runs a fashionable dress

shop as a blind. The suspense works up
gradually to a very tense and thrilling

climax with a fight between a German
U-boat and a British submarine, with the

latter sinking the submarine and rescuing

the girl spy who had just been taken off

a neutral vessel by Veidt to be taken

prisoner to Berlin. The acting is restrained

throughout, and the usual blah of the spy

film is entirely lacking. This girl Vivien

Leigh is by way of being a revelation, and

she should be heard from in a big way.

The direction of Victor Saville is note-

worthy in every way. Veidt does his usual

forceful performance.

Cast: Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh, Joan

Gardner, Anthony Bushell, Ursula Jeans,

Margery Pickard, Eliot Makeham, Austin

Trevor, Sam Livesey.

Producer, Victor Saville; Director, Same;
Screenplay, Lajos Biro; Scenario, Arthur

Wimperis; Dialogue, Same; Cameramen,

Georges Perinal, Harry Stradling.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Very

Good.

1

"U" Star on Air From Paris

America is to hear Universal's

French star, Danielle Darrieux, be-

fore it sees her. Tonight, at 7:45

P.M., she will be interviewed by
NBC's commentator, Howard Claney,

who arrived in France on the Nor-
mandie. The broadcast will go over

the Blue Network from Station WJZ.
In addition to the interview, Miss
Darrieux will sing in French and in

English.

!

birthday:

AUGUST 24
H. J. Yates

Victor Halperin
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AND NOTHING CAN STOP THEM!
More to Remember in September!
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

(^LARENCE BROWN has been

named director for "Benefits

Forgot," Honore Willsee Morrow's
story of Civil War days which John
C. Considine will produce for M-
G-M. Brown has just completed
work on "Conquest," new Greta
Garbo-Charles Boyer story of the

Napoleonic period.

t

Casting assignments: M-G-M —
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney,
"Mannequin"; Rose Stradner. Doug-
las Scott, Louise Beavers, "The Last
Gangster"; Universal—Charles Win-
ninger, Andy Devine, "A Young

I Man's Fancy"; Columbia — Marc
I Lawrence, Gordon De Maine, "Coun-
I sel for Crime"; Vernon Dent, Bobby
Watson, "The Awful Truth."

T T T

Edward Finney, Grand National
producer-publicist, has purchased
the picture rights to "Rollin'

Plains," a new number by the au-
thors of "Give Me My Boots and
Saddles," Walter Samuels, Leonard
Whitcup and Teddy Powell. The
number, (which is being published

by Souther Music Publishing Com-
pany), will be used as the title and
feature song of Grand National's
forthcoming musical Western, "Roll-

in' Plains," starring Tex Ritter.

T T

Vivian Fye, prima ballerina with
the road company of "The Great
Waltz," has been signed to a term
contract with M-G-M.

HO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 133

DUD BARSKY. Producer for Grand National. Native of Russia, bu
** resident since age of two. Broke into film biz at 16 via Nestor at

N. J. Joined Universal exchange at Calgary. Next publicity director

ciated Film Sales Corp., and subsequently Gen-

eral Manager for Gotham Pictures. In 1912,

went to San Antonio and produced "The Siege

and Fall of the A'amo." Formed series of ex-

changes in Middle West and produced own pic-

tures in Hollywood until the war broke out. Sold

his exchanges and went to war in the Flying

Service. After war, reopened his exchanges

and organized Bud Barsky Productions which he

operated until 1927. Produced Tim McCoy
series for M-G-M. In 1930 went to Columbia.

Later returned to M-G-M. Next formed his

own independent producing company which he

operated until 1936; then joined Warners as a

producer. Finally joined Grand National.

t a U. S.

Bayonne,

for Asso-

P. G. Wodehouse, has been signed
by Warner Bros., to adapt Edmund
Goulding's original story, "Lessons
for Ladies," for the screen and prob-
abilities are that production on the

picture will get under way early
in the autumn. The story a com-
edy of swank society, has a Parisian
background and will probably be di-

rected by Goulding.

With Deanna Durbin vacationing
after the many weeks of acting in

her first starring picture, "100 Men
And A Girl," the studio yesterday
definitely decided on her next pro-
duction. There are five stories from

which the selection was made, but
the choice fell upon "Mad About
Music," a story of a girl left in a
Swiss boarding school by her
mother who was too busy with her
own affairs to pay much attention
to her daughter. "Mad About Mu-
sic" was written by Frederick Kohn-
er and Marcella Burke. The script
has just been completed by Agnes
Catherine Johnson. The music is

being written by Jimmie McHugh
and Harold Adamson.

T T
'Prescription for Romance," by

John Reinhardt and Robert Neville,
on which Adele Comandini has been
working, will go into production at

Universal City on Sept. 1. Wendy
Barrie, Kent Taylor and Mischa Au-
er have already been set for impor-
tant roles. Both Miss Barrie and
Taylor are now at work there
on "Mightier Than the Sword."

T
William Van Deusen, who has

been prominently associated with
the Pan American Airlines since
its inception, has been awarded a
writing contract by Samuel Gold-
wyn. Van Deusen will be on a
leave of absence from the airline

company to collaborate with Sidney
Howard, Pulitzer prize-winning
playwright, on the screenplay for

the forthcoming Goldwyn produc-
tion, "Transatlantic Flight," which
will star Gary Cooper and Joel Mc-
Crea.

t
The Emerson Mountaineers, after

four years on a NBC network pro-
gram have been signed by Edward
Finney of Grand National Films to
appear with Tex Ritter in "Tex
Rides With the Boy Scouts" and
"Frontier Town." There are six

members of the band, each one do-
ing instrumental and vocal novel-
ties.

T T T

M-G-M announces plans for a
screen play based on Francis Brett
Young's historical novel of the Boer
trek, "They Seek a Country." Meri-
an C. Cooper, who did "Grass" and
"Chang," will be the producer. This
is Cooper's second announced pro-
duction for M-G-M, the other being
a color film to be made on location
in the East Indies.

Ohio Mayor Sees Politics

in Theater Games Raid

Marion, 0.—Mayor F. C. Smith
called the raiding of the Palace The-

I ater and the arrest of the manager
| and three women employes on
I charges of operating a sweepstakes
I drawing an "insult" to the public,

I and asserted that the action was de-
I signed as a political attack against
I his campaign for re-election. He
I asserted the police acted some 16
I months after the weekly drawings

[ were begun at the theater, which is

I almost directly across the street

| from the police station. Police Chief
! William E. Marks, who led nine of

I his men in the raid, said he was
{ obeying an order issued by the may-
I or several months ago, having de-

j layed the raid because of the limi-

tations of his department.

Ask Mortgage Foreclosure
Milwaukee, Wis. — A mortgage

foreclosure suit has been filed in cir-

cfffk court here against the Zenith
v ^ter, neighborhood house, operat-
ed by the Northwest Amusement
Corp. Plaintiffs are the A. J. Straus
Paying Agency, Inc., and Arthur J.

Straus, trustees for a bond issue of

$145,000, who allege that $130,000
in principal and $13,000 in delinquent
interest is due.

Salary Publicity Stays,

Lacking Senate's Action

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Publicity will con-

tinue to be given salaries of motion
picture and other industry employees
earning more than $15,000 annually
as Congress had adjourned sine die

without repealing the present law.
Bill passed the House but the Senate
did not act on it.

Frisco Film Board Passing?

San Francisco—It is reliably re-

ported here that local exchange and
theater managers have not suc-
ceeded in working out a plan where-
by the Film Board of Trade could
continue in operation.

Like the Boards in New York and
Los Angeles, the San Francisco
Board continued active during July
while local theater men sought some
way of assuring its existence. Ef-
forts to obtain the necessary ap-
propriations were unsuccessful, how-
ever.

Organist In Mezzanine
Cincinnati—Pat Gillick, widely

known Cincy organist, is appearing
at the electric organ at RKO's Albee
this week, playing in the mezzanine,
as an added feature.

Unauthorized Screenings

Bring Default Judgments

Federal Judge Samuel Mandel-
baum yesterday awarded RKO Dis-
tributing Corp. and Van Beuren
Corp. a judgment of $500 by default
against the Amusements Parkway,
Edward Spiegel and Isidore Liebman
for unauthorized showing of three
RKO pictures at the Parkway Thea-
ter, N. Y. 20th Century-Fox was
awarded $250 and $100 counsel fees
bv default against the same defend-
ants for unauthorized exhibition of
one feature.

Transfer Damage Action

Columbus, O.—A $2,000,000 dam-
age suit against Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc., of Cleveland, and
Nickitas D. Dipson, of Batavia, N.Y.,
has been transferred from Steuben-
ville, O., where it was filed, to the
Federal Court at Columbus. The
suit, filed by John K. Papulias, Steve
G. Manas, Frank D. Sinclair, George
F. Gourley, all of Steubenville, and
others, charged the defendants with
conspiring to defraud them of their
interest in the Capitol Theater Co.,

of Wheeling, W. Va. Erected in

1926-27 at a cost of $1,153,836, the
theater was sold at a foreclosure in

1934 for $375,000.

Family Audience Pictures

to the Fore in New List

Weekly guide to selected pictures
of the National Board of Review
gives a family audience rating to

seven pix, mature audience classifi-

cation to one. In the family cate-
gory are "Broadway Melody of
1938", "Double or Nothing", "Gang-
way", "Heart's Desire", "Public-

Cowboy No. 1", "Souls at Sea",
"Wild and Woolly". Single mature
audience film is "Confession".

New Delaware Film Cos.
List of corporations organized in

the month of July, under the gen-
eral corporation laws of the State
of Delaware, and issued by the Sec-
retary of State there, includes Al-
penn Theater Corp., 90 no par
shares; Ansell-St. Louis Amusement,
Inc., 200 par shares at $10 each;
Filmcolor Inc., 1000 no par shares;
National Capital Film Libraries,
Inc., 200 par shares, at $100 each,
and Republic Pictures Corp. of Del-
aware, 1,500,000 par shares at $1
each.

Resuming Stage Shows
Springfield, Mass. — The Para-

mount Theater here will resume
stage shows Thursday.
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GB BUDGETING PIX AT

$100,000 TO $300,000

(Continued from Page 1)

Hitchcock believes. At the present
time, theaters there are experiment-
ing' with television, he said.

English producers are severely

handicapped by the fact that Hol-
lywood lures away its best players,

Hitchcock asserted. The public, in

his opinion, is disinterested as re-

gards color.

Eventually producers must turn

to stories in which characters pre-

dominate, according to the director,

as new ploljs are fast becoming
scarce. He feels that in producing

a picture, the camera should be al-

lowed to tell the story, not the dia-

logue.
Hitchcock, who produced "39

Steps," has just completed "The
Girl Was Young," starring Nova
Pilbeam, in her first "grown-up"
role. He will make another Pil-

beam in November, with the produc-

tion based on a French short story.

With Hitchcock is his wife, Alma
Reville, and Joan Harrison, both of

whom are working with him on his

next script. He plans to remain in

New York 10 days before returning

to England.

FPCC Meet at Toronto

Opens With 100 Present

(Continued from Page 1)

vention of the Eastern Division

managers, being conducted by C. N.
Robson, Eastern Division supervisor,

in the King Edward Hotel.

Those present included: N. L.

Nathanson, president of Famous
Players Canadian; J. J. Fitzgibbons,
general manager in charge of the-

ater operations in Canada; Robert
Roddick, district manager for West-
ern Ontario and Morris Stein, dis-

trict manager for eastern and north-

ern Ontario.
Following addresses of welcome by

the corporation executives, the dele-

gates gathered in sectional meetings
for discussions of general theater
operating problems.

Fire Damages 2 Houses
San Francisco—Fire damaged two

large local subsequent-runs here, the
1900-seat Castro in the suburbs and
the 1000-seat Strand on Market
Street.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Santa Barbara—Anne Shirley and

John Howard Payne, film players,
were married here.

Chicago—B and K employees are
extending congratulations to A. P.
Conroy, for many years manager
of the Uptown theater, on his mar-
riage to Miss Bee Moran.

Minneapolis—Jack Dowd, Warner
Bros., shipper, will be married Sat.

NEWS of the DAY
Detroit—William J. Schulte's Oak-

dale Theater in Hazel Park, north
end suburb, is to be rebuilt, with
additional seating capacity.

Elgin, Minn. — A new, 300-seat
house will be opened here by W. J.

Carter, who owns Plainview, Minn,
theater.

Detroit — The Ideal, east side

house, just taken over by Bernard
Brooks, will reopen Sept. 13 after

complete renovation.

Minneapolis — Construction will

start immediately upon a new $65,-

000 building for Universal here, ac-

cording to Frank Mantzke, local

branch manager. The new exchange
will be air conditioned and will pro-

vide more floor space than the pres-

ent exchange. A two-story struc-

ture, 90 by 112 feet; the concrete
building will be completed by Jan. 1.

Chicago—An open air theater will

be competition for the southside the-

aters as plans are under way for a

10,000-seater for Ryan Woods at

87th and Western Avenue.

Cincinnati — Tom Larkin, The
Roosevelt Theater, New Bremen, is

building a new home at St. Mary's.

Redwood Falls, Minn.—Trane air

conditioning equipment has been in-

stalled in the Falls here.

Chicago—The Cine theater of the

Balaban and Katz circuit, which was

Weir Autopsy Ordered
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Because her physi-

cian, Dr. M. G. Henry, was unable to

determine cause of death, a coron-
er's autopsy has been ordered on the
body of Jane Weir, 21, film actress,

whose death occurred while she was
presumably recovering from an ap-
pendectomy.

"Models" Held In Frisco
San Francisco—Paramount's "Art-

ists and Models", doing terrific busi-
ness at the 5,000-seat Fox Theater,
Fox West Coast first-run here, was
held for a second week. More than
60,000 patrons saw the musical dur-
ing the first week, it is estimated,
close to an all time record.

Col. Cooper On Trip
Toronto—Col. John A. Cooper,

head of the Motion Picture Distribu-
tors and Exhibitors of Canada, Ltd.,

in eastern Canada left to confer with
the governments of the provinces of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

"Saratoga" Stays a Fifth
Cincinnati—"Saratoga," breaking

records, was held for a 5th week
here. "You Can't Have Everything,"
topped the week's grosses. "The
Good Earth," at popular prices is

being held for 4 weeks.

built in conjunction with Sam Mey-
ers at Maplewood and Devon avenue,
will open next month, Harry Potter
of the State theater will have charge.

Cincinnati—R. H. Haines, Western
General Sales Manager, for Warn-
ers and Robert Smelzer, Division
Manager, are here for a conference
with Al Schmitkin.

Springfield, Mass.—Carl Jamroga,
assistant manager of the Capitol,

here, has resigned to go into busi-
ness for himself.

Cincinnati—Col. Arthur Fruden-
feld, General Manager, RKO Thea-
ters, is planning a vacation in Can-
ada. Other vacationists here are
UA's Chick Weinberg vacationing
in Smoky Mountains and Para-
mount's Harry Eibert, off on a fish-

ing trip.

50 LOEW NEW YORK^

THEATERS IN TIEUP

(Continued from Page 1)

Harlow in the "album" printed there-
in and also the title of the picture
from which the scene was taken. In
some situations, merchants in the
locality are contributing merchan-
dise as prizes.

A similar tieup is planned in con-
nection with "Stella Dallas," which
soon plays the Loew Circuit.

Stuhler's New Duties
William R. Stuhler, in addition to

his duties as director of the Young
& Rubicam Radio Department, will
personally take over complete re-
sponsibility for all talent buying,
with Therese Lewis in charge of tal-

ent buying for the agency in New
York and Joseph Stauffer handling
the same assignment in Hollywood.
Mr. Stuhler will maintain offices both
in New York and California.

Does this sign belong

on your theatre?

ALL YE WHO ENTER

HERE LEAVE ALL HOPE

'ORT -BEHIND

or can you use this one:

"Our American Seating Company
Chairs Will Fulfill Your Every

Hope for Luxurious Comfort"

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR TKEATR

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL

w
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SELZNICM A. TALKING! TO 5 YEARJONTRACT

Three Boston Circuit First-Runs Will Jump Prices

RKO and Loew's Effecting

New Scales; Indies

May Follow

Boston—Three local circuit first-

run houses are planning to effectu-

ate admission price increases ap-
proximately 10 per cent on Sept. 2.

Houses are the RKO Memorial and
Loew's State and Orpheum.
Independent operators in the city

are reported considering upping their

scales to follow the de luxers.

DENVER MEETS DRAW

250 THEATER EXECS,

Denver—More than 250 theater

managers are making Denver their

headquarters this week and next

with three conventions and a picnic

the attractions.

The second annual convention of

the Theater Owners and Managers
of the Rocky Mountain Region has

finally been set for Aug. 30-31, the

Fox Intermountain managers and
executives will meet Aug. 31-Sept.

2, while a similar meeting of the

Gibraltar Enterprises is being held

(Continued on Page 6)

"Usherettes, Right by Fours! March!"
Seattle—To permit their 1,000 unionized employes to march in the Labor Day parade

here, local theaters will close for 90 minutes. Parade will be headed by the film

houses' usherettes.

WARNER CLOSE:

CIRCUIT PRODUCT DEAL

Gradwell L. Sears, Warner Bros.-
First National general sales man-
ager, has closed a national product
deal with the RKO circuit.

Sears left New York yesterday
for Toronto, where he will take up
a film deal with N. L. Nathanson's
Famous Players Canadian Circuit.

He then goes to Detroit to talk to

George Trendle on a product deal,

returning to New York the middle
of next week.

Robbins, Dembow, Casanave

Address Nat'l Screen Meet

Herman Robbins, George Dembow
and Charles Casanave yesterday ad-

dressed the opening session of a two-

day National Screen Pre-Vues and.

National Screen Accessories meeting
at the Hotel Park Central when a

(Continued on Page 4)

|fe 100,000 See "Vogues"
•^Wover 100,000 people have attended

Kadio City Music Hall during the first

five days of "Walter Wanger's Vogues
of 1938," according to United Artists

yesterday. Mid-afternoon figures in-

dicated the picture is almost holding

the pace it reached the opening day
when it topped all presentations for

the past several months.

Hearing on Roxy Final

Order to be Postponed

Hearing on the final order for con-
firmation of the Roxy Theater reor-

ganization plan will be postponed to-

day probably for one week because
the necessary papers are not ready.
20th Century-Fox is now scheduled
to take over the theater on Sept. 3.

Time for appeals from confirma-
tion of the plan expired Monday.

ALLIED N. Y, "STRIKE"

MEET SET TOMORROW

Although Allied leaders are mum
on the matter, it was learned from
authoritative sources yesterday that
they plan to meet in New York to-

morrow to discuss plans for further-
ing their Paramount anti-playdate
campaign. They are endeavoring to

surround the forthcoming meeting
with the greatest possible secrecy.

Ordinarily Allied holds its confer-
ences at the Hotel Warwick.

Number of Productions Not

Determined—3 More Pix

Under Old Pact

Extension of the deal between
United Artists and David O. Selz-
nick's Selznick International Pictures
for a period of between three to five

years is now under discussion, it

was stated at the home office of the
distributing company yesterday in

New York. Exact number of produc-
tions to be made has not been de-

termined, it is understood. Selznick
has three more pictures to deliver to

U. A. over a period approximating
one year.

.J.

PROGRAM COMPLETED

Newburgh Anti-Trust Suit

Replies Are Due Next Week

Counsel for Paramount, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, Universal and United Art-
ists have until Sept. 3 to file answers
to the anti-trust suit brought by the

Academy Theater, Newburgh, N. Y.
in the U. S. District Court, Southern
District of New York, seeking dam-
ages of $225,000. Plaintiff, Orange
County Theaters, charges that it is

unable to get sufficient product.

Program for the annual conference
of Allied's Eastern directors and the
annual convention of Allied Theaters
of New Jersey has been completed.
On the opening day, Wednesday,

Sept. 22, the Eastern directors will

convene at 10:15 A.M. and the first
(Continued on Page 4)

Foreign Language Pictures for New

Season to Offer Formidable Lineup

Defer Para. Minneapolis

Stay Hearing to Sept. 1

Minneapolis — The Paramount
temporary injunction hearing yes-

terday was continued for a third

time, being put off to Sept. 1. Post-
ponement was made at request of

Judge Devaney. chief counsel for

Allied Theaters of the Northwest,
whose physician, would not permit

(Continued on Page 4)

Advance reports on foreign lan-

guage product for the new season
indicate that one of the most for-

midable lineups of foreign pictures

in years will soon be made available

to this field.

Scheduled for release throughout
the country next season are "The
Spanish Earth," the Joris Ivens-
Ernest Hemingway picture on Spain;
"The Lower Depths," a French pic-

ture based on the Gorky novel;
(Continued on Page 4)

Forecast Fall Will Bring

Spurt in Boston Grosses

Although summer business has
been somewhat off due principally

to resort competition, indications are
that grosses in Boston will substan-

(Continued on Page 4)

"Dead End" in Premiere
There were important doings last

evening at the Rivoli, the occasion be-
ing the opening of Samuel Goldwyn's
"Dead End" before an audience which,
as the saying goes, was distinctly
swanky. A lot of people who are pretty
much outstanding in their respective
fields, including the motion picture,

stage and radio, were present for the
screen festivities. They all seemed to
leave with the impression that United
Artists has another fine picture in this

one, which, incidentally, was reviewed
hy THE FILM DAILY in its issue of Aug.
3.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 12 11% 115/8 _ %
East. Kodak 186% I86V2 1863,4 + %
do pfd 161 160% 160% + %
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 83 Vs 82y8 83y8 — %
do pfd
Paramount 23 1/8 22y2 23 + %
Paramount 1st pfd.. 1571/2 157i/

2 157y2 + 2y2
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20y2 20y8 20'/2 + %
Pathe Film 9% 9'/4 9y4 + %
RKO 8i/

2
8i/

2 8'/2 + 1/4

20th Century-Fox .. 36% 36y2 36y2
20th Century-Fox pfd. 46 46 46
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 147/8 143/8 147/8 + 3/8
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46.... 98i/

2
98i/

2 98y2 — y2
Loew 6s41 ww 100% 100 100
Para. B'way 3s55... 67% 67% 67%
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . IOO1/4 100 lOO'A -f- 1/4

Para. Picts. cv. 3
i/4s47 91% 91 1/4 91 Vi — V*

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 95 95 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National .... 2% 23^ 27/8
Sonotone Corp 2y8 2 2
Technicolor 29i/2 28% 293/8 + %
Trans-Lux 4% 4% 4%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98 101 1/2

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36.... \Q% 113^
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.... 94% 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 731/2 75
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43.... 52y2 54%

Para. Partner Planning

No Expansion in N. D.

No more theater expansion is

planned by Minnesota Amusement
Co., Paramount partner, in North
Dakota pending determination of the
constitutionality of that state's the-
ater divorcement statute. The com-
plaint in the case has been prepared
and will be filed in the Federal court
there within a few days.
John Friedl of Minnesota Amuse-

ment Co. is in New York for con-
ferences with Y. Frank Freeman on
general operating matters. He leaves
Monday on his return to Minneapolis.

Harry Brandt Takes 50%
Interest in Noble Houses

Maine Voters Reject Sales

Tax Measures in Referendum

Portland, Me.—In a referendum
election the Maine electorate by al-

most a two to one vote defeated the
one per cent sales tax proposed by
the last Legislature to take care of
old age pensions and an extended ed-
ucational program. With 120,000
votes cast, returns from 606 of the
State's 632 precincts gave 39,995 for
and 80,745 against.
Governor Lewis O. Barrows subse-

quently announced he would call a
special session of the Legislature to
consider new methods of raising the
necessary funds.

Monogram Expects to Sell

4,000 Theaters for Year

Monogram Pictures expects to sell

4,000 theaters during the 1937-38
season, it was learned yesterday.
Some pictures may sell above this

number, but 4,000 on all pictures is

aimed for.

Harry Brandt yesterday acquired
a 50 per cent interest in the Ben
Noble circuit of eight theaters and
assumed operation of the houses.
Noble retains the other 50 per cent
interest.

Theaters in the deal include the
Embassy and Plaza, Mt. Vernon;
Liberty and Playhouse, Poughkeep-
sie; Bedford and Decatur, the Bronx,
and Schuyler and Greenwich, Man-
hattan.

Tri-States District Meet
Opens in Omaha Friday

Omaha—Tri-States theater mana-
gers from Omaha, Hastings, Grand
Island, Fairbury and Sioux City will

attend a district meeting called here
Friday, by District Manager Evert
R. Cummings.

A. H. Blank, president of Tri-
States, will be here, along with Gen-
eral Manager G. Ralph Blanton, As-
sistant General Manager David
Dewey, Circuit Booker Joe Deitch,
and District Managers Joe Kinsky
of Davenport, la., and Arthur G.
Stolte of Des Moines.

Exchange Employes Union

Parleys Indies Next Week

Film Exchange Employes Union,
B 51, will meet with local independ-
ent film exchanges next week to

work out an agreement similar to

that closed with major company ex-

changes here.

Coming and Going
VAN HEFLIN is in New York from the

Coast.

BOB O'DONNELL leaves New York Friday
on his return to Texas.

JOE and TOM CLEMMONS are in New York
from Beaumont, Texas.

DENNIE MOORE has returned to New York
from Hollywood.

CHARLES KOERNER returns to Boston Fri-

day from New York.

ELISSA LANDI is in New York from the Coast,
rehearsing in a new play entitled "Jean."

WALTER WANGER and JOAN BENNETT go
to Philadelphia today from New York to at-
tend opening of "Walter Wanger's Vogues of
1938" at the Boyd.

COL. JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE
FILM DAILY and RADIO DAILY, returns Mon-
day on the Normandie.

SALLY EILERS is at the Ritz Towers, fol-
lowing her return from abroad.

LUMSDEN HARE, accompanied by MRS.
HARE, has arrived in New York from Holly-
wood and is stopping at the Beverly.

ADOLPH ZUKOR and MRS. ZUKOR leave
New York today on the Queen Mary for Lon-
don.

LESLIE HOWARD, accompanied by MRS.
HOWARD and their son RONALD and their

daughter LESLIE RUTH, also sail today for
England on the Queen Mary.

JACK A. PICKENS is here from San Antonio.

RAYMOND MASSEY, stage and screen actor,

sails for Europe today on the Queen Mary.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN is scheduled to board
the Queen Mary today en route to England.

HARRY GOLDBERG, head of Warner Theater
Advertising Deot., is visiting Philadelphia,

Washington and Lancaster this week.

GRADWELL L. SEARS yesterday left New
York for Toronto and Detroit.

NEIL F. AGNEW has gone to Chicago from
New York and returns over the coming week-
end.

JOHN FRIEDL is in New York from Min-
neapolis, with plans for remaining until Mon-
day.

MIKE KINCEY and ROBERT WILBY left New
York yesterday returning South.

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, who has just ar-

rived in New York from England, leaves for

Hollywood late this week.

ARTHUR A. LEE, vice president of GB, left

last night for Toronto to attend the final

day's sessions of the Famous Players Can-
adian Corporation convention.

SOL ROSENBLATT sails today on the Queen
Mary.

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ arrived by plane yes-

terday from Hollywood and will return there

Friday following a broadcast.

HARRY BLAIR, exploitation manager of

Grand National, has arrived in Hollywood for

a vacation to be coupled with work.
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Dullzell Will Assume
Frank Gillmore Du£

Paul Dullzell, executive secretary
of the Actors' Equity Ass'n, will as-
sume the duties left vacant by
President Frank Gillmore when the
latter assumes the post of executive
director of the Associated Actors
and Artists of America, the Equity
Council decided yesterday. There
will be no change of title.

The Council decision eliminates
the confusion caused by the many
published rumors about the status
of the Equity administrative staff.

"Zola's" Matinee Sell-out
"Life of Emile Zola" rolled up its

biggest matinee biz at the Holly-
wood yesterday despite the weather
with a complete sell-out reported,
Warners home office announced last
night. Heavy advance for the week-
end gave promise of still more sell-

outs, it was added.

"Cesar" Sets Montreal Mark
Montreal, Que.—"Cesar", French

talking film is breaking all attend-
ance records in Montreal at the Cine-
ma de Paris, where it is in its thir-

teenth week.

Para. Declares Dividends

On Preferred Securities

At a meeting of the Board of
Directors of Paramount, held yes-
terday, the regular quarterly divi-
dend of $1.50 a share on the first
preferred and the regular quarterly
dividend of 15 cents per share on
the second preferred was declared.
Dividends will be payable Oct. 1 to
stockholders of record at the close
of business Sept. 15.

$10,000. EXTRA
FOR LUXURY ALONE
The Nation's mightiest, most luxurious
Skyliners . . . de luxe Sky Clubs for
day travel . . . modern Skysleepers at
night. . . . Separate lounge and sleep-
ing compartments, reclining divan
chairs . . . air conditioned . . . sound
proofed . . . and complimentary, full
course meals served enroute.

For Information and Reservations I

Your Nearest TWA Office
Any Hotel, Travel Bureau,
Telegraph or Western Union Office.

'.ions Ca/fT-.

\, PostaY—

Member National Safety Council

SHORTEST, FASTEST — COAST TO COAST
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Confidentially. a telegram

just came through from an M-G-M
executive visiting their studios . .

.

He said:

"PREVIEWED 'BIG CITY' STARRING LUISE
RAINER, SPENCER TRACY LAST NIGHT. IT

IS ONE OF THE VERY BEST POPULAR TYPE
PICTURES WE HAVE RELEASED SINCE MY
LONG ASSOCIATION WITH THE COMPANY.
I PREDICT BIG GROSSES FOR 'BIG CITY'."

{Confidentially, that's just the First Flash of M-G-M 's Fall Fireworks!)



N. J. ALLIED PARL1

PROGRAM COMPLETED

(Continued from Page 1)

general session will run from 3 to 5

P.M. Highlight of the evening's

schedule will be a party at the 500

Club.
Thursday morning, committee

meetings will be held, with the equip-

ment show and general meeting
planned for the afternoon. The an-

nual banquet, mostly devoted to en-

tertainment, will take place that eve-

ning, following a cocktail party in

the Palm Court at 7:15 o'clock.

The final general session will be-

gin at 10 A.M. Friday morning and
at 11:30 o'clock, the annual election

of officers will be held.

Forecast Fall Will Bring

Spurt in Boston Grosses

(Continued from Page 1)

tially pick up in the fall, said Charles
Koerner, RKO division manager for

the territory, in New York yester-

day. With the Boston resuming its

policy of playing stage shows in ad-

dition to pictures Sept. 2, Koerner
is making the necessary bookings
and has lined up Ethel Merman and
the Three Stooges as the opening
attraction. He returns to Boston
Friday.

Missouri June Sales Tax
Brings State $1,147,069

Jefferson City, Mo.—The state

sales tax tapped Missourians for a

total of $1,147,069 in June, records

in the office of State Auditor For-

rest Smith indicate. Fifty special

deputies are gumshoeing through the

state checking up on tax returns.

B. b K. Tourney Aug. 31

Chicago—The Balaban and Katz
Employes Association will hold its

annual tournament on Aug. 31 at the

White Pine Grove near Bensonville.

Charley Burrus of the Nortown The-
ater is chairman of the Tournament
committee.

AUGUST 25

Ruby Keeler
Victor Heerman
James R. Cowan
John R. Bray

John Zanft
Geoige Fawcett
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• • • SUPPER PARTY last nite with Phil Spitalny
and his all-girl band as guests of the New York Paramount
Theater at the Hotel Astor managing director Bob Weit-
man presented Spitalny with a loving cup in appreciation of his

record-breaking engagement the band is on the eve of its

fourth and final week the combo of Spitalny's band and
the feature, "Artists and Models" is setting new attendance
records having broken all summer attendance marks for
this house it is figured that at the end of the four weeks
the show will draw a greater attendance than the other five at-
tractions that ran four weeks since the Paramount opened ten
years ago playing to an estimated total of more than 450,-

000 admissions SOME Biz

• • • WHAT WE admire about this industry is that it is

learning to be orderly, systematic and THOROUGH none
of your slipshod methods of former years just lamped an
inter-office memo of one of the majors calling an Import-
ant Item to the attention of no less than 39 execs and hired
help advising 'em all and sundry that the title of a short
subject has been changed .... .it gives the old title and the new
title there can be no possible misunderstanding the
title was CHANGED by ONE word

© © • FIRST-NIGHTERS at the premiere of "Dead End"
at the Rivoli last nite were said to include Joan Bennett,
Sylvia Sidney, Nigel Bruce, Luise Rainer, Clifford Odets, Nor-
man Bel Geddes Harriet Hilliard, Bert Lytell, Fannie
Hurst, Walter O'Keefe, Henry Fonda, Bennett Cerf Jack
Dempsey, Thyra Sampter Winslow, Conde Nast, Sam Harris,
Carl Van Vechten, George Jean Nathan Alfred Hitchcock,
Leslie Howard, Moss Hart, Rosamond Pinchot, Kitty Carlisle,
Alice Duer Miller Babe Ruth, Clifton Webb, Herbert
Bayard Swope, Don Mersereau, Arthur W. Eddy, Harpo Marx,
Sidney Kingsley. . . • Arthur Hammerstein, who produced the
original stage operetta, "Firefly," will attend the Metro pre-
miere at the Astor Sept. 1.

» »

• • • OUTING of the employees of the International
Projector Corp held at Semler's Midland Park in Staten
Island last Saturday this was the twentieth annual affair

with the factory folks meeting the officers and office staff

and all hobnobbing together in the most friendly way imagin-
able this spirit of hands-across-office-desk-and-factory-
bench is Real Democracy and we're all for it K. C. Kneuer,
chairman of the Outing Committee, introduced Earle G. Hines,
president L. S. Frappier and H. Griffin, vice-presidents

who with K. Carson, representing the factory employees,
made a few brief, informal remarks ......

• • • REVIEW of hit motion pictures WNEW will

present a new broadcast series at 2:30 on three after-

noons each week hit music and dialogue from a different

production at each broadcast. . . • Dave Bader, the London
talent representative, is getting plenty of favorable comment
with his clever little publication issued every so often titled

"Talent Reporter" Dave covers current trade news and
gets over his personal plugs for his clients in a chatty manner.

T T T
• • • SOCIAL FUNCTION at Billy the Oyster-
man's tonite Fannie Hurst the host entertain-

ing the two octogenarians, Daniel Frohman, 86, and August
Hecksher, 89, at dinner among the notables who have re-

ceived bids are Francine Larrimore, Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde,
Colonel G. T. Hodges and of course the Oysterman
otherwise the party would have no oysters doesn't it beat
hell how we grab off these exclusive social items

« « « » » »

FORMIDABLE LINEUP*-

OF FOREIGN PIX SEEN
(Continued from Page 1)

"Mayerling," with Charles Boyer and
Danielle Darrieux, the opening at-
traction at the Filmarte Theater;
"Baltic Deputy," a highly-touted Am-
kino picture; "Peter the First," the
most costly Soviet production to
date; "Shadows of the Past," a psy-
chological study; "Lucrece Borgia,"
a French film; "Marie and Maupas-
sant," based on the loves of Mau-
passant; "Loves of Beethoven," a Du
World release; "Ski-Chase," and
"Girls' Club," French picture which
Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn
will release.

Others are "Remous," a French
picture; "Polish Jew," with Harry
Baur; "Return of Maxim," Soviet
sequel to the highly praised "Youth
of Maxim," "Helene," which the
French M. P. Company will release;
"Great Citizen," Soviet film dealing
with the Trotskyists and other ele-

ments of present-day life in the Sov-
iet Union, and "Far East," a Rus-
sian picture being made by the
Brothers Vasiliev, who made "Cha-
payev."
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Defer Para. Minneapolis

Stay Hearing to Sept. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

him to attend court, it was stated.
Allied is defendant in the action
brought by the distributor seeking
to restrain its drive to boycott
Paramount product.

Robbins, Dembow, Casanave

Address Nat'l Screen Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

number of new types of lobby dis-
plays were discussed. The conven-
tioneers went to the French Casino
last night and today hold their final

session. Forty-eight have checked
into the meeting. A similar session
is planned for Chicago Friday and
Saturday.

"Zola's" St. Louis Date
St. Louis, Mo.—"The Life of Emile

Zola" will play a road show engage-
ment at The American Theater com-
mencing on Sunday night, Sept. 12.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

The heavily-studded jeweled gown

Marlene Dietrich wears in one of the

important scenes of "Angel" weights

twenty-two pounds.

—PARAMOUNT.
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n "JUJUU" from tUMuwood "Ms /*

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

T? AY MILLAND, has been award-
• ed the male lead in RKO Ra-

dio's "The Female of the Species,"

starring Miriam Hopkins. The pic-

ture will be produced by P. J. Wolf-
son and will go before the cameras
with Leigh Jason directing within
the next fortnight. "The Female of

the Species" is taken from an or-

iginal story by Allan Scott and
Charles Norman.

T T
A 19th century pirate mutiny that

blazed in a camp of some 500 priva-

teers on Catalina Island, had been
quelled yesterday with the 50 mu-
tineers contrite and apologetic. The
"pirates," or rather a group of

them, discontent with their location
living quarters while working with
the DeMille company filming "The
Buccaneer," walked out and spent
half the night trying to obtain bet-
ter living quarters in local hotels.
Failing, they returned to the camp
to find it barred. The gate was
opened by DeMille only after the
"pirates" had sent in a note of!

apology.

T
Paramount has purchased "Vaca-

tion From Love," as a new starring
vehicle for Fred MacMurray. This
star, according to the studio sched-
ule, will work first in "True Confes-
sion" with Carole Lombard, which
Wesley Ruggles will direct. This
will be folowed by the epic of the
air, "Men With Wings," in Techni-
color, which William Wellman is

scheduled to direct.

First radio hook-up to exploit the
songs from "Something to Sing
About," Grand National musical

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 134 • • •

K LBERT LEWIS. A native of Ml' ol' New York town, where he was born in

^mid-lvlarch in 1889. Education was largely self-gained in his earlier years.

Later, he completed a thorough course in academic instruction by special study.

Joined the theater in his teens as a producer.

Formed a partnership with Max Gordon which

lasted 16 years. Through this partnership

alone, and at times with Sam Harris, produced

many plays. In 1927, produced independently.

In 1928, joined Fox as head of the story de-

partment; continued there four yeras. In 1932,

joined Paramount as an associate producer. In

1936, joined RKO Radio as an associate pro-

ducer.

starring James Cagney, has been
set for Thursday when Meredith
Willson will introduce the numbers,
"Something to Sing About" and
"Out of the Blue," on the Showboat
Hour over the NBC red network.

Robert Graves, Alphonse Martel,
Genaro Curci, Jules Raucourt and
Claire DuBrey have been assigned
to roles in "Dangerously Yours,"
20th Century-Fox announces. Also
in preparation at the same studio
is "Shanghai Deadline" for which
Cesar Romero, Virginia Field, June
Lang, Peter Lorre, Jean Hersholt,
George Sanders, Slim Summerville,
J. Edward Bromberg, John Carra-
dine and Borrah Minnevitch, have
been chosen to make up one of the

most imposing casts of the forth-
coming season.

T T

Claude Allister and Zita Moulton
have been cast as Lord and Lady
Fabian in Columbia's "The Awful
Truth," based on Arthur Richman's
stage comedy of the same title and
co-starring Irene Dunne and Cary
Grant.

T T T

"The Wheel," stage play by
Cesare Vico Lodovici, has been ac-
quired for motion pictures by M-
G-M. An outstanding dramatic
success in Italy, where it was pre-
sented under the title "Ruota," the
new property will be added to the
group of stories assembled for the
coming season.

Having signed a new long-term
contract with M-G-M, Melvyn
Douglas will make his next screen
appearance in "The Four Marys."
Myrna Loy, Rosalind Russell and
Franchot Tone had previously been
announced for leading roles in the
new picture.

T T
Grand National may make a cir-

cus picture with Ken Maynard in
the starring role, M. H. Hoffman,
GN producer, announced following
a communication from Maynard sug-
gesting the feature. The cowboy
star is currently on the western lap
of his national personal appearance
lour with the Cole Brothers Circus.

T T T
Columbia has renewed for an-

other year the contract with Robert
Kalloch, internationally known fash-
ion stylist.

T T T

Sam Efrus is to produce a series
of pictures for this season. The
script and dialogue of "Hell Wo-
man," an original story by Morton
Barteaux, is now being prepared for
immediate production.

t y
Atze Taconis and Homer Gayne,

new song-writing team, have sold
four numbers to Universal. The
songs are "Brandin' Day," "Wagon
Trails," "Wyoming Moon" and
"Campfires Low." Taconis writes
music and Gayne, lyrics.

T T T
The song writing team of Gordon

and Revel has been selected to fur-
nish the music and lyrics for "Sally,
Irene and Mary," the musical with
Alice Faye, Louise Hovick, Fred
Allen and Portland Hoffa which
20th Century-Fox will produce.

Omaha Infantile Outbreak
Worries Film Exhibitors

Omaha—With an infantile paraly-
sis epidemic here, exhibs. are appre-
hensive that Health Commissioner
Floyd H. Kinyoun may restrict juve-
nile attendance.

Because of the epidemic Tri-States
had to call off a watermelon feed for
Negro children, designed to exploit
Stepin Fetchit's appearance at the
Orpheum here. Orders to cancel the
event were received from Kinyoun,
who is banning all similar meetings
where many children would be
thrown together.
Variety club called off a picnic at

Linoma beach, which is not under
Kinyoun's jurisdiction, because wives
of members feared to expose their

youngsters to contagion.

pfc "Toast" Big in Texas
"The Toast of New York," RKO

Radio's smash hit which has been
going for its second weeks the coun-
try over, went big at the box office

for its first week in two major Texas
spots—Dallas and Fort Worth—de-
spite torridity and rain.

Horlacher Trucks Solved

Philly Exchange Problem

Philadelphia—Trucks of the Hor-
lacher Delivery Service are credited

with solving the print supply prob-

lem of local exchanges during the re-

cent strike.

Horlacher trucks picked up the
out-of-town films and put them in
garages on the outskirts of the city,

the expense being wholly borne by
the company, according to Oscar
Neufeld. Result was that no ex-
change was tied up for film during
the entire strike, and that every
show was delivered and returned
properly.

Fanchon & Marco Retain

St. Louis Darkened House

St. Louis, Mo.—The Fanchon &
Marco interests have exercised the

right to extend their lease on the

1700-seat Shubert-Rialto Theater
for another three years. The house,

dark since last Spring, is owned by
the Cella interests and passed to F
& M following their peace pact with

Warner Bros., et al.

The Orpheum Theater which also

came into the F & M hands through
the same peace agreement is also

owned by the Cella interests and has

been dark for several months. It has

2000 seats. The lease on that house

has about two years to run.

Wanted: G-Cats! Apply, Uncle Sam
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Wallace Beery's income tax dispute with the U. S. Treasury over two

Eskimo walrus-hide boats, depreciation on his airplane and a trip to Europe is finally

settled, via compromise. Revenue inspectors understood readily how a plane's value

can nose-dive, a European trip can be on business, but the walrus-hide boats left

them completely at sea. Beery explained he bought the odd Alaskan crafts as an in-

yestment, to rent to film studios. But a swarm of rats ate up the skin canoes. The
star claimed the right, since his investment was destroyed, to deduct cost of the boats

from his income tax. Government originally demanded $2,498, but settled for $866.

Lucas-Jenkins Circuit

Closes for RKO's Line-up

RKO Radio's entire product for the

entire 1937-38 season will be played

throughout the circuit of 40 Georgia

theaters operated by Lucas and Jen-

kins.

Announcement of the new deal was
made yesterday by Jules Levy, Gen-
eral Sales Manager of the picture
company. It was consummated by
J. H. Maclntyre, Southern District
Manager with headquarters at Dal-
las, and H. M. Lyons, Branch Mana-
ger at Atlanta.

Fielding at Maine Meet
Castine, Me.—Franklin R. Field-

ing, Eastern public relations repre-
sentative for RKO Radio, is attend-
ing the convention of Maine school
superintendents here. His schedule
includes a platform speech, individ-
ual talks with superintendents, and
a display in his room of all avail-

able photoplay-appreciation material.



THE

HAMMONS ADVOCATES

E SHOWS PER DAY

With feature producers requiring
more revenue due to increased pro-
duction costs, theaters playing dou-
ble features and which are dubious
over raising their admission price
scales can obtain greater grosses by
adopting a single-feature policy and
thus turn out more shows per day,
said E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational, yesterday in New York.
Elimination of duals, Hammons stat-
ed, would allow these houses to give
shows ranging from two to two and
one-half hours.
The Educational president pointed

out that in many instances an in-

crease in prices is considered im-
practical owing to the fact that the
Federal admission tax applies to 41
cents and more.

NEWS of the DAY
Detroit—Walter Kelly will open

the new Rogers at Rogers City, the
first of next month. House has 550
seats; Magnarc Lamps, Irwin the-
ater chairs, Super Simplex Projec-
tors, Alexander Smith carpets, and
other equipment will be supplied
by National Theater Supply Co.

Delano, Minn.—Clem Yonick will
rebuild his Delano which was burned
recently after being struck by light-
ning.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Ruth Bolton, ex-
ecutive secretary at Loew's State
here, spent a two weeks' vacation
at Ithaca.

Shanghai Bombing Filmed

For Universal Newsreel

Detroit—S. F. Hunt has reopened
the former Main Theater at New
Baltimore, Mich., after renaming
the house the New. New Simplex
semi-professional projectors were
installed by National Theater Sup-
ply, according to Manager W. J.

Turnbull.

Universal Newsreel will have
photos of the second disaster to
overtake the International Settle-
ment in Shanghai. When the un-
identified serial bomb landed in

Nanking Road between the Sincere
and Wing On Department Stores,
Howard Winner, who landed in
Shanghai last week, had barely
passed out of range along Nanking
Road. Less than five minutes be-
fore, he was standing on the exact
spot where the bomb hit. Winner
yesterday cabled the following to

Ford regarding it:

"Two largest department stores
business district shelled noon today
hundreds killed horribly and man-
gled. Krainukov and I shot 700 feet.

We narrowly escaped death. Drove
past spot five minutes previously."
The other catastrophe which

George Krainukov covered was the
bombing of the Cathay Hotel where
1,000 civilians were killed and over
5,000 injured. Although Krainukov
was wounded in the head by a frag-
ment of a bomb, he kept right on
filming, and 700 feet of film on the
two castastrophes is en route to

America.

New Haven—Ben Simon, manager
of the local 20th-Fox exchange an-
nounces the acquisition of a site

80 x 130 feet on Whiting Street ad-
joining the present film district, for
a new modern one-story exchange
building, to be built for leasing by
the company. Lease on the present
exchange building, occupied for the
past 11 years, expires in December
and it is expected the new quarters
will be ready about that time. The
new building, will contain, in addi-
tion to all offices and departments,
a 38-seat screening room.

New Orleans—Western Electric
here has announced an installation
at the Savoy Theater in Nassau.
Walter Woodward, Erpi's southeast-
ern division sales manager, has been
vacationing in Nassau.

Cleveland—B. D. "Buck" Stoner,
M-G-M office manager and Mrs.
Stoner are spending a two weeks'
vacation at their old stamping
grounds,—in and around Buffalo.
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Syracuse, N. Y.—Edward Derrick,
for the past eight years in charge
of service at Loew's has been pro-
moted to assistant manager at
Loew's Orpheum Theater in Boston.

Seattle—Al Oxtoby and his Warn-
er Exchange staff have moved into
the former MGM offices while their
own exchange is undergoing exten-
sive remodeling and refurbishing.

Indianapolis—Decorators are busy
preparing the Variety Club for its

formal fall opening Sept. 4. An
entirely new bar and furnishings
are among the general improve-
ments.

Universal Club to Hold

Beach Outing Thursday

"Varsity Show" for Strand
The next attraction at the New

York Strand Theater, following Kay
Francis in "Confession," which be-

gins its second week at that house
today, will be Warners' musical,
"Varsity Show," starring Dick Pow-
ell.

Gibbons Contract Renewed
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Cedric Gibbons, who has
headed the art department at the Cul-
ver City studios of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer ever since the organization of
the present company, in 1924, has
signed a new extended-term contract
as art director. Other contracts an-
nounced at the same time by M-G-M
are with Laurence Stallings and Wal-
ter Ferris. The latter has prepared the
screen treatment of the first British-
made production of the company, "A
Yank at Oxford."

On Thursday the Universal Club
will hold an outing at Jo .es Beach.
Andrew H. Sharick, president, and
Herman Stern, chairman of the en-
tertainment committee, will be in

charge of arrangements. The mem-
bers of the Club, 225 strong, will
board buses at the RCA Building at
9:20 in the morning. The manage-
ment of Jones Beach has made ar-
rangements for these buses to park
directly opposite the Marine Grill
and the main building, in which a
special office has been set aside for
the officials of the Club. In these
offices the members of the Universal
Club will receive their tickets to
the various amusements and diver-
sions provided for them by the en-
tertainment committee. The first

buses on the return will leave Jones
Beach at 7 o'clock. The final group
will leave at 9 o'clock.

Vitaphone Seeks Right to

Examine Green Before Trial

Dog Racing Writ Set Aside
A temporary injunction which for

the last month has restrained police
and Nassau County authorities from
interfering with dog races conducted
at Mineola by the Nassau Kennels,
Inc., was set aside yesterday by the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Re-
versal was unanimous.

Vitaphone Corp. will move today
before Supreme Court Justice Pe-
cora for permission to examine San-
ford Green, composer, before trial of
his action against Vitaphone to col-

lect $5,200 allegedly due him under
a contract whereby he was employed
for 44 weeks at $150 a week. Vita-
phone maintains that Green
breached the contract by failing to
give Vitaphone his exclusive service
and that he failed to provide music
requested of him.

Belmont Theater Sold

Joan of Arc Pictures, Inc., has
purchased the Belmont Theater at
121-125 W. 48th St., from the Bank
for Savings through the Raymond P.
Quinn Co. New owner will make
substantial improvements in the
house which will have a film policy.

"Spanish Earth" Sets Mark
All existing box-office records at

the Fifty-fifth Street Playhouse have
been broken by the Joris Ivens-Er-
nest Hemingway picture "The Span-
ish Earth," it was announced yes-
terday. The picture will be held over
for a second week.

DENVER MEETS DiC
250 THEATER EXECS.

(Continued from Page 1)

here this week. The Screen Club
picnic will be held Aug. 31.
The convention of the theater own-

ers and managers will be held at the
Cosmopolitan hotel. The opening
day will be devoted to business ses-
sions to be presided over by A. P.
Archer, president. A luncheon at
the hotel at noon will be accompa-
nied by special entertainment. Fol-
lowing the reports of officers and
the appointment of committees sev-
eral topics of interest will be dis-
cussed. They include "The Future
of the Theater Industry" by Rick
Ricketson; "National Sales Policy",
Louis Finske; "Purposes of National
and Regional Theater Organiza-
tions", B. P. McCormick; "Theater
Exploitation", Howard C. Federer;
"Legislation", Harry Huffman; "Per-
centage Pictures and Preferred
Time", Dave Cockrill; and "New
Trends in Theater Decoration".
The convention will adjourn fol-

lowing election of officers and reports
of committees. Registration fee will

be $3.50.

The Screen Club picnic, to occupy
the closing day of the managers and
owners' convention and the opening
day of the Fox meet, will be held at
the Cherry Hills country club, south
of the city and the scene of last

year's outing. Golf and bridge, to-
gether with the distributor-exhibitor
baseball game, will occupy the af-

ternoon, along with old-fashioned
picnic games. A banquet and danc-
ing will fill the evening.
The Fox Intermountain division

annual convention will be held at the
Park Lane hotel in Denver. The
opening day's session will be ad-
journed early to allow the men to

attend the Screen Club picnic. The
final two days will be given over to

intensive sessions in theater man-
agement, presided over by Rick Rick-
etson, manager of the division.

The meeting of owners and man-
agers of the Gibraltar Enterprises,
Inc., is being held in Denver this

week, the sessions being presided
over by Chas. Gilmour, president.
Their sessions are being held at the
Park Lane Hotel with a mountain
outing set for later in the week.

Re-issue Held Over
Minneapolis, Minn.—Paramount's

"Imitation of Life," now being re-

issued is running a second week at
the Time Theater here.

Now She's Andra Mario
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new name and a lead-

ing role opposite Edward G. Robinson
have been simultaneously allotted Ro/

*'

Stradner, Viennese discovery who "%_•<

cently was brought to Hollywood S t

M-G-M. Miss Stradner will henceforth
be known on the screen as Andra Mario.
The picture in which she will have
the feminine lead opposite Robinson
is "The Last Gangster," to be directed
at Culver City by Edward Ludwig.
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M'JSOURI FROWNS ON

""SURPRISE NIGHTS"

Jefferson City, Mo.—The Attor-

ney General's office has ruled that

film theater "surprise nights" and
similar arrangements in which a

drawing is held for a prize are sub-

ject to punishment under the State's

lottery laws. His office so advised

Walter G. Stillwell, Prosecuting At-

torney for Marion County. Franklin

E. Reagan, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, wrote Stillwell that a lottery

is a scheme "wherein anything of

value is, for a consideration, allotted

by chance." He held that the re-

quirement that persons must register

their names in a book in the lobby of

the theater was sufficient to consti-

tute a "consideration."

Russian Hollywood Plan

Assailed by Soviet Paper

Moscow (By Cable)—Plans for a

Russian Hollywood, sponsored by
Boris Shumiatsky, head of the Sov-

iet's film industry, are assailed in

Izvestia, government newspaper,
on the ground that the venture spells

"wastage." Izvestia points out

there were inadequate facilities and
too few directors to fill the produc-

tion schedules which such an invest-

ment's success would demand.
The newspaper stressed the film

industry's changing production poli-

cies—from a "fewer and better pic-

tures" plan in 1933 to an 800-a-year

schedule after Shumiatsky's return

from the United States in 1936. Now.
it is said, the industry proposes only

156 films in 1942 under the third five-

year plan.

"An obviously counter-revolution-

ary film, 'Father and Son,' " said the

Izvestia article by "Cinema Work-
er," "was approved for production by
Shumiatsky, who even ranked the

film as one of the 15 best pictures of

1936."

Two Academy Corporations

Would Block Sale by Writs

Academy Pictures Distributing

Corp. and Academy Pictures, Inc.

will move today before Supreme
Court Justice Pecora for an injunc-

tion restraining Producers Labora-
tories from foreclosure and sale of

negatives and prints belonging to

Academy which Producers claims to

own.
According to an affidavit by Vic-

tor Halperin, Academy president,

Academy agreed to advance $15,000

to help finance each of three Aca-
demy productions and was to get

back the money from the first prof-
itrtfcid also the printing of the pic-

tr-^i Over $45,000 was paid to

Producers from the profits of "Re-
volt of the Demons," "I Conquer
the Sea," and a third picture Aca-
demy claims. Producers holds that
it is owed $10,000 for. lab work and
interest.

View films
"Black Aces"

starring Buck Jones

Universal 59 Mins.

PRAIRIE MELLER THAT IS WELL-PACED
AND GEARED ALL AROUND TO PLEASE

ACTION FANS.

This is a typical two-fisted Western with

ample tempo and action to please its star's

followers, as well as prairie pix advocates

in general. Its heroics are not solely those

performed by Jones, for Kay Linaker who

plays the leading feminine role, contributes

more than a fair share to the capture of

a band of outlaws which terrorizes a town-

ship via robberies and murders. Tagged for

praise as being also responsible for round-

ing up the gang and bringing its members

to well-deserved justice is Silver, the horse.

It is he who gallops to town and imparts

through a series of equine gyrations and

gestures the fact that Buck Jones and his

sweetheart are in peril. As a result, the

sheriff and a posse head for "The Basin,"

which is the secret hideaway of the Black

Aces,—so called because they notify each

of their victims of impending disaster via

the ace of spades. Jones plays the role

of a ne'er-do-well rancher who snaps out

of his profligate, careless habits to bring

law and order to the community. His per-

formance has naturalness and conviction

to it, while Kay Linaker is far more suited

to her role than the average cactus-drama

ingenue, being an out-of-doors type, with-

out any savor of urbanism. She is the one

who, although having frail faith in Jones'

ability to amount to much, proves that

love is stronger than judgment. At the

finale she is moved, and happily, to admit

her appraisement was not wholly precise.

Stephen Payne authored the piece and Buck

Jones directed it capably. Frequently the

dialogue is particularly appealing because

of the human ring to phrases. Supporting

cast is effective. Some good hard-riding

and flaming fisticuffs enliven the sequences.

Allen Thompson's photography is of high

order.

Cast: Buck Jones, Kay Linaker, Fred

Mackaye, W. D. Laurence, Robert Frazer,

Raymond Brown, Robert Kortman, Bernard

Phillips, Frank Campeau, Charles Le Moyne,

Charles King, Arthur Van Zlyke, Bob
McKenzie.

Director, Buck Jones; Author, Stephen

Payne; Screenplay, Frances Guihan; Camera-
man, Allen Thompson; Editor, Bernard

Loftus.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Good.

falls into the carriage of Napoleon while

the Emperor is driving in state through

Erfurt. Hei desire to play a prominent

part in a command performance of "Am-
phitryon" is gratified by Napoleon, who,

subsequently, invites her to come to the

royal chambers to dine with him. She

is about to refuse when she learns that

the man whom she loves is in danger of

facing a firing squad because of subversive

propaganda against the Emperor. She uses

the meeting to gain freedom for her lov-

er,—a request Napoleon readily grants.

Hans Zesch-Ballot plays the character of

Bonaparte very satisfactorily. Jenny Jugo,

while inclined to over-act on occasion,

is nevertheless effective. Supporting play-

ers are well chosen.

Cast: Jenny Jugo, R. Romanowski, Fried-

rich Benfer, Hans Zesch-Ballot, Werner
Scharf. Hans Leibelt, Walter Steinbeck,

Paul Henckels, Ernest G. Schniffer, Otto

Woegerer.
Producer, Tobis-Film. Director, Erich

Engels. Music by Hans Otto Borgmann.

Presented at the 86th Street Garden The-

ater.

"Schabernack"
("A Hoax")

Charles Ungar 84 Mins.

MADCAP COMEDY COMBINING THE
FANTASTIC WITH THE SLAPSTICK AND
OFTEN EFFECTIVELY.

This is one of the dizziest of current

comedies in any language, and particularly

raucous because it follows the pattern

pursued by German film studios, where

loudness appears to be an inseparable and

boon companion to humor. The story deals

with a group of folks in a sanitarium, who

when the institution burns down, descend

to the village hotel to take up residence.

The townspeople have a preconceived notion

that the refugees are all crazy, and the

latter accordingly try to act the part. There

are some genuinely funny situations, a

number of which are built around an

American millionaire who has a hard time

proving he is not insane. The film derives

its title from the fact that the regular

residents of the town finally discover that

the proceedings are just a hoax. Paul

Hoerbiger and Hans Moser supply most

of the laughs.

Cast: Paul Hoerbiger, Trude Marlen, Hans
Moser, Heinz Salfner, Max Gielstorf, Hans
Richter, Paul Henckels.

Producer, Algefa Film. Director, E. W.
Emo Presented at the 86th Street Casino

Theater.

"Gangway" for Fox Brooklyn
George W. Weeks, GB General

Sales Manager, announced the book-
ing of "Gangway," new Jessie Mat-
thews production, into the Fox
Brooklyn, starting Sept. 3. The pic-

ture is now having its premiere en-
gagement at the Roxy Theater, New
York.

FOREIGN
"Die Nacht Mit Dem

Kaiser"
("A Night With the Emperor")

American Tobis 93 Mins.

INTERESTING HISTORICAL DRAMA
WHOSE DIALOGUE TITLES IN ENGLISH
ADD TO APPEAL.

This is a light and appealing historical

drama which audiences in general will en-

joy, both because of its entertainment

value and the fact that there are dialogue

titles in English, making the situations and

action readily understood. Jenny Jugo has

the role of a young actress who literally
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Product Guide
AND DIRECTORS' ANNUAL
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Paramount-Schulberg Deal Renewal Up

SOUTHEAST CIRCUIT EXECS"IN BUYING SCRIMMAGE

Confer on New Wages, Hours Plan for East's Studios

Proposed Pact Discussed by

Mechanics Local and

Pat Casey

Pat Casey, studio labor head, and
local studio executives conferred with
officials of Local 52, studio mechan-
ics, on a proposed new agreement
covering eastern studios that would
raise wages 10 per cent and cut
working hours from 44 to 40 hours
weekly. Studio executives prom-
ised an answer next week.
Present at the meeting were Ca-

sey, Bob Sullivan, head of Biograph
Studios, representatives of the As-
toria and West Coast Service Stu-
dios and John Murphy and Sol Scop-
pa, business agent and president of

Local 52, respectively.

KUSSELL TO BE GALLED

IN PROBE IN BROOKLYN

Milton Kussell, Paramount district

manager covering the New York ter-

ritory, is being called by Leo Hickey,
special assistant U. S. Attorney, for
examining in connection with the A.
H. Schwartz complaint filed with the

(Continued on Page 11)

Ambassador SEC Statement

Lists 1,176,000 Shares

A registration statement covering
1,176,000 shares of $1 par value ca-
pital stock of Ambassador Pictures,
Inc., was filed yesterday with the
SEC in Washington. Of the stock
registered, 600,000 shares will be

(Continued on Page 4)

Officials Now in New York

Setting Up New Year

Film Deals

Leading executives of virtually
every important circuit in the South-
west are at present in New York en-
gaged in what might be described
as a buying scrimmage to cover the
new season's product.

Interest in the situation, especially

as it applies to Texas, has been
aroused by recent acquisition by
United Artists Theater Circuit of a
50 per cent interest in the Robb &
Rowley circuit. Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the 20th Century-Fox
board, heads U. A. Circuit.

Operators currently in New York
( Continued on Page 4)

Samuel Goldwyn's production of "DEAD END" shatters records opening night as thou-

sands stand in rain, Wednesday, opening day, further records fall as Goldwyn's sec-

ond succesive smash hit of the new season plays to more than 15,000 admissions in the

1,900-seat Rivoli Theatre, N. Y—Advt.

Loew's Said Studying Redemption of $6.50 Pfd.

Loew's yesterday was reported as
considering redeeming its $6.50
cumulative preferred stock. It is

understood that there are 136,722

shares outstanding of the 150,000
authorized, callable at 105 and ac-

crued interest on any dividend date
(Continued on Page 12)

Just a Base Canard
Boris Morros yesterday emphatically

denied that his shirt-and-necktie com-
binations, which have attracted indus-
try-wide attention, are in any way de-
signed to make the business Techni-
color-conscious. Boris, who has just ar-
rived after flying over most of Europe,
leaves for the Coast today.

Balaban, Kohn Will Confer Today

On Para.-Schulberg Deal Extension

Warners' National Trade

Showings Attract 20,000

More than 20,000 exhibitors and
representatives of scores of civic,

educational and church organizations
attended Warner Bros.' trade show-
ings held in 31 key cities in this

(Continued on Page 4)

Renewal of the deal under which

Paramount releases productions

made by B. P. Schulberg will be dis-

cussed today when President Barney
Balaban confers with Ralph A. Kohn,
Schulberg associate, in New York.
Under the present arrangement,
which expires shortly, Schulberg was

(Continued on Page 12)

'LOGHLIN WILL

31 KENT DRIVE MEETS

S. R. Kent sales drive meetings in

31 cities in this country will be con-

ducted by Jim O'Loghlin, drive

leader, who leaves New York today
for the Coast with William Clark,

short subjects sales manager for 20th
Century-Fox, and William Kupper.
Clark will accompany O'Loghlin on

(Continued on Page 11)

Trans-Lux Half Year Net

of $177,437 Up $50,415

Earnings of the Trans-Lux Day-
light Screen Corp. for the first six

months of 1937 were $177,437 be-

fore provision for surtax and tax on
undistributed earnings, compared

(Continued on Page 4)

"Dead End" Tops at Rivoli

Three o'clock saw the breaking of

the old-time box-office record at the

Rivoli Theater yesterday as Samuel
Goldwyn's "Dead End" began its New
York run. Total of 6,120 patrons had
passed through the portals by mid-

afternoon of the opening day in com-
parison to 5,900, previous record at-

tendance figure established by the last

Chaplin picture, "Modern Times."
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 263/4 26% 263/4 + 14

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq

Loew's, Inc

do pfd

Paramount

Paramount 1st pfd. . .

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

27/8 2% 2% — Vs

188 187 188 + 114

161 161 161 + %
25 25 25 + 14

83 82'/4 82i/4 %

2314 225/8 225/8 — 3/8

161 161 161 + 31/a

203/4 203/4 203/4 + 1/4

91/2 9 1/8 9 1/8 — Vs
83/4 83/8 83/g — 1/8

367/s 36% 365/s + 1/8

60 60 60—3
147/g 141/2 141/2 — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 100 100
Fara. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . . 1 003/8 10014 1003/8 + i/

8

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 957/8 9514 9514 + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23,4 23,4 234 — 14

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2

Technicolor 30'/2 2914 3014 + %
Trans-Lux 414 414 414
Universal Picts 7 7 7 — 1

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 1034 11%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 9414 95%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 73 Vi 75
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 614s 1st '43 52 Vi 54 1/4

Bans Campaign Newsreels
Enterprise, Ont. — Following the re-

moval of newsreel filming equipment
at a Liberal Party convention here,
Premier Hepburn announced a ban
against election campaign newsreels in

Ontario.

Famous Players Canadian

Meet Closes at Toronto

Toronto—Sessions of the three-day
convention of all Eastern Canada
managers of Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Ltd., closed yesterday
with approximately 185 in attend-
ance from Cape Breton, Nova Sco-
tia, New Brunswick, Quebec and On-
tario. N. L. Nathanson, president;
J. J. Fitzgibbons, director of theater
operations; R. Bolstead, comptroller;
C. Robson, eastern division superin-
tendent; Morris Stein, district man-
ager; Robert Roddick, district man-
ager; Ben Geldsaler in charge of
bookings, and other members of the
head office staff spoke.
The convention, easily the most

successful ever held by Famous
Players theater managers, discussed
booking policies, sound presentation
projection, stage attractions and con-
test problems.

In addition to the annual bonus
checks to managers, which were dis-

tributed at the meeting, Famous
Players Canadian also maintains and
pays the annual premiums on $5,000
life insurance policies.

Following the general meeting the
theater managers and head office

staff, about 250 persons in all, at-

tended an outing at Charlie Mave-
ty's ranch.

Cajo's Four-Month Net
Is Reported at $46,972

Cajo Company, Inc., parent com-
pany of Republic Pictures Corp. and
Republic Productions, Inc., earned
a net income of $46,972 for the four
months ended Apr. 30, 1937, accord-
ing to a prospectus of the Republic
Pictures Corp. of Delaware, which
has acquired the Cajo Co.
The prospectus sets forth that

Hammons & Co., the underwriters,
have entered into a non-binding
agreement to market 600,000 shares
of the company's stock at $6.25 a
share, of which Republic will receive

$5 a share. G. S. Geiger of 1 Wall
Street is mentioned as having in-

terested Hammons & Co. in handling
the financing. Geiger will receive
12,000 shares of the company's stock
and options to purchase additional
shares.

M & P New England Circuit

Signs for All Warner Pix

The entire line-up of Warner
Bros.-First National features plus
Vitaphone shorts and trailers for
1937-38 will play the Mullins and
Pinanski Circuit of theaters in New
England, announces Gradwell L.
Sears, Warners' General Sales Man-
ager.
The deal was closed by Marty Mul-

lins and Sam Pinanski representing
the circuit, and Carl Leserman, Roy
Haines and Ben Kalmenson acting
for the distributors.

ITOA to Meet Wednesday
The ITOA holds a regular meeting

at the Astor Hotel Wednesday.

"Zola" Set to Open in 7

Major Cities as Roadshow

Warners "The Life of Emile Zola"
will open a road show engagement in

seven of the principal cities of the
nation within the next three weeks.
First of these will be Washington,
D. C, where the picture will begin
an engagement at the National The-
ater tonight. On Sunday it will

open in Chicago at the Erlanger The-
ater and in Pittsburgh at the Nixon
Theater. On Monday next the pro-
duction will have its Canadian prem-
iere when it begins an engagement
at the Royal Alexander Theater in

Toronto and on the same date it

will open in Boston at the Colonial
Theater. Sept. 12 is the date set for
the opening in St. Louis at the Amer-
ican Theater and on Sept. 16 the pic-

ture will begin an engagement at
the St. Francis Theater in San Fran-
cisco.

All of these engagements will be
on a two-performance-per-day basis.

Tickets for performances of the New
York engagement, now in its third

week, are now on sale at the Holly-
wood Theater eight weeks ahead.

Indie Film Technicians

To Act on Merger Plan

Independent Film Technicians Un-
ion, organization of laboratory work-
ers not affiliated with either the A
F of L or the CIO will vote tomor-
row on a proposal from the IATSE
that the group merge with Local 669,
IA laboratory workers' union, and
form a new IA chartered organiza-
tion with its own officers. This plan
would end strife between the two
locals.

The Independent Film Technicians
claims to have a majority of the
members in most of the local labora-
tories. Vito Marcantonio is counsel
for the Independent Film Techni-
cians.

Coming and Goinfc 1

Pathe Declares $1.75 Divvy

On $7 Convertible Preferred

At its meeting yesterday the
board of directors of Pathe Film
Corp. declared a regular quarterly
dividend of $1.75 per share on the
$7 convertible preferred stock, pay-
able Oct. 1 next to stockholders of
record on Sept. 23, 1937.

W. W. Watts Dies in Crash
Chicago—W. W. Watts, pioneer

Central Illinois theater owner, was
killed in an automobile collision with
the Illinois Central's Green Diamond
express.

Warners Testing Two
Warners are screen testing Bernie

Cummins, band leader, as well as
Connie Barleau, vocalist with his
ork.

Brandt Taking Selwyn
Harry Brandt circuit is taking

over the Selwyn on 42nd St.

CHARLES REAGAN has gone to Chicago from
New York.

MARION TALLEY of the Sparks Circuit is

in New York from Lakeland, Fla.

LUCIA LASKA has returned to New York
from Hollywood.

WERNER BATESMAN, German actor, arrived
in New York yesterday from Europe on the
Europa.

MISS CHELLE JAN IS, manager of Loew's
Ziegfeld, has returned to New York, follow-
ing an eight weeks' tour of Europe.

HERBERT MARSHALL leaves Hollywood short-
ly for a vacation in Mexico.

ROBERT MIZZY and his wife, the former
LOUISE HOVICK (Gypsy Rose Lee), leave the
Coast in the next few days to journey to
New York by trailer.

RUTH ABBOTT is visiting in Syracuse.

BARBARA STANWYCK heads for Lake Louise,
Canada, from Hollywood this week on an
extended vacation.

EDWARD A. GOLDEN, Monogram's sales
chief, now touring company's mid-west and
southern territories, arrives in New Orleans
today from Dallas.

GENE AUSTIN has arrived in New York from
the Coast and is stopping at the Hotel Edison.

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT, who has been vaca-
tioning in Europe returns next Wednesday
aboaid the De Grasse, bound for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox studios.

BORIS MORROS, who has arrived in New
York from Europe, today leaves for Holly-
wood.

JOHN D. CLARK goes to the Coast next
month from New York.

J. H. MaclNTYRE, Southern district man-
ager for RKO Radio, is in New York City
for a week's stay.

RICHARD HALLIDAY and WILLIAM HAWK-
INS are back in New York following a trip

to the Gaspe Peninsula.

DAVID BERNSTEIN returns to New York
about Sept. 10 from Europe.

Erpi Deal Stands Still

No progress is being made on the
deal through which a combination
of Erpi employes and outside inter-
ests proposed to take over operation
of Erpi's present servicing and parts
supply business, it was learned yes-
terday. Issue as regards unioniza-
tion of sound service men also re-
mains unchanged.
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S. E. CIRCUIT EXECS

TUSSL

(Continued from Page 1)

on film deals include Ed Rowley,

Harold Robb, Bob O'Donnell of In-

terstate; L. C. and R. E. Griffith of

Griffith Amusement Co., and Joe and

Tom Clemmons of the Gordon-Clem-
mons interests.

The Griffiths are understood not

making rapid headway in its film

buys as it is reported, they are in-

sisting upon not making any per-

centage deals. Unlike some of their

powerful competitor circuits, they

have no major company affiliations.

Interstate and the Joe Cooper inter-

ests are allied with Paramount while

Robb & Rowley are, of course, tied

up with the Jos. Schenck interests.

Ambassador SEC Statement

Lists 1,176,000 Shares

(Continued from Page 1)

publicly offered by C. B. Ewart &
Co., Inc., as principal underwriters

when the registration statement be-

comes effective.

Net proceeds from the sale of this

stock, together with proceeds from
distribution agreements to be made
and income expected from pictures

already released, will be used in

connection with financing the com-
pany's 1937-38 program, which calls

for completion of 8 pictures now be-

ing made and production of 36 new
pictures. Any reserve in excess of

expenditures will be for further ex-

pansion in ensuing years.

Ambassador Pictures, Inc. was or-

ganized under Delaware law in early

May, as a consolidation of five film

enterprises initiated by Maurice
Conn and known as Ambassador Pic-

tures, Inc., Conn Pictures Corp.,

Melody Pictures Corporation, Conn
Studios Corp., and Television Pic-

tures, Inc. The company's main of-

fice is in New York and its only sub-

sidiary, Conn Pictures, Inc., is lo-

cated in Hollywood.

Authorized capitalization of the
company consists of 2,000,000 shares

of $1 par value capital stock, of

which 751,000 shares will be out-

standing upon completion of the pro-

posed sale of stock. There is no
preferred stock or bonds.

ABPC Signs Miss Michael

Gertrude Michael has been signed
by Associated British Pictures Corp.
to appear in a film version of the Ar-
nold Bennett book, "The Card." Miss
Michael will go to England next
month to appear in the picture.

Sennerr As Sales Exec.

Mack Senett is re-issuing 30 shorts

which he produced in by-gone years,

some starring Bing Crosby and Donald
Novis. He's handling sales personally

out of New York, minus a field staff,

and says he's learning a lot from this

mail-order type of distribution.

• • • ONE-QUARTER Century in the film biz is a long,
long time in September L. J. (Jack) Schlaifer, western
division manager of United Artists, rounds out that long period
of service so the boys are arranging a "Schlaifer Silver
Jubilee" as a testimonial and will say it with contracts
and dates during a five-week period from Aug. 29 to Oct. 2 . . . .

a feature of the Drive will be a Silver Spurs trophy to
be awarded to the branch in the western division turning in the
largest number of contracts Jack Goldhar and Ben Fish,
district managers under Schlaifer, will conduct the campaign.

• • • A CHAT with a famous British director Al-
fred Hitchcock who is over here for his first American
visit after completing "The Girl Was Young" with Nova Pil-

beam for Gaumont because Mister Hitchcock weighs some-
thing like 270 pounds in his socks and likes his eats . . . the
newspaper lads have been featuring him no end he has been
collecting more publicity than many of the big stars when they
hit the metropolis a very genial and talented gent
he seems perfectly happy to stay in London and produce ....

Hollywood apparently has no lure for him .... here is one
British director who is never out of work . he has been go-
ing steady for years his only vacations being: occasional
jaunts to the continent but even those are tied up with
picture production we were delighted to learn that the
interview had been arranged for us in the Recreation Room
of Leland Heyward's offices . . recalling that there is a
kitchenette attached with a big refrigerator stocked with fine

wines and edibles Mister Hitchcock and your kolyumist
both moved toward this kitchenette as the interview started

it seems we are kindred spirits on such things the
refrigerator had a LOCK on it seeing that Leland is in

Hollywood, we are both trying to figure out how he knew we
would be in his New York office

• • • WAR STUFF yesterday Charles Ford, editor
of the Universal newsreel received a cable from Harold
Dudorf in Tientsin, asking if Ford would care to have him com-
mission a native Chinese cameraman to shoot scenes of the
fighting as the Chinese army battles to oust the Japs from
Peiping Ford wired him to go ahead the scenes will
augment those taken by George Krainukov and Howard Winner
in Shanghai, which are already on the way to the United States

these scenes include the bombing of the Hotel Cathay
during which Krainukov was wounded but continued to grind
his camera and the explosion which wrecked those two
big department stores in Shanghai

• • • AT THE third annual Harvest Moon Ball conducted
by the Daily News in Madison Square Garden the other eve,
RKO Radio participated Harriet Hilliard, Mitzi Green,
Burgess Meredith and Milton Berle were in a box to cheer the
winning dancing teams in the contest RKO is awarding
to the all-round winners a trip to Hollywood where they will
be welcomed by the ace dancing team, Astaire-Rogers

• • • GUEST OF Honor Col. Harry E. Long
Loew's division manager at Cleveland a luncheon at the
Mayfair Casino in celebration of his forty-seventh birthday
the hosts were the staffs of the four Loew theaters of Cleveland
and the Valentine, Toledo

« « « » » »

DATE BOOK^
v

Aug. 27-28: National Screen Pre-Vues and Na-
tional Screen Accessories Conference, Drake

Hotel, Chicago.

Aug. 29: Motion Picture Fathers and Sons Day,

Uplifters Club, Hollywood.

Aug. 30: Warner zone managers' meeting for

northern Ohio, Warner Exchange offices,

Cleveland.

Aug. 30-31 : Rocky Mountain Theater Owners
convention, Denver.

Aug. 31: Rocky Mountain Screen Club picnic,

Cherry Hills Country Club, Denver.

Aug. 31: Chicago B. & K. Employes Associa

tion tourney, White Pine Grove.

Aug. 31 -Sept. 1: Fox Intermountain managers

meeting, Denver.

Aug. 31—Sept. 2: Para.'s Australian conven-

tion, Sydney.

Sept. 6: International Brotherhood of Painters,

Decorators and Paperhangers Convention,

Buffalo.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 22-24: Allied of New Jersey annual con-

vention, Atlantic City.

Oct. 11-14: SMPE fall convention, Hotel Penn-

sylvania, New York.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsyl-

vania convention, Pittsburgh.

Trans-Lux Half Year Net

of $177,437 Up $50,415

(Continued from Page 1)

with $127,022 for the corresponding
period last year, The Film Daily
learned yesterday.
From present indications the com-

pany will earn 60 cents a share on
its common stock this year compared
with slightly over 40 cents a share

in 1936.

Warners' National Trade

Showing Attract 20,000

(Continued from Page 1)

country Monday and Tuesday, ac-

cording to statement by the com-
pany yesterday. In connection with

the exhibitions, those present were
asked to fill out special question-

naires to indicate the type of pic-

tures they prefer, states Gradwell
L. Sears, general sales manager.

Carpentier Quits Ohio ITO
Columbus, O.—William C. Carpen-

tier has resigned as Field Represen-
tative of the Ohio ITO organization.

His successor's name will be an-

nounced within a few weeks.

"Spanish Earth" in Capitol
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Newspapermen and

film critics were guests of the Na-
tional Press Club last night at a

preview of "The Spanish Earth."

"Family Night"
Albany — Frank Ferraro of Glasco,

claims to be the only exhib on record

operating a theater exclusively for his

family and relatives, the 100-seat Fer-

raro.

am
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HERE'S HOW THE
CRITERION THEATRE
OF OKLAHOMA CITY

DOUBLED ITS

USUAL GROSS!
on M-G-M's

opper
NOTE: The best exploitation in years

is being done by "A" theatres on this *

unique attraction.

THANKS TO LIFE MAGAZINE
for the illustrations on this page.

It is permissable to reproduce
them in advertising everywhere.

Read on!



BOX-OFFICE RESULTS!
A telegram to M-G-M

NOW READ
HOW HE DID

WE WERE SOLD ENOUGH ON
TOPPER AFTER SCREENING TO
GIVE IT A TRICK CAMPAIGN BUT

WE NEVER EXPECTED TO OPEN

TO DOUBLE OUR USUAL GROSS

WHICH IS THE RESULT. AUDI-

ENCES ARE DELIGHTED WITH
THE PICTURE AND SO ARE WE.

PAT McGEE
CRITERION, OKLAHOMA CITY

TAKE THESE TIPS ON "TOPPER 7

!

{By Pat McGee, George Henger, Bert Stern of Standard Theatres Corp.)

Full advertising resources

and manpower of the
Standard Theatres Corpora-

tion were placed behind
"TOPPER". After its origi-

nal screening, several meet-

ings were held. It was
decided to sell the picture

as "Funnier than My Man
Godfrey". It was decided to

use trick stuff, new ideas

and any old gags or stunts

apropos to this comedy.

STARTED

ADS 10 DAYS
AHEAD! (Right)

(Above

TESTIMONIAL ON
ALL SCREENS TWO
WEEKS AHEAD!

THURSDAY!

CRITERION
This picture is a sure-fire cure for the blues!
It's a worry-destroyer! You'll go out of the
cool Criterion feeling like painting the town
(if you've got enough strength left after your
laughing spree). And while you'r chuckling,
you'll wondr how it was possible for the camera
to do those tricks! We don't know (the pro-
ducers won't tell!). But we do know that this
is one of he finest all 'round entertainments
we have ever put on our screen—and we're
positive you'll thank us for telling you!

I

fll



TEASER 24-SHEET!
(Below) The first' sheets posted

WHAT
THE

GOES ON
HERf

(Below) Completed board with additions

USED LIFE MAGAZINE BLOW-UPS!
Lobby flash consisted of 40 x 60 display, enlarging spread

from July 26th issue of Life, with caption "THE PICTURE
OF THE WEEK."

What happens when a gay couple

with the help of a timid soul- Shows

the whole town whatg&es on in 1937&

Happiest Hit - Its TOPPER! - and
Here is comedy.

STRIKING ADS ATTRACTED FANS!
(Below is another ad. from extra-space newspaper campaign) TRICK ADS

TEASED "TOPPER /<

QBE, BILL WE
MUJT HAND
OVER OUR
LAURELS
TO TOPPER

y£5, CAROLE,
I A6R££ IT
15 FUNNIER

THAN GODTREy

( THANKS, PAi-5
V THAT'* A BI&
J- COMPJ.IMCNT/

Every day

the folks

read about

it I

<

%awa£/l ik^WUf Wan (hdi^f/
Absolutely the year's tops in fun! The hilarious
story of a pair of silk scanties in a staid banker's
home life. Filmed with a trick camera that makes
your rub your eyes It's as novel as television.

fWKfftW™ M-G-M Comedy with

CONSTANCE BENNETT
GARY GRANT - ROLAND
YOUNG - BILLIE BURKE

JLr 1 vrra<

STARTS
TODAY!

EXTRA SPECIAL ! !

!

"Hollywood Screen Test"
See exactly how the studios start a girl

to fame.

OTHER
IDEAS!

3-SHEET SNIPE! Copy reads. "AFFI-
DAVIT! 'TOPPER' is the funniest pic-

ture in our entire history—CRITERION."
RADIO TWO-WEEK PLUG!
Tied in with local commercials, Inquir-
ing Reporter, etc.

PUBLICITY EVERYWHERE!
Started far in advance to deluge every
type of magazine and newspaper.

SPECIAL PREVIEWS!
Held an invitation preview for critics

and merchants to get special store

tie-ups. Also held a paid preview.

STORE WINDOWS! Constance
Bennett fashions excellent for windows!

MORE ON
NEXT PAGE!



BROADWAY
CROWDS
LOVE •

^ THIS

LOBBY

DISPLAY

AT THE

CAPITOL!

It's a cinch to con-

struct and a great

ticket-seller

!

It is proving to be

one of the most

successful stunts of

the year, in many

theatres!

•

Used throughout

the Loew's and Poli

Circuits, it getscom-

ments from press,

public and results

at the box-office!

f*



#ave uou keatd altout TOPPER?

Hasn't anyone said,"How's your Ectoplasm,

today?" The news has leaked in from Holly-

wood that M-G-M has another 'surprise' hit

on its hands. It's gay, and novel, and giddy!

Three of the screen's biggest fun-writers,

including Eric (My Man Godfrey)

Hatch wrote the dialogue basedupon
Thorne Smith's best -selling novel!

^^3 "A sure smash hit ! Screamingly funny!" said

'vV Louella Parsons, after the Hollywood preview!

What

little

manr •

BENNETT
fa/QMS!

WITH

ROLAND YOUNG
BILLIE BURKE
from Thome Smith's Novel!

Starts

TOMORROW at the

CAPITOL

THESE IDEAS SOLD TICKETS!
TEASER TACK CARDS using catch-lines from "Topper"

national campaign ads placed throughout city. [At right!)

HIDDEN LOUD SPEAKER repeating "Watch your step! I'm

Topper' but don't look now for 'Topper' will be here soon."

"HOW'S YOUR ECTOPLASM?" is a catchline used in ads,

lobbies, etc. that has proved intriguing to the fans.

t^NIATURE PANTIES mailed to business men with catchline.

Easily printed on paper cutouts.

CANDID CAMERA PREVIEW. Prominent people, critics, etc.

caught laughing by candid camera and papers used full

page of photos.

—And Many More Ideas Than We Have Space Fori

d«&i

WW?

Ort YEAH '
1QO

* pair of >iuk f>wriE*
MtOE AHEHPEUEO 6ANKEK

THi HFE or 1*1 B

3EeiC&»YMR.

TOPPER-

ONE OF
THE ADS
FROM THE

CAPITOL'S

BIG SIZE

CAMPAIGN!
It's doing BIG
BUSINESS at

Broadway's

famed de luxe

theatre!

N. Y. REVIEWERS

LAVISH PRAISES!

N. Y. JOURNAL- AMERICAN-
"The year's most novel enter-

tainment ..."

N. Y. DAILY NEWS- "Chalk up

capital entertainment for the

Capitol. Real fun... at high pitch

throughout ..."

N. Y. HERALD-TRIBUNE—"May
all pictures be as enchanting as

this. Seldom does the screen

achieve such humor, imagination

and gayety ... So engaging, merrv

and fanciful, you may be temp-

ted to sit through it a second time

. . . Not only a novelty, but genu-

ine entertainment ..."

N. Y. SUN—"Wildly funny. It

should start a wave of laughter

all along Broadway."

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM—"As
funny as anything seen here-

abouts in a blue moon ..."

N. Y. EVE. POST— "Most unu-

sual picture of the year . . . The
picture is a first-rate job."

OVER PLEASE!



SHOWMANSHIP
GETS A BIG OPENING!

,

and the crowds keep
coming through!

it's fun to exploit!

it's more fun when you count up!**

TOPPER IS DOING SWELL
thanks to the showmen of America!

DTiW
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CPGHLIN WILL RUN

31 KENT DRIVE MEETS

(Continued from Page 1)

his entire trip, which winds up back
in New York Sept. 27.

Following is the schedule of terri-

torial conferences planned, by the
pair, following a visit to San Fran-
cisco: Los Angeles, Sept. 1; San
Francisco, Sept. 2; Portland, Ore.,

Sept. 3; Seattle, Sept. 4; Salt Lake
City, Sept. 7; Denver, Sept. 8; Oma-
ha, Sept. 9; Minneapolis, Sept. 10;
Detroit, Sept. 11; Chicago, Sept. 12;
Indianapolis, Sept. 13; Kansas City,
Sept. 14; Oklahoma City, Sept. 14;
Dallas, Sept. 15; Memphis, Sept. 16;
New Orleans, Sept. 16; Atlanta,
Sept. 17; Charlotte, Sept. 18; Wash-
ington, Sept. 20; Pittsburgh, Sept.
21; Cincinnati, Sept. 22; Cleveland,
Sept. 23; Buffalo, Sept. 23; Albany,
Sept. 24; Boston, Sept. 25; New
York, Sept. 27.

Walsh-Mann Taking Over
Modesto, Calif. Theater

Modesto, Calif.— Morgan Walsh
and George Mann, operators of some
20 houses in Northern California
and Southern Oregon, are to take
over the 1880-seat Strand Theater
here, now being operated by M. L.
Markowitz.
Walsh and Mann already operate

two of the four theaters in this city,

the 700-seat Lyric and 800-seat Prin-
cess, and the deal will give them ef-
fective dominance of the local enter-
tainment picture.

Boake Carter's Movie Debut
Boake Carter, radio commentator,

makes his first screen appearance in

"The Dead March," a Bud Pollard
Production released by Imperial Pic-
tures, which will have its initial New
York run on Broadway during the
National Convention of the American
Legion. The picture has a special
musical score written by Erno Rapee
and played by his orchestra.

Chicago Theater Blaze

Chicago—Joyland Theater, 614
South State St., had a film fire yes-
terday causing several thousand dol-

lars damage.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN iY

THE PRESS

£\ AGENT

George Burns and Gracie Allen have

bought a complete new set of garden

furniture for the patio of their new
Beverly Hills home.

—PARAMOUNT.

Reviews &(• Hew ?iim$
'Bad Guy'

with Bruce Cabot, Virginia Grey

M-G-M 62 Mins.

THRILL DRAMA OF TOUGH GUY AND
HIS ADVENTURES HAS STRONG APPEAL
FOR MALE CUSTOMERS.

This is not a story for the femmes, be-

ing built up with a lot of red meat stuff

to appeal to the male vote. There is a

pretty good love interest worked in, how-
ever. Bruce Cabot is the tough guy who
is headed for the hot seat for bumping off

a gent who cheated him in a card game.

A last-minute witness shows up and his

testimony results in a life sentence. Then
a parole after he saves the lives of some
fellow prisoners as a high tension wire

breaks. Cabot joins his brother, and se-

cures a job along with him as a trouble

shooter repairing high tension wires for

the electric company. The brother, Edward
Norris, is in love with Virginia Grey, and
the released convict starts playing up to

her. Cabot breaks his parole when he

takes a slug at a gent who interfered with

his work on the job, and when a complaint

of assault is lodged with the parole board,

they prepare to send him back to prison.

While they are holding him in the local

jail, he makes his escape with the help

of his brother, but finishes his career as

he tries to escape from the power house

where he went to get his gat. A high

tension wire ends his career. The younger
brother realizes then that he also was
headed for a crime career, and that his

brother's death was the best solution for

all.

Cast: Bruce Cabot, Virginia Grey, Edward
Norris, Jean Chatburn, Cliff Edwards,

Charley Grapewin, Warren Hymer, John
Hamilton, Clay Clement.

Producer, Tom Reed; Director, Edward
Cahn; Authors, J. Robert Bren, Kathleen

Shepard, Hal Long; Screenplay, Earl Fen-
ton, Harry Ruskin; Editor, Ben Lewis; Cam-
eraman, Lester White.

Direction, Strong. Photography, Okay.

Joy Houck La. Circuit

Books Monogram Product

The Joy Houck circuit in Louisiana
has booked the 1937-38 Monogram
product to play in the 23 towns on
their circuit.

A deal also has been closed with
the Rosenblatt & Welt Circuit to
play Monogram product in their the-
aters in Staten Island and New Jer-
sey. Sidney Kulick, member of the
sales staff in Monogram's New York
exchange, arranged the deal.

Bank Night Insurance Plan

Encounters Cleveland Ban

Cleveland, 0. — The Dependable
Pay Plan, a scheme to insure movie
patrons of Bank Night awards when
they are not present at the theater
at the time of the drawing, was or-

dered stopped here by Assistant Po-
lice Prosecutor David C. Meek.

"All Over Town"
With Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson

Republic 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

COMICS HAVE A FIELD DAY WITH
FAST AND FUNNY GAGS AND LAUGH-
ABLE DIALOGUE.

"All Over Town" fills the bill adequately.

Once started, the gags are fast and funny.

An outstanding bit is the Olsen-Johnson

audition at a radio station. The story con-

cerns a couple of out-of-work vaudevillians

with their trained seal who try to put a

show in a haunted theater. The original

thread of the story gets lost somewhat in

its own intricacies, but no one minds as

long as the two comics are in front of the

camera, which is most of the time. Some
of their stuff may be old vaudeville routine,

but it was new to the picture audience.

James Home turned in a good job of direct-

ing. Leonard Fields rates credit as asso-

ciate producer. Jack Townley and Jerome

Chodorov added some funny dialogue in

their screenplay of the Richard English

original story. Franklin Pangborn does a

very funny role as a costume designer.

Cast: Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson, Mary
Howard, Harry Stockwell, Franklin Pang-

born, James Finlayson, Eddie Kane, Stanley

Fields, D'Arcy Corrigan, Lew Kelly, John

Sheehan, Earle Hodgins, Gertrude Astor,

Blanche Payson, Otto Hoffman, Fred Kelsey.

Associate Producer, Leonard Fields; Di-

rector, James Home; Screenplay, Jack

Townley, Jerome Chodorov; Author, Richard

English; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor,

Howard O'Neill.

Mayer-Burstyn Schedule

Eight Imported Releases

Arthur Mayer and Joseph Burstyn
announce eight imported pictures for
release during the first half of the
1937-38 season including:
"The Lower Depths", from the

Maxim Gorki play, produced in

France by Albatros Studios; "Girls'

Club" (Club de Femmes), written
and directed by Jacques Deval, au-
thor of "Tovarich", with an all-

feminine cast of 200, and Danielle
Darrieux, Universal star, in the
lead; "Whirlpool" (Remous), French
picture produced by H. O. Films;
"Shadows of the Past", a sequel to

"The Eternal Mask", produced in

Vienna by Donaufilms; and "War for

Buttons", French satire against war,
played by 400 youngsters and di-

rected by Jacques Daroy; also "Sa-
cred India," with English dialogue.

This Fall, the English version of

the puppet picture, "The New Gul-
liver" will be nationally released and
last season's Swiss film, "The Eter-
nal Mask" has been booked for sev-

eral return engagements.

Name Seltzer Roach P. D.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank Seltzer, for-

merly associated with Pathe, has
been appointed publicity director at

the Hal Roach studios in California.

He will take over the new post on
Sept. 1.

KUSSELL TO BE CALLED

(Continued from Page 1)

Dept. of Justice. Date for his ap-

pearance has not as yet been set.

Other film executives scheduled to

appear before Hickey include Henry
Randal, Paramount New York man-
ager, and Roy Haines, Warner dis-

trict manager.

New Company Will Reopen
Orpheum Theater, Memphis

Memphis, Tenn. — The Orpheum
Theater, dark since June 7, will re-
open in early September as a com-
bined vaudeville-movie house, it is

announced by Chalmers Cullins.
Backer of the project is the Bluff
City Amusement Co., Inc., just in-

corporated by R. G. Kinkle, Hugh
Stanton and Mary M. Phillips as in-

corporators. Kinkle, member of the
Tennessee Legislature, is attorney
for the corporation. A lease has been
arranged with the National Bank of
Commerce, acting as trustee for the
bondholders.

Raven Screen Acquires

Three-Story Building

The Raven Screen Co., manufac-
turer of motion picture screens, has
purchased the three-story building
at 314-316 East 35th St., on a plot
50 by 100, opposite St. Gabriel's
Park. Property is assessed at $58,-
000, and the new owners, it is said,
will spend about half this amount in

altering the premises for their own
use. Sale was made by the West
Park Presbyterian Church, which
had received the property as a be-
quest from Miss Ella von E. Wendel.
Frederick Fox & Co. was the broker.

M-G-M Gets 3 Stories

M-G-M has acquired three more
story properties. "After Dark," La-
dies Home Journal story, "They Seek
a Country," novel by Frances Brett
Young and an Hungarian play, by
Ladislaus Fodor have been bought.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

All of Prague's 105 movie theaters

are wired.
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PARAM'T-SCHULBERG

RENEWAL UP TODAY

(.Continued from Page 1)

to make eight features for the dis-
tributing company.

It had been previously understood
that the Paramount-Schulberg alli-

ance would not be continued.

Producers Negotiate for

Hoffman Dubbing Machine

Several producers have opened ne-
gotiations with the Language Syn-
chronizing Patents Co., New York,
for its patented dubbing machine
for synchronously substituting new
and different languages in the exact
same spots as the original, it was
announced yesterday by company's
spokesman, Michael Hoffman, inven-
tor of the process.

To overcome the difficulties of
some foreign laws, such as France
and a few other countries might
have, that all dubbing must be done
in those countries, it is being ar-
ranged, Hoffman stated, for the ac-

tual process to take place at the
local studios of Language Synchron-
izing Patents Co., and to produce a
motion picture of the completed
process.

This film, it is planned, will then
be shipped to France and screened
there. The French "new" or "ghost"
voices, he said, can then read the
words as they appear on the screen,

and after several i-ehearsals the re-

corder and microphone can go into

action, and voices recorded as the
new language is read aloud. The re-

sult, according to Hoffman, is a new
sound track in exactly the same spot
as the original, thus eliminating sub-
titles, superimposed titles or any
other hindrance to the production.

Process, Hoffman declares, is par-
ticularly advantageous in the case

of color films because of the current
difficulty experienced in superim-
posing titles on color productions.

20th-Fox Closes Three

More Circuit Film Deals

20th Century-Fox has closed 1937-
38 film deals with three more cir-

cuits. They have been made with
Wilby-Kincey, operating in the
south; and the Detroit Cooperative
and George Trendle groups, both in

Michigan.

Albany Contract Signed
Albany — Agreement between

union of exchange employees here
and major companies has finally

been consummated, according to
Howard Secor, Warners head ship-
per and union president. Wage in-

creases were granted by the ex-
changes. Settlement had been in dis-

pute for some time, and negotiations
are still in progress with indepen-
dents and some film carriers.

NEWS of the DAY
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LOEWS STUDYING ?§,

STOCK REDEMPTION?
New Orleans—Exhibitors here

seem to be showing more interest
these days over who set up that
sign on an Algiers lot announcing
a new theater there, than they are
on matters more closely concerning
them. Algiers is separated from
this city by the Mississippi River.
Abe Berenson, who runs a theater
in Gretna, a few miles away, denies
any connection with the movement.

Toronto—After extensive altera-

tions and modernizing, the Fox
Theater, has reopened. It was form-
erly known as the Prince Edward.

Belvidere, N. J.—The new $40,000
Belvidere Theater opened over the
week-end. The house, which seats

500, is one of a circuit operated by
Washington, N. J., Theaters Corp.,

of which Mayor Alvin Sloan of
Washington is head.

Seattle—Shunning any CIO affilia-

tions, the Seattle local of the IATSE
has withdrawn from the Washing-
t o n Commonwealth Federation,
Richard Crist, its president, has an-
nounced.

St. Louis Park, Minn.—Hearing
on the proposal to build a theater
here has been postponed for the sec-

ond time. Originally set for Aug.
4, it was continued to Aug. 18, and
now is to be held Sept. 1.

Allerton, la.—H. S. King has sold
his local theater to J. C. Githens.

San Francisco—Local film opera-
tors face stiff competition this fall

from the legitimate. Both the Geary
and Curran Theaters will be open
from September into February, with
only an occasional dark week, it is

announced.

Oakland, Calif.—Fred Siegel, who
has been operating in the south,
has returned here and will re-open
his Fulton Theater, long dark.

Flora, Ind.—Hadley Hull, form-
erly with Exhibitors Exchange, In-
dianapolis, has been named man-
ager of the Flora Theater here.

New Harmony, Ind.—The Strand,
under the direction of J. N. Allison,
will open today.

Angola, Ind. — The Strand has
:losed.

Minneapolis, Minn.— Mrs. Betty
Paymar, secretary to district man-
ager Moe Levy of 20th Century-
Fox, is resigning Sept. 1.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Rudy Vallee
opens at the Orpheum Theater on
Friday, for a five day engagement.

Lu Verne, la.— F. J. Hastings,
who recently opened the Roxy at
Lu Verne, has now sold the house to

J. W. Moore.

Indianapolis—Keith's Theater will

be opened Sept. 1 by Jack Kane,
with films and vaudeville.

Warner Cleveland House,

Dark 2 Years, to Reopen

Cleveland—Warners' Lake Thea-
ter, closed more than two years, will

re-open Sept. 4 with a first run pic-

ture policy. "Borneo" the last Mar-
tin Johnson picture will be the ini-

tial feature attraction. The Lake is

a downtown house.

Harkins Joining Warners
John Harkins, former dramatic

editor of the New York Herald Tri-

bune, joins the Warner home office

publicity department, announces
Charlie Einfeld, advertising and pub-
licity head.

Vote Strike Continuance
Minneapolis—At a meeting here

this week, 85 Allied members voted
unanimously to continue the play-
date strike against Paramount.

Pax Releases "Tarankova"
Pax Film Co. is releasing "Prin-

cess Tarankova," starring Francoise
Rosay. This is another product from
Nero Film Co. which produced "May-
erling," an outstanding European hit
with Charles Boyer.

Stamm and Midgeley,

Veteran Exhibs., Dead

San Francisco—The deaths were

reported here this week ow two vet-

eran exhibitors of this territory,

William Stamm, operator of the

Campanil Theater, Antioch, and Wil-

liam Midgeley, owner of the Ritz

Theater in Oakland.

Tries Singles in Seattle

Seattle—As against the almost

solid front of double billings in

Seattle, L. O. Lukan, appointed to

manage the new Green Lake The-
ater recently opened here as a de

luxe neighborhood house, has es-

tablished the single feature pro-

gram.

Hitchcock's 2 for GB
Alfred Hitchcock will make two

more films, one starring Nova Pil-
beam, for Gaumont's 1937-38 sea-
son, he announced yesterday. The
first of these, as yet untitled, will be
started in the early Fall.

(Continued from Page 1)

on 30 days' notice. Next dividend
date is Nov. 15.

A spokesman indicated that no ac-

tion will be taken pending return of

David Bernstein to New York Sept.

10 from Europe.

Brooklyn Strand Drops

Band-Stage Show Plan

The Brooklyn Strand is under-
stood to have discarded its plan to

install stage shows, built around
bands. Union trouble is reported to

have caused abandonment of the

idea.

Coral Signed for Shorts

Tito Coral, screen and stage bari-

tone, has been signed for a series of

foreign-language shorts to be made
next month at the Eastern Service
Studios, following which he returns
to Hollywood.

SICK REPORT

St. Louis — Mrs. Stella Riddell
Campbell, pioneer film actress, is

in the City Hospital suffering from
a broken back suffered when she
attempted to escape from a fire in

a rooming house. She leaped from
a second story window to the side-

walk.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Merna Kennedy and

Louise Henry, film actresses, are ill

from colds.

Chicago—Helen Morgan, co-star-

ring with Lou Holtz this week at

the Oriental Theater was taken yes-
terday to Michael Reese Hospital,
seriously ill.

Memphis, Tenn.—Mrs. E. Gary
Hammond, wife of the office man-
ager of Universal Film Exchanges,
is in Baptist Hospital suffering from
a wrenched back received in an
automobile accident.

Omaha.—Suffering a relapse from
an operation performed three weeks
ago, Nicholas Amos Sr., 76, is seri-

ously ill in an Omaha hospital.

Amos, formerly salesman for the
Majestic exchange here, also was
Omaha's first theater operator and
started the first circuit of nickelo-

deons in this territory.

Portland, Me. — Frank C^%-n,
manager of the Opera House,™ Ith,

is ill. The Opera House is an M. &
P. theater.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Jules Michael,
MPTO chairman, has been confined

to his home with a Summer cold.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

WTILLIAM LeBARON, managing
director of production for Para-

mount, is planning to put "Sheik

To Sheik" before the cameras as a

musical. Seena Owen and Grant
Garrett, who wrote "Thrill Of A
Lifetime," are writing the screen-

play and leading parts already have
been assigned to the Yacht Club
Boys, Shirley Ross, Ben Blue, Akim
Tamiroff, Charles Butterworth, Ruf

e

Davis and the recently signed bari-

tone, Ray Middleton.

T T T

Paramount has given contracts to

three dancing show girls and as-

signed them to training work in the
studio stock company. The girls

are Blanca Visher, Virginia Pound
and Dorothy Dayton.

T T

Bertram Millhauser, who wrote
the screenplay of "Ebb Tide," Para-
mount's Technicolor film version of
the Robert Louis Stevenson story
now in production, has been as-
signed to write the script for "Beau
Geste."

Dick Merrill, transatlantic flyer,

who makes his debut as a motion
picture star in Monogram's "Atlantic
Flight," will take part in the Na-
tional Air Races at Cleveland Muni-
cipal Airport on Sept. 3.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 13 5 •

JOSEPH SANTLEY. Director-writer. Born in Salt Lake City. Corse

billed him at the age of three as "America's Greatest Boy Actor,

been in the theater and films ever since as actor, writer, director a

ducer. In 1916, played the male lead in "Betty,"

a musical hit which marked the first American

appearance of the celebrated English actress,

Ivy Sawyer. They were soon married and have

remained a "team" ever since. Entered films

as co-director of the first Marx Brothers' com-
edy, "The Cocoanuts". Later directed a series

of 38 shorts starring Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee,

Ivy Sawyer and other stage notables. Wrote
"The House on 56th Street" and collaborated

on "I Like It That Way." Almost wholly oc-

cupied with his picture activities, has no out-

side hobbies. Member the Lotus and Lambs
Clubs, New York.

• •

Peyton
' Has
nd pro-

Major Pictures has set the title

of the next Mae West picture,

"Every Day's a Holiday." Picture

will probably start production Sept.

7, with Edmund Lowe set for the

lead opposite Miss West. Eddie

Sutherland will direct, Karl Struss

on the camera, screenplay by Mae
West.

» T

Three years ago Universal dis-

covered Lois January. For a year

she was on the Universal lot ac-

quiring experience and poise. Then
she decided that what she needed
most was stage experience. Now
Lois January has come back to Hol-

lywood again, Universal signing her

for the lead opposite its new sing-

ing cowboy, Bob Baker, in "Cour-
age of the West" which Joseph H.
Lewis will direct in Carson City,
Cal. and Jackson's Hole, Idaho.

Just because he was a darned
good basketball player at Fordham,
Horace McMann got himself a job
as an actor yesterday at Univers-
al City. That's what McMann had
been trying to do for some time,
but he had never thought to go and
see Edmund Grainger. On Satur-
day, producer Grainger was walk-
ing through the Hollywood Athletic
Club when he ran smack into Mc-
Mann. They hadn't seen each other
since college days when both of
them were stars on the Fordham
basketball team. So now Horace
McMann is cast for a role in

"Mightier Than the Sword" which
Grainger is producing with Wendy
Barrie, Kent Taylor, Walter Pidgeon
and Dorothea Kent.

T T

Russell Simpson, character play-
er has been added to the cast of
Warners' new Technicolor produc-
tion, "Gold Is Where You Find It."

T T T

Marvin Stephens, 15 - year - old
screen juvenile, has been signed by
20th Century-Fox studios for a fea-
tured role in "Borrowing Trouble,"
newest of the Jones Family serio-
comic adventures, shortly to go be-
fore the cameras. Jed Prouty, Flor-
ence Roberts, Spring Byington, Ken-
neth Howell, George Ernest, June
Carlson and Florence Roberts will
play their usual roles as members
of the family.

Photographers' Association

Holding Chi. Convention

Chicago—The fiftieth annual con-

vention of the Photographers' Ass'n

of America, being held this week at

the Stevens Hotel, has brought here

many persons connected with the

motion picture industry. Among
leading firms which have installed

exhibits at the convention are: East-

man Kodak Co., Agfa, Daylite
Screen, Beattie, Hollywood High-
light Newsreel, General Electric,
Peerless Color Laboratory, Carl
Zeiss Co., Weston Electric Instru-
ment Co., and Mallinckrodt Chem-
ical Co.

Elm Grove House Opens
Elm Grove, W. Va.—The Princess,

greater Wheeling's newest movie
theater opened yesterday.

Those Autograph Hounds
. shield Leslie Howard, police of

1 If Cunard Line herded 300 autograph
nters from the Queen Mary yester-

day. Even so, Howard was pursued
up to the cabin door.

Gaumont British Sets 5

for Sept.-Oct. Release

George W. Weeks, GB General

Sales Manager, announced yester-

day that five new productions have

been set for national release during

the next two months.

September releases will include

"Gangway," latest Jessie Matthews
musical, pre-released at the Roxy
this week; "Dr. Syn," starring

George Arliss; and "Non-Stop New
York," Robert Stevenson production,
starring Anna Lee, and the first on
the new 1937-38 schedule.

In October there will be "The Girl
Was Young," Alfred Hitchcock pro-
duction starring Nova Pilbeam; and
"Look Out For Love," the Herbert
Wilcox picture with Anna Neagle
and Tullio Carminati co-starred.

Menken Flying to China
Arthur Menken, Paramount News

cameraman, left yesterday from San
Francisco aboard the China Clipper
en route China. Menken's arrival
will give Paramount News six men
at the war front, three on each side
of the fighting.

Albany's Warner Club

to Hold Outing Today

Albany. — Warner Club annual
outing again takes place at Luther's
White Sulphur Spring, Lake Sara-
toga, today. Committee in charge
embraces Andy Roy, Strand; Jack
Swarthout, American, Troy; as co-
chairmen, with C. A. Smakwitz, Leo
Rosen, Bob Rosenthal, Sid Sommers,
Al La Flamme, Edward Selette, as
aides. Joe Weinstein is in charge of
athletic program.

Lam Circuit Will Play

RKO's 1937-38 Product

The Lam Amusement Co., operat-
ing 12 theaters in Alabama and Geor-
gia, has contracted to play RKO
Radio's entire 1937-38 product, ac-
cording to an announcement by Jules
Levy, RKO Radio's General Sales
Manager. Deal was closed by H. M.
Lyons, Atlanta Braneh Manager for
RKO.

Pathe Film Corp. Moving
Pathe Film Corp. will move next

week from the RKO Building to
larger quarters on the 35th floor of
the RCA Building.

Providence's RKO-Albee,
Redecorated, to Reopen

Providence—The RKO-Albee will

reopen today. A "preview" of
improvements made during summer
reveals an unusual, effective decora-
tive scheme has been worked out by
Louis Evenson of RKO, in charge of
the work. Scheme uses peach, ivory,
cream and gold in place of the heav-
ier shades formerly on theater's
lobby walls. Heavy drapes and huge
oil paintings formerly in inner lobby
have been crated for shipment to
New York. William Brown again
will be house manager.

Mrs. Geo. Phillips Dead
Syracuse, N. Y. — Mrs. George

Phillips, wife of the owner of the
Schiller Park Theater, died suddenly.

F. & M. "Tests" Singles

St. Louis — Because patrons who
caught a single feature program sand-
wiched in between two duals squawked,
management of the Fox Theater, a

5,000-seater operated by F. & M., con-
cludes that this city is pro-duals, anti-
single. For the single "experiment,"
house merely pulled one of the two
features and plugged the gap with
shorts.
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Republic helps sell for you the pic-

ture it has sold to you with these

full-page ads on Ramon Novarro in

"The Sheik Steps Out", in Photo-

play, Modern Screen, Movie Mirror,

Motion Picture, Screenland, Picture

Play and Screen Guide. Actual com-

bined circulation of two-and-a-half

million picture-goers—and every

last one of them a potential pa-

tron of your theatre. Another

giant stride in the constant for-

ward march of Republic.
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Hammons Talking New Educational-20th Cenf.-Fox Deal

BROADWAY 1ST RUN BlTHITS NEW SUMMER HIGH

Chicago Operatdh^^^$£[per Cent Increase inwages

Reopenings
. also a St. Louis "test"

By CHESTER B. BAHN

AS some more of those interesting signs

o' the times, your attention is in-

vited this Friday morn to the increasing

number of film theaters, long dark, which

are being prepared for reopening.

Of the major circuits, Warners appears

at this writing to be the most active in

this respect, the current week's news gist

in your favorite trade newspaper including

announcements of Warner reopening plans

in Cleveland, 0., New Britain and South

Manchester, the latter both in Connecticut.

In other cities, Chicago, Memphis and

Niles, 0., among them, indie operators are

manifesting similar reopening activity. One

Chicago house, dark for the last decade,

is being placed in condition for a new bid

for patronage.

THE import of all this should be fairly

obvious. But if it isn't, you might note

that these theaters would not be reopen-

ing unless biz prospects for the year were

deemed bright.

The reopenings, too, serve to reflect the

healthy state of the equipment limb of the

industry's family tree. A theater dark for

a period of months, let alone years, is an-

tiquated in these fast-moving times. To

put them again in shape frequently requires

even more than the proverbial pretty

penny.

That's that.

WESTWARD in St. Louis, there's a dis-

position to assert that film-goers there

are duals-minded as the result of an "ex-

periment" conducted by a local theater.

As a long-distance side lines observer,

one is inclined to look askance at the fair-

ness of the "experiment" and to raise the

rfption if. under the circumstances, any

k ti^/ result was to be expected.

Consider: The house first showed two

features, then, for the next show, dropped

one and substituted an array of shorts,

resuming two features subsequently.

Was it exactly strange that late arrivals

for the first show, noting the withdrawal

of the second advertised feature, squawked?

Proposed New Wage Scale

to be Effectuated on

September 1

Chicago—Local movie operators
are asking a 20 per cent increase for

the year starting Sept. 1. A meet-
ing is set for Monday.- Pete Schayne,
Neal Bishop, John Smith will repre-

sent the operators; Morris Leonard,
Aaron Saperstein and Henry Schon-
stadt the theater interests.

NEW ENGLISH STATUTE

HAMPERS WEST. PIX

American distributors, particular-

ly those handling outdoor and West-
ern pictures, are much disturbed over
the Animals section of the Cinemato-
graph Films Act, already passed by
Parliament in England, which im-
poses severe restrictions on the mak-
ing of such productions, it was

(Continued on Page 10)

First 14 Keys Extending

"Artists" Playing Time

Additional playing time has been
given "Artists and Models" in its

first 14 key city engagements,
stated Paramount yesterday via

Neil F. Agnew, vice-president in

charge of distribution.

Picture has been held at the
(Continued on Page 4)

Wood Wouldn't Know!
Asked via wire yesterday concerning

reports that the New York conference
contemplated by Allied to further de-
velop its Paramount playdate strike

had collapsed owing to lack of inter-

est, Pete Wood averred that he was
very, very mystified over the entire

matter. "What New York meeting and
who collapsed?", wired Wood, who had
been reported as engineering the con-
ference.

NAME HARMON HEAD

OF N. Y. HAYS CODE

Francis Harmon has been ap-
pointed to head the Eastern office

of the Hays organization's Produc-
tion Code Administration, working
under supervision of Joseph I. Breen,
who headquarters at the Coast. Har-
mon who just arrived in New York
from Hollywood, where he spent
four months familiarizing himself
with the work with Breen. Vincent
G. Hart continues his present status

in the setup.

40 National Theaters May
Run Shows 1 Night Weekly

Booking of legit attractions and
concerts into about 40 houses one
night a week is being considered by
National Theaters, which regards

the idea, from one angle, as a local

good-will builder, stated Aubrey
(Continued on Page 15)

Big Pictures, Cool Weather
Are Boosting Grosses,

Managers Say

Aided and abetted by product
called outstanding box office attrac-
tion, Broadway first-run houses this
week have experienced the best busi-
ness since early summer, manage-
ments told The Film Daily yester-
day. Cooler weather which accom-
panied rain which has been inter-

mittent since Sunday is a contribut-
ing factor to bigger attendance, they
pointed out.

Among the productions which were
reliably reported to be bringing in

(Continued on Page 4)

LOEW CIRCUIT ADDS

7,000 SEATS ABROAD

E. W. Hammons in Preliminary Talks

On Renewal of Educational-20th Deal

March of Time Gets First

Sino-Japanese War Films

First Sino-Japanese war film to

reach the United States was received

bv the March of Time yesterday.

Photographed by Harrison Forman,
staff cameraman for March of Time

(Continued on Page 15)

E. W. Hammons, Educational pres-
ident, has started preliminary talks
with 20th Century-Fox concerning
extension of the agreement under
which his company releases its short
subjects.

.The current deal, which was made
for five years, expires with end of

the 1937-38 season.

Loew circuit will add more than
7,000 seats abroad through construc-
tion of five more theaters which are
either actually in work at the pres-

ent time or are in the planning stage.

Three of the theaters are slated

for opening in March or April, next
year. They are a 1,500-seat house

(Continued on Page 10)

Carolina Exhibitor Group
Assails Distrib. Policies

Charlotte — Resolutions of con-
demnation of or opposition to cer-

tain distributor practices were
adopted by the Board of Directors
of the Theater Owners Ass'n of the

Carolinas at a lengthy meeting held

here this week.
The directors also planned for the

(Continued on Page 21)

Sax Starts Vita. Sept. 13

Following his return to New York
from a vacation abroad, Sam Sax, head

of Vitaphone studio, plans to re-open

the Brooklyn plant full capacity on
Sept. 13, he stated yesterday. Studio

makes the greater part of Warner's

short subject releases.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

26 26 26 — %
275/s 273/8 273/8 — 5/8

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq

Loew's, Inc

do pfd

Paramount

Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s46...
Loew 6s 41 ww
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 ....

NEW YORK
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Grand National
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

3 27/8 27/8

111/2 HV4 "Vi — Vs

187</2 183 183 — 5

243/4 243/8 243/4 — 1/4

82 803/4 81 Vi — %

22i/
2 213/4 22 — 5/g

203/g 1934 1934 — 1

9% 91/4 95/8 + y2
83/8 81/g 83/g

363/s 353/4 36 — 5/8

61 60 60

143/s 14 141/4 — 1/4

BOND MARKET
98/2 98i/

2
98i/

2

1003/4 1001/2 1003/4 + 3/g

951/2 95% 951/2
—"%

CURB MARKET

2% '2% '2% '.'.'.'.'.

2 2 2
30 285/8 291/j — 5/g

4l/
8 4 41/g

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99
Fox Thea. Bldg. 61/2s 1st '36 10l/

2 1 1 Vi
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 94V4 95 Vi
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 5s '43 72 74
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 'As 1st '43

. . . 52Vi 54 Vi

Position Wanted
SECRETARY. Young, neat appearance. Ten
years motion picture and theatrical ex-
perience. Can attend to all office detail

for busy executive. Will go to Hollywood.

THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway Box 1020 N. Y. C.

Coming and Going
JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE ar-

rive in New York Monday on the Normandie
from abroad.

AL WILKIE may leave New York over the

week-end, heading for the Coast.

WILLIAM BARNETT. vice president of Massce
& Co., Inc., leaves New York next Wednes-
day on the Normandie for a six weeks' visit

to England and the Continent.

HARRY WARD, theatrical manager, has left

New York for Hollywood to establish an office
there.

GLORIA SWANSON is stopping at the Savoy-
Plaza while in New York.

GILBERT MILLER sails for New York today
on the Normandie from England.

CHARLES G. STEWART, general manager for

Rowland Stebbins, arrives today in Hollywood
from New York.

CONWAY TFARLE arrives in New York today
'rom the Coast.

LOUELLA PARSONS and her husband, DR.
HARRY W. MARTIN have arrived in New York
from Europe aboard the Europa, and leave

shortly for the Coast.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, GB general sales man-
ager, on a brief tour of exchanges, arrives

today in Detroit from Chicago. He will also
visit GB offices in St. Louis, Indianapolis and
Pittburgh.

FERNAND GRAVET arrives from France on
Oct. 5 and leaves for Hollywood Oct. 10.

GILBERT MILLER sailed for New York yes-
terday on the Normandie.

LIONEL BARRYMORE is due in New York
next week from the Coast.

JOHN FARROW and MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
'eft New York yesterday for Quebec, preliminary

*o sailing on the Empress of Britain for Lon-
don.

CHARLES KESNICK, M-G-M district man-
ager headquartering in Atlanta, returns South
next week.

JULIA KELLY, secretary to Will H. Hays, has
returned to New York from a vacation at In-

dianapolis and Miami.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN is on board the
Washington en route to Europe for a month's
vacation.

FRANCIS HARMON is back in New York
from the Coast.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK goes to St. Louis
today.

CHARLES L. CASANAVE, vice president and
general manager ot National Screen Accessories,

goes to Chicago today.

DAVID L. LOEW has arrived from the Coast.

BEN HECHT arrives in New York today from
Hollywood.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and MRS. FAIRBANKS
arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood
en route to Europe and are stopping at the
Towers of the Waldorf-Astoria.

ISA MIRANDA. Italian screen star, arrives

in New York next Thursday aboard the Rex
from Genoa.

KEN THOMSON, executive secretary of the
Screen Actors' Guild, arrived yesterday from
Hollywood.

O. HENRY BRIGGS. president of Pathe Film
Corp., left for the Coast last night.

FOCION SOTO, head of Cine Colombia, is

here from Medillen, Colombia.

E. B. DIEL of Lloyds Film Storage, left yes-
terday on the lie de France for a five weeks'
pleasure trip in Europe.

JAMES P. CLARK, of Philadelphia, in town
for three days on business, returns today.

Luncheon for David Loew
to Follow "King" Showing

Joe E. Brown's "Fit for a King"
for RKO Radio release will have a
trade showing at the Astor Theater
Mondav at 11 A.M. David L. Loew
arrived in New York yesterday with
a nrint.

Following the trade show. Ned E.
Depinet will tender a luncheon to

Loew at the Hot^l Astor, with ex-
ecutives of the RKO Radio distribut-

ing: and theater companies in at-

tendance. Among those who will

attend are:

Leo Spitz. Jnles Lew. Cr^sson
Smith, E. L. McEvoy. William Clark.
Harry Michalson. A. H. McCausland.
S. R. McCormick. Rutgers Neilson
A. A. Schuhavt, M. O. Poller. W. -T

McShea, William Mallard, O E.
Youneman. L. J. Rambersrer, Harrv
Oittleson, R. K Hawkin«on, R. D.
Lion, George Muchnic, Roh Wolff.
Major L. E. Thompson, N. -T. Plum-
bers:, L .T. O'Connor, Fred Myers and
Max Fellerman.

Hans Torkelson Dead
Tacoma. Wash.—Hans Torkelson,

77. a pioneer theater operator in

this Puget Sound community, died
recentlv at a Tacoma hospital. He
formerly operated the Lincoln The-
ater on K St. and another show-
house on McKinley Hill. Torkelson,
a bachelor, had retired several years
ago. Three sisters survive him.

Anti-Trust Suit Settlement

Approval Petition Awaited

Petition asking approval of a
nroposed settlement of the Fox
Theaters Corp. million dollar anti-
trust suit against the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., West-
ern Electric and Erpi will be filed

soon after Labor Day, The Film
Daily is advised. Milton C. Weis-
man, receiver for Fox Theaters, re-

turns from a vacation after Labor
Day.

Exchange Union Contracts

to Cost Majors $330,000

Signing of contracts with 24 ex-
change employes unions throughout
the country will increase payrolls of

major companies about $330,000 an-
nually, it was estimated yesterday
by Frank Phelps of Warner Bros.

Contracts remain to be negotiated
with unions in Chicago and Los
Angeles.

"Zola" Big in Resorts

Warners "The Life of Emile Zola"
is packing 'em in at roadshow prices
in its two-a-day engagements in such
resort spots as Asbury Park, Long
Reach and Far Rockaway, home of-
fice said yesterday.

AAAA Board Meets Today
on Thomson GOAA Charge

Board of directors of the Assols^
ated Actors and Artists of America
will meet today to consider the
charge made by Kenneth Thomson,
executive secretary of the Screen
Actors' Guild that the Grand Opera
Artists Association has not properly
organized the field and should there-
fore have its charter revoked.

It is reported that if the charter
were revoked it would be given to
the American Guild of Musical Art-
ists headed by Lawrence Tibbett.

Sam Cocalis Takes Hudson
Site for 700-Seat House

Sam Cocalis closed yesterday for
a site on Warren St., Hudson, N. Y.,

where he will erect a 700-seat the-

ater to be ready for occupancy
around Thanksgiving Day, it was
announced by Monroe Stein, Cocalis
general manager. Walter Reade is

constructing a larger house around
the corner from the Cocalis site.

Because the Cocalis theater will be
smaller than the Reade house, Stein
estimates that it may be completed
first.

Cocalis is negotiating for another
site outside New York City where
he plans to erect a theater, Stein

said.

Wilby Circuit in Deal

for All Warner Product

The Wilby Circuit, with headquar-
ters in Atlanta, has signed for the
entire line-up of Warner Rros.-First
National features as well as Vita-
phone shorts and trailers for the
1937-38 season, G. L. Sears, Warners'
general sales manager, announced
yesterday.
The deal was closed by Robert

Wilby. for the circuit and Carl Leser-
man, Herbert J. Ochs and Fred Jack,
representing Warners.

Local 306-N. Y. Operators

in Contract Parley Monday

Wage increases of 48 per cent in-

cluding restoration of two cuts to-

taling over 30 per cent are being
asked by Local 306 in negotiations
with Loew's. RKO and other local

operators. Next parley on the con-
tract will be held Monday.

A COUNTRY HOME
fOR AN EXECUTIVE

—away from the turmoil of New York, yet

only forty minutes by train or motor, in

Westchester's loveliest suburb, this house, in

exclusive neighborhood, owned and occupied by

well known writer and editor who must go

to California. Might sell furnished with fine

art collection, etc. Nine rooms, 3 large master
bedrooms, 3 baths, showers, extra lavatories.

Stone and oak timber English architecture"

rock garden, grand old trees, tine view ovi»_
looking Scarsdale golf course. Fairly smdv^'
plot, easy to care for. 3 minutes to station"

and stores. Sale price $26,500.00, compared
with original cost, a real bargain. May be

seen by appointment. Tel. Scarsdale 3244,
or address—FILM DAILY.
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THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLI

THEY CAME, THEY SAW, BUT WARNERS CONQUERED the -were
from Missouri" attitude of the 19,347theatremen attending country-

wide Trade Showings, last Monday and Tuesday, with such new-

season films as 'Varsity Show' Dick Powell -Fred Waring musical

behemoth, set for New York Strand opening, September 1st!*

"ALL HANDS ON DECK"orders bring King of Swing, Benny Goodman,
his clarinet and entire band to Warner lot for staroles in 'Hollywood

Hotel', new Dick Powell musical extravaganza, already in actual

production under ace-megaphoning of Director Busby Berkeley

MORE GLORY FOR MUNI'S 'ZOLA' ,s Best Pic-

ture of the Month award, presented to sales-

chief Grad Sears by motion picture editor of

Parents Magazine, while Variety adds to mounting

box-office glory with 'it's a sellout, a real road-

show smash' for N. Y. Hollywood and Warners !°

"I'M SHINING UP A NEW ACADEMY
AWARD," is a cheerful earful for

Bette Davis [left) from Jimmy Starr,

hard-boiled critic of the I. A. Evening

Herald and Express, who rates her per-

formance in Warners' 'That Certain

Woman' 'fine, superb, magnificent'!

THEY'RE FIRST-CLASS DEFEC-

TIVES and first rushes on Warners'

new comedy-thriller, 'Sh! The Octo-

pus,' indicate that star Hugh Herbert

(above) has completely cornered the

mirth market with very able assist-

ance from Allen 'Sherlock' Jenkins!*

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A First National Picture Vitagraph, Inc., Distributon
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BROADWAY FIRST RUN

BIZ HITS NEW HIGH

(Continued from Page 1)

unusually large grosses were "Wal-
ter Wanger's Vogues of 1938" at

the Music Hall, "Dead End" at the

Rivoli, "Life of Emile Zola" at the
Hollywood, and "Souls at Sea" at

the Globe. At the Paramount
"Artists and Models," in its third

week, was reported as continuing

to register heavily at the b. o.

First 14 Keys Extending

"Artists" Playing Time

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount, New York, for four
weeks; Paramount, Newark, for
four weeks; Stanley, Philadelphia,
two weeks; Fox, San Francisco, two
weeks; Paramount, Seattle, two
weeks; Palace, Milwaukee, two
weeks; United States, Paterson, two
weeks; Denham, Denver, two weeks;
Paramount, Los Angeles, two weeks'
Capitol, Worcester, two weeks; Cir-

cle, Indianapolis, two weeks; Ma-
jestic, Houston, two weeks; Allyn,
Hartford, two weeks, and the Para-
mount in New Haven for two weeks.

After a week at the Fox in San
Diego "Artists and Models" moved
over to the Orpheum for a second
week, and at the Minnesota in

Minneapolis the picture opened to

the biggest business of any musical
attraction that has played that the-

ater, said Agnew.

1938 Melody" Staying

Second Week in 5 Spots

Five single week first-run en-
gagements of "Broadway Melody of
1938" have been extended to two
weeks each, according to word from
the M-G-M offices yesterday. The
spots are the State Theater, Louis-
ville, the Palace, Washington, Stan-
ley Theater, Philadelphia, Vendome,
Nashville, while in Pittsburgh the

film is shifted from the Penn to the
Warner. "Broadway Melody of
1938" will reopen the Capitol The-
ater here on Sept. 2.

Best wishes from

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

AUGUST 27

Jack Livingston

Frank Heath
Bert Ennis

Lester Elton
M. S. Bergerman

mmDAILY

• • • EXTRA! Theater Manager turns Columnist
for A Day wouldn't he be a sap to stick at it longer?
while kolyumist C. R. Roseberry of the Knickerbocker

News in Albany was on vacation, Andy Roy, manager of the
Strand in that li'l upstate capital, was chosen as guest columnist
to represent the theaters of the city Andy told some of

the many ups and downs in the life of a theater manager
and he unlimbered two pip stories that every theater man will

appreciate

• • • ONE DAY says Andy a middle aged
lady indignantly sought him out and asked him if he allowed
such goings-on in the theater he went with her to see
what was wrong and found two love-birds living the same
romance that was being shown on the screen both were
trying to occupy the same seat and as Andy sagely re-

marks, if he had to start a campaign to spoil the romance
that the screen has helped to build up in the sweet young
things, he would have a mighty tuff job the theater with
its soft lights and music is the natural rendezvous for lovers.

T T
• • • THEN THERE was the Case of the Guy Who Is a
Friend of the Boss the gentleman approached Andy and
said he was a very close friend of the president of the company
that operated the theater and the boss had told him any
time he was in Albany to drop in and see the show as a guest
of the house so Andy asked the stranger politely when he
had seen the Big Boss last "Oh, only a couple of days ago
I had lunch with him in New York." and Andy, still polite,

says: "Gosh, that must have been a queer sensation."
the stranger sez whaddja mean? Andy sez: "Why, to dine
with a ghost. The boss died two years ago!"

• • • GOING TO TOWN with the rental display
service of National Screen Accessories M-G-M starts the
service for its customers with the announcement in the press-
book on "Big City" the gist of a Swell Service is con-
cisely put in a few words "Heretofore you have had to

BUY these accessories And when your picture engage-
ment was over they weren't worth a dime to you . . Those
days are gone forever Now you merely RENT them from
National Screen Accessories at extremely low rental prices

—

which makes your former Buying Costs seem like downright
extravagance"

v
• • • CABLES received during the past two weeks by
Louis de Rochemont, producer of March of Time give
brief but vivid descriptions of Harrison Forman's experience
while shooting footage of the war stuff in China in Han-
kow he was arrested by Japanese consular police and forced
at pistol-point to surrender film he had taken of the evacuation
of the Japanese Concession when it was threatened by Nation-
alist troops only a portion of the film was confiscated

In Shanghai he was in the Cathay Hotel when it was
bombed he secured complete coverage, starting a few mo-
ments after the explosions occurred Purchasing a camou-
flaged second-hand auto, he became not only the first white man
to run the gauntlet into the Hongkew district to film the 6,000
prisoners released from Wardroad Jail but also secured
an exclusive photographic interview with the commander-in-
chief of the Chinese Shanghai forces, in his secret headquarters
in Chapei

T T
• • • FLY FISHING also fishing for customers for
Metro's "The Firefly" with a clever teaser card on which
is attached a fine imitation of a house-fly on a stickpin

the typewritten statement informs that this is the pest that has
bothered you all summer but now summer is almost over

"and now the only fly around is glittering, gala, gorgeous
even Very Good" "The Firefly" it passes the

Teaser Inspector with the Grade A Mark. . . • Hizzoner May-
or LaGuardia and Police Commissioner Valentine are now full-

fledged movie actors they did their stuff for March of
Time cameras yesterday at the 68th Precinct police station
the commish was made up as a police captain Hizzoner
was just himself
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AMBASSADOR'S

AND TITLES REVEALED

Ambassador Pictures will star a

number of well-known players in its

program of 36 pictures for next sea-

son, including two with Leo Carrillo,

two with Ricardo Cortez, one with

May Robson, one with ZaSu Pitts

two with Wynne Gibson, four musi-
cals with Donald Novis and Grace
Bradley, four pictures with Lyle
Talbot, six with Frankie Darro, six

with Gene Austin and four with Ker
mit Maynard.

The titles include "The General
Hates Fighting" and a Damon Run
yon story "Merrily We Go to Jail,"

starring Leo Carrillo; "The Ghost
Runs Wild" and "Crime Takes a

Holiday" with Ricardo Cortez; "The
Desperate Bride" with ZaSu Pitts;

"Aunt Emmy Paints the Town" by
Harry Hervey with May Robson;
"Jungle Woman" and "Blonde
Slave," two exploitation pictures

based on Rex Beach stories; "Port
of Hunted Men" and "Gold-Coast
Rose," two exploitation pictures

based on Jack London stories with
Molly Lamont, Cyril McLaglen, Kane
Richmond, Jack LaRue, Stepin Fetch-
it, Sally O'Neil, Guinn "Big Boy"
Williams, Lois Lindsay and Robert
Warwick. Also "Blonde Dynamite"
and "Man Hungry" with Wynne Gib-

son; "The Hi-de-ho Parade," "Sing
Brother, Swing Sister," "I'll Marry
the Lady," and "Two in the Moon-
light," musicals starring Donald
Novis, including two with Grace
Bradley; "Beauty Expert," "Case of

the Missing Miss," "Strong Arm
Squad" and "S.O.S. Life Guard,"
starring Lyle Talbot. The six pic-

tures based on Peter B. Kyne stories

in which Frankie Darro will star

are "He Had to Fight," "Boss of

Chinatown," "The Golden Glove

Kid," "Mayor of Rowdy Alley,"

"Son of a Gunman," and "Young and
Reckless." The six with Gene Aus-
tin are "Sing, Texas, Sing," "Rodeo
Knights," "Moonlight on the Range,"
"Dude Ranch Romeo," "Rough Rid-

ing Rhythm" and "Montana Min-
strel." The Kermit Maynard stories

are "Phantom Horseman," "Raw-
hide and Dynamite," "Boss of

Rocky Canyon" and "Singing Six-

Guns."

Officers of the company are Mau-
rice H. Conn, president; Naomi Conn,
vice president and director; Robert

W. Morris, treasurer; Benjamin W.
Solomon, secretary; H. Graham Mor-
ison of the law firm of Miller, Owen,
Otis & Bailey, director.

The underwriters are C. E. Ewart
& Co.

Paramount Carries On
Jim Perkins, Paramount's head man

at Shanghai, yesterday cabled the home
office in New York that he is still

holding the fort in that war-torn cap-

ital and that he hopes for reopening

of theaters within a few weeks. He
described the situation as not entirely

hopeless.
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This time she comes to you in an even

more outstanding story than 'THREE

SMART GIRLS" and surrounded by a

wealth of the screens greatest personalities.

THE NEW UNIVERSAL PRESENTS

EANNA DURBIN

»• LEOPOLD
TOKO WSKI
ADOLPHE MENJOU

LICE BRADY • EUGENE
PALLETTE • MISCHA AUER
BILLY 6ILBERT • ALMI KRUtiER CHRISTIAN RUB

JACK SMART - JED PRIM! - EERALD 0. SMITH

iginal story by Hans Kraly Screen play by Charles Kenyon, Bruce Manning and James Mulhauser

irected by HENRY KOSTER • Assoc. Prod. JOSEPH PASTERNAK

HARLES Ri ROGERS Executive Producer
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To everybody in the New
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Universal studio connected with

the production of IOO MEN

''"A

AND A GIRL, our deepest
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thanks. It's the swellest job

weve ever seen!
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'REMIUM ROUND TABLE

^ N. Y. SEPT, 28-30

Practical as well as theoretical

de of the Premium question will be

>vered at the Atlantic Coast Prem-
im Exposition round table meetings
; the Hotel Astor, Sept. 28-30.

Howard W. Dunk, secretary of the

remium Advertising Association of

merica announced yesterday round
ible sessions will be addressed by:
Prof. Howard T. Hovde, of Whar-
>n School of Finance and Commerce,
niversity of Pennsylvania, Phila-

jlphia, Pa.; Dr. Pauline Beery
!ack, Director of Home Economics
esearch and Professor Textile

hemistry, Pennsylvania State Col-

jge, and Jules Dundes, CBS Sales

romotion Department.
The Children's Symposium, a fea-

ire of the National Premium Expo-
»tion, will be repeated.

I An attendance of over 2000 prem-
.im buyers, sales and advertising

/jency executives is expected.

/tarion Sweepstakes Case

Slated for Trial Sept. 1

Marion, O.—George E. Planck,
lianager of the Palace Theater here,

leaded not guilty when arraigned

I a a charge of operating a game
[? chance in a sweepstakes drawing,
[unicipal Judge William R. Martin
ht Sept. 1 for hearing.
Three employes — Mary Alice

Watts, lone Pearl Srieves and Helen
•onna Groves, charged with selling

Ickets for the theater drawing, also

leaded not guilty and will be given
searings the same day.

The four were arrested when po-

Ice raided the theater recently as

pproximately 1,000 patrons watched
sweepstakes drawing.

' Sweepstakes are off, pending the

Court's decision.

Blumenstock to St. Louis

Mort Blumenstock, advertising

Iianager for Warner Bros., leaves

)day for St. Louis to supervise the
livance campaign for the roadshow
ngagement of the company's "The
ife of Emile Zola", which premieres
It the American Theater there Sept.

2. Blumenstock will be gone about
week or ten days.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

£j prence Rice gained 14 pounds in

t»ra weeks on her banana diet. Twice

a day she ate two bananas, mashed thor-

oughly, topped with cream and a table-

spoon of brown sugar.—M-G-M.

NEWS of the DAY
Binghamton—Tommy Killen, man-

ager of the Strand, has been recalled

to Scranton. Bill Walsh of Wilkes-
Barre, is his successor. Frank Gar-
rison remains as assistant.

Killen was presented a traveling
bag by the employes of the Comer-
ford Theaters at a farewell party
given at the home of Kathryn Min-
colla, cashier of the Riviera.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Jerry Wollaston,
manager of the Victoria Theater,
and his wife have just returned from
a two-week vacation in Canada.

San Francisco—Bruno Veccharel-
li, who recently disposed of his El
Rey Theater in Sebastopol to Dan
Tocchini, is understood to be taking
over the 600-seat Plaza in Healds-
burg from L. Killingsworth. Vec-
charelli will spend several thousand
dollars on new equipment and minor
alterations.

San Francisco—Leonard Woolams,
recently-appointed treasurer of the
New Universal, is vacationing at his

summer home down the San Francis-
co peninsula.

Detroit—G. E. LeVeque, proprie-
tor of the Cinema Service Co., is es-

tablishing the new Vatra Develop-
ment Co. in partnership with John
Morris.

Cleveland, O.—Max Lefkowich,
president of Cummunity Circuit
Theaters and Mrs. Lefkowich and
their two sons, who have been va-
cationing abroad, are expected home
Sept. 10.

New Haven, Conn.—Harry Zeitels,

RKO salesman, returns to his form-
er position as salesman in the New
York RKO office, while William
Canelli, booker, replaces him in New
Haven.

Louisville, Ky.—The old National
Theater will re-open Sept. 15.

New Haven, Ind.—Ken Ross, has
opened the Haven Theater here.

Clarkston, Wash.—New theater is

to be built here at a cost of ap-
proximately $40,000. Plans are in

the hands of Whitehouse & Price of

Spokane. J. N. Haven heads the
group of businessmen building the

new movie house.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Irving Cantor
succeeds Joe Ott, resigned, as as-

sistant to Dave Freeman at the

Eckel Theater.

WEIGH ANTI-PICKETING

WRIT IN HARTFORD

Hartford, Conn.—After a four-
hour legal bout featuring company
union vs A.F. of L. in Superior Court
here, Judge Edwin C. Dickinson re-

served decision.

Seeking restraining action to pre-

vent picketing of its local theater
by the IATSE and the Motion Pic-

ture Operators' Union, the E. M.
Loew's Enterprises, Inc., presented
claims of lost business and a de-

fense of the "Projectionists' Club,"
claimed company union.
The unions claimed that Raymond

E. Pierce, storm center of the dis-

pute, was discharged as an operator,
because he preferred his A F of L
connection to the Projectionists'

Club.
E. M. Loew of Hyde Park, Mass.,

testified that he had signed a con-

tract for his 30 theaters with the
Projectionists' Club, claimed Pierce

was discharged for sub-standard
operating and denied that the or-

ganization he recognizes was a com-
pany union.

Pittsfield, Mass. — The Colonial

Theater, which has been undergoing
renovating and remodelling, will re-

open Oct. 1.

Gunman Escapes with $190
In Syracuse Film Stickup

Syracuse, N. Y.—Police and State

Troopers in this area are searching

for a gunman who robbed Ruth Mill-

stein, cashier at the Riviera Theater,

South Side deluxe nabe, of $190 and

escaped by auto with an accom-

plice.

The holdup men, who police

learned later had driven about the

vicinity more than an hour before

the robbery, struck just a few min-

utes before the first performance

was over and while the sidewalks

near the Riviera were deserted and

Manager Albert Gilbert was at a

drug store half a block away eating

ice cream.

Studios Show Interest

In Three Summer Tryouts

Three plays produced in summer
theaters are attracting Hollywood
interest. They are: "Western Union,
Please," by Frances Goodrich and
Albert Hackett, tried out at Den-
nis, Mass.; "Damn Deborah," pro-
duced by Oscar Serlin at Dennis and
"A Day in the Sun," by Edward
Sammis and Ernest Heyn, which
John Golden is considering as a
Broadway production.

Expect Record Attendance

At N. J. Allied's Parley

Atlantic City — Attendance of

more than 250 independent theater
owners throughout New Jersey is

expected at the annual convention
of the Allied Theater Owners of
New Jersey, here Sept. 22 to 24,

according to President Lee W. New-
bury. Newbury, in making arrange-
ments, stated wide-spread interest

in several new legislative matters
concerning the industry promises to

provide a record registration.

Joris Ivens Considering

Making 2nd Spanish Pix

Joris Ivens, director of "The Span-
ish Earth," now at the Fifty-fifth

St. Playhouse, is considering pro-
duction of a second Spanish film.

Ivens will continue for the next
few months his work for Progressive
Education Association, new engaged
in re-editing major company fea-
tures to make a series of short sub-
jects in the field of "Human Rela-
tions."

A. G. Constant Buys Niles

Film House Dark for Years

Canton, O.—A. G. Constant, pres-

ident of the Interstate Theaters,

Inc., has acquired the McKinley
theater building at Niles, O. The
theater housed in the building has
been dark for several years.

The theater, which has a seating

capacity of 1,000, will be completely
modernized at an approximate cost

of $40,000 and will be ready for

opening about the middle of Octo-

ber.
George A. Delis, district manager

for the Constant-controlled group,

which now numbers 15 houses in

eastern Ohio and the upper Ohio

valley, will personally supervise the

house and will later name a resident

manager, he announced here.

RKO Shorts at Criterion

Edgar Kennedy and Gene Austin

are sharing comedy honors at the

Criterion on Broadway this week, the

former in "Morning Judge" and the

latter in "Trailing Along." Both

subjects are RKO Radio two-reel

comedies which are frequent attrac-

tions at this house.

Kallet Theater Reopens
Syracuse, N. Y.—Kallet's Regent

theater, remodeled and re-equipped,
reopened yesterday. New manager
is Fred Donahue. George H. Ketcham
was the architect for the reconstruc-
tion.

SHOW
MAN'S

REMINDER
Take extra advertising space for your

Labor Day attraction.
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HAMPERS WEST. PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

pointed out yesterday in New York.
The law forbids scenes in which ani-
mals are presumably hurt and pro-
vides for a fine of not more than
$500 for its infraction through dis-
tribution or exhibition.

The act reads as follows:

"1. (1) No person shall exhibit to
the public, or supply to any person
for public exhibition (whether by
him or by another person), any cine-
matograph film (whether produced
in Great Britain or elsewhere) if in
connection with the production of
the film any scene represented in
the film was organized or directed
in such a way as to involve the cruel
infliction of pain or terror on any
animal or the cruel goading of any
animal to fury.

"(2) In any proceedings brought
under this Act in respect of any film,

the court may (without prejudice to

any other mode of proof) infer from
the film as exhibited to the public

or supplied for public exhibition, as

the case may be, that a scene repre-

sented in the film as so exhibited or

supplied was organized or directed

in such a way as to involve the cruel

infliction of pain or terror on an
animal or the cruel goading of an
animal to fury, but (whether the

court draws such an inference or

not) it shall be a defense for the

defendant to prove that he believed,

and had reasonable cause to believe,

that no scene so represented was
so organized or directed.

"(3) Any person contravening the

provisions of this section shall be
liable on summary conviction to a

fine not exceeding one hundred
pounds, or to imprisonment for a

term not exceeding three months or

to both such fine and such imprison-

ment.

"(4) For the purposes of this Act:

(a) a cinematograph film shall be

deemed to be exhibited to the public

when, and only when, it is exhibited

in a place to which for the time be-

ing members of the general public

as such have access, whether on pay-
ment of money or otherwise, and tbe

expression 'public exhibition' shall

"be construed accordingly; and

(b) the expression 'animal' has
the same meaning as in the Protec-
tion of Animals Act, 1911, and the

Protection of Animals (Scotland)

Act, 1912.

"2. (1) This act may be cited as

the Cinematograph Films (Animals)
Act, 1937.

"(2) This act shall not extend to

Northern Ireland."

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

20th -Fox in London, Too
London—The title of the Fox Film

Co., Ltd., in the British Isles will be
changed on Sept. 1 to 20th Century-
Fox Co., Ltd.. thus bringing the British

organization into line with the parent
company in America, it was announced
yesterday.

Mexican Film Notes
Mexico City—i Producciones Al-

fonso Sanchez Tello's "Jalisco nunca
Pierde" ("Jalisco always come out
on Top") just released is one of the
better Mexican productions with a
native background. The pix fea-
tures Jorge Velez, Esperanza Bauer,
a sweet-looking newcomer, Pedro
Armendariz and Carlos ("El Chaf-
lan") Lopez, and it abounds in gay
songs, Mexican "fiestas" and native
"jaripeos" (Mexican rodeos), sure
to please the tourist trade. Chano
Urueta directed the yarn, with mus-
ic authored mainly by Lorenzo Bar-
celata and Pepe Guizar. . . . The
Asociacion Mexicana de Productores
de Peliculas (Mexican Association
of Motion Picture Producers) has
just written to the Secretary of

Finance in the Mexican government
urging him to abolish the existing

tax on the product derived from the
exportation of Mexican-made pic-

tures. . . . Juan Orol Garcia this

week began camera work on the

fifth picture he has produced in the

past two years for his own Aspa
Films. Jose Juan Martinez Casado,
Consuelo Moreno, Isabelita Blanch,
Adria Delhort and Antonio Liceaga
head the cast. The yarn, titled

"Eterna Martir" ("Enduring Mar-
tyr"), is being directed by Orol Gar-
cia who himself wrote the piece. . . .

Shooting has just been completed on
Bustamente and de Fuentes' second
production, "Bajo el Cielo de Mex-
ico" ("Beneath Mexican Skies"),

which Fernando de Fuentes is meg-
aphoning. Vilma Vidal, Roberto
Falcon, an Argentine newcomer,
Carlos ("El Chaflan") Lopez, and
Rosa Castro top the cast.

at the Regent here smashed all rec-
ords for three years and is still go-
ing strong, it is reported.

Manchester Rejects Sun. Pix
Manchester, Ehg.—Exhibitors in

the Manchester area have voted
against showing motion pictures on
Sunday by a majority of 19, or six

per cent of the votes cast.

20,000 New Seats
London—According to recent an-

nouncements new theaters seating
a total of 20,000 will be built in

various parts of the country. As-
sociated, British, Odeon and Union
figure prominently in the circuits

expanding. One theater, in Coven-
try, will cost around $350,000. Ode-
on will erect a $250,000 house in

Doncaster, seating 1,700. Odeon's
new London house, in Leicester
Square, will open in October.

Remake of Silent Mex. Pix
Mexico City — Azteca Films of

Lower California, is releasing a new
version of "El Automovil Gris"
("The Gray Motorcar"), which in

silent days was the biggest money-
maker of the Mexican screen. It is

based on a political scandal of some
twenty years ago. . . . Also released

this week was Adan Zepeda Navar-
ro's second production for his Films
Lux, "La Obligacion de Asesinar"
("Our Duty to Murder"), a yarn
mixing comedy, mystery and ro-

mance and which Antonio Helu au-

thored and directed, with Leopoldo
("El Chato") Ortin, Jose Juan Mar-
tinez Casado, Luis G. Barreiro and
Alicia Ortiz in the cast.

For Tourjansky Exteriors
Paris—Charles Philip will leave

shortly for Mexico where he will

take exteriors for Tourjansky's

picture, "Maximilien." ("Mexican
Adventure.")

"Star" Big in Aukland
Aukland, New Zealand—"A Star

Is Born" in its first three weeks

Uptrend in Irish Films
Dublin—Irish film statistics show

the total number of cinema compa-
nies registered in the Irish Free
State to be 58, with a capitalization

in excess of $6,000,000. This is an
increase of 25 per cent in a little

more than a year. New theater
building in the North of. Ireland
shows an increase of 20 per cent
over last year.

$1,250,000 Leeds Project

Leeds, Eng.—Simon Newman is

the promoter of the scheme for a
building project to combine a busi-

ness block and a motion picture the-

ater on the island site in the Head-
row, here, at a total cost of $1,250,-

000. If the City Council approves,
the proposed 8-story structure will

contain, in addition to the cinema
and offices, an 180-car garage. The-
ater will be a newsreel house with
a seating capacity of 500.

To Confer on Expansion
London—A month after Sam E.

Morris' visit to the Warner studios
at Teddington in September, Jack
L. Warner is expected to arrive for
conferences with Irving Asher on
extension of the Teddington studios.

Enlargement plans have already
been prepared by Asher to take care
of the proposed 16 to 20 Warner
productions to be made there during
the coming year.
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7,000 SEATS ABRC
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(Continued from Page 1)

at Bombay, a 1,700-seater at San
Juan in Porto Rico and a theater
with a capacity of 1,700 at Sao Pau-
lo, Brazil. At Brisbane, Australia,
a house seating 1,400 is scheduled
to open in October, next, and a fifth

theater, with a large capacity, is be
ing planned for Amsterdam.

To Limit Stars' Foreign Pix
Paris—-The French Chamber of

Producers has reached a decision to

employ French actors and scenic de-
signers only if they will agree not
to take part in more than one for-

eign picture a year and during the
same year to take part in at least

one French picture.

Three Industry Questions

On Parliament's Program

London (By Cable)—Parliament,
convening on Oct. 21, following the!

present recess, faces at least three
film industry questions.

The questions, which deal with
the proposed inquiry by the Min-I
ister of Labor into cinema condi-
tions, Sunday opening and educa-
tional films, are as follows:

Alfred Short (Labor, Doncaster)
is to ask the Minister of Labor,
Ernest Brown, what progress has
been made respecting the inquiry
on hours and conditions of employ
ment of cinema employees.

Ernest Thurtle (Labor, Shore-
ditch) is to ask the Secretary of

State for the Home Department
how many polls have been held on

the question of Sunday opening of

cinemas since the passing of the

Sunday Entertainments Act in 1932,

and how many of the polls were in

favor.

The third question is by Capt,

Plugge (Con., Chatham) who will

ask the Parliamentary Secretary to

the Board of Education how many,
and which, schools in Kent are

equipped for instruction by films.

Cine Colombia Building

Two Theaters in Bogota

Cine Colombia is erecting two new
houses in Bogota, Colombia, it was

said yesterday by Focion Soto, head
of the company, who is here to re-

new deals for distribution in Colom
bia of Warner Bros., RKO Radio and

Columbia product.

Soto already has closed with RKO
Radio for 1937-38 product and ex-

pects to close with WB and Colum-
bia before he returns to Colombia in

three weeks.

Business in Colombia is satisfac-

tory, Soto said. Colombia now has

around 70 theaters. Most of the

theaters play single bills. The two

new houses will seat 2,500 and 1,800.

"After You, Gaston
1

'$
Shawinigan Falls, Que. — Roxy and

Auditorium Theaters are alternating

English and French language films; while

one is showing English films, the other
is showing French.
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ARTISTS and

MODELS

That's "ARTISTS and MODELS" Performance!

lhat's PARAMOUNT Performance.'

ARTISTS AND MODELS' does the

biggest third week business in the

history of the New York Paramount

Theatre and Bob Weitman says it

looks like it is going to run forever!



!f er walls needed for

ARTISTS AND MODELS

customers all over the country

4 WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, New

York City. Biggest summer grosses in

history of house.

2 WEEKS. . . Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa. Biggest first week's gross in three years.

2 WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, Seattle.

Biggest first week in two years. Moved

over to Music Hall for third week.

2 WEEKS . . . United States Theatre,

Paterson, N.J. Record-breaking firstweek.

2 WEEKS . . . Denham Theatre, Denver.

First week broke all records.

Fox Theatre, San Diego, Cal. First week

broke all records for pastyear. Moved over

to Orpheum Theatre for second week.

4 WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, Newark,

N. J. First time any picture has played

house for four consecutive weeks.

2 WEEKS . . . Fox Theatre, San Francisco,

Cal. Week's gross in four days.

2 WEEKS . . . Palace Theatre, Milwaukee,

Wis. First holdover in years. Moved to

Strand Theatre for third week.

2 WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, Los

Angeles. First week broke all records

for past year.

2 WEEKS ... Capitol Theatre, Worcester,

Mass. Top grossing picture of year.

Minnesota Theatre, Minneapolis. Opened

to record business ofany musical that has

played house.
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PARAMOUNT'S "SOULS AT SEA,'

in its first popular price run, does the year's big-

gest business at the State Theatre, Portland.

That's PARAMOUNT PERFORMANCE, and that's

the kind of box office performance you can expect

of 'DOUBLE OR NOTHING,' 'ANGEL/' "EBB

TIDE,' "THIS WAY, PLEASE," THE BARRIER,"

HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME," BLOSSOMS

ON BROADWAY"" and other pictures coming from

Paramount in the next three months.

Keep Your Eye on 'SOULS AT SEA"

^£%£ Its business will be sensational!

ilM i
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4 "£MU" from Mottywood "SUAs
i*

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"CDWIN L. MARIN will direct
-^ "The Ugly Duckling" for M-G-M.
His cast will include Fannie Brice,

Allen Jones, Judy Garland, Billie

Burke, Reginald Owen and others.

T T T

C. C. Coleman, Jr., will start the
direction of "Carnival Lady" at
Columbia Aug. 31. It is a circus
murder mystery and its cast will

include Charles Quigley, Rita Hay-
worth, Marc Lawrence and Mar-
jorie Main. Wallace MacDonald of
the Irving Briskin staff will be as-
sociate producer.

T T 1

Mel Shauer will be the producer
on "Sheik To Sheik," at Paramount.
The tentative cast includes the
Yacht Club boys, Ray Middleton,
Shirley Ross, Ben Blue, Akim
Tamiroff, Charles Butterworth and
Rufe Davis. Seena Owen arid

Grant Garrett are writing the
screenplay.

T T

Our Passing Show: Ilona Massey,
Betty Jaynes, Ruby Mercern, Judy
Garland, Charles Igor Gorin, Stan-
ley Morner, Bill Bacher, Efram
Durz, Max Steiner, Nat Shilkret,
Doctor Toch, Arthur Rosenstein at
party given by Nat Finston in honor

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 136 • • •

D G. "BUDDY" DeSYLVA. Producer. Born in New York, but educated
"• across the continent, at Arusa, and Pasadena, Calif., and later at the

University of Southern California. Original ambition was to be a doctor. Start-

ed composing own tunes and writing lyrics to

songs he played on ukelele. Al Jolson bought

his first song and took him East to write more.

Wrote dozens of songs; was libretto writer for

many musical productions. Organized DeSylva,

Brown Cr Henderson Publishing Co. Wrote
"Sonny Boy," which sold more than 5,000,000 cop-

ies. To Hollywood under contract to Fox to

write and produce. Returned to Broadway to

write a show; then back to Hollywood to write

and produce; team dissolved with Brown and
Henderson returning to New York. Later wrote
and produced for Broadway. Returned to Fox,

this time as a full fledged producer; in 1936,

joined Universal. Hobbies: Outdoor sports.

of Mario Chamlee, Charles Kullman
and Ray Middleton.

r T T
"The Patient in Room 18" is now

being cast at Warners. Ann Sher-
idan has been definitely assigned to
the feminine lead, and Vicki Lester,
a most promising newcomer to the
lot, has been given another impor-
tant role, t t t
David Diamond who puts "He

Wanted to Marry," into production

Sept. 2, with Wally Ford in the
leading role, has signed Jack Cheat-
ham, former chief petty officer in

the Navy, as technical adviser for
Grand National's comedy of the ser-

vice.

W T
Cast additions of the day at the

M-G-M studio comprise John Wray
for "Bad Man of Brimstone," Sid-
ney Blackmer for "The Last Gang-
ster," C. Aubrey Smith for "Thor-

oughbreds Don't Cry," and E. E.
Clive for "Live, Love and Learn."

T T T
Donald Meek is deserting Holly-

wood for Lake Arrowhead as a place
of residence and will soon begin
building an all-year-round home on
a half acre of ground on the north
shore of the lake. The house will

be English type, of stucco and tim-

ber and will have nine rooms and
four baths.

t t

John King, who is playing the

romantic lead in B. G. (Buddy) De-
Sylva's picture, "Merry-Go-Round
of 1938," has accepted the invita-

tion of Gov. Frank Merriam to sing

for the State of California. The
Governor invited him to sing the

theme song, "I Love You, Cali-

fornia," in a radio broadcast origin-

ating at Sacramento on Sept. 8. It

will be a special feature of the Cali-

fornia State Fair.

T T T

Preston Foster, film actor chos-

en by Universal to create the role

of Detective Crane in the Crime
Club production "The Westland
Case," yesterday became a real full-

fledged Lieutenant of detectives.

James E. Davis, Chief of Police of
Los Angeles, conferred the rank
upon him after he had taken a
marksmanship test and the oath of

office.

40 National Theaters May
Run Shows 1 Night Weekly

(Continued from Page 1)

Schenck in New York yesterday.
Plan would apply to houses located
in the Rocky Mountain, Mid-West
and Wisconsin areas, he said.

Schenck has contacted United
Booking Offices as regards available
attractions and their routes to see
if they can fit into his requirements.
Concerts would be given when local
groups petition theaters for their
use for this purpose, talent probably
coming from the booking agencies
conducted by NBC, CBS and other
radio outfits.

Picket 5 L. I. Theaters
Local 306 members were locked

out of five Long Island houses of
the Interboro circuit yesterday fol-

lowing breakdown of negotiations
for a contract. The houses involved
are the Laurelton, Laurelton; Little

Neck, Little Neck; Linden and St.

Albans, St. Albans, and the Island,

Hollis. The houses are now being
picketed.

ti\

Signs Vaude Team for Pix

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The team of Candy and

Coco, who have been touring with Gene
Austin in vaudeville, have been signed
by Maurice Conn for a series of six

musical westerns. Team will have the
comedy support to Austin who will be
starred. First picture is slated to go
in October.

NLRB Hearing Adjourned

to Permit Union to Vote

Hearing before the National La-

bor Relations Board yesterday on

charges made by the Independent

Film Technicians Unions against 12

film laboratories in New York and
vicinity was adjourned to permit the
union to vote tonight on a proposi-
tion whereby it would be merged
with the IATSE laboratory workers
local in a union that would have com-
plete autonomy and elect its own of-

ficers.

Whether there will be a further
hearing will depend on action on the
proposed merger. The laboratories
involved are De Luxe, Consolidated,
H. E. R., Ace Lab, Paramount News,
Paramount Pict., Du Art, Du Art
Titling, Mecca, Mercury, Movielab
and Warner Cellulose Products.

Three More Sitdowns
Operators in three New York

houses began sitdown strikes last

night, said Charles Kielhurn, busi-

ness agent for Local 306, who stated
that the houses affected are: the
Progress, 105th Street and Third
Ave., the Municipal at 113th St. and
Madison Ave., and the Stadium at
118th St. and Third Ave.

Kielhurn also said that the opera-
tors at the Cameo, 180th St. and
Third Ave., have been on a sitdown
strike since last Friday.

March of Time Gets First

Sino-Japanese War Films

(Continued from Page 1)

and Life in Shanghai, the initial

shipment of more than 5,000 feet of

exclusive material was flown via Pan
American from Hongkong to San
Francisco and transferred to United

Airlines for New York.

Unusual circumstances accounted

for the film's quick delivery. Its cus-

todian on the flight from Shanghai

was Mrs. Raw S. Murphy, wife of

Dr. James B. Murphy, director of

cancer research for the Rockefeller
Institute. Preparing to evacuate the
war area last week, Mrs. Murphy
made a deal with Forman, promising
to bring the footage to New York
if he would get her passage on a ship
to Hongkong. Forman chartered a
small launch and delivered Mrs.
Murphy and the film aboard a Ger-
man ship after a perilous trip down
the Whangpoo River under heavy
bombing and shelling.

Originally assigned to make a pic-

ture on Tibet for March of Time,
Forman flew back from the interior

at the outbreak of hostilities to look
after his wife and daughter in

Shanghai. Dispatching them to Ma-
nila, he began his war coverage, fly-

ing first to Hankow but returning
to Shanghai in time to film the first

bombing of the International Settle-

ment.

Consolidated Nine Will

Play in League's Finals

Consolidated's nine in the Motion
Picture Baseball League is headed
for the finals as a result of its 8-5

victory over the Skouras team
Wednesday night. Championship
game will be played in a week or

10 days, date to bet set following
the playoff in second division be-

tween Columbia and an opponent as

yet undetermined.

In the game with Skouras, Mc-
Cluskey of Consolidated fanned 15

as against the seven strike outs
credited to Kay. Martin of Skouras
got a home run, but D'Andrea of

Consolidated annexed a three-

bagger and a two-bagger.

Legit. Replaces Films

Montreal, Que.—His Majesty's the-

ater is reopening on Sept. 20, with
a straight legitimate policy replac-

ing British films.

Film Course at Hunter
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Culver City—Eugene Colligan, presi-

dent of Hunter College, announced yes-

terday that a course in motion picture

production will shortly be added to the

regular curriculum of the college. Dr.

Colligan, accompanied by his wife and
son, is at present making an inspection

tour of the Selznick International stu-

dios here.
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& * Reviews of. the Hew films * i)

"Make a Wish"
with Bobby Breen, Basil Rathbone, Billy Lee

RKO-Radio 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BRIGHT AND CHEERY PIX SHOULD
PLEASE MOST MEMBERS OF FAMILY

AUDIENCES.

The newest Bobby Breen opus should

please most members of family audiences.

It has a bright, cheery atmosphere and has

been ably directed by Kurt Neumann. Run-

ning a close second to Bobby is five-year-

old Billy Lee, who scores heavily with lim-

ited material. Basil Rathbone is very

effective in a sympathetic role, while

Marion Claire pleases with her singing.

Donald Meek, as a butler, set on writing

lyrics, is amusing. Ralph Forbes, Henry
Armetta and Herbert Rawlinson are among
the principals. Sol Lesser rates credit as

producer and Edward Gross as associate

producer. "Make -a Wish," the theme
song, is a catchy number, while "Music in

My Heart" is also "infectious." Oscar

Straus wrote the music for the two num-
bers and Paul Webster and Louis Alter the

lyrics. Alter and Webster furnished both

the lyrics and music for "Campfire Dreams."

Hugo Riesenfeld handled the musical direc-

tion, with Abe Meyer as his associate.

Gertrude Berg, Bernard Schubert and Earle

Snell wrote the screenplay, based on Ger-

trude Berg's original story. Bobby is spend-

ing a summer at a boys' camp in "Maine.

He meets Rathbone, a composer, who lives

nearby. Bobby's mother, Marion Claire, and

her fiance, Ralph Forbes, visit the camp,

and Rathbone becomes friendly with her.

Forbes, arrogant, breaks up the friendship

between Rathbone and Marion, and Rath-

bone disappears. The third act of his

operetta is lost, but Bobby and his mother

have remembered the missing songs and

come to the rescue of Producer Charles

Richman. Of course, Rathbone returns and

there is a happy ending for the composer

and Marion.

Cast: Bobby Breen, Basil Rathbone.

Marion Claire, Henry Armetta, Ralph

Forbes, Leon Errol, Billy Lee, Donald Meek,

Herbert Rawlinson, Leonid Kinsky, Fred

Scott, Charles Richman, Richard Tucker,

Johnny Arthur, Barbara Barondess, Dorothy

Appleby, Lillian Harmer, St. Luke's Chor-

isters.

Producer, Sol Lesser; Associate Producer,

Edward Gross; Director, Kurt Neumann;
Author, Gertrude Berg; Screenplay, Ger-

trude Berg, Bernard Schubert, Earle Snell,

William Hurlbut; Comedy Sequences, Al

Boasberg; Cameraman, John Mescall; Musi-

cal Direction, Hugo Riesenfeld; Musical As-

sociate, Abe Meyer; Art Director, Harry

Oliver; Editor, Arthur Hilton; Dance Di-

rector, Larry Ceballos; Music and Lyrics,

Oscar Straus, Paul Webster, Louis Alter.

Direction, Competent. Photography, Good.

Swedish Pix to Open
Cinema de Paris will present

"65,66 och Jag" (65,66 and Me),
Swedish comedy film based on the
comedy play by Axel Frisches, be-
ginning tomorrow.

"White Bondage"
with Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver

Warners 61 Mins.

STRONG MELODRAMA OF SOUTHERN
COTTON TENANT FARMERS AND THEIR
BATTLE FOR A LIVING.

Here is another production in the list of

purposeful films that Warners have turned

out. It tells the story of the trials and

struggles of poor white share croppers pick-

ing cotton on a percentage basis for a

large land owner. Jean Muir plays the

role of the granddaughter of one of the

share croppers. Gordon Oliver has the

part of a man-of-all-work from the north

who gets interested in the problems of the

poor cotton pickers. He is really a news-

paper reporter sent down from up north

to get the lowdown on the share cropper

situation. Oliver discovers the trick where-

by the landowner through his hired thugs

cheats the croppers out of their season's

share by underweighing the cotton. But

the cunning land owner and his men work
out a situation whereby the young man
from the North is made to appear the one

who is helping to sell them out. A lynch-

ing party starts, but Miss Muir steps in

in time to save him, for she has the proof

which backs up her friend's story. The
climax sees the crooked land owner and his

crowd facing crude, justice as the wronged
share croppers finally have the evidence

that forces restoration of the money that

has been taken from them through the

cheating methods. The film is finely acted

throughout, and is highly realistic with a

powerful and human story that holds fine

suspense. Jean Muir is highly competent,

as usual, and Gordon Oliver is pleasing and

convincing as her support.

Cast, Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver, Howard
Phillips, Joseph King, Harry Davenport, Vir-

ginia Brissac, Addison Richards, Cy Kendall,

Milt Kibbee, Gordon Hart, Eddie Anderson,

Bernice Pilot, Trevor Bardette, Vic Potel.

Director, Nick Grinde; Author, Anthony
Coldeway; Screenplay, same; Editor, Frank

Dewar; Cameraman, Lou O'Connell.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Fine.

WB Adds Gravet's Pix

to Technicolor Roster

West Coast Bureau gj THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners may have a

total of at least five Technicolor pro-
ductions for 1937-38, the studio yes-
terday announcing color treatment
for Fernand Gravat's next, "Food for
Scandal". Gravat, who will co-star
with Carole Lombard and Ethel Mer-
man, will arrive in New York from
France on Oct. 5 and will leave for
the Coast five days later.

Previously announced by Warners
as possible Technicolor pix were:
"Gold is Where You Find It", the
Clements Ripley novel; "The Valley
of the Giants", by Peter B. Kyne;
"Adventures of Robin Hood" and
"The Desert Song".

Product Lack Shuts House
Detroit—The RKO Downtown is

expected to remain dark indefinitely
owing to lack of product. House
seats 3,000.

"The Spanish Earth"
Contemporary Historians 56 Mins.

VIVID FILM DEALING WITH THE DE-

FENSE OF MADRID AND ITS ENVIRONS
BY LOYALISTS.

Portraying vividly, and often grippingly,

the defense of 'Madrid by Spain's Loyalist

armies, this film, said to have been photo-

graphed at considerable personal peril to

its makers Joris Ivens, John Ferno and

Ernest Hemingway and quite obviously as

can be readily gleaned from the character

of the sequences, is decidedly worthy of

audience attention, despite the fact that

it is wholly and essentially propagandistic,

but only in the sense that it deals with

one side of a controversial question, namely

the existing civil warfare in Spain result-

ing from the clash over opposing political

tenets, Fascism vs. Democracy. The pro-

duction, first of all, reveals the necessity

of food supply for the government defend-

ers and the non-combatant army of civil-

ians, chiefly women and children, whom
the conflict has encompassed. An irriga-

tion project to the east of Madrid is both

a potential instrument through which food

can be secured, and a symbol, as the pro-

ducers have used it, of the basic right of

man to live and work in peace. To carry

out the irrigation project, and also to

transport supplies in general to Madrid, the

Loyalist forces are shown defending at all

costs a strategic road which, if captured

by the enemy, might terminate the war.

Scenes in the Spanish capital itself are

deeply impressive, revealing the grim de-

termination of the military and civil popula-

tion to keep its assailants at bay. Havoc
wrought to public buildings; the drilling

of recruits; the raking of the city by

artillery and aerial bombs; and the non-

descript uniformed Loyalist soldiers, many
of whom are the rawest of raw recruits,

but fighting spiritedly for the cause at

hand. There are scenes, too, of the dead;

of civilians standing patiently in line for

food which they may never bring home
because of shells from enemy lines sudden-
ly falling about them. Ernest Hemingway's
narration is splendidly delivered, and is

confined to certain sequences where com-
ment is felt necessary. On the whole,

"The Spanish Earth" is the most effective

exposition of fighting yet to come out of

that beleaguered country. Its photography
is consistently good, and frequently of high

artistic merit.

Producer, Joris Ivens; Narration, Ernest

Hemingway; Cameraman, John Ferno; Edi-

tor, Helen Van Dongen.

Ohio's Safety Campaign
Using Paramount's Fi Im

Columbus, O.—Films which dra-
matically portray the hazards of the
highway are part of the educational
safety campaign scheduled for Mari-
on, O., Aug. 30 under the joint spon-
sorship of the Ohio Safety Council
and the Marion Chamber of Com-
merce. Paramount's "Sudden Death,"
with Randolph Scott, Frances Drake,
and Tom Brown, along with two
short subjects, "Hit-and-run-driver,"
and "Safety for Sale" are to be
shown.

"Dance, Charlie,
Dance"

with Stuart Erwin, Jean Muir, Glenda
Farrell, Allen Jenkins

Warners 64- Mins.

FAIR LAUGH SHOW WITH STUART
ERWIN AS THE HICK BOY MAKING
GOOD ON BROADWAY.

Based on the George S. Kaufman stage

play, "Butter and Egg Man," it features

Stuart Erwin as the young man from the

upstate village who comes to Broadway
and gets hooked into a flop show with his

inheritance of twenty grand. Allen Jenkins

and Charles Foy are the producers of the

phony show who take him over as a suck-

er. The play does a nose dive in the

tryout in the sticks. Meanwhile Jean Muir,

working for the phony producers, feels

sorry for Irwin and starts to chaperone him.

But Irwin isn't so dumb. He has figured

out a way to put the show over. He runs

into a hotel man who has a yen for the

producing game. Irwin buys out his part-

ners with the ten grand the new angel

invests. Then they start to go to town

with a revamped show that is hailed by the

New York critics as clever satire. The
pay-off comes when Irwin runs into the

two amazed former show owners who see

a fortune grabbed from their fingers. With

the help of Miss Muir, the hick producer

sells them the show for a hundred grand.

They go back to the hick town as man

and wife without informing the two "wise

guys" that the show is being sued as a

plagiarism, which it really is. Irwin and his

new partner who knows the hotel busi-

ness backwards, invest their dough in the

home town hostelry, and are all set for

life. Irwin keeps registering the laughs

consistently. Glenda Farrell as the wife

of Jenkins is also good for many gurgles.

Jenkins gets over strong with his role of

the smart guy taken by the hick. Jean

Muir lends her sweet charm and whole-

someness to the dizzy Broadway atmos-

phere.

Cast: Stuart Erwin, Jean Muir, Glenda

Farrell, Allen Jenkins, Addison Richards,

Charles Foy, Chester Clute, Mary Treen,

Collette Lyons, Tommy Wonder, Frank

Faylen, Robert Homans, Harvey Clark, Olive

Olson.

Director, Frank McDonaid; Author,

George S. Kaufman; Screenplay, Crane Wil-

bur, William Jacobs; Editor, Frank Magee;

Cameraman, Warren Lynch.

Direction, Fair. Photography, Good

Sunday Stage Shows for

Warners in Steubenville

Steubenville, 0. — Joe Feldman,
Warner Bros, publicity director, has
announced that stage shows will

play the Capitol Theater here every
Sunday this Fall and Winter, be-

cause of the success of the plan
recently tried out on successive

Sundays. The shows, mostly of the
unit type which play the Stanley'

.

Pittsburgh, will instead of layiefy/,

off Sundays in the Steel City, travel"'

here by bus for the Sunday presen-
tation. The units do three and four
a day on Sundays, the troupe re-

turning to Pittsburgh the same
night.

Olid
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UNGLE-HEART FATHOMED AT LAST!

p

Produced by Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson

Dramatically described by Lowell Thomas (with hilarious

interruptions by Prof Lew Lehr). Supervised by Truman

Talley. Continuity by Lew Lehr and Russell Shields.



MARTIN JOHNSON
The pictorial climax of hit

great career that led him
through the dark, mysterious
byways of unknown worlds !

OSA JOHNSON
She shared the perils of the

jungle with her husband to

bring you the thrill of the

undiscovered, the unknown!

1

LOWELL THOMAS
Famed voice of the air and
screen, whose narration of

this fascinating film height-

ens the drama of every
scene

!

THE KIND OF A SHOW
THAT MAKES SHOW-
MEN'S EYES SPARKLE!

From the days of Barnum on, there

has never been anything to com-

pare with a jungle picture for

exploitation! Flashy ads, splashy

lobbies, stunts galore! And when

its thrill, its unusualness, its au-

thenticity, its sheer entertainment

are guaranteed by the names of

Mr. & Mrs. Martin Johnson .....

going to town means going to the

bank in a big way! So let's go! ,

,->

LEW LEHR

I World's "foremost authority

on unnatural history" at his

SStes most uproarious attempting

I to explain the actual won-
ders of this Isle of the Topsy-

turvy!
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C ylina Exhibitor Group

Assails Distrib. Policies

{Continued from Page 1)

observance of the association's 25th

anniversary at a silver jubilee con-

vention at Pinehurst, N. C, Dec.

6 and 7.

Practices specifically mentioned in

resolutions adopted by the directors

included: the enforced purchase of

shorts and newsreels with feature

pictures; so-called national sales

"policies"; weekly payment plan on

features and short subjects in which
theaters must pay whether the films

are used or not; designation of play

dates by the distributors; arbitrary

rule as to number of days features

may run; sales, booking and money
collection drives; score charges; al-

leged unfair methods for advertis-

ing sales; and the withdrawal of

pictures from one season's contracts

to be resold the succeeding year at

higher rentals.

Attending the meeting were the

following: Charles W. Picquet,

Pinehurst, president of the associa-

tion; H. A. Buchanan, Henderson-
ville; Albert Sottile, Charleston,

S. C; H. R. Berry, Hartsville

S. C; W. H. Hendrix, Greensboro;

J. F. Miller, Hickory; S. S. Steven-

son, Henderson; H. F. Kincey, Char-
lotte; Lyle Wilson, Roanoke Rapids;

R. E. Bryant, Rock Hill, S. C; E.

L. Hearn, Albermarle, and F. H.
Beddingfield, Charlotte.

Peg La Centra in Short

Peg La Centra, of radio, has been
signed by Milton Schwarzwald to

star in the musical short in which
he will feature a championship
dance team from the Harvest Moon
Ball held this week in Madison Square
Garden. Production will go under
way on the picture within a few days
at the Biograph Studios in New
York City, where Schwarzwald's Nu-
Atlas organization produces for RKO
Radio release.

SICK REPORT

Newport, Ark. — Guy B. Snow,
manager of the Strand and Capitol
theaters, is undergoing treatment
for an eye infection at the Army
and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs.
He is reported to be improving and
will probably return to Newport to

assume his duties about Sept. 1.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gladys George has

suffered a nervous breakdown.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Virginia Bruce is

fr'T^g ptomaine poisoning on loca-

ti * Jlear Kanab, Utah.

Portland, Ore.—Fred A. Marshall,
RKO Radio's Western public rela-

tions representative, has just been
discharged from St. Vincent's Hos-
pital, and plans a series of meetings
in each Western exchange before
the schools reopen.

Reviews of Hew Tttms
FOREIGN

"Die Schwebende
Jungfrau"

("The Soaring Maiden")
Bruno Zwicker 87 Mins.

GOOD COMEDY AND ACTING OF
SZOEKE SZAKALL SUSTAIN AN OTHER-
WISE WEAK FILM.
Three comics, Szoeke Szakall, Fritz

Schulz and Paul Kemp enliven this comedy,

whose laughs are frequent but whose story

and production technique are below par.

Considering the shallowness of the screen-

play, the humor and situations are quite

unusual in their power to amuse, and Karl

Boese's direction succeeds in sustaining

swift tempo. Foreign film fans will readily

perceive in the film more merit than in

the average farce. Szoeke Szakall is cast

in the role of an old man who has a

habit of prying into the affairs of others,

a tendency which nearly wrecks the mar-

riage of his niece, and continually creates

all sorts of mix-ups and complications.

The picture was filmed in 1931, and it is

a happy circumstance that it was, for

Szakall, a splendid Jewish-Hungarian com-

edian, might otherwise be missing from

the cast, which would deprive the offering

of its best asset.

Cast: Szoeke Szakall, Fritz Schulz, Dina

Gralla, Paul Westermeier, Paul Kemp, Lissi

Arna, Adele Sandrock.

Producer, Max Glass; Director, Karl

Boese; Music by M. Eisemann. Presented

at the 86th Street Garden Theater.

"Zwei Im
Sonnenschein"
("Two in the Sunshine")

Casino Film Exchange 90 Mins.

MILDLY INTEREST ROMANTIC STORY,

OCCASIONALLY HUMOROUS. PHOTOG-
RAPHY EXCELLENT.
With Charlotte Ander and Wera Liessem

essaying the roles of youthful landscape

painters desirous of finding their place in

the sun of their chosen profession, this

light romantic drama, with a dash of com-

edy here and there, is fairly pleasing au-

dience stuff. Much of the humor is de-

rived from the complications arising as

the girls seek success. At the finale

Charlotte Ander is carried away in a boat

by her suitor, Victor de Kowa. The cen-

tral characters mentioned, and the balance

of the supporting cast, are effective inso-

far as the frothy story material permits.

One of the chief charms of the feature

is the photography, which at times, has

the magnificence of a well produced trav-

elogue. Especially is this in evidence in

the vistas of the Bavarian Alps.

Cast: Charltote Ander, Wera Liessem,

Victor de Kowa, Oscar Sabo, Kurt Vesper-

mann.

A T. K. production, directed by Georg
Jacoby. Presented at the 86th Street Casino

Theater.

"Big City" Liked in L. A.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—M-G-M's "Big City"

rocketed to a place among the year's
top releases with a coast preview
at the Uptown Theater, marked by
unrestrained enthusiasm.

"Das Gaesschen Zum
Parodies"

("The Way To Paradise")

American Tobis 75 Mins.

STRONG HUMAN INTEREST STORY
THAT WILL APPEAL WIDELY TO PA-

TRONS OF ALL AGES.

This is a film with a striking appeal to

old and young alike. Full of human inter-

est, it recounts the vicissitudes of a little

boy who dwells on a dead-end street of a

small German town. It is a street that is

infested with mongrel dogs and noisy kids.

Peter Bosse plays the role of the young-

ster whose dog is taken away from him
by the local dog-catcher, a performance
that is touching and magnificent in its emo-
tional elements. Subsequently, young Bosse

is shunted off to an orphanage by his cruel,

hard-shelled uncle, but at the film's cli-

mactic scenes, emerges, and through his

winning ways, completely wins over the

intolerant uncle.

Cast: Hans Moser, Peter Bosse, Mady
Rahl, Willy Schur, Hilde Marow, Schroeder-

Schrom, Zoe Valewska, E. Helmer.

Producer, Tobis; Director, Mac Fric.

Presented at the 86th Street Garden The-
ater.

44 Coast Preview Houses
Equipment Changes Urged

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In an effort to fur-

ther standardize studio and theater
sound, the Academy of- M. P. Arts
and Sciences, through its Research
Council, has submitted recommenda-
tions for standardizing the adjust-
ment of equipment in 44 theaters
used by major studios for previews.
Suggestions have been sent by Will-
iam Koenig, chairman of the coun-
cil, to sound equipment companies
and operators of the houses con-
cerned.

Standardization of preview houses
was recommended after a series of
tests made by the Council's Com-
mittee on Standardization of Thea-
ter Sound Projection Equipment,
membership of which consist of John
Hilliard, chairman, John Aalberg,
Lawrence Aicholtz, Barton Kreuzer,
E. A. McClintock, K. F. Morgan,
Elmer Ranguso, Gordon Sawyer,
William Thayer, Ralph Townsend,
S. J. Twining and Gordon S. Mit-
chell, manager of the Research
Council.

Publix Bamford Takes
RKO 1937-38 Product

North Carolina theaters belong-
ing to Publix Bamford Theaters will
play RKO Radio's entire 1937-38
product, Jules Levy, RKO general
sales manager announced yesterday.
Responsible for the deal are Cres-
son E. Smith, Western and Southern
sales manager; J. H. Maclntyre,
Southern district manager; and R. C.
Price, branch manager stationed at
Charlotte, N. C.

Gen'l Outdoor Advertising

Nets $589,180 in Quarter

Profit of $589,180 after depreci-
ation, interest, amortization, etc.,

but with no mention of taxes, is an-
nounced by General Outdoor Adver-
tising Co., Inc., for the quarter end-
ing June 30 last. This compares
with loss of $256,606 in preceding
quarter and profit of $358,300 in

June quarter of previous year. For
six months ended June 30, last, profit

was $332,574 after above deductions,

comparing with profit of $101,366 in

first half of 1936.

St. Louis Municipal Group

Formed to Support Legit.

St. Louis, Mo.—Headed by Mayor
Bernard F. Dickman and former
Mayor Henry W. Kiel, President of

the Municipal Opera Association, a

group of 12 men representing vari-

ous organizations has launched a

movement to make St. Louis a dom-
inant theatrical center. Thev have
formed the Playgoers of St. Louis

to underwrite a guaranteed attend-

ance for a Fall and Winter theatri-

cal season of 25 weeks to operate

along similar lines to the Muni-

pal Opera Association which annu-
ally sponsors twelve weeks of shows
at the Municipal Theater in Forest
Park each Summer. An effort will
be made to obtain several'thousands
of members for the new organiza-
tion, each to subscribe for two or
more theater seats annually.

Williamstown Institute

Will See Two Pictures

"This Thing Called Tolerance" and
'China's Gift to the West" will have
their premiere showings at the 1937
Williamstown Institute of Human
Relations, which will be held at Will-
iams College in Massachusetts from
Aug. 30 through September 3 under
the auspices of the National Con-
ference of Jews and Christians.
Former deals with the importance

of tolerance among people of all

faiths, and the latter with the far-
reaching influence of different cul-
tures upon the world's civilization.

Two Petition SEC
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Action was taken

yesterday on two film company state-
ments now pending before the SEC
when Cinecolor Inc. filed an amend-
ment to its registration statement to
defer the effective date for another
20 days.
SEC also announced request for

withdrawal of statement of Holly-
wood Famous Pictures Inc. has been
filed by the picture company.

Chesbrough Plans House
Cincinnati—W. C. Chesbrough is

planning a new theater, at Drexel
and Main Sts., Columbus, with 900
seats. F. W. Rowland's new theater,
Miller and Main Sts., is to be called
"The Main," and will open, tenta-
tively, Thanksgiving Day.



A Calendar o$ Feature Jldeases
(

An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since April 2, 1937, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates after titles are distributor

release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.

:

Born (Rep.) .

Johnny Mack

Release Date

6-21-37
Brown, Iris

Title

A Lawman is

FD. 6-28-37;
Meredith

Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The (UA)
Tommy Kelly, Ted Limes, E. Patterson.

W. Brennan 9-17-37
Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic) . .6-24-37
FD: 6-29-37: Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.

African Holiday (Pearson )

Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th-Fox) .10-29-37
Eddie Cantor, Louise Hovick

All Over Town (Rep.)
FD: 8-26-37; Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson

Angel (Para.) 10-1-37
Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall

Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37: Jane Withers, Robert Kent

Annapolis Salute (RKO) In Prod.
FD: 8-17-37; James Ellison, Marsha Hunt

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) ... 6-26-37
FD: 6-18-37; Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Anything for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-
mond

Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox, Judith Bar-

rett

Artists and Models (Para.) 8-12-37
FD: 8-5-37; Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as Married (Universal) 6-9-37
FD: 5-20-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan

Atlantic Flight (Mono.) 8-25-37
Dick Merrill

Back in Circulation (FN) 9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Backstage (GB) 4-15-37
FD: 8-12-37; Anna Neagle, Arthur Tracy.

Tillie Losch
Bad Guy (M-G-M) 8-20-37
FD: 8-26-37; Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray

Bad Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set

Dick Foran
Bank Alarm (GN) 6-26-37
FD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37; Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37; Harry Baur, Arnie Ducaux

Behind the Headlines (RKO) 5-14-37
FD: 6-3-37: Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behind the Mike (U) 9-26-37
Judith Barrett, John King

Behold the Bridegroom (RKO) . .

B. Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall
Between Two Women (M-G-M) . .

FD: 6-29-37, Franchot Tone,
O'Sullivan

Big City (M-G-M)
Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer

Big Shot, The (RKO) 7-23-37
FD: 7-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Cora Wither-

spoon
Big Show, The (Rep.)
FD: 6-24-37: Gene Autry. Kay Hughes

Black Aces (Universal) 9-5-37
FD: 8-25-37; Buck Jones, Kay Linaker

Blazing Barriers (Mono.) 7-14-3J
Frank ("Jr.") Coghlan, Florine McKin-
ney

Blazing Sixes (W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkls

Blonde Trouble (Para.) 8-6-37

FD: 8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny
Downs

Boothill Brigade (Rep.) 8-2-37

FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 10-8-37

Smith Ballew
Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37

Ken Maynard
Border Cafe (RKO) 6-4-37

Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida
Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37

FD. 6-27-37; Rochelle Hudson, Brian
Donlevy

Borneo (20th-Fox) 9-10-37

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
Bride Wore Red. The (M-G-M) 9-24-37

Crawford-Tone. -Robert Young
Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) .

8-13-37

FD: 8-17-37; Eleanor Powell, Robert
Taylor

Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37

FD; 1-15-37; Dolly Haas. Emlyn Williams
Buckaroo (Para)

Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt
Bulldog Drummond at Bay (Rep.) . . .8-31-37

FD: 7-23-37; John Lodge, Dorothy
Mackaill

Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Para.)
9-24-37

John Howard. Louise Campbell
By the Dawn's Early Light (RKO) In prod.

Joan Bennett, Fred Stone

. .In Prod.

7-9-37
Maureen

.9-24-37

Title Release Date

(20th-Fox) 5-7-37
L. Young, T. Power, A.

7-16-37
Marjorie

Cafe Metropole
FD: 4-29-37:

Menjou
Californians, The (20th-Fox)

FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez
Weaver

California Straight Ahead (Univ.) ... .5-2-37
FD: 4-16-37: John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Call It a Day (W.B.) 4-17-37
FD: 3-6-37; Olivia de Havilland, Ian

Hunter
Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-25-37
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore
Carnival Queen (U) 10-3-37

Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox
Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)

6-6-37
FD: 8-10-37; Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)
6-21-37

Warner Oland. Katherine De Mille
Charlie Chan on Broadway (20th-Fox)

10-22-37
Warner Oland, Keye Luke

Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37
Lucille Page, Lew Parker

Confession (Warner Bros.) 8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37; Kay Francis, Ian Hunter

Come On, Cowboy ! (Republic) 6-24-37
FD.: 6-21-37: R. Livingstone. R. Corri-

gan. M. Terhune
Conquest (M-G-M) 10-1-37

Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer
Convention in Cuba (RKO) In Prod.

Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner
Criminals of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith
Damaged Goods (GN) 6-15-37

FD: 6-24-37; Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry
Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.

Frftd Asttiirti

Dance. Charlie, Dance (W. B.) 8-14-37

FD: 8-27-37: Stuart Erwin, Glenda
Farrell

Danger—Love at Work (20th-Fox) .10-15-37

Simone Simon, Jack Haley
Danger, Men Working (Paramount) In Prod.
Lew Ayres, Mary Carlisle

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.) 8-1-37

Don Terry, Rosalind Keith
Dangerous Holiday (Rep.) 6-31-37

FD: 6-25-37: Ra Hould, Hedda Hopper
Dark Journey (UA) 7-2-37

FD: 8-24-37; Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh
David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .6-14-37

Will Rogers, Louise Dresser
Dawn to Dusk (Advance) 9-16-37

Margaret Morris, Bill Edwards
Day at the Races, A (M-G-M) 6-11-37

FD: 6-16-37; Marx Bros., Allan Jones,

Maureen O'Sullivan
Dead End (UA) 8-27-37

FD: 8-3-37; Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea
Dead March (Imp.)
FD: 8-19-37; Solo Doudauz, Al Rigoli

Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-25-37

FD: 7-20-37; Bichard Dix, Joan Perry

Devil's Saddle Legion, The (WB) .. .8-14-37

Dick Foran, Anne Nagel
Dr. Syn (GB) In Prod.

George Arliss

Don't Pull Your Punches (Warner Bros.)
Not Set

Barton McLane, June Travis
Doomed at Sundown (Rep.) 7-7-37

Bob Steele, Lorraine Hayes
Double or Nothing (Para.) 9-17-37

FD: 8-16-37; Bing Crosby, Martha Raye
Double Wedding (M-G-M ) 10-15-37

William Powell, Myrna Loy
Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 6-16-37

Jean Muir. Barton MacLane
Dreaming Lips (U. A.) 6-28-37

FD: 6-20-37; Elisabeth Bergner, Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)

FD- 6-15-37: Tom Keene, Edna Lawrence
Easy Going (RKO) 7-9-37

Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey

Easy Living (Para.) 7-16-37

FD: 7-7-37; Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold

Ebb-Tide (Para.) In Prod.

Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer, Ray
Milland

Elephant Boy (U. A.) 4-23-37

FD: 4-6-37; Sabu. Walter Hudd
Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) ... .7-2-37

FD: 6-29-37: Lusie Rainer, William
Powell

Empty Holsters (F.N.) 7-10-37

Dick Foran. Patricia Walthall

Title Release Date

(M-G-M) 7-9-37

Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

6-30-37

Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion Davies, Robert

Montgomery
Exclusive (Para.) 7-30-37
FD: 7-22-37; Fred MacMurray, Frances

Farmer
Federal Bullets (Mono.) 9-23-37
Fifty Roads to Town (20th-Fox) .. .4-16-37
FD: 3-29-37; Don Ameche, Ann Sothern

Fifty-Second Street (UA) 9-30-37
Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson

Fight to a Finish (Col.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-1-37: Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Firefly. The (M-G-M)
Jeanette MaeDonuld, Allan Jones

Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37
FD: 7-12-37; Glenda Farrell, Barton

Footloose Heiress (WB) 8-21-37
Ann Sheridan, Craig Reynolds

Forever Yours (G. N.) 6-15-37
FD: 6-8-37: Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) 7-2-37

Larry Crabbe, June M artel

Frame Up. The (Columbia) 6-1-37
FD: 8-12 37; Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Fury and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37: William Gargan. Molly
Lamont

Galloping Dynamite (Ambassador)
FD: 7-8-37: Kermit Maynard

Gambling With Soula (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin. Robert Frazer

Gangway ( GB )

FD: 8-18-37; Jessie Matthews, Barry
Mackay

General Hospital
Franchot Tone,

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger. The (Col)....
Bob Allen. Barbara Weeks

Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
FD: 6-23-37; Charles Quigley. Jacqueline

Wells
Girl from Scotland Yard (Para.) 4-2-39

FD: 6-4-37: Karen Morley. Robert Bald-

win
Girl Said No, The (G. N.) 9-3-37
FD: 5-21-37; Irene Hervey, Robert Arm

strong
Girl Was Young, The (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney

Go Getter, The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37; George Brent, Anita Louise

Gold Racket. The (G.N.) 4-10-37
FD: 4-24-37; Conrad Nagel. Eleanor Hunt

Goldwyu Follies, The (UA) 12-25-37
Adolphe Menjou, Phil Baker

Good Earth, The (M-G-M) 8-6-37

FD: 2-3-37: Paul Muni, Louise Rainer
Good Old Soak (M-G-M) 4-30-37

FD: 4-20-37; Wallace Beery. Janet Bee-
cher

Government Agent (G. N.) 5-29-37
Conrad Nagel. Eleanor Hunt

Great Gambini, The (Para.) 6-25-37

FD: 6-7-37; Akim Tamiroff, Marian Marsh
Great Hospital Mystery (RKO) 6-14-37

FD: 7-21-37; Jane Darwell. Sally Blane,

Thomas Beck
Guardians of the Air (Col.) 4-30-37

Charles Quigley. Rosalind Keith
Guns in the Dark (Rep.) 4-14-37
FD: 5-13-37: Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37

FD: 5-18-37; Bob Steel. Louise Stanley
Guusmoke Ranch (Rep.) 6-5-37

The Three Mesquiteers, Julia Thayer
Handy Andy (20th-Fox) (Reissue) . .8-13-37

Will Rogers, Peggy Wood
Hell Divers (M-G-M: reissue) 6-4-37

Wallace Beery
Here's Flash Casey (GN) 9-10-37

Eric Linden, Boots Mallory
Heroes of the Alamo (Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37; Earl Hodgins, Ruth Findlay

Hideaway (RKO) 8-13-37

FD: 7-23-37; Fred Stone, Emma Dunn
Hideout in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37

Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell
High, Wide and Handsome (Para.) . .Not Set

FD: 7-22-37; Irene Dunne, Randolph Scott

Hills of Old Wyoming (Para.) 4-16-37

FD: 4-13-37: William Boyd, Gail Sheridan

History Is Made at Night (U. A.)... 4-2-37

FD: 3-8-37: Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur
Hit Parade. The (Republic) 4-26-37

FD: 4-3-37; Frances Langford. Phil

Regan
Hittin* the Trail (G. N.) 4-3-37

Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh
Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 5-28-37

FD: 4-4-37; Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

it

W
f:

FDTitle Release Dat

Hoopier Schoolboy, The (Mono.) ... .7-7-3
FD: 6-29-37: Mickey Rooney, Anne Nape

Hopalong Rides Again (Para.) 8-20-3
FD: 8-17-37; William Boyd. Lois Wilde

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-3
FD: 6-15-37; Leo Carrillo. Mary Carlisi

Hurricane. The (UA) 11-1-3
Dorothy Lamour. Jon Hall

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-3
FD: 6-29-37; John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-3V,
FD: 5-24-37: Claudette Colbert. MelvyJ'ii

Douglas "

I Promise to Pay (Columbia) 4-21-3'fj
FD: 2-18-37; Chester Morris, Helen Macfe

Leo Carrillo
Idol of the Crowds (U) 10-10-3

John Wayne, Sheila Bromley
I'll Never Forget (M-G-M) 10-1-3
Internes Can't Take Money (Para.) . .4-9-3
FD: 4-12-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Joel Mc

Crea
Island Captives (Prin.) 7-22-3'C t

FD: 7-29-37; Eddie Nugent, Joan Barcla:
It Could Happen to You (Rep.) ... .6-28-31
FD: 8-18-37; Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds

It Happened in Hollywood (Col.) 9-7-3'

Richard Dix, Fay Wray
It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .6-7-3

FD: 6-8-37: Paul Kelly, Judith Allen
It's All Yours (Col.) 9-5-3'

FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis
Lederer

It's Love I'm After (FN)
FD: 7-30-37; Leslie Howard, Bette Davie

Jim Hanvey, Detective (Rep.) 4-6 3'

Guy Kibbee, Lucie Kaye
Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)

6-18-3
FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane

Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th-Fox)
10-24-3

Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane
Juggernaut (G. N.) 4 30-3'

FD: 5-6-37: Boris Karloff
Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-3'

FD: 4-4-37; Edw. G. Robinson, Bett
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .6-8-3'

FD: 5-11-37: Capt. Wallace Casewell
King of Gamblers (Para.) 4-23-3

FD: 4-16-37; Claire Trevor. Lloyd Nolai
King of the Sierras (GN) 10-1-31

Rex and Sheik (trained horses
King Solomon's Mines (GB) 8-26-3';

FD: 7-2-37; C. Hardwick, R. Young, P
Robeson

Kliou, the Killer (DuWorld)
FD: 8-23-37; All native cast

The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37; G. B. Shaw, John Drink

Knight Without Armor (N. A.) 7-23-3',

FD: 7-9-37: Marlene Dietrich, Robert
Donat

Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) 7-23-37
FD: 6-2-37; Michael Whalen, Gloria Stu

Lady Fights Back, The (U) 9-19-31

Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey
Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) 10-8-37

Maurice Mosccvitch, Germaine Aussey,
Peter Lorre

Last Train from Madrid (Para.) . . . .6-11-31

FD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour, Gilbert Rnlaml
Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) 6-4-3

Richard Arlen
Law for Tombstone (U) 10-10-31

Buck Jones, Muriel Evans
League of Frightened Men (Col

Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly
Left Handed Law (Universal)...
Buck Jones. Noel Francis

Legion of Missing Men (Mono.) .... 8-4-37

Ralph Forbes. Ben Alexander
Let Them Live (Universal) 4-26-3

FD: 6-4-37; Judith Barrett, John Howard
Life Begins in College (20th-Fox) .. .10-1-37

Ritz Brothers, Phyllis Brooks
Life of Emile Zola, The (WB) 10-2-37

FD: 7-2-37: Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard
Life of the Party (RKO) In Prod
FD: 8-24-37; Gene Raymond, JUrriet

Hilliard
Little Buckaroo (F. N.)

Dick Foran, Jane Bryan
Live. Love and Learn (M-G-M) ... 10-29-37

Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell

Look Out for Love (GB)
Anna Nagle, Tullio Carminati

London by Night (M-G-M) 7-30-37

FD: 7-20-37; George Murphy, Rita John-
son

Lost Horizon (Columbia)
FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman. Jane Wyatt
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e from a Stranger (U. A.) ... .6-14-37

FD: 4-21-37; Anne Harding:. Basil Rath-
bone

live in a Bung-alow (Universal) .. .6-27-37

(FD: 7-7-37; Kent Taylor. Nan Grey
>ve Under Fire (20th-Fox) 8-20-37

|FD: 8-16-37; Loretta Young, Don
Ameche

()ves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13-37

FD: 7-30-37; Bruce Cabot. Beatrice
Roberts

juck of Roaring Camp (Mono.) ... 8-18-37

I Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury
[adame X (M-G-M) 10-22-37
Gladys George, Warren William
ake a Wish (RKO Radio) 8-27-37

FD: 8-27-37; Bobby Breen, B. Rathbone,
I M. Claire

Lake Way for Tomorrow (Para.) . .4-30-37

FD: 4-27-37: Victor Moore, Fay Banister

an in Blue (Universal) 6-30-37

I
Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey
an in the Mirror (G. N.) 4-24-37

! E. E. Horton. Genevieve Tobin
an Who Found Himself (RKO) ... .4-2-37

FD: 3-4-37; John Beal. Joan Fontaine
an Who Cried Wolf (U) 8-29-37

FD: 8-19-37; Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed,
Tom Brown

Manhattan Melodrama (M-G-M) reissue
8-2-37

Gable-Loy-Powell
arked Woman (F. N.) 4-10-37
FD: 2-26-37; Bette Davis, Humphrey Bo-

arded Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37

FD: 7-26-37; Robert Young, Florence
Rice

arried Lady (20th Fox) 4-30-37

Gloria Stuart. Michael Whalen
tarry the Girl (WB) 7-31-37

FD: 7-13-37: Mary Boland, F. McHugh,
H. Herbert

[eet the Boy Friend (Rep.) 7-6-37

FD: 7-19-37; Carol Hughes, David Carlyle

Leet the Missus (RKO) 6-11-37
Victor Moore. Helen Broderick
:elody for Two (Warner Bros) . . . .5-1-37

FD: 1-12-37: James Melton. Patricia Ellis

:elody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37; Fred Scott, Louise Small

!en in Exile (Warner Bros.) 4-3-37

I FD: 5-6-37; Dick Purcell. June Travis
[terry-Go-Round of 1938 (U) 10-24-37
Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr

flexiean Quarter (RKO) 6-4-37

; Harry Carey. John Beal. Armida
fichael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
' FD: 5-6-37; Wynne Gibson, Warren Hull
Cidnight Madonna (Para.) 7-2-37

1 FD: 6-8-37; Warren William, Mady Cor-
rell

Hdnight Taxi (20th Fox) 4-2-37
FD: 4-5-37; Brian Donlevy, Alan Dine-

hart, Frances Drake
file a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37; William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
[otor Madness (Columbia) 4-5-37
FD: 4-4-37; Rosalind Keith, Allen Brook

fountain Justice (Warner Bros.) .. .4-24-37
FD: 5-14-37; Josephine Hutchinson,

George Brent
fountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37
FD: 6-14-37: Bob Burns. Martha Raye

fr. Dodd Takes the Air (WB) 8-21-37
FD: 7-29-37; Kenny Baker, Gertrude

Michael
lusic for Madame (RKO) In Prod.
Nino Martini. Joan Fontaine

ly Dear Miss Aldrich (M-G-M) ... .9-17-37
Edna May Oliver, Walter Pidgeon

ly Wife (M-G-M) 9-3-37
Josephine Hutchinson, George Murphy

dystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN)
8-6-37

FD: 7-30-37; Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
laughty Marietta (M-G-M) reissue. .8-6-37

Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald
lavy Blues (Republic) 4-19-37
FD: 3-29-37; Dick Purcell. Mary Brian

few Faces of 1937 (RKO) 7-2-37
FD: 0-29-37: Milton Berle, Joe Penner.

Harriet Hilliard
light Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37: Boris Karloff, Polly Rowles

light Must Fall (M-G-M ) 4-23-37
FD: 4-22-37: Robert Montgomery. Rosa-

lind Russell
Sligh* ftf Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37
R t\ Karns, Ruth Coleman

lobe 1 F Baby (M-G-M) 4-23-37
FD : "2-2-37 : Patsy Kelly, Lyda Roberti

4on-Stop New York (GB)
Anna Lee, John Loder

forth of the Rio Grande (Para.) .6-28-37
FD: 6-22-37; Wm. Boyd, Bernadene

Hayes

Title Release Date

Nothing Sacred (UA) 10-19-37
Carole Lombard, Fredric March

Oh I Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37
FD: 4-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden
On Again—Off Again (RKO) 7-9-37

FD: 7-12-37; Wheeler & Woolsey
On Such a Night (Para.) 8-27-37

FD: 8-16-37; Karen Morley. Alan Mow-
bray

One Hundred Men and a Girl (U) . .9-12-37

Deanna Durbin, A. Menjou, M. Auer
One Mile from Heaven (20th-Fox> . .8-13-37
FD: 7-20-37; Claire Trevor, Douglas Fow-

ley
Outcasts of Poker Flat (RKO) 4-16-37
FD: 3-16-37: Preston Foster

Outer Gate (Mono.) 8-14-37
Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker

Outlaws of the Orient (Col) 8-20-37

Jack Holt, Mae Clarke
Over the Goal (Warner Bros.) . . . .In Prod.

William Hopper, Doris Weston
Paradise Isle (Mono.) 7-28-37

FD: 7-7-37; Movita, Warren Hull
Parnell (M-G-M-) 6-4-37

FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy
Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.) .Not set

FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey
Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37

FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly. Jack Haley
Prairie Thunder (FN) 9-11-37

Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy
Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) ... .5-8-37

FD: 4-8-37; Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA) 8-20-37

R. Colman. M. Carroll, D. Fairbanks, Jr.

Public Wedding (Warners) 7-10-37

Jane Wyman, William Hopper
Radio City Revels (RKO) In Prod.
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Victor Moore

Range Defenders (Rep.) 6-30-37

FD: 7-9-37; Three Mesquiteers, Eleanor
Stewart

Rangers Step In, The (Col.) 8-8-37

Bob Allen, Eleanor Stewart
Reckless Ranger (Col.) 5-30-37

Bob Allen. Louise Small
Red Lights Ahead ( Chesterfield )... In Prod.
Red Mill, The (M-G-M) In Prod.

Allan Jones. Delia Lind
Red Rope. The (Rep) 7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

Renfrew of the Royal Mounted (GN) 9-17-37
Jimmy Newill

Reported Missing (U) 8-15-37

Jean Rogers
Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.) 6-14-37

FD: 6-18-37: Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull

Riders of the Dawn (Mono.) 9-9-37

FD: 8-17-37; Jack Randall
Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37

Tex Ritter
Riding on Air (RKO) 6-18-37

FD- 6-28-37: Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice

River of Unrest, The (GB)
FD: 8-18-37; John Loder, Antoinette Cel-

lier

Road Back, The (Universal) 8-1-37

FD: 6-18-37: John King, Barbara Read
Road Show (M-G-M) In Prod.

J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.

Roberti
Roaring Timber (Col.) 7-4-37

FD: 8-21-37; Jack Holt, Grace Bradley
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M) 4-16-37

FD: 7-16-36; Norma Shearer. Leslie How-
ard

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .5-12-37

FD: 5-1-37: Gene Autry, Armida
Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37

William Boyd, Muriel Evans
Saint in New York (RKO) In Prod.

Barbara Stanwyck. Eduardo Ciannelli

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) 8-7-37

FD: 8-6-37; Pat O'Brien, Humphrey
Bogart

Saratoga (M-G-M) 7-23-37

FD: 7-19-37; Jean Harlow, Clark Gable
Sea Racketeers (Rep.)
FD: 8-20-37; Weldon Heyburn, Warren

Hymer
Serenade on the Seine (RKO) In Prod.

Ann Sothern. Smith Ballew
Shadow Strikes, The (GN) 7-9-37

FD: 7-9-37: Rod La Rocque. Lynn Anders
Shadows of the Orient (Mono.) 8-18-37

Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston
Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37

FD: 4-30-37: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

She Asked for It (Para.) 9-10-37

Wm. Gargan, O. Heyward, V. Osbourne
She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.) 8-2-37

Ramon Novarro. Lola Lane

Title Release Date Title Release Date

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
FD: 7-23-37; Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) 8-20-37
John Trent, Ann Dvorak

She Sang for Her Supper (RKO) . .In Prod.
Anne Shirley

Sheik Steps Out, The (Rep.) 9-6-37
FD: 7-29-37: Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) 6-9-37
Frances Williams. Billy Reed

Silent Barriers (GB) 4-29-37
FD: 3-26-37: Richard Arlen, Lilli Palmer

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) 6-25-37
FD: 6-22-37; Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing. Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 5-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-37
Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Slave Ship (20th-Fox) 7-2-37
FD: 6-17-37; Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.

Allen
Slim (F. N.) 6-12-37
FD: 5-11-37: Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,

Margaret Lindsay
Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37

Stuart Erwin, Joyce Compton
Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Soldier and the Lady (RKO) 4-9-37
FD: 2-19-37: Anton Walbrook, Margot

Grahame. Reviewed as "Michael Stro-
goff"

Song of the City (M-G-M) 4-2-37
FD: 5-6-37; Margaret Lindsay. Jeffrey

Dean
Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.) 9-10-37

G. Michael. B. Borland, S. Storme
Souls at Sea (Para.) 9-3-37
FD: 8-10-37; Gary Cooper, George Raft,

Frances Dee
Spanish Earth (Cont. Historians)
FD: 8-27-37

Speed to Spare (Columbia) 4-20-37
FD: 6-14-37; Charles Quigley, Dorothy

Wilson
Squadron "B" (Advance) 11-1-37

Bill Edwards. Margaret Morris
Stage Door (RKO) In Prod.

Katharine Hepburn. Ginger Rogers. B.
Meredith

Stampede (Col.) 6-8-37
FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret, Finis

Barton
Star Is Born. A (United Artists) 4-30-37
FD: 4-23-37: Fredric March, Janet Gaynor

Stella Dallas (UA) 8-6-37
FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John

Boles
Step Lively, Jeeves (20th-Fox) 4-9-37

FD: 4-5-37; Arthur Treacher. Patricia
Ellis

Super Sleuth (RKO) 7-16-37
FD: 7-13-37: Jack Oakie, Ann Sothern

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-18-37
FD: 6-18-37; Eric Linden. Cecilia Parker

Take the Heir (RKO, 7-23-37
Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37
FD: 8-21-37; Donald Woods, Jeanne Mad-

den
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 5-18-37; Ricardo Cortez. Sally Eilers
Telephone Operator (Mono.) 9-30-37
Tenth Man. The (G. B.) 5-15-37

John Lodge, Antoinette Cellier

That Certain Woman (WB) 9-18-37
FD: 8-2-37; Bette Davis, Henry Fonda

That I May Live (20th Cent.-Fox) . .4-30-37
FD: 5-11-37; Rochelle Hudson, Robert

Kent
That Man's Here Again (First Nat'l) .4-17-37

FD: 5-11-37: Mary Maguire, Hugh Her-
bert

That's My Story (U) 10-31-37
Claudia Morgan, William Lundigan

There Goes My Girl (RKO) 5-21-37
FD: 5-29-37: Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 6-14-37
FD: 5-17-37: F. Tone, S. Tracy, Gladys

George
They Won't Forget (W.B.) 7-14-37
FD: 6-14-37: Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Thin Ice (20th-Fox) 9-3-37
FD: 8-24-36; Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .8-27-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre, Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 5-7-37

FD: 4-4-37: Whitty, Evans, Stone
Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-37

FD: 8-3-37; Weldon Weyburn, Inez
Courtney

This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 6-28-37
FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert

Taylor

This is My Wife (M-G-M) In Prod.
Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards

Three Legionnaires, The (G. P.)
FD: 3-20-37: Robert Armstrong, Fifl

D'Orsay
Thunder in the City (Columbia) ... .4-25-37
FD: 4-27-37: Edward G. Robinson, Luli

Deste
Timberesque (Syndicate)
FD: 7-8-37: Barry Norton

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) .. .7-30-37
FD: 7-13-37; Edward Arnold. Frances

Farmer
Too Many Wives (RKO) 4-9-37

FD: 4-7-37; John Morley, Barbara Pepper
Top of the Town (Universal) 4-18-37
FD: 3-27-37: Doris Nolan, George Murphy

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
FD: 7-12-37; Constance Bennett; Cary

Grant
Tough to Handle (Conn.)

Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond
Trailing Trouble (GN) 8-27-37

Ken Maynard
Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37

FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor
Whitney

Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37
Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks

Two-Gun Law (Col.) 4-7-37
Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford

Two Who Dared (G. N.) 5-8-37
FD: 7-12-37; Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Two of Us, The (GB) 7-10-37
Jack Hulbert

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .6-21-37
FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt, Annabella.
Raymond Massey

Varsity Show (WB) 9-4-37
FD: 8-16-37; Dick Powell, Priscilla and

Rose Marie Lane
Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) .. 6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37; James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Victoria the Great (RKO) In Prod.
Anton Walbrook, Anna Neagle

Vivacious Lady (RKO) In Prod.
Ginger Rogers, James Stewart

Wake Up and Live (20th-Fox) 4-27-37
FD: 4-10-37; Walter Winchell. Ben Ber-

nie, Alice Faye
Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN) . .9-24-37

George Houston
Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)

7-30-37
FD: 8-7-37; Joan Bennett, Warner Baxter

Wee Winnie Winkie (20th-Fox) ... .7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37; Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

Westbound Limited (Universal) ... .7-11-37
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles

Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-27-37
Smith Bellew

What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot. Wendy Barrie
When Love Is Young (Universal) .. .4-4-37
FD: 4-19-37; Virginia Bruce. Kent Taylor

When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.) ... .6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Valerie Hobson
Where There's a Will (GB) 7-26-37

Will Hay
White Bondage ( W. B.) 6-19-37

FD: 8-27-37; Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver
Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)

10-17-37
Loretta Young, W. Baxter, V. Bruce

Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers, Walter Bren-

nan
Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37
FD: 0-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,

Louise Campbell
Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37

FD: 6-14-37; Scott Colton, Jean Rogers
Windjammer (RKO) 8-6-37

George O'Brien, Constance Worth
Wine, Women and Horses (WB) 9-11-37
Ann Sheridan, Barton MacLane

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37
FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.) 5-7-37
FD: 4-27-37; Miriam Hopkins, Joel

McCrea
Women Men Marry, The (M-G-M) . . .9-10-37
Woman I Love, The (RKO) 4-15-37
FD: 4-16-37; Paul Muni. Miriam Hopkins

You Can't Beat Love (RKO) 6-26-37
FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster, Joan

Fontaine
You Can't Buy Luck (RKO)
FD: 5-17-37; Onslow Stevens. Helen Mack

You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)
8-6-37

FD: 7-28-37; Alice Faye, Ritz Brothers,
Don Ameche

Young Man's Fancy, A (U) In Prod.
George Murphy, Alice Faye

Yodelin' Kid from Pine Ridge (Rep.)
6-14-37

Gene Autry. Betty Bronson
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Roxy to
//i i/yU Product in Addition to 20th

UNIT CLAIMS PARA. BUYING RIGHT FOR YO_ HOUSES

See Loew Continued First-Runs Squawk Blocking Deal

Protection of State Reported

Obstacle to Criterion

Move
Reason for reported failure of the

deal under which Paramount would

become a partner in the Criterion,

Broadway first run operated by B.

S. Moss and Harry Charnas, is un-

derstood to be objection of Loew's

to the plan.

Opposition is reported principally

aimed at the phase of the arrange-

ment under which the theater would

play continued first runs, shifted

from the New York Paramount. This
(Continued on Page 7)

NORTHWEST B. 0. BIZ

UP 6 P. G. OVER 1936

Seattle—A seven months' tally of

box office biz in Washington and
Oregon, as completed by Frank L.

Newman, Sr., head of Evergreen
State Amusement and the Cascade
Theaters, operating leading first-

runs in the two states, shows that

from the first of the year through
July, net paid admissions went to a

new high record, with a 6 per cent
(Continued on Page 7)

"Letty Lynton" Profits

Appeal Up on Sept. 25

Hearing was set yesterday in Fed-

eral Court for Sept. 25 before the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on

the appeal of the Moredall Realty

Co., operators of the Capitol The-
ater on Broadway, from the lower
court decision ordering an account-

(Continued on Page 7)

Those Titles Again
Irvington, N. J.—Add to the list of

marquee mirth-.provokers the current

listing on the Sanford Theater:
"They Won't Forget."

"She Had To Eat."

Quintuplet Features at 15 Cents in Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires (By cable)—And now it's quintuplet features!
Policy has been introduced here by the Metropolitan theater which gets 60 cents

admish. Sixty cents is Argentine money, worth about 15 cents in U. S. exchange. In

other words, local moviegoers can see five pix at three cents per film.

Local paper editorially urges "severe measures" to stop the practice called "ruinous"
to the industry here.

SEES MORE SENSITIVE

TELE CAMERA NEARING

"Developments now under way in
England and Germany as well as
in America promise a television
camera 10 times more sensitive to
light than any now in use," accord-
ing to Dr. P. C. Goldmark, CBS's
chief television engineer, just re-
turned from a 5-week inspection
tour of tele labs, in England, France
and Germany.
Such developments, according to

(Continued on Page 7)

"Name" Band Policy Clicks

at B & K Chicago Theater

Chicago—Balaban & Katz will

continue the band policy at the Chi-
cago Theater with Jack Denny com-
ing in next week and Eddie Duchin
returning on Sept. 10. "Name" bands
are bringing in the business for this

ace circuit house with the August
attendance reaching the half million
mark.

SCHENCK, SGHAEFER

WILL BE EXAMINED

Counsel for the ITOA is planning
to call President Nicholas M. Schenck
of Loew's and George J. Schaefer,
now general manager of United Art-
ists and formerly general manager
of Paramount, for examination be-

fore trial in its New York State Su-
preme Court case charging the Loew
circuit with playing pictures on a
five-and-two-day-week basis. Associ-
ation contends that film buys made
by independent runs in connection
with the 1936-37 season took into

consideration the Loew circuit New
York houses' practice of running
pictures four and three days.

H. M. Warner to Lecture

on Pix for N.Y.U. Course

Registration for the first term of

the new motion picture course to be
given by the School of Education,
New York University, is announced

(Continued on Page 7)

Roxy Deal Gives De Luxer First Call

On "W'Film In Addition to 20th-Fox

Para. Detroit Trade Show
and Luncheon on Tuesday

Detroit—Paramount will hold a

trade screening of several fall re-

leases Tuesday, at the Cinema The-
ater.

Films to be shown include "Souls
(Continued on Page 7)

In addition to the 20th Century-
Fox lineup, which provides 36 pic-

tures, including Westerns, the Roxy
has closed a 1937-38 deal with Uni-
versal under which it has the pick of

its program of 40 features, outside

of Westerns. Holdover figure ar-

rangements are incorporated in the
setup.
The Roxy has not made any deal

(Continued on Page 7)

UMPTO Committee Author-

ized to Negotiate for

1937-38 Product

Philadelphia— Setting up a buying
combine on Paramount product, the
UMPTO has obtained power of at-
torney for 127 theaters, representing
an annual film investment of about
$500,000, it was disclosed at a meet-
ing of the exhibitor organization at
the Broadwood Hotel yesterday. The
powers of attorney give the
UMPTO committee the right to bar-
gain for 1937-38 Paramount product
at terms "better but no worse" than
those of 1936-37, it was revealed at
the session, which was attended by
85 members.
According to the association, indi-

(Continued on Page 7)

DALLAS TRIAL CERTAIN

TO START ON SEPT. 20

Owing to insistence of the Federal
Court at Dallas, the Department of
Justice's anti-trust case against In-
terstate Circuit and major distribu-
tors will go to trial Sept. 20, stated
George Wright, local counsel for ma-
jor companies, in New York yester-

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO Closes Deal with MGM
for Out-of-town Theaters

RKO has closed a deal with M-G-M
for some of its out-of-town theaters
for the 1937-38 season and expects
to complete arrangements with
United Artists on Monday or Tues-

(Continued on Page 7)

State Probe Proposed
Various members of the New York

State Legislature have expressed will-
ingness to sponsor measures seeking an
investigation of the motion picture in-
dustry in the state, according to Harry
Brandt, president of the ITOA, yester-
day. Thought proposed, said Brandt,
vas to also ask for a commission to
regulate the business.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

26 26 26
271/4 26i/2 26i/2 — %

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

3

11 1/2

.185
160
25
8H/2
10534
223/8
148 3.4

201/g

10Vg
8 1/2

353/4

3

HV2
183

160
24
797/8

1053/4

201/2

1483/4

183/8

91/2

81/s

351/4

3 + 1/8

111/2

183
160 — 1

24 — 3/4

80 1/2 — 1

1053/4
21 1/8 — %
1483/4 —121/4
191/4 — 1/2

lOVs + Vi
8 1/4 — Vs,

353/s — %

143/g 137/g 141/g — 1/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 99 1/2 993/8 993/8 — 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55. . 663/4 663,4 663/4 — %
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .1003/8 1003/8 1003/8 — 3/g

Para. Picts. cv.3i/4s47 91 90V4 90l/4 — 1 1/4

RKO 6s41 1077/s 1077/8 1077/8 — 1 5/g

Warner's 6s39 95 1/4 943/4 943/4 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2V4 2V2 2l/2 — 1/4

Sonotone Corp 2i/s 2 2

Technicolor 297/8 283^ 29i/4 — 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 99
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/

2 s 1st '36... lOVi Ul/2

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 93V2 95
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 71 73

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43 52 54

Jack Cohn to Hollywood

Jack Cohn, vice president, and A.
Schneider, treasurer, of Columbia,
flew to the Coast last night for pre-

views of "I'll Take Romance", star-

ring Grace Moore, and "The Awful
Truth", starring Irene Dunne. Cohn
will fly back to see the fight Mon-
day night.

• • ANOTHER Guest Columnist Sidney Lust,
well known theater operator of Washington, D. C who
bats out a column for Andy Kelly of the Washington Times
while Andy is on vacation Sidney gets over a grand plug
for the neighborhood houses as he operates several
suburban houses himself, he can talk on the subject with au-
thority he says that while the small theater around the
corner may lack the massive size and adornment of its big
downtown sisters ...... it certainly makes up for this in its
homey atmosphere, its friendly spirit and personal service
the owner or manager of the naborhood house is a leader in
the community's civic life and is continually striving to
make their theaters amusement centers for the entire family.

T T T
• • • TWENTY-FIFTH Anniversary of A. H. Blank in
the theater biz celebrated at Des Moines with an attend-
ance contest launched at a meeting of district managers of Tri-
States the other day at the dinner meeting, managers
were present from Newton, Ottumwa and Waterloo as well as
Des Moines, under the direction of A. G. Stolte a rival
contest was launched in Omaha and Davenport

T
• • • OUT IN Indianapolis the Variety Club, Tent No.
10, is going strong Monday nite they are having a Shirt
Sleeve Stag they have installed a new "big top" bar in
their club rooms every Saturday nite they throw a big
party Stuart Tomlinson is the champ golf shooter of this
Tent, and is the winner of the famous Variety Club Cup

Polio Deaths Bring Ban

on Omaha Juvenile Shows

Omaha—Local theaters holding
children's matinees were ordered by
City Health Commissioner Floyd
Kinyoun to discontinue them after
the 12th fatality in the infantile

paralysis epidemic was recorded. Co-
operation was promised by exhibi-
tors.

Dr. Kinyoun also has delayed
school opening one week, closed chil-

dren's playgrounds and banned all

swimmers under 21 from public
pools.

RKO Radio Sells Product

to Robb b Rowley for 92

RKO Radio has sold its product
for the 1937-38 season to the 92
houses in the Robb & Rowley cir-

cuit, Jules Levy announced yester-
day.

Release "Zola" Oct. 2
"The Life of Emile Zola" Warner

Bros.' film, will be released nation-
ally in the U. S. and Canada on Oct.

2, according to an announcement
from the Warner Bros, home offices

here yesterday.

The b. o. success of "Zola" seems
assured in its roadshow engagements
at the Cass Theater, Detroit and Na-
tional, Washington, where the fea-
ture began day-and-date runs Thurs-
day night. Both houses reported
sellouts for the opening day yester-
day.

Grand Nat'l Incorporated

Under the Laws of France

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Grand National

Films, Inc., yesterday revealed in
reporting to the SEC that it had
incorporated under the laws of the
Republic of France on May 18, 1937
with an authorized capital stock
consisting of 100 shares of par
value 500 francs per share. All the
shares have been issued and ac-
quired by Grand National for the
price of 50,000 francs.

Hicks Will Join Zukor
in London for Confabs

John W. Hicks, Paramount foreign
sales head, sails Sept. 15 for London
where he will confer with Adolph
Zukor on Paramount's British pro-
duction plans.

August Lambrigger Dies

Orrville, O.—August S. Lambrig-
ger, 78, veteran theatrical and cir-

cus executive, died at his home here
after a heart attack. A native of
Missouri, he began his career as
showman with a circus. For more
than 25 years he was manager of
the Greater Wallace circus side-
show. On off seasons he trouped
with leading minstrel companies of
his day. When he quit the circus
and minstrels he settled here and
acquired the Grand Theater which
he operated 27 years, disposing of
it in 1927. He also had theater in-
terests at nearby Wooster. Fun-
eral services and burial were here.

Coming and Goinc|)

GEORGE WRIGHT is in New York from
Dallas.

RUTH WESTON is back in New York from
New England.

ISIDOR ADELMAN, Texas theater operator,
has arrived in New York.

WILLIAM JOHNSON, who headquarters in

New Orleans, is in New York.

AL LICHTMAN left New York yesterday by
plane for the Coast.

JACK COHN yesterday left New York via

plane heading for Hollywood.

HAL HORNE, executive assistant to Walter
Wanger, left New York last night for Boston,
planning to return Monday.

BEN WASHER, eastern publicity representa-
tive for Samuel Goldwyn, leaves New York
tomorrow night for Chicago to set campaign
for "Dead End" there.

TOM KEENE, Monogram outdoor star, has
returned to Hollywood from New York.

SOPHIE TUCKER leaves New York today for
the Coast.

BOBBY BREEN arrives in New York from Hol-
lywood today.

MARGARET WEBSTER, stage director, has
returned to New York from London.

The ABBEY THEATER PLAYERS arrive in

New York on Sept. 20 from Europe on the
Samaria.

THERESA HELBURN, director of the The-
ater Guild returns to New York next Tues-
day aboard the Aquitania, following a Euro-
pean vacation.

HENRY MYERS, author and playwright, ar-

rives in New York from the Coast on Monday.

MAURICE WERTHEIM, member of the The-
ater Guild's board of directors, arrives in New
York on the Aquitania next Tuesday from Eng-
land.

S. N. BEHRMAN, playwright, also arrives

on the Aquitania on Tuesday from abroad.

DAVE EPSTEIN left for the Coast yesterday.

MRS. J. CHEEVER COWDIN has arrived in

New York from the Coast by plane.

CORINNE GRIFFITH has arrived in Wash-
ington from Hollywood.

JOHN W. HICKS, Paramount foreign sales

head, sails Sept. 15 for London.

DUDLEY NICHOLS, president of Screen Play-
wrights Guild, arrived in New York yesterday.

IKE LIBSON returns to Cincinnati Tuesday
from a Maine vacation.

JACK COHN and A. SCHNEIDER of Colum-
bia flew to the Coast last night.

Best wishes fron

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

AUGUST 28

D. Manheimer

AUGUST 29
R. M. Savini

Hanah Kass
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RCA SOUND ORDERS

IN CHI. AREA SOAR

Chicago—A. E. Klein, manager of
the Photophone division of RCA,
reports business in this territory at
150 per cent ahead of the same
period last year. Among the re-

cent installations are the following:
the Tivoli Theater of Balaban &
Katz circuit, the Liberty Theater at
Libertyville, the Cine Theater, the
new Esquire Theater of H. & E.
Balaban Circuit, the Ramova The-
ater of Harry Reckus Circuit, the
Great States Circuit's Washington
Theater at Chicago Heights, the
State Theater at Gary, Ind., the new
Esquire Theater of the Kerosatos
Circuit at Springfield, the Crescent
Theater at Pontiac, Illinois and the
City Theater at Lake and Belmont
Avenue.
George Beck has been named dis-

trict service manager for the com-
pany, succeeding 0. V. Swisher,
who has been transferred to the
commercial sound department.

McNeil, G-E Engineer,

Honored by Associates

Bridgeport, Conn.—More than 200
associates, officials, and friends of

Roderick S. McNeil helped him cele-

brate 50 years of service with the

General Electric Co. at a dinner at

the Hotel Stratfield. It was just a
half century ago that the veteran
engineer in the G-E appliance and
merchandise department began his

service with the old Thomson-
Houston Co. at Lynn, Mass., and in

1887 the electrical industry was a

strange infant and not an industrial

giant. Elihu Thomson and Thomas
Alva Edison were pioneering along

the lines that were to bring them
together in 1892 in the merger which
began the formal life of General

Electric.
.

I. and I. Spends $50,000

on Whiting Film House

Whiting. Ind.—The Capital the-

ater of the Indiana and Illinois Cir-

cuit is adding 300 seats, giving the

house 1,300. A new Kaiser air-

conditioning system is going in, plus

new booth equipment and new front.

The improvements will cost $50,-

000.

t Record In Service

tencinnati — Motiograph machines,

i vdered from Chicago at 4 o'clock in

the afternoon, were rushed via plane,

installed and ready for use in the

Cinderella Theater, Williamson, W. Va.,

for the first show at 6:30 that evening,
according to J. Stallings, co-owner of

Mid-West Corp., who claims the feat

establishes a record in service.

Architect's Air Conditioned Trailer Whips Heat
Omaha—Larry Larsen, theater architect of Webb City, Mo., is whipping Nebraska's

summer heat with the first air conditioned trailer in the United States.

Larsen purchased the trailer more than a year ago to use as a traveling office
and also for living quarters occasionally. This summer he built air condiitoned equip-
ment on a platform on the back. Whenever he parks he plugs in the equipment and
works in comfort.

On one recent evening, he says, the 63 degrees inside temperature forced him
to sleep under a blanket. Outside the temperature was in the nineties.

Snack Bar, Music Nook Among New
Features of Chicago Esquire Theater

Chicago—The new Esquire The-
ater of the H. & E. Balaban Katz
Circuit will seat 1,500, 600 in the
balcony and 900 on the main floor.

More than 12,000 feet of special-

ly-made carpets will go under the
seats which are now being manu-
factured for the new theater.
Among the unusual features of

the new film house will be a snack
bar, serving light refreshments to

the patrons in the continental man-
ner, and a music nook on the way
up to the balcony where a string
quartette will play.
The front of the theater, above

and below the canopy, will be
faced with Minnesota granite from
the Cold Spring quarries.
Harry Greenberg is in personal

charge of the construction for
Paschen Brothers, the contractors.

Westinghouse air - conditioning
system is planned for the house.

Roman curved bricks will be a
feature of the front and other parts
of the house where curved bricks
are required while neon lighting will

be extensively used.

Pereira and Pereira are the archi-
tects. Work was held back by delay
in steel delivery, but this has been
overcome and the interior work will

be rushed to early completion.

With the completion of the Es-
quire Theater, the H. & E. Balaban
Circuit will comprise nine, the
Windsor, the Dale, the Joy, the
Commercial and the Ear in Chicago,
the Adams Theater in Detroit, the
Pickwick Theater in Park Ridge
and the Des Plaines Theater in Des
Plaines.

Harry Balaban is president of the
circuit, Elmer Balaban, vice presi-
dent, and D. F. Quinn, secretary-
treasurer.

Demand for New Screens

Brisk, C. C. Cooley Reports

Current activity of theater build-

ing in all sections of the country,
as well as the boom in equipment
replacement orders, is credited by
C. C. Cooley, sales manager of the
DaLite Screen Co., Chicago, with the
unusually brisk demand for new
screens of his company's manufac-
ture. Sales during the summer
months have been the largest in the
past several years, with advance
orders for autumn delivery and in-

stallation indicating a further rise

in business volume.

American Desk Mfg. Co.

Opens Office in Memphis

Memphis, Tenn.—The American
Desk Mfg. Co., handling theater
chairs, has taken office space with
Republic Pictures, at 397 South Sec-
ond. Floyd Shaffer of Dallas, is in

charge.

Take Over Art Metal Works
Detroit — Flasher Neon Display

have taken over the Aft Metal
Works and have added same to the
art metal division of the Flasher
Neon Company, moving same to
headquarters at 6500 Russell St.

National Theater Supply

Filling Southern Orders

New Iberia, La. — Julius Scharff
has bought all National Theater
supply equipment for the booth of
his Esseane Theater here.

McComb, Miss.—National Theater
Supply is furnishing equipment for
the State Theater here and its rival

house, the Solomon Bros. Strand.

Foley, Ala.—J. H. Bailey's Palm
Theater is installing a new booth,
carpets and seats, as well as state

equipment furnished by National
Theater Supply.

Comerford Co. Will Erect

1,600 Seater in Carlisle
Carlisle, Pa.—A modern theater

with a seating capacity of 1,600 will

be constructed here by the M. E.
Comerford Amusement Co., of Scran-
ton, which already operates the
Strand and Orpheum Theaters. For-
mer may be remodeled and the latter

discontinued.

Flannery In Frisco
San Francisco—J. F. Flannery is

here to assume management of Na-
tional Screen Service's local office.

Flannery was transferred from
Seattle.

THEATER BUILDING

SEEN AIDED BY LAW

The development of standard sizes
and standard units of all materials
entering into film theater construc-
tion, thus making for better build-
ings and lower ultimate costs, is

forecast by Harold Knapp, vice-
president and general sales man-
ager of The Celotex Corporation, as
a far-reaching result of the so-
called "Property Life Insurance
Law" recently enacted in New York -

State. The law permits the forma-
tion of companies to write policies
insuring buildings and equipment
against depreciation.

Manufacturers of standardized,
nationally distributed building ma-
terials, he points out, are watching
with interest the operation of the
new law. Similarly, manufacturers
in other fields closely allied to the
building industry, architectural and
engineering associations, and prop-
erty owners planning construction
or remodeling, are alert to the pos-
sibilities of the enactment.

"If the insurance companies under
this statute," said Mr. Knapp, "turn
their attention to the protection of
building owners, the manufacturer's
reputation and the manufacturer's
guarantee will become increasingly
important. Insistence upon integrity
of performance of all materials en-
tering into construction will encour-
age the development of standard
sizes and standard units, making for
better buildings and lower ultimate
costs. The Celotex Corporation now
gives a written guarantee that its

insulating products will maintain
their efficiency for the life of the
building.

Seattle's New Green Lake

Theater Opened by Lukan

Seattle—The new Green Lake the-

ater at 71st St. and Woodlawn Ave.
has opened under management of I.

O. Lukan, president of the Lake
Theater Corp. Every seat is a
loge seat, double upholstered and
cushioned, trimmed with chromium.
Equipment was supplied by the
B. F. Shearer Co. of Seattle,—while
Mirrophonic sound has been in-

stalled by Western Electric. The
new theater has for a central fea-
ture of its foyer a large mirror
eight by five feet, trimmed, as are a
large quantity of smaller mirrors,
with Lumeline fixtures. House cost

$91,000.

Carrier to South Africa

Newark, N. J. — Willis H. Carrier,

chairman of the board of the Carrier

Corp., has sailed for South Africa, where
he will spend several months inspecting
air-conditioning equipment installations.



AIR-CONDITIONING

SALES SET RECORD

Chicago—Record air-conditioning
sales continue in this market. The
Commonwealth Edison Co., reports
141 contracts closed in July, many
of them with theaters, an increase
of 26 per cent over the previous
year. Approximately 1,900 installa-

tions are being serviced by the com-
pany.

Air Conditioning Sales

Soar as Theaters Order

Chicago — With air conditioning

orders from film theaters playing

a major part, air conditioning equip-

ment sales in the first half of this

year soared to $60,797,397.

This figure not only exceeds any
previous six months' sales total but

is greater than the entire sales vol-

ume for 1936, it is reported by the

Air Conditioning Manufacturers As-
(Continued on Page 6)

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% • In-

^ stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. -Na

tionally advertised.DEAF
7

Endorsed by key showmen.

Write for full details, and ex-

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

SOUNDFILM
ENTERPRISES,

INC.
I. E. L0PERT, Gen. Mgr.

The Only Specialists in Dubbing
Foreign Films

2 Variable Area Noiseless Re-

cording Channels

RCA High Fidelity Projectors

Cutting Rooms

Vaults

Technical Advice

723—7th Avenue New York City

MEd. 3-324S

Cincy Work Rushing
Cincinnati — With approximately 16

new theaters being built in the imme-
diate vicinity of Cincinnati, a record

in building and remodeling is being
established here. Never betore in the

history of theater has there been such

building activity, or remodeling of old

houses, in this territory.

U. S. Plywood's Sales

Show 30 P. C. Increase

Net July sales of United States
Plywood Corporation, manufacturers
of materials widely employed in film

theater construction, were $382,039,
compared with $279,989 in the cor-
responding month of 1936, a gain of

approximately 30 per cent.

Improve Seattle Exchanges
Seattle—Extensive remodeling of

Seattle's Canterbury Building, home
of many film exchanges, and the im-
provement of a flock of film offices

is under way. Project calls for $35,-

000 expenditure. New soundproof-
ing, tiling, heating and ventilating

will thoroughly modernize the Sec-

ond Ave. set-up of such film ex-

change companies as Universal,
United Artists, Columbia, Sheffield,

Vitagraph and several others. New
leases have recently been taken by
the exchanges.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. 47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

Send For Sample Giveaway

VITROCK
Refrigerator Set

PREMIUM PRODUCTS
354 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

Westinghouse Completes
Air Conditioning Staff

Chicago— Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company has com-
pleted its air conditioning field

sales organization. E. N. Bowles is

in charge of the Chicago district

with C. E. Badger as special rep-
resentative, F. W. Jordan handling
the west coast sales, H. F. Bullock
at St. Louis, E. N. Renouf at Dallas,
Texas, C. A. Rodman at Birming-
ham, Alabama, S. G. Yaney, Atlanta,
D. M. Ramsay at Boston for the
New England territory, F. D. Mc-
Cann at New York City, F. R.
Reynolds, with headquarters at
Philadelphia and R. C. Bonthron
named special syndicate represen-
tative with headquarters at New
York offices. H. F. Hildreth is in

charge of Central States activities

at the Mansfield plant. S. S. Myers
is sales manager in charge of air

conditioning sales throughout the
country with offices at Mansfield,
Ohio, factory.

Install Vocalite Screens
Prudential Theaters Circuit, op-

erating more than 35 theaters on
Long Island and up in Connecticut,
is installing new Vocalite, super
color sensitive screens at Greenport,
Amityville, Hollis, Sag Harbor, Cen-
ter Moriches, Patchogue, Easthamp-
ton, Westhampton, Southampton
and Northampton and other towns.

Represent Nat'l Seating

Chicago—R. Levine and Co. have
been appointed distributors for the
National Seating Co. of Milwaukee
and will handle their line of theater
chairs.

Complete Decorating And Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains - " :*

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors _

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

3Z0 W. 48Hi St., New York City A. I. Keisler, Mgr.

YOU DON'T WANT TO LOOK LIKE THIS

FROM WORRYING

WHERE TO BUY CARPETS

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, Inc.

250 WEST 49th STREET, NEW YORK

AN ESTABLISHMENT FEATURING THE WELL KNOWN
ALEXANDER SMITH'S

CRESTWOOD CARPETS

i

:

.

SEATING D
A Contributing

By LESr|NL

Manager, New York Seat;

kiUCH has been said and written ofnt
'"' of the contributing causes for pi

certainly the comfort provided by shovlli

principal factors in the provision of

Theater seating, which has kept
|

ments undergone by other scientific an J

expression in the contemporary desigt »

widely utilized by houses both here a

Credit for progress in chair desigr

Exhibitors have played, and are play ii

the prevailing perfection in seating is

and suggestions, based on experiences)

the exhibitor has played his part by

permitting the use of wider seats. T
that this mutual exchange of viewpoim |
facturer, has produced virtually the i

HECENTLY, Heywood-Wakefield ina; i

'* which conclusively demonstrate h

goers and theater operators. Working v

pany installed its latest type chairs in

rule, to "fill" in the straight pictun

despite the usual difficulty in "filling,"

"rushed" by patrons.

Since comfort is primary, the seal
|

the chair. The old shaped veneer

cushions, have been, as far as theater

Today's cushion is soft, yet du

comfort; slightly lowered and properl

old plywood base has been replaced b

breaks the escaping air and eliminate

link chains, instead of twine, or by selli

are used for padding and insure longei I

The hinge has been improved and i

:•

adjustments, simple in design; lower i ii

*

BACKS are curved and pitched for of
all veneer and upholstered panel

ments ... the modern individual slee
\

completely framing the entire back,

wear from the fabric. The edge its
|

finish, and gives a neat, clean appea

guide for patrons, permitting easy loci

covered with a steel panel, eliminating

The new methods of fastening,

loose and squeaky backs impossible.

(Cot.

i|

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND
USHERS SASHES

FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City

1018 S.Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W. Washington
Los Angeles

\i

m*.
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LOPMENTS
in B.O. Gains

MLEY
on of Heywood-Wakefield

t popularity of film entertainment, and

is attendance. One of the reasons is

leir patrons; and certainly one of the

the modern theater chair,

ly with the improvements and refine-

aliases of film exhibition, finds unusual

reated by leading manufacturers, and

no means limited to the manufacturer,

art,—and no inconsiderable degree of

in passing along observations, opinions

lakers of theater seats. Furthermore,

lore distance between rows and thus

iilt is, precisely as might be expected,

peration between exhibitor and manu-
practical seating.

series of test cases, the results of

usable proper chairs are to both film-

with owners and managers, the corn-

orchestra only,—the last section, as a

Yet, despite nearness to the screen;

erimentally installed seats were actually

s obviously the most important unit of

d, and other types of springless seat

incerned, completely discarded.

overhanging front giving greater leg

giving maximum seating comfort; the

bottom board ... a fine mesh screen

eze. Coil springs are held in place by

e burlap inner cover. Vegetable fibers

form, lifeless bumps; greater resiliency.

oth, quiet, mechanical operation, easy

lance costs.

d the upholstered type has replaced the

ere we come to the greatest improve-

ne back, with its cold rolled steel edge

ng a protective edge, thus eliminating

i had in a lustrous chrome or colored

he entire chair, as well as acting as a

isles and seats. Rear of backs are now
the risk of dangerous splintered veneers,

led wings and all steel contacts, make
steel aisle end standard is the latest

'age 6)

Three Costly Theaters

Planned in Chi. Suburb

Chicago — Battle royal by indie

theater operators in Homewood,
North side suburb, is in prospect.

Three costly new theaters are re-

ported for the town of not more
than 4,000 population. Latest proj-

ect reported is a $100,000 house
planned by Joe Goldberg, local the-

ater equipment dealer.

Earlier, Aaron Jones, Jr. of the

Jones, Linick and Schaefer circuit,

organized a separate company and
announced the signing of a lease,

while L. M. Halperin, A. Jacoby and
V. Jacobs incorporated the Home-
wood Theater Co. with similar plans
in view.

Golin Improving House
Chicago—Charles Golin, owner of

the DeLuxe theater, will install G.
E. Rectifiers and magnarc lamps
in the booth. The front of the
house will be remodeled, using stain-

less steel and Pittsburgh glass
bricks. Mark D. Kalischer has
drawn the plans.

Air-Conditioning House
Harvey, 111.—The Era under the

E. R. Custerlade management has
been remodeled and new air-condi-

tioning equipment installed. The
house seats 400.

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At LOW Rentals

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.

Modern and Period

LIGHTING FIXTURES
for effect and efficiency

SEND fOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS INC.
428-32 West 14th St.. New York City

HURLEY SCREEN CO. g
24-15-43rd Ave. L. I. C, N. Y. S

WITH NEWLOW PRICES
AND EXTENDED DISCOUNTS

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO USE
SUBSTITUTES FOR

GENUINE SIMPLEX PARTS

UMTIflUMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u:i ilmu:

Charleston's $100,000 House
Charleston, S. C.—Plans have been

completed by C. C. Benton and Sons,
of Wilson, S. C, for the construction
here of a $100,000 motion picture the-
ater. The building will be two and three
stories in height, and will be of struc-
tural steel, reinforced concrete and
brick construction. It will be air-con-
ditioned.

Twin City Co. Equipping

New Mich. Film Theaters

Detroit—Twin City Scenic Co. is

installing the stage equipment in
several new theaters in Detroit and
Michigan, including the Beverly un-
der construction for Barney Kil-
bridge at Grand River and Oakman
Blvd.; the Ward Theater, Mount
Pleasant, owned by G. A. Ward and
his son, Lee Ward; to the Star
Theater, Sandusky, owned by W. H.
Anderson; a new theater at East
Tawas, owned by Ashman Brothers
of Caro.
Twin City is likewise installing

new equipment in the Strand Thea-
(Continued on Page 6)

NEW TYPE CARBON

SAVER INTRODUCED

Detroit—A new type carbon saver,
known as Suprex, for projection
lamps has been perfected by the
Cross Machine Shop of Detroit, and
has just been officially launched on
the local market.

Walter Cross, head of the com-
pany, states this new product re-
duces the carbon cost by 25 per cent
or more, makes the replacement of
adaptors unnecessary, and reduces
the waste to a quarter or half an
inch.

Twenty-three of the Schine The-
ater Enterprises' houses, with head-
quarters at Gloversville, N. Y., are
being equipped with this Suprex
carbon saver. Wade Allen's Fine
Arts Theater will be the first De-
troit house in which installation will
be made, although demonstrations
have been made in several the-
aters here.

"You cant have ever

you can come pretty c

you specify Alexander S

— rich colors, in teres

long wear and moderate

reason you'll find Ale>

Carpets in the majority

try's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
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SCHOOLS INSTALLING

CHROMOLITE SCREENS

The use of motion pictures in edu-
cation is coming more and more to

the fore. The Andrew Jackson High
School, New York's most recently

constructed and largest school, has
installed a 16-foot Chromolite screen.

Other schools recently equipped with
these screens include those at Kings
Park, Wantagh Oceanside, Putnam
Valley and Public School 239 in

Brooklyn, and the Maryland Normal
School at Bowie, Md.
The U. S. Marine Hospital at Ellis

Island has installed a 14 - foot
Chromolite; the Naval Air Station

at Pensacola, Fla., a 13-foot Voca-
lite, and the S.S. Normandie of the
French Line, a 15~foot Sunlite.

The International Exposition at

Paris will also show educational
movies on a 10-foot Sunlite.

Many churches are now including

films in their work. Recent screen
installations include Our Lady of

Victory Church in Floral Park,
N. Y., and the City Temple Church
on West 150th St., New York City.

Maryland Tuberculosis Hospital at

Henryton, Md., has just put up a
12-foot Vocalite and the N. J. State
Prison at Bordentown, N. J., a 15-

foot Vocalite.

Twin City Co. Equipping

New Mich. Film Theaters

(Continued from page 5)

ter at Tecumseh, which is being re-

modeled by W. F. Guy. Company
has also secured a contract for in-

stalling the stage equipment in the
new Palmer Park Theater, at Ham-
ilton and the Six Mile Road for the
Ray Schreiber interests. Charles N.
Agree is the architect for the latter

house.

Introduce Interior Finish
Chicago—United States Gypsum

Co. is introducing the new weather-
wood blendtex interior finish for
theaters and other public places.

The company says the new interior

finish improves the acoustics prop-
erties and quiets sound and, at the
same time it insulates against heat
and cold. It further says the in-

tegral colors go clear through the
material and is easily applied to

both old and new ceilings. Com-
pany is making a drive to reach the
amusement trade throughout the
country.

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

SEATING DEVELOPMENTS
(Continued from page 5)

development. It is equipped with chrome plated or colored aisle light cap and decora-

tions, and follows the same modern clean cut design as the back. Here, also, a more
completely harmonious style can be had by following out the fabric design on the aisle

standard decorations.

In all, the manufacturers have today completely redesigned the construction and

style of theater chairs, bringing them to a point where they now completely embody the

modern patrons' demands for comfort and restfulness.

Air Conditioning Sales

Soar as Theaters Order

(Continued from Page 4)

sociation. Sales for 1936 totalled

$49,942,301.
June also broke all previous rec-

ords for that month when total was
$10,666,037 compared with $6,673,-

990 in the corresponding period last

year or a gain of 60 per cent and
was second only to March total of

$17,137,869 which was the seasonal
peak and the highest month in the
history of the industry.

Installed cost of equipment sold

in July totaled $7,508,778, an in-

crease of 52 per cent over the total

for the same month a year ago.

July sales were greater than for

any month last year, and brought
the year's total to $68,306,175, which
is 37 per cent higher than the vol-

ume for 1936.

Peabody Seats Installed

Chicago — Guercio and Barthels
report installation of several hun-
dred de luxe Peabody seats in the
Grand Theater at El Paso, which
is under the H. P. Schlink direction.

They have aiso installed a modern
ventilating system for the house.
The Royal Theater at Danville has
also been equipped with Peabody
de luxe seats. Joe O'Neill was in

charge of installations.

Frisco Neon Moves
San Francisco—Q. R. S. Neon Co.

has moved designing and sales

headquarters back to the Portero
Street plant where actual marque
and sign construction is done. E. C.

Mitchell is vice-president in charge
of the local theatrical division.

New GoldE Music Stand

Chicago — R. P. Bedore of the
GoldE Manufacturing Co. reports the
company will soon offer a new music
stand to the trade. The company has
a new equipment catalog which is

being mailed.

Shattuck Building Third

San Francisco — Vic Shattuck is

building a 400-seater in Loyalton.
He already operates houses in Truc-
kee and Tahoe.

Bergtold Remodels
Westby, Wis.—L. V. Bergtold has

remodeled his Opera House here and
installed sound equipment.

New Rocky River House
Will Make Debut Today

Rocky River, O.—The new Beach
Cliff Theater, which was built and
will be operated by the Beach Cliff

Theater Co., will open today. The
house, located in the heart of the

new Detroit Road business district

of the Cleveland suburb, is equipped
with RCA high fidelity sound equip-

ment. A parking lot capable of

accommodating 300 cars has been
established. Gene Ochs, formerly of

the Allen and Heights theaters, will

be manager. Beach Cliff Theater
Co. is composed of Albert E. Ptak,

John D. Kalafat, J. E. Scoville, and
Howard Reif.

Quality T. S. Fills Orders

Omaha—Quality Theater Supply
has installed Ideal opera chairs in

A. A. Ulm's Orpheum, Randolph,
Neb.; R. C. Metzger's Ritz, Winner,,
S. D.; R. E. Fletcher's Lyric, Hart-
ington, Neb., and F. E. Metzger's
Cozy, Tindall, S. D.; new carpet in

Kirk and Creal's North Star, Oma-
ha; new Strong Suprex Mogul
lamps, Strong rectifiers and sound
heads in Henry Mansfield's King,
Belle Plaine, la., and a new Su-
preme cooling system in his Iuka
Tama, la.; Supreme cooling system
in H. V. Mullins' Gem, Glenwood,
la.; Super-Lite lenses and reflectors

in Henry Carlin's Carlin, Spalding,
Neb., and Precision sound and re-

flectors in M. L. Schrieber's Royal,
Wisner, Neb.

Improve Winchendon House
Winchendon, Mass.—Extensive al-

terations and improvements at the

Capitol Theater here are in prog-
ress for Joseph Mathieu. The project

includes air conditioning, construc-

tion of a new men's room, marquee
changes, and installation of a cor-

rugated rubber floor at the entrance.

W.E. Sound for Avalon
Lawrenceville, 111.—Western Elec-

tric sound system has been installed

in the new Avalon Theater.

Racine House Changing
Racine, Wis.—The Granada here

has been closed for repairs and is

slated for an early opening under
new management.

GELOTEX SUMMER BIZ

IS 30 TO 40 P.G. AHEAD

Chicago — Summer business of
Celotex Corp., now running from 30
per cent to 40 per cent ahead of last

year despite a letdown from earlier
months, is expected to produce a net
profit of approximately $1,000,000
for nine months ended July 31, 1937.
Earnings of this size,—almost 150
per cent above the like 1936 period,
—would be equal to about $3.30 per
share on outstanding common stock,
after deducting dividend require-
ment on the preferred. Several new
products, being made in the com-
pany's New Jersey plant, are now
about to be put on the market. They
include cemesto board which is

about an inch thick and forms a
complete wall with insulation,
acoustics, interior and exterior fin-

ish.

Fox-Midwest to Open New
Mt. Vernon House Nov. 1

Kansas City, Mo. — L. E. Pope,
purchasing agent for the Fox-Mid-
west Theaters, Inc., announces that
circuit's new 1,200-seat house just
started at Mount Vernon, 111., will

be completed in time for a Nc \ 1

opening.

Bristol Theater Improved
Bristol, N. H.—The Bristol Thea-

ter, of which William L. Lydston is

manager, has reopened following a
shut-down of eight v =eks while un-
dergoing drastic changes.
New seats are the upholstered,

spring-cushion type. There are two
box-offices, one in the vestibule at
the sidewalk and another in the
inner lobby for use in inclement
weather. The lounge is done in Eng-
lish Colonial style, the walls being
sheathed with knotty pine sheathing
stained natural finish. The ceiling

is studded with heavy exposed tim-
bers, while a heavy hair felt pad-
ding carpets the floor.

Koplar Gets Contract
St. Louis — Harold Koplar has

been awarded the contract for re-

modeling of the Montgomery The-
ater. The work will cost about
$10,000. The house is owned by
the Montgomery Investment Co.

Hooray For These Winners!
Art Bowman, Fox Midwest manager, Nevada,

Mo.
R. T. Foley, Munro Theater, Rolla, No. Dak.

C. E. Mosher, Chieftain and Casino TheiUjfe

Sac City, la.
|
(w

They won the Theater Partner's cash k J3R
last month. Three more prizes will be won
next month, and every theater man is invited

to submit his entry. Mail to the Theater

Partner.

ALEXANDER FILM COMPANY
Colorado Springs Colorado
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CI4IM BUYING RIGHT

R 127 PA. HOUSES

{Continued from Page \~)

cations are that most of the inde-

pendents in the territory will eventu-

ally join the move of their own free

will.

The Paramount situation was fully

discussed at the meeting and the fi-

nancial positions of the various com-
panies were reviewed. In connection

with the Grand National situation,

members were advised that they
could protect their interests by send-

ing a registered letter to the com-
pany demanding delivery of certain

pictures.

Cooperation with Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, in his organi-

zation's misleading advertising com-
plaint filed with the Federal Trade
Commission was proposed by indi-

vidual exhibitors.

Philadelphia—More than half a
dozen local exhibitors are under-
stood to have started booking Para-
mount pictures, it was authorita-
tively reported here yesterday.

RKO Closes M-G-M Deal

for Out-of-Town Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

day, it was said yesterday by John
O'Connor, RKO film buyer.
Negotiations with the independ-

ents will start after completion of

the U. o deal, O'Connor stated.

Dallas Anti-Trust Trial

Certain to Start Sept. 20

(Continued'from Page 1)

day. It had been aoped to defer the
trial until a later date.

Wright is conferring with major
company counsel on the case. The
Government is expected to call vari-

ous subsequent run exhibitors as its

witnesses.

SICK REPORT

Harry Ross, head of the Ross
federal Checking Service, is ill.

Omaha—Bill Miskell, manager of
Iri-States Orpheum, today was
taken to a hospital seriously ill

after an ear infection had failed
to respond to treatment at home.

Atlantic City Bidding for Next Allied Convention
Atlantic City is making a strong bid tor the next annual convention of Allied, with

members of Allied Theaters of New Jersey trying to persuade the national organization
to select the spot. Last meeting was staged at Milwaukee.

H. M. Warner to Lecture

On Pix for N. Y. U. Course

Minneapolis — Sue Agnew, head
inspectress for RKO, has returned
to work after an illness of six
weeks.

•M )
Cunningham of The Motion

PicVLe Herald is recuperating at
;he Westchester Square Hospital in
;he Bronx, following an appendici-
;is operation. Expects to be back
n trade paper circulation in about
L0 days.

(Continued from Page 1)

for Sept. 16-20. Course will start

on Sept. 23.

Lecturers will include Harry M.
Warner, president of Warners;
George Antheil, Dr. V. C. Arnspiger,
Wilton A. Barrett, Dr. A. A. Brill,

Dr. Walter Clark, Howard S. Cull-

man, Louis deRochemont, Arthur H.
DeBra, Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars,
Max Fleischer, George Freedley, Dr.
H. A. Gray, Arthur Garfield Hays,
Albert S. Howson, Alice V. Keliher,
A. B. Lewis, William Lewin, Pare
Lorentz, Dr. Joseph F. Montague,
Louis Nizer, Jean B. Pinney, Terry
Ramsaye, Grace Fisher Ramsey, and
William L. Rogers.

"Letty Lynton" Profits

Appeal Up on Sept. 25

(Continued from Page 1)

ing to Edward Sheldon and Margaret
Ayer Barnes, authors of the play
"Dishonored Lady," of all the profits

from the showing at the Capitol of
the film "Letty Lynton," adjudged
a plagiarism of "Dishonored Lady."
The case sets a precedent in the

film industry inasmuch as the the-
ater was ordered to turn over all

profits from the showing to the
authors.

Loew Continued Ist-Runs

Seen as Blocking Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

would put back Loew's State on
Paramount pictures for an indefinite
period. At present Loew's State
gets Paramount product seven days
following its Paramount Theater run.

20th Century-Fox Names
Five September Releases

Five pictures will be released by
20th Century-Fox during the month
of September. Four are the studio's
own productions, and the fifth is

"Borneo," filmed by Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson on their last safari
before the tragic air crash that cost
his life.

"Thin Ice," the spectacular second
stellar appearance of Sonja Henie,
heads the list for release Sept. 3
when it will make its local bow at
the Roxy.
"Wild and Woolly," starring Jane

Withers, is set for Sept. 10. "Wife,
Doctor and Nurse," co-starring War-
ner Baxter, Loretta Young and Vir-
ginia Bruce will be released Sept.
17. The latest serio-comic adventure
of the Jones Family, "Hot Water,"
will be released Sept. 24.

Para. Detroit Trade Show
and Luncheon on Tuesday

(Continued from Page 1)

at Sea", "Double or Nothing" and
"Angel".

After the showing the trade will

be guests of Paramount at a lunch-
eon at the Hotel Statler.

Minneapolis—Houses and dates
for the Paramount trade screenings
in Minnesota have been selected by
the Minneapolis Paramount ex-
change. The three films, "Artists
and Models," "Souls at Sea" and
"Double or Nothing," will be shown
at the Morris, Strand Theater on
August 31; at the Moorehead in

Moorehead, Sept. 1; the Rialto in
Grand Rapids, Sept. 2; and in Man-
kato at the Time, Sept. 3.

AGMA, GOAA Pact to be

Submitted for Ratification

American Guild of Musical Artists
and the Grand Opera Artists Ass'n
met yesterday and reached an agree-
ment in settlement of their difficul-

ties which will be submitted for
ratification to both bodies before
next Monday night, it was an-
nounced yesterday by Frank Gill-
more, president of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America. As
a result action on a complaint seek-
ing revocation of the GOAA char-
ter has been deferred by the 4 A's.

International board of the 4 A's
now has a meeting set for Monday
at 8:30 P.M.

Guild Pay Check Success

Spurs Membership Drive

Membership in the Screen Actors'
Guild has been spurred locally by
the Guild's success in obtaining
checks for back pay at the Guild
scale retroactive to Aug. 1 for al-
most 200 people who were employed
at the Biograph studios on Repub-
lic productions, it was learned yes-
terday from Mrs. Florence Martson,
Eastern head of the SAG.
The SAG has obtained a closed

shop contract with Wilding and ex-
pects similar agreements in the next
few days with Audio, Jam Handy
and Caravel, it was also said.

Three Newark Holdovers
Newark, N. J. — Establishing a

new house record at the Paramount-
Newark, "Artists and Models" has
gone into a fourth week, the first

time a picture has been held over
three weeks there. "Captains Cour-
ageous," according to Manager Bill
Phillips of Loew's State, playing to
capacity audiences, is being held a
second week. "You Can't Have
Everything" joins the local hold-
over list, showing a second week at
RKO-Proctor's.

ROXY TO GET PICK

OF UNIVERSAL FILMS

(Continued from Page 1)

with GB for the new season. House
played some of the English com-
pany's pictures during the past year.
Under its current policy, GB is not
selling in groups but is making in-

dividual picture deals.

Northwest Box Office Biz

Up 6 Per Cent Over 1936

(Continued from Page 1)

increase over the same period in

1936.
Both states showed approximately

the same percentage of increase, de-
spite competition of outdoor attrac-
tions, scenic sights, and other amuse-
ments in this natural playground.
Newman attributed larger attend-

ance this year to shorter work-weeks
in general and greater leisure. A
heavy advertising budget was also a
stimulus to bigger grosses, inas-
much as there was expended in the
seven months' period recently closed
a matter of $1,424,000 for newspa-
per and billboard advertising by the
theaters of the two states.

Survey embraced 251 theaters in

Washington, selling tickets to 32,-

831,000 persons; and the Oregon
showhouses, which sold tickets to
20,013,000 persons in the same
period.

Sees Television Camera Ten
Times More Sensitive Near

(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. Goldmark, will render it even
more useful for reproduction than
the ordinary photographic camera
using modern emulsions.

Benefits resulting, cited by the
engineer, include reduction in the
intensity of studio illumination,
greater depth of focus and extension
of the camera's pickup possibilities
in all situations where special light-
ing would be impractical.

Dr. Goldmark observed further
that scientists at present are striv-
ing to make the tele camera repro-
duce in their original intensities all

colors of the spectrum.
The CBS engineer said outdoor

tele pickups in England had a "fine
quality," that in France tele is in
a more experimental stage than in
England and that in Germany, a
screen 8 feet wide has been intro-
duced for telecast reception.

Latest in Crime Pix

New York's Police Commissioner
Lewis J. Valentine, and other officers
of the Department are enthusiastic over
possibilities television affords in appre-
hension of criminals, after seeing a
demonstration of RCA's "facsimile trans-
mission" devices in the offices of NBC.
Opinion was expressed that television
might be used in broadcasting police
line-ups in various cities, enabling the
transmission in a minute or two of
exact likenesses or features and finger
prints of anyone falling into the hands
of the law.

m



MODERN t

TODAY'S splendid motion picture quality

can be completely protected ... perfectly

reproduced . . . with Eastman Fine -Grain

Duplicating Films. For the simple reason

that these new materials are capable of

making duplicates actually indistinguish-

able from originals. With them the du-

plicating process goes definitely modern.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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Wall St. Interest in Film Financing at

N. L. NATHANSON BUYSWO CANADIAN MVERSAL
Talking Increased Admish Prices in Philly Territory
Tilt Would Come Through

Agreements by Indies

and Circuits
Philadelphia—While attempts are

being made in various sections of

the Greater Philadelphia territory

to boost admish prices by agree-

ments between indies and circuits,

little definite has thus far de-

veloped, and the situation as the

new film season nears is best des-

cribed as "spotty."

Most exhibs. feel that good shows
will get the increase without a

(Continued on Page 12)

WANGER IN WARNING

AGAINST "ROUTINE"

"Routine screen entertainment

killed silent pictures and may do the

same to sound productions unless

new and novel forms are used," de-

clared Walter Wanger, producer of

"Vogues of 1938," in an New York
interview Saturday.
"The industry requires pictures

which are off the beaten track,"
{Continued on Page 12)

Kolorama to Ask Tele

Experimental Station

Kolorama Laboratories, which is

said to have developed television to

the point where it can project a pic-

ture five feet by six feet with con-

siderable detail, will shortly apply
for permit to establish an experi-

mental station.

Company will also announce a

connection in the motion picture in-

dustry soon, it is stated.

)
"Horizon" Offends Adolf
Berlin (By cable)—Asserting that

the pix "offends our most sacred feel-

ings and also our artistic souls," Nazi
government has formally banned Co-
lumbia's "Lost Horizon." Previously,

Hitlerites banned "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town," also a Frank Capra production,
because its cast contained non-Aryans.

Roxy to Dress Up
In addition to the Capitol, now closed for modernizing, the Roxy will refurnish

although the house will continue operating during the improvement period. Work will

be spread over a period of weeks.

Duals and Giveaways Hold Vise-Like

Grip on Northern California Houses

San Francisco — No sign of a
break in either the duals, games or
giveaway ranks in northern Cali-
fornia, territorial checkup by The
Film Daily discloses.

By P. F. W. STONE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Double features are solidly

grounded throughout the entire area,
with virtually no subsequent-run
and only two first runs getting by on

(Continued on Page 4)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Three Deals in Spotlight—Foreign Pix in U. S.====; By GEORGE H. MORRIS .

DOMESTIC
Three deals, respectively involving

Selznick - U. A. ; Paramount - Schul-
berg; and Educational-20th Century-
Fox, featured week's news. Exten-
sion of the existing arrangement
between U. A. and David O. Selz-

nick's Selznick International Pic-

tures for a period of between three

to five years was reported under
discussion. Exact number of pro-

(Continucd

FOREIGN
Film circles overseas eyed with

interest the 1937-38 release year
commencing in the U. S., which will

find one of the most formidable line-

ups of foreign features available to

the American field in years. Array
of European-made pictures includes
"The Spanish Earth," the Joris
Ivens-Ernest Hemingway saga of the
defense of Madrid; "The Lower

on Page 12)

Film Financing Holds Wall Street's

Interest/ New Stock Issues Are Many
45 Pix Before Cameras;

Para Leading With Eight

Hollywood — Forty-five pictures
are in production, with Paramount
heading the list with eight. 20th
Century-Fox is making seven and
M-G-M five. Warner and Columbia
are down for four each, while Gold-
wyn, Universal and RKO are mak-
ing three each. Republic, Monogram

(.Continued on Page 4)

Wall Street interest in film financ-
ing is at the peak point in virtually

a decade, a survey shows.
Within recent months, new stock

of Educational and Monogram Pic-
tures has been offered to the public.

A flotation of Republic Corporation
stock is about to be made. Condor
Pictures and Ambassador Pictures
have filed applications with the SEC
for approval of stock issues. An
investment house is making a study

(Continued on Page 4)

Famous Players Canadian
Head Gets "Substantial

Number" of Shares
R. H. Cochrane, president of the

New Universal, Saturday announced
that N. L. Nathanson, important
film factor in Canada, had become
associated with Universal Pictures
through the purchase of a substan-
tial number of shares in Canadian
Universal Film Co., Ltd. This sub-
sidiary of Universal operates mov-
ing picture exchanges in Toronto,

(Continued on Page 12)

TECHNICIANS INDIE

UNION VOTES MERGER

Film Technicians Independent
Union has voted to merge with the
IATSE Local 669, laboratory work-
ers, and will drop its complaint be-
fore the National Labor Relations
Board against 12 local laboratories
for exclusive bargaining rights.
The merged locals will elect new

officers and enjoy local autonomy.
It is expected that 10 days will be
needed to perfect the new setup.

Blank Reveals Tri-State

Building Plans for Omaha
Omaha—A. H. Blank, President

of Tri-State Theater Corp., an-
nounced at a banquet given at Hotel
Fontenelle, signalizing the start of
the drive celebrating his silver
jubilee in the business, that he plans
to build first-run suburban houses
in Omaha. General Manager Ralph
Branton indicated that Tri-State is

(Continued on Page 12)

Zenda Coming En Masse
Entire population of Zenda, Ontario

—

seven men and five women—will arrive

aboard a special TWA skyliner at Floyd
Bennett Airport at 1 p.m. Wednesday to

be New York City guests of David 0.
Selznick for ten days. They will attend
the premiere of "The Prisoner of Zenda"
at Radio City Music Hall on Thursday.
Canadian town was named after the
Anthony Hope novel.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS, AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 26 25 Vi 26

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak
do pfd 161 161 161 +1
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 841/4 79V4 79'/4 — l'A

do pfd
Paramount 21 Vi 21 Vs 21 Vs

Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 19V8 19'/s TVs — Vs

Pathe Film 10y4 9% 9% — V4
RKO 83/8 8V4 83/s + Vs

20th Century Fox

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 61 61 61 +1
Warner Bros 14'/8 13% 13% — V4

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-O 6s 46
Loew 3 Vis 46 99 Vi 99Vi 99% + VI

Par. B'way 3s 55... 663/4 66% 6634

Par. Picts. 6s 55... 101 100% 101 + 5/g

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 95 943/4 95 + Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2% 25/s 2% + Vs

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2

Technicolor 30% 29% 30Vi + 1 'A

Trans-Lux 4V8 4 4'/8
Universal Picts 6'/8 6% 6% — Vs

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc., 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43
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H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Artists and Models (Paramount)—4th week Paramount
Confession (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Strand
Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (U.A.) Music Hall

Dead End (United Artists) Rivoli

Love Under Fire (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Dance, Charlie, Dance (Warner Bros.) Criterion

Bad Guy (M-G-M) Rialto

The Man in Blue (Universal) Central

The Spanish Earth (Contemporary Historians)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse

Wee Willie Winkie (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
China Express ( Amkino) Cameo
Polish Jew (Franco-American) Cinema de Paris

4 TWO-A-DAY RUNS
High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—6th week Astor

Souls at Sea (Paramount)—4th week Globe
Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.)—3rd week Hollywood

FUTURE OPENINGS
The Firefly (M-G-M)—Sept. 1 (d) Astor

Double or Nothing (Paramount)—Sept. 1 Parameunt
Varsity Show (Warner Bros.)—Sept. 1 Strand
Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M)—Sept. 2 Capitol

Prisoner of Zenda (United Artists)—Sept. 2 Music Hall

Thin Ice (20th Century-Fox)—Sept. 3 Roxy
Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Paramount)—Sept. 3 Central

Baltic Deputy (Amkino)—Sept. 3 Cameo
Orphan Boy of Vienna (Gen'l Foreign Sales)—Sept. 8 Belmont
The Good Earth (M-G-M) (b-e) Capitol

Life of the Party (RKO-Radio) (c) Rivoli

Borneo (20th Century-Fox) (c) Rialto

Lower Depths (Mayer-Burstyn) (c) 55th St. Playhouse

That Certain Woman (Warner Bros.) (f) Strand

(a) Double bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Two-a-day run.

(e) Follows "Broadway Melody of 1938." (f) Follows "Varsity Show."

Jll

Dropping of New Giveaway

Plan Averts Exhib. Split

Omaha—A possible split in the

Motion Picture Exhibitors associa-

tion of Omaha, year-old organiza-
tion, which represents the first time
local independents and circuit offi-

cials have ever been able to get to-

gether, has been averted by Ralph
Goldberg's decision to drop a new
gift night plan.

Goldberg, owner of six subse-

quents here, had toyed with the idea

of starting "Kwestionite," and had
even gone so far as to advertise

it.

Other exhibitors, uninterested in

"Kwestionite" and marking time
until the state supreme court rules

finally on bank night, were dis-

gruntled over any owner starting

a gift plan the others were not in

on.

In "Kwestionite," patrons selected

from audiences were to be queried

via microphone and loudspeaker, the

one answering the most questions

right to get the weekly prize.

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK

630 9th Ave., N. Y. C General Mgr.

Drive-In Theater Under

Fire on Sanitary Grounds

Union, N. J.—Operators of the
Drive-In Theater have been ordered
to appear today before the town-
ship committee to show cause why
their license should not be revoked.
Governing body has several times
ordered owners to install additional

sanitary facilities, threatening court
action. Maximum penalty, in addi-

tion to loss of license, is $200 fine or

90 days imprisonment.

Boston Ushers Union Bids

For Circuits' Recognition

Boston—Negotiations looking to
recognition are being conducted by
James O'Brien, counsel for the new-
ly organized B-4 vertical ushers,
doormen and cashier's union, with
local M & P, RKO, and Loew
houses. John Gatlee is in Boston
at the present time in an effort to
aid O'Brien.

O'Brien, who also represents the
local stage hands union, has drafted
a new contract calling for the re-
turn of the 15 per cent cuts that
were conceded to the exhibitors in
1933. Latter will be cleared within
the week, according to O'Brien.

Detroit Exhibitors Split

on Anti-Games Ordinance

Coming and Going

WILL H. HAYS is tentatively scheduled to ,

return to New York late next month from
Hollywood.

COL. JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE FILM
DAILY and THE RADIO DAILY, returns from a
European trip today on the Normandie.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH has finally gone on his
delayed vacation to Massachusetts.

MILTON S. LIVINGSTON, of Warner Brothers-
story department, and his bride, the former
BEATRICE ZEITSOFF, left New York yesterday
for the Adirondacks on their honeymoon.

JACK BENNY and his wife, MARY LIV-
INGSTONE, arrive in New York today from
Europe on the Normandie.

MRS. IRENE CASTLE McLAUGHLIN, accom-
panied by her son, William F. McLaughlin
arrives in New York from California today on
the liner Pennsylvania.

The Misses GILLETT EPPS, BETTY RIDGE-W
J^

L
.\.

HELEN J
- COLEMAN, and JOHN B.MORAN, winners of trips abroad in two con-

tests sponsored by M-G-M in association with
the Paris Exposition, return to New York todav
on the Normandie.

LEONARD F. FIELD, Broadway stage producer
has arrived in New York from the Coast by
plane. '

GILBERT MILLER, accompanied by Mrs. Miller,
arrives today on the Normandie after a four
months' visit to England.

AUSTIN MOON, manager of the Colony The-
ater Miami Beach, Fla., with MRS. MOON, is
in New York on a vacation.

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN, M-G-M associate
producer, a-rives today from Europe on the
Normandie.

ERIN O'BRIEN MOORE has arrived in New
York from Hollywod by plane.

LESLIE BANKS, British film star, arrives on
the Normandie today from England.

GRACE MOORE is scheduled to leave the
coast today by plane for New York.

BOB HALL, comedian, arrives in New York
on the Normandie today from Europe.

WINFIELD ANDRUS of THE FILM DAILY
returns with Mrs. Andrus to New York today
from a two weeks' vacation in Vermont.

ROSEMARY and PRISCILLA LANE plan to fly
to New York from Chicago early this week to
attend the opening of "Varsity Show" at the
Strand Theater.

KURT ROBITSCHEK, European stage producer,
arrives today in New York from Europe aboard
the Normandie.

FLOYD ST. JOHN, holder of Republic's fran-
chise in Northern California, is en route to New
York to arrange product deals.

Detroit—At a public hearing on
the mentioned ordinance banning
Screeno, Bank Night and similar-

games, George W. Trendle, president
of United Detroit Theaters, Hender-
son M. Richey, director for Co-Oper-
ative Theaters of Michigan, and Ra-
mond J. Meurer, attorney for United,
urged its adoption.

Negative argument came from
Sam Carver, manager of the Down-
town Theater, who claimed a great
majority of the theaters were op-
posed to the ending of games.

Council action is expected on the
ordinance shortly.

Lynch Resigns Post
Walter J. Lynch, Precision Labo-

ratories executive, has resigned and
will announce a . new connection
shortly.

Interstate Buys Mono.
Monogram has sold its entire

1937-38 product to the Interstate
Circuit in Texas and to the Rapf-
Rudin-Lederer-Harry Harris circuit

in New York City and New Jersey.

FRONT PAGE PRODUCTIONS
Presents

"Thunder Over The Orient"
The Four Horsemen Ride Again! A timely

short subject, startling in its grimness,

faithfully portraying the bitter Chinese-

Japanese struggle.

A powerful emotional narrative, with a

vivid story treatment, impartial and fair

to both sides. Appropriately scor i

A SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION Thi
CAN BE SOLD LIKE A FEATURE* I

2 reels IS minutes

Territorial rights available

Write phone or telegraph

M. D. Strong Criterion Films
50 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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SRO Business For "Souls At Sea" at Pop Price Openings

PARA'S NEW SEASON HIT BREAKING ALL B. 0. RECORDS

12 Big Hits Listed By Paramount For Start of New Lineup
Group of Box Office Champs

Set for Release During

First Five Months
Closely following the box office suc-

cess of "Artists and Models" and
"Souls at Sea" Paramount is now
definitely set to release a group of

twelve sure-fire hit pictures of equal
box office calibre during the first

five months of the new season.
The group consists of; Bing Cros-

by and Martha Raye in "Double or

Nothing;" Irene Dunne and Ran-
dolph Scott in "High Wide and
Handsome;" Marlene Dietrich in

"Angel" with Herbert Marshall and
Melvyn Douglas; "This Way Please"
with Fibber McGee and Molly, Betty
Grable, Ned Sparks and Mary Liv-

ingstone; "Ebb Tide" a Technicolor
production with Oscar Homolka.
"Blossoms on Broadway" with Ed-
ward Arnold and Shirley Ross; "The
Barrier" with Leo Carrillo, Jean
Parker and Jimmy Ellison; Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray in

"True Confession"; W. C. Fields in

"The Big Broadcast of 1938." Also
"Thrill of a Lifetime" with Dorothy
Lamour, Yacht Club Boys, Judy
Canova and Ben Blue; "Everyday's
a Holiday" with Mae West, Edmund
Lowe and Charles Butterworth and
"Wells Fargo" with Joel McCrea,
Frances Dee and Bob Burns.

Martha Raye in Para's

"Big Broadcast of 38"

Hollywood—Martha Raye, who .ap-

pears in "Artists and Models" and
"Double or Nothing" has been given
a spicy role in the forthcoming W.
C. Fields vehicle "The Big Broad-
cast of 1938." She portrays the role

of Fields' daughter, and Fields in

this one is an old sea captain.

Rubber Walls?
Peekskill

—"Artists And Models" Para-

mount production starring Jack Benny in

its first day at the Paramount Theater
here played to more than 4,000 admis-
sions, setting a new attendance and
receipt figure. With the population of

this town of 17,000 it is estimated that

at least one of every four persons saw
the picture.

Half a Million People Saw "Models" in N. Y.

Smash business was done at the New York Paramount Theater with "Artists And
Models" which in its four weeks played to more than half a million persons, according
to a box office check-up. With the local population six and a half million the Paramount
Theater certainly got its share of the picture-going public. The third and fourth week's
business was on par with the take recorded for the first week and all indications point
to the picture remaining at the theater until September. That's some business!

JACK BENNY SIGNED

FOR EIGHT PICTURES

Following the phenomenal recep-

tion accorded his last production,

"Artists and Models," Paramount
production executives concluded ne-

gotiations with Jack Benny for a

new four-year contract. In this new
pact Benny will make eight produc-

tions for the company. The first pic-

ture, tentatively titled "Music Over
America," and now being prepared

by Preston Sturges, will be produced

by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

"EBB TIDE"

B. 0, HIT

Hollywood—Audience reaction at

a sneak preview of "Ebb Tide,"

Paramount Technicolor production

with Oscar Homolka, Frances Farm-
er and Ray Milland, definitely stamp
that attraction as another box office

winner from Paramount. Unsuspect-

ing audience applauded the dramatic

highlights and the sensational col-

ored storm scenes in this screen ver-
sion of the Robert Louis Stevenson
story. James Hogan directed this

Lucien Hubbard production.

Souls At Sea Gets SRO Business in

Philadelphia and Portland Engagements

"Artists" Makes Box Office

History at Newark Opening

Newark—Box office history was
made at the Paramount Theater here

when Paramount's outstanding mu-
sical sensation "Artists and Models"

was held for a fourth consecutive

week at this theater. This is the

first time since the house was built

that any film achieved that distinc-

tion and registered handsomely at

the box office. The picture got off

to a sensational first week with
crowds lining the house to capacity.
Business on the first day of the
fourth week was $100 better than
the first day of the third week.

Despite terrific rain, Paramount's

mighty drama of the sea, "Souls at

Sea," was ushered in at its first

two popular price engagements at

the Fox Theater in Philadelphia and
the State Theater in Portland, Me.,

to unprecedented business. The SRO
sign was in evidence at both houses,

which drew capacity crowds for the

opening performances.

At the Fox Theater, Philadelphia,

the picture rolled up the biggest
opening day's gross of any picture
this year. In Portland at the State
"Souls at Sea" cracked all records
for the year at that house. Both
engagements definitely demonstrat-
ed the drawing power of this Para-
mount smash hit.

"Artists and Models" Given

Additional Playing Time
in Forty Key Cities

Conclusive evidence of the fact
that Paramount's new musical pro-
duction "Artists and Models" will be
among the top grossers of this sea-
son is gleaned from box office re-

ports now reaching the Paramount
home office from forty key city
engagements.
Every important key city opening

on "Artists and Models" has resulted
in additional playing time. Among
the highlights of the holdovers are:

At the New York Paramount now
in its fourth big week and playing
to the biggest gross in the history
of the house. Second day of the
fourth week far ahead of the second
day's take of the third week. For
the first time in the history of the
Paramount Theater in Newark
"Artists and Models" has been held
for four consecutive weeks. First
day of the fourth week was $100
better than first day of third week.

In Philadelphia at the Stanley
Theater the picture rolled up the
biggest first week's gross in three
years. At the Fox Theater in San
Francisco "Artists and Models"
garnered the normal week's re-

ceipts in the first three days. The
picture is now in its second week
at the Paramount Theater in Seat-

tle after hitting the biggest first

week's business in two years. Pic-

ture is now at the Mjasic Hall in

that city for third week.

From Indianapolis the Circle

Theater reported the picture hit

the average week's take in its first

three days, and now is playing a
second week.

Exhibitors who have played this

smash hit pass the word along to

other showmen who have this pic-

ture booked to save extra playing

time. They'll need it!

Eight Wives!
Gary Cooper has been assigned the

leading role opposite Claudette Col-

bert in Paramount's "Bluebeard's Eighth

Wife." Here is a combination of tal-

ent that spells big business at any
box office. Ernst Lubitsch to direct.

Advertisement Advertisement



FILM INDUSTRY HOLDS

WALL ST. INTEREST

(Continued from page 1)

of Imperial Pictures preparatory to

filing with the SEC. Flotation of a
stock issue for Coronet Pictures, the

new Joe Brandt-Pat Powers-Bobby
Crawford company is in abeyance
temporarily, but definitely a pros-

pect.

Not so long ago the stock of Grand
National was first offered for pub-
lic sale.

Other evidence of Wall Street in-

terest and confidence in the film

business is the refunding of various
Paramount and Loew issues at lower
interest rates.

Wall Street scouts are active in

observing the film industry for com-
panies which may be promoted via

the stock route.

45 Pix Before Cameras
Para Leading With Eight

(Continued from page 1)

and Conn are credited with two
each. Selznick International and
Principal are doing one each.

Paramount has started "Hold 'Em
Navy" and has finished "Love On
Toast." M-G-M has begun work on
"The Last Gangster" and "Bad Man
Of Brimstone." "Borrowing Trouble"
is new at 20th Century-Pox and "It

Never Happened Before" at RKO.

"Magic Carpet" Prop Falls,

Killing Two, Injuring Two

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— The "magic carpet"

used in the current filming of "Ali

Baba Goes To Town," the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox feature starring Eddie
Cantor, fell on four men at the

studio here, killing Philo Goodfriend
and Harry Harsha. The former died

en route to the hospital, and Harsha
succumbed later. The injured were
J. D. Boman and Nick de Genner.
The group was working under the
"carpet," a platform constructed
of heavy timbers weighing 1,500

pounds, when the main wire sup-
porting the platform snapped. Can-
tor was scheduled to ride the "car-

pet" shortly after the time of the
mishap.

Best wishes from

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

AUGUST 30
Joan Blondell

• • • THREE SMASH HITS in a row and think
what that means to any home office trying to handle them ade-
quately That's the problem that confronted Monroe Green-
thai and his publicity and exploitation staff over at United
Artists first came "Stella Dallas," which hit the Music
Hall and did stand-out business then "Walter Wanger's
Vogues of 1938" grabbed a top figure in its first week there,
and is keeping up this terrific pace during its second stanza

while "Dead End" at the Rivoli is headed for one of the
biggest takes in the history of the house, and in all proba-
bility, a five-week stay

• • • ALL OF which brings out the observation that
these three pictures costing in the highest brackets when
tossed on the market practically at the same time presented a
serious problem of quick returns a lot of money involved

even the finest picture can get a poor start with a
mediocre send-off

• • • HERE IS an example which might well go far to
settle the argument of the influence of a great campaign
United Artists was not taking any chances each got a
tremendous build-up from every angle and the result, as
stated in the first paragraph cannot well be refuted
advertising, publicity and exploitation are growing more im-
portant in the industry every day and here is the solid
proof in Box Office Results on three hits in a row

• • • LIVE WIRE Dave Epstein that Coast
de luxe representative when Dave hits New York, things
begin to happen among other jobs, he was on here to talk
to Babe Ruth about going out to the coast to manage a new
Pacific Coast League baseball team which George Raft wants
to put into Hollywood provided he can secure the services of
the colorful Bambino as manager

• • • NOT ONLY is the Babe's representative, Christy
Walsh, talking figures with Raft, through Dave's efforts
but an offer through Walsh has been made to bring the Louis-
Schmeling championship fight to the Coast on the opening day
of the Santa Anita racing season according to Epstein,
sport-minded gents, including Raft Del Ruth, Clarence Brown,
Wesley Ruggles and Sam Wood, have the dough and are out
to make Hollywood a big sports center Dave says: "We've
got the stadium, the inclination and the kind of public who'll
pay for first-class entertainment, not left-overs."

• • • BECAUSE the locale of Metro's "The Firefly"
opening at the Astor on Wednesday is laid in Spain, members
of the Spanish Consulate will attend the opening performance
of the two-a-day ...» Managing director W. G. Van Schmus
of the Music Hall took the British director, Alfred Hitchcock,
through the theater and amazed the Britisher with the magni-
tude of the stage and all the mechanical equipment

• • • ONE OF the speakers at the 1937 Williamstown
Institute of Human Relations will be Carl E. Milliken of the
Hays office he will speak on "Exampes of Present Day
Motion Pictures" on Tuesday, at Williams College, Williams-
town, Mass.

« « « » » »
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DUALS, GIVEAWAYS
«

REIGN IN N. CALIF,

(Continued from page 1)

singles. Of the latter two houses,
the RKO Golden Gate equalizes with
an elaborate stage show changed
weekly.
Fox West Coast ventured a quick-

test by playing single bills at two
of the three FWC firstruns here,
but the policy was discontinued after
a few weeks. Local observers were
divided as to whether or not a long
enough period had been used to
get reliable indications on the double-
single feature battle, but the attempt
has not been repeated.
San Francisco in particular and

the entire territory in general relies
tremendously on giveaways, both
cash and merchandise. Only ex-
ceptions are the six San Francisco
and four Oakland firstruns. Almost
everywhere else dishes on Monday
nights and cash twice a week is the
rule. Four FWC houses down the
San Francisco peninsula arc running
a 10-week premium stunt paying off

50 two-week free vacations for two
persons at 30-odd California resorts.
At least three San Francisco

downtown subsequentruns give cash
every night, and their attendance is

probably 70 per cent for the prize
not the picture. Spin-o, Ten-O-Win,
Screeno-O, Derby, Bingo are some of
the cash games played through
currently suing Rolleo, a local con-
cern, for copyright infringement.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Family life is a complicated matter/
for Jed Prouty. He has it twenty-^
four hours a day. When he leaves

his San Fernando Valley home, where
he is head of the Prouty family, he
goes to the studios, where he is head
of the screen Jones Family.—20th CEN-
TURY-FOX.

"Zola" Seen by 55,000
At the Hollywood, N. Y.

With a complete sell-out recorded I

for the week-end performances, over
55,000 people have seen Warner
Bros.' "The Life of Emile Zola" dur-
ing its two-and-a-half-week road-
show run at the Hollywood Theater
on Broadway. The picture has been
packing 'em in ever since its world
premiere Aug. 11.

"Zola" has also been doing "sen-
sational" business in its other road-
show engagements to date, which
include the St. James, Asbury Park;
Strand, Far Rockaway; Laurel, Long
Beach; National. Washington; Cass,
Detroit; Palace, Lake Placid, War-
ners' home office said Saturday.

Iliii m;
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fall in love to
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D
"The Big City

with Luise Rainer and Spencer Tracy

M-G-M 75 "Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

A WINNER — CAN'T MISS IN ANY

SPOT; IT'S B.O. WITH CAPITAL LETTERS.

Playing the gamut of human emotions

from the depth of pathos to the heights of

hilarious comedy, Frank Borzage's "Big

City" is a winner. In short, it has every-

thing with a walloping finish that leaves

the customers breathless from laughter.

Both Rainer and Tracy achieve finer shad-

ings of acting than ever before. Director

Frank Borzage's "touch" is felt throughout.

Memorable are the scenes of Tracy carry-

ing his wife, Luise Rainer, up the steps

teasing her about a blond — of Rainer's

phoning the Mayor to give herself up—of

the cabby forced to drink a quart of milk

at one shot while his pal looks on, nau-

seated at the sight. The screen play, by

Dore Schary and Hugo Butler, is expertly

embroidered and developed from the original

by Norman Krasna. It concerns the rivalry

of the Independent Cab Company and the

Comet Cab Company of New York. The

latter cabbies, who are hired racketeers,

use strong arm methods to keep competition

at white heat, thereby insuring their own

jobs. The feud reaches a climax when

Rainer's brother, an Independent, is killed

in a garage explosion. Through a slightly

weak premise on the part of the law,

Rainer is held responsible. She is "en-

ceinte" and the Independents, her husband's

buddies, band together to protect her from

deportation. In its furious pace thence-

forth, one is a little puzzled as to who

wants her deported and who wants to

prosecute, but it is all straightened out in

the end with a wow of a finish when the

rival cabbies walk into their own trap, are

met by the best known fighters of the

day, Jack Dempsey, Jim Jeffries, Man
Mountain Dean, et al (in person). A fight

ensues, one of the funniest ever screened,

as the Rainer baby is born in a nearby

ambulance. Norman Krasna's first pic-

ture reveals the keenness of a veteran pro-

ducer. A sizable cast was excellent in

every part. Photography by Joe Rutten-

berg is noteworthy. Clever usage of car-

toons for the opening credit frames started

the picture with a bang. "Big City" can't

miss in any spot ... it is B.O. with capital

letters.

Cast: Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer, Char-

ley Grapewin, Janet Beecher, Eddie Quillan,

Victor Varconi, Oscar O'Shea, Helen Troy,

William Demarest, John Arledge, Irving

Bacon, Guinn Williams, Regis Toomey,

Edgar Dearing, Paul Harvey, Andrew
Tombes, Clem Bevans, Grace Ford, Alice

White.

Producer, Norman Krasna; Director, Frank

Borzage; Author, Norman Krasna; Screen-

pla^yDore Schary, Hugo Butler; Camera-
maSj ^eph Ruttenberg; Musical Score, Or

Wilmarrri Axt; Sound, Douglas Shearer; Art

Director, Cedric Gibbons and associates,

Stan Rogers and Edwin B. Willias; Editor,

Frederick Y. Smith.

Direction, Tops. Photography, Splendid.

JlwUws <4 the View T-tttn* it it
Tex Ritter in

"Riders of the Rockies"
Grand National 59 Mins.

GOOD ACTION WESTERN PEPPED UP
WITH TEX RITTER'S SINGING AS WELL
AS THRILL STUFF.

This one follows the formula material but
manages to do it with some clever direc-

tional touches and the work of a very ex-

cellent cast. Tex and his two pals

are Arizona Rangers, and are assigned to

guard a cattle herd from a rustler band who
are operating from across the border. When
the rustlers trick his two pals into letting

them get away with the herd, the com-
mander of the Rangers throws them in

the jug. Tex then deserts, and beats it

across the border to secure proof of their

innocence. There he joins up with the

rustlers, and later his two pals escape from

the jail and join him, but they give his

game away in the hearing of some of the

gang. Then the excitement starts in

earnest, with the buddies of Tex being

captured by the rustlers who are about to

string them up when Tex comes along with

a troop of Mexican Rurales. There is a

bang-up pitched battle, with the Rurales

trapping the outlaws in a mountain ravine,

and wiping them out. Tex returns to the

Rangers with the rustler chief a captive,

and establishes the innocence of his pals.

Tex sings several songs, and also does some

heavy fighting in a knock-down fight in

the Mexican cantina, which is a wow.

Cast: Tex Ritter, Louise Stanley, Charles

King, Yakima Canutt, Earl Dwire, Snub

Pollard, Horace Murphy, Martin Garalaga,

Jack Rockwell, Paul Lopez, Heber Snow.

Production, Edward Finney; Director, R.

N. Bradbury; Screenplay, Robert Emmett.

Direction, Very good Photography, Ex-

cellent.

"Jungle Menace"

Avge. 20 Mins.
Columbia Per Chapter.

(A Serial)

Asia's jungle is the general locale

of this serial and Seemang, an al-

leged center of the rubber trade is

the particular scene of action. Here
a sinister gang, utilizing American
gangster methods, is trafficking in

stolen rubber, victimizing the plan-
tation of John St. Polis and his

daughter, Charlotte Henry, in or-

der that, in desperation, created by
financial failure, St. Polis will sell.

The film, produced by Louis Weiss
is divided into 15 chapters, the first

two episodes of which are 19 minutes
in length, and the third runs 31 min-
utes. Appraised on the basis of this

trio of installments, "Jungle Men-
ace," whose star is Prank Buck, and
whose principal featured player is

Sasha Siemel, or "Tiger Man" as he
is known to those who have fol-

lowed written accounts in newspa-
pers and magazines of his exploits
in the jungles of South America
where, also according to two popular

'She Asked for It"

with William Cargan, Orien Heyward,

Vivienne Osborne

Paramount 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
COMEDY MYSTERY WELL ACTED

SHOULD PLEASE THE AVERAGE AUDI-
ENCE.

This is pleasing program fare. William
Gargan does excellent work as a playboy,
who becomes a successful writer of detec-
tive stories. Orien Heyward, a newcomer,
is decorative and satisfactory as the wife
of Gargan, who divorces him but returns
to him in the end. Director Erie C. Ken-
ton has blended the comedy and mystery
very capably. B. P. Schulberg rates credit

as producer and George Auerbach as asso-
ciate producer. Frederick Jackson, Theo-
dore Reeves and Howard Irving Young
fashioned the screenplay. Richard Carle,

as an authors' agent, furnishes some of the
comedy, while Tully Marshall also does
much to help in the fun. Vivienne Osborne,
Roland Drew, Harry Beresford, Alan Bir-

mingham, Harry Fleischmann and Miki
Morita are among the principals. As a

publicity stunt, Gargan poses as the detec-
tive he has created for his stories. He
becomes interested in the mysterious death
of wealthy Tully Marshall and finally forces

Drew, Birmingham and Beresford to admit
their guilt in the murder.

Cast: William Gargan, Orien Heyward,
Vivienne Osborne, Richard Carle, Roland
Drew, Harry Beresford, Alan Birmingham,
Harry Fleischmann, Tully Marshall, Miki
Morita.

Producer, B. P. Schulberg; Associate

Producer, George Auerbach; Director, Erie

C. Kenton; Screenplay, Frederick Jackson,

Theodore Reeves, Howard Irving Young;
Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Art Director,

Albert D'Agostino; Editor, Robert Bischoff;

Musical Director, Boris Morros.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Good.

and the Siemel biography, "Tiger
Man," he is famed for killing a ja-
guar with a spear, is a fairly inter-

esting, mildly exciting serial whose
ability to thrill is chiefly confined,
and theoretically so, upon tigers
breaking out of their cages and
menacing Buck and youthful Sher-
wood Bailey, and others in the cast.

But the big cats are of pretty mild
temper while on the loose, and most
of the attending spine-chilling is con-
fined to expectancy of their ferocity.
For an action picture, the sequences
are rather slow moving, an under-
standable degree of this lack of snap
being doubtless due to "planting"
properly the story and its characters.
With Buck as the drawing card, and
the magnetism wild animals have for
virtually all audiences, especially kid
patrons, the attraction should do
well at the box office. Considerable
Asiatic atmosphere is created, but
now and then an unnatural note
creeps in. This is apparent chiefly

in the cabaret scenes which are defi-

nitely Hollywood in concept. One
has a feeling that the picture might

FOREIGN

"Ein Maedel Mit
Tempo

("A Girl With Temperament")

Casino Film Exchange 79 Mins.

INTERESTING, LIVELY FEATURE
WHICH WILL SCORE WITH DOLLY
HAAS' FILM FOLLOWERS.

It is difficult to classify this picture

which is an interwoven pattern of detec-
tive, mystery, romantic, comedy and drama-
tic elements, and runs the gamut of each
with rather baffling tread. Despite its

plot's vagrant ways, it is none the less a

decidedly entertaining film, with good tem-
po, excellent photography and acting of

a high order. Its outstanding individual

asset is the dynamic Dolly Haas who checks
in with a delightful performance as the ad-

venturous girl who falls in love and is

courted in brief, whirlwind style by a

schoolmate of her brother, when he drops

in to see the latter. Most of the screen-

play's events have a picturesque country

castle as the background. Picturegoers,

even though there are no English subtitles,

and the dialogue is entirely in German,
will have no difficulty comprehending the

story and its episodes.

Cast: Dolly Haas, Albert Lieven, Leo-

poldine Konstantin, Ludwig Schreiber,

Arthur Roberts, George Voekel, Oskar Sima,

Heinz Ludwig.

A T. K. production, directed by Robert

A. Stemmle. Music by Franz Grothe. Pre-

sented at the 86th Street Casino Theater.

RKO Greater N. Y. Houses

Launch Season Wednesday

Beginning Wednesday, RKO The-
atres will officially launch their new
1937-38 season, and to mark the oc-
casion all Greater New York and
Westchester houses with the excep-
tion of the Albee, will show "You
Can't Have Everything," 20th Cen-
tury-Fox musical. The Albee will

bill "The Road Back" and "Think
Fast, Mr. Moto," as its attractions.

"Reported Missing," an aviation
drama, with William Gargan and
Jean Rogers will be the associate
feature in the Manhattan, Bronx
and Westchester Theaters including
the Palace, while those of the
Brooklyn-Queens group will add
"The Lady Escapes" to their bills.

Matthews Resigns Post

as Detroit Union Head

books, Julien Duguid's "Green Hell"
|
have been more carefully cast

Detroit—At a meeting of the local

exchange employes' union last week,
Russell Matthews, head shipper at
Universal, resigned as president.

Action, it is reported, was the re-

sult of disagreement between Mat-
thews and Roger Kennedy, who has
been acting as business agent for the
union since the resignation of Allan
Boodman, due to ill health.

lU
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A "JUtiU" fro*, Uottywaod "JW
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J^ABOR DAY will find Grand Na-

tional's players widely scattered
in search of relaxation. James Cag-
ney, Conrad Nagel and George
Houston will be in the East, Cag-
ney on his farm at Martha's Vine-
yard off the Massachusetts coast,
Nagel in New York and George
Houston in Connecticut to attend a
preview of "New Faces," Broadway
stage play featuring his wife, Leona
Suisa.

Anna Sten, Stuart Erwin, Tex
Ritter and Boots Mallory will re-
main at home in Hollywood, busy
with script rehearsals. Wallace
Ford will attend the U. S. Naval
maneuvers in San Diego bay. Rod
LaRocque and Vilma Banky (Mrs.
LaRocque) will spend the holidays
at Del Monte participating in a golf
tournament there. Eleanor Hunt
and her husband, George Hirliman,
will steer their yacht "Merry K"
to Coronado Bay with Marion Tal-
ley, Esther Muir and other guests
aboard. Eric Linden will spend his
time at Laguna Beach.

T T T

Plans to start production Sept.
20 on "East of Shanghai," Anna
May Wong's first picture under her
new contract, are announced by
Paramount. The story of the film,

previously titled "Across The River"
was written by Garnett Weston. The
screenplay was done by Weston and
Gladys Unger. Robert Florey, who
will direct, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday after spending several
weeks in Shanghai.

T T

Stuart Erwin's next starring pic-

ture for Grand National will have
its title changed from "Face the
Facts" to "Mr. Boggs Buys a Bar-
rel." Ben Pivar will put the feature
into production in about 10 days.
The screenplay was written by
Richard English from a Clarence
Budington Kelland American Maga-
zine story.

T T T

Gene Morgan and Joe Twerp have
been engaged for feature parts in

"All American Sweetheart," a new
"college" comedy with music, which
has been placed in production by
Columbia.

T T

Cast for Columbia's "Park Ave-
nue Dame," the Robert T. Shannon
story, was completed, with the sign-

ing of Edward Earle and Howard
Hickman.

Meet Dennis O'Keefe
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Dennis O'Keefe has been
decided upon as the screen name for

Edward Flannigan. O'Keefe has the ro-

mantic lead opposite Virginia Bruce in

the Metro production "Bad Man of

Brimstone."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 137 • • •
\A/iLLIAM K. HOWARD. Director, under contract to both Alexander Korda

and Mayflower. Native of St. Mary's, 0. and educated at Ohio State

University (civil engineer). Joined sales force of Vitagraph, Cincinnati; took

a course in night law school, Cincinnati. Then

theater manager. Next, salesman, Minneapolis

exchange of Vitagraph, later rising to manager

of that office. Field-artilleryman two years in

World War. Joined Universal after Armistice,

1918, as sales advisor. From "U" to Fox as

assistant director, scenarist, finally director.

Made four for Fox, two for FBO, one for Ince,

six for Lasky. Signed with Cecil B. De Mille-

P. D. C, in 1926, remaining with De Mille-

Pathe in 1927. Subsequently with Fox, M-G-M.

Box-office success of "Mountain
Music" in which Bob Burns and
Martha Raye were co-starred on
the screen for the first time has
caused Paramount to plan a second
co-starring vehicle. Writers are at

work on an original film story titled

"Arkansas Travelers" which Har-
lan Thompson will produce this Fall.

T T T

Columbia is starting "Carnival
Lady," a circus murder mystery
story, with Charles Quigley, Rita
Hayworth, Marc Lawrence and
Marjorie Main in the leading roles.

It will be directed by C. C. Cole-
man, Jr., who is now in charge of

"Women of the Night," which is

rapidly nearing completion.

T T T

Josie Sedgwick-Ray West and As-
sociates, Inc., have placed the fol-

lowing players: Keith Kenneth in

"Portia on Trial" and Ula Love in
"Trigger Trio" at Republic, Billy

Smith in "Let Me Live" at M-G-M,
Edward Fisher in a Wilding indus-
trial and Camille Soray in "Rosalie"
at M-G-M.

T T

"A Bride for Henry," a Monogram
production featuring Anne Nagel
and Warren Hull, has been com-
pleted and will have an early fall

release.

T T V
Andrew Tombes, film character

actor, has been assigned an impor-
tant featured role in "45 Fathers,"
Jane Withers' new 20th Century-
Fox starring picture while John
Hamilton has been assigned a role

in the supporting cast of "Danger-
ously Yours," which co-features
Cesar Romero and Phyllis Brooks.

V T T

Marjorie Weaver, recent gradu-
ate of the 20th Century-Fox studio
school, has been assigned an im-
portant featured role in "Second
Honeymoon," starring Loretta
Young and Tyrone Power.

"Roll Along, Cowboy," based upon
the Zane Grey story of the same
title, with Smith Ballew and Cecilia
Parker in the leading roles, is sched-
uled to go before the cameras under
the direction of Gus Meins next
week at Principal Productions' stu-
dio in Hollywood. It will be released
by 20th Century-Fox.

T T

William Wyler has been signed
by Warner Bros, and has been as-
signed to direct Bette Davis' next
starring picture, "Jezebel." Produc-
tion on the picture is expected to
get under way about mid-Sept.

T T *

"Breakfast for Two" has been
selected as the final title of the RKO
Radio Pictures production starring
Barbara Stanwyck and Herbert
Marshall, which was filmed under
the working tag of "A Love Like
That." The picture, directed by Al-
fred Santell and produced by Ed-
ward Kaufman, now being edited
for release in the Fall.

T T T

Dr. William Axt has been as-
signed as Musical director on
Metro's "Ugly Duckling." The cast
to date includes Fanny Brice, Judy
Garland, Reginald Owen, Billie

Burke and Tom Rutherfurd.
T

Robert Benchley, writer-actor for
M-G-M, plans to make three more
short subjects before returning to
New York in October. They are
"How to Entertain a Blind Date,"
"How to Raise a Baby" and "How
to See a Movie." Roy Rowland, who
directed Benchley in "How To Start
The Day," will also direct the come-
dian in "How To Enjoy a Movie"
and "How To Take Care Of The
Baby," at M-G-M.

T V T
Esther Chertok, sister of Jack

Chertok, producer of short subjects

at M-G-M, was marreid to Sid Sid-

man at the Chertok home Thursday.
Chertok gave the bride away.

Frank McDonald, who directed
"Dance, Charlie, Dance," "Fly Away
Baby" and several other pictures for
Warner Bros., will soon start work
on "Blonde At Work," with Glenda
Farrell heading the cast.AAA
Roy Del Ruth, who will direct the

next Sonja Henie picture, "Bread,
Butter and Rhythm," for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, is scouting for new ice

skaters who can fill supporting
roles. The principal trouble is that
alongside Miss Henie, most skaters,

no matter how accomplished, do not

show up to advantage.

v T T
Purchased by an agent at the re-

cent auction of effects belonging to

the late O. Robinson Casey, the ori-

ginal of De Wolfe Hopper's "Casey
at the Bat," Richard Dix has just

received a baseball which was auto-

graphed to the famous character by
Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb and other

heroes of the diamond.
T T

Vixen of Alfred E. Green's racing

stable, has never won a race. The
director, however, now has it "fixed"

for her to win not one but two im-
portant handicaps. The horse will

lead the field in "Thorobreds Don't

Cry," Green's new assignment at

M-G-M.
T T T

Charles Kenyon, currently writ-

ing the screenplay of "The Road To
Reno," at Universal, has left for

the Nevada capital to collect data
on divorce court procedure there,

spending a week at a fashionable

dude ranch, and to search for in-

teresting local characters,

v v T

Frank Sanucci has been assigned

as musical director with the Edward
Finney production unit at Grand
National; Sanucci will handle the

music on all eight Tex Ritter west-

erns which Grand National will

produce this season.

T

Ben Pivar, Grand National pro-

ducer, has switched the title of the

Stuart Erwin starring picture "Face

the Facts" to "Mr. Boggs Buys a

Barrell." The picture goes into

production in about ten days, when
Erwin returns from a current en-

gagement at Columbia.

t t

M-G-M changed the name of Rose

Stradner to Andrea Marlow. Miss

Marlow will play the leading

feminine part in Edward G. Robin-

son's picture, "The Last Gangster,'

which Edward Ludwing will direct

j

3

So This Is London!
London (By Cable)—Robert Taylor,

film star, was greeted at Waterloo-Sta-

tion on his arrival here from themF'(fd
States by 3,000 screaming mo\rWrA«s
who almost mobbed him. The octor

escaped through a luggage elevator and

even then police had difficulty protect-

ing him. Women fainted in the crowd

at the station.
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A * NEWS of the DAY * * *
Detroit—Howard Paul's new 400-

ieat Yale Theater at Yale, is sched-

iled to open tomorrow.

Minneapolis—"Imitation of Life"

s on its third revival week at the

rime Theater here.

Chicago—Henri Elman, indie dis-

ributor, has returned from a West
3oast vacation trip, while Frank
Williams, veteran Warner booker, is

now enjoying the California atmos-

phere.

Chicago—Otto F. Vonesh is plan-

ning a new 700-seat theater for

Brookfield, a west side suburban

town.

Minocqua, Wis.—The new Aqua
Theater has been opened her by Ray
Quady.

Janesville, Wis. — Remodeling on

the lobby of the Jeffris Theater here

is underway, with a new terra cotta

front to be installed.

Milwaukee, Wis.— Approximately

$3,000 is being spent in remodeling

the front of the Downer, Fox neigh-

borhood house here.

It's the Cats!
Minneapolis—New high in local short subjects held the spotlight this week. Gordie

Green, manager of the Palace Theater, producer, found his inspiration in the death of a

cat. The feline, Mickie, was the pride of the city fire force, and its death was much
publicized. Green shot the cat's bier and departmental funeral and added the footage
to that taken some time ago showing the cat in pole-sliding stunts and fire-truck
rides. Short is credited with drawing crowds to the b.o.

Chicago—Midwest Theater Supply
Co. has been awarded the contract
for overhauling the Gold Theater of
the Cooper Bros.' circuit. The house
seats 1,100 and will be completely
remodeled for an early October
opening.

Detroit — The Ramona Theater,

Gratiot Ave. and the Six Mile Road,

a member of the United Detroit

Theaters circuit, is celebrating its

tenth anniversay week. The Ramona,

one of the largest neighborhood the-

aters in Detroit, has a seating capac-

ing of 2,200. Claude Deardorff is

the manager.

Chicago—Leslie Gleason, formerly
manager of the Park Theater, has
been named manager of the B and K
Tivoli Theater at Downers Grove.
Kenneth Edgerlee has been moved
from the State Theater to take the
Gleason job as manager of the Park
Theater.

Larrimore, No. Dak.—Frank Ujka
is remodeling the Grand Theater
here.

Minneapolis— Harry Anderson is

taking the place of Gene Meredith
at Warner Bros.' exchange while
Meredith is vacationing on the
Minnesota North Shore.

Harrisburg, 111.—Steve Farrar, J.

T. Gaskins and O. L. Turner have
organized the Sparta Theaters, Inc.,

with offices in the Orpheum Theater
building to own and operate moving
picture theaters in this territory.

Mineral Point, Wis.—The Point
Theater here will have new seats

installed at once, according to H.
Schumacher, owner.

Lindstrom, Minn.—R. A. Horton is

remodeling the Princess Theater
here.

North Adams, Mass. — A unique

"Magic Voice" identification contest

in which the audience attempts to

identify the voices of its favorite

motion picture stars has been in-

augurated at the Paramount Theater

by Manager Frechette.

Detroit—The appointment is an-

nounced of Norman Lane as Detroit

representative for National Theater

Service.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—The Jefferson

Theater has reopened following a

several weeks' shutdown for redec-

orating. The interior is completely

changed, with new carpets, rugs,

draperies, and light fixtures. Side

walls and ceilings have been refin-

ished. H. C. Cocks, Quimby Theaters

manager, said that the Palace, an-

other of the four houses in the

group, would now be closed for re-

modeling. While the Jefferson was

closed, its bookings were shown at

the Palace, which was dark most

of'*j&e summer,

Des Moines — National Screen
Service has opened a branch office

at Tenth and High Sts. here with L.

C. (Chick) Friedman as manager.
Henry H. Kohn of Chicago was in

Des Moines to assist in the opening
and complete the office force.

Chicago—Gene Hopson, for many
years manager of the Loop Orpheum
Theater of the Warner circuit, is

temporarily acting as manager of

the Hamilton Theater on the South
Side, while Jay H. O'Connell, man-
ager, is recovering from serious ill-

ness at his home.

Boston—The RKO Boston Theater
is undergoing minor alterations in
preparation for the opening on
Thursday of the fall and winter
policy of stage shows with first-
runs. The house has been playing
double features since June as sum-
mer policy.

Chicago—Harry Lustgarden, man-
ager of the Marbro Theater of the
B. & K. circuit, has returned from
his vacation in the Wisconsin wilds
with plenty of fish stories. Charley
Shapiro of Essanees' Biograph The-
ater is back from Yellowstone Park,
while Ted Morris of the Davis The-
ater spent a couple of weeks in
Mexico City on vacation.

Browerville, Minn.—L. H. Peter-
son has acquired the Lyric Theater
and will take ownership as of
Sept. 1.

Chicago—Balaban & Katz are pro-

moting several of their doormen.
Latest to go up the ladder is Hugh
McGinnis, for several years on the

job at the Chicago Theater, who has
been named assistant manager of the

State Theater.

Spokane—Long dark for a thor-

ough remodeling, the Empress The-
ater has reopened. Old boxes have
been removed and attractive modern
columns now grace the sides of the

stage, along with other extensive

improvements inside and out. Man-
ager Cecil Williams has left for the

Pacific Coast to book features for

the season.

*nona, Minn.—Film pickup driv-

ers were experiencing no difficulty

here although the rest of the truck-

ing industry was tied-up in an all-

inclusive truck drivers' strike called

this week.

Redwood Falls, Minn. — D. W.
Buckley is installing new air con-

ditioning equipment in his new the-

ater here.

Falls City, Neb.—Oscar C. John-
son's benefit performance at the
Rivoli Theater here raised six car-

tons of used clothing for needy chil-

dren. The Parent-Teachers' Ass'n
persuaded Johnson to stage the
benefit. Admission was old clothing.

Chicago — Ted Bossimeaux, for-
merly manager of the B. & K. Gar-
rick Theater in the Loop, has been
transferred to the Terminal Theater
on West Lawrence Ave. Al Bach-
man goes to the Harding Theater as
manager.

Columbus, O.—The White Motor
Sales Co., Lancaster, O., presented
free movies on its used car lot in
this city. Programs embraced pix
previously screened in this city.

New Haven, Conn.—Lou Schaefer,
Paramount manager, has completed
arrangements for a Fur Fashions
Show, to be staged with the film,

"On Such a Night," and five acts of

vaudeville, the week of Sept. 9. The
fashion show is being presented in

cooperation with the New Haven
Fur Merchants Ass'n, with the lat-

ter sponsoring much of the air and
newspaper advertising.

Portland, Me.—W. F. Goodwin has
closed his Strand Theater at Kenne-
bunkport. Mr. Goodwin, who also
operates the Lyric, is also the town's
druggist and postmaster.

Columbus, O.—E. N. Dietrich, in
his new post of director of educa-
tion and head of the film censors,
has announced the appointment of
Grover Traxler as field representa-
tive for the department, and secre-
tary to the director.

Casson, Minn.—Edwin Behrendt,

formerly owner of the Cozy Theater

at Cambridge, will take over the

State Theater here as of Sept. 1.

Minneapolis—Don Woods, Grand
National, has completed deals with

both Berger and the Baer circuits

in Minnesota for Grand National's

1938 product. Contracts were signed

this past week.

Peoria, 111.—Robert Ground of the

Great States circuit, has been trans-

ferred from the Palace Theater at

Danville to the Apollo Theater here.

He succeeds Edward Peltz, who goes

to the Great States Theater at Peru.

New Haven, Conn. — Revival of

"Scarface" at the Loew-Bijou for

four days drew tremendous crowds
and the picture was held for an ad-

ditional three-day run.

New Orleans—Twentieth Century-

Fox is again dickering with local

capital to build a new exchange for

the film corporation. The tentative

site would be corner of South Lib-

erty and Cleveland Ave. on a park-

ing lot now occupied by Mike Heck's

shipping service and opposite the

Vitagraph Bldg.

Chicago—S. & B. Amusement Co.

has surrendered its charter to the

Secretary of State at Springfield.

Salt Lake City—Philip Guss, man-
ager of the Intermountain Theater
Supply Company, is erecting a 600-
seat theater for John Gillette, at
Tooelle. Remodeling of the Auditori-
um Theater at Pocatello, Idaho, is

nearing completion. Job also is be-
ing done by the Intermountain
Theater Supply Company.

Cleveland—Air conditioning has
been installed in the Shaw Hayden,
one of the houses belonging to the

Associated Theaters circuit.

Troy, N. Y.—Sam Millberg, has
purchased the interest of his part-

ner, Sam Rosenblatt, in the Family,
Watervliet.

Olympia, Wash.—Ed Zabel, the-

ater operator, is readying his Capi-

tol Theater for an early opening.

Canton, O. — Max Young, owner
operator of the Mozart, State and
McKinley theaters here, is back at

his desk after a three-week so-

journ at Atlantic City, his health

having been greatly benefited by the

vacation.
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NATHANSON BUYS

INTO CANADIAN I)

(Continued from page 1)

Montreal, Calgary, St. John, Van-
couver and Winnipeg.

Nathanson, president of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., has wide in-

terests in both distribution and ex-

hibition fields throughout Canada.
"Universal is very happy to wel-

come Mr. Nathanson into its busi-

ness family," Cochrane's formal

statement said. "His position in

Canada will greatly increase Uni-

versal's prestige and his long busi-

ness experience and amazing suc-

cess will make his counsel and

advice invaluable to us."

Wanger Warns Pix Industry

Against "Routine" Methods

(Continued from page 1)

said Wanger. "Exhibitors must get

behind them, from the standpoint of

their own interests. These pictures

mean extra money to them provid-

ing they are properly and adequate-

ly plugged."
"Pictures like 'Vogues,' 'Artists

and Models' and no doubt 'Gold-

wyn's Follies' are different forms of

entertainment which the industry

ncsds
"

Wanger's plans for going abroad

are now in an indefinite state. He
will remain in New York about two
weeks, in any event.

Blank Reveals Tri-State

Building Plans for Omaha

(Continued from page 1)

planning to raise prices, but de-

clined to disclose in what situations.

Approximately 45 Tri-State's

executives attended the banquet.

The drive will be from Sept. 3 to

Dec. 3 and will be climaxed by a

silver jubilee banquet in Des
Moines Dec. 9. Blank also announced
that Central States, in which Para-

mount is also a co-partner, and Tri-

State will continue to operate as

separate organizations, that the

financial condition of both circuits

was never better, and that other

theater sites will be obtained.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Out of 628 feature films shown in

India during 1936, 314, or 50 per cent

of the total, were American produc-

tions. Of the 1,558 shorts shown dur-

ing the same period, 880, or 58 per

cent, were of American origin.
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THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Three Deals in Spotlight—Foreign Pix in U. S.

DOMESTIC
(Continued from page 1)

ductions to be made has not been
determined, it is understood. Selz-

nick has three more pictures to

deliver to U. A. over a period ap-
proximating one year.

Renewal of the deal under which
Paramount releases productions
made by B. P. Schulberg was dis-

cussed on Thursday when Para-
mount's president, Barney Balaban,
conferred with Ralph A. Kohn,
Schulberg associate, in New York.
Under the present arrangement,
which expires shortly, Schulberg was
to make eight features for the dis-

tributing company. It had been
previously understood that the
Paramount-Schulberg alliance would
not be continued.

E. W. Hammons, president of Edu-
cational, was reported as having
launched preliminary talks with 20th
Century-Fox concerning extension of

agreement under which the latter

company releases his organization's

shorts. Current deal, which was
made for five years, expires with
end of 1937-38 season.

* * *

Check-up of major company plans,

following temporary entrance of

M-G-M into the radio field through
a studio-produced program on Mon-
day, indicated no intention on part of

any of the large producers to spon-

sor ether shows. While M-G-M has
discussed from time to time entering

the broadcasting field, company's
home office admitted, no deal in that

direction is contemplated, it was
said.

* * *

Arriving Monday from England
on the Queen Mary, Director Alfred
Hitchcock stated that GB will spend
between $100,000 and $300,000 on its

individual pix scheduled for next
season. Exact size of the GB line-

up for 1937-38 has not yet been de-

termined, he said.

Other items of general industry

interest included: . . . Survey made
on behalf of The Film Daily Pro-

duction Annual revealed that a total

of 974 features, 805 with English
dialogue and 169 foreign language
pix, were released in the U. S. dur-

ing the past year. One-reel subjects

distributed amounted to 732, while

two-reelers totaled 162. . . . Refusal

of exhibs to establish local concilia-

tion boards to adjust trade disputes

is bound to result, MPTOA's prexy,

Ed Kuykendall, warned in a bulletin,

in a series of anti-trust suits both

by the government and individual

exhibs. . . . Loew, Brandt, Skouras
and RKO were seen in a drive to

augment their theater holdings in

the met territory. . . . New York
exchange help received wage rise of

from 10 per cent to 45 per cent as

result of an agreement signed be-

tween eight major distributors and
Film Exchange Employes Union,
B 51, IATSE. . . . RKO Memorial
and Loew's State and Orpheum in

Boston were reported planning a ten
per cent admish rise on Sept. 2, and,
as a consequence, indie operators
there are contemplating following
suit. . . . Broadway's first-run biz,

aided by quality product and cooler

weather, hit a new summer high.

. . . Product-buying "scrimmage"
was evidenced in New York on the
part of virtually every important
Southwestern circuit, leading execs

of which were in the city last week.
. . . Chicago's movie operators asked
20 per cent wage increase for the
year starting Sept. 1. . . . Pat Casey,
studio labor head, and local studio

execs conferred with officials of

Local 52, studio mechanics, on a
proposed agreement that would up
wages 10 per cent and cut working
hours from 44 to 40 weekly.

HIGHER ADMISH TAIfS

ON IN PHILLYSEG10R

Inti

(Continued from page 1)

squawk, but that there may be a
squawk on poor ones. Prices in this

area were not slashed too greatly
during bad times, it is pointed out.

Indications are that when the first

try at higher admissions icomes,
the hike will be a nickel.

FOREIGN
(Continued from page 1)

Depths," a French pictured based on
the Gorky novel; "Mayerling," with
Charles Boyer and Danielle Dar-
rieux; "Peter the First," the most
costly Soviet production to date;

"Shadows of the Past," a psycho-
logical study; "Lucrece Borgia," a
French film; "Marie and Maupas-
sant," based on the loves of the
noted French writer; "Loves of

Beethoven," a DuWorld release;

"Ski Chase"; and the film, "Girl's

Club," which Arthur Mayer and Jo-
seph Burstyn will release.

Other stand out foreign product to

be released during the new season
includes a French picture, "Polish
Jew," with Harry Baur; "Return of

Maxim," Soviet sequel to the highly
praised "Youth of Maxim"; "Hel-
ene," which the French M. P. Co.

will release; "Great Citizen," Soviet

film dealing with the Trotzkyists and
other elements of present day life

in the Soviet Union; and "Far East,"

a Russian picture being made by the

Brothers Vasiliev, who made "Chap-
ayev."

# * #

Moscow cable told of the assailing

by Izvestia, government newspaper,
of plans for a Russian Hollywood,
on the ground that the venture

spells "wastage." Investia pointed

out that there were inadequate fa-

cilities and too few directors to fill

the production schedules which such

an investment's success would de-

mand. . . . Rome reported that new
film regulations promulgated by the

Italian Minister of Popular Culture,

requiring theaters to play one Ital-

ian picture for every two foreign

films, goes into effect Sept. 1 . . . and
London flashed word that the title

of the Fox Film Co., Ltd., in the

British Isles will be changed on

Sept. 1 to 20th Century-Fox Co.,

Ltd., thus bringing the British or-

ganization into line with the parent

company in America.

New Orleans— Though discussed,
apparently no general admission
rise is scheduled in the first runs
here. Contrarywise, the St. Charles
has gone into duals at a dime top
matinee and 20 cents at night,
while the Strand continues duals at

a dime top. First run matinee tops
here now are 25 cents and night 40,

with subsequents at 15 to 25 cents.

Kurson to Open One, Buys

Another in New Hampshire

Franklin, N. H.—Samuel Kurson,
president of the Graphic Circuit of

Theaters, who came here from Ban-
gor, Me. announces his new theater,
The Regal, will be formally opened
Thursday.

Mr. Kurson also announced that
he has purchased the Capitol Thea-
ter from George Sharby. The Pas-
time, owned by Kurson, will be
closed and the Capitol will be kept
in operation, leaving two instead of

three theaters in operation here
after the new Regal is opened.
George Black who has been man-

ager of the Pastime will manage
both the Regal and the Capitol.
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SICK REPORT

Minneapolis — Iva Griffith, RKO
exchange, soon will return to work,
fully recovered from her recent seri-

ous operation.

Minneapolis — Patricia Luce will

return to her duties as private sec-

retary to Branch Manager Podoloff

this week, following recovery from
a major operation.

Boston—Floyd Bell, former pub-

licity director of the Metropolitan
Theater, has been ill at his home in

Winthrop for the past few days.

Omaha—Suffering badly with hay
fever, District Manager Evert R.

Cummings retired to an air-condi-

tioned room at the Fontenelle Hotel

here and placed himself under a

doctor's care in order to get in shape

for the district Tri-State meeting— $

;

Berlin (By cable) — Rtenard
Strauss, composer, has been com-
pelled to cancel an early September
appearance in Paris because of a

bronchitis attack. His condition is

not considered serious. He is 73.
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Front-of-the-House Unions, Circuits to Talk Pacts

ATSE - Sponsored Confabs

Will Cover Nearly

100 Cities

Negotiations between major cir-

uits and new front-of-the-house

mions including ushers, cashiers

nd other theater employes will get

mder way in close to 100 cities in

bout three weeks, it was said yes-

erday by Lou Krouse, secretary-

reasurer of the IATSE. It has not
een determined whether the nego-
iations covering wage scales and

(Continued on Page 7)

I & K, GREAT STATES

PARA. DEALS CLOSED

Paramount has closed 1937-38

iroduct deals with Balaban & Katz
nd Great States circuits, 43 houses
iguring in the former arrangement
.nd 54 in the latter.

Neil F. Agnew, general sales

nanager, and Charles Reagan,
Vestern division sales manager, ne-

gotiated with John Balaban at B &
C and Jules Rubens at Great States,

rhey have returned to New York
rom Chicago.

:amous Canadian Theaters

Buys Universal Product

J. R. Grainger, general manager
)f distribution for Universal, yes-
,erday returned from Toronto where
le closed a deal for Universal prod-
act with Famous Players Canadian
3orp. The contract includes fea-

;ures, short product, newsreels and
serials. The Famous Players Can-

(Continued on Page 4)z

That Stork Influence

Speaking of those little combinations,
there's this one from the Terminal
Theater, Brooklyn:

"Hospital Mystery"
"Flyaway Baby".

GB to Arrange Separate Broadway First Run Bookings
GB will arrange individual bookings on its pictures for Broadway runs, stated Arthur

A. Lee, vice-president, yesterday in New York. No deals have been set as yet as
pictures, under the new season policy, will be sold individually. Lee leaves Friday for
his place at Royal Canadian Island in Georgian Bay, where he joins Oscar Hanson and
Paul Nathanson. After the holiday week-end, he goes on to the Coast on a business
trip.

PARAMOUNT TO PRESS

MINNEAPOLIS HEARING

Paramount expects to go to trial

on its application for a permanent
injunction against northwest exhibi-
tors Thursday in the U. S. District
Court, Minneapolis, said a spokes-
man yesterday. It was indicated
that any effort on the part of the
defense to bring about a further de-
lay would be opposed.

In addition to Allied Theaters of
(Continued on Page 4)

UMPTO Expects to Corral

Over $500,000 Para. Dates

Philadelphia — The UMPTO ex-
pects to line up powers of attorney
representing between $500,000 and
$750,000 in Paramount film rentals

annually, according to Lewen Pizor,

president of the organization.
Last announcement on figures

made by the association indicates

that 127 theaters in the territory
(Continued on Page 4)

"MODELS" HOLDOVERS

T TO 504 DAYS

Out of original bookings on "Ar-
tists and Models" amounting to 238
days, the Paramount attraction has
been held over to a total of 504
days, stated the distributor yes-

terday. Figures cover first 34 en-

gagements, every one of which re-

sulted in extended playing time, in-

cluding continued first runs, it was
said.

Following houses held the picture
(Continued on Page 4)

Schulberg, Para. Apart

on Six Pictures Deal

22 Per Cent of Features

Announced by 12 Firms

Near Completion

Twelve producing and distribut-
ing companies supplying the Ameri-
can film market will have a total
of 132 features on 1937-38 schedules
already completed by Labor Day, a
production survey by The Film
Daily established yesterday.
Programs of the 12, as listed in

the new 1937 Film Daily Product
Guide and Directors' Annual, called
for 599 pix; thus approximately 22
per cent of features announced for
the new year will be finished by
Sept. 6.

Warners leads with 21, and Para-
mount is second with 15, followed
by: 20th Century-Fox, 14; Mono-

(Continned on Page 8)

UGHTMAN-WARNERS

TALK KENTUCKY DEAL

Program of six pictures is the ba-

sis of discussion which have been
in progress between President Bar-
ney Balaban of Paramount and
Ralph A. Kohn, B. P. Schulberg
producing firm executive, in New
York. So far no deal has been
agreed upon, it was stated yester-

day.

Paramount News Is Talking Contract

With GabrielHeatterAs Commentator

Rocky Mountain Exhibitor

Association Elects Officers

Denver — Second annual conven-
tion of Theater Owners and Man-
agers of the Rocky Mountain region
concluded with the election of offi-

cers, most of whom were re-elected,

some replacements necessary to fill

(Continued on Page 7)

New policy of newsreels in adopt-

ing big name commentators to de-

scribe events is expected to be am-

plified through signing of Gabriel

Heatter, famous radio commentator,

by Paramount. A deal is now be-

ing negotiated to bring Heatter to

Paramount News for a period of one
(Continued on Page 4)

M. A. Lightman, head of Malco
Circuit, is understood to have had
preliminary discussions with War-
ner Bros. Circuit regarding taking
over operations on seven Kentucky
houses. Theaters reported as fig-

(Continued on Page 7)

Rise in Number of Big Pix

Jumps Sales of Raw Stock

Rise in the number of big pro-

ductions has increased sales of raw
stock, it was said yesterday by L.

A. Bonn of J. E. Brulatour, Inc. Big-
ger pictures mean increased footage
in the original shooting and a great-
er number of prints later, Bonn said.

Capra Sues Columbia
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Capra has filed

suit against Columbia Pictures asking

$100,000 for alleged back salary. He
also asks termination of his contract

with Columbia through default. Colum-
bia maintains he has two more pictures

to make under his agreement with it.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

263/8 26% 263/8 + 3/8
26% 26'/8 26V8 — 3/g

Picts

Ind..

Ind. pfd

vtc.

pfd.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts

Columbia
Con. Fm
Con. Fm.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

3% 3% %
186 185 186 + 3
161 1603,4 161

80% 79 80 V2 + 1V4
1053/4 105% 1053/4

22 21% 213/4 + 5/8

9% 93/4 9%
8 1/4 8% 8 1/4 — %

36 353/4 36 + V2

60 60 60
HV2 14 14 VS
58 58 58

1

5
s

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 98% 98V4 98 1/4 — 1/4

Loew 6s 41ww 100 99V2 100 + VS
Para. B'way 3s55 .. . 673/8 66% 66% + %
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100% 100 100 —1
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 95Vi 95 95% + 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 234 23,4 23,4 4- %
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2 ....
Technicolor 323/8 31 32% + 1%
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 983,4 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 10% 11%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93% 95
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 79%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '43 52 54

Anti-Trust Probe Report

Will be Made in Month

Leo J. Hickey, assistant U. S. At-
torney in charge of the Brooklyn di-
vision, will make a report to Wash-
ington in about a month on the re-
sults of the investigation he is mak-
ing on the anti-trust complaint
against Loew's and RKO, Film
Daily is advised.

Coming and Going
NEIL F. AGNEW and CHARLES REAGAN

have returned to New York from Chicago.

ROBERT GILLHAM is back in New York
from Saratoga.

AL WILKIE left New York yesterday for
Hollywood.

JACK PULASKI has returned to New York
from Saratoga.

BING CROSBY is returning to the Coast from
Saratoga.

ARTHUR A. LEE leaves New York Friday
for his place at Royal Canadian Island, Geor-
gian Boy, and goes to the Coast after the
Labor Day week-end.

GEORGE W. WEEKS returns to New York
late this week following a visit to GB ex-
changes.

E. J. SPARKS is in New York from Jackson-
ville with plans for remaining several days.

HENRY MEYERS, Coast writer, arrived in

New York yesterday in connection with pro-
duction of his play, "Nature's Nobleman."

HERMAN BERNIE leaves New York Sept. 7

for Hollywood.

BEN BERNIE arrived in New York yesterday
from Saratoga and leaves Sept. 7 on his return
to the Coast.

ABRAHAM BERNSTEIN has returned to New
York following a vacation at Moodus, Conn.

STEWART B. TUCKER, publicity aide for

the Coulter-Somma Circuit, Richmond, returns
to the Virginia city from New York today.

JACK SCHUYLER, Syracuse theatrical trade
newspaperman, and MRS. SCHUYLER are see-
ing New York.

CHARLES K. STERN, assistant treasurer of
Loew's, leaves Thursday for a 10-day Ber-
muda trip.

GEORGE STERLING, aide to Hunt Stromberg,
is here from the Coast for the premiere of
"The Firefly."

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS, accompanied by
her husband, BENN W. LEVY, arrived in New
York yesterday from Europe on the Normandie.

HARRY "POP" WESSEL, president of the
Queen City Variety Club, Cincinnati, is on an
extended motor trip through the East with his

family.

GEORGE TRENDLE of United Detroit The-
aters has returned to Detroit following a visit

to New York.

SALLY EILERS is en route to the Coast from
New York.

LOUELLA O. PARSONS, accompanied by her

husband, HARRY W. MARTIN, arrives today
in Hollywood from New York, following a

European visit.

JAMES DUNN, who arrived in New York from
the Coast last week end, is stopping at the

Ritr Towers.

MR. and MRS. MICHAEL ZALA have re-

turned to New York following a vacation in

the Adirondacks.

J. R. GRAINGER has returned from Toronto.

ROBERT SINCLAIR goes to Hollywood this

week.

CHARLES DOWNS, business agent of Local
644, cameramen's union, is upstate on a vaca-

tion.

LOU KROUSE, IATSE secretary-treasurer, ar-

rived in town yesterday to attend the fight

but goes to Washington today.

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN, who arrived in

New York yesterday on the Normandie from
abroad, leaves for the Coast in one week.

BEN HECHT is in New York from the Coast.

Roxy Passes to 20th-Fox

at Midnight on Thursday

20th Century-Fox will take over
operation of the Roxy Theater at
midnight Thursday. Harry Arthur
will operate the house for 20th-Fox
as he has done for Howard S. Cull-
man, the trustee.

At the closing on Thursday, the
remaining receivership certificates
totaling $100,000 will be paid off to
the Empire Trust Co.

The Roxy showed a profit of $270,-
686 for the 52 weeks ending Aug.
19, 1937, after taxes, lobby rent and
interest on outstanding receiver's
certificates, but before interest on
funded indebtedness and other
charges, as compared with a profit
of $159,434 for the previous year.
This represents an increase of 69
per cent in the income of the the-
ater.

Average weekly attendance for
the 1936-37 period showed an in-
crease of more than 15 per cent over
the equivalent months of 1935-36.

Watts "Kiifedln" Crash
Springfield,_ 111. — W. W. Watts,

who at one time operated four mo-
tion picture theaters here and an-
other one in Jacksonville, 111., was
instantly killed when his automo-
bile was struck by an Illinois Cen-
tral train near the city limits. He
came to this city in 1906 and entered
the motion picture theater business
shortly thereafter, being one of the
pioneers in the exhibition end of
the industry.

Prudential Circuit Closes

for Warner 1937-38 Lineup

Warners has closed a 1937-38
product deal, involving features, Vi-

taphone shorts and trailers, with the
Prudential Circuit, Gradwell L.

Sears, general sales manager, an-
nounced yesterday. Contracts were
negotiated by Joe Seider for the cir-

cuit and Ben Kalmenson for War-

Mexico City's Exchange

Employees Threaten Strike

Mexico City — Wage increase
ranging from 30 to 35 per cent, with
a strike threatened as an alterna-
tive, was demanded by employees of
Warner Bros., M-G-M, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, Universal, United Artists,

RKO Radio and Columbia here yes-
terday.

Forms Colonial Pictures
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Sneaks, form-

erly vice-president of Pioneer Pic-
tures, has organized Colonial Pic-
tures to make feature productions.
He has opened offices at Selznick
International studios.

Contract Parley Tomorrow
Chicago — Scheduled meeting to-

day of representatives of the opera-
tors union and theater owners was
deferred until tomorrow due to the
departure of many of the latter for
Tom Flannery's golf club tourney
at Nippersink, Wis.

Sparks, Frank Freeman
Talk Operating Probltfj

j

E. J. Sparks, head of the Florida
circuit bearing his name, is con-
ferring with Y. Frank Freeman,
head of the Paramount theater de-
partment, on operating problems.
Sparks plans to remain in New York
for several days before returning
to Jacksonville, where he headquar-
ters.

With practically all of his deal
covered by carryover franchises,
Sparks is virtually set on product
for the new season, he said yester-
day.

Funeral Services to be

Held for Bob Horn Today
j

Funeral services for R. W. "Bob"
Horn, assistant eastern division

sales manager for Erpi, who died
Saturday night following a major
operation at the Bay Ridge Sani-
tarium, will be held at 2 p.m. today
from his late home, 7012 Ridge
Crest Terrace, Brooklyn.
Horn was with Erpi 9 years and

with Pathe Exchange 14 years. He
was once connected with the Mutual
Film Corp. and was a pioneer sales-

man for the Nicholas Powers Co.

:
/

French Producers Making
Headway, Says Weingarten

French producers are making con-
siderable headway, according to
Lawrence Weingarten, M-G-M pro-
duction executive, who returned to
New York yesterday on the Nor-
mandie following a vacation in the
south of France.
M-G-M will make "A Yank at Ox-

ford," its first production under its

new setup, at the Denham studio
near London, he stated. When he
returns to the Coast leaving New
York in one week, Weingarten will

produce "I Love You Again," based
on a story by Octavus Roy Cohen.

Ralph Schoenstadt Dead
Chicago—Ralph Schoenstadt, 32,

manager of the Peoples Theater of
the Schoenstadt Circuit, committed
suicide by shooting himself yester-
day at his rooms, Picadilly Hotel.
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THE
WORLD
PREMIERE I

Book
it fast!

Xapitalize

^n the

publicity!

LEO IS FIRST!
(as usual)

The World Premiere of "Pigskin Champions!'

M-G-M's amazingly different and FIRST
football picture of the year, was a RIOT at

the Orpheum Theatre, Green Bay, Wis. It

was the opening gun in the greatest cam-

paign that ever launched a Short Subject.

And now newspapers are flooded with publi-

city about the Season's FIRST FOOTBALL
GAME at Soldiers Field, Chicago:

(^COLLEGE ALL STARS versus GREEN BAY PACKERS

)

V (Stars of "Pigskin Champions") s

Tag on to this marvelous advance plug!

Make tie-ups with Sports Pages. The first

one always gets the break. The nation will

soon be football hungry and you've got a

swell dish all ready!

LOOK! Advertised

above TWO Features

!



"MODELS" HOLDOVERS

IT TO 504 DAYS

{Continued from Page 1)

over: Paramount, New York; Para-
mount, Brooklyn; Paramount, New-
ark; United States, Paterson, N. J.;

Metropolitan, Paramount and Fen-
way, Boston; Allyn, Hartford; Par-

amount, New Haven; Capitol, "Wor-

cester, Saenger and Tudor, 'New
Orleans; Hollywood, Fort Worth;
Majestic, Houston; Stanley, Phila-

delphia; Palace, Akron; Palace and
Regent, Rochester; Chicago, Chi-

cago; Midtown and Madison, De-
troit; Palace and Strand, Milwau-
kee; Circle, Indianapolis; Main St.

and Newman, Kansas City; Omaha,
Omaha; Des Moines, Des Moines;
Denham, Denver; Minnesota and
Century, Minneapolis; Rialto and
Strand, Louisville; Paramount and
Studio, Salt Lake City; Fox, San
Francisco; Paramount, Los Angeles;
Paramount and Imperial, Long
Beach, Cal.; United States and
Strand, Pasadena; Paramount, Phoe-
nix; Paramount and Music Box,
Seattle; Rialto, Tacoma; Fox, Spo-
kane; Orpheum, Portland, Ore. and
Fox and Orpheum, San Diego.

Tuesday, Aug. 31, 1937

UMPTO Expects to Corral

Over $500,000 Para. Dates

{Continued from Page 1)

have signed up for the plan. The
committee in charge is at work ob-
taining additional exhibitor support
for the buying combine.

Wm. Sturgis' Mother Dies

Detroit—The mother of William
Sturgis, salesman with Grand Na-
tional Films, Inc., died last week
at her home in Toronto, Can., after

a brief illness. Survivors are her
husband and her son.

SICK REPORT

Boston— Ross Cropper, Branch
Manager for RKO exchange in Bos-
ton, is reported seriously ill at his

home with a heart ailment.

Detroit—Condition of W. A. Cas-
sidy, owner of the Cassidy Theater
at Midland, Mich., and other the-
aters in the Thumb District, who is

ill with pneumonia, at his summer
cottage at Wenonah Beach, near Bay
City, is reported to be very serious.

Detroit — Don E. Gottlieb, 11-
year-old son of Nanie Gottlieb,
manager of Universal Pictures in
Detroit, is reported very ill with
leukemia.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Patrick Calla-
han, operator in the projection room
of the State Theater, suffered burns
about the face and arms in a fire

which caused $100 damage last
week when film ignited. Blaze was
confined to the projection room.

*
• • • GALA GALA the two galas going for two
Big Events Major Bowes holds the Twentieth Anniversary
celebration of the Capitol theater on Thursday eve and
the re-opening of the renewed and re-furnished theater with its
modern luxury-chairs and ritzy decorations will also herald
the premiere of "Broadway Melody of 1938" as the Major
says: "Everything new but the four walls and myself" the

celebration gets under way at 8:30 in the evening with special

ceremonies marking almost two decades in the theater's his-

tory the list of celebrated guests would fill this kolyum
they include many who were present the night of the

Capitol's opening on Oct. 24, 1919
T

• • • HERE ARE just a few who have signified their
intention of being present Mme. Frances Alda, Merlin H.
Aylesworth, "Bugs" Baer, Jules Brulatour, Sheila Barrett, Sir
Gerald Campbell Katharine Cornell, Eddie Dowling, Ray
Dooley, Jimmy Durante, Jack Dempsey, Jessica Dragonette ....

Fortune Gallo, Floyd Gibbons, General James G. Harbord, Willie
Howard, Bob Hope

(
Will Hays, Edwin C. Hill Ted Husing,

Mayor La Guardia, Governor Lehman, Graham McNamee,
George Jean Nathan Rosa Ponselle, Jack Pearl, Grant-
land Rice, Mary Roberts Rinehart, David Sarnoff Rudy
Vallee, David Warfield, Paul Whiteman, Alexander Woollcott,
Ned Wayburn William A. Brady, Martin Beck, George M.
Cohan, Daniel Frohman, William Fox, Morris Gest, Rube Gold-
berg, Fannie Hurst Arthur Hopkins, Carl Laemmle, O. O.
Mclntyre, Conde Nast, Grover Whalen

• • • AFTER PULLING a lot of political wires
Ray Hendry, assistant general manager of the Intermountain
Theaters at Salt Lake City, secured permission from the city
commission to exhibit a horse-drawn street car the old
relic will make two trips through the city as a plug for "Toast
of New York"

• • • TOUTED as "the smallest city in the world"
the citizens of Zenda, Ontario numbering exactly 7 men
and 5 women will be greeted by Mayor La Guardia to-
morrow at the Summer City Hall they are being brought
from Canada by plane of course the visiting Zendaites will
attend the premiere of David Selznick's "The Prisoner of Zen-
da" at the Music Hall their town was named after the
famous novel but what we want to know is who will
take in the milk bottles while they're all away from the home
town ?

• • • LUNCHEON GIVEN by Ned E. Depinet at the
Hotel Astor yesterday for David L. Loew was a
swanky affair present were Leo Spitz, Jules Levy, Cresson
Smith, E. L. McEvoy, William Clark, Harry Michalson
A. H. McCausland, S. B. McCormick, Rutgers Neilson, A. A.
Schubart, M. G. Poller, W. J. McShea .William Mallard,
G. E. Youngman, L. J. Bamberger, Harry Gittleson, R. K.
Hawkinson, B. D. Lion, George Muchnic, Bob Wolff Major
L. E. Thompson, N. J. Blumberg, J. J. O'Connor, Fred Myers
and Max Fellerman Loew's Joe E. Brown pix, "Fit for a
King," was trade shown for exhibs and the press at the
Astor theater before the luncheon Loew had a sneak pre-
view at Amity ville and reports the laughs were frequent
and loud

T
• • • A NIFTY double-page spread of Sam Gold-
wyn's "Dead End" in_ the current issue of Life mag, showing
the famous set depicting the play's street scene. . . • Alfred
Hitchcock a visitor at the Eight Street Playhouse as guest of
manager Michael Zala to catch his own production, "The 39
Steps". . . • Frank Hawks, speed flyer, starring in Columbia's
serial, "Adventures of the Mysterious Pilot," will take part in
the National Air Races at Cleveland, demonstrating a new type
of safety airplane

« « « » » »

HEATTER MAY JOIN

PARAMOUNT NEW
(Continued from Page 1)

year and with options beyond that
period, it was learned yesterday.

Heatter came into prominence
through his WOR and later his NBC
broadcasts. In event the contract
is consummated, as anticipated, he
will join the ranks of Lowell Thomas
with Fox Movietone News, Val Paul
Jean with News of the Day and
Graham McNamee with Universal
News.

Famous Canadian Theaters

Buys Universal Product

(Continued from Page 1)

adian Circuit includes 150 houses
from Coast to Coast in Canada.

Clair Hague sat in with Mr.
Grainger on the deal for Universal,
while J. J. Fitzgibbons and Ben
Geldseller assisted N. L. Nathan-
son, president of Famous Players
Canadian Corporation in working
out the details of the deal.

Paramount Will Press

Mpls. "Strike" Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)

the Northwest, a total of 66 exhibi-
tors have been restrained by tem-
porary injunction from picketing
the company's Minneapolis exchange
or theaters playing its product.

175 at Detroit Tourney
Detroit—Variety Club Golf Tour-

nament was held yesterday at
Franklin Hills Golf Course with 175
in attendance, according to H. M.
Ritchie, general manager of Co-
operative Theaters.

"Flesh" Back In Hartford
Hartford, Conn.—The Cameo The-

atre reintroduced fiesh into the city
yesterday with regular programs
scheduled for after Labor Day,
when the State will also resume its
vaudeville and picture policy.

WEDDING BELLS

Russellville, Ark.—In a ceremony
solemnized at the home of the
bride's mother. Mrs. Faber D. Hicks,
of Conway, Miss Leah Rose and
Harold Hugh Thomas, Russellville,
were married. Thomas is manager
of the Malco Theaters in this city.

Canton, O. — Announcement is

made of the marriage of Miss Vir-
ginia Hanna of Canton, to Neil
Palfgrove, of Columbus, in the First
Presbyterian church here. Palfd
grove is assistant manager (£ s

Loew's. ^

Cincinnati — Virginia Brown,
daughter of Otto Brown, Manring
and Brown Theaters, Middlesboro,
Ky., will be married today.
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HOT!
That's why movies were born! The
public is crying for high-voltage en-

tertainment (after a diet of wisecracks)

(^ M-G-M with shrewd showmanship
gives the screen an electrifying

change of pace with the year's most
exciting film.
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ALSO IN THE CAST: CHARLEY GRAPEWIN, JANET BEECHER,
EDDIE QUILLAN, VICTOR VARCONI. A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUC-
TION. Screen Play by Dore Schary and Hugo Butler. Directed by Frank

Borzage. Produced by Norman Krasna.
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UGHTMAN-WARNERS

rlLK KENTUCKY DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

uring in the plan are located as

follows: one in Fulton, two in Hen-
derson, two in Owensville^ one in

Princeton and one in Danville.

A spokesman for Warners yester-

day described the report as "perma-
ture" and stated that the matter
was only "conversation" as yet.

Lightman's 58 Theaters

Close for RKO Radio Pix

! RKO Radio has sold its entire

1937-38 product to the M. A. Light-

nan circuit comprising 58 theaters

i n Arkansas, Tennessee and Missis-

i sippi, Jules Levy, sales manager,
announced yesterday. The negotia-

: ;ions were handled for RKO Radio
joy Cresson Smith, western and
I southern sales manager; J. H. Mac-
ntntyre, southern district manager,
hnd P. M. Baker, Memphis branch
nanager.

Warners Releasing Three
Big Films in September

Warners plan to start off the new
I selling season with an important ar-

ray of features set for release in

i September, it was said yesterday by
jGradwell L. Sears, the company's
> general sales manager. Of the five

I features set for distribution next

| month, three are important produc-
tions on the company's 1937-38
i schedule.

These are "Varsity Show," all-star

> musical with a cast headed by Dick
Powell, Fred Waring and His Penn-
sylvanians, Ted Healy and Priscilla

Lane (Sept. 4); "That Certain Wo-
man," starring Bette Davis and

i Henry Fonda, with Ian Hunter and
i Anita Louise featured, Sept. 11th;

[and "Back in Circulation," with Pat
I O'Brien, Joan Blondell and Margaret
[Lindsay heading the cast, Sept. 25.

The other two features for Sep-

[
tember release are, "Wine, Women
iand Horses," with Barton McLane
and Ann Sheridan, and "Prairie

I Thunder," a western starring Dick
lForan, both on the 11th.

CIO Projectionist Union

Now Talked in St. Louis

St. Louis, Mo.—Bert Tavender,
CIO director in these parts has ad-

mitted that a group of motion pic-

jture men have filed an application
with him seeking a CIO charter for

ja new projectionists' union to com-
pete with the IATSE's local No. 143.

: Tavender has not indicated whether
he will forward the application to

theCIO national headquarters at

V;
'Aington.

3R annual contract between the
local theaters and the projectionists
is up for renewal, effective tomor-
row, but no serious difficulties in

working out a new contract are an-
ticipated.

Reviews of Hew Tihns
"Something to Sing

About"
With James Cagney, Evelyn Daw, William

Frawley, Gene Lockhart

Grand National 90 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ABUNDANCE OF PROMISING MATE-
RIAL SHOULD MAKE THIS PLEASE
MOST EVERYWHERE.

Grand National's "Something to Sing

About" is worth singing about in many

respects—a good cast headed by James

Cagney and Evelyn Daw, some excellent,

catchy tunes by Victor Schertzinger, and

believe it or not, some new situations of

the Hollywood scene. It contains an

abundance of promising material, in fact,

its chief weakness is in its overlength

which judicious cutting could remedy. It

is all about a hoofer who goes to Hollywood

to make pictures, believes he is a flop,

runs away from it all by marrying his old-

time sweetheart, a singer in his band, and

honeymooning in the South Seas. His real

worries begin on his return. He finds

himself a colossal success, is forced to keep

his marriage secret for the sake of the

fans. Complications result with his leading

lady, but love conquers all. Jimmy Cagney

does himself proud in the hoofer role and

his fans will be delighted with this unre-

vealed talent. Evelyn Daw looks lovely,

sings beautifully, but is as yet a little

camera shy. Schertzinger proves himself

most versatile. He wrote the original

story, did a splendid job of directing, and

composed some hit tunes. The screen

play was injected with refreshing gags and

smart dialogue by Austin Parker. Zion

Myers' production, John Stumar's photog-

raphy were all that one could wish. Wil-

liam Frawley and Gene Lockhart bolstered

the comedy. This picture should please

most everywhere, and the former Cagney

fans will come flocking.

Cast: James Cagney, Evelyn Daw, Wil-

liam Frawley, Mona Barrie, Gene Lockhart,

James Newill, Harry Barris, "Cully Richards,

Candy Candido, William Davidson, Richard

Tucker, Marek Windheim, Dwight Frye,

John Arthur, Philip Ahn, Kathleen Lock-

hart, Kenneth Harlan, Herbert Rawlinson,

Ernest Wood.

Producer, Zion Myers; Director, Victor

Schertzinger; Author, Victor Schertzinger;

Screenplay, Austin Parker; Cameraman,

John Stumar; Art Directors, Robert Lee,

Paul Murphy; Editor, Gene Milford; Dance

Director, Harland Dixon; Musical Director,

C. Bakaleinkoff ; Music and Lyrics, Victor

Schertzinger; Orchestral Arrangements,

Myrl Alderman; Sound, Hal Bumbaugh.

Direction, Splendid Photography, Excel-

lent.

Friedgen in Florida

Ray Friedgen is in Florida look-

ing over locations for his next pic-

ture, "The Sea Terror." He plans

to visit New York soon.

Boston M P Outing Held

Boston—The Motion Picture Dis-

trict Outing was held yesterday at

Perberton Inn, Pemberton, on the

Cape.

"Escape By Night"
with William Hall, Anne Nagel, Dean

Jagger

Republic 72 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ABLY DIRECTED HUMAN STORY
HOLDS INTEREST FROM START TO FIN-

ISH.

Harold Shumate makes an auspicious de-

but as a producer with this story that he

authored. It is human and holds the in-

terest from the start. Hamilton MacFad-
den handled the story effectively and his

direction is top-notch. Although the cast

holds no big names, the work of the prin-

cipals is excellent. Bill, a police dog,

contributes much to the interest in the pic~

ture. William Hall, a coal miner from

Pennsylvania, saves Steffi Duna in a street

fight. She is the moll of Dean Jagger, a

gang leader. He flees with her, Ward Bond

and Murray Alper. Their car breaks down
and they gain shelter as "summer board-

ers" in an old farm house occupied by

Charles Waldron, a blind man, and his

daughter, Anne Nagel. They become in-

terested in farm life and respond to the

kind treatment accorded them by Anne
and her father. Hall falls in love with her,

while George Meeker, a small town bank-

er, falls for Steffi. Jagger robs Meeker's

bank and deliberately leaves evidence in-

volving the "boarders." They are jailed,

but Hall escapes and corners Jagger, whom
he turns over to the police.

Cast: William Hall, Anne Nagel, Dean

Jagger, Steffi Duna, Ward Bond, Murray

Alper, Charles Waldron, George Meeker,

Anthony Warde, Ralph Sanford, Arthur

Aylesworth, Wallis Clark, John Dilson.

Producer, Harold Shumate; Director,

Hamilton MacFadden; Author, Harold Shu-

mate; Cameraman, Edward Snyder; Art Di-

rector, John Victor Mackay; Supervising

Editor, Murray Seldeen; Editor, W. Donn

Hayes; Musical Director, Alberto Colombo.

Direction, Able. Photography, Good.

Two More Foreign Language

First Runs Open in Sept.

World Theater, which has been
playing foreign language films, re-

opened Saturday with "M" and
"Forever Yours," and two foreign

language first runs are scheduled

to open during September.
The Belmont will reopen on Sept.

8 with "An Orphan Boy Of Vienna,"
Austrian film featuring the Vienna
Choir Boys and the Vienna Phil-

harmonic Orchestra. The Filmarte
Theater is slated to open around
Sept. 15 with "Mayerling," starring

Chas. Boyer and Danielle Darrieux.

Bank Night Test Deferred

Middletown, Conn.—The trial of

Ernest A. Dorau, which is expected
eventually to bring a Supreme Court

of Errors ruling on the legality of

"bank night", has been postponed
to Friday in City Court.

Detroit ATS to Meet
Detroit—The American Theater

Science, Inc., is meeting today.

HOUSE UNIONS AND

CIRCUITS TALK PACTS

(Continued from Page 1)

hours will be conducted in New York
as was done in the case of the ex-
change unions.
Krouse will go on to Washington

today.

Local 306 yesterday resumed ne-
gotiations with Loew's, RKO and
other theater operators on its de-
mands for a 48 per cent wage in-

crease. Local 1, Theatrical Protec-
tive Union, met with the Broadway
legitimate managers, to discuss
wage increases and other conditions.

Eastern major company studios
are not objecting to the 10 per cent
wage increase and the reduction in
the work-week from 44 to 40 hours,
but are opposed to some of the other
conditions asked by Local 52, stu-
dio mechanics, it was said yester-
day by John W. Murphy, business
agent. Another conference between
the union, local studio officials and
Pat Casey, is expected this week.

Rocky Mountain Exhibitor

Association Elects Officers

(Continued from Page 1)

vacancies caused by removals from
the territory. No resolutions were
adopted. The convention was warned
it should fight further unionization
of theater employes.
Harry Huffman urged all to do

their utmost to keep daylight sav-
ing time out of this territory. He
declared if the scheme were adopted
in Denver numerous theaters would
be forced to close. Rick Ricketson
urged higher admission prices, clos-

er exhibitor-distributor cooperation
and the raising of the amusement
tax exemption to 65 cents.

Officers elected included: For
president, Tony Archer; first vice-
president, Charles Gilmour; second
v.-p., Harold Rich; third v.-p., Louis
Finske; treasurer, Earl Briggs, and
directors, Howard Federer, Rick
Ricketson, Dave Davis, Dave Cock-
rill, Mickey Gross, Ed Schulte, B.
P. McCormick, Russell Hardwick,
Charlie Klein and John Greve.
Emmett Thurmon continues as sec-

retary and counsel.
About 45 exhibitors registered

and these and more are expected
from the territory to attend the
Screen Club picnic today at Cherry
Hills Country Club.
Fox Intermountain Theaters' Re-

gional convention with 100 attend-
ing will open a four-day meet to-

day, but will adjourn opening day
early to attend the picnic.

Ohio Theater Yeggs Busy

Cincinnati — Safe of Maury
White's Forest Theater, was dam-
aged when burglars attempted rob-
bery. RKO's Grand at Columbus,
suffered $200 loss when burglars
cracked a safe.
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2 MILWAUKEE HOUSES

TILT PRICES A DIME

Milwaukee, Wis.—A 10 cent in-

crease in the night admission prices,

from 50 to 60 cents, has been an-

nounced by the Fox Wisconsin
Agency Corp. for its Wisconsin and
Palace, downtown first-run houses.

No other price changes in the cir-

cuit's houses are reported contem-
plated and other exhibitors here do

not propose advancing admissions,

it was stated.

Cincinnati—Admission prices in

downtown first - run houses at

Zanesville, O., have been raised

from 25c to 35c.

New Haven, Conn.—Possibility of

increase in first run admissions in

the city has been ruled out by War-
ner, Loew-Poli and M & P execu-

tives here. Although no further

announcement has been made with

reference to subsequent runs, it is

understood the matter is still under
consideration. B. E. Hoffman of

Warner Theater Department, states

that price rises in a few spots out-

side of New Haven may be experi-

mented with, in view of the increase

in operating costs.

Cleveland, 0.—Cleveland theater

owners are not contemplating any
immediate boost in admission prices,

a survey of the field reveals. The
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibi-

tors Association is not sponsoring

any such program as an organiza-

tion. Admission raises, if any, will

be up to the individual theater

owner.

Levinson to Livingston

Jerry Levinson, song writer, has
made formal application for a change
of name to "Jerry Livingston" as a

preliminary to forming his own or-

chestra. Negotiations for shorts have
already been started on behalf of

"Livingston" by Frances Fishman of

the ROC office. "Livingston" is ex-

pected to start with a "Meet the

Composer" number.

"Fury Over Spain" Versions

Modern Film Corp. is preparing
two and three-reel versions of the

Spanish film, "Fury Over Spain",

which will be available for national

distribution within a short time.

Spanish version is also being pre-

pared for Latin America. World
distribution for pix is being set.

Benny's Sec'y Does a P. A.

Reno—When the manager of a Reno
theater heard that Jack Benny's secre-

tary, Harry Baldwin, was in town he
asked him to make a personal appear-
ance in connection with Jack's pic-

ture, "Artists And Models," which was
playing at his theater. Harry obliged

and after the show signed more than
300 autographs.

132 Features Announced for 1937-38

by 12 Companies Ready by Labor Day
{Continued from page 1)

gram and Grand National, both 13;
United Artists, 12; RKO Radio, 10;
Columbia and Republic, both 9;
Universal, 8; M-G-M, 5; Gaumont
British, 3.

Titles of completed pix by com-
panies follow:
Warners: "Varsity Show," "Wine,

Women And Horses," "That Certain
Woman," "Back In Circulation,"
"The Life of Emile Zola," "Over
The Goal," "They Won't Forget,"
"Love Is On The Air," "The Perfect
Specimen," "The Great Garrick,"
"Cornered," "Alcatraz Island," "Ad-
venturous Blonde," "It's Love I'm
After," "Submarine D-l," "Expens-
ive Husbands," "Sergeant Murphy,"
"Sh! The Octopus," "Evidence,"
"Footloose Heiress," "Don't Pull

Your Punches."
Paramount: "Souls At Sea,"

"High, Wide And Handsome," "She
Asked For It," "On Such A Night,"
"She's No Lady," "Sophie Lang
Goes West," "Angel," "Ebb-Tide,"
"Bulldog Drummond Comes Bank,"
"This Way Please," "Double or
Nothing," "Partners In Crime,"
"Hopalong Rides Again," "Artists
And Models," "Texas Trail."

20th Century-Fox: "You Can't
Have Everything," "One Mile From
Heaven," "Love Under Fire,"

"Think Fast, Mr. Moto," "Thin Ice,"

"Borneo," "Wild and Woolly," "Wife,
Doctor, Nurse," "Lancer Spy,"
"Heidi," "Charlie Chan On Broad-
way," "Danger,—Love At Work,"
"Alabama Goes To Town," "Western
Gold."
Grand National: "Something To

Sing About," "Renfrew Of The
Mounted," "Here Is Flash Casey,"
"Wallaby Jim Of The Islands," "The
Shadow Strikes," "The Girl Said
No," "Small Town Boy," "Love
Takes Flight," "King Of The Sier-

ras," "Trailin' Trouble." "Boots Of
Destiny," "Tex Rides With The Boy
Scouts," "Sweetheart Of The Navy."
Monogram: "Hoosier Schoolboy,"

"Paradise Isle," "Atlantic Flight,"

"The 13th Man," "Blazing Bar-
riers," "Riders Of The Dawn," "Le-
gion Of Missing Men," "The Outer
Gate," "Shadows Of The Orient,"
"God's Country And The Man,"
"The 13th Guest" (re-issue), "Stars
Over Arizona," "A Bride For
Henry."

United Artists: "Dark Journey"
(London Films), "Knight Without
Armor" (Korda), "Stella Dallas"
(Goldwyn), "Dead End" (Goldwyn),
"Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938"

(Wanger), "52nd Street" (Wanger),
"Prisoner of Zenda" (Selznick),
"Farewell Again" (London Films),
"Storm In A Teacup" (London
Films), "Stand-In" (Wanger), "I

Met My Love Again" (Wanger),
"Nothing Sacred" (Selznick).

RKO Radio: "The Life Of The
Party," "Annapolis Salute," "Vic-
toria The Great," "Music For Ma-
dame," "Saturday's Heroes," "Stage
Door," "Fit For A King," "Here
Comes The Groom," "Love In A
Basement," "High Flyers."

Republic: "Treasure Hunt," "Es-
cape By Night," "Public Cowboy
No. 1," "Heart Of The Rockies,"
"Ridin' The Lone Trail," "Arizona
Gun Fighter," "Trigger Trio,"
"Boots And Saddles," "Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round."

Columbia: "Lost Horizon," "It

Happened In Hollywood," "Counsel
For Crime," "The Game That Kills,"

"The Awful Truth," "Night Begins
With Love," "Park Avenue Dame,"
"I'll Take Romance," "River Of
Missing Men."

Universal: "Blonde Dynamite,"
"The Boss Of Lonely Valley," "The
Westland Case," "Trouble At Mid-
night," "Behind The Mike," "Car-
nival Queen," "100 Men And A
Girl," "Adventure's End."
M-G-M "Big City," "The Firefly,"

"The Women Men Marry," "The
Bride Wore Red," "My Dear Miss
Aldrich."
Gaumont British: "Non-Stop New

York," "Look Out For Love," "The
Show Is On."

U. A. L. Sleeper Plane Biz

United Air Lines is experiencing

exceptional response to the introduc-

tion of Coast-to-Coast sleeper-plane

service, officials of the company
state. During the first 15 days of

the present month, these planes had
a 100 per cent load factor, with a

considerable increment of this ca-

pacity travel being derived, it was
said, from the film industry's per-

sonnel making trips between the ter-

minals of Los Angeles and New
York.

"Drummond" for Criterion

First New York showing of Para-
mount's "Bulldog Drummond Comes
Back", starts at the Criterion The-
ater next Friday, following the cur-

rent "Dance, Charlie, Dance".

Ralph Haywood Dead

La Grange, 111.—Ralph B. Hay-
ward, 63, for many years prominent
in the amusement circles of Chica-
go, and well known to the film

trade, is dead. He was president
of the R. B. Hayward Co., air con-
ditioning engineers, at the time of

his death and a former mayor of
this city. The burial was at Lock-
port, N. Y. Wife and two daugh-
ters survive.

A. K. Howard to Speak

New Haven, Conn. — Arthur K.
Howard, Allied Theaters of New
England business manager, will dis-

cuss a group liability insurance
plan effecting savings at the Allied

Theaters of Connecticut meeting to-

day at the Hofbrau Haus.

LITTLE from LOT
By RALPH WILK;

Mark Time on Wage Scales
Detroit—Wage scale negotiations

are being held in abeyance awaiting
the return to the city of Roger Ken-
nedy, union representative.

Disney's Color Departure

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New treatment of color

on the screen is promised in Walt Dis-

ney's first full-length production, "Snowed
White and the Seven Dwarfs." Coloifis

in "Snow White" will be subdued and^-
subtle by contrast to the bright pure

tones of the short subjects. In "Snow
White," too, Disney will not only use

color to explain his characters, but to

explain points of the story as well.

m
HOLLYWOOD

JOHN BARRYMORE has been
J given a leading role in the Carole
Lombard-Fred MacMurray picture,
"True Confession," which is sched-
uled to go before the cameras next
Wednesday at Paramount with
Wesley Ruggles directing.
"True Confession" will bring

Barrymore and Miss Lombard to-
gether on the screen for the first

time since their memorable per-
formance in "20th Century," the
riotous comedy which made motion
picture history in 1934. Picture
will be produced by Albert Lewin.

r r t
On the strength of Orien Hey-

ward's work in "She Asked For It,"
B. P. Schulberg has exercised the
option on her services several weeks
in advance of the option day and
will groom her for stardom.

T T
Clara Bow and Rex Bell take I

over management of the Cinnabar I

Cafe and will operate it as the "It"
club.

T Y
Al Santell will direct the screen 1

version of Arthur Kober's prize
comedy, "Having Wonderful Time,"
which Pandro S. Berman will pro-
duce for RKO Radio with Ginger

:

Rogers in the stellar role. Kober
is now writing the film adaptation
of his Broadway success.

Sino-Japanese 2-Reeler
"Thunder Over the Orient," a two- I

reel subject dealing with the Sino-
Japanese struggle from its incep-
tion to the present, is being readied
for release by Front Page Produc-
tions. World distribution will be
handled by M. D. Strong of Criterion
Films, with Advance Film Exchange
of New York handling metropolitan
distribution, and Capital Film Ex-
change booking the Philadelphia ter-

ritory.

Detroit House Opens
Detroit—Barney L. Kilbride's new

Beverly Theater on Grand River
Ave. has opened.

Werba, Brooklyn, Opens
Edward Weinstock has opened the

Werba Theater, Brooklyn.
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owsCoast Producers to Examine 140 New

$1,317,770 COLUMRIA'SJET EARNINGSJOR YEAR

Unions' Federation to be Organized Within 60 Days

Exit, an Alibi
. . . "film biz is seasonal"

By CHESTER B. BAHN

TAKING a hasty glance or two back-

' wards as September bows in, bringing

with it the new film year, one cannot but

be impressed by the summer's headlines

telling of exceptional film biz, record open-

ings and the holdover playing time earned

by some of the July and August releases.

Taken collectively, these headlines noted

with increasing frequency in your favorite

trade newspaper during the last eight to

10 weeks point unmistakenly to the fade-

out of that old standby (and alibi), "Film

biz is a seasonal one."

If ever there was a time when that held

true, it is over today. And it has, one

suspects, been over much longer than some

showmen have suspected. It's easy

to get into a rut, mentally
and otherwise; and those exhibs. who

have been telling themselves and others

that you can't be expected to make money

i during July and August obviously have

slipped into one of the deepest and most

! dangerous ruts of them all.

THE rut in the past has trapped more

than exhibs., to be sure. There has

i been a producer tendency to hold back

[so-called "big" pictures for cooler weather.

J
Yet in the face of the exhib. cry, who was

[to blame 'em? Why send out a costly

'"big" film to buck not only the weather

but an exhib. state of mind to boot?

That is why the experience of both dis-

tributor and exhibitor with certain of the

July and August releases this summer is

so important—why it holds out a bright

promise for the summers to come.
«

AND in this connection, a few words

might be okay on the contribution

made by modern air conditioning and mod-

ern^oling systems to the greater grosses

ice today enables the showman to

really make his own weather. Controlled

temperatures in theaters are quite as es-

sential as perfected sound, and the the-

ater lacking a modern cooling plant is as

sbsolete as those early sound systems.

Exhibitor appreciation of that fact is

(.Continued on Page 2)

International Groups Plan De-

tails Disclosed by

IATSE Head

George E. Browne, president of

the IATSE, said yesterday that fed-
eration of international unions with-
in the amusement industry, includ-
ing the IATSE, American Federa-
tion of Musicians, the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America and
possibly the International Brother-

(Continued on Page 2)

WOULD CONVERT 4,000

SUBS TO FIRST RUNS

There are between 4,000 and 5,-

000 subsequent run houses in the
country which could and should be
converted into first-run operations
providing sufficient quality product

(Continued on Page 4)

Pathe Lab. Will Install

Tinting, Toning Process

Pathe Film Corp. will install a
tinting and toning process at its

Bound Brook laboratory it was
learned yesterday.

O. Henry Briggs, Pathe president,

who has gone to the Coast, will in-

vestigate several color processes
while there.

Writ Bars Booing Ad Films

Tifton, Ga.—Right to boo commer-
cial pix on movie screens reached the
courts here when R. E. Martin, local

exhib., secured a temporary injunction

restraining Local No. 3 of the Society
for the Booing of Commercial Adver-
tisements in Motion Picture Theaters.

Named as defendant also was the Tifton
Gazette which printed Local No. 3's

ad. appealing for support. Defense, it

is reported, will stress the b.o. value

of boos as translated into attendance.

LIGHTMAN TO CONFER

ON DEAL WITH WARNER

M. A. Lightman comes to New
York about Sept. 8 for further con-

ferences with Joseph Bernhard, gen-
eral manager of Warner Bros. Cir-

cuit, on a deal to take over six

Warner houses in Kentucky, as ex-
clusively reported in The Film
Daily yesterday. Plan is in its pre-

liminary stage.

General Theaters Parleys

Waiting Upon Hutchinson

Conferences on the perpetuation
of the General Theaters setup, em-
bracing Hoyts' Theaters, controlled

by 20th Century-Fox, and Greater
Union, will start immediately fol-

(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood Producers to Eye 140 Plays

Planned for New Broadway Stage Year

11 New Industry Firms

Incorporate in New York

Albany — Eleven new industry

firms—largest number in months

—

have filed articles of incorporation

with the Secretary of State here.

The list:

B M O Productions, Inc., New
(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood producers will have an
opportunity to examine approxi-

mately 140 new Broadway produc-
tions from the angle of screen ma-
terial during the new season, ac-

cording to plans made up to the

present time.

Musicals predominated among
shows slated for early fall produc-
tion, a checkup indicates. With
the exception of Warner Bros.,

(Continued on Page 4)

Profit Is Equivalent to $3.26
Per Share on Com-

mon Stock
Equivalent to $3.26 per share on

340,944 shares of common stock out-
standing, Columbia yesterday re-
ported a net of $1,317,770.92 for the
year ended June 26, 1937, after all

charges and provisions for Federal
income and other taxes. Earning
per share has been computed after
deducting dividends on all outstand-
ing preferred stock.
Figure for the 52-week's period

(Continued on Page 4)

DENY M^MAGQUIRES

CONTROL OF CAPITOL

Spokesman for Loew's yesterday
denied a report that the company
has acquired complete control of the
Capitol, the M-G-M Broadway show-
window. Setup is unchanged, it

was stated, with Loew's owning 50
per cent of the operation and the
other half controlled by Messmore
Kendall, Major Edward Bowes and
their associates. Nicholas M.
Schenck is chairman of the board
and David Bernstein is treasurer
of the operating company.

Chicago, Los Angeles Pact

Confab in N. Y. Tomorrow

Negotiations with major company
exchange heads for exchange em-
ploye unions in Chicago and Los
Angeles will open here Thursday,
John W. Gatelee, IATSE vice presi-

(Continued on Page 15)

Polio Worries Nebraska
Omaha— Infantile paralysis scare in

Nebraska has many showmen worried.

Omaha and Council Bluffs theaters,

across the river, are faced with a board

of health order to bar children from
the houses during the fright period.

Sunday schools have closed doors and
schools may have delayed openings.

First case at Lincoln resulted in death,

which may bring similar action.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 26'/8 26'/8 26y8 — Va

Columbia Picts. vtc. 25 Vi 25Vz 25'/2 — 5/s

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con Fm. Ind 3Vb 3Vs 3'/8

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 187 186 186

do pfd 160'/2 I6OV2 160 Vi — 1/2

Gen. Th. Eq 25 1/2 24V2 25V2 + 1 Vi

Loew's, Inc 82 80V2 8OV2
do pfd 1053/4 1053/4 1053/4

Paramount 22 Vi 213,4 2134
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 20 Va 20 20 + %
Pathe Film 10 95/8 95/8 — 1/4

RKO 8 1/2 8 1/4 8 1/4

20th Century-Fox . 36 Vi 36 36
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 14y2 H 14 — Va

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 100 100
Para. B'way 3s55... 671/g 67 1/8 67 Vs + Va
Para. Picts. 6s55....100 100 100
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 89y2 89'/2 89y2 — %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 953/8 9514 95% + Vb

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National 23,4 234 23,4

Sonotone Corp 2 iy8 1%
Technciolor 333/8 323/8 323/8 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 4 4 4 — Vb
Universal Picts 7 1/4 63^ IVa + %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 101

Fox Thea. Bldg. 61/2s 1st '36 IOV2 ll'A
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47... 93'/2 35
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 72'/2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43 52 54
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Exit, an Alibi
. . . "film biz is seasonal"

(Continued from Page 1)

graphically established by reference to the

pages of this paper's semi-monthly news-

worthy Equipment Section. As a matter

of fact, the industry this year is carrying

the torch for air conditioning.

Percentage Boycott Held

Partial Success by Allied

Minneapolis — Northwest Allied
claims it has been partially success-
ful in its boycott of percentage deals,

with two major companies reported
closing fiat deals with the Twin City
members and a third preparing to do
so also.

Sunday Show Appeal In Oct.
Beatrice, Neb.—An appeal will be

heard in District Court in October
on the Sunday movie election, de-
clared lost by City Attorney H. F.
Mattoon last July when the count
showed a 1,553 to 1,533 tie. Back-
ing the appeal is the American Le-
gion, which contends that the 67
mail ballots were counted illegally.

Union Drive Slows Up
Chicago—Its membership drive re-

ported slowing up, Film Exchange
Employes Union No. 45 has not yet
reached the stage where the elec-

tion of officers is deemed advisable,
it was said yesterday.

Warner Club Tourney Set
The New York Warner Club will

hold its Annual Golf Tournament
on Sept. 24 at the Old Oaks Coun-
try Club, Purchase.
The Golf Committee embraces

Arthur Sachson, Gene Werner, and
Leonard Palumbo.

Assert New Judge Can't

Hear Bank Night Appeals

Lincoln, Neb.—Supreme Court at-

taches say that former District

Judge Fred W. Messmore, recently
elevated to the state high court, will

be ineligible to hear two Bank Night
appeals in fall term.
One appeal is from Judge Mess-

more's own District Court decision

in the Fox-Midwest case at Beatrice
ruling Bank Night a lottery. The
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-
tion of Omaha is making the other
appeal, seeking to have the Supreme
Court's own temporary injunction

aimed at Bank Night in Omaha
lifted.

Emily Holt Appointed

Exec. Secretary of AFRA

The national board of the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists,

meeting at Actors' Equity head-
quarters yesterday appointed Emily
Holt executive secretary and George
Heller associate executive secretary,

it was announced subsequently by
Mark Smith, temporary chairman of

the board.

Pa. 44-Hr. Week Law Starts
Harrisburg, Pa. — The women's

44-hour week law becomes effective

in Pennsylvania today. The law
excludes agricultural, domestic
workers and executives who receive

at least $25 a week.

Expands Air Service
Railway Express Agency, Inc.,

announces that effective today the
business of General Air Express,
operating over the lines of Trans-
continental and Western Air, Inc.,

will become part of the Air Ex-
press Division of Railway Express.

Coming and Going
EDWARD RUBEN is in New York from Min-

neapolis.

MARJORIE ADAMS, Boston picture critic,

left New York last night on her return home.

HAL HORNE has returned to New York
from Boston.

WALTER WANGER and JOAN BENNETT were
in Boston yesterday to meet the press in

connection with opening of "Vogues" set for

Sept. 17 at Keith's Memorial.

REGINALD BAKER leaves the Coast late next
week for New York, en route to London.

EDWARD PESKAY leaves New York today
for a mid-west trip, with points including Chi-
cago, Cleveland, Minneapolis and Pittsburgh.

M. A. LIGHTMAN is due in New York Sept.

8 from Memphis.

D. E. GRIFFITHS, managing director of First

National Pictures in London, leaves New York
today for England on the Aquitania.

EVELYN LAYE arrives in New York from
Europe this week.

FANIA RUBINA. Polish actress, arrived in

New York yesterday from Warsaw, Poland.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, SR., accompanied by
MRS. FAIRBANKS, sails for Europe today on
the Normandie.

ADELE DIXON arrives this week in New
York from Europe.

EDMUND GWENN, film and stage star, leaves

New York today for England on the Aquitania.

HERVEY ALLEN, author of "Anthony Ad-
verse," accompanied by MRS. ALLEN, sails for

Europe today on the Normandie.

HAROLD YOUNG, film director, arrives in

New York this week from the Coast en route

to Europe for a three months' stay, accompanied
by MRS. YOUNG.

L. J. FINSKE, division manager of J. H.

Cooper Enterprises, has arrived in New York
from the company's Denver offices.

"DOLLIE" BELILIOS sails on the Aquitania
today for London.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, IATSE president, is in

town and will remain till Saturday when he
goes to Washington.

GEORGE A. SCANLAN, vice president of Du-
pont Film Mfg. Co., returned yesterday from
a five-week vacation trip.

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT arrives in New York
from Europe today on the De Grasse.

HARRY GOLDBERG, head of the Warner
Theaters' advertising department, is in Albany
and Erie this week on campaigns for "The
Life of Emile Zola."

EDWIN M. FADMAN, general manager of

Films Red Star, Paris, arrives from Europe to-

morrow on the Manhattan to buy film prod-
uct here, and will make his headquarters at

the Hotel Warwick.

ORGANIZE UNIONS

FED. IN 60 DA^
(Continued from Page 1)

hood of Electrical Workers, would
be organized and functioning with-

in 60 days.
Each of the unions in the fed-

eration will have representation on
the board of directors of the organ-
ization. Browne said that where
important work was to be done it

would probably be handled directly

by the presidents of the internation-

al unions.
The new organization will first

direct its attention towards organ-
izing radio, Browne said.

The union of sound service men
will receive their charter within
two weeks, Browne stated. Most
of the service men are organized,

he said. Browne will handle the

negotiations with RCA and Erpi on
behalf of the service men.

Sino-Japanese War to

Hit Film Biz in Nippon

Sino-Japanese war, which has al-

ready seriously affected film busi-

ness in China, is expected to also

hit film trade in Japan as a result

of lessened attendance due to ship-

ments of troops outside the country,

currency restrictions and other fac-

tors.

Renowned-UA Deal "Dead"
Deal under which Renowned Pic-

tures, new coast company, was to

make a series of productions for
United Artists is "dead," according
to a spokesman for the distributor
yesterday. New outfit is headed by
John Ford, Lester Cowan, Ronald
Colman and other.

Ship It

GENERAL AIR

Overnight Coast to Coast

Merely phone Postal Telegraph

. . . Immediate pick-up . . . your

shipment carried by the first
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COLUMBIA'S NET IS

$1,317,770 FOR YEAR

{Continued from Page 1)

compares with $1,568,860.92 repre-

senting the year ended June 27,

1937, equal to $4.00 on a similar

number of common shares.

The balance sheet as of June 26,

shows current assets of $11,557,-

626.11 of which approximately $1,-

448,000 is represented by cash. The
total current liabilities amount to

$1,669,856.87 and working capital

equalled approximately $9,887,000.

11 New Industry Firms

Incorporate in New York

{Continued from Page 1)

York City; to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Florence Epstein, Leona F.

Walker, Robert Morris, incorpora-

tors.

G G W Productions, Inc., New
York City; to deal in motion pic-

tures and operate theaters. Man-
uel M. Gorman, Kathryn T. Hein-

ecke, Howard A. Seitz, incorpora-

tors.

Syracuse Mayfair, Inc., Syracuse,

to operate motion picture theaters.

George E. Smith, Harry C. Cope-

land, Albert G. Larkin, incorpora

tors.

Delaware Ave. Theater Corp.,

New York City, to exhibit motion
pictures. Ruth Altfater, J. Milton
Fainer, Benjamin Axelrod, incorpo-

rators.
Millerton Amusement Corp., New

York City, to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Abraham M. Sapir, Isidore

Sapir, Sarah Gibel, incorporators.

Highstandard Amusements, Inc.,

Brooklyn, to exhibit motion pic-

tures, operate theaters, etc. Sarah
Gulkis, Dorothy Edelman, Samuel
Edelman, directors; Eva M. Chad-
now, Marion Lehrfield, Regina Mos-
tel. subscribers.

Deutsche Lightspiele, Inc. (Ger-

man Movie Plays, Inc.), New York
Citv; to distribute motion pictures.

William Hoefflin, Paul Kurz, Ger-
hard Coorssen, incorporators.

Brisk Amusement Corp., Brook-
lyn; to operate motion picture the-

aters. Miriam F. Kirman, Eugenia
H. Charash, Birdie Gantz, incorpo-

rators.

Hoith Theaters Corp., New York
City; to operate motion picture the-

aters. Michael Goldreyer, Jesse

Long, Sam Spachner, incorporators.

Lott Theaters Corp., New York
City; to exhibit motion pictures.

Jesse Long, Michael Goldreyer, Mau-
rice Turst, incorporators.

Cheton Corp., New York City; to

operate motion picture theaters.

Geretrude Schorr, Ruth Bishop,

Lilyan Manilla, incorporators.

13 Games Co. N. Y. Offices

No less than 13 companies peddling
audience games ranging from Bank
Night to Rummy have offices in New
York at the present time, a checkup
yesterday disclosed

O • • PROUD MOTHER brought to light in the
office of Rutgers Neilson over at RKO Radio the other day
when Minna Sonnenberg, one of the prize winners in the De-
partment of Parks amateur singing contest, was being given in-

structions by Rutgers on the program for the luncheon
which the winners are to enjoy with Bobby Breen as part
of the bally on the new Sol Lesser production, "Make A Wish"

the li'l gal tried to open the door to Mister Neilson's
office the wrong way "Look !" cried the delighted Mama
Sonnenberg, "She's so famous she doesn't know what she's
doing!"

T W
• • • BREAKS and if you know anything about
the newspaper situation in Syracuse, New York you will

appreciate that Manager Eddie McBride of Loew's State The-
ater in that town did something out of the ordinary when
he crashed the three leading dailies with banner streamers clear
across an entire page in each heralding the New Movie
Season launched at Ed's house

• • • GOOD BUYER proving that a theater man-
ager can strike a bargain even with the law two
weeks after the completion of a six-day booking of "Kid Gala-
had" Manager Irving Dashkin of the Savoy at Jamaica,
Longisle, received a summons from the police dep't for stenciled
sidewalks on this attraction throughout the towsi after
appearing in court and pleading guilty, with an explanation
the judge, a human guy, fines Irving one smacker and
then asked him confidentially whether he thought he had re-

ceived a dollar's worth of advertising from the stunt that
was six weeks ago and the stencils are still on the side-
walk offhand, we'd say that Mister Dashkin sure got his

dollar's worth
T

• • • TONITE'S THE nite at the Astor Theater
with Metro's "The Firefly" hitting into its premiere those
who have accepted bids for the gala affair include William
Rhinelander Stewart, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Messmore Kendall,
Jules Glaenzer Fannie Hurst, Arthur Hammerstein, Dor-
othy Dalton, Maurice Fatio, William Fisk, Lady Rose Warwick

Myra Kingsley, J. Robert Rubin, Major Edward Bowes,
Stanwood Menken, Thyra Samter Winslow, Jules Brulatour,
Hope Hampton Kitty Carlisle, Clifton Webb, Clara Bell
Walsh, Ed Wynn, Conde Nast, Benjamin Llano, Herbert Bayard
Swope Walter P. Chrysler, Jr., Erin O'Brien-Moore, Benita
Hume, Dennie Moore, Katharine Brush, Sherman Fairchild,
Katherine Alexander, Lawrence Weingarten Jack Durante

T
• • • ECONOMICAL Theater Owner Listens to His
Smart Young House Manager you've met 'em these
theater operators who are always trying to squeeze a dime

and these smart young theater managers who make up
in Confidence what they lack in Experience out in Califor-
nia this operator wanted to run a cash giveaway game, but
didn't want to spend the dough to rent one of the standard
games on the market so he told his Bright Young Man-
ager to figure out a game that would fill the house inside
a week the lad had doped it out "Are you sure it will
work?" said the boss "Sure!" said the B. Y. M., confident-
ly he was right the giveaway game worked so well
that the jackpot was hit THIRTEEN times in rapid succession

now the manager is convinced that if he had rented one
of the standard games it would have been cheaper

T T
• • • ATTENTION Clevelanders the "Cleve-
land-In-New York" Club is holding a dinner meeting at the
Hotel Algonquin on Sept. 9 at 7 p. m. the member-
ship is composed of ex-Clevelanders now residents of New York
or making their livelihood here all former residents of
Cleveland are welcome to attend the dinner T. J. Collings,
secretary, can be reached at 59 W. 44th St. phone,
VAn. 3-2500

« « « » » »

PRODUCERS TO EYE n
140 B'WAY SHOWS

(Continued from Page 1)

which contemplates backing two
plays on Broadway and two in Lon-
don, none of the majors have so
far announced any plans for fin-

ancing or producing shows. This
is in part due to differences with
the Dramatists' Guild over its new
standard agreement.

The crop of plays as disclosed in
the summer theaters has proven
virtually valueless from the view-
point of coast interest.

Would Convert 4000 Subs

Theaters to First-Runs

(Continued from Page 1)

was available, declared Edward
Peskay, general sales manager of
Grand National, yesterday in New
York. Production of an improved
grade of pictures by what he de-
scribed as the smaller national com-
panies would enable these exhibitors
to make the changeover, Peskay
said.

Conversion of these theaters
would automatically be accom-
panied by increases in their admis-
sion price scales, thereby giving
the industry greater revenue, Pes-
kay pointed out. Many of the
houses in mind are comparable to
circuit first-run theaters from the
standpoint of structure and equip-
ment, he said.

General Theaters Parleys

Waiting Upon Hutchinson

(Continued from Page 1)

lowing arrival of Walter J. Hutch-
inson, foreign manager of the
American company in Sydney, La-
bor Day from New York. He will

confer with representatives of the
Greater Union outfit and Charles
Munro, managing director for 20th
Century-Fox in Australia.

SEPTEMBER 1

Richard Arlen
George O'Brien
Betty Blythe

Edwin S. Clifford

E. M. Asher
Rex Beach

Meriam Seegar
Maj. Wm. S. Altman
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LET THERE
BE LIGHT!
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Oh Boy, do the trade paper boys

know what they're talking about? c

You said it, industry, listen!
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3>ilm (pAnvmu
Broadway Melody of

1938
Metro production and release. Pro-

duced by Jack Cummings. Stars Rob-
ert Taylor and Eleanor Powell. Director,
Roy Del Ruth. Features George Mur-
phy, Binnie Barnes, Buddy Ebsen, Sophie
Tucker, Judy Garland, Charles Igor
Gorin, Raymond Walburn, Robert Bench-
ley, Willie Howard, Charley Grapewin,
Robert Wildhack. Screen play by Jack
McGowan from the original story by
Jack McGowan and Sid Silvers. Music
and lyrics by Nacio Herb Brown and
Arthur Freed. Musical presentations by
Merrill Pye. Musical direction, Georgie
Stoll. Musical arrangements by Roger
Edens. Vocal and orchestral arrange-
ments by Leo Arnaud and Murray Cut-
ter. Dance ensembles by Dave Gould.
Art direction by Cedric Gibbons; asso-
ciates Joseph Wright and Edwin B. Wil-
lis. Gowns by Adrian. Photographed by
William Daniels. Montage effects by
Slavko Vorkapich. Film editor, Blanche
Sewell. Cast: Billy Gilbert, Barnett
Parker, Helen Troy. Previewed at Vil-
lage theatre. Aug. 13. Running time;
115 niins.

A big, glittering, variegated show,
elegantly produced and parading an
array of insured money names, this

third annual edition of Metro's

'Broadway Melody' tops the series

and will be a b.o. cleanup.

As in the 'Melody' of two years

ago, Eleanor Powell and Robert Tay-
lor, then newcomers destined to be
skyrocketed by that picture, are

again in the top bracket. Both here

give their mature talents full play in

persuasive romance and brilliant

dancing as pace makers for a galaxy

of show folk including Ceorge Mur-
phy, Buddy Ebsen, Judy Garland,

Sophie Tucker, Binnie Barnes, Rob-
ert Walburn, Willie Howard and
ert Benchley, Raymond Walburn,
Willie Howard and half a dozen
others fitted with roles and special-

ties to their measure in the two-
hour musical extravaganza.

Miss Powell is given wide lati-

tude for her spirited and fascinat-

ing dancing and puts warmth and
beauty into every rhythic routine,

both in the the solos and in the

duets with Murphy. She also stands

forth as a splendid actress, skillful

in her modulations and performing

with appealing sincerity, a star by
every right.

Taylor upholds his best standards
in the love tale which dominates
the proceedings, playing with ac-

customed ease and scoring with the

peculiar appeal his name stands for

in an elegantly tailored role.

Ceorge Murphy contributes his

full share to the lavish entertain-

ment in the hoofing numbers and
performs effectively in the material

story part alloted to him. Buddy
Ebsen interpolates his languid drol-

leries neatly. July Garland scores in

song and reads with fine ingenuous
sentiment a girlish fan tribute to

Clark Cable's photo—one of the
novel scenes of the show.

Sophie Tucker puts over a solid

hit in" the role of an old Broadway
favorite, playing herself. To the
old timers she will bring a tear of

recollection in her tribute to the

phantom favorites as a prelude to

the production number, 'Your
Broadway and Mine.' Charles Igor

Gorin delivers effectively several song
classics. Robert Benchley gets a

chance to flip' in some of his char-

acteristic dry quips as a publicity

man
Binnie Barnes, Raymond Walburn,

Charley Grapewin, Barnett Parker,

Helen Troy carry parts of the story

which has to do with the produc-
tion of a Broadway show and the

efforts of those who 'seek to thwart
Taylor and his protege, Miss Whit-
ney, from carrying the venture
through. Miss Barnes is well cast as

the wife of Walburn, the show
angel, whose jealousy of Miss Pow-
ell provides the chief stumbling
block. All carry their roles ably.

Robert Wildhack gets the big-

gest laughs with his. sneeze routine.

Willie Howard clocks guffaws with
his trained dogs on a rampage in

the theatrical boarding house run
by Sophie Tucker. Charley Grape-
win has a good short part as keep-
er of Miss Barnes' stables.

Jack McGowan ably integrates

his many diverse entertainment ele-

ments in the screen play, from an
original for which he shares credit

with Sid Silvers. Story, romance,
comedy and divertissements are well

balanced with a wealth of material
offering something for almost every
taste. Much of the comedy and
the thrills are provided in the race

horse element which is mingled with
the show venture for plot.

Major responsibility for the qual-

ity of the offering is the smart and
knowing direction of Roy Rel Ruth.
Expert and seasoned in the guidance
of this type of musical, Del Ruth
excels himself in collating and point-

ing his detail and the big production

numbers for swaggering and spark-
ling effect. From his cast he gets

top response, and the tempo, con-
sidering the multifarious ingredients,

is well sustained. It is a decided
coup for Del Ruth.

Jack Cummings has guided the

production with an intelligent and
lavish hand and adds measurably to

his producer prowess in one of

Metro's outstanding offerings of the

season.

Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
Freed supply a distinguished score

of songs to give the piece color.

'Your Broadway and Mine' is a big

sock number. 'I'm Feeling Like a

Million' is diverting; 'Everybody
Sing,' vocaled by Judy Carland and
ensemble is musically exciting; 'Fol-

low in My Footsteps' is rhythmi-
cally fine. The average merit is

high. Sharing in the musical credits

are Georgie Stoll for his splendid

musical direction, one of the top
merits of the piece; Merrill Pye for

presentations; Roger Edens for ar-

rangements and Leo Arnaud and
Murray Cutter for vocal and instru-

mental arrangements.
Dave Gould's dance direction de-

serves special commendation, top-
ping in the Powell-Murphy number
in the rain, and the 'Broadway'
finale, a strikingly picturesque cre-

ation. The art direction is notably
fine, gowns are striking and photog-
raphy by William Daniels and mont-
age by Slavko Vorkapich of high
standard.
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B'WAY MELODY OF '38

(MUSICAL)
Hollywood. Aug. 17.

MOTION P ' CT URE HERALD

Swell entertainment and will do
smash business everywhere. Much
better than its predecessor of '36, and

not far behind the original 'Broad-

way Melody' of a decade ago which
featured Bessie Love, Charles King
and Anita Page. This one is red hot

merchandise, with some blazing

names for the come-on displays.

Both stars. Robert Taylor and El-

eanor Powell, have increased their

voltage since their last joint appear-

ance, and the supporting cast in-

cludes George Murphy, Binnie

Barnes. Buddy Ebsen. and Sophie
Tucker and Judy Garland. Special
niche for these last two, who, with
much less to do than the others,
stand out like traffic lights.

Music and lyrics by Nacio Herb
Brown and Arthur Freed are first

rate, and will go right from the film
to the air. Already they're enjoying
wide etherization.
No use getting into the details

until Sophie Tucker and Judy Gar-
land are disposed of. Former is

somewhere past 40, but when she
walks on the screens something hap-
pens. You can hear what the others
are saying, but Miss Tucker is the
only one you see. It's as if all that
energy of more than a score of years
in vaudeville has been recharged and
served up in one package. Then she
Steps back and pushes Judy Garland,
ssill in her teens, into the camera
foreground. Young Miss Garland
gives them 'Everybody Sing.' with a
Tucker undertone, and it's worth a
letter to the homefolks. Coming near
the picture's opening, these two give
the film a great kickoff. Each does
numbers solo later on. Judy sings
a plaint to Clark Gable's photograph
which is as close to great screen
acting as pictures have furnished.
Then, to top it off, Soph does 'Your
Broadway and My Broadway,' with
lyrics which bring in the great names
of the past generation. It's sentimen-
tal enough to padlock every pine-
applejuice joint on the stem.

Bright lights will give 'Melody' to
Taylor and Powell. The audience
hands it to Tucker and Garland. In
combination it's okay b.o. Flirt
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SHOWMEN'S
TRADE RE VIEW

Broadway Melody of 1938
MGM Musical Drama 115 mills.

Here's a Box Office Banquet Done to
Perfection and Beady to Serve

For a Clean-Up

Cast: Robert Taylor, Eleanor Powell,
George Murphy, Binnie Barnes, Buddy Eb-
sen, Sophie Tucker, Judy Garland, Charles
Igor Gorlin, Raymond Walburn, Robert
Benchley, Willie Howard, Charley Grape-
win, Robert Wildhack, Billy Gilbert, Bar-
nett Parker, Helen Troy. Screenplay by
Jack McGowan. Original story by Jack
McGowan and Sid Silvers. Music and
lyrics by Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur
Freed. Director Roy Del Ruth.

Plot: George Murphy and Buddy Ebsen
have jobs in the stables of the rich Binnie
Barnes. There they meet Eleanor Powell,
the former owner of one of Binnie's horses.
Robert Taylor is producing a show on
Broadway backed by the wealthy Raymond
Walburn. Eleanor Powell stows away on
the train which is transporting her pet
horse to an Eastern track. She is discovered
by Ebsen and Murphy hiding in the stall.

They persuade her to dance with them,
when Taylor, traveling on the same train,

sees them and goes hook, line and sinker
for Eleanor. He puts all three in a show
and they are a sensational success.
SUMMARY: A glorious musical extrav-

aganza "Broadway Melody of 1938" is a
tremendous infusion of scintillating enter-
tainment that should reach box office

heights. Some of the sets are almost in-

describable in their wealth of magnificent
splendor. The music, the singing and the
dancing had the preview audience gurgling
with delight. Robert Taylor and Eleanor
Powell excellently top a cast of outstand-
ing merit. George Murphy demonstrates
his remarkable dancing skill in a perform-
ance that verges on the sensational. Judy
Garland in her rendition of her songs cap-
tivated her listeners. She has charm and
ability. Much credit must be given Roy
Del Ruth for his smart box-office direction.

For exploitation see Showmanalysis in this

issue on pages 8 and 9.

Catchline: "Latest of 'Broadway Melodys'
is a scintillating, star-studded musical ex-

travaganza.
"

(FAMILY) GRAY CRANE, Hollywood

MORE OF IT

ON NEXT PAGE!



AND ALL THE CRITICS AGREE!
(Brief flashes from Magazine and Press Correspondents)

ED SMITHSON, HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE—
"Best musical this reviewer has seen in a long

time. George Murphy-Eleanor Powell dance

team is something to rave about."

•

JOHN LEROY JOHNSTON, MOTION PICTURE

MAGAZINE—"Firmly establishes Eleanor Powell

as our number one dancing star and recog-

nizes George Murphy's claim of early stardom.

Murphy is one of the outstanding sensations

of the current season and a triple-threat man
in the next popularity poll. The finale presents

a remarkable third dimensional quality and a

spectacular curtain scene."

•

SHEILA GRAHAM (North American Newspaper

Ass'n)
—

"First honors go to Judy Garland who
scores sensationally in her song to Clark Gable."

•

GEORGE FISHER, LOS ANGELES EVENING NEWS
—"Where others leave off Broadway Melody

begins. It is the greatest film musical of the

year."

IVAN SPEAR, BOX OFFICE MAGAZINE—"A cast

loaded with established marquee names and

the popularity of preceding Broadway Melodies

guarantee that this one cannot miss scoring

heavily at the turnstiles. Convincingly elabo-

rate extravaganza and will deliver a full meas-

ure of entertainment to the cash customers."

HOWARD SHARPE, PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE—
Hollywood's best musical talent at its best."

HARRY MINES, LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS —
"An outstanding addition to a topnotch series.

George Murphy establishes himself as a top

screen personality."

HOMER McCOY, ASSOCIATED PRESS —"Powell

and Murphy are a sensational dance team.

Sophie Tucker and Judy Garland are excellent."

•

HARRISON CARROLL, KING FEATURES—"Broad-

way Melody is another step toward stardom

for Judy Garland and George Murphy. Con-

tains this year's most unique dance numbers."

JOE BLAIR, HOLLYWOOD MOTION PICTURE

REVIEW— "All Broadway Melodies have been

good money-makers. This one will follow in

line."

WHITNEY BOLTON, LITERARY DIGEST — "A
bright, brisk and altogether worthy new ver-

sion of the entertaining Melody series."

•

LLOYD PANTAGES, COLUMNIST AND RADIO

COMMENTATOR—"Broadway Melody is up to

its usual high standard. Always the produc-

tions one should not miss."

JIMMY STARR, LOS ANGELES HERALD EXPRESS
—"Superb entertainment. Dancing and music

are the tops."

•

MILTON HARKER, INTERNATIONAL NEWS
SERVICE—"One of best musicals I have ever

seen bar none. Powell is tops."

JAY EMANUEL PUBLICATIONS — "Excellent

musical extravaganza. This should repeat the

success of former 'Broadway Melodys'. A£ \

showman's picture that can be sold for the

money. Musical numbers are the kind the

customers whistle on the way home. Preview

audience enthusiastic."
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LOOK!
ALL THOSE BOX-
OFFICE HEADLINES

(on opposite page)

IN ONE ISSUE OF
VARIETY (AUG. 23rd)!€

P. S. And all over the nation M-G-M's Mammoth Star Studded Musical

is far ahead of previous "Broadway Melodys" and topping
u
Ziegfeld,"

"Maytime" and the VERY BIGGEST OF M^G-M BIGGIES!



'B'way Melody,' 24G, Sweet and Hot

In Frisco, but Other RO.'s Chilly

^ Aug. 24. I
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PORTLAND'S H. O.S
All OK—'Broadway Melodv,' ijew

Entry, Big $7,500.
'

Portland, Ore., Aug. 24.
'Broadway Melody' is going great

guns at the Broadway. 'Good Earth'
is in a second strong week at Park-
er s UA.

IMA
^TRese^RR| office head
iries are from just one
igJe issue of Variety.
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'B'way Melody' Most
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I
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u* * Remem o% the Hew Ttt*n$ * *
Tit for a King"

starring Joe E. Brown with Helen Mack,

Paul Kelly

RKO Radio 73 Mins.

TYPICAL JOE E. BROWN PRODUC-
TION HOKED UP WITH PLENTY OF
THRILLS MIXED WITH LAUGHS.

This one follows the usual Joe E. Brown

formula, showing the hero slightly out of

the running for a good part of the film

footage, and then making a grand recovery

for the finale, and coming in a big win-

ner. Joe is here seen as a newspaper office

boy who is related to the publisher. But

he is still rated a nuisance around the

place. To get rid of him the editor sends

him on an assignment that looks like a

phony, not wanting to waste one of his

good reporters. It turns out to be a red

hot sensational story—if Joe can get it.

To do so he is forced to take passage on

an ocean liner, to follow an archduke of a

I mythical kingdom, who has assassins on his

1 trail. Joe has all sorts of troubles with a

rival reporter who is also on board to get

the story. Arrived in Paris, the rival has

him thrown in jail as a stowaway. Getting

free, Joe bumps into a beautiful American
- girl, who proves to be the princess mixed

up with the archduke who is trying to have

her placed on the throne of his little king-

dom. But there is skulduggery afoot, with

a villainous prime minister and his gang,

who is trying to get the princess and the

archduke murdered so he can rule the

kingdom. Into this mess of intrigue Joe

jumps with both feet and succeeds in dig-

ging up a lot of swell gags and plenty of

guffaws. Finally he outsmarts the other re-

porter and wins the princess. A grand

fairy tale for the youngsters.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, Helen Mack, Paul

Kelly, Harry Davenport, Halliwell Hobbes,

John Qualen, Donald Briggs, Frank Reicher,

Russell Hicks, Charles Trowbridge.

Producer, David Loew; Director, Edward

Sedgwick; Author, Richard Flournoy; Screen

play, Same; Cameraman, Paul C. Vogel.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

#I
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Chicago, Los Angeles Pact

Confab in N. Y. Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

dent, said yesterday. Following
agreement on wage and hour scales
for these unions, work will start on
setting up a master contract for
the 31 exchange unions, Gatelee de-
clared.

Quigley, Institute Speaker
Williamstown, Mass.—"The only

mandate that the motion picture in-

dustry has any right to assume that
it has received from the public is

to produce entertainment films,"

said Martin Quigley, publisher, in
addressing the Institute of Human
Relations here yesterday. Quigley
too>-Jssue with assertions of other
sP(f ' m's that the motion picture
shewkl educate as well as entertain.

"Two-Gun Law"
with Charles Starrett and Peggy Stratford

Columbia 56 Mins.

ROUTINE WESTERN WITH ENOUGH
SUBSTANCE TO SATISFY HORSE OPERA
DEVOTEES.

Discounting the clinging of its story to

a standard pattern, this is a forceful prairie

pix with a good share of gun-play and
flying fists. Addicts of the knock-'em-
down-drag-'em-out horse operas will ab-

sorb enough vicarious thrill from the foot-

age to consider that they have been enter-

tained. The story tells how Charles Star-

rett finally lives down the fact that he is

a bandit's son, and finds a niche for him-

self in the halls of conventional respecta-

bility, plus capturing happiness via his ro-

mance with Peggy Stratford. The film's

initial action marches in like a lion, with

a sheriff's posse wounding the bandit

father of Starrett, Charles Middleton, and

the boy himself. Like the old Irish ditty

recounting that "Pat Hooley didn't know
that his father was dead, and his father

didn't know that Pat Hooley was dead,"—
neither the father nor the son, Starrett

and Middleton, knows that the other is

alive. The boy goes his way, under an

assumed name, and grabs oft a job, to-

gether with his side-kick, Hank Bell, as

a cowhand. But a gang of villainous cattle

thieves, bandits and killers, ring-led by

those sinister and effective "heavies," Alan

Bridge and Dick Curtis, blackmail Starrett,

at the price of betraying his identity, into

holding up Edward Le Saint, his boss and

benefactor, for the ranch payroll. But

the wily Starrett, via a ruse, leaves the

bulk of the money untouched. At the

finale, the hero's bandit dad pops up and

sets things right via an explanation. The
gang is coincidentally nabbed. Moral jus-

tice is served when Middleton is killed by

a bullet, and Cupid is also served when
Starrett, despite the fact that he is "in

the doghouse" with pretty Peggy Strat-

ford's papa, wins her and a chance at last

to "go straight." Leon Barsha's direction

is routine, and so is the photography.

Cast: Charles Starrett, Peggy Stratford,

Hank Bell, Edward Le Saint, Charles Mid-

dleton, Alan Bridge, Lee Prather, Dick Cur-

tis, Victor Potel.

Director, Leon Barsha; Author, Norman
Sheldon; Screenplay, John B. Rathmell;

Cameraman, George Meehan; Editor, Wil-

liam Lyon.

Direction, Okay. Photography, Fair.

Bombings as "IT Special
Universal Newsreel announced

yesterday that it would embody
scenes of the Shanghai bombings in

a special which will be released to-

morrow. Footage, first planned for
China Clipper transport, was re-

layed by steamer when a typhoon
held up the plane.

Pathe In New Quarters
Pathe has moved from the 23rd

floor of the RKO building to the
RCA building.

N. J. Allied Meets
Routine business was transacted

by Allied Theaters of New Jersey
at a regular meeting yesterday at

the Hotel Lincoln when plans for
its annual convention, scheduled for
Atlantic City this month, were dis-

cussed.

"Reported Missing"
with William Gargan, Jean Rogers

Universal 63 Mins.

GOOD COMBO OF FLYING THRILLS
WITH SUSPENSEFUL MYSTERY KEEPS
THIS HOPPING ALL THE WAY.

Gets away from the routine story of the

skyways with an exciting plot that keeps

building as it holds the mystery element

to the end. William Gargan is the young
inventor who has his navigating device in-

stalled on a big passenger liner piloted by

the brother ot Jean Rogers, with whom he

is in love. Jean is a hostess on the air

line. The plane cracks up mysteriously,

and the investigation results in a decision

that the invention must have gone out of

working order and caused the tragedy. But

in quick succession two other planes crash,

and the dead passengers are robbed. So

Gargan sets himself the task of capturing

the fiend who has caused the tragedies

and put his invention in disrepute. The
climax is reached as Gargan starts a trip

to Washington with the fingerprints that

have been found on the controls of the

planes after the pilots have been murdered.

His theory is that the fingerprints are

those of a licensed pilot and that they

will be a matter of record in Washington.

Also he figures that the publicity he has

purposely secured about the trip will bring

the murderer on board. He is right. The
criminal proves to be another suitor for the

girl's hand, who shoots the pilots, takes

the fingerprint evidence from Gargan, and

makes a 'chute jump from the plane after

setting it on automatic control. There is

a big sustained suspense kick as for sev-

eral minutes the plane flies free, headed

for a mountain range, before Gargan breaks

in the locked pilot door and saves the

plane and passengers.

Cast: William Gargan, Jean Rogers, Dick

Purcell,. Hobart Cavanaugh, Michael Fitz-

maurice, Joseph Sawyer, Billy Wayne, Rob-

ert Spencer.

Producer, E. M. Asher; Director, Milton

Carruth; Author, Verne Whitehead;

Screenplay, Jerome Chodorov, Joseph

Fields; Editor, Paul Landres; Cameraman,

George Robinson.

Direction, Good. Photography, Very Good.

Dupont Raw Stock Sales Up
Sales of Dupont raw stock are

considerably better than last year,
it was said yesterday by George A.
Scanlan, vice president of Dupont
Film Corp., who has just returned
from a five-week trip. Scanlan ob-
served that sales of the other raw
stock companies were also up.
Dupont is investigating several

color processes, he stated.

Chattanooga Deal Closed
The eight Chattanooga playhouses

belonging to the Independent Thea-
ters, Inc., chain will run RKO Ra-
dio's full 1937-38 product, announces
Jules Levy, general sales manager.
Deal was closed by H. M. Lyons,
RKO Radio's Atlanta branch man-
ager.

"The Man In Blue"
with Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey, Edward

Ellis, Alma Kruger, Ralph Morgan
Universal 67 Mins.

PUNCHY, WELL ACTED CRIME
DRAMA THAT WILL APPEAL PARTICU-
LARLY TO MEN FANS.

Recounting the story of a youth who is

handicapped both by the environment into

which he was born and the fact that his

father was addicted to crime, this film has

genuine audience appeal, particularly to

male audiences. That it is a man's picture

is evidenced additionally by the fact that

there are only three feminine roles. These
are allotted to Nan Grey, Alma Kruger

and Aggie Herring, but only the former,

who is the production's comely ingenue,

has a role of any appreciable importance.

Kubec Glasmon, who authored the original,

has provided a theme vibrant with human
interest, and as associate producer has

translated it with thorough understanding,

sympathy and skill into celluloid. Although

essentially a programmer, it is singularly

strong for such a classification. It is cap-

ably cast, with each of its component
players turning in a solid, convincing per-

formance. The character of Frankie Dunne,

the central figure in the opus, is inter-

preted in the initial reels by young Billy

Burrud. The same character, in later

years, is delineated by Robert Wilcox. Dur-

ing boyhood, Wilcox' father is killed in

self defense by a policeman, Edward Ellis,

who adopts the youth and raises him as

his own son, giving him a good education

and subsequenlty obtaining for him a job

as a teller in a bank. Through the evil

influence of Wilcox' criminal uncle, the

boy eventually robs a bank messenger and

is sent to the penitentiary. Out on parole,

he tries to clean up his past by returning

the loot which he has hidden in a wall

down in the slums where he was born.

There is a fine dramatic climax and a

happy ending. To those who look deeper

than the surface of a motion picture

screen, "The Man In Blue" is a powerful

sociological message calling for a more

humane and efficient bridging of the gap

between enforcers of the law and those

who violate it. Milton Carruth's direction

is effective. Photography by George Robin-

son is clean-cut. The acting laurels go

to Edward Ellis, Robert Wilcox and Nan

Grey. Richard Carle and Ralph Morgan
contribute swell characterizations respec-

tively.

Cast: Robert Wilcox, Edward Ellis, Nan

Grey, Richard Carle, Ralph Morgan, Alma

Kruger, Billy Burrud, Aggie Herring, Fred-

erick Burton, Herbert Corthell, Selmar

Jackson, Milburn Stone.

Associate Producer, Kubec Glasmon; Di-

rector, Milton Carruth; Author, Kubec

Glasmon; Screenplay, Lester Cole; Camera-

man, George Robinson; Editor, Paul Lan-

dres.

Direction, Effective. Photography, Clean-

Cut.

Elmira House Reopens
Elmira, N. Y.—The Strand, shut-

tered for the summer, has reopened.

Para.'s Indianapolis Plans
Indianapolis — The purpose of a

recent visit to Indianapolis by John
Reagan, western division manager,
Paramount, was to approve a new
location for the erection of a build-
ing to house the local Paramount
branch offices.
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A "JUUU" from Hollywood "£*M
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
'"THE deal for the purchase of the

Thorne Smith book, "Topper
Takes a Trip," has been consum-
mated by the Hal Roach Studios. It

means a continuation on the screen
of the adventures of "Topper," and
practically the same stellar cast,

which scored in "Topper," will en-
act "Topper Takes a Trip."
Roland Young, now under exclu-

sive, long-term contract to the Hal
Roach Studios, will again portray
Cosmo Topper. Constance Bennett
and Alan Mowbray are also now un-
der the Roach banner and available
to fill outstanding roles. Jack Jevne
already is at work on the adaption
of "Topper Takes a Trip" to the
screen.

T T T

Additions to the cast of "Bad
Man of Brimstone" are John M.
Qualen, John Wray, John T. Mur-
ray, Robert Perry, Larry McGrath.
Cast in "Live, Love and Learn" are
E. E. Clive, Ann Rutherford, Billy

Engel, Al Shean, Zeffie Tilbury,
Wilbur Mack, Virginia Sale, Maxine
Elliott Hicks, Tennen Holtz, Mar-
garet Lyman, Leila Mclntyre, Rollo
Lloyd and Charles Irwin.

T

Achmed Abdullah, novelist and
magazine writer, reported to the
M-G-M studio to work on the pic-

ture which Meriam C. Cooper will

produce and which will be produced
in the East Indies. Ernest Shoed-
sack will direct.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 138 • • •

k iEL SHAUER. Associate producer for Paramount. Born in Chicago and

' educated there and in New York. Attended Thompson Harris High School

and the City College of New York. Phi Beta Kappa. Entered picture busi-

ness in 1916 with Famous Players-Lasky, New

York studio. In 1919, joined Paramount's New

York exchange; next in home office of Para-

mount in charge of ad sales. Joined foreign

department in 1927, made general foreign re-

presentative. Opened first sound theater in

Sao Paulo, Brazil. In 1930, became head of

Paramount's foreign department. In May,

1931, to the Coast as staff aide to B. P. Schul-

berg. Later became associate producer.

Johnny Boyle and Hugh Southern,
character actor recruited from the
Federal Theaters, have been placed
under optional contracts by Para-
mount.

"Young Dynamite" is in produc-
tion at Conn studios with the fol-

lowing cast: Frankie Darro, Kane
Richmond, Charlotte Henry, David
Sharpe, William Costello, Carlton
Young, Pat Gleason, Frank Austin
and Frank Sarasino. Les Goodwins
is directing with Hank Spitz assist-
ing, and William Berke producing

for Conn. Original title for story
was "Trooper X13."

T T T

L. Wolfe Gilbert & Co., music
publishers, will publish two of the
new tunes from Pinky Tomlin's
newest musical, "Thanks for Listen-
ing." The tunes are "I Like to
Make Music" and "In the Name of
Love." Marshall Neilan is direct-
ing the musical.

T T

Emerson's Mountaineers, novelty
band, which has been signed by
Grand National for "Tex Rides with

the Boy Scouts," Tex Ritter musical!

western set for production start next
Monday, has arrived in Hollywood
and is rehearsing at Grand National
studios. The Mountaineers, led by
Tom Emerson, will do three novelty

numbers with their trick warbler,!

Ken Kenton, in the Ritter feature.

T T
Snub Pollard and Horace Mur-j

phy, cowboy comedians, have been 1

signed by Grand National to appear
in three pictures with Tex Ritter,

singing cowboy star. The produc-i

tions, first three of eight Ritter!

features which Edward Finney will!

produce for Grand Nationl this sea-

son, are "Tex Rides with the Boy
Scouts," "Frontier Town," and
"Rollin' Plains."

T »

Columbia has added Carrie Dau-
mery and Lucio Villegas to the
roster of "I'll Take Romance," the

musical vehicle in which Grace
Moore is starred, with Melvyn,
Douglas as her leading man.

T T T
Walter Connolly has been as-|

signed to a feature role in Colum-|
bia'a new musical entitled "Fresh-
man Follies" in which Charles Star-
rett and Joan Perry will play the I

leads. I

T T T
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will produce!

"Fight Back," a football story, as!

his first picture under a recently
j

signed contract with M-G-M. "Fight!
Back" is an original story by Rich-j

ard Schayer and Jerry Horwin, with!

a Notre Dame background.

Darkened Modern Theater,

Providence, to Go Legit.

Providence — Announcement is

made by A. A. Spitz that the Modern
Amusement Corp., with himself as
supervising director, had taken over
a five-year lease on the dark Mod-
ern Theater. House will have $15,-

000 spent on renovating, reupholster-
ing of seats and other improvements
and will be opened Labor Day with
legitimate stage attractions. Spitz,

old-time Rhode Island theater man,
is also an exec of Associated Thea-
ters, Inc., which operates the Em-
pire and several film houses in the

city. Legitimate attractions end at

the Empire Saturday night when
house will close till mid-September,
re-opening then with a policy not yet
decided on.

More Rhythm on the "Range"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—On the theory that local

students of domestic science will learn

to cook with greater aptitude and en-
the
has

thusiasm if classes are held

home of a film star, Irene Rich
offered to rent her house here to the

Los Angeles Board of Education. In

addition to the kitchen curriculum, in-

terior decoration and gardening courses

can also be served up in an inspiring

glamorous atmosphere, she contends.

B. & K. to Open New Cine
Chicago—The new Cine Theater

of the Balaban and Katz circuit
will open this week. The new house
has RCA sound and Westinghouse
air conditioning system of the latest
design. A modernistic glass tower
of stainless steel brightens the
front. Extremely effective lighting
is another highlight and a most
unique feature is the number of
fancy imported woods used in the
interior decoration.

Sunday Vote on Sept. 13

Hartford, Conn.—The Board of
Alderman will pass on proposed
Sunday theatricals and 2 p.m. Sun-
day openings, instead of the pres-
ent 5:00, on Sept. 13. The proposed
ordinances have been tabled for
printing and vote will be taken at
that time. Similar action on the
vaudeville ruling is expected in New
Haven on Sept. 6.

RKO's 4 Sept. Releases

RKO Radio will begin its new
season releases this month with
four pictures including "Victoria the
Great," "The Life of the Party," a
musical "Annapolis Salute" and
"Forty Naughty Girls."

Talking Operators Pact

New Haven, Conn.—Circuit heads
here, including Warner's, Loew-Poli,
and M & P, are negotiating with
operators' union representatives,
with signing of the new contracts
expected some time in September.
Ushers, cashiers, janitors and other
theatrical employes have not yet
presented their demands.

"Killers of Sea" In Brooklyn

Grand National's "Killers of the
Sea" has been booked into the
Brooklyn Paramount Theater from
Sept. 10 to 21 with Warner's "Var-
sity Show," which, as a unit, will

continue at the Strand, Brooklyn,
immediately following — from the
22nd to the 28th inclusive.

"Winkie" Moves for Third
Seattle—For its third week in

Seattle "Wee Willie Winkie" has
been moved to Hamrick's Music
Box.

Mrs. Grad. Sears in Chi.

Chicago—Mrs. Gradwell Sears,
wife of the Warner exec and her
daughter, Patricia, are in Chicago
visiting friends and relatives.

Worcester IATSE Union

Pact Calls for 3 Raises

Worcester, Mass.—The Worcester]
local of Theatrical Stage Employesj
and Motion Picture Operators']
Union, has signed a three years'!

wage and working conditions agree-
ment with the Capitol, Warner,
Loew's Poli, Loew's Elm Street and:

Loew's Plaza Theaters here, John
E. Hauser business agent an-

nounced. He said the agreement!
calls for a wage increase annually
for three years.

Community Adds 14th
Cleveland—The Moreland Theater,!

1400-seat neighborhood house for-j

merly operated by Paul Gusdanovic,
has been leased by the Community
Circuit, making the 14th house in

the Community chain.

Grid Players Join SAG
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Members of the Univer-
sity of Southern California's football

team yesterday joined the Screen td& "~\

Guild in preparation for workings
scenes in Paramount's football" nStf,

"Hold 'Em Navy" soon to go into pro-
duction. One hundred non-athletic

members of the Trojan student body
who will appear in a party scene in the

picture also signed as Guild members.
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NATIONAL SIGN ASS'N

MEETS IN CHI. IN '38

Chicago—In the wake of the re-

cent first annual convention of the

National Sign Association and In-

ternational Sign Exposition, re-

cently concluded here, officials an-

nounce that Chicago will also be

the scene of the second conclave,

scheduled for August, 1938.

Members of organization's new
board are Thomas Young, Ogden,

Utah, president; Orville J. Grisier,

Denver, secretary-treasurer; Leon
F. Moore, Denver, vice-president in

charge of Electrical Sign Division;

M. J. Siebert, Cincinnati, vice-pres-

ident in charge of Standard Com-
mercial, and George J. Madill, Chi-

cago, vice-president in charge of

Supplies.
Directors elected by the general

body are: North Atlantic District

—

H. F. Belsinger, Baltimore, and
John W. Mollica, Boston; South At-

antic District—Ralph J. Balton,

Memphis, and Frank James, Birm-
ingham; Great Lakes District

—

George C. Kirn, St. Louis, and L. S.

McQueen, Canton, Ohio; Gulf Dis-

trict—Fred A. Zimmerman, Dallas,

and L. W. Matteson, Houston; Pa-

cific District—Leonard Bell, Los
Angeles, and Walter A. Kenney,
Portland; Rocky Mountain District

—Thomas Young, Ogden, Utah, and
Orville J. Grisier, Denver. In ad-

dition to these members the follow-

ing were elected by the industrial

sections: Electrical Division— Chan-
ning Whitman, Atlanta; Ed L.

Hicks, Knoxville; Leon F. Moore,
Denver, and P. F. Yoeger, Colum-
bus; Standard Commercial Division

—M. J. Seibert, Cincinnati; Billy

Smith, Louisville; Everett White,

Cushmg. Oklahoma, and Frank
Welch, Fort Wayne; Supply Divis-

ion—George J. Madill, Chicago;

Miles Pennybacker, Newark, and A.

W. DeVeau, Los Angeles.

Loew Western Division

Managers Are Advanced

Columbus, 0. — W. A. Finney,

western division manager of Loew's,

announced several changes in man-
agers and assistant managers, ef-

fective at once. Frank A. Henson,
manager of the Broad at Columbus
for the past year and a half, is be-

ing promoted to manager of Loew's
Canton, O., house. Clinton G. Wan-
der, assistant manager of the Ohio
at Columbus for the past several

years, has been named manager of

the Broad, succeeding Henson. Rob-
ert V. Kail, assistant manager of

the Broad here, is to be assistant

manager of Loew's Midland at Kan-
sas City. John Hardgrove, assis-

tant manager of the Midland, will

return to Columbus, his home town,
to assist Russell A. Bovim, man-
ager of the Ohio. Robert Byers,
student assistant at the Broad in

Columbus, will succeed Kail as as-

sistant manager of the Broad.

NEWS of the DAY
Lake Wales, Fla.—J. L. Raulerson

announces that the new $2,500
building he is erecting as a theater
for a colored clientele will be named
the Lincoln Theater.

Miami, Fla.— Norman Rossman,
Controller of the Paramount En-
terprises of Miami, is vacationing
in the mountains of Carolina. He is

accompanied by his family.

Lake Butler, Fla.—Lake Butler
Theater is being reopened for the
fall and winter season. The new
policy provides for one program a
week; later it will be changed to

two features. Branden Warren is

manager.

New Haven, Conn.—Both Warner
and Loew-Poli circuits will usher in

the new picture season by extensive
advertising campaigns. The Roger
Sherman, New Haven, will make
this Wednesday the premiere with
the opening of Warner's "Varsity
Show," while Loew-Poli will launch
its new crop of Metro's "Broadway
Melody of 1938," on Sept. 12. Elab-
orate ballyhoo plans have been
made by Loew's, including a broad-
casting plane, a midget auto cara-
van, and many other features.

New Haven, Conn.—Warner's will

reopen the completely renovated
Circle. South Manchester and the
Capitol, New Britain, both long

dark, about Oct. 1, it has been an-
nounced. The Alhambra, Torring-
ton, closed during hot weather, will
also reopen about that time, with
no definite policies decided on.

Miami, Fla.—Walter Early, man-
ager of the Roxy Theater, accom-
panied by Mrs. Early, has set out
on a "know-your-own-state" trip.

The couple are touring Florida by
motor, and will be away for several
weeks.

Gloversville, N. Y.—J. Stuart Cag-
ney, manager of the Glove Theater,
has been recently transferred to
Schine's Colonia, Norwich.

Seattle — The General Theater
Supply Co. has been incorporated
with headquarters at 1127 41st St.

N. for the purpose of handling
equipment for theaters and other
amusement enterprises. Incorpora-
tors are Ned W. Kimball, Cherie
Hooper and Clare Bell.

Boston—James Darby, treasurer
of the Metropolitan Theater, is back
from the White Mountains where
he spent three weeks' vacation with
his wife and son, Jimmy, Jr. Martin
Glazer, publicity assistant at the
Metropolitan, has left for two
weeks' vacation in Nova Scotia.

Miami, Fla.—A cooling system is

being installed in the Federal The-
ater.

"Varsity Show" Plays in

28 Keys Simultaneously

"Varsity Show," Warners' initial

musical show for the new. season,
has been booked into 28 key city

situations for simultaneous engage-
ments next week. The dates are:
Paramount. Jackson. Tenn.:

Spreckles, San Diego: Joie, Ft.

Smith: Roger Sherman, New Haven;
Strand, Hartford; Cameo, Bristol;

Stanley, Jersey City; Chief, Colorado
Springs; Hollywood, Pottsville; As-
tor. Reading: Colonial, Allentown;
Aldine. Wilmington: Grand, Lancas-
ter; Cambria. Johnstown; Albee,

Cincinnati: Michigan, Detroit; Em-
press, Danbury; Branford. Newark;
^abian, Paterson; Montreal. Passaic;

Keeney. Elmira; Strand, York: Vic-
tory, Dayton; Hippodrome, Cleve-
land: Strand, New Britain: Palace,

So. Norwalk; Palace, Norwich; War-
ner, Erie.

Rosener Adds 12th House

to Foreign Language List

Salt Lake City—Herbert Rosener
of San Francisco adds the World
f«rmerlv the Princess, to his West-
<"'ti circuit nf foreign laneuap'e pix
houses on Saturdav. P. A. Speck-
art will operate for Rosener who
has 11 other theaters.

Marion Central Union Hits

Police on Sweepstakes Raid

Marion, 0.—Marion Central Lab-
or Union has passed a resolution
condemning the nolice department
for the recent raid on the Palace
Theater in connection with the oper-
ation of the Wednesdav sweepstakes
feature. The union's resolution
termed the incident as "a grand-
stand raid and insult to the patrons
of the theater."

The resolution requests the mayor
to use his full powers to have all

confiscated propertv of the theater

returned, and to also authorize re-
sumption of the sweepstakes.

George E. Planck, manager of the
Palace Theater, and three employes,
are now awaiting trial todav in

municipal court before Judge W. R.
Martin.

Lyndon Young Shifted

Detroit—Lyndon Young, associat-
ed for the past three vears in the
nublicitv department of United De-
troit Theaters with Earl J. Hudson,
has been transferred to the booking
department of the Trendle organiza-
tion as assistant to Henry Zapp.
Harrv K. McWilb'ams. former Para-
mount advertising man, joined the
nublicity staff of United as assistant
in Hudson's department.

MEX. FILM ACTORS

MERGE WITH

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico, D. F.—The recently or-;

ganized Union de Actores Cinemato
graficos (Union of Motion Picture

Actors) has been dissolved and its t

membership incorporated into thej \
Union de Trabajaderos de Estudios! M
Cinematograficos de Mexico (Union
of Mexican Motion Picture Studio
Workers) as the latter organization's
actors' branch, following an at-
tempted strike on the part of a num-
ber of discontented players which
was promptly nipped in the bud.

When the striking actors informed
producers currently at work that
they were walking out, non-striking
members of the organization de-
clared their intention of withdraw-
ing and joining the Union de Traba-
jadores de Estudios, whereupon the
would-be strikers did a quick about-
face and the Actors' Union en masse
affiliated with the Mexican Motion
Picture Studio Workers.

c

Raphael J. Sevilla, directing "A
la Orilla de un Palmar" ("By a Palm
Grove") for his own Producciones
Rex, has completed camera work on
the film, the cast of which is headed
by Vicente Orona, Marina Tamayo,
Alberto Marti, Victoria Blanco and
Carlos Villatoro.

Alejandro Seyffert, who for many
years backed Jose Luis Bueno in the
production of such pictures as "Cieli-
to Lindo" ("Darling Girl"), "Mater
Nostra" and "Ave sin Rumbo"
("Aimless Bird"), has organized his
own producing company and is al-

ready rushing preparations for the
making of three feature-length films
in the next eight months. The first

he plans to send before the cameras
in September.

Again the Consejo Tecnico del De-
partamento Central (Technical Ad-
visory Board of the Central Depart-
ment) is considering the advisability
of making it compulsory for every
exhibitor throughout Mexico to play
one locally-made picture at least

once a month, as a means of further-
ing the development of the Mexican
motion picture industry. This has
been attempted several times previ-
ously without success, such measures
having failed to reach either House
for approval.

Compania Industrial Film Espan-
ol, S. A. (CIFESA), through its

Mexican exchange, has just under-
taken the world distribution of id"o
Basta ser Madre" ("Being a M^is
is Not All"), the first picture totCoe
produced by Vicente Saiso Piquer,
former Paramount manager in Mex-
ico and Cuba, which Ramon Peon
directed, himself having adapted the

j

yarn from the Spanish stage success, i

u.1
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New Federal Regulation on Tickets Effec ctober 1

PARA. FILLS SUIT TESTING]!. D. DIVORCESTATUTE

GB Reported Planning to Make 12 Pictures on its Own
English Company Understood

Intending to Make
Big-Scale Pix

London (By Cable)—GB is under-
stood planning to re-enter produc-

tion on a big scale and is likely to

make its entire program for the new
season, with 12 productions as a

probability.

Company has been making some
of its product and also taking over

outside pictures for release.

PARA.-GOLDWYN SUIT

OVER COOPER ENDS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Para.'s $5,000,000 dam-

age suit against Samuel Goldwyn
in which the latter was charged with
"luring" Gary Cooper from the for-

mer's employ was discontinued yes-

terday. Action, filed in July, 1936,

asked $4,000,000 actual damages
plus a million more punitive dam-
ages.

Following statement was made by
(Continued on Page 13)

Para. Asks Permanent Writ

in Minneapolis Court Today

Minneapolis—Breach of contract

and fraud will be charged by the de-

fense when Paramount today goes
into the Federal Court here seek-

ing a permanent injunction against
the exhibitor association's playdate

(Continued on Page 13)

Real Raye Fans!
"Double or Nothing," Paramount's

J
comedy with music starring Bing

t>y and Martha Raye, appears head-
or a long stay at the N. Y. Para-

mount. On opening day, yesterday, Para,
home office reported the picture played
to 10,100 admissions up until 5 P. M.,
which is 2,500 admissons more than
"Artists and Models" received and sur-
passed Martha Raye's p. a. at the house
with "Easy Living." The Benny pix
played four weeks.

Doyle Coming to Line Up Radio Talent for Australia

On his first visit to America in years, Stuart Doyle who recently resigned as head
of Greater Union Theaters in Australia, arrives at Los Angeles Saturday from Sydney,
and comes to New York one week later, en route to London. He is lining up talent for

his broadcasting interests in Australia.

GRAND NATIONAL SEES

GROSS OF $10,000,000

Grand National sales in the do-
mestic market are expected to

amount to $10,000,000 during the
1937-38 season, Edward J. Peskay,
general sales manager, estimated
yesterday.

President Edward Alperson anti-

cipates that by Dec. 1, the company
will have completed 50 per cent of

its scheduled 65 productions.
First of six $500,000 productions,

"Something to Sing About," is set

for release the first week this month.
Two other Cagneys and three star-

ring Anna Sten are being readied
for early shooting.

Expect Local 1 and Majors

to Reach Early Agreement

Local 1, theatrical protective
union, and the major circuits are at
an impasse over the restoration of

the 12% per cent to 15 per cent
wage cut sought by the union, with
the producers offering to make up

(Continued on Page 13)

NEWCHECKINGSERVICE

FORMED RY SAUNDERS

Claud Saunders Service, designed
to check theaters, has been formed
by Claud Saunders, formerly vice-
president and general manager of
Ross Federal Service, who has ar-

ranged a tieup with Postal Tele-
graph-Cable. Telegraph outfit has
organized a staff of special repre-
sentatives to handle the work on a
national basis.

In addition to checking, the agency
(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox Declares Pfd.

and Common Dividends

Board of Directors of 20th Cen-
tury Fox Film Corporation at its

meeting yesterday declared a cash
dividend of 37%c per share for the
third quarter of 1937 on the out-

standing preferred stock of the cor-

poration, payable Sept. 30 to stock-

holders of record at the close of

business Sept. 15.

The Board also declared a cash
'Continued on Page 4)

Internal Revenue Department Rule

On Ticket Stubs Effective Oct 1

Snyder Orpheum Appeal

Hearing Set for Sept. 8

Oscar W. Ehrhorn, referee in

bankruptcy for the Orpheum Cir-
cuit, yesterday set Sept. 8 for hear-
ing on the appeal of Philip J. Sny-
der, as trustee representing more
than 50 per cent of the claims

(Continued on Page 2)

Admission prices must be stamped
on the stub of tickets taken up at
the doors of theaters under a Bu-
reau of Internal Revenue ruling
which becomes effective on Oct. 1,

next.

Section of the ticket retained by
the theater must show the estab-
lished price, tax paid and total, ac-

cording to information given by the
(Continued on Page 4)

Federal Court Action Ex-

pected to Reach Trial

in Fall

Fargo, N. D.—First court test of
the constitutionality of a theater
divorce law was instituted yesterday
by Paramount Pictures, Inc., Min-
nesota Amusement Co. and the
American Amusement Co. in a suit
filed in the U. S. District Court,
Southeastern Division, to restrain
William A. Lange, Governor of
North Dakota, and other state of-
ficials from enforcement of the re-
cently enacted state law requiring
producers or distributors of motion
pictures to divest themselves of the-
ater holdings on penalty of $10,000
fine where the producer or distrib-
utor interest extends to more than
one theater. As an alternative to
an injunction, a declaratory judg-
ment holding the act unconstitution-
al is asked.

Case is expected to reach trial this
(Continued on Page 13)

filmindIstrTunhurt

ry pa. 44-hour law
Pennsylvania's new 44-hour week,

applying to women and which went
into effect yesterday, is expected to
virtually have no effect upon the

(Continued on Page 4)

Interstate, Wilby, Kincey

Pix Deals Closed by U A
George J. Schaefer, Vice President

and General Manager in charge of
distribution for United Artists, yes-
terday announced that three impor-

(Continued on Page 2)

"The Firefly" Dazzles
With plenty of this-a and that-a,

Metro started the new film year off
on the right foot last night with a

big-time premiere of "The Firefly" at
the Astor Theater. Pix, with Friml's

tunes and cast topped by Jeanette Mac-
Donald, registers as in the "big money"
category. For full review, turn to
page 9; for premiere report, turn to

"Along the Rialto." page 9.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

.

Columbia P.cts. pfd,

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

261/4 26 26'/4 + 'A

24% 24 24 — li/2
39i/

8
39i/

8
39i/

8 _ i7/8

31/g 31/s 31/s

11 3/4 "% H% + !4
1841/g 183 183 — 3

160% 1601/s 160% — Va

24% 24 24 — IV2
8OI/4 791/4 791/4 — 1 '/4

21 1/2 20% 203/4 _ 1

152 H8I/2 H81/2 — 1/4

191/2 191/s 19% — %
93/4 91/2 91/2 — 1/8

8
1/4 8% 8% — %

353/4 343/s 343/s — 1%

14% 133/4 133/4 — 1/4

55 55 55—3
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 100 100

Para. B'way 3s55.. 67% 67% 67%
Para. Picts. 6s55 IOO1/4IOO 100

RKO 6s41 •
Warner's 6s39 95 94

V

4 94 1/4 — 1%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Ficts. vtc

Grand National .... 3 2S/
8 2% — %

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1 %
Technicolor 31 % 30

V

4 30 '/4 — 2%
Trans-Lux 4 4 4

Universal Picts 7% 7% 7% — %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 101

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6y2s 1st '36 10% llyi

Lcew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93% 95

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 72%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4 s 1st '43 52 54

Report Cohns Huddling

on Capra Breach Action

Jack Cohn is conferring with his

brother, Harry, on the Frank Capra
breach-of-contract suit, according
to reports from the Coast yesterday.
Jack Cohn returns to New York late

this week from Hollywood.

Coming and Going
HARRY GOETZ returned to New York yester-

day from Hollywood.

RALPH A. KOHN has returned to the Coast
from New York.

TED O'SHEA is due in New York today
from Detroit.

JACK FLYNN arrives in New York today
from Chicago.

NATALIE SHAEFER has returned to New York
from Cohassett, Mass.

JANE WINTON sails from New York to-
morrow for Bermuda.

JOAN BENNETT returned to New York yes-
terday from Boston.

WALTER WANGER today returns to New
York from Boston.

ED KUYKENDALL plans to come to New
York from Columbus, Miss., late this month.

JACK COHN is due back in New York late

this week from the Coast.

MARGARET BURTON, British actress, ar-

rives in New York today from England on the
Manhattan.

SONJA HENIE, who is vacationing in Nor-
way, sails for New York from Europe today
en the Normandie.

LUGNE-POE, French actor, accompanied by
Mrs. Lugne-Poe, arrives in New York today
from Havre on the De Grasse.

MRS. JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, accompanied
by her children JOSEPH, JR., and KATHLEEN,
arrives in New York today from Europe on the
Manhattan.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE arrives in New York
from England on Monday aboard the Queen
Mary.

BOB HOPE leaves New York for the Coast
early next week.

BELA BLAU left New York yesterday for
a week's conferences with Marc Connelly in

Hollywood.

GERTRUDE MICHAEL, who has returned to

New York after two weeks of Summer stock
in Dennis, Mass., leaves shortly for Hollywood.

MARTHA RAYE has returned to Hollywood
following a personal appearance tour.

HENRY HATHAWAY, Paramount director, and
his manager, JACK MOSS, have left New York
for the Coast.

JOHN EMERY and his wife, the former
TALLULAH BANKHEAD, are spending a two
weeks' honeymoon near Norwalk, Conn.

JOHN W. HICKS sails from New York Sept.
15 on the Normandie heading for London.

STUART DOYLE arrives in Los Angeles Sat-
urday from Australia and after one week, pro-
ceeds to New York en route to London.

NED DEPINET, vice-president and chief of
distribution for RKO, and NATE BLUMBERG,
general manager of RKO theaters, leave New
York next week for the Coast.

AGNES MELCOLL and WALTER R. COSDEN,
Harvest Moon champions, are schedu'ed to leave
New York by plane Sept. 10 for Hollywood.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK, British film director,
sails from New York for England Saturday on
the Georgic with his wife, the former ALMA
REVILLE, and his assistant, JOAN HARRISON.

TRACY BARNHAM, who is now in New York,
today leaves on his return to Hamilton, Ohio.

I. E. LO'ERT, president of Pax Films, has
returned to New York following a six weeks'
business trip to Europe.

Warners Closes Trendle

and Shea Circuit Deals

Detroit—Gradwell L. Sears, War-
ner Bros.-First National distribution
chieftain, has closed a product deal
with the George Trendle circuit, the
arrangement embracing both fea-
tures and shorts. Working with him
on the deal were: Carl Leserman,
Roy Haines, Robert Smeltzei and
Fred North. Sears stops off in Chi-
cago before returning to New York
late this week.

Warners have closed a deal with
the Shea Circuit, whereby the latter
will play the entire WB output for
the 1937-38 season it is announced
by Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager. The deal was closed by
Roy Haines for Warners, and by Ed
Grainger and Ed Kearney who acted
for the circuit. The houses involved
are located in upper New York State
and Ohio.

Southern Exchange Union
Parley Set for Memphis

.New Orleans—Representatives of
the exchange unions of Atlanta,
Charlotte, Memphis, New Orleans,
Oklahoma City and Dallas are to
meet over the Labor Day week end
in Memphis to hold a conference of
the southern unions. While there
are reports that the unions are not
satisfied with the terms negotiated
for them by IATSE, the confer-
ence will probably be more to dis-
cuss mutual problems than anything
else,

Interstate, Wilby, Kincey
Pix Deals Closed by U A
(Continued from Page 1)

tant circuits had signed contracts
for the U A product for 1937-38.

Deals were consummated by
Andy Smith, General Sales Manager,
and Bob Mochrie, southern Division
Manager, with the Wilbv Circuit,
the Kincey Circuit and the Inter-
state Circuit. These contracts were
negotiated with Bob Wilby, Mike
Kincey and Bob O'Donnell, respec-
tively, and cover more than 77 situ-
ations in the south.

Assisting in the working out of
the details for these contracts were
three branch managers — Dave
Prince of Atlanta, Jav Schrader of
Charlotte and Frank Shea of Dallas.

Rodgers Will Hold Sales

Talks with Flynn, O'Shea

Sales conferences with two out-
of-town executives arc planned by
William F. Rodeers, general sales
manager of M-G-M, following arri-
val of Jack Flvnn and Ted O'Shea in
New York today. The former, who
normally headquarters in Detroit, as
district manager, is subbing as Chi-
cago district manager owine to an
illness. O'Shea, who is the M-G-M
Buffalo manager, is doing: likewise
for Flynn in the Detroit territory.

Loew Board Meets
Loew board of directors met yes-

terday and transacted business of a
routine nature.

Snyder Orpheum Appeal
Hearing Set for Se \f

(Continued from Page 1)

against Orpheum, for review of ai

motion to compel Marcus Heiman,
Orpheum trustee, to intervene in
the foreclosure of a Seattle theater
and office building where Orpheum
guaranteed the first mortgage. Sny-
der hopes by this action to reduce
the amount of the claim against Or-
pheum under the guarantee and
hence the amount of participation
in the disbursement of the $700,000
paid by RKO for the Orpheum as-

sets.

Grainger Closes "U" Pix

Deal With J. H. Cooper

J. R. Grainger, general manager
of Distribution for Universal, yes-
terday signed a contract for Uni-
versal product release with the J.

H. Cooper Enterprises, Inc. of Okla-
homa City. This circuit includes 28
theaters. Pat McGee, Joseph Phil-
lipson and Louis Finske acted for
the Cooper Enterprises in the nego-
tiations and William J. Heineman,
Western District Manager for Uni-
versal, assisted Mr. Grainger.

Claude Neon Corp. Earns

$148,442 in Six Months

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILV
Los Angeles—Claude Neon Elec-

trical Products Corp., Ltd., of Dela-
ware reports for the six months
ended June 30, 1937, consolidated net
profit of $148,442 after federal in-

come taxes, depreciation, etc., but
before federal surtax on undistrib-
uted profits, equal to 56 cents a
share on 262,002 shares of capital
stock. This compares with $151.-
128 or 58 cents a share on 262,168
shares in the first half of 1936.

Harry Moses Dies
Harry Moses, 64, producer of the

Pulitzer prize-winning play, "The
Old Maid," and co-producer, with
Harry Shumlin, of "Grand Hotel,"
is dead at his home, 105 East 53d
St., of a heart ailment. His wife,
the former Elsa Lazareff; a son,

John, of New York, and a sister,

Mrs. Rose Jacoby of Chicago, sur-
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HOLD EVERYTHING!
{Telegram from California!)

"WILLIAM POWELL AND MYRNA LOY RING OUT THE

DOUBLE WEDDING 1

BELLS IN THEIR NEW PICTURE SNEAK

PREVIEWED LAST NIGHT STOP THEY'RE MADDER THAN THE

MARXES AND DRIVE THE AUDIENCE NUTS STOP M-G-M's

'DOUBLE WEDDING' IS SOMETHING TO YELL ABOUT!"

(Okay, California, we're still yelling about Luise Rainer, SpencerTracy in"Big

City" but we'll start yelling also aboutWilliam Powell, Myrna Loy in"Double

Wedding"because it looks like the yell ofa Fall season for M-G-M showmen!)



DECISION RESERVED

IN BANK NIGHT TEST

Middletown, Conn.—Judge Aaron

J. Palmer reserved decision at a

special session of City Court in the

'bank night" case of Ernest Doreau,

local theater manager, charged with

setting up a lottery.

Judge Palmer had a new experi-

ence in his career as judge when
defense Attorney Joseph M. Morse

informed the court that a conviction

was desired. The reason, he said,

was because the Affiliated Enter-

prises, holder of the "bank night"

copyright, wants to make a test

case and have a ruling handed

down from the Supreme Court. If a

conviction is obtained in City Court

the case will be appealed to Middle-

sex County Superior Court and

Judge Alfred C. Baldwin asked to

reserve the case to the Supreme
Court by not acting on it himself.

Such a procedure is expected to

save two months.
Judge Palmer replied that he did

not at the moment see how he could

bind Doreau over to Superior Court

because the offense does not provide

for more than a $200 fine or six

months in jail. He said that he

would decide the case on its merits

and not let the desire by the de-

fendant for a test case influence

him.
Doreau said that the "bank night

plan has been used in Middletown

since June, 1935, and that 50 the-

aters in Connecticut and 250 in New
England use plan copyrighted by

the Affiliated Enterprises.

Thursday, Sept. 2,1937

Claud Saunders Establishes

His Own Checking Service

(Continued from Page 1)

will handle traffic surveys, outdoor

advertising displays and all lines

of business in which checking is a

factor. Headquarters have been es-

tablished at 8 West 40th St.

20th-Fox Declares Pfd.

and Common Dividends

{Continued from Page 1)

dividend of 50c per share on the out-

standing common stock of the cor-

poration, payable Sept. 30 to stock-

holders of record at the close of

business Sept. 15.

Rowland Brown Weds
Armonk, N. Y.—Rowland Brown,

film director, and Marie Helis were
married here on Tuesday.

$4,500,000 House Opening
Birmingham, Eng. (By Cable)—The

Paramount Theater, which is estimated

to have cost nearly $4,500,000, and

which has a capacity ot approximately

3,000, is to be opened to the public

on Saturday. The theater is built on

the site of the old King Edward's School,

and the price paid for the land—$2,-

100.000—is reported to be the highest

yet paid in the center of the city.

• • • LIGHTS

!

and there were plenty of them
for the premiere of Metro's "The Firefly" at the Astor theater

Charlie Ross had his big power truck with a battery of

three giant lights flooding the front of the theater, while other

lights from the Loew's State building directly opposite made
that section of Broadway dazzlingly brilliant for over an
hour the police lines struggled with surging thousands milling

all over Times Square trying to get a glimpse of the celebrities

streaming into the theater while the truck of the famous
Studio Train had a camera mounted on top shooting the crowds
and the general excitement from every angle

T

• • • A GRAND job done by Bill Sheppard and Ray
Saunders handling the lobby broadcast for WHN with
Gertrude of Hollywood giving the fashion comments on the

femme celebs as they passed inside among those intro-

duced to the radio audience were Kitty Carlisle, Hope Hampton,
Major Bowes, Mark Hellinger, Georgie Price Eddie Davis,

Arthur Hammerstein, Dorothy Dalton, Irving Caesar, Ed Wynn,
George White Clarabelle Walsh, Irving Hoffman, Fannie
Hurst, Mrs. Stanwood Menken, Howard Dietz, Lee Shubert
and among the scores of celebrities in all walks of life who
attended the gala opening, we were almost knocked senseless

to check off practically EIGHTY-FIVE PER CENT OF THE
CELEBS that the advance publicity notice stated would attend

and that is a record no Broadway picture opening has
ever achieved before S-0 "The Firefly" starts off

most auspiciously WWW
• • • PREVIEW of the newly appointed and re-

habilitated Capitol theater given by Major Bowes to the
gentlemen, if any, of the press the Major entertained so-

cially in his usual gracious manner with likker and buffet deli-

cacies and so on to a view of the oversize luxury seats
and the rest of the gorgeousness and luxury of the New Capitol
as it will burst on the view of an admiring public starting to-

day

• • • AN ORIGINAL stunt that has crashed all the
metropolitan newspapers with feature stories bringing the
inhabitants of the smallest town in the world to New York to
receive the hospitality of the biggest city in the world
Russell Birdwell, special publicity representative for David
Selznick hit on the grand idea of bringing the 12 residents
of Zenda up in Canada down to New York for the opening of
"The Prisoner of Zenda" at the Music Hall today and the
press boys were on hand at the Floyd Bennett Field to see them
arrive yesterday afternoon

T T
• • • NONE OF the little group of a dozen people had
ever been in an airplane before as they stepped out, Com-
missioner Moss greeted them as the representative of Mayor
La Guardia and Mayor Fewster of Zenda handed the other
a big carton containing some of the famous maple syrup and
maple sugar of Canada to be delivered to La Guardia
Mayor Fewster said the town of Zenda was shut tight while
they were all away, and he had to hire a couple of hands to milk
his cows at a cost of $20 a day, but by golly it was worth it

asked by a reporter if there was any indication of an
increase in Zenda's population of twelve, the mayor said no, but
that while his gang was here it was just barely possible there
might be an increase in the New York population so that
gives you a slight idea that these Canadian lads are alert, ac-
tive and on their toes, as it were the mayor and the other
men in the party were thrashing oats right up to the night
before they planed for New York getting in form no
doubt to throw a few wild oats in the big town if they can sneak
away from the wimmen folks long enough at the Hotel St.
Moritz where they are parked

« « « » » »

NEW FED. TICKET Rl

IS EFFECTIVE Of
(Continued from Page 1)

bureau to exhibitors throughout the
country. This will generally lead
printing the prices on each side of

the pasteboards, instead of in the
middle, as is now the common prac-
tice.

Film Industry is Not Hurt

By Pennsylvania's 44-Hr. Law

(Continued from Page 1)

motion picture industry in that
state. Exchange employees are all

working less than 44 hours per week,
\

according to major company spokes
men yesterday in New York, and
the same is said to apply to circuit

theater employees. If the law has
any application to the film industry,
it was pointed out, it will affect,

members of the staffs of independent
houses.

The new statute succeeds a law
fixing a 54-hour week maximum.
It provides that no woman in indus-

try can work more than eight hours
a day nor more than a five and one-

half day week.

Philly Variety Club Sets

Tourney and Banquet Dates

Philadelphia — The annual golf

tournament of the Variety Club of

Philadelphia will be held at the
Whitemarsh Country Club Oct. 1.

The new quarters of the Club, in

the Bellevue-Stratford, will be
opened Sept. 18.

The annual banquet of the Club
will be held Dec. 12 at the Bellevue-
Stratford.

Ted Schlanger has been appointed
the chairman of the Banquet Com-
mittee.

SICK REPORT

R. C. Cropper, branch manager
for RKO Radio at Boston, is rapidly
recuperating and expects to be back
at his desk within six weeks.

International Falls, Minn. — Al
Peterson, veteran theater operator, is

seriously ill here. Peterson formerly
operated both the Grand and Lib-
erty houses here.

Omaha — Mrs. Harry Shumow,
wife of M-G-M's branch manager,
was taken home from Methj^-'^t
Hospital Monday to recuperate C 'ji

an operation.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Illness of Adrian, M-

G-M designer, is attributed to food
poisoning.
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reat star names bring to your screen

the exhilaration of high-spirited adventure

and flaming romance as David O. Selznick

presents another triumphant hit to carry on

the happy box-office traditions he established

with" A Star Is Born" and "David Copperfield".
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MADELEINE CARROLL
MARY ASTOR • C. AUBREY SMITH • DAVID NIVEN • RAYMOND MASSEY

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, jr.
Based on Edward Rose's dramatization of Anthony Hope's novel

Produced by Directed by „ , , .,

DAVID 0. SELZNICK ' JOHN CROMWELL ' n'JMX&tltr'i
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L7k contacl your local C/tnUed Lrirlisls exchange and iliey will airrange a screening for you/o.
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"The Firefly"

With Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones,

Warren William, Douglas Dumbrille

M-G-M 138 Mins.

DEFINITELY IN THE "BIG MONEY"
CATEGORY, FIX IS A BOX-OFFICE

HONEY.

Definitely in the "big money" category—

that's "The Firefly." And the appraisal

goes double, applying equally to the heavy

production investment of Metro and the

golden returns that distributor and exhibs.

everywhere can anticipate. Here, in short,

is a colorful costume musical that cannot

fail to add lustre to the studio's well-

established reputation and enhance the in-

dustry's cherished prestige. From the

melodic standpoint, the pix is glorious-

just that. Its production values are in

kind. And its wealth of romanticism, con-

tributed by story, by its cast enactment

and expert directorial guidance, assures a

full measure of entertainment. Many in

every audience will be back for a second

visit. In the new story, an adaptation by

Ogden Nash, there is far more drama than

was found in the first Otto Harbach ver-

sion; in place of the little Italian stow-

away, there is a Napoleonic "Mara Hari—

a charming Spanish senorita whose singing

engagements mask her activities as trusted

secret agent for the Spanish loyalists. Jean-

ette MacDonald was never more perfectly

cast, never in better voice, never more

physically alluring than as Nina Maria, and

opposite her, Allan Jones is an effective

Don Diego, otherwise Capt. Francois An-

dre of the French military intelligence.

Story's opening sees Nina Maria singing in

a Madrid cafe frequented by French of-

ficers. Napoleon, with designs on Spain,

invites King Ferdinand (Tom Rutherford)

to a parley. Marquis de Melito (Douglas

Dumbrille), suspicious, assigns Nina Maria

to cross the French border and check.

Don Diego, in the guise of an ardent ad-

mirer, accompanies. At Bayonne, Nina

singles out Col. de Rougemont (Warren

William) of Napoleon's staff, learns he is

to arrest Ferdinand as soon as the latter

crosses into Spain, and, when all else fails,

turns to Don Diego for aid. Her mission

fails, Don Diego's identity is revealed, and,

escaping arrest, she goes, broken-hearted,

into retirement. Five years later, the Eng-

lish are aiding the Spanish revolt against

King Joseph Bonaparte. Again, behind the

French lines, "Miss MacDonald, Jones and

William meet and, thanks to the former,

the French lose the vital battle of Vittoria.

Follows, finally, the dethronement of Jos-

eph, peace and the happy reunion of the

two lovers. It is a story, naturally, that

carries lively action and forceful suspense,

and that, further, is at least plausible—

the latter a quality usually ignored in a

musical. Five of the beautiful and spritely

Rudolf Friml tunes are retained, with new

lyrics introduced in some instances. They

embrace "Love Is Like a Firefly," "Giannina

Mia," "Sympathy," "When a Maid Comes

Knocking at Your Heart" and "A Woman's

Kiss." New Friml numbers are "The Don-
' V Serenade," sure-fire and uniquely de-

, Ted, and "He Who Loves and Runs

Away." For bows, it would be best to line

up all those concerned with the film's

making—Hunt Stromberg, whose produc-

tion is aces; Robert Z. Leonard, whose

direction gives the pix verve; Adaptor

"The Prisoner of

Zendct"
With Ronald Colman, Madeleine Carroll,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., C. Aubrey Smith

Selznick International 100 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

LAVISHLY PRODUCED, SKILLFULLY DI-

RECTED ROMANCE FILMED WITH TELL-

ING EFFECT.

Anthony Hope's famous story of ro-

mance and intrigue has been transferred

to the screen with telling effect. It has

been given a lavish production by David

0. Selznick and skillfully directed by John

Cromwell. Ronald Colman is ideally suited

for the dual role of the Englishman, who

so strongly resembles a ruler of a mythical

kingdom that he is pressed into service

when the real king is kidnaped. Madeleine

Carroll gives beauty and dignity to the part

of the king's fiancee, with whom Colman,

as temporary ruler, falls in love. Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr., is effective as the abductor

of the real king. C. Aubrey Smith is an

important principal as a faithful aide of

the king, while David Niven gives his best

performance to date as another supporter

of the ruler. Raymond Massey is con-

vincing as the king's spiteful, cunning half

brother and enemy. Mary Astor does fine

work as Massey's friend. Rudolph Rassen-

dyll is pressed into service as King Rudolph

when the latter is kidnaped on the day

of his Coronation. He falls in love with

Princess Flavia. He effects the rescue

of the king after a thrilling duel with Ru-

pert of Hentzau (Fairbanks, Jr.). John

Balderston wrote the adaptation and Wells

Root the screenplay. James Wong Howe's

photography is high-grade.

Cast: Ronald Colman, Madeleine Carroll,

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Mary Astor, C. Au-

brey Smith, Raymond Massey, David Niven,

Lawrence Grant, Ian MacLaren, Byron Foul-

ger, Howard Lang. Ralph Faulkner, Mon-

tagu Love. William von Brincken, Philip

Sleeman, Alexander D'Arcy, Ben Webster,

Evelyn Beresford, Boyd Irwin, Emmet King,

Al Shean, Charles Halton, Spencer Char-

ters, Eleanor Wesselhoeft, Henry Roque-

more, Lillian Harmer, Pat Somerset, Leslie

Sketchley.

Producer, David 0. Selznick; Director,

John Cromwell; From the novel by Anthony

Hope, and dramatization by Edward Rose;

Screenplay, John Balderston; Adaptation,

Wells Root; Additional Dialogue, Donald

Ogden Stewart; Cameraman, James Wong
Howe; Editor, James Newcom; Art Direc-

tor, Lyle Wheeler; Special Effects, Jack

Cosgrove; Supervising Film Editor, Hal C.

Kern; Musical Score, Alfred Newman,
Direction, Skillful. Photography, High-

grade.

"Forty Naughty Girls"
With James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts,

Marjorie Lord

RKO Radio 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

COMEDY WHODUNIT MAKES GENER-
ALLY ENTERTAINING SCREEN FARE.

The Jimmy Gleason-ZaSu Pitts crime-

solving duo clicks again in the latest of

their series of comedy whodunits. Plot has

enough twists to keep audience guessing to

the end and is rounded out with some good

laugh-getters. At times picture lags, but

generally it is entertaining fare. A murder

occurs backstage of a theater, and Gleason,

as Inspector Oscar Piper, is called from

the audience to handle the case. His girl

friend, Hildegarde Withers, played by ZaSu

Pitts, joins him in seeking the crime's solu-

tion and between them they trace down

the murderer. Considerable comedy is

mixed into the plot as the inspector makes

one arrest after another on false theories

only to have them blasted by Miss Pitts'

piecing together of facts. Particularly fun-

ny is the below stage sequences, with Miss

Pitts in the main holding the comedy spot-

light, and with Gleason and Tom Kennedy,

his stooge assistant, ably backing her up.

Another diverting bit is the sequence where

Miss Pitts turns bloodhound and smells the

perfume used by various people in her

efforts to track down the murderer. The

murder trail gradually leads her to Alan

Edwards, the play producer, who for finan-

cial and jealousy reasons is shown to have

killed his press agent, played by Edward
Marr. Director Edward Cline has blended

the comedy and mystery elements effec-

tively. William Sistrom rates credit as

associate producer. Stuart Palmer supplied

the original story and John Grey the

screenplay.

Cast: James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts, Mar-
jorie Lord, George Shelley, Joan Woodbury,
Frank M. Thomas, Tom Kennedy, Alan Ed-

wards, Alden Chase, Edward Marr, Ada
Leonard, Donald Kerr, Barbara Pepper.

Producer, William Sistrom; Director, Ed-

ward Cline; Author, Stuart Palmer; Screen-

play, John Grey; Cameraman, Russell Met-
ty; Art Director, Van Nest Polglase; Asso-

ciate, Field M. Gray; Editor, John Lockert;

Musical Director, Roy Webb; Sound, Earl

A. Wollcott.

Direction, Effective Photography, Good.

NEW BOOKS

Nash and Frances Goodrich and Albert

Hackett, who did the screenplay; Art Di-

rector Cedric Gibbons, Musical Director

Herbert Stothart and Cameraman Oliver T.

Marsh. There are some splendid montage

effects by Slavko Vorkapich. Tinting is

effectively employed. Performances gen-

erally are excellent; Leonard Penn and

Robert Spindola, a youngster, will bear

watching.

Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones,

Warren William, Billy Gilbert, Henry Dan-

iell, Douglas Dumbrille, Leonard Penn, Tom
Rutherford, Belle Mitchell, George Zucco,

Corbett Morris, Matthew Boluton, Robert

Spindola.

Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Director, Rob-

ert Z. Leonard; Screenplay, Frances Good-
rich and Albert Hackett, based on book

and lyrics by Otto A. Harbach; Adaptor,

Ogden Nash; Music, Rudolf Friml; Lyrics,

additional, Gus Kahn, special, Bob Wright,

Chet Forrest; Musical Director, Herbert

Stothart; Dance Director, Albertina Rasch;

Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Cameraman,
Oliver T. Marsh; Film Editor, Robert J.

Kern.

Direction, Splendid. Photography, Aces.

WHAT SHALL WE READ
ABOUT THE MOVIES? A guide to

the Many Books About Motion Pic-

tures: Their History, Science, In-

dustry, Art, Future.—Compiled as

an Aid to Photoplay Appreciation,

by William Lewin. 1937.

Although printed in mimeograph
form, with a modest blue paper
binding, this pamphlet is a decidedly

valuable bibliography, recourse to

which, either for the purpose of ref-

erence or study, will provide a prac-

tical index to books and publications

dealing with filmland in all its cur-

rent phases.

The bibliographer, William Lew-
in, Chairman of the Motion Picture

Committee, Department of Second-
ary Education, National Education
Association of the U. S. A., pointed-

ly explains the motive for the issu-

ance of the pamphlet via its intro-
ductory page:

"Books about motion pictures," he
states, "have multiplied rapidly. To-
day, a complete library of such
books would include more than a
thousand volumes. However, be-
cause of the creative evolution
through which screen art has been
passing, many of these volumes are
either obsolete or obsolescent.

"Accordingly, what the compiler
of the present pamphlet did was to
peruse practically all the books in
the field.—old and new, good and
bad,—and then make a descriptive
list of the books worth reading to-
day. Four years ago the compiler
prepared a list of 116 books in this
field. So rapidly have conditions
changed that only 40 of these books
are retained in the present list and
34 are added. A list of movie pe-
riodicals is also added."

Frankly and prophetically, Lewin
observes, "A few years hence, some
of these newer books will probably
not be worth retaining in the list,

and some fine new books will have
to be added. The photoplay is in-

deed a creative evolution."

Lewin classifies the wealth of ma-
terial under seven separate head-
ings, namely, Interesting New
Books; Four Classics; For the Ama-
teur; For the Technical Reader;
Histories of the Screen; Biographi-
cal Accounts; and Miscellaneous.
Together these divisions comprise
close to 100 volumes.

Even a cursory examination is

sufficient to convince anyone of the
pamphlet's value not only to the
film industry itself, but to all who
are even remotely interested in the
motion picture as an art, a science,

and entertainment. Film compa-
nies and individuals alike will be
well rewarded through its posses-
sion. It is eloquent testimony of

the truth of the adage: "You can't

tell a book by its cover."



he stepped out witM

SHEIK
STEPS OUT

The critics step out in their praises

with "One of the best offerings

from Republic."—Variety. "Enjoyable

romantic comedy bringing back
Novarro should be well received."

— Film Daily. "Colorful."— Hollywood

Reporter. "Here is the best picture

from Republic in a long time."—lay

Emanuel Pub.

• •.•••

with LOLA LANE
ENE LOCKHART

KATHLEEN BURKO
STANLEY FIELDS
and BILLY BEVAN
Directed by IRVING PICH EL* Original
story and screen play by ADELE BUFFINGTON
Associate producer HERMAN SC1ILOM



The SHEIK

"SHALL I TAKE YOU TO
THE SHEIK'S CAMP NOW?"
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"YOU PACKHORSE
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRA
ALABAMA

Change in Ownership
SILURIA—Siluria, transferred to A. G.

Guy HUNTSVILLE—Princess, transferred

to C. L. Heffleman. PARRISH—Star, trans-

ferred to J. R. Redfern. RAGLAND—
Strand, transferred to M. O. Jones.

Closings
HUNTSVILLE—Elks.

New Theaters
ARAB—Arab.

ALASKA
Change in Ownership

JUNEAU—Coliseum, transferred to W. D.

Gross. HAINES—Coliseum, transferred to

W D Gross. DOUGLAS—Coliseum, trans-

ferred to W. D. Gross. WRANGELL—Coli-

seum, transferred to W. D. Gross SKAG
WAY—Coliseum, transferred to W. D. Gross.

SITKA—Coliseum, transferred to W. D.

Gross. PETERSBERG—Coliseum, transfer,

red to W. D. Gross. KETCHIKAN—Coli-

seum, transferred to W. D. Gross.

ARIZONA
Openings

RTjBY—Ruby. PATAGONA — Patagona.

TOMBSTONE— Crystal (formerly Tomb-

stone) .

'

Closings
YUMA—Orpheum.

ARKANSAS
Change in Ownership

SHERIDAN—Gem, transferred to G. W.
Jones.

Closings
TYRONZA—New.

New Theaters
MURFREESBORO—Menlo. MARVEL —

Marvel. CABOT—Cabot. BALD KNOB—
Ritz.

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership

KRAMER—Kramer, transferred to Rudy

Trotter. SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO—Mis-

sion, transferred to R. O. Grover. L.ANA-

BRA—Garden, transferred to A. R. Goldeuer.

OAKLAND—Lincoln, transferred to King

Realty Co.: Moulin Rouge, transferred to A.

A Barnett. SAN FRANCISCO—Ellis trans-

ferred to President Theater Corp. WASCO—
Wasco, transferred to Seelee Theater Corp.

SELMA—Selma, transferred to Seelee The-

ater Corp.

Openings
LOS ANGELES—Roosevelt. SAN BER-

NARDINO—Asteca (formerly Columbus).

Closings
LOS ANGELES—Globe. BRAWLEY —

Brawley, SANTA MARIA—Gaiety. WAL-
NUT CREEK—Walnut Creek.

Dismantled
RIVERSIDE—Rubidoux.

New Theaters
AVALON — Samoa. EXETER — Exeter.

MOJAVE—Airdome. PALMS—Palms. WAL-
NUT CREEK—El Rey.

COLORADO
Change in Theater Name

AGUILAR—Ute (formerly Colorado).

Openings
COLORADO SPRINGS—Peak.

Closings
KIM—School. TWO BUTTES—School.

VILAS—School. WALSH—School.

DELAWARE
Openings

SELBYVILLE—Diamond.
Closings

BRIDGEVILLE—Bridgeville.

FLORIDA
Change in Ownership

GREEN COVE SPRINGS—Cove, trans-

ferred to J. O. Biddle. JASPER—Fay, trans

ferred to J. O. Biddle. BONIFAY—Boni

fay, transferred to Saunder & Sheffield.

PANAMA CITY—Bay, transferred to R. E.

Martin. PANAMA CITY—Panama, trans

ferred to R. E. Martin.

Change in Theater Name
MILTON—Ritz (formerly Rex).

Closings
LAKE BUTLER—Lake. VENICE—Gulf.

PANAMA CITY—Bay.

New Theaters
LAKE PLACID—Timble. QUINCY -

Roxy. CRESTVIEW—Grand.

GEORGIA
Change in Ownership

RICHLAND—Capitol, transferred to W.
J. Brackin. THOMSON—Knox, transferred

to R. E. Martin; Price, transferred to R. E.

Martin. GRIFFIN—Rex, transferred to P.

J. Gaston.

Closings
COLUMBUS — Dixie. REYNOLDS —

Grand.

New Theaters
ATLANTA—Lenox. CLARKSVILLE —

Habersham. SYLVESTER—Sylvan. TEN-
NILLE—Erin.

ILLINOIS
Change in Ownership

DELEVAN—Regent, transferred to Russell

Myers DONNERS GROVE—Tivoli, trans-

ferred to B & K Theaters. PEKIN—Pekin,

transferred to Publix Great States Theaters;

Empire, transferred to Publix Great States

Theaters; Rialto, transferred to Publix Great

States Theaters. WEST CHICAGO—Roxy,
transferred to Balaban Theaters, Inc.

Openings
LANARK — Lanark (formerly Opera

House).
Closings

ELGIN—Crocker.
Aipw Thcstcrs

WEST CHICAGO—Roxy. PRINCETON
—Bailey. AURORA—Isle.

INDIANA
Change in Ownership

INDIANAPOLIS — Udell, transferred to

W. C. Wehrley. PERU—State, transferred

to Gregory Circuit.

Closings
ORLEANS—State. TELL CITY—Royal.

OSSIAN—Strand. PERU—Ritz.

IOWA
Change in Ownership

EVERLY—Corn, transferred to Ed Wil-

son & Marvin Godwin.

KANSAS
Change in Ownership

VIRGIL—Virgil, transferred to Jack Mer-
cer. ARKANSAS CITY—Starr, transferred

to Fox Midwest Theaters. BREWSTER—
Liberty, transferred to Ray Lovett. LITTLE
RIVER—Ritz, transferred to B. Williamson.

MADISON—Madison, transferred to C. S.

Laird. TORONTO—Art, transferred to M.
E. Plume.

Change in Theater Name
ATWOOD—Jayhawk (formerly Atwood).

Closings
TOPEKA—Ritz. SCANDIA — Princess.

DeSOTO—DeSoto. VIRGIL—Virgil.

KENTUCKY
Change in Ownership

LACKEY—Lackey, transferred to L. O.
Davis. LYNCH—Lynch (formerly Auditor-

ium) transferred to U. S. Coal & Coke Co.

MARTIN—Martin, tranisfeJrred to L. O.
Davis. CLAY—State, transferred to Hal
Howard.

Change in Theater Name
HOPKINSVILLE — Kentucky (formerly

Rex).

Openings
CARROLLTON—Richland O. H. FREE-

BURN—Best (formerly Freeburn).

Closings
BURKESVILLE—Brook.

New Theaters
EDMONTON—Swan.

MAINE
Openings

BROWNVILLE JCT.—Majestic.

Closings
MECHANICS FALLS—Perkins Hall.

MARYLAND
Change in Ownership

EMMITTSBURG — Gem, transferred to

Harry Bollinger. BALTIMORE—Metropoli-
tan, transferred to New Preston Theater Co.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

BOSTON—Hub (formerly Park) transfer-
red to Grand Theaters, Inc. MONSON

—

Capitol, transferred to J. O'Brien & M.
Meckleburg.

Openings
AGAWAM (SPRINGFIELD) — Riverside

Park-Drive In. WORCESTER—Plaza.
SCITUATE—Satuit Playhouse. LYNN —
Drive-In.

Closings
HOLYOKE—Strand.

MINNESOTA
Change in Ownership

ST. PETER—Ludcke, transferred to Wm.
M. Miller. PELICAN RAPIDS—Pelican,

transferred to A. T. Mullen. MINNEAPO-
LIS—Westgae, transferred to Sam Gottlieb.

MAPLETON—Pastime, transferred to Harry
Blubough. MANKATO—Urban, transferred

to Minn. .Amusement Co. LAKE CITY—
Grand, transferred to Arnold Crane. GREEN-
BUSH—Greenbush, transferred to W. Paul-

son.

Change in Theater Name
FOLEY—Foley (formerly Opera House).

PIPESTONE—State (formerly Alo). SAN-
STONE—Vogue (formerly New).

Closings
WINONA—Winona.

New Theaters
BOVEL — Star. KENYON — Time.

NORTHFIELD—West. 'PEQUOT—Memor-
ial.

MISSISSIPPI
Openings

DURANT—Strand.

Closings
POTTS CAMP—Longshot. BYHALIA—

Longshot.

MISSOURI
Change in Ownership

ALBANY—Rigney, transferred to Earl
Kerr. BETHANY—Noll, transferred to Earl
Kerr; Roxy, transferred to Earl Kerr.

GRANT CITY—Grant City, transferred to

Earl Kerr. HUMANSVILLE—Community,
transferred to Harold Porta. JOPLIN

—

Electric, transferred to Fox Midwest The-
aters. LOCKWOOD—Cozy, transferred to

L. D. Metcalf.

Openings
WARSAW—Roxy.

Closings
KANSAS CITY—Prospect. LOCKWOOD

—Cozy. PLATTSBURC—Waemore.
NEBRASKA

Change in Ownership
BLOOMFIELD—Star, transferred to Bus-

iness Men's Association. LYNCH—Lynch,
transferred to Floyd Wolfe.

Openings
WAUNETA—Crystal.

Closings
HYANNIS—Gayety. ERICSON—Ericson.

FAIRBURY—Majestic. ORLEANS — Or-
leans. OMAHA—Victoria, Garden.

NEW JERSEY
Change in Ownership

CLIFTON—Strand, transferred to L. &
H. Theaters, Inc. EAST ORANGE—Strand,
transferred to H. G. & S. Amusement Corp.

RAHWAY—Rahway, transferred to Rahway
Theater Corp.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Change in Ownership

MANCHESTER—Park, transferred to F.

E. Leiberman.

Closings
WINCHESTER—Strand.

NEW MEXICO
Change in Ownership

ESPANOLA—LaPlaza, transferred to Mrs.
Betty L. Riedel. SOCORRO—Gem, trans-

ferred to Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc.

SPRINGER—Pastime, transferred to Gibral-

tar Enterprises, Inc.

Change in Theater Name
SOCORRO—Loma (formerly Gem).

NEW YORK
Change in Ownership

NEW YORK CITY—214 W. 42nd St.—
New Amsterdam, transferred to Anwell
Amusement Corp.; 127 £. 2'3rd St.—Gram-
ercy, transferred to R. & H. Operating Corp.;
323 Sixth Ave.—Waverly, transferred to

Luxor Bleecker Amusement Corp.; 128 Eighth
Ave.—Village, transferred to Thomas Lic-
cardo & Robert Scolera; 1187 First Ave.

—

York, transferred to Rebeccca Solomon; Mad-
ison Ave. and 85th St.—Trans-Lux, trans-
ferred to Trans-Lux Yorkville Corp. ; Lex-
ington Ave. and 52nd St.—Trans-Lux, trans-

ferred to Trans-Lux Lexington Corp.; 2497
Seventh Ave.—-Roosevelt, transferred to

Roosevelt Theater Corp.; 209 W. 42nd St.—
Republic, transferred to Brandt Theaters;
1547 Broadway—Gaiety, transferred to Brandt
Theaters. BRONX—Boston Post Rd. and

Fenton Ave.—Loew's Post Road, transrWKd
to Fenton Amusement Corp. BROOKLYN—
402 Keap St.—Republic, transferred to B. F.
Keith Corp. CRKO). BUFFALO—Oakdale,
transferred to Theodore Rosen.

Openings
EAST DURHAM—Lawyers Hall. PAL-

ENVILLE—Recreation Hall. EARLVILLE
—Earlville.

Closings
WATERFORD—Casino. FRANKFORT —

Lyric. RENSSELAER—Brightspot. FT.
EDWARD — Bradley. JAMESTOWN —
Roosevelt. VAN ETTEN—Town Hall. MON-
TOUR FALLS—Opera House. BUFFALO
—Oakdale, Filmarte. SYRACUSE—Liberty.

New Theaters
SARATOGA—Community.

NORTH CAROLINA
Change in Ownership

SPRUCE PINES—Piedmont, transferred
to John Taylor. MOORESVILLE—Moor,
transferred to T. A. Little. DURHAM—
State, transferred to Mrs. M. W. Johnson.

Closings
ROSE HILL—Globe.

New Theaters
MOORESVILLE—Lincoln.

NORTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

OBERON—Community, transferred to J.'

W. Grothe. HOPE)—Hope, transferred to

F. T. Beatle. HAZEN—Mars, transferred
to Mrs. Alice Hass. GRENORA—Orpheum,
transferred to Ed Randall. FINLEY—Fin-

ley, transferred to W. J. Holisky.

Openings
PORTAL—Portal. WESTHOPE—Arcade.

Closings
GARRISON—Garrison.

OHIO
Change in Ownership

BRADFORD—New Brad, transferred to

Bradford Amusement Co. TIPPECANOE
CITY—Tipp, transferred to Tipp Amuse-
ment Co.

Change in Theater Name
BETHE—Midway (formerly Opera House).

LEIPSIC—Heigel Theater (formerly Mys-
tic).

Openings
BRADFORD — New Brad (formerly

Strand).

Closings
CLEVELAND—Melrose, Rialto, U. S.

New Theaters
BARNESVILLE—Ohio. CINCINNATI—

Bond.

OKLAHOMA
Change in Ownership

ALTUS—Ritz, transferred to Griffith

Amusement Co. ATOKA—Atoka, transfer-

red to Mrs. Earl Barrett. BETHEL—Clebit

(formerly Gates), transferred to W. S. Gates

& C. C. Thrash. CUSTER—Rex, transferred

to Mrs. Jessie Parker. KAW CITY—

K

Theater, transferred to John Darnell. OIL-
TON—Ritz, transferred to W. H. Martin.

PAULS VALLEY—Folly and Royal, trans-

ferred to Griffith Amusement Co. RING-
LING—Joy, transferred to Carl Cox. WE-
LEETKA—Ritz, transferred to C. W. Dun-
can. WEATHERFORD—Bulldog, transfer-

red to Leonard White. WEWOKA—State

(formerly Rex), transferred to John Terry.

Openings
BOLEY—Yale. FREEDOM — Freedom.

MOORELAND—Mooreland.

Closings
HYDRO—Hydro. SASAKWA— Liberty.

TULSA—Roxy.

New Theaters
POTEAU—New.

OREGON
Change in Ownership

PORTLAND — Crest (formerly Ports-

mouth), transferred to Hugh McCredie.

Dismantled
ONTARIO—Dreamland.

New Theaters
ONTARIO—Pix. CLOVERDALE—Clov-

erdale. d^\
PENNSYLVANIA \jp
Change in Ownership

LANCASTER—Fulton Opera House, trans-

ferred to Grace B. Finch & Jay EmanueL
READING—Rajah, transferred to Jay Eman-
uel. ALIQUIPPA—Temple, transferred to

(Continued on Following Page)
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PARA. FILES N. D.

* DIVORCE TEST CASE

{Continued from Page 1)

coming Fall. Defendants have 20

days in which to file their reply.

Paramount owns all the stock of

the Minnesota Amusement Corp.,

which operates five theaters in

North Dakota. The Minnesota
Amusement Corp. owns the stock of

the American Amusement Corp.
which also operates five North Da-
kota houses. Under the law, which
becomes effective Mar. 15, 1938,

Paramount could be fined $100,000
daily if it retained its interest in

the theaters, attorneys say.

Constitutionality of the law is at-

tacked on the ground that it vio-

lates the "due process" and "equal
protection" clauses of the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution, and
also the interstate commerce clause

and Art. 1, Sec. 10 of the Constitu-
tion. It is also charged that the

statute violates the federal copyright
law.

The Paramount brief, prepared
by Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett,

New York attorneys, holds that the

due process clause of the constitu-

tion prohibits unreasonable or arbi-

trary regulation of the use of prop-
erty except if the interest of the
public or general welfare is vio-

lated. The public or general wel-
fare is not served by prohibiting
Paramount from owning an interest

in North Dakota theaters, it is held.

The "equal protection" clause is held
to preclude a state from unreason-
ably classifying persons or corpora-
tions for purposes of general legis-

lation except in the interest of pub-
lic or general welfare. It is as-

serted that no such purpose is served
by the state law. If the law is held
constitutional, Paramount contends
that theater leases, film licenses and
other contracts now held by the the-

aters would be broken thereby
breaching Art. 1, Sec. 10 of the Con-
stitution holding that no state shall

have the right to impair contracts.

Paramount as a distributor is en-

gaged in interstate commerce. The
law by prohibiting the operation of

a theater in which Paramount has
an interest directly interferes with
Paramount's right to ship films to

the theaters, according to the com-
plaint.

The copyright law giving to the
copyright owner exclusive right to

license or exhibit his work is held

violated by the statute.

Paramount sets forth that Minne-
sota Amusement Corp. earned $57,-

905 during 1936 from operation of

its five N. D. theaters and $9,548
during the first quarter of 1937.

American Amusement Corp. earned
$27,595 in 1936 and 1937 first quar-

|

^earnings were $5,165.
'*!" According to the complaint oper-
ation of the theaters is expected to

be profitable and Paramount's right
to do business in the state is worth
at least the aggregate annual in-

come of the subsidiaries.

Theater Changes
Reported by Film Boards of Trade

{Continued from Preceding Page)

Al-Penn Corp. BOSWELL—Vernon, trans-

ferred to V. F. Scott. GROVE CITY—
Guthrie, transferred to J. S. Carrauthers.

Openings
PHILADELPHIA — Dewey. BEAVER

FALLS—Rialto. Hollidaysburg—Manos.

Closings
CLYMER—State. LEECHBURG—Cosmo-

rama.

New Theaters
JOHNSTOWN—Roxv. BRACKENRIDGE

—Brackenridge. W1LMERDING—Wilmer.

SOUTH CAROLINA
New Theaters

GREENVILLE—Center. COLUMBIA —
Palmetto.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Change in Ownership

ROSCO—Auditorium, transferred to W.
H. Swan. LEMMON—Aristo & Grand,
transferred to Iva Dickson. HARTFORD—
Palace, transferred to J. B. Hollman. COL-
MAN—Rainbow (formerly Colman), trans-

ferred to A. C. Thompson. HURLEY—
State, transferred to Songstad & Nelsen.

TENNESSEE
Change in Ownership

ROCKWOOD — Lyric, transferred to

Crescent Amusement* Co.

Closings
HARTSVILLE—Evaska.

New Theaters
WAVERLY—Palace. SNEEDVILLE —

Sneedville.

TEXAS
Change in Ownership

JAYTON—Kent, transferred to Med Wade.
KERMIT — Texas, transferred to Griffith

Amusement Co. DAINGERFIELD—Ritzz,

transferred to W. W. McNatt. INGLESIDE
—Rio (formerly Little Star), transferred to

C. L. Nelson. SAN MARCOS—Palace and
Plaza, transferred to Interstate Circuit, Inc

SILSBEE—Palace, transferred to East Texas
Theaters, Inc. WEIMAR—Palace, transfer

red to D. F. Luckie. DALLAS—Azteca for

merly (now Colonial), transferred to J
Rodriquez; Maple, transferred to R. H
Clemmons. FRANKLIN— Franklin, trans

ferred to A. L. Clary. NEW BOSTON—
Strand, transferred to J. E. King. GRAHAM
—Liberty, transferred to H. S. Leon.

Change in Theater Name
BROWNSVILLE — El Tiro (formerly

Dreamland). MALAKOFF - - Community
(now Dodd Theater).

Openings
INGLESIDE—Rio (formerly Little Star).

MILES—State. GOLDSMITH—Ector.

Closings
RUNGE—Rialto. BANDERA — Bantex.

BROWNSVILLE—Dittman. CARROLTON
—Myers. COMFORT—Community. Mc-
CAMEY—Grand. ESTELLINE — Pastime.

NIXON—Nixon.

New Theaters
PLEASANT GROVE—Globe. BRIDGE-

PORT — Yates. TEXARKANA — Palace.
( LADEWATER—Cozy. PELLY—Rio. RIO
GRANDE CITY—Garmon. ALPINE—Ritz.
BROWNSBORO— Rex. CAMDEN—Harlem.
CUERO—Rex. FLORENCE—Majestic.

VERMONT
Closings

POULTNEY—Town Hall.

VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

SHENANDOAH—Pastime, transferred to

Valley Enterprises, Inc. PULASKI—Dalton,
transferred to Neighborhood Theater, Inc.
PHOEBUS—Lee, transferred to Dominion
Theater, Inc. HAMPTON—Langley, trans-
ferred to Dominion Theater, Inc. COEBURN
—Coeburn, transferred to W. Poteat.

Openings
ROCKY MOUNT—New Mount. STAUN-

TON—Visulite.

Closings
CRAIGSVILLE—Fordwick. MESSICK—

Messick.

WASHINGTON
Closings

SPOKANE—Empress.

!N"gw Thefltcrs
WASHINGTON, D. C—Newton, Newton

Cir. TACOMA—Lakewood.

WEST VIRGINIA
Change in Ownership

RAVENSWOOD—Alpine, transferred to

Alpine Theater Col. ELM GROVE—Prin-
cess, transferred to J. Velas. LUMBER-
PORT—Opera House, transferred to S. An-
gotti.

Openings
BLUEFIELD—State. RAVENSWOOD—

Alpine (formerly Colonial).

Closings
VIENNA—New Vienna.

New Theaters
BLUEFIELD—State.

WISCONSIN
Change in Ownership

SPRING GREEN—Rex, transferred to R.
Schoenmann.

Change in Theater Name
PHILLIPS—Norwood (formerly Duroy).

Openings
RACINE—Rex.

Closings
HANCOCK—Hancock. RACINE— Gran-

ada. SHEBOYGAN—Star. ONTONAGON
—Rex.

New Theaters
CLINTON—Clinton.

WYOMING
Change in Ownership

DIXON—Harris Hall, transferred to John
A. Creve.

Expect Local 1 and Majors

to Reach Early Agreement

{Continued from Page 1)

the cut over a period of 30 months

and the union asking immediate

rescinding of the slash. Indications,

however, are that an agreement will

be closed this week.

Local 306 and major circuits re-

sumed negotiations yesterday. The

union is asking a 48 per cent wage
increase, which includes restoration

of two cuts.

Date for merger of the two local

laboratory unions has not yet been
settled. The consolidation has been
agreed on.

Para. Asks Permanent Writ
in Minneapolis Court Today

{Continued from Page 1)

ban drive on grounds of conspiracy.
In event Judge Devaney, counsel for
the defense, is unable to appear be-
cause of illness, case will be han-
dled by his assistant, Louis
Schwartz.

Two RKO Pix for Rivoli

RKO Radio's "Make a Wish" and
"The Life of the Party" will have
Broadway premieres at the Rivoli
within the near future. "Make a
Wish" goes into the Rivoli at the
end of the run of the current attrac-
tion, "Dead End," and "The Life
of the Party" will premiere follow-
ing the "Make a Wish" run.

LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WII K

HOLLYWOOD
gESSUE HAYAKAWA, one of the

most popular stars of the screen
in silent films, will return to Amer-
ican picture roles, if negotiations
now under way by Paramount are
consummated. Hayakawa, now in
Prance where he has appeared occa-
sionally in French films since leav-
ing Hollywood years ago, has been
offered a featured role in the Anna
May Wong picture, "East of Shang-
hai," which is going before the
cameras this month under direction
of George Archainbaud. If Haya-
kawa returns to the Paramount ban-
ner it is probable that the company
will team him with Miss Wong in a
series of film dramas with Oriental
backgrounds following the filming
of "East of Shanghai."

T T
Columbia Studios is retyping

every star and featured player on
the lot, in preparation for a heavy
forthcoming production of musicals.
Sixty-eight contract persons are
affected. They will be auditioned,
then rated as to suitability for sing-
ing roles by a board composed of
Bobby Mayo, casting director; Mor-
ris Stoloff, music head, and his aides
Ben Oakland, Paul Mertz and Mario
Silva.

Y T T
Cecilia Parker is playing the

lead opposite Smith Ballew in
"Roll Along, Cowboy," which Gus
Meins is directing for Principal.

T T T
"Second Honeymoon," co-starring

the team of Tyrone Power and Lo-
retta Young, goes into production
today at the 20th Century-Fox
Westwood Hills studio.

Paramount-Goldwyn Suit

Over Gary Cooper Ends

{Continued from Page 1)

Adolph Zukor, Paramount board
chairman

:

"I am pleased to announce that
cordial relations between Paramount
and the Goldwyn company have been
re-established. As evidence of this
cordial relationship, Paramount to-
day signed an agreement with the
Goldwyn company under which Par-
amount will make available to the
Goldwyn company the services of
Henry Hathaway, one of its most
important directors, for three pic-

tures to be produced by Goldwyn.
The Goldwyn company will make
available to Paramount the services
of Gary Cooper for a Paramount
picture."
Goldwyn in a brief statement ex-

pressed his gratification.

"Mayerling" Opens Sept. 13

The League of Women Shoppers,
Inc., will sponsor the American pre-
miere of "Mayerling," whose open-
ing has been advanced to Sept. 13,

at the Filmarte Theater. The Fil-

marte will also present as a sup-
plementary feature, "Getting Your
Money's Worth."
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®\!J
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MONA BARRIE • GENE LOCKHART • JAMES UE%
CULLY RICHARDS • CANDY CANDIDO • Willi

Tucker • Marek Windheim • Johnny Arthur • Dvl
Screenp.ay^^ pARKER Orchestra Q.BAKALEINKOFF Arr^J

Original story, music and direction by F7T1'

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER • pwced by ZII

r \\THI
Romance of a Bro<
Featuring— IRENE HERVEY •KO\
YORK GILBERT A SULLIVAN PlJ

ROGERS and Others • Produced

Presented by EDWARD L. ALPERl
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Complete Arguments in Paramount-Mii

ERPI GRANTS LICENSES TO GTE AND MOTIOGRAPH

Goldwyn Names Peter Witt European Representative
Founder of Reunion Films

To Handle Sales,

Stories, Talent
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday an-

nounced appointment of Peter Witt
as his general European represen-
tative who will be in charge of sales

as well as stories and talent. He
sails tomorrow on the Champlain for
London, where he will make his
headquarters.

Witt, who has been at the coast
(Continued on Page 17)

CLAIM 163THEATERS

SIGNED FOR COMBINE

Philadelphia — The UMPTO yes-
terday announced that total of 163
houses have now joined its buying
combine on Paramount product, hav-
ing given their power of attorney
to its committee of three. Plan
which covers new season product
will be effectuated when and if trou-
ble is settled.

The organization's "board" meets
(Continued on Page 4)

"Models" Plays 3 Weeks in

5 Spots on Continued Basis

On a continued first-run basis,
"Artists and Models" has played
three consecutive weeks in five cit-

ies, which are Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco, Milwaukee and Long
Beach, Cal. The Paramount attrac-

(Continued on Page 4)

"Zenda's" Auspicious Start *
David 0. Selznick's "The Prisoner of

Zenda," opened big yesterday, the ini-

tial day of its New York run, at Radio
City Music Hall. At 10 a.m. it had
lined up an estimated crowd of 1,800
t the b.o. waiting for the doors t»

'swing open at 11. By noon all seats
had been filled, with 2,300 standing in

the back of the house and in the lobby,
it was reported. UA home office execs
and the theater's spokesmen predicted
in the late afternoon that the pix would
give the Music Hall both new gross
and attendance records for a non-holi-
day opening day.

David 0. Selznick's "The Prisoner of Zenda" causes Radio City Music Hall to open 45
minutes early as restless mob of several thousand storms theatre at start of record

opening day. Estimated that $15,000 passed through the box-office.-—Advt.

Southio Weighs Extension of Higher Admissions

Having found that a price rise
recently effectuated in its smaller
houses has not impaired attendance,
Southio Theaters, Paramount affil-

iate, is contemplating a five cent ad-
mission price increase in its larger
theaters, said Tracy Barham, oper-

(Continued on Page 18)

Continue Paramount -Minneapolis

Hearing After Arguments Heard

Para., Levy, Walsh File

Anti-Trust Suit Denials

Paramount Pictures, Eugene Levy
and George Walsh yesterday filed

denials in Federal Court of the
250,000 anti-trust suit brought by

(Continued on Page 17)

Minneapolis — Arguments were

completed yesterday at the hearing

in Paramount's temporary injunc-

tion action against Allied Theaters
of the Northwest and various ex-
hibitors, and the case was contin-
ued till Wednesday, before which

(Csntinued on Page 18)

Gives Concerns Non-Exclusive

Rights to Make Sound
Equipment

Changing a policy maintained
since the advent of sound, Erpi has
granted non-exclusive licenses to
manufacture sound equipment under
patents controlled by Erpi and as-
sociated companies to General The-
ater Equipment Corp. and Motio-
graph, Inc. of Chicago.

The likelihood exists that even-
tually Erpi will go out of the busi-
ness of selling sound reproducers
and confine itself to granting licen-
ses for use of patents to manufac-
turers.

The licenses also give GTE and
Motiograph the right to use, lease
and sell sound reproducer equipment

(Continued on Page 17)

TAPHONE TO MAKE

68 SINGLES, 24 TWOS

Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn,
headed by Sam Sax, has a program
of 68 single reel subjects and 24
two-reelers scheduled for the season
of 1937-38.

In addition the company will dis-
tribute 36 cartoons, 20 "Merrie Mel-
odies" and 16 "Loonytoons."

Vitaphone reopens its plant Sept.
13, following the usual summer
shutdown.

Reliance Planning to do
Donat Picture in Spring

Reliance, headed by Harry Goetz
and Edward Small, plans to produce
a picture starring Robert Donat

(Continued on Page 4)

Trim "Handsome" 1,000 Ft.

Paramount has cut about 1,000 feet
out of "High, Wide and Handsome,"
and is still at it, a spokesman said yes-
terday in New York. When picture was
reviewed on July 22, last, it ran 115
minutes.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

26Vi 263/8 26'/2 + Va
233/4 233/4 233/4 — i/4
38V2 381/2 381/2 — 5/g
3i/8 3 31/g

ll'/g 111/8 U'/s - 5/8

81 1791/2 181

vtc.
pfd..

Am. Seat. . .

Columbia Picts

Columbia Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak ....

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. 1

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd. ...

Warner Bros

do pTd

231/4 221/2 23 — 1

79 777/8 78i/
2 _ 3/4

21 1/4 201/4 203/4
451/2 H51/2 H51/2 — 3

191/e 18 5/g 191/s

91/2 91/8 91/2
8i/g 77/g 8 — i/g

341/4 341/4 34i/4 _ i/g

58" 58 58" —2
133,4 133/g 133/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46 98i/g 98 98 — 1/4

Loew 6s41ww 100 99% 997/8 — i/
8

Para. B'way 3s55 . . . 67 67 67 — l/
8

Para. Picts. 6s55. . . 100'/4 993/4 1001/, + 1/4

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 .... 94l/

2 94 94'/2 + l/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National .... 2%
Sonotone Corp 1%
Technicolor 31
Trans-Lux 4
Universal Picts

21/2

1%
301/g,

4

2'/2

1%
30V4
4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Tathe Film 7 pfd 102 106
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6/2 s 1st '36 10i/

2 11 Vz
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93 1/4 94 Vi
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 70 72
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%'s 1st '43 52 54

Position Wanted
Color Technician, 14 years experi-

ence, full knowledge in all branches

of Color Photography, references

furnished. Address Box 1026, The

Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

2,500 Monogram Contracts

Already Signed—Ed Golden

Monogram has already signed
over 2,500 contracts, it was said
by Eddie Golden, sales
manager, who returned yesterday
from an extensive tour in the south
and midwest in connection with the
W. Ray Johnston-Monogram play-
date drive in October and Novem-
ber.

Golden said that exhibitors every-
where are welcoming Monogram
back as the company making pic-

tures for family consumption.
Monogram will have 20 pictures

ready to deliver on its playdate
drive. Golden expects that all ex-
changes will exceed their quota.

Nebraska's Supreme Court

to Hear Bank Night Appeal

Omaha—Bank Night is called a
lottery and menace to good busi-

ness in a brief filed by Assistant
Attorney General F. B. Robinson,
in State Supreme Court upholding
the District Court injunction grant-
ed in the Fox-Midwest case at Bea-
trice.

Robinson told the court that if

it approves Bank Night the door
will be opened for further unfair
competition in other businesses.
The Supreme Court will hear this

appeal and the Omaha Bank Night
injunction appeal when fall term
opens next week.

Illinois Film Truckers

Must Pay Wisconsin Fees

Waukegan, 111. — Frank Webber,
trucking contractor, paid $4,400 for
Wisconsin truck license plates, be-
cause the Wisconsin legislature
failed to pass legislation which
would validate reciprocity between
Illinois and Wisconsin. Non-passage
is a heavy blow to the film truck
companies.

Polio Closes Chi. Houses
to Children Under 16 Years

Chicago — Theater executives of
leading circuits met with Dr. Her-
man Bundeson yesterday afternoon
and agreed not to permit children
under 16 to attend theaters until
the health department lifts the in-
fantile paralysis restrictions.

Harry McCoy Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry McCoy, 43, ac-

tor and director, and composer of
"Pagan Love Song," is dead here of
heart disease. In the early days of
films he was cast as a Keystone
Comedy cop and as "Hallroom Boy."
At the time of his death he was em-
ployed by the Walt Disney Studios.

Dipson In Shelby?
Shelby, O.—It is rumored that the

Dipson circuit is negotiating for
property here with intention of
building a new deluxe theater.

Walter Reade Circuit Buys

Entire Lineup of Warners

Warner Bros, have concluded a
deal with the Walter Reade Circuit,

whereby the latter will play the en-

tire output of Warner Bros. Pic-

tures and Vitaphone shorts and
trailers for the 1937-38 season, an-
nounces Gradwell L. Sears, General
Sales Manager for the distributing

company. The deal was closed by
Walter Reade for the circuit, and
Ben Kalmenson acting for Warner
Bros.

Circuits and Local 306
Still Apart on Increase

No progress has been made in

negotiations between Loew's, RKO
and other circuits and Local 306,

which is asking for a 48 per cent

wage increase, it was learned yes-

terday.
Another meeting is tentatively

scheduled for tomorrow.

'Thin Ice" Cracks Records

In Twin Coast Opening

"Thin Ice", smashed all opening
day records at Loew's State, Los
Angeles, and Grauman's Chinese
Theater, Hollywood, according to

wires received yesterday by John D.
Clark, general manager of distribu-

tion. The pix, which is holding at
Denver, Minneapolis and Providence,
goes into the Roxy this morning.

Neil Agnew in Toronto

for Nathanson Parleys

Neil F. Agnew, Paramount's gen-
eral sales manager, is in Toronto to

work out a product deal with N. L.

Nathanson's Famous Players Can-
adian Circuit. He returns to New
York Tuesday.

Moses Funeral Held
Funeral services for Harry Moses,

theatrical producer, who died at his

home here on Tuesday night, were
held yesterday at 2 p.m. in River-
side Memorial Chapel, Amsterdam
Ave. and 76th St. Interment was
in Linden Hill Cemetery, Brooklyn.

"Winkie" Dyed for Canada
Film Laboratories of Canada,

headquartering in Toronto, has just
completed a color version of "Wee
Willie Winkie" for the Canadian
market. Two other major company
pictures will also be given the color
treatment.

Schott Funeral Today
Funeral services for Harry Sayre

Schott, vice president of the Nation-
al Carbon Co., will be held this morn-
ing from his home, 99 Undercliff
Road, Montclair, N. J. Schott died
Tuesday night in Mountainside Hos-
pital.

Coming and Going%(
NEIL F. AGNEW returns to New York Tues-

day from Toronto.

NATE GOLDSTEIN is in New York from
Springfield, Mass.

ADOLPH POLLAK, general manager of The-
ater Trailer Corp., leaves New York today by
plane to officially open company's new office
at Dallas and to visit several key cities en
route.

WILLIAM A. BRADY and his wife, GRACE
GEORGE, returned to New York yesterday from
Hollywood where they spent the Summer.

LUIS ALBERNI, screen player, has arrived
in New York from the Coast and is stopping
at the St. Moritz.

GERTRUDE MICHAEL is stopping at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

FREDERICK LONSDALE, playwright, who ar-
rived in New York last Monday on the Nor-
mandie, is en route back to England on the
same liner.

OWEN DAVIS, JR. has returned to New York
from a Summer at Skowhegan, Me., and the
Lakewood Theater.

LEON NETTER returns to New York Tues-
day following a vacation.

JULIE HAYDON is due back in New York
within a few days from Cohasset, Mass.

BOBBY BREEN left New York yesterday for
Chicago to participate in the Grant Park
concert to be held there tomorrow night.

CHARLES KULLMANN, Metropolitan Opera
tenor, arrives in New York tomorrow morn-
ing from Hollywood, having completed his role
in "The Goldwyn Follies."

EARL SWEIGART was in New York yester-
day from Philadelphia.

ISA MIRANDA, new Paramount contract
player, who arrived in New York yesterday from
abroad, leaves for Hollywood today.

EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram sales manager,
returned yesterday from a trip to the south
and midwest.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president,
returns from Hollywood late next week.

ALLEN RIVKIN, screen writer, arrives from
Hollywood next Wednesday.

AL KINGSTON, Coast agent, is in town at
the Essex House.

MORTON GARBUS of the Los Angeles law
firm of Garbus Cr Simon is at the Essexx House.

LUPE VELEZ left Hollywood yesterday by
plane for Cleveland where her husband, Johnny
Weissmuller is ill.

Meet on Chi. Contract
Chicago—Representatives of cir-

cuits and operators union will hud-
dle today on the contract demands
made by the latter.



THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

CHICAGO'S BANNER EVENT is latest roadshow opening of Paul Muni's 'Life of Emile Zola' at Erlanger

Theatre to lst-week advance sellout that rivals other current engagements in sixteen selected cities!*

SIGNATURES OF THE WEEK
affixed to contracts for com-

plete Warner output are those

of M. &P. circuit heads Mullin

and Pinanski (above), and Shay,

Wilby and Prudential chains.

HIS GREATEST ADVENTURE
begins this week when Errol

Flynn steps before Warner

cameras for first takes on-

'The Adventures of Robin

Hood', studio's most elabo-

rate production to date, to be

filmed in new Technicolor by

Director Wm. Keighley, with

Olivia de Havilland opposite.

FULL HOUSE AND FULL LOBBY throughout entire

first day of Warners' first date for 'Varsity Show' at

New York Strand (above) gives exhibitors much to

look for on general release this week-end of awaited

Dick Powell-Fred Waring-Pennsylvanians rnusicalepic!

^)G00D NEWS! GOODMAN, the one and only Benny,

his clarinet and full ensemble of swingsters (right) re-

ceive Hollywood's heartiest welcome on arrival for

roles in 'Hollywood Hotel,' Dick Powell musical, now
before cameras under ace direction of Busby Berkeley.

* A Warner Bros. Picture V/fagraph, Inc., Disfribufors
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SIGNED FOR COMBINE

(Continued from Page 1)

this morning to discuss the situa-

tion.

Earl Sweigart was in New York
yesterday from Philadelphia to con-

fer with home office officials.

"Models" Plays 3 Weeks in

5 Spots on Continued Basis

(Continued from Page 1)

tion ran for five weeks straight in

Seattle. Production has also played
four consecutive weeks at the New
York Paramount and the Paramount
in Newark.
Two weeks' engagements have

been played in the following cities:

Philadelphia, Denver, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Salt Lake
City and Kansas City.

"Souls at Sea," now in its fifth

week on a two-a-day policy at the

Globe, New York, has played three
consecutive weeks in San Francisco,

two weeks at the Paramount, New
Haven and two weeks at the Fox,
Philadelphia.

Reliance Planning to do

Donat Picture in Spring

(Continued from Page 1)

next spring, probably in England.
The latter may go to London to

handle the production.
Small, who is in New York fol-

lowing his recent trip to Europe,
plans to vacation for two months.
He recently ended his association

with RKO as producer, his final pro-
duction having been "Toast of New
York."

Wis. Special Session May
Get Under Way on Sept. 13

Madison, Wis.—Date for the spe-

cial session of the state legislature

has been tentatively set for Sept.

13, to be limited to three weeks, ac-

cording to Gov. Philip F. La Fol-

lette. The first call specifies only
relief legislation, but if this is dis-

posed of in short order, it may be
extended to include chain store
taxation, it has been indicated.

NEWS
AS SEEN IY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Martha Raye does all her own stunts
in pictures and refuses to use doubles
for fear they might be hurt.

—PARAMOUNT.

• • • TWELVE-FOOT birthday cake for the com-
ing 17th anniversary of Loew's State Theater Manager
Al Rosen has promoted a slew of valuable presents from manu-
facturers and retail establishments which will be distributed
to lucky patrons during anniversary week 25,000 pieces
of cake will be handed out to the cash customers with one
out of every ten containing a coupon entitling the holder to a
present and these gifts include such li'l items as a batch
of $25 fall coats for the ladies the birthday cake will be
on display in the lobby

V
• • • ONE OF the real swanky openings of the year. . .

the twentieth anniversary celebration of the Capitol Theater
one of the most brilliant audiences of celebrities seen

at any theater this season the redecorated house has made
this famous old spot one of the most inviting places of enter-
tainment in the Big City the marquee is gigantic and
throws a brilliant flood of light that is dazzling the Wo-
men's Auxiliary Band of the American Legion of Nassau County
paraded up Broadway with banners flying before the opening

the broadcast in the lobby over WHN kept picking up
celebrities for more than an hour as they arrived in a
steady stream the credit for a really remarkable job
of recreating a modern theater in seven days goes to Major
Bowes, Messmore Kendall, Joseph R. Vogel, Charles Mosko-
witz Harry Moskowitz, Oscar Doob, Irwin Zeltner, Ben Serko-
witch, Ernest Emerling Larry Beatus, Herman Landwehr,
James Kolbeck and those over-size luxury chairs installed
throughout the house are the last word in comfort. .

"The New Capitol" will prove a revelation to its patrons
v » v

• • • HOST to the trade press Sales Manager Nor-
man H. Moray who gave a luncheon by way of a coming-
out party for the new season Vitaphone shorts in the
Warner home office dining room additional guests were
Floyd Gibbons, Clem McCarthy, E. M. Newman who are
producing shorts series for the program and we don't
mind going on record with the statement that the first of the
Floyd Gibbons series is a spine-chiller for realistic
T-H-R-I-L-L-S TV
• • • TEASER ADS and very novel those
run-of-paper ones placed by Howard Dietz in the New York
dailies the day after the Louis- Farr fite the ad on the
sports pages read: "The Winner! No thrill in sports equals
M-G-M's film triumph, 'The Firefly'." In the travel sec-
tions the ad read: "No need to Travel any further than the As-
tor Theater. The biggest thrill is there, 'The Firefly'."
Even the financial section came in for the picture promotion,
the ads reading: "A New High! M-G-M's 'The Firefly'."

T
• • • STAR LOOMS according to John Hicks, chief
of Paramount's foreign dep't, and Al Deane, foreign publicity

all stirred up over signing of Isa Miranda, new Contin-
ental player just arrived from abroad who has appeared
in pictures made in Italy, France and Germany Miss
Miranda is on the way to Hollywood and these Paramount
execs go on record that she is a coming screen personality of
note

• • • AMPA starts its season with a luncheon on
Sept. 16 the board of directors met the other day ....
and began lining things up guests at luncheons will pay
$1-25 it is proposed to change the by-laws to tax out-of-
town members only $5 dues, and local boys 10 smackers
M. L. Aylesworth will be the honor guest at the first luncheon

and this Good News that old debt to the Hotel
Astor for the annual party has been entirely cleaned up. . .

• Henry Lartigue, famous Continental restaurant executive,
has been appointed general manager of the French Casino in-
terests in New York, London, Paris, Chicago and Miami
while Nat Harris continues as managing-director of the the-
ater-restaurant

Friday, Sept. 3, 1937

DATE BOOK
Jfc

Sept. 6: International Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators and Paperhangers Convention'.
Buffalo.

Sept. 9: B. & K. golf tourney, Pinewood Golf
Club, Bensonville.

Sept. 9-10: Fox Midwest managers conven-
tion. Hotel President, Kansas City.

Sept. 15-16: Commonwealth Amusement Corp
managers meeting, Osage Beach Hotel,
Kansas City.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers convention. Kansas City.

Sept. 22-24: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention. Atlantic City.

Sept. 24: New York Warner Club golf tour-
ney, Old Oaks Country Club, Purchase.

Sept 28-30: Atlantic Coast Premium Exposi-
tion round table meetings, Hotel Astor.

Oct. 1: Philadelphia Variety Club golf Tourney
Whitemarsh Country Club.

Oct. 11-14: SMPE fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania convention, Pittsburgh.

Dec. 6—Silver jubilee convention of the M!"TOA
of the Carolinas, Pinehurst, N. C.

Dec. 12: Philadelphia Variety Club annual ban-
quet, Bellevue-Stratford.

Hoffberg Has Color Shorts
J

' f Hoffberg has acquired for
world s distribution a series of color
shorts produced by Magnicolor. The
first three releases are ready en-
titled "Catalina Island," "Personali-
ties on Parade," and "Yellowstone
Park. ' The release date is sched-
uled for Sept. 15.

House for South Miami
South Miami, Fla.—Work is to

start immediately on a theater proj-
ect for South Miami. The town
is now Aimless and residents have
been petitioning for a moving pic-
ture house.

SICK REPORT

a Fa
Gillmore, president of the

AAAA, is ill at his home with
a heavy cold. It was said that he
would have to remain there for sev-
eral days.

Omaha—Although not fully re-
covered from an ear infection, Man-
ager Bill Miskell of Tri - States'
Orpheum Theater has returned to
duty.

Omaha—The self-imposed exile of
District Manager Evert R. Cum-
mings of Tri-States Theaters in the
air-conditioned Hotel Fontenelle
during an attack of hay fever had
to be broken for a trip to Daven-
port, la.

Seattle—Linda Berlin, 5, daughter
of Irving Berlin, was brought here
by airplane for treatment for a mild
case of influenza.

ler.

9
Cleveland — Johnny Weissmulle

former Olympic swimmer and pi
er of "Tarzan" roles in films, is s1 _
fering here, it is reported, from an
illness attributed to water in a
swimming pool. His wife, Lupe
Velez, screen actress, left Hollywood
yesterday by plane for this city.
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The Dead End Kids

from the original

New York stage cast



SYLVIA SIDNEY
,j JOEL McCREA ».</.

HUMPHREY BOGART • WENDY BARRIE
CLAIRE TREVOR • ALLEN JENKINS

Based on the play by SIDNEY KINGSLEY * As produced by NORMAN BEL GEDDES
Screen play by LILLIAN HELLMAN • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

Directed by WILLIAM WYLER
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"ONE OF THOSE RARE FILMS

YOU MAY SEE OVER AND OVER
. . . among the talking pictures' finest achievements . . .

reflects vast credit upon Samuel Goldwyn, its producer."

— WILLIAM BOEHNEL, World-Telegram

"Rousing, stimulating, melodramatic, profoundly touch-

ing ... a magnificent play made into a more magnificent

picture.

'

— Bland Johaneson, Mirror

"The picture is as vital as the play, more alive with cease-

less activity . . . Mr. Goldwyn has improved on the stage

production in a variety of ways." — Kate Cameron, News

"It's a distinctly superior, enormously stirring drama . . .

an impressive and thought-provoking document."
— Rose Pelswick, Journal

"Deserves a place among the important motion pictures

of 1937." — J. T. McManus, Times

" 'Dead End' is a typical Goldwyn production. ..breathtak-

ing .. . more enjoyable than the play." — Eileen Creeiman, Sun

"More than a first-rate screen melodrama...it is excellent."

— Howard Barnes, Herald-Trib.

"Uniformly superior—highly entertaining belongs close to

the top of your preferred picture list." -Archer Winston, Post

DEAD END, another smash hit from SAMUEL GOLDWYN
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& * Reviews o$ the Hew Fittns ik A
"100 Men and a Girl"
with Deanna Durbin, Leopold Stokowski,

Adolphe Menjou
Universal 84 mins.

HUMAN INTEREST STORY MAKES
SUPERB ENTERTAINMENT AND PERFECT
BOX OFFICE.
Tugging at the heart strings with its hu-

man interest story, superbly translated

into entertainment, "100 Men and a Girl"

is as close to perfect box office as any-

thing that has come out of Hollywood in

many a day. It will quicken the pulse of

moviegoer and exhib alike, providing for

the former 84 minutes of expertly fused

comedy, emotionalism and fine music and

assuring the latter rapidly spinning turn-

stiles and ticket choppers. And, surpris-

ingly perhaps, it accomplishes this end
without resort to the conventional love

story with which both stage and screen

are so familiar. Nor, moreover, will that

omission be noted by the average patron,

thanks to the high intelligence of Joseph
Pasternak and Henry Koster, responsible for

the production. Believe it or not, but there

is virtually as much heart appeal in the ef-

forts of little Deanna Durbin to find a job

for her trombone-playing dad and his un-

employed musical cronies as in any boy-

meets-girl pattern. Deanna gives an ut-

terly charming performance, and her vocal

work spells further critical raves. Her
moments of comedy—particularly the scenes

when she is gaining entrance to the audi-

torium where Leopold Stokowski is con-
ducting an orchestra rehearsal—are cork-

ing. Incidentally, Universal's experiment
via Stokowski of the Philadelphia ork has

resulted happily. No actor, Stokowski here
is the better for it, if anything; and con-
ducting, he gives the role a needed dynamic
and dramatic emphasis. Adroitly photog-
raphed, they'll not soon forget trie picture

of Stokowski conducting, Adolphe Menjou
as the jobless dad, Eugene Pallette as the
industrialist who becomes the symphony's
sponsor, Mischa Auer as an unemployed
flutist, Alice Brady as the flighty society

matron and Billy Gilbert, Jack Smart and
Frank Jenks, three latter handling other

comedy assignments, turn in well rounded
portrayals. Clever bits of business promise
to have 'em talking about "Koster touches"
after this one gets around. The film is

studded with fine music, splendidly re-

corded. Numbers include classics by Mo-
zart, Tschaikowski, Berlioz, Wagner, Liszt,

Verdi and Herold, and a popular piece, "A
Hearts That's Free," by Thomas T. Railey

and Alfred G. Robyn. Miss Durbin is al-

lotted four songs. Story itself is simple—the

adventures and misadventures encountered
by Deanna in finding jobs for 100 unem-
ployed musicians. Secret of its pulling

power is in the way it is told on the

screen. Production values are very good.

Cast: Deanna Durbin, Leopold Stokowski,

Adolphe Menjou, Alice Brady, Eugene Pal-

lette, Mischa Auer, Billy Gilbert, Alma Kru-
ger, Jack Smart, Jed Prouty, Jameson
Thomas, Howard Hickman, Frank Jenks,
<~' stian Rub, Gerald Oliver Smith, Jack

I Wall.

Executive Producer, Charles R. Rogers;

Associate Producer, Joseph Pasternak; Di-

rector, Henry Koster; Screenplay, Bruce
Manning, Charles Kenyon, Hans Kraly;

Cameraman, Joseph Valentine; Film Editor,

Bernard W. Burton.

Direction, Tops Photography, Splendid.

'First Lady'
with Kay Francis, Preston Foster, Anita

Louise, Walter Connolly

Warners 82 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RICH IN COMEDY AND SATIRE, PIX

NETS A FULL QUOTA OF LAUGHS.

None of the rich comedy and satire of

the play has been lost in the transfer of

"First Lady" to the screen. Stanley Logan
has done a high class job of directing, get-

ting a full quota of laughs out of the vari-

ous sequences. Harry Joe Brown rates

credit as associate producer, while Row-
land Leigh supplied the screenplay. Kay
Francis does fine work, and Verree Teas-

dale, in her best role to date, gives a su-

perb performance. Walter Connolly is a

delight as a dyspeptic member of the Su-

preme Court, who pays more attention to

his fishing and radio than to his wife.

Louise Fazenda is a heavy laugh-getter as

a reform leader. Preston Foster, Grant

Mitchell, Henry O'Neill, Anita Louise, Vic-

tor Jory, Marjorie Rambeau, Gregory Gaye,

Eric Stanley and Marjorie Gateson are

among the important principals. Kay Fran-

cis, a leader in Washington society and

grand-daughter of an old political war-horse,

tries to outwit her rival, Verree Teasdale,

by having Verree's husband, Connolly, pro-

posed for the Presidency by Louise Fazenda

and her group. Kay's plan boomerangs

when Mitchell, whose papers have a cir-

culation of 20,000,000, O'Neill, a judge,

and others join in the movement and in-

duce Connolly to become a candidate.

However, Kay is resourceful and discloses

that Verree has never been legally di-

vorced from her second husband, Gaye, a

European. This forces Connolly to with-

draw in favor of Kay's husband, Preston

Foster.

Cast: Kay Francis, Preston Foster, Anita

Louise, Walter Connolly, Verree Teasdale,

Victor Jory, Marjorie Rambeau, Marjorie

Gateson, Louise Fazenda, Henry O'Neill,

Grant Mitchell, Eric Stanley, Lucile Glea-

son, Sara Haden, Harry Davenport, Gregory

Gaye, Olaf Hytton.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Asso-

ciate Producer, Harry Joe Brown; Director,

Stanley Logan; Play by George S. Kauf-

man, Katharine Dayton; Screenplay, Row-

land Leigh; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Art

Director, Max Parker; Editor, Ralph Daw-
son; Recording Engineer, Stanley Jones;

Musical Director, Leo B. Forbstein.

Direction, High Class. Photography, Very

Good.

FOREIGN
"Intermezzo"

American Tobis 92 Mins.

FINELY FASHIONED MUSICAL RO-
MANCE THAT WILL SCORE HEAVILY
WITH AUDIENCES.

If this musical romance is a fair criterion

of what the new season has in store for

foreign film enthusiasts, their entertain-

ment prospects can be set down as genu-

inely bright, for "Intermezzo" takes hold

of the career of a young singer whose
aspirations to scale the ladder of fame,

and the barriers which must be sur-

mounted, and, despite the frequent em-
ployment of this theme by picture makers

both here and abroad, recounts with de-

cided originality the story at hand. Tresi

Rudolph essays this leading feminine role,

checking in with a fine, effective and
sympathetic performance which scores all

the more decisively because of her magne-
tic personality and natural charm. In a

major sense, the top rung of fame's ladder

is not the emotional objective of the

screenplay, but rather is the attainment

of romance by this girl, who holds mar-
riage as an impediment to professional

success. That love must be sacrificed

and duty embraced in its stead is evidenced

in the initial sequences, wherein she runs

out of a marriage ceremony, literally at

the church, leaving Erich Fiedler brideless.

Subsequently she gambles away her money,

and her voice to Albrecht Schoenhals who
takes charge of her career, and with whom
she eventually falls in love. The entire

cast is top flight as are the photography

and direction. On every count "Inter-

mezzo" is well worth viewing.

Cast: Tresi Rudolph, Albrecht Schoen-

hals, Franz Weber, Hansi Arnstead, Erich

Fiedler, Ernst Legal, S. O Schoening, Hilde

Schlezak.

A Majestic film; directed by Josef von

Baky; Music by Theo Mackeben. Present-

ed at the 86th Street Casino Theater.

"65, 66 Och Jag"
("65, 66 and I")

Scandinavian Talking Picts. 85 Mins.

EXCELLENT COMEDY, SWIFTLY
PACED, CAPABLY ACTED AND EQUIP-
PED WITH ENGLISH TITLES.

Out of Sweden bobs this swell little

comedy whose native dialogue is no hin-

drance to a full understanding of the story

by U. S. audiences. The title, regardless

of its apparently mysterious nature, is

derived from the numbers received by re-

cruits at a military camp. The entire

affair is slapstick and that less blatant

type of humor termed farce. Thor Modeen
is a wealthy merchant whose clothes are

stolen while he is in swimming, those of

an evader of military service being left

in their stead. There is, since the two

characters involved in the unfortunate

switch are prototypes, an acute mix-up,

Modeen being forced to go to military

camp, while Arthur Cederborgh, the evader,

is cast into jail for minor misdemeanors of

which Modeen is guilty. Greta Wenne-
berg, Modeen's daughter, eventually weds

Allan Bohlin, under whom her father serves

at the encampment. The film is splen-

didly paced, commendably played and di-

rected. The settings are consistently in-

teresting. Few comedies from foreign stu-

dios possess the vitality and hilarity of this

one.

Cast: Thor Modeen, Calle Hagman, Elof

Ahrle, Katie Rolfsen, Allan Bohlin, Elsa

Carlson, Greta Wenneberg, Nils Jacobson,

Arthur Cederborgh, Hugo Jacobson, Sigge

Furst, Kalle Kinch, Olaf Riego.

Director, Anders Henrikson; Author,

Axel Frisches. Presented at the Cinema de

Paris.

"Piccola Mia"
("My Little One")

Cine Lux Corp. 65 Mins.

UNCONVINCING MARITAL DRAMA
HANDICAPPED BY BOTH INEPT ACT-
ING AND DIRECTION.

Despite the dramatic potentialities of

the story, which relates how a young wife

rebels against the enslavement of a love-

less marriage and is bent upon forsaking

her husband and her child for another

man, with whom she is carrying on an

affair, this film is unconvincing. A con-

siderable degree of its artificiality and
consequent failure to play upon audience

emotions is due to the direction, which
is faltering, and the performance of Ger-
mana Paolieri, who appears somewhat dis-

tracted in the role of the wife. The end-

ing is happy and idealistic, for when she

is finally cast aside by her lover, a recon-

ciliation takes place between her and the

man whose trust she betrayed. Forgiveness

is the consequence of the critical illness

of her chlid, attending which Ernesto Sab-

batini, the husband, takes her back again.

Cast: Germana Paolieri. Guido Celami,

Ernesto Sabbatini, Lola Braccini, Alesandro

De Stefani.

Producer, Fornesina State Laboratories;

Director, Eugenio Di Liguori. Presented at

the Broadway Cine Roma.

SHORTS
"Community Sing"
(Series 1, No. 5)

Columbia 10 '/2 Mins.
Good Songfest Short

Figuratively, audiences become
the passengers on an old-fashioned
Mississippi River back - wheeler,
whose "captain" is Gene Morgan,
the M.C. of the reel. As the boat
puffs lazily along a watercourse,
Donald Grayson leads the commun-
ity sing. The pop songs are "Are
You From Dixie," "Carolina In the
Morning," "My Old Kentucky
Home," "Mammy," "Carry Me Back
To Old Virginny," and for a wind-
up the South's great melody
"Dixie." Grayson's voice and ap-
pearance qualify him for the spot
he holds. Reel is, like its predeces-
sors in the series, well-suited to ful-

fill the purpose for which it was
conceived and produced. All lyrics

are provided for patron vocalizing
via flash-in titles.

"Drug Store Follies"

Columbia 9'/2 Mins.

Routine Vaude Reel

To furnish a setting for the group
of vaude divertissements, a drug
store has been selected, and to this

the stuttering Roscoe Ates goes for
a plaster to alleviate his lumbago.
The comic's impediment in speaking
results in his being shunted from
counter to counter and department
to department because of the inabil-

ity of the "clerks" to find out just

what he wants. En route,—this be-
ing a unique kind of drug store

where entertainment is on tap,—he
witnesses Carolyn Marsh sing "Star
Dust"; sees The Leslies, dancing
trio, exhibit a snappy tap routine in

swing; George Moore's juggling, and
Texas Jim Lewis and his Lone Star
Cowboys dash off a ditty on their

guitars, accordion and bass viol.

Ates, after driving around the es-

tablishment in his auto gets his

plaster. It's a routine short that
follows the general pattern of kin-
dred musical tab reels.
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# * * NEWS of the DAY * * |>
Scottsbluff, Neb.—In preparation

for the annual September Greater
Show drive on the Gibraltar circuit,

the Bluffs theater here got a new
cooling system and cushioned chairs
on the main floor and the Egyptian
new carpeting throughout and new
drapes and curtains for box-office,

foyer and mezzanine. The Egyptian
also will celebrate its 10th anni-
versary during the drive.

Chicago— Ross Herman, Warner
outside territory salesman, is back
from Michigan lakes with plenty
of fish stories; so is Bill Kahl, vet-
eran Illinois traveler for the Chi-
cago branch office.

Omaha— Branch Manager Harry
Shumow of M-G-M announces pro-
motion of Ellis Shafton, second
booker in the local exchange, to
salesman in the Omaha exchange.
Replacing him as assistant to first

Booker Hazel Andersen is Fred
Armington, transferred from the
Des Moines office. Fellow employees
of the local exchange gave Shafton
a farewell party and gift of lug-
gage.

Chicago—The Loomis Theater is

using premiums to stimulate week-
day attendance.

Fulda, Minn.—The 400-seat Fulda
has been opened by owner, George
Rauenhorst.

New Orleans— Noel Smith, for-
mer manager of Morth Singer's,
Liberty, has been appointed assis-
tant manager and treasurer of the
St. Charles, a rival theater next
door to his former place of employ-
ment.

Northfield, Minn.—The Grand here
will be reopened Sept. 12, according
to Everett Dilley, owner.

Chicago—Boys along film row are
extending congratulations to L. F.
Grand, Warner Standard Theater
manager, on the arrival of a baby
boy at the Grand Milwaukee home,
while Steve Fitzgerald of the Cosmo
Theater of the Warner circuit, re-

ports a new baby girl at his home.

Cleveland — The Penn Square,
closed all summer, has re-opened.
Al Shulman operates the house.

New Orleans—Bill Pierce, scenar-
ist and production head for Univer-
sal in Hollywood, was a visitor here
this week with his wife. Another
visitor was Lola Andrew, Hollywood
scripter.

St. Paul, Minn.—George Ostrand

On the Marquee
Naw Orleans—On the marquee of a

neighborhood theater:

"Mama Steps Out" with Allison Skip-
worth and the Three Stooges.

and Larry Neumann have reopened
the remodeled De Luxe nabe. The
house had been dark for several
seasons.

Cleveland—Nat L. Lefton, presi-

dent of Republic Pictures of Ohio,
will fool his hay fever this year by
spending the sneezing weeks in

northern Michigan.

Cincinnati—Wiethe's new theater
at Bond Hill, Cincy suburb, will be
called the Bond, and is set for Oc-
tober opening.

Holyoke, Mass. — Paul Kessler,
manager of the Suffolk theaters, has
returned from a vacation spent
motoring through the Ozark Moun-
tains.

Kennebec, S. D.—Completely re-

modeled, the Rex Theater has been
reopened.

Cleveland — The Garfield, closed
for several months for repairs fol-

lowing a fire, has reopened. Frank
Porozinski and W. Balcorski own
and operate the house.

Bountiful, Utah—Fire did $10,000
estimated damage to the Bountiful
Theater. Audience of 500 filed out.

Blaze started in the projection
booth.

Cincinnati — William Onie-W. A.
Johnston Playdate Drive has been
set for months of October-Novem-
ber.

Milwaukee — Jim Keefe, former
advertising and publicity director
for Fox Wisconsin Agency Corp.,
has been named manager of the cir-

cuit's Wisconsin theater here. Un-
der a newly adopted policy, theater
managers are to be responsible for
their own publicity. John Jaster
continues in a major capacity in

the circuit's advertising depart-
ment.

Detroit—James Cleaver, son of
Raoul Cleaver, manager of Imperial
Pictures of Michigan, celebrated his

first year wedding anniversary on
Aug. 22, and on Aug. 23, Mrs.
James Cleaver presented him with a
7-pound, 4-ounce baby girl. Mother
and child—and the proud grand-
father—are doing well.

Cleveland—Don Jacobs has been
promoted from manager of the
Lyric, Portsmouth to be manager
of Warners' Lake Theater, down-
town first run house which re-

opens Sept. 4 after a two - year
period of inactivity. Dick Crusiger
is being transferred from manager
of the Plaza, Sandusky, to succeed
Jacobs in Portsmouth and Clarence
Sletz is being promoted from assist-
ant to manager of the Sandusky
houses. All appointments were made
by Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
following his policy of promotion
from the ranks.

Cincinnati—Phil Chakeras, Chak-

eras Circuit, who is remodeling his

theater at Zenia extensively, is now
a grandfather. An 8% -pound son,

Philip James, having been born to

his daughter, Mrs. Frank Collins.

Dallas—A motion picture will be
produced soon in Dallas through the
joint efforts of the Dallas Little

Theater, the Dallas Cine Club, and
the Dallas Camera Club. Directing
it will be Charles Meredith, director
of the Dallas Little Theater, and at

the cameras will be M. D. McCarty,
former newsreel cameraman, and
C. D. Jacobs, formerly with the late

Martin Johnson.

Cleveland — The Galion Theater
Co. has been incorporated by Ed-
ward A. Liebenthal, L. I. Kirtz, and
Jerome M. Friedlander, as prin-
cipals.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—The Orpheum
Theater Building at Calhoun and
Douglas Ave. has been leased to

Roy Stirk for five years to be used
for a bowling alley, following ex-
tensive remodeling.

Saybrook, Conn.—The opening of

the newly-constructed Bonoff The-
ater here has been delayed until

next week because of specially-

ordered authentic Colonial fixtures

and decorations.

Cincinnati—Jean Michaels of the
Best Theater, Freeburn, Ky., is re-

ceiving congratulations on the ar-
rival of a son.

Montreal, Que.—Howard Knevels
returns to the city as manager of
Loew's theater. Knevels was for-

merly manager of the Famous Play-
ers' theater in Halifax, N. S.

Dallas — Officials of the Greater
Texas and Pan-American Exposi-
tion here admit that negotiations
are under way to get the Ritz
Brothers as an Expedition attrac-
tion, following the appearance of

Bob Burns, Sept. 23. It is reported
that Burns is receiving $5,000 a
day for his Exposition visit, which
was the same figure given Jack
Benny.

Cincinnati—Henry Hunt and B.
M. Peterson, National Theater Sup-
ply, attended the West Virginia ex-
hibitors' convention at White Sul-
phur Springs. Others attending
from this sec Lor were Max Mar-
golis, Repub.ic; Bill Onie, Mono-
gram; Pete Niland, Herman Booth
and Sam Oshrey of GB.

Naugatuck, Conn.— The Alcazar,
now operated by Lou Anger and
George Rabbott, has been closed for
two weeks for complete renovation.
Modern Theater Equipment will re-
seat and install new booth and
equipment, while Alvin Studios re-
decorate.

Chicago—Jack Rose of the Illi-

nois and Indiana Theater Circuit
has returned from an extended

eastern vacation. Sam Stanos of the
Capitol Theater at Whiting is back
from his annual fishing trip and Rex
Williams of the Hoosier Theater is

back from an extended motor trip.

Rector. Ark.—The Palace Theater,
which has been closed for two
months, has reopened.

Cincinnati — Universal's Frank
Schreiber is vacationing in the
Smoky Mountains.

Fort Worth, Tex.—I. B. Adelman
will open a new theater in Tulsa,
Okla., Sept. 10. Adelman formerly
owned the Delman of Houston and
the Tivoli of Fort Worth.

Montreal, Que.—Loew's theater's

policy is being changed to include
stage presentations twice monthly.

Chicago—The LaSalle Theater of

the Jones, Linick and Schaefer cir-

cuit has been reopened after a thor-

ough overhauling.

Providence—William Brown, for-

mer house manager at RKO-Albee
Theater, has been made managing
director of that house. Ken Rock-
well, formerly at RKO-Fordham, is

new house manager under Brown.

Indianapolis—The Garfield, one of

the Tamler Circuit group, is being
remodeled throughout and increas-

ing seating capacity to 600.

Tell City, Ind.—George Settos has
acquired the Rialto and Royal here.

The houses were formerly owned
and operated by Wendel Werner.

Lincoln, Neb. — Martin Cooper-
smith, former exploitationist here

with the Lincoln Theaters Corp., re-

ports in early September in Gree-

ley, Colo., where he'll be manager
of the Park, a second-runner. Coop-
ersmith is a nephew of J. H. Cooper,

the New Yorker, who has theater

holdings in Nebraska, Oklahoma
and Colorado.

Indianapolis—Bert Jolly, mana-
ger, Ross Federal Checking Service,

and treasurer of the Indianapolis

Variety Club, will join the home
office force in New York.

Rouyn, Que.—Letters patent have

been granted to Theater & Enter-

prises, Ltd., whose capital stock

consists of 49,999 shares of $1 each.

Indianapolis — The Empress has

has been leased to L. Goulden and

will operate under the name of

Goulden's-Fox Theater.

Revivals Fill in Gaps
Minneapolis—Revivals are playing

big part in Minneapolis show busine..

with many nabes depending on them to

fill the gaps caused by late delivery of

new products caused by zoning. "Scar-
face," "Imitation of Life," all Will
Roger's pix, and several others are

among the revivals.
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j|
Licenses from erpi

{Continued from Page 1)

in the continental United States,

Alaska and Hawaiian Islands.

The granting of licenses was an-

nounced in joint statements by
Whitford Drake, Erpi president; E.

I G. Hines, GTE president, and Jos.

: B. Gleckner, president of Motio-

I graph.
It was said on behalf of Erpi that

J

the company was willing to license

any other responsible firm to use
I the patents. A spokesman said that
1 Western Electric, which has been

! manufacturing the sound equipment
' sold by Erpi has no intention of

i quitting the manufacture of such
equipment at this time.

A deal has been discussed under
which Erpi would dispose of its ser-

vicing and parts supply business to

a combination of its own employes
I and outside interests. It was stated

Ithat no action on this matter will be
!s taken for some time.

The contracts restrict the licen-
''

sees to the sale of parts only for
repair, equipment and maintenance
of machines they individually manu-
facture.

Writ Action to Halt Booing of Ad Films Withdrawn
Tifton, Ga.—The right—or lack of it—to boo commercial ad. films on movie screens

won't be determined by the courts here after all. Counsel for the Tifton Theater,
operated by the R. E. Martin interests of Columbus, has dropped a $10,000 damage
suit and injunction against seven reported leaders of a booers' club and the Tifton
Gazette.

Louis J. Joel Dead
Jacksonville, Fla.—Louis J. Joel,

60, manager of the Casiono Theater,
• died recently at his home here.

Esquire, Reopening, Will

House "The Spanish Earth"

Esquire Theater on Eighth Street
will be reopened by the manage-
ment of the 55th Street Playhouse
to house "The Spanish Earth" which
must terminate its engagement at
the 55th St. theater on Sept. 10, be-
cause of a prior booking. "The Span-
ish Earth" will have played three
weeks at the 55th St. Playhouse. It

has been doing excellent business.
"The Lower Depths," French pic-

ture released by Arthur Mayer and
Joseph Burstyn will open Sept. 10
at the 55th St. Playhouse.

Pollak Opening In Dallas

Adolph Pollak, general manager
of Theater Trailer Corp., leaves
New York today by plane for Dallas
to officially open company's new
branch there, and en route will make
stopovers in Chicago and Kansas
City, subsequently visiting Mem-
phis, Nashville and Atlanta. Upon
his return to the home office, Pol-
lak plans to sail for England to es-

tablish a London branch for his or-

ganization to service exhibitors in

the British Isles.

French Popular Front Goes
Into Movie Producing Biz

Paris — First attempt to raise
money for film production by direct

public subscription, recently insti-

tuted by the French Popular Front,
has brought in over $250,000, which
will be alloted to the making of "La
Marseillaise," a film with French
historical background to be directed
by Jean Renoir.

Subscriptions of ten francs and
less were received from many per-
sons not in the Popular Front. Each
subscriber received a certificate en-
titling him to share in the profits.

The film is now in production.
Other films are planned.

WITT TO REPRESENT

GOLDWYN IN EUROPE

{Continued from Page 1)

conferring with Goldwyn during the
past three weeks, was the founder
and director of Reunion Films.
More recently he was managing di-
rector for 20th Century-Fox in the
Near East and for several years was
associated with newspapers both in
England and on the Continent.

Col. Closes Texas Deal

Columbia has closed a product
deal with the Jefferson Amusement
Co. of Texas involving the features,
shorts and serials on the company's
1937-38 output and for several sub-
sequent years. The contracts for the
franchise were negotiated by Gor-
don Clemmons acting for the cir-

cuit and Sam Moscow and Jack Un-
derwood for Columbia. Deal covers
24 situations in the Dallas territory.

Para., Levy, Walsh File

Anti-Trust Suit Denials

{Continued from Page 1)

Orange County Theaters, Inc., op-
erators of the Academy, Newburgh.
The plaintiff claims unfair clear-
ances have been granted some of his
competitors. Other defendants are
RKO Radio, 20th-Fox, Big "U" Film
Exchange, Jos. Lee and Netco The-
aters Corp.

Gotham Opens Tonight
The new Delmar Theater, former-

ly the Gotham Theater, at 138th
Street and Broadway, opens tonight
with "Saratoga." This 2200-seat
house has been completely rejuven-
ated by Joe Hornstein Inc., and is

now under the management of
Harry Harris and Ruden, Rapf &
Lederer.

NOW BOOKING
Exclusive Official Motion Pictures of the World's

International Heavyweight Championship

BETWEEN

JOE LOUIS
Heavyweight Champion of the World

TOMMY FARR
British Empire Heavyweight Champion

Rreahinq All Records at
JOE LOUIS TOMMY FARR

RIALTO—RKO Greater New York—WARNER Circuit, FABIAN—SCH INE—SKOURAS—
LOEW—RANDFORCE, SHEA'S Buffalo and the leading circuits of the State

WIRE—WRITE OR CALL
SUPER SPORTS ATTRACTIONS, INC.

SOLE OWNERS AND DISTRIBUTORS—JACK DIETZ, General Manager

723 SEVENTH AVENUE LOngacre 3-5562-5563 NEW YORK CITY
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SOUTHIO WEIGHING

ADMISSION INCREASE

(Continued from Page 1)

ating head of the company, in New
York yesterday. Houses which will

be affected, in event the plan is

materialized, will be the Paramount
at Middletown, Paramount at Ham-
ilton and the Palace at Marion.

Prices were raised five cents re-

cently in the Marion at Marion,
Sorg at Middletown and the Rialto

at Hamilton, thus making the lowest
price 15 cents.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

French Set Higher Prices

on American Film Rights

French producers are making bet-

ter pictures and showing a profit

for the first time in many years

with the result that they are now
asking very big prices for Amer-
ican rights, it was said yesterday
by Martin Lewis, managing direc-

j

tor of the 55th St. Playhouse, who

.

is just back from a trip abroad.

!

Some of the desirable French pic-
\

tures can't be touched, Lewis said.

Up to this year the producers had
been losing money and so were glad
to get whatever they could for

American rights, figuring it as so

much velvet. But with profits from
French showings alone running to

several hundred thousand dollars,

the producers are holding out for
stiff prices, said Lewis.

Outlook for foreign pictures in

the U. S. this season is excellent,

Lewis stated.

British Circuit in Ulster
Londonderry — A prominent but

unidentified English motion picture
theater company is planning to

build a circuit of cinemas in North-
ern Ireland. The company is ask-
ing for sites of at least 100 feet
frontage and 200 to 300 feet in

depth. Towns selected for opera-
tions are Larne, Lisburn, Ballymena,
Coleraine, Banbridge, Newry, Ban-
gor and Ards.

the production of 12 British short
subjects in Technicolor to be han-
dled by an American distributing
company throughout the world.

B & K Tourney on Sept. 9
Chicago—The annual golf tourna-

ment of the Balaban and Katz Em-
ployes Association has been post-

poned to Sept. 9 and will be held

at the White Pine Golf Club, Ben-
sonville. Charles Burrus of the
Nortown theater is general chair-

man and Ted Boisumeau of the
Terminal theater heads the prize

committee. About 150 golfers are

expected to take part in the annual
get together.

I. E. Lopert Returns
I. E. Lopert, president of Pax

Films, returned this week following
a six weeks' business trip to Europe.
While abroad, he purchased the
American rights to the Nero pro-

duction, "Princess Tarakanova,"
starring Francoise Rosay.

Graver In Chi. for RCA
Chicago—R. A. Graver has been

named Chicago district manager for

RCA. He came from the Cleve-

land district where he was in charge
during the past year.

"Burning Up the Opposition"

Port of Spain, Trinidad (By Cable)—
Two theater executives were sentenced
here to long prison terms. They were
convicted of attempting to burn the

largest theater of a rival circuit.

BBC's Film Talk Series

London—The British Broadcast-
ing Co. has created a panel of list-

eners throughout the country for a

special series of six radio talks on
motion pictures. Robert Herring
will deliver the first talk and Henry
Turner the second. Talks will be
given every other Sunday. Others
to speak in the series are W. Farr,

secretary of the British Film Insti-

tute, Andrew Rice, Graham Green
and Miss C. A. Lejeune.

30,000 Miles of Film
London—The GB Movietone News

Theater, Shaftesbury Avenue, re-

cently celebrated its eighth birth-

day. During the eight years it has
screened more than 30,000 miles of

news films, it announces, and more
than 2,534,000,000 separate pictures
have passed through the projecting
machine.

British Technicolor Shorts

London—Horace Shepherd of In-

spiration Films is negotiating for

''Souls" Opens In London
London— Pararhount's "Souls at

Sea" opens its English career to-

morrow at the Plaza here.

Collaborate on Film Festivals
Brussels — Negotiations between

Carl Vincent, president of the In-

ternational Cinema Festivals of

Brussels, and Dr. Ottavio Croze, di-

rector of the International Exposi-

tions of Cinema Art of Venice, have
resulted in an agreement to collab-

orate on future film expositions.

BCM, New Producing Co.,

Enters Independent Field

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A new producing

company enters the independent

field with the organization of BCM
Productions, with Leo J. McCarthy
as producer, Charles A. Browne, as-

sociate producer, and Elmer Clif-

ton as director.

McCarthy, recently associated as

a producer at Republic, resigned a

few weeks ago to enter the inde-

pendent field, and associated himself

with Charles A. Browne, also a

former Republic director.

The first pix, now in production,

is entitled "Assassin of Youth," and

is based on surveys compiled by Dr.

A. E. Fossier of New Orleans. Cast

includes Luana Walters, Arthur
Gardner, Dorothy Short, Earl Dwire
and Gertrude Astor.

Governor Praises "Alamo"
Austin, Tex. — Anthony Xydias

showed his picture, "Heroes of the

Alamo," to Governor Allred of Tex-

as at the Paramount Theater, here.

Governor Allred expressed high
praise for the picture and predicted

a big success for the picture in Tex-

as. It will be given a world pre-

miere opening by the Interstate

Theaters in their Texas Theater,

San Antonio, on Sept. 24.

Kline Going to Spain
Herbert Kline, who produced

"Fury Over Spain", will leave for

Madrid in about two weeks to make
a second picture of the Spanish con-

flict.

Under in Agency Field

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Linder, formerly

New York stage producer and one
of the leading vaudeville bookers
there, has entered the motion pic-

ture agency field here at 8741 Sun-
set Boulevard. Linder has produced
such shows as Mae West in "Dia-
mond Lil," "The Squealer," "Cor-
tez," "The Honor Code" and others.

Linder also plans to produce legiti-

mate shows on the Coast in the fall.

Alaskan Theater Sold

Seattle—The Variety of Peters-

burg, Alaska, which has been under
lease to B. F. Shearer of Seattle,

has been sold by Rasmus Enge to

W. D. Gross, Souhteast Alaskan the-

ater owner and manager of the
Alaska Film Exchange. Gross is

closing the Variety for the present
and will continue operation of his

Coliseum at Petersburgh, along with
7 other theaters in the Northland
territory.

Vaude In Albany's Grand
Albany—The Grand Theater (A

Fabian house) which has been a dou-
ble-feature, first-run house for over
a year announces vaudeville with
one first run picture starting Sept.
10. Larry Cowan will be managing
director of the weekly stage units.

Oscar Perrin will remain as house
manager.

END ARGUMENTS IN,

PARA.-MPLS. tim
(.Continued from Page 1)

time final briefs, affidavits and coun-
ter-affidavits must be filed.

Allied counsel afterwards said
they were pleased over the progress
made and claimed that they had
made headway towards establishing
their allegations that Paramount
came into court "with unclean
hands" over the breach of contract
issue.

Both Judge Devaney and Louis
Schwartz argued for Allied and
James Shearer for Paramount be-
fore Federal Judge Nordbye.

Fight Films Do Okay
Louis-Farr fight pictures are do-'

ing okay business and are playing
most of the metropolitan circuits,

j

according to Jack Dietz of Super-'
Sports Attractions, which is distrib-
uting the film.

r

Furey With Bernie Office
Charles Furey has become asso-

ciated with the Ben Bernie office.

New Orleans—Mort Singer's Or-
pheum theater gets the Farr-Louis
fight pictures.

Mono. Exchange Adds Two
Minneapolis—William Crystal and

Morris Steinman have been added to
Monogram's Minneapolis exchange
sales staff, according to Branch Mani-

|

ager Charles Weiner. Crystal, form-
erly with Majestic Pictures, will
handle the North and South Dakota
territories. Steinman, formerly dis-
trict distribution manager for the
St. Paul Despatch, will represent
southern Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Sanucci with Finney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY '

Hollywood—Frank Sanucci has
joined the Edward Finney production
unit at Grand National as musical
director, and will handle music on

ji

all eight Tex Ritter musical west- U,

erns which Finney will produce for
Grand National this season.

Gordon, Kelley with M-G-M
Daniel Gordon and Ray Kelley,

cartoon directors, animators and
general-all-around men, have been
signed for the new cartoon unit that \\\

M-G-M is setting up.

MPAA Meeting Deferred
Detroit—The meeting of the Mich-

igan Producers and Agents Associa-
tion which was to have been held
Aug. 30 was postponed until a later

date, when members have returned
to the city from vacations.

Wilcox In Venice
Venice (By Cable) — Anna Neagle,

star of "Victoria the Great," reached
Venice today at the express invitatji

of the Italian Government, to part|'

pate in ceremonies attending the F

International Exhibition of Cinemar^
graphic Art. Accompanying Miss Neagle
were Producer Herbert Wilcox and Phil

Reisman, Foreign Sales Manager for

RKO Radio Pictures, world distributors

of this romance.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

^iLFRED E. GREEN, one of the
1 outstanding horse fanciers of

[ollywood, achieves a lifetime am-
ition in his assignment to direct

Thoroughbreds Don't Cry," for

I-G-M, with a cast headed by
lickey Rooney, Sophie Tucker and
udy Garland.
It will be his chance to put on
he screen the story of thorough-

red horses and their devotion to

he men who own them.
Green has one of Hollywood's

irgest racing stables and his huge
anch near Pomona is devoted al-

lost exclusively to raising thor-

ughbred racing stock. Yet, he has
eldom had a chance in his long
icreen career to glorify the animals

ie admires and develops.

T T T

Casting assignments— Universal

:

Villiam Gargan, "A Young Man's
''ancy"; Jack Mulhall, William Ben-
diet, Everette Brown, "Tim Tyler's

juck"; Ted Osborne, "Mightier Than
he Sword"; Grand National: Helen
Chandler, "Face the Facts"; Colum-

bia: Jack LaRue, Ed Brophy, Wil-

liam Bakewell, "The River of Miss-

ing Men"; Bess Flowers, Jane Ham-
lton, Ann Doran, Ralph Boyd, Dick
Curtis, "Women of the Night."

Y T

Two new story properties by noted
writers have been acquired by M-
M. They are "Jim, the Con-

peror," by Peter B. Kyne, and
'Listen, Darling," by Katharine
|3rush. Both are to be added to the
new season production list.IT T T

Clarence Brown has been as-

ligned to direct "Benefits Forgot,"
1 historic drama of the Civil War
>y Honore Willsie Morrow. Pic-

ure will be produced by John W.
^onsidine, Jr.

T t
Ruth Terry, 17-year-old contralto,

has been given a long-term contract
by 20th Century-Fox studios. The
young songstress was spotted by
talent scouts while singing in a
Miami night club, and signed her
contract after a New York screen
test.

T T
Dorothea Lawrence, the opera

star, is dickering with several stu-

dios concerning her story "By the
Dawn's Early Light," a dramatiza-
tion of the writing of the National
Anthem. A lineal descendent of

Francis Scott Key, Miss Lawrence
is eager to play the feminine lead in

the film, and this is one of the
points now being discussed.

-,eW-G-M Signs Jessner
tyetj Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
^Aillywood—Leopold Jessner, former

general manager of the Berlin State

Theater, has been signed as director

by M-G-M. His first picture has not

yet been announced.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 139 • • •

CRANK CAPRA. Columbia director. Native of Palermo, Sicily. Came to the

United States with his family as a boy, living in Los Angeles. Attended
Manual Arts High School, California Institute of Technology. During the

World War, served in the C.A.C. On leaving the service, became a tutor to

Anita Baldwin, "Lucky's" daughter. Although continuing his Cal-Tec studies,

access to the extensive Baldwin library diverted his ambitions from engineering

to writing. So, after graduation, instead of becoming an engineer, he de-

scended upon Hollywood. Finally got a job making "Screen Snapshots" for the

organization that later became Columbia. This was followed by a job as gag-

man for "Our Gang" Comedies. Then he moved to Mack Sennett's in the same
capacity for Harry Langdon. When Langdon
embarked upon full-length productions, Capra

was selected as director. Subsequently, one pic-

ture effort in the East, "For the Love 0' Mike,"

with Claudette Colbert, was a failure and Frank

went back to teing a gag-man at Sennett's.

Shortly after, however, Harry Cohn, president

of Columbia, gave him a chance to direct "The
Certain Thing," and Capra was on his way

to the top. Capra made 10 outstanding pic-

tures before he drew the attention of Holly-

wood with "Lady For A Day," with May Rob-

son. His Academy Award winner, "It Happened
One Night," gave him Number One rating.

Since then he has made "Broadway Bill," "Mr.

Deeds Goes To Town" and "Lost Horizon."

Ladislaus Bus-Fekete received a
month's leave of absence from M-
G-M to supervise the stage play,

"James," featuring Elissa Landi and
Vincent Price. Bus-Fekete leaves

Sept. 5th.

» » »

Lois Lindsay, former chorus girl

at Warner Bros., has been signed to

a seven year contract by Maurice
Conn. She will undergo training at

the Playhouse Theater, Hyannis,
Mass., and will return to the studio

for her first picture.

T T
B. F. Zeidman will place "Love

Runs Into Money," into production
early this month: It is an origin-

al by Erwin Gelsey and will be fol-

lowed by "So This Is Hollywood,"
by Jane Hinton Smith and Marjorie
Klein. "Rogues' Gallery," by Carroll
Graham and Marjorie Klein, has
been set as Zeidman's third Grand
National production.

T T T
Mervyn LeRoy has signed Rob-

ert Sinclair, Broadway stage direc-

tor, to a three-way contract under
the terms of which Sinclair will

write, direct and co-direct with Le-
Roy on the latter's productions for

Warner Bros, release.

T T T
Hans Kraly has been engaged by

Republic to write the screen play
of "Honolulu Holiday" under Asso-
ciate Producer John Auer.

John Howard has signed a new
contract with Paramount.

T r

William Darling, 20th Century-
Fox art director, is on his first

vacation in 19 years.

V T
Pauline Garon, star in the days of

silent pix, has been signed for a
role in "Blossoms On Broadway,"
the musical comedy which B. P.
SchuTberg is producing for Para-
mount with Edward Arnold and
Shirley Ross in the leading roles.

T T T

Mary Livingstone, has been as-

signed a leading role in "Straw Hat
In Summertime" by William LeBar-
on, managing director of production
for Paramount. Harry Clark and
Erwin Gelsey are writing the screen
play from a story by George Brad-
shaw involving the activities of a
group of little theater players at

Cape Cod.

T T T
Back from a vacation aboard his

yacht in Southern California and
Mexican waters, Errol Flynn, is

making a series of costume and
make-up tests in preparation for
his next picture, "The Adventures
of Robin Hood," in which he again
will be co-starred with Olivia de
Havilland. The picture will be
filmed entirely in Technicolor.

T T T

Solly Ward, long a favorite with
vaudeville audiences, gets his sec-

ond important screen role in "Love
In A Basement," new RKO Radio
production. Ward appeared first in

"Flight from Glory" for the same
studio.

T T T
Pat O'Brien will be co-starred

with Kay Francis, in "Return from
Limbo," directed by Stanley Logan.

T T T

Edwin L. Marin has started re-

hearsals on "The Ugly Duckling."
Judy Garland heads the cast.

T T T
Abe Meyer has been assigned the

musical supervision of the Maurice

Conn production of "Roaring Six
Guns," starring Kermit Maynard.
Meyer has just completed supervi-
sion of the musical recording for
the current Smith Bellew starring
vehicle, "Ride Along, Cowboy,"
which Sol Lesser is producing for
20th Century-Fox.

T T T

20th Century-Fox studio officials

announce a two-picture deal with
Stuart Irwin with "Second Honey-
moon" and "Checkers," as the ve-
hicles.

T T T
Spencer Tracy, Walt Disney and

J. Walter Ruben have been elected
members of the Riviera County
Club Polo.

Y T Y

George Folsey, cameraman of all

the Joan Crawford pictures, has
been assigned to the camera on
"Mannequin," Joan Crawford-Spen-
cer Tracy picture.

T T

Our Passing Show: J. L. Warner,
Jack Cohn, S. J. Briskin, B. B. Ka-
hane, Jesse L. Lasky, Hobart Bos-
worth, Sid Rogell, Carol Dunning,
Eddie and "Dad" Quillan, Howard
J. Green, Jules, Jack and Ben
White, Alan Dinehart, Paul Snell,
Albert Lewis, Harold B. Franklin,
Charles Irwin, Albert G. Ruben, J.

P. Normanly, Cliff Reid, Gus Kahn,
Arthur Landau, James McHugh, Joe
Brandt, Paul Gerard Smith, Howard
Bretherton, Lou Rantz, George Seid,
Fred Stone, Walter Myers, Harry
Warren, Dave Thompson, Johnny
Downs at the Father and Sons' an-
nual outing at the Uplifters ranch.

Y Y Y

Theodore Fligelstone, prominent
London exhibitor, is visiting the stu-
dios. He is a former president of
the Cinematographic Exhibitors As-
sociation of Great Britain.

Y Y Y

Director Sam Wood will start
production Tuesday on "Navy Blue
and Gold," Annapolis football story
with Robert Young, James Stewart,
Tom Brown and Barnett Parker in a
comedy role. Sam Zimbalist is the
producer.

T T T

Production on an original story by
Anthony Coldeway, entitled "Public
Defender," will get under way with-
in a fortnight at Warners.

T T T

Samuel Goldwyn has assigned An-
drea Leeds to the feminine roman-
tic lead in the "Goldwyn Follies."

Carol Hughes' Racing Turtle
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Film colony's entry in

the famed "Turtle Derby," an annual
affair to be held on Labor Day at
Paducah, Ky., is finding plenty of
backing here. The turtle, named "De-
tective Crane," after the main char-
acter in "The Westland Case," was
entered by Carol Hughes, feminine lead
in the pix.
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ALL OVER BROADWAY
OVER LABOR DAY

WEEK-END!...
as New York's big theatres save their

big holiday dates for 20th's big shows!

* "THIN ICE" at the ROXY!

* "BORNEO" at the RIALTO!

* "WILD AND WOOLLY" at

the CENTRAL!

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EVERYTHING" at the

PALACE and the R.K.O.

CIRCUIT. . . following its

record-smashing Rivoli run!

WEE WILLIE WINKIE"at 56
(count 'em) R.K.O. THEATRES
in New York and vicinity!
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Expect Bwrn^^Week-End Biz to be Highest in Years

FOX-MIDWEST INCREASE PRICES IN ¥_HOUSES

Pathe News to be Revamped; Adding "Name" Narrators

Newsreel, In New Dress, to

be Ready Late in

October
A new Pathe Newsreel, as it was

characterized yesterday by Allyn
Butterfield, Editor of Pathe News,
will be inaugurated, and the initial

issue distributed to film theaters in

late October.
Recently, Pathe News, Butterfield

said, has auditioned some 23 an-

nouncers to obtain several "name"
narrators. He further revealed that

Clem McCarthy's contract to nar-

rate sports is being continued; that

Joseph Johnstone, formerly of the

New York Daily News, engaged to
{Continued on Page 3)

BRITISH TRADE SEES

HIGHER ADMISSIONS

London (By cable) — A definite

rise in admission prices is foreseen

by the trade here. Advance, when
it comes, will reflect the marked
trend towards higher production

costs on both sides of the Atlantic.

Throughout the industry, the con-

sensus of opinion sees the likeli-

(Continued on Page 3)

300 Chi. Theaters Co-op

in Anti-Paralysis Move

Although yesterday was too early

to gauge the full effects of the ban
on theater attendance on children

under 16, Chicago film executives

were pessimistic as to its depres-
{Continued on Page 4)

Would Ban Akron Ad Films

Akron, 0.—Councilman Edmund Rowe
/oesn't propose to wait until the So-
ciety for the Prevention of Commercial
Advertisements in Motion Picture The-
aters establishes a booing chapter here.

He announced yesterday he will spon-

sor municipal legislation to ban ad
films from local screens. But inasmuch
as all councilmen receive passes, coun-
cil's action is problematical.

Conn. Bank Night Test Appeal Comes Up Sept. 11

Middletown, Conn.—Appeal has been taken by Ernest Dorau, manager of the Palace
Theater, defendant in the new Bank Night "test case," found guilty in the Town
Court of violation of the State Lottery Law, and fined $10. The case is returnable to

the Superior Court for Middlesex County Sept. 11. Pending the trial, many smaller
cities continue operation of the cash games, although previously notified for the sec-
ond time that these must cease by Sept. 1.

Musicals Have Widest B. O. Appeal

Nationally, Exhib. Check-up Shows
Musicals, generally speaking, have

the widest b.o. appeal at the pres-
ent time, according to a territorial

survey just completed by The Film
Daily.
Comedies press as a close second.

Canvass of some of the larger spots

serves to emphasize anew that sec-

tional likes are varied, and that no
common denominator for Holly-
wood's guidance is as yet possible.

Typical responses to The Film

Daily exhibitor symposium follow:

Chicago—While there is no unani-

mity of opinion on the part of local

exhibs. and circuit managers, con-
sensus indicates that musicals are
strong b.o. contenders here, closely
pressed by dramas and comedies.
Trend generally appears to be away
from so-called gangster stories. Best
bets in the nabes appear to be West-

(Continued on Page 4)

Presentations Planned at SMPE Banquet Oct. 13

Annual presentation of the SMPE
Progress Medal and the Journal
award will take place at the semi-
annual banquet planned Oct. 13 at

the Hotel Pennsylvania during the
organization's Fall convention. Of-
ficers-elect for 1938 will be intro-

duced and the affair will conclude
with entertainment and dancing.

The usual get-together luncheon
will be given Oct. 11.

Following are the Officers and
Committees in Charge—W. C. Kunz-
mann, Convention Vice-President;
J. I. Crabtree, Editorial Vice-Presi-

dent; S. K. Wolf, President; O. M.
Grunt, Financial Vice-President; G.

(Continued on Page 4)

Big Attractions and Double Holiday

Expected to Bring in Record Gross

No Further Delay in Guild

Shop, Eastern Studios Told

Screen Actors' Guild has noti-

fied Educational Pictures and Men-
tone that it can no longer delay
putting the closed shop into effect,

it was said yesterday by Mrs. Flor-
(Continued on Page 3)

There is every indication that the

current Labor Day week-end gros-

ses in Broadway theaters will be
the highest in years, with impor-
tant box-office attractions predom-
inating the street's entertainment
bill, according to house managers
yesterday. In addition to the reg-

ular holiday period, Jews will ob-
(Continued on Page 4)

New Schedule Providing Five

Cent Jump Becomes Ef-

fective Monday
Kansas City, Mo.—Announcement

has been made from the operating
offices here of the Fox-Midwest The-
aters of a general admission increase
to go into effect in approximately
85 houses in this territory Monday.
The new schedule which varies
slightly in each location calls for
an average increase of five cents.

In most houses prices for Sunday
and holiday matinees will be raised
to the former regular night prices.

Bargain balcony prices are being
eliminated in most situations while
B houses are being put on a sched-
ule calling for a 20 cent minimum
with no reduction on matinees. B

(Continued on Page 3)

U A CIRCUIT PLANS

NO EXPANSION MOVES

Although United Artists Theater
Circuit is always interested in "good
opportunities," no further circuit

or theater acquisitions are contem-
plated at the present time, stated a
spokesman yesterday in New York.
Company in June acquired a half
interest in the Robb & Rowley cir-

cuit, centering on Texas. It does
not plan to expand that group of
theaters, it was said.

U. A. Closes Deals With
Century, Durkee Circuits

Andy Smith, general sales man-
ager of United Artists, announced
yesterday that the Century Circuit
—Metropolitan area—deal had been

(Continued on Page 4)

Today's Slogan Suggestion
Modestly suggested is the following

slogan for product turned out by the
Vitaphone studio which is headed by
Sam Sax: "Shorts with Sax appeal."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

27 263/4 27 -f- Vi
24 235/s 24 + i/4

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

- 1/8

184V2 184 184 + 3

253/s 247/s 247/8 +"i
Vz

NEW YORK
A-0 6s46
6s41ww
B'way 3s55. . .

Picts. 6s55

Para. Picts. cv. 3]4s47

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39

79Vi 78 78
1053/4 1053/4 1053/4

2H/2 21 21 + !/4

148y2 H8I/2 1481/2 + 3

19 19 19 — l/s

9y8 91/2 9l/
2

8V8 8 1/8 8 i/s + l/s

351/2 35 35 + 3/4

141/a 133/4 137/s +

BOND MARKET

Keith
Loew
Para.

Para

100 100 100 + l/s

1001/4 100 100 — 1/4

90 90 90 + Vl

943/4 94i/4 94i/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 23,4 2% 25/8 -f-
l/
8

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2 -4- l/s

Technicolor 31 1/2 30V4 30y2 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 41/4 4 4
Universal Picts

N Y OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6'/2 s 1st '36.

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Flayhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6!/4s 1st '43..

.102
IOI/2

931/4

. 70

. 52

106
IIV2
941/2

72
54

Essaness Tries 10-15 Cent

Shows in Three Chi. Spots

Chicago—The Essaness circuit is

trying out 10 cent matinees and 15

cent nights at three of its neighbor-

hood theaters—the Joy, the Vic and

the Avon theaters. Wednesday and

Thursday shows are used for the

experiment.

-<^£DAILY Saturday, Sept. 4, 1937

• • • EXPLOITING a newsreel subject Universal
thought that exhibs could create extra box-office with the very
unusual pictures caught by their cameramen George Krainukov
and Howard Winner showing the bombing of Shanghai

so Joe Weil's exploitation dep't sent out in advance a

special 30 x 50 two-color poster headed in big red letters: "Ex-
tra! 'Bombing In Shanghai' News Special!" along with
the poster was sent a list of exploitation suggestions and a spe-

cial feature story for the local papers with the Shanghai
situation monopolizing the front pages of the newspapers, the

public is all primed for this special advertising
T T

• • • ANOTHER radio headliner grabbed for Hollywood
Paramount has signed Bob Hope for one of the leading-

roles in "The Big Broadcast of 1938" starring W. C. Fields
it will be like old home week for Bob, as he will rejoin

Fred MacMurray and Johnny Murphy the boys played to-

gether here in town following the "Big Broadcast," Hope
is scheduled for two more films the second will be the
Damon Runyon story, "Money From Home" while on the
Coast, Bob will continue with the Woodbury air program, hav-
ing it syphoned in from Hollywood for three weeks he
leaves Monday for the Coast

T T
• • • NIFTY CAMPAIGN on "The Life of Emile Zola"
put on by Sam Clark at the Erlanger theater in Chicago
one stunt that scored big was an airplane carrying a 36-foot
banner with seven-foot letters announcing "Zola" the ship
was flown over Soldiers' Field for an hour while 80,000 people
were in attendance for the annual Tribune Music Festival
it also covered the beaches and the downtown section

}t#

Frisco Theatrical Unions

to March in Labor Parade

San Francisco—This city's seven
Market Street first-runs will open
their doors two hours later than
usual Labor Day to permit unionized
theater workers to march in the
parade of some 50,000. The theatri-
cal federation, which will lead the
march, this year will number more
than 1,200, with almost half that
number drawn from the newly-
formed ushers and exchange em-
ploye locals.

Ward Wing In N. Y.

Ward Wing has arrived in New
York from London, following com-
pletion of his last production, "Tea
Leaves in the Wind," which he made
in Ceylon for an English company.
He may go to the Coast in a lew
days to re-enter production there.

20th-Fox Operates Roxy

20th Century-Fox yesterday took
over operation of the Roxy Theater
from Howard S. Cullman, trustee.

Theater went into receivership in

1932 and has been under court juris-

diction since that time.

NBC Asks FCC for Right

to Build Tele Station

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The FCC yesterday
received the application of the NBC
for a grant of authority to erect a
new television broadcast station in

the area of New York City and
Camden, N. J.

The station would operate on fre-
quencies of 175,000, 180,000 and 92,-

000 kilocycles with visual power of
400 watts and aural power of 100
watts.

502 Film Deals in Week
Give 20th-Fox New Mark

Approving of 502 film deals the
week ending Aug. 28, gave 20th
Century-Fox a new weekly record
for business, said John D. Clark,
general sales manager, yesterday.

Organization is 1,000 accounts
ahead of this time last year, stated
Clark, with approximately 7,000
closed up to the present time. Last
season 20th Century-Fox sold 11,-

000 situations.

Seasonal Rise of 10-15% Expected by Exhibitors

Theater operators are looking forward expectantly to the seasonal rise in business

beginning with Labor Day averaging between 10 and 15 per cent. Industry grosses

for the coming season will be higher than for a number of previous seasons because

of increased admission prices, it is believed.

Coming and Going^

HENRY HATHAWAY and JACK MOSS, who
arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast,!
leave in 10 days on their return home.

REGINALD PASCH, European actor, arrived
in New York yesterday en route to Hollywood.

JULIE HAYDON has arrived in New York
from Cohasset, Mass.

WARD WING has arrived in New York from
London.

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD has left New York with
his orchestra to fulfill engagements in some
20 cities from Coast to Coast.

JOHN EMERY and his wife, the former TAL-
LULAH BANKHEAD, returned to New York yes-
terday from Norwalk, Conn., to attend re-
hearsals for the stage play, "Anthony and
Cleopatra," in which both will appear.

LOU HOLTZ is en route from New York to
Hollywood for screen tests prior to fulfilling

a two weeks' engagement at the Dallas Ex-
position beginning Sept. 18.

GEORGE W. WEEKS returns to New York
today from Toronto.

JACK BENNY and MARY LIVINGSTONE left

New York yesterday for Chicago, where they
will spend a few days before going on to

Hollywood.

GLORIA DICKSON arrives from the Coast
Monday to rehearse in "Wise Tomorrow,"
Broadway stage play.

ZION MYERS left the Coast yesterday for ai

New York vacation.

BEATRICE LILLIE (Lady Peel), who has beer
on vacation in England, will arrive in New
York Monday on the SS. Queen Mary en route
to Hollywood.

ANNA MAY WONG will leave New York
Monday for Hollywood to begin work at thi
Paramount studio.

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN leaves for
Coast today.

ARTHUR A. LEE left yesterday for his Can-
adian Island retreat; on Tuesday, he flies to

Chicago.

PANDRO S. BERMAN will reach New York
Monday aboard the Twentieth Century from
Hollywood.

PHIL REISMAN, is visiting Rome and Paris
OSCAR STRAUS arrives in New York thii

morning on the Century.
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Fox-Midwest Parley Will

Bring 150 to Kansas City

Kansas City, Mo. — Fox-Midwes'
Theaters annual convention of man
agers and executives on Sept. 9-1C

will be attended by 150 employees
Sessions will be held at th(

President Hotel. The first day oJ

the meeting will be devoted entirelj

to business while the last day wil

be featured by a banquet.
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FOX-MIDWEST UPPING

'"ilCES IN 85 HOUSES

{Continued from page 1)

houses in some locations are being
raised to 25 cents.

This schedule applies only in the

country towns, the admissions at

Kansas City houses, where the cir-

cuit operates 13 houses, remaining
at the present level.

A general upping by local houses
is expected soon, however, with the

major operating circuits and the ma-
jority of the independents in agree-

ment on the need for such a move.

GN Files With SEC
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington, D. C. — Grand Na-

tional Films, Inc., yesterday filed its

I annual report with the SEC stating

I, that no material changes took place

i that were unreported previously.

I Seventeen Grand National films had
been released at the end of the fiscal

i year, it was stated.

Other SEC action included with-

drawal by Hollywood Famous Pic-
1 tures, Inc., of its registration state-

ment. The withdrawal request was
filed August 24, 1937. Cinecolor,

1 Inc., also filed a request to with-

draw its statement.

Copyright Action Settled

Copyright infringement suit
brought by Francis Hackett, author

j

of the book "Henry the Eighth"
' against Alexander Korda, London
Films and United Artists over the

film "The Private Life of Henry the

Eighth," was discontinued yesterday

in Federal Court following settle-

ment out of court. Amount of the

settlement was not disclosed.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Stricken with a cold,

Claudette Colbert has been forced
to abandon, temporarily, work in

Warners' "Tonight's Our Night."
The company under the direction of

Anatol Litvak is "shooting around"
her.

New Orleans — Paramount ex-

change manager Harold Wilkes' son
broke his arm playing football be-
fore the practice season officially

opened.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Grace Moore has de-

layed a vacation in Europe with her
husband, Valentine Parera, and en-
tered hospital here where she under-
went a minor operation.

Seattle—Linda Berlin, 5, daught-
er <vf: Irving Berlin, is reported here
hi lysicians as rapidly recovering
fiL _» an illness diagnosed as intes-
tinal influenza. Her parents flew
with her via seaplane from a yacht
off Deception Pass for treatment by
local physicians.

A"£UHe "£ots
By RALPH WILK

" NEW PATHE NEWSREEL

DUE IN LATE OCTOBER

HOLLYWOOD
"gUD BARSKY, who is producing

for Grand National, will soon
place "Wallaby Jim of the South
Seas" in production, with George
Houston as the star. Charles Lamont
will direct.

T T T
John Alton, head cameraman for

"La Vida Bohemia," Spanish feature
starring Rosita Diaz and Gilbert Ro-
land, is authoring a technical book
titled, "Foto-vibrations." It will be
published in the fall for use as a
college text-book on moving pic-

tures.

T t
Earl Felton is writing the screen-

play for "Half Way House," based
on the novel by Ellery Queen.

T T
Wanda McGee, who was once a

Vitagraph aerial stunt queen, known

to fans as "Gloria Burke," was dis-

covered working as a hairdresser on
the set of "La Vida Bohemia," in-

itial production for Cantabria Films,
starring Rosita Diaz and Gilbert
Roland.

T T T
Richard ("Red") Skelton has won

the top comedy spot of "Itchy" in
"Having Wonderful Time," RKO
Radio's screen version of the Arthur
Kober prize comedy, outstanding
Broadway current hit. Skelton flew
to Hollywood from Cleveland for the
screen test, and was signed on the
spot.

T T T
Virginia Verrill, who was as-

signed a prominent singing role in

"The Goldwyn Follies," has with-
drawn from the production because
she refused to let picture work in-

terfere with her radio career.

Managerial "Strip Tease"

at Commonwealth's Outing

Kansas City, Mo.—Forty manag-
ers and staff members of the Com-
monwealth Theaters chain will be
guest of C. A. Schultz, pres., and
0. K. Mason, secretary and treas-

urer of the organization, at a two
day outing on the Lake of the
Ozarks, Sept. 15-16. The entire

Osage Beach Hotel has been re-

served for the party which is in

celebration of the organization's
summer business drive known as the
King of the Sun Contest. A feature
of the affair will be a "Strip Tease"
banquet on the first night, with the-

ater managers attending in those
articles of clothing which they still

possess under the rules of a summer
operating budget in which the com-
plete budget was represented by a
full outfit. Winners of the contest
will be announced at the banquet,
while local exchange executives have
been invited for the last day of the
outing.

K. C. Unit to Sign Pact

With Indies on Tuesday

Kansas City, Mo.—Claude Cessna,
business agent of the Motion Pic-
ture Operators Local No. 170 has
announced a meeting for Tuesday,
with all local independent theater
operators at which contracts, the
terms of which were agreed upon
early, in July, will be signed.
On the same day, W. A. Finney,

district manager for Loew's, will be
in town to confer with Cessna and
Felix Snow, representative of Ex-
hibitor Employees Local No. 24 on
contracts with the major operating
circuits.

Fox-Midwest executives, have
signed contracts with Local No. 170,
governing terms for operators in 16
houses in greater Kansas City. The
terms of these contracts have not
yet been announced, however.

No Further Delay in Guild

Shop, Eastern Studios Told

(.Continued from Page 1)

ence Martson, eastern executive sec-

retary of the SAG.
Milton Schwarzwald, Mentone

head, was to have notified the Guild
about his position on the Guild con-
tract on Sept. 1, but failed to do so.

The Guild now has contracts with
Audio Productions and Wilding, and
will receive a signed agreement from
Caravel on Tuesday. Jam Handy,
the other large commercial, pro-
ducer, has also accepted the Guild
shop. With these companies and
the major companies signed up, the
Guild now feels that it can enforce
a closed shop without inconvenienc-
ing its own members too much.
The Guild is solidly supported by

the local unions.

"Victoria the Great" Wins
Coveted Cup of Nations

"Victoria the Great," which is to
have its American premiere soon at
the Music Hall, has won by unani-
mous vote a jury representing 14
countries, the Cup of Nations Award
from a field of 70 entrants, at the
Fifth International Exhibition of
Cinematographic Art, now current
in Venice. Award was made by the
Ministry of Press and Propaganda.
Accompanied by Miss Neagle, Herb-
ert Wilcox, the producer, will come
to New York sometime this month,
bringing the cup with him.

Attack Allied Defense
Refusal of Paramount to deliver

certain pictures which exhibitors
claimed were withheld does not con-
stitute a defense to the action which
the distributor has brought in the
Federal Court, Milwaukee, before
Judge Nordbye, the company con-
tends. Paramount seeks a prelim-
inary injunction against Allied The-
aters of the Northwest and certain
individual exhibitors. Case has been
continued to Wednesday.

(.Continued from page 1)

head an enlarged staff of narration
and monologue writers; and, in
keeping with the sweeping reorgani-
zation plans, that the Pathe Build-
ing, 35 West 45th St., is being re-
modeled, changes being made to lob-
bies, elevators and floor space.

Butterfield said that the new
form of Pathe's Newsreel will offer
a different main title; changes in
the present form of the sub-titles,

and that even the familiar rooster,
trademark for many years, will be
altered.

Furthermore it is planned, Butter-
field announced, to increase the foot-
age of future releases and incorpo-
rate into them a "highly modernized
technique."
Frank Donovan, Pathe News' pro-

duction manager, left New York
yesterday for the Coast, stated But-
terfield, to arrange greater cover-
age there for the new reel, increase
the staff in that territory, and co-
ordinate already arranged coopera-
tive action between RKO Radio's
Hollywood studios and the Pathe
personnel to whom production as-
sistance will be given, and to whom
the music library, comprising or-

chestrated footage totaling some
250,000 feet, may be made available.

William O'Brien, head of Pathe
News' foreign staff, headquartering
in Paris, is augmenting the staff

overseas and arranging wide cover-
age of the Sino-Japanese conflict

both by company operatives and na-
tive newsreel agencies.
Company will continue to use

RCA's Ultra Violet High Fidelity

Noiseless Recording—the only news-
reel organization currently doing so

—and will shortly provide improved
cameras and equipment to its staff

of cameramen.

British Film Industry Sees

Higher Admissions Coming

(Continued from page 1)

hood of a general increase in prices

as a logical development. It is

pointed out that admission figures
have not changed for many years,
although production costs have been
steadily mounting, from the days
when pictures cost at the most 100,-

000 or $150,000, to the enormous
outlays of today, when as much as
$2,500,000 can be spent on one
super-production.

Hays Okay for West Script

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mae West's "Every Day's

A Holiday" has been approved by the
Hays' office and shooting will start

Wednesday at Major Pictures, with Ed-
ward Lowe, Charles Butterworth, Wal-
ter Catlett, Roger Imhoff in the cast
and Edward Sutherland directing. The
period of the picture is the '90's and
some of the spots which will be pic-
turized are the Bowery, Chinatown,
Trinity Church, Rector's, Harlem and
Times Square at election time. The
story is by Jo Swerling, with screenplay
by Mae West.
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PLAN PRESENTATIONS

OF SWIPE'S AWARDS
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E. Matthews, Chairman, Papers
Committee; G. Friedl, Chairman, At-
lantic Coast Section.

Local Arrangements and Recep-
tion—G. Friedl, Jr., Chairman; O.
M. Glunt, H. B. Santee, A. N. Gold-
smith, L. W. Davee, E. I. Sponable,
A. S. Dickinson, M. C. Batsel, H.
Rubin, J. Frank, Jr., 0. F. Neu, E.
A. Williford, E. G. Hines, V. B.

Sease, D. E. Hyndman, J. A. Norl-
ing.

Registration and Information—W.
C. Kunzmann, Chairman; E. R. Geib,

S. Harris, F. Hohmeister.

Ladies' Reception-—Mrs. S. K.
Wolf and Mrs. 0. F. Neu, Hostesses;
Mrs. 0. M. Glunt, Mrs. H. Griffin,

Mrs. E. I. Sponable, Mrs. T. E. Shea,
Mrs. J. Frank, Jr., Mrs. G. Friedl,

Jr., Mrs. A. S. Dickinson, Mrs. E. A.
Williford, Mrs. M. C. Batsel.

Banquet—A. S. Dickinson, Chair-
man* 0. M. Glunt, J. H. Spray, G.

Friedl, Jr., W. C. Kunzmann, S. Har-
ris, M. C. Batsel, H. Griffin, 0. F.

Neu, H. B. Santee.

Publicity—W. Whitmore, Chair-
man; J. J. Finn, J. R. Cameron, G.

E. Matthews, S. Harris, F. H. Rich-
ardson, P. A. McGuire.

Projection—H. Griffin, Chairman;
H. Rubin, J. O. Baker, P. D. Ries,

J. Frank, Jr., F. F. Cahill, Jr., M.
D. O'Brien, J. S. Ward, G. C. Ed-
wards, A. L. Raven, C. F. Horst-
man, C. R. Wood.

Officers and Members of New York
Projectionists Local 306, IATSE.
Membership—E. R. Geib, Chair-

man; S. Harris, J. A. Hammond, A.
A. Cook, J. K. Elderkin, J. A. Mil-

ler, J. R. Mannheimer.

Hotel Accommodations—0. F.

Neu, Chairman; P. A. McGuire, D.
E. Hyndman, M. W. Palmer, J. J.

Finn, J. H. Kurlander, P. D. Ries.

Musicals Have Widest B. O. Appeal

Nationally, Exhib. Check-up Shows
(.Continued from Page 1)

erns, dramas and mystery yarns.
Better Films Council of Chicago re-
ports a swing in favor of such pix
as "Make Way for Tomorrow."

Pittsburgh—A survey of Pitts-
burgh district exhibs. shows that the
current b.o. trend is towards light
vaudeville musicals and smart com-
edies. This is a change from the
previous season's leanings towards
heavy action and sensationalism.
Most exhib. squawks hereabout were
voiced over the semi-operatic and
Shakespearian or heavy, arty dra-
mas. Exhibs. would sooner have a
first-rate horse opera than this
snooty fare.

New Orleans—Musicals and com-
edies which do not tax the brain
cells—these two types seem to be
the best grossers for film theaters
under ordinary conditions in the
Gulf States territory, served from
here. While exhibs. are not prone
to give any type of picture credit
for making them money, the fact
remains that musicals as a group,
probably top the grossing list, with
light comedy second.

Excellent adventure pictures of
the "Mutiny" type and an unusual
one such as "A Star Is Born" may
hike the b.o. to heaven but songs and
laughter are still the safest bet,

exhibitors believe. Exchange book-
ers, who know the actual grosses,
are inclined to agree.

where a year or two ago they drew
well.

Musicals have been fair although
the name of the star usually draws
the business rather than the film
itself. A number of musicals failed
to click because of 'ack of top names
in the cast.

Light comedy with a good, clean
story seems to meet the public flavor
at the present time. Several films
with topical themes have failed to
reach average grosses.
Heavy melodramas usually fail to

hold up under moderate competition.

Houston—Romances still lead in

popularity with movie audiences in
this territory.
"Houston audiences always have

followed the stars," sums up Eddie
Bremer, manager of the Kirby, and
dean of Houston showmen. "And
since the stars always figure in ro-
mances, the romances attract the
biggest audiences. It is still holding
true."

EXPECT BIG WEEK-END

BIZ IN B'WAY HOI^S
(Continued from Page 1)

serve Rosh Hashonah starting Mon-
day.

Pictures which are expected to
figure in the exceptional first-run
business are: "Prisoner of Zenda,"
Music Hall; "Broadway Melody of
1938," Capitol; "Thin Ice," Roxy;
"Dead End," Rivoli; "Varsity Show,"
Strand; "Souls at Sea," Globe; "Life
of Emile Zola," Hollywood; "The
Firefly," Astor; "Borneo," Rialto;
"Double or Nothing," Paramount;
"Bulldog Drummond Comes Back,"
Criterion.

Pierson In Political Spot
H. Wayne Pierson, former general

manager of Howard Hughes, and
for many years a film executive, has
been appointed chairman of the Reg-
ular Democratic Organization com-
mittee of Queens county. During
the Roosevelt campaign of 1932,

Pierson was associate chairman with
Eddie Dowling in the organization
of the stage, screen and radio in-

dustries in the interest of the Pres-
ident. During the present campaign
he will promote the interests of

Jeremiah T. Mahoney for Mayor and
William F. Brunner for President
of the Borough of Queens.

Show Riot Reel at Picnic

Canton, O.—First- screening in this

district of the Paramount newsreel of

the Chicago steel riot will be held as

part of the picnic of the Stark County
Council of the CIO at Myers Lake Park
tomorrow.

Cincinnati — Musicals are rated
first in b.o. pull in this sector by
exhibs., with detective-mystery, as
"The Thin Man," type, second;
dramas, third; and, light comedy
fourth.

"Musicals of the Astaire-Rogers
type, or Jack Benny and Bing Cros-
by types, are decidedly first in pop-
ularity," stated Joe Goetz, assistant
general manager of RKO Theaters.
"Other types fall into line in the
order named, with Westerns press-
ing for fourth place."
Opinion was seconded by other

exhibs. in this territory. However,
it is generally conceded an out-
standing picture of any type will

click.

Boston— Down-to-earth pix have
met with substantial success
throughout New England. Films
with sophisticated comedy, within
limits, usually give the exhib a good
house. Gangster films have failed

to gross even in the smaller houses

Buffalo — Light musical comedy-
romances run about even with mod-
ern sophisticated romantic dramas
in winning the patronage of film-

goers in Western New York, accord-
ing to circuit bookers. They find
that what goes well for a week at
their chief houses usually is good
for three days at community the-
aters, while the second and third
choices downtown do midweek and
week-end business at the outlying
houses. Costume pictures, the clas-
sics, and heavier musicals do but
average business other than in first-

runs. This trend has held over a
period of more than two years.

Lincoln, Neb.—Short cast pictures
with stars, fewer musicals, comedy
features, films from best sellers, and
adventure epics are the desires of
exhibitors talked to in the Nebraska
territory. ' Musicals have been on
the wane during the" last year.

Detroit—Trends in pictures in
Detroit and Michigan present a
patchwork appearance,; a survey
among exhibitors indicates. Histori-
cal films, after enjoying a spree of
popularity about a year ago, seem
on the way out. Westerns, for the
younger trade, have been picking
up steadily in interest. Generally
speaking, almost anything with
enough action, plus some romance,
is finding an audience response at
the b.o.

300 Chi. Theaters Co-op
in Anti-Paralysis Move

(Continued from Page 1)

ing effect upon receipts due to the
infantile paralysis situation.

More than 300 Chicago theaters
are cooperating with Health Depart-
ment, Chicago advices to The Film
Daily said.

Several small neighborhood the-
aters which ignored the ban were
warned to comply or be closed.

Twelve new polio cases and two
deaths reported yesterday. While
Chicago schools will not open next
Tuesday, suburban towns plan reg-
ular school opening. Theaters are
not affected in the latter spots.

Reports from Toronto indicate
that theater business in that city
has been heavily impaired by a simi-
lar epidemic.

Handling "Kol Nidre"

Principal Film Exchange, Inc.,

has acquired distribution rights in

the United States for "Kol Nidre,"

a short subject featuring Cantor

Adolph Katchko and the Matchen-

berg choir of 40 voices. U. S. book-

ings for the holidays are being

made direct.

Patsy Ruth to Wed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Patsy Ruth Miller,

former screen actress, and John Lee
Mahin, scenarist, have filed notice
here of their intention to wed.

Roxy Dates Cantor Pix

20th Century-Fox will open "Ali
Baba Goes to Town," Eddie Cantor
picture, at the Roxy Sept. 19.

U. A. Closes Deals With
Century, Durkee Circuits

(Continued on Page 4)

closed by Charlie Rosenzweig, of
the New York Exchange, and that
the Durkee Circuit deal in Balti-
more had been closed by Charlie
Stern, district manager, and Fred
Rohrs, of the Washington Exchange.
In both cases, the terms were for
United Artists' entire current sea-
son product.

RKO Theaters yesterday closed a
deal with United Artists for product
for some of its out-of-town houses
next season, it was said yesterday
by John O'Connor.
RKO will soon start negotiations

with independents including Gau-
mont-British, Monogram, Grand Na-
tional and Republic.
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What's in a Name?
As the autograph and celeb seeker*

milled around the Astor theater
other nite following "The Firefly" »

miere, a pair of newsstand propriety..,

tried to spur on the excited fans:
"There goes Irene Dunnage! There's
Clark Stable," they shouted, pointing to

the theater's exit on 45th St.
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Frisco Downtown Subsequent Runs, SuburbanTLlp Prices

SEE HIGHEST FILM COMPANY EARNINGSJN YEARS

Eastern Production Renewing Activity in Two Weeks
New York Area Studios To

Buzz Again Following

Summer Slump
After the summer lull, eastern pro-

duction will be actively resumed
within the next two weeks.
Vitaphone will begin work on a

large schedule of shorts on Sept. 13.

Mentone, producing shorts for Uni-
versal release, will resume opera-
tions at the Eastern Service studios.

Ben Blake, who is making a shorts
series for Columbia, starts produc-

(Continued on Page 4)

FINANCIAL DANGERS

SEEN IN COSTS RISE

In view of fast-mounting produc-
tion costs which show no signs of
halting, some companies are bound
to collapse under the financial strain
while others, which proceed cauti-

ously in the making of expensive
negative productions, survive, de-
clared Edward Small, producer, in

(Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M Between 1,500, 2,000

Deals Ahead of Last Year

M-G-M is between 1,500 and 2,000
accounts ahead of last year at this
time, states William F. Rodgers, gen-
eral sales manager, yesterday in dis-

cussing the new season situation.
"In addition to the quality of our

product, we are making this prog-
ress because we have the good-will of
the exhibitors," said Rodgers. "Our
company has a fair method of mer-
chandising which has won their con-
fidence and support."

I" Milwaukee Epidemic Ban
Milwaukee—The city health depart-

ment has issued an edict barring chil-
dren under seven from appearing at
any public place or gathering until
Sept. 20, because of the spread of in-
fantile paralysis here.

Canadian Houses Increased by 86 in Eight Months
Toronto—Reducing earlier estimates of theater openings in Canada, official report of

the Canadian Film Boards of Trade shows an increase of 86 houses between January 1st

and August 21st. During the period 88 new theaters were opened, 11 dark houses re-

opened while 13 situations were closed. Changes in ownership totaled 65.

ROGERS WILL BEGIN

RELEASE DEAL TALKS

Budd Rogers, head of Alliance
Films, American subsidiary for the
John Maxwell interests in England,
soon begins negotiating releasing
deals on his 193,7-38 program which
will bring between eight and 10
features to this country. They will

be selected from a total of 16 plan-
ned by BIP.

Rogers is now putting "Let's
(Continued on Page 4)

OVER 300 THEATERS

PLANNED IN ENGLAND

London (By Cable)—More than
300 new theater projects have been
announced in England during the
present year, as compared with 250
during the corresponding period in

1936, according to a local survey.

Figures do not take into con-
sideration plans of Ward's Theaters
for building a circuit of small houses
in villages and small towns.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
132 Features Ready—GB May Produce 12

By GEORGE H. MORRIS=====
DOMESTIC
Preparedness of producer-distribu-

tors for the initial phases of the
new 1937-38 season was graphically
demonstrated when a dozen com-
panies announced that they had com-
pleted 132 features, or would have

(Continued

FOREIGN
Foreign news highlight for the

week was provided by a London
cable to the effect that Gaumont
British was reported planning to re-
enter production on a big scale. It
was stated that it was "likely" that
on Page 10)

Downtown Subsequent Runs, Suburban

Houses in Frisco Increase Prices

20th-Fox Cuts Clearance

to Meet Pleas of Kansans

Kansas City, Kans.—Following a
campaign started early in the spring
by Kansas City, Kansas, theaters and
continued through the Daily Kansas
City Kansan and the local Chamber

(Continued on Page 4)

San Francisco — All downtown
subsequent run houses and suburban
theaters have increased their admis-
sion price scales by five cents, ef-
fected as of yesterday.

Rise increases the majority of
suburbans' scale to 35 cents' top
and the downtown houses to 20
cents. Prices of first-runs remained
unchanged.

Greatest Net Profits Since

Depression Anticipated

By Wall Street
Total earnings of motion picture

companies for 1937 will reach their
highest figure since the depression
years, according to well-informed
financial district sources, which vis-

ualize the industry making steady
progress towards greater profits.

They attribute the upswing not only
to an improved grade of product but
also the accepted fact that the pub-

(Continued on Page 10)

1,000 SUMMER HOUSES

ARE SET FOR CLOSING

Approximately 1,000 summer mo-
tion picture theaters, located prin-
cipally in the northern states, will

close down within the next few
weeks, according to a Hays' office

estimate.
The houses are in or near resorts,

and represent a sizeable bill in film
rentals to the industry. Many of
them open around May and fold after
Labor Day.

Report Educational To Show
Big Improvement in Earnings

Educational will show a substan-
tial improvement in earnings on its

year which ended June 27, last, ac-
cording to well-informed sources
yesterday in New York. Report is

due to be made public in about 10
days.

Calling Local Sales Heads
Unlike the St. Louis case, in which

top executives were summoned from New
York, the Government, in trying its anti-
trust case against Interstate Circuit and
national distributors, will only call local

area sales heads, such as district and
branch managers, state authoritative
sources. A number of subsequent run
theatermen will also be subpoenaed for

the trial, which opens Sept. 20 in Fed-
eral Court at Dallas.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc. 23% 233/i 23% — l/4

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 3 3 3

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq • •

Loew's, Inc 79 78 79 +1
do pfd
Paramount 21% 2V/& 21% + %
Paramount 1st pfd

Paramount 2nd pfd. 19'/2 19V2 19'/2 + Vl

Pathe Film 9% 9S/8 9% + l/
8

RKO 8Vb 8 8'/8

20th Century-Fox ..35 35 35

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 14l/4 14 14'/4 + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46... . 98 98 98
Loew 6s 41ww 100 100 100

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. r icts. 6s 55
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47 90 90 90

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 94% 94% 94%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2% 2% 2% . : , .

.

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2

Technicolor 30% 30% 30% + Vs
Trans-Lux 4 4 4
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102 106

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6V2 s 1st '36 10y2 11 Va

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 93% 94l/2

Met. ""layhouse, Inc. 5s '43 70 72
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43... 52 54

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen

HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Dead End (U.A.-Goldwyn)—2nd week Rivoli

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) Capitol

The Prisoner of Zenda (U.A.) Music Hall

Double or Nothing ( Paramount) Paramount
Varsity Show (Warner Bros.) Strand

Thin Ice (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Bulldog Drummond Comes Back ( Paramount) Criterion

Borneo (20fh Century-Fox) ' Rialto

Wild and Woolly (20th Century-Fox) Central

You Can't Have Everything (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Reported Missing (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Souls At Sea (Paramount)—5th week Globe
Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.)—4th week Hollywood
The Firefly (M-G-M) Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Baltic Deputy (Amkino) Cameo
65.66 Och Jag (Scand. Talk. Pic.)—2nd week Cinema de Paris

FUTURE OPENINGS
Orphan Boy of Vienna (Gen'l Foreign Sales)—Sept. 8 Belmont
Lower Depths (Mayer-Burstyn)—Sept. 10 55th St. Playhouse
Mayerling (Pax Films)—Sept. 13 Filmarte

Le Juif Polonaise (Franco-Amer.)—Sept. 14 Cinema de Paris

The Good Earth (M-G-M) (c) Capitol

High Wide and Handsome (Paramount) (c) Paramount
On Such a Night (Paramount (c) Criterion

That Certain Woman (Warner Bros.) (c)
.' Strand

Make a Wish (RKO Radio) (c) Rivoli

One Hundred Men and a Girl (Universal) (c) Roxy
Lest Horizon (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall

(a) Double bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

ITOA to Decide Tomorrow

On Withdrawal of Action

Monogram Completing Half

Its Schedule Next Month

Whether or not the ITOA will

institute a general suit against dis-

tributors, attacking various prac-
tices, will be discussed at a meeting
of the organization planned for to-

morrow at the Hotel Astor. The
complaint has been drawn for some
time but proposal has now been made
to await the outcome of various court
actions testing certain policies now
pending. The association is also
watching the Dept. of Justice inves-
tigation based upon a complaint
made by A. H. Schwartz's Century
Circuit in New York.

Wilmer & Vincent Circuit

Buys Warner 1937-38 List

Warner Bros, has concluded a deal
with the Wilmer and Vincent Cir-
cuit, whereby the latter will play its

features and Vitaphone shorts and
trailers for the 1937-38 season, an-
nounces Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager.

The deal which involves the cir-

cuit's theaters in Pennsylvania and
Virginia, was closed by Robert
Smeltzer, central district manager
for Warners, and by Joe Egan, who
acted for the circuit.

Hollywood—Monogram will have
completed approximately one-half
of its 1937-8 schedule by the end
of next month, according to Presi-
dent W. Ray Johnston, who is here
conferring with Scott R. Dunlap,
production head of the company.
Three pictures go into work imme-
diately after Labor Day with the
following titles: "Boy of the
Streets," "Federal Bullets" and
"The Country Beyond."

Seven Features Are in Work
at Warner's Coast Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — The Warner Bros.

Burbank studios here are progress-
ing at a rapid pace with seven pic-
tures currently in work, and four in

preparation for early shooting.
Before the cameras are: "To-

night's Our Night"; "Gold Is Where
You Find it"; "Return from Limbo";
"Hollywood Hotel"; "Accidents Will
Happen"; "Larger than Life"; and
"The Patient in Room 18."

Mayer Talks Eng. Production

London (By Cable)—M-G-M in-

tends to establish its English pro-
duction setup on a par with Holly-
wood, Louis B. Mayer stated at a
luncheon recently tendered him with
500 present.

Francis Would End Contract
Los Angeles— Kay Francis has

instituted suit to cancel her contract
with Warner Bros., charging that in

1935, when an option was due to
expire, she was promised the lead
in "Tovarich." Picture based on his
play is now in production, she states,
and she is not the lead.

Grace Moore Recuperating
Hollywood — Grace Moore is re-

cuperating following an abdominal
operation.

Coming and Goin^

JACK BARNSTYN plans a trip to Europe
shortly.

NEIL F. AGNEW is back in New York from
Toronto.

ARTHUR DE BRA returns to New York Mon-
day, next week, following an up-state New
fork vacation.

JOHN W. HICKS, who sails from New York
Sept. 15 on the Normandie bound for London,
plans to remain away about six weeks.

BRUCE MILLHOLLAND has gone to Harris-

burg for a few days' visit.

JOHN BYRAM returns to New York today
following a trip to Matunuck, R. I., and other
New England points.

CLARK BROWN returns to New York this

week following a western vacation.

HAROLD F. OXLEY, manager of Jimmie
Lunceford and his Orchestra, leaves New York
on Thursday for the Coast, accompanied by his

wife and daughter.

MRS. CAROLINE CAGNEY. mother of James
Cagney, and his sister, JEANNE, are New York
bound from Hollywood on the Panama Pacific

liner Virginia.

HARRY GOLDBERG, Warner Theater Advertis-
ing head will be in Pittsburg and Clarksburg
today and tomorrow supervising special cam-
paigns on "Zola."

ARTHUR A. LEE leaves today for a coast-to-
coast aerial tour, during which he will visit GB
exchanges throughout the country.

BEATRICE LILLIE returns to New York today
on the Queen Mary from abroad.

WARD WING has left New York for Holly-
wood.

NOEL COWARD is due in New York today
from England, arriving on the Queen Mary.

BILL CORUM has gone to Detroit from New
York to make his next Condor sports short,

"The One-Man Team."

FEGGY HOPKINS JOYCE arrives in New York
today from abroad.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE is due in New York
today on board the Queen Mary.

EVELYN LAYE arrives in New York today
from England.

PANDRO BERMAN has arrived in New York

from the Coast.

WILLIAM BRADY has returned to New York

from Hollywood.

E. B. DERR is back at the Coast from New
York.

MRS. BEATRICE SIDNEY, mother of Sylvia

Sidney, is arriving in New York today on the

Grace liner Santa Paula.

"Horizon" Long for Denver

Denver— "Lost Horizon," after

playing the Denver and continuing

its run at the Aladdin, now goes

into the Broadway and Paramount
Theaters for continued engagements.

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 7

Arthur W. Kelly

Roscoe Karns
Merna Kennedy
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RENEWING EASTERN

PROD. IN 2 WEEKS
(Continued from Page 1)

tion on Sept. 8 at the Biograph
Studios.

Educational will begin work on a

new short subject next week at

Eastern Service, and will continue to

make one short a week under pres-

ent plans. Audio productions will

make a short subject on chemistry

at Eastern Service next week. Re-
public Pictures, which has been doing

some shooting at the Biograph
studios, will resume there shortly.

Jam Handy starts making a com-
mercial at Detroit next week.

Other of the commercial firms are

expected to become active shortly.

In about four weeks Collective

Film Producers, Inc. will begin shoot-

ing a second Jewish film at Pro-

ducers' Service Studio, Ridgefield,

N. J., according to Roman Rebush.

The company just completed a Yid-
dish film.

mm

20th-Fox Cuts Clearance

To Meet Pleas of Kansans

(Continued from Page 1)

of Commerce, for first run pictures

in Kansas-side houses, the Fox Gra-
nada Theater has announced the se-

curing of 14-day clearance on 20th
Century-Fox products. Announce-
ments have not been made as to any
cahnge in clearance with other ex-

changes, nor by other Kansas City

houses, although it is understood
that operators of individual houses
are continuing negotiations with lo-

cal exchange managers in an effort

to secure a more equitable clearance

schedule in order that they can com-
pete on a better footing with Mis-
souri - side, downtown, first - run
houses.

Holtz Will Talk Film

Deal with D. 0. Selznick

Lou Holtz, who has gone to Hol-
lywood from New York, will confer

with David 0. Selznick on a picture

deal, arranged through Richard
Krakeur of the Louis Shurr office.

Krakeur has also arranged for M-
G-M to screen test Grace and Ray
MacDonald, dancers, next week.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Russell Patterson, illustrator, cartoon-
ist, and beauty authority, says feminine
trousers are no longer a fad—they're

here to stay—PARAMOUNT.

Tuesday, Sept 7, 1937

FINANCIAL DANGERS £

SEEM SN COSTS RISE

• • • ROUTINE REPORT of a newsreel camera-
man on the Shanghai Front from "Newsreel" Wong, ace

Chinese cameraman of News of the Day to Editor M. D.

Clofine this letter accompanied his film of the battle of

Shanghai "Out to visit the Chinese lines, we were
machine-gunned by Jap planes and had to turn back If

you have ever had a plane machine-gunning you in a power
dive you will know how we felt Hell is popping loose

here Hiring a plane, if that were possible, would be a

one-way ticket to suicide Aside from being missed by
the Nanking Road bombs by 100 feet, and being shot at by the

planes, I'm okay and ready for any big stuff to pop
Have plenty of film, and fortunately enough gas for my car

I strongly suggest that Taguchi (Japanese News of

the Day cameraman) stick only with the Japs, just as I will

stick to the Chinese side Hope my celluloid will be bomb
proof."

• • • OPEN LETTER to the Printer of this paper
"Dear Sir: We ran an article in a recent Equipment

section about these marvelous, modern theater chairs manufac-
tured by Heywood-Wakefield Company referring to the

new-type seat cushion with the nifty overhanging front, fine

mesh screen for escaping air, and the vegetable fibers used for

padding, which insure longer, more uniform life, and less bumps
AND now we come to the point of this letter

what did your printing organization do to this swell article?

get ready, sir, to paint your face a Deep Red
here's what they did they made that phrase 'more uni-

form life, less bumps' to read: 'more uniform, LIFELESS
bumps' so now, Sales Development Manager Raymond
S. Reed of the Heywood-Wakefield organization inquires of our
General Manager Donald Mersereau as follows: 'Dear Don:
Just what is a 'lifeless bump' ? Mister Mersereau does
not know we do not know so now we are put-
ting it up to you, Mister Printer: What is a 'Lifeless bump'?

and you don't have to answer we are moving
over behind the 8 ball to give you the best position

by golly, you've earned it" (thanks, Mister Reed, for
calling the matter to our attention sincerely regretting
the embarrassment caused you, etc., etc.)

• • • WARRANTED ENTHUSIASM from John
D. Clark, distribution chief of 20th Century-Fox in
speaking about the forthcoming product he will soon deliver

to you exhibs for a self-contained man who never goes
overboard, he sure enthused volumes in a few select words about
each of these pix "Love Under Fire," "Thin Ice," "You
Can't Have Everything," "Wife, Doctor and Nurse," "Life Be-
gins in College," "Lancer Spy," "Danger—Love at Work,"
"Second Honeymoon," "Shanghai Deadline," "Love and Hisses"

we have never known Mister Clark to burst into print
unless he had A Message of Importance and we're con-
vinced from what we've heard, that he has one NOW

• • • CARTHAY HEY-DAY being the coming
opening of "The Life of Emile Zola" at the famous Carthay
Circle Theater in Losang Sept. 9 to date the fol-

lowing celebs have reserved seats Paul Muni, John Bar-
rymore, Bing Crosby, Joan Crawford, Franchot Tone, Edward
G. Robinson, W. S. Van Dyke Harold Lloyd, Pat O'Brien,
Frank McHugh, Benny Goodman, Charles Rogers, William
Koenig Mervyn LeRoy, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Hal
Wallis, Basil Rathbone, William Keighley Lloyd Bacon,
Claude Rains, Errol Flynn, Humphrey Bogart, Wayne Morris,
Boris Karloff, Billy and Bobby Mauch, Hugh Herbert, Gloria
Dickson

(Continued from Page 1)

New York yesterday as he discussed
the current Hollywood scene.

Describing the rise in costs as
"terrific," Small said that only out-
fits which have setups warranting
making of high-cost A pictures
should concern themselves with this

kind of production. Otherwise, itj

amounts to suicide, he pointed out,
with the concerns involved in the
situation getting "burned."
Two or three costly flops can make

a very sad dent in a company's fi-

nancial position, Small emphasized.
It is vital that the production setup
is correct before proceeding, thus
eliminating some of the hazards
which attend such a venture, he said.

Small believes that color will be
used in a large percentage of pic-

tures eventually, when more natural
tones have been achieved.

Budd Rogers Will Begin

1937-38 Release Deal Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

Make a Night of It," with Buddy
Rogers and June Clyde, and is talk-
ing releasing arrangements with
two American major companies, he;
said yesterday.

Second Week for "Varsity"

Greeted as one of the sprightliest

and most tuneful of the year's mu-
sical motion pictures and enjoying
excellent box-office business at the
Strand Theater, Warner Bros.'

merry extravaganza of campus cut-

ups and cuties, "Varsity Show,"
will be held over for a second week,
beginning Wednesday. Starred in

the picture are Dick Powell and Fred
Waring and his Pennsylvanians,
while other important roles are
played by Rosemary and Priscilla

Lane, charming singing and dancing
sisters, Ted Healy, Mabel Todd,
Sterling Holloway, Walter Catlett

and Roy Atwell. "Varsity Show"
was directed by William Keighley
and its musical score, including three
songs which have already reached
the "hit" classification, is the work
of Dick Whiting and Johnny Mercer.

« « « » » »

FACTS

ABOUT

{
The Bombay censor board during

April, 1937, examined 122 films, in-

cluding Miorts and trailers. Native pro-

ductions examined were nine; American
18 and English four. Three Indian shorts

and 26 Educational shorts, plus trailers,

newsreels and a feature produced in

Jerusalem made up the total.
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ilamorously produced by Hollywood's ace pic-

ure-maker, PANDRO S. BERNAN . . . Intimately

played by stars daringly cast to sweep your fans

off their feet with curiosity-and satisfaction!

. . . The picture you simply MUST give extra

playing time! . . . Authored by two of the

greatest living playwrights, EDNA FERBER and

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN . . . Broadway's sen-

sational stage success ... now the outstanding

highlight of all the screen's new big pictures.
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"Bulldog Drummond

Comes Back"
With John Barrymore, John Howard,

Louise Campbell

Paramount 64 Mins.

(HOOLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WELL DIRECTED MIXTURE OF AC-

TION AND COMEDY SHOULD PLEASE

AVERAGE AUDIENCES.

This is a pleasing program number that

has been well directed by Louis King. It

has action, comedy and good performances

by the principals. John Howard plays

"Bulldog Drummond" effectively, while

Louise Campbell is especially appealing as

Howard's sweetheart, who is held captive

by Helen Freeman and J. Carroll Naish.

John Barrymore, using several disguises,

plays the role of a Scotland Yard operator

with his usual skill. E. E. Clive and Reg-
inald Denny supply the comedy. Through
Howard's detective work, Helen Freeman's

husband had been sent to the gallows for

murder. To gain revenge, Helen and

Naish kidnap Louise Campbell. They warn
Howard to keep Barrymore off their trail

or they will kill Louise. However, unknown
to Howard, Barrymore adopts several dis-

guises and keeps close to Howard, his

butler, Clive, and Denny, who are search-

ing for Louise. The chase leads to an old

castle, the rescue of Louise and the arrest

of Helen and Naish. Edward T. Lowe
wrote the screenplay.

Cast: John Barrymore, John Howard,

Louise Campbell, Reginald Denny, E. E.

Clive, J. Carrol Naish, Helen Freeman,

Zeffie Tilbury, John Sutton, Rita Page.

Director, Louis King; Adapted from the

novel, "Female of the Species," by H. C.

(Sapper) McNeile; Screenplay, Edward T.

Lowe; Cameraman, William C. Mellor; Art

Director, Hans Dreier, Franz Bachelin; Ed-

itor, James Smith; Musical Director, Boris

Morros; Recording Engineers, Harry Mills,

Charles Hisserich.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Good.

'Western Gold'
With Smith Ballew, Leroy Mason,

Heather Angel

20th Century-Fox 56 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
HISTORICAL WESTERN WITH FAIR

SUSPENSE SOMEWHAT HANDICAPPED
BY LACK OF ACTION.

Gold from the western mines was very

vital to the Union forces in financing the

Civil War. Bandits held up these ship-

ments until President Lincoln was forced

to do something. With this for a back-

ground, Sol Lesser has produced a fair out-

door drama. It hasn't all the action that

makes this sort of picture, but Earle Snell's

and Forrest Barnes' screenplay from Har-

old Bell Wright's story develops enough

suspense to keep one interested. Under

Howard Bretherton's direction everything

is well handled and Harry Neumann's pho-

tography makes capital use of some well

chosen locations. Smith Ballew heads the

cast and comes forth with some nice sing-

ing. Leroy Mason capably handles the role

of the heavy, and although Heather Angel

hasn't much to do she looks very nice.

Victor Potel and Otis Harlan furnish the

comedy. Ballew, a westerner in the army

of the North, is picked by Lincoln to in-

vestigate the gold situation. He discovers

that the pal of his childhood, Leroy Mason,

is the leader of the outlaws. They nearly

meet in a gun duel when Mason is killed

by the brother of one of the boys who
was murdered by Mason's men. Ballew

has fallen in love with Heather Angel, and

for their honeymoon they drive east with

the first load of gold.

Cast: Smith Ballew, Heather Angel, Le-

roy Mason, Howard Hickman, Alan Bridge,

Bud Osborne, Victor Potel, Otis Harlan,

Wesley Girard, Lew Kelly, Tom London,

Frank McGlynn, Sr., Horace Murphy, Ben

Alexander.

Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, Howard
Bretherton; Author, Harold Bell Wright;

Screenplay, Earle Snell, Forrest Barnes;

Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Art Director,

Frank Sylos; Editor, Carl Pierson; Recording

Engineer, Corson J. Jowett.

Direction, Well-handled. Photography,

Capital.

Borneo
20th Century-Fox 75 Mins.

STRONG EXPLOITATION FILM WITH
JUNGLE SCENES NEVER BEFORE PRE-

SENTED ON SCREEN.

This is the photographic record of the

last exploration trip of Martin Johnson and

his wife together. In the wilds of Borneo

they secured a camera record of some very

unusual and thrilling sights. This jungle

film is remarkable because it is a straight,

authentic record of sights as they were

caught naturally, without any ballyhoo hoke

being added. In their amphibian plane,

they approached the river leading into the

interior, and then were conveyed by river

craft and natives far up into the wilds.

The first motion picture records are made
of the weird tree-climbing fish, a freak

of nature that is actually a fish with short

legs that crawls out of the water and

climbs around in the shrubbery and over

the rocks. Then there is the rare proboscis

monkeys, photographed at close range for

the first time, with their enormous noses

unlike any other living animal. The adven-

turers finally reach the village in the wilds

inhabited by the former head-hunters, and

are entertained by them in a wild party

that lasts for days. The climax is the big

thrill of the picture, being hundreds of

feet of absorbing pictures of a hunt for a

giant orang-utan. With a party of natives,

the Johnsons follow the 300-pound mon-

ster as it climbs slowly from tree to tree

in an effort to shake off its pursuers. The
telescopic lens brings the great anthropoid

up so close that every expression of its

ferocious face can be seen. Finally they

get a noose around its arm, drag it to the

ground, and tie it up in an enormous net.

Lowell Thomas gives it a very dramatic

narration. Lew Lehr contributes some of

his funny dialect for certain animal se-

quences. The picture has been cleverly

edited, and has not a dull moment.

Producers: Mr. and Mrs. Martin John-

son; Announcer, Lowell Thomas; Supervised

by Truman Talley; Continuity by Lew
Lehr, Russell Shields.

SHORTS
Floyd Gibbons in

"Attic of Terror"
(Your True Adventure Series)

Vitaphone 12 Mins.
Bang Up Thriller

This is the first of the Floyd Gib-
bons' series of true adventure
stories. It presents the experience of
a young tobacco salesman who
travels through the mountain coun-
try in the south. Seeking shelter
in a small cabin as night comes on,
he finds himself assigned to sleep in

a garret where a previous traveler
Jaas already been murdered. He over-

irs the man and woman down-
lirs plotting to kill him while he

sleeps in order to secure his wallet.
The manner in which he succeeds in

making his escape is very thrilling,

and carries a big suspense punch.
At the close, Gibbons presents the
young man now grown to middle age
who experienced the thrilling ad-

venture. Gibbons then makes his

announcement to the audience of the
prize money offer for all accepted
stories to be screened. Directed by
Joseph Henabery.

"Speaking of the Weather"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)

Vitaphone 7 Mins.
Verv Clever Animated

A very clever cartoon with a real

idea behind it. The story occurs in

a magazine store after business
hours. The characters on the covers
of the various popular magazines
come to life, and enact a story. It

concerns the villian on the cover of

a gangster magazine who robs a
bank on the cover of the Wall Street
magazine, and is foiled by Charlie
Chan of the Detective magazine.
Finishes in a grand chase with the
army, navy, boy scouts, and all the
other organizations that have mag-
azines to represent them joining in.

Produced by Leon Schlesinger,

Arnold Johnson and His

Orchestra

(Melody Master)

Good Band Novelty

Vitaphone 10 Mins.

Novelty presentation of an orches-

tra by having pictures on the wall

come to life, as the band goes into

its numbers. In this manner are

presented specialty numbers includ-

ing the Three Sirens, Sirey and
Weaver, and the Three Orchids

—

dancing and singing acts. Finally a
painting of Shubert, surrounded by
guests in his home, comes to life.

Shubert protests against the way
Arnold's band is promoting swing-

music. So the band plays the Shu-
bert composition, "The Bee," in

swing time, and Shubert and his

friends are won over to the modern
music craze. Directed by Joseph
Henabery.

"The Littlest Diplomat"
(Broadway Brevity)

Vitaphone 20 Mins.
Lavish Fairy Tale

A very pretentious production for

a short, in Technicolor, with all sorts

of sets representing a British army
barracks in the Orient, and the royal
tent of a native Khan opposing the
troops. Sybil Jasen, the child actress,

is featured. She arrives from Eng-
land to visit her grandfather, the
grumpy old Colonel of the garrison,
disliked by his men for his harsh
manner. The child runs away one
night, and wanders in the desert,

where she is picked up by two horse-
men of the Khan's desert troops and
brought to his tent. She wins him
over, and when the entire garrison
turns out to rescue her, she effects

a truce and friendship between the
two opposing forces. An impossible
fairy tale produced with lavishness.

Directed by Bobby Connolly. In the
cast are Lumsden Hare, Gordon
Hart, Carlyle Moore, Jr., Charles
Austin, Sidney Bracey, Peter Hob-
bes, Clive Halliday, Carlos De
Valdez.

E. M. Newman's
"Long Bright Land"

(Colortour Adventure)
Vitaphone 11 Mins.

Very Fine Scenic
In the amazing scenes of New Zea-

land, the travel expert E. M. New-
man conducts a tour starting with
the Auckland War Memorial, and
Tower. The most interesting sight

then on to the famous Carillon

takes in the Thermal District, a land
of boiling wells, geysers and sulphur
caves. A visit to the native Maori
tribe, a once barbaric people now
pursuing their peaceful daily tasks,

and giving an exhibit of their cere-

monial dance. The reel finishes with
a visit to the city of Christ Church,
and then to Mount Cook, and finally

the bird sanctuary at Cape Kid-
nappers.

Edgar Bergen with
Charlie McCarthy in

"A Neckin' Party"
(Vitaphone Variety)

Vitaphone
Clever Laugh Specialty

In this sketch, the ventriloquist

Edgar Bergen takes his dummy,
Charlie McCarthy, on a vacation
trip on a ranch. Charlie soon gets
himself all heated up over a Spanish
senorita, until her jealous escort ar-

rives. The latter leads Charlie off

in the wilds, and is about to hang
him when Bergen arrives. Bergen
points out to the Spaniard that his

girl is now flirting with someone
else, so that furnishes an out for
Charlie. The ventriloquist puts his

dummy through a clever routine,

and the laughs come easily.

Columbia Release Sept. 14
According to Columbia, "Counsel

For Crime," will be ready for na-
tion wide release on Sept. 14.
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A "JUUU" from Hollywood "Lots
«k -

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

JY|ONOGRAM'S second Tom Keene
outdoor drama, "The Country

Beyond," will go into production
today. R. N. Bradbury will direct

from the original screenplay by
Robert Emmett. Bert Longnecker
will photograph.

T T T

Jack Linder, who plans to pro-

duce several plays in Hollywood,
has signed Marty Brooks and Al
Freeman, scenarists, to write four
plays for him.

T T

E. B. Derr, on his return from
New York, announced that he will

begin preparation of "The County
Fair" immediately, using the Po-
mona County Fair for background
scenes. He will make the picture
for Monogram. Hope Bennett
adapted from the novel by Felice
Hepburn.

T t

Doris Dudley, screen actress, has
given Bide Dudley, New York critic

and radio commentator, a second
grandson. Youngster was born at
St. Vincent's Hospital here.

T T T
Composer Frederick Hollander is

all smiles these days. His song,
"Whispers in the Dark," has reached
the No. 1 spot for song popularity.
This makes two sensational hits for
him in less than five months, the
other "Moonlight and Shadows" also
rating a top spot. He is now writ-
ing tunes for "Thrill of a Life
Time," for Paramount.

T T T
Paramount has renewed the con-

tract of Frederick Hollander, com-
poser. His current picture is "Thrill

of a Lifetime."

T T
Herbert Clyde Lewis, author and

novelist, has reported to M-G-M on
the writing staff.

T T
Lynne Carver, who dropped out

of pictures last year to go to New
York to study voice, has returned
and her first assignment is a singing
role opposite Allan Jones in "The
Ugly Duckling."

t T
Karl Freund has just completed

the camera work on Garbo's "Con-
quest" and will start on his next
picture, "Four Marys."

T T T
Cromwell Ormsby has returned to

M-G-M studios as a writer.

T T T
Joe Ruttenberg replaces Ray June

as cameraman on "Live, Love and
Learn," due to June's illness the
past week.

T T T
Monogram will have approxi-

mately one-half of the 1937-38
schedule of pictures completed by
the end of October according to an
announcement by W. Ray Johnston,
president, now on the Coast confer-
ring with Scott R. Dunlap. This

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
© • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 140 • • •

QlDNEY FRANKLIN. Ace director for M-G-M. Born in San Francisco, son

*** of an Army colonel. Still considers city his home. Broke into industry as

an actor for D. W. Griffith. Then camera assistant to the late George Hill.

Ambitious, he directed,! photographed "The
Baby," which D. W. Griffith bought on sight

in the projection room. With Brother Chester,

also director, he directed a series of popular

features and serials. From these, he began di-

recting alone. Next placed under long-term

contract to M-G-M, for which his first pix

was "The Last of 'Mrs. Cheyney," a smash hit,

starring Norma Shearer. Since has directed

Miss Shearer in "Private Lives," "Smilin'

Through" and "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street." Other hits include "The Good Earth"

at M-G-M, and "The Dark Angel" for United
Artists. Personally, one of the quietest lumin-

aries in Hollywood. Scholarly. Seldom seen in

public places. Has one son, Sidney Franklin,

Jr. Stands 5, 6.
t

Hair, brown. Eyes, brown.

establishes a production record for
Monogram which began its new sea-
son's producing activities on April
15.

M-G-M signed Boyd Crawford to
a contract. He was playing in

"Yes, My Darling Daughter" when
Metro made a test of him and im-
mediately signed him up.

Ed Thorgersen, veteran sports
commentator for Movietone News,
has been summoned to the 20th
Century-Fox studios in Westwood
Hills to play the role of radio foot-
ball expert, in "Life Begins in Col-
lege."

T T
Ruth Warren, character actress,

has been added to the cast of "45

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By Sid Weiss

AL CHRISTIE has started shoot-

ing on "The Big Apple," a cel-

luloid version of the current dance
sensation now sweeping the coun-
try. Al has signed the Arthur Mur-
ray dancers to show how it's done
with Walter Perner's swing combi-
nation furnishing the musical back-
ground. A Marcy Klauber-Art Jar-
rett script, it is a lively affair fea-

turing Fred Gallagher, Mary Mc-
Cormack and Eddie Hall. Chris
Beute assisted in the direction.

•

Ben Blake starts production to-

morrow on the third of his current

series of musical one-reelers for Co-
lumbia titled "Roof-Top Frolics." Peg
LaCentra, Kirk Allan, Sedler and
Endler and Al Cooper's orchestra

are featured in addition to a cast

of some fifty extras.
•

Milton Schwarzwald starts shoot-

ing the 13th on a one-reeler for

RKO called "Phoney Boy," offering

J. Harold Murray, Cass Daly, Busy
Bees, Harvest Moon Shag dance
winners and Paul Floring. On the

16th, two two-reelers will go into

production for Universal titled "All

Aboard" and "Show Business." Lar-
ry Williams and William Kelly will

be at the camera.

Jimmy Lunceford and his crack
orchestra have left on an extended
tour of one-night stands throughout
the middle west, following which
they will wind up in Los Angeles
at Sebastian's Cotton Club. Jimmy's
personal manager, Harold F. Oxley,
with his wife and daughter are also
planning to leave for the coast Sep-
tember 9th.

Addenda . . . Mrs. Al Christie
and her mother are preparing for a
visit to Hollywood with Al moving
into the Pierre meanwhile . . . Tim
and Irene had a house full of guests
over the week-end at their country
home in Connecticut including:
Johnny Graham, Marie Hartman,
Eddie and Tootie Parks and Jack
and Edna Davis . . . Warren Murray
has sold his play titled "Two to
One" and you can look forward to
an early Broadway showing . . .

Warner's Vitaphone studios resume
production Sept. 13 with the sea-
son's schedule calling for 68 single-
reelers and 24 two-reelers . . . Jef-
ferson Machamer has completed the
sixth of a series of his "Gags and
Gals" shorts for Educational, re-

vealing a talent for comedy equal
to his drawing ability.

Fathers," the next Jane Withers fea-
ture.

T T
Walter Bullock and Harold Spina

have been signed by 20th Century-
Fox to write an original musical
score and lyrics for "Sally, Irene
and Mary," one of that studio's most
ambitious musical productions for
the coming season. Jack Yellen and
Harry Tugend are now at work on
the adaptation from the Eddie Dow-
ling-Agnes Wood script with Fred
Allen, his wife Portland Hoffa, Alice
Fayle, Louise Hovick and Joan
Davis in mind for stellar roles.

T T T

"The Life of Emile Zola" has its

West Coast premiere Sept. 9 at the
Carthay Circle Theater.

T T
Ralph Forbes, Thurston Hall,

Grant Mitchell, John Eldredge and
Georgia Caine have been signed for
principal roles in "Return from Lim-
bo," the Kay Francis-Pat O'Brien
picture which has just gone into pro-
duction at Warners.

T T T
Joseph Schildkraut and Muriel

Hutchison have been signed by
Paramount for a featured part in

"The Yellow Nightingale," the
Gladys Swarthout-John Boles musi-
cal scheduled to go into production
in the latter part of this month.
Gregory Stone is composing the mu-
sic for the Swarthout starring pro-
duction.

t r t

Three of Universal's latest crop
of hopefuls have been optioned, two
of them even before they appeared
in an important role. These two
are Frances Robinson, who goes in-

to the lead in "Tim Tyler's Luck"
and Eleanor Hansen, the Indianap-
olis youngster whose experience has
been entirely on the radio. The third

player to be optioned is William
Lundigan, former radio announcer
from Syracuse, N. Y., who has play-

ed in four pictures during the last

six months.
T T T

M-G-M announces purchase of the
story, "After Dark," by Graeme
Lorimer and Sarah Lorimer, which
is to be published serially in the
Saturday Evening Post.

r T

Ronnie St. Clair, 13-year-old New
Zealand boy, has been placed under
contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
He will make his first Hollywood
screen appearance in "Thorough-
breds Don't Cry."

T T T

Grand National and Zion Myers
have terminated their producing
contract by mutual agreement. Vic-^

tor Schertzinger will produce a/
direct features previously announce J
by the Schertzinger-Myers unit.

T T

Leopold Jessner, European direc-

tor, signed to a contract by M-G-M,
will arrive in Hollywood within the
next two or three weeks.
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* * NEWS of the DAY * * *
Milwaukee — Edward F. Berges,

60, property man at local theaters

for more than 30 years, died at his

home here recently. He was a mem-
ber of the Stage Hands' Union and
had served at the Davidson, Wiscon-
sin and Empress theaters here. He
is survived by his wife and a sister.

Lordsburg, N. M.—Mrs. S. Allen,
manager of the Palace Theater here,
announces that the playhouse will

be entirely remodeled.

St. Augustine, Fla.—Central The-
aters, Inc., is preparing to erect a
film theater on Cathedral St. New
lease terminates July 15, 1959.

Green Cove Springs, Fla.—Frank
P. Bryan, formerly of Charlotte,

N. C, has purchased the New The-
ater. Projecting and sound equip-
ment is being overhauled and other
improvements made.

Miami, Fla.—An extensive remod-
eling program is under way at the
Wometco Theaters, Inc., offices. The
art department is to be removed to

a separate building because of lack
of space in present quarters.

Racine, Wis.—The Granada, dark
for the past month, has been re-
opened, completely renovated.

Hamlet, N. C—The J. J. McDev-
itt Co. of Charleston, N. C, low bid-
der on the general contract for the
construction of a film theater here
for H. H. Anderson, with a bid of
$7,980. The building will be of
steel truss construction, one and
two stories in height, and will have
brick walls with cast stone and Car-
rara glass trim.

Mullins, S. C—M. B. Kahn of Co-
lumbia was recent low bidder on
the general contract for the con-
struction of a motion picture thea-
ter here with a bid of $19,846. La-
Faye and LaFaye of Columbia,
S. C, are the architects. The name
of the owner has been withheld.

Savannah, Ga.—Plans have been
completed here by Fred Weiss for
a 1,000-seat film theater at Bull
and 40th Sts.

Walterboro, S. C— H. N. Cook is

contemplating the construction of a
theater to be known as the Ritz.

Columbia, Tenn.—The U. E. Pigg
Realty Co. has plans for a motion
picture theater, one story in height,
with brick walls, a stone trim and
reinforced concrete frame.

20th Century-Fox Releases

Are Set Up to January 1

Feature releases up to Jan. 1, have
been set by John D. Clark, general
sales manager of 20th Century-Fox,
with the schedule as follows: yester-
day, "Thin Ice"; Sept. 10, "Wild and
Woolly" and "Borneo"; Sept. 17,

"Wife, Doctor and Nurse"; Sept. 24,
"The Jones Family in Hot Water";
Oct. 1, "Life Begins in College";
Oct. 8, "Lancer Spy" and "Roll
Along, Cowboy"; Oct. 15, "Heidi";
Oct. 22, "Charlie Chan on Broad-
way"; Oct. 29, "Ali Baba Goes to

Town"; Nov. 5, "Danger—Love at
Work"; Nov. 12, "Dangerously
Yours" and "Judge Priest"; Nov. 19,

"Second Honeymoon"; Nov. 26,

"Look Out, Mr. Moto"; Dec. 3,

"Shanghai Deadline," and "Tarzan's
Revenge"; Dec. 10, "45 Fathers" and
"Laughing Senor"; Dec. 17, "Big
Town Girl"; Dec. 24, "Women With
Wings"; Dec. 31, "Love and Hisses."

Healy, Joice at Confabs
William J. Healy, RKO Radio

Public Relations Representative for
the East Central District, addressed
this company's sales staff at Pitts-
burgh Saturday. He spent Labor
Day at his home in Atlantic City,
and then confers at the Home Of-
ifae with Leon J. Bamberger, Sales
^omotion Manager. J. Maxwell
Joice, Public Relations Representa-
tive in the West, addressed the
sales organization of Des Moines on
Saturday, and of Omaha on Sunday,
after which he will call on St. Louis
schools and organizations.

New Va. Censor on Job
Richmond, Va.—Mrs. Judith K.

Roberts, of Henrico county, has as-
sumed her new duties as a member
of the State Division of Motion Pic-
ture Censorship.

Attorney-General Abram P. Sta-
ples appointed Mrs. Roberts to suc-
ceed the late Richard C. L. Mon-
cure, of Stafford county.

Mono Signs 3 Circuits
Lon T. Fidler, president and man-

ager of Monogram's Denver ex-
change, has closed deals with the
Harris-Voeller Circuit and the De-
Mordaunt-Drennan Circuits in Ida-
ho, and with the E. K. Taylor-C. W.
Simons Circuits in Montana for
Monogram product, according to
Edward Golden, Monogram sales
chief.

Boston's Hub Opens
Boston—Al Winston is the new

manager of the Hub Theater which
opened yesterday. The Hub, for-
merly known as the Park, has
been remodeled and redecorated.
The house will show first-run duals
as the new policy.

Hodgson Joins RKO Radio
Fred Hodgson, former U. A. ex-

ploiteer has joined the RKO Radio
publicity department.

Republic Sets 2 Deals
Republic has closed product deals

with the G. W. Haynes and Publix-
Kincey Circuits, it is announced.

Etowah, Tenn.—The Strand The-
ater here, of which Herbert Harrell
is owner, is to be completely remod-
eled and air conditioning installed.

Braham, Minn. — New sound
equipment is being installed at the
Park Theater.

New Orleans—Inter City express
lines lost its second truck load of
film in recent months on a country
trip recently. Almost all film com-
panies were represented in damaged
product.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Glenn W.
Dickenson circuit has replaced Jack
Scott, manager of their Dickenson
Theater at Hiawatha, Kan., with
Ted Siler. Scott resigned to return
to the University to continue his

studies.

Hibbing, Minn. — The Minnesota
Amusement Co. is modernizing the
State here. William McCreary is

manager of the Publix house.

Spruce Pine, N. C—The Chero-
kee Amusement Co., Inc., of Green-
ville, Tenn., has plans for the con-
struction of a film theater here.

Louisville—The National Theater,
formerly used as a radio theater by
the Oertel Brewing Co., will reopen
Sept. 10 showing roadshows and
features, pictures changing each
Friday.

Louisville — A new theater, the
Lincoln, is being opened at Frank-
lin by Arnold Kummer.

Montreal, Que.—Belmont Theater
is making arrangements for fall

amateur night contests.

DOB YOUR THEATRE MEED A

"CMMDFBtRTM/Vr?
CUSHIONS

Even if a cushion department would
pay . . . your theatre would not. Profits

are in providing luxuriously comfortable

American Seating Company Chairs.

us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

American Seating Company
Public Seating for Every School, Theatre, Church, Auditorium and Bus Requirement

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN. Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL
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EARNINGS IN YEARS

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
132 Features Ready—GB May Produce 12

(Continued from Page 1)

lie has more spending power than it

did a few years back.

Two annual reports, representing

Loew's and Warner Bros., are being

awaited with keen interest, follow-

ing ending of their fiscal years on

Aug. 31, last. Unofficial but usually

authoritative sources have estimated

the former company's net as approxi-

mating $14,500,000 and Warner's as

$7,500,000. Loew reported a net of

$11,714,722 for the 40-weeks' period

ended June 3, last, as compared with

$7,390,495 for the same period of

the previous year. Warner's net

profit for the 39 weeks' period which
ended May 29, last, was announced
as $5,561,032, which compares with

$2,554,772 in the corresponding pe-

riod of the previous year.

20th Century-Fox, also making
substantial progress, reported a net

of $3,755,483 for the 26 weeks ended
June 26, last, which compares with

$2,769,190 for the same period in

1936. Paramount's position, too, is

showing a marked imnrovement.
This company's earnings for its sec-

ond quarter, which concluded July 3,

last, were reported as $1,307,000,

with figures not covering revenue
from various subsidiaries which was
estimated at approximately $340,0^0.

Paramount is indicated to substan-

tially exceed its last annual report,

dealing with the year which ended
Jan. 2, 1937, when a net of $6,012,-

250 was reported.

For the first six months of this

calendar year, RKO reported $1,448,-

000, comparing with $734,492 in the

corresponding period of 1936. Its

theater affiliate, K-A-O, reported

$687,190 as its profit for the 26

weeks' period ended July 3. last. Re-
porting for the first six months of

1937, Pathe announced a profit of

$104,549, as contrasted with a loss

of $17,295 for the first 29 weeks of

1936.

Columbia has reported $1,317,770

for the year ended June 26, last,

which compares with $1,568,860.

Other producing - distributing com-
panies, which have shown losses in

past years, are definitely climbing
into black-ink positions, financial cir-

cles believe. Eastman Kodak, re-

porting $18,906,371 as its 1936 net

(it's highest since 1930) indicated

bigger earnings for 1937. Trans-
Lux Daylight Screen reported $177,-

437 for the first six months of this

calendar year, showing a rise of $50,-

415 over the corresnonding period

in 1936.

Educational's annual report, cov-

ing the year which ended June 27,

last, is understood to show a sub-

stantial improvement over the nre-

vious year. It is due in about one
week.

Sheila Barrett In Philly

Philadelphia — Sheila Barrett
opened at the Earle theater yester-

day.

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

by yesterday, Labor Day. Group in-

cluded numerous stand-out attrac-

tions, and the combined lists reflected

adherence to the current policy in

Hollywood of readying product on as

large a scale as possible at the outset

of the release year.
* * *

R. H. Cochrane, president of the
New Universal, announced, as the
week opened, that N. L. Nathanson,
important film factor in Canada, had
become associated with Universal
Pictures through the purchase of a
substantial number of shares in

Canadian Universal Film Co., Ltd.
This subsidiary of Universal oper-
ates film exchanges in Toronto, Cal-
gary, St. John, Vancouver and Win-
nipeg. Move was regarded as strong-
ly reinforcing U's power in the
Dominion.

* * *

Columbia reported a net of $1,317,-

770.92 for the year ended June 26,

1937, after all charges and provi-

sions for Federal income and other
taxes, equivalent to $3.26 per share
on 340,944 shares of common stock

outstanding. Figure for the 52-

week's period compares with $1,568,-

860.92 representing the year ended
June 27, 1936, equal to $4.00 on a
similar number of common shares.

From Fargo, N. D., came word at

midweek that the first court test of

the constitutionality of a theater di-

vorce law had been instituted there

by Paramount Pictures, Inc., Minn-
esota Amusement Co. and the Amer-
ican Amusement Co. in a suit filed in

the U. S District Court, Southeast-
ern Division, to restrain North
Dakota's Governor, William A.
Lange, and other state officials from
enforcement of the recently enacted
state law requiring producers or dis-

tributors of pix to divest themselves
of theater holdings on penalty of

$10,000 fine where the producer or

distributor interest extends to more
than one theater. Case is expected
to reach trial this fall.

* * *

Erpi, changing a policy maintain-
ed since sound's advent, granted non-
exclusive licenses to manufacture
sound equipment under patents con-

trolled by Erpi and associate com-
panies to General Theater Equip-
ment Corp. and Motiograph, Inc., of

Chicago.

Other news highlights concerned
the 10-year peak interest currently

shown by Wall Street in film financ-

ing . . . Word that news commenta-
tor Gabriel Heatter had joined Para-
mount News. . . . Impending get-

togethers of major circuit represen-
tatives with those of the new front-

of-the-house unions, with parleys

expected to get under way in about
three weeks . . . Poising of Coast
producers to examine 140 new Broad-
way shows with eyes to buying

l

screen rights . . . Naming of Peter

Witt to post of European represen-
tative by Samuel Goldwyn, and ap-
pointee's departure on the week end
for Europe to take charge of sales

as well as of stories and talent
scouting on the Continent . . . State-
ment by George E. Browne, president
of the IATSE, that federation of in-

ternational unions within the amuse-
ment industry, including the IATSE,
American Federation of Musicians,
the Associated Actors and Artistes
of America, and possiblv the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, would be organized and
functioning within 60 days . . and
from Washington flashed the deci-

sion that under a Bureau of Internal
Revenue ruling, which becomes ef-

fective Oct. 1, admission prices must
be stamped on the stub of tickets

taken up at the doors of theaters.
* * *

Price rises approximating five

cents have been effectuated by 85
houses operated by Fox-Midwest
Theaters.

I

1
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the company would elect to make 12
pictures on its own.

* * *

At the week-end, Stuart Doyle ar-
rived from "down under" at Los
Angeles. It was the former Greater
Union Theaters head's first visit to

the U. S. in years, and its purpose,
the lining up of talent for his Aus-
tralian radio interests.

Appointment of Peter Witt as
Samuel Goldwyn's general European
representative, with headquarters in

London, was another newsworthy
development of the seven-day period.
The founder of Reunion Films will

handle sales, stories, talent for
Goldwyn.

* * *

Other foreign headlines disclosed:

The Union of Mexican Film Actor's
dissolution and merger of its mem-
bership with the UTECM . . Plans
for a new British circuit in North-
ern Ireland . . . Inspiration Films
(London) negotiations for the pro-
ducing of 12 British shorts in Tech-
nicolor, with world-wide distribution

bv a U. S. company . . . Presence of
Herbert Wilcox, Phil Reisman and
Anna Neagle in Venice at the invi-

tation of the Italian government for

the Fifth International Exhibition of

Cinematographic Art.
* * *

General increase in admission
prices is foreseen in England.

Tobias' Premium Offices

Lester S. Tobias Inc., direct fac-
tory representatives for a number
of large manufacturers, will open
theatrical premium display rooms at

358 West 44th Street within the
next 10 days. Complete lines of
china, glassware, and other items
will be presented to the theatrical

trade.

Undeclared Sino-Japanese hostili-

ties in and about Shanghai have
brought to a virtual standstill all

activity of U. S. film distribution
offices there, a check-up made by The
Film Daily among home office offi-

cials established.

With cable communications seri-

ously hampered, the sketchy advises
emanating from the beleagured city

since fighting assumed serious pro-
portions, ceased altogether by the
week-end. Before cable communica-
tion was interrupted widespread ac-

tion was underway by American film

representatives in Shanghai to con-
duct business from Tientsin, Hong
Kong and Manila.

While Universal's newsreel repre-
sentatives, George Krainukov and
Howard Winner, stuck by their
"guns," Le Roy Brower of U's
Shanghai office at 623 Szechuen
Road, left the city for Manila. Har-
old Dudoff was reported working out
of the Tientsin office with the organ-
ization's native Chinese executive,
K. C. Way. No word has been re-

ceived by Universal as to the dam- 1

age understood to have occurred to

its Shanghai branch during the re-

cent aerial bombing of the Interna-
tional Settlement and subsequent tori

artillery bombardment.
M-G-M spokesman said that busi-

ness of that company is being con-

ducted out of Hong Kong, the Shang-
hai office being closed.

20th Century-Fox has received re- the ?

ports from its Shanghai manager,
Lawrence Paulson, who is remaining
there until forced to leave, that the
company's branch, Fox Film, Fed.,i

Inc., U. S. A., at 142 Museum Road,
was struck by shrapnel during an
air raid but that he is uninjured.
Delbert Goodman, who sailed for
Shanghai recently on the President
Hoover, left the ship at Manila and
is operating out of the office.

RKO reports that business of its

representative, Peacock Motion Pic-

ture Co., Inc., has been transferred
g,

to Hong Kong and Manila.
Warner Bros.' representative Har-

old Dunn has also left Shanghai for

Manila, according to word received
at the home office Saturday.
Jim Perkins, Paramount's mana-

ger for China, cabled that company's
film stocks and records have been
safely stored in the French Conces
sion, and that he was remaining in

Shanghai. Distribution in the Far
East for the company is in the hands
of Tom Cochrane, operating frorc

headquarters at Tokyo.
United A r t i s t s' representative

manager, Norman- Westwood, has

gone to Hong Kong from Shanghai.
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Acts for Dog Racing Tj
Albany—To test the legality oi

dog race betting under the so-called!

option system, Gov. Lehman will

call a special session of the Appelii

late Division of the Supreme Court
1

he announced yesterday.
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Joseph M. Schenck Sets Plans for Makin^^o^^fftnglancl

BROADWAY HOLIDAY GROSSES UP 5 TO 50PERCENT

RKO Theater Subsidiaries' 26-Weel< Net is $757,803
^ Trustee's Report, However,

Does Not Cover Orpheum
Circuit

How They Started
RKO theater subsidiaries exclu-

sive of Orpheum earned a net profit

of $757,803, after all charges ex-
cept tax on undistributed surplus
for the 26 weeks ended June 27,
1936, and RKO Radio Pictures earn-
ed $474,491 in the same period, ac-
cording to a report filed in Federal
Court by the Irving Trust Co., RKO

» trustee, covering the first six months
of 1937. Earnings for the first six

aijfmonths of 1937 were $1,448,783, com-
pared with a profit of $734,492 in
the same period of 1936. Included
in the charges against RKO Radio
•during the first six month of 1937

fflwas $511,785, representing accrued
(Continued on Page 3)

!oi

EXPECT STUART DOYLE

TO LINE UP PRODUCT
!

:

;

Stuart Doyle, former head of
M Grreater Union Theaters, a leading

Australian circuit, and who arrives
fe in New York Monday from Sydney
ii< : via the coast, is understood likely to
eivi confer with major company execu-

tives in an effort to line up product
for Australia. Although at the pres-

(Continued on Page 6)

^Broadway Houses Seeking

Wanger's "52nd Street"

fid i

Owing to the full condition of its

J.],,

schedule for weeks ahead, the Mu-
' sic Hall is not likely to play "52nd

Street," Walter Wanger-United Ar-
tists production, and several other

(.Continued on Page 3)

Hisses for Ad Film
New Haven, Conn. — The audience

hissed the current showing of a Tech-
nicolor cigaret trailer at a downtown
theater, and local columnists comment-
ed unfavorably.

George A. Hirliman, now producing features independently, entered the industry by way of the

laboratory field, finally selling his own labs, to Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., and subse-

quently forming Exhibitors Screen Service, Inc. Chalk up credit for the likeness to Colonel

Hap Hadley

Four Features, Each one Costing

$500,000, Set by Schenck for Eng.

Casey, Weber to Meet
on Sound Track Demand

Pat Casey, studio labor head, said

yesterday that he will confer this

week with Joseph N. Weber, presi-

dent of the American Federation of

Musicians, on the musicians' de-

mands which include a ban on the

dual use of sound tracks. Weber
(Continued on Page 3)

London (By Cable)—Planning to

set up a 20th Century-Fox produc-
tion unit here, Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the board of directors

of that company, has arranged for
production of four features, each
costing $500,000 at the Pinewood
studio. Productions will be made
between now and September, next
year.

Schenck, who sails for New York
(.Continued on Page 6)

Weather Man Co-operates as

First-Runs Chalk up

Record Biz

With the Weather Man cooperat-
ing to a satisfactory degree, Broad-
way first-run houses "went to town"
with unusually high grosses over
the Labor Day week-end, figures an-
nounced yesterday indicated. Im-
provement over last year's compara-
tive holiday period was estimated at
between five and 50 per cent.

Reports reaching New York yes-
terday from key cities established
that out-of-town business was ap-
proximately as high as that along
Broadway.
The Paramount, New York, with

"Double or Nothing" and a stage
show, stated that trade was 50 per

(Continued on Page 3)

nathansonTpara.

setup worked out

Neil F. Agnew, Paramount's dis-

tribution head, has worked out ar-
rangements with N. L. Nathanson
of Famous Players Canadian circuit

covering playing of his product in

1937-38. Circuit has a 20-year fran-
chise which has four years to go.
Agnew has just returned to New
York from Toronto, where he met
with Nathanson.

Early Closing of Circuit

Deals Reported in Ohio

Cleveland, O. — Independent cir-

cuit deals are being closed earlier
this year than in any previous sea-
son. Heretofore it has been the
practice of local circuit buyers to

(Continued on Page 6)

20th's Circuit Deals Set
Virtually all of 20th Century-Fox

1937-38 film deals with the larger

circuits have been closed with the
exception of the Saenger Amusement
Co., stated John D. Clark, general sales
manager, yesterday in New York.
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Chg.

- 3
- 25/8

-"i/s
- %

23 22
763/4 71

22
71 1/2

2%
71/2

203/4 18i/
7 19 — 25/8

1407/s i4oy7 HO'/? — 8

. 183/4 16% 16VR - i-'k

91/7 73/4 8i/s — l'/2

8Va 63/4 7 — 1 '/a

3434 313/4 32 — 3

133/4 12
55 55

121/2

55

— 13/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46... 98 973/4 973/4 — 1/4

Loew 6s 41 ww .... 99% 993/4 99%— 1/2

Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts, 6s 55..993/4 991/4 99 1/4 — %
Par. Picts. cv 3V4s47 90 90 90
RKO 6s41 1075/g 107 107 — %
Warner's 6s39 94y4 93 93—1 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 25/8 2l/2
2l/

2 — %
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 % — Vi
Technicolor 30% 28 28y2 — 2l/

g

Trans-Lux 4! 4 4
Universal Picts .... 6% 63,4 634 — 3/8

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 101 105

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36.. 10y4 11 1/4

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47. 93l/4 94l/
2

Met. Playhouse. Inc. 5s '43.. 69 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43. 52 54

Q>]
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(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES,
^> Ira GreeIra Greene

1501 BROADWAY
New York City

Tel. PE -6- 8367

WB Closes Deals With Propose Ohio Admission
Wilby-Kincey, Lightman Levy Be Used for Relief

Warner Bros .-First National has
closed a 1937-38 product deal with
the Wilby and Kincey circuit. Ar-
rangement was made by Gradwell
L. Sears, general sales manager,
and Carl Leserman, his aide.

M. A. Lightman of Malco circuit

has closed for Warner Bros.-First
National 1937-38 product, including
Vitaphone shorts, announces Grad-
well L. Sears, general sales man-
ager. Deal was closed by Herb
Ochs, Western and Southern Sales
Manager, Fred Jack, Southern Dis-
trict Manager, and Byron Adams,
Memphis Branch Manager, who act-
ed for Warners, and by M. A. Light-
man.

Amusement Stocks, Bonds

Drop With N. Y. Markets

Amusement stocks and bonds fol-

lowed the general downward move-
ment in the markets yesterday.
Amusement stocks on the Big Board
here were off from % to 8 points.
On the Curb, the drop was from
% to 2%, while on the Bond Mar-
ket, the drop was from % to l x

/4.

Dan Greenhouse Returns
Dan Greenhouse, foreign manager

for M-G-M for four years in Co-
lombia and the Dutch East Indies,
returned yesterday from the Dutch
East Indies after resigning his post
there.

Columbus, O.—Among the pro-
visions of a $13,000,000 annual re-

lief program submitted by the Ohio
League of Municipalities to the un-
official joint legislative relief com-
mittee, amid indications that it

would win the group's general ap-
proval, was the re-allocation of the
permanent 3 per cent admissions
tax, proceeds of which now go to

bond service, for $1,500,000 a year,
to go directly for relief purposes.

Expect Early Filing of

New Condor Prospectus

Chicago—Condor board of direc-

tors headed by Amedee Van Beuren
met here yesterday and was ex-

pected to order filing of a new pros-

pectus with SEC. Frank V. Snell,

financial head, and M. H. Hoffman,
production manager came on from
the Coast for the meeting.

E. F. McGrady With RCA
The appointment of Edward F.

McGrady, former Assistant Secre-
tary of Labor, as director of labor
relations for RCA, effective yester-

day, was confirmed last night by
Gen. James G. Harbord, Chairman
of the company's board of direc-

tors.

Sp(tecial Fight Trailers

Detroit—Fifty special trailers for
the Louis-Farr fight pictures are
being made by Peter A. Simon, head
of Simon's Film Service. Fight films

Coming and Going
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK sails from England

tonight on the Normandie on his return to

New York.

BILL CONSELMAN is in New York from the
Coast.

MYKE LEWIS is due in New York today
from the Coast.

GEORGE SMITH arrives in New York today
from San Francisco.

CHARLES REAGAN has returned to New
York after a brief trip to Cincinnati.

JOHN FRIEDL plans a trip to New York in

three weeks from Minneapolis.

LOUIS K. SIDNEY has gone to Europe from
New York.

BINNIE BARNES sails from New York today
for England, where she will work in "Bicycle
for Two" for Alexander Korda's London Films.

SONJA HENIE leaves her home at Oslo, Nor-
way. Sept. 22 for Hollywood.

DAN GREENHOUSE, who resigned as M-G-M
manager in the Dutch East Indies, arrived
from that country yesterday.

O. C. DOERING of counsel for the Irving
Trust Co., returned yesterday from a Wiscon-
sin vacation.

AMEDEE VAN BEUREN is expected back
from Chicago tomorrow.

RICHARD WALSH, IATSE vice president, is

expected tomorrow from Washington.

ERNIE GANN, former Major Pictures talent
scout, leaves tomorrow for Hollywood.

DOUGLAS CHURCHILL, New York Times-
Hollywood correspondent, accompanied by his

wife, is en route to New York from the Coast
and will make stop-overs in 11 cities en route.

JEFFERSON MACHAMER has returned to Hol-
lywood from New York.

JOHN PIERCE is en route to New York from
the Coast.

BEN BERNIE arrived in Hollywood yesterday

from New York.

NINO MARTINI has arrived in New York
from the Coast for a brief vacation.

MORRIS HELPRIN, American publicity rep-

resentative for Alexander Korda, returns to

New York from London tomorrow on the He
de France.

AUSTIN MOON, general manager of the

Colony Theater at Miami Beach, has returned

there with his wife from a visit to New York.

M. SWIFT, manager of the London branch
of Guaranteed Pictures Co., sails for England
today on the Queen Mary after spending two
months in New York and Hollywood.

Circuits and 306 and 1

Will Continue Parl^-

No agreements have yet been
reached in negotiations between ma-
jor circuits and Locals 306 and 1,

both of which are seeking wage in-

creases. Further conferences be-

tween the circuits and union officials

are slated for this week.
Local 52, studio workers, is sched-

uled to meet again with Eastern
studio heads and Pat Casey on
Thursday or Friday. The union
will then receive the companies'
answer on their wage increase and
other demands.

"Orphan Boy" at Belmont
American premiere of the musical

film, "An Orphan Boy of Vienna,"
produced by Meteorfilm in Austria,

will be held today at the Belmont
Theater. Attraction, which is being
distributed by General Foreign
Sales Corp., features the Vienna
Choir Boys in their first appearance
on the screen.

Barry Plans Appeal
New attorneys for Richard Barry,

author, have filed notice of appeal
with the Circuit Court of Appeals
from decision of Judge Bondy of the

U. S. District Court, New York, dis-

missing his plagiarism action

against Howard Hughes and United
Artists in connection with "Hell's

Angels."

New Title for Annabella Pix
"Riviera", the picture which An-

nabella made for New World stu-

dios in England, has been retitled

"Dinner At The Ritz". It will be
released in this country by Twen-
tieth Century-Fox.
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THRU SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
No Change of Planes Enroute

The shortest, fastest, most frequent

flight schedules between New York and
California. Direct thru sleeper service.

. . . You sleep the entire night in

comfortable roomy berths. . . . Separ-

ate lounge and sleeping compartments
—tasty full course meals served com-

plimentary.
For Information and Reserva-

tions Call Your Nearest TWA
Office . . . or any Hotel,

Travel Bureau, Postal Tele-

graph or Western Union Q t

Member National Safety I

THE LUXURY LINE

COAST TO COAST
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GROSSES UP 5-50%

{Continued from Page 1)

cent ahead of last year. Inci-

dentally, by playing to 152,000 ad-
missions in the first week, "Double
or Nothing" broke the New York
Paramount Theater record held by

"The Plainsman." The attendance
exceeded by 6,750 the mark hit last

January by "The Plainsman" which
at that time, registered a new all-

time attendance high since the the-

ater opened its doors in 1926.

Next in line came the Roxy, play-

ing "Thin Ice" and stage entertain-

ment, which reported a 30 per cent
rise. House's four-day record was
smashed through attendance of 106,-

956, it was stated, while Sunday biz

was reported biggest in seven years.
The capitol, with "Broadway Mel-

ody of 1938," went on the records
as having done 20 per cent more
than last Labor Day holiday period,

which was the figure also provided
by the Strand, playing "Varsity
Show." With "Prisoner of Zenda"
and a stage show, the Music Hall
announced a five per cent improve-
ment and the Rivoli, offering "Dead
End," reported a 20 per cent in-

crease.

U. A.'s home office said yesterday
that "Zenda" broke every record for
both attendance and box-office re-

ceipts at the Radio City Music Hall
on Sunday, and that on Monday, the
pix drew the largest day's receipts
that the theater ever rolled up on
a day when it did not have a mid-
night show.

In the two-a-day division, the Hol-
lywood, with "Life of Emile Zola,"
continued as a sell-out proposition
and yesterday's matinee business
was in the same condition. Good
business was announced by the
Globe, with "Souls at Sea" and the
Astor, playing "The Firefly."

Biz done by "Dead End" over the
week-end in 20 spots was 108.3 per
cent better than the composite
average, U. A. home office said yes-
terday. Towns included Chicago,
Louisville, Syracuse, Richmond,
Memphis, New Haven and Hart-
ford.

• • • OLD-TIME handbills come to life with a
modern touch through the typographical ingenutiy of Supreme
Ad Service as displayed in their gorgeous handbill of
a style a century ago made for M-G-M to tout "Broad-
way Melody of 1938" these type experts selected a
couple of show-bills, vintage of 1817 and 1825, as models, and
went to work and turned out a snappy combo of modern
type faces with the old, a medley of borders, stars, hands, funny
cuts, all pyramided like a gigantic cream layer cake
what you call a Stimulating Note to an important phase
of theater direct-to-public B. O. promotion hand these
out on the street, and you'll stop the citizens dead in their
tracks

© • • NATURE STORY a down-and-out actor
stood at the corner of Hollywood and Vine in the filmirage
known as Hollywood he was bemoaning his fate to a
friend the day was damp and misty it suited
the actor's mood "Look," he said to a friend, "clouds,
mist, bah! Everything out here's phoney—the people, the
weather, everything!" just then the sun broke through
the clouds the friend pointed to the sky "Look,
Sam, ya ought to take a lesson from nature. Every cloud has
a silver lining" the d. and o. actor glowered at the sky

"Nature me eye. Ya can't fool me. It's probably
Darryl Zanuck's art department working on a new picture" .

• • -• BEAUTY EXPERT Vincent Trotta
Paramount's art director for the third year has been
selected as one of the judges in the Atlantic City Pageant to

select Miss America the judges have left New York,
and the Pageant will be under way throughout the week
climaxing with the selection of Miss America on Saturday eve

Earl Sweigart, Paramount's Philly branch manager,
will also take part in the Pageant proceedings

• • • IN ITS fifth week of production at the new Cine
Citta studios in Rome the Italian Hollywood
Maria Gambarelli's film, "Dr. Antonio," being produced by
Manderfilm headed by P. Mander a costume picture

this is the picture with which it is hoped to start a
cycle of Italian productions moving toward the American
market

• • • BACK in our midst Lou Irwin after
having elevated the Three Ritz Brothers to stardom
his stay here will be confined to a search for new screen talent

at his eastern office in the RKO building . . . • Alex
Schomburg, artist extraordinary with the scissors cut-

ting out silhouettes of the boys over at National Screen that
are positively sen-say-shu-nal

• • • OUR OWN Shoe Dep't specializing in Heels
referring to one particular heel that certain Nobody we
helped to build up to a Somebody with personal blurbs
now when he meets us on the avenue, he almost requires an
introduction

• • • BEST SHORT ..Walt Disney wins for the
fourth consecutive time the prize of the International Film
Exhibition Phil Reisman reports in a cable from Venice

"Hawaiian Holiday" did the trick for Walt
another winner from RKO was "Winterset" with the
award for best photography Peverell Marley being the
cameraman on this Pandro S. Berman production

« « « » » »

RKO SUBSIDIARIES

26-WK. NET $757,803

{Continued from Page 1)

interest on indebtedness to RKO.
The report states that while theater
attendance was off during the first

half of 1937 compared to the like

period in 1936, increased admission
prices brought theater receipts
above the 1936 period. Pathe News
earned a net profit of $2,080 in the
first half of 1937 compared to $3,165
in the like period of 1936.

In the period between Mar. 1, 1937,
and Aug. 1, 1937, RKO reduced the
principal amount of secured 6
per cent gold notes outstanding
from $600,000 to $350,000 and ob-
tained a reduction in interest from
four to two per cent from the Bank
of America, holder of the notes.
RKO's total fixed indebtedness was
reduced $1,337,592 in the period in-

cluding the sum paid on gold notes.

Cash on hand declined from $7,-

928,810 on Dec. 31, 1936, to $5,663,-
148 on July 3, 1937, a reduction of
$2,295,661. The trustee remarks
that in addition to the reduction of
$1,337,592 on the fixed indebtedness,
Stadium paid $700,000 for the Or-
pheum assets and the RKO Radio
inventory rose about $1,500,000.
A. H. McCausland has been acting

as RKO trustee as representative of
the Irving Trust Co.

Broadway Houses Seeking

Wanger's
u
52nd Street"

{Continued from Page 1)

Broadway houses are now reported
interested in acquiring the picture.
Reports mention both the Capitol
and Paramount.

Casey, Weber to Meet
on Sound Track Demand

{Continued from Page 1)

returned yesterday from Atlantic
City where he attended the sessions
of the executive council of the
American Federation of Labor.

NUTE Projectionists In

As IATSE Fails of Pact

Montreal, Que. — Following an
unsettled dispute on wage increases,
16 IATSE projection operators of
4 Consolidated Theaters, Ltd.,
houses are being replaced by opera-
tors of the National Union of The-
ater Empolyes, Local No. 2.

"Souls at Sea" Biz Big

"Souls at Sea," playing more than
60 situations, did holiday week-end
trade comparable to "The Plainsman,"
over the New Year week-end, said
Paramount yesterday.
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ZtJor^t be surprised at the way the nation has

gone overwhelmingly wild over 'Zola'—and

don't be amazed that 'Varsity Show' has

topped even the biggest of all Warner musicals

of the past. It's only the start of the determined



Warner Bros, plan to make 1937-38 the year of

years for you—and us ! That's why we're all ready

this minute with another picture as sensationally

box-office on every entertainment count—the next

number on the ^talk- of- the -trade' program—

BETTE DAVIS
Offers a Brilliant Match for Paul Muni's 'Zola' Performance, with

ENRY FONDA
in

'That

Certain Woman
Supported by

Ian Hunter • Anita Louise • Donald Crisp
Written and Directed by Edmund Goulding • Music by Max Steiner • A First National Picture

arner Will Advertise It with a Coast-to-Coast Newspaper Campaign
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SCHENCK PLANS TO

MAKE 4 PIX IN ENG.

{Continued from Page 1)

tonight on the Normandie, plans to

have the 20th Century-Fox produc-
tion unit in action inside of one
year. He denied that he has entered
into any new discussions with Isi-

dore Ostrer on the GB situation and
declared that any such move would
have to come from them, although
he is not anxious to reopen nego-
tiations. Schenck indicated that in

his opinion, the corporation is mak-
ing no great headway.

Early Closing of Circuit

Deals Reported in Ohio

{Continued from Page 1)

hold out until after the entire ter-

ritory is closed.

Frank Drew, M-G-M branch man-
ager, reports that Myer Fine, vice

president of Associated Theaters,

has closed a deal for 23 theaters.

Bert Stearn, United Artists dis-

trict manager, has closed the entire

Warner circuit in the Ohio and
Pennsylvania zones. The Ohio deal

was closed with Zone Manager Nat
Wolf. Zone manager Harry Kal-
mine of Pittsburgh closed the Penn-
sylvania deal. The entire contract
involves approximately 85 houses.

I. J. Schmertz, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, reports new prod-
uct deals closed with Associated
Theaters, Scoville, Essick & Reif,
Paul Gusdanovic circuit, Washing-
ton circuit, involving in all some 43
theaters.

To Discuss Sales Problems
Sales problems will be discussed

by Myke Lewis, Paramount district
manager headquartering in Los An-
geles, and George Smith, branch
manager at San Francisco, with
Charles Reagan, Western division
manager, following their arrival in
New York today from their homes.

WEDDING BELLS

Minneapolis—Alice Ferry, Colum-
bia exchange employee, has an-
nounced her engagement to Charles
Mersereau, Columbia shipper, cul-
minating an inter-office romance.

Cincinnati — Hilda Knochelman,
20th Century-Fox, is leaving to be
married Sept. 30.

Miami, Fla. — Charles Whitaker,
assistant manager of the Olympia,
has returned from his honeymoon.
His bride is the former Martha
Staten, one-time cashier of the
Olympia.

Cincinnati — Miss Marie Macci,
daughter of A. Macci, Wayne Thea-
ter, Greenville, was married to
Jimmy Arnett, Sept. 1, and left for
a honeymoon on the Great Lakes.

lUmews of> View 7-ihns
"Wife, Doctor and

Nurse"
With Loretta Young, Warner Baxter,

Virginia Bruce

20th Century-Fox 85 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

FINE ACTING, SPLENDID DIRECTION
AND CLEVER WRITING MARK PIX AP-
PEALING TO ALL TYPES OF AUDIENCES.

This is a first-rate picture, which should

appeal to all types of audiences. It has fine

acting, splendid direction and clever writ-

.ng. Wjrner Baxter gives one of his best

performances, making his role very human
and be'ievable. Loretta Young is thorough-

ly convincing as a social butterfly, who mar-

ries Baxter, a Park Avenue doctor, only to

find that V.rginia Bruce, his nurse, is also in

love with him. Miss Bruce does very good

work, while Jane Darwell is likeable as

Baxter's housekeeper. Walter Lang's direc-

tion is of the best, blending romance, con-

flict and comedy effectively. Raymond Grif-

fith rates credit as associate producer.

Kathryn Scola, Darrell Ware and Lamar
Trotti wrote a clever screenplay. Edward

Cronjager's photography is high-grade. Fol-

lowing their sudden marriage and a Euro-

pean honeymoon, Baxter and Loretta return

to New York. Loretta visits a hospital and

sees Baxter with Virginia and discovers

that Virginia is very beautiful. Virginia,

having fallen in love with Baxter, leaves

and goes to the mountains to rest. With
Virginia gone, Baxter's work suffers and he

also neglects Loretta. Matters are ironed

out, with Virginia returning to New York,

and Baxter, Loretta and Virginia agreeing

that the wife, doctor and nurse arrangement

is to continue.

Cast: Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Vir-
i nia Bruce, Jane Darwell, Sidney Blackmer,

Maurice Cass, Minna Gombell, Margaret

Irving, Gordon Elliott, Elisha Cook, Jr.,

Brewster Twins, Paul Hurst, Hal K. Dawson,

George Ernest, Georges Renavent, Spencer

Charters, Claire DuBrey, Lon Chaney, Jr.,

Charles Judels, Stanley Fields, Olin How-
land, Jan Duggan.

Associate Producer, Raymond Griffith,

Director, Walter Lang; Screenplay, Kathryn

Scola, Darrell Ware, Lamar Trotti; Camera-
man, Edward Cronjager; Art Director, David

Hall; Editor, Walter Thompson; Musical

Director, Arthur Lange; Sound, Joseph Ai-

ken, Roger Heman.

Direction, Splendid.

Good.

Photography, Very

Marqusee In Syracuse
Syracuse, N. Y.—Al Marqusee,

former assistant manager of the
Glove Theater, Gloversville, has
been brought to the Eckel to re-
place Joe Ott as Manager "Buddy"
Freeman's aid. Marqusee is a Syra-
cuse boy.

Rivoli Keeps "Dead End"
"Dead End", begins its third week

at the Rivoli Theater today. The
Sam Goldwyn picture set a new
record for the second week of any
picture in the theater's history.

"Partners in Crime"
With Lynne Overman, Roscoe Karns,

Muriel Hutchison

Paramount 62 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BREEZY POLITICAL CAMPAIGN COM-
EDY MAKES ENJOYABLE PROGRAM FARE.

That happy-go-lucky private investigator,

Lynne Overman and his newspaper pal,

Roscoe Karns, get mixed up in a political

campaign that makes enjoyable program

fare. Overman carries the picture and it

is due to the manner in which he gets

over the lines that the piece is entertaining.

Ralph Murphy has directed in a breezy

fashion, things move quickly and interest is

well maintained. The Garnet Weston
screenplay from Kurt Steel's novel takes

some unexpected twists and the dialogue

gets a goodly number of laughs. A new-
comer, Muriel Hutchison, gets off to a

good start as an attractive female black-

mailer. Others in the cast who do well are

Anthony Quinn, Inez Courtney, Charles

Halton, June Brewster and Charles Wilson.

Lynne Overman horns in on his neighbor,

Muriel Hutchison, to learn that she is part

of a scheme to blackmail Charles Halton,

candidate for mayor. Lynne gets himself a

job as investigator for Halton and it looks

like he has the blackmailers out of the way
when Muriel walks in on a party meeting

and accuses Halton of a past. Lynne then

offers his pal Karns as a candidate. Karns

goes on to win the election only to have

the opposition discover that he is not a

citizen and therefore not eligible for office.

With his foes in command, Lynne is run

out of town.

Cast: Lynne Overman, Roscoe Karns,

Muriel Hutchison, Anthony Quinn, Inez

Courtney, Lucien Littlefield, Charles Halton,

Charles Wilson, June Brewster, Esther How-
ard, Nora Cecil, Russell Hicks, Don Brodie,

Archie Twitchell.

Director, Ralph Murphy; Author, Kurt

Steel; Screenplay, Garnett Weston; Cam-
eraman, Henry Sharp, ASC; Art Directors,

Hans Dreier, Robert Odell; Editor, Eda

Warren; Sound, George Dutton, Walter

Oberst; Musical Director, Boris Morros.

Direction,

Good.

Breezy. Photography, Very

"Good Earth" Going Good
Miami, Fla.

—"Good Earth" was
brought back to the Miami area
by Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

four weeks ago and still continues
to draw capacity houses. It has
been shown in most of the Para-
mount Theaters in Miami, Coral
Gables and Miami Beach and is as
popular today as when it opened
four weeks ago.

"Horizon" Getting Biz

Cleveland — "Lost Horizon" had
a very big week at Warner's Hip-
podrome where it just finished its

first local popular priced engage-
ment, going 30 per cent over the
regular house average. It moved
over to the Allen for a continued
downtown run.

EXPECT STUART DGf!

TO LINE UP PR0DUC1

(Continued from Page 1)

ent time without a circuit connection
insiders are inclined to the opinior
that Doyle will again enter that ac
tivity in his country.
Doyle will go on to London aftei

his New York visit.

Form General Holding Co.

For Schreiber's Circuit

ill
:!

5..'

Detroit—Advance Theatrical Op
eration Corp. was formed last week
as a general holding company for
the Jacob Schreiber Circuit. Capi
talization consists of 25,000 shares,
common stock, no par value, issued
at $1.00 per share, and 40,000
shares at $10.00 per share. Assets
are listed as $15,000. All stock is

held by theater corporations—Colo-
nial Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,

Chester Majestic Corp., and Forest
Theater Corp., with headquarters at

the Colonial Theater.

Simultaneous Openings

Set for "Souls At Sea"

Salt Lake City—"Souls at Sea"
will open at the Salt Lake City
first-runs simultaneously. Inter-
mountain Theaters, Inc., has set the
pix for the local Paramount and
Studio theaters.

Meet for League Title
With the Motion Picture Baseball

League title and cup at stake, nines
of Consolidated and Columbia will

play at 5 p.m. today in the George
Washington High School stadium at
193rd St. and Audubon Ave.

DEATH RECORD

Henry Hadley

Funeral services for Henry Had-
ley, 66, American composer and
conductor who died on Monday at
his New York residence, 15 West
67th St., following a prolonged ill-

ness, will be held today at 2:30 p.m.
in the Brick Presbyterian Church,
37th St. and 5th Ave. Interment
will be in Mount Auburn Cemetery,
Cambridge, Mass.

James Burgess

Kansas City, Mo.—James H. Bur-
gess, 45, a stationary engineer for
the Fox Theaters, here, died at his

home. He leaves his mother, two
daughters, two brothers and four
sisters.

W. T. Mitchell

Petersburg, Ind.—W. T. Mite)'/',
operator of the Lincoln and %

j

Theaters here, died. He was in jiuor ;

health for the past year.

Mrs. Olive Burkhart

Jasonville, Ind.—Mrs. Olive Burk-
hart, operator of the Crescent, died
after a short illness.
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'Damaged Lives" Attacked

C\y Detroit Police Censors
4 KvJr

Detroit — Cinema Theater, re-

>pening with "Damaged Lives,"

ifter being closed for the summer,
an into difficulties with the cen-

sors the first day, when the film

was banned, although originally

jassed for showing and exhibited

;a|iere three years ago. Manager Ira

Saplan secured an injunction

igainst Police Commissioner Hein-
ich Pickert and the censors, Jo-

seph Kollar and Charles W. Snyder,

ind Snyder told The Film Daily
;he latter planned to fight the in-

junction. The Detroit Board of

Health is supporting the censors.

f

28 Exchanges to Handle

Reliable's New Program

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Reliable Pictures

Corp. has purchased four James Oli-

ver Curwood stories and is negotiat-

ing for a star to be featured in

them. Company has also signed

Tex Fletcher, WOR singing star,

who will be starred in series of mu-
sical westerns.
Besides these pictures, Reliable

will make 12 other action melo-
drama features in addition to four
exploitation specials.

Benny B. Ray and Harry Webb are
working with 28 exchanges which
will handle product under name of

Reliable Pictures. New banking
sources will finance.

Famous Players Canadian

Offers $300,000 in Bonds

Montreal, Que.— Offering of a
new issue of $300,000 Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp., 4%% first

mortgage and collateral trust bonds,
series "B," due June 1, 1951, is be-

ing made at 99 and accrued interest,

to yield 4.59%. Proceeds will be
used to partially reimburse the com-
pany for capital expenditures made
for new theaters, and to provide
funds for improvement to proper-
ties. New issue has the same ma-
turity and security as outstanding
"A" bonds.

"Thin Ice" Clicking
"Thin Ice," 20th Century-Fox's

new musical broke all opening day
records for the Tower theater in

Kansas City, Mo., according to re-

ports received yesterday by John D.
Clark, general manager of distri-

bution. In Asbury Park, N. J., the
picture also started sensationally,
it was said. In Boston it pressed
all records for the Modern Theater,
and in Newark was reported very
big.

Berger to Expand Circuit
^Minneapolis—Bennie Berger, this

fr
v%a^ory's leading indie operator,
announces that he will expand his
circuit for the first time in 5 years.
At present the circuit is composed
of nine houses, two first-run. Berg-
er contemplates at least a dozen
houses.

A "JUttU" hot*. "Ms//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

p^OLLYWOOD'S premiere of "The
Life of Emile Zola," will be broad-

cast on a coast-to-coast radio net-
work tomorrow night. Pix is hav-
ing its first performance in the
West tomorrow at the Carthay Cir-
cle in Los Angeles. The broadcast
will be heard in New York from
12:30 to 1 a.m. (Eastern Daylight
Time) over Station WOR. Fifty-
six stations are participating in the
broadcast, r r w

Paul Jones, assistant to William
LeBaron, managing director of pro-
duction for Paramount, has been as-
signed to produce "Things Began
To Happen" which will go before
the cameras as a W. C. Fields star-
ring picture following completion of
"The Big Broadcast of 1938" in

Which Fields will appear on the
screen for the first time since his

year-long illness.

T T T
Luis Alberni, has been assigned

a featured role in "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife," which is scheduled to

go into production at Paramount's
Hollywood studio on Oct. 4.

T T T
Arthur Gardner, actor from the

Los Angeles Federal theater ranks,
gets his initial film break as lead-

ing man in BCM's anti-maria"
huana film, "The Assassins of

Youth." The picture is in work at
the Grand National studios, with
Elmer Clifton directing.

T T T
Danny Grey, film editor in charge

at M-G-M, is motoring North on a

two-week vacation.

T t
Entirely recovered from her re-

cent illness, Bette Davis will report
back to the Warner Bros, studios

about Sept. 24 to start work in her

20th-Fox Will Place Seven

in Production This Month

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Seven features, in-

cluding Shirley Temple's "Rebecca
Of Sunnybrook Farm," a Winchell-
Bernie musical "Love and Hisses"
and a picture utilizing a background
if Sino-Japanese warfare in Shang-
hai, to be called "Shanghai Dead-
line" will go into production at 20th

Century-Fox's studios this month.
Production Chief Darryl F. Za-

nuck has ordered work rushed on
"Shanghai Deadline". Principals al-

ready assigned include Jean Her-
sholt, Cesar Romero, Virginia Field

June Lang, Brian Donlevy, Petev

Lorre, Slim Summerville, Borrah
Minnevitch, J. Edward Bromberg
John Carradine, and George San-
ders.

"Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo."
will likewise start shooting soon. A
melodrama with a dirigible for it*

setting will be "Island In The Sky."
Another aeronautical picture start-

ing this month will be "Women With
Wings". Seventh feature to entev

production during this month wi 1
.
1

be "Big Town Girl'.

next starring picture, "Jezebel."
William Wyler will direct.

t T
Grand National plans to create

another "Flagg" and "Quirt," the
two Marine characters made famous
by Edmund Lowe and Victor Mc-
Laglen. Wallace Ford and Ray
Mayer have been teamed by Grand
National and the characters will be
known as "Kelly and Stone." The
duction. This David Diamond pro-
first of these features, "He Wanted
to Marry," has already started pro-
duction is being directed by Ray-
mon Cannon.

T T T
The following have been added to

the M-G-M writing department, Al-
fred Schiller, Wells Root and Dev-
ery Freeman.

T T
As the result of her excellent

work in "Tonight's Our Night," the
cinematic version of "Tovarich,"
Broadway stage hit, Isabel Jeans
has been signed to a contract by
Warners.

Gransky, Van Leer to Aid

Mahoney Primary Campaign

At a meeting held yesterday noon
at the Tavern, announcement was
made through former State Senator
Abraham Kaplan, campaign man-
ager for the Mahoney-Taylor-
Schneider ticket in the current New
York City primary contest, that Jos-
eph Gransky and Arnold Van Leer
have been respectively named chair-
man and director of publicity for
the campaign's Theatrical Division.
Other appointments announced were
Paul Weintraub, vice chairman of
the Division; Arthur Pearce, secre-
tary, and Raymond Callahan, treas-
urer.

Gransky, head of Arrow Theater
Ticket Service and a veteran in lo-

cal and national political circles, has
established temporary headqurters
for the Theatrical Division at the
44th Street Hotel. Van Leer, former
stage and screen publicist and now
co-partner in the advertising firm of
Cowan & Van Leer, has also been
identified actively with the Demo-
cratic party in the city and state.

The Division will operate as an arm
of the Citizens' Committee of which
James W. Gerard is chairman.

Q\o K*
Ao°'

Execufive Offices: 6536 SUNSET BLVDl, Hollywood
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BUT MEDICINE WON'T CURE....

DmSuJtii
BETTER CALL ME EVERY

TWO HOURS ANP REMIND

ME TO TAKE Mtf

MEPIONE.
. -Ml

FEATURE

TWO LONG
F!CTUR£5

©
f

*Aching bones anc

muscles and gener-

al weariness, from

sitting too long in

one spot, trying to

see too many pic-

tures at one time.

People who suffer too much from Doubleitis can get no re-

lief from medicines. But they know how to prevent it. They

just stay away. Four out of five want variety entertainment in

shows of sane length. Give them what they demand. Help them

to get back to normal. You can do it with the Showmanship Shorts.

Presented by

E. W. HAMMONS

BERT LAHR HERMAN TIMBERG, Jr. "HOW TO SKI"
in and PAT ROONEY, Jr. A

"MONTAGUE THE in TREASURE CHEST
MAGNIFICENT" "SWEETIES" Production

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY 20th CENTURY-FOX FILM CORPORATE
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Paramount Philly Playdate Strike Writ ^missed

BALABANJREDICTS RISEJN GROSSESJHIS FALL

Operators in 70 K. C. Houses Get 5 P. C. Wage Rise

ei

Hundred Projectionists Get
Increase Under Two-

Year Contract

Kansas City, Mo.—Claude Cessna,
A F of L business agent, yester-
day announced the signing of two-
year contracts between local 170
and all theater owners of this area.

Terms which affect 100 operators
and approximately 70 houses call

for a five per cent increase this

year and additional 5 per cent in-

crease next year in the downtown
(Continued on page 18)

PARA.'S FOREIGN MEET

LONDON, SEPT. 25

Paramount's English and Con-
tinental sales force will meet in

London Sept. 25 and 26 for a con-

vention, the first held since 1935.

Adolph Zukor, now in the south of

France, will address one of the ses-

sions, and John W. Hicks, foreign
department head, will attend and
speak. English district and branch
managers and salesmen and con-

tinental branch and district man-
agers will be present, with atten-

dance estimated at 125.

Lightman and Bernhard

Huddle on Kentucky Deal

M. A. Lightman, president of

Malco Circuit, arrived in New York
yesterday from Memphis and went
into conference with Joseph Bern-
hard, general manager of Warner
Bros. Circuit, on a deal involving

his taking over a number of Ken-
tucky situations.

:J Continued First-Run

A pair of exhibs were knocking golf

balls in, around and on a course re-

cently. One feller socked one which
went off into the rough, hit a tree,

bounced onto the fairway near the
green, struck a rock and landed in

the hole. "Huh!" grunted his oppon-
ent, "a continued first-run."

"THIN ICE," latest smash hit from 20th Century-Fox, shatters all box-office records

since 1929 at Roxy. N, Y Police were needed all day Sunday and Monday to handle

crowds, while Tuesday set a new week-day high bringing the five-day attendance

total to 128,339.—Advt.

Philly Playdate Strike Action

Held Outside Court's Jurisdiction

New Detroit Booth Pacts

Provide IVi P. C. Advances

Detroit—Contracts for all thea-

ters in this territory have been

signed by Local 99, IATSE, renewed

for two years beginning Sept. 1.

General raise of about 7% per cent

was made, more in some cases, ac-

cording to President Frank Kin-
sora of the local, who negotiated

(Continued on page 18)

Philadelphia — Judge Oliver B.

Dickinson dismissed Paramount's

conspiracy and injunction action

yesterday. In a seven-page de-

cision, the Court held that the

case didn't fall within its jurisdic-

tion. Next step is up to Paramount.

Effect of the decision will probably

solidify exhibitors' lines though it

is hardly likely that there will be

(Continued on Page 2)

Reports Paramount Houses'

Labor Day Biz Up
5-20 Percent

Additional increases in box-office

receipts coincidental with the end of
the vacation season and advent of
cooler weather was predicted yester-
day by Barney Balaban, president
of Paramount, who said that Labor
Day week-end reports from houses
operated by his company's theater
associates ran from five to 20 per
cent higher than last year.

Declaring that both exhibitors and
producing 1 companies are entering

(Continued on page 18)

DISTRIBS. WIN POINT

N DALLAS TRUST CASE

The U. S. District Court at Dallas
yesterday overruled a plaintiff mo-
tion for major distributors and
Interstate Circuit, defendants in the
anti-trust action brought by the
Dept. of Justice, to produce certain
papers, it was learned following a
meeting of major company counsel
at the Hays office. Case is set for

trial Sept. 20 and no postponements
are anticipated.

Brandt to Report Status

of ITOA Suit Against Erpi

A complete report on the status

of the ITOA suit against Erpi,

charging, among other things, ex-

cessive prices on equipment, will be
submitted by President Harry
Brandt at the next meeting of the

(Continued on page 4)

Big Business

Detroit—The dog days have meant
fast-falling sales curves for some sup-

ply houses lately. So one major supply

house manager reported big news this

week—he had just completed a deal

for the sale of a box of thumbtacks to

the Star Theater at Mackinac, the re-

motest house in the Michigan Exchange
territory.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 23y2 23 23 Vi — Vi
Columbia Picts. vtc.. 21 Vi 19% 21 Vi + %
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 23/4 2Vi 2'/2 — %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10 10 10 — Vi

East. Kodak 179 178 178 — 1

do pfd 160 160 160 + lVs
Gen. Th. Eq 22 21 21—1
Loew's, Inc 74Vi 72y8 71 + 2Vi
do pfd
Paramount 19 I8V4 I8V2 — Vi
Paramount 1st pfd.. 131 128 131 — 9/2
Paramount 2nd pfd. 17 1/4 163/s 16% + Vs
Pathe Film 8 73/4 8 — Vs

RKO 73/8 7 7V8' + Vs

20th Century-Fox 32 31 31% — %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 12Vi 12 12i/

8 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww .... 993/4 99Vi 99Vi — 3/8
Par. B'way 3s 55. 67 67 67
Par. Picts. 6s 55... 99 98 98 — 1 Vi

Par. Picts. cv3V4s47 89 89 89
RKO 6s41 106 106 106 — 1

Warner's 6s39 91 90 91 — 2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National . . . 23/8 21/4 2i/4 — 1/4

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 29% 27% 27% — %
Trans-Lux 3% 3Vi 3% — %
Universal Picts. . 5 4Vi 4Vi — 2Vi

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6 Vis 1st '36 10% 11%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.. 93% 94 Vi
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 69 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43. 52 54

WILL H. HAYS returns to New York Mon-
day from the Coast, following a stopover Sat-
urday at Glencoe, III., to attend a wedding.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN is due back in

New York in two weeks following a vacation
abroad.

M. A. LIGHTMAN, who arrived in New York
yesterday from Memphis, remains here until

Friday, when he returns to Tennessee.

R. E. GRIFFITH and his associates plan to

remain in New York two weeks before return-

ing to Oklahoma City.

HUNTER PERRY is in New York from Char-
lottesville, Va.

BERNARD GOODWIN has returned to New
York from Hollywood.

LEO J. HORSTER, Paramount manager in

Germany, arrives in New York tomorrow from
Berlin.

SOL A. ROSENBLATT is due in New York
Monday on the Normandie, following a trip to

England.

WALTER FUTTER returns to New York Mon-
day on the Normandie from abroad.

DAVID BERNSTEIN, vice president of M-G-
M, returns to New York on the lie de France
today from Europe, accompanied by Mrs. Bern-
stein.

WILLIAM POWELL is en route to Europe
on the Statendam to visit the Netherlands and
Hungary before returning to New York in No-
vember.

JAMES DUNN has left New York for the
Coast.

ARTHUR SAMUELS, writer and editor, and
MRS. SAMUELS, professionally known as Viv-

ian Martin, former musical comedy and oper-
etta star, arrive in New York today from Eu-
rope on the lie de France.

OTTO KRUGER and MRS. KRUGER are visit-

ing New York from Hollywood and are stop-

ping at the Warwick.

MAX WENZEL arrives in New York Monday
from Washington.

BENITA HUME has left New York for the

Coast.

NAUNTON WAYNE arrived in New York
yesterday from Paris to appear in the forth-

coming Broadway play, "Wise Tomorrow."

MORRIS CARNOVSKY, PHOEBE BRAND and
LEE J. COBB, members of the Group Theater,

have returned to New York from Hollywood.

MRS. DAVID SARNOFF and her son arrive

in New York from Europe today on the lie de
France.

BELA BLAU has returned to New York from
the Coast.

MARC CONNELLY leaves Hollywood late this

month for New York.

LUGNE-POE, French actor and producer, and
MRS. LUGNE-POE sail from New York today
for France aboard the Paris.

FRANCES WEIL of Reliance has returned

to New York following a trip to the Coast.

MIRIAM JORDAN has returned to New
York from Newport.

NATALIE SHAEFER has returned to New
York following a trip to Nova Scotia.

FRANCES FARMER is in New York after

playing in summer stock at Mt. Kisco and
Westport.

BRIAN DONLEVY sails from New York late

this month for England where he will play a

prominent role in "He Was Her Man."

SAM ENGEL, 20th Century-Fox associate pro-

ducer, arrived in New York yesterday from
the Coast and sailed immediately on the Queen
Mary for London.

TANDRO S. BERMAN returns to Hollywood
today.

CHARLIE EINFELD, Warner Bros, director

of advertising and publicity, left yesterday for

a trip to the Company's Studios in Burbank.
He will be gone a week.

J. S. HUMMEL, Warner Bros.' General For-

eign Sales Manager, returns from London and
Paris today on the S.S. He de France.

PARA/S PWLADELPHc

ACTION IS DISMISSED

(Continued from page 1)

any other change in the local pic-

ture.

It is believed that Paramount must
now go to the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals for a supersedeas if it wishes
to push the case.

Warners Finance English

Play Bound for Broadway

Warner Bros., through Bernard
Klawans, head of its play depart-
ment, is financing "Wise Tomor
row," English play by Stephen
Powys, in its Broadway presenta
tion. Author is understood not to

be a member of the Dramatists'
Guild, differences with which have
led film companies to agree not tc

produce plays written by its mem
bers. Cast for the show includes

Erin O'Brien-Moore and Gloria

Dickson.

Griffith Amusement Co.

in Three Product Deals

Majors Lack Notice NSW
Will Enforce Quota Law

Major companies have received
no word that the New South Wales
government intends to enforce the
5 per cent quota requiring produc-
tion in Australia by American dis-

tributors, though reports are that
the government intends to take such
action. Some American companies
take the view that they will have
to withdraw from Australia if the
government enforces the quota.

Zanesville Theaters Jump
Admish Dime to 35 Cents

Zanesville, O.—Major downtown
film theaters here have announced
an increase in admission prices, ef-

fective immediately, from 25 to 35
cents. Subsequent run and neighbor-
hood houses here and in nearby
smaller towns have upped admis-
sions proportionately.

Ambassador Planning Full

Exchange Setup, Says Conn

Maurice Conn, head of Ambassa-
dor Pictures, which has filed a regis-

tration certificate with the SEC
asking authorization of a public

stock issue, is lining up his own
exchanges throughout the country.

Conn expects to have a complete
exchange setup.

Creditor's Suit Delays

Kromocolor Lab. Takeover

Taking over by associates of Wil-
liam Fox of the Kromocolor Lab-
oratories at Paramus, N. J., set for
next Monday, will be delayed be-

cause of a suit brought by one of

the Kromocolor creditors against al-

lowance of the claim of another
creditor at the amount fixed by the
court.

Conselman Set to Work
on Four Pix for Season

William Conselman, 20th Century-
Fox writer who is now in New
York vacationing, will work on four
features during the coming season.

He finished "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm," starring Shirley Temple, be-

fore coming east. Conselman plans
to remain in New York a week be-

fore returning to the coast.

Griffith Amusement Co. has com
pleted three product deals for the;

1937-38 season. They are with
M-G-M, Warner Bros.-First Nation-

al and Columbia. R. E, Griffith and
his associates plan to remain in

New York two more weeks to con-

tinue their buying, before return-

ing to Oklahoma City.

Chi. Musicians Advance

Rates for One-Night Show

Chicago—Musicians' rates for a

one night show have gone up as of

Sept. 6. President Jimmy Petrillo

of the Chicago Musicians' Union
says the cost for three hours' play-

ing time is now $11 per man and

$12 for Saturdays and holidays.

2nd Week for "Melody"

The Capitol will hold "Broadway
Melody of 1938" for a second week
starting today.

Form New Exchange
Chicago—B. C. Gassin, D. M.

Courters and P. Levenfeld have or-

ganized the Movie Film Exchanges
with offices at 726 S. Wabash Ave.
to distribute films. Martin Rothman
handled the legal details for the
company.

Farr Signed for Detroit

Harry Kalcheim of Paramount
has signed Tommy Farr, who re-

cently fought Joe Louis for the
world title, for the Detroit Theater,
Detroit, opening Sept. 25. Farr has
been making a personal appearance
at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City.

Best wishes from

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 9

Ned E. Depinet
Charles Farrell

Pauline Garon
Neil Hamilton
Nat Feltman
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AMERICA IS WAITING!



TRI-STATE EXPECTED

TO RENAME WILLIAMS

Re-election of R. X. Williams as

president of the Tri-State organi-

zation is expected to occur at the

annual convention scheduled for the

Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Oct. 3 and
4. Invited to address the meeting
are Ed Kuykendall, president of;

the MPTOA, R. E. Griffith of the

Griffith Amusement Co. and M. S.

McCord.

Brandt to Report Status

of ITOA Suit Against Erpi

(Continued from page 1)

association Sept. 22, it was disclosed

at a session yesterday at the Hotel
Astor. Members of the organization

were urged to attend the Allied New
Jersey convention and Eastern di-

rectors' meeting planned for the

Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City,

Sept 22-24.

Vericolor Reel Ready
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Vericolor, Inc., has

made up a demonstration reel, which
shows its most modern developments
in color photography. The reel is

available to any producer. The com-
pany claim a flesh tone, which should

be of especial interest.

Sunday Shows Fought
Hogansville, Ga.—Sunday opera-

tion of the Royal Theater here is

opposed in a Troup Superior Court
petition seeking to restrain the Lam
Amusement Co. and its employees
from operating the theater on
Sunday.

"Thin Ice's" Coast Record
"Thin Ice" set a new all time high

for a day and date week at Grau-
man's Chinese and Loew's State,

Los Angeles, the 20th Century-Fox
home office was advised yesterday.

Admission Tax Nets $18,645
Baltimore—Admission taxes paid

in Maryland during July totaled

$18,645.49, according to the State
Comptroller. The tax is at the rate
of 1 per cent on all admissions.

Sunday Shows to Start

Annapolis, Md.—Three local film
theaters start Sunday shows this

week following a recent city refer-

endum.

Unavoidably Delayed
Harry Buxbaum, 20th Century-fox

met. manager, received a wire from
an exhibitor Monday in which explana-
tion was made that the theaterman
couldn't meet him that day to talk
about a film deal as he was in the
Synagogue. Then Bux noticed that
the telegram had been sent from Aque-
duct Race Track.

THE

c&*DAILY

• • • THERE'S GOLD in the film storage vaults
if the industry will get busy and dig out the old classics of

the screen and run them for the benefit of the new generation
growing up who never saw them also for the enjoyment
of a lot of oldtimers and in-betweeners who would rather look
at films like "Cimarron" and "Thief of Bagdad" than a lot

of these gawd-help-us offerings dished out as the second half
of dual bills

• • • THESE REMARKS are an echo of the reactions
of Lowell Lawrance of the Kansas City Journal-Post
writing in his interesting column anent his experience at a
friend's home as he viewed a 16 mm. showing of "The Covered
Wagon" he got a kick out of watching the joy of a
bunch of youngsters who were also guests .they cheered
Warren Kerrigan and Lois Wilson, the hero and heroine
they hissed the villain, Alan Hale laughed at that comic
marksmanship match of the late Ernest Torrence and Tully
Marshall and squealed in excitement when the Indians
attacked the wagon train then columnist Lawrance
sums it up: "A screen classic doesn't lose its power to enter-
tain any more than literary classics lose their appeal as the
years go by" ........ think the lad's got something there

• • • A MODEL of Capt. Andy Hawk's Cotton Palace
river steamer used in Universal's "Show Boat" won the
contest sponsored by Model Builders, Inc., in connection with
the film production. winner is Dr. N. Philip Norman of
New York City who has one of the finest collections of
scale models of early American river boats in existence
the first prize he won is a round trip to France aboard the
Normandie

• • • AFTER TRAILING as the runner-up for several
seasons Mitch May, Jr. this year copped the Lido
Country Club golf championship and is he proud!
• Joseph Sanfilippo over at the Pathe News office is receiving
congratulations from the execs on rounding out 23 years of
continuous service with the company he came to Pathe
in the "Perils of Pauline" era

• • • BIRTHDAY party to Manager Bob Weitman of the
Paramount Theater .. ... given to him as a surprise party
last nite by the theater staff Bob's birthday was on the
18th of last month, but the party was held up owing to the
illness of his son

• • • THIS ONE you may like from Ben Cohn
of the Cincinnati Cohns "Publicity is a device that gives
people glamor they haven't got to get jobs they don't deserve"

We personally also liked that one from George Ross'
bright kolyum in the World-Telly in which William A.
Brady on his return from Hollywood intimated that the hundreds
of scenarists in the story factories were so busy making a lot

of money that no one has time to write plays

• • • THEY'RE PROUD over at Monogram about that
coast-to-coast broadcast this evening on the "Showboat" program
to be ventilated over NBC. ... the plug involves the pro-
duction, "Paradise Isle" the theme song, a dramatic skit
played by the two principals, Movita and Warren Hull
and a talk by Mrs. Wally Reid who produced the picture for
Monogram in Samoa

Thursday, Sept 9, 1937

TECHNICOLOR STOCK c

PLAN OKAY EXPECTED

Technicolor stockholders are ex-
pected to ratify a plan increasing
its stock from 1,000,000 to 1,500,-
000 shares at a special meeting to
be held today at the company's
headquarters in New York City.

Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of the corporation, will conduct the
session.

Foreign Pix Get Loop Biz
Chicago—Foreign films are draw-

ing a fair business in the Chicago
loop, the World Playhouse, under
Joe Vicedomini, has featured both
English and other foreign features,
while the Sonotone Theater under
I. Franklin's direction reports the
Amkino features are doing a good
business.

Chesterfield in Deal
St. Louis, Mo.—Chesterfield Pic-

tures Corp. will distribute eight Tom
Keenes, eight Tom Tyler westerns,
12 action pictures and one Bill Cody,
Sr. and Jr., pictures in this territory
under a contract recently signed with
Ace Pictures Corp. Robert Taylor
of Chesterfield closed the deal in New
York last week.

Van Horn in New Post

Appleton, Wis.—Robert Van Horn,
formerly manager of the Paramount
Theater, Hammond, Ind., has been
named manager of Warner's Apple-
ton Theater, succeeding Louis Lutz,
resigned.

DEATH RECORD

Mrs. L. C. Pardee

Mrs. L. C. Pardee, mother of Wal-
ter Trumbull, an assistant to Will
H. Hays, died Tuesday at her home
in Winnetka, 111. Trumbull has left

to be present at the services to be
held today.

« « « » » »

Dr. Frederick Paulding

Rutherford N. J.—Funeral ser-
vices will be held here today in

St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church
at 10 a.m. for Dr. Frederick Pauld-
ing, 78, actor, writer and lecturer
on the drama, who died here on
Monday of a heart attack. Burial
will take place in Sleepy Hollow
Cemetery.

Jay P. Burgess

Haverhill, Mass.—Jay P. Burgess,
82, veteran actor and uncle of Bur-
gess Meredith of stage and screen,

is dead here. Professionally, Buiw.
gess trouped as Danny Mann. u f

Howard E. Brink

Bethlehem, Pa. — Howard E.

Brink, former Educational manager
in Buffalo and latterly with Repub-
lic and Pyramid exchanges, died

while undergoing an operation here.
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Deanna Durbin, whose comet
streaked across the film sky a year
ago in Universal 's 'Three Smart
Girls,' is a bright, luminous star in

her second picture. One Hundred Men
and a Gitl,"

1 which is something new in

entertainment, and a box ofiice at
traction way up among the leaders of

the early season. Its originality rests

on a firm and strong foundation
craftsmanship which has captured
popular values from Wagner, Tschai-
kowski, Liszt, Morart and Verdi.
This new 'fUni- produced by Joe Pas
ternak and directed by Henry Ros-
ter, opens new vistas and reveals
means of winning greater picture
audiences.
The Durbin girl is so improved

over heir previous appearance that
she is a cinch for a starring career
of major money importance to film
theatres. Histrionically, she does
everything like a veteran, scores with
her comedy, charms with her naivete,
and registers at the tear-ducts with
her, persuasive emotional passages.
Although the story is written to her
pattern, her achievement as a per-
former is none the less remarkable.
She motivates the entire action,
keeps the situations alive with her
spontaniety. and tops off with super-
lative vocal contributions.
Universal 'wisely has given her ex-

cellent support in Leopold Stokowski,
director of the Philadelphia sym-
phony orchestra, who plays a lengthy
film role with surprising ease and
conviction, and Adolphe Menjou, who
gives one of his best characteriza-
tions, a role quite different from his
usual type of parts. In addition to
these two. Alice Brady breezes
three a short sequence in high glee,
and Eugene Pallette, Mischa Auer
and Billy Gilbert have important
things to do and do them well.

This one is socko. It augurs much
or Miss Durbins future. She's ar-
ived. Flin.

SOCK $21,000

rJN PHILLY!
\ Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'100 Men and
' 4 Girl' (U). Rave notices and a big
1 week indicated. Stokie's following

here is doing its share. Probably
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Broadway Theatre, Portland,

Oregon! Sensational first three

opening days top "My Man God-

frey" playing same theatre and

same holiday week-end last year!

AND LOOK AT THESE RAVES!

reyieW»o9
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e end

"™ "NEST SCREEN
PRODUCTION I'VE

EVER SEEN!"

BREAKS 3-DAY HOUSE RECORD
IN SARATOCA!

NH 4 27 EJ NEW YORK NY SEP 8 926 A
F J MCCARTHY UNIVERSAL PICTURES INC

DEANNA DURBIN ONE HUNDRED MEN AND A GIRL OPENED TO SMASH LABOR
DAY BUSINESS AT MAYFAIR ASBURY PARK AND COMMUNITY SARATOGA
ESTABLISHING NEW THREE DAY HOUSE RECORD IN SARATOGA

WALTER READE JR.
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BOX OFFICE!
"Will attract millions to the box
office. Many people will see the
picture more than once. It's that
kind of a picture. It definitely
elevates Deanna Durbin to shin-
ing stardom!"

J. D.SPIRO, Screen and Radio Weekly
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..-WITHOUT END!
A TRULY MAGNIFICENT PICTURE! llitLSJJt*'
"At last a picture I can sincerely rave about. Beginning with the overture

it soars to heights of artistry and sheer entertainment. The singing of

Deanna Durbin is superb and she reveals herself as a brilliant young actress.

The music and performances combine to achieve a truly magnificent pic-

ture. It will appeal not only to diamond horseshoe society but to every

class. Expert direction blends tender pathos with top flight comedy and

drama. The picture has everything!"
RUTH WATERBURY, Photoplay Magazine
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100% ENTER-
TAINMENT !
One of the finest pictures to

come out of Hollywood in many
a day ... It is one hundred per-
cent entertainment for the en-
tire family ... The picture is a
triumph for the New Universal
studios. I suggest that you place
'One Hundred Men and a Girl'
on your must see list . . . You
will never regret it."

WARREN STOKES,
Jay Emanuel Publications
and Hollywood Commentator
California Radio System.

A NEW STANDARD

e most superb presentation of sym-phonic music that has ever reached thescreen A truly great picture that hasd st.nct.on, beauty, superb music andm p.rmg smging by Deanna Durbin. It
will charm millions'

GRACE WILCOX, Detroit Free Press

artistic and c eve
{ans »

HOLLYWOOD'S
BEST!

The best musical picture to come
out of Hollywood! Deanna Durbin is

even better in voice and personality

than she was in 'Three Smart Girls'.

Stokowski is superb as a conductor
and actor. You must see this picture!"

SHEILAH GRAHAM,
North American Newspaper Alliance
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LLEWELLYN MILLER cLER
'

Fawce» Publications

TRIUMPH! of WTERTAINMENT
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*jU
-Marvelous! Brilliant presentat.on U^'^JV" Leopold Stokowski B _«J ^ng •** ^ nGt a

of Deanna Durbin as well as ot

Leopold Stokowski. A triumph ot

story and direction!"

ELSA SCHALLERT, Los Angeles T.mes

'Deanna Durbin and Leop

combine with masterly direction in Uni-

versal's '100 Men and a Girl to set a new

standard of musical entertainment. A bril-

liant piece of screen craft, beautifully

mounted and exquisitely presented!

ROBBIN COONS, Associated Press
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TUGS AT THE HEART

!

"Deanna Durbin's '100 Men and a Girl' tugs

at the heart strings. Stokowski reveals him-

self to be a fine actor as well as a distin-

guished musician!"

EARL THIESEN, Des Moines Register-Tribune

? pARKLING i

Deanna D,,rk:-' T«!! • * i?anna Durbin't

Oodfrey'l" My Man
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Reviews o$ the View Films
"The River of Missing

Men"
With Jack Holt, Wynne Gibson,

C. Henry Gordon

Darmour-Columbia 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SUSPENSEFUL G-MAN YARN SHOULD
PLEASE AUDIENCES LIKING ROBUST EN-

TERTAINMENT.

Action, thrills and suspense make this

G-Man yarn a picture for audiences which

go for robust entertainment. It should fit

in on any regular program. Jack Holt, a

G-Man masquerading as a bank robber,

gives a forceful performance, and as mem-
bers of the gang, C. Henry Gordon, Jack

La Rue, Edward Brophy, William Pawlev,

Arthur Hohl and Charley Lane make quite

an outfit of interesting mugs. Wynne Gib-

son capably handles the job of Holt's co-

worker. A scene in which two men shoot-

the-rapids in a canoe highlights the piece.

Comedy touches are well worked in by

bits of spright dialogue furnished by mem-
bers of the gang. Lewis D. Collins turned

in a smooth job of direction working in

action while maintaining an air of sus-

pense and still getting a laugh here and

there. Tom Kilpatrick's screenplay from

Bernard McConnville's original story is a

well developed set up, and Larry Darmour,

the producer, has given the picture all

around good production. Camera work is

first rate. Holt and Wynne Gibson are sent

out to round up a gang of thugs. In a

prison hospital, Holt posing as a Canadian

bank robber, meets Jack LaRue, a member
of the outfit. Jack, with the help of the

authorities, frames their escape, and after I

traveling a river of many rapids, they reach

the gang's hideout. The members of the

crew get to wrangling among themselves

and in the course of time get suspicious of

Holt. To prove his identity, he gets the

gang to send one of their members to get

Wynne. The dumb gangster falls for her

and reveals the hideaway and in short

order the gangsters are either killed off or

rounded up.

Cast: Jack Holt, Wynne Gibson, C. Henry

Gordon, Jack LaRue, Edward Brophy, Wil-

liam Pawley, Arthur Hohl, Robert Emmet
O'Connor, William Bakewell, Eleanor Stew-

art, Charles Lane, Frank Darien, Lucien

Prival Richard Tucker, George Cleveland,

Wallis Clark.

Producer, Larry Darmour; Director, Lewis

D. Collins; Author, Bernard McConnville;

Screeenplay, Tom Kilpatrick; Cameraman,

James S. Brown, Jr.; Editor, Dwight Cald-

well; Sound, Tom Lambert.

Direction, Adept. Photography, First Rate

'Mayerling'
Starring Charles Boyer and Danielle

Darrieux

Pax Film, Inc. 93 Mins.

Court Limits Fee to be

Paid Roxy Accountants

Federal Judge John W. Clancy
yesterday authorized Howard S.

buVnan, Roxy trustee, to retain

Lsarow, Wade, Guthrie & Co., ac-

countants, to complete the account-
ing in the Roxy reorganization but
limited the fee to be paid the ac-

countants to $1000. The firm pre-
viously received $12,474 for serv-

ices in the Roxy reorganization.

POWERFUL ROMANTIC DRAMA
WHOSE STARS AND ENGLISH TITLES
COMMEND IT STRONGLY TO U. S.

FANS.

Presenting the tenet that love is strong-

er than death or duty, here is a powerful

French feature splendidly mounted, con-

vincingly acted by a fine cast, and al-

together admirably geared to score with

audiences on this side of the Atlantic.

Considered from the box-office standpoint,

it possesses assets which commend it far

more potently to American exhibitors than

is the case with most foreign-produced

features. To begin with, it has two ex-

cellent romantic leads, Charles Boyer as

the handsome, starved-for-true-love Arch-
duke Rudolph of Austria, and the magnetic
Danielle Darrieux in the role of the beauti-

ful young Baroness Marie Vetsera. While
Boyer is already solidly entrenched with

American filmgoers, this picture will go

far toward giving the capable and attrac-

tive Miss Darrieux (recently signed to a

long term Hollywood contract) a place of

corresponding esteem. Furthermore, this

Graustarkian tale will find the bull's-eye

almost as readily as a domestically fash-

ioned attraction because of its crisp flash-

in titles in English. The screenplay, based

on Claude Anet's historical novel, "Idyl's

End," relates the saga of the Archduke's

tragic love affair with a pretty, titled girl.

The Emperor Franz Joseph, aided by his

counsellors, is virulently opposed to the

heir-apparent's behavior which is a court

scandal, a detriment to the safety of the

State and the Hapsburgs, and for the

added reason that his son has already mar-

ried another woman,—a loveless match,

but one which is nevertheless legal. So

Boyer is indeed an unhappy prince. Beset

by insurmountable barriers, he makes a

final escape from his untenable position

by dramatically making a suicide pact with

his devoted sweetheart, and they carry it

out at a hunting lodge at Mayerling. Al-

though ending on a stark note, the love

story is beautifully recounted. Boyer and

Darrieux are magnificent in their roles,

as are Jean Dax as the Emperor Franz

Joseph; Suzy Prim as the Countess Larisch;

Debucourt as Count Taafe, and the other

principal players. Anatole Litvak has di-

rected the piece with a firm, clever hand.

Camera angles are interestingly chosen,

and Thirard's photography is of an unusual-

ly high order.

Cast: Charles Boyer, Danielle Darrieux,

Suzy Prim, Jean Dax, Gabriel le Dorziat,

Debucourt, Marthe Regnier, Vladimir Soko-

loff, Andre Dubosc.

Producer, Nero Film; Director, Anatole

Litvak; Author, Claude Anet; Screenplay,

Joseph Kessel, J. V. Cube; Cameraman,

Thirard; "Music by Arthur Honegger.

Direction, Firm Photography, Excellent.

Gunsmoke Ranch" "Expensive Husbands"

$1 ,000 Bequest to Eddy
Pawtucket, R. I. — Nelson Eddy

was bequeathed $1,000 by his grand-
mother, Mrs. Martha P. Eddy, who
died here recently.

With the Three Mesquiteers

Republic 59 Mins.

LIVELY THRILLER PEPPED UP WITH
SOME VERY GOOD COMEDY UNUSUAL
IN WESTERNS.

This series featuring the Three Mesqui-
teers is developing an original style of

humor that is very refreshing, and serves

to relieve the monotony of the routine

horse operas with their eternal fights and

chases. There are plenty of those in this

film, too, but the comedy serves to furnish

relief—and some of the comedy bits are

of a very high order. This time the Three
Mesquiteers—Bob Livingston, Ray Corrigan

and Max Terhune—start out to even the

score with a crooked gent who has put

over a big land grant swindle. The Mes-
quiteers pull a fast one on the crooked

gang trying to swindle the settlers, by

forcing the signing of an individual deed
by the three principal crooks in charge of

the land scheme which action serves to

hold up the sale of the property to the

government at an enormous profit. Then
in desperation the gang kidnaps the girl's

grandfather and holds him as a hostage

till the deed is turned over to them. Then
the Mesquiteers go into action in earnest.

There is a grand pitched battle in the

desert between the settlers and the ban-

dits, a finish fight that will satisfy the

most rabid thrill fan. And as noted, the

comedy business, mostly contributed by

Max Terhune, is good for real laughs.

Cast: Robert Livingston, Ray Corrigan,

Max Terhune, Kenneth Harlan, Julia

Thayer, Sammy McKim, Burr Caruth, Allen

Conner, Yakima Canutt, Horace Carpenter,

Jane Keckley, Bob Walker.

Producer, Sol Siegel; Director, Joseph

Kane; Authors, Oliver Drake, Jack Natte-

ford, Screenplay, Oliver Drake; Editor, Rus-

sell Schoengarth; Cameraman, Gus Peter-

son.

Direction, Very good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
March of Time

RKO Radio 20 mins.

Powerful War Stuff

The first subject is a survey of
the work of the Department of Ag-
riculture, showing 20,000 employees
in the field fighting the various
plagues of insects that this year-

have set a record for destruction.
The startling discovery of a new in-

sect, more destructive than the
gypsy moth, the Japanese beetle or
the screw worm fly, is seen in the
ruining of farmers' crops in Ala-
bama. The pest, known as the white
fringed beetle, already labeled as
the nation's Public Enemy No. 1,

forced the farmers to dig a 200-
mile trench around the infected
country in which to trap and de-
stroy them. The main part of the
reel covers the Chinese war situa-

tion most graphically and thorough-
ly. The development of China in

the past ten years under Western
influence is shown. Then down to

the present, showing the beginning
of hostilities as the Japanese start-

With Beverly Roberts, Allyn Joslyn,

Patric Knowles

Warners 60 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SLENDER STORY IS MADE PLEASING
BY GOOD ACTING AND CAPABLE DI-

RECTION.

Although the story is rather slender,

good acting and capable direction make
this pleasing program fare. Beverly Rob-

erts does some good work as a passe

movie queen, who, at the suggestion of

her press agent, Allyn Joslyn, goes to

Europe and buys a title in the form of a

husband, Patric Knowles. The publicity

results in her getting a new contract.

Knowles refuses to go to Hollywood with

his wife, but while she is granting an

interview in Hollywood, and announcing
she has just received a cable from her

husband, he bursts in on them. He spends
her money lavishly, buying a Rolls-Royce,

jewelry, etc. She is angered, but all is

forgiven when she learns that he haf

deposited an equal share at the bank to

her credit, and that he is really in love

with her. Knowles does excellent work,

while Bobby Connolly's direction is good.

Frank Mandel rates credit as associate

producer.

Cast: Patric Knowles, Beverly Roberts,

Allyn Joslyn. Gordon Oliver, Eula Guy,

Robert C. Fischer, Fritz Feld, Vladimir

Sokoloff, John Butler, Ann Codee, George
Humbert, Otto Fries.

Associate Producer, Frank Mandel; Di-

rector, Bobby Connolly; Author, Kyrill de
Shishmareff; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward,
Jean Negulesco, Jay Brennan; Music and

Lyrics, M. K. Jerome, Jack Scholl; Camera-
man, James Van Trees; Editor, Lou Hesse;
Art Director, Hugh Reticker; Dialogue Di-

rector, Jay Brennan.

Direction, Capable Photography, Good.

Socialites Back Magazine
San Francisco — Cinema Preview

modeled after the recently-launched
Cinema Arts will be published na-
tionally from this city before
Christmas. Erving, Buskirk and
Ericksen, Inc., publishers, have
taken offices in the "prestige" Russ
Building here. They are understood
to be heavily backed by local so-
cialite money.

Jones Switched to Boston

Richmond, Va.—George E. Jones,
manager of Loew's Theater for the
past three years, has left to take
over the management of Loew's Or-
pheum, Boston. Allen T. Sparrow,
who has been managing Loew's
State, Norfolk, succeeds Mr. Jones.

ed their offensive, culminating in

the savage warfare around Shang-
hai with the destruction of prop-
erty and the lives of non-combat-
ants. A very timely treatment of
front page news in a highly drama-
tic and entertaining manner.
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* & * NEWS of the DAY * * t
Miami, Fla.—Walter Early, man-

ager of the Roxy Theater, accom-
panied by Mrs. Early, has set out
on a "know-your-own-state" trip.

The couple are touring Florida by
motor, and will be away for several
weeks.

Cleveland, O. — Cary Reeves has
been appointed manager of War-
ners' Lake, downtown house that
opened Sept. 4, instead of Don Jac-
obs as previously announced. Jacobs
goes to Warners' Hippodrome as

assistant manager, succeeding
George Fraser who is transferred to

the Variety as assistant manager.

Miami Beach—Austin Moon, man-
ager of the Colony, with Mrs. Moon,
is enjoying a vacation in New York.

Lynden, Wash.—Attributing his

action to advances in film rental

costs, Manager Harry Newman of

the Liberty here upped his admish
a nickel five nights a week, kiddie

admish remaining a dime.

Lake Butler, Fla.—Lake Butler

Theater is being reopened for the

fall and winter season. The new
policy provides for one program a

week; later it will be changed to

two features. Brandon Warren is

manager.

Ritzville, Wash.—The Ritz, $35,-

000 movie house of Roy C. Irvine,

opens today. House will seat 450.

Lake Wales, Fla.—J. L. Raulerson
is announcing that the new $2500
building for the theater for colored

patronage that he is erecting, will

be called the Lincoln.

Seattle, Wash.—Chico Marx, va-

cationing in Seattle has bought the

4-year old filly "Blue Bud" from
Louis Reicher of Kansas City, Mo.

South Miami—Work is to start

immediately on a theater project for

South Miami. The town has nothing
of the sort at the present time and
the inhabitants have been petition-

ing for a moving picture house.

Miami, Fla.— Norman Rossman,
Controller of the Paramount Enter-
prises of Miami, is vacationing in

the mountains of Carolina.

Richmond, Va.—Charles A. Som-
raa, general manager, Virginia State

Fair, and operator with Walter
Coulter of the Byrd, Brookland,
here, and the Rex and Bluebird,

Petersburg, is planning to build an-

other house in Highland Springs, a

nearby town.

"Pleasure Before Business"

Miami, Fla.—W. R. Lynch, manager
of Paramount Enterprises, Inc., has
scheduled a fishing party for all man-
agers and executives of the company.
The party will board the boat at 6:30
A. M. and return by 1 :00 P. M. in

time for the opening of all the houses.

"Fotovil" Enriches the Showman's Webster
Miami, Fla.

—"Fotovil" is a new word coined by Jonas Perlberg, publicity director

of Paramount Enterprises, Inc., Miami, and is being used to describe all items but
the main feature. It includes news, comedy, previews and everything else, and has
been received in this area as a word that is all inclusive and explanatory.

San Francisco—The Balboa The-
ater, local suburban house, will be
remodeled here at a cost of approxi-
mately $6,000. New equipment will
also be bought, it is understood.

Neenah, Wis.—A shift in manage-
ment here finds J. R. Ferger in
charge of the Embassy, H. G. Dim-
mitt, manager of the Brin at Men-
asha and Gilbert Courshon, super-
visor of the two houses, operated
by Milwaukee Theaters, Inc.

Richmond, Va.—Ground has been
broken for the new Grove, West-
hampton. Seating about 800, this

house will be operated by a new
company of which Elmer Brient is

general manager and Wilmer and
Vincent associated. This company
will also operate the new Ginter,

which opens late this month. Fred
Bishop, local architect, designed both
houses.

Racine, Wis.—The New Rex, re-

cently reopened by Coopers The-
aters, Inc., is again dark. The house
operated on a combination film and
vaudeville policy.

Chicago—Municipal censors put a
pink slip on the "Wandering Jew"
with Conrad Veidt, now being shown
at the World Playhouse.

Richmond, Va.—Wilmer and Vin-
cent have resumed its split week
policy at the National, under the
management of N. E. Manwaring.
Stage shows play the last three
days and second-run pictures the
first four.

New Haven, Conn.—Dick Cohen
has resigned from local manage-
ment of Imperial, leaving the com-
pany without local representation.

Racine—The Capitol Theater here
has secured the first American show-
ing of three all-talking Danish pic-

tures through Scandinavian Talking
Pictures of New York.

Terre Haute, Ind.—The Garfield,

entirely re-equipped has reopened.

Baltimore—The Rome theaters in
Baltimore are putting on a Sunday
afternoon radio program over one
of the local stations, featuring the
films at the various theaters in the
chain, including the Met.

Boston — F. Lieberman, operator
of the Tremont Theater in Boston,
has opened the Square Theater in

Medford, a suburb.

Milwaukee — Gene Arnstein has
been named manager of Warner-
Saxe's Garfield, local neighborhood
house, succeeding Milt Harman, who
has been promoted to advertising
manager for the circuit.

Miami, Fla.—Sidney Meyer, gen-
eral manager of the Wometco The-
aters, Inc., is on an extended vaca-
tion to New York, Chicago and
Omaha. Mrs. Meyer accompanies.

Louisville—The Falls City Equip-
ment Co. reports the Alhambra The-
ater in Campbellsville, owned by
Paul Sanders, has installed new
sound equipment.

Edmonton, Ky.—The Swan Thea-
ater has been opened by M. H.
Sparks.

Boston—Frank Murphy, assistant
manager of the Loew's Orpheum
Theater, takes over the manager-
ship of the Broadway Theater in
Wilmington, Del.

Cleveland—Cary Reeves has been
transferred from Warners' Uptown,
where he was assistant manager, to
succeed Jack Snyder as assistant
manager at Warners' Variety. Tony
Laurie has been promoted from
chief of staff at Warners' Hippo-
drome to assistant manager at the
Uptown.

Kansas City, Mo. — Stanley
Schwartz and W. D. Fulton, opera-
tors of the Mutual circuit of houses
in Kansas City, have announced the
transfer of Tom Garrett from the
Strand Theater to the Brookside
Theater where he will replace
Vaugh Mann as manager of the
house. Mann has resigned to op-
erate the Roanoke Theater for him-
self, while Fulton is personally man-
aging the Strand Theater until Gar-
rett can be replaced.

New Haven, Conn.—Harry Rogo-
vin, Columbia manager, is the fa-

ther of a new baby girl, Sara. . . .

It's a boy at the Sid Swirsky's, Co-
lumbia booker.

Spokane, Wash.—A. F. Zell, new
owner, has remodeled and re-opened
the New Rex.

Holyoke, Mass.—Walton B. Howe,
manager of the Strand Theater has
resigned from the Goldstein organ-
ization. He was formerly manager
of the Calvin in Northampton.

Baltimore—The Little is meeting
with considerable success in revivals.

Louisville — The Grand Theater,
belonging to Switow Brothers, in
New Albany is being remodeled. 500
seats being added to bring the seat-
ing capacity up to 1,600.

Baltic, Conn.—Steve Panoras, who
recently acquired the Jodoin, form-
erly operated by Henry Phaneuf,
has opened the house after altera-
tion. Emanuel Panoras is in charge.

Richmond, Va.—The new Bellevue
Theater, Ginter Park, operated by
the Somma-Bendheim-Pitts combine,
has opened with a policy of subse-
quent pictures.

East Haven, Conn.—Abel Jacocks
will re-equip the Capitol with new
lighting fixtures, carpets and wall
coverings, with William Hutchins
of National Theater Supply in
charge.

Damascus, Va.— Sam Hendricks,
who operates a theater in Glade
Springs, is opening a new house
here soon.

San Francisco — An agreement
outlawing strikes and lockouts and
providing for arbitration of all con-
struction disputes has been signed
by Building Trade council officials

and the Building Trades Employes
Association.

Richmond, Va.—A. E. Lichtman,
operator of a circuit of colored the-
aters in Virginia and District of
Columbia, announced that Bill Rob-
inson, famed tap dancer, and na-
tive of Richmond, would be on hand
for the opening of his newest the-
ater, The Robinson, on Church Hill,

Sept. 28.

New Haven—Harry Blume has
acquired the Plaza Theater build-
ing, in which is located the theater
he has leased for the past 25 years.
H. L. Witstein was the former own-

Petersburg, Va. — Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent Russo, owners of the Cock-
ade, have returned to their home in

California after visiting relatives
here.

New Haven—Dick Cohen is han-
dling the Joe Louis-Tommy Farr
fight pictures. The pictures are
booked at the Poli New Haven the-
aters for 18 days, Hartford, 18
days and Bridgeport 10 days.

Chase City, Va. — Ridley Green
will open his new Mecca here on
Sept. 27.

Tent Shows Hurt in Yum
Yuma, Colo.—Town's action in per-

mitting tent shows to play sans license

while a $50 fee is imposed upon estab-
lished pix houses is bringing growls
from exhibs. One showman claims his

gross on two nights in competition with
a tent show was $15.
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A/fUSIC recording in "100 Men and
a Girl" marks a new advance

in sound recording of music. It was
the development of ideas worked
out by Leopold Stokowski, in asso-

ciation with RCA research labora-
tories. Six separate microphones
were used for each of the six sec-

tions of the symphony orchestra led

by Stokowski, each microphone re-

cording the sound on its own sound
track. This allowed Stokowski, in

the final mixing for release prints,

to increase or decrease the volume
of any particular section of the or-

chestra on the sound track.

T T

Louis King, Paramount director,

and his bride, Patricia JDolling, are

I on their second honeymoon in three

months. They are on a boat, en
route to Honolulu. They spent their

first honeymoon in Alaska.TV
British Columbia's champion

cricketeers, who are playing teams
in Southern California, were guests

of C. Aubrey Smith and H. B. War-
ner at the Selznick International

studio. They also watched Norman
Taurog direct scenes for "Tom Saw-
yer."

J. D. Kendis is producing "Wolves
of the Sea," with a cast headed by
Hobart Bosworth, Jean Carmen and

(Theater Cashiers Poisoned,

Blame New Zinc Tax Tokens

Kansas City, Mo.—Cases of zinc

poisoning thought to have resulted

from the handling of the new zinc

tax tokens used in Kansas are not

covered by the Kansas workmen's
compensation law, Chairman Frank
O'Brien of the State Labor and In-

dustry Commission has ruled.

Ruling was in reply to L. O.

Honig, head of the insurance de-

partment for the Fox Midwest
Agency corporation, who cited the

ease of a Wichita cashier for a Fox
Midwest Theater who suffered such

a disability.

A similar ruling was made some
months ago in Missouri when a

cashier at the Uptown Theater in

Kansas City suffered a case
_
of

metallic poisoning from handling
coins.

Ad Slides Used In Chi.

Chicago — Several neighborhood
theaters are now running advertis-

ing slides for local merchants.

Edgar Kennedy—Clubman
Racine, Wis. — Bald Headed Men's

Club of the World, Inc., organized here

by a group of local men including Owen
McKivett, manager of the Venetian,
announces that J. Edgar Kennedy, Hol-
lywood player, has received a certifi-

cate of affiliation and is now organiz-
ing a branch chapter in that city.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 141 • • •

DETE SMITH. "The Voice Behind" M-G-M shorts. Born in New York City,

educated there in public schools and a business college. First a shorthand

expert with an importing firm, then with the White Rats' "The Player" and

later, The Billboard. Next a publicity man for

Hobart Bosworth Pictures and aide to the late

Harry Reichenbach. Subsequently with Famous

Players Studio, Artcraft Pictures, Douglas Fair-

banks, Marshall Neilan, M-G-M as publicity

or advertising director. Stepped into his pres-

ent field following death of his friend, Joe

Farnham, who had been selected to write a

series of short features. Since has made a

unique niche for himself as a screen writer,

narrator besides becoming a radio entertainer

of note. Diversions embrace golf, hearts, bridge.

Married to the former Marjorie Ganss. One
son, Douglas. In last four years, has made more

than 100 shorts. Stands 5, 9. As to color of

hair, writes "not much." And for eyes, adds,

"yes."

Richard Thane. Elmer Clifton is

directing.

T
"Jockey" Feindel, of the camera

staff on "La Vida Bohemia," which
Cantabria Films is producing, in-

jured his hand and had to leave his

work. Henry Kruse has replaced

him.
T T T

Douglas Churchill, Hollywood New

York Times correspondent, who is

en route to New York, will confer
with Frank Nugent, Times movie
editor, about a new feature story

service to start this fall. Churchill

will drive back to Hollywood, arriv-

ing about Oct. 15. Frank Daugherty
is handling the daily production wire
for the Times and also the syndi-

cate of previews of important pic-

tures now published in the Balti-

Radio Exploitation Value

to Films Told by Federer

Denver—In a talk on exploitation

before the annual convention of the

Theater Owners and Managers of

the Rocky Mountain Region, Howard
C. Federer urged theater managers
to make full use of any radio sta-

tions in their cities. Federer spot-

ted this means of reaching theater

patrons as one of the most impor-
tant.
He advises listeners to make sur-

veys to discover the peak hours,

when the greatest number of radio

sets are used, and to make the ful-

lest use of that time possible. Fed-
erer is district manager for the

Westland Theaters, Inc.

Buy Republic Product
The Gibraltar Circuit in the Den-

ver territory has contracted for Re-
public's 1937-38 product in 40 situa-

tions. Company also is to receive

100 per cent representation in the

nine situations in the Anderson The-
atre Circuit on its 1937-38 product.

Using Acts With Films
Chicago—The Electric Theater at

St. Joe is now running vaudeville

four times a week with films. Billy

Diamond office booking the shows.

M-G-M In Talent Quest
Dallas — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

and the Interstate Theaters of

Texas have announced a talent hunt
in the Southwest in October. A test-

ing crew from M-G-M, including

Bill Grady, and Eddie Carrier, will

engineer the auditions which will be
held in smaller towns where there

are Interstate Theaters, with the

finals held at the Majestic Theater,

Dallas. Expenses of all contestants
will be paid by Interstate.

Theater Resumes Singles
Salt Lake City—The Capitol The-

ater has returned to its original

single featui-e policy.

Granted 10 Per Cent Increase
Cleveland—Motion picture opera-

tors in the Greater Cleveland area
subsequent runs are granted a ten

per cent wage scale increase by the
terms of a new two-year contract
ratified this week by the Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-
tion. The schedule is effective to

Aug. 31, 1939. First run negotia-
tions are carried on independently.
Working conditions are little

changed.

Alfred Stern Resigns

Alfred Stern, member of the pro-
duction staff of the Radio City Mu-
sic Hall and staff costume designer,
resigned yesterday. He expects to

go to the Coast.

Elliott Circuit Adds Two
Chicago—The John B. Elliott cir-

cuit has taken over Palace and
Grand theaters at Aurora. Both
houses will be extensively remodeled.

more Sun, San Francisco Chronicle
and nine other metropolitan papers
during Churchill's absence.

t r T
Casting assignments: M-G-M-Paul

Kelly, "Navy Blue and Gold"; 20th
Century-Fox—-Sig Rumann, "Heidi";
Andrew Tombes, "45 Fathers";
Maurice Cass, "Big Town Girl";
Columbia—Helen Westley, "I Mar-
ried an Artist"; Universal—Donald
Meek, "A Young Man's Fancy."

T T T
Further additions to the cast of

"I'll Take Romance" are Mary Em-
ory, Manuel Emanuel and Walter
Stahl.

T T T

A contract between Paramount
and the Technicolor Corporation
has been signed under which Para-
mount will film two color pictures
each year for the next three years.

In addition to the six pictures
provided for in the new agreement,
Paramount now has "Ebb Tide," a
Technicolor production, before the
cameras and is planning to produce
"Men With Wings" and "Beau
Geste" in color.

T T
Monogram's second Tom Keene

outdoor drama, "The Country Be-
yond," will go into production Sept.
7. R. N. Bradbury will direct from
the original screenplay by Robert
Emmett. Bert Longenecker will
photograph.

Kansas City Variety Club
Golf Tournament Tomorrow

Kansas City, Mo. — The annual
Variety Club Golf Tournament has
been scheduled for tomorrow, at the
Meadow Lake Country Club. Two
hundred entrants are expected for
the contest which will start with a
buffet luncheon at the golf club, and
which will close with a banquet and
floor show at the President Hotel in

the evening. Arthur Cole, Para-
mount office manager is in charge
of arrangements. Other committee
chairmen are: Fenton Jones, tickets;

Bob Withers, Golf; Harry McClure,
entertainment; L. E. Pope, prizes;
Leo Finkelstein, publicity. Prizes
to be awarded the winners are being
donated by local merchants.

Mason Buys Osage House
Osage, la.—E. W. Mason of the

Des Moines Theater Supply Co. has
purchased the Colonial Theater here
from George Schwenneker.

Para. Buys Fields' Routines
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Some of W. C. Fields'

most famed stage routines, will be
brought to the screen under a unique
contract between Paramount and the
comedian. Paramount acquired the
right to use these comedy sketches in

pictures but a clause in the agree-
ment provides that Fields shall not be
credited as author. The sketches in-

clude "Gas Station", "Golf", "Barber
Shop". 'Tool" and "Orchestra".
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JANE DARWEU • SIDNEY BLACKMER • MAURICE CASS

MINNA GOMBEU • MARGARET IRVING
Directed by Walter long

Ainxiote Producer Roymond Griffith

Screen Ploy by Kofhryn Scoio, Dorreil Wore and Lamar Troth

SMARTEST COMEDY OF THE YEAR! CERTAIN OF BIGGEST WORD-OF-MOUTH BUILD-UP EVER!"
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K. C. OPEATORS GET

WAGE RISE OF 5%
{Continued from page 1)

houses while the present rate con-

tinues in effect in the suburban
houses until next year when a 5 per
cent increase will be granted. Con-
tracts date from Sept. 1.

Felix Snow, IATSE business
agent, also announced signing of

contracts for 22 stage hands work-
ing in local picture houses. Scale

calls for 5 per cent increase, with
another 5 next year.

Frisco Ushers' Union

Asks $20 Basic Salary

San Francisco—Negotiations were
opened here last week on behalf of

the newly-formed ushers' union by
IATSE representatives who confer-

red with managers of all downtown
first-runs.

A basic rate of $20 salary for a
40-hour week is asked for the ushers,

doormen and cashiers, sliding up
in accordance with seniority and re-

sponsibility.

While the local managers unques-
tionably will recognize the new la-

bor group, some of the demands,
especially those dealing with woi'k-

ing conditions rather than wages,
are characterized by the managers
as "impractical."
When they succeed in effecting an

agreement with the seven first-runs,

IATSE representatives plan to fol-

low up with operators of the subur-

ban and downtown subsequent runs.

New Detroit Booth Pacts

Provide lVi P. C. Advances

(Continued from page 1

)

them with Roger Kennedy, business
agent.
George W. Trendle, president of

United Detroit Theaters; Henderson
M. Richey, Director of Public Rela-
tions for Cooperative Theaters of

Michigan; and Edgar E. Kirchner,
as representative of Allied Theaters
of Michigan, negotiated for the

owners.
General scale of increase was:
First-runs from $106 to $118;

hours, 11 A. M. open to 12 P. M.
close; Grand Riviera and Fisher
Theaters ,of United Detroit Circuit:

$106 to $110, no change in hours;
other de luxe neighborhood houses:

$89 to $94, no change in hours;
other houses paying $80 or more,
a flat raise of $5 per week.

Chicago—"Progress" in the nego-
tiations for a new operators' con-
tract was reported yesterday by
•John Smith, business agent for the
union. Parleys are continuing.

Seattle—Trig Rourke of Columbia
Pictures' local office will wed Miss
Dorothy Baker.

The Foreign Field
* News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

French Pix Lead in France
Paris—Exhibition statistics just

released show that for the first quar-
ter of the current year in features
over 2,000 meters in length France
led in the exhibition field by 53.93
per cent. Statistics include all

French theaters except those in Pa-
ris. America followed with 34.45
per cent, Germany was third with
6.15 per cent and Britain fourth with
2.72 per cent. Of pictures between
600 and 2,000 meters France showed
82.27 per cent; the United States
11.60 per cent. Gei-many 2.72 per
cent and England 0.37 per cent. In
pictures of the 600-meter length,
the United States led with 48.89 per
cent, with France showing 42.24 per
cent of them, Germany 2.86 per cent
and England 1.08 per cent. Aver-
age total percentage gives France
56 per cent, America 33.86, Ger-
many 5.03 and England 1.83 per
cent.

India Speaks—And Complains
Calcutta—The Motion Picture So-

ciety of India is campaigning
against the villification of India via
the movies. It asks the government
of India to take legislative steps in

this connection. The president of
the Society, Sir Phiroze Sethna, has
taken up the matter with the In-
ternational Film Congress, held re-

cently in Paris. He also appealed to

the organizers of the Venice Inter-
national Exposition, and even to the
Government of the United States.
The picture, "India Speaks," has
just been suppressed from public
showing.

New German Projector
Berlin—Zeiss-Ikon has invented a

new projector, the Ernemann VII,
and a new amplifier known as the
Dorminar, containing glass walls
which permit a clear view of the
interior of the apparatus. Both are
now on exhibition at the Paris Ex-
position.

New Studio in India
Madras—Motion Picture Produc-

ers' Combine, Ltd., is erecting a new
studio at Cathedral Spring Gardens.
It will be 120 feet long, 65 feet wide
and 35 feet high. It will be so con-
structed as to prevent outside noises
from penetrating into the studio.
It will be provided with an RCA-
equipped projection room.

Ti'rkey O^rlors Hiqh Fidelity
London—RCA Photophone, Ltd.,

has received orders from Tui-key
for high fidelity apparatus for two
theaters in Istanbul, the Alkazar
and the Milli.

Maine and New Hampshire

Circuit to Play WB Pix

The Maine and New Hampshire
Circuit will play the entire lineup
of Warner Bros.-First National Pic-
tures, in addition to Vitaphone
shorts and trailers for the 1937-38
season, as the result of a deal just
concluded, announces Gradwell L.
Sears, General Sales Manager for
Warners. Houses involved are lo-

cated in Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and Vermont, and
the deal was set by Ben Kalmenson
Eastern District Manager, and Nat
Furst, Boston Branch Manager, who
acted for Warners, and by John
Ford, who represented the circuit.

"Dead March" Due Sept. 18

"The Dead March," a compilation
of material on the World War taken
from various government archives
and featuring the Unknown Soldiers
of every major nation, will have its

premiere at the Broadway Theater,
53rd St. and Broadway, on Sat.,

Sept. 18. Imperial Pictures is re-

leasing the film. Boake Carter,
radio commentator, is the narrator.

"It's an III Wind, Etc."

Chicago—Exhibs. here credit the
drive by State's Attorney Thomas
Courtney to close gambling spots
and eliminate bookies with helping
biz in the loop houses.

O. & W. Cine Enterprises

to Distribute Projector

Deal was consummated this week
whereby O. & W. Cine Enterprises
have been appointed sole distribu-

tors of the new Wenzel ultra-fidelity

16 mm. sound-on-film projector in

the New York territory. Max Wen-
zel, owner, who has left New York
for Washington, returns here Mon-
day for several days before leaving
for Chicago.

Breen Pix Doing Well
"Make A Wish," RKO Radio re-

lease starring Bobby Breen, is

breaking records set in several spots
b" the previous Breen film "Rain-
bow on the River." The film, which
opens here Sept. 29 at the Rivoli.

has cracked "Rainbow" records at

the Capital, Buffalo; Baltimore,
Hippodrome; Golden Gate, San
Francisco, and Orpheum, New Or-
leans.

1,500 Zola 24-Sheets
One of the largest national bill-

board campaigns ever accorded a
motion picture will be launched on
Sept. 15 when Warner Bros, will

blanket the nation with 1500 24-

sheets heralding the national release

of their production of "The Life of

Emile Zola," which is scheduled for

release on Oct. 2.

BALABAN PREDICTS

RISE IN GROSSES

:

(Continued from page 1)

the new entertainment season with
the brightest prospects seen in many
years, Balaban, in commenting upo
the week-end business, said:

"This rather remarkable week
end business was achieved despite
the fact that in the Chicago an
other middle-western districts chil
dren were barred from theaters in

the campaign being waged agains
infantile paralysis.

"All of the information coming to
me is highly optimistic and indica-
tive of a very profitable season for
both exhibitors and producing com-
panies, and the best of the big pic-
tures like 'High, Wide and Hand-
some,' 'Angel,' 'Ebb Tide,' 'The
Buccaneer,' 'Wells Fargo' and 'The
Big Broadcast of 1938 are yet to
come."

Para. Talking Deals With
Hawley, Knight of WOR

In addition to Gabriel Heatter,
news commentator, Paramount is

negotiating with Mark Hawley and
Frank Knight, both of WOR, to

join its newsreel as aides to Heatter,
who will become editor of the voice
end of the reel.

Murray in RKO Short

J. Harold Murray has been added
to the cast of headliners to appear
with the three champion Harvest
Moon Shag Teams in "Phoney Boy,"
Milton Schwarzwald's next Nu-
Atlas musical short which RKO Ra-
dio Pictures will release.

Production starts on Sept. 13 at

the Biograph Studio.

Expect Para. Settlement
Expectation now is that the Para-

mount trustee's suits against former
officers and directors of Paramount
seeking recovery of about $12,000,-

000 will be settled either before trial

or during trial. Negotiations for set-

tlement have been under way for

some time. Trial of the first suit is

set for Sept. 27 in Supreme Court.

To Build in Bethesda
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Sidney Lust, inde-

pendent Washington theater opera-

tor, has announced that construction

work will shortly get under way on
the new 1,000-seat house he will

operate in Bethesda, Md.

SICK REPORT

Detroit—Charles A. Garner,
ager of Puritan Film Service, is ill

from hay fever.

Somerset, Va.—Randolph Scott is

here, called by the illness of his

wife, the former Marion du Pont.
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Para, to Take Immediate Appeal in PMIyr/rit Case

STOCK OPTION DEALS PROVIDE 28 COLOR FEATURES

Chicago Admissions Show 5 Cent Jump During Year

Reviving Music
... as in "The Firefly"= By CHESTER B. BAHN=

THE formula employed by Metro-Goldwyn-

' Mayer for "The Firefly," the Astor's

two-a-day musical, will bear watching.

Specifically, the studio has stripped the

Friml-Harbach operetta of another year of

all but five of the original melodies and

some of the original lyrics and has woven

them into a new story.

This, of course, is not wholly a new de-

vice; there have been musicals in the past

which have presented altered stories and

melodic departures, but none previously

went so far as "The Firefly."

I THIS salvaging of some of the most tune-

' ful and captivating Friml tunes—and

salvaging it actually is—suggests that it

(might be possible to apply the practice to

music written, not for the stage, but espe-

cially for the screen.

If such numbers as say, "Giannina Mia"

and "Sympathy," can be successfully trans-

planted, and they are in the present in-

stance, why cannot the same thing be

done with the outstanding film songs of

yesteryear?

There are a respectable total which,

extremely popular when first introduced,

still have appeal and entertainment value

if what you hear over the radio and via

dance bands means anything. That even

applies to certain theme songs of the early

sound era.

FURTHER, there are those occasional mu-

sicals which, despite a good tune or

t
(

bulfail to click with audiences. Is there

i. Valid reason why such numbers should

not later be given a new story setting and

perhaps new arrangements?

At any rate, with Hollywood the musical

as well as the American film capital these

days and the continuance of such distinc-

tion assured by the law of economics, it's

at least an idea for the future.

No Further Rise Imminent

Says Coston, Warner
Theater Exec.

Chicago theater admissions have
generally increased about five cents
during the past year, James Coston,
head of the Warner exhibition in-

terests in that locality, estimated in

New York yesterday. He sees no
further rise as imminent.

Double feature bills are more
strongly entrenched than ever, said

Coston, who believes that nothing-

is going to be done about eliminat-

ing them.

COWAN TO HEAD NEW

CONDOR PRODUGINGGO.

Formation of a new producing
company with Lester Cowan as pro-

duction supervisor is planned by
Condor Pictures, it was said yester-

day by Amedee J. Van Beuren,
(Continued on Page 6)

Side Lines

Cincinnati—Jim Falls of Walton, Ky.,
is running a gas station, super de luxe,

besides operating the Walton Theater.
Junior Ward, who operates the Wed-
dington Theater, at Dry Ridge, runs a

drug store between shows.

$2,000,000 PROGRAM

FOR WARNER IN ENG.

Warner Bros, plan to spend $2,-

000,000 or an average of $100,000 on
each of the 20 features scheduled
for production at its Teddington,
England, studio, stated Joseph
Hummel, foreign sales chieftain, as
he arrived in New York yesterday
on the He de France, following con-
ferences in London with Irving

(Continued on Page 4)

Coast Houses Experiment

With Radio on Programs

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles— Fox-West Coast

Theaters is experimenting with tun-

ing-in the Ed Lowry "Singtime"
(Continued on Page 4)

Arbitration Indicated

for 306-Majors Impasse

Local 306 and the major circuits

have reached a deadlock in nego-
tiations for a new contract involv-

ing the union's request for a 48 per

cent wage tilt, including restoration

of several cuts, with the likelihood

that the controversy will be arbi-

trated as provided in the contract

between the circuits and the local.

Union and circuit officials met Tues-
day and again yesterday.

Technicolor Stockholders OK
Stock Increase Plan at

Special Meeting

Under its new stock option plan,
Technicolor has made contracts with
five producers providing for the
production of 28 features and in-

volving options to acquire a total

of 160,000 shares, it was disclosed
at a special stockholders' meeting
yesterday when the shareholders au-
thorized an increase in its stock
from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 shares.

Deals made with three of the pro-
ducers, it was stated, provide for
18 features and also options to ac-

quire 108,000 shares at approximate-
ly $22 per share. Under arrange-

(Continued on Page 4)

ASGAP DEFERS ACTION

ON AFM AFFILIATION

Quick Appeal in Philly Writ Case

Planned by Paramount, Says Agnew

Neb. Bank Night Cases

Will Be Heard Sept. 21

Lincoln—Sept. 21, second day of

fall term, has been set for hearings

on Bank Night cases by the Nebras-
ka Supreme Court. In one case at-

torneys are appealing the District

Court decision in the Fox-Midwest
(Continued on Page 6)

Paramount will take an immediate
appeal from the decision of Federal
Judge Oliver B. Dickinson who, on
Wednesday, dismissed Para.'s in-

junction suit against Philly exhibs.

demonstrating against the with-

drawal of 6 pix from the 1936-37

schedule.

Announcement to that effect came
yesterday from Neil F. Agnew, vice-

(Continued on Page 9)

Ascap will not take up the ques-
tion of affiliation with the American
Federation of Musicians at its regu-
lar board meeting on Sept. 30 be-

cause a "great many problems must
be met" before the board can con-

sider this matter, it was said yes-

terday by John G. Paine, Ascap
(Continued on Page 6)

GB Situation "Dormant"
from Loew's Standpoint

The GB situation, as far as Loew's
is concerned, is "dormant," in the
words of David Bernstein, vice-

president, who returned on the He
de France to New York yesterday
from abroad after a two months'

(Continued on Page 4)

Reissue "Shanghai Express"

Due to interest in the war in China,

Paramount is re-issuing "Shanghai Ex-
press". Picture has been booked for

the Criterion, New York, and opens
there in a week or so.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

24 231/2 231/2

22 217/g 22 + 1/2

Am. Seat

Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Ficts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

tast. Kodak 1

do pfd 1

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film

RKO
20 Century-Fox
20th Cent. -Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

do pfd

25/g 21/8 21/s — %
IOV2 10 101/8 + 1/8

831/2 181 1/2 183V2 +5/2
60 160 160

22% 22 22% + 13/4
771/4 75 753/4 + 1%

197/4 19 1/8 195/s + 1V4

181/4 175/8 177/8 +'l'l/g

85/g 8i/8 8
1/2 + Vz

73/s 71/8 71/4 + Va

323/4 3H/4 321/2 + 7/g

55 55" 55" —3"
13 123/g 125/g + Vz

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s 46..
Loew 6s 41 ww
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55...
Par. Picts. cv3'/4s47
RKO 6s41 1

Warner's 6s39

bond market

99% 991/2 99% +"Vb

+ 199 98V4 99
89 89 89

05 105 105 — 1

92 91 92+1
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/8 2 1/4 23/8 + l/8
Sonotone Corp l 5/8 1% 15/8 — l/

8

Technicolor 287/8 28 28 + 3/8

Trans-Lux 35/8 35/8 35/g
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 101 104
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6!/2 s 1st '36. 10V4 1 1

V

4
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47. 93 1/4

94i/2
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43... 68 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6I/4S 1st '43 52 54

Sunday Shows Opposed
Belvidere, N. J.—A petition pre-

sented by the WCTU, the Lord's
Day Alliance and others asks the
Common Council to suspend Sunday
movies at the new Belvidere Thea-
ter "until the public is given oppor-
tunity to vote on the question." It

was referred to the town attorney
this week.

Polio Cuts Omaha Biz 50% Epidemic Costing Chicago
Three Theaters Go Dark Theaters 50,000 Admissions

Omaha — Local exhibitors, espe-
cially the second-runs, are finding
the going tough during the current
ban on minors because of the infan-
tile paralysis epidemic.

This week the Epstein Theater
Corp. closed the Lothrop and Cir-
cle and H. R. Grobeck the Mueller
during midweek because of loss of
business. Last week Frank W.
Houston kept the Minne Lusa closed,
but is braving it out this week.
Downtown houses report week

day business off 50 per cent.

Lincoln Exhibs., Warring
With Papers, Use Boards

Lincoln, Neb, — In the midst of
the theater-newspaper ad war, the
theaters have started to spend
money for heavy billboarding of the
town. Contract has been signed with
Robinson, Inc., for about 35 boards.
Besides this the theaters are getting
out a weekly, "Movie News," and
the former "Shopping Guide" throw-
away has practically been converted
into a theater house organ.

Three Seeking Election

as 52's Business Agent

Local 52, studio mechanics, will
hold its annual elections Sunday
with interest centered on the contest
for business agent between John W.
Murphy, present incumbent; Sal J.

Scoppa, president of the local, and
Phil Ryan. William McVey and
James Gartland are the candidates
for president.

U. A. Adds Shorts for Orient
Six two-reel comedy shorts have

been added to the United Artists'
releasing line-up for India, Burma
and Ceylon, Arthur W. Kelly, vice-

president in charge of foreign dis-

tribution, announced yesterday.
Shorts, produced by Educational
Films, are: "Man to Man," "Home
on the Range," "Pixilated," "His
Pest Girl," "Her Accidental Hero,"
"That's the Spirit."

"Shadow" for Central

Grand National is bringing "The
Shadow Strikes," first in a series of
four pictures based on the radio and
magazine character, into the Central
Theater on Sept. 11, backed bv an
extensive tie-up with news dealers
throughout the city in connection
with the Shadow Magazine pub-
lished by Street and Smith.

$1,077 Bank Night Taxes
Little Rock, Ark. — Collection of

$1,077.07 in "Bank Night" taxes for
August increased the total collec-

tions from that source since the law
went into effect last March to $4,-

214.41, the revenue department has
announced.

Chicago—Leading executives of cir-
cuit theaters say that the infantile
paialysis epidemic has cost them
50,000 admissions.
The meeting on the new contract

with the operators has been post-
poned until next Monday on ac-
count of the situation.
Bobby Breen opens a personal ap-

pearance at the RKO Paris Theater
here today despite the juvenile at-
tendance ban.

Expect Local 52 Contract

Agreement at Next Parley

Local 52, studio mechanics, will
hold another meeting next Tuesday
with Pat Casey and representatives
of Eastern studios at which, by
present indications, agreement will
be reached on a new contract. The
union is asking a 10 per cent wage
rise, a 40-hour week and other con-
ditions.

Roxy, Buffalo, Reopens
Buffalo — The Roxy, East Side

community house, acquired by Basil
Brothers from Byron A. Inderbitzen
and renovated throughout, has re-

opened as eighth unit in the Basil
Circuit here. The LaSalle, to be the
third unit in the Niagara Falls
(N.Y.) group, will be ready within a
month. Sidney Mattison, city man-
ager there, will direct it. J. L. Mc-
Grane, for sevei'al years operator
of the Central Park, North End
house, has refitted the Orpheum,
former Frank Hohm house, and is

reopening it.

To Sign Wage Pacts

Detroit—Formal signing of con-
tracts by Engineer's Local No. 4,

International Association of Oper-
ating Engineers, and the major the-
aters in Detroit territory is expected
today or tomorrow. The new agree-
ments provide for a slight wage in-

crease.

Miriam Gibson Joins Mono.
Miriam Gibson has become a

member of Monogram's publicity

department, according to an an-
nouncement by Louis S. Lifton, di-

rector of advertising and publicity.

Miss Gibson will handle fan maga-
zines for Monogram, in both the
contacting and writing ends.

Shore Leases New House
Cincinnati — Manny Shore, who

operates the War Theater, War,
W. Va., has leased the new $75,000
theater nearing completion in Hol-
den, W. Va., and expects to open
within 30 days.

Lefton, Jossey After Houses
Cincinnati—Nat Lefton and Jack

Jossey are reported negotiating for

new theaters in Miamisberg and
Eaton, O.

Coming and Goincj--

RUDY VALLEE goes to Maine from New
York within a few days.

MONTE PROSER, who is handling special
publicity and exploitation on "52nd Street"
for Walter Wanger, leaves New York Monday
for Hollywood.

MRS. ARTHUR ISRAEL has sailed from New
Ycrk on a cruise to the West Indies and Cen-
tral America.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN returned to New York
yesterday from Boston.

JACK PEARL, comedian, arrived in New York
from Europe yesterday on the Conte di Savoia.

MARGARET BANNERMAN, prima donna in
the forthcoming "The Three Waltzes," arrives
in New York next Tuesday on the Aquitania.

AGNES DE MILLE arrived in New York from
Europe aboard the lie de France.

JAMES COSTON returns to Chicago today
from New York.

HARPO MARX has returned to Hollywood
from New York.

MARGARET TALLICHET, young Selznick
International contract player who arrived in
New York yesterday from Mt. Kisco, leaves
for Hollywood shortly.

EDWARD SUTHERLAND has returned to the
Coast from New York.

JOSEPH BERNHARD flies to the Coast to-
day, returning to New York next week.

CONRAD NAGEL has returned to New York
from Ivoryton, Conn.

FERNAND GRAVET sails for the United
States aboard the Normandie on Sept. 22,
heading for Hollywood shortly after his ar-
rival.

ANNA MAY WONG arrived in Hollywood
yesterday from New York to play her first
film role there in two years.

RUSSELL BIRDWlLL and S. GLASS of Selz-
nick International Pictures left last night on
the TWA Skys.eeper for Hollywood.

FRANK V. SNELL, vice president of Condor
Pictures arrives Monday from Hollywood.

E. C. MILLS, head of the Ascap adminis-
trative committee; LOUIS D. FROEHLICH,
Ascap counsel, and HERMAN FINKELSTEIN, |

have gone to Omaha.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram president,
returns Monday from the Coast.

O. HENRY BRIGGS, president of Pathe Film
Corp., returns Monday from Hollywood.

EDWIN M. CLARK, Condor director, re-
turns today from Chicago.

RICHARD MacFARLAND arrived in New
York yesterday on the lie de France and may
go to the Coast.

SHEILA BARRETT returns to New York to-
day from a Philadelphia engagement.

BILLY MILTON, who has been working for

B. I. P., arrived in New York yesterday on the
He de France to work in Broadway shows.



m THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES
MUSICAL CONGRATULATIONS are exchanged by co-stars

Dick Powell and Fred Waring (left) after Variety's key city check-

up shows their 'Varsity Show' 'strong' in Pittsburgh, 'big' in

Detroit, 'bang-up' in Chicago, 'plenty hot' in Louisville, et al.*

THE PERFECT CAST is illustrated by twin-stars

Billy and Bobby Mauch, announced by Warners

for dualead in Booth Tarkington's 'Penrod and

His Brother', first of their three-picture series.

WILLIAM WYLER WINS WARNERS' directorial

task on Bette Davis' next, film version of the B'way

success, 'Jezebel'. Her 'That Certain Woman' ,

directed by Edmund Goulding with Henry

Fonda opposite, is due for release next week.

"A Werner Bros. Picture °A First National PiclureVitagraph, Inc., Distributor}
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STOCK OPTION DEALS

PROVIDE 28 COLOR PIX

(Continued from page 1)

ments made with two more com-
panies, provisions have been made
for making of 10 features and op-
tions given on 52,000 shares at $28
per share, stockholders were in-

formed. Walt Disney, under his con-
tract calling for 39 Silly Symphonies
and Mickey Mouse cartoons, has an
option on 16,000 shares at $28 per
share, it was stated. Agreement
runs for two years and starts March
1, 1938. Two other producer agree-
ments under discuss :on involve op-
tions on 72,000 shares at $28.50 a
share and, additionally', there are
pending two contracts not as yet
approved by Technicolor.

Plans for increasing capacit" of
the Technicolor plant call for ex-
penditures amounting to $750,000, it

was stated. Providing the company
realizes its aim of 130,000,000 feet
in 1938, it would then be selling-

less than 15 rjer cent of the positive
prints used in th° United States.
according' to Dr. He^b^rt T. Kalmus,
president, who presided at the meet-
ing.

Eight months' profit of Techni-
color M. P. Corp., before Federal
taxes and covering the period ended
Aug. 31, last, was $S67,600. as com-
pared with $460,000 for the same
period in 1936, it was revealed.

Statement was made that the
company is progressing with ex-
perimental work on a new color
process, called Monopack, which re-
quires only one film with three lay-
ers of emulsion and is used with the
ordinary camera. Process, it was
said, is not expected to be commer-
cially available for at least two
years.

Coast Houses Experiment

With Radio on Programs

(Continued from page 1)

program in various circuit theaters
as part of the regular movie pro-
gram. Tried out in Redondo Beach
and El Centro houses, audience re-

ception was such that Bakersfield,
Hermose and Pomona houses were
added this week.

DEATH RECORD

Frank Alexander

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank (Fatty) Alex-

ander, 58, contemporary of Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle, Kupie Morgan
and other heavyweight comedians of
the silent screen, is dead here of a
heart attack. He acted in Keystone,
Hal Roach and Mack Sennett com-
edies for more than 20 years, retir-

ing with the advent of sound films.

Anna H. Branch

New London — Anna Hempstead
Branch, playwright, is dead here.

T T T
• • • SIZZLING SCANDAL! get set to be
knocked right off your revolving whizzle-chair it's dy-
namite if the thing gets going, it will probably blow the
industry wide open s-h! listen! a guy
we met on the street pulled us aside and told us he got
it right from a mugg who knew a lad who overheard it in a big
film exec's office (business of this bird buzzing our ear for
a full minute) and when he gets through we thank the
newsmonger er, newsmangler "Thanks, kid.

Great story. Don't slip it to anybody else. I'll use it, sure. Be
seein' yuh." three minutes later we have forgotten the
messy yarn we get 'em every day but what
gets us how can muggs with wits above a nitwit ped-
dle such drool and expect gents who've been around a li'l to
gulp it down? (P. S.: These screwy items every so
often turn up in the columns of some Broadway columnist days
and days after we FIRST heard 'em. Some hombres are hounds
for gulping goolash.)

• « • PARAMOUNTITLES two titles of forth-
coming Paramount productions "Ebb Tide" and "Blos-
soms On Broadway" have been featured for weeks by
major orks on coast-to-coast networks the pix titles are
also the titles of the songs the features will be released
in November what you call nifty advance campaigns.

• • • TRAVELER returns Waller Futter return-
ing from a year's sojourn abroad on the Normandie

bringing with him the canned evidence of his $250,000
production "Jericho" starring Paul Robeson filmed in

the Sahara and all the London reports we have heard
sum up to a few emphatic British words: "This Futter blighter
has hit the bloomin' bull's-eye, what!"

• • • GET OUT the red plush carpet, Hollywood
a Real Entertainer is on the way to be in your midst
Jefferson Machamer the "Gags and Gals" guy
cartoonist extraordinary also doing his stuff for Educa-
tional in those highly diverting and original girlie-shorts over
at the Astoria studio Jeff will spend a few weeks with
his frau Polly who is also making a considerable dent
in the Film Scene

• • • NOTABLE BOOK check us if we're wrong
"Candles In the Wind" new novel by William C. Lengel

formerly eastern story editor for Columbia
also associate editor of Cosmopolitan, Liberty, etc. will

be published by Ives Washburn on Sept. 16

• • • EXTRA! Director gets publicity!

but he had to become a cartoonist to bust the headlines
comments from all over the country have been coming in to
Metro on Norman McLeod's unusual cartoon spread on "Top-
per" published recently in Life mag Director
McLeod was once a professional illustrator and still

draws commercial ads for big national advertisers like
all directors, he sometimes has difficulty in making his players
understand exactly what he wants them to do so it is

Norman's habit on such occasions to take out pad and pencil,
and sketch the scene the actors get the idea of what's
wanted immediately • Columbia's baseball team has
captured the M. P. Baseball League championship by beating
Consolidated Films in the final game the team has been
picked to play at the Polo Grounds on Sept. 18 for the benefit
of the Calvary Hospital

$2,000,000 PROGRAM >

FOR WARNER IN ENG.

(Continued from page 1)

Asher, production head. Sam E.
Morris, vice-president in charge of
foreign affairs, sails from New York
Wednesday on the Normandie to
further develop production plans
under the anticipated quota law and
make plans in connection with the
theater Warners is planning in Lon-
don. "We are prepared to comply
with the quota law," said Hummel,
and pointed out that his company's
Teddington studio has a modern
setup capable of handling all neces-
sary production.

Business abroad is very good,
Hummel said. He had been away
from New York six weeks.
Other passengers on the He de

France included Morris Helprin,
Alexander Korda press representa-
tive in this country, and his wife,
Katherine Locke, actress. They had
baen visiting in England and on the
continent. While in England, Hel-
prin conferred with Korda.

Richard MacFarland of the United
Artists prints department in Lon-
don also arrived on the same boat,
and is expected to go to the Coast
during a nonth's stay in the United
States.

GB Situation "Dormant"
from Loew's Standpoint

(Continued from page 1)

trip which carried him to England
and the continent. He denied reports
that he had conferred with the
Ostrer brothers on the GB setup.
Some months ago Loew's, in con-
junction with 20th Century-Fox, had
been negotiating to acquire the
Ostrer control of the English com-
pany.

Bernstein stated that he expects
Louis B. Mayer, now in London, to

return to this country in about two
weeks. He described foreign busi-

ness as very good.

Midnight Show in Outdoor
Theater Plays to Capacity

Springfield, Mass.—A special mid-
night program, the first in the his-

tory of the new outdoor theater at

Riverside Park, attracted a capacity
crowd.

« « « » » »

Swoboda Buys Another
Pierce, Neb.—Mrs. Eric Wessel-

man has sold the Strand to Joe
Swoboda of the Avalon Theater
Corp., who also has the Strand and
Avalon theaters at Schuyler, Neb.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Marriage at Tijuana

last week of Patsy Ruth Miller and
John Mahin, screen writer, was an-
nounced here yesterday.
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Flash from Exhibitor Klinger playing

"BROADWAY MELODY OF '38" at the

Rialto, Lewistown, Pa.

"TO M-G-M:
I note that one of the major distributors

advertise currently in the trade press the

fact that one of their pictures played to

one out of every four persons in a town
in New York state and that the theatre

must have had rubber walls.

Thought that you might be interested in

knowing that "BROADWAY MELODY
OF 1938" played to more than one -half

the entire population of this town, break-

ing a fifteen year house record during its

five day run.

This during five of the hottest days of the

summer, too!"
pAUL Q KUNGER

The Rialto

Lewistown, Pa.
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ON AFM AFFILIATION
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(Continued from page 1)

general manager. Paine declined to

elaborate on what the problems are.

He said he expected that Ascap
would represent the Dutch and
Jugoslavian music societies here.

The Ascap foreign relations com-
mittee meets next Tuesday to de-
termine under what conditions this

will be done.
Hearing will be held Saturday be-

fore the Statutory Court, Omaha,
Nebraska, on the Ascap suit chal-

lenging the constitutionality of the
Nebraska anti-Ascap law. E. C.

Mills, head of the Ascap administra-
tive committee, and Louis D. Froeh-
lich, of Schwartz & Froehlich, Ascap
counsel, have gone to Omaha.

Neb. Bank Night Cases

Will Be Heard Sept. 21

(Continued from page 1)

case at Beatrice branding Bank
Night a lottery. In the other the Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors Association
of Omaha is seeking to have lifted

the temporary injunction imposed by
the State Supreme Court.

Acquit Ohio Exhib. in

Sweepstakes Raid Case

Marion, 0.—George E. Planck,
manager of the Palace Theater here,

was acquitted yesterday on a charge
of operating a game of chance in a

sweepstakes drawing. Jury, which
heard the case, returned a not guilty
verdict. Police arrested Planck and
three Palace employes in a raid
staged as approximately 1,000 pa-
trons watched a sweepstakes draw-
ing.

Missionaries Using Films

Paramounts "King of Kings," and
other films of a religious nature
are being taken along on a mission-
ary tour which two Paulist Fathers,
Rev. James F. Cunningham and the
Rev. Thomas M. Halloran, are to

make via trailer through the Ten-
nessee mountains. The trailer, built

at a cost of $5200, has a combina-
tion kitchen, bedroom, library, pan-
try and wardrobe in the forward
section, and the after space contains
a film library and sound equipment.
Power for the latter is provided by
a 750-watt motor in the tonneau of

the auto to which the trailer is at-

tached. The priests start out from
New Yoik on Monday.

Typed
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Frank McGlynn, Sr., who

has played the role of Abraham Lincoln
in innumerable motion pictures, has
been selected by Frank Lloyd to por-
tray the Civil War President in "Wells
Fargo" now in production at Para-
mount with Joel McCrea, Frances Dee
and Bob Burns in the leading roles.

Friday, Sept 10, 1937|

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A/fUSIC is now being prepared un-
der the direction of Abe Meyer

for "Boy of the Streets," which
marks Jackie Cooper's return to the
screen as a young man in contrast
to his former boy roles. The pro-
duction is being filmed by Mono-
gram.

» T T
Lawrence Weingarten, M-G-M

producer, has returned from Eng-
land where he studied the English
methods in producing motion pic-
tures.

Y Y T
Tom Tyler, returns to play the

starring role in Victory Pictures
western, "Brothers of the West."
Sam Katzman will direct. Tom has
been on tour as star of the Wallace
Brothers Circus.

T T T

Nate L. Manheim, formerly ex-
port manager for Universal, is quit-
ting New Rochelle permanently for
he West Coast. He's bought a home
"iere and the furniture is enroute
from the East.

y y y
Melville Cooper, stage and screen

player, has been signed by Warner
Bros, to an exclusive long term con-
tract.

"Minimaniacs," Pete Smith spe-
cialty, starts this week. Story based
on the candid camera craze. Hal
Yates is directing and Jack Chertok
is the producer.

T T T
James Robbins, George Humbert

and Harold Miller have been added
to the east of "He Wanted to
Marry," co-featurng Wallace Ford
and Ray Mayer with Isabel Jewell
in the leading feminine role, first

David Diamond production for
Grand National which Raymond
Cannon is directing.

Y Y Y
Henry Potter has been signed by

Paramount to direct "The Yellow
N'ghtingale," soon to go into pro-
du tion as a Gladys Swarthout-John
Boles starring picture. Potter, under
contra-t to Samuel Goldwyn, di-

re: ted "Beloved Enemy" and "Wings
Over Honolulu."

» »

Casting is under way at the 20th
Century-Fox studios for "Kentucky
Moonshine," a hill-billy musical that
looms large on the program of
Darryl F. Zanuck. Tony Martin,
Jack Haley, Joan Davis, Slim Sum-
merville, Bill Robinson, Leah Ray,
Dixie Dunbar and Jane Darwell
have already been assigned roles.

Fox-Midwest K. C. House
Stops Bargain Prices

Kansas City, Mo.—With several
circuits and a number of indepen-
dents boosting admissions in the
nearby rural districts and the ma-
jority of local operators in favor of
a similar move in Kansas City, a
start in that direction was made to-

day when Fox-Midwest Theaters'
first-run Tower Theater abolished
bargain balcony prices and re-sched-
uled the matinee scale so that it

calls for a 25 cent charge until 2

P.M., instead of until 6 P.M., the
usual local deadline on bargain
matinees.

The new schedule also calls for
a 35 cent admission until 6 P.M..
after which hour the price is 40
cents throughout the house, while
a straight 35 cent matinee price will

prevail for holiday matinees.

New Corporation to Take
Over 4 Richmond Houses

Richmond, Va.—Charles A. Som-
ma has been electe'1 a vice-president
of Neighborhood Theater, Inc., of
Richmond.

Starting Sunday, the management
of the following theaters will be
directed by Neighborhood Theater,
Inc.: Byrd and Brookland, Rich-
mond, and Bluebird and Rex, Peters-
burg.
Somma announced yesterday the

leasing of his Hippodrome and
Globe Theaters, Richmond, to the
Lichtman circuit of Washington,
D. C.

Minnesota Amusement Buys
1937-38 Warner Pix Lineup

Warner Bros, have concluded a
deal with the Minnesota Amusement
Corp. whereby the latter will play

the entire lineup of Warner Bros.-

First National pictures in addition

to Vitaphone shorts and trailers

during the 1937-38 season, an-

nounces Gradwell L. Sears, General
Sales Manager for the distributing

company.

The deal, which involves the cir-

cuit's houses in Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wiscon-
sin, was set by Sears, Leo Blank,
Midwest District Manager, Carl
Leserman, Assistant General Sales
Manager, and T. R. Gilliam, Chicago
Branch Manager, who acted for
Warners, and by John Friedl, who
l epresented the circuit.

Shipman-Lipman Plagiarism

Charge Dismissed by Court

Federal Judge John M. Woolsey
yesterday dismissed the plagiarism
action of Samuel Shipman and Clara
Lipman against RKO Radio, RKO
Distributing and RKO Studios, Inc.

The plaintiffs claimed that their play
"Depends On The Woman" was
pirated in the film "I Dream Too
Much." Judge Woolsey said after
reading both scripts and viewing "I

Dream Too Much" that he could
find no basis for the charge of

literary larceny.

COWAN TO HEAD NET'

CONDOR PRODUCING CO.

(Continued from page 1)

chairman of the board of the com-
pany.
Frank V. Snell, vice-president, and

M. H. Hoffman, present Condor pro-
duction head, are expected here
Monday from the coast. Edwin M.
Clark, one of the financiers behind
Condor, is expected tomorrow from
Chicago.
Condor will not make any pictures

with George O'Brien and Richard
Dix next season, it is said. The
company plans to concentrate its

activities on the Coast and is cur-
tailing its office staff here. John Mc-
Geehan, Condor publicity depart-
ment head, is slated to leave the or-

ganization in* two weeks, as are
three of the office r.taff.

Chakeres-Xenia Theater

Bows In With Ceremony

Xenia, O. — The new Chakeres-

1

Xenia the?ter opened last night. The-

1

ater completed at a cost of approxi-

1

mately $50,000 by Chakeres Thea-

1

ters, Inc., Springfield, O., operating
circuit headed by Phil Chakeres, re-

places the former Bijou Theater
here. James Hibbert, former pro-
prietor of the Bijou, continues with
'h Q new lessees as manager with
Ralph Winters of the Chakeres cir-

cuit as an assistant.
The new theater, the city's first

de luxe, has 703 seats compared to

460 in the old Bijou.
Brief dedication ceremonies with

Kroger Babb, advertising director
of Chakeres Theaters, Inc., presid-
ing as master of ceremonies, marked
the opening. The theater was pre-
sented to the people of Xenia and
Greene Counties by Phil Chakeres.
Mayor W. H. Thornhill spoke in

behalf of the city.

Four Wometco Theaters

Provide Free Parking

Miami, Fla.—Elimination of the

objectionable evil of finding a park-
ing space for movie-minded motor-
ists has been solved by a number
of Wometco houses by providing
free parking lots adjacent to the
theater or close by. The houses
having such a parking lot include

the Mayfair on Biscayne Boulevard;
the Biltmore in Buena Vista, the

Tower on the Tamiami Trail and
the Grove in Coconut Grove.

It's a Small World
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It's a small world... or

some such thing. Take the case of

Miriam Hopkins, star, and Emanu
"Mannie" Manheim, writer. Both ha\

Syracuse, N. Y., antecedents, but the'

met for the first time the other night

at the Bublichki. Just to top that

off, Miss Hopkins is to star for RKO
Radio in "Love on Parole", written by
Manheim and another Syracusan, G.

Carlton Brown.
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Thrillingly directed by the genius of the man

behind "My Man Godfrey," GREGORY LA CAVA

. . Clamorously produced by Hollywood's

ace picture -maker, PANDRO S. BERMAN . .

.

Intimately played by stars daringly cast to

sweep your fans off their feet with curiosity

- and satisfaction ! . . . Broadway's sensational

stage success ... now the outstanding high-

light of all the screen's new big pictures.
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IHA. WILL APPEAL

IN PHILLY WRIT CASE

(Continued from page 1)

prexy in charge of distribution, who,

in a statement commenting upon the

Federal jurist's decision that the

court lacked jurisdiction, said Para's

counsel had advised Judge Dickin-

son's opinion "misinterpreted the

Sherman anti-trust law in a manner
that is unprecedented."
Agnew's statement follows:

"Of course, the decision of Judge
Dickinson is a surprise because it

was unexpected on the undisputed

facts proved.
"I have read the opinion of the

Court and it is plain to me, even as

a layman, that in it there is an ap-

parent misconception of the facts.

"The court, in its opinion, states

that the contract for the 1936-37

product expired by its terms on July

31, 1937. The contract plainly pro-

vides otherwise and establishes the

July 31 date as being the last date

within which a picture must be gen-

erally released to be deliverable

under the 1936-37 contract.

"Exhibitors know that pictures

which are generally released prior

to July 31 are deliverable under the

contract regardless of the fact that

they are to be exhibited after July

31.

"Our lawyers advise that the

opinion has misinterpreted the Sher-

man Anti-Trust Law in a manner
that is unprecedented and that the

decision cannot stand on appeal.

"Therefore, they are filing their

papers on appeal at once and will

be ready to argue the matter in the

Circuit Court of Appeals as quickly

as the Court will permit."

Philadelphia—The UMPTO board

of directors meets today to consider

the situation resulting from action

of the U. S. District Court in dis-

missing, without prejudice, Para-

mount's injunction and conspiracy

suit. It is believed unlikely that the

association will picket but is ex-

pected to instead concentrate on its

buying combine plan aimed at the

distributor.

Empire, Providence, Will

Play Acts and Indie Pix

Providence—Empire Theater has

set its reopening date and policy.

House, which went dark Aug. 28

while new stage floor was laid, new
stage equipment and lighting equip-

ment installed, will reopen Sept. 16

playing seven-day week, continuous

grind of first-run independent films

and vaudeville booked through A. &
B. Dow offices in New York. Open-
ing week stage show, "International

R<^ue," will use line of girls. Wil-

I
DU1

| Forcier will direct theater

o5e^stra of nine pieces.

Seavert Will Build

Camas, Wash.—Del Seavert, man-
ager of the Granada Theater here,

is shortly to construct a new 400-seat

film house.

NEWS of the DAY
San Francisco— Louis R. Lurie,

local financier with heavy theater
interests, has purchased the Kohl
Building in the financial district

here for $1,000,000 and will spend
some $250,000 additional on imme-
diate remodeling. Local film folk

are speculating whether the pur-
chase indicates that he has aban-
doned two plans strongly rumored
recently, one to tear down his Geary
Theater and erect a modern hotel

building on the site; the second to

join with other local interests in

construction of an elaborate new
'film building' which would house
theater offices and allied interests.

Detroit— Harry K. McWilliams,
has taken over the post of assistant

director of publicity at United De-
troit Theaters, succeeding Lyndon
Young, who becomes a booker.

Miami, Fla.—Burton Clark, man-
ager of the Rosetta Theater, is leav-

ing on an extended vacation trip

which will take him to northern
points.

Chicago—Ed Jones of the Midwest
Engineering and Equipment Co., rep-

resenting the Frick Company in this

territory, has installed a 30-ton air

conditioning job in the Cinema Thea-
ter of the Stern Brothers circuit.

Salt Lake City — RKO Radio's

branch exchange in Salt Lake City,

of which H. C. Fuller is branch man-
ager, has moved from 206 E. 1st

Street South, to its new quarters at

204 East 1st Street South.

Miami, Fla.—Jack Fink, manager
of the Capitol Theater, is back on
the job after a vacation trip to

Connecticut.

Chicago— The recording labora-

tories of the RCA Company will be
moved shortly from the quarters in

the Merchandise Mart building to

the North Pier Terminal building at

445 East Illinois street. Edward
Foreman in charge, recently return-

ed from an extended European vaca-

tion trip.

Miami, Fla. — Sonny Shepherd,
manager of the Lincoln theater,

Miami Beach, and L. A. Johnston,

auditor of Wometco Theaters, Inc.,

have gone to Nassau, Bahama Is-

lands.

Chicago—The Homewood building

"war" has been settled by Jones,

Linick & Schaefer leasing the new
Joe Goldburg house and withdraw-
ing from the building field.

Morrison, 111.—The Alger circuit

will re-open the Capitol theater as

soon as improvements are completed.

Marion, Va.—"Spud" Query, man-
ager of the Lincoln, is planning on
reopening the Rialto the latter part

fo the month.

Miami Beach, Fla.—The four win-
ning dance teams in the contest
sponsored by Jonas Perlberg, pub-
licity director of the Paramount
Enterprises, Inc., of Miami, as a
plug for the "Broadway Melody of
1938," received a three-day book-
ing to appear on the stage of

the Paramount Theater, Miami. Fri-

day night dances introduced the mu-
sic of the pix so that "the whole
town" hummed the tunes before it

appeared.

Hillsville, Va. — The Bransome
Circuit has recently added several
new houses, including the Grottoes
Theater, Grottoes; the Rural Re-
treat, Rural Retreat, and another
house in Floyd.

Worcester, Mass. — Work starts
shortly on the new $50,000 Webster
Square Theater here, according to

Edward Markell of Brookline, a di-

rector of the Webster Square
Amusement Co., Inc.

Findlay, O. — The State Findlay
Theater, Inc., has been chartered by
R. C. Stueve, and F. C. Focht, to

operate the new State Theater.

Clintwood, Va. — M. K. Murphy
expects to open his new Clintwood
on Nov. 15.

Chicago — Charles Gallo, well
known to the Chicago film trade, has
been appointed general traffic agent
for the Transcontinental Air Lines.

Richmond, Va.— Sam Bendheim,
Jr., general manager of Neighbor-
hood Theaters, has appointed Gor-
don Culley as assistant manager of

the Venus and Ponton, succeeding
Elmo Holloway, who was promoted
to the management of the Wilson,
Clarendon.

Chicago—The Symphony theater

of the Warner circuit has completed
an extensive improvement program,
embracing a new high fidelity sound
equipment, new air conditioning sys-

tem, new foyer and lobby and new
screen and booth equipment.

Walnut Beach, Conn.—The Tower,
which is operated in conjunction

with the Colonial by Mr. and Mrs.
George Smith, will be closed this

week. The Colonial will remain in

operation through the winter.

Miami, Fla.—Work on the exten-

sive remodeling program at the

Tower Theater, newly acquired house

of the Wometco Theaters, Inc. starts

shortly. It is expected that the thea-

ter will remain closed for at least

two months.

Sperryville, Va.—The Roth Broth-

ers of Harrisonburg are building a

new house here. They took over

the Pastime in Shenandoah recently.

« REVIEWS »

"The Lower Depths"
with Jean Gabin, Louis Jouvet, Suzy Prim,

Jany Holt, Vladimir Sokoloff, Junie Astor,

Robert Le Vigan

Mayer & Burstyn 91 Mins.

STRONG SOCIAL DRAMA EXCELLENT
IN ALL DEPARTMENTS. MADE TO OR-
DER FOR DISCRIMINATING FANS.

Reflecting the genius of the late Maxim
Gorki for portraying realism and delineating
human character,; this screen version of his
"Na Dnie," has arrived in America with
the prestige of having been selected by the
Young Independent Critics of France as the
outstanding French photoplay of 1936, and
hence the recipient of the Louis Delluc
Prize. "The Lower Depths" is truly a
striking, rugged film drama. Made to
order for discriminating audiences, its all-

around entertainment value, enhanced by
finely conceived flash-in titles in English,

warrant far more widespread exhibition out-
lets. Relating with a practical degree of

fidelity Gorki's original, it treats with the
imprisoning hold of poverty; the incredible,

disheartening odds against human beings
ever rising from the chasms of such social

despair, and the ease with which those in

the upper spheres of society may descend.
To demonstrate this latter point, the story

utilizes two specific characters, Louis Jou-
vet, as the profligate, philosophical and
cynical Baron, and Robert Le Vigan, the
wreck of an actor who goes mad and de-
stroys himself. To prove the former points,

there is Jean Gabin in the role of the
thief who was born a thief, and Junie

Astor, the girl who provides him with the

only wholesome love he has ever known.
These two, who wish to rise, are the cen-
tral romantic and dramatic figures. Then
there is Suzy Prim, her older sister, who
is Gabin's illicit love and the wife of a

detestable "fence" of the slums. This

couple tries to marry off Junie Astor to

a police inspector. But at the finale Gabin
and the attractive Miss Astor find release

through flight, a cinematic ending. Every

one of the above roles is played up to the

hilt, and other cast members are equally

effective. Gorki's morose tenet that hu-

man beings, regardless of their stations in

life are pretty much alike, is sprinkled

through the footage, together with the

precept that truth is only a matter of be-

lief. The settings are powerfully sordid;

Jean Renoir's direction is magnificent, and

the photography by F. Bourgas praisewor-

thy. "The Lower Depths" is a "must see"

picture for foreign pix devotees, as well

as those who demand heavyweight film

fare to satisfy their cravings.

Cast: Jean Gabin, Louis Jouvet, Suzy

Prim, Jany Holt, Vladimir Sokoloff, Junie

Astor, Robert Le Vigan, Camille Bert, Rene

Genin, Paul Temps, Robert Ozanne, Saint-

lles, Maurice Bazuet, Gabriello, Larive, Na-

talie Alexeeff.

Producer, Albatros Films; Director, Jean

Renoir; Author, Maxim Gorki; Screenplay,

E. Zamiatine, J. Companeez; Dialogue

Adaptation, Jean Renoir, Charles Spaak;

English Titles, Julian Leigh; Music by Jean

Wiener; Settings by Eugene Laurie, Hughes

Laurent; Cameraman, F. Bourgas.

Direction, Magnificent Photography,

Praiseworthy.
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Odeon Circuit Plans Television Installation in Al Houses
New Leicester Square Theater

Selected for First

Experiment

London (By Cable)—Installation

of television throughout all the the-

aters of the Odeon Circuit, in which
United Artists now substantially

figures, is contemplated, according

to Oscar Deutsch, head of the com-
pany. Circuit plans an installation in

its new Leicester Square and if the

results prove successful, the plan
will be extended to other houses.
Deutsch is now negotiating to re-

lay BBC television programs.

RUBIN CIRCUIT PLANS

DIME B,0. INCREASE

Minneapolis— Eddie Rubin, indie

circuit operator, contemplates a

dime increase in admissions about
Sept. 15, approximate date when
crops in Minnesota are sold.

To what extent, Rubin's example
will be followed is uncertain. Charles

Winchell, of the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co., says there is general
Northwest tendency to tilt scales.

Al Steffes, Northwest Allied's

exec, believes there will be no ad-
(Continued on Page 7)

Colwood Reorganization

Petition is Authorized

Bigger and Better Pie Giveaways Cut St. Louis Prices

St. Louis—There has been no change in admission scales here for some time and
none is contemplated for immediate future, a FILM DAILY checkup establishes.

Indirectly, admissions have been cut by some neighborhood houses through greater
liberality in giveaways, including bigger and better apple pies.

RKO and Loew to Discuss Admission

Price Rises on Blumberg's Return

Following return next week from
Hollywood of Nate Blumberg, gen-
eral manager of RKO Theaters,
RKO and Loew's will confer on ad-
mission price rises. Should RKO and
Loew's agree to boost prices, Skouras

Theaters will probably do likewise.

Blumberg has previously stated

that price rises on the RKO circuit

were well absorbed and that more
were in prospect.

Dallas Anti-Trust Trial to Take Less Than Week

Judge Martin T. Manton of the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yes-

terday authorized Milton C. Weis-
man, Fox Theaters receiver, to file

a petition for reorganization of the

Colwood Co. of Michigan under Sec.

77B of the reorganization act. The
Colwood Co. is now in bankruptcy.
Fox Theaters is the sole stockholder
bmk creditor.

Once Upon a Time
Once upon a time there was a Holly-

wood writer who hit the toboggan and
ended up on Broadway—writing scripts

for theater pickets.

Attorneys associated with the
anti-trust suit which the Dept. of
Justice has brought against the
Interstate Circuit and major dis-

tributors expect that its trial, open-
ing in the U. S. District Court at

Dallas Sept. 20, will take less than

one week, it was learned yesterday
in New York. Case will be argued
by George S. Wright of Dallas for
the defendants. Calling of witnesses
is expected to be confined to sales

executives and exhibitors particu-
larly operating in the territory.

Columbia's Foreign Department Head

Sailing to Survey Eng. Quota Setup

RCA's Restraining Writ

Continued by Del. Court

Wilmington—Injunction restrain-

ing RCA Manufacturing Co. from
cancelling its patent licensing agree-

ment with the Philadelphia Storage
Battery Co., which has been manu-
facturing radio and television ap-

paratus under the patents and sell-

ing it to Philco Radio and Television

Corp., was continued yesterday in

Chancery Court.

Royalty payments under the pat-

ents are based on the retail price of

the apparatus for which the patents

are used. RCA maintained tha;t
(Continued on Page 7)

Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign
manager for Columbia, sails from
New York today on the He de
France bound for England, where he
will investigate the quota law situa-

tion from the angle of making 10
features there. Upon his return to

New York, Seidelman will submit
recommendations as to procedure
to be adopted.
A program of 10 English-produced

productions would take care of Co-
lumbia's quota requirements under
the proposals which Columbia is

expected to approve.
Seidelman will visit Columbia

branches on the continent as well

as in England and will be away an
indefinite period.

Distributor Will File Papers

Either Today or Early

Monday
Hearing on Paramount's appeal

from ruling of Judge Dickinson of
the U. S. District Court. Philadel-
phia, dismissing, without prejudice,
its injunction and conspiracy action
against the UMPTO, is expected to

take place Monday in the Court of
Appeals in that city. The distributor

will file its appeal today or early
Monday. William A. Schnader of
local counsel will argue the appeal.
A decision on the Minneapolis in-

(Continued on Page 7)

ENGLISH CIRCUIT GETS

London (By Cable)—Odeon The-
aters has acquired 86 houses and
has set up management arrange-
ments with 71 other theaters, Oscar
Deutsch discloses. In America, esti-

mated Deutsch, 69 per cent of the
population goes to picture shows
each week, as compared with 41

per cent in England.

RKO's Theater Biz Up 50%
in N. Y., 20% Out-of-town

RKO metropolitan theaters report

a 50 per cent increase in business
for the Labor Day week compared
with the same period last year and
a 20 per cent increase for the out-of-

town houses.

Worra Choice!!!!

First Shanghai theater to reopen fol-

lowing the bombardment is the Grand,

which is playing "Easy Living," Tom
Cochrane, Paramount distribution head
in this territory, cabled to New York
yesterday. Paramount and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox are reported to be the only

American companies operating in

Shanghai.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do ptd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Centurv-Fox .

.

20th Cent. -Fox pfd..

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low Close

23% 20 20 -

21 1/2 19 7/8 29 -

2V4
10 1/i
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160
22
761/2
105V4
193/4
136V4
17 5/g

8 V2
7%

323/g

2

9'/2
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160
20 3

'a

715/g

1053/4
17l/

2
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73/8
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301/g

2

9'/2
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20V8
715/s

105%
171/2
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71/2
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Net
Chg.

- 31/2
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-'

' '/a

- 5/8
- 5'/2

-'2%
-41/8

: ZVa
- 5
- 1%
- 1

- ¥4
- 21/4

59 57 57

123/4 lli/s Hi/4
2

1%

NEW YORK
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww ...

Par. B'way 3s 55 . . .

Par. Picts. 6s 55
Tar. Picts. cv3i/ts47
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39

BOND MARKET

993/4 99}/2 993,4

67 67 67
99 99 99
88 1/4 871/2 87i/

2 V/2

921/2 911/2 9U/ .

"y
2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2Vi 2i/
8 2Vs — V*

Sonotone Corp 1% 1
5
/a 1% ....

Technicolor 28%8 25!/8 25

V

4 — 23^
Trans-Lux 33,4 35/8 35/g
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6V2S 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

Clancy Asks $250,000
Philip T. Clancy yesterday filed

suit in Federal Court for $250,000
damages against Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer and Robert Pirosh, claiming
that the film "A Day At The Races,"
was a piracy of his unpublished play
"Nuts To You." An injunction and
accounting' is asked.

T T
• • • A PHOTOGRAPH we wish we could reproduce
here instead of a puny word description of it........ of the
Capitol Theater in Shanghai the largest in that war-
torn city. ....... with the "Closed" sign out front also

a rampart of hundreds of sandbags piled six feet high
above the marquee is the permanent sign of the current at-

tractions marked "Now Playing" "Closed Until
Further Notice" then comes the sardonic symbolism
of the whole thing the double billing posted out front
tells of the coming attractions the first board reads
"You Only Live Once" the other, "Come and Get It"

a heavy shadow of the dying day falls athwart the
theater building in a little triangle of sunshine still

remaining near the top, the stars and stripes wave serenely
Ralph Rolan of March of Time passed the photograph

along from his cameraman who snapped it as a Sardonic Side-
light of War with particular application to our motion
picture business.

• • • STUDENTS of the motion picture will be inter-

ested in the course of lectures and demonstrations on
the History of the Motion Picture to be given at the
Museum of Modern Art 125 East 46th St under
the auspices of the Dep't of Fine Arts of Columbia University

the course will consist of 28 three-hour classes
designed to furnish first-hand knowledge of the history and
development of the motion picture from its beginnings to the
present day it will be conducted by John E. Abbott,
Director of the Film Library, and Iris Barry, its Curator ......
assisted by Paul Rotha, the English film director and interna-
tionally celebrated historian and critic of the film the
course starts late this month

T T T
• • • IN THE cause of world peace. the Catholic
Writers Guild through Rev. John B. Kelly, its Spiritual Director,
has indorsed "The Dead March" the Imperial film which
opens in the new Broadway Theater next Saturday

Educational Has Cancelled Fox-Midwest Managerial

Underwriting Agreement Meet Ends With Banquet

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An underwriting

agreement between Educational Pic-

tures, Inc., and Herrick, Henzel-
mann & Ripley, Inc., as of Dec.
31, 1936, was cancelled on Aug. 27,

1937, it was revealed by Educational
yesterday in filing a special August
report with the SEC. The agree-
ment called for Educational's selling

to Herrick, Hazelmann & Ripley
of 150,000 shares of its 60 cents
dividend cumulative convertible
preferred stock. Educational agreed
in the cancellation to pay all "blue
sky" expenses incurred to date up
to $1,500.

Soto Closes RKO, Columbia

Deals; Warner Parleys On

Focion Soto, head of Cine Colom-
bia, has closed with Columbia and
RKO for distribution of 1937-38
product in Colombia and expects to
close a deal early next week with
Warner Bros. Soto also signed con-
tract for exclusive representation of
RCA in Colombia. He returns to

Colombia in about 10 days.

Kansas City, Mo.—Sixth annual
Fox-Midwest managers' convention
closed last night with a banquet
given by the Variety Club. A golf
tournament was held yesterday
afternoon at the Meadowlake Coun-
try Club. During the morning, dis-

trict meetings were presided over
by Martin Finkelstein, H. A. Mc-
Clure, H. E. Jameyson, Fred C.

Souttar and El J. Haas. The general
business session was in charge of
Elmer C. Rhoden.

Ambassador Files Amendment
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— An amendment to

the registration statement of Am-
bassador Pictures, Inc., was filed

with SEC yesterday deferring the
effective date of the statement for
another 20 days, unless the com-
mission accelerates the date.

Film Art Signs for RCA Sound
A sound recording contract for

the use of RCA Photophone's ultra-
violet High Fidelity sound system
has been signed by Film Art Stu-
dios, Inc., producers of theatrical
and industrial motion pictures.

Coming and Goirf 1

STANTON GR1FFIS arrives in New Yorli
Tuesday on the Normandie from abroad.

LOU SMITH has returned to New York f rorr I

the Coast.

BING CROSBY leaves New York next weelJ
on his return to Hollywood.

BEE LILLIE leaves New York over the cur-l
rent week-end for the Coast.

RUFUS BLAIR is due in New York over thisj

week-end from the Coast.

HERMAN BERNIE left for Hollywood yes-
terday on the Chief.

JACK OSTERMAN leaves New York nextj
week by auto for Cleveland, where he opens
at the Mayfair Casino Sept. 23.

SIDNEY KINGSLEY, playwright, left New|
York yesterday for Hollywood.

PANDRO S. BERMAN, and MRS. BERMAnI
arrive back in Hollywood over the week-end]
from New York.

MORRIS GEST has returned to New York
from Europe.

JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, general foreign sales

manager for Columbia Pictures, sails for Eng-
land today on the lie de France.

EDWARD CRAVEN, stage actor, nephew of
Frank Craven, leaves New York on the lie de
France for Europe.

JEAN LE SEYEUX, French stage director, en
route back to Paris, leaves New York today
on the lie de France.

BRUCE MILLHOLLAND has returned to New
York following a visit to Harrisburg.

ED SULLIVAN, Daily News columnist, left

last night for Hollywood.

NAT LIEBESKIND, Argentine manager fo

RKO Radio, is en route to the U. S.

FRANK A. KENNEDY, former RKO Radi
Japan manager, is en route here via Europe

J. O'LOGHLIN, W. J. CLARK and WILLIAM
GEHRING of 20th Century-Fox home office

attended the first Kent Drive meeting yes-
terday at the company's Minneapolis ex-
change.

REG WILSON, GB special sales representa-
tive, is in New York from Boston for a short
stay.

GLENN STEVENS, chairman of the executive
committee of Condor Pictures, has gone to

the Coast from Chicago.

"Good Earth" at Popular Prices

"The Good Earth" opens Sept. 16

at the Capitol Theater at popular
prices. It will be presented in its

full length.

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 11

Herbert Stothart

SEPTEMBER 12

Alice Lake
Lindsley Parsons

S. Manheimer
Maurice Chevalier

Wm. Slavens McNutt
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Chicago—Lavish use of the new
structual glass brick for actual bear-
ing walls makes Balaban & Katz's
new Cine Theater at 2516 Devon
Ave., the most architecturally unique
house of the circuit.

Designed by C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp
Inc., with Avery Brundage as gen-
eral constructor, the Cine boasts of

the largest one-piece metal spinning
ever produced in Chicago. This, a
copper bowl measuring six feet in

diameter was spun on specially

mounted machinery by the Walter G.
Warren Co. Other lighting fixtures,

featuring bronze and crystal panels
and filigree was furnished by the
Warren Co.
The glass brick, shown to the best

advantage in a 50-foot high pylon
which carries the neon-outlined sign,

is a product of the Cadillac Brick
Co. Glass brick is used extensively
in the grand staircase, box-office,

foyer and outer facades.
Tropical wood veneers panel the

lobby and lounge rooms. Perma vera,
figured mahogany, lace-wood and
royal tartan grains vie with brilli-

antly colored plastering in autumnal
shades.

Several thousand feet of deep-pile
carpeting laid by T. E. Maddock &
Co.; new, comfortably-modern seats

from the International Seat Co.;

antique furniture from Davidson
Furniture Co., and Wagner Silhou-

ette sign letters are other points of

interest of the new house.
According to the Portland Cement

contractors, the architectural con-
crete pouring is the finest in the
company's history, giving every in-

dication of "drying out" to a lime-

stone finish.

RCA sound, Motiograph projec-

tion and an innovation in picture
sheets, a "floating screen," comprise
the operating appointments of the

new Cine. Publicity and advertising
for the house's premiere was in the
hands of J. R. Savage of W. K.
Hollander's publicity staff of the
Bali-ban & Katz circuit.

A. 0. Ott Remodeling
Kentwood, La.—A. 0. Ott is re-

modeling his theater until it prom-
ises to be one of the finest small
town houses in the state. Rainbow
lighting fixtures are being installed.

Bishop Builds 350-Seater
Magnolia, Miss.—Frank Bishop is

buiWmg a new house here which will

seaHrMout 350.

Alter Bogalusa House
Bogalusa, La.—The Berenson in-

terests are remodeling their State
Theater and installing new lighting

fixtures.

Broadway Houses Install Color-Sensitive Screens
Three important Broadway houses, recognizing the importance of the present trend

toward color films and the necessity for using screens that are coated scientifically

for the proper reproduction of the hues and shades in color features and shorts, have
recently been equipped with Vocalite and Chromolite color sensitive screens, according
to an announcement by the Theater Screen Corp., Roosevelt, N. Y. Houses are the
Rivoli, which has installed a 37-foot Chromolite; the Paramount, a 40-foot Chromolite,
and the Rialto a Vocalite.

4,000 Workers Required to Finish

All Phases of Capitol's Alterations

Major alterations to both the in-

terior and exterior of the Capitol
Theater, New York's original de luxe
house, were completed recently fol-

lowing a week's shutdown, during
which construction crews worked in

scheduled shifts for the seven days
and nights allocated for the remodel-
ling operations.
The theater was entirely re-seated,

with the exception of the loges, by
the American Seating Co., which in-

stalled 2,410 of its full floating

spring back type of chairs in the
orchestra section and 2,016 in the
balcony. These luxury chairs were
selected by the theater's manage-
ment in upholstery of rose color

Chase Velmo to afford striking har-
mony in the auditorium with new
wall treatment and the all new car-

peting furnished by J. Rosenheim &
Co.
Widespread changes were also

made in the rest rooms and toilets

where the McLaury Marble Corp.
erected new walls and partitions of
Vitrolite structural glass, manufac-
tured by Libby-Owens. The K-Art
Paint Co. had the contract for all

refinishing of interior surfaces, while
special re-equipment on the stage
was carried out by Abbott Scrim
Profile Co.

Poster display frames of walnut
were supplied by J. Froehlich Cabi-
net Works.

Exterior changes included the
erection of the latest type of verticle

sign bearing the theater's name.
This and a new marquee, many times
larger than its predecessor, as well
as much more modern, were designed
and installed by the Artcraft Sign
Co.

It is estimated that the services of

4,000 workers were required to com-
plete all phases of the remodelling
operations during the prescribed
seven days' span.

Publix-Bamford Starts

$75,000 Asheville House

Asheville, N. C.—Work has begun
on the foundation of the new 800-
seat, $75,000 theater just projected
during the spring by the Publix-
Bamford Theaters, Inc. The new
house will be the second establish-

ment in West Asheville by the Bam-
ford firm. The Palace in West Ashe-
ville is expected to continue opera-
tions, the new house located at 739
Haywood Road being erected to

supply a growing demand in the
populous West Asheville section.

The new theater will be the sixth

in the group operated in Asheville

by Publix-Bamford.

Report McDougald to Build

Little Rock, Ark.—It is reported
that B. V. McDougald, owner of the
Amusu, Monticello, will construct
another theater in that city before
the first of next year. The new
house is expected to cost between
$15,000 and $20,000.

Plans $40,000 Theater

Dunnville, Ont.—Plans for a $40,-

000 theater are being made by Kap-
lan & Sprachman. Mrs. Lillian Z.

Marks is owner.

Filmless Missouri Town
To Have Wilhoit House

Kansas City, Mo.—Tom Wilhoit,
who operates the Park Theater at

Eldorado Springs, Mo., is remodel-
ing a building at Plattsburg, Mo.,
for use as a theater. Since the Way-
more Theater there, burned two
months ago, the town has been
without a picture house. The Wil-
hoit house, which is expected to be
ready within two months, will seat
about 300.

Bryson Theater Opens
Bryson City, N. C—The Bryson

Theater has opened in new quarters
On the square. The theater building
is entirely remodeled with stratified

marble front, a 350-seat orchestra
floor, modern heating and air con-
ditioning, new and attractive fur-
nishings, a larger screen and facili-

ties for stage and floor shows.

SALES SHOW BIG GAIN

$30,000 Jackson Project

Jackson, Miss.—Frayer Scott and
Theo Grillis, of this city, are plan-
ning the construction of a film the-
ater to cost $30,000. It will be of
steel and reinforced concrete con-
struction, with stucco walls and
stone trim.

Detroit—Sales of theater equip-
ment have increased considerably
over the figure for one year ago,
Ernest Forbes, manager of Oliver
Theater Supply, Inc., told The Film
Daily this week. Forbes has just
completed two major jobs on houses
on Grand River Avenue.

First is Barney Kilbride's new
Beverly Theater, just opened. Equip-
ment sold included Brenker-t Enarc
lamps and Robins Imperial genera-
tors. At Wade Allen's Grand Victory
Theater, which has been completely
remodelled without closing, as orig-
inally planned, Forbes installed Hey-
wood - Wakefield seating, Mohawk
carpeting, Lloyd chrome furniture,
new porcelain enamel front, mar-
quee, and complete equipment, in-

cluding projection.

Extensive Improvements
For Jacksonville Theater

Jacksonville, 111. — Contractors
have been asked to submit bids on
or before Sept. 14 at the office of
the Illinois Theater, Jacksonville, on
the construction of alterations to
the house. The theater is owned by
the Fox Midwest Agency Corp., Up-
town Theater Building, Kansas City,
Mo., while the plans and specifica-
tions for the improvements were
prepared by Robert Boiler, Kansas
City theater architect.
The work to be undertaken will

include the removal of two stories
of the present building, a new stuc-
co front for the theater portion, new
store fronts, inclosed exits, fire es-
capes, the installation of Kalamein
doors, waterproofing of the walls
and general interior and exterior
alterations.
The heating, wiring, automatic

sprinkler system and painting will
be under separate contracts.

Providence Building Boom
Providence - - With RKO-Albee's

extensive renovation program com-
pleted, $15,000 spent by A. A. Spitz's-
Modern Amusement Co., Inc., on
the Playhouse (formerly the Mod-
ern) which opened with legit. Labor
Day, the Strand Theater construct-
ing a $1,000 new and larger box-
office and Fays Theater laying new
concrete sidewalk before its en-
trance, theater building on boom
here.

New House for Opelika
Opelika, Ala.—H. N. McEachern,

of Valdosa, has been awarded the
general contract for the construc-
tion of a new film theater here for
R. E. Martin, of Columbus, Ga.
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10,000 SCREEN ORDER

IS AWARDED TO TSC

The Theater Screen Corp. has
just been awarded the largest con-
tract ever given to a screen manu-
facturer. The initial order calls for
10,000 beaded screens of the Voca-
lite type for use with the Univex
Motion Picture Camera and Projec-
tor. It is believed that production
will ultimately reach 100,000 units
within the year.

MTE Filling Contract
Bridgeport, Conn. — Lou Anger

will install Forest copper oxide rec-

tifiers and Ashcraft Suprex lamps
in the Colonial Theater. Modern
Theater Equipment has the con-
tract. The American, newly-en-
larged and redecorated, will also

use this new equipment.

Improve Salisbury House
Salisbury, Md.—A 50-foot addi-

tion is being constructed in ,the

rear of the New Theater on East
Main St. and the interior is being
reconstructed and redecorated. The
theater, which is operated in con-
junction with Ulman's theater, is

operated by a corporation headed by
Bernard Ullman, of Baltimore.

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind

For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET

New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals-^braperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation, of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.

320 W. 48th St;,New York City A. I. Kessler, Mgr.

Stadium's Plans Interest

Chicago—J. E. O. Pridmore, veteran
theater architect, whose plans were
used by the builders of the Stadium
Theater, Evanston, says he has received

eight recent inquiries for similar plans

from interested theater owners.

Ward Theater Equipment

Supplied by McArthur Co.

Detroit—Complete theater equip-
ment was supplied by McArthur
Theater Equipment for the Ward
Theater, Mount Pleasant, recently
opened by G. A. and Lee Ward. In-

stallations included: Motiograph
projectors, Brenkert Enarc lamps,
Daelyte screen, Super-Lite lenses,

Bigelow special carpeting to match
the house color scheme of blue, red,

and gold, Ideal full-upholstered seat-

ing, Brenkert rectified, Coinometer
changemaker, and Automatic Ticket
vendor. Model 2011 sound equipment
was installed by Western Electric.

Howard Paul, who has just opened
his new house at Yale, Mich., has
also purchased Motiograph sound
equipment as well as projectors from
McArthur.

Lodgee Hall to Theater
Cincinnati — Ward-Elliot Enter-

prises are remodeling extensively

and modernizing the Lodge hall at

Somerset, Ky., into a new theater,

called the Kentucky.

Placing Vitrolite Front

Cincinnati — A. N. Christian is

putting a vitrolite front and new
marquee on his Wayne Theater at

Monticello, Ky.

UTEIUP
Modern and Period

LIGHTING FIXTURES
for effect and efficiency

SEND FOR fREf. ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS INC.

428-32 West 14th St.. New York City

YOU MAY HAVE A BIG HEART
YOU MAY WEAR MANY DIAMONDS
YOU MAY BELONG TO MANY CLUBS
BUT—YOU DON'T NEED A SPADE "TO DIG UP'

RELIABLE CARPET FIRM.

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
250 WEST 49th STREET. NEW YORK

AN ESTABLISHMENT FEATURING THE WELL KNOWN

C II ESTWOO II €A IS PETS
FOR QUALITY AND WEAR

Insulux Glass Blocks

Used by Jersey Theater

Interesting results have been
achieved by the new Landis theater,
Vineland, N. J., through the use of
Insulux glass block as an architec-
tural feature. On the extreme sides
of the house's exterior, semi-circu-
lar panels of the material have been
created. Inside, an unusually at-

tractive effect is obtained in decora-
tion and in obtaining a flood of
natural but diffused light while re-

taining privacy for the rest rooms.
Insulux glass blocks are translucent
but not transparent, being partially
vacuum, they assist temperature
control and tend to reduce transmis-
sion of exterior noises. The blocks

are a product of the Owens-Illinois
Glass Co.

Drop Directional Signs

Detroit—Chrome and Glass Fur-
niture Co. has temporarily discon-
tinued manufacture of its theater
directional signs, to concentrate on
other lines, Manager Karl E. Berno
announces. The company distributed

through National Theater Supply
Co.

Reseat In Council Bluffs

Omaha—Western Theater Supply
has installed 998 American Seating
Co. chairs, largest order of this kind
in this territory in nearly a year,

in Morrie Cohn's Strand, Council
Bluffs, and 250 in John C. Eding's
Community theater, Aurelia, la.

Installs RCA Sound
North Adams, Mass.—Installation

of new RCA sound equipment in the

Garden Theater has begun, Manager
Claude Frederick announces. The
new equipment is one of the larg-

est sets installed in Western Massa-
chusetts.

Installs New Sound
Holyoke, Mass.—The Suffolk The-

ater has installed new mirrophonic
sound equipment.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean B"x Office)

Attracting- deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10%. In-

^ stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. Na
lionally advertised.DEAF

Endorsed by key showmen.

Write for full details, and ex

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

THEATER
And Sales P

By GEO'

Eastern Sales Manager, Acoui

IN the old days of silent movies goci

' Today the "talkies" make excellent I

When you consider the care and

ing of a picture so that the original

surely unfortunate to have unsatisfact

Fortunately, the science of archite

necessary to design a theater and ho|

tory. If an acoustical engineer is coi

gest changes in design that will prevt

further more be able to determine i

the type to use and their location.

In general, the most common cc

is that the dialogue is frequently unin

tion percentage of 100 per cent to h

can be missed and the thoughts expr

the best possible conditions the artici

ditions are usually considered satisfac

WHEN a sound remains audible in
j

sively reverberant. Most speecj

not possible to understand speech re. i

the same time. This condition is pro]

side walls, rear walls and ceiling are I

carry to every seat in the house wit

purpose they should be rapidly absorbi

When a reverberant church or ai

tion of sound absorbing treatment, tit

case of the talking moving picture tfi|

rear walls. Sound from a loud speakej

so it is logical to place the absorpt

sound waves. When the rear walls

stage or anywheres in the room, it is

highly efficient sound absorbing trea]

a minimum.
Only comparison with a movie

approached can fully convey the salesl

in scientific acoustical correction.

Acousti-Celotex is a sound absl

It's most distinguishing feature is itsl

sound absorbing efficiencies can be ci|

nesses in which the tile is manufactui:

any standard paint without impairing

WHEN an acoustical finish is desirl

of travertine, caen stone, marbj

This tile, basically, is a highly expand

( Continued I

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND

USHERS SASHES
FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES ' k

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City

1018 S. Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W.Washington
Los Angeles
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lOUSTICS
Potentiality

INNAM
sion, The Celotex Corporation

I conditions were not very important,

itions in the theater a vital factor,

at is given to the filming and record-

be reproduced with real fidelity, it is

conditions spoil the performance,

tics is well developed. It is no longer

acoustical conditions will be satisfac-

the architect, he will be able to sug-

or improper focusing effects. He will

lund absorbing materials are required,

movie theaters having poor acoustics

t is not necessary to have an articula-

intelligible. Individual speech sounds

>e gathered from the context. Under
entage is about 95 per cent, and con-

the percentage exceeds 75 per cent.

| too long we know the room is exces-

ibility is due to this condition. It is

i three or four syllables are audible at

ft too large a percentage of the upper

reflective. It is important that sounds

ntensity but after having served their

acoustically corrected by the installs

urfaces are generally covered. In the

often advisable to treat the side and

directional than from a human speaker

;nt in the path of the more intense

with the radius of curvature on the
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which acoustical perfection has been

potentiality which can be capitalized

that has remarkable characteristics,

iber of surface perforations. Different

desired by using the different thick

iroduct can be repeatedly painted with

absorbing efficiency.

I be harmonious with adjacent surfaces

e selection will doubtless be Calicel.

There has been an obvious need for

HURLEY SCREEN CO. g
24-15-43rd Ave. L. I. C, N. Y. S

Johns-Manville Declares

Extra Dividend on Common

Directors of Johns-Manville Corp.
have declared an extra dividend of
75 cents on the common stock in

addition to the regular quarterly
payment of 75 cents, both payable
Sept. 24 to stock of record yester-
day. An extra of $1 was paid on
the common on December 24. The
regular quarterly payment of $1.75
on the 7 per cent was also voted to
be paid Oct. 1 to stock of record
Sept. 17.

Baird Awarded Contract
Hollywood, Fla.—H. S. Baird, of

Jacksonville, has been awarded the
contract for the construction of a
theater for Sparks Theatrical En-
terprises, Inc. The building will be
50 ft. wide by 119 ft. in length, with
reinforced concrete walk, a steel

truss roof and stucco exterior.

Woodwards Form Firm
Detroit — Decorative Display Co.

has been formed by Leodora Wood-
ward and Chester Woodward. It suc-
ceeds the former Commercial Dis-
play Co. owned jointly by the Wood-
wards and Lee Terry and Edward
Rogers. The latter two have with-
drawn in the reorganization. Com-
pany remains at 12 East Hancock
St.

Scoft-Ballantyne Orders
Omaha—Scott-Ballantyne Co. of

Omaha has installed Magic Weath-
er air conditioning in the new Tivoli

Theater being built at Savannah,
Mo., by C. E. Cook of Marysville,
Mo., and Largen Sound Systems in

Bill Youngclaus' Island, Grand Is-

land, Neb., and Ole Lehman's Har-
ris Theater, Avoca, la.

DISTINCTIVE LIGHTING FIXTURES

Architects and theatre owners are

invited to bring in their lighting

problems.

CHARLES J. WEINSTEIN & CO., INC.

2 W. ,47th St., N. Y. C. BRyant 9-1936-7-8

WITfiNEWLOW PRICES
AND EXTENDED DISCOUNTS

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO USE
SUBSTITUTES ?OR

GENUINE SIMPLEX PARTS

lUTlflllll
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

u;iilmu;

Porcelain Fronts Formed
Milwaukee—With the growing use of

porcelain fronts for theaters, Porcelain

Fronts, Inc., has been organized here

with B. B. Poblocki and M. E. Belongia,

president and secretary of the Electro-

lite Signs, Inc., and R. J. Steinie, as

incorporators.

Two Community Houses

For Savannah South Side

Savannah, Ga. — Contracts for
two community theaters, both on
the South Side, are soon to be let

here. Fred L. Weis, owner of the
Savannah Theater, is building a
community theater at Bull and 40th
Sts. and the Lucas and Jenkins cir-

cuit is constructing a second thea-
ter at Bull and 41st Sts., one block
further out Bull St.

New Loew-Poli Marquees
New Haven, Conn. — Loew-Poli

theater fronts in this territory are
being washed and painted, prepara-
tory to hanging of new marquees.
New Haven expects marquee instal-

lation by the middle of September.

CVN'S IMPROVEMENT

Ch'cago—C. V. N. Theater Corp.,

of which George Christos is presi-

dent and Dan Nomikos secretary, is

rapidly completing its circuit mod-
ernization program. Guercio and
Barthel Co. has had charge of the
mprovement of the various thea-
ters, including the Rex Theater at
69th and Racine Ave. where a new
front and marques have been in-

stalled plus the latest RCA sound
equipment; the Emmett at 43rd and
Wentworth Ave. which has received

(Continued on Page 6)

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At LtW Rentals

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C.

"WEE WILLIE WINKIE"
As colorful as a Scotch tartan, as hardy and

thrifty as the Scots themselves— that pretty

much describes Alexander Smith Carpets and

that's why you'll find them in the majority of

the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
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CVN'S IMPROVEMENT

PROGRAM EXTENSIVE

(Continued from Page 5)

a GE air conditioning plant and
new projector lamps of the latest

design; the Parkway at Broadway
and Diversey Parkway which has
been provided with a new marquee
and modernistic lighting fixtures;

and the Yale, at 1008 Fifth Ave. in

Maywood, which has been modern-
ized in every department including
a new WE sound system and the
latest booth equipment.
Work is also being done under

Guercio and Barthel supervision on
the City Theater at Lake and Bel-
mont Aves. Several hundred Inter-
national seats of the latest design
are going into the house as well as
the most up-to-date booth and light-

ing equipment, air conditioning unit
and sound system. With the open-
ing of the City Theater there will

be nine houses in the circuit, with
others to be added, it is said, from
time to time.

THEATER ACOUSTICS
(Continued from Page 5)

an acoustical material that would serve the double function of natural beauty and

acoustical correction.

Absorbex is a cement-timber product produced in tile form. It is made by a

process which shreds timber into f.ne long tiDers, then passes them through a binding

enculsion of high temperature cement. The tiles contain countless minute air cells,

affording high insulation, structural strength, fireproofness, and excellent acoustical value.

Vibrafram is a relatively new member of the acoustical family. In principle, it

departs radically from conventional acoustical materials of porous composition. It de-

pends on diaphragmatic vibration for its energy absorbing qualities. This product is

of particular value in sound picture theaters because it has the power of absorbing low

pitches equally as well as high pitches. These tile are made of fireproofed felt formed
into plain or ornamental hollow tile shapes.

Amusement Supply Fills

Waverly Theater Order

The Waverly Theater at 6th Ave.
and 3rd St., which has been com-
pletely constructed, furnished and
equipped by Amusement Supply Co.,

Inc., will open Sept. 25. The com-
pany has also installed new projec-
tion equipment in Moe Goldman's
Clinton Theater, 80 Clinton St.,

which reopened recently on a pol-

icy of presenting Jewish pictures
on extended runs.

New Sound Boosts Biz

Summit, N. J.—Installation of new
Western Electric Mirrophonic Sound
equipment has just been completed
at the Roth-Strand. Manager Ed-
ward J. Kane reports an immediate
pick up in attendance over and above
the general seasonal increase. An-
other improvement at the Summit
house is a new screen 18 x 22 feet.

New Montreal Theater
Montreal, Que. — Confederation

Amusements Ltd., are planning to

erect a theater at Queen Mary Road
and Trans-Island Ave., to be known
as the Queen Mary. The company
intends to build one or two theaters
yearly.

Miller-Swanson Rebuilding
Savanna, 111.—Charley Miller and

Fred Swanson are rebuilding their

500-seat Orpheum theater which was
badly damaged by lire last Spring.
They will install a modern cooling
system and new sound and booth
equipment. They also operate the
Webb theater here.

Schine Enterprises Push Glassman & Ostrow Building

Construction Projects; 1,000-Seat Bethesda House

Gloversville, N. Y.—Headquarters
of the Schine Theater Enterprises
here report work progressing on the
circuits new 1,500-seat Vernon Thea-
ter at Mt. Vernon, 0., contract for
which was recently awarded to E.
Elford & Sons, Columbus, builders.
House, plans and specifications for
which are by John Eberson, New
York architect, is being erected on
the site of the former Lyric Thea-
ter.

Building operations are also slated
to start soon on the circuit's pro-
posed 1,700-seater at Auburn, which
will be modern and fireproof in
every respect, with stage, dressing
room and complete refrigerating
unit. Eberson is also the architect
for this house, and for two other
remodelling operations for Schine,

—

the Hippodrome in Gloversville,
which reopened this week after a
shut-down of several weeks to per-
mit alterations, and the Grand at
Rochester, woi-k on which is now in
progress.

Butterfield to Rebuild

Major Theater at Flint

Detroit—Edward C. Beatty, pres-
ident of Butterfield Theaters, Inc.,
announces plans for rebuilding of
the Garden Theater, major house at
Flint. Long term lease for the site
has been signed with the owner,
A. M. Davison. An entirely new
building will be erected on the site,

to seat 1,000 persons. House will be
air conditioned. Brick, steel, and
concrete construction will be used.
Construction work will start in
March, Beatty said. Periera and
Periera of Chicago have been ap-
pointed architects for the house.

Bethesda, Md.—This community,
at the edge of and serving Wash-
ington, D. C, is to have a new film

theater shortly. House is being built

in connection with a large commu-
nity center shopping district devel-
opment which is being carried out
by a syndicate headed by Herbert
Glassman and Edwin C. Ostrow of
Washington. The theater, designed
by architect John Eberson of New
York, is to seat 1,000 on one floor.

It has been leased to Sidney Lust,
District of Columbia exhibitor.

New Customer Service

By Scott Ballantyne

Omaha—A new service for cus-
tomers has been inaugurated by
Scott Ballantyne, theater equipment
house. According to Robert S. Ball-

antyne the service consists of "de-
signing and construction of new
fronts, redesigning and remodeling
present theaters or theater fronts
and making available architectural
service with a local contractor or on
a complete contract basis." Ball-

antyne added that Leo Dworak of

Omaha will handle all the firm's

architectural work.

EXHIBITORS ADOPTING

MOVING WORDS DEVICE

Zenith Becomes Iowa
Shenandoah, la.—Bruce B. Hol-

drege has reopened the 400-seat
Iowa, formerly called the Zenith,
after complete inside redecoration,
installation of a new-type glass
front, installation of new marquee,
carpets, drapes, projection, Brinkert
lamps, rectifiers and Da-Lite screen.
Holdrege also owns the 700-seat
State here. Western Theater Supply
of Omaha had charge of all work at

the Iowa, with Larry Larsen of

Webb City, Mo., as architect.

Literally A Film "House"!
Miami—To assure expansion, in the face of the local zoning law which provides that

only a residence can be built in the locality where their Tower Theater stands, the
ingenious Messrs. Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney Meyer, co-partners in the Wometco
circuit, are building a swell $10,000 bungalow at the back of the theater. This unique
step satisfied Miami officials who then issued a building permit which provides for a

35-foot extension to the auditorium. So Wometco is completely remodelling and
modernizing the Tower,—new stage, floor, seats, lounges, sound equipment, and even
new air-conditioning! Only a short shut-down will be required to complete the work.

Widespread adoption by film the-
aters of its effective advertising de-
vice, the Moving Words Projector,
is reported by its manufacturer,
Moving Words Projecting, 4505 N.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago. This electro-
mechanical device projects* announce-
ments to the public, whether in-
doors or outdoors, in a brief, force-
ful manner, on areas such as the
walls of buildings, of lobbies, along
marquees, and other such surfaces.
Two types of machines are avail-
able, using either film or stencil
belts, and an unlimited number of
words can be projected according
to the needs and desires of the the-
aterman.

Letters projected can range from
V2 in. to three feet high, with a
spread to 35 feet, and can be of
any color. Reading matter is dis-
playable on a straight, curved or
angular line. Installation is very
simple, the individual unit weighing-
only 30 pounds. Furthermore it is

portable; works on A.C. or D.C., and
the message is made on a special
belt that is long wearing and fire-

proof.
Device has been in use for several

years. It operates on the principle
of a projection machine using one
500 or 1000 Watt lamp and only one
motor.

Frisina Plans Second
House for Effingham

Effingham, 111. — The Frisina
Amusement Co. of Springfield, con-
templates the erection of a new 700-
seat motion picture theater, store
?.nd office building here. The site has
been purchased. The company al-
ready has the 1,000-seat Effingham
Theater here.

Memphis Firm Is Low
Charleston, S. C.—V. P. Loftis, of

Charlotte, N. C, is low bidder, with
a bid of $81,000, on a new motion
picture theater building here. It is

to be two and three stories in
height, with structural steel frame
construction, brick walls and stone
trim. It will be air conditioned.

Fine Places NTS Order
Galion, O.—Myer Fine, vice presi-

dent of Associated Theaters, opera' |
ing a circuit of 25 houses in Clevt^
land, Akron and here, has purchased
from L. H. Walters, manager of Na-
tional Theater Supply Co., in Cleve-
land, Simplex projectors, a Walker
Screen, and Strong Rectifiers for the
State theater.
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junction action, similar to the Phila-

delphia case but aimed at Allied

Theaters of the Northwest, is ex-

pected momentarily, according to a

Paramount spokesman yesterday.

Philadelphia—UMPTO leaders at

a meeting here yesterday announced
that they had arranged for suffi-

cient pictures to he released in this

zone to take care of product require-

ments for weeks to come.
Approximately 200 theaters are

now represented in the buying com-
bine, it was announced.
UMPTO spokesmen said that the

unit would not capitalize upon the

Para, injunction decision, and would
keep its campaign "dignified". A
"Persuasion Committee" was ap-

pointed.

"Woman" Tops 'Em
San Francisco — "That Certain

Woman" opened at the Fox Theater
to top biz for any Warner pix.

DEATH RECORD

Charles Stalder

Akron, 0.—Charles Stalder, 52,

manager of the Nixon Theater for

25 years, died Sept. 7 at St. Thomas
Hospital. He was an active mem-
ber of the North Akron Board of

Trade and the Akron Exhibitors As-
sociation. His wife, two daughters,

and a son survive. Funeral was
held at St. Martha's Roman Catho-
lic Church yesterday.

Frank Ferguson

Frank Ferguson, 74, actor, play-

wright and lecturer, died here on
Wednesdav, last, at the Home for

Incurables, 183rd St. and Third
Ave., The Bronx. He was a mem-
ber of the council of the Episcopal

Actors' Guild and belonged to the

Actors' Fund of America. A sister,

Miss Alice Ferguson, survives.

Abraham Stanzler

Providence, R. I.— Funeral ser-

vices for Abraham Stanzler, 57, vet-

eran exhibitor, who died at his sum-
mer home in Narragansett Pier
Sept. 3, were held here.

Stanzler operated the Community
Theater, Wakefield; the Casino,

Narragansett Pier, and theaters in

Pascoag and Peacedale (the latter

being added to his circuit this

spring). Before coming to this

state he had been interested in the-

aters in College Point and other

New York and Long Island towns.
*fcnzler was a member of the

ftl| Ihic order, Allied Exhibitors'

Association and other trade groups.

He is survived by his widow, five

sons and two daughters. Two of

his sons, Meyer and Harold Stanz-
ler, will continue operation of the
Stanzler theaters.

Detroit Goes for "Ghosts"
Detroit—Detroit goes for ghosts. Specifically, for the "Ghost Shows" staged by

Manager Joseph La Rose at the Eastown Theater. First event of the kind a month
ago drew 2,300 house capacity plus 3,300 turnaways and scalpers were selling 40
cent tickets for $2.50 the night of the show. La Rose produces the show himself,

supervising the ghost business, with some individually created stage tricks.

Bronx Newsreel Theater Opens
with True Broadway Fanfare

With all the fanfare of a Broad-
way opening the Newsreel Theaters,
Inc., of which W. French Githens is

president, Harold E. Wondsel, vice-
president, Francis Carter Wood, Jr.,

secretary-treasurer, and Major A.
G. Rudd, general manager, opened
its new Newsreel Theater at 209
Fordham Road, at the junction of
that thoroughfare and the Grand
Concourse at 8:30 last night. Teddy
Bergman was master of ceremonies.
Exterior of the theater was flooded
by two Sunarc lamps supplied by
Charles Ross. This is the same com-
pany that operates the Embassy on
Broadway and the Newsreel The-
ater in Newark.
The house is a 600-seater, air-

conditioned by the Carrier Corp.,
and using RCA high fidelity sound.
The lobby is in blue and white, the
auditorium in gold, brown and red.

It is a one-floor house, and will op-
erate on an all-newsreel policy,

using the reels of all the different
companies. John Eberson was the
architect.

Many of the most prominent
newsreel commentators attended the
opening, among them Graham Mc-
Namee, Alois Havrila, Lew Lehr,
Lowell Thomas, Clem McCarthy,
Frank Knight, Marc Hawley and
Gene Paul King. Among the news-
reel crowd present were Charles
Ford, Mike Clofine, Allan Butter-
field, Bill Pitt, Al Richards, William
Montague, Roy E. Larsen, Ed Reek,
Louis De Rochemont and Truman
Talley. Also attending was Mrs. S.

Stanwood Menken, mother of Ar-
thur Menken, the Paramount news-
reel cameraman now in Shanghai
and who was wounded in the Span-
ish civil war and received the 1936
gold medal for the best news story
of 1936.

The following scale of prices will

prevail: from the opening at 11 a.m.

until 2 p.m., adults 15 cents; chil-

dren 10 cents; from 2 p.m. until

closing at midnight, adults 25 cents,

children 15 cents. Shows will run
one hour and 15 minutes.

"Souls At Sea" Gets Two
More Excellent Openings

Paramount's "Souls At Sea" is

continuing its record-breaking pace.

At the Metropolitan Theater in Mor-
gantown, W. Va., the picture out-

grossed "Waikiki Wedding," "Moun-
tain Music" and "Big Broadcast of

1937" in spite of the fact that the

college in this town is still closed

and other three pictures played with
college attendance of 4,000, Para.
home office said yesterday. At the

Kearse Theater in Charleston "Souls
At Sea" doubled the gross on "Texas
Rangers" and outgrossed "The Big-

Broadcast."

Lopert Back from Study

Of Dubbing in France

I. E. Lopert, president of Pax
Films, who recently returned from
France where he made an intensive

study of the dubbing processes used
there, is critical of the use of

mechanical devices in dubbing,
claiming that at best they create

a too mechanical form of dialogue
which greatly handicaps the per-

formance of the players. No ma-
jor company in France now uses
any mechanical devices, Lopert re-

ports, using instead what is termed
a direct recording system off the

screen. Lopex't expresses consider-

able optimism concerning the fu-

ture of dubbing in this country of a

limited amount of pictures suitable

to American audiences provided the

technical execution of the dubbing
is perfected and done in the same
manner that American pictures are

dubbed in Europe.

Expect Legion Convention

to Boost Theater Business

Large influx of visitors for the

American Legion convention next

week is expected to boost local the-

ater business. Already a number pf

large hotels have no accommoda-
tions and visitors are being housed
in Westchester, according to John
Dowd, RKO Theaters publicity and
advertising head, and a member of

the Legion welcoming committee.

Spierman Handling RKO
Distribution In Japan

Richard D. Spierman has taken

over the management of Japanese
distribution operations for RKO
Radio Pictures, succeeding Frank A.

Kennedy, who has resigned. Ken-
nedy is now on his way to the

United States by way of Europe.

Court Overrules Referee

Federal Judge Robert T. Patter-

son yesterday overruled Referee Os-

car W. Ehrhorn, who disallowed the

claim of Electrical Products Corp
of California for $8,609 against Or-

pheum Corp. Judge Patterson held

the referee had erred in ordering

the claim expunged.

T

DIME B.O. INCREASE

"Zola" Starts With Swank
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Production execs, and
top-flight stars studded the audi-

ence at the swanky West Coast pre-

miere of "The Life of Emile Zola"

at the Carthay. Premiere doings

were witnessed by 500 seated on a

specially constructed grandstand.

(Continued from Page 1)

vance, however, citing poor summer
biz as the reason.

Recently, the Paramount, at St.

Paul, boosted its top from 40 to 50

cents while the Palace Theater

upped its night prices from 15c to

20c, effective Labor Day.

Omaha—Price situation in Omaha
and the territory apparently is sta-

bilized with no circuit or indepen-

dent planning to increase scales this

fall. Exhibitors during the past

year have been gradually hiking ad-

missions in isolated cases until top

of 40 cents for first-runs and 25

cents for subsequents has been
reached. A spokesman for exhibi-

tors said he believes the uncertain

crop conditions will forbid any fur-

ther contemplation of increases un-

til late fall at least.

Houston — Admission prices in
Houston are at the same level they
have been for past two years—with
no indication of increase.

Al Lever, general manager of In-
terstate's three first-run houses and
four neighborhoods, told The Film
Daily: "No raise in prices has been
discussed."

Prices at three first-runs are 25
and 35 cents for matinees with 35
and 50 after 6 P. M., with night
tariff for holidays. One first-run, In-

terstate's Kirby, has 15 and 25 and
25 and 35 as its scale. Neighbor-
hoods have 5 and 15 and 15 and 25
scales. Horowitz has two second-
runs at 15 and 25, and two at 5

and 15.

RCA's Restraining Writ

Continued by Del. Court

(.Continued from Page 1)

Philco and the Philadelphia Storage
Battery were one and the same com-
pany and that royalty payments
based on the price charged bv the
Philadelphia Battery Co. to Philco
was not proper under the contract.

WEDDING BELLS

San Antonio — Richai'd Betts of

the Paramount Exchange, and Mar-
ian Herpel of this city, are now Mr.
and Mrs.

Charles Gartner, Paramount for-
eign publicity manager, has mar-
ried Mildred Hollis and is out of
town on a honeymoon.
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MODERN

TODAY'S splendid motion picture quality

can be completely protected ... perfectly

reproduced . . . with Eastman Fine -Grain

Duplicating Films. For the simple reason

that these new materials are capable of

making duplicates actually indistinguish-

able from originals. With them the du-

plicating process goes definitely modern.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Fine-Grain
DUPLICATING FILMS
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French Production CostsUp 50%, Producers Face Big Deficit
Industry Seen Closing Year

in the Red for 70,000,000

Francs
Paris (By Cable)—With the cost

of production in France up over
50 per cent, it is estimated that
producers will face a deficit of 70,-
000,000 francs for the current year.
The cost of an average French pic-
ture at the present time is estimated
at 2,250,000 francs (about $90,000),
and theater receipts for the current
year at 850,000,000 francs. Cost of
French productions for 1937 is esti-
mated at 250,000,000 francs. Over-
head, cost of distribution and ex-
hibition will bring total expenses to
the 70,000,000 francs above income.

NEWTRANSRADIOGO.

TELE PREPAREDNESS

In preparation for television when
motion pictures of current news
events will be made as they occur,
Transradio Press Service has formed
Transradio News Features, Inc. to
make sound transcriptions of news
happenings for use of radio stations.
According to a Transradio official

the company will record the actual
news events as they take place and

(Continued on Page 4)

RCA Photophone to Keep
Its Servicing Business

RCA Photophone has no intention
of giving up its servicing business
or of licensing others to use its pat-
ents for manufacture of sound
equipment, an official said Saturday.

1
Osterman on Slowness

Jack Osterman, who is again click-
ing as one of show biz's ace smart
m.c.'s, says that the other night he
saw a picture that was so slow that
he had to fight to keep awake in
order to avoid catching the second
reel.

Seven Holdovers in Broadway Film Houses
Broadway boasts currently of no less than seven holdovers. The honor roll-

Dead End," at the Rivoli; "The Prisoner of Zenda," at the Music Hall; "Broadway
Melody of 1938," at the Capitol; "Bulldog Drummond Comes Back," at the Criterion;
Thin Ice,' at the Roxy; "Varsity Show," at the Strand and "Double or Nothing"

at the Paramount.
In addition, there are the three two-a-day attractions—"Souls at Sea," Globe-

"Life of Emile Zola," Hollywood; "The Firefly," Astor—plus "Baltic Deputy" foreign
holdover at the Cameo.

GUILD SHOP IN EAST

EFFECTIVE SEPT. 20

Tentative effective date for the
Screen Actors' Guild shop in the
East is Monday, Sept. 20, and from
present indications the SAG will

have the backing of all actor unions,

the Film Daily learns.

The SAG has an agreement with
Actors' Equity under which mem-
bers of the organization will not

(Continued on Page 9)

PARA. EXECS. TO TALK

ENGLISH PRODUCTION

Conferences on Paramount's plans
for making pictures in England,
under the proposed quota law, will
be discussed in London the week of
Sept. 19, following arrival of Adolph
Zukor, who is due there the 17th or
18th from the south of France, and
John W. Hicks, foreign department
chieftain, who sails from New York
Wednesday on the Normandie.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Industry's Bright Prospects—20th-Fox Producing Abroad===== By GEORGE H. MORRIS .

DOMESTIC
In the wake of the Labor Day

holiday, which saw Broadway film

house grosses up 5 to 50 per cent,

with other sections of the nation
enjoying what was reported to have
been proportionately satisfactory

FOREIGN
Planning to set up a 20th Cen-

tury-Fox production unit in Eng-
land, Joseph M. Schenck, chairman
of that company's board of direc-
tors, has arranged for production
of four features, each costing $500,-

(Continued on Pige 9)

16 MM. Film Situation to Come Up
at Hays Committee, Board Meetings

Conn. Bank Nights Resume
Pending Test Case Result

New Haven, Conn. — Local and
Fairfield County authorities will

permit the operation of cash give-

aways in theaters, pending the out-
(Continued on Page 4)

Next meeting of the Hays asso-

ciation's committee appointed to

investigate the 16 mm. film situation

will be held early next month. Stan-

ton Griffis of Paramount, who is a
member along with Harry M. War-
ner and E. W. Hammons, returns

(Continued on Page 4)

Theater Dept. Contracts On
Basis of One Year

or Longer
Management deals made in the

future by Paramount theater de-
partment will be limited to a maxi-
mum of five years and will be set
up on a basis of one year or longer,
it was indicated in New York Sat-
urday.
At the present time only one deal,

that with Wilby & Kincev. is in the
renewal stage, the agreement hav-
ing expired last July. Arrangement
carries on pending working out of a
new contract.

Current management deals have
the following time to go: Ludwig-
Friedl, two years; Mullen and Pinan-
ski, two years; Lucas and Jenkins
covering Atlanta, two years; S. A.
Lvnch covering Miami, four years.

educationaTyearly

EARNINGS, $155,000

Earnings of Educational Pictures
for the year ended June 30, 1937,
were around $155,000, equal to $1.70
a share on the 89,730 outstanding
shares of common stock, The Film

(Continued on Page 9)

Flotation of Republic's

Stock Issue is Delayed

Flotation of the Republic Pictures
stock issue will be delayed several
weeks because of the condition of
the market, it is learned.

Normandie Brings Execs.

A boatload of film execs and pro-
ducers, so to write, arrives in New
York at 5 p.m. today when the Norman-
die docks after crossing the Atlantic.
Passenger list includes Dr. A. H. Gian-
nini, Joseph M. Schenck, Sol A. Rosen-
blatt, Hunt Stromberg, Stanton Griffis,
William Dieterle, Walter Futter, ana
Rudolph Schunz, latter director-writer,
recently signed for Metro by Louis B.

Mayer.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 21 19'/2 21 + 1

Columbia Picts. vtc. 20 193^ 19% — Va
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 2i/

2 2 2Vs + Va
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10 9% 9% -f 3/8

East. Kodak 176 174'/2 176 —2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 21 20 Vi 21 + %
Loew's, Inc 74i/2 72V4 74 + 2y3
do pfd
Paramount 18% 17% 18V4 -f- %
Paramount 1st pfd. .128% 126% 128% + 2%
Faramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent. -Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd. .

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 11%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46.... 9714 9714 97i/4 — Vi

Loew 6s 41 ww 99% 993/8 99%— i/<

Par. B'way 3s 55.. 67 66V4 67
Par. Pict. 6s 55
Par. Picts. CV.31/4S 47 87% 87% 87%+ %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 91 90 91

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2%
Sonotone Corp 1 %
Technicolor 27
Trans-Lux 3%
Universal Picts

J. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36.

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47.

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43..

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43

16% 15% 16 1/4 + 1/4

8 7% 73/4 + 'A
6% 6 1/4 6 1/4 — 1/4

31% 30% 3iy4 + 1

11% 11%

2

1%
251/4

3%

Va

Vi

2%
1 %

265/8 + 13/8
3%

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK

630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Dead End (U. A.)—3rd week Rivo li

The Prisoner of Zenda (U. A.)—2nd week Music Hall
Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M)—2nd week Capitol
Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Tara.)—2nd week Criterion
Thin Ice (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Varsity Show (Warner Bros.)—2nd week Strand
Double or Nothing (Para.)—2nd week Paramount
Flight from Glory (RKO Radio) Rja | ro
The Shadow Strikes (Grand National) Central
Confession (Warner Bros.) (a-b) Palace
Love Under Fire (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) .....................Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Souls at Sea (Paramount)—6th week Globe
Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.)—5th week Hollywood
The Firefly (M-G-M)—2nd week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Baltic Deputy (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Mayeriing (Pax Film, Inc.) Filmarte
Lower Depths (Mayer-Burstyn) 55th St. Playhouse
Orphan Boy of Vienna (Gen'l Foreign Sales) Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
That Certain Woman (Warner Bros.)—Sept. 15 Strand
Le Juif Polonaise (Franco-Amer.)—Sept. 15 Cinema de Paris
Big City (M-G-M)—Sept. 16 Capitol
On Such a Night (Paramount)—Sept. 16 Criterion
Dead March (Imperial)—Sept. 18 Broadway
High, Wide and Handsome (Faramount) (c) Paramount
Lost Horizon (Columbia) (c) Music Hall
Make a Wish (RKO Radio) (c) Rivoli

One Hundred Men and a Girl (Universal) (c) Roxy

(a) Double bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

183,767 See "Thin Ice"

In 8 Days at the Roxy

A record total of 183,767 persons
saw "Thin Ice," the Sonja Henie-
Tyrone Power musical, in its first

eight days at the Roxy Theater.
This film, which is now in its

second week, attracted greater box-
office receipts and a larger atten-

dance in its first week than any
picture did in the past seven years
at the Roxy.
On the basis of the 183,767 per-

sons in eight days, the Roxy aver-
aged almost a capacity audience for

every screening of "Thin Ice."

IC Sells 50,000 Shares
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—International Cine-

ma, Inc., revealed in filing with SEC
reports for December, 1936 and Jan-
uary, June and July, 1937, that it

has sold 50,000 shares of $1.00 par
value common capital stock in the
four months. The shares were sur-
rendered by Regan-Day and pro-
ceeds will be used by International
Cinema for general working capital.

Interstate Circuit Buys

Complete Warner Lineup

The Interstate Circuit of New
England has concluded a deal with
Warner Bros, to play the entire
lineup of the company's features in-
cluding Vitaphone shorts and trail-
ers during the 1937-38 season, an-
nounces Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager for the distributing
company.
The deal was set by Ed Ansin and

Harold Stoneman for the circuit,
and by Ben Kalmenson, eastern dis-
trict manager for Warners.

Two Waterbury Nabes

Boost Admish 5 Cents

K-A-0 Acquires Cheton Corp.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Keith-Albee-Orphe-

um Corp. has filed a state-

ment with SEC which revealed
that it has acquired the Cheton
Corp., organized Aug. 18, 1937, by
acquisition of 10 shares of Cheton
Corp. for $1,000 representing 100
per cent control.

New Harrisburg Theater?
Harrisburg, Pa.—A report that a

new theater is to be erected on the
site of the Russ Building is current
here.

Waterbury, Conn.—Two neighbor-
hoods have increased admissions by
five cents, the Carroll, operated by
Jerry Mascoli, and the Hamilton,
operated by Fred Van Doren. The
former has established a new 20-
cent top, which is further raised to
25 cents on premium nights, while
the latter has adopted a regular 25-
cent top.

Mono. Closes 3 Deals
Monogram has closed deals for its

product with the Warner Bros, up-
per New York circuit, the Smalley
circuit and some of the Schine cir-
cuit houses. Monogram pictures will
have a first-run outlet at the Olym-
pic, Utica.

Charter to Merged Unions
New charter for the merged local

laboratory workers' union will be
issued in 10 days, according to Rich-
ard Walsh, IATSE vice-president.

Coming and GohHin\

I

WILL H. HAYS is due to arrive in New
today from the Coast with MRS. HAYS.

PAUL ROTHA sails for New York from Ei
land on Sept. 22 to work for five months with
the Museum of Modern Art Film Library.

RUDOLPH SCHINZEL, film director I

writer recently signed by M-G-M, arrives iiNew York from Europe tomorrow on the Nor-
mandie.

MRS. MERCEDES DE VALDIVIA, Latin
American novelist who writes under the narm
of Carlota Andree, arrives in New York toda\
from Santiago, Chile, aboard the Santa Maria

HUNT STROMBERG arrives in New York to-
morrow from Europe on the Normandie.

s;

returns from abroa<
as does JOSEPH M

m

i

DR. A. H. GIANNINI
today on the Normandie,
SCHENCK.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, IATSE president, I

New York Saturday for Chicago.

SOL. A. ROSENBLATT, STANTON GRIFFIsl"
WILLIAM DIETERLE and WALTER FUTTER ar(

others aboard the Normandie, docking al

5 p. m. to day.

MRS. CAROLYN CAGNEY and MISS JEANN!
CAGNEY, mother and sister of James Cagneyl
film star, arrive in New York on the Virgini
today from Hollywood

LADISLAUS
wright, arrived

from Hollywood

BUS-FEKETE, Hungarian play-f

in New York over the week-end
'

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
today for the Coast.

leaves New York

468 Pix Needed to Fill

Triple Bill Requirements

4

lis

P

Chicago—Essaness circuit is now!*
operating its Irving and the North
Center theaters with triple feature
bills as a permanent policy. Circuilw^
figures it. will take 468 films to sujl I

ply the needs of these two houses /
annually.

New Somma Theater
Richmond, Va.—Charles A. Som

ma, has purchased a 200 foot lot in

Highland Springs, where he will

start immediately on the construc-
tion of a 850-seat theater, to be
called The Henrico. The house) l\

which is expected to be ready by
Feb. 15, will be operated by Ben,

Somma. Ed. Sinnott, of Richmond;
is architect.

«'

if

^
*RKO Books Soviet Film

RKO has booked the Amkino film
"A Greater Promise" into the Cos- -

tello Theater, Washington Heights )U

SEPTEMBER 13
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(Continued from Page 1)

then build up the happenings in the
studio.

Development of a service that

will issue two transcriptions of news
events daily is planned. When tele-

vision comes in, the company will

produce a complete sound picture

instead of limiting it to the voices

of the persons, as under the present
plan.

Incorporators of Transradio News
Features include Herbert Moore,
Transradio president, and Dixon
Stewart and Wallace G. Quisen-
berry, vice presidents.

Conn. Bank Nights Resume
Pending Test Case Result

( Continued from Page 1)

come of the Bank Night test case
against the Palace Theater, Middle-
town. Litchfield County is also

countenancing the various systems,
but no attempt has been made by
Bank Night representatives to re-

ceive similar permission in Hartford
County, where unfavorable adjudi-

cation of the Rialto, Windsor Locks,
case recently resulted in a state-

wide ban.
As a result of the Middletown test

case, backed by Affiliated Enter-
prises, Inc., Bank Night distributor

for New England, and the new ne-

gotiations which have resulted in

reopening cash giveaways in a large
part of the State, many new Bank
Night contracts have been signed
with Adolph G. Johnson, local rep-
resentative. These include the Co-
lonial, Walnut Beach, Pickwick,
Greenwich, the Hippodrome and Ri-

alto, Bridgeport, and Gem, Nauga-
tuck, and the Capitol, Bridgeport
and Shelton Theaters.

New Detroit IATSE Pacts

Provide for 5% Increases

Detroit — Agreement has been
reached and contracts signed by the
IATSE with the United Detroit The-
aters, Cass, Wilson, with the Com-
mercial film studios and with the
burlesque houses, according to Jos-

eph T. Finnegan of the IATSE. The
new agreements are for a period of

two years and provide for a 5 per
cent increase and another 5 per cent
increase next year . A large num-
ber of association men are at pres-
ent working at the Michigan State
Fair, which is a 100 per cent union
job, stated Finnegan. Commercial
studios here are working both night
and day shifts.

"Polish Jew" Is Set
"Le Juif Polonais," (The Polish

Jew) French film based on the
Erckmann-Chatrian novel and star-

ring Harry Baur, will open Wed-
nesday at the Cinema de Paris. The
picture has English titles.

© • • AS THE Daily News Harvest Moon Ball dance
champs are about to wing their way via plane to Hollywood

and the RKO Radio studios it is a pleasure to
look back on the newspaper campaign just completed
with the world's largest newspaper one of the biggest
continuous and consecutive campaigns ever put over by any
publicity dep't in the history of the biz the honors go
to S. Barret McCormick and Rutgers Neilson two gents
steeped in the traditions of newspaperdom as well as the fine
art of wangling the blurbs for motion pictures an un-
beatable combo of talents and that goes both ways

for the team of McCormick-Neilson, alsoAAA
• • • WHAT DID they grab? lookit 1,252
inches of space, approximately 17 full pages the cam-
paign started Ju'y 20 and not a day has passed without a
break of some sort just a few of the angles covered

Offered a free trip to Hollywood to meet the RKO
Radio stars Got winning team in line for a minimum of
four weeks' engagements in Leonard Sillman's next "New
Faces" stage production Milton Schwarzwald cast three
top Shag Team winners in his new musical short to be released
by RKO Got special splash picture of McCormick and
Neilson presenting keys of the RKO Radio studios to the win-
ners Ed Sullivan, Daily News kolyumist, has already
proceeded to Hollywood, and will shoot a daily activity story
of the winners' reactions to his paper a photo diary of
the winners moving through the RKO Radio studios will insure
the continuance of this smash campaign .... S-0
in our opinion, this li'l job of Messrs. McCormick and Neilson
for their good ole alma mater constitutes practically a Film
Career in itself we know several guys who have spent
all their lives in the film biz and done lessAAA
• * • GREAT STUNT pulled by Erie Wright and
Division Manager Harry F. Shaw to inaugurate the Greatest
Movie Season in the Loew-Poli division the lads char-
tered an American Air Line's Douglas 21-passenger plane, and
picked up newspaper crits and editors in the various towns in
the territory starting from Boston, they flew over every
one of the circuit's theater towns and screened "Broadway Mel-
ody" for 'em while in the air then they wound up at the
Newark airport, went to the Capitol theater in New York

and then flew the critics and editors back to their
respective towns did the stunt get the breaks?
newspapers all over the territory splashed the story
the Boston and Newark papers also covered itAAA
• • • TOP this one Harold B. Lyon, manager of
the Capitol theater in Burlington, Iowa, was married the other
day the day before the wedding he was playing "Mar-
ried Before Breakfast" the day of the wedding his
booking was "Meet the Missus" the day after the wed-
ding he showed "It Can't Last Forever"AAA
• • • MAKING movie-going a pleasure at the
Mayfair theater at Miami, a ticket for each guest includes the
use of Mayfair Lane, a gorgeous outdoor tropical patio
under a huge canopy of brilliantly hued canvas

. cooled
by air conditioning and also the theater itself
free coffee or iced tea is servedAAA
• • • IN PERSON ....... at the RKO Keith's Fordham
theater tonite Arthur Murray, famous dance authority

who will launch his crack troupe of "Big Apple"
dancers on a tour of the Greater New York Circuit of RKO

Murray is the gent responsible for popularizing the
new dance through the Rainbow Room exhibitions

« « « » » »

HAYS GROUP TO MEF

ON SCHOOL PIX IN OCT,

It

(Continued from Page 1)

to New York tomorrow from Eu-
rope.
The Hays association's board of

directors is also expected to go into

the matter of educational pix at its

next meeting, date of which will be
set following return of Will H,
Hays to New York today from the
Coast. Session had been scheduled
for Sept. 8 but was put off owing
to lack of a quorum.

Minneapolis Council Com.
Frowns on 2 New Houses

Minneapolis—Attempts of two in-

dependent theater owners to obtain
licenses for new neighborhood
houses were practically kayoed when
the City council license committee
voted against recommending ap-
proval of the applications. Both the
Minnesota Amusement Co., domi-
nant northwest Publix chain, and
the Northwest Allied Theater Own-
ers protested against issuance of the
licenses.

One of the two applicants, H. L.

Griffith, who plans to build a $100,-
000 house in one of the city's

wealthiest residential districts, in-

tends to try to force the council to

grant a license by court action if

the city council formally refuses his

application. Action of the committee
is practically binding upon the coun-
cil.

Other applicant refused recom-
mendation was the Nicollet Amuse-
ment Co.
Both Allied and Publix have con-

sistently opposed new Minneapolis
theaters, contending that the city

already had a surplus. Minneapolis
now has 61 houses for a population
of 500,000.

Selling Season Moving
Briskly in Gulf States

New Orleans—The current selling

season is moving on briskly with
exhibitors reported as displaying
more interest in product than they
have in some time.
With the exception of the Saen-

ger Theaters Corp., whose buying
up to date seems limited to Vita-
graph, M-G-M, with which it had
a three-year deal, and Paramount,
independent circuits and theaters
are buying major product as it be-

comes available.

With the exception of one major
which offered product at the same
terms as last year, indie deals are
understood to bring higher reven-
ues.

Reisman Back in London
London—Phil Reisman, Foreign

Sales Manager for RKO Radio Pic-
tures, returns to London today,
following business trips to Venice,
Rome, and Paris.
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BROADWAY'S SENSATIONAL STAGE SUCCESS

BECOMES THE OUTSTANDING HIGHLIGHT OF

ALL THE SCREEN'S NEW BIG PICTURES!



Authored by two of the greatest living

playwrights, EDNA FERBER and GEORGE S.

KAUFMAN . . . Thrillingly directed by the

genius behind "My Man Godfrey," GREGORY
LA CAVA . . . Clamorously produced by

Hollywood's ace picture-maker, PANDRO
S. BERMAN . . . Intimately played by stars

daringly cast to sweep your fans off their

feet with curiosity- and satisfaction ! ... At

last the picture you simply
ltril

MUST give extra time! A

% ;< o
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"JUUU" from Hollywood "£oU
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

QENE RAYMOND and Ann Soth-

ern, co-stars of four RKO Radio
pictures, will be teamed again in this

company's new romantic comedy,
"She's Got That Swing," which Al
Lewis will produce with Joseph
Santley directing. Also prominent-
ly cast are Victor Moore and Helen
Broderick. Written by Joseph Hoff-
man and Monroe Shaff and adapted
for the screen by Harry Segall,

the story chronicles a series of
high-finance and rollicking-ro-

mance adventures when a girl

night-club entertainer is incorpo-
rated as a business venture.

T T T

Casting assignments: Universal

—

Jim Foran, "A Girl With Ideas";
Ben Lewis, "A Toung Man's
Fancy"; RKO—John Beal, "High-
way to Hell"; 20th-Fox—Frank
Reicher, "Heidi"; Claire Trevor,
"Second Honeymoon"; Helen West-
ley, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm";
Bert Lahr, "Love and Hisses"; Co-
lumbia—Ed Dearing, George Pearce,
Al Bridge, "The Awful Truth";
House Peters, Harry Bailey, "All

American Sweetheart" ; Warners

—

Humphrey Bogart, "Swing Your
Lady."

T T

Billy and Bobby Mauch hp.ve been
awarded a new contract by Warner
Bros, and are set for three pictures

which will go into production this

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 142 • • •

I EWIS D. COLLINS. Director. Born in Baltimore, Md. Educated at

*~ Mt. St. Mary's College. An athlete, played pro baseball. Then to vaude-

ville as a straight man. Next into stock in Baltimore and Washington.

Returned to New York to work for Klaw and

Erlanger in several roadshows. Came War

—

joined the Navy and spent 26 months in the

submarine service. After the War—pictures.

Was under contract to Robert Brunton as a

leading man. Then broke in as an assistant

director, gag man, and finally landed at Uni-

versal as two-reel comedy director. Directed

about 20 westerns for Universal, before getting

a chance to make features. Worked for Sen-

nett, Pathe, Columbia. Recently made "The
Mighty Treve" and "The Wildcatter" for Uni-

versal, and "The River of Missing Men" for

Columbia. Now directing U's "'Murderers Wel-
come."

fall. They will appear in "Penrod
and His Twin Brother," in Mervyn
LeRoy's production, "Who Asked to

Be Born?" and in "A Prayer for
My Sons," starring Kay Francis.

T T
Robert Guggenheim has been ap-

pointed assistant to 20th Century-
Fox Associate Producer Kenneth
Macgowan. Guggenheim was for-

merly connected with Selznick In-

ternational as an assistant director.

Twentieth Century-Fox has exer-
cised its option on the contracts of
Dixie Dunbar, Irma Wilsen and
Elizabeth Palmer.

T T T
Sammy Stoller, the world-famed

athlete has become an actor, making
his film debut in David O. Selznick's
Technicolor farce, "Nothing Sacred,"
which stars Carole Lombard and
Fredric March. Stoller, a recent
graduate of the University of Michi-

gan, is this year's Big Ten champion
in the 100-yard dash and wears the
same crown of the NCAA.

T T T

Universal has completed negotia-
tions for the purchase of a story
entitled "Mountains Are My King-
dom," by Stuart Hardy. Henry Mac-
Rae will produce the picture when
he completes "Tim Tyler's Luck."

T V

Lucille Ball, tall brownette for

whom RKO Radio predicts a grand
future, draws the part of Miriam in

"Having Wonderful Time," to be
produced by Pandro S. Berman, with
Ginger Rogers in the stellar part.

T T T

Nine girls in the dance ensembles
of "Double Or Nothing" are to be
given six-month contracts by Para-
mount and trained for dramatic
roles. The girls are Norah Gale,

Alma Ross, Joyce Mathews, Carol
Parker, Louise Seidel, Marie Bur-
ton, Harriette Hadden, Dorothy
White and Lola Jensen. The girls

were selected by LeRoy Prinz, Para-
mount dance director and Ted
Lesser, director of the studio talent

department.
T T

Film of pier dedication by Mayor
Frank Shaw at L. A. Harbor, done
by Associated Cinema Studios and
directed by Harry Mann, has had
sound and narration by Bob Edsel

dubbed in.

Globe, Central Theaters

GN's Broadway Outlets

The Globe and Central Theaters,
operated by the Harry Brandt inter-

ests, will become the Broadway
home of all Grand National pictures

under a deal just closed by Edward
J. Peskay, general sales manager,
and Brandt.

Initial picture under the arrange-
ment will be "Something to Sing
About," the James Cagney produc-
tion, which opens Sept. 20 at the

Globe. Afterwards this house will

play "The Girl Said No."

First Grand National picture to

go into the Central will be "The
Shadow Strikes," which opens to-

day. On Sept. 25, "Love Takes
Flight" will begin a week's run.

"Something to Sing About" opens
in New England next week at the

Hub, Boston. Its initial West Coast
showing will be at the Granada The-
ater, Spokane.

Spanish Red Cross Pix
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

f^ Hollywood — Mrs. Titiana Tuttle,

\Mrife of Director Frank Tuttle, has

*Hust directed a short in the form of

an interview with Nancy Carroll at

her home. It was designed for Spanish
speaking people in an appeal for funds

for the Spanish Red Cross. The film

and sound was done by Associated

Cinema via sound truck.

Breen and Ballew Vehicles

To Be Filmed in Honolulu

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Sol Lesser has pur-

chased, in Honolulu, a novel called

"Stowaways in Paradise," by Don
Blanding as Bobby Breen's next

starring vehicle for RKO Radio re-

lease. The new story will replace

"Fisherman's Wharf" previously

scheduled for production next.

"Stowaways in Paradise" will be

filmed in and around Honolulu un-

der the direction of Eddie Cline.

Also to be filmed in Honolulu is

"Cowboy in Hawaii," starring Smith

Ballew, which is a story of the big

cattle ranches there. Pictures is for

release by 20th Century-Fox.

Esquire Drops a Letter

Closed since last May, the Esquire
Theater, 8th Ave. and 44th St., re-

opened Saturday as the Squire Thea-
ter, under the management of the
Temporary Amusement Co. which
has rented the house from Consoli-

dated Amusement Enterprises for

the run of three foreign pictures.

First of these attractions is "The
Spanish Earth," which has just com-
pleted a three-weeks' engagement at

the 55th St. Playhouse.

Donovan Editing Buick

Four-Reeler on Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Frank Donovan of

Pathe News, who directed a four-
reel industrial picture for the Buick
Motor Co., has arrived here to su-
pervise the editing of the produc-
tion, which was made in Cinecolor.
Musical Director Fuchs and Editor
Travis are also here. The picture
will also be re-recorded in Holly-
wood.
Pan-American Airways, which

made 20 one-reel subjects, has sent
the negatives here for processing in

Cinecolor.

Hall G. M. for Pearson
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hal Hall has been

appointed general manager of Har-
ry C. Pearson Productions. Ira

Simmons is now in Eastern terri-

tories, selling the company's initial

picture, "African Holiday," directly

to circuits. The picture will not be
handled through state-right distrib-

utors. It will open Sept. 18 at the
Rialto, Denver.

Kemp Succeeds Graver
Chicago—A. G. Kemp has been

named RCA district manager at

Cleveland, succeeding R. A. Graver,
transferred to the management of

the Chicago offices.

Goldberg Resignation

Results in Transfers

Kansas City, Mo.— Fox-Midwest

Theaters has announced the resigna-

tion of Herbert Goldberg as man-

ager of the Isis Theater and subse-

quent changes of staff for Kansas

City houses. Ed. Mater, moves from

the Warwick Theater to assume

management of the Isis, while Mor-

rill Moore goes from the Rockhill

Theater to the Warwick, with Glenn

Carroll leaving the Apollo Theater

to succeed him at the Rockhill.

Ralph Wallace is being transferred

from the Linwood Theater to the

Gladstone to succeed Charles Morrill

who moves to the Vista as manager.
John Creamer has been placed in

charge of the Linwood Theater,

while Thomas Garrison leaves the

Vista to take over the management
of the Benton Theater, formerly
operated by Creamer.

Hale Again Little John
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The role of Little John
in Warner Bros.' forthcoming picture,

"The Adventures of Robin Hood," will

be played by the burley Alan Hale,

who 13 years ago was the Little John
of the memorable "Robin Hood" in

which the elder Douglas Fairbanks

starred.
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"Stage Door
with Katharine Hepburn and Ginger Rogers

RKO Radio 83 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SWELL PICTURE, SHOULD BE A SMASH
HIT IN PRACTICALLY EVERY TYPE OF
THEATER; SPELLS M-O-N-E-Y AT B. O.

This should be a smash hit in practically

every type of theater. It is a triumph for

the director, Gregory La Cava, who has

given it a fast tempo and gained excellent

performances from the cast. There is

never a dull moment and the laughs come
thick and fast although interspersed with

some tears. Pandro Berman rates credit

as producer. Ginger Rogers is a delight,

handling her dialogue and comedy expert-

ly. Katharine Hepburn is very convincing

as a stage struck heiress, whose opening

night performance is a triumph, because

her acting is affected by the death of

Andrea Leeds, who sought the role. Adolphe
Menjou is superb as the stage producer,

who uses the same routine on all the girls

he wishes to captivate, but whose routines

come a cropper when tried on Katharine.

Andrea Leeds shows unusual talent and is

in line for many important roles. Gail

Patrick, Ann Miller, Constance Collier, Lu-

cille Ball, Franklin Pangborn, Eve Arden
and Jean Rouverol are among the prin-

cipals who do fine work. Robert de
Grasse's photography is high grade. A New
York theatrical boarding house for girls

is the setting for the picture. Samuel S.

Hinds, through his attorney Pierre Watkin,
induces Menjou to produce a play which
will star his daughter Katharine. Hinds

hopes that the play will be a failure so

that Katharine will give up her career and

return home; however Andrea Leed's death

moves Katharine so deeply that she gives

a splendid performance and is acclaimed

a great actress.

Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers,

Adolphe Menjou, Gail Patrick, Constance
Collier, Andrea Leeds, Samuel S. Hinds,

Lucille Ball, Franklin Pangborn, William

Corson, Pierre Watkin, Grady Sutton, Frank
Reicher, Phyllis Kennedy, Eve Arden, Ann
Miller, Margaret Early, Jean Rouverol, Eliza-

beth Dunne, Norma Drury, Jane Rhodes,

Peggy O'Donnell, Harriett Brandon, Kath-
erine Alexander, Ralph Forbes, Mary
Forbes, Huntley Gordon.

Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,

Gregory La Cava; From Play by Edna Fer-

ber and George S. Kaufman; Screenplay,

Morrie Ryskind, Anthony Vei Her; Camera-
man, Robert de Grasse; ASC; Art Director,

Van Nest Polglase, Associate, Carroll

Clark; Editor, William Hamilton; Musical

Director, Roy Webb; Recording Engineer,

John L. Cass.

Direction, Tops. Photography, Splendid

Broadcast Pictures Moves
J. Nathan Helfat, president of

Broadcast Pictures, announces that
the concern has taken new offices

in the General Motors Building. The
company will engage in the distri-

bution of foreign and domestic films,

the first one being "Thank You,
Madam." Joseph Steiner, formerly
sales manager for American Tobis,
has joined Broadcast Pictures in a
similar capacity.

Public Wedding
with Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Warners 61 mins.

LIGHT COMEDY OF CARNIVAL CLICKS
NICELY WITH FAST-STEPPING YARN.

All about a brace of confidence guys who
decide on a big publicity stunt to pep up
the intake. They hit on the idea of a wed-
ding in the mouth of the stuffed whale
which is their main attraction. Berton

Churchill as Old Pop Lane, the head of the

carnival, has persuaded his stepdaughter,

Jane Wyman, to go through with a phoney
wedding with his partner. The latter runs

out on him with the gate receipts, and so

the boss gets William Hopper to act as the

groom. Hopper is a young artist with the

show, and the wedding is on the level, for

it is performed by a justice of the peace,

and the young folks find themselves really

married—and liking it. Then the wife goes

to work to put over her hubby's paintings

when she realizes he has to have a name
before the dealers will buy his work. She

employs a phoney stunt of a would-be

suicide by a fan dancer to help the pub-

licity gag, making it appear that her hus-

band was the cause of the girl's attempt

to do away with herself. It works out into

a lot of misunderstandings, plenty of ac-

tion, and a reasonable supply of laughs.

This girl Jane Wyman makes a very favor-

able impression, and with proper grooming

she should develop into a real screen

attraction. In fact all the cast are nicely

picked for their parts, and turn in worth-

while performances.

Cast: Jane Wyman, William Hopper, Dick

Purcell, Marie Wilson, Berton Churchill,

James Robbins, Raymond Hatton, Veda Ann
Borg, Zeni Vatoria.

Director, Nick Grinde; Author, Houston

Branch; Screenplay, Roy Chanslor, Houston

Branch; Editor, Frank De War; Cameraman,
L. W. O'Connell.

Direction, Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
The Three Stooges in

"Cash and Carry"
Columbia 18 Vz Mins.

Poor Slapstick
Audiences who like their comedy

served up in straight slapstick style,

without even a dash of cleverness or
subtlety, may go for this two-reeler,
but to most patrons the action and
acting is more than ordinarily apt
to produce restlessness if not out-
right boredom. Moe, Curly and
Larry have their "home" on the
city dumps. There they find a tin

can laden with money which belongs
to a girl and her little crippled
brother. The owners entrust the
sum to the trio of Stooges who
promptly lose it to swindlers. The
latter sell them a treasure chart.

Promptly, too, the hoodwinked vic-

tims start digging for the treasure,
their picks and shovels and TNT
leading them into the U. S. Treas-
ury vaults. Eventually the Presi-

dent of the United States grants
them clemency. But the onlookers
in theater chairs will probably hope
otherwise.

"Hittin' the Trail"
Starring Tex Ritter

Grand National 59 mins.

PLEASING WESTERN WITH TEX RIT-

TER IN ROMANTIC MUSICAL DRAMA
OF THE OLD WEST.

This one harks back to the Old West
when they were rustling stolen horses across

the border. Tex Ritter gets mixed up with

the gang that is perpetrating the rustling,

and places himself in a false light without

realizing that his apparent benefactor is

the head of the gang and trying to put

him on the spot as the guilty party. On the

way to the border with the stolen herd,

Tex's herd is stampeded by the gang. The
girl comes upon him later, and accuses him

of stealing her father's horses. Then he

starts after the rustlers, and there develops

a series of fast riding, shooting and scrap-

ping events that will answer the need of

any western fan. There is also a stampede,

and in between the thrills Tex sandwiches

a half dozen songs which he sings credit-

ably. Jerry Bergh, his new leading lady,

handles her part attractively. This one is

up to the Ritter standard, and the direction

is exceptionally well handled. Tex is backed

up by a seasoned cast of western players.

Cast: Tex Ritter, Jerry Bergh, Tommy
Bupp, Earl Dwire, Jack Smith, Snub Pollard,

Archie Ricks, Heber Snow, Charles King,

Edward Cassidy.

Producer, Edward Finney; Director, R.

N. Bradbury; Screenplay, Robert Emmett.

Direction, Very good. Photography, Good.

(A
Columbia

For

Scrappy
presents

'Scary Crows"
Color Rhapsody)

8 Mins.

Young Pix Fans

Produced by Charles Mintz in
Technicolor, this is a pleasing little

single reeler which the younger
generation of picturegoers will like.

Its story, by Sid Marcus, is unpre-
tentious but clever in concept. It
tells of a golden-haired farm boy
whose labors are constantly com-
batted by flocks of ravenous crows.

I No sooner are seeds sown than the
birds swoop down and gobble them
out of the ground. The black raid-
ers are equally destructive to ma-
tured crops. After an all day battle,
the boy, his dog and a little girl

succeed in driving away the winged
invaders. Joe De Nat's music is

sprightly and interesting and the
animation by Art Davis is well
handled.

"Golf Magic"
(New World of Sports)

Columbia 9'/2 Mins.
Lively Sports Subject

The golfing enthusiasts who are
legion in any audience will welcome
this exhibition of difficult and trick

shots alike as exemplified by many
of the leading exponents of the
ancient game in America. Colum-
bia has collected such stars of the
fairways as Sam Snead, Patty Berg,
Sam Byrd, Craig Wood, Paul Run-
yon, Johnny Revolta, Denny Shute,
Jimmy Thomson and Joe Kirkwood
to perform their legerdemain with
woods and irons before the cam-
eras, and the results are entertain-

ing and often humorous and spec-
tacular. The reel winds up with a
demonstration of a kid's prowess

—

a tiny shaver whose precision with
the clubs is uncanny. The scenes
fall in the class of exhibition and
have nothing to do with the in-

structional side of the pastime.

Salici's Puppets in

"Puppet Love"
Vitaphone 10 Mins.

Clever Novelty
This is a presentation of the fa-

mous Salici's Puppet Show which
has traveled throughout the world.
The little figures manipulated on
strings go through a program of

operatic singing, classic dancing,
and some comedy bits and also acro-
batic stunts. At the close the four
members of the human troup are
seen manipulating the strings from
overhead. Filmed in natural color.

Community Sing
(Series II No. 1)

Columbia 10 Mins.

Snappy Song Reel

A reel well designed to impel pa-
trons en masse to break into song,
for it contains melodies that virtu-
ally everyone knows. There is

"The Sidewalks of New York";
"Chicago"; "Mobile Bay"; "Missouri
Waltz"; "St. Louis Blues"; "Spring-
time in the Rockies" and "Cali-
fornia Here I Come." Particularly
pleasing is the rendition of W. C.

Handy's "St. Louis Blues." The lo-

cale of this short is aboard a rail-

road train, the audience being
whisked around and across the
U. S. in the role of passengers. Gene
Morgan is the M. C. and the train's

conductor, while Donald Grayson
is the song leader. Like other tab
films of this series, this one has
more than casual merit and will

serve exhibitors well if their policy

in entertainment calls for com-
munity singing.
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"A Vitaphone Pictorial Revue"
(Pictorial Revue)

Vitaphone 10 Mins.

Good Variety Number

This Revue opens with Bing Cros-
by's new race track in California,

with close-ups of many notable film

stars attending the meet. Then comes
a comedy exhibition of wrestling,
showing two maulers rehearsing
their "brutal" act in the gym, with
Clem McCarthy standing alongside
describing their act. The manV .

ture of the famous Gruyere elfJ e

in Switzerland proves to be a very
ceremonious affair, with the natives

doing their stuff in elaborate cos-

tumes. The last is in natural color.

Narrated by Basil Ruysdael and
Clem McCarthy.
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1LIABLE BOOSTING

BUDGETS; PLANS 30

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Eighteen melo-

dramas, eight musical westerns,

and four exploitation specials are

on the 1937-38 production schedule

of Reliable Picture Corporation, ac-

cording to announcement by Bern-

ard B. Ray and Harry S. Webb.
Production will start about Oct. 1.

Reliable's plans are to eliminate

any tendency towards low priced

pictures and to concentrate only on

high class productions. Budgets are

being upped considerably.

Moe Sackin has been made asso-

ciate producer for Reliable. The
company has sold its Newhall
Ranch and has taken an option on

a 200-acre tract near Calabasas.

Heading the list of melodramas
are four James Oliver Curwood
stories: "Retribution," "Regenera-

tion," "Thor—Lord of the Jungle,"

and "Speck on the Wall." The other

melodramas include: "Pancho Villa's

Treasure," "Wings of Mystery,"

"Port of Shanghaied Men," "Ladies

of the Night," "Beneath the River,"

"Hearts for Hire," "License to

Love," "Honeymoon Lodge," "The

Hate Ship," "Thirteenth Alarm,"

"Midnight Court," and "SOS Air-

mail."
Casts for the various .pictures

are now being selected, with negoti-

ations underway to sign Tex
Fletcher, cowboy singing star over

WOR, for the leading roles in the

musical westerns.
The list of musical westerns fol-

lows: "Buffalo Valley," "Riders of

the Silverado," "Pinto Trail,"

"Roundup Canyon," "Silver Spurs,"

"The Man from Montana," "The
Silent Rider," and "Songs and Sad-

dles."

Photophone Finance Head

Made Assistant Treasurer

G. K. Throckmorton, executive

vice-president of the RCA Manufac-
turing Co., has announced the ap-

pointment of Homer B. Snook as

assistant treasurer of the company.
Snook has been in charge of the

Photophone credit and other finan-

cial phases of the business since

1932.

DEATH RECORD

Mrs. Benjamin Heyman
Syracuse, N. Y.—Funeral services

will be held here today for Mrs.
Benjamin Heyman, sister of Sidney

H. Algier, film executive, and mother
of Fred Heyman, latter art director
1*~kThe Syracuse Herald.

Charles Neave

Ossining, N. Y.—Charles Neave,

68, counsel and member of the Gen-
eral Electric Co.'s board of direc-

tors, is dead at his home here. He
had been associated with the com-
pany for 25 years.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Industry's Bright Prospects—20th-Fox Producing Abroad

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

revenue, Paramount's president,
Barney Balaban, declared that both
exhibs and producers are entering
the new entertainment season with
the brightest prospects seen in

many years.
* * *

Balaban's prediction was substan-
tiated by observations of well-in-
formed Wall St. sources which held
that total earnings of motion pic-

ture companies for 1937 will reach
their highest figure since the de-
pression years. They attribute cur-
rent upswing not only to an im-
proved grade of product but also
the accepted fact that the public has
more spending power than formerly.

* * *

Thursday found Technicolor's
stockholders authorizing an increase
in the company's stock from 1,000,-
000 to 1,500,000 shares. At this
special meeting, it was disclosed
that under its new stock option plan
Technicolor has made contracts with
five producers providing for the
production of 28 features and in-
volving options to acquire a total
of 160,000. Deals made with three
of the producers, it was stated, pro-
vide for 18 features and also op-
tions to acquire 100,000 shares at
approximately $22 per share. Under
arrangements made with two more
companies, provisions have been
made for making of 10 features and
options given on 52,000 shares at
$28 per share.

* * *

Another mid-week happening re-
garded with general interest was
dismissal by Judge Oliver B. Dick-
inson in Philadelphia of Para-
mount's conspiracy and injunction
action. Court held case was not
within its jurisdiction. Paramount
immediately arranged to appeal. On
Friday the UMPTO board of direc-
tors huddled in that city to con-
sider the situation resulting from
action of the U. S. District Court
in dismissing, without prejudice,
Paramount's injunction and conspir-
acy suit.

* * *

RKO theater subsidiaries exclu-
sive of Orpheum earned a net profit

of $757,803, after all charges except
tax on undistributed surplus for the
26 weeks ended July 3, 1937, and
RKO Radio Pictures earned $474,-

491 in the same period, according
to a report filed in Federal Court
by the Irving Trust Co., RKO trus-

tee.

Other news highlights . . . Studios
in the East were poised to launch
production activity following the
summer lull . . . Frisco reported all

downtown subsequent-run houses
and suburban theaters had increased
admish prices by five cents, effec-

tive Labor Day. Rise ups majority
of suburbans' scale to 35 cents top
and downtown houses to 20 cents.
Prices of first-runs remained un-
changed . . . James Coston, head of

Warner exhibition interests in the
Chicago territory estimated that
film houses there have jumped ad-
missions generally by about five

cents during the past year, but
viewed no further rise as imminent
. . . Contracts signed for term of

two years between Local 170 in

Kansas City and all theater owners
in that area call for a 5 per cent
wage increase this year for opera-
tors and an additional 5 per cent
next year. Arrangement effects

downtown houses, but present rate
continues in suburban stands until

next year when a 5 per cent in-

crease will be granted. Twenty-
two stagehands in K. C. houses get
successive 5 per cent raises, this

year and next.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

000, at the Pinewood studio, cable
flash from London stated. Unit,
Schenck expects, will be fully func-
tioning within a year.

* * *

Survey in Britain disclosed that
more than 300 new theater projects
have been announced there, as com-
pared with 250 during the corre-
sponding period in 1936. Figures do
not take into consideration plans of
Ward's Theaters for building a cir-

cuit of small houses in villages and
towns.

A London dispatch also revealed
the statement made by Louis B.
Mayer at a luncheon tendered to
him there that M-G-M intends to
establish its English production set-

up on a par with Hollywood.
* * *

Check-up by The Film Daily
showed that the undeclared Sino-
Japanese hostilities in and about
Shanghai have brought to a virtual
standstill all activity of U. S. film
distribution offices there, with rep-
resentatives of the major film com-
panies transferring activities in

most instances to Hong Kong,
Manila and Tientsin.

Mo. Zinc Tokens Ready
Jefferson City, Mo.—G. H. Bates,

state sales tax supervisor, has asked
Missouri retail establishments, in-

cluding film theaters, to begin the
use of the new zinc sales tax tokens
Wednesday. The 700 banks in the
state will begin the distribution of

the new tokens today.

New Castle House Opening
New Castle, Pa.—Cathedral the-

ater here will open with a policy of
stage shows and films today. House
has a seating capacity of 3,500
and will be managed by Charles
Freeman. Opening bill will feature
the Jackie Coogan Movieland Hit
Parade revue.

GUILD SHOP IN EAST

EFFECTIVE SEPT.

(Continued from Page 1)

replace striking members of the

SAG. The American Federation of

Radio Actors has given assurances
that its members will not work in

non-Guild productions and Ralph
Whitehead, president of the Ameri-
can Federation of Actors, composed
of vaudeville, night club and circus

performers is expected to take sim-
ilar action. Besides the Guild has
been promised the support of

IATSE unions, though the extent
of this support is uncertain.

Educational Pictures and Mentone
have not yet agreed to the Guild
shop. Both companies are asking
waivers of certain conditions in the
Guild contract, which the Guild is

unwilling to grant. The Guild is

taking the position that waivers can
be made only in individual instances.

Educational's Yearly Earnings

$155,000, or $1.70 a Share

( Continued from Page 1)

Daily learns. This is a marked im-
provement over the preceding year.
With the cancellation of the un-

derwriting agreement under which
Herrick, Heinzelman & Ripley were
to make offering of Educational
stock to the public, it was learned
that no stock was issued. This was
due in part to the company's failure

to qualify under the Michigan and
Massachusetts laws, according to the
underwriters.

New Corporation Leases

St. Charles, New Orleans

New Orleans—Lease of the St.

Charles Theater, independent house,
to the Lake Charles Corp., hitherto
unknown to theatrical circles, to
take effect Oct. 1, is confirmed by
A. Miles Pratt, president of the St.

Charles Theater Corp. Pratt refused
to give details as to the ownership
of the new company.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Santa Monica—Grace Moore, ac-

tress and singer, will leave Santa
Monica Hospital today. She recently
underwent an abdominal operation.

Detroit — 111 for more than a
month, William A. Cassidy, upstate
circuit owner, is reported as recov-
ered.

Ann Arbor, Mich.—Don Gottlieb,
son of Mannie Gottlieb, Universal
branch manager, is undergoing
treatment in Ann Arbor Hospital.

Detroit—Ruth Morris, of the staff

of Co-operative Theaters of Michi-
gan, is on sick leave.
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THE STARS PERFECT! It's Flynn's first

modern-dress role since 'Green
Light'— and twice as romantic!

THE STORY'S PERFECT! By SAMUEL
HOPKINS ADAMS! (He's the

author of 'It Happened One Night'!)

WMW^WIS: :..:<:...: ::.

THE SUPPORT'S PERFECT! Cast your eyes

on the supporting talent then add 7 big

favorites to the picture's name values!

THE DIRECTIONS PERFECT! Director MICHAEL
CURTIZ at the megaphone that deliv-

ered 'Captain Blood' and 'Kid Galahad'!

ERROL FLYNN
THE PERFECT

SPECIMENANOTHER PERFECT WARNER MONTH
October

THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA (PAUL MUNI,
Gale Sondergaard, Joseph Schildkraut, Henry O'Neill,

Erin O'Brien-Moore)

- THEY WONT FORGET (Claude Rains, Gloria

Dickson, Edward Norris, Otto Kruger, Lana Turner)

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN

THE GREAT GARRICK (BRIAN AHERNE, OLIVIA

de HAVILLAND, Edw. Everett Horton, Melville Cooper,

Lionel Atwill, Henry O'Neill)

with

JOAN BLONDELL
HUGH HERBERT • EDW. EV. HORTON • DICK FORAN

BEVERLY ROBERTS • MAY ROBSON • ALLEN JENKINS
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley, Morse

Brewster and Fritz Falkenstein • A First National Picture
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Ein Lng.20th-Fox, Anticipating Quota Act, to

PARAMOUNT PHILLY APPEAL TO BE ARGUED OCT. 4

Odeon Circuit Stock Doubled in Value, Says Giannini

More Pictures
. . Hollywood should see 'em

By CHESTER B. BAHN

I l might be a good idea for Hollywood to

* see more pictures.

For which thought, penned good-natured-

ly, you are indebted this Tuesday morning

to the frequency with which Hollywood is

repeating gags, business and scenes.

The ultimate,—or something approximat-
ing it, certainly,—was reached when, for

benefit of a musical now current on Broad-
way, a major studio was guilty of what
aptly has been dubbed self-plagiarism. The
duplication was brought into bold relief by
the fact that the pictures relying upon the

same climactic idea were released a little

more than two months apart.

AS a matter of fact and record, the idea

1 ** was not exactly new when presented

1 by the first musical in mid-June. There
™ was, among others, a Will Rogers picture

I in which a blaring band was a factor in

the right horse's victory.

In the light o' this—and the gentle hint

of the New York Times' reviewer that less

j
noise be made with the jimmy next time

—

the advice in the first line can stand re-

iteration—it might be a good idea for

Hollywood to see more pictures.

Surely, it is not reasonable to suppose

that all the repetitions on the screen result

from Hollywood copycatitis.

That's that.

— • —
INSTALLATION of television throughout

' any circuit is important news. When
that circuit happens to be Oscar Deutsch's

rapidly expanding English Odeon, the im-

portance is heightened.

Television in England seems to have

made greater progress, at least outside the

laboratory, than in the United States, but

that, from a strictly selfish viewpoint, may
be just as well for the American interests

devoted to television experimentation. They
^tJ to profit by tne experience—which

Jbe costly—of European pioneers.

The Odeon plans would indicate that

theatrical television is near—much nearer

than cautious American scientists and en-

gineers have forecast. At any event, the
time is at hand for some serious considera-
tion of television's possibilities by this in-

dustry, the exhibitor certainly included.

U. A. President in Dark in

Report M-G-M Finan-

cing Korda

Arriving on the Normandie yes-
terday from England, Dr. A. H.
Giannini, president of United
Artists, painted a glowing picture
of the future of the Odeon Circuit,

in which his company has acquired
a substantial interest, and said that
its stock has doubled in price since
United Artists entered the situation.

Dr. Giannini stated that he knows
(Continued on Page 6)

MILLION IN RENTALS

Para.'s annual drive week, which
closed last Saturday night, netted
more than $1,000,000 in rentals and
gave the company the largest Para-
mount Week since 1930, biggest
year in its history, it was said yes-
terday.

In commenting, Neil F. Agnew,
(Continued on Page 4)

"Pity the Poor Sailors, Etc."

Several film execs and members of
the trade press went for a rainy ride

yesterday on the Coast Guard cutter
scheduled to land them on board the
Normandie—but it was only a ride, so

it turned out. The going was so rough
in the harbor that the big liner

wouldn't take 'em on board and con-
sequently the cutter returned to the
Barge Office and unloaded its pas-
sengers, who grabbed taxis in a mad
rush to catch the Normandie as it

docked.

WARNERS PLANNING

NO BRITISH CIRCUIT

46 "Thin Ice" Holdovers

in First Week Set Record

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Thin
Ice" piled up a record number of
46 holdovers and move-overs in its

first week, according to figures
(Continued on Page 4)

Warners are without plans for
establishment of a British circuit

and at present do not contemplate
further acquisitions in Britain, it

was said yesterday by Sam E. Mor-
ris, W-B vice prexy who sails for
London tomorrow on the Norman-
die.

Morris will officiate at the title

(Continued on Page 7)

U. A. Sees 4 Selznick Pix

Grossing Million at M. H.

More than one million dollars will

have been grossed by the four Selz-
nick International productions in
their engagements at the Radio City 1

Music Hall in New York, upon com-
pletion of the current three week

(Continued on Page 4)

Kane to Make 3, Engel 2 for 20th-Fox

Under Expected New Quota-Schenck

23 N. Y. Theaters Bombed,
Police Push Investigation

Police yesterday were seeking to

solve the latest in a long line of
mysterious local theater bombings
which struck 17 Springer-Cocalis
houses and 6 Skouras theaters in

(Continued on Page 4)

Under the anticipated new Brit-
ish quota law", 20th Century-Fox
plans to make five features in Eng-
land during the year ahead, stated
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the,

board, upon his arrival yesterday
on the Normandie from abroad,
Robert T. Kane, head of New!
World, subsidiary, will produce

(Continued on Page 7)

U. S. Circuit Court Sets

Date for Hearing in

UMPTO Action

Philadelphia—Entertaining Para-
mount's appeal from the decision of
U. S. District Judge Dickinson dis-
missing the company's injunction
and conspiracy action against the
UMPTO, the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals yesterday set Oct. 4 for a
hearing of the case.

The distributor filed its appeal
yesterday. Judge Dickinson, in his
opinion dismissing the application,
a move in the current playdate
"strike," had stated the dismissal
was without prejudice.

. DEGISIO

EXPECTED NEXT W
Minneapolis—Federal Judge Nord-

bye is expected to hand down his
decision in Paramount's action for
a temporary injunction against Al-
lied Theaters of the Northwest and
various exhibs some time next week.

Final briefs were filed yesterday
(Continued on Page 6)

Fleischer to Challenge

NLRB Finding in Courts

Following ruling by the National
Labor Relations Board in Washing-
ton giving the Commercial Artists
and Designers Union, an A F of L
affiliate, the right to act as exclu-

(Continued on Page 6)

$1,600,000 for "Robin Hood"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack L. Warner, vice

prexy in charge of production, and
Hal Wallis, chief associate producer,
yesterday approved a $1,600,000 bud-
get—the largest appropriated by the
studio in years—for "The Adventures
of Robin Hood." Pix, to be made in

Technicolor, goes into production with-
in 10 days, with Errol Flynn and Olivia
de Havilland co-starring and William
Keighley directing.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

2134 20 20—1
20l/

2
19l/4 19l/4 — 5/g

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
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Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

23/8 21/4 2!/4 + Vs
10 9 9 — %

178 174 174 — 2

21% 19% mi — "ii/4

75% 72 733/8 — %
19% 17" 17% — %

130 1221/4 125 — 3VR
171/4 15V2 16 — 1/4

8 1/4 6% 71/4 — 1/2

6% 5% 61/4

321/4 30 303/4 _ i/
2

55 53

121/s 11

54
1 1 %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46.. 97V4 96V2 96V2 — V4
Loew 6s41ww 9934 99y2 9934 + 1/4

Tara. B'way 3s55... 67 67 67
Para. P :cts. 6s55... 99 9834 983/4 — i/4
Para. Picts. cv. 3 l/4s47 87V2 86 86 — 1%
RKO 6s41 105 103 105

Warner's 6s39 91 90y2 90i/
2 — l/

2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National . .

Monogram Picts.

Sonntone Corp. . .

Technicolor
Trans-Lux 3%
Universal Picts 5

23/s

1%
1%

27 V,

2

IV2
1%

253/,

31/2

5

2 — %
1%
1 Vs

26 V, — Vs
3'/2 + %
5 + Vi

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 103

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/
2 s 1st '36 9i/

2 IOV2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 9234 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43 53 55

Local 52 Rejects Casey

Proposal, Awaits New Offer

Local 52, studio mechanics, has
turned down a proposal submitted
by Pat Casey and Eastern studio
representatives and is awaiting an-
other proposal from producer repre-

sentatives, it was learned yesterday.

Market's Poor Condition

Blamed for Cancellation

Cancellation of the Educational
Pictures underwriting agreement
for a public stock issue was made
because] of the poor condition of the
stock market and the failure of Her-
rick, Heinzelman & Ripley, the un-
derwriters, to move the stock and
not because of the company's fail-

ure to qualify under the Michigan
and Massachusetts "blue sky" laws,
an Educational official said yester-
day.
He said also that Educational

earnings for the year to June 30,
1937, were considerably higher than
the quoted figure of $155,000. State-
ment will be issued in about two
weeks.

Warner Circuit Experiment

May Bring Zone Price Rise

Cleveland, O.—Nat Wolf, Warner
zone manager, announces that he
has raised admission prices five

cents for both matinee and evening
performances at the Strand, Akron,
and the Ohio, Sidney, starting this

week. This is a feeler, and if suc-
cessful, a price boost all along the
Warner line might result.

Wellsville, N. Y.—"Holly" Hol-
lister, manager of the Temple the-

ater, has added five cents to his Sat-

urday-Sunday evening prices.

Medina, N. Y.—Allen B. Newhall,
manager of the Diana theater,

jumped his evening orchestra price

five cents.

Hollywood's Efficiency

Impresses CEA Ex-Prexy

W. H. Fligestone, British exhibi-

tor and past president of the CEA,
said yesterday he was impressed
during his visit here bv the efficient

manner in which the Hollywood stu-

dios are operated, by the importance
of the patron in U. S. film houses,

by the fact that some movie houses
are open to paying patrons from 10

a.m. to 4 a.m., and by the Radio
City Music Hall, which he called

the "greatest monument to the in-

dustry."

Film Daily's Publisher

Named on Legion's Com.

Col. Jack Alicoate, publisher of

The Film Daily and Radio Daily,
has accepted appointment on the
General Entertainment Committee
for the American Legion conven-
tion next week. The committee, of
which former Gov. Alfred E. Smith
is chairman, meets tomorrow in the
lounge of the Rockefeller Center
Club.

"Zenda" Stays a Third

David O. Selznick's "The Prisoner
of Zenda," begins its third week's
run at the Radio City Music Hall
on Thursday.

Hoffman Here to Learn

Status in Condor Setup

M. H. Hoffman, who has been in

charge of production for Condor
Pictures, arrived in New York yes-
terday to learn his status under the
proposed new production setup that
Lester Cowan is to head. Hoffman
has a contract with Condor.
Cowan also arrived from the Coast

as did Conrad Nagel, who is under
contract to Condor. The company
is requesting that Nagel extend the
contract under which Condor is re-

quired to make five pictures with
him before Jan. 15, 1938.

6 Springer Upper B'way

Houses Taken by Skouras

Skouras Theaters took over six
houses on upper Broadway from
the John L. Springer estate Satur-
day, it was disclosed with the bomb-
ing of the Theaters on Sunday.
The houses include the Beacon,

Symphony, Stoddard, Carlton and
77th Street Theater.

Nebraska Court Reserves

Decision in Ascap Action

Omaha, Neb.—Decision was re-

served in Statutory Court here on
the application of Ascap for an in-

junction to restrain enforcement of
the state anti-Ascap law on the
ground that it was unconstitutional.
Louis D. Froehlich of Schwartz &
Froehlich, Ascap counsel, present-
ed the argument against the law.

Springfield Biz Up 20%;
End of Dog Racing Helps

Springfield, Mass. — September
business in theaters in this city and
suburban towns is grossing better
than 20 per cent over the same per-
iod last year. Business is more than
50 per cent better in the city since

the dog track closed Aug. 14. The
Capitol, Bijou, Paramount, Poli's,

Court Square in addition to the
neighborhood theaters report the in-

creases.

Chi. Operators' Final

Contract Parley Thursday

Chicago—Representatives of the
operators union and local theaters

are scheduled to hold a final parley
on the new contract Thursday.

Will Hays Arrives

Will H. Hays, president of the
MPPDA, arrived yesterday from
Hollywood. Hays is expected to pre-

side over the quarterly meeting of

the association next week.

Mono. Stock on Curb
Monogram Pictures' stock was

quoted for the first time on the N.
Y. Curb Market yesterday, and
closed at 1%, high for the day.

Coming and GoinQ '
I

W. H. FLIGESTONE, British exhibitor and
past president of the CEA, leaves today for

Montreal and will sail for London Thursday
aboard the Empress of Australia.

REG
tative,

WILSON, GB home sales

leaves today for Dallas.

represen-

JOY HODGES has arrives here from the Coast
to rehearse in George M. Cohan's "I'd Rather
be Right."

GEORGE HOUSTON comes to New York from
Detroit following the General Motors music
festival.

OSCAR SMITH arrives from Hollywood next
Saturday to attend the American Legion con-
vention as delegate from Benjamin Bowie Post.

SAM E. MORRIS sails for London aboard
the Normandie tomorrow.

CRESSON E. SMITH, Western and Southern
sales manager for RKO Radio Pictures, will fly

to night to Dallas, first stop in a 10-day sales

and inspection trip that embraces New Or-
leans, Atlanta, and Charlotte, N. C.

VITTORIO MUSSOLINO arrives in Hollywood
Sept. 25 from Italy, via New York. He'll be

Hal Roach's guest.

ABE LYMAN returns from the Coast next

Saturday.

OZZIE NELSON and HARRIET HILLIARD
go to the Coast from Boston.

CONRAD NAGEL is in town from Hollywood.

LESTER COWAN has arrived from the Coast.

M. H. HOFFMAN, in charge of Condor pro-

duction, arrived yesterday from Hollywood.

E. C. MILLS, head of the Ascap adminis-
trative committee- and LOUIS D. FROEHLICH
and HERMAN FINKELSTEIN of Schwartz &
Froehlich, counsel for Ascap, arrive in New
York tomorrow from Omaha.

WILLIAM O'DONNELL, San Antonio city

manager for Interstate, is in New York City

vacationing with the missus and daughter.

ERNIE GANN arrives on the Coast today
from New York.

ROY O. DISNEY arrived in New York last

night from Hollywood.

Giroux With Technicolor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George R. Giroux has

resigned from RKO to become field

representative for Technicolor. He
will confer with exhibitors through-
out the country.

Gottlieb Leaves Wanger
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Alex Gottlieb has re-

signed as studio publicity director

for Walter Wanger.
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AN INTERESTING
NEW ANGLE!
Intelligent handling of War
NewsfromChinaenablesshow-

^TH^AC
^
te t0 patrons ^atTHEGOOD EARTH" shows

r\ma * a11 Phases of peace
and military activity, making
comprehension of news from
the Orient easier for the public.Une more angle to exploit this
remarkable production
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"Good Earth" Best August Film,

Say Scripps-Howard Critics

They All Unite in Praising the Picture Itself

and Acting of Paul Muni and Luise Rainer

With ah almost unanimous vote
Scripps-Howard movie reviewers
picked the August picture of the
month—"Good Earth."
Bringing together "the greatest

efforts of a great writer, Pearl Buck;
an incomparable actress, Luise
Rainer, and a magnificent character
actor, Paul Muni, this picture stands
alone" among August releases.

Here is what some of the review-
ers said:

—

Word from Columbus.
William S. Cunningham, of the

Columbus Citizen:
—"This is the

cinema at its peak. There is power
ahd majesty and beauty in its real-

istic re-creation of rural Chinese
life. There are superb performances
by Luise Rainer and Paul Muni."
Edward Klingler, the Evansville

Press:
—"Prom every standpoint this

film is a cinema achievement. It

would be less than useless to under-
take to enumerate the fine points
that go to make this picture a tri-

umph."
Laurie March, the Akron Times-

Press:—"Luise Raiher, for the sec-

ond time, becomes one of the
screen's incomparable actresses;

Paul Muni improves upon all recent
characterizations; the film is faith-
ful to the book, which was great I

also; the photography Is excep-
tional; the sets are faithful, and the
direction by Sidney Franklin is

masterly."

Ray E. Glenn, the Birmingham
Post :—" 'Good Earth' " as a well-nigli

perfect motion picture stands alona
among August releases and rates not
only the movie-of-the-month titis

but is a strong candidate for movie-
of-the-year honors. Aside from the
magnificent performances of Paul
Muni and Luise Rainer, which were
to be expected from two such dis-:

tinguished luminaries, 'Good Earth*

offered also an air of honesty and
authenticity rare in a picture deal-

ing with a matter so foreign to the
lives of the American movie-goer.

Its staging, from beginning to end,

really merits the use, for ones, of

the ballyhooer's pet adjective

—

COLOSSAL!"
An Almost Perfect Film.

James Thrasher, Indianapolis

Times:—"As nearly perfect a pic-

ture as ever came out of Hollywood.

'Good Earth' is my choice for the

August hit picture performance.
Direction and photography are of
the highest order, and the spirit and
style of the book have been cap-
tured completely."

;



BOMB 23 N, Y. HOUSES;

POLICE INVESTIGATE

(Continued from Page 1)

Manhattan and the Bronx on Sun-
day night, driving 12,000 patrons to

til 6* Stl'GGL

Lieutenant Pike of the Bomb
Squad said that a large detail was
investigating. He informed Monroe
Stern, general manager of the Co-

calis houses, that he knew where

the ingredients of the bombs had

been manufactured but was unable

to trace the completed product.

Stern estimated that the bombings
would cause the Cocails houses be-

tween $20,000 and $50,000 in loss of

patronage Sunday night and in the

the next few weeks.
Skouras theaters bombed had been

employing Empire operators but

switched to Local 306. The 17 Co-

ealis houses have been employing
Empire operators for some years, it

was said.

Local 306 has sought to install

its men in the Cocalis houses. Ac-
cording to John Cocalis, he was will-

ing to make the change, providing

Local 306 admitted the Empire op-

erators to membership in the local.

This Local 306, refused to do, Co-

culis Sciid

The Cocalis theaters hit by the

bombs were the Tribune, Crest,

Lane, Gem, Alpine, Ward, Rosedale,

Castle Hill, Pilgrim, Interboro,

Square, Pelham, Burke, Laconia,

Wakefield, Ardem and Allen. The
Skouras houses include the Sym-
phony, Stoddard, 77th St. Theater

and Carlton.
Milwaukee Wis.—Two state the-

aters, the Bay at Green Bay and
the Kenosha at Kenosha, were re-

cent victims of stench bombs. Both
are operated by the Strand Theaters

and managers of the houses report-

ed no labor troubles.

46 'Thin Ice" Holdovers

in First Week Set Record

(Continued from Page 1)

released yesterday by John D. Clark,

general manager of distribution.

Pix, which cracked all-time opening-
day records in several houses earn-

ed 30 full-week holdovers and 16

split-week extensions in its first

week.
Musical is currently in its second

week in the following cities: New
York (Roxy); Pittsburgh, Philadel-
phia, Baltimore, Providence, Rich-

mond (Capitol and State), San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles (Loew's State

and Grauman's Chinese theater),

Denver, Indianapolis, Louisville,

Miami, Wilmington, Minneapolis,
Syracuse, Boston, St. Louis, Salt

Lake City, Buffalo, Kansas City,

Washington, D. C, Atlantic City,

Worcester, Lawrence, San Diego,
Long Beach and Akron.

"Dead End's" Eight Shows
Chicago — "Dead End", at the

United Artists theater, is proving so
popular with the Chicago film fans
that B and K is running eight shows
daily.

• • • TALENT QUEST a promotion stunt that
never seems to lose its drawing attraction for the public

and on the combined words of Howard Dietz, Billy Ferguson
and Test Director Eddie Carrier whom we interviewed en masse

right now the greatest search for new talent is in progress
in Boston

• • • THE TIE-UP is with the Boston Evening American
and the Sunday Advertiser the paper's ace femme feature
writer, Ann Marsters, is cracking daily front-page stories with
photographs of Metro players who originally hailed from New
England the stars, incidentally, are kicking in with their

own sob stories of how they fought and struggled and bled to

reach Hollywood and do the gals with film aspirations in-

hale that sort of nourishment! then Ann Marsters points
out that the lucky gal to cop the Talent Quest prize goes to the
Metro studio DIRECT and if she has the stuff, she clicks

without any heartbreaking struggles daily application
blanks are printed in the Boston American calling for
photographs to be mailed the tests will be conducted on
the stages of Loew's State and Orpheum theaters in Beantown.

• • • FALL SESSION for AMPA starts with luncheon
at Sardi's on Thursday at 12:45 Prexy Ralph Rolan will

preside the honor guests will be Walter Wanger, Barbara
Stanwyck, Nino Martini, the Harvest Moon winners, Stuart F.
Doyle and Michael Bezzeg, the concert violinist

• • • TOPICAL STUNT had a marked effect on the
audience of the Little theater in Baltimore when manager
Maxwell Weinberg booked a travel short called "In Shanghai"

showing scenes taken in that city when it was peaceful
he followed this with the newsreel shots of the bom-

bardment of Shanghai and the terrible destruction that fol-

lowed Weinberg says he has never seen an audience so
stirred and impressed

• • • A VET of the wars as well as the films Major
Henry Clay Bate, script writer for Universal Newsreel
was chosen National President of the Society of the Fifth Divi-
sion, Veterans of the World War at the national conven-
tion just concluded in New York Henry is well and fav-
orably known to the Film Legion, also for he served as
assistant to Paul Gulick for ten years before switching to the
newsreel

• • • FEATURING the opening of the new Liberty the-
ater at Libertyville, Illinois was a unique collection of
dolls of all nations gathered by Mrs. A. J. Balaban during her
recent European trip. . . • Gene Lockhart, appearing in the
musical stage spectacle at the Center theater, and his wife,
Kathleen Lockhart, will be the guests at the luncheon of the
Woman Pays Club at the Hotel Warwick today

• • • MERRY, MERRY with plenty of the stuff
that cheers at the party in celebration of the wedding of
Genevieve Shearer, the Efficient Beauty of the Specialty Dep't
over at National Screen the lucky guy is Bill Faram of
the RCA engineering staff

« « « » » »
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MILLION IN RENTALS >

IN PARA. DRIVE WEEK

(Continued from Page 1

)

vice president in charge of distribu-

tion said:

"Considerable success in this drive

was due to the exceptional product
available and the splendid manner in

which these pictures were received
at the nation's box-offices. Among
some of the productions that were
accorded 100 per cent coverage in

various situations throughout the

country were 'Artists and Models',
'Souls At Sea', 'Easy Living', 'Ex
elusive' and 'Mountain Music'

"

With the current season slightlyi

more than a month old Paramount;
is in an enviable position with 15

features completed and ready for

release and an equal amount now in

vai-ious stages of production. The
company's release schedule is ten-

tatively set with quality productions
set for release to the end of Janu-
ary, 1938.

U. A. Sees 4 Selznick Pix

Grossing Million at M. H

(Continued from Page 1)

holdover engagement of "The Pris

oner of Zenda," according to esti

mates made by United Artists yes>

terday.

Beginning with "Little Lord
Fauntelroy," which opened on April

2, 1936, and ran two weeks, the four
films will have played a total of

ten weeks, each being held over for

at least two weeks. Others were
"The Garden of Allah" and the re
cent "A Star Is Born."

Muskegon Bans Children

in Theaters; Fears Polio

Detroit—First reported polio ban
on children in Michigan theaters
was placed in effect over the week-
end by the Board of Health of Mus-
kegon, Mich., following discovery of

one case in the city. Schools were
not closed in Muskegon, however.

Detroit—Although no ban against
attendance of children at theaters
has been issued, local houses gen-
erally report child attendance drop-
ping off seriously because of the in-

fantile paralysis scare. School
opening has been postponed a week
in Detroit and some suburbs.

Lincoln — Infantile paralysis has
driven grosses below normal by 15

to 35 per cent in the last two weeks
according to opinions along theater
row. Neither the State Fair---*?or

the opening of college with an i-

ant rush parties has been abH^'to
get business up to normal.

Chicago — With cooler weather

j

yesterday, local exhibs were hopeful
of an early lifting of the ban on
juvenile attendance, due to the polio

outbreak.



FINE GRAIN DUPLICATING NEGATIVE
Is accepted by the Industry as the

most important raw stock develop-

ment in the past several years.

71 S a result of tests made on the New Eastman Fine Grain Film, Major
companies have already adopted the policy of making several complete,

composite duplicate negatives, from important features.

TNUE to high quality results achieved, foreign printing of feature releases
^^ can be speeded up and the hazzard and inconvenience of shipping

original negatives abroad will be eliminated.

T ABORATORIES, with increasing experience in the use of the Fine Grain
"^ film, will eventually be able to do all their printing from duplicate neg-

atives enabling them to save their valuable originals to be stored away
for safe keeping.

% PROTECT YOUR PRODUCTION WITH EASTMAN

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC.

FORT LEE CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD



HIM!'

THE

ODEON CIRCUIT STOCK

DOUBLED IN VALUE

(.Continued from Page 1)

nothing about a report that M-G-M
is considering financing Alexander
Korda in his deal, in conjunction
with Samuel Goldwyn, to buy the
Fairbanks, Chaplin and Pickford
stock in United Artists. He said

that he didn't know whether or not
Korda has obtained financing to per-

mit him to exercise his options on
the shares.

Business abroad is "fine," de-

clared the United Artists top ex-

ecutive. While in Paris he met
with company representatives from
Copenhagen, Oslo, Brussels, Geneva
and other spots to discuss policies

and plans. Korda is hard at work
on a program calling for between
six and eight productions, Dr. Gian-

nini stated.

Arriving with Dr. Giannini was
George Elcock, a partner in the

Odeon Circuit, who is here on a visit

from England.

Fleischer to Challenge

NLRB Finding in Courts

(Continued from Page 1)

sive bargaining agent for the

Fleischer Studios production em-
ployees, the studios issued a state-

ment denying the validity of the cer-

tification made by the board.

The Fleischer statement said that

the Board ruling that animators
were included among the production

employees was illegal and that the

"interest of all employes will be

best preserved by judicial determin-

ation of the issue."

President III, Shows Off

Prague (By Cable)—Film the-

ater screenings and all other places

of amusement in Czechoslovakia

were reported cancelled yesterday,

due to the critical illness of Presi-

dent Thomas A. Masaryk.

Resumes Swedish Pix

Jamestown, N. Y.—Swedish film

shows, discontinued for the summer,
have been resumed at Winter Gar-

den, by Walter League, manager.

SICK REPORT

Mario Zantti, watchman at the

Savoy Theater, the Bronx, was
treated for scalp lacerations at

Fordham Hospital yesterday after

he had been slugged by bandits.

Latter failed to crack the safe.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wallace Beery was

painfully wounded in the left leg by
a blank cartridge on the set while
shooting "The Bad Man of Brim-
stone" and will be unable to resume
work for several weeks.

A "JUttU" iuun "Ms ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

EIGHT Cole Porter songs have
been completed for "Rosalie."

Nelson Eddy sings "Rosalie," "In
the Still of the Night," "It's All
Over but the Shouting," "Who
Knows." Duet sung by Eleanor
Powell and Ray Bolger entitled "It

Wasn't Meant for Me." Frank Mor-
gan makes his singing debut with
"Why Should I Care." Ilona Mas-
sey, Vienna actress, in her screen
debut, will sing "Spring, Love is in

the Air." The Vassar girls and
Miss Powell sing "I've A Strange
New Rhythm in My Heart."

T T T

Casting assignments: Paramount:
Lina Basquette, Louise Campbell,
"The Buccaneer"; Universal: Joan
Barclay, "Renegade Wranglers";
Donald Meek, David Oliver, Ben>
Lewis, "A Young Man's Fancy";
Gordon Miller, "Mad About Music";
Grand National: Evelyn Daw, "The
Stand"; Tom Kenedy, Kernan
Crippes, James Robbins, "He Want-
ed to Marry"; Tully Marshall, Wil-
liam Moore, Milburn Stone, Harry
Tvler, Nora Cecil, "Mr. Boggs Buys
a Barrel"; RKO: "Big Boy" Wil-
liams, "Happy Fellow"^ Sally Eil-

ers, "Highway to Hell."

T T T

David Diamond, Grand National
producer, claims to be the first to

register a story woven around the

present mysterious submarine war-
fare in the Mediterranean. His or-

iginal "The Phantom Submarine"
has been submitted to Grand Na-
tional officials as a possible sub-
ject for one of the four features he
will make on that lot. Diamond is

co-author and producer of "He
Wanted to Marry" now entering its

second week of production.

T T T
Ernie Gann, former Major Pic-

tures talent scout, arrived here yes-
terday from New York and expects
to arrange a RKO screen test for
Antonio De Lucia.

T T
Hollywood has recognized the im-

portance of the new dance craze
variously known as the "Big Apple,"
the "Red Apple," the "Dixie Apple"
and the "Round Apple," and is put-
ting the dance on the screen.
A sequence was written for the

Paramount musical, "Thrill of a
Lifetime,' now in production, to in-

troduce the "Big Apple" to picture
audiences.

T T T
Condor Pictures will exercise its

one-picture option on Evelyn Chan-
dler, acrobatic skating champion, as
soon as RKO Radio Pictures have
approved the story specially writ-
ten for her.

T T
Louise Henry has been chosen for

an important role in "Second
Honeymoon" by 20th Century-Fox
studio officials, and Phyllis Brooks,
who was being considered for the
part, is awaiting a new assignment.

PARA.-MINN. DECISIS

EXPECTED NEXT WEEK

(Continued from Page 1)

after a time extension had been
granted by the Court.

Cleveland Variety Club

Holds Clambake Sept. 25

Cleveland, 0.—The Cleveland Var-
iety Club announces Sept. 25 as the

date for its annual clambake. It

will be held in the ballroom of the

Allerton Hotel where the club re-

cently opened its newly decorated

quarters. Frank Boyd, sales repre-

sentative for American Seating Co.

is chairman of the Clambake com-
mittee.

The ladies of the Variety Club
will inaugurate their season of ac-

tivities with the first Queen-of-the-

Day luncheon to be held Sept. 21.

Mrs. Frank Drew and Mrs. M. B.

Horwitz head the committee in

charge of the "Queen" affairs.

Sidney Dannenberg has been ap-

pointed head of the club's publicity

department.

Cleveland Burley House

Adds Shorts to Program

Cleveland, 0.—Roxy, only local

burlesque house, is now showing
shorts as an added between-shows
attraction.

Milwaukee, Wis. — The recently

reopened Empress theater here,

showing burlesque and films, has
dropped its top admission from 55

to 35 cents.

Eastman Co. Plan Will

Raise Worker Insurance

Rochester — Frank W. Lovejoy,
president of Eastman Kodak Co.,
yesterday announced a plan by which
its 18,000 employes may increase
their group life insurance, adding
about $15,000,000 coverage to the
$25,000,000 in force under the com-
pany's existing plan. The addition-
al protection will function on a co-
operative basis, with employes con-
tributing 6 cents a month for each
$100 of their new insurance. The
company would pay the balance of

the cost, which would be a substan-
tial monthly sum, it is said.

Dismisses Copyright Suit

Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell

yesterday dismissed the song copy-
right infringement suit brought by
George A. Gogniate and United
Music Corp. against Universal Pic-

tures, Gem Picture Productions,
Loew's, Inc., Consolidated Amuse-
ment Enterprises, Universal Film
Exchanges, Big U Film Exchange
and the Woodside Operating Corp.
Gogniate claimed that three French
songs were used as background mu-
sic in the Universal short "Goofy-
tone News" without permission.

Brooklyn House Folds

Oxford Theater, Brooklyn, has
closed.

Minneapolis—Allied Theaters of

the Northwest, at a meeting last

Friday, voted to cut down product
changes outside the Twin Cities to;

two a week, it became known yes-
terday.
Outlying theaters heretofore have

made up to five changes weekly.

Lynch Replaces Goe
New Haven—Charles W. Lynch

succeeds Carl Goe as Gaumont Brit-

ish manager here. Lynch comes
from the New York office.

DEATH RECORD

Cecil W. Cannon

Elsberry, Mo.—Cecil W. Cannon,
46, owner-manager of the 250-seat
Orpheum Theater, was electrocuted
Sept. 7 after a fire in the theater
had been extinguished. Cannon went
into the smoke-filled theater to turn
off an electric fan that operates in
connection with the house's cooling
system. The floor was wet from
water from the fire hose and when
Cannon touched the fan switch a
short circuit resulted that caused
his death.
Cannon is survived by his wife,

two sons, his mother, a brother,
Rep. Clarence Cannon, and a sister,

Mrs. W. D. Peeler, all of Elsberry

Henry Roehrig

Detroit — Henry Roehrig, 71,
president of the Majestic Theater
Co., Wyandotte, Mich., Detroit
suburb, died Sept. 10 from a heart
attack.

Charles P. Stalder

Akron, O.—Funeral services were
held here for Charles P. Stalder,
veteran exhibitor, who died follow-
ing an operation. Stalder has owned
and operated the Nixon theater for
the past 18 years. Surviving are
his wife, a son and two daughters.

Ellis P. Butler

Housatonic, Mass. — Ellis Parker
Butler, 67, of Flushing, R. I., form-
er prexy of the Authors League of

America and the Authors League
Fund, died here yesterday.

Lynne Rodney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lynne Rodney, Grace

Moore's stand-in, was fatally hurt
in an auto crash here. In private

life, she was Mrs. Gibson Williams.
Her husband is professionally Bp'"p
Windham.
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Nic Amos
Omaha—Nic Amos, 76, believed

to be the first theater circuit opera-
tor, died here yesterday. He is

survived by his widow, two daught-
ers and a son.
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closing for the old Daly Theater
property in Leicester Square where
Warners will immediately erect a
new house to be known as Warner
Theater. This will be the first W-B
theater in foreign territory and will

serve as a British-European show-
window for U. S. Warner and First
National product as well as the out-

put of Warners' Teddington British
studios. It is expected that the new
London theater will be opened next
April or May.
Morris will be met in London by

J. L. Warner early in October and
lay plans for an enlarged produc-
tion schedule for Teddington Stu-
dios, where Irving Asher is respon-
sible for all the Warner British
product.

GTEC Files With SEC
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — General Theaters

Equipment Corp. yesterday filed a
report for August with the SEC,
showing issuance of 5,010 shares
of capital stock upon exchange of 10
year 6 per cent convertible gold
debentures or certificates of deposit
therefor. Upon exercise of sub
scription warrants for capital stock,

34,497 shares of capital stock were
issued. The amount of $413,964 was
received upon exercise of such sub-
scription warrants. As of Aug. 31,

571,604 shares of capital stock were
outstanding.

Ushers Ask 50% Raise
Lincoln — Electing Charles Bull,

Orpheum usher, president, all ushers
under the Lincoln Theater Corp. ban-
ner, here have organized with the
cashiers and have an A F of L char-
ter. In the midst of City Manager
Walter F. Shuttee's battle with the
newspapers, worry about the infan-
tile paralysis prevalence, he now
has an organized employes' union
asking $15 weekly in salary in place

of the present $10.

Hold Stage Show, Pix

Detroit—Holdover of the entire

stage show, featuring Rubinoff,
plus the picture, "You Can't Have
Everything" was arranged through
last minute bookings by Manager
David M. Idzal at the 6,000 seat Fox
Theater last weekend. House rare-
ly holds the picture, and almost
never the stage show under ordi-

nary conditions, but biz justified the
departure from policy, it was said.

Brody to New Haven
New Haven — Philip Brody, em-

ployed at the National Screen Ser-
vfjp^ office in New York for the past
i'„

;V|pars, has been appointed New
HaVen representative.

"Dead End" In Fourth Week
"Dead End," will begin its fourth

week at the Rivoli Theater tomor-
row.

Kane to Make 3, Engel 2 for 20th-Fox

Under Expected New Quota—Schenck
(Continued from Page 1)

three and Sam Engel will make two
starring Gracie Fields. Company
plans to spend approximately $500,-
000 each of four pictures, Schenck
said.

Schenck declared that while in

England, he did not confer with Isi-

dore Ostrer and his brothers in an
attempt to revive the deal under
which his organization, with Loew's,
sought to acquire their control of
GB.
"We made a deal with them once

and they reneged," said Schenck.
Negotiations for 20th Century-

Fox to acquire the Chase National
Bank interests in National Theaters
are being held up pending determi-
nation of a Government suit against
the company, stated the executive.
He denied that there is any immed-
iate prospect of an alliance between
United Artists Theaters, which he
heads, and National Theaters. The
former circuit, stated Schenck, paid
between $800,000 and $900,000 for
ts half interest in the Robb & Row-
ley circuit recently.

Discussing the situation in Eng-
land, Schenck asserted that the
quota laws could be improved "but
they are well-intentioned." He said
he talked with John Maxwell but
only briefly, the subjects having no
connection with any contemplated
deal.

Sol A. Rosenblatt, film attorney
and formerly NRA division admin-
istrator, also returned on the Nor-
mandie after a visit to England,
where he studied production matters
from the angle of quota require-
ments. Stanton Griffis, chairman of
the Paramount executive committee,
was another who returned on the
same boat.

William Dieterle, who directed
"Life of Emile Zola," also landed,
with plans for leaving for the Coast
in about eight days.
"Russia is making magnificent

progress" in picture production, ac-
cording to the director, who spent
some time in that country. He said
he would remain with Warner Bros.

as long as he can get great stories
to direct.

Hunt Stromberg, M-G-M pro-
ducer, another passenger, has a
schedule of five productions to be
made and while abroad, looked over
casting prospects for "Marie An-
toinette," which he will produce
with Norma Shearer starred. He
announced his program as follows:
Another "Thin Man," with William
Powell and Myrna Loy; "Idiot's

Delight," with Clark Gable and
Norma Shearer; "Robin Hood," with
Nelson Eddy and Jeanette Mac-
Donald, and "Springtide," with Rob-
ert Taylor and Lionel Barrymore.
The producer remains in New York
about a week before going on to

the Coast to resume work.
Walter Futter, who produced

"Jericho," starring Paul Robeson,
stated that he has a program call-

ing for two more pictures which he
will also make in England. One will

star Robeson and another a male
star. Futter is now negotiating a
major company release for "Jericho,"

he said, and figured the cost of the
production at $660,000.
"There is still plenty of financing

available in England for recognized
producers," declared Futter. "The
day of the small picture is passed,
however."
Reinhold Schunzel, European di-

rector, signed by M-G-M, arrived
en route to Hollywood under a con-
tract guaranteeing him a minimum
of 42 weeks. His last production
was "Land of Love," which he made
for Tobis. Schunzel has worked in

Austria, Germany and France.
Mrs. Natalie Kalmus, Technicolor

executive who supervises its activi-

ties in England, also landed from
the Normandie. After a few days
in New York, she goes to her place
at Cape Cod for a vacation, later

returning to England.
Connie Bennett was another Nor-

mandie customer en route to the
Coast. Still others to arrive on the
boat included Raymonde Delaunois,
Heidy von Maasburg, Diana Graves,
Michael Gough and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Hillman, Jr.

Papers Aloof to Tie-ups,

Exhibitors Using Radio

Rochester, N. Y.—With newspaper
tieups tough to arrange, downtown
managers are turning to radio ad-
vertising to greater extent than
ever before and finding stations

very co-operative in arranging ex-
tra stunts.

To Test Stage Shows
Bridgeport, Conn. — Loew's have

rented the Lyric Theater to H. Gins-
berg for a two-day stage show trial

on Sept. 20 and 21. The arrange-
ment will continue if successful,
with Loew's showing pictures on
week-ends as at present.

Golden Leaves Syracuse,

Returning to Rochester

Syracuse, N. Y.—Jay Golden, vet-
eran exhib and former Albany news-
paperman, has returned to the man-
agerial chair at the Palace, Roch-
ester, from whence he came to man-
age RKO Schine Keith's here. His
successor here, at least temporarily
is Harry Unterfort, recently Gol-
den's assistant. At Rochester, he
replaces Walter W. Risley.

Conn. Allied to Meet
New Haven—Allied Theaters of

Connecticut will hold a regular lun-
cheon meeting at the Hofbrau Haus
today.

42 FEATURES IN

IN HOLLYWOOD

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Forty-two pictures

are in production, with Warners and
M-G-M topping the list with seven
each. Paramount is down for six
and Columbia, RKO, Goldwyn, Uni-
versal and Grand National three
each. 20th Century-Fox is making
two and Republic a like number.
Selznick International, Principal and
J. D. Kendis are credited with one
each.

Warners have started "Swing
Your Lady" and "Accidents Will
Happen", while "Four Marys",
"Mannequin" and "Navy, Blue And
Gold" are the newest on the M-G-M
schedule. "Freshman Follies" has
begun at Columbia.
M-G-M has finished "Live, Love

And Learn" and Columbia wrapped
up "The Old Wyoming Trail." "City
Hall Scandal" and "Born To The
West" have been completed at Para-
mount. 20th Century-Fox finished
"45 Fathers" and "Life Begins In
College".

Scoppa Named Biz Agent
of M. P. Mechanics Union

Sol J. Scoppa was elected busi-
ness agent of Motion Picture Me-
chanics, Local 52, succeeding John
W. Murphy, the present incumbent,
who sought re-election. Scoppa will
sever all connections with the lab-
oratory workers union, Local 669,
of which he was business agent.
James Gartland was elected pres-

ident of the union, Jim Delaney, sec-
retary; Ed Miller, chairman of the
board of trustees; Will Doran, re-
cording secretary, and Charles Cav-
anaugh, executive board member.

A F of M-Networks Reach
Agreement "in Principle"

American Federation of Musicians
has reached an agreement "in prin-
ciple" with 258 affiliated stations of
the three major networks, NBC, CBS
and MBS, providing' that the broad-
casters spend $1,500,000 additional
on "live" music in the year from
Oct. 1 next. Broadcasters are now
spending $1,500,000 annually in em-
ploying musicians. The agreement
excludes the key stations of the net-
works in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles, which will make sep-
arate agreements with the AFM.
Agreement with independent broad-
casters remains to be worked out.

Schines In llion Deal
Gloversville, N. Y.—Schine En-

terprises, Inc., recently completed a
deal with Young and Whitney, Inc.,
Ilion, for Capitol block. Schines
taking immediate possession, in-
stalled Warren Freier, formerly
house manager at Glens Falls, as
manager. Deal also gives Schines
old Opera House property in Ilion
and lease on Temple, Ilion. About
$350,000 is involved.
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England Far Ahead of U. 5. on 7e/e blatt

PARA. TOJET FOREIGN THEATER EXPANSION PLAN

Eng. Quota Blow to Australian Production, Says Doyle
Former Head of Hoyrs' The-

aters Pessimistic Over

Reaction

Requirements of the proposed
new English quota law will deal a
severe, paralytic blow to production
in Australia, in the opinion of Stuart
Doyle, leading figure in the film in-

dustry in that country and until re-

cently head of Hoyts' Theaters, ex-

pressed in New York yesterday.
With the average picture made in

the country grossing about $60,000,

he said, producers there cannot stay
(.Continued on Page 4)

WARNErTPHILLY BIZ

GOOD DESPITE RISE

No depressing effect on attend-

ance has been experienced by War-
ner downtown first run houses in

Philadelphia following its recent
rise in admission prices from a top
of 68 to 75 cents, a spokesman said

yesterday and declared that busi-

ness remains good. In considera-
(Continued on Page 10)

Six Cumberland Houses

Up Prices Without Kicks

Cumberland, Md. — This city's

four first-runs and two second-runs
have boosted prices five cents with-
out a single complaint from patrons.

First-runs are the Paramount,
Strand, Liberty and Maryland the-

aters which on the first day of the
higher prices, Saturday, played to

capacities.
Second-runs joining in the price

jump are the Garden and Embassy.

Legion to Boost Grosses

Broadway first-runs, in particular, ex-

pect to substantially benefit through

estimated attendance of 250,000 in con-
nection with the American Legion con-
vention, opening next week. Additions

to the convention's committee on en-
tertainment include Sol A. Rosenblatt

and William Jaffe.

F & M and St. Louis Paper to Poll 400,000 on Likes

St. Louis—Fanchon & Marco theaters, in co-operation with the Star-Times, local

daily, will poll 400,000 patrons and readers on these questions:
"1. Do you prefer stage shows with movies?" "2. Who is your favorite movie

actor?" "3. What kind of pictures do you prefer? (Melodrama, comedy, war, musical,
love, romance.)" "4. Do you prefer two full-length features or one feature with short
subjects?"

Paper will carry returns daily while the survey is on.

COMMONWEALTH TO

WEIGH ADMISH RISE

Kansas City, Mo.—Business ses-

sions at the Commonwealth Amuse-
ment Corporation's two day meeting
of managers, opening today, at the
Osage Beach Hotel, Lake of the
Ozarks, will be given over largely to

a discussion of possible admission
price boosts, according to O. K. Ma-
son, the circuit's secretary and
treasurer. Mason states that 10-

cent increases tried during the past
(Continued on Page 10)

Wilmer-Vincent to Add
10 Subsequent Theaters

Winner & Vincent circuit has
completed deals for acquisition of

four subsequent run theaters in

Richmond, Va., including three which
are to be built, and is negotiating
for six other subsequent run houses
in Pennsylvania as part of a plan to

acquire 10 subsequent runs, it was
(Continued on Page 4)

SKOURAS PRICE RISE

HINGES ON 1ST-RUNS

Decision to raise admission prices
generally in Skouras houses hinges
upon similar action on the part of
first runs in the New York metro-
politan area, George Skouras indi-

cated yesterday. Price increases
have been put into effect in some
of the Skouras operations.

Denver—Following, by approxima-
tely one week action of Fox-Midwest
Theaters in jumping prices in 85 the-
aters, Dick Ricketson, Fox Inter-

(Continued on Page 8)

Loew Report Due in Dec;
Expect Substantial Gain

Loew's annual report, expected to
show a substantial improvement
over the previous year, will be an-
nounced in December, stated Pres-
ident Nicholas M. Schenck yester-
day. Fiscal year ended Aug. 31.

English Interests Favorable Regard

U. S. Firms' Quota Plan—Rosenblatt

Big U Denial is Filed

in Newburgh Trust Suit

Big U Film Exchange yesterday
filed a general denial in Federal
Court in the anti-ti*ust suit brought
by the Orange County Theater Co.,

operator of the Embassy Theater,
Newburgh, N. Y.

Describing television's develop-
ment in England as "incredible," Sol
A. Rosenblatt, former division ad-
ministrator of the NRA in charge
of the motion picture code, yester-
day said: "They're so far ahead of
us in this country that it isn't even
funny." Before returning to New
York Monday, Rosenblatt attended

(Continued on Page 7)

Zukor, Upon His Return from

Abroad, to Meet on

Policy

Paramount's foreign theater pol-

icy, from the angle of expansion in

England and on the Continent, will

be decided upon following return of
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board, to New York from abroad
the first week of next month, Stan-
ton Griffis, chairman of the execu-
tive committee, said yesterday, fol-

lowing his arrival in New York from
Europe. Zukor, who is due in Lon-
don shortly from Budapest, is now
investigating the situation
The company now has 16 houses

in England, with a 4,800-seat the-
(Continued on Page 7)

DISTRIBUTORS DENY

SCHWARTZ OVERTURES

Spokesmen for major distributors
in New York yesterday denied re-

ports to the effect that they have
been making overtures to A. H.
Schwartz, head of the Century Cir-

cuit, in an effort to adjust differ-

ences which led him to file a com-
(Continued on Page 8)

Lightman and Warner Deal

Waits on Bernhard Return

Deal under which M. A. Light-
man of Malco circuit would take
over a number of Warner houses in

Kentucky is being held up pending
the return of Joseph Bernhard, gen-
eral manager of Warner houses, to

(Continued on Page 7)

Slate Schenck Examination
President Nicholas M. Schenck will

shortly be called for examination before
trial by the ITOA counsel in connection
with its suit against M-G-M due to
new policy of Loew's circuit in New
York of playing pictures five and two
days, instead of four and three.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

22y4 21 221/4 + 21/4

21 201/4 21 + 1V4
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

23/8 21/4 21/4

10 95/8 95/8 + %
178 175 178 + 4

221/4 22 22
763/4 741/4 753/4

21/4

2%

19i/
2 181/b 19% + i'/2

173/4 16% 173/4 +'i%
8 73/4 73/4 + l/

2

32
6V4 65/8 + 3/a

303/4 32 + 1%

121/4 115/g 121/4 + 7/8

.55 55 55

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46... 97 97 97 + l/2
Loew 6s41ww 993/4 99 1/2 991/2— 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55 «98% 983/4 983/4
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47 863,4 86 86% + 34

RKO 6s41 100 100 100 — 5

Warner's 6s39 91 90 903/4 + 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand .National 23/8 2 23/8 + %
Monogram Picts. ... 2 1% l 7

/s + Vs
Sonotone Corp 1 5/8 1% 1% ••••
Technicolor 28i/4 27 1/8 273/4 + 1 14
Trans-Lux 35/8 33/8 35/8 + Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/

2s 1st '36 9'/2 IOV2
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92y2 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4 s 1st '43.... 53 55

Skouras Met. Theaters

to Play Warner Product

A deal has been concluded by
Warners with the Skouras Metro-
politan New York theaters, whereby
the circuit will play the entire out-
put of Warner Bros.-First National
Pictures, including Vitaphone shorts
and trailers for the 1937-38 season,
it was announced yesterday by
Gradwell L. Sears, general sales
manager for the distributing com-
pany. The deal was set by Roy
Haines and Ben Kalmenson for War-
ners, with George Skouras and
Matty Fox acting for the circuit.

Drake, Erpi Prexy, Will

Sail for Europe Oct. 6

Whitford Drake, Erpi president,
is booked to sail Oct. 6 for a six-

week stay abroad during which he
will visit England, France and Ger-
many.
Drake said that closing of the

recording contracts with the major
companies should come soon, now
that company officials are back from
vacation.

10-Day Brief Period Set

by Court in Ascap Action

Omaha, Neb. — The three-judge
Statutory Court which heard Ascap's
suit challenging the constitutional-

ity of the Nebraska law banning it

from the state yesterday granted
counsel on both sides 10 days in

which to submit briefs.

Majors and 306 Tentative

Agreement Calls for 10%
Loew's, RKO and other major

operators have reached a tentative
agreement with Local 306 under
which the union will receive a 10
per cent increase in wages retroac-
tive to Sept. 1. The union is ask-
ing for a wage rise beyond this
amount and further negotiations
will be held to settle this point. The
agreement runs for two years.

Local 306 originally asked for an
increase in wages totaling 48 per
cent, which included restoration of
several cuts amounting to about 30
per cent.

Western Electric to Pay

75 Cent Div. on Common

At a meeting of the directors of
the Western Electric Company held
yesterday a dividend of 75c per
share on its common stock was de-
clared. The dividend is payable on
Sept. 30, to stock of record at the
close of business on Sept. 24.

Skouras-Springer 6-House

Deal Made on 21 -Yr. Basis

Renowned to Make Two ^j
for U A Release—Co* .,

Skouras Theaters has taken over
operation of six New York houses
from the Jack Springer Circuit un-
der a 21-year leasing deal. Theaters
located in the upper Broadway area
are: Olympia, Carlton, Stoddard,
Symphony, Thalia and 77th St. Deal
has been under discussion for some
months.

Coming and Going
ATTORNEY LOUIS NIZER is due back in

New York Tuesday from the Coast.

ALAN MARSHALL has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.

CLAIRE ADAMS returns to New York Mon-
day on the Queen Mary from England.

RICHARD BOND, signed by RKO through
the Marx agency, has left New York for Holly-
wood.

JOHN McCORMICK and ZITA JOHANN, yes-
terday arrived in New York from the Coast.

HARRY GOLDBERG went to Philadelphia yes-
terday from New York.

NOEL LENGLEY has arrived in New York
from abroad.

DAVID (SKIP) WESHNER returned to Phila-
delphia yesterday from New York.

ATTORNEY LOUIS PHILLIPS has gone to
Philadelphia from New York.

M. A. LIGHTMAN has returned to Memphis
from New York.

JOE BERNHARD returns to New York from
the Coast late this week, possibly on Friday.

BEN SHYLEN is due in New York Saturday
from Kansas City.

JOHN W. HICKS, manager of the foreign
department of Taramount Pictures, leaves New
York today for Europe on the Normandie.

GERTRUDE MICHAEL, stage and screen ac-
tress; FRANCES MADDUX, singer; and FRANK
BISHOP, concert pianist, also sail for Europe
today on the Normandie.

LESTER COWAN returns to the Coast today.

WHITFORD DRAKE, Erpi president, is booked
to sail Oct. 6 for abroad.

HARRY C. ARTHUR has arrived in New York
from St. Louis.

SAMUEL SAVITT, formerly in charge of the
Chicago office of Universal Newsreel, has ar-
rived in Hollywood to take temporary charge
of the office there.

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice president, arrived
in Chicago this morning en route to New York
from Hollywood.

MARCEL MEKELBURG, GB Boston branch
manager, arrived in New York yesterday on a
short visit to the home office.

SONNIE HALE, director, and his wife, JES-
SIE MATTHEWS, film star, plan to leave Lon-
don early next month for New York.

ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadian sales
manager for Warner Bros, left yesterday on a
business trip to Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleve-
land and Pittsburgh. He returns next week.

BARBARA STANWYCK leaves for Hollywood
this week-end.

LOUIS B. MAYER sails for the U. S. from
France on Sept. 22.

JOHN CROMWELL, director, is en route to
New York from the Coast.

ADOLPH ZUKOR arrives from Europe on the
Queen Mary Sept. 27.

HERBERT WILCOX sails on the Normandie
Sept. 22 for the U. S.

LEO J. HORSTER, general sales manager
of Paramount's German organization returns
to Europe tomorrow on the Normandie fol-
lowing a brief U. S. vacation.

MONTE PROSER left New York by plane
yesterday for Chicago, en route to the Coast.
DUDLEY NICHOLS planes to Los Angeles to-

night from New York.

NORMAN W. ALLEY, head of Universal
Newsreel's Hollywood office, leaves the West
Coast today for Shanghai via the China Clip-
per.

Lester Cowan, general manager
of Renowned Artists, said yesterday
that his company will make two,
pictures for United Artists release
this season, the first of which will

go in production about Jan. 1. The
initial film will either star Ronald
Colman or be a John Ford produc-
tion, he said.

Cowan told The Film Daily yes-
terday that he has been asked to

head the Condor production forces
by personal friends who are the new
investors in the company but that
he has not made up his mind to ac-

cept the offer. Cowan said his

friends are ready to put up addi-
tional funds if he will take the
proffered post.
Cowan returns to the Coast to-

day.

Loew-F & M St. Louis

Proposed Deal Is Off

St. Louis, Mo.—Proposed deal for
the Loew's interests to sublease the
Missouri Theater from Fanchon &
Marco as a move-over run house to

follow up Loew's Theater has fallen

through. Harry C. Arthur, F & M
vice president has gone back to New
York City.

28 U. SM 14 British Pix

In English Sept. Releases

London (By Cable) — Forty-two
feature productions are being re-
leased in England during Septem-
ber. Of this number, 14 are Brit
ish productions, and 28 American.

TWA
$10,000. EXTRA

x

FOR LUXURY ALONE
The Nation's mightiest, most luxurious
Skyliners . . . de luxe Sky Clubs for
day travel . . . modern Skysleepers at
night. . . . Separate lounge and sleep-
ing compartments, reclining divan
chairs ... air conditioned . . . sound
proofed . . . and complimentary, ful\
course meals served enroute. /

For Information and Reservations Call "

Your Nearest TWA Office . . . or
Any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Postal
Telegraph or Western Union Office.

Member National Safety Council

SHORTEST, FASTEST — COAST TO COAST
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ENG. QUOTA BLOW TO

AUSSIE PRODUCTION

{Continued from Page 1)

in the field. Six features are being
produced in Australia during the
present calendar year, estimated
Doyle, who believes that under the

Quota plan, production will be virtu-

ally reduced to nothing.
Australian producers are now

spending between $50,000 and $60,-

000 on the average feature, said

Doyle, and figured that the country
has approximately 1,500 theaters.

Doyle, who has been prominent
in Australian production as well

as exhibition, feels that one major
reason why England is failing to

produce pictures which have the

greatest box-office appeal is due to

failure of its producers to study

reactions beyond London's West
End. He pointed to productions like

those starring Gracie Fields as pic-

tures which are down-to-earth, from
the gross standpoint.

Doyle's plans for the future, at

the moment, are partially indefinite.

He sails for London Sept. 23 on the

Bremen and while there, will occupy
himself with the building of his Lon-
don Theater Center, which embraces
two theaters, one over the other.

One house seats 1,500 and the other

500. They are expected to be ready
by September, 1938, he said.

When Doyle returns to Australia

in January, he will decide as to

whether or not he will re-enter ex-

hibition on his own. There is also

a possibility that he will resume
production there.

"Souls" Liked In Miami
Miami, Fla.

—"Souls at Sea" has

had a tremendous acceptance in the

Paramount Enterprises, Inc. Miami
circuit, and has had to be held over

several days. "Broadway Melody,"

first shown at the Colony and then

brought across the Bay to the Olym-
pia, was a holdover at each house.

It is now starting on a round of the

other Paramount houses in Coral

Gables, Hialeah and Miami.

DEATH RECORD

J. M. Johnston

Cincinnati—J. M. Johnston, who
formerly conducted his own ex-

change and at one time was asso-

ciated with Big Features Rights,

dropped dead of heart failure at his

home here Sept. 10. Johnston was
with Chase Pictures at the time of

his demise.

Mrs. Adeline Shard

Cincinnati— Mrs. Adeline Shard,

mother of Elmer Shard, owner of

the Monte Vista and Emery The-
aters, died here Sept. 10.

Arthur Coward

Aldington, Eng. (By Cable)—Ar-
thur Coward, 81, father of Noel
Coward, is dead here.
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• • • THIS WAY to Paris all the members of the
sales staffs of W. F. Rodgers and Arthur Loew in the M-G-M
domestic and international sales dep't respectively have
their eyes fixed on that chance to grab a swell trip to Paris

twelve men will be selected in a contest that runs for
the next year with the United States and Canadian sales-
men pitted against the international sales staff covering the rest
of the world the twelve awards will go to the men with
the best sales records, regardless of whether they are domestic
or foreign so there is going to be keen rivalry between
the two organizations to see which can garner the most trips
to that Gay Paree

T T

• • • HIGH HONOR for Louis B. Mayer who re-
turns from Europe an officer of the French Legion of Honor

he was presented with the decoration by President Le-
brun at the latter's residence at Rambouillet later he was
the honor guest at a dinner presided over by the Minister of
Commerce L. B. M. sails on the Normandie from France
on Sept. 22

• • • IN TOWN from Cleveland Edwin Huegle, ad-
vertising artist of the Loew theaters in Cleveland for the past
eleven years this being his first visit to New York and
the Loew home offices he came as official companion to
Robert Bodendorf, the 19-year-old winner of the Community
Singing Contest held by Milton Harris, Loew publicity manager,
in connection with the showing of "Broadway Melody" at Loew's
State in Cleveland Harris promoted a car in which they
drove to New York

• • • COURSES in playwriting and dramatics will be
given at City College by Jacob A. Weiser the theatrical
manager formerly connected with the Theater Guild and M-G-M

students will have an opportunity to go backstage to ob-
serve a Broadway performance the course covers a period
of sixteen weeks on Wednesday and Thursday evenings
dramatics on Wednesdays and playwriting on Thursdays

• • • THE FIRST "double feature" of the airwaves
will begin on Sept. 28 when Camel Caravan starts two inde-

pendent half-hour programs the Jack Oakie College, and
the Benny Goodman Swing School the programs will be
alongside each other on the dial with Oakie's fun-making
from Hollywood, followed by Goodman's swing show from New
York on the air Tuesdays from 9:30 to 10:30

• • • THROUGH some oversight we failed to note
the birthday of Al Adams of Republic which occurred on
Monday Al says that the personal loss is negligible

but he feels keenly the fact that this paper did not carry the

Great News so that his company could benefit by the association

of its name with his spoken like a true advertising and
publicity chief

O • • YOU WILL recall that incubator baby born into the
family of Irving Shiffrin of RKO Radio publicity two months
ago at birth it weighed only three and one half pounds

we are happy to announce the babe is now home with its

parents and weighs seven and one-half pounds and
is Irving strutting!

DATE BOOK if

'

Sept. 15-16: Commonwealth Amusement Corp.
managers meeting, Osage Beach Hotel,
Kansas City.

Sept. 21-22: Fox Midwest Theaters, Inc., man-
agers' convention, Kansas City.

Sept. 22-24: Allied of New Jersey annual con-
vention, Atlantic City.

Sept. 24: New York Warner Club golf tour-
ney, Old Oaks Country Club, Purchase.

Sept. 25: Cleveland Variety Club clambake,
Allerton Hotel.

Sept. 28-30: Atlantic Coast Premium Exposi-
tion round table meetings, Hotel Astor.

Sept. 30: St. Louis Variety Club picnic, North
Hills Country Club.

Oct. 1: Philadelphia Variety Club golf Tourney,
Whitemarsh Country Club.

Oct. 3-4: Tri-State convention, Hotel Chisca,
Memphis.

Oct. 11-14: SMPE fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania, New York.

Oct. 18-19: M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania convention, Pittsburgh.

Dec. 6—Silver jubilee convention of the MFTOA
of the Carolinas, Pinehurst, N. C.

Dec. 12: Philadelphia Variety Club annual ban-
quet, Bellevue-Stratford.

Wilmer-Vincent to Add
10 Subsequent Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

said yesterday by Walter Vincent.
The W & V circuit has taken over

the Ginter Theater on Rappahanock
St., Richmond, and will lease three
600-seat theaters to be erected on
locations in the West Hampton and
Forest Hills sections and one on
Maine St.

Vincent expects to close for some
of the Pennsylvania houses short-

ly. The drive for the subsequent
runs is to protect the circuit first-

run situations, Vincent said.

Vaude Clicks in Newark
Newark, N. J.—Vaudeville, all

dressed up as the Professional Stage
Jamboree, is making a hit at RKO-
Proctor's. The stage show features
stage, radio and night club person-
alities. Leo Freudberg and his WOR
Orchestra provide the music. Jam-
borees are held each Monday and
Tuesday.

« « « » » »

Best wishes

The Film Daily

following on

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 15

Alfred N. Goldsmith
Robert T. Kane
Louis Gasnier
George Brown
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Expect record business for

as long as you play it!..

Hollywood Reporter voices

the word that's spread-

ing like wildfire, with:

"Director La Cava has made a

new Hepburn, has guided Ginger Rogers

to a top spot she never even approached before,

created a new star in Andrea Leeds, has given

the screen a new Lucille Ball, helped Adolphe

Menjou in another of his great roles, and has

come out with A PICTURE THAT WILL BE

THE TALK OF THE MOVIE UNIVERSE!"

ft i\ V
A
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^AMOUNT WILL SET

THEATER PLAN ABROAD

(Continued from Page 1)

later at Birmingham its latest addi-

tion, Griffis pointed out. On the Con-
I tinent, Paramount has one in Paris

1 and three in other parts of France
1 and one in Brussels.

Griffis looks for Paramount to

a score its biggest year in history as

1 regards foreign revenue. He bases
1 the opinion on stabilized conditions

j abroad, discounting rumors of war,
I and upon an improved grade of prod-

I uct. "Souls at Sea" is doing sen-

i sational business in London, Griffis

J stated.

Total of 11,000,000 of Paramount
I first preferred shares have been con-

verted up to the present time, Griffis

[
said.

Griffis' last trip abroad was his

52nd.

Bank Night Not Proved

A Lottery, Says Neb. Brief

Lincoln — A brief was filed with
the Nebraska Supreme Court yes-

terday by former Attorney General
W. G. Wright of Omaha asserting
that the state has failed to prove
bank night a lottery. Replying to

Assistant Attorney General Francis
V. Robinson's recent brief arguing
for sustaining the District Court's
injunction against bank night in the
Fox Beatrice Theater Corp. case,

Wright said: "The state realizing

it has failed to make the necessary
.1 proof to warrant issuance of an in-

^ junction has changed its theory and
has requested this court to sustain
the trial court in issuances that
were not raised." The Supreme
Court hears the case argued Sept.

21.

Detroit Censors Reversed
Detroit — Police censors Joseph

Kollar and Charles W. Snyder were
given the second court reversal in

two weeks when Circuit Judge Rob-
ert M. Toms ordered Snyder to is-

sue a permit for the showing of

"Heart of Spain."

SICK REPORT

Cincinnati— Joe Goetz, manager
of the RKO Paramount Theater,
and assistant to Col. Arthur Fru-
denfeld, general manager of RKO
Theaters, is confined to Christ Hos-
pital for rest and observation.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Louis Schlesinger,

former manager of the Shubert and

\ 'JProa^ at Newark, N. J., is suf-
i>. .iig sinus trouble here.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Condition of Grace

Moore is such that she will be con-
fined to the Santa Monica Hospital
for at least another week.

A "JUttU" fn>t» "Ms
ft

By RALPH WILK
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
W/TTH acquisition of eight regis-

tered Arabian horses at auction
from the Hearst ranch at San Si-
meon, C. King Charney becomes the
largest owner of Arabian horses in
Southern California, with the excep-
tion of the Kellogg ranch at Po-
mona. Charney, American distrib-
utor of Agfa film, has had the
horses shipped to his Van Nuys
ranch, where he will breed Arabian
and Palamino horses. Among the
group he acquired from the Hearst
ranch was Joon, champion stallion
imported by Hearst from England.

T
David L. Loew has signed Paul

Vogel to a year's contract to han-
dle photography on the producer's
Joe E. Brown and other features.
Vogel, with M-G-M for 10 years,
photographed Loew's recent Brown
production, "Fit For A King."

Y
Robert Chalmers Bennett has

signed with Republic and is now
writing an original story, "Fight-
ing Irish," which Albert J. Cohen
will produce. Bennett is also the
author of "You Can't Win," which
Columbia has purchased.

T
"Breezy" Eason has finished the

direction of "Sergeant Murphy," a
cavalry picture, featuring Ronald
Reagan, Mary McGuire, Donald
Crisp and "Sergeant Murphy" the
horse at Warner Bros. Eason's next
will be a story dealing with the
trans-continental truck business.

t
Frances Hunt has been cast for

a role in "Young Man's Fancy,"
which David Butler is directing at

Universal, with Alice Faye as the
star. B. G. DeSylva is the produc-
er.

Richard Aldrich, New York pro-
ducer, now in Hollywood, has pur-
chased the Stage rights to "The
Spell," new play by Baroness Lili

Hatvany and Charles Beahan. Pro-
duction is scheduled for winter pre-
sentation on Broadway.

Charlie Chaplin yesterday an-
nounced that he was discarding his
familiar tramp character, deeming
it unsuited to speech. Accordingly
in a story which he is now writing
he will introduce a new portraiture.
Paulette Goddard will appear with
him in it, but the story may not be
ready for a year.

T T
Carl Krusada, veteran scenarist,

formerly with Universal, has joined
the writing staff of Reliable Pic-
tures.

Casting assignments — Warners:
Bonita Granville, "Too Much of
Everything"; Jane Bryan, Willard
Parker, "A Slight Case of Murder";
Dorothy McNulty, "Swing Your
Lady"; 20th-Fox: Joan Davis, "Sal-
ly, Irene and Mary"; Kay Linaker,
"Charlie Chan at Monte Carlo";
Universal—Frank Jenks, "Prescrip-
tion for Romance"; Columbia —
"Professor Quiz," Jimmy Walling-
ton, Geni Le Gon and Four Black-
birds, "Freshman Follies"; 'Para-
mount — Lynne Overman, Grace
Bradley, "Big Broadcast of 1938."

T
Frank Floyd has been assigned as

assistant to Dave Gould, dance di-

rector, ' on the Cadet routines for
"Rosalie."

12 Jewish Films to be

Released This Season

Twelve Jewish pictures including
three importations are scheduled for
release this season. Sphinx films

has completed making one in Po-
land, plans another and may import
"The Dybbuk," now being made in

Poland. Joseph Seiden plans pro-
duction of two, the first to start

about Jan. 1. Roman Rebush has
completed making "Greene Felder"
and has two others scheduled.
Jewish Productions has imported

two pictures. One, "El Chet" ("I
Have Sinned") is now being shown
at the Acme Theater on West 48th
St. The other is titled "Happy
Paupers." Leff Productions has
completed making "Where Is My
Child?" with Celia Adler. Artie
Bloch is now producing a picture
starring Moishe Oisher. Alex 01-
shinetsky wrote the music for this

one.

G. A. Paterson Opens House
Gwinn, Mich.—The new 300-seat

Hiawatha Theater has been opened
here by G. A. Peterson.

McLeod Leaves NTS
Seattle, Wash.—In order to enter

biz for himself, H. Stanley McLeod
has resigned as the Seattle branch
manager of the National Theater
Supply Co. Henton Randall, man-
ager of the Salt Lake branch of
National has been slated to succeed
him,—but not until next February.
In the interim Robert P. Haase will

be acting manager at Seattle.

Petrakoic Wins Tourney
Chicago — Joe Petrakoic of the

Marbro theater was the winner and
low net player with a 75 at the
Balaban and Katz Employes Asso-
ciation annual golf tournament held

at the White Pine Golf Club at Ben-
sonville. Morris Schwartz of the
Tivoli was the runner up with a net

of 80. J. C. Greenfield, manager of

the Marbro theater, was chairman
of the golf committee.

Exhib. Goes In Auto Biz

Minneapolis — W. L. Hamilton,
owner of the Princess here, has en-
tered the automobile selling busi-
ness, purchasing a partnership in a
Minneapolis firm.

ENGLISH TELEVISION

SEEN AHEAD OF U. S,

(Continued, from Page 1)

the television exhibition at the
Olympia in London.

English film interests are "recep-
tive to quota picture plans made by
American companies," according to

Rosenblatt, who said that the pro-
posed law is not occasioning any
great excitement there.

"American companies are all set

to go to town on quota production,"
declared Rosenblatt.

The attorney brought back to this

country a number of story proper-
ties which his clients will consider.

He may go to the Coast shortly.

Lightman and Warner Deal

Waits on Bernhard Return

(Continued, from Page 1)

New York late this week, probably
on Friday, from Hollywood. Light-
man has returned to Memphis, where
he headquarters, following New
York conferences with Bernhard
last week.

First X-Ray Films

Chicago—First X-ray motion pic-

tures are being shown at the Fifth
Radiology Congress now under way
at the Palmer House by Dr. Russell
Reynolds of Charing Cross Hospital,
London.

WEDDING BELLS

Harold Fisher, manager of the
Brooklyn Paramount Theater and
son of Eugene A. Fisher of Gowan-
da, N. Y., was married to Miss Beth
White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. White of 884 Cranford
Ave., The Bronx, Sunday afternoon,
at the Tremont Presbyterian Church,
The Bronx. Following a reception
at the bride's home, the couple left

for an extended honeymoon in the
White Mountains.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Santa Monica—Marriage of Geor-

gette Bancroft, daughter of George
Bancroft, and Hal G. King, local biz

man, will take place later in the
week.

Chicago—Married in New York
during the last fortnight, Wendy
Barrie and Bill Lawrence are honey-
mooning at the home of the latters
parents in Joliet.

Cincinnati—Warner's "Nicky" St.

Angelo is to marry Bernard Ten-
feicte Oct. 2.

Appleton, Wis. — Miss Gala Fox-
grover, cashier at the Elite theater
here, was married last week to
Clyde A. Demand.
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SKOURAS PRICE RISE

HINGES ON 1ST-RUNS

(Continued from Page 1)

mountain division manager, has or-
dered a rise in prices in the area,
affecting 50 theaters, four in Denver.

Throughout the Intermountain
area all theaters with admissions be-
low the 40-cent mark, will get a
nickel raise, and if the house is 40-

cent only part of the week, the boost
will be made on the other days. In
Denver the order affects the Alad-
din, Broadway, Paramount and Ta-
bor, the latter a subsequent house
with stage shows.

This boost in prices follows a talk
urging such action made two weeks
ago by Ricketson before the annual
convention of the Theater Owners
and Managers of the Rocky Moun-
tain Region Inc.

Major Distributors Deny
Any Overtures to Schwartz

(Continued from Page 1)

plaint with the Dept. of Justice. The
Schwartz protest was aimed at situ-

ations in Flatbush and Jamaica,
where his principal opposition is

Loew's and RKO.
For several weeks, no film ex-

ecutives have been summoned for
examination by Leo J. Hickey, spe-
cial assistant U. S. attorney, who
has been conducting the investiga-
tion based on the Century complaint.

New Comerford Scranton

House Opens Tomorrow

The M. E. Comerford circuit to-

morrow opens its new Comerford
at Scranton. Theater seats 1,800
and has a 150-ton refrigeration
plant and ventilating system. House
is the first in the circuit to bear
the name of M. E. Comerford, its

head and veteran exhibitor.

"Voice of India" Premiere

Miami Beach, Fla.—New Casino
Theater, opening about Nov. 15, will

have the world premiere of "Voice
of India." Larry Morris, for the
theater, and J. H. Hoffberg have
closed a deal giving the Casino a

franchise for Hoffberg seasonal re-

leases.

"Victoria" in London
London (By Cable) — Herbert

Wilcox's "Victoria the Great" starts

its pre-re^ase run tomorrow at the

Leicester Theater.

Theater Men Turn Nimrods
Denver—Deer hunting in Wyoming is

occupying the week for several local

theater men, headed by Charles Skouras,

and including Rick R ;cketson, Tony
Archer, Joe Dekker, Al Gould, Jr., Dick

Dickson, Tom Berta and others. Skouras

and Ricketson will then fly to New
York where they will hold conferences

with Spyros Skouras, who is sailing for

Europe soon.

ft ft JleuUws <4 Hew Vdms ft

"Music for Madame"
with Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine,

Alan Mowbray
RKO Radio 77 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

STAR'S SINGING IS STAND-OUT FEA-
TURE IN THIS BEAUTIFULLY PRODUCED
ROMANTIC MUSICAL.

Jesse L. Lasky has given this a beautiful

production. Nino Martini is in excellent

voice and sings five numbers, with "I

Want the World to Know," by Rudolph
Friml and Gus Kahn, the most popular.

Robust Romo Vincent does well with "King
of the Road," by Nathaniel Shilkret and
Edward Cherkose. Herbert Magidson and
Allie Wrubel wrote the title song. Mar-
t'ni is very effective with his singing of

"Vesti La Giubba," from "Pagliacci." John
Blystone has done a good job of directing.

Alan Mowbray, Billy Gilbert, Alan Hale
and Erik Rhodes supply the comedy. Joan
Fontaine is decorative and capable as the

love interest opposite Martini. Martini, a

newcomer to Hollywood, is smuggled into

a big wedding party by Frank Conroy and
Bradley Page, jewel crooks. While Mar-
tini is singing, Conroy and Page steal a

valuable necklace. Joan Fontaine crashes

the party in an effort to have Mowbray,
noted conductor, read her songs. Martini

gives himself up, so that Joan can get the

reward for his arrest, but Martini has

difficulty proving that he is the singer

under suspicion. This is caused by the

appearance of Erik Rhodes, who insists

he is the singer wanted. Mowbray comes
to the rescue of Martini and has him sing

at the Hollywood Bowl, where he scores a

triumph. The real crooks are caught,

and the picture ends with Joan in Martini's

arms. Nathaniel Shilkret rates credit for

his musical direction. Robert Harari wrote

the original story and Gertrude Purcell and

Harari the screenplay. Joseph August did

a fine camera job.

Cast: Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine, Alan

Mowbray, Billy Gilbert, Alan Hale, Grant

Mitchell, Erik Rhodes, Lee Patrick, Frank

Conroy, Bradley Page, Ada Leonard, Alan

Bruce, Romo Vincent, Barbara Pepper, Ed-

ward H. Robins, George Shelley, Jack

Caron.

Producer, Jesse L. Lasky; Director, John

Blystone; Author, Robert Harari; Screen-

play, Gertrude Purcell, Robert Harari;

Cameraman, Joseph H. August; Special

Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Director,

Van Nest Polglase, Associate, Perry Fergu-

son; Editor, Desmond Marquette; Musical

Director, Nathaniel Shilkret; Music and

Lyrics, Rudolph Friml, Gus Kahn, Herbert

Magidson, Allie Wrubel, Nathaniel Shil-

kret, Edward Cherkose; Recording Engine-

er, George D. Ellis.

Direction, Good. Photography, Fine.

P F E Suit Trial Oct. 11

Federal Judge John W. Clancy
yesterday set down the $5,000 dam-
age suit of Principal Film Exchange
against J. D. Kendis and Jaydeekay
Productions for trial on the Oct. 11

calendar. The action is for breach

of contract involving Principal's

claim to exclusive distribution

rights to the film "Crusade Against
Rackets" in the metropolitan terri-

tory.

"This Way Please"
with "Buddy" Rogers, Mary Livingstone,

Fibber McGee and Molly

Paramount 72 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING MUSICAL COMEDY FINDS
ADDED STRENGTH IN RADIO "NAMES".

This is a pleasing musical comedy and

should fit in the upper half of a double

bill. The radio names of Fibber McGee
and Molly, and Mary Livingstone should

aid in the draw at the box office. Robert
Florey has directed well, and Mel Shauer
rates credit as the producer. The original

story is by Bill Thomas and Maxwell Shane,
and screenplay by Grant Garret, Seena
Owen and Howard J. Green. "Is it Love
or Is It Infatuation?", by Frederick Hol-

lander and Sam Coslow, and sung by
Buddy Rogers and Betty Grable is a catchy
number. Rufe Davis wins many laughs

with "Sound Effects Man," by Jock and
George Gr3y. Another real laugh-getter

is "What This Country Needs Is Voom-
Voom," by Sam Coslow, sung by Romo
Vincent, Wally Vernon and Jerry Bergen.

Betty Grable, a dancer, gets a job as an

usherette in a movie theater and meets
Buddy Rogers, popular master of ceremonies

and band leader. Believing that Buddy
is showing too much interest in Betty,

Porter Hall, eccentric theater manager,

fires him. Mary Livingstone, Hall's niece,

induces Hall to give Betty an audition.

Betty makes good and is billed as the girl

who broke Buddy's heart. Enraged, Buddy
"frames" on Betty by agreeing to a the-

ater wedding, but although the house is

packed for the event, Buddy fails to ap-

pear. At the last moment he weakens
and rushes to the theater to find Betty

about to marry Lee Bowman. Bowman
steps aside and Buddy marries Betty.

Cast: Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Mary
Livingstone, Betty Grable, Ned Sparks,

Jam and Marian Jordan, Porter Hall, Lee
Bowman, Cecil Cunningham, Wally Vernon,

Romo Vincent, Jerry Bergen, Rufe Davis.

Producer, Mel Shauer; Director, Robert

Florey; Authors, Maxwell Shane, Bill Thom-
as; Screenplay, Gram Garret, Seena Owen,
Howard J. Green; Cameraman, Harry Fisch-

beck; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Jack

Otterson; Editor, Anne Bauchens; Dance

Director, LeRcy Prinz; Musical Director,

Boris Morros; Music and Lyrics, Sam Cos-

low, Frederick Hollander, Al Siegel, Jock

and George Gray; Recording Engineer, Phil

Wisdom, Charles Hisserich; Musical Ar-

rangements, Phil Boutelje.

Direction, Able. Photography, Good.

Police Hunting Bombers
Two additional bombings occurred

on Monday night at the Stadium
Theater, Third Avenue and 119th

St., and the Progress Theater, Third
Ave. and 104th St., bringing the

total number of theaters hit by gas
fumes in the last two days to twen-
ty-five. A wide police search is on
for the perpetrators. Police Com-
missioner Valentine attributed the

bombings to a jurisdictional dispute

between Local 306 and the Empire
operators union.

"Two-Fisted Sheriff"
with Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks

Columbia 60 mins.

ONE OF THE BETTER ACTION THRIL
LERS; HAS STORY AND ACTING VALUES.

This horse opera boasts of a story by a

real western writer, William Colt Mac-
Donald, and a script, in kind, by Paul Perez.

With Charles Starrett starring, a swell bunch
of western types round out the cast, and
direction by Leon Barsha, is expert. Par-

ticular mention must go to Alan Sears as

Bill Slagg, the bandit killer. It's an orig-

inal and striking tough characterization.

This lad Sears should be given a chance at

more important films a few steps higher

than a cowboy yarn. Starrett plays the

role of the young sheriff who is deprived

of his badge when he allows his pal to

escape after he has been convicted of the

murder of the girl's father. So the hero

starts after a vague clue that takes him to

a nearby outlaw town terrorized over by

Slagg and his gang. Here the drama is

worked out with mounting tempo.

Cast: Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks,
Bruce Lane, Edward Peil, Sr., Alan Sears,

Walter Downing, Ernie Adams, Claire Mc-
Dowell, Frank Ellis, Robert Walker, George

Chesebro.

Director, Leon Barsha; Author, William

Colt MacDonald; Screenplay, Paul Perez;

Editor, William Lyon; Cameraman, Allen G.

Siegler.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Splendid.

SHORTS
Popular Science

Paramount 11 mins.
Peppy and Diverting

One of the best of this very en-

tertaining series. A fine diversity

of oddities are presented, such as

angora rabbit ranching; safety de-

vices on a modern passenger liner;

modern kitchen gadgets to make the
life of the housewife a joy instead
of a drudgery; a rose expert with
his garden of many varieties. But
the ace presentation is the new X-
ray camera that enables a surgeon
to extract such things as an open
safety pin from the lungs of a wo-
man. Some very clever photography
enables the audience to follow every

step of this difficult operation. Fin-

ishes with a comedy skit concern-

ing a patent hair restorer.

"The Candid Candidate"
(Betty Boop)

Paramount 7 mins.

Fails to Click

Built around the topical election-

eering now in season. Betty Boop
goes out and works hard to elect

Grampy as Mayor. When elected,

Grampy starts to do something for

the citizens. He installs all s/>"*s

of trick gadgets to improve the f ,

.

and make the life of the vobwrS

happy. The inventions are pretty

far fetched and done without any
real cleverness. These Fleischer

cartoons used to be good, but you
can't prove it by this one.

>
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OUR THANKS
TO

WILLIAM LEWIN
Chairman, Motion Picture Committee, National Education Association of the U. S. A.

For his presentation of facts regarding our publications in his book

"WHAT SHALL WE READ ABOUT THE MOVIES"

A Guide to the Many Books About Motion Pictures: Their History,

Science, Industry, Art, Future—Compiled as an Aid to

Photoplay Appreciation.

"THE 1937 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK. The Film Daily, 1937.

Pp. 1264.

The nineteenth annual edition of an encyclopedia of filmdom.

Universally recognized as a standard book of reference con-

cerning the multifarious activities of the motion-picture in-

dustry. Producers, distributors, theatre operators, and critics

use it constantly. Students of the photoplay will find it a

treasure-trove of information."

"FILM DAILY, THE. Published at 1501 Broadway, New York

City. Established in 1918 as Wid's Daily. 10c a copy. $10.00 a

year.

The oldest and best-known daily of filmdom. Pithy news items

and reliable reviews of current films from the exhibitor's point

of view. Famous for its yearbooks, its annual polls of the

nation's critics, and its discussions of the trend of public

opinion about films. Always lively, informative, fair-minded,

and entertaining/'

h» THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway NewYorkCity
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COMMONWEALTH TO

WEIGH ADMISH RISE
NEWS of the DAY

(Continued from Page 1)

90 days in several of the circuit's

27 houses, have proved successful

and that the policy will be extended
to other houses, pending a report

from managers on conditions in

their towns.
Other business to come before the

meeting at which 40 theater man-
agers and members of the organiza-
tion's operating staff will be

present, will be the out-

lining and inaugurating of a Fall

business drive. The meeting will be
conducted by C. A. Schultz, presi-

dent of the Commonwealth Amuse-
ment Corp., and 0. K. Mason, secre-

tary and treasurer. The outing- will

close tomorrow after a picnic to

which Kansas City film exchange
executives have been invited.

1,600-PoDiilation Town
Gets Third Pix House

Cincinnati — Glenn Flehman has
opened the Roxv Theater at Cald-

well, O., this being the third house
for this 1.600 population town. Fleh-

man installed Super simplex projec-

tors, masrna arc lamus, General
Electric oxMizcl rectifiers, Crest-

wood carpets. W^'ker screen and
other enuipment furnished by Na-
tional Theater Supply.

RKO Renews in Rumania

Harry Leasun has c^sed, on be-

half of RKO Radio Pictures, a con-

tract with Nicholas N. Cazazis, co-

owner of Arta Film of Bucharest,
for the Rumanian distribution of

this company's entire 1937-38 prod-

uct. It is the seventh consecu-
tive year that Cazazis has tied up
with RKO Radio in his territory.

Mail Ad Award to RKO
For the second time, RKO Radio

is included in the "Fifty Direct Mail
Leaders" of the United States by
the Direct Mail Advertising Associ-
ation. A certificate of award will

be presented to Leon J. Bamberger,
RKO Radio Sales Promotion Man-
ager.

Gann Settles Contract
Ernie Gann, former Major Pic-

tures talent scout, has settled his
contract. I. Robert Broder, attor-
ney, represented him.

How Sound Travels!

St. Louis—Under a new arrange-
ment formulated by Fox Movietone, film

shot locally will be airmailed to New
York, developed, printed, edited and
rushed back to St. Louis for showing
with the regular newsreel releases,

—

with Commentator Lowell Thomas' nar-
ration dubbed on the sound track! This
is the first time such service has been
furnished on sound pix here by a na-
tional newsreel oiganization.

Bellefontaine, O.—The Schine in-

terests have acquired the Sheffler
theater at Shelby, while they are
remodeling and enlarging the Casta-
waba theater for an early opening.

Detroit—Olympic Theaters Co. re-
cently incorporated by Lew Wisper
and Frank A. Wetsman, with a cap-
italization of $50,000, will be the
operating company for the Fankell
Theater, recently taken over by the
circuit.

Wooster, O.—J. Meyer Schine's
Wooster Theater will celebrate its

twenty-fifth anniversary Sept. 19 by
playing as the opening attraction
of the anniversary week, Deanna
Durbin and Leopold Stokowski in
"100 Men And A Girl." When this
theater was opened in 1912, it bowed
in with a Universal picture.

Chicago—Sam Gerson has been
named Shubert general manager in

Chicago. Gerson succeeds J. J. Gar-
rity who has gone to Hollywood as
general manager for Mary Pick-
ford. Gertrude Bromberg has been
made assistant to Gerson in charge
of publicity and advertising.

tant manager of the Court Square
Theater here, has been appointed
manager of the Capitol in Lowell.

Detroit—Triangle Theater Co. has
been formed by Richard H. Marr
and Carl B. Marr.

Little Rock, Ark.—Republic Pic-
tures offices here are undergoing a
complete remodeling.

Omaha — New second booker at
RKO's local exchange is Miss Re-
ginia Molseed, formerly secretary of
the Omaha Film Board of Trade.
She replaces D. H. Mulne, who has
returned to Detroit. Miss Molseed
will continue fire prevention work
and changes in ownership lists,

work formerly done with the board.

Stuart, Neb.—C. H. Briggs has
bought the Stuart from Clem
Tramp.

Stromsburg. Neb.—Charles Good-
rich has closed the Rialto for com-
plete remodeling.

WARNER PHILLY Blir

GOOD DESPITE RISE

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of Federal and state taxes or
admissions, the circuit nets sfa

cents on the increase, it was pointec
out.

Warner's only subsequent run ex>

periment with price raising has
been effectuated in West Philadel
phia so far.

|nti
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Springfield Theaters

Plan No Price Jumps

Springfield, Mass.—No indication
of increased box office prices are
seen here. The city has four first

run, four second, one revival, and
seven neighborhood theaters. Prices
at first run are 35 cents matinees
and 35 to 60 after 6 P. M. with
night prices on holidays. Second
runs, 25 matinees and evenings, 35
with neighborhoods charging 15

cents matinees and 35 cents top at

night. The revival has a 10 cent
matinee and charges 15 cents eve
nings.

Springfield, Ky.—A. H. Robertson,
has completely remodeled the Ma-
jestic Theater. The house will re-

open today.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Robert Case,
general manager at the Smith cir-

cuit, announces the opening of the
Mayfair, formerly the Capitol, here
on Sept. 23.

Saybrook, Conn.—Leo Bonoff will

open his newly-constructed 650-seat
Bonoff Theater on Friday. The
building and decorations are authen-
tic colonial reproductions. Alvin
Studios and Modern Theater Equip-
ment were in charge.

Thompsonville, Conn.—Peter Pa-
rokas, New Britain exhibitor, will

open his newly-built 1,000-seat
Strand Theater on Sept. 21, with
"Dead End." A double feature
policy, with occasional stage shows,
will be adopted. The theater will be
managed by John D. Sirica, former
Daly district manager, who has
more recently been at the head of

the Palace, New Britain.

West Memphis, Ark. — Preview
opening of the Crittenden Theater
took place Monday night.

Springfield, Mass.—Arthur Mar-
tel, for the past year organist at
the Paramount Theater here, has
resigned.

Cleveland, Miss.—Redlinger and
Hansen, of Memphis, Tenn., have
been awarded the general contract
for the construction of a film the-
ater here.

Springfield, Mass.—Al Fish, assis-

Seattle—Long dark, the Star has
reopened with a policy of double-
feature subsequent runs, following
extensive remodeling and improve-
ments to interior and exterior.

Seattle — An informal birthday
party was staged for Bill Wilkins
at the Film Club with Jay Allen as
host.

Detroit— Jamison Handy, Presi-
dent, Jam Handv Picture Service.
Inc., announces the appointment of
Wendell P. Gayman to coordinate
the market research activities of the
corporation.

Cleveland, O.—Paul Gusdanovic,
local theater circuit owner, was giv-

en the title of "Grandfather" when
a daughter was born to his daught-
er, Mrs. Richard Robrock.

Chicago—The charter of the Or-
pheum Theater Co. has been sur-
rendered.

Minonk, 111.—H. U. Bailey is lo-

cating another theater here, re-
modeling a business building. Bailey
also operates the Royal theater here.

Detroit—Theaters Associated, or-
ganized last spring by Celia Ja-
nower to operate a Fort Street the-
ater, has dropped all plans for ac-
tivity, Harry H. Janower, attorney,
states.

West Haven, Conn.—Max Taback-
man, operator of the Rivoli, will al-

so open the Cameo for week-end
showings on Oct. 1.

Farmington, N. M.—Russell Al-
len, manager of the Allen theater,
back from Denver, is installing new
equipment.

Greenman Will Expand

St. Louis Nabe Circuit

St. Louis, Mo.—Harry Greenmari
has added the 500-seat Irma Theater
to his growing string of neighbor-
hood theaters. He acquired the
house from Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lilly,

Greenman contemplates the erec
tion of three new theaters in various
parts of St. Louis and St. Louis
County within the next year and in

addition may acquire a few other
houses by purchase or lease. It is

understood that he plans to increase
his holdings to about 10 houses dur
ing the next year.
Greenman also owns the Dakota

and Yale theaters in South St.

Louis and has a working arrange-
ment with the Normandy Theater in

the Normandy district of St. Louis
County and the Lexington Theater
in regard to the booking of pictures
advertising, etc.

To Rebuild Utica House
Utica, N. Y.—Plans for rebuild-

ing the State, prepared by Mowill
and Bond, Boston architects, have
been filed with John A. Dybas, city

superintendent of building. Piatt"?

call for a modern theater, with two
stores on the Bleecker Street front-

age.

Bank Nights Go Indoors
Northampton, Mass.—Local theaters

will be obliged to stage their weekly
bank nights entirely indoors, according
to an edict issued by Police Chip*
Bartholomew Bresnahan. Under i
present system persons in the thea™—

'

or in the near proximity of them art."

eligible for cash prizes if their names
are drawn. The fact that a person
can collect a prize without attending
has caused large crowds to assemble
outside theaters, causing traffic con-
gestion.
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Columbia Directors Re-elected ot Stockholders' Meet

6 PATHfPjX TO FILL MONOGRAM'S QUOTA NEEDS

Spend $500,000 Improving Northern Calif. Theaters

»

Nearly a Score of Houses

Undergoing Extensive

Remodeling
By PHIL STONE

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

San Francisco — Approximately
$500,000 is being spent on theater
remodeling and re-equipment in the
northern California territory, with
nearly a score of houses undergoing
various degrees of face-lifting.

Golden State and Fox West Coast,

most powerful of the local circuits,

lead the field in total expenditure,

but many smaller operators are also

active.

Northern California's share of the

$500,000 Fox West Coast building

drive consists of both construction
(Continued on Page 9)

DISNEY PLANS FEATURE

18 SHORTS EACH YEAR

!l: ft

Walt Disney Productions, Ltd.

after the 1937-38 season, plans to

adhere to a policy of making one
feature and 18 shorts annually, it

was said here yesterday by Roy
Disney, business manager for the
company.

Disney, here for conferences with
(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Sound Equipment Picks Up Police Broadcast
Grand Island, Neb.—Theater and radio technicians are still puzzling about how a

stray radio wave became tangled up with sound equipment at the Empress theater,

a Youngclaus circuit house. Police had broadcast information for an auto theft pickup.
The cruiser for which the message was aimed got the pickup, but so did the Empress'
sound equipment. Patrons were startled to hear the order blare out during showing
of a film.

Annual Warner Stockholders Meet

Fixed for Dec. 1 3 in New York City

Annual meeting of Warner Bros,
stockholders has been fixed for Dec.
13 in New York City. At the an-
nual board meeting to be held short-
ly afterwards, re-election of all of-

ficers is expected to occur.
The annual report, covering the

year ended Aug. 31, last, is under-
stood to show a substantial improve-

ment over the preceding year. Op-

erations of the circuit are reported

to have been particularly profitable

during the past year. Unofficial but

authoritative Wall Street estimates
recently figured the company's net
for the year as in the vicinity of

$7,500,000.

Johnston Co. to Open Conti-

nental Office in

Paris

Six features to be made in Eng-
land by Pathe, which handles Mono-
gram product in Great Britain, will

take care of the quota requirements
of the American company, stated
President W. Ray Johnston yester-

day, following his return to New
York after Coast conferences with
Scott R. Dunlap, production chief-

tain.

Johnston plans to open an office

in Paris to handle Continental dis-

tribution deals to be made with
existing agencies. Negotiations are
under way for an executive to han-
dle the post, he stated.

Monogram expects to make 42 fea-
(Continued on Page 3)

Irish Free State Studies Quota, Subsidization

Report Vittori Mussolini

Roach's Partner in Italy

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Vittorio Mussolini,

son of II Duce and who sails from
Italy today on the Rex heading for

Hollywood, is reported as associated
(Continued on Page 14)

3"
Family Pix to the Fore

Hollywood's remarkable emphasis upon
pictures for the family trade is striking-

ly reflected in the report on August
features, just released by the National
Board of Review. Fifty pix were re-

corded as for family audiences—six

of these for junior audiences as well

—

while features placed in the adult au-
dience category totaled three.

Dublin (By Cable)—Government
of the Irish Free State is sounding
out the trade on a four-plank pro-
gram designed to encourage Irish-

made pix via subsidization.
Submitted by the Department of

Industry and Commerce, the scheme
proposes

:

1. The establishment of a state

film laboratory for developing,

printing and recording native films.

2. The production on a monopoly
basis of educational shorts for
showing in schools and cinemas.

3. A newsreel depicting Irish

events to be distributed to all cine-
mas under a quota license.

4. The compulsory exhibition of a
percentage of Irish films by all film
theaters.

New Columbia Directorate Expected

To Re-elect All Officers at Meet

LOEW PRODUCT DEAL

Grand National has set a national

product deal, one year in range,
with the Loew circuit, following
conferences in which Edward Pes-
kay, general sales manager, repre-
sented the distributor. Circuits which
have acquired the company's lineup

(Continued on Page 9)

Dr. Giannini, Cowan Confer

on Renowned Distrib. Plan

Rules Proposed Amendment
to CFI Certificate Void

Wilmington, Del. — Chancellor
Josiah O. Wolcott yesterday handed
down an opinion declaring void a
proposed amendment to the certifi-

cate of incorporation of Consolidated
Film Industries in an action brought
by Norman Johnson.
The Chancellor declared that the

(Continued on Page 14)

All directors of Columbia were re-

elected at the annual stockholders'
meeting held yesterday afternoon at

the company's headquarters. The
new board meets in a few days to

re-elect the present list of officers,

including President Harry Cohn.
Board members named yesterday

are: Jack Cohn, Leo M. Blancke,
Sol Bornstein, Abe Schneider,
Charles Schwartz and Jack Kerner.
Half a dozen persons attended th^

(Continued on Page 14)

Lester Cowan, general manager
for Renowned Artists, new Coast
producing firm, yesterday conferred
with Dr. A. H. Giannini, president
of United Artists, in connection with
a plan to distribute two productions
through that company.

Makeup Artists Ask Raise

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Makeup artists IATSE

union yesterday submitted new wage
demands to the studios which, if grant-

ed, would boost the minimum from $80
to $112 a week and the day work scale

from $15 to $18.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

22 22 22 —
213/4 20% 203/4 —
377/s 37% 377/8
23/8 2 'A 23/8 + Vs

180 178'/2 178V2 + Vi
1591/2 1591/2 1591/2 — y2
211/2 21 21—1
77 741/2 751/2 — 1/4

193/4 183/4 191/8 — '/4

18 173/g 171/2 — 1/4

8 1/2 73/4 8 + 1/4

71/g 63/4 63/4 + l/
8

321/4 311/2 321/4 + 1/4

58 58" 58+4
121/2 12 121/s — Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 99% 993/4 9934 + 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55... 663^ 6634 663/4 — 1/4

Para. Picts. 6s55 . . 99% 99 99% + 3/8
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 87 863/4 87 + 1/4

RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 903/4 90 90

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2l/2 23/8 23/8
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 Vs ' 1 %
Technicolor 28% 26% 28%
Trans-Lux 3% 3% 3%
Universal Picts

3A

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/
2 s 1st '36 9V4 10

Loew's Thea. Bldg 6s 1st '47 92% 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6y4s 1st '43 54 56

Seeking No Houses—Lefton

Cleveland—Nat Lefton, Republic
distributor in this territory and Cin-
cinnati, yesterday denied that he
and Jack Jossey are negotiating for

new houses in Miamisberg and
Eaton, Ohio, as recently reported.

Appellate Division Gets

"Ecstasy" Case Tuesday

A hearing on the film, "Ecstasy,"
to review determination of the Cen-
sor Board of New York which has
declared the feature to be unsuited
for exhibition in the State is sched-
uled for next Tuesday before the
Appellate Division at Albany.
The plaintiff. Eureka Productions,

Inc., importers of the film, has just
filed through its attorney, Henry
Pearlman, printed briefs urging
that the determination of New York
State's Commissioner of Education
should be nullified on the following
grounds:

(1) That the film is an artisic

work and has been universally so
considered by film critics; (2) that
the film was approved by the Censor
Boards of other states, and was ex-
hibited in the District of Columbia,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Califor-
nio, Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Maine, Missouri, Oklahoma, Illinois,

Ohio and elsewhere; and (3) that
since the film's present version was
not found to be obscene by the U. S.

Government its determination was
binding on every individual state,

and no state had the power to over-
ride its rulings.

Present litigation is an outgrowth
of the film's importation into the
United States from Czechoslovakia
by Eureka Productions during the
1934-35 season. The initial version
was declared immoral and obscene
by the U. S. Jury, but subsequently,
another version—the present one

—

was permitted entry by the national
authorities. Thereafter the Censor
Board of New York rejected the film

in toto, and its action was affirmed

by the Commissioner of Education.
In the autumn of 1936, Eureka Pro-
ductions, Inc., entered suit against
New York State to prevent the lat-

ter from interfering with the exhi-

bition of "Ecstasy" in its present
expurgated form.

Eron Pictures to Make
6 Yiddish Pix in East

Eron Pictures, Inc., represented
by Arthur Block and Samuel M.
Segal, announced today that they will

produce six full-length Yiddish talk-

ies in the east during the next 12

months.
The new company at present is

completing the first Yiddish musi-
cal spectacle ever to be filmed in

the U. S. It is "Dem Chazan's
Zindel" ("The Cantor's Son"), star-

ring Cantor Moishe Oysher, and
with a score by Alexander Olshanet-
sky. It will be given an October
showing on Broadway.

Exteriors were taken on location

at Forest Park, Pa. Interiors are
being made at the Film Art Stu-
dios.

"Thin Ice" Sets Record
Harrisburg, Pa. — Nearly 30,000

persons saw "Thin Ice" at the State
Theater here during its week's run,
setting a new record.

Film Ad. Booers Little

Encouraged in N'Orleans

New Orleans — William Bell of
Little Rock, Ark., president of the
Society for Booing Commercial Ad-
vertisements in Motion Picture The-
aters, came a-organizing bent here
and didn't find much to organize.
Excepting the Orpheum, which oc-

casionally runs commercial ads, and
the Globe, which habitually does it,

none of the other commercial areas
first-run houses indulge in it.

In the neighborhoods, the entire

United Theater group runs ad films

and many neighborhood houses do
likewise, but so far the indignation
has not mounted to a pitch of or-

ganized booing. Bell was reported
to think the city should organize
just in case. He said there were
branches in Little Rock; San Ber-
nadino and San Jose, Cal.; San An-
tonio; Chicago; New York; Tifton,

Ga.; and Miami.

Big Pix Played During

Polio Period to Repeat

Omaha—Unsuccessful in attempts
to have bookings changed so that

big attractions could be played after

the infantile paralysis ban is lifted,

Tri-States executives are now plan-

ning to bring such pictures as "100

Men and a Girl," "Souls at Sea"
and "You Can't Have Everything"
back later as second features. The
Brandeis, a Mort Singer house, has

been successful in delaying the

playing date for some films, notably

"Lost Horizon."

Smith in Boston Confab

on U AM & P Film Deal

A. W. Smith, Jr., general sales

manager of United Artists, yester-

day went to Boston to confer with
Sam Pinanski and Marty Mullen of

M & P Theaters on a product deal.

He will spend two days in Boston
before returning to New York.

United Artists has recently set

film deals with the George Trendle
circuit in Detroit and the A. H.
Blank houses in the Des Moines and
Omaha territories.

Loew's Summer Quarter

Biz Ahead of Last Year

Loew's summer quarter business
was considerably larger than the
corresponding quarter in 1936, ac-
cording to inside Wall Street sources
yesterday. Net last year for the
same period was equal to $2.29 a
share on 1,512,985 shares.

Chi. Polio Outbreak Ebbs
Chicago—With only three new po-

lio cases reported within the last
24 hours, public schools may be
permitted to open on Monday. If
that transpires, lifting of the ban
on juvenile film attendance is ex-
pected simultaneously.

" if

Coming and Going

DR. and MRS. HERBERT T. KALMUS have
gone to Cape Cod from New York for a three

weeks' vacation at their residence there.

RUFUS BLAIR leaves New York today on his

return to the Coast.

AL WILK IE returns to New York Monday
from Hollywood.

HENRY HATHAWAY and MR. and MRS.
JACK MOSS left New York yesterday returning
to the Coast.

FRED LEROY returned to New York yesterday

from Toronto.

ARTHUR A. LEE returns to New York Sat-

urday after a stopover at his place in Canada,
following a Coast trip.

A. W. SMITH, JR., went to Boston yesterday
from New York.

HUGH BROOKE, English writer, has arrived

in New York from England.

REGINALD BAKER arrives in New York today
from Hollywood returning to London.

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN arrives in Chicago
today from the Coast.

WILLIAM DIETERLE and MRS. DIETERLE are

stopping at the Towers of the Waldorf-Astoria.

PHILLIPS HOLMES is at the Princeton Club.

HUNT STROMBERG, who is stopping at the

Waldorf-Astoria, leaves for the Coast shortly.

SCOTT DUN LAP plans a trip to New York
from the Coast in two months.

Amusement Field to Aid in

Entertaining Amer. Legion

le
ready

ies pai

Here

At a meeting held last evening at

the Rockefeller Center Club Rooms
of the American Legion entertain-
ment committee representatives of

the entire amusement industry turn-
ed out en masse and pledged their

support to Gene Buck, chairman of

the committee, for the Legion's 19th
annual convention opening here on
Monday and ending Sept. 24.

Intermountain to Operate

New Salt Lake City House

Salt Lake City— New 1,800-seat
theater being constructed here by
the Auerbach Co. has been leased
by Intermountain Theaters, Inc.,

and will be dubbed the Center.
House has a large stage, but will

have a pix policy.
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Best wishes

The Film Daily

following on

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 16

Joseph P. Kennedy
Alexander Korda
Neely Edwards
Sam Spewack
Jackie Cooper
Wally Caldwell
Harry Goldstein
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fPEY PLANS FEATURE

18SH0RTSEACH YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO home office execs, with

whom he will formulate sales poli-

cies, announced that the company's
pioneer cartoon feature, "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs", will

be ready for release in time for

Christmas exhibition and possibly

for earlier December showings.

Disney stated that the policy of

making full length features was
dictated by the curtailed revenue
which resulted from making shorts

exclusively.

"Snow White And The Seven
Dwarfs," Disney declared, will, on
completion, reach a negative cost of

between $1,100,000 and $1,200,000,

with 80 per cent representing sal-

Ties paid during the three years
the feature has been in the making.
During this period, as many as 500
animators and other technicians

have worked simultaneously on the
production, which will have a run-
ning time of approximately 90 min-
utes.

There will, he said, be numerous
instances of third dimensional ef-

fects in the finished footage which
is entirely in Technicolor, and that
these solid geometric effects have
been produced by special sets, sev-
eral planes deep, photographed via
the Multiplane Camera Process.

Features, as well as shorts, will

be made in about a dozen different
foreign language versions, he said,

and the studio is at present better

f

equipped than ever before to accom-

fk
:
plish this and its production plans
in general as the personnel now
numbers approximately 650.

See Ohio Tax Staying

Columbus, O. — Several plans
which have been forwarded by legis-
lators and others for financing the
relief problem have included re-

enactment of the admission tax,
which expires this year, making
it highly improbable that this tax
will be dropped during 1938.

DEATH RECORD

1

Larry Preston

Kearney, Neb. — Larry Preston,
25, of Kearney, operator of a port-
able motion picture outfit, died in-

stantly of a broken neck when a
projector was thrown against him
as his car struck an embankment,
near Edison, Neb. He was en route
ho£j£ from an exhibition at Hol-
b I \, Neb. His widow and a child

Mrs. Julia Raine

Memphis—Mrs. Julia Raine, 81,
musician and composer, and widow
of Gilbert D. Raine, former Mem-
phis publisher, is dead here.

• • • THE STORY of the Australian film industry
as told by one of the dominant figures in building it Stuart
Doyle, former chief of Hoyts' Theaters is an amazing
business romance in which the producer, distributor, exhibitor
and labor elements got together and with a simple but
effective piece of machinery for self-regulation are rolling

along harmoniously with all factions getting a break and quite

happy

T T T
• • • THE PLAN all centers around a Film Board of
Trade that is the court of last resort its decision is final

. . . representation on this Board covers the British and Amer-
ican producers, the Australian producers, distributors and ex-
hibitors AND the labor elements and that is the li'l

stunt that helps do the trick in fact the secretary of the
Film Board is also the secretary of the labor organization
you see, in Australia they long since learned that the interests
of Labor and Capital in the final analysis are identical
so they work together instead of fighting each other

• • • THE THEATER situation is well taken care of

no exhibitor can charge less than a shilling (two bits)

as the minimum admission so there are no price-cutting
wars no exhibitor after toiling for years to build up his

theater need worry about somebody moving in across the street

with a competitive house only can that happen if his the-
ater is unable to take care of the potential patronage in that
section as long as he serves the public well and is able to
adequately handle the film releases, the Board will not sanction
competitive building if some speculator gambles and goes
ahead with a new theater after the Board has disapproved
they automatically cut off his entire film supply, and he's licked.

• • • IN THIS happy filmland of Australia the theaters
are run for pictures and not as gambling joints, and distributing
centers for dishes, and play rooms for grown kiddies to indulge
in childish games all games of chance and giveaways and
such are entirely taboo in a word, the Distributor abso-
lutely controls the Australian film situation backed up
100 per cent by Labor and between the two of 'em, every-
body makes money and is as reasonably happy as anybody can
be in this cockeyed film biz chisellers, gyppers, phonies.
promoters, fly-by-nights and gents specializing in sucker rackets
are definitely OUT in fact they never got IN the in-

terview with Stuart Doyle was most stimulating we gath-
ered that Australia is a grand place for a film guy if he
is willing to work, be on the level, to live and let live

of course these requirements automatically eliminate a lot of
American film mugs from going to Australia make out
your own list and don't be surprised if some pal puts
your name on his list you can do the same that's
Reciprocity

• • • SPECIAL SHOWING in Washington, D. C.
to the Chinese Ambassador and members of embassy

staff of "War In China," the current March of Time re-
lease preceding the showing, Louis De Rochemont of M.
of T. gave a reception at the Hotel Carleton with a notable
list of guests including government officials, the Army, Navy,
diplomatic corps and newspaper men

T T T
• • • CHANGES IN the amusement dep't of the Chicago
Evening American Dorothy Deere is now M. P. Editor
replacing "Bob Reel" and Fi-ances Poole becomes assistant
editor. . . • AND don't forget that AMPA luncheon today at
Sardi's

« « « » » »

CTURES

TO FILL MONO. QUOTA

(Continued from Page 1)

tures, including 16 Westerns, for its

1938-39 program, Johnston said, this

being the same number as provided
by its current season lineup.

Company has completed about 60

per cent of its selling on 1937-38
product, said the president, and
stated that virtually all circuit

deals, except in New York are set.

So far Monogram has made deals

with 2,700 theaters and anticipates

selling 4,500 on the season, it was
declared.

Five top-cost pictures are sched-

uled for the new year, with titles as

follows: "Hoosier Schoolboy," "Pa-
radise Isle," "Atlantic Flight," "Boy
of the Streets," starring Jackie

Cooper and "Romance of the Lim-
berlost," based on a Gene Stratton-

Porter novel. E. B. Derr, associate
producer, immediately begins work
on "County Fair," Johnston an-
nounced. All deals with indepen-
dent distributors covering rights to

Monogram product have been made
on a 10-year basis, he said.

Para. Converted $216,631

of Stock During August

Washington Bureau of THE FILM T)AILY

Washington—Paramount Pictures,

Inc. has filed a report for August
with the SEC showing a restate-

ment of capital shares during the

period of Aug. 1, 1937 to Aug. 31

1937 of $216,631.
The shares were converted from

first and second preferred into com-
mon stock with 1,891 shares of the

first preferred and 4,480 shares of

the second preferred converted into

17,269 shares of common stock. Also
reported to the SEC was the disso-

lution of Paramount Properties Inc.

by the parent company.

Jam Handy Leases Space
Jam Handy Picture Service, Inc.,

has leased 3,000 square feet of space
in the General Motors Building, 1775
Broadway, to provide additional of-

fice and projection facilities, accord-

ing to Jamison Handy, Pi-esident.

Extensive improvements will be
undertaken at once by the lessee.

The new quarters will be in charge
of Thomas A. Calhoun.

"Zola" Starts In Frisco

San Francisco — Warner's "Zola"

starts roadshowine- at the Fox West
Coast St. Francis here today. Policv

will be two shows a day to a $1.65

evening top.

WEDDING BELLS

Tijuana, Mexico — Mae Clarke,
screen actress, and Stephen Ban-
croft, Pan American Airways pilot,

were married here. Miss Clarke will

retire. The couple will reside in Rio
de Janeiro.
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WHAT ARE THE

FACTS ABOUT

THE FILM

INDUSTRY TODAY?

a)

THERE ARE so many claims and counter-claims in the trade press that

some exhibitors far removed from sources of verification must indeed be

confused.

THE PURPOSE of this advertisement is not so much to sell contracts

for 1937-38 product (since the majority of M-G-M exhibitors have already

renewed) . .

.

THE REASON for this ad is simply to make you happy that you have

bought M-G-M again for the new season.

ONE HIT— or even two or three— do not make a dependable source of

picture supply for a long twelve months! The element of chance gives

practically every company bjg and small a certain average of success but

nowadays that average is not enough.

ONLY M-G-Mby virtue of its resources in stars, studio, writers, directors

and personnel is geared for the continuous delivery of important, big-size

and big-budget, star-blessed attractions.
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WE PROVED during this past summer that we could keep up M-G-M

hit-delivery even at a time of the year which has always been considered

an off-season.

i THERE IS NO such thing as an off-season to the public. They wanted

entertainment during July and August and we gave them "Day at the

Races/' "Captains Courageous," "Saratoga/' "Good Earth," "Broadway

Melody" to mention just a few. What a remarkable line-up! Millions of

dollars of screen diversion which would really make a commendable full

year's showing for any company . . . but it was just the summer group

from M-G-M!

WHAT FOLLOWS in the Fall is really unbelievable in the sense that

never before, not even by M-G-M, has there been maintained such a

tempo of big-time hit-production.

SO much so that there is wisdom in an observation often made by the

trade press that "M-G-M is an industry by itself"

CROWDING into September and October are such attractions as: "Big

City" starring Luise Rainer, Spencer Tracy (powerfully human, humorous

and dramatic); . . . a stirring production of "Madame X" with Gladys

George; . . . the best Joan Crawford picture in years "The Bride Wore Red"

with Franchot Tone, Robert Young; ... a history-making comedy by the

"Thin Man" stars

—

William Powell, Myrna Loy in "Double Wedding". . .

and "Conquest" the costliest production in M-G-M history starring Greta

Garbo with Charles Boyer, a truly remarkable entertainment ;..."Live f Love

and Learn" with Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell . . . and the popu-

lar-price release of the Road-Show Jeanette MacDonald in "The Firefly". .

.

THAT'S just a brief survey of what comes from the mighty studios of

) Q M-G-M up to the beginning of November, barely two months of the season

1937-38!

IT'S TRUE Leo's roaring louder than ever

—

and pridefully!
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* * a NEWS of the DAY * * QB
Paris, Tex.—The Grand Theater

here will be reopened Sept. 23, after
undergoing a complete remodeling
and refurnishing. Operated by In-
terstate Circuit, this theater will
have everything new within it ex-
cept the walls and the roof when
opened.

Indianapolis—Local Variety Club
has scheduled its seasonal formal
opening for Saturday.

Richmond, Va.—A. E. Lichtman
of Washington, D. C, is president
of the Home Theater Corp. and the
Globe Theater Corp., both of which
have just been chartered to operate
theaters. Fritz D. Hoffman of
Washington is secretary, E. J. Haley
of Washington is one of the incor-
porators.

Oneida, N. Y.—Several manageri-
al changes have been made in the
Kallet circuit. Howard Nadeau, of
the Madison here, goes to Pulaski;
James O'Brien goes from Pulaski to
Fulton; Raymond Seidenberg, Re-
gent, Syracuse, is sent to Canajo-
harie.

Chicago — The Star and Garter
Theater, under the Paley manage-
ment, has installed a modern RCA
sound system and modernized its

booth equipment.
The Haymarket Theater of the

Paley circuit has recently com-
pleted the installation of a modern
air conditioning system manufac-
tured by the Vilter Co. of Milwau-
kee.

Marengo, 111.—The new Colonial
Theater has been opened here by
W. A. Clark, Jr.

San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises recently acquired two
more new all-Negro talking pic-
tures, "Temptation" and "Under-
world," for release in the territory.

McMechen, W. Va.—The Midway
Theater here has been acquired by
Sperling and Lowe of Moundsville.

Culpepper, Va. — Construction of
the new Fairfax Theater here by
the Pitts' Amusement Co. has been
begun and will be completed short-
ly before Christmas. The house will

seat 929 persons, will be of brick
and it will be the first air-condi-
tioned auditorium in town.

Menominee, Mich.—John R. Boy-
um, formerly assistant manager of
the Strand in Madison, Wis., and

Pix to "Popularize" Church?
Spokane, Wash.—Triennial session of

the Genera! Council of the Episcopal

Church, meeting in Cleveland, 0., next
month, will be urged to adopt films for

visual sermons. Idea is the subject of
experiment here by the Very Rev.

Charles E. McAllister, associate secre-
tary of the Council. Cleric predicts

the wise selection of films will revive

the popularity of the church.

Films, Whist and Tennis, New English Idea
Stockport, Eng. (By Cable)—Empress, Ltd., will soon begin the erection at Denby

Lane and Manchester Road of a new 1,300-seat cinema, which will also have a dance
hall to accommodate 500, a whist hall to hold 200 tables, a nursery where parents
may leave their children, six tennis courts and a car park. Theater will be erected
on a site of three and a half acres. Co-directors of the venture are Harry Hitchen,
Mrs. Edith Hitchen, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Semple, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Cutts, H. E.

Goodson and H. V. B. Goodson. It is hoped to open the new theater next May.

public relations agent for the Ash-
ley Theaters Co. there, has been
named manager of the Fox Theater
here.

Athens, Wis. — The Village of
Athens is the owner of the new
Community Hall Theater here,
which has a seating capacity of 500.

Bald Knob, Ark.—A new film the-
ater, the Ritz, has been opened here
by F. G. Roberts.

Bridgeport, O.—Kemper Theaters,
Inc., has been chartered with R. T.
Kemper, Joseph C. Heinlein, Jr.,

and David H. James as principals.

Wittenberg, Wis.—Frank E. Hell-
strom has opened his new 750-seat
Badger Theater here.

Chicago—R. P. Bedore, recently
appointed factory representative for
the Vallen Co., reports Guercio and
Barthel has ordered two complete
units for Hoopston theaters and the
J. and R. Co. has placed an order
for a unit for the Gregory Theater
at Logansport, Ind.

Alice, Tex.—Jack Pickens Thea-
ters, Inc., of San Antonio, is plan-
ning to build a new 700-seater here.

Hancock, Mich.—Bernard Lassack
is now operating the Hancock The-
ater here, formerly conducted by
Carboneau Bros.

Asheville, N. C—E. J. Sparks of
Jacksonville and Miami, president
of United Theaters, Inc., owners of
104 motion picture houses in Flor-
ida, will build a $100,000 summer
home in Lake View Park here.

Minneapolis—Carl Norman, form-
er head contract clerk, has succeeded
Betty Stoller as private secretary
to 20th-Fox district manager
Levy. Taking Mr. Norman's place
is June Rom, former assistant con-
tract clerk. Miss Stoller had re-

signed.

Amarillo, Tex.—The State will be
the name of the remodeled Fair
Theater here when it reopens Octo-
ber 15 after undergoing a complete
modernization program.

Chicago — Film revivals are the
order of the day. B and K put on
"Trader Horn" for a week's show-
ing at the Garrick Theater and
plans for other revivals are under
consideration. The Monroe and
Clark theaters of the Trinz circuit

are constantly using revival pro-
grams to fill out their film bills.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer occasion-
ally try out one of the old-timers
in some of their houses.

Fond du Lac, Wis. — Henry Toi-
lette, former manager of the Orien-
tal Theater in Milwaukee, has been
named manager of the Retlaw The-
ater here.

Kerrville, Tex. — A new $30,000
theater is under construction here
for Jack Pickens of San Antonio.

Logan, W. Va.—Work will be be-
gun in a few days on the new thea-
ter F. Midelburg is to erect on a
Main St. site recently purchased
from Don Chafin for $90,000. The
new theater will cost approximately
$200,000, will seat 1,200 and will be
fully air-conditioned.

Chicago—The Iris Theater, under
direction of Frank Scott, has com-
pleted its modernization campaign
which included a modernistic front,

a new box-office and lobbies and
ultra modernistic powder room and
rest rooms. New screen and air-

conditioning system also have been
installed.

Keithsburg, 111. — Creighton &
Shaver of Kewanee plan an early
October opening for the new the-

ater they are erecting here. Con-
struction is proceeding rapidly.

Onarga, 111. — The Modernistic
Theater here was recently acquired
by Kerasotes Brothers of Spring-
field. It formerly was operated by
Irwin Gromoll. George Kerasotes
is the new manager of the house.

San Antonio — Milton Coalson of
the Majestic Theater staff, has been
shifted to the Texas Theater as
chief of service, succeeding Jimmy
Grimes.

Warrenton, Va.—The Pitts Fau-
quer Theater here is being exten-
sively remodeled.

East Haven, Conn.—Abel Jacocks
has reopened the Capitol after a
short closing for redecoration, new
lighting and carpeting. National
Theater Supply had the contract.

Cleveland, O.—Carter theater has
held over "Ecstasy" for a tenth
week.

New Orleans — Belief that this
city would see a modification of
theatrical policies during the coming
winter with a possible return of
vaudeville and stage plays, gained
ground when it was definitely
learned that Saenger executives had
played an important part in the

lease which turns the St. Charles! i

Theater over to a new theatrical
|

corporation. The lease, which is saici:

to be for five years at $10,000 a

year — exactly a third of what
Saenger used to pay when it leasee

the St. Charles years ago—takes

effect Oct. 1.

Manitowoc, Wis.—Articles of in-fl

corporation have been filed by thefj

Theater Corporation of Manitowoc
j|

with Robert S. Guiterman, Don
Fuller and Clara Marquardt as in-

corporators. Guiterman is operator
of the Capitol theater here.

Cincinnati — Mrs. Ethel Sparks,
Winchester, has announced Tom
Powell, formerly of The Bandbox
Theater, Springfield, as manager for

her new Capitol Theater, at Frank-
fort.

Detroit—Bill Potts of the M-G-l
office has been promoted to the ne\
post of supervisor of theater check-
ers in the territory.

Frankfort, N. Y.—Clarence DoppJ
operating the Strand, at Johnstown,|
is building a new house here.

Chicago—Jacob S. White has been)
named Indiana agent for Grand Na-
tional with offices in the Merchantsl
Bank Building, Indianapolis.

Cincinnati—Jean Custer, formerlyl
with Schine's at Lexington, hasl
broken ground for a new second-run

|

theater at Charleston, W. ,Va.

Utica, N. Y.—Dave Rosenbaum, I

Capitol, Elziabethtown, will manage I

the new Hollywood, Ausable Forks.

Chicago — John Neice, chief of]

service of the Chicago Theater, has
been promoted to assistant manager
of the Garrick Theater, succeeding
Harry Goodman, who is returning

j

to college.

Lincoln, Neb.—Theater activity in

this territory includes new sound
installation in Fay Honey's Tecum-
seh, Tecumseh, Neb., and new lamps
in Bob Livingston's Capitol here.

Remodeling activity has closed the
Rialto, Stromsburg, while Charles
Goodrich, manager, supervises the

job. The Stuart, Stuart, Neb., has
been bought by C. H. Briggs from
Clem Tramp. C. G. Griffith, Platts-
mouth, has complete control of his

home town with the purchase of the
400-seat Cass, from A. H. Blank.

Mexican Pix Sets Record
Mexico City—A new all-time record

for any picture, whether Mexican—or

foreign-made, is claimed by Produc-
ciones Alfonso Sanchez Tello's first

production, "Jalisco nunca Pierde^
("Jalisco Always Comes out on Top'"
which completed a four-week run
the Regis Theater here, having grosse

over 55,000 pesos, the highest for any
show's first-run. The pix, which is

being distributed by Bustamente and
De Fuentes, features Jorge Velez,
Esperanza Bauer, Carlos ("El Chaflan")
Lopez and Lorenzo Barcetata, and it

was directed by Chano Urueta.



r

§f we're including "Little

Women/' "Top flat/'

"Roberta" and all those

other record-holders
MKO-RABm has given

yovi in the past . .

.
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Of all the big shows promised from Hollywood this

season, the biggest one of them all comes from RKO
RADIO!..A picture so full of outstanding attraction values

as to draw record crowds.. .a show so overflowing with

entertainment qualities as to please those crowds and send

them away telling everybody they know not to miss it!...

PREPARE FOR ALL THE MONEY YOUR THEATRE
CAN EARN KEEP TIME OPEN FOR

AN EXTENDED RUN!...
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$00,000 TO IMPROVE

NO. CALIF. THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

and remodeling. Completely new
except for the bare frame of walls
is the Ritz in Stockton, on which
some $150,000 or more is being
spent in erection and equipment.
House will be approximately 1,000-
capacity.

Several thousand dollars have al-

ready been spent locally on minor
alterations to the 1,400-seat St.

Francis, FWC Market Street con-
tinuation-run, and on El Capitan,
suburban 1,500-seater. Approxi-
mately $50,000 is scheduled for the
1,800-seat FWC Peninsula, in Bur-
lingame, and for the 1,500-seat
Stanford in Palo Alto.
Golden State, which in association

with T. & D., Jr., operates some 80
theaters in the territory, has al-

ready opened the Haight and Ama-
zon, ace suburbans of around 1,000
capacity each, after extensive re-
modeling costing some $75,000 for
the pair.

In excess of $100,000 cost each
are the ambitious changes made on
the Milano Theater in North Beach
and the Uptown Theater, both 1,300-
seaters which are being completely
renovated and re-equipped beside
major alterations being made to

both houses. The Milano, severely
damaged by fire some months ago,
is virtually a brand new house.
The Uptown Theater reopens to-

morrow, and the Milano will open
later in the month. Both houses
were equipped with Erpi Mirro-
phonic, and Q.R.S. neon signs.
Blumenfeld Theater circuit is

spending some $25,000 on renovat-
ing the Tamalpais in San Anselmo
across the bay, while Harvey
Amusement Co. is reported prepar-
ing alteration plans for the Willow
in San Jose, recently acquired from
Robert Glover.
Most ambitious project in the

first-run field here was the $150,-

000 alteration and re-equipment job
authorized by Herman Cohen for his

1,200-seat United Artists and 1,400-

seat Embassy Theaters. The UA,
local outlet for United Artists pic-

tures, was fitted with the largest
marquee in 11 western states, while
both houses got streamlined vertical

neon signs, Mirrophonic sound, Sim-
plex projection outfits, and were
largely renovated internally. It is

planned to construct a "false front"
to the United Artists to eliminate
an unsightly setback, the theater
being a low building flanked by

s
Wendy Barrie No Bride

V/est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Wendy Barrie rises to re-

ark that reports of her marriage are,

say the least, exaggerted. At a press

conference at Universal yesterday, she
declared she had not even met Joliet's

(III.) William Lawrence, the reported
groom, and had not been away from
Hollywood for three months.

P.S. Miss Barrie's last pix is "A
Girl With Ideas," her next, "Prescrip-
tion for Romance."

A "JUttU" tie** "Ms
//

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

y^FTER 51 days of consistent
shooting, Director Irving Cum-

mings has completed the Buddy De-
Sylva production for Universal,
"Merry-Go-Round of 1938." Al-
though Universal executives have
already started negotiation? with
Cummings to remain to direct an-
other picture, Cummings is under
obligation to Walter Wanger for
another assignment before commit-
ting himself to any other organiza-
tion.

V V

Sir Anthony Falstomer, grandson
of one of England's foremost au-
thors of yesterday, has been induced
to visit Hollywood by W. P. Lips-
comb, prominent playwright-scenar-
ist, when the latter returns shortly
to resume work on the Paramount
script, "Beau Geste."

t

The Irene Rich Fan Club of San
Francisco which has over 6,000
members, recently dedicated their

new club quarters in the YMCA
building, and presented Miss Rich,
who was guest of honor, with an oil

painting done by one of the mem-
bers.

Cy Kendall and Joseph Downing
have been added to the cast of "Bor-
rowing Trouble," the new episode
in the life of the Jones Family,
soon to go into production at the
20th Century-Fox studios.

T T T
"Heart of Spain," documentary

short, will be shown on the road in

connection with the cross country
tour of two ambulances for Loyalist
Spain and donated by leading Holly-
wood actors, writers, directors and
technicians.

Painted across the sides of the
ambulances are the following
names: Betty Furness, Fred Keat-
ing, Frank Davis, Johnny Green,
Tess Schlesinger, Franchot Tone,
Lionel Stander, Arthur Richman,
Guy Endore, Dorothy Tree, Ben
Hecht, Herbert Biberman, Sidney
Buchman, Humphrey Cobb, Florence
Eldridge and Lewis Milestone.

T T T
Charles Cummings, the 24-year-

old tenor who was discovered while
singing with his own band in Bos-
ton, has been signed for a role in

Samuel Goldwyn's musical extrava-
ganza, "The Goldwyn Follies."

T
Marie Marks and Cynthia West-

lake, youthful RKO Radio contract
players, have been added to the
cast of "A Damsel in Distress,"
Fred Astaire's first solo starring
vehicle, which Pandro S. Berman is

producing.

T T V

Casting assignments—Paramount:
John Barrymore, "The Yellow
Nightingale"; 20th-Fox: Virginia
Field, Robert Kent, "Charlie Chan
at Monte Carlo"; Monogram: Elea-
nor Stewart, "Where Trails Divide";
Columbia : Margaret Armstrong,
Ray Whitley, Lee Prather, "Forgot-
ten Women"; Leonard Carey, Byron
Foulger, "The Awful Truth"; Don-
ald Briggs, Ruth Hilliard, "All-
American Sweetheart."

Pathe Film Corp. Buys

C-Lens System Rights

Courtland Smith, Jack Connolly
and Saul Rogers, through their con-
trolled companies, the F. M. M. H.
Co., Inc., and the C-Lens, Inc., have
sold to Pathe Film Corp. the world
rights for the manufacture and use
of their lens system and projector
in the micro-film field, Rogers said

yesterday. Micro-film photography
permits reduction of a large printed
page to a one inch square size after
which it can be restored to full six

by being shown through a projec-
tor. It has great value for preser-
vation of old records and for use by
banks, libraries and other institu-

tions.

Pathe will begin manufacture of
the lens and projector shortly.

taller ones on the city's main
thoroughfare.
Nasser Brothers, operators of

some eight subsequent runs in the
bay district, recently completed $5,-

000 revisions of the foyer and lobby
of their Royal Theater, which was
also furnished with a new marquee
sign. The Nasser American Theater
underwent some $20,000 worth of
face-lifting, and the Castro, recent-
ly severely damaged by fire, is to be
thoroughly refitted.

M. Loew To Erect New
1,400-Seater in N. Adams

North Adams, Mass. — Negotia-
tions have been completed for the
purchase of the Sherman property
by E. M. Loew Theaters, Inc., as the
site for a new 1,400-seat film thea-
ter, E. M. Loew of Boston, head of
the corporation, told The Film
Daily.
Loew is the present lessee and

operator of the Richmond Theater
in this city but his lease expires
next May when it will be taken over
by the Western Massachusetts The-
aters, Inc., of Springfield, which
also holds leases to the Paramount
Theater which it operates and the
uncompleted theater building to the
west which is owned, along with
Paramount by the Sullivan inter-

ests.

Report David Loew May
Produce Annual Musical

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It is strongly report-

ed that in addition to his Joe E.
Browns, David L. Loew is consid-
ering producing a musical that will

be first of a series of annual musi-
cals.

GRAND NATIONAL SETS

LOEW PRODUCT DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

for next season include: Saenger,
Sparks, Griffith and Great States.

Three houses have held the Cag-
ney production, "Something to Sing
About," for holdover playing time,
it was stated yesterday. Picture is

in its second week at the Hub,, Bos-
ton; Keith's, Cincinnati and the Gra-
nada, Spokane.

Hutchinson and King

Signed by Reliable Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry S. Webb and

Bernard B. Ray, Reliable heads, an-
nounce the signing of Charles V.
Hutchinson and Burton King as as-
sociate producers. Previously signed
for similar duties was Moe Sackin.

They will handle the 18 melodramas
included on Reliable's 1937-38 pro-

duction schedule. Also to be filmed

are eight musical westerns and four
exploitation specials.

Ecuador Asks Making

Of More Spanish Films

Quito, Ecuador (By Cable) —
Lieut. Col. Guillermo Burbano Ru-
eda, Education Minister in the mil-

itary Cabinet of President Federico

Paez, has asked Education Minis-

ters of all Latin-American nations

to request European motion picture

companies to produce Spanish films.

It is presumed similar requests will

be sent to the United States.

Keith's, Syracuse, Sets

Precedent With "Zola"

Syracuse, N. Y.—First pix to play

R-K-0 Schine-Keith's here on a

two-a-day policy, "The Life of

Emile Zola" will open a week's run
at the Schine-Keith pooled house on

Oct. 1.

Maynard Will Resume
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—When Ken Maynard,

western star, finishes his season

with Cole Brothers circus in Octo-

ber he will dash right back to Hol-

lywood and start work on a series

of six features for Grand National.

He is under contract to Grand Na-
tional for eight, and did the first

two last spring. Incidentally, he

will have his first chance to perform
before the home folks when the cir-

cus pitches in Hollywood next week.

Studio for Church Films

Norwood, Eng. (By Cable)—The form-

er Palladium here will be opened late

in September as a studio for the pro-

duction of religious films by Mrs. J. A.

Rank whose husband is identified with

the Religious Film Society as treasurer.

It is hoped to issue a religious film

service every week. Two hundred more
churches have been equipped with pro-

jection machinery.
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MOTION PICTURE

m

HARTFORD- 3 weeks

SAN DIEGO-3 weeks

SAN FRANCISCO -3rd week

ASBURY PARK

SACRAMENTO- Indefinite

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

CLEVELAND

SCRANTON

TOLEDO

ERIE

NEWARK, 0.

BRIDGEPORT

INDIANAPOLIS

BUFFALO

IPSWICH

TOMS RIVER, N. J.

WATERVILLE

Ictute

. . . andjust around the corner. . . GRACE MOORE in "I'LL TAKE ROMANCE "with MELVYN DOUGLAS



A Calender o$ "FeatuM Releases
An alphabetical list of English-speaking features released since May 1, 1937, together with pictures scheduled for release during the next few
months and pictures, either in production or completed, for which no release dates have been scheduled. Dates af'er titles are distributor ^^^^
release dates; FD: indicates date of FILM DAILY review. Names after review dates are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts

and production credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews.
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Title Release Date

A Lawman is Born (Rep.) 6-21-37
FD. 6-28-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Iris

Meredith

Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The (UA)
Tommy Kelly, Ted Limes, E. Patterson.

W. Brennan 9-17-37

Affairs of Cappy Ricks (Republic) . .5-24-37
FD: 5-29-37; Walter Brennan, Mary Brian.

African Holiday (Pearson)

Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th-Fox) .10-29-37
Eddie Cantor, Louise Hovick

All Over Town (Rep.) 9-8-37
FD: 8-26-37; Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson

Angel (Para.) 10-1-37
Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall

Angel's Holiday (20th-Fox) 6-4-37
FD: 4-27-37; Jane Withers, Robert Kent

Annapolis Salute (RKO) 9-10-37
FD: 8-17-37; James Ellison, Marsha Hunt

Another Dawn (Warner Bros.) ... 6-26-37
FD: 0-18-37; Kay Francis, Errol Flynn

Anything: for a Thrill (Conn)
FD: 6-22-37; Frankie Darro, Kane Rich-

mond
Armored Car (U) 6-20-37
FD: 6-22-37; Robert Wilcox. Judith Bar-

rett

Artists and Models (Para.) 8-12-37
FD: 8-5-37; Jack Benny, Gail Patrick

As Good as MarVied .(Universal) 5-9-37
FD: 5-20-37; John Boles, Doris Nolan

Atlantic Flig-ht (Mono.) 8-25-37
Dick Merrill

Back in Circulation (FN) 9-25-37
FD: 7-30-37; Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell

Bad Guy (M-G-M) 8-20-37
FD: 8-26-37; Bruce Cabot, Virginia Gray

Had Man's Territory (Warner Bros) Not set
Dick Foran

Bank Alarm (GN) 6-25-37
FD: 6-4-37; Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Barrier, The (Para.) 11-12-37
Leo Carrillo, Jean Parker

Battle of Greed (Crescent
FD: 1-4-37; Tom Keene, Gwynne Shipman

Beethoven's Great Love (French M.P. Co.)
FD: 1-29-37; Harry Baur. Arnie Ducaux

Behind the Headlines (RKO) 5-14-37
FD: 6-3-37: Lee Tracy, Diana Gibson

Behind the Mike (U) 9-26-37
Judith Barrett, John King-

Between Two Women (M-G-M) 7-9-37
FD: 6-29-37, Franchot Tone. Maureen

O'Sullivan
Big- City (M-G-M- 9-3-37
FD: 8-30-37, Spencer Tracy, Luise Rainer

Big- Shot, The (RKO) 7-23-37
FD: 7-20-37; Guy Kibbee, Cora Wither-

spoon
Big- Town Girl (20th-Fox) 12-17-37

Claire Trevor, Donald Woods
Black Aces (Universal) 9-5-37
FD: 8-25-37; Buck Jones, Kay Linaker

Blazing- Barriers (Mono.) 7-14-37
Frank ("Jr.") Cogrhlan. Florine McKin-
ney

Blazing- Sixes ( W. B.) 6-12-37
Dick Foran, Helen Valkis

Blonde Trouble (Para.) 8-6-37
FD: 8-11-37; Eleanor Whitney, Johnny

Downs
Blossoms on Broadway (Para.) ... .In Prod.

Edward Arnold. Shirley Ross
Boothill Brigade (Rep.) 8-2-37
FD: 8-11-37; Johnny Mack Brown, Claire

Rochelle
Boots and Saddles (20th-Fox) 10-8-37

Smith Ballew
Boots of Destiny (GN) 7-16-37
Ken Maynard

Border Cafe (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey, John Beal, Armida

Born Reckless (20th-Fox) 7-9 37
FD. 6-27-37; Rochelle Hudson, Brian
Donlevy

Borneo (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson

Bride Wore Red, The (M-G-M) 9-24-37
Crawford-Tone.-Robert Young

Broadway Melody of 1938 (M-G-M) . 8-13-37
FD: 8-17-37; Eleanor Powell, Robert

Taylor
Broken Blossoms (Imperial) 5-1-37

FD; 1-16-37; Dolly Haas. Emlyn Williams
Bulldog Drummond at Bay (Rep.) . . .8-31-37
FD: 7-23-37; John Lodge, Dorothy

Mackaill
Bulldog Drummond Comes Back (Para.)

9-24-37
John Howard, Louise Campbell

Title Release Date

Bulldog Drummond's Revenge (Para.)
1-28-38

John Barrymore, Louise Campbell

Cafe Metropole (20th-Fox) 5-7-37
FD: 4-29-37; L. Young, T. Power, A.
Menjou

Californians, The (20th-Fox) 7-16-37
FD: 7-7-37; Ricardo Cortez, Marjorie

Weaver
California Straight Ahead (Univ.) . . . .5-2-37
FD: 4-16-37; John Wayne, Louise Latimer

Captains Courageous (M-G-M) 6-26-37
FD: 3-29-37; Freddie Bartholomew, Spen-

cer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore

Carnival Queen (U) 10-3-37
Dorothea Kent, Robert Wilcox

Case of the Stuttering Bishop (W. B.)
6 5-37

FD: 8-10-37; Donald Woods, Ann Dvorak

Charlie Chan at the Olympics (20th-Fox)
5-21-37

Warner Oland. Katherine De Mille

Charlie Chan on Broadway (20th-Fox)
10-22-37

Warner Oland, Keye Luke
Cocktail Party (U.) 5-12-37

Lucille Page, Lew Parker

Come On. Cowboy! (Republic) 5-24-37
FD.: 6-21-37: R. Livingstone, R. Corri-

gan, M. Terhune
Confession (Warner Bros.) 8-28-37
FD: 7-20-37: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter

Conquest (M-G-M) 10-1-37
Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer

Damaged Goods (GN) 6-15-37
FD: 6-24-37: Pedro de Cordoba, Phyllis

Barry

Damsel in Distress (RKO) In Prod.
Fred Astaire, Joan Fontaine

Dance, Charlie. Dance (W. B.) 8-14-37
FD: 8-27-37: Stuart Erwin, Glenda

Farrell

Danger—Love at Work (20th-Fox) .10-5-37
Simone Simon, Jack Haley

Dangerous Adventure, A (Col.) 8-1-37

Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Dangerous Holiday (Rep.) 5-31-37
FD: 6-35-37: Ra Hould. Hedda Hopper

Dangerously Yours (20th-Fox) ... 11-12-37
Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks

Dark Journey (UA) 7-2-37

FD: 8-24-37.; Conrad Veidt, Vivien Leigh

David Harum—re-issue (20th-Fox) . .5-14-37
Will Rogers, Louise Dresser

Dawn to Dusk (Advance) 9-15-37
Margaret Morris. Bill Edwards

Dav at the Races. A (M-G-M) 6-11-37

FD- 6 15-37: Marx Bros.. Allan Jones.

Maureen O'Sullivan

Dead End (UA) 8-27-37

FD: 8-3-37: Sylvia Sidney, Joel McCrea

Dead March (Imp.)
FD: 8-19-37; Solo Doudauz, Al Rigoli

Devil is Driving, The (Col.) 6-25-37

FD: 7-20-37: Richard Dix. Joan Perry
Devil's Saddle Legion. The (WB) .. .8-14-37

Dick Foran. Anne Nagel
Dr Syn (GB) In Prod.

George Arliss
Doomed at Sundown (Rep.) 7-7-37

Bob Steele. Lorraine Hayes
Double or Nothing (Para.) 9-17-37

FD: 8-16-37: Bing Crosby, Martha Raye
Double Wedding (M-G-M) 10-15-37

William Powell. Myrna Loy
Draegerman Courage (F.N.) 5-15-37

Jean Muir. Barton MacLane
Dreaming Lips (U. A.) 5-28-37

FD: 5-20-37: Elisabeth Bergner. Ray-
mond Massey

Drums of Destiny (Crescent)

FD: 6-15-37- Tom Keene. Edna Lawrence
Easy Going (RKO) 7-9-37

Bert. Wheeler. Robert Woolsey
Easy Living (Para.) 7-16-37

FD: 7-7-37; Jean Arthur, Edward Arnold
Ebb-Tide (Para.) 11-19-37

Oscar Homolka. Frances Farmer, Ray
Milland

Emperor's Candlesticks (M-G-M) ... .7-2-37

FD: 6-29-37; Lusie Rainer, William
Powell

Empty Holsters (F.N.) 7-10-37
Dick Foran. Patricia Walthall

Escane by Night (Rep.) 9-20-37

FD: 8-31-37; William Hall, Anne Nagel

Title Release Date

Ever Since Eve (F.N.-Cosmo.) 7-17-37
FD: 6-22-37; Marion Davies, Robert

Montgomery
Exclusive (Para.) 7-30-37
FD: 7-22-37; Fred MacMurray, Frances
Farmer

Federal Bullets (Mono.) 9-23-37

Fifty-Second Street (UA) 9-30-37
Kenny Baker, Pat Patterson

Fight to a Finish (Col.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-1-37; Don Terry, Rosalind Keith

Firefly, The (M-G-M) 11-5-37
FD: 9-2-37; Jeanette MacDonald, Allan
Jones

First Lady (Warner Bros.)
FD: 9-3-37; Kay Francis, Preston Foster

Fit for a King (RKO) 10-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Joe E. Brown, Helen Mack

Fly Away Baby (W. B.) 6-19-37
FD: 7-12-37; Glenda Farrell, Barton
MacLane

Footloose Heiress (WB) 8-21-37
Ann Sheridan, Craig Reynolds

Forever Yours (G. N.) 5-15-37
FD: 6-8-37; Beniamino Gigli

Forlorn River (Para.) 7-2-37
Larry Crabbe, June M artel

Forty-five Fathers (20th-Fox) .... 12-10-37
Jane Withers, Thomas Beck

Forty Naughty Girls (RKO) 9-24-37
FD: 9-2-37; James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts

Four Marys, The (M-G-M) In Prod.
Myrna Loy, Franchot Tone

Frame Up. The (Columbia) 5-1-37
FD: 8-12-37; Paul Kelly, Jacqueline Wells

Furv and the Woman (Rialto) ... .6-22-37
FD: 4-5-37: William Gargan, Molly
Lamont

Galloping Dynamite (Ambassador)
FD: 7-8-37; Kermit Maynard

Gambling- With Souls (Jay Dee Kay)
Martha Chapin. Robert Frazer

Gangway (GB) 9-1-37
FD: 8-18-37; Jessie Matthews, Barry
Mack ay

General Hospital (M-G-M) 7-9-37
Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sullivan, Vir-

ginia Bruce
Ghost Ranger, The (Col) 6-30-37
Bob Allen. Barbara Weeks

Girls Can Play (Col.) 6-21-37
FD: fi-23-37; Charles Quigley, Jacqueline

Wells
Girl Said No. The (G. N.) 9-3-37
FD: 5-21-37: Irene Hervey. Robert Arm

strong
Girl Was Young. The (GB) In Prod.
Nova Pilbeam, Derrick De Marney

Girl With Ideas. A (U) 11-14-37
Wendy Barrie. Walter Pidgeon

Go Getter. The (W. B.) 5-22-37
FD: 4-27-37: George Brent. Anita Louise

Goldwyii Follies. The (UA) 12-25-37
Adolnbe Menjou. Phil Baker

Good Earth. The (M-G-M I 8-6-37
FD- 2-3-37: Paul Muni Louise Rainer

Government Agent (G. N.) 5-29-37
Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt

Great Gambini, The (Para. I 6-25-37
FD: 6-7-37: Akim TamiroFf Marian Mar<=li

Great. Hospital Mystery (RKO) ... .5-14-37
FD: 7-21-37: Jane Darwell. Sally Blane
Thomas Beck

Gun Lords of Stirrup Basin (Rep.) . .5-10-37
FD: 5-18-37: Bob Steel. Louise Stanley

Sunsmoke Banoh (Rep.) 5-5-37
FD: 9-9-37; The Three Mesquiteers, Julia
Thayer

Handy Andy (20th-Fox) (Reissue) .. 8-13-37
Will Roe-ers. Peggy Wood

Heidi ( 20th-Fox) 10-15-37
Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt

Hell Divers (M-GM: reissue) 6-4-37
Wallace Beery

Here's Flash Casey (GN) 9-10-37
Erie Linden, Boots Mallory

Heroes of the Alamo (Xydias)
FD: 8-6-37: Earl Hodgins, Ruth Findlay

Hideaway (RKO) 8-13-37
FD: 7-23-37: Fred Stone. Emma Dunn

Hideout in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter. Anthony Bushell

High, Wide and Handsome (Para. .. 10-1-37
FD: 7-22-37: Irene Dunne. Randolph Scott

Hitting a New High (RKO) In Prod.
Lily Pons. John Howard

Hollywood Cowboy (RKO) 6-28-37
FD: 4-4-37: Geo. O'Brien, Cecilia Parker

Title Release Date

Hoosier Schoolboy, The (Mono.) ... .7-7-3'

FD: 6-29-37: Mickey Rooney, Anne Nagel

Hopalong Rides Again (Para.) 8-20-37
FD: 8-17-37; William Boyd, Lois Wilde

Hotel Haywire (Para.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37, Leo Carrillo, Mary Carlisle

Hurricane, The (UA) 11-1-37
Dorothy Lamour. Jon Hall

I Cover the War (U.) 7-4-37
FD: 6-29-37; John Wayne, Gwen Gaze

I Met Him in Paris (Para.) 5-28-37
FD: 5-24-37: Claudette Colbert. Melvyn

Douglas

Idol of the Crowds (U) 10-10-37
John Wayne, Sheila Bromley

I'll Never Forget (M-G-M) 10-1-37

Island Captives (Prin.) 7-22-37
FD: 7-29-37: Eddie Nugent, Joan Barclay

It Could Happen to You (Rep.) .... 6-28-37
FD: 8-18-37; Alan Baxter, Andrea Leeds

It Happened in Hollywood (Col.) 9-7-37
Richard Dix, Fay Wray

It Happened Out West (20th-Fox) . .5-7-37
FD: 6-8-37: Paul Kelly, Judith Allen

It's All Yours (Col.) 9-5-37
FD: 7-28-37; Madeleine Carroll, Francis

Lederer

It's Love I'm After (FN) 11-20-37
FD: 7-30-37: Leslie Howard. Bette Davis

Jones Family in Big Business (20th-Fox)
6-18-37

FD: 4-13-37; Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane
Jones Family in Hot Water, The (20th-Fox)

9-24-37
Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane

Judge Priest (20th-Fox) Reissue. . 11-12-37
Will Rogers, Anita Louise

Kid Comes Back, The (WB)
Barton MacLane, June Travis

Kid Galahad (Warners) 5-29-37
FD: 4-4-37; Edw. G. Robinson, Bette
Davis

Killers of the Sea (Grand National) .5-8-37
FD: 5-11-37; Capt. Wallace Casewell

King of the Sierras (GN) 10-1-37
Rex and Sheik (trained horses)

King Solomon's Mines (GB) 8-26-37
FD: 7-2-37: C. Hardwick, R. Young. P.

Robeson
Kliou, the Killer (DuWorld) 8-14-37

FD: 8-23-37: All native cast

The King's People (Mindlin)
FD: 5-14-37: G. B. Shaw, John Drink-

water

Knight Without Armor (N. A.) 7-23-37
FD: 7-9-37; Marlene Dietrich, Robert

Donat

Lady Escapes, The (20th Fox) ... .7-23-37
FD: 6-2-37; Michael Whalen, Gloria Stu-

art

Lady Fights Back, The (U) 9-19-37
Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey

Lancer Spy (20th-Fox) 10-8-37
Maurice Moscovitch, Germaine Aussey,

Peter Lorre

Last Train from Madrid (Para.) ... .6-11-37
FD: 6-4-37; Doris Lamour. Gilbert Roland

Laughing Senor (20th-Fox) .12-10-37
Smith Ballew

Law for Tombstone (U) 10-10-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

League of Frightened Men (Col.) . .6-25-37
Irene Hervey, Walter Connolly

Legioo of Missing Men (Mono.) ... .8-4-37

Ralph Forbes, Ben Alexander
Life Begins in College (20th-Fox) . . .10-1-37

Ritz Brothers, Phyllis Brooks
Life of Emile Zola. The (WB) 10-2-37
FD: 7-2-37: Paul Muni, Gale Sondergaard

Life of the Party (RKO) 9-3-37
FD: 8-24-37; Gene Raymond, Harriet

Hilliard
Little Buckaroo (F. N.) 5-15-37

Dick Foran, Jane Bryan
Live. Love and Learn (M-G-M) ... 10-2J

Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell
Look Out for Love (GB)
Anna Nagle, Tullio Carminati

Look Out, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) .. 11-26-37
Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson

London by Night (M-G-M) 7-30-37
FD: 7-20-37; George Murphy, Rita John-

son
Lost Horizon (Columbia) 9-1-37

FD: 3-4-37: Ronald Colman, Jane Wyatt

7
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Title Release Date

Love and Hisses (20th-Fox 12-31-37
Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie, Simone Si-

mon
Love from a Stranger (U. A.) ... .5-14-37
FD: 4-21-37; Anne Harding, Basil Rath-

bone

Love in a Bungalow (Universal) .. .6-27-37

FD: 7-7-37: Kent Taylor, Nan Grey

Love on Toast (Para.) In Prod.
John Payne, Stelle Ardler

Love Under Fire (20th-Fox) 8-20-37
FD: 8-16-37: Loretta Young, Don
Ameche

Loves Takes Flight (G.N.) 8-13-37
FD: 7-30-37; Bruce Cabot, Beatrice

Roberts

Luck of Roaring Camp (Mono.) .. .8-18-37
Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury

Madame X (M-G-M ) 10-22-37
Gladys George, Warren William

Make a Wish (RKO Radio) 8-27-37
FD: 8-27-37; Bobby Breen, B. Rathbone,
M. Claire

Man in Blue (Universal) 5-30-37
FD: 9-1-37; Robert Wilcox, Nan Grey

Man Who Cried Wolf (U) 8-29-37

FD: 8-19-37; Lewis Stone, Barbara Reed,
Tom Brown

Manhattan Melodrama (M-G-M) reissue
8-2-37

Gable-Loy-Powell

Mannequin (M-G-M) In Prod.
Joan Crawford, Spencer Tracy

Married Before Breakfast (M-G-M) .6-18-37
FD: 7-26-37: Robert Young, Florence

Rice

Marry the Girl (WB) 7-31-37
FD: 7-13-37; Mary Boland, F. McHugh,

H. Herbert

Meet the Boy Friend (Rep.) 7-5-37
FD: 7-19-37; Carol Hughes, David Carlyle

Meet the Missus (RKO) 6-11-37
Victor Moore. Helen Broderick

Melody for Two (Warner Bros) ... .5-1-37
FD: 1-12-37; James Melton, Patricia Ellis

Melody of the Plains (Spectrum)
FD: 4-2-37: Fred Scott, Louise Small

Merry-Go-Round of 1938 (U) 10-24-37
Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr

Mexican Quarter (RKO) 6-4-37
Harry Carey. John Beal, Armlda

Michael O'Halloran (Rep.) 5-15-37
FD: 5-6-37; Wynne Gibson. Warren Hull

Midnight Madonna (Para.) 7-2-37
FD: 6-8-37; Warren William, Mady Cor-

rell

Mile a Minute Love (Ace)
FD: 4-6-37: William Blakewell, Arietta

Duncan
Mountain Music (Para.) 6-18-37
FD: 6-14-37; Bob Burns. Martha Raye

Mr. Dodd Takes the Air (WB) 8-21-37
FD: 7-29-37: Kenny Baker, Gertrude

Michael

Music for Madame (RKO) 10-1-37
FD: 9-15-37; Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine
Nino Martini. Joan Fontaine

My Dear Miss Aldrich (M-G-M) 9-17-37
Edna May Oliver, Walter Pidgeon

My Wife (M-G-M) 9-3-37
Josephine Hutchinson, George Murphy

Mystery of the Hooded Horsemen (GN)
8-6-37

FD: 7-30-37; Tex Ritter, Iris Meredith
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M) reissue .. 8-6-37

Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MaeDonald
I Navy Blue and Gold (M-G-M) ... .In Prod.

Robert Young, Florence Rice
New Faces of 1937 (RKO) 7-2-37
FD: 6-29-37: Milton Berle, Joe Penner,

Harriet Hilliard
Night Club Scandal (Para.)

John Barrymore, Louise Campbell
Night Key (Universal) 5-2-37
FD: 4-21-37: Boris Karloff. Polly Rowles
'A of Mystery, A (Para.) 5-21-37

ioe Karns, Ruth Coleman
op New York ( GB )

Anna Lee, John Loder
North of the Rio Grande (Para.) .6-28-37
FD: 6-22-37; Wm. Boyd, Bernadene

Hayes
Nothing Sacred (UA) In Prod.

Carole Lombard, Fredric March
Oh ! Doctor (Universal) 5-16-37
FD: 4-22-37: Edward Everett Horton,

Eve Arden
On Again—Off Again (RKO) 7-9-37
FD: 7-12-37; Wheeler & Woolsey

Ni>*fto)

Title Release Date

On Such a Night (Para.) 8-27-37
FD: 8-16-37; Karen Morley, Alan Mow-

bray

One Hundred Men and a Girl (U) . .9-12-37
FD: 9-3-37; Deanna Durbin, A. Menjou,
M . Auer

One Mile from Heaven (20th-Fox) . .8-13-37
FD: 7-20-37; Claire Trevor, Douglas Fow-

ley

Outer Gate (Mono.) 8-14-37
Ralph Morgan, Kay Linaker

Outlaws of the Orient (Col) 8-20-37
Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Over the Goal (Warner Bros.) ... .10-16-37
William Hopper, Doris Weston

Paradise Isle (Mono.) 7-28-37
FD: 7-7-37; Movita, Warren Hull

Parnell (M-G-M-) 6-4-37
FD: 6-7-37; Clark Gable, Myrna Loy

Partners in Crime (Para.) 10-8-37
FD: 9-8-37; Lynne Overman, Muriel Hut-
chinson

Partners of the Plains (Para.) ... .In Prod.
William Boyd

Phantom Ship (Guaranteed Picts.) .Not set

FD: 2-15-37; Bela Lugosi, Shirley Grey

Pick a Star (M-G-M) 5-21-37
FD: 4-20-37; Patsy Kelly. Jack Haley

Prairie Thunder (FN) 9-11-37
Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy

Prince and the Pauper (F. N.) 6-8-37
FD: 4-8-37: Errol Flynn, Billy and Bobby
Mauch

Prisoner of Zenda, The (UA) 8-20-37
FD: 9-2-37; R. Colman, M. Carroll, D.
Fairbanks, Jr.

Public Wedding (Warners) 7-10-37
FD: 9-3-37; Jane Wyman, William Hopper

Range Defenders (Rep.) 6-30-37
FD: 7-9-37; Three Mesquiteers, Eleanor

Stewart

Rangers Step In, The (Col.) 8-8-37
Bob Allen, Eleanor Stewart

Reckless Ranger (Col.) 5-30-37
Bob Allen, Louise Small

Red Lights Ahead (Chesterfield) .. .In Prod.

Red Mill, The (M-G-M) In Prod.
Allan Jones, Delia Lind

Red Rope, The (Rep) 7-19-37
FD: 7-19-37; Bob Steele, Lois January

Rendezvous in the Alps (GN) 7-23-37
Jane Baxter, Anthony Bushell

Renfrew of the Royal Mounted (GN) 9-17-37
Jimmy Newill

Reported Missing (U) 8-15-37
FD: 9-1-37; Jean Rogers

Return of Raffles (Invincible) In Prod.
Rhythm in the Clouds (Rep.) 6-14-37
FD: 6-18-37; Patricia Ellis, Warren Hull

Riders of the Dawn (Mono.) 9-9-37
FD: 8-17-37; Jack Randall

Riders of the Rockies (GN) 7-2-37
FD: 8-30-37: Tex Ritter

Riding on Air (RKO) 6-18-37
FD- 6-28-37; Joe E. Brown, Florence Rice

River of Missing Men, The (Col.) . 10-31-37
FD: 9-9-37; Jack Holt, Wynne Gibson

River of Unrest, The (GB)
FD: 8-18-37; John Loder, Antoinette Cel-

lier

Road Back, The (Universal) 8-1-37
FD: 6-18-37: John King, Barbara Read

Road Show (M-G-M) In Prod.
J. Barrymore, O. Hardy, P. Kelly, L.

Roberti
Roaring Timber (Col.) 7-4-37
FD: 8-21-37; Jack Holt, Grace Bradley

Roll Along, Cowboy (20th-Fox) 10-8-37
Smith Ballew, Cecilia Parker

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm (Rep.) ... .5-12-37
FD: 5-1-37: Gene Autry, Armida

Rustler's Valley (Para.) 7-23-37
William Boyd. Muriel Evans

San Quentin (Warner Bros.) 8-7-37
FD: 8-6-37; Pat O'Brien, Humphrey

Bogart
Saratoga (M-G-M) 7-23-37

FD: 7-19-37: Jean Harlow, Clark Gable
Sea Racketeers (Rep.)
FD: 8-20-37; Weldon Heyburn, Warren

Hymer
Second Honeymoon (20th-Fox) .. .11-19-37

Loretta Young, Tyrone Power
Shadow Strikes, The (GN) 7-9-37
FD: 7-9-37; Rod La Rocque, Lynn Anders

Shadows of the Orient (Mono.) 8-18-37
Regis Toomey, Esther Ralston

Shall We Dance (RKO) 5-7-37
FD: 4-30-37: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers

Shanghai Deadline (20th-Fox) 12-3-37
Cesar Romero, Virginia Field

Title Release Date

She Asked for It (Para.) 9-10-37
FD: 8-30-37; Wm. Gargan, O. Heyward,
V. Osbourne

She Didn't Want a Sheik (Rep.) 8-2-37
Ramon Novarro. Lola Lane

She Had to Eat (20th-Fox) 6-11-37
FD: 7-23-37; Jack Haley, Rochelle Hudson

She's No Lady (Para.) 8-20-37
John Trent, Ann Dvorak

Sheik Steps Out, The (Rep.) 9-6-37
FD: 7-29-37: Ramon Novarro, Lola Lane

Shoes with Rhythm (Universal) 6-9-37
Frances Williams. Billy Reed

Sing and Be Happy (20th-Fox) 6-25-37
FD: 6-22-37; Tony Martin, Leah Ray

Sing. Cowboy Sing (G. N.) 6-22-37
Tex Ritter

Sing While You're Able (Melody)
FD: 3-24-37; Pinky Tomlin, Toby Wing

Singing Marine (Warner Bros.) 7-3-37
Dick Powell, Doris Weston

Slave Ship ( 20th-Fox ) 7-2-37
FD: 6-17-37; Warner Baxter, W. Beery, E.

Allen

Slim (F. N.).. 6-12-37
FD: 6-11-37: Pat O'Brien, Henry Fonda,

Margaret Lindsay

Small Town Boy (GN) 7-30-37
Stuart Erwin, Joyce Compton

Smoke Tree Range (U.) 6-6-37
Buck Jones, Muriel Evans

Some Blondes Are Dangerous (U)
William Gargan, Dorothea Kent

Something to Sing About (GN) ... .9-3-37
FD: 8-31-37; James Cagney, Evelyn Daw

Sophie Lang Goes West (Para.) 9-10-37
G. Michael, B. Borland, S. Storme

Souls at Sea (Para.) 9-3-37
FD: 8-10-37; Gary Cooper. George Raft,

Frances Dee

Spanish Earth (Cont. Historians)
FD: 8-27-37

Squadron "B" (Advance) 11-1-37
Bill Edwards, Margaret Morris

Stage Door (RKO) 10-8-37
FD: 9-13-37; Katharine Hepburn, Ginger
Rogers, B. Meredith

Stampede (Col.) 6-8-37
FD: 11-27-36; Charles Starret. Finis

Barton

Stella Dallas (UA) 8-6-37
FD: 7-27-37; Barbara Stanwyck, John

Boles

Super Sleuth (RKO) 7-16-37
FD: 7-13-37: Jack Oakie, Ann Sothem

Sweetheart of the Navy (GN) 6-18-37
FD: 6-18-37: Erie Linden, Cecilia Parker

Take the Heir (RKO, 7-23-37

Talent Scout (Warners) 7-24-37
FD: 8-21-37; Donald Woods, Jeanne Mad-

den
Talk of the Devil (G. B.) 6-1-37

FD: 6-18-37: Ricardo Cortez, Sally Eilers
Tarzan's Revenge (20th-Fox) 12-3-37

Glenn Morris
Telephone Operator (Mono.) 9-30-37
Tenth Man. The (G. B.) 5-16-37

John Lodge, Antoinette Cellier
Texas Trail (Para.) 11-26-37

William Boyd, Judith Allen
That Certain Woman (WB) 9-11-37

FD: 8-2-37; Bette Davis, Henry Fonda
That's My Story (U) 10-31-37

Claudia Morgan, William Lundigan
There Goes My Girl (RKO) 5-21-37
FD: 5-29-37; Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

They Gave Him a Gun (M-G-M) 5-14-37
FD: 5-17-37: F. Tone, S. Tracy. Gladys

George
They Won't Forget (W.B.) 7-14-37
FD: 6-14-37; Claude Rains, Gloria Dickson

Thin Ice (20th-Fox) 9-3-37
FD: 8-24-36; Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power

Think Fast, Mr. Moto (20th-Fox) . .8-27-37
FD: 4-6-37; Peter Lorre. Virginia Fields

Thirteenth Chair (M-G-M) 6-7-37
FD: 4-4-37; Whitty. Evans. Stone

Thirteenth Man (Mono.) 6-30-37
FD: 8-3-37; Weldon Weyburn, Inez

Courtney
This is My Affair (20th-Fox) 5-28-37
FD: 5-18-37; Barbara Stanwyck, Robert

Taylor
This is My Wife (M-G-M) In Prod.

Josephine Hutchinson, Cliff Edwards
This Way, Please (Para.) 10-29-37
FD: 9-15-37; Charles "Buddy" Rogers,
Betty Grable

Thrill of a Lifetime (Para.) In Para.
Leif Erikson, Betty Grable

Title Release Date

Thunder Trail (Para.). 10-22-37
Gilbert Roland, Marsha Hunt
Timberesque (Syndicate)
FD: 7-8-37; Barry Norton

Toast of New York (RKO-Radio) .. .7-30-37
FD: 7-13-37; Edward Arnold, Frances
Farmer

Topper (M-G-M) 7-16-37
FD: 7-12-37; Constance Bennett; Cary

Grant

Tough to Handle (Conn.)
Frankie Darrow, Kane Richmond

Tovarich (Warner Bros.)
Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer

Trailing Trouble (GN) 8-27-37
Ken Maynard

Trouble at Midnight (U) 10-17-37
Noah Beery, Jr., Catherine Hughes

Turn Off the Moon (Para.) 5-14-37
FD: 4-4-37; Charlie Ruggles, Eleanor

Whitney

Two-Fisted Sheriff (Col.) 6-15-37
Charles Starrett, Barbara Weeks

Two Who Dared (G. N.) 6-8-37
FD: 7-12-37: Henry Wilcoxon, Anna Sten

Two of Us. The (GB) 7-10-37
Jack Hulbert

Under the Red Robe (20th-Fox) .. .6-21-37
FD: 6-1-37; Conrad Veidt. Annabella.
Raymond Massey

Varsity Show (WB) 9-4-37
FD: 8-16-37: Dick Powell, Priscilla and

Rose Marie Lane
Venus Makes Trouble (Columbia) . .6-14-37
FD: 5-18-37: James Dunn, Patricia Ellis

Victoria the Great (RKO) 10-22-37
Anton Walbrook, Anna Neagle

Wallaby Jim of the Islands (GN) . .9-24-37
George Houston

Walter Wanger's Vogues of 1938 (UA)
7-30-37

FD: 8-7-37; Joan Bennett. Warner Baxter
Wee Winnie Winkie (20th-Fox) 7-30-37
FD: 6-28-37; Shirley Temple, Geo. Hassell

Wells Fargo (Para.) In Prod.
Joel McCrea, Frances Dee

Westbound Limited (Universal) ... .7-11-37
Lyle Talbot, Polly Rowles

Western Gold (20th-Fox) 8-27-37
Smith Bellew, Heather Angel

Westland Case (U) 11-7-37
Preston Foster, Frank Jenks

What Price Vengeance (Rialto Prods.) . . .

FD: 4-2-37; Lyle Talbot, Wendy Barrie
When Thief Meets Thief (U.A.) 6-4-37
FD: 6-15-37; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Valerie Hobson
Where There's a Will (GB) 7-26-37

Will Hay
Where Trails Divide (Mono.) In Prod.
Tom Keene

White Bondage (W. B.) 6-19-37
FD: 8-27-37; Jean Muir, Gordon Oliver

Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox)
10-17-37

FD: 9-8-37; Loretta Young, W. Baxter,
V. Bruce

Wild and Wooly (20th-Fox) 9-10-37
FD: 7-19-37; Jane Withers. Walter Bren-

nan
Wild Money (Para.) 7-9-37

FD: (j-22-37; Edward Everett Horton,
Louise Campbell

Wildcatter, The (Universal) 6-6-37
FD: 6-14-37; Scott Colton, Jean Rogers

Windjammer (RKO) 8-6-37
George O'Brien, Constance Worth

Wine, Women and Horses (WB) 9-11-37
Ann Sheridan, Barton MaeLane

Wings Over Honolulu (Universal) . .5-23-37
FD: 5-24-37; Ray Milland, Wendy Barrie

Woman Chases Man (U. A.) 6-7-37
FD: 4-27-37; Miriam Hopkins, Joel
McCrea

Women Men Marry, The (M-G-M) . . .9-10-37
George Murphy, Josephine Hutchinson

Women With Wings (20th-Fox) . . .12-24-3 1

}

Rochelle Hudson, Joan Marsh
You Can't Beat Love (RKO) 6-25-37

FD: 6-28-37; Preston Foster, Joan
Fontaine

You Can't Have Everything (20th-Fox)
8-6-37

FD: 7-28-37: Alice Faye. Ritz Brothers,
Don Ameche

Yodeliu' Kid from Pine Ridge (Rep.)
6-14-37

Gene Autry, Betty Bronson
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COLUMBIA DIRECTORS

RE-ELECTED AT MEET

{Continued from Page 1)

session from which the press was
barred. Jack Cohn presided as vice-

president and J. L. Barbano, assis-
tant treasurer, acted as secretary.
Via resolution, the meeting ratified

actions of the board, the finance
committee and officers of the corpo-
ration. Announcement was made
that "Lost Horizon" opens at the
Music Hall Sept. 23.

Dr. A. H. Giannini, who, with
Harry and Jack Cohn, handles the
company's voting trust arrangement,
was present.

Rules Proposed Amendment
to CFI Certificate Void

(Continued from Page 1)

amendment had been approved by
the requisite vote of the stockhold-
ers but because of the preliminary
injunction issued in this cause it had
not yet been effectuated by a filing
and recording as required by law.
The proposed amendment would

have increased the preferred stock
from 400,000 shares to 500,000
shares; accumulated dividends on
preferred had been reduced from $2
a share to $1 a share.

St. Louis Variety Club's

Picnic Set for Sept. 30

St. Louis, Mo. — The St. Louis
Variety Club will hold an all-day
picnic at the North Hills Country
Club in St. Louis County on Sept.
30. The program will include golf-
ing, swimming, baseball and races
during the day and a dinner dance
at night.

Warners Playing Mono.
Cleveland, O.—As a result of a

deal by Nate Schultz, Monogram
franchise owner and Saul Bragin,
head Warner theater booker, War-
ners will play Monogram pictures
this season in many of its impor-
tant situations in this territory in-
cluding the Colonial theater, Akron,
and the Uptown and Variety the-
aters, Cleveland.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN SY

THE PRESS

AGENT

For her role in "Between Two Wom-
en," Maureen O'Sullivan, studied for

two days learning how to correctly

make a hospital bed.—M-G-M.

11&M*W3 6% Hew ?U*n$
FOREIGN

"Baltic Deputy"
Amkino 94 mins.

RUSSIAN DRAMA BASED ON HISTOR-
ICAL FACT MARKS ADVANCE IN SOV-
IET FILMS.

In this splendidly-told story, two new
Soviet directors and a hitherto uncelebrated

actor have produced a picture that marks

a distinct advance in Soviet film-making.

Taking a story dealing with the turmoil of

revolutionary days when bread looters and

profiteers were shot in the street, when
barricades were everywhere about and the

civil war was at its height, the film man-
ages to avoid martial emphasis using only

enough to establish the background of the

film and telling the rest of its story in

straight cinematic terms. The film is

based on the life of the great Russian

scientist, Klement Timiriazev, who taught

at Cambridge and Oxford and was awarded

the Newton Mantle for his work. Timirazev,

one of the few outstanding Russian scien-

tists to back the Soviets in their revolu-

tionary campaign, was later elected a dele-

gate to the Leningrad Soviet by the sailors

of the Baltic Fleet. Here he denounced

his fellow scientists for failing to aid the

Soviets and predicted that such aid would

come. Nikolai Cherkassov as the old pro-

fessor gives a distinguished performance.

Rest of the principals are excellent.

Cast: Nikolai Cherkassov, Marta Doma-
sheva, Boris Livanov, Otto Zgakov and Alex-

ander Melnikov.

Producer, Lenfilm, Leningrad; Directors,

Alexander Zarkhi, Joseph Heifetz; Au-

thor, Leonid Rakhmanov; Screenplay, David

Deli, Alexander Zarkhi, Leonid Rakhmanov,

Joseph Heifetz; English titles, Julien Leigh;

Music by Nikolai Timofeev; Cameraman,

Moissaye Paplan. Presented at the Cameo
Theater.

"Meltosagos
Kisasszony"
("Blame It on Love")

Danubia 82 Mins.

LIGHT, INTERESTING LOVE STORY
WITH GOOD CLIMAX, WILL PLEASE

FOREIGN PIX FANS.

Audiences acquainted with the Hungar-

ian language will find this love story

pleasing diversion, and fans of foreign film

productions in general will also discover in

its sequences sufficient to entertain them

because the screenplay is readily decipher-

able; the performances of Zita Szeleckzy

and Lajos Basthy are competently ren-

dered; and the technical aspects of the

attraction demonstrate skill of its makers.

The story deals with a romance which de-

velops between the daughter of a wealthy

family and her young brother's tutor. Be-

cause of a difference in social standing,

the girl looks down upon the tutor. But

her realization that she is really in love

with him dawns forcibly upon her, and in

particular earnest, when he rescues his

young pupil from a blizzard. The storm

is used as the climax scene and is genu-

inely dramatic. Of course there is a happy
ending with parental blessings on the ro-

mance. Cast is effective. Bela Balogh's

direction is peppy.

Cast: Julius Csortos, Lili Berky, Lajos

Basthy, Gero Maly, Giza Bathory, Zita

Szeleczky, Gyuri Devenyi, Mariska Visary.

A Mezgokep production; Director, Bela

Balogh; Authors, Bela Szepes, Paul Vary.

Presented at the Modern Playhouse.

SHORTS
Paramount Pictorial

Paramount 10 mins.
Nice Variety Appeal

Opens with some statistical data
on the number of horses in the
United States and showing how
they are variously occupied in aid-
ing sport and industry. Then fol-

lows a fine seascape of the coast of
Nova Scotia with beautiful shots of
the waves breaking high over the
rocky coast. Narrated by David
Ross, this little interlude is a gem.
The reel finishes with a story of the
gramophone record, with Duke El-
lington's band being recorded for a
number of hot swing music. The
process of making the record is

shown in all the various steps to
the completed product that plays
back the number you have just
heard Ellington's band deliver.

"It's A Good Stunt"

(Paragraphics)
Paramount 10 mins.

Last Word in Stunting

Here is a highly dramatic reel

packed with thrills, as the daredevil
stunt men do their stuff. Among the

VITTORIO MUSSOLINI

HAL ROACH'S PARTNER

j S-

(Continued from Page 1)

with Hal Roach in a new producing
venture in Italy. Understanding is

that the firm has plans to make four
operas at a total cost of $6,000,000,
with the pictures to be produced in
Rome. Mussolini's trip to Holly-
wood is to hire technical crews, ac-
cording to spokesmen for the Roach
studios.

Two N. Y. Firms Fold

Albany—A certificate has been
filed in the office of the Secretary
of State dissolving the corporate ex-
istence of Joey Gold Theater Ticket
Service, Inc., New York City.
Motion Picture Export Corp.

|

through Rudolph Schimel, attorney,
Rockefeller Center, also has filed

a certificate dissolving its corporate
existence.

shots that will set your audience's
nerves to jumping are a human fly

crawling up the side of an office

building; three acrobats doing their
act on the roof ledge of the Empire
State Building; a trapeze performer
hanging by his legs from his tra-

pezes suspended below the blimp that
flies over New York. There are
many other shots of death-defying
stunt men that form the finest col-

lection of such material ever pre-
sented in any short.

Attention!
All Users of Music
SPA-
THE SONG WRITERS'

PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION—

at a general meeting held at the Hotel Astor in New York
City on August 24, 1937, resolved to obtain a final adjudica-

tion as to the ownership of various rights, e.g., the small

rights which they vest in ASCAP, the transcription, syn-
chronization, recording and television rights, and ALL
FUTURE RIGHTS which may hereafter come into exist-

ence, which they vest in their organization, SPA.

This Resolution
members—

was passed by Eastern and Western

IN BOTH CASES
UNAN IMOUSLY.

IRVING CAESAR
President

L WOLFE GILBERT
Vice-President

(West Coast Rep.)

Will
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Three Coasf Guilds Challenge IA T SWS^t&isdiction

COSTS COMPEL THEATERSJO RAISE PRICES-SPITZ

Expect Attendance of 300 at Allied A. C Convention

The Impossible
. . and "100 Men and a Girl"

== By CHESTER B. BAHN =====

PROBABLY the easiest and sorriest mis-

take you can make in this merry biz

is to tell yourself—and others—that "it

can't be done".

Wait long enough, and you'll find your-

self answered effectively by some one who
proves that the supposedly impossible can

be achieved.

Consider, for a moment, the illustration

provided by Universal's gift to the na-

tion's box offices, "100 Men and a Girl".

For one thing, this Deanna Durbin vehicle

departs from the conventional boy-meets-

girl formula, a standard Hollywood product.

That in itself again answers one very

familiar "it-can't-be-done".

o

BUT certainly as important, probably

even more important, is the picture's

departure from the prevalent screen mus-

ical pattern. The picture dares to go

symphonic and that in a big way. There

are compositions by Mozart, Tschaikowski,

Berlioz, Wagner, Liszt, Verdi and Herold,

and, on the popular side, a single Railey-

Robyn number.

The critical and, better still, the public

reaction to "100 Men and a Girl" is a

telling answer to those who have scouted

the suggestion that orchestral classics

might be profitably adapted to the popu-

lar screen's needs.

It could be done, after all.... And so

can many another thing now held impos-

sible when the right combination of brains

takes shape.

That's that.

Yamins and Myers Among
Those to Address Meet-

ings Next Week
Attendance of about 300 is ex-

pected at the annual Eastern reg-
ional meeting of Allied and annual
convention of Allied Theaters of
New Jersey Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday at the Ritz Carlton, At-
lantic City. Speakers will include
Nathan Yamins, national pi'esident,

and Abram F. Myers, chairman of

the board and general counsel.
Convention is likely to act on an

(Continued on Page 4)

DEFER HAYS PARLEY

ON 16 MM. PICTURES

"Ali Baba" to Roxy
Under a new switch in bookings, the

Eddie Cantor vehicle, "Ali Baba Goes
to Town," will play the Roxy, instead

of the Rivoli, and "Wife, Doctor and
Nurse," originally scheduled for the
Roxy, plays the Rivoli.

SILBERBERG AT COL,

BUT NOT COHN A

Next meeting of the Hays asso-
ciation's board of directors will not
be held until October inasmuch as
more time is required to complete
the report on the 16 mm. film sit-

(Continued on Page 20)

Erpi Third Quarter Biz

Starts With Order Rush

Equipment sales are opening the

fall season at a brisk rate, accord-
ing to an announcement made by
Erpi yesterday. Contracts for the

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mandel Silberberg,

prominent film attorney, will open
an office at the Columbia studios,

but reports that he would become
an executive aide to Harry Cohn,
president of Columbia, are denied.
It was said his studio work will be
confined to legal matters and that
he will continue his private prac-

(Continued on Page 23)

ABFD Releasing 75 GN
Pix in England in 2 Yrs.

Associated British Film Distribu-

tors will handle 75 Grand National
pictures in Great Britain over a per-

iod of two years under its present
deal, it was stated at the Amer-
ican company's home office yester-

day when denial was made that a
new arrangement with the Reginald

(Continued on Page 4)

SOMETHING more than merely local im-

port attaches to the joint theater-news-

jpAQer poll of film patrons' desires announc-

( '.In St. Louis by Fanchon & Marco and

Vj^Fcity's afternoon daily, The Star-Times.

That all 400,000 questionnaires to be

distributed will be returned is unlikely,

but certainly there will be sufficient to

provide a definite index. The vote on the

duals versus singles and shorts issue should

be enlightening all the way 'round. The
(Continued on Page 2)

Actors, Writers, Directors' Guilds

Claim Exclusive Bargaining Status

SAG Shop in the East

To be Effective Monday

Screen Actors' Guild shop for

Eastern production goes into effect

Monday, it was said yesterday by
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern ex-

ecutive secretary.
Resolutions were adopted yester-

(Continued on Page 20)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Officials of the Screen

Actors, Writers and Directors'

Guilds yesterday issued a joint
statement asserting that William
Bioff of the IATSE is not author-
ized to speak for their respective
memberships. They point out that
their Guilds are the exclusive bar

(Continued on Page 23)

Public Only Wants Big Pic-

tures, Says RKO Radio

Prexy

Admission prices must go higher
because production and other costs
have risen all along the line, said
Leo Spitz, RKO president, yester-
day.
RKO Radio is bending all its ef-

forts in the direction of making
bigger pictures because the better
pictures are the only ones the pub-
lic wants to see, he observed.
Everybody wants to see the bigger
pictures and few are eager to see
the others, he remarked.

All other prices have risen, only
(Continued on Page 4)

AGREEMENT ON CHi.'S

OPERATORS PACT NEAR

Chicago—Representatives of the
operators' union and theater owners
will huddle today on the former's
demand for a new contract, featured
by a 20 p.c. wage increase.

Prospects are said to be bright-
for an early settlement.

306 and Circuit Execs.

Still Apart on Demands

Representatives of Local 306 con-
ferred further with circuit officials
yesterday on the union's wage de-
mands. No final agreement has yet
been reached, though a 10 per cent

(Continued on Page 4)

"Victoria" Starts in London
London (By Cable)—Herbert Wilcox's

"Victoria the Great" bowed in with a
brilliant world premiere at the Leicester
Square Theater here last night. Swanky
audience packed the house.

(For review of "Victoria the Great,"
turn to Page 13 U. S. premiere of the
pix, which RKO Radio is releasing on
this side, will be at the Radio City
Music Hall about mid-October, it was
said yesterday).
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 22 22 22
Columbia Picts. vtc. 21 1/4 21

V

4 21 1/4 + %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 2V2 2'/2 ZVi + Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10V4 10V4 10y4 + %
East. Kodak I8OV2 179 180 + 1 '/>

do pfd 158 158 158 — IV2
Gen. Th. Eq 21 Vi 21

V

4 21 V2 + %
Loew's, Inc 76% 75'/2 76V4 + 3/4
do pfd
Paramount 193/4 19'/4 19%+ Vl
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd... 173/4 173/8 17% — %
Pathe Film 8V2 8 83/8 + 3/8

RKO 7 6% 7 + V4
20th Century-Fox . . 32y4 31 1/2 32'/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 55 55 55—3
Warner Bros 12'/2 12yg 123/8 + 1/4

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 99% 993,4 993/4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55....100 99 100 + %
Para. Picts. cv. 3</4s47 87 87 87
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 91 3^ 90V4 91 3^ + 13^

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2'/2 2y4 2V4 — %
Monogram Ficts. ... 1% 13^ 134 — l/8

Sonotone Corp 1% 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 283/8 28 28 1/4 + %
Trans-Lux 3% 35/8 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. B!dg. 6'/2 s 1st '36 9y4 10
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92V2 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6'/4s 1st '43 54 56

KAO Directors Declare

$1.75 Quarterly Dividend

Board of directors of KAO yes-

terday declared out of capital sur-

plus the regular quarterly dividend
of $1.75 a share on the preferred
stock. Dividend is for the quarter
ended Mar. 31, 1934, and is pay-
able Oct. 1 to holders of record Sept.

27. !.. i

The Impossible
. . . and "100 Men and a Girl"

(Continued from Page 1)

stage show question result will fit in nicely

with contemplated moves in that direction

elsewhere. And if only one in four answers
the query, "What kind of pictures do you
prefer?", Hollywood studios will have been
done a real service.

Polio Delays Reopening

Plans for Omaha Theater

Omaha—A. H. Blank, president of
Tri-States and Central States, hud-
dled here with District Manager
Evert R. Cummings, discussing
among other things plans to reopen
the 3,000-seat Paramount, which re-
cently reverted to Blank's control
following compromise on the lease
and bonds. No date for the opening
was set, however, pending end of
the infantile paralysis epidemic.

Chicago—Health authorities yes-
terday lowered the age to 13 years
from 16, permitting the younger
children to attend theaters. All
high schools reopened yesterday, as
the polio epidemic further subsided.

Des Moines—No drop in atten-
dance has been reported at local

theaters because of the epidemic of
infantile paralysis. Some schools
over the state have been closed to

prevent the spread of the disease
and at Marcus the theater was
closed along with the schools.

Dewitt, Neb.—Harvey Kreuscher
has closed his theater here because
of infantile paralysis.

Conn. Court's Decision

Reserved on Bank Night

Middletown, Conn.—Decision was
reserved by Superior Court Judge
Alfred C. Baldwin in the Bank Night
case against Ernest Doreau, local

theater manager, designed to test

the legality of the plan of the Affili-

ated Enterprises.
The company hopes eventually to

secure a finding by the Supreme
Court of Errors. Judge Baldwin
took a statement of facts agreed
upon and stated that while he would
like to reserve decision to the Su-
preme Court, he might feel after
studying the brief that he should
render the decision himself.

In that case Judge Baldwin may
not be satisfied with the brief alone,
and ask the state and the defense
to present their case further.
The Bank Night plan has been

used in Middletown since June, 1935.
Fifty theaters in Connecticut, 250 in

New England, and 3,000 in this
country use the plan copyrighted by
the Affiliated Enterprises.

"Mayerling" Starts Big

First day's business of "Mayer-
ling" at the Filmarte Theater was
double the house record set by "Car-
nival in Flanders," it was announced.

Hal Roach and Mussolini,

Duce's Son, Sail for U. S.

Rome (By Cable)—Hal Roach and
Vittorio Mussolini, who have form-
ed a production company known as
RAM, yesterday sailed for New
York en route to Hollywood. Roach,
who is vice-president of the firm,
holds 50 per cent of its stock while
the remainer is controlled by Banca
Nazionala Lavoro of Italy.

Vittorio returns to Italy Oct. 12
to start production.
Other members of the new Italian

company are Arturo Osio, Remato
Senise, H. H. Lawrence, European
manager for M-G-M, and Luciana
Defoe, president of the Internation-
al Picture Institute.
Roach and Mussolini will arrive

in New York Sept. 23.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Local Roach studio

executives were without further de-
tails of the Roach-Italian develop-
ment yesterday. It was believed
here, however, that M-G-M will re-
lease the four operas which are to

be made abroad.

Further Delay is Likely

in Kromocolor Takeover

Takeover by the William Fox in-

terests of the Kromocolor Labora-
tories at Paramus, N. J., is set for
Monday, but will probably be post-
poned for a week or ten days, it

was learned yesterday. By present
plans, the plant would begin opera-
tions around Oct. 1 as the Eastern
headquarters for the William Fox
color process, Chemicolor.

B & K Steps Up Prices

At Chicago's Oriental

Chicago — Balaban & Katz has
stepped up admish prices at the
Oriental 10 cents, putting the b. 0.

tariff on par with the Chicago The-
ater, circuit's ace house. New range
is from 35 to 75 cents. Oriental is

augmenting its ork and doubling
the ballet line.

Superior, Wis.—People's Theater
here has dropped its top admission
prices from 35 to 25 cents.

Republic 1937-38 Drive

Aims for 8,000 Theaters

Approximately 8,000 accounts is

the sales objective of Republic for
the 1937-38 season, according to a
spokesman yesterday.
Eddie Schnitzer, distribution exe-

cutive, returned to New York after
holding a meeting of franchise
holders at the Palmer House, Chi-
cago, on Sunday and Monday.

Nuovo-Mundo Assets Sale
Public sale of assets of Nuovo-

Mundo Motion Pictures, Inc. will be
held at 630 Ninth Ave. next Wed-
nesday at 10:30 a.m. by Jos. I. Car-
roll, receiver. Assets are principal-

ly office furniture.

Coming and Goin1

ED KUYKENDALL arrives in New York Sept.
27 from the South.

JOHN CROMWELL, who has arrived in New
York from Hollywood, goes to Tyrringham,
Mass., tomorrow and returns on Tuesday.

EDDIE SCHNITZER returned to New York
yesterday from Chicago.

HERBERT J. YATES has gone to the Coast
following a Chicago stopover.

JACK WARNER and S. CHARLES EINFELD
are due in New York next Tuesday. Warner is

expected to sail for Europe after a stay here
of about one week.

GEORGE TRENDLE leaves New York today
on his return to Detroit.

SAM HARRIS, English trade paper pub-
lisher, leaves New York for the Coast over
the coming week-end, with several stopovers
planned en route.

DEWEY BLOOM has arrived in New York
from Toronto.

LEO DEVANEY, RKO Canadian manager, is

in New York from Toronto.

DUDLEY MURFHY has arrived in New York
from Hollywood.

DOROTHY MACKAILL has returned to New
York from Hollywood and is stopping at the
Ritz Tower.

THE YACHT CLUB BOYS arrive in New York
from the Coast on Monday for a personal ap-
pearance at the Paramount starting Wednes-
day.

IRVING BERLIN, his Alaskan vacation over,

is back at work in Hollywood.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK is stopping at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

DORE SCHARY is en route to New York from
Hollywood.

GARSON KANIN arrives in New York this

week-end to direct the forthcoming stage play,

"Violence."

WALTER WANGER leaves for the Coast to-

day.

HERB HYMAN, former studio manager of ex-
ploitation for Universal and now partner in

the advertising firm of Dorner Associates, has
arrived in New York from the Coast.

DOROTHY BURGESS is in New York with
plans for appearing in a play.

SPYROS SKOURAS sails from New York Wed-
nesday on the Queen Mary for a vacation

abroad.

JOSEPH BERNHARD flew in from the Coast
yesterday.

LEON J. BAMBERGER, sales promotion man-
ager for RKO Radio, leaves New York today
for a two weeks' vacation through Virginia by
automobile.

AGNES MELCOLL and WALTER COSDEN, all

around dance champions of the recent Harvest
Moon Ball, leave New York today by plane for

Hollywood where they will be guests of RKO
Radio Pictures.

PAUL and GRACE HARTMAN, Broadway
dancing team, arrive back in town Saturday
by air from 20th Century-Fox studios in Hol-
lywood.

G. M. LEFKO, RKO Radio's Pittsburgh branch
manager is making a brief stay in New York.

SEPTEMBER 17
Lewis Milestone

Dolores Costello Barrymore
Herman Ruby Esther Ralston

Ed Paramore, Jr. Monty Schaff
Al Kingston Helen Vinson
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ALL THE STARS WERE OUT—and so was approximately seven-eighths

of the Los Angeles populace on occasion of latest two-a-day opening

of Paul Muni's 'Life of Emile Zola' at Carthay Circle. Meanwhile,

Variety described Chicago date as 'a real money run' and the Holly-

wood, N Y entered its sixth successive week of actual capacity!*

m »:•%....

CERTAIN SUCCESS FOR 'THAT CERTAIN WOMAN' is evident in East West

world premieres at Frisco Fox and N. Y. Strand, with business for Bette Davis-

Henry Fonda drama ahead of 'Green Light', 'Marked Woman', 'Kid Galahad'!

A STRONG INDICATION that Errol Flynn's 'Perfect Specimen' has the Fall's

top laugh-getters is seen in supporting cast—Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert(above),

Edw. Everett Horton, Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts, May Robson, Allen Jenkins.

WARNERS WIN WODEHOUSE!
FamOUS P. G. (above, right) joins

greatly augmented Burbank

scenario staff on eve of his

newest international triumph,

gold medal award by the Inter-

national Mark Twain Society

for the greatest contemporary

author of humor fiction.

BACK TO THE CAMERAS of

Warner Bros, comes director

Wm. Dieterle [right) after Euro-

pean tour. He'll see a record

shooting schedule with 'Tovar-

ich,' 2 Technicolor produc-

tions-'Robin Hood,' 'Gold Is

Where You Find It'-and 'Holly-

wood Hotel' heading 10 pic-

tures in work simultaneously.
* A Warner Broj. Picture ^A First National Picture Vttagraph, Inc., Distributors



COSTS COMPEL RISE

IN PRICES-SPITZ

(Continued from Page 1)

admission prices are lower than
they were before the depression,

Spitz said. RKO theaters have al-

ready raised prices somewhat and
the tendency is upward, he stated.

Spitz expects the RKO reorgani-

zation to be completed around the

first of the year, though predictions

are uncertain till after Special Mas-
ter George W. Alger makes his re-

port on Oct. 14.

306 and Circuit Execs

Still Apart on Demands

(Continued from Page 1)

wage rise already has been put into

effect.

Local 52, studio mechanics, is

awaiting another offer from Eastern
producers.

Local 1, stagehands union, has
not yet reached an agreement with
producers on its demands for res-

toration of a 12% to 15 per cent

wage cut.

Loew Minor Circuit Buys

Warner Lineup For Season

The Loew Minor Circuit, with thir-

ty theaters in the Metropolitan New
York District, will play the entire

lineup of Warner Bros.-First Na-
tional Pictures including Vitaphone
shorts and trailers for the 1937-38

season, announces Gradwell L.

Sears, General Sales Manager for
Warners. The deal was concluded
by Roy Haines, Eastern-Canadian
sales manager for the distributing

company, and by Eugene Picker,

who acted for the circuit.

Plan to Build Television

Factory Is Denied by RCA

Reports that a factory to manu-
facture television sets is contem-
plated for the block square site at

Harrison, N. J., for which RCA is

now negotiating, were denied yes-
terday by company officials.

The site is to be used for ex-

pansion and it is possible that tele-

vision sets may be manufactured at

some later date, but that is not an
immediate plan, it was stated.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Marlene Dietrich received a fan letter

and the only address on the envelope

was "Angel," Hollywood.

—.PARAMOUNT.

• • • THE MIDWAY once known as Broadway
clamor, garishness, tawdriness pitchmen on the sidewalks

_in your hair cappers, shills, come-ons while
the bigtime carnival spellbinders put on shows in expensive
store sites to compete with regular shows strident-voiced
auctioneers blaring their "what am I bid" and cracking your
ear-drums through loud-speakers as you pass along Broad—er

—

the Midway it's Coney it's phoney with small-
time sports cluttering up street-corners slick gamblers,
touts, con men in expensive clothes eating in expensive res-
taurants fine troupers of another and happier day sneak-
ing gulps at hot-dogs down the side streets it's the Mid-
way haven for sharks and heaven for slickers hicks
from the Bronx, Brooklyn. Canarsie gawking wide-eyed as they
shuffle along diet-shrivelled show gals with starved curves
and faces rushing neurotically hither and yon, chasing jobs
tin-horn sports chasing the show gals office gals at lunch
hour aping show gals as they self - consciously flick cigarette
ashes on you and me . rude people, jostling, pushing,
shoving and over it all reeks the atmosphere of Phoney
Cheapness all of it fittingly, appropriately apotheosized
as "gorgeous, marvellous, wonderful, smart, sophisticated, mod-
ern" in the down-to-Midway-writing-level of certain

Broadway Columnists

• • • THE FIRST fall luncheon of AMPA with an
overflow turnout Prexy Ralph Rolan presided pre-
senting such honor guests as Stuart Doyle of Australia
Nino Martini Sam Harris of the London Cinema mag
George Elcock of the Odeon Theaters of Great Britain
Miss Miami, one of the Atlantic City beauty' contest winners,
whose name is Irmgard Dietel and the Harvest Moon Ball

champs being sent to Hollywood as guests of the RKO Radio
studios Mister Doyle spoke briefly and wittily of the

"wonderful artistic dreams" called pressbooks that had kidded
him into paying more for Hollywood pictures than they were
worth to him and he was glad to be the guests of

the guys who wrote these Dream Books and thus get a
wee mite of his dough back with a Sardi luncheon . . mygawd!
isn't the man easily satisfied ? Hal Home pinch-hitted for
his boss Walter Wanger ... Michael Bezzeg, the concert
violinist, displayed his virtuosity now if the Committee
will install a public address system so the folks in the rear
seats can hear the speakers, everything is going to be swell.

• • • WITH THE Japanese and Chinese refusing to hon-
or American cameramen's permits Harrison Forman, the
March of Time staff photographer, reports from Shanghai that

a gent with a camera is just flirting with death all the time .

his camera can be confiscated any time, and he himself sub-
jected to a li'l roughing up if nothing worse while over-
head he is occasionally bombed and machine-gunned nice

pleasant life, a cameraman's ......

• • • CONGRATS to Charles McCarthy 20th Cen-
tury-Fox ad and pub chief on his return to health fol-

lowing a leave of absence everybody welcoming him back
as he lunched with John Clark at Sardi 's. . . • Interest is

being shown in film circles in "Saturday Island," new novel
by Hugh Brooke, who is now in New York from London
his father, Clifford Brooke, has directed for M-G-M, also sev-
eral Broadway stage hits

« « « » » »

300 EXPECTED AT «
ALLIED'S A.C. MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

ITOA proposal to merge the asso-
ciations. Preliminary talks on the
plan were held in New York yester-
day, with Harry Brandt, represent-
ing the New York unit, which plans
to send a delegation to the conven-
tion. It will include Brandt, John
Benas, Jules Charnow, John Man-
heimer, Maurice Brown and Herman
Wealcatch. Merger is considered
unlikely to materialize.

Erpi Third Quarter Biz

Starts With Order Rush

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

French railways have made several

films exploiting their lines and scenic

sections of France for showing at the

Paris Exposition.

(Continued from Page 1)

beginning of the third quarter are
keeping pace with last year's busi-
ness and have more than doubled
the summer business.

Installation in the midwestern
areas has been most active and may
easily be accounted for by the op-
timism resulting from the prospects
of a boom harvest, it was said.

Contracts for new Mirrophonic
equipment, executed during the last
three weeks, total 51, company
stated.

ABFD Releasing 75 GN
Pix in England in 2 Yrs.

(Continued from Page 1)

Baker outfit is being made. Baker
arrives in New York today after a
visit to the Grand National studios
at the Coast and leaves for England
soon.

Jerry Mack Forms FDCG
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Formation of Film

Dancers Casting Guild of America
is announced by Jerry Mack. The
new agency will supply dancers to
motion picture studios, theaters and
all other phases of the entertain-
ment field, Mack explains. It will
operate in conjunction with Mack's
Institute of Dance Research in Bev-
erly Hills.





WE KNOW IT'S NOT

POLITE TO BOAST...
We know it's rude to say "We told you so!"

1his year's SMASH HITS arefrom

UNITED ARTISTS

. . . ten weeks ago we ran

this advertisement. In it was a

prediction of QUALITY and BOX-

OFFICE RESULTS.

Today we give you the PROOFS

IN PERFORMANCE!
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mm ixtended playing time in every single spot where she's been dated, includ-

ing New York, Boston, Rochester, New Orleans, Niagara Falls, Houston,

Pittsburgh, Atlantic City, Reading, Dayton, Los Angeles, Providence,

Buffalo, Troy, Charleston, W. Va., Cleveland, Lawrence, Bridgeport,

Pittsfield, Louisville, St. Louis and Dallas. In San Francisco the United

Artists Theatre wasn't big enough so she's in day-and-dale at the the Em*
bassy too. Second week at both houses and breaking every known money
record. Third smash week at the Liberty in Seattle! Third week Aldine in

Philadelphia——already more than 472 extra playing days for "Stella," and
she's just started!

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

w,th BARBARA STANWYCK • JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY
ALAN HALE • BARBARA O'NEIL Directed by KING VIDOR
Written by OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY • Dramatization by HARRY WAGSTAFF GRIBBLE and GERTRUDE PURCELL

Screen Play by Victor Heerman and Sarah Y. Mason

€
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A t the Rivoli in New York the

biggest first week since 1929.

When 17,500 people buy tick-

ets in a single day at a 2,000

seat house, you can do your

own mathematics. Fourth week

and still turning 'em away. In

Chicago it topped any previous

U. A. release by $7,000 for its

first seven days at the United

Artists Theatre where it's now
in its second tremendous week.

And the same success story re-

peated in Saratoga, Atlantic

City, Chicago and Milwaukee.

Its spectacular performance

forced hold-overs too in Hart-

ford, New Haven , Louisville,

and thirty other cities.

,v|fec.**rf*\ '
1 ,,'s

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents

Starring

SYLVIA SIDNEY • JOEL McCREA
with

HUMPHREY BOGART-WENDY BARRIE-CLAIRE TREVOR-ALLEN JENKINS

Based on the play by SIDNEY KINGSLEY . As produced by NORMAN BEL
GEDDES. Screen play byLILLIAN HELLMAN.Directed fcjWILLIAM WYLER
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nto the tills of Radio City Music Hall it clicked $105,359 in seven short days . . . with the second
tveek hold-over figure not far behind the first victorious stanza. And t7's set some stunning new styles in

records at its pre-release runs in Saratoga --Atlantic City—Asbury Park
daie September 17th . » . then watch it in other situations, large and small!

Denver. National release

WALTER WANGiR'S

i

WARNER BAXTER • JOAN BENNETT

if u§>
IN TECHNICOLOR

with

HELEN VINSON • M I S C H A A U E R
ALAN MOWBRAY • JEROME COWAN
MARJORIE GATESON • ALMA KRLGER • POLLY ROWLES
VICTOR YOUNG and his orchessra • Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS
THE WALTER WANGER MODELS "The Most Photographed Girls in the World"

IB*.
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. . . even louder

than it did when

David O. Selznick

gave you ""A Star

Is Born". For

now you've got

mm

Jhisyear's SMASH HITS arefrom

UNITED ARTISTS

RONALD COLMAN
®5MH

MADELEINE

CARROLL

with

MARY ASTOR
C. AUBREY SMITH
DAVID NIVEN

RAYMOND MASSEY

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS, Jr.

Based on Edward Rote's dramatization of Anthony Hope's novel • Presented by Selznick International

Produced by DAVID 0. SELZNICK * Directed by JOHN CROMWELL

AT Radio City Music Hall its take of $21 ,400 on its first Sunday set a new Sunday record

in both attendance and cash. And the next day its $22,109 established the all time record for

a single day 9
s receipts when a midnight show was not included .. .'Way over $1 25,000

for the first week. Terrific business in Oklahoma City, Dallas, Atlantic City. Held over in

every spot where it has opened so far. Destined to be one of the giant grossers of all time!



# • & RIGHT NOW 4 in a row... and

immediately following them 3 MOKE
to prove again that...7n/s years SMASH HITS

are from UNITED ARTISTS
nsHH^nHm

JLedle *oan

HOWARD BLONDELL
it

ii

STAND-IN
//

w ith HUMPHREY BOGART
ALAN MOWBRAY • MARLA SHELTQN-C HENRY CORDON* JACK CARSON

DIRECTED BY TAY GARNETT • Screenplay by Geqe Towne and Graham Baker

Based on the Sat. Eve. Post Story by Clarence Budington Kelland

A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION

ii

52nd STREET
ii

IAN HUNTER • LEO CARRILLO * PAT PATERSON
ELLA LOGAN SID SILVERS * ZASU PITTS

MARLA SHELTON * DOROTHY PETERSON
COLLETTE LYONS * AL SHEAN and

KENNY BAKER
Directed by Harold Young

A WALTER WANGER PRODUCTION

m
mm

NO.

K
'his year's SMASH HITS arefrom

UNITED ARTISTS

(?atoh rtecttic

LOMBARD MARCH

"Nothing Sacred"
with CHARLES WINNINGER • WALTER CONNOLLY
Produced by David O. Selznick • Directed by William Wellman
Adapted by Ben Hecht from the Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by James H. Street

In Technicolor
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"Victoria The Great"
with Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook

RKO-Wilcox 109 mins.

FINE AND IMPRESSIVE DRAMA OF
ENGLAND'S FAMOUS QUEEN DONE
WITH FEELING AND SINCERITY.

Herbert Wilcox has produced a picture

based on a subject close to the British

Empire's heart with distinction, charm, and

painstaking understanding. He has taken

the greater part of the career of Eng-

land's favorite queen and reverently dra-

matized its highlights with the feeling of

a man who thoroughly knows and loves his

theme. He has turned out a picture which

is grand in its conception, lavish in its

production and for the most part emotion-

ally moving. Interpreting its various roles

is a cast which is extremely competent.

Anna Neagle, as Victoria, gives a sincere,

believable performance which is matched

by Anton Walbrook as her lover-husband,

Albert. Supporting these leads are play-

ers who are not only splendid but also

read their lines with clarity, from an Amer-
ican audience angle. Episodic in charac-

ter, the story traces Victoria's career as

a queen, with a Coronation sequence oc-

cupying its early part. It shows her ro-

mance and eventual marriage to Albert,

amusingly describes some of their matri-

monial differences and the nation's misun-

derstanding of his sincere efforts to guide

his wife in administering governmental af-

fairs. His death leaves her desolate, dull-

ing her sense of obligation to her country.

Her return to affairs of state at an ad-

vanced age and the love of her people for

her is related in sequences which strike

home with genuine dramatic force. The
final sequence has been done very ef-

fectively in Technicolor. All in all, "Vic-

toria the Great" is a production which

greatly advances the status of Producer Wil-

cox not only in England but the entire

picture-making world.

Cast: Anna Neagle, Anton Walbrook,

Walter Rilla, Mary Morris, H. B. Warner,

Greta Wegener, C. V. France, James Dale,

Charles Carson, Hubert Harben, Felix Ayl-

mer, Arthur Young, Derrick De Marney,

Hugh Miller, Paul Leyssac, Percy Par-

sons, Lewis Casson, Frank Birch, William

Dewhurst, Henry Hallatt, Ivor Barnard,

Gordon McLeod, Wyndham Goldie.

Producer and Director, Herbert Wilcox;

Screenplay, Miles Malleson, Charles De
Grandcourt; Cameraman, F. A. Young; Edi-

tor, Jill Irving; Musical Director, Muir
Mathieson.

Direction, Excellent. Photography, Tops.

SHORTS
"Peeping Penguins"

(Color Classics)
Paramount 7 mins.

Rates Poor
This can be chalked up as one of

the weaker numbers in the Max
Fleischer cartoon series. The color

,
is poor, and so is the animated tech-

'_jSque. The fun consists in a flock

k^W penguins in the polar region
stumbling upon a deserted cabin of
a polar expedition, and getting into
all sorts of difficulties with the
equipment and kitchen utensils lying
around.

'Angel'
with Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Marshall,

Melvyn Douglas

Paramount 89 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SOPHISTICATED COMEDY DONE IN

BEST LUBITSCH MANNER AND FINELY
ACTED.

This is a sophisticated comedy done in

the best Lubitsch manner. It is full of

delicious, subtle touches, guided by Lu-

bitsch with his usual skill. Marlene Diet-

rich is more vivacious than usual and has

been excellently photographed by Charles

Lang. Herbert Marshall is an excellent

choice for the titled British diplomat, who
is so engrossed in international problems

that he neglects his wife. Melvyn Doug-

las does fine work as the third member of

the triangle, who falls in love with Mar-

lene, not knowing that she is the wife of

Marshall with whom he served in the

World War. Edward Everett Horton, Er-

nest Cossart and Herbert Mundin, as Mar-
ine's servants, furnish most of the com-
edy, while Dennie Moore, as Cossart's

sweetheart, is also good for some laughs.

Laura Hope Crews contributes a fine per-

formance. Samson Raphaelson, long a

writer for Lubitsch, turns in a smooth

screen play based on Melchior Lengyel's

play. "Angel", a song by Frederick Hol-

lander and Leo Robin, is adroitly used in

the picture. Marlene pays a quiet visit

to Laura Hope Crews' gambling salon in

Paris and there meets Douglas. They fall

in love, but Marlene refuses to reveal her

name to Douglas. Later Douglas visits Lon-

don and is invited by Marshall to have

luncheon at his home. Much suspense is

created in the second meeting of Marlene

and Douglas in the presence of Marshall

The scene shifts again to the Crews' salon,

where Douglas goes to meet Marlene, but

Marshall is an unexpected visitor. The
picture closes with Marlene deciding to

remain with Marshall.

Cast: Marlene Dietrich, Herbert Mar-
shall, Melvyn Douglas, Edward Everett Hor-
ton, Laura Hope Crews, Ernest Cossart, Her-

bert Mundin, Ivan Lebedeff, Lionel Pape,

Dennie Moore, Leonard Carey, Gerald Ha-
mer, Phillis Coghlan, Eric Walton, Michael

Visaroff, Duci Kerekjarto.

Producer, Ernst Lubitsch; Director, Ernst

Lubitsch; Play by Melchior Lengyel; Screen-

play, Samson Raphaelson; English play adap-

tation, Guy Bolton, Russell Medcraft; Cam-
eraman, Charles Lang; Special Effects, Far-

ciot Edouart; Art Directors, Hans Dreier,

Robert Usher; Editor, William Shea; Mus-
ical Director, Boris Morros; Recording En-

gineers, Harry Mills, Louis Mesenkop; Mu-
sic and Lyrics of song "Angel by Frederick

Hollander and Leo Robin.

Direction, Skillful. Photography, Excel-

lent.

Hungarian Pix Opens
"Lovagias Ugy" ("An Affair of

Honor"), a Hungarian screen com-
edy, with Gyula Kabes, Ella Gom-
baszegi, Zita Perczel and Imre Ra-
day will have its U. S. premiere at
the Modern Playhouse today. "Lov-
agias Ugy" is a Hungarian Pic-
tures, Inc., release.

"Flight From Glory"
with Chester Morris, Whitney Bourne,

Onslow Stevens, Van Heflin

RKO Radio 66 mins.

EXCITING MELLER OF SOUTH AMER-
ICAN AVIATION, ESPECIALLY SUITED
TO MALE AUDIENCES.

Few current programmers have the so-

lidity and originality of story, as well as

dramatic excitement, that this meller pos-

sesses. Primarily it is a man's yarn, not

only because of its general content but

also because men predominate in its cast.

There are only two women in the pro-

ceedings, Whitney Bourne and Rita LaRoy.

The former has the spotlight feminine role;

the latter a less important assignment.

Both, however, are convincing at all times.

The fine performance of the pretty and

stately Miss Bourne exemplifies the two
womanly virtues most essential and ad-

mirable in a young wife,—devotion and

understanding. Her capacity for suffer-

ing when plunged into a despairing situa-

tion with a weakling of a husband, and

her understanding of her duty toward him,

are exemplary. But aside from her love

and duty, there is not much for the femi-

nine fan. Van Heflin plays the husband,

who, grounded and deprived of his license

as a flyer, goes to South America to pilot

for an Andean mining company. This out-

fit imports "disgraced" aviators from the

U. S. and holds them in complete domina-

tion, or, more precisely, slavery. Forced

to fly dangerous, condemned planes, death

comes to many of this band of airmen, and

will, obviously, overtake all in due time.

Van Heflin breaks under the intolerable

conditions and, toward the finale, even

breaks with his heroic, substantial wife.

She eventually finds a reward for her good

character and sacrificial spirit in her wor-

shipful Chester Morris. The story bristles

with action. One of the hair-raising scenes

is the drunken landing of Van Heflin as he

returns, his morale completely shattered,

from a flight on which he has seen a

companion crash. Lew Landers direction

is firm, and the photography okay.

Cast: Chester Morris, Whitney Bourne,

Onslow Stevens, Van Heflin, Richard Lane,

Paul Guilfoyle, Solly Ward, Douglas Wal-
ton, Walter Miller, Rita LaRoy, Pasha Khan.

Producer, Robert Sisk; Director, Lew
Landers; Author, Robert D. Andrews;
Screenplay, David Silverstein, John Twist;

Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Editor,

Harry Marker.

Direction, Firm. Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
"Let's Go Latin"

(Headliners)
Paramount 11 mins.

Very Fine Harmony
Presenting Xavier Cugat and his

Latin-American rhythm aggrega-
tion. The native songs of Cuba,
the Argentine and Mexico are dis-
played very colorfully, with the help
of Carmen Castillo and Dorothy
Miller vocalizing, and the dance
team of Cesar and Maclovia giving
an exhibition of the rhumba. The
sets and costumes are changed to
fit the music of the three countries.

FOREIGN
"An Orphan Boy of

Vienna"
General Foreign Sales Corp. 85 mins.

CHARMING FOREIGN FILM OF VIEN-
NA AND FAMOUS CHOIR BOYS HAS
SIMPLE HEART APPEAL AND FINE
SINGING.

The famous Vienna Boys Choir of 80
voices is featured in a simple story that

is both quaint and charming—a sort of

Horatio Alger chronicle of the poor little

boy befriended, who returns the good deed
of his benefactor and saves everything in

the end. But interspersed with this naive

story is the sincerity and marvellous vocal-

izing of these choir boys, the gorgeous

beauty of the Tyrolean Alps, the fine work
of the adult players, and certain little con-

tinental touches in direction that are very

refreshing. The boys give selections from
Brahms, Schubert, Mozart, Handel. The
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra accompan-
ies them, and helps to make this film

something in the way of a welcome relief

from the Hollywood formula. Julia Janssen

plays the part of Sister Maria who befriends

the little waif from Vienna and mothers

him. Later the lad repays this by a sacri-

ficial act as the Sister is accused of steal-

ing funds of tha home where the boys are

being taken care of. He is expelled but

later reinstated as the mystery is cleared

up. The Austrian dialogue is supplemented
with very fine English titles superimposed.

Cast: Ferdinand Meyerhofer, Julia

Janssen, Hans Olden, Franz Schafheitlin,

Otto Hartmann, Rudolf Teubler.

Producer, Meteorfilm (Vienna); Director,

Max Neufeld; Author, Hermann Heinz Ort-
ner; Cameraman, Hans Theyer; Titles, John
Michael Flick. Presented at the Belmont
Theater.

'Alchet'
("I Have Sinned")

Jewish Film Productions 93 mins.

HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA WITH
SOME GOOD COMEDY RELIEF. WILL
SCORE WITH JEWISH PATRONS.

Those who look for sincerity and genu-

ine human values in film footage, and are

sufficiently well-informed and fair in the

matter that not all foreign-made features

can be up to the technical perfection of

Hollywood studios, will discover no small

modicum of merit in this Polish-produced

story that is replete with the atmosphere,

traditions and spirit of Jewish life in a

small town near Warsaw. The central dra-

matic figure is Rachel Holzer who plays

the role of a young unwed mother,—her

problems and vicissitudes. It is a role

which she plays sympathetically and cap-

ably. Offsetting the heavyweight theme
are two splendid comedy characterizations

rendered by Zigen and Schumacher. Music
by A. Kon is effective, as is the direction

by S. Goskind. The film will appeal most
strongly to Jewish entertainment seekers.

Cast: Rachel Holzer, Abraham Morev-
sky, Zigen and Schumacher, Ch. Buzzan,
Kurtz Katich, Ruth Turkow, H. Schenzer.

A Warsaw Art production; Director, S.

Goskind; Music by A. Kon. Presented at

the Acme (former Artef) Theater.
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i? it it NEWS o£ the DAY * *
San Francisco—Rotus Harvey has

appointed Eddie Coffey manager of
the Gem Theater in Colusa and
Williams in Williams which Harvey
Amusements recently purchased
from Nick Steele. Coffey was for-
merly manager of the Harvey house
in Gustine.

Garner, la.—Charles Marks is in-

stalling new sound equipment in the
Avery Theater.

Milford. la.—F. F. Jungkung has
sold the Strand to E. C. Arehart,
formerly operator of the Princess
at Odebolt, la.

Darlington, Wis.—Harry Day is

taking over the Orpheum Theater
here from Harry Ellis, who is mov-
ing to Texas, where he expects to

continue in the theater business.

Chicago—M. L. Callahan, Edward
R. Scribano and Carmela Skembare
have organized the Barnes Theater
Service Co. with offices at 201 N.
Wells St.

Superior, Wis.—Plans are being
completed for the erection of a $60,-

000 theater-apartment building here
by R. T. McMinn, manager of the
Capitol Theater.

Cincinnati—Larry B. Soleleather,
operator of the Roxy, Washington,
C. H. has, taken over the Hiland
Theater at Lynchberg.

Richmond, Va.—The new theater
on Grove Ave., Westhampton, now
being built by Neighborhood Thea-
ters. Inc., is expected to be ready
by Christmas Day. The house will

be called the Westhampton Theater.

Cincinnati—The Mayfair, Cincin-
nati's little movie theater, devoted
to unusual films, is not to reopen,
according to J. E. Crawford, man-
ager.

Gait, Ont.—Plans are being pre-
pared for a Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Ltd., theater to be built

on Main St., at a cost of $60,000.

Glade Springs, Va. — Sam Hen-
dricks is building new houses in

Bristol and Lebanon, in addition to
the theater in Damascus.

%

Toronto, Ont. — Dividend of 1%
per cent has been declared on Mar-
cus Loew's Theaters Co., preferred
stock, payable Sept. 30, to share-
holders of record Sept. 18.

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Majestic

Local Kid Pix Help B. 0.
A'buquerque, N. M.—The Kimo The-

ater here reports a 25% increase in box
office receipts due to the showing of

local Kid Comedies in addition to its

regu'ar feature. Tvo Albuquerque "Our
Gang Comedies" 100 children in each,
were made in and around Albuquerque
by Melton Barker.

West Virginia House Dark 6 Years to Reopen

Piedmont, W. Va.—Floyd Lininger, manager, Opera House, will reopen the Majestic,
closed for six years, after extensive alterations.

Theater, closed for the summer, will

reopen today when "Damaged
Lives" will begin a week's run. C.
Floyd Hopkins, Wilmer & Vincent
representative, said no other plans
have been made for the Majestic for
the winter.

Remsen, la.—New Vogue Theater
has been opened by Allen Banks.

Washington — George R. Peters,
for past several years assistant
manager of Loew's Capitol Theater
here, has been promoted to manager
of the Loew house in Reading, Pa.

Kingston, Ont.—Alterations to a
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Ltd., theater on Princess St., are
being made at a cost of $50,000.
Principal Investments, Ltd., have
general contract.

Keysville, Va.—H. G. Clarke has
purchased a building on Main St.

where he will erect a new theater.

Brookneal, Va.—Miss Mina Wood
Ridgeway has been named manager
Leonard Branscome will open short-

ly.

La Crosse, Wis.—Welworth The-
aters Co., operators of the Holly-
wood here, has announced plans
for the erection of a new 500-seat
house here.

Paterson, N. J. — The Mayfair,
closed since May, will reopen today
with double feature pictures and
vaudeville. Managers A. Louis and
Jack Ginsberg announced three acts
will be offered week-days and four
week-ends and holidays, with pic-

ture program changes Tuesdays and
Fridays.

Lost Nation, la.—Strand Theater
opened a year ago by Raymond
Harrington of Wyoming, has been
sold to U. A. Christianson, who will

reopen it in October. The house has
been remodeled and enlarged.

Lynchburg, Va. — Calvin Ball
shifts to the management of the
Trenton to replace Dick Eason, who
moves to Ball's job at the Isis.

Mansfield, O.— Floyd Traynham,
Universal Newsreel cameraman, has
just completed filming of "Safety
Town," the city recreation depart-
ment's method of teaching young-
sters of pre-school age traffic re-

spect. Originated by Officer Frend
C. Boals, Safety Town consists of
make-believe streets, laid out in the
park, with a traffic light at the in-

tersection. Coaster wagons, kiddy
cars and other juvenile vehicles are
used to represent automobiles.

Louisville—C. D. Arnold of the
Crysto Theater, Bardstown, and F.
X. Merkley, Rialto Theater, Colum-
bia, shopped in the local equipment
market.

Detroit — The Olympic Theater
Co., formed recently as the operat-
ing company for the Fenkell Thea-
ter Co. by the Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit, has been changed to the
Fenkell Theater Co. by amendments
filed.

Louisville, Ky.—Martin and Pit-
man have opened a ten-cent theater,
the Empress, in Central City.

Jackson, Miss. — Leo Emmett of
Jackson is low bidder with $18,700
on the general contract for the con-
struction of a motion picture thea-
ter here for Theo. Grille.

Macon, Ga. — Harvey Penney,
manager of the Grand Theater here,
has resigned to accept a position
with the J. C. Penney Co. in Savan-
nah.

Walterboro, S. C—A. W. Cheshire
of Walterboro has been awarded the
general contract for the construc-
tion of the new Ritz Theater here.
The theater will cost approximately
$25,000 and will seat 500 people.

Chicago — P. J. McBride, widely
known to the film trade, E. Wein-
berg and M. Brode have organized
the Central Booking Offices with
headquarters at 54 West Randolph
St. to book talent for both film

and vaudeville houses.

Milford, N. H. — Work is being
rushed to complete the modern
Latchis theater building on Union
Square, a 600-seat movie theater, to

replace the present Strand Theater.
Designed and constructed by the
owner, Peter Latchis of Keene, this

will represent the 14th theater in

the circuit bearing the owner's
name.

Ellensburg, Wash.—The Liberty,
newest addition to the Mercy cir-

cuit, has opened here.

Springer, N. M.—The 500-seat Zia
Theater has opened here. The the-

ater formerly the old Pastime was
taken over by the Gibraltar Enter-
prises, entirely remodeled and air-

conditioned. Carl J. Garritson, for-

mer owner, remains as manager.

Chicago—Walter W. Ahlschlager,
widely known theater architect, has
reopened his office for theater con-
struction designs at 700 North Wa-
bash Ave.

Norfolk, Va. — Roger Drissell

from Loew's, Wilmington, Del., has
succeeded Allen Sparrow as mana-
ger of Loew's State. Sparrow was
transferred to Richmond.

Springfield, Mass.—Harry Mundy,
assistant manager of the Warner
Theater, Worcester, has taken a
similar position at the Capitol, this

city, replacing Carl Jamroga re-

signed.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Albert Paglia
has negotiated a lease and will ren
ovate the Temple Theater here for
opening early in October. The the-

ater was last operated by Dr. Gus
Metro, who shuttered the house sev-

eral months ago.

Lisbon, O.—The Manos, new mov
ie house here, has inaugurated a
policy of week-end stage-screen
programs, substantially boosting the

house's grosses.

Kilmarnock, Va.—Jack Campbell,
manager of the Fairfax, has also

taken over the operation of th
Dixie, colored house.

Woodstock, Va.—The Roth Broth-
ers, of Harrisonburg, have secured
Main St. site here for the erection

of a modern theater.

Mathews, Va.— Robert Bertschy,
operator of the Be-Jo Theater, has
secured a site and will start con-

struction immediately of a colored

theater.

South Boston, Va.—The new Hali-
fax Theater, seating 1300, will open
Oct. 10.

Petersburg, Va.—Moe Barney has
reopened his remodeled and redeco-

rated Pastime.

Hopedale, O. — Charles Ehrlen-
bach of Flushing has reopened the
Capitol Theater here, dark for many
months, after complete renovation.

Chicago—William F. Madden has
been appointed director of the Loy-
ola Theater succeeding Charles S.

Costello who has gone to Holly-

wood. Everett F. Quinn has been
made business manager of the

house.

Miami, Fla. — George Baldwin,
manager of the Regent Theater, is

wearing the smile that won't come
off these days. The reason? George,

Jr.

(Additional "News of the Day" appears

on Page 25)

Hires Manager, Takes Job
Lincoln, Neb.—Jchn Quinn, owner

manager of the Tilger Theater at Pilger,

has hired a man to run the theater and
has gone into Omaha where he will

manage one of Ralph Goldberg's neigh-
borhood houses.

mitt
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'"TOVARICH," the screen version

of the international stage suc-
cess, will be completed tomorrow at

Warners. The cost of the produc-
tion, in which Claudette Colbert and
Charles Boyer are starred, has
totalled approximately $1,400,000,
studio says.

T

Our Passing Show: Fannie Brice,

Edmund Goulding, Henry Koster,
Joe Pasternak, Bert Allenberg, Gene
Markey, Simone Simon, Miriam
Hopkins, Anatole Litvak, Paul
Kohner, William Wyler, Ivan Le-
bedeff, Jack Mersereau, George Mur-
phy, Mary Carlisle, Gail Patrick at

"Angel."
Y T

"I like To Make Music" and "In

The Name Of Love," which are fea-

tured by Pinky Tomlin in the Mau-
rice Conn film, "Thanks For List-

ening," are being published by L.

Wolfe Gilbert Publishing Co. Gil-

bert has just returned from New
York, where, with James Hanley,

he wrote "Charley McCarthy's In

Town."
Y T Y

Don Hulbert, 10-year-old motion
picture accordionist, is playing his

first straight role in "Penrod And
His Twin Brother" which William
McGann is directing for Warner
Bros.

T T T

Jack Chertok, short subject pro-

ducer at M-G-M, will soon put two
short subjects before the cameras.

In the "Crime Doesn't Pay" series,

"Behind the Criminal" an original

and screenplay by Winston Miller,

in the Historical series, "The Booth
Mystery," written by Morgan Coxe.

The title of the Pete Smith spe-

cialty, "Minimaniacs," has been
changed to "Candid-Cameramini-
maniacs" and will be released Nov.
20. Smith will make another spe-

cialty "Unsung Heroes of the Sea,"

dealing with life guards on the

beaches.

T T T

Pierre Collings has been added to

the Metro writing staff, no assign-

ment as yet.

T T T
Casting assignments—RKO Ra-

dio: Billv Gilbert, "Hitting a New
High"; Harry Carey, "Highway to

Eddie Cantor Week
Weit Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The film industry has

set aside the week of Oct. 24 to 30
to pay honor to Eddie Cantor, and has

designated the period as Eddie Cantor

v^Veek, it is announced here by an ex-

/utive committee which includes Jo-
" Jpb M. Schenck, chairman; James A.
' Far'ey, Will H. Hays, Paul Muni, Louis

B. Mayer, and Governor Merriam of

CaPfcrnia. A testimonial dinner will

be tendered to Cantor in Los Angeles

on Oct. 28, and the event broadcast

over nation-wide networks.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 143 • • •
X/ICTOR YOUNG. Hollywood's "Little Napoleon of Music." Native of

* Chicago, educated in Warsaw, Poland. Has an infectious smile, positive

personality, punch in his words, quick action in every move. Works at all

hours (mostly at night) writing new songs;

making recordings with "name" artists; writing

special music for Hollywood stars when they

go on the air; doing special musical scores for

Paramount; appears with his orchestra at the

big doings in the film capital; broadcasts every

week on the Rinso-Lifebuoy Program over NBC,
for which he has furnished the music ever since

its inauguration by Al Jolson. Recognized as

creator of some of the finest tone harmon-
ies of the day and considered one of the most
versatile conductor-composer arrangers in the

show world. Stands 5, 2. Hair, black. Eyes,

blue. .

Hell"; Goldwyn: Kathryn Johnson,
"The Goldwyn Follies"; M-G-M:
Ralph Morgan, "Mannequin"; John
Carradine, Grant Mitchell, "The
Last Gangster"; Frankie Darro,
"Throughbreds Don't Cry"; Stanley
Morner, Ted Pearson, "Navy Blue
and Gold"; Warners: Dolores Cos-
tello, "Too Much of Everything";
Philip Hurlic, "Penrod and His Twin
Brother"; Columbia: Virginia Dale,

"Freshman Follies"; Alma Chester,

Ernie Adams, "Old Wyoming Trail."

Y Y
Aleene Wetstein, columnist for

the Pittsburgh Press, has returned
to Hollywood and will spend the
winter here.

D. Ross Lederman, who will di-

rect "Tarzan's Revenge," starring

Glenn Morris, will have Wilbur Mc-
Gaugh as his assistant. Larry Wick-
land will act as unit manager.TV

Frank Forest has been signed to

play a leading role in "La Tosca,"
which will be presented in Los An-
geles by the San Francisco Opera
company the latter part of Novem-
ber. Maria Jeritza will be starred.

V V T
Nick Grinde, Warner Bros., who

visited the Orient with Robert
Florey, Paramount director, has re-

turned from a week-end trip to En-
senada, Mexico.

Robert Z. Leonard and his assis-

tant, Red Golden, returned from a
10-day trip for locations for "The
Girl of the Golden West," which will

co-star Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy.

T T
F. Scott Fitzgerald, writer, has

returned to Metro from New York.
No assignment as yet.

v T
Bunty Lawrence joined the staff

of the M-G-M front office. He is

the son of Vincent Lawrence, who
collaborated with Waldemar Young
in writing the screenplay for "The
Four Marys."

Gary Cooper is now papa. It's a
girl, born to the former Veronica
Balfe (Sandra Shaw) on Wednes-
day.

Y
Having completed direction of

"Submarine D-l," for Warners-First
National, Lloyd Bacon, accompanied
by his wife and a party of friends,
have set sail aboard the Bacon
yacht for a two-weeks' cruise in

Mexican waters. Col. J. P. Master-
son of the U. S. Army will join the
party at Ensenada.TV

Leo McCarey, Paramount direc-

tor, has taken a 30-day option on
Zelda Raiburn's story called "The
Defendant Is Guilty," which will

shortly appear in the Satevepost.
McCarey negotiated for the story
after reading the galley sheets.

t
Vernon Duke, who got his first

job in the musical comedy field from
the late George Gershwin, has been
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to com-
plete the unfinished score of "The
Goldwyn Follies." In addition to

writing two original songs of his

own, to be called "It's Here to Stay,"
and "I Was Doing All Right," Duke
will complete three Geshwin songs
from notes left by the dead com-
poser.

T V
Warners have signed Louella

Parsons to appear in their "Holly-
wood Hotel."

V T
"Mannequin" has gone into pro-

duction at the M-G-M studios with
Joan Crawford and Spencer Tracy in

leading roles. This is an adapta-
tion of the story by Katharine
Brush. Joseph Mankiewicz is pro-
ducer, and Frank Borzage, the di-

rector. The supporting cast in-

cludes Alan Curtis, Mary Phillips,

Oscar O'Shea, Elizabeth Risdon and
Leo Garcey.

T
Principal has bought four songs

from Albert Von Tilzer, Harry Mac-
Pherson and Eddie Grant for use in

"Cowboy in Hawaii," which will star

Smith Ballew. Ray Heinz has been
made unit manager for the produc-
tion.

t t

New, long-term contracts with
20th Century-Fox were awarded
Tyrone Power, now appearing with
Sonja Henie in "Thin Ice," and Otto
L. Preminger, who has just com-
pleted directing "Danger—Love At
Work," starring Ann Sothern, Jack
Haley, Mary Boland and Edward
Everett Horton.

Y Y Y

Mrs. Lindsley Parsons gave birth

to an 8-lb. baby boy Monday after-

noon at the Hollywood Hospital.
Lindsley Parsons is the producer of
the Tex Ritter pictures for Grand
National.

v

Walker's Lodge at Big Bear Lake
has been chosen as the location spot
for "Murderers Welcome," which
Lewis D. Collins is directing, with
Jack Holt in the starring role. The
lodge was chosen after Producer
Larry Darmour and Collins had vis-

ited every lake in California, includ-
ing Lake Tahoe and Lake Elsinore.

"Salomy Jane," the Bret Harte
classic, has been selected as a ve-
hicle for Jane Withers, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox studio heads announced
yesterday. The child star is work-
ing at present in "45 Fathers,"
which will be followed by "Check-
ers" before "Salomy Jane" goes
into production.

The Schnickelfritz Band, extraor-

dinary musical group that has been
causing a sensation in the midwest
since it came into prominence a few
weeks ago at a St. Paul, Minn., club,

has been signed by Warners.
Y Y

Edward Dean Sullivan has been
added to the scenario staff at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. F.
Hugh Herbert has also been bor-

rowed from Universal for work on
a forthcoming production bearing
the tentative title, "ReadhV, Writ-
in', and Rhythm."

y

M-G-M has cast Rita Johnson in

"The Four Marys"; Richard Tucker
in "Rosalie"; Alan Curtis in "Man-
nequin."
(Additional "Little" from "Lots" appears

on Page 20)

Hollywood's Trailer School
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—David 0. Selznick has
established Hollywood's first trailer

school for the twelve motion picture
juveniles now appearing in his Techni-
color production of the Mark Twain
classic, "The Adventures of Tom Sawy-
er." The principal and instructor cf
the school is Fletcher Clark who con-
ducts classes from the fourth to the
ninth grades in elementary schooling.
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DEFER HAYS PARLEY

ON 16 MM. PICTURES

(.Continued from Page 1)

uation, it was indicated yesterday.
To what extend major distributors
will cooperate with educational
groups desirous of using pictures
on a 16 mm. basis will be studied at
that time.
A meeting of the association's

committee handling the matter will

be held shortly. It consists of Harry
M. Warner, Stanton Griffis and E.

W. Hammons.

SAG Shop in the East

To be Effective Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

day at meetings of the American
Federation of Radio Artists and the
American Guild of Musical Artists,

union of operatic performers, that

no members would work at an "un-
fair" studio. Mrs. Marston has re-

ceived assurances from Ralph
Whitehead, secretary of the Amer-
ican Federation of Actors, the vau-
deville and night club performers'
union, and from the Hebrew Actors'

Union to the same effect. The
Screen Actors' Guild agreements
with Actors' Equity and British

Equity bars members of those or-

ganizations from working at "un-
fair" studios.

Educational and Mentone have
not yet accepted the Guild shop, but
there are indications that Educa-
tional may reach agreement with
the SAG today.

Studios that have accepted the
Guild contract are Audio, Caravel,
Castle, Republic, Mason-Wadsworth,
Warner Bros. West Coast Service
Studio and Wilding.

John Cromwell Planning

to do Two B'way Plays

John Cromwell, whose last direc-

torial effort, "Prisoner of Zenda," is

current at the Music Hall, plans to

do two plays on Broadway. One is

"The Christian Hero," by Horace
Jackson, and which will star Fredric
March and his wife, Florence Eld-
ridge. Cromwell and March are un-
derstood to be backing the venture.
Cromwell yesterday conferred with
Sidney Howard on production of
"The Ghost of Yankee Doodle,"
which the Theater Guild is expected
to produce. The director goes to
Tyrringham, Mass., with Howard
tomorrow to work on the script, re-
turning to New York Tuesday.

Re- Issues' Big Draw
Kansas City, Mo.—Re-issues shown as

singles in Dickenson Theaters located
in a score of towns in Missouri, Kansas
and Iowa have netted b.o. returns
amounting to almost double that of the
average programmer, according to Glenn
W. Dickenson. Dickenson houses have
used approximately 10 re-issues, in-

cluding "Trader Horn," "Hell Divers,"
"Little Miss Marker," "Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" and "Now and Forever."
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Lionel Belmore has been cast in
"Yank at Oxford" and is due to
leave here in about three weeks.
Is now appearing in "Navy Blue
and Gold."

T T
Joan Davis, comedienne, and Vir-

ginia Field, British beauty have
been signed to new long-term con-
tracts by 20th Century-Fox. Miss
Davis, who has just completed work
in a featured role in "Life Begins
In College," is scheduled for im-
portant parts in "Love And Hisses"
and "Sally, Irene And Mary" and
a big assignment in "Kentucky
Moonshine." Virginia Field, whose
most recent picture is "Lancer
Spy," will next appear in "Shanghai
Deadline."

T T r
Betty Compson has been signed to

a long-term contract by Warner
Bros.

T T T
Florence Rice has been given the

leading feminine role in M-G-M's
"Navy Blue and Gold." Paul Kelly
has also been cast for an important
part.

T T T
Maxine Smith, motion picture ed-

itor of the Chicago American has
resigned. Plans to come to Hol-
lywood and associate with one of
the studios.

T T
Bobby Breen is completing his

personal appearance engagement at
the Palace Theater in Chicago, and
returning immediately to Holly-
wood. His manager-sister, Sally
Breen, has cancelled a week's ap-

By RALPH WILK
pearance in Cleveland and also an
appearance at the Atlantic City
Steel Pier, due to the infantile
paralysis scare.

T r
Smith Ballew, Principal's cowboy

singing star, originally from Pales-
tine, Texas, has been made an hon-
orary member of the Texas rang-
ers.

T T T

Waldo Salt and Hugo Butler, who
are graduate writers from the new
writing division at M-G-M, are soon
to be given new writers' contracts.

T T
Songwriters Lew Alter and Paul

Webster, with Scenarist Fred Saidy,
have organized a 16 mm. camera
club. Members will write, direct
and lens one production every two
months, along lines of the Little
Theater movement. Younger Hol-
lywood screen players will appear
in the casts.

T T T
Paramount has exercised the op-

tion in the player contract of Elea-
nore Whitney.

John Howard has been borrowed
from Paramount for the romantic
lead opposite Lily Pons in the diva's
third RKO Radio picture, "Hitting
a New High." This is the definite
title of the Pons vehicle that was
tentatively called "It Never Hap-
pened Before."

» T ¥

J. Walter Ruben returns from lo-

cation with the "Bad Man of Brim-
stone" company and Thursday will
start shooting interiors for the pic-

ture.

20th-Fox Starting 10

Features in Four Weeks

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox during the next four weeks will
start 10 features. First to get under
way was "Love and Hisses" on Wed-
nesday, while yesterday "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm" and "Charlie
Chan at Monte Carlo" went before
the comeras.

Next Monday will witness the
start of "Women With Wings" and
"Headline Huntress." A week later,

"Shanghai Deadline" goes into pro-
duction. On Oct. 1, "Big Town
Girl" starts. Three days later,

"Checkers," goes before the cam-
eras; ditto "Thank You, Mr. Moto."

"Island in the Sky" will start
Oct. 11.

Monaco Tunes for Crosby
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY

Hollywood—Jimmy Monaco, who
wrote "You Made Me Love You",
in "Broadway Melody of 1938," has
been signed by Major Pictures to do
the music for the Bing Crosby pic-
ture, "The Badge Of Policeman
O'Roon", which will be directed by
Frank Tuttle. Beatrice Lillie will
be in the picture.

Interstate Drops Ft. Worth
Plans for Two New Houses

Fort Worth, Tex.—Plans for the
two theaters which were to have
been constructed in Fort Worth by
Interstate Circuit this Fall, have
been shelved. Suspension of bank
nights several months ago has cut
attendance at the theaters here
somewhat, and this is given as rea-
son for putting off plans indefinite-
ly. One of the theaters was to have
been on Main Street, while the
other, a neighborhood house, was
scheduled for an Arlington Heights
location.

Several independent theaters in
Fort Worth have gone back to dou-
ble features on certain nights of
the week, since Bank Nights and
Pae Days were banned in Texas.

Preserve "War in China"
"War in China," current screen

presentation of "The March of
Time," has been chosen by the Mu-
seum of Modern Art Film Library
for permanent preservation in its

library of Documentary Films, com-
prising major films of historical and
artistic importance made since 1898.

SHORT SHOT,
FROM EASTERN STUDIOS

By SID WEISS =
D

A L CHRISTIE has started produc-
tion on the latest of the Buster

West-Tom Patricola comedies for
Educational at the General Service
Studios. The production schedule
following that calls for a Niela
Goodelle musical; a Herman Tim-
berg, Jr.-Pat Rooney, Jr. short; an-
other of the Willie Howard series

and a Tim and Irene comedy.

With Imogene Coca's first comedy
just delivered, Educational now has
three in the cutting rooms: "The
Timid Ghost," with Charles Kemper
and Earl Gilbert ; Jefferson Macham-
er's "Silly Night"; and Willie How-
arl's "The Smart Way."

The second in Vitaphone's serie:

of 13 Floyd Gibbons' series of "Yourl
True Adventures" is currently irJ

production at the Brooklyn Vita-

phone studios. Joseph Henabery is

directing with Radley Collins,

Gayne Rescher, Billy Boettcher and
others prominently featured.

"Water Polo" is the first of the

13 "Sports with Bill Corum" shorts

which Condor Pictures will release

this season through RKO. Jot

Ruddy, veteran coach and outstand-

ing water polo player, is featured
along with his two sons, one of f

whom was on the past Olympic\
squad.

While the Arthur Murray dancersf.

are starting their "Big Apple" ap
pearances in the RKO theaters, Edu-
cational is rushing the cutting of

its single-reel picture, "The Big Ap^
pie," in which the Murray Shag ex
perts demonstrate the latest dance
sensation.

Addenda . . . Warner's Vitaphone
studios opened Monday (the same

:

day as school), only we'll guarante
the Warnerites are a lot happie
over the fact . . . Good to see the o'

bunch again . . . Sam Sax, lookin,

fit and ready for another golf tourn),

anient . . . Lloyd French, back front

a coast vacation . . . Ditto Eddi
Forman with a new Packard .

Joe Henabery . . . Ray Foster
Harland Dixon . . . Roy Mack
Ed Savin . . . Lee Stuart and his\

capable Man Friday, Arthur Leon
ard . . . And Jack Breakstone at th

reception desk . . . Not to mentio
a flock of secretaries . . . (We'd
have a swell chance getting back in

the studios if we didn't mention
them) . . . To Floyd Gibbons fell

the honor of starting the production
gun and he does it with the second

of his series of true adventure thrill-

ers. . .

Legion In, Pickets Out
The Empire State operators union((

terday announced that it would
continue picketing of six Times Square
houses for the duration of the Amer-
ican Legion Convention, which starts

Monday and lasts a week. The ac-
tion by Empire is for the purpose of

cooperating with the N. Y. police.





H-O-Maa . . . HOORAY FOR MICKEY
AND HIS FAMOUS PALS!

THEY'RE IN FAST COMPANY NOW ... STEPPING UP
THE PACE OF THEIR BOX-OFFICE PARADE TO REACH
EVEN DIZZIER HEIGHTS OF UNIVERSAL ACCLAIM!

CLEAR THE DECKS FOR:
"PLUTO'S QUINPUPLETS"
"HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY"
aLONESOME GHOSTS a

"THE OLD MILL"

"DONALD'S OSTRICH"

"WYNKEN, BLYNKEN AND NOD"
"CLOCK CLEANERS"

Fnda

u

fee

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTION! Tl&w

DISTRIBUTED BY

RKO-RADIO
PICTURES

- Wik
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03ERBERG AT COL,

BUT NOT GOHN A

{Continued from Page 1)

tice. Silberberg for some years has
handled legal work for Columbia
and RKO as well as personal affairs

for Harry Cohn, Sam Briskin and
other leading Coast executives.

Second New Bethesda

Theater to be Built

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Permits for con-

struction of a new 1,000-seat film

house in Bethesda, outside Wash-
ington, has been granted to J.

Henry Hiser, now operator of the

State there. The new house, which
will be known as the Hiser, was de-

signed by John J. Vink.

This is the second new theater
for the community. Herbert Glass-
man and Edwin C. Ostrow of Wash-
ignton head the syndicate which is

now building a 1,000-seat house
there.

Frisco's Uptown Theater

Rebuilt at $100,000 Cost

San Francisco—Golden State will

re-open the 1500-seat Uptown The-
ater here today after alterations and
re-equipment costing more than
$100,000. Virtually only the walls

of the original house were left, as
an entire new theater was designed
by A. A. Cantin, architect. Equip-
ment included Mirrophonic Sound,
and a specially-designed Neon cir-

cular marquee and streamlined ver-
tical sign by QRS Co.

R. A. McNeil is general manager
of Golden State. Associated with
him are M. A. Niafy and E. M. Em-
mick. John Saul, well known local

theater man, is also interested in

the Uptown, which Joseph Richards,
veteran Golden State manager, will

manage.

Summer Theaters Folding

Bethlehem, N. H.—Jack Ames will

close his 480-seat Colonial Theater
for the winter on Sept. 25. The
Hall-in-the-Pines and Bretton Woods
Hotel Theaters in Bretton Woods
will both be closed Monday. Mean-
time, work is proceeding on a new
650-seat Ames theater in Colbrook,
N. H., which is planned for June
opening and will replace present
operation at the Halcyon, one-time
opera house.

>
Still Those Titles!

St. Louis—Harry Crawford, manager
of the Ambasador Theater, is being
ribbed because of this combination of
feature pictures: "One Hundred Men
and a Girl" and "The Lady Fights
Back."

^k Those Were The Days! -¥-

Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of

Bob Livingston, Owner- Manager of the

Capitol Theater, Lincoln. Neb.

•

. As Told to FILM DAILY -—

-

ONE of the best remembered incidents I can recall in 31 years

of this business happened about 25 years ago when I was
running the Strand, which is only two blocks from my present
stand and on the same street.
The Strand was running for a

dime and was an abandoned store-
room with a basement. So narrow
was the building, it had room for five

seats on one side of the aisle and 6
on the other. Principal lobby decora-
tions were a popcorn machine which
made it almost impossible to enter
because of its size, and a picture of

Broncho Billy.

In the basement of this emporium
of amusement was a shooting gallery,
which was entered via a spiral stair-
way from the lobby and operated by
and old gray-haired gent who had
once touched the chaps of Buffalo
Bill.

The day was far in advance of
sound pictures and all the noise pro-
vided was by a music box by the
stage which had to be wound up fre-
quently. In those periods in which
it ran down and there was no one
handy to wind it up, there was noth-
ing but the click of the motion pic-

ture machine—which I was cranking
—to hear.

This, of course, was reckoning
without the sharpshooters in the
basement, who used to furnish real
gunfire with my cowboy and Indian
pictures at times.

Incident I'm leading up to what
happened one night about 8:30. Had
a good house and the neighbors were
fully enjoying the latest antics of
Broncho Billy when with a sharp re-

port from the basement, a bullet

tore up thru the aisle floor and im-
bedded in the ceiling causing a show-
er of plaster and considerable dis-

comfiture among the patrons. Yelling
to the popcorn kid to come up and
crank the machine, I scrammed down
the spiral stairway to the basement
and approached the proprietor, who
was reading the Police Gazette as if

nothing had happened.
"Charlie," I said, "either you've

got to plate this ceiling or make
your customers be more careful
where they shoot."

Charlie didn't even look up from
his reading.
"Aw," he said, "that's just Ed over

there. Pay no attention to him, he's

a little drunk tonight. Usually he's

a good shot."

Those were the days. I never lost

a customer. They braved getting
shot to see Broncho Billy. Today
they won't brave a threatening cloud
to see Robert Taylor.

Quaker Theater Corp. Files

Albany — Quaker Theater Corp.
chartered under Delaware laws with
W. B. Cokell as President, to op-
erate theaters, has filed a certificate

of statement and designation in the
office of the Secretary of State to
enable it to do business in New
York State. Van Alan Holloman,
1501 Broadway, New York City, is

attorney for the corporation.
Others to file similar certificates

are: \

Pathe Manufacturing Corp., a
Delaware Corporation; Screen Ac-
tors Guild, Inc., of Los Angeles, and
Modern Talking Pictures Service,
Inc., chartered under Delaware laws.

Judgment for Kestenbaum
Judgment for $3,465.82 against

Condor Pictures was entered in the
New York State Supreme Court yes-
terday in behalf of Samuel S. Kes-
tenbaum, who charged breach of
contract. He had been employed as
director of publicity and exploita-
tion. Fitelson & Mayers was coun-
sel for Kestenbaum.

Mrs. Holt In AFRA Post

Mrs. Emily Holt, former associate
counsel for Actors' Equity, has ac-
cepted the post of executive secre-
tary of the AFRA and will serve
at the pleasure of the board.

Lugosi for Broadway?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood-—There is a possibility
that Bela Lugosi will appear on
Broadway in a new play this winter
for Jack Linder, producer who is

out here. Linder has just made a
deal for a play called "Ferarri," by
Earl Cortis, and is now negotiating
with Lugosi to do the play on
Broadway.

Wash'n Capitol 10 Years Old
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Beginning today

Loew's Capitol Theater here will

celebrate its tenth birthday, it was
announced at the office of Carter
Barron yesterday. According to
Barron, the Capitol has been de-
luged with telegrams from many of
the leading stars, as well as prac-
tically all the theater operators in
the Capital City.

World Pictures Chartered
Detroit — World Pictures Corp.

was incorporated here as a general
amusement company, with a capitali-

zation of $100,000. Offices are in
the Dime Bank Building. Incorpo-
rators, all of New York City, are
Martin Merlstein, Anne Litman, and
J. Borasky. Orville S. Sanborn, of
New York, is the attorney.

3 GUILDS CHALLENGE

IATSE JURISDICTION

(Continued from Page 1)

gaining agencies for workers in

their respective fields.

Bioff, in a published statement,
had declared the IATSE would
claim full jurisdiction in all de-
partments and over every craft that
goes with the production of motion
pictures.

Complete "The Inventor"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jerry Fairbanks and

Robert Carlisle of Scientific Pic-
tures, have just completed "The In-
ventor," a novelty one-reeler. Para-
mount will release it in October.
This subject is in addition to Scien-
tific's "Popular Science" and "Un-
usual Occupations" series that Para-
mount also distributes.

Fairbanks and Carlisle will make
a trip East next month to gather
material for their two series. For
the trip they have built a special
truck, which is a miniature studio
on wheels.

FMPC Books Four
French Motion Picture Corp. has

booked four pictures into the Cin-
ema de Paris including "Mademoi-
selle Mozart," musical with Danielle
Darrieux; "L'Homme de Nulle Part"
with Pierre Blanchard, Marcel Pag-
nol's "Angele" and "Helene," di-

rected by Jean Benoit-Levy and
starring Madeleine Renaud.

Marrs Will Build House
Detroit—Plans for a new 1,500-

seat theater were disclosed yester-
day by Richard H. and Carl B.
Marr. New house will be erected at
Northwestern Highway and the Six
Mile Road. Marr Brothers are own-
ers of the property as well as archi-
tects. The house will be leased to
parties as yet undisclosed. A com-
plete building project covering a
dozen or more adjoining stores is

planned.

Wall St. Eyes Columbia
Columbia's earnings for the first

quarter of its new fiscal year, end-
ing Sept. 30, are expected to be
less than its net in the June quar-
ter, Wall Street sources considered
authoritative reported yesterday.
June quarter earnings was report-
ed at $128,400.

Readying "The New Earth"
Modern Film Corp., U. S. distrib-

utor of the Japanese pix, "The New
Earth," or "Daugther of Samurai,"
is readying it for wide U. S. distri-

bution.

Pix Players at Jubilesta

Kansas City, Mo.—The second an-
nual Jubilesta, Kansas City's fall fes-
tival, opens a nine-day run today, at
the new $6,000,000 Municipal Audi-
torium. Among film players booked
for appearances are "Buddy" Rogers,
Frances Langford, Jack Haley, Edgar
Bergen and Rufe Davis.
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Exploits Disney Revue
Along With Feature

[OT satisfied with giving his

main attraction, Alexander
Korda's "Knight Without
Armor," one of the biggest
campaigns of the year, Frank
Henson also arranged some
powerful publicity and exploita-

tion for his second feature, the
Walt Disney Academy Award
Revue to insure jamming the
doors of Loew's Broad, Colum-
bus, 0. Outstanding among the
specialty stunts was the candid
camera gag set with the local

Citizen. The first fifty persons
with cameras were given guest
tickets during the opening two
days and permitted to take pic-

tures of the feature. Henson
set aside a special section of

the house for the group. The
best photos submitted were en-
tered in the Citizen annual
snapshot contest, printed in the
paper and given cash awards.
The Citizen gave the contest a
big preliminary build-up. Fea-
ture and art breaks dominated
the press for several days in

advance of the showing. The
Dispatch gave the picture a
six-column streamer as its open-
ing gun and followed up with
plenty. of free space. The photo-
serial ran for six days in the

Journal supplemented by
columns of special stories. Hen-
son tied in the two features
nicely with pen and ink repro-
ductions of the cartoons to-

gether with stills of Donat and
Dietrich. A full page feature

of Art on Dietrich splashed the

pages of the Sunday Star. A
generous amount of cooperative

ad space and window displays

rounded out the campaign.

—

Loew's Broad, Columbus, 0.

Changes in Colorado

Denver—The Grand Theater at

Littleton, Colo., formerly under the

management of Ross and Art Bluck

will be taken over by Fred Eisle,

promotion manager, and manager of

the Egyptian. This necessitates the

following changes: C. A. Anderson,
editor of The Civic News and mana-
ger of the Oriental, takes over the

exploitation and screen advertising

campaigns; Si Gertz, present assis-

tant on the News, assumes the posi-

tion of editor. The Santa Fe mana-
ger, George Sandstrom, has moved
over to the Egyptian while Jack
Kramer fills the Santa Fe post.

Theatrical Tele Sets

London (By Cable)—Scophony, Ltd.,

shortly will market two new television

receivers, one giving a 5 by 4 foot

picture for theatrical use, the second

giving a 24 by 22 inch picture for home
use. Public demonstrations of the two
receivers will be given as soon as new
BBC equipment is installed at Alexandra

Palace. Company's marketing plans will

be announced shortly.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe

"Spanish Earth" in Paris
Paris — Ernest Hemingway at-

tended the showing of "The Spanish
Earth" at the Spanish Embassy
here before a distinguished gather-
ing of foreign ambassadors and
consuls. Hemingway is on his way
to Spain with a print of the film to
show to the Loyalist troops at the
front. While there, he will also or-

ganize an ambulance corps with
money raised by the showing of the
film in the United States.

Paris Film Notes
Paris—Jacques Houssin will pro-

duce "La Proie", with Eric Von Stro-
heim, Lili Palmer and Pierre Fres-
nay .... During the first five months
of the year taxes from all sorts of
amusements amounted to 37,830,000
francs, an increase of 4,059,000, over
the corresponding period of last

year. M. Rabinovitch is suing Da-
nielle Darieux, who soon will leave
for Hollywood to join Universal Pic-
tures, for breach of contract. He
asks 20,000,000 francs as damages.

The French star, Mireille Balin,
has been engaged by M-G-M, and
will sail for America late in the fall.

All Color Cameras Busy
London—Technicolor has five col-

or cameras in this country and all

of them are working. With color
productions now in hand and con-
tracted for, Technicolor will be un-
able to provide color cameras for
any further pictures until the end
of the year, it is stated by Joint
Managing Director Oates. He stat-

ed that the limit for next year will

be 10 or 12 pictures.

Twickenham Deficiency
London—Report of the assistant

official receiver for Twickenham
Film Studios, Inc., gives the total

deficiency of the company as £45,767
—that is, the excess of liabilities

over assets.

Catholic Move for Decency
London—Various efforts are be-

ing made by Roman Catholics in

England toward setting up a de-
cency code for this country's film
productions along the lines estab-
lished in the United States. The
Catholic Herald has asked its read-
ers to answer a questionnaire on
the present moral tone of films. A
Catholic film congress was recent-
ly held in France where the French
Catholic Cinema League is in close

touch with producers, reading scripts

before they are produced. Several
moves are afoot in Ireland for the
setting up of a Catholic film indus-
try.

Austrian Firms in Trouble
Vienna — Three noted Viennese

film concerns, Hugo Engel, Gaumont
of Vienna, and Atlantis are in finan-

cial difficulties. The Engel com-
pany, one of the oldest distributing
and theater-owning companies in

Vienna, has experienced heavy los-

ses over the Comedy Theater which
it took over and converted into a
super-cinema. Gaumont, an off-

shoot of the Paris company, but
from which it has been independent
since 1932, has debts of 110,000 sch.

as against assets of 56,000 sch. At-
lantis ascribes it lose to the Kon-
tingent.

Chicago Exchanges Moving
Chicago—-It is expected that the

new film exchange building for Uni-
versal, United Artists and Colum-
bia now going up at 13th St. and
Wabash Avenue will be ready for
occupancy next month. Grand Na-
tional and 20th Century-Fox, still

located in the old district, are con-
sidering moving to the new location,

and plans are under way for new
buildings to house their activities.

Cupp to Remodel Co-Ed
Arkadelphia, Ark.—Cecil Cupp,

owner of the Royal and Co-Ed The-
aters, announces that several im-
provements will be made at the Co-
Ed. New sound equipment will be
installed, a new Neon front and
Neon marquee will be installed.

Community Chest Pix

Atlantic Pictures Corp's short fea-

ture, "Know Thy Fellowman", with
Lowell Thomas and Ethel Barry-
more, is finding wide use in 1937
Community Chest campaigns. Dis-
tribution is under the direction of

Forrest Lord.

Ft. Worth House Passes

Fort Worth, Tex.—The 12-year-
old Capitol Theater, a 475-seater,

which has been second-run for a
number of years, is being torn down
to make way for a store building.

This summer it was reopened to

show Spanish pictures only; how-
ever, it closed again after about
two months.

Nicoll Off For Canada
West Coast Bureau of. THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — George T. Nicoll,

manager of property and set dress-
ing departments for B. P. Schul-
berg Pictures, Inc., is motoring
northward for a hometown visit at
Calgary, Alberta, and a tour of Can-
adian resorts, including Lake Louise.

Murray with Monogram
Boston — Robert Murray, newly

appointed to the sales staff of Mono-
gram in Boston, will take over
Maine, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont territory as his new duties.

Murray resigned from Columbia two
months ago.

Words and Wisdom
fl

"EORESIGHT: The task confront-
ing screen producers today is

not to plan for the year ahead but
to look, three, four, five or 10 years
into the future. Shortsightedness
has no place in picture making to-

day. The public is trained to ex-
pect, and is clamoring for, the best,
and great pictures cannot be con-
tinuously made unless reserves of
talent are provided now, so that
when one star, producer or direc-
tor falls by the wayside, another is

ready to take his place.—LOUIS B.
MAYER.

ACHIEVEMENT: To have cre-
ated a character (Mickey Mouse)
who can bring happiness to the
young and the old, the schooled and
the illiterate—that truly is a great
achievement.—WILL H. HAYS.

IMPROVING ACTUALITY: Peo-
ple generally seem satisfied with as
little actuality as possible in the
movies: they want an improvement
upon actuality, a selection and in-

terpretation. For selection and in-

terpretation you have to have un-
derstanding and imagination, and
once you have those working crea-
tively you are on the road that leads
to art.—JAMES SHELLEY HAM-
ILTON.

"GOOD VILLAINY": It is bad
for an actor to be a "wicked villain"

too often on the screen, but a little

"good villainy" never hurt any ac-
tor. To be an interesting villain

makes up for everything.—HENRY
WILCOXON.

LONGEVITY: You want to know
the secret of how to stay on the top
in film acting? Well, first of all,

you've got to have talent, and luck
undoubtedly plays a big part in any
career. Luck, though, needs some
support. You ha_ve got to know
whether a story is up your street or
not.—EDMUND LOWE,

NO STAR: I have never been a
star, and I don't want to be. I'd

rather be like Lewis Stone. I'd

rather be around 20 years from now,
still playing important parts. —
JOEL McCREA.

"Televising" "Sailing Along"
London (By Cable)—Final studio se-

quences of "Sailing Along," the cur-
rent Jessie Matthews musical being
filmed at Pinewood, will be played be-
fore television as well as before the
motion picture cameras, GB announced
yesterday. The "televising" will be par'^

of the BBC's ambitious series, frc

Sept. 30 to Oct. 5, showing films i

the making, and "Sailing Along" will

be the first on the program. Another
program will show Rene Clair at work
on a new Jack Buchanan picture, with
Maurice Chevalier and Adele Astaire on
the set, and the third of the series

will show a British Paramount film in

production.
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H'SHER ADMISSIONS

IN GINGY UNLIKELY

Cincinnati — Higher admission
levels in this city are unlikely at

the present time, according to both

J
I Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO gen-

1

eral manager, and Wess Huss, prexy

;

!

of Associated Theaters.
Exhib. attitude is in the face of

higher operating costs and b. o.
1 scale advances in other cities.

Ochs In New Post

Cleveland, 0. — Eugene Ochs,
brother of Herbert Ochs, Warner's
eastern division sales manager, has
severed a 15-year association with
M. B. Horwitz of the Washington
circuit, to become manager of the

Beach Cliff theater at Rocky River.

This is a new 1,000-seat house built

by A. E. Ptak, Howard Reif, James
E. Scoville and John Kalafat, all

prominent in the local exhibition

field. Sidney Cohn succeeds Ochs
as manager of the Heights theater.

F. B. Quimby's Father Dies

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Fred B. Quimby of

Metro is in Tacoma, called by the

death of his father Tuesday.

DEATH RECORD

B. B. Grove

Gering, Neb. — B. B. Grove, 60,

owner of the Grove and Riviera the-

aters here, died Sept. 13 following
an emergency operation.

Nicholas Amos, Sr.

Omaha — Funeral services were
held here Sept. 14 for Nicholas
Amos, Sr., 76, who died Sept. 12

after a seven-week illness which fol-

lowed an operation. Amos operated
the middlewest's first independent
circuit, starting four houses here
more than 25 years ago and adding
two houses in Council Bluffs and the

first theaters in Lincoln, Neb., Wich-
ita, Kan., and Topeka, Kan. Later
he sold out and joined Carl Laem-
mle as manager at Des Moines.
Following that he sold independent
product, winding up his career with
Majestic Pictures in Omaha.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos recently cele-

brated their 53rd wedding anniver-
sary. Two daughters and two sons
also survive.

Ion Swinley

^iaadon (By Cable)—Ion Swinley,
4L( Jklely known British actor, died
hei\s Yesterday.

Edmund Waring, Sr.

Pittsburgh—Edmund Waring, Sr.,

88, grandfather of Fred and Tom
Waring, died here yesterday.

NEWS of the DAY
(.Continued from Page 14)

Albuquerque, N. M. — William
Clark, treasurer of the Kimo Thea-
ter, has resigned to enter pre-medi-
cal school in Denver. Successor is

Charles Ortiz, formerly student
manager of the Mission Theater.
"Bud" McKinney, doorman of the
Chief, was promoted to Ortiz's
place.

Indianapolis—Marc Wolf has suc-
ceeded Bert Jolly as treasurer of the
local Variety Club.

Milford, la.—E. Earhart, who has
just sold a theater at Odebolt, has
purchased the Strand here from F.
F. Jungkunz. Jungkunz, retiring,
will move to California.

Indianapolis — Theatrical Mana-
gers, Inc., will do all the booking
and buying for the recently re-
opened Fairmount, Farrmount, Ind.,
and the Haven at New Haven, Ind.

Luverne, la.—Watson Moore has
bought the equipment of the Time
Theater which has been closed. He
will reopen the house with Clifford
Knoll as manager.

Toronto— After extensive altera-

tions, the Kenwood, closed for two
months, has reopened. Sam Lent
is the owner.

Cleveland — Mrs. Marie Nehman
has purchased the Melrose Theater,
subsequent run house which was re-
conditioned last season. The house
will be managed by her son, Leon-
ard Nehman.

Campbell, O. — Jack Steinberg,
former Youngstown theater owner,
is reported having taken over the
unfinished houses started here last
year by Tom Birmingham.

Holedale, O.—Charles Ehrlenbach
of Flushing, has taken over the
Capitol Theater, which has been
dark a long time.

Detroit—Office managers for two
booking offices here have been ap-
pointed. George Puget, formerly
partner in the Gus Sun Office, was
made manager of the American At-
tractions office, while Johnny Leon-
ard (known on the stage as Hadji
Baba) was appointed manager of
the Amusement Booking Service.

Eight New Industry Cos.

Chartered in New York

Albany—Eight new film industry
companies have been chartered by
the Secretary of State. They are:

Roxy Theater, Inc., New York
City, to operate and manage thea-
ters and places of amusement, R. J.
Gorman, Harold R. Vaughan, W.
Wilson Merrill, incorporators.

Renny Theaters, New York City,
to exhibit motion pictures. Milton
E. Mermelstein, Robert Goldstein,
Morris Schorr, incorporators.

Four Square Comedies Corp., New
York City, to deal in motion pic-
tures, film projectors; produce
plays, exhibit pictures. Pearl Port-
noy, Henrietta Schwartz, Ira H.
Gelber, incorporators.

Many Mansions, Inc., New York
City, to produce stage plays, operas,
exhibit motion pictures. John F.
Wharton, Manuel M. Gorman, How-
ard A. Seitz, incorporators.

Schine Ilion Corp., Gloversville, to
operate motion picture theaters. F.
D. Thompson, Mark Benjamin, R.
E. Wallace, incorporators.

The Mercury Theater, Inc., New
York City, to exhibit motion pic-
tures. Harold R. Vaughan, Edwin
E. Lindgren, W. Wilson Merrill, in-
corporators.

Carter Cinema Producing Corp.,
New York City to produce motion
pictures Marshall H. Rosett, Leo
Brenner, Rose Eskin, incorporators.
Roma Theaters, Inc., New York

City, to operate motion picture thea-
ters. Harry Weinberger, Chester
A. Pearlman, Beatrice Weinberger,
incorporators.

More B & K Promotions

Chicago—More promotions are in
the wind for the livewires of the
Balaban and Katz organization.
"Bill" Briscoe, assistant manager
of the Uptown theater has been
named manager of the new Cine
theater of the B and K circuit and
he has been succeeded at the Up-
town by Ben Adelman, who comes
from the Paradise theater. Jerry
Winsberg goes from the Senate the-
ater to the Paradise theater as as-
sistant manager and Joe Petrakoic,
the demon golfer of the Marbro the-
ater has been promoted to the Sen-
ate theater as assistant manager.
Tom Mooney has been named chief
ushed at the Marbro theater.

Jam Handy Expanding
Detroit — Jam Handy Picture

Service, Inc., has leased the build-
ing formerly occupied by the Metro-
politan Motion Picture Co. at 1745
East Grand Boulevard, to provide ad-
ditional quarters, according to Jami-
son Handy, president. The building
will house the personnel comprising
the Jam Handv Animated Cartoon.
Comedy and Technical Animation
Theatrical Distribution, Screen Ad-
vertising, Field Development, Sales
Convention and Music Departments.

Oakland, Detroit, Reopens
Detroit—The Oakland Theater in

Highland Park, north end suburb,
formerly known as the De Soto, is

scheduled to reopen this week after
being dark two years, under man-
agement of Charles Stepanauckas,
Detroit's undertaker-exhibitor, with
Joseph Olschefsky as manager.

TEXAS SUMMER 6. 0.

IZ OFF 10 PER CENT

Dallas—Theater business through-
out Texas for the past summer has
been considerably under that of the
same period in 1936, according to

Col. E. A. Cole of the Allied Thea-
ter Owners of Texas. The average
slump in box-office was 10 per cent,

with the two Exposition cities

—

Fort Worth and Dallas—showing
receipts far under those of the sum-
mer of 1936.

Theater building is practically at

a stand-still, and few show houses
are being remodeled.

Theaters over Texas during the
summer months in 1936 did a record
business due largely, it was be-
lieved, to the temperatures above
105 degrees which drove people to

the air-cooled show houses. This
summer there have been very few
unbearably hot days.

Close Franklin Theater
Franklin, N. H.—The Graphic Cir-

cuit, owners of the three local pic-

ture theaters here, including the
newly built Regal, has closed the
Pastime which has been in operation
about 30 years. The Capitol The-
ater on Central Street, which had
been managed by Harry Ullock and
was purchased by the Graphic Com-
pany recently has been reopened un-
der the management of George
Black.

Yiddish Players In Pix

Arthur Block, president of Eron
Pictures, Inc., has engaged Isidore
Casher, Judith Abarbanel and Mi-
chael Rosenberg, leading members
of the Yiddish Art Theater group,
for important parts in "The Cantor's
Son," Alexander Olshanetzky's first

Yiddish screen operetta, which is to

star Moishe Oysher, noted Jewish
cantor, in the title role. The pic-

ture is in production under the di-

rection of Sidney Goldin.

Will Convert Theater
Pawtucket, R. I.—Sale of the old

Imperial Theater to Albert Asso-
ciates, Inc., by the Hall Realty Co.
was recorded here with $43,000 in-

dicated in the transaction and mort-
gages totaling $80,000. House, dark
for two years, will be converted into
business block with six or seven
stores on ground floor and offices

above.

SICK REPORT

Little Rock, Ark.—J. F. Norman,
president of the Arkansas ITO, ill

at his home here with an attack of
influenza, is reported to be improv-
ing.

Merrill, Wis. — A. L. Robarge,
owner of the Cosmo Theater, is con-
fined to his home with a severe cold.
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Grand National Will Release 6 ABFD Features Here

U.SJIR1J0 PRODUCEJ FEATURES INJNGLAND

Canada is Planning 25 New Houses in Next 6 Months
Average Seating Capacity Will

be 1,200, Devaney

Estimates

Twenty-five new theaters will be
erected in Canada in the next six

months, it was said yesterday by
Leo Devaney, RKO Radio Canadian
manager. The houses will average
1,200 seats and will be located in

Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winni-
peg and other spots.

Canadian theater business has been
very good, but has been hit in the

past month by an infantile paralysis
(Continued on Page 3)

Educational and Guild in Tentative Agreement
Educational Pictures has reached a tentative agreement with the Screen Actors' Guild

under which it will operate next week when the Guild shop goes into effect. A
permanent agreement will be worked out in conferences between Educational and Guild

officials.

NORTHWEST'S MPTO

TO MEET WEDNESDAY PLAN PRODUCT MEET

ATSI MERGER REPORT

IS DENIED BY STUART

Detroit — Vigorous denial of

printed rumors that American The-
ater Science, Inc., was considering

a merger with either Allied The-
aters of Michigan or Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan was made to

The Film Daily by Frank Stuart,

general manager of the organiza-
tion.

Stuart said that the ATSI is now
(.Continued on Page 4)

Seattle—An unusually heavy at-

tendance is indicated for the annual
convention of the MPTO of the

Northwest, convening at the Wash-
ington Hotel here next Wednesday.

Reservations by Oregon exhibs.

are plentiful, it was said yesterday

by President William G. Ripley of

Longview.
James Hone, secretary-manager

of the exhib. association, is in gen-

eral charge of convention arrange-

ments, while L. 0. Lukan heads the

committee handling the annual Mo-
vie Ball.

Canadian Famous Execs.

Confer With IATSE Here

ITOA Board Approves Plan

to Merge With N. J. Allied

Proposal to discuss a merger plan
with Allied Theaters of New Jer-

sey was approved by the ITOA
board of directors at a meeting at

the Hotel Astor yesterday. Presi-

dent Harry Brandt urged the move,
declaring that it would allow ex-

(Continued on Page 3)

J. J. Fitzgibbons, managing di-

rector of Canadian Famous Players

and Ben Geldsaler are here from
Toronto conferring with George E.

Browne, IATSE president, on the

situation arising from repeal of the
(Continued on Page 3)

John D. Clark, general sales man-
ager of 20th Century-Fox, leaves

New York, Sept. 27 for the Coast to

confer with Darryl Zanuck on pro-
ductions which are to compose the
balance of the company's 1937-38
program. Clark will make another
Hollywood trip about February to

meet with Zanuck on plans for the
season of 1938-39. He will hold a
district managers' meeting about
that time.

Schedule Designed to Comply
With Expected Quota

Provisions

At least 50 features are actually
planned or contemplated for Eng-
lish production by major American
companies to meet expected quota
requirements, checkup by The
Film Daily established vesterday.

Additionally, several U. S. com-
panies have arrangements through
which their quota requirements are
met by English affiliates.

Checkup further disclosed that
amount of money to be expended by
the U. S. companies on English pro-

duction for 1937-38 will hit a new
high. Several companies have al-

located $2,000,000 or more.
Warners, which tentatively has

(Continued on Page 4)

Semi-Monthly SEC Report

Shows Light Film Trading

FLEISCHER AND UNION

IN STRIKE AGREEMENT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—One of the lightest

periods for film securities trading
yet recorded by the Securities and
Exchange Commission was reported
today in the semi-monthly report of

security transactions and holdings.

The only film company filing with
the SEC was Universal Pictures Co.
which reported that Universal Corpo-

(Continued on Page 3)

Six ABFD Pictures to be Handled

By Grand National in This Country

ĥ
Unscheduled Giveaway

Omaha—It looked like a good gag
when Manager William Miskell of Tri-

States Orpheum had a pair of stepins

hung in the Orpheum lobby in connec-
tion with the showing of "Topper."
But the very first night the panties dis-

appeared, and Miskell, after ordering

another pair, had 'em tacked down.

Para. Orient Head Sails

for Confabs in New York

Tom D. Cochrane, Paramount's
general manager in the Orient, sails

from Yokohama today on the S. S.

President Grant en route to New
York to confer on the present war

(Continued on Page 3)

Six features made by Associated
British Film Distributors in Eng-
land during the next year will be
distributed in this country by Grand
National, stated Reginald Baker,
joint managing director of the Eng-
lish company, in New York yester-
day, following his arrival from the
Coast. Basil Dean, joint managing

(Continued on Page 3)

Agreement was reached yester-

day between Fleischer Studios and
the Commercial Artists and Design-
ers Union on conditions for termi-

nation of the strike in progress at

the Studio for several months with
final acceptance of the proposed
contract to be determined Monday

(Continued on Page 4)

Pathe News Is Undecided

on Md. Censor Cut Move

Pathe News is undecided on what
steps it will take as a result of ac-
tion by the Maryland censors in cut-

ting several war scenes from a
newsreel taken at the Shanghai

(Continued on Page 3)

Telling 'Em!
In lights on the Mayfair's marquee

yesterday:
"Stella Dallas"
"She's No Lady"
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 22y4 22 22
Columbia Picts. vtc. 21

V

4 21 % 2iy4
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 2% 2% 2l/4 — %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 10V4 10V4 10%
East. Kodak 179y2 178 178 —2
do pfd 160 160 160 +2
Gen. Th. Eq 21 % 21 21 — %
Lowe's, Inc 76 74 74% — 1%
do pfd
Paramount 19% 18% 19 — %
Paramount 1st pfd.. 135 135 135 +ll'/2
Paramount 2nd pfd

Pathe Film 8'/2 8 8% + Vs
RKO 7V4 6% 6% — %
20th Century-Fox . 31% 31% 31 % — %
20th Century-Fox pfd ;

Univ. Pict. pfd 55 52 52—3
Warner Bros 12% 12 12 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 100 99% 100 + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55... 99% 99% 99%— %
Para. Piers, cv. 3 %s47 87% 86% 87

RKO 6s41 100 100 100
Warner's 6s39 91 % 91 91 % — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 25/8 2% 2% + Vs
Monogram Picts. ... 1% 1% 1% — %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 28% 27% 27% — Vz

Trans-Lux 3% 3% 3% — %
Universal Ficts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102 105
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg, 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

Three Division Managers

Will Converge on N. O.

New Orleans—Evidently in an at-

tempt to speed up deals, division

managers from three companies
yesterday were announced as due

here. They are: Harry Ballance,

20th-century Fox; Bob Moultry,

United Artists; Herb Mclntyre,

RKO.
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• • • SERENADE for Will H. Hay by the
William L. Harris Post 196, American Legion band on
Monday morn the Harris Post consists of postal employees
who said they wanted to honor "our former chief, Postmaster
General Hays" bet the sly devils are hoping for movie
passes while in town for the Legion convention

• • • NEW MOTIF in department store advertising
sounded by Stern Brothers in their almost full-page ad in the
Sun the other day the ad reads: "Movies Are Not Our
Line but because we were first to introduce Deanna Dur-
bin fashions for girls, we were privileged to see a pre-view
of her forthcoming picture So with no axe to grind and
speaking not as merchants, but as movie-goers who appreciate
a good show We predict the new movie, featuring Deanna
Durbin in 'One Hundred Men and A Girl' opening at
the Roxy, will be one of the outstanding hits of the year"
and there was more along the same line, all touting the picture

A SMART idea in merchandise advertising talking
about the other fellow's product now if some head of
film advertising applied the same principle, and talked about
some other industry in newspaper advertising well, you
get the thought we hope

T T
• • • ADVANCE DEMAND for "Candles In the Wind"

the William C. Lengel novel, published this week by Ives
Washburn was so big before publication, that Lengel was
unable to obtain the customary author's six copies he will
have to wait until the next edition is off the press to get them

the intriguing women's story sounds like something the
film producers will want to grab

Weiss, Back from Abroad, Talk Irish Production

Says Supply Biz is Good With Eye to U. S. Market

Alfred Weiss, president of Con-
solidated Theater Supply Corp.,

who has just returned from a five

months' stay abroad, said yesterday
that he had appointed permanent
agents in Cairo, Alexandria, Bom-
bay, Johannesburg, Zurich and
Brussels.
Weiss found motion picture busi-

ness and the supply business good
abroad. Not much new theater
building is going on abroad, the
principal activity being remodeling
of theaters, he said. Many theaters
are being remodeled abroad, Weiss
declared.

FTC Agent Investigates

Paramount in Philadelphia

Philadelphia — Winfield Wagner,
Federal Trade Commission repre-
sentative, has been in town investi-

gating the local film situation from
the angle of the Paramount mis-
leading advertising case pending be-
fore the body. Action was recently
instituted by Allied at Washington.

Belfast (By Cable)—Production
of Irish pix in the low cost bracket
for not only Irish distribution but
release in Britain, the Dominions
rnd the U. S. is being talked here.
Group with theater affiliations is

back of the new studio project.

Confabs are at present going on
with leading Irish actors and ac-
tresses, as well as with suppliers of
cameras and equipment. It is re-
ported negotiations will come to a
head within the next week or two.
The scheme as at present outlined

allows for a definite sales organiza-
tion.

"100 Men and a Girl" Breaks

All Roxy First-Day Record

50,000 See "Zola"
Chicago—More than fifty thous-

and people have attended the two-
a-day showings of "Emile Zola'" at

the Erlanger theater since the big
feature opened two weeks ago. The
run ends tonight, the house switch-
ing to its regular legit season.

Universal's "100 Men and a Girl,"

starring Deanna Durbin, set a
smashing pace yesterday at the
Roxy, it was stated by Universal,
breaking the opening day's record
set by "Thin Ice" which had pre-
viously shattered all first-day rec-
ords since 1929.

APHA to Hear Weiss
Myron Weiss, Associate Editor of

Time Magazine, will address the an-
nual convention of the American
Public Health Association in New
York on Oct. 5-8 on "The Box-Of-
fice Reaction to Health and Medical
Films."

Coming and Going

JOHN D. CLARK leaves New York Sept. 27
for the Coast.

HUNT STROMBERG left New York yesterday
on his return to Hollywood.

WILLIAM KUTPER arrives in New York Mon-
day from Charlotte after a swing around 20th
Century-Fox exchanges.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN goes to Washington
Sunday from New York.

AL WILKIE returns to New York Monday
from the Coast.

GEORGE ELCOCK and SAM HARRIS, who
recently arrived from London, went to Wash-
ington yesterday, prior to going to the Coast.

REINHOLD SCHUNZEL leaves New York to-
morrow for Hollywood, accompanied by his wife
and daughter.

TOM D. COCHRANE leaves Yokohama today
en route to New York, arriving at Seattle Sept.
29 on the President Grant.

REGINALD BAKER, who arrived in New
York yesterday from Hollywood, sails on the
Queen Mary Wednesday on his return to Eng-
land.

GEORGE E. BROWNE, IATSE president,
is in town.

J. J. FITZGIBBONS, managing director of
Canadian Famous Players, and BEN GELD-
SALER are here from Toronto.

BEN WASHER, Goldwyn press representative,
has gone to Boston.

CARLOS ROMERO, F & M stage producer,
is here from the Coast to look over "The Big
Apple" and "Shag" dance routines.

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee as repre-
sentative of the Irving Trust Co., is spending
a vacation in the Pocono Mountains.

PAULETTE GODDARD has arrived in New
York from Hollywood and is stopping at the
Ambassador.

TERENCE RATTIGAN, English author of
"French Without Tears," arrives in New York
from Europe on Wednesday aboard the Cham-
plain, together with the production's stage
manager, KNOX LAING, and members of the
cast.

MARY BRIAN has arrived in New York from
the Coast and is stopping at the Warwick.

RICHARD S. LIDDLE, general manager of
llford Limited, London, is en route to New
York aboard the Champlain to spend four
weeks studying American film laboratory
methods.

BARBARA STANWYCK sails from New York
at noon tomorrow for the Coast on the Vir-
ginia, accompanied by MISS HOLLIS BARNES.

HENRY HATHAWAY arrives back in Holly-
wood today following a vacation in New York.

IRENE HENTSCHEL, London stage director
and wife of Ivor Brown, critic, is en route from
England to New York via Canada.

LEO G. CARROLL has arrived in New York
from the Coast to start rehearsals in "Between
The Devil."

ARTHUR A. LEE, GB vice president, returns
today to New York from Hollywood by plane,
following an extended tour of company's ex-
changes and conferences with West Coast
branch managers.

HARLAND DIXON, dance director, has ar-
rived in New York from the Coast.

CONRAD NAGEL plans to return to Holly-
wood from New York shortly after Sept. 25.

LOUISE HOVICK and her husband, ROBERT
MIZZY, who recently left Hollywood on a

trans-continental honeymoon trip via trailer,

arrived yesterday at Highland Mills, N. Y.

JOE MALMUTH, sales engineer with the
Hurley Screen Co., Long Island City, leaves

Monday on an extended business trip through
Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Sunday Films for Hartford

Hartford, Conn.—The Board of A'der-
men has adopted an ordinance permit-
ting Sunday afternoon moving picture

shows and Sunday vaudevil'e. This ac-
tion was approved by a 13-6 vote after

extended debate during which three roll

call votes were taken. It was one of

the most hectic sessions of the present

board.
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epidemic in the province of Ontario,

Devaney said. In the smaller On-
tario towns children are not attend-

ing movies. In the larger cities,

children under 16 have been advised
not to attend movies and are gen-
erally heeding this instruction. A
crop failure in Saskatchewan and
part of Alberta has cut into busi-

ness in those regions.

While here Devaney is working
out a new deal with Canadian Fam-
ous Players officials for 1937-38

RKO Radio product under a fran-

chise with the Canadian theater cir-

cuit.

RKO Radio will have a gala pre-

miere at Ottawa for the Canadian
opening of "Victoria, the Great"
with the Canadian Premier and
other government officials in at-

tendance. The picture will be road-
shown at His Majesty's, Montreal,

and at the Royal Alexandra, To-
ronto.

Semi-Monthly SEC Report

Shows Light Film Trading

(Continued from Page 1)

ration of Wilmington, Del., held

228,927 shares of its common stock
at the end of August and acquired
180 shares of 8 per cent cumulative
1st preferred for a total of 220
shares. Universal Corp. also re-

ported holding 20,000 shares of Uni-
versal Pictures Co. 2nd preferred.

Non-Theatrical Market

Hit by Schools' Delay

Detroit—Delay in school opening
in Detroit has upset schedules on
non-theatrical bookings in this ter-

ritory seriously, according to Alban
J. Norris, manager of the Michigan
Film Library.

DEATH RECORD

Clifford Heatherley

London (By Cable) — Clifford

Heatherley, 49, British screen and
musical comedy actor, is dead here.

Burr B. Grove

Denver—An emergency operation
failed to prolong the life of Burr B.
Grove, 60, of Gering, Neb., western
theater operator. He died in a Scotts-
bluff hospital following the opera-
tion. Grove had operated theaters
ir '.^Rroming and Nebraska. He is

si?
;f *ed by his mother, Mrs. Mar-

tha Grove and a brother, Lew Grove,
both of Paonia.

Cliff Smith
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cliff Smith, veteran

director, died yesterday of periton-
itis following an appendicitis oper-
ation.

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

]h LEANOR HOLM, beauteous aqua-
tic champion, will be the new

mate of the new Tarzan. She
signed yesterday a contract to play
opposite Glenn Morris, world deca-
thlon champion, in "Tarzan's Re-
venge," being produced by Principal
Productions studios in Hollywood
for release through 20th Century-
Fox.

The pretty swimming star is at
present appearing at the Great
Lakes Exposition in Cleveland with
Johnny Weissmuller, who was Mor-
ris's predecessor in the Tarzan role.

Her stay at the Exposition ends
Sept. 28, and she will fly immediate-
ly thereafter to Hollywood to begin
her film work.

T T T

Howard Bretherton has been
signed by Scott R. Dunlap, vice-

president in charge of production
at Monogram, to direct "The Ma-
rines Are Here." Ken Goldsmith
will act as associate producer.

Cary Grant has been signed by
RKO Radio to play opposite Kath-
arine Hepburn, in her next starring
vehicle, "Bringing Up Baby."

T T
"It Couldn't Happen Again," an

original story by Mel Riddle and
Alex Ruben, has been purchased by
S. J. Briskin, vice-president in

charge of production at RKO Radio,
and will be prepared for the screen
as a starring feature for Victor
Moore. Cliff Reid has been assigned
as the producer.

T »

Paramount ;has announced pur-
chase of a story to be filmed as the
first Hollywood-produced starring
picture for Isa Miranda, Italian

screen actress who recently arrived
in this country. It's "Lady Of The
Tropics", a romantic drama with a
Cuban sugar plantation background,
and was written by Wanda Tuchock.
Fred MacMurray and Rigaud, Ar-
gentine film star recently put under
contract by Para., will play opposite

Miss Miranda.

GN WILL RELEASE

6 ABFD PICTURES

(Continued from Page 1)

director with Baker, plans a trip to

the United States next month or
early in November to discuss pro-
duction, he said.

Baker's company plans to make a
total of 20 features for its next pro-
gram. He sails from New York
Wednesday on the Queen Mary on
his return to London.

Canadian Famous Execs

Confer with IATSE Here

Pathe News is Undecided
j

ITOA Board Approves Plan

on Md. Censor Cut Move to Merge with N. J. Allied

(Continued from Page I)

tvvo-men-in-a-booth law in British
Columbia.
About 40 men in Canadian Fam-

ous Players would lose their jobs
under the law, Fitzgibbons said. He
expects to work out an over-all
booth cost with Browne under which
while only one man would be em-
ployed in a booth none of the men
would be left jobless.

Fitzgibbons said he expected to
woik out a harmonious agreement
with Browne.

(Continued from Page 1

)

front, marking the first time news-
reels have been censored in Mary-
land, it was, said yesterday by Fred-
erick Ullman, vice president and
general manager of Pathe News.
The news shots eliminated by the

censors were pictures of non-com-
batants, dead and dying and the

dialogue accompanying the scenes
was "Non-combatants pay with their

lives for nations at war" and
"Wholesale death for innocent men,
women and children is the price for

vicious modern warfare."
Ullman said: "Newsreels have

been justly criticized for showing
too many military scenes. However,
I don't know a better antidote for

war than these pictures. It is not a
pretty picture. Nor is war a pretty

picture."

Members Overrule Equity on

Fines for FTP Work Stoppage

For the first time in the history

of Actors' Equity, the general mem-
bership at a quarterly meeting yes-

terday at the Hotel Astor overruled
a Council decision. The decision

was that of the Council in fining $50
and suspending sentence on a group
of members who acted contrary to

the Council's instructions in parti-

cipating in a one-day stoppage of
work on the Federal Theater proj-

ect last March, in conjunction with
other unions.

(Continued from Page 1)

hibitors in the territory to present
a "united front" in dealing with
their various problems. He will

probably address the Allied conven-
tion at Atlantic City next week when
he attends with an ITOA delegation.

Para. Orient Head Sails

for Confabs in New York

Browne Indicates IATSE
Will Press Guild Issue

(Continued from Page 1)

situation in the Far East. He will
remain in New York until John W.
Hicks, vice-president in charge of
foreign affairs, returns from Eu-
rope. Cochrane arrives in Seattle
Sept. 29 and proceeds directly to

New York.

Spaniards Protest "Lash"
Denver—Protests from the Span-

ish people forced the withdrawal of
"Lash of the Penitentes" from a
Fcx theater in Trinidad.

George E. Browne, IATSE pres-
ident, said yesterday that the state-
ment of William Bioff, IA Coast
representative, that the IA claimed
"full jurisdiction over all depart-
ments and every craft that goes in-

to the production of a motion pic-

ture" had his authorization and in-

dicated that he would fight to

achieve this end.
A statement was issued on the

Coast Thursday on behalf of tht
Screen Actors' Guild, the Screen
Writers Guild and the Screen Di-
rectors Guild denying that the IA
had jurisdiction over their crafts.

Browne said that "with every-
body claiming jurisdiction over
everything, I claim jurisdiction too."

Asked whether the A F of L had
sanctioned his claims to jurisdiction

over actors, directors and writers,

Browne avoided answering.

SEC Drops Andrews Suit
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The SEC has agreed

by stipulation signed by Federal
Judge John W. Clancy to discontinue
further prosecution of a suit against
Archie M. Andrews and others to
restrain alleged illegal transactions
in the stock of the Dictograph Prod-
ucts Company, Inc.

Globe Sets Cagney Pix

James Cagney's first GN starring
picture of the new season "Some-
thing to Sing About," opens at the
Globe Theater on Sept. 20.

SICK REPORT

Janitors' Union In Pact

Detroit—The signing of the first

contract of the Detroit Theater and
Amusement Janitors' Association
with David M. Idzal, managing di-

rector of the Fox Theater, is report-
ed by Ray Carroll, business agent
of the Association. The union is

affiliated with the Building Service
Employes International.

Philadelphia—Lewen Pizor, pres-
ident of the UMPTO, is reported as
seriously ill at the Temple Hospital
here.

Lincoln, Neb.—City Manager Mil-
ton Overman, of the Westland The-
aters here, is ill at home with a
severe cold.

Detroit—Bert Moss, manager of
Roxy Pictures Exchange, is the lat-
est addition to the hay fever sick
list.
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set a two million budget for 20 Eng-
lish features, is expected to put the

final touches on its program at

early London conferences between
Jack L. Warner and Sam E. Mor-
ris.

Paramount is withholding an-

nouncement of its British-made fea-

tures until London huddles are con-

summated between Adolph Zukor and
John W. Hicks.

M-G-M's ambitious English pro-

gram includes a "first group," com-
prising "A Yank At Oxford," "And
So—Victoria," "Finishing School,"

and "Good-Bye, Mr. Chips." In ad-

dition the company has announced

that it would make in Britain a fea-

ture with the cooperation of the

Royal Air Force, "Shadow Of The
Wing."
Twentieth Century-Fox has an-

nounced five English features as

planned. Four are in the $500,000

cost bracket.

Columbia plans 10 English fea-

tures.

RKO Radio, through its recently

effectuated alliance with Herbert

Wilcox, who is now making "The

Rat" for the company's account and

will turn out four big pix annually,

in addition, costing, it is reported as

a term of the arrangement, $750,000

While no official announcement

has been made by Universal, the

fact that the Woolf organization

there is now handling distribution

of U product in the British Isles,

having succeeded Jack Hagen, in-

dicates, inasmuch as Hagen annual-

ly made 12 quota pix for Universal,

that Woolf will provide a sufficient

number to meet the 25 per cent pro-

NEWS of the DAY ATSI MERGER REPOK

IS DENIED BY STUAR1
Sandusky, O.—Dick Crusiger, for

several years manager of the Plaza
Theater here, has been transferred
to Portsmouth as manager of the
Warner Bros. Lyric there, replacing
Don Jacobs, who recently was pro-
moted to manager of the Lake The-
ater, Cleveland. Clarence Slatz, as-
sistant to Crusiger here, steps up to

manager of the Plaza.

Detroit — Robert Adler, former
Columbia booker at Buffalo, has
joined the Detroit booking staff.

Miami, Fla.—Jonas Perlberg, pub-
licity director for Paramount Enter-
prises, Inc., Miami, has been named
chairman of the entertainment com-

mittee of the Miami Advertising
Club.

Seattle—The cigars are on Eddie
Rivers of the Hamrick-Evergreen
offices in Seattle, since arrival the
other day at Swedish Hospital of

Helen Charmaine Rivers.

Clay, Ky.—J. T. Willis is now op-
erating the State Theater here.

Burksville, Ky.—Ray Brown has
reopened the Brook Theater.

Seattle— The Roosevelt Theater,
which has been operated for build-

ers of the Bonneville Dam at Bonne-
ville, Ore., by Sid and Laura Phil-

lips, has been discontinued.

(.Continued from Page 1)

booking for 27 theaters, with onl;

one group, the Olson Circuit of thret
houses, lost in the recent shakeu]
which drew the larger proportion o
Allied membership into Cooperative
while a few Cooperative memberi
withdrew from that body. Stuari
said the only case of overlapping
membership is that of William A
Cassidy, who intends to continu<
booking through ATSI.

Milliken Will Address

Maine's Universalists

Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the

Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America, and former
governor of Maine, will address the

Maine Universalist convention on
Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 21, in Ban-
gor. His subject is "The Motion
Picture and Public Opinion."

Theatrical Printing Biz

In Detroit Up 25 P.C.

Detroit—Theatrical printing or-

ders have shown an increase of

about 25 per cent over a year ago,
Phil Kaplan, of Theatrical Adver-
tising Co. who handles the bulk of

printing work for local houses, re-

ports.

Judge Raps Sex Films

Denver—In his decision to delete

several scenes from "Smashing the

Vice Trust", Municipal Judge Philip

Gilliam stated that theater manag-
ers displaying sex films "will place

themselves in serious danger of los-

ing their licenses". He praised the

motion picture industry as a whole

fcr their stand on sex pictures and
said that Denver would not be a

city to tear down such effort.

Barrie Remembers Bergner
London (By Cable) — Elisabeth

Bergner, film actress, receives a
$10,000 bequest in the will of the
late Sir James Barrie, probated
yesterday. Lady Cynthia Asquith,
long the dramatist's secretary, is

left $150,000 and rights to all of
Barrie 's plays and books. Will says
Miss Bergner's bequest results from
"the best performance ever given in

any play of mine".

Fleischer Studio and Union
Have Reached an Agreement'

(Continued from Page 1)

night at a meeting of the unioi
membership at 155 E. 34th St.

According to James Post, organ
izer for the union, the agreement
provides for substantial wage in
creases, union recognition, time anc
a half for overtime and one weel
vacation with pay.

Present at the conference where
the agreement was worked out were
Dave Fleischer, Sam Buchwald
Fleischer general manager; Lor
Diamond, Paramount shorts subjects

head; James Hulley, union presi

dent, Post and others.

Groups See "War In China"

Members of the China Society oi

America attended a special showing

of the latest March of Time re-

lease, "War in China," at the Radio

City Music Hall preview theater.

Earlier a special showing of the

film was given for World Peace-

ways. Members of the Shanghai-

Tissin Club, a group of American

business men who have lived in

China, also saw the pix at special

screening yesterday.

Dickensons Back to College

Kansas City, Mo.—Carlton Dicken-

son of the Glenn W. Dickenson Circuit

has been replaced as City manager at

Parsons, Kansas, where the organization

operates the Dickenson and Uptown

Theaters, by Harold Modlin, while Glenn

W. Dickenson, Jr., who has been man-

aging the Macon Theater, a house oper-

ated by Dickenson, Sr., independent of

the circuit, has been replaced by Paul

Dixson. Carlton and Glenn, Jr., both

sons of the operator of the circuit,

are returning to the University of Kansas.

Sound Track Bulletin

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The Research Coun-
cil's Committee on Standardization

of Theater Sound Projection Equip-
ment yesterday announced the prep-

aration of a bulletin for release

during the next month to 17,000 U.

S. and Canadian theaters, illustrat-

ing the 10 different kinds of sound
track now being used by the stu-

dios for release prints.

Brix Picture In Work
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY I

Hollywood— Victory has started
production on Sam Katzman's "Mil-
lion Dollar Racket", which features
Herman Brix. The cast includes
Joan Barclay, Sam Adams, Vane
Calvert, Dave O'Brien, Bryant
Washburn, Jimmy Aubrey and
Monte Carter. Bob Hill is directing.

Wash-outs Halt Pix Safari

Nairobi, Africa—Torrential trop-

ical rains, cutting deep arroyos ir

the jungle trails they are traversing
have halted the 20th Century-Fos
film safari, headed by Mrs. Martin
Johnson, at Narok, Tanganyika. The
expedition, whose photographic work
is being supervised by Director Ottc
Brower, is filming location scenes
for "Stanley And Livingstone."
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"Dead March" Opens Today
"The Dead March", Imperial Pic-i

tures' presentation of war film^
from the World War to the presen^
conflict in China, opens today in

the new Broadway Theater under
auspices of the Disabled America]
Veterans of the World War.

"Stage Door" Trade Showing
"Stage Door," RKO Radio's screen

version of the Broadway stage hit

starring Ginger Rogers and Kath-
arine Hepburn, will have an exhi-

bitors' trade showing Tuesday morn-
ing at 11 o'clock at the Astor The-
ater. New York and New Jersey
newspapermen and exhibitors will

attend.

Newark House Re-opens
Newark, N. J.—The Mt. Prospect,

neighborhood house, reopens today
with a double-feature policy. The
house, closed for a number of

months, has been completely reno-
vated, inside and out.

Gaiety Goes First Run

The Brandt Gaiety Theater on
Broadway becomes a first run house
starting today, when it opens the

World Pictures Corp. release, "The
Secret of Stamboul", starring Val-

erie Hobson and Frank Vosper.

Court Protects Pix

Detroit — Ira Kaplan's Cinema
Theater is running its second film

on the protection of a court injunc-
tion against the police censors in

two weeks. It's "Heart of Spain".

Refrigeration Code Up
Chicago—City Council committee

headed by Alderman Thomas Terrell
will hold a hearing on the new re-

frigeration code regulating theater
air condition.
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The Film Daily to the
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Mid-West Theaters Leading in Move tcr4^§m0se Prices

ALLIED MAY CENTER DRjVfON INDUSTRYWIDE PLAN

Duals' Ousting Pleases Patrons, Circuit Head Reports
Canadian Famous Players Has

Dropped Policy in 30

Houses Since March
Canadian Famous-Players circuit

las dropped dual bills in 40 Cana-
iian situations since last March and
las found the public better satis-

ied and the circuit able to give bet-

ter programs, said J. J. Fitzgibbons,
managing director of Canadian Fa-
mous-Players in New York Satur-
day.

Duals have been dropped mainly
(Continued on Page 3)

THREE INDIANAPOLIS

HOUSES ARE POOLED
Indianapolis—The Indiana, Circle

and Apollo theaters go into an oper-

ating pool Friday following forma-
tion of the Indianapolis Greater
Amusement Co. Under a ten year
deal, Harry Katz of New York, offi-

cial of the Indianapolis Greater Man-
agement Associates, which has the

Indiana and Circle theaters, becomes
president. Fred Dolle is vice-presi-

dent and secretary and D. H. Long
is treasurer.

Rogers Arrives Tomorrow to Confer with Cowdin, Cochrane
Charles R. Rogers, production head of Universal, arrives in New York tomorrow for

home office conferences with J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the board, and R. H.
Cochrane, president. He will also meet Danielle Darrieux, French star signed by
Universal and who is due on the Normandie Sept. 27. Rogers will remain in the east

about 10 days.

See Chances of Extending Playdate

Strike at Allied Meet as Unlikely

Efforts on the part of some exhibi-

tor leaders to extend the Paramount
playdate strike this week when the

Allied Eastern directors meet in a
regional conference at Atlantic City
coincidental with the annual conven-
tion of Allied Theaters of New Jer-

sey are extremely unlikely to suc-

ceed, according to inside sources
Saturday.

So far, organization of strikes has
been confined to the Philadelphia
and Minneapolis territories and has
brought about serious differences of

opinion among regional unit heads
(Continued on Page 3)

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Higher Admissions—French Deficit Seen===== By GEORGE H. MORRIS

Griffith Circuit Insists

Upon Flat Rental Terms

Officials of Griffith Amusement
Co., operating 73 houses in Okla-
homa and nearby states, are insist-

ing upon flat rental terms in film

deals they are negotiating for the

season of 1937-38.

R. E. Griffith and associates, who
have been in New York for several

weeks, have closed a deal with
M-G^M, it is understood

Settling Capra Suit?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Efforts are reported be-

ing made to settle the Frank Capra
breach-of-contract suit against Colum-
bia out of court. Differences between
the producer and director developed

following completion of his last pro-

duction, "Lost Horizon."

DOMESTIC
Pronouncement by RKO's presi-

dent, Leo Spitz, that admission
prices must go higher because pro-

duction and other costs have risen

all along the line climaxed the week
which saw a marked tendency on
the part of various territories and
situations to boost b.o. scales, either

as a permanent measure or as an
"experiment" to gain patron reac-

(Continued

FOREIGN
With the cost of production in

France up over 50 per cent, it is

estimated that producers will face a

deficit of 70,000,000 francs for the

current year, a cable from Paris

stated. Cost of an average French
picture at the present time is esti-

mated at 2,250,000 francs (about

$90,000) and theater receipts for the

current year at 850,000,000 francs.
on Page 7)

Mid-West Houses Leading in Move

To Raise Admission Price Scales

Hollywood Eyes Broadway

As Four Plays Start Season

With the Hollywood eye focused

on the Broadway scene, the theat-

rical season opens up next week
when four plays are scheduled to

have their premieres. List is as
(Continued on Page 3)

Mid-West theaters are hading in

the move to increase idmission

prices, with rises generally rang-
ing from five to 10 cents, survey of

the national situation Saturday
established.

The Rubin circuit, cen ering on
Minneapolis, is in on the trend to

the extent of a dime rise. Fox Mid-
(Continued on Page 6)

Myers Asks Regional Units To
Consider Bill Similar

To New Coal Act
That Allied leaders are likely to

junk their "milder legislative pro-
posals such as the Neely-Pettengill
bill, the anti-playdate bill and the
divorcement bill" in favor of Fed-
eral industry regulation legislation
modelled after the Guffey-Vinson
Bituminous Coal Act of 1937 and
providing for a code somewhat sim-
ilar to the NRA setup was indi-

cated Saturday.
Abram F. Myers, chairman of the

exhibitor association's board and its

general counsel, is asking regional
associations meeting within the next

(Continued on Page 7)

"THIN ICE" HELD OVER

IN 162 SITUATIONS

Extended runs have been given
"Thin Ice," 20th Century-Fox at-

traction, in 162 situations during the
first three weeks of its release, ac-
cording to the distributor Saturday.
Picture is in its third week in 11
cities and in its second week in 54
towns, with other holdovers ranging

(Continued on Page 7)

Tobis-U. A.-Chaplin Suit

Trial Is Scheduled for Fall

Trial of plagiarism suit brought
by American Tobis against Charles
Chaplin and United Artists in con-
nection with "Modern Times," is

scheduled for trial this fall in the
New York State Supreme Court.
Allegation is made in the complaint
that the picture is based on "To Us
Freedom," French production con-
trolled by Tobis.

Columbia Elects In Oct.
Meeting of Columbia board of di-

rectors to elect officers for the en-
suing year will be held next month.
Re-election of all officials is indicated.
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(QUOTATIONS

Picts. p

Ind

Ind. pfd

Am. Seat. . . .

Columbia Picts

Columbia
Con. Fm
Con. Fm.
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Faramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd. ...

Warner Bros

do pfd

STOCK MARKET
AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

21
'

' 20'/2 20%
— '

' %

m ivi 'ivi +"'a

178 177 177 — 1

160 160 160
20 20 20—1
743/4 73V2 73i/

2 — l3/8

18% 18 " 18" — 1

126 126 126 — 9
17 16 16l/4 — 1%
8V4 8 8i/4 — l/4

6% 61/2 61/2 — 3/s

311/2 301/2 301/2 — 1

52
12

50 52
1H/2 11% — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99% 99% 99%— %,

Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55.. 86% 86'/g 86%— %
RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 23/8 23/8
Monogram Picts. .. 1% 1% 1% + V4
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 27% 27 27 — %
Trans-Lux 3y2 3/2 3i/2
Universal Picts

2nd Week for "Big City"

"Big City," drama is being held

for a second week at the Capitol.

A TRAILER ON
EVERY PICTURE

Produced by Experienced Showmen
HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK

530 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

J

H The Broadway Parade H
e

Picture and Distributor Theater

Dead End (United Artists)—4th week Rivoli

Prisoner of Zenda (United Artists)—3rd week Music Hall

Double or Nothing (Paramount)—3rd week Paramount
Big City (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
One Hundred Men and a Girl (Universal) Roxy
Something to Sing About (GN) Globe
That Certain Woman (Warner Bros.) Strand
On Such a Night (Paramount) Criterion
Forty Naughty Girls (RKO) Rialto
Charlie Chan on Broadway (20th-Fox) Central
On Again—Off Again (RKO Radio) (a) Palace
The Road Back (Universal Pictures) (a-b) ». Palace1

The Secret of Stamboul (World Picts.) Gaiety
Dead March (Imperial) Broadway

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros.)—6th week Hollywood
The Firefly (M-G-M)—3rd week ' Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Baltic Deputy (Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Mayerling (Pax Film)—2nd week Filmarte
Lower Depths (Mayer-Burstyn)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse
An Orphan Boy of Vienna (Gen'l Foreign Sales)—2nd week Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
Make a Wish (RKO Radio)—Sept. 22 Rivoli

High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount)—Sept. 22 Paramount
Lost Horizon (Columbia)—Sept. 23 Music Hall
Pan Twardeowiski (Starcheski)—Sept. 24... Belmont
The Good Earth (M-G-M (c) Capitol
Back in Circulation (Warner Bros.) (c) Strand
Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th Century-Fox) Rivoli

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Para. Enterprises to Open

Managerial School Tomorrow

Miami—Paramount Enterprises,
Inc., through W. R. Lynch, an-
nounces opening of a managerial
training school tomorrow. Assistant
managers, chiefs and heads of vari-

ous departments of the organization
will be expected to attend. Sessions
will be held at the Flagler theater

every Tuesday from 2 to 4 p. m.
Among the topics to be taken up

will be accounting by Norman Ross-
man, controller of Paramount Enter-
prises; management by Alfred
Weiss, Jr., manager of the Olympia;
advertising and publicity, Jonas
Perlberg, advertising director; Lobby
decorations, etc. by Jack Murray of

the Art Department, and the execu-
tive duties of a house by W. R.

Lynch, general manager.

Names Censor Board

Pine Bluff, Ark.—Mayor J. P. Mc-
Gaughy, ex-officio member of the
Censor Board created here by a city

ordinance passed in 1930 to pass
upon theatrical performances in Pine
Bluff, has named as members of the
board for the coming year Mrs. Al-
bert C. Ernst, Mrs. Fred V. Dickey,
George C. Meikel, and Andrew K.
Matlock.

Wiesner Buys Monogram List

Monogram's Milwaukee exchange
has closed a deal with the Wiesner
Circuit for Monogram product ac-

cording to Edward A. Golden, sales

manager. The situations include the
Pearl, Ogden, Alamo or Mozart,
World and Oakland theaters in Mil-

waukee, and the Grand in Port
Washington, Wisconsin.

Pariseau is Named ERPI

Service Head For Coast

San Francisco—Stanley Pariseau,
for some time service manager for
the local branch of Erpi, has been
named superintendent of service for
the entire western division, with
headquarters in Los Angeles.
Roland Crane of the San Fran-

cisco office takes over Pariseau's
former duties, with S. M. Vanda-
walker remaining in charge of
Northern California territory sales.

Review Wage Pact

Springfield, Mass.— Negotiations
for a working agreement covering
wages and hours for theater work-
ers in Springfield, Chicopee and
Westfield are being reviewed by the
theater employees union.

Conferences have been held with
representatives of the union and
theaters in the three cities for the
purpose of drawing up a working
agreement. Approximately 140 thea-
ter workers are members of the
union which was formed under A. F.

of L. auspices several months ago.

Buy Warner Product

The Loew theaters in Columbus
and Evansville will play the com-
plete lineup of Warner Bros.'-First

National Pictures, including Vita-
phone shorts and trailers, as the re-

sult of a deal just completed be-

tween the circuit and the distribut-

ing company states Gradwell L.

Sears, general sales manager for

Warners. Deal was closed by Roy
Haines, Eastern-Canadian Sales

manager for Warners, and by Joe
Vogel, who acted for the circuit.

ingComing and Goiri

EDWIN KNOPF, JR., M-G-M story editor,
arrives in New York Sept. 27.

NAT LIEBESKIND, RKO Radio Argentine
manager, arrives Sept. 29 on the Southern
Prince.

WALTER WANGER has returned to the
coast from New York.

CHARLES VIDOR arrives in New York today
on the Queen Mary from abroad.

FRANK LAWTON is due to arrive in New
York today from England.

KAREN MORLEY lands in New York today
from the Queen Mary following a trip abroad.

CHARLES R. ROGERS arrives in New York
today from the coast.

LARRY FOX, producer of Universal's Crime
Club pictures, arrives in New York today by
plane from Universal City.

HARRY GOLDBERG returns to his office at
Warner Brothers' theater department today fol-

lowing a Philadelphia visit.

ATTORNEY LOUIS PHILLIPS is in Dallas
from New York.

DR. A. H. GIANNINI leaves New York Sun-
day on his return to Hollywood, following his

recent trip abroad.

SAM HARRIS left New York yesterday for a
Hollywood visit.

GEORGE ELCOCK left New York yesterday
for the Coast.

DEWEY BLOOM leaves New York tomorrow
on his return to Toronto.

"1

iB
«'

Toss Decides Golf Title

Kansas City, Mo.—Variety Club's
annual golf tournament champion-
ship was decided on the spin of a
coin when Lawrence Breueninger,
Fox-Midwest city manager at To-
peka, Kansas, and Roy Dunnock,
operator of the Madrid Theater at

Atchison finished in a tie. Dunnock
won the toss.

Sunday Pix Okayed
Willimantic, Conn.— Motion pic-

ture entertainments in two Willi-

mantic theaters will be permitted to

start Sundays a 2 P. M. in accord-

ance with a resolution adopted by
the Board of Aldermen. In the past
Sunday theater openings have been
at 5 P. M.

20th Releasing Kane Pix

20th Century-Fox will release

"Dinner at the Ritz," made by Rob
ert T. Kane in London, on Oct. 6.

Ill
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r^TRONS ARE PLEASED

WITH DUALS' OUSTING

(Continued from Page 1)

in non-competitive situations but

have also been abandoned in com-
petitive spots, and competitors have
followed suit, Fitzgibbons stated.

Discontinuance of the dual bills

hasn't hurt a bit, he declared. Singles

are an advantage from an economic

viewpoint in that there is less over-

time for operators, also less express

charges and less advertising, he said.

The circuit is remodeling and will

reopen two formerly closed houses,

the Grand at Kingston and the

Regent at Gault.

Booking deals for 1937-38 have

been closed with Paramount, M-G-M,
Universal, Warner Bros., 20th Cen-

tury-Fox and RKO Radio. Only

United Artists still remains to be

wound up. This deal is in work now,

Fitzgibbons said.

DAILY

Paramount Has Completed

14 on 1937-38 Schedule

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has com-

pleted 14 productions on its 1937-

1938 program, seven pictures are

now before the cameras and three

are in preparation for start during

this week.
Finished productions are: "Angel,

"Ebb Tide," "Partners in Crime,"

"Bulldog Drummond Comes Back,"

"Texas Trail," "Bulldog Drum-
mond's Revenge," "This Way
Please," "Thunder Trail," "Love On
Toast," "The Barrier," "Thrill of a

Lifetime," "Born to the West" and

"Blossoms on Broadway."
Among the seven pictures now in

work are: "Night Club Scandal,"

"Men Must Fight," "Wells Fargo,"

"The Buccaneer," "Every Day's a

Holiday," "True Confession" and

"The Big Broadcast of 1938."

Two Chicago Theaters

to Undergo Remodeling

Chicago—E. P. Steinberg, archi-

tect, has completed plans for re-

modeling of the Empire theater. The
W. B. Handley Co. of Chicago has

been awarded the contract for the

new front of the house, which will

be built with Macotte face brick,

a hard enamel brick with a con-

crete interior. The contract for the

new canopy has been awarded to

Tom Flannery White Way System.

The Steinberg offices are also

completing plans for the remodel-

ing of the Clark theater of the

Trinz circuit. New Ideal seats will

be placed in the house and the im-
provements will cost $25,000.

( Jeduce Seating Capacity
"Detroit—United Detroit Theaters

is remodelling the Madison, head-

quarters house of the circuit, with-

out closing, changes including new
concrete floor, air conditioning and
new seating, latter reducing seating

capacity from 1,976 to 1,800.

• • • A SLICE of war experience taken from a

long letter to Managing Director Charles Ford of Universal

Newsreel from Howard Winner, cameraman in Shanghai. ......

"From my hotel window at night I witnessed about as beautiful

a battle as I ever expect to see staged only a few blocks away
My window overlooks the Whangpoo River where lie

all the foreign gunboats every night, for nearly a week,

commencing at about 10:30, the battle starts An alarm
clock is unnecessary here I am awakened at four a.m.

most every morning by Chinese bombers flying over and trying
to bomb the Japanese flagship Idzuma, and meeting with a
terrific anti-aircraft barrage from all Japanese warships
Then at daybreak they attempt it again As I write, the

guns are blasting again right outside my window, and this darn
radio of mine starts playing the Funeral March!"

T
• • • WHO GOES to the movies and what are the
percentages as between men, women and children?
some significant light thrown on this old exhibitor problem

when it was discussed by Fred Johnson, drama editor

of the Call-Bulletin in San Francisco, and Herman Kersken,
vet manager of the Fox West Coast 5,000-seater Fox in that
city so Herman had his statistical staff dig up the
dope, as follows in the twelve months since FWC re-

sumed operations of the house—the biggest west of Chi

—

2,891,316 adults and 351,752 juveniles totaling 3,243,068
attended the theater what sort of amazed the

drama crit Johnson is that the statistics also indicate that of
the adult total 2,161,211 patrons were women
while only 730,105 were men almost 4 to 1 in favor of
femme attendance which, Mister Johnson opines, now
makes clearer to him why Hollywood producers put so much
stress on the sentimental, mushy, romantic, gooey-gooey and
heart-throb hooey

• • • WITH THE Legionnaires in town Imperial
Pictures did a smart thing in placing "The Dead March" at
the new Broadway theater opening Saturday morn last

here is a forceful screen blast against the horrors of
war at the Embassy newsreel theater, Bill Githens is

also playing up the Chinese war reels from the various com-
panies if the horror in those pictures doesn't make
everybody strong for peace, then nothing matters

• • O NOW THAT the Columbia baseball team has won
the m. p. league championship Jack Cohn is very happy

he being a consistent rooter and now his joy
is complete, for the team played a post-season game with the
Bronx Legion team at the Polo Grounds Saturday afternoon, for
the benefit of the House of Calvary Hospital

T V

• • • THREE-WAY international telephone interview
a neat feature stunt of the opening of "Walter Wanger's

Vogues of 1938" at the Uptown theater in Toronto
Walter Wanger and Joan Bennett spoke from the St. Regis
hotel in New York to editor Heron of the Toronto Star
and from the U. A. offices of Monroe Greenthal, two of the
featured models—Libby Harben and Olive Cawley—simultane-
ously phoned to rewrite-man Hutton the unique inter-

view was published in the Toronto Daily Star and will

be used over their syndicated service

v
• • • GOING TO town with the publicity on
"Mayerling" that foreign importation by Arthur Mayer

besides getting beaucoup reviews in the dailies

it secured spreads in such mags as Stage, Harper's Bazaar,
Life, Time, and the cover on Cue also a by-line story
in the Times Lillian Nadel handled the publicity, and
did nobly, as you can see

UNLIKELY TO EXTEND

STRIKE AT ALLIED MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

over advisability of the entire plan.

Several of the Allied "strong men"
have refused to go along on the

move. The New England territory,

in which President Nathan Yamins
of Fall River operates, has not ef-

fectuated a strike, it is understood,

and the same applies to New Jersey,

where a regional association re-

garded as one of the strongest in

the Allied setup is headed by Lee
Newbury as president and with Sid-

ney E. Samuelson, former national

president, as an important factor.

Out of a total of 22 units, accord-
ing to Allied figures, only two have
organized their zones in the Para-
mount attack. In both instances,

Paramount has injunction and con-
spiracy actions pending.
The Allied Atlantic City meeting

opens a three-day session Wednes-
day at the Ritz Carlton.

Hollywood Eyes Broadway

As Four Plays Start Season

(Continued from Page 1)

follows: "On Location," "Blow Ye
Winds,"; "George and Margaret,"
in which Warners are financially in-

terested and "The Lady Has a
Heart."
The following week, four more

shows reveal themselves under these
titles: "French Without Tears,"
screen rights to which have been ac-

quired by Paramount; "Star Wa-
gon," "Katie Roche" and "Susan and
God." Two productions are pen-
ciled in for the week of Oct. 4.

Film to Boom La. Fishing

New Orleans—A four-reel produc-
tion of Louisiana fish and oyster life

has been produced by Harcol for the
Louisiana Conservation Commis-
sion. The film is supposedly similar
to that which the same company
produced for the Mississippi body
and which supposedly ran up the
hunting and fishing license sales
over 100 per cent.

« « « » » »

New House for Maiden
Maiden, Mass.—Fred Green and

Abner Eilenberg, announce that
plans have been completed for
the erection of a new theater on the
side of the old Mystic Theater. It

will cost approximately $85,000.
William A. Dykeman of Boston is

the architect, and the contract has
been awarded to Alfred L. Jacob-
son of Maiden.

"Heart of Spain" Booked
"Heart of Spain," produced in

Spain and showing for the first time
the use of modern medical methods
in wartime, has been booked for
four weeks into the 55th St. Play-
house in conjunction with the run of

"The Lower Depths." Garrison Films
is releasing.
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MIDWEST LEADING IN

PRICE INCREASE MOVE
(Continued from Page 1)

West has jumped prices approxi-

mately five cents in 85 houses in the

Kansas City territory. Common-
wealth Amusement Co. has effectu-

ated a dime increase in its 27 houses

in the Kansas City zone during the

past three months. Warners, having
already boosted prices in Akron and
other spots, contemplated extending

the policy elsewhere in the Ohio

area, as does Southio Theaters,

Paramount affiliate.

Softball As Pix Rival

Omaha — Approximately 140,000

persons saw softball games here
this summer, thus building that

sport up to local exhibitors' most
dangerous competition. Thirteen

thousand paid to see the state and

city tournaments just closed, an-

other 25,000 paid to see scheduled

games during the season at the

lighted park, while another esti-

mated 100,000 watched games played

each evening on a half dozen parks

around town.

Ideal Now President
Detroit—The new President The-

ater, formerly known as the Ideal

Theater, East Side house, has

opened. House has been completely

remodeled and refurnished in mod-
ernistic style and colors and the

seating capacity increased to 500

seats. House is under the manage-

ment of Bernard Brooks.

To Handle "Casta Diva"

G. M. Tuoni of International Film

News, a California concern which

has just established offices in N. Y.

at 1595 Broadway, has acquired ex-

clusive rights of distribution in the

U. S. A. for the Italian film "Casta

Diva", Alleanza Cinematografica

Italiana production. Pix will open

at the Broadway Cine Roma The-

ater here on Oct. 2.

DEATH RECORD

Herman Gantvoort

Herman L. Gantvoort, veteran

silent film and stage producer, is

dead in New York at the age of 50.

In the early days of pictures he

wrote a number of scenarios.

Allen H. Fagan

Allen H. Fagan, stage manager
and actor, is dead in New York at

the age of 47, following a heart at-

tack. At one time he worked at

the coast as a dialogue director.

A "£Me." (mm. "Ms ft

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A/fEMORABILIA which he has col-

lected during the past 23 years
in the industry, and which has been
insured for $15,000 may be offered

by Sam Wood, who is now directing
"Navy Blue and Gold," for M-G-M,
as the first contribution to the new
motion-picture museum to be con-
structed in Culver City.

Among the mementos included in

Wood's collection, which has been
his hobby since he first became an
assistant to Cecil B. deMille in the
heyday of the "quickies" in 1914,

are a watch charm which Wallace
Reid treasured, a series of letters

that Valentino wrote Natache Ram-
bova, the idea for a screen story
sketched in pencil by Mack Sennett
on a piece of wrapping paper, and
a dragon ring given him by John
Gilbert.

T T
Sidney Lanfield, who is directing

Walter Winchell, Ben Bernie and a
stellar cast of supporting players
in the new Twentieth Century-Fox
film, "Love and Hisses," has been
secretly coaching three young
players—identities undisclosed— for

the past six months. Lanfield, who
is firm in his belief that the duties
of a director do not end with the
actual task of making pictures, con-
siders it his job to help develop new
and entertaining talent for the
screen.

t r T
May Robson, who is appearing as

Aunt Polly in David O. Selznick's

"The Adventures of Tom Sawyer,"
yesterday celebrated her fifty-fourth

anniversary as a trouper.

Lloyd Bacon, who is now resting
after completing direction of "Sub-
marine D-l," for Warner Bros., has
a new cap, well decorated with braid
and bearing the gold legend, "Ad-
miral—H. N." The "H. N." stands
for Hollywood Navy.
While shooting recently at the

naval base in San Diego, the regu-
lar gobs termed Bacon and his cast,

including Pat O'Brien and George
Brent, the Hollywood Navy and dub-
bed Bacon, who served in the navy
during the war, the admiral. The
other day, Bacon received a big box
at the studio and in it was the new
cap, the compliments of several sail-

ors at San Diego. It was accom-
panied by a card which made Bacon
an honorary member of their mess
table group, the highest personal
compliment it is possible for the

men to bestow.

r T T

A change has been made in the
title of the picture in which Kay
Francis is now working at the War-
ner Bros, studios in California. In-

stead of "Return from Limbo" it will

be called "This Woman Is Danger-

Boris Karloff's Chinese thriller,

now awaiting release by Warner
Bros., will bear the title "West of
Shanghai." It was first known as
"War Lord" and later as "Cornered."

T T T

David O. Selznick has taken up
Lou Holtz' option and signed the
comic to a term contract. Dick
Krakeur of the Louis Shurr New
York office negotiated the deal.

Allen to Lexington

Athens, O.—W. R. "Wally" Al-
len, manager of Schine's theaters
here, has been advanced to a simi-

lar position in Lexington, Ky., where
he will be in charge of four the-

aters with a combined seating ca-

pacity of 7,000 persons. He has
assumed his new post.

Murphy Re-assigned

William Patrick Murphy, Erpi's
veteran lower New England sales

representative, with offices at 250
West 57th St., has been assigned
to the New York metropolitan area.

Thomas W. Walsh

Thomas W. Walsh, 85, father of

Raoul Walsh and George Walsh died

Saturday at his home in New York.

"Champions" for RKO
RKO's Greater New York Thea-

ters will present the camera's ver-
sion of Mike Jacob's "Carnival of

Champions" to be staged at the
Polo Grounds Sept. 23.

Waters Co. Will Build

Birmingham, Ala. — James L.

Gatling, architect, is now prepar-
ing plans for a new suburban the-

ater, to be built by Waters Theater
Co. at a cost of approximately $30,-

000.

Radiology Congress Exhibits

Chicago—The Fifth International
Congress of Radiology this week at
the Palmer House has attracted ex-
hibits by the General Electric Co.
with G. W. Happe in charge; the
Dupont Co. with L. L. Allison of
Cleveland headquarters presiding;
Westinghouse Electric with F. M.
Hoben from the Long Island fac-
tory in charge; the Agfa Ansco
Corp. Binghamton, N. Y.; the East-
man Co., Rochester, N. Y.; the Na-
tional Aniline and Chemical Co.,

New York; Patterson Screen Co.,

Towanda, Pa., and Winthrop Chem-
ical Co., New York.

Mono. Gets Schreiber Deal

Monogram's Detroit office has
closed deals for Monogram product
to play the Schreiber Circuit in De-
troit and the United Detroit Theater
Circuit, with situations in Detroit
and Birmingham, Mich.

Crabtree Opens Another
England, Ark.—John W. Crabtree,

who operates theaters at Marvell,
Judsonia, Cotton Plant and Claren-
don, has opened a new film theater

here in the old Duncan block.

« REVIEWS!
"Atlantic Flight"

with Dick Merrill, Jack Lambie, Paula

Stone, Weldon Heybourn

'Monogram 59 Mins.

WELL-PACED AV1ATION-MELLER THAT
WILL PLEASE AND EXCITE MOST FILM-

GOERS.
Around the aviator Dick Merrill,—the

only man ever to have made two round

trip crossings of the Atlantic by air,

—

Monogram has spun a likable melodrama

via an original story and screenplay by

Scott Darling and Erna Lazarus. It is the

type of film calculated to please average

picturegoers, particularly those who are

aeronautical-minded and who will welcome

an opportunity to view, at more intimate

and close range than newsreel shots have

hitherto portrayed, the man that is Merrill.

The very qualities which make Merrill a

superb pilot are the very ones which in-

fluence him to play his allotted role be-

fore the cameras with an understandable

restraint. Like many heroes, he is modest,

reserved and a bit too serious, but withal,

fills his assignment right well, and in spite

of the rather primary and brittle dialogue

which is by no means confined to his

"sides" but to the other players generally.

The story is well-paced and interesting,

possessing a nice climax preceded by occa-

sional sequences of the thrill variety. It

is a solid b.o. programmer for the reason

that adult patrons will enjoy it, and the

younger generation will avidly devour it.

Weldon Heyburn has the romantic male

lead, Merrill the spotlight role. The for-

mer is an airplane designer whose fast rac-

ing job the former is to pilot in the Na-

tional Air Races. A rival plane is owned

by Paula Stone, a rich young lady inter-

ested in aviation. Her pilot is the villainous

Ivan Lebedeff, who, outside of his flying

sense has sense enough to take a flyer

for her millions. At the noted air meet,

Lebedeff assaults Merrill his competitor.

Heyburn flies the plane and is, as a result

of Lebedeff's tampering with the motor,

seriously injured. Only a special serum in

London can effect his recovery. Merrill

and Lambie make a stirring round trip

flight to get it, save his life and make it

possible for him to wed the lovely Paula

Stone. On the whole photography is good.

William Nigh directs capably. Cast is well

chosen.

Cast: Dick Merrill, Jack Lambie, Paula

Stone, Weldon Heyburn, Ivan Lebedeff,

Milburn Stone.

Producer, William Berke; Director, Will-

iam Nigh; Authors and Screenplay, Scott

Darling, Erna Lazarus; Cameraman, Paul

Ivano; Editor, Ray Livingstone.

Direction, Capable. Photography, Good.

"Elysia," in 20th Week
Newark, N. J.—"Elysia" yesterday

went into the 20th week of its run
at the Little, one week behind the

record run made last year by
"Ecstasy" at the same house.

It Pays to Advertise

Miami—Joseph Perlberg, publicity

rector of Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

wanted to borrow a raccoon coat to

be used as a publicity stunt for "Var-

sity Show" which is soon to appear at

the Olympia. He ran a "Want" ad in

the local paper and got six responses

—

but every applicant brought him a live

raccoon instead of a coat!

41
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'1Y CENTER DRIVE ON

INDUSTRY CODE PLAN

{Continued from Page 1)

30 days to consider the proposal,
which is regarded as broader in
scope than measures which have
been sponsored in the past.

The Myers plan is outlined in the
program for the 18th annual con-
vention of Allied Theaters of New
Jersey and the Eastern regional
conference which opens Wednesday
at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic
City. He is expected to discuss the
proposal at that time.

Stating that Allied leaders have
conferred with Congressional lead-
ers on "remedial legislation," Myers
says that the association's executive
committee will study their sugges-
tions and report to the board of di-

rectors.
Myers recommends that under the

legislation to be sought, a commis-
sion be set up with membership con-
sisting of persons who have been
producers, distributors and exhibi-

tors "but with no continuing interest

in the business." The plan calls

for establishment of a code to con-
trol fair trade practices and aimed
at compulsory block booking, unfair
allocation of film to circuit theaters,
unreasonable protection, false and
misleading advertising and other al-

leged abuses.
As provided by the Guffey Act,

Myers would have a nominal tax
imposed to cover operations of the
legislation and also a tax of 19 V2

per cent assessed on producers fail-

ing to subscribe and to obey the

code. District boards, similar to the
grievance and clearance and zoning
boards organized under the motion
picture code, are also recommended,
with decisions subject to review by
a commission "composed entirely of

Government officials," only a minor-
ity of which could have any financial

interest in any branch of the mo-
tion picture business."

Warner Men Transferred
Canton, 0.—James Skelly, for five

years associated with the Madison
theater at Mansfield has been trans-

ferred here as assistant to Ben
Schwartz, manager at the Ohio the-

ater. He succeeds Benny Padwa,
formerly assistant at the Ohio, who
has been shifted to the Strand in

Akron in the same capacity. All

the theaters are part of the War-
ner circuit.

Block Hypnotic Stunt
McCook, Neb.—An old ordinance,

passed six years ago to block a sim-
ilar stunt, was invoked by City At-
torney Wendel Cheney to prevent
the Fox Theater from presenting a

hypnotism act on its stage for a

'.^Spight performance.

Favor Sunday Vaude
New Haven—-The proposed Sun-

day vaudeville ordinance has been
favorably reported by the Ordinance
Committee, and will be voted on by
the Board of Aldermen at the reg-
ular October meeting.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Higher Admissions—French Deficit Seen

DOMESTIC
{Continued from Page 1)

tion to such a move. RKO theaters,
he said, have already raised prices
somewhat and that the trend is

logically upward. Spitz expects the
RKO reorganization to be completed
possibly by the first of the year.

* * *

That six features to be made in

England by Pathe, which handles
Monogram's product in Great Brit-

ain, will take care of the quota
requirements of the American com-
pany was stated at mid-week by
Monogram's president, W. Ray
Johnston, following his return to

New York after Coast conferences
with Scott R. Dunlap, production
chieftain. Johnston plans opening
a Paris office to handle distribution

deals to be made with existing
agencies on the Continent.

All directors of Columbia were
re-elected at the annual stockhold-
ers' meeting held at the company's
headquarters on Wednesday after-
noon. Board members named were
Jack Cohn, Leo M. Blancke, Sol
Bornstein, Abe Schneider, Charles
Schwartz and Jack Kerner. This
new board is scheduled to meet
shortly to re-elect present officers,

including President Harry Cohn.
S(i 1ft $

Paramount broke into headlines
on three occasions during the week:
(a) Monday's news that manage-
ment deals made in the future by
Paramount theater dept. will be
limited to a maximum of five years
and will be set up on a basis of one
year or longer; (b) Company's for-
eign theater policy, from the angle
of expansion in England and on the
Continent, will be decided upon fol-

lowing return of Adolph Zukor from
abroad next month; and (c) U. S.

Circuit Court of Appeals set Oct.
4 for a hearing of Paramount's ap-
peal from the recent decision of U.
S. District Judge Dickinson dis-

missing the company's injunction
and conspiracy action against
UMPTO.

* * *

Joseph M. Schenck, 20th Century-
Fox board chairman, declared on his
return from Europe last Monday
that, under the anticipated new
British quota law, company plans
to make five features in England
during the year ahead. Robert T.
Kane will make three, Sam Engle
two. Each pix will cost approxi-
mately $500,000.

* * *

Arriving on the same liner,—the
Normandie,—U. A's president Dr.
A. H. Giannini, waxed enthusiastic
over the future of the Odeon Cir-
cuit in which his company has ac-
quired a substantial interest. He
said that its stock had doubled in
price since U. A. entered the situa-

tion.

American companies will produce
at least 50 features in England under
the anticipated quota law, a checkup
of plans indicates.

FOREIGN
{Continued from Page 1)

Upon his return to New York
from Europe on Monday last, Sol A.
Rosenblatt, former division admin-
istrator of the NRA in charge of
the motion picture code, described
television's development in England
as "incredible," adding, "they're so
far ahead of us in this country that
it isn't even funny." English film
interests, he declared, are receptive
to quota picture plans made by
American companies. He observed
that the proposed law is not occa-
sioning any great excitement there.

"THIN ICE" HELD OVER

IN 162 SITUATIONS

{Continued from Page 1)

from three to four days reported in

87 instances.
Cities in which the production is

running a third week are: Pitts-
burgh, Boston, Baltimore, San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles, (Wilshire and
United Artists theaters), Denver,
Wilmington, Long Beach, Cal.,

Seattle and St. Louis. Two week
runs so far are as follows: Port-
land, Me., Portland, Ore., New York,
Philadelphia, Providence, Richmond,
Kansas City, Indianapolis, Louis-
ville, Miami, Minneapolis, Syracuse,
Buffalo, Washington, Atlantic City,
Worcester, Akron and San Diego.

2 Weeks For "Schoolboy"
Monogram's "Hoosier Schoolboy,"

has just concluded a two week run
at RKO Proctor's Palace, Newark.

sflofArS

You can't laugh off the shock

of uncomfortable seats ! ! ! ! !

They are transmitted to your balance

sheet! Let us show you how SEAT COM-
FORT in American Seating Chairs expresses

itself as PROFIT COMFORT at the bank.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Public Seating for every School, Theatre, Church, Audito-

rium and Bus Requirement • GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Branch Offices and Distributors in All Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM ALL



IT'S THE BIG SHOW MONTH IN

SHOWMANSHIP SHORTS, TOO
Great new features mark a big new

season. And the shorts are stepping

out also. Big new names. More

laughs. Timely topics.

These Showmanship Shorts from Edu-

cational keep new season programs

up to high pitch all the way through.

in another of their

uproarious burlesques

WILL YOU STOP

Presented by E, W. HAMMONS

if &iL*uocU.lonaX (JLctuAjLA-)

"THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM'

THE BIG APPLE"
A Song and Comedy Hit

with the ARTHUR MURRAY
DANCERS demonstrating

the new dance all the

country is talking about

l.-it

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Distributed in U.S.A. by 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

CHARLES KEMPER
and EARL GILBERT
with ghoste on strike for

more love and laughs in

THE TIMID GHOST'
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Para. News Closes for Heatter, 8 Othef^^ifmentators

FINANClljN GOLDWYMORDA U. A. DEAL IS SET

Music Hall Gets Three-Year Columbia Pix Franchise

Television
. . and film technique

By CHESTER B. BAHN =
A MAJOR problem tied in with the ad-

*» vent of commercial television has

been that of cost, and a primary item in

the cost column has concerned the con-

struction of sets. It has been accepted as

a matter of course that televised attrac-

tions—particularly those of a theatrical

nature—will require expensive productions.

American technicians, generally speaking,

have visualized the use of full-sized stages,

giving many programs the equivalent of at

least the production values of a legit, at-

traction. Others have gone so far as to

suggest that television scenically will go

beyond this point as the screen has done.

f* BVIOUSLY, were either to be done
^•^ the financial outlay would be terrific.

Nor is that all. Television's capacity for

programs presumably approximating that of

radio today, there would be artistic and

labor considerations of no mean propor-

tions.

While interested Americans have been

shuddering at this situation, however, it

seems our alert English cousins have been

moving to solve at least the production

problem. The tentative answer is ... .

miniature "sets." In other words, they

have applied accepted film technique and

it seems to work.

The miniatures are televised in close-up

by one camera. A second is used to local-

ize the action against a partial setting in

full size, this partial setting being identical

with the miniature in design and propor-

tion.

ACCORDING to disclosures by the BBC,

much of the scenic demands for the

televised programs are planned a month
' VJadvance. The BBC television scenic de-

%j,Ament has progressed to the point that,

to meet the exigencies of scripts, four

studio stage hands can transform a Gothic

cathedral into the facade of say, a New
York hotel.

All of which serves to further emphasize

that commercial television is much closer

to realization than too many folks think.

Product Will Occupy One-
Third of House's Play-

ing Time

The Radio City Music Hall has ac-

quired a three-year franchise on Co-
lumbia product under which the dis-

tributor's pictures may occupy one-

third of the house's playing time, it

was announced yesterday.
Plan becomes operative with open-

ing of "Lost Horizon" on Sept. 23,
(Continued on Page 4)

13 LI. THEATERS

E

Thirteen Long Island houses have
formed a buying combine with
Frank Moscato, who is headquarter-
ing at Eighth Ave. at 43rd St., in

charge of its operations. Theaters
in the arrangement are: Verona,
Long Island City; East Islip, East
Islip; Kings Park, Kings Park; Ros-

(Continued on Page 7)

ABFD Financing Report

Denied by GN President

Edward L. Alperson, Grand Na-
tional president, yesterday denied

current reports that Associated
British Film Distributors intended

{Continued on Page 6)

Legionnaires Honor Hays
"You have been given the key to

the city and I hope none of you will

have to be mailed back home. Certain-
ly I know none of you will go to the
dead letter office," said Will H. Hays
yesterday in acknowledging a tribute

paid by 200 members of the William
L. Harris Post 196, Amercian Legion,
of Boston. Legionnaires are all postal

employes and hailed the MPPDA head
as "our oldtime boss." Post's band
serenaded the former Postmaster Gen-
eral.

IALLAS TRUST CASE

Dallas - - Trial of the Dept. of

Justice's anti-trust suit against the
Interstate Circuit and major dis-

tributors got under way in the U.
S. District Court here yesterday.
Action attacks fixing of admission
prices of subsequent run houses and
also anti-double feature provisions

in distributor contracts.

George Wright of Dallas is local
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO Theaters to Boost

Admish "Where Feasible"

RKO Theaters will l'aise admis-
sion prices wherever it is feasible

to do so, Nate Blumberg, general
manager, said yesterday on his re-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Paramount Newsreel Completes Deal

For Heatter, 8 Other Commentators

Legionnaire Thousands
Fail to Aid B'way Biz

Survey of 14 Broadway film the-

aters yesterday by The Film Daily
netted a consensus of opinion that

the current American Legion Con-
vention has failed to aid box offices,

(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount has completed deal un-
der which Gabriel Heatter, commen-
tator, joins Paramount News as chief

of its voice staff. Contract runs for

one year, with options covering two
more years. Deal was exclusively
announced in The Film Daily of

Aug. 31.

Simultaneously, it was disclosed
(Continued on Page 2)

Goldwyn Exec. Sailing From
N. Y. Tomorrow to

Close Contract

Financing has been arranged in

England to permit Samuel Goldwyn
and Alexander Korda to exercise
their options on the Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fair-
banks stock holdings in United Ar-
tists, a spokesman for Goldwyn
stated yesterday in New York.
David Rose, vice-president of the

Goldwyn company and financial rep-
resentative, arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast and sails

( Continued on Page 2)

LIGHTMAN PURCHASES

10 WARNER THEATERS

Cincinnati—Malco circuit has pur-
chased 10 Warner Bros, houses in

Kentucky under a deal which has
been under negotiation for some
time, M. A. Lightman, president of

Malco, states. Deal covers two
houses in Danville, two at Owens-
boro, two at Fulton, two at Hender-
son and one each at Princeton and
Mayfield.

It is understood that Paramount,
(Continued on Page 7)

May Postpone Paramount

Officers' Suit Hearing

In event settlement of the first of

the two suits pending against Para-
mount officers and directors who
served in 1927-1931 is not completed

(Continued on Page 7)

Anti-Duals League
Newark, N. J.—The Anti-Movie Dou-

ble Feature League of America came in-

to existence yesterday and with it an-
nouncement of plans for a "nationwide
campaign" against double features. Or-
iginators, George Seigel and William
Clay of Nutley, N. J., have not com-
pleted the plan of organization, but
say they intend to circulate petitions

throughout the country urging boycott.
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

vtc.

pfd.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts

Columbia Picts.

Con. Fm. Ind.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. . .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox|pfd.
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

Net

High Low Close Chg.

21 20 20—2
21 20'/4 21 + i/

8

'21/4 '21/4 '21/4— "i/4
10 10 10 — 14

175 173 174i/
2 _ 2i/

2

20" 19% 26" '.'.'.'.'.

73 70y4 723/8 _ ll/8
IO51/4 105V4 105V4 — 1/2

18i/
2 i7i/2 181/4 + 1/4

16i/
2 15% I61/2 +"'/4

8% 7% 8% + %
6% 63/8 6% + %

31 29S/8 30% — %

50
113/4

491/2 491/2 — 2%
"% H%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 97% 97% 97%
Loew 6s41ww
Para. B'way 3s55... 67y2 67 67
Para. Picts. 6s55...99i/2 99l/2 99%
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 91 90 90

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/3

Monogram Picts. . . 2
Sonotone Corp 1%
Technicolor 26%
Trans-Lux 31/2

Universal Picts

21/4 — %
1%
1%

25% 26% — 3/4

31/2 3%

2%
1%
1%

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid| Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 101 105
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '43

(ONTINENTAL FILM INDUSTRIES, inc.

1501 BROADWAY
New York City

Tel. PE- 6- 8367

Coming and Going
O. HENRY BRIGGS, president of Pathe Film

Corp., returns today from Hollywood.

EDWARD L. ALPERSON, Grand National presi-
dent, arrived yesterday from the Coast.

NATE BLUMBERG, general manager of RKO
theaters, returned yesterday from Hollywood.

LEO DEVANEY, RKO Radio Canadian man-
ager, has returned to Toronto.

ABE MONTAGUE leaves New York in 10
days for Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.

MYKE LEWIS left New York yesterday on
his return to the Coast.

ATTORNEY LOUIS NIZER arrives in New
York this morning from Hollywood.

SHIMEN RUSKIN, actor, leaves New York
tomorrow for Hollywood to appear in the film
version of "Having A Wonderful Time."

MILTON BERLE leaves New York today for

Boston to fulfill the first of a series of per-
sonal appearances before returning to Holly-
wood.

MRS. ERNST LUBITSCH and MRS. MAURICE
BESENZENET, wife and mother-in-law of Ernst
Lubitsch, arrive in New York today from the
Coast aboard the Santa Elena.

EMANUEL LIST, basso of the Metropolitan
Opera, and EUGENE GOOSSENS, conductor of

the Cincinnati Symphony, arrive from Europe
today on the Lafayette.

WALTER O'KEEFE, accompanied by MRS.
O'KEEFE, returns to New York today on the

Santa Elena from a vacation in California.

FRANK STORINO, manager of the Lincoln
Theater in Richmond, is vacationing in New
York City.

MRS. BEATRICE SIDNEY, mother of Sylvia
Sidney, arrives from the Coast today on the
Santa Elena.

PATRICIA WILDER has arrived in Hollywood
from New York by plane.

DAVID ROSE, who arrived in New York yes-
terday from the Coast, sails on the Queen
Mary tomorrow for London.

is in Dallas from NewSIDNEY SCHREIBER
York.

SAM MARX, who has arrived in the East
from Hollywood, today returns to New York
from Boston.

CHARLES VIDOR and his wife, KAREN MOR-
LEY, film player, arrived yesterday from Europe
on the Queen Mary.

DON AMECHE has arrived in New York from
the Coast for a vacation and is stopping at the
St. Regis.

HENRY KING, director, is en route to New
York on his own plane, stopping over en route
in Chicago and Pittsburgh.

JED PROUTY, father of the cinema Jones
Family, and KENNETH HOWELL, who plays

the eldest son in the same screen group; ar-

rive in New York today from Hollywood.

BILLY HALOP, juvenile actor in Samuel Gold-
wyn's "Dead End," arrives in Hollywood today
from New York.

Union Bargaining Demand
Issue in Fleischer Pact

Demand of the Commercial Artists

and Designers Union for recognition

as sole collective bargaining agent

for Fleischer studio employes and

refusal of the company to accept

this condition is holding up settle-

ment of the strike at the studio in

progress for several months, it was
learned yesterday. The union was
certified by the National Labor Re-
lations Board in Washington as the
sole bargaining agency on the basis

of an election among Fleischer em-
ployes. Fleischer is maintaining
that the election was contrary to the
provisions of the Wagner act.

Milwaukee's Polio Ban

Extended for One Week

Milwaukee— With new infantile

paralysis cases reported, the health
department ban barring children up
to seven from schools and all pub-
lic gatherings, including theaters,
has been extended to Sept. 27. The
original order would have expired
yesterday.

"100 Men" Big at Roxy
In its opening three days, Friday,

Saturday and Sunday, Universal's
"100 Men And A Girl" attracted
larger b. o. receipts than any pic-

ture shown at the Roxy Theater
since December, 1929, the manage-
ment of that house announced yes-

terday. Total of 74,830 paid admis-
sions were registered.

Producers Suggest NLRB
Act in Guild Differences

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Answering the Screen

Director Guild's latest ultimatum
that producers must deal with di-

rectors, assistant directors, unit and
managers collectively, the producers'
committee declares it is willing to
have differences with guild settled by
National Labor Relations Board or
the courts. Producers maintain direc-

tors should be dealt with separately
and assistant directors and unit
managers separately.

Mrs. Beatrice Kaufman
Resigns Goldwyn Post

FINANCING IS SET 0|

,

U. A. OPTION DEAL

(Continued from Page 1)

tomorrow on the, Queen Mary to
close the financing deal.
Under the arrangement, Korda

and Goldwyn will pay approximate-
ly $6,000,000 for the shares. Their
options run until Dec. 31.

Deal is not expected to alter the
producer lineup of United Artists.
That an option arrangement had been
set up was first officially made known
May 27. Goldwyn does not plan a
trip to England in connection with
the situation inasmuch as he is cen-
tering all his attention on produc-
tion.

Goldwyn has for years been a
dominating factor in United Artists
and the new deal is expected to fur-
ther increase the importance of his
position in the company's setup.

Mrs. Beatrice Kaufman, Eastern
story editor for Samuel Goldwyn
during the past eight months, has
resigned that post. As yet a suc-
cessor has not been appointed. Sam
Marx, coast editor for Goldwyn, ar-
rives in New York today from Bos-
ton and will arrange the matter
while in town.

Mrs. Kaufman may work out an
arrangement to aid Goldwyn in an
advisory capacity on stories, it was
stated at the Goldwyn office.

Guild Shop in Effect Here
With 2 Studios Yet to Sign

Only "March of Time" and Men-
tone of the local producing organi-
zations were yet to sign with the
Screen Actors' Guild as the Guild
shop went into effect here yester-
day, Mrs. Florence Marston, East-
ern executive secretary, said.

Guild checkers were on all lots

to see that Guild conditions are
observed.

Best wishes from

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 21

Paul Muni
Frank Strayer

Victor Seastrom
Isaac Weinberg

Para. News Signs Heatter,

Eight Other Commentators

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday by A. J. Richard, editor
of the News, that a staff of eight
other nationally known commenta-
tors and radio reporters had been
signed to meet the demands of what
Richard termed "a new departure
in screen voice reporting."
The other radio men have been

chosen because of their particular
tonal adaptability to certain phases
of the news. Heatter will report big
news stories, important political and
international happenings as well as
news with unusual human interest
angles. On general news, Frank
Knight, chief announcer of WOR,
will report on various foreign sto-

ries, especially those coming from
the British Empire; Sidney Walton,
Joseph Boley and Mark Hawley will

be assigned to spot news.
Gregory Abbott will specialize on

matters pertaining to disaster, war
and tragedy. For sports Bob Carter,
of WMCA will specialize in horse
racing; Bill Slater of Colonial net-
work, will be the featured voice at
big football games, and Joe Bolton
will favor baseball narratives and
work at trace events and college
athletics.

mkik



"Sure that's a knockout . . . but have you seen i52nd St.' " ?
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UPP1NG B. 0. PRICES

Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. is taking steps to up its

admish prices, with several raises

already in effect. Century Theater
titled the night top—formerly 40

cents—to 55 cents for "Stella Dallas"

and it was announced that the same
procedure would be followed with
other outstanding films.

The State, Minneapolis' big first-

run dual has dropped the double bills

for the last two weeks and held over

pictures, raising the night prices

from 40 cents to 55 cents.

New Haven — A new meeting
called for consideration of higher

theater admissions had such poor at-

tendance, that the matter has neces-

sarily been indefinitely postponed.

Dallas Anti-Trust Case

Trial Gets Under Way

(Continued from Page 1)

counsel for the defendants and
working with him is Attorney Louis

Phillips of Paramount, here from
New York. Attorney Sidney Schreib-

er of the Hays office in New York
is also on hand for the proceedings.

John H. Murphy

Worcester, Mass.—John H. Mur-
phy, 83, former manager of the old

Franklin Theater in this city and
last surviving charter member of

Worcester Court, M. C. O. F., died

recent.y in City Hospital.

Sidney M. Goldin

Sidney M. Goldin, 57, who has
been associated with motion pic-

tures for the past 25 years, died

Sunday. A daughter survives. Ser-

vices were held at the Riverside Me-
morial Chapel yesterday.
Deceased spent many years in

production in Europe, particularly

Russia. He went to Hollywood in

1926 and directed for indie pro-
ducers. Later, he produced Yiddish
talkies in the East.

Winnie Melville

London (By Cable)—Winnie Mel-
ville, singing actress and wife of the

actor, Derek Oldham, is dead here.

In recent years she took lead parts

in a number of Gilbert and Sullivan

light operas.

Jack Silcock

Lake Geneva, Wis.—Jack Silcock,

19, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Silcock, died last week in a Keno-
sha hospital, where he had been
confined since early in August. His !

father is operator of the Geneve
here.

© © • THE JUMP on the field scored by Educational
in getting off to a good lead with the first film featur-

ing the new dance craze that is sweeping the land "The
Big Apple" and that is the name of the nifty short they
have turned out with the dances arranged and directed by
Arthur Murray who is an authority on the new stepping
technique from the Southland

© « • THE SHORT features a bunch of young couples
putting on the dance at a college affair never saw a bunch
of youngsters on the screen so genuinely happy and quite evi-

dently filled with the joy of the dance they are engaged in

their gaiety and good SDirits are contagious every audi-
ence will be infected with their charm . for the young peo-
ple who today are all dance-mad through the band influence

here is a short that simply cannot miss

© • • AND SO E. W. H^mmons. head of Educational,
realised th's and had his advertising chief, Gordon White,
go to bat with a special exploitation campaign it consists
of a nifty novelty miniature press book in the form of a red
apple that contains detailed instructions for putting on
a Bior Apple Dancing Contest in your town in connection with
the showing of the short Arthur Murray has written com-
plete instructions explaining every step of the dance. these
are in the pressbook, along with a series of photos which illus-

trate the highlights of the routine if you are after the
patronage of Youth and what exhibitor isn't? here
is a stunt that you can go to town with, for newspaper and
merchants will be glad to co-operate you can be the first

to introduce Big Apple in your community IF you move
fast

« « © WE PULLED a boner (this makes us the only
Broadway Co^mnist on record who has ever admitted he was
wrong marvellous unbelievable amazing)
we erroneously credited Arthur Mayer with being the distribu-
tor in this country of that intriguing foreign film, "Mayerling"

the honor should have been given to Mister Lopert of
Pax Films it so happens that Lillian Nadel is handling
publicity for both accounts, and that led to the error . . . . but
ko'yumists have no right to commit errors they should be
infallible like God, Winchell and the rest of the infallible col-

umists sorry Mister Lopert

© • • NOTHING SUCCEEDS like success "100 Men
and a Girl," f'rinstance first, it got "colossal" rating from
400 Hollywood critics, news and gossip reports at a preview. .

in N'Yawk, 110 magazine and trade paper reviewers echoed it

.... then the pix went into the theaters in 49 cities and
196 critics in those towns said the same thing but what is

as much to the point is the fact that the proportion of holdovers
is, to use U's own word, amazing yeh, nothing succeeds
like success

9 • • OVER AT the 20th Century-Fox home office

Deon De Titta, the projectionist, is celebrating his twentieth
year with the Fox outfit he has just celebrated his 25th
wedding anniversary Deon was the owner of a theater in
North Bergen, N. J. before he joined the old Fox concern
and later manager of the Temple Theater in Union City
it was at the latter place, under his managership, that Eddie
Cantor, Al Jolson and Phil Baker first tried out their acts

« « « » » »

COLUMBIA PIX GET •
MUSIC HALL TIME

(.Continued from Page 1)

with "The Awful Truth" and "I'll

Take Romance" to follow.
Deal has been set upon on a week's

basis. Abe Montague, general sales
manager, handled it for the distrib-
utor.

Columbia-Saenger Theaters
Deal in N. O. Reported Set

New Orleans—With only a few
minor details to be straightened out,
the selective contract deal between
Columbia and the Saenger Theaters
Corp.. is regarded as set in film cir-
cles here.
The deal, which would also em-

brace all Saenger affiliations, repre-
senting the best and most profitable
playing time in the territory, would
also apparently eliminate the legal
quarrel between the film company
and the theater company, by making-
available to the Saenger interests
and their booking combines "Lost
Horizon." over which Saenger and
Affiliated Theaters had gone to
court, in an effort to enforce by in-
junction what they could not get
under last year's contract.
The temporary injunctions had

been granted and dissolved, but the
cases, which are still pending regu-
lar court sessions, will probably be
withdrawn by the plantiffs, it is re-
ported.

ft

Remodel W-B Theater Dept.
Warner Bros, theater department

is remodeling its layout on the eiehth
floor of the Warner building on West
44th St.

SICK REPORT

Cincinnati—Lee Goldberg, prexy
of Big Features Rights, narrowly
escaped death when a taxi in which
he and his son were passengers, ram-
med another car while en route for
a visit to the 20th Century-Fox
studios in Hollywood. Young Gold-
berg suffered a cerebral concussion
and his father was badly bruised.
After several days in a Hollywood
hospital the Goldbergs returned to
Cincinnati.

Lincoln, Neb. — Milton Overman,
city manager of the Westland The-
aters here, is getting about gingerly
these days. Was helping in the Va-
sity sign shop when he slipped and
broke two ribs.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM H^j^
Hollywood — Wallace Fordj^p o

has just completed the leading role

in "He Wanted to Marry" for Grand
National, is confined to his home
with an attack of gall-stones.

Cincinnati — Mrs. William Onie,
wife of William Onie, manager of

Monogram Pictures, is seriously ill.
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'Dangerously Yours"
With Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks,

Jane Darwell

20th Century-Fox 62 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

"COPS AND ROBBERS" STORY OWES
MAJOR STRENGTH TO DIRECTORIAL
HANDLING.

Mai St. Clair's direction does much for

this familiar "cops and robbers" story,

which also has a "cheating cheaters" ele-

ment. Cesar Romero does good work,
while Phyllis Brooks is decorative and cap-
able. Douglas Wood of New York buys
the famous Omar jewel in Paris, and sails

to New York. Romero, Phyllis Brooks, sup-
posedly a wealthy socialite, and her aunt,

Jane Darwell, lay plans to steal the stone.

Earle Foxe and Leon Ames are also after

the gem. Phyllis turns in a fire alarm and
notices that Wood hurries to his room
instead of to the purser's office, where the

stone was generally believed to be. During

a party aboard ship, Phyllis comes to

Wood's room and takes the stone just as

Wood enters. Romero comes to Phyllis'

rescue and "shoots" Wood. On arriving

in New York it develops that Romero and
Wood are really detectives. Romero and
his aides arrest Alan Dinehart, brains of

the jewel thieves. Phyllis, the tool of the

gang, wants to reform and is placed under
probation, with orders to "report" to

Romero, her sweetheart.

Cast: Cesar Romero, Phyllis Brooks, Jane

Darwell, Alan Dinehart, Natalie Garson,

John Harrington, Douglas Wood, Earle

Foxe, Leon Ames. Albert Conti, Leonid

Snegoff.

Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Di-

rector, Malcolm St. Clair; Screenplay, Lou
Breslow, John Patrick; Cameraman, Harry

Davis; Art Director, Lewis Creber; Editor,

A| De Gaetano; Musical Director, Samuel

Kaylin.

Direction, Good. Photography, Good

SHORTS
Unusual Occupations

Paramount 11 mins.
Interesting, Engrossing

The unusual occupations that
Fairbanks and Carlisle present are
very interesting and make an en-
grossing short subject. Shown are
a lady at her business of tattooing;
a man whose income is derived from
drawing cathedrals on the ocean
sands; in Mexico a woman dresses
fleas which are then sold as souv-
enirs; Los Angeles has a man whose
job is that of retrieving golf balls;

and Joe the Barber in San Fran-
cisco is a specialist in fixing black
eyes. The methods used in airplane
sky-writing is absorbing, and of
-°

s
?»cial note is the method by which

{ JJoy Prinz, Paramount's dance di-

iWtor, selects his show girls. The
narration is fitting and snappily
delivered.

"Thunder Over the Orient"
Front Page Prod. 16 mins.

Excellent Sino-Jap Subject

In these two reels, one will find

"Susanne Im Bade"
("Susanna in the Bath")

Casino Film Exchange 78 mins.

LIVELY ROMANTIC DRAMA WITH
CONSIDERABLE COMEDY. GOOD FARE
FOR FOREIGN PIX FANS.

This is a gay, swiftly moving feature

that introduces the magnetic Manja Beh-

rens to local foreign film devotees, and

reintroduces the capable Hans Schlenck.

The latter essays the role of an art in-

structor who is inspired by the former's

allure when he sees her in a bathing suit

to paint for his own artistic gratification

a nude gazing at the sea. His pupils quite

without intent cause a terrific scandal to

swirl about their instructor, for they enter

the canvas in an art exhibit. Miss Beh-

rens, it happens, is betrothed to a young
gentleman who eyes her alleged posing

for the painting with too righteous indig-

nation. But her being cast aside by the

straight-laced suitor makes little difference

because she is really in love with the art

instructor. At the climax, all turns out

happily. One of the highlights of this well

produced and acted photoplay is a musical

skif performed by the art students at their

annual ball. Audiences will find consid-

erable to please them in the footage.

Cast: Manja Behrens, Max Guelstorff,

Erich Fiedler, Ursula Herking, Erika von
Thelmann, Hans, Schlenck.

A Tobis production; Director, Juergen
von Alten; Music by Haraldt Boehnelt.

Presented at the 86th Street Casino The-
ater.

comprehensive coverage of the Sino-
Japanese conflict, and full definition
of the horrors of war. The picture
opens with clips showing the peace-
ful progress of these two countries,
gradually leading up to the present
day. Conflict footage includes shots
of the battlefront never before
brought to the screen. The picture
is narrated by John Martin, from
the story by Carl Ross, and edited

by David Strong. Distribution is

being handled by Criterion Films.

"The Boss Didn't Say Good
Morning"

(A Miniature)
M-G-M 10 mins.
Far Fetched Psychological Theme
Another of those psychological

films by Carey Wilson, who also nar-
rates the story which follows the
silent technique. Jack Mulhall plays
the part of the average office work-
er, leaving his happy home with
wife and child and having his life

practically ruined when the boss
comes in with a grouch due to in-

digestion, and scowls at the office

guy instead of giving him a cheery
hello. But the office lad doesn't
know the boss has indigestion, and
jumps to the conclusion that he is

sore at him for something, and that
he is going to be canned. From then
on everything goes wrong, and he
returns home in the evening and
brings gloom into his happy family
life. The finish has the happy end-
ing, with the clerk meeting the boss
at the golf club on Sunday and find-

ing out that his job is safe. The
theme seems far fetched, more the
reaction of a neurasthenic to a situ-

ation than a normal man, and that
is the way a lot of normal people
will react to this subject. That was
our reaction, at least.

"Framing Youth"
(Our Gang)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Extra Swell Laughs

One of the best of the new Our
Gang comedies, with Spanky McFar-
land featured. He is running a
voice studio for radio, with Alfalfa
as a crooner his main bet. Along
comes Butch, the tough guy who
fancies himself as a violinist, and
threatens to beat Spanky up if he
allows Alfalfa to take part in the
radio contest for new talent. The
climax is a sure riot for laughs, with
Alfalfa singing with a frog concealed
in his shirt, and the frog croaking
at the most embarassing points in
Alfalfa's song. So Alfalfa beats
Butch out for first prize, and when
Butch tries to lick Spanky for al-
lowing Alfalfa to compete, Spanky
licks the stuffings out of the tough
guy.

"Pacific Paradise"
(A Miniature)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Fine Atmospheric Musical

Featuring Cliff Edwards in an
Hawaiian musical setting. Some
tourists, including Edwards, are
making merry as Harry Owens and
His Royal Hawaiians Hotel orches-
tra play the dance music. With
Cliff Edwards as master of cere-
monies, the orchestra plays several
fine native selections, and an orig-
inal titled "The Hawaiian Drinking
Song." There are several Hawaiian
girls who do the real native hula.
Fine atmospheric short, with the
tropical setting, the lovely girls,
and splendid Hawaiian music.

"G.impses of Peru"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Gorgeous Scenic

As far as the beauty of scenery
is concerned, this is outstanding in
the FitzPatrick series. The city of
Lima is shown in all its picturesque
splendor. Then a journey to the
high mountain peak nearby, that
boasts the highest lake in the world.
The scenic marvels are breath-taking,
and the scenes of natives at their
quaint tasks as they follow the
customs of their forefathers for
centuries, offers some refreshing en-
tertainment. The Technicolor work
is gorgeous.

"How To Start the Day"
M-G-M io mins.

A Prize Laugh Number
This laugh special from the brain

of Robert Benchley is a sequel to his

"How To Sleep". If anything, it is

even funnier. That's about as high
praise as can be given. Benchley
acts as the subject, and the off-stage
voice of Benchley tells what is hap-
pening and how the subject is re-
acting physically and mentally to

the treatment. Benchley goes
through the agony of getting up,
setting-up exercises, the shower,
brushing his teeth, dawdles around
and suddenly realizes it is almost
nine o'clock and he will be late at
the office. He dashes madly out and
discovers it is Sunday. Bob Bench-
ley is as fine an actor as he is a
writer. This one will score in any
theater.

"Soak the Poor"

(Crime Does Not Pay Series)

M-G-M 16 mins.

Powerful Realistic Drama
A very dramatic and powerful lit-

tle drama depicting the relief rack-

et. Racketeers in a certain town
are shaking down the small grocers

and horning in on the relief tickets,

taking sixty per cent of the receipts.

Prices are forced up so the grocers

can stay in business, and the con-

sumers are forced to pay the freight.

Along comes the bmeau of investi-

gation, with an inspector trailing
down the mob and finaliy the show-
down which brings a load of thril-
ling action and suspense. With Les-
lie Fenton and Leon Ames. Skill-
fully directed by Harold S. Bucquet.

"The Big Apple"

(A Song and Comedy Hit)

Educational 10 mins.

Dance Craze—Can't Miss
Here is a knockout short featur-

ing the new dance craze, "Big Ap-
ple." Can't see how it can miss in
any showman's house, whether de
luxer or shooting gallery. The en-
tire youth of the land are going-
daffy over the dance, and it is just
as popular with debbies and college
folks as with the dance hall crowds.
The Arthur Murray "Shag" dancers
are featured, and the youthful cou-
ples certainly give a grand demon-
stration of the new steps. The skit
concerns a young man at college who
is trying to get his letter, but has
been unable to qualify in any of the
athletic sports. He learnsi about the
new dance craze, masters it, and
teaches it to a bunch of young cou-
ples. They put it on at a college
entertainment, and steal the show.
And they will steal the show as far
as shorts are concerned, with any
group of young people. A special
exploitation for staging a dance con-
test goes with this short. That
should send it in for real money. It
is one of the brightest and liveliest
dance numbers the screen has seen,
outside of its being a natural with
the current dance craze.
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Toronto — Americans as well as

Canadians participated in the

"movie-double" contest held at the

Canadian National Exhibition here,

when $2,000 was distributed in

awards by the Globe and Mail.

Thirteen awards of $100 each were
awarded and one special award of

$700, the latter being won by Miss
Agnes Rooney, of Fort William,

Ont., adjudged to have a striking

similarity to Kay Francis, and
awarded the chief prize because she

more closely resembled one of the

real Hollywood stars than did any
of the contestants in the other 13

contests.

Richmond, Va.—Joseph G. Mullen,

formerly assistant manager of the

Capitol 'Theater, is manager of the

newly-opened Bellevue Theater, op-

erated by Neighborhood Theaters,

Inc.

Canton, O. — Frank Henson for

the last two years manager of

Loew's Broad Theater, Columbus,

has assumed the management of

Loew's here, replacing Larry
Thompson, who has gone to Brook-

fieid, Mo., his former home for a

vacation before taking over a new
assignment.

Charlotte, N. C—North Carolina

Theaters, Inc., has bought the Reed

property in Concord, presumably for

theatrical development. Purchase

price is said to be above $25,000.

Cincinnati — Mrs. Bertha Wolf,

manager of Pastime Theater, Owen-

ton, has installed new Simplex

Mechanism, Peerless Lamps and a

Walker screen.

Chicago — Creighton and Shaver

are building a movie theater at

Keithsburg which will be ready for

early fall opening.

Stuart, Fla.—The Lyric is closing

to allow complete redecorating and

refurnishing. Fred Hancock, the

retiring manager, is preceded by

Aubrey McCray.

Cincinnati—The Riverside Thea-

ter has purchased new Simplex
Mechanisms and Peerless Lamps.

Kansas City, Mo. — The Byam
Theater, an 800-seat house now un-

der construction in the Mt. Wash-
ington district, local suburb, will be

opened Sept. 24, according to Rube
Finkelstein, the owner.

Chicago — Improvements to the

DeLuxe theater are under way and

If Pays to be Champ
Omaha—Mort and Will Singer, the

latter being manager of the Brandeis

here, have presented Johnny Goodman,
the national amateur golf champion
from Omaha, with a gold pass key to

all Mort Singer houses.

Municipal Open-Air House to Play Educational Films
Kearney, Neb.—Projection equipment will be installed in the new municipal open-air

theater being built here through PWA funds, and local exhibitors anticipate a loss of

revenue although city commissioners have denied they intend to compete with com-
mercial theaters. The council, however, will show educational films on a screen built

on the 60-foot stage, and in addition will present outdoor pageants and plays in

seasonable weather.

will include new booth equipment
and new front, using stainless steel

and glass of a unique design. Mark
£). Kalisher is handling the job for

Charles Golin the owner.

Detroit—Madison Theater, down-
town house of the United Detroit
Theaters circuit, has reopened with
a first-run policy after a complete
refurbishing.

closed for repairs and renovating,
this fall. They are being presented
under the auspices of the Foreign
Language group of the University
of New Mexico.

Sheboygan, Wis.—Leo Schuessler,
manager of the Majestic theater
here, has installed new RCA sound
equipment.

Cross Plains, Ind.—J. T. Baxter
has just completed the building of

a 150-seat theater here.

Albion, Ind.—The Albion, now be-

ing operated by Doug Haney, has

Chicago — The Odgen theater of

the Warner circuit is now trying out
weekly vaudeville bills.

Denver — Fox Intermountain has
leased the new Serf theater from
Najeb Maloof, builder. House is in

Las Vegas, N. M.

Hindsdale, III.— The Hinsdale The-
ater has installed a modern air con-
ditioning plant.

Brantford, Ont.—Improvements to

the Capitol Theater, owned by Fa-
mous Players' Canadian Corp., now
underway, are costing $30,000.

ABFD Financing Report

Denied by GN President

(Continued from Page 1)

to aid in financing Grand National

production.
Alperson said that he had arrang-

ed with Reginald Baker, managing
director of ABFD, to distribute four

to six ABFD productions here. No
arrangements have been made to ex-

tend G-N's British distribution

agreement with ABFD beyond the

current season, Alperson said.

The G-N prexy described the new
season outlook as "excellent" and
said the company had finished 14

features on its current schedule and
four or five westerns. He will re-

main here about a week.

Expect Press Syndicates

to Enter Newsreel Field

With Transradio Press Service
planning to develop its own news-
reel organization when television

comes in, it is considered likely that
other of the press news syndicates
will take similar action.

With Roy Howard, head of the
United Press and the Scripps-How-
ard papers going in for acquisition
of radio stations, it is possible that
the United Press, in particular, will

develop a newsreel organization.

Expect New South Wales
to Ease Up on Its Quota

Sydney, Australia — The New
South Wales Government is expected
to ease up on its quota legislation

following almost universal non-com-
pliance with its rulings by American
distributors and others. Out of thirty

films that had to be produced dur-

ing 1937, under the quota law, only
three have been made in the first

eight months of the year.

Faced with the realities of the
situation, the government will, it is

believed, frame new legislation that
will be more practicable. American
companies have stated that they
would withdraw from distribution in

New South Wales if the quota regu-
lations were enforced.

Chi. Operator Confab. Thurs.

Chicago — Meeting on the new
operators' contract is scheduled for
Thursday as several interested par-
ties are attending the Illinois State
Labor convention at La Salle.

Pix Segregation Urged
San Francisco, Cal.—Moving pic-

tures produced especially for chil-

dren and films for adults from which
youngsters and adolescents may be
excluded are a possibility of the fu-
ture, according to a new statement
of the aims and program of the Mo-
tion Picture Research Council made
public by Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur,
national president of the organiza-
tion.

"The Council opposed Federal or

State censorship," declares Dr. Wil-
bur.

Jane Frohman Booked
Jane Frohman has been booked for

the New York Paramount along with
Bernie Meroff and his band to

play with "Souls at Sea," opening
either Oct. 6 or 13. Harry Kel—
cheim handled the deal for Para-
mount.

Portland, Me. — Charles Murch
who operates the Alhambra at West
Sullivan, Me., has opened his 250-
seat New at Millbridge, Me. Building-
cost approximately $20,000.

Miami—Changes in the personnel
of Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

Miami, have placed Chas. Whitaker,
as assistant to Jonas Perlberg, di-
rector of publicity. His place as as-
sistant manager of the Olympia will
be filled by Tom Manning, who
leaves a similar position in the
Gables theater, Coral Gables. George
Manley, chief usher at the Gables,
is being promoted to assistant man-
ager in the same house.

Chicago—Henri Ellman's soft ball

crew are the champions of the Chi-
cago film trade, defeating the Bala-
ban and Katz combo in the playoff.

Springfield—Carl Myer architect
is completing plans for a new 500-
seat movie theater for the Flora
Amusement Co. at Flora, 111. This
wil give the town two theaters, the
other is the Florine with 750 seats.

Toronto—An early Fall opening is

expected by N. A. Taylor, of this

city, of the new Ottawa theater,
now under construction in Canada's
capital.

Chicago — Joe Browne, chief of
Service at the Garrick theater of

the B. and K. circuit, has been pro-
moted to assistant manager of the
Congress theater on northwest side.

Chase City, Va.—The Mecca has
opened here. House is owned and
operated by Ridley Green.

Richmond—Percy Pollard has been
appointed assistant manager of the
Capitol, to succeed Joe Mullins, rec-

ently named manager of the new
Bellevue, in the Neighborhood Thea-
ters circuit.

Chicago—The new Cine of the

Balaban & Katz circuit will change
its bill three times a week, according
to Will Briscoe, manager.

Cincinnati—O. B. Taylor, a new-
comer in the picture business, is

opening a new theater in Williams-
town, Ky.

Holyoke, Mass.—Jerry Lynch has
been appointed manager of the
Strand Theater which had been
closed for the summer. He succeeds
Walton B. Howe.

Aquarium Show In Theater
Dallas—The Melba Theater will pre-

sent the third annual exhibit of the Dal-
las Aquarium Society on the Mezzanine
floor of the show house beginning Mon-
day. Irwin R. Waite. manager of the
Melba, is secretary-treasurer of the
Aquarium society.

*
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

"PERMIT TO KILL," an original

story by William Rankin, has
been purchased by B. P. Schulberg
for production on his 1937-38 pro-
gram. George Bruce, Schulberg
contract writer, will collaborate
with Rankin on the treatment of

the story, which deals with the na-
tionwide controversy over pure food
legislation. Bruce, on loan to M-G-
M, has completed a screenplay of

his novel, "Baby Face," and prior
to that wrote "Navy Blue and Gold,"
for M-G-M.

T
C. Edgar Schoenbaum, ace cam-

eraman, now under contract to Par-
amount, is handling the photogra-
phy on "Daughter of Shanghai,"
which Robert Florey is directing.

T T T

Helen Meinardi, who authored "I

Met Him in Paris," is now at RKO
doing the screenplay on "Hubert's
Folly," which will be Eric Blore's

initial starring vehicle. Miss Mein-
ardi and John Twist wrote the
screenplay for "She Married for
Money," and with Jefferson Parker,
Miss Meinardi did the screenplay of

"Highway to Romance."
T T T

Casting assignments: Universal

—

Frank Jenks, "A Young Man's
Fancy" and "Prescription for Ro-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 144 • • •

LJARRY RICHARD SOKOL. Producer. Born in Srayova, Roumania, on

Feb. 20, 1898. Reared in Austria and Germany. Left school at 16, and

at an early age became an executive in a

Vienna bank. At 26, became an independent

film producer in Berlin. Operated his own

company, Sokol Company, for 10 years and

among the pictures he produced were: "The

Student of Prague," starring Conrad Veidt; "The

White Hell of Pitz Palu," "Storm Over Mt.

Blanc," "The White Flame," "Blue Light'" and

"Slamon," a winter comedy sport feature re-

cently released in this country. Now with Co-

lumbia Pictures in Hollywood. Hobbies, sports.

Stands 6, 1. Hair, brown. Eyes, brown.

mance"; Goldwyn—Nydia Westman,
"The Goldwyn Follies"; 20th-Fox—
Jean Hersholt, "Bread, Butter and
Rhythm"; Paramount— Philip Ahn,
"Daughter of Shanghai."

T T
With all the world watching with

interest the investigations by scien-

tists on Shiva Temple, the wooded
plateau in the Grand Canyon of
Arizona where animals have been
isolated since the last glacial age,
Paramount has started plans to pro-

duce a picture dramatizing the ex-
ploitations on this "island in the
sky." Film will be produced under
the title, "Sky Island" from an or-
iginal story by Jean Terry.

T T T
Luis Alberni has been added to

the cast of "Hitting a New High,"
next Lily Pons musical for RKO Ra-
dio Pictures.

T T
Marie Osborne and Irma Rishka

have been assigned parts in "Wo-

men Have a Way," RKO Radio's
vehicle for Miriam Hopkins.

"The Ugly Duckling'" an M-G-M
musical comedy, is scheduled to
start production this week with Al-
lan Jones, Judy Garland and Fanny
Brice heading the cast. Supporting
important roles will be held by Reg-
inald Owen and Lynne Carver. Ed-
win L. Marin will direct and Harry
Rapf will produce.

T T T
Aben Kandel, writer, has joined

the Metro studios under a long term
contract with no assignment as yet.

T T

Earl Brent has joined Metro as a
vocal coach and compiler of rou-
tines.

T Y T

Harold S. Bucquet will direct "Be-
hind the Criminal," Crime Doesn't
Pay series, and Jacques Tourneur
will direct "The Booth Mystery" in

the Historical series. Both short
subjects will go into production next
week at Metro with Jack Chertok
producing.

T T T

Sol Lesser has made arrange-
ments with Sam Fox Music Pub-
lishing Co. to publish the songs in

"Roll Along, Cowboy" and also has
tentative deal on with Decca to re-

cord music from all future Smith
Ballew pictures.

$100,000 Schine Theater RKO Theaters to Boost

To Be Build in Paris, Ky. Admish "Where Feasible"

Cincinnati— Lexington offices of

Schine Corp. announced the acqui-

sition of the Christian Church prop-
erty, 8th and Main Sts., at Paris,

Ky!, for the erection of a $100,000
theater. Construction to begin at

once.

Schine interests now operate sev-

en theaters in Central Kentucky, in-

eluding four in Lexington. Louis
Lazar is general manager of

Schine's interests in Ohio and Ken-
tucky.

Shelby, O. — Schine circuit has
definitely taken over the Castamba
Theater from H. D. Shreffler, effec-

tive Sept. 22. Schine is also nego-
tiating for the Kent Theater, Kent,
and the Ravenna Theater, Ravenna,
both of which are operated by
Beryl Steele.

Cleveland Variety Club

To Hold Ball on Dec. 4

C: ^veland—The Cleveland Variety
C\ v

^-%nnounced Dec. 4 as the date
for^ts annual Club Ball. Col. Nat
Wolf, Warner zone manager, is gen-
eral chairman of the committee on
arrangements. On Nov. 2, the club
is holding a Keno Party in its new
club rooms in the Allerton Hotel.

(Continued from Page 1)

turn from the Coast where he talked
over production plans for the new
season.
Blumberg said RKO has 15 "big"

pictures planned and some com-
pleted. The studio has enough sto-

ries to meet any situation, he de-
clared.

Butterfield Circuit Closes

For 1937-38 Warner Lineup

Warner Bros, has concluded a
deal with the Butterfield Circuit of

Michigan comprising about eighty
theaters, whereby the entire output
of Warner Bros.-First National Pic-

tures including Vitaphone shorts and
trailers will be played by the cir-

cuit's theaters throughout the 1937-

38 season, Gradwell L. Sears, Gen-
eral Sales Manager for the distrib-

uting company, announced yester-
day. The deal was set by Ed Beatty
and J. O. Brooks who acted for the
circuit, and by Roy Haines, Robert
Smeltzer and F. E. North for War-

Exchange Biz Mounting
Minneapolis—Exchanges' Fall biz

is ahead of last year's figures at

this time, according to a majority
of exchange managers.

13 Long Island Theaters

In Buying Combine

(Continued from Page 1)

lyn, Roslyn; Howard, Howard
Beach; State, Hempstead; Arcade,
Lynbrook; Strand, Farmingdale;
Newton, Elmhurst; Palace, Corona;
Bays, Hampton Bay; Mattituck,
Mattituck; Ditmars, Astoria.

Lightman Purchases

10 Warner Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

through an arrangement with Light-
man, will operate the Danville ac-
quisitions. Lightman is a partner
with Paramount in a number of
Southern situations.

Milwaukee Union, Denied

C.I.O. Charter, Disbanding

Milwaukee — Disbanding of the
United Theatrical Employes' Union
(CIO), because of failure of the
national CIO to grant it a charter,
has been announced by J. M. Futow-
sky, union attorney, and Gale
Dexter, business agent. The union
had closed contracts with 15 local

houses and its membership consisted
of ushers, doormen and other thea-
ter employes.

May Postpone Paramount

Officers' Suit Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)

by the end of this week, it is likely

that its trial, scheduled for Monday
in the New York State Supreme
Court, will be postponed, it was in-

dicated yesterday.
Conferences looking towards ad-

justing of the matter out of court
are still under way, said Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the Paramount
executive committee, yesterday in

New York.

Debts Eat Up Estate

Left by A. L. Erlanger

A. L. Erlanger, former legitimate

theater circuit head, left a gross es-

tate of $1,400,816 and debts total-

ing $3,095,667, it became known yes-

terday when a transfer tax appraisal
was filed by the State Tax Bureau
in Federal Court. Among Ex-langer's

debts were $771,929 owed the Chase
National Bank, $308,450 to the Em-
pire Trust Co., $304,479 to the Bank-
ers Trust Co. and $161,825 to the

National City Bank.

Twin City V. C. Resumes
Minneapolis — Twin City Variety

Club resumed weekly luncheon
meetings yesterday. There will be
a special speaker and entertainment
at each meeting and "Kings for a
Day" will be appointed weekly.
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43 FEATURES BEFORE

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Forty-three pictures

are before Hollywood cameras, with
Warners making nine and M-G-M
seven. Paramount is down for five

and RKO a like number. Columbia
and Republic are making four each.

20th Century-Fox is producing three,

Grand National, two, and Universal,
Goldwyn, Selznick International,

Monogram and Katzman one each.

20th Century-Fox has started work
on "Love And Hisses", while Para-
mount has begun production of "Big
Broadcast Of 1938". "Forgotten
Women" is the newest picture on the

Columbia schedule and "Penrod And
His Twin Brother" at Warners.
Paramount has completed "Every

Day's A Holiday", "Thrill Of A Life-

time" and "Hold 'Em Navy". Co-
lumbia has finished "Carnival Lady".
Warners have wrapped up "To-
varich".

Fox-Midwest Theaters

Re-assigns Managers

Kansas City, Mo. — Fox-Midwest
Theaters have announced the follow-

ing managerial changes in houses

in this territory. Al McClure has

been transferred from the Strand
Theater to the Midland Theater at

Hutchinson, Kans., with Maurice Evy
taking over at the Strand. Bill

Laughlin, who was at the Hutchin-

son Strand, goes to the Regent at

Wellington, Kans., replacing Mike
Lehman, who moves to the Uptown
at Wichita, Kans. At Wichita, Paul
Hiltner has been moved from the

Uptown to the Palace, replacing W.
J. Scott, who has been shifted to

Lyons, Kans.
C. H. Zile, formerly of Arkansas

City, has been transferred to Win-
field, Kans., with Ted Davis moving
from Moberly to succeed him at Ar-
ansas City. Max Van Buren has
been switched from Lyons, Kans., to

Kirksville, Mo., following H. L. Golla-

day who takes over the Moberly, Mo.,

situation. Bill Souttar, formerly at

Hays, Kans., goes into the Kennedy
at Kirksville, Mo., as manager.

In District No. 4, of the Fox-Mid-
west Circuit, Ed Cagle has been
transferred from West Frankfort,

111., to the Orpheum Theater at Cape
Girardeau, Mo., while Gilly Burnett

at Benton, 111., and Ed. Whaley at

West Frankfort, 111., have exchanged
places. In addition, Ike Campbell
has resigned at Winfield, Kans., and
Doc Hitchler, has been named man-
ager at the Apollo Theater at Kan-
sas City.

Sunday Repairs Bring Fine

Danville, Va.—A fine of $5.00 each
was imposed on carpenters and roofers

for repairing a leaking roof on the

Rialto Theater on Sunday, in violation

of the Virginia statute prohibiting work-
ing on Sunday. The theater had made
a contest of the case, holding that the

work could not be done on a week day

without closing the house.

The Foreign Field
News Flashes from All Parts of the Globe ^

RKO Signs Australian Actor
Sydney (By Cable)—Cecil Kella-

way, outstanding figure of Austra-
lia's stage and screen, will leave for
the United States soon, following a
long-term contract he has just signed
with RKO Radio following cabled
negotiations. Kellaway is one of
the biggest box-office attractions of
the show world here. His first RKO
Radio assignment will be the Irene
Dunne picture, "The Joy of Lov-
ing," with Jerome Kern music.

"Over the Moon," for Merle
London — Merle Oberon, who will

complete her starring role in the
Alexander Korda color comedy, "The

Divorce of Lady X," the latter part

of this month, will start work im-
mediately thereafter in Robert E.

Sherwood's "Over the Moon", to be

done in Technicolor. William K.
Howard will direct.

"Dance" 5-Wks. in Stockholm?
Stockholm—A five-week run is cer-

tain for "Shall We Dance" at the
Spegeln Theater, if box-office figures

for the opening week are any cri-

terion. Reviewers call it the best

Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers picture

shown here, and heap praise on Ed-
ward Everett Horton and Eric Blore
for fine performances in this RKO
Radio picture.

MEXICAN H0US$

WIRED
I

Conn. Supreme Court May Legionnaire Thousands

Get Games Test in Month Fail to Aid B'way Biz

Middletown, Conn. — Bank Night
interests expect that the new test
case against Ernest Dorau, manager
of the Palace Theater here now be-
fore Judge Alfred Baldwin of the
Superior Court for Middlesex Coun-
ty, will reach the Supreme Court
in about a month.

The matter had been presented on
an agreed statement of facts, set-

ting up the operation method of
Bank Night in general and the Pal-
ace system in particular. Originally,
Dorau was charged with violation of
the lottery statute, the gift enter-
prise statute and the club statute,

and a fine of $13 was imposed.
Pending the result of the case,

most local authorities have agreed
to permit cash giveaways to run in

theaters and clubrooms.

Estherville, la. — Hubert N.
Schrodt, manager of the new Grand
theater, is changing from two bank
nights a week to one on Wednesday
evenings in response to a request
from the town council.

Bowlers Start Friday

Detroit—Film Exchange Bowling
League will start the 1937-38 sea-
son next Friday, at the Masonic
Temple Alleys. Season will last 28
weeks, one night ai week, with eight
teams entered. Monogram Pictures
is entering a team for the first time,
replacing a team from Columbia
which dropped out. Carl Buermele,
assistant manager of Cooperative
Theaters of Michigan, is League
president.

Chi. Loop Biz Up
Chicago — With cooler weather,

the Loop theaters report a better at-

tendance both afternoon and eve-

ning shows.

(Continued from Page 1)

despite the city's invasion by sev-

eral hundred thousand visitors.

In the immediate Times Square
area, marching delegations and blar-

ing bands, torpedoes, cannon crack-

ers, ets., rate into the normal poten-

tial gross of houses in the immediate
vicinity. Those handicapped most
by the daytime and evening demon-
strations were the Criterion, Para-
mount and Rialto.

Further north on the Great White
Way, with 45th and 46th Sts. being
used by Legion units in their "cross-

town march to Madison Square Gar-
den where a morning joint session

of the American Legion and its Aux-
iliary was addressed by Governor
Lehman and Mayor La Guardia, the-

aters ran into spectacle competition.
Afternoon offered even less oppor-
tunity for houses to cash in because
of the 5 p.m. parade of La Societe

des 40 Hommes et 8 Chevaux on
Eighth Ave.

The Roxy, Capitol, Rivoli, Music
Hall and Hollywood were less

plagued by ballyhoo yesterday than
most of the other houses. The for-

mer reported that there was no tan-
gible evidence that the Convention
has brought a rise in revenue, but
charactreized the idea that it hasn't
contributed somewhat to the b.o. as
"inconceivable." The Hollywood en-
joyed particular immunity from all

the Legion "goings-on" because, the
management stated, the house has
been sold out well in advance.

Para.-Quaker City Merger
Albany — Paramount Pictures,

Inc., New York, has filed a certifi-

cate with the Secretary of State
merging Quaker Theaters Corp., a
Delaware corporation.
A certificate also has been filed

dissolving the corporate existence of
Rose Theater, Inc., New York City.

Mexico City — Approximately 8
theaters have been wired for soun
since Jan. 1, according to estimat
made by Assistant U. S. Trade Com
missioner Miles Hammond here
Wired theaters total is placed at 50(

Installation of sound equipment i

proceeding at a considerably accel
erated rate according to reports i

the trade. Within the last year it i

estimated that 100 installations o
sound equipment have been made
some of which is applicable to newl;
constructed houses, some to replace
ments of the other sound equipmenl
and some to new installations ii

silent houses.

According to trade information in

stallations of Tobis-Klangfilm hav<
recently made a considerable prog
ress. It is stated that 20 installa
tions of this German equipment hav<
been made in Mexico within the las

three or four months, particularly oi

the West Coast. It is reported tha
in this region American sound equij
ment representatives have beei

loath to push installations becaus
of difficulties in servicing sucl

equipment.

V. C. Talks '38 Conclave
Cincinnati — Col. "Pop" Wessel

prexy Queen City Variety Club
called a meeting of the executive
board of this organization yester
day. Plans were discussed for the

National Convention, to be held ir

Cincinnati, in April, 1938.

Loew's Replaces M-G-M
Chicago — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei

has given up its Indiana incorpora
tion. All business is now trans-

acted by Loew's, Inc. The same
condition exists in the Chicago ter

ritory.

Grubel Left $584,116
Kansas City, Mo. — Edward J

Grubel, pioneer exhib, left an estate

appraised at $584,166. In a 3-para
graph will, Grubel left his entire es-

tate to his brother, Frank C. Grubel
who was associated with him in the

real estate and theater enterprises

"Zenda" Stays in 19 Spots

"The Prisoner of Zenda" has beer

held over in all 19 situations where
it has opened to date, United Artists

home office reported yesterday. Pix

is credited with setting a new b. o

mark at the Palace, Stamford, with

other records topped in New Or
leans, Providence and Norfolk.

From Criticism to Cocktafis

New Orleans—Mel Washburn, who
used to review films and handle amuse-
ment copy for a tabloid here, is now
host of The Roosevelt's bar and its

Fountain Terrace cocktail room.
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See 1937-38 Grosses Smashing All Pi&mMiecords

MEXICO TO EXEMPT PRODUCERS FROM NEW LEVIES

Four Coast Studios Give Office Employes Salary Tilt

Paramount Pact Gives Em-
ployes Highest Salary Tilt,

About 25 Percent
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Paramount, M-G-M,

Warner Bros, and 20th Cetury-Fox
yesterday signed agreements with
their office employes' associations.
The Paramount pact provides a
wage increase of approximately 25
per cent over a five-year period.
The M-G-M agreement is for three
years and gives an immediate 10
per cent wage increase. Warner
Bros, and 20th Century-Fox pacts

1 call for an average salary tilt of 15
i per cent.

HODKINSON RESIGNS

AS GB'S COAST HEAD

Ken Hodkinson, assistant to

George W. Weeks, GB general sales

manager, and who has been in

charge of Coast district sales for

some months, has resigned. Com-
pany does not plan to name a suc-

cessor, with branch managers in the
area carrying on.

Hodkinson is now in New York
with a new film processing system
which he is demonstrating to sev-

eral major companies.

Omaha Bank Night Writ
Stands; Argument Brief

Lincoln, Neb. — Omaha's Bank
Night injunction still stands, after

a 5-minute argument before the Su-
preme Court here yesterday with
Paul Chaney appearing for the At-
torney General and William H.
Wright for the bank nighters. The

(Continued on. Page 4)

I r
apan Halts Pix Imports

Tokyo (By Cable)—Imperial Japanese
Government yesterday suspended impor-

tations of all foreign pix, except news-
reels, until Jan. 1 next. Move, an-
nounced as an emergency war measure,

was intended to step up domestic film

production.

Infantile Paralysis Scare Closes Theaters in Pueblo
Pueblo, Colo.—All theaters and schools in Pueblo, Colorado's second largest city, were

ordered closed yesterday by health authorities because of a polio scare. At the same
time, schools were ordered closed in Colorado Springs and in Sheridan, Wyo., for similar

reasons.

WB Closes 5,1 37 Contracts for New
Season's Product, Increase of 30%

Total of 5,137 contracts have been
closed by Warner Bros, for the

company's lineup of features plus

Vitaphone shorts and trailers, rep-
resenting over 300,000 playdates, for
the 1937-38 season, Gradwell L.
Sears, Warners' general sales man-
ager, said yesterday.
Number of accounts signed is a

record high for the company at this
period of a new selling season and
represents an increase of 30 per

cent or about 1,500 more contracts
over the same period in 1936.

Increase is attributed largely to
the recent National Trade Previews
of new product held by the com-
pany in its 31 branches in the
United States.
Terming the high figure "defi-

nite proof of exhibitor confidence,"
Sears outlined releases set for the
next two months as follows:
"The Life of Emile Zola," "The

(.Continued on Page 4)

IATSE Would Bar Screen Credits to ASCMembers
IATSE has notified Eastern and

Western studios that screen credit
can no longer be given to members
of the American Society of Cine-
matographers, composed of first

cameramen.
According to James Brennan,

IATSE vice president, IATSE pro-
jectionists will, in the near future,

refuse to show pictures giving screen
credit to ASC members.
Brennan was not informed on

whether the IATSE proposed to take
in the ASC members. Though the
IATSE has a closed shop on the
Coast, ASC members have hereto-
fore been exempted from union
membership.

Ross Federal Survey Brings Forecast

1937-38 B. O. Take to Set New Record

Condor Assigns Unpledged
Income to its Creditors

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Condor Pictures has

assigned all unpledged income from
pictures and distribution to credi-
tors, it became known here follow-
ing a creditors' meeting at which
E. Atkinson of RCA was selected

(Continued on Page 8)

"All previous box-office records
will be smashed in the theatrical
year of 1937-38," forecasts Ross
Federal Service, following comple-
tion of a nation-wide survey, and
furnishes the following as the three
outstanding reasons:

1. Economic conditions
throughout the country are
showing a vast upswing, with

(Continued on Page 6)

Majors to Get Refund When
Pending Interpretation

is Issued

A new interpretation of the Mex-
ican three per cent duty on imports,
which became effective as of Sept.

15, will exempt film distributors, ac-

cording to major company sources
yesterday in New York. It had
originally been believed that the as-

sessment applied to motion pictures,

as well as other products.
Pending the clarification, Amer-

ican companies are paying the levy

but will recover the money when
the law is changed. Duty is de-

ductible from the Mexican income
tax, it was stated yesterday.

DALLAS ANTI-TRUST

Dallas, Tex.—That the 25 cent re-

striction clause prevented showing
of class "A" pictures even on bar-
gain nights when two films for 25
cents was allowed, was the testi-

mony of Sam Kirscheimer, nabe
owner of Houston, in the trial of

(Continued on Page 4)

19 WB 1937-38 Pix Ready,

9 More Features in Work

Marking a new high for completed
productions, Warner Bros, has 19 of

its 1937-38 pictures already finished

and has nine more currently in work,
stated Jack L. Warner, vice-presi-

dent in charge of production, yes-

terday, when he arrived in New
(Continued on Page 8)

A Matter of Location
When two coast production execs,

Jack Warner and Charles R. Rogers, ar-

rived in New York yesterday, they found
themselves virtually cut off from their

home offices. Explanation: they had
checked into hotels on the east side of

Fifth Ave., on which the American
Legion parade blocked cross-town traffic.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 21 21 21 + 1

Columbia Picts. vtc. 22 22 22+1
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 2V4 2'/4 2V4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10% 9*A 9% — y4
East. Kodak 176% 175 175 + Vz
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 20Vi 19% 19%— Va
Loew's, Inc 73 '/2 71 71 — 1%
do pfd
Paramount 19'/2 18% 183/4 + Vl
Paramount 1st pfd.. 136 134 134y2 + 8y2
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 17% 17 17 + %
Pathe Film 8% 8'/4 83/8 — y4
RKO 7 63/4 6%
20th Century-Fox . . 31 30'/4 30%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 49 42 42 — 7%
Warner Bros 12% 11% 11%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46 .... 99% 96

V

4 96%— %
Loew 6s41ww 99% 99% 99%— %
Para. B'way 3s55. .67 67 67
Para. Picts. 6s55. .100 100 100 + %
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47 86% 863/4 863/4 + %
RKO 6s41

Warner's 6s39 90% 90% 90% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 2% 2% 23/8 + %
Monogram Picts. ... 2 1 % 2 + %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 27 26 26%
Trans-Lux 3% 3% 3% — Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 101 105

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 9% 10

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92% 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4 s '43.... 52 54

AMPA's Guest Roster
Guests for the weekly AMPA

luncheon tomorrow at Sardi's in-

clude: Olga Baclanova, Gertrude
Berg, author of "Rise of the Gold-
bergs"; Marion Clair, violinist, and
Oscar Straus, composer, whose new
show, "Three Waltzes," is being
brought to Broadway by the Shu-
berts. President Ralph Rolan will

preside.

Mayor Posts $1,000 Reward
to Spur Hunt for Bombers

Mayor La Guardia yesterday of-

fered a reward of $1,000 for infor-

mation leading to the indictment of
the racketeers responsible for the
stench-bombing of 29 theaters in

Manhattan and the Bronx in the past
nine days.

The Mayor's offer came after

seven Cocalis theaters were bombed
for a second time within eight days
on Monday night. Fifteen persons
were injured in the bombing.
The police department said yes-

terday that 60 men working under
Acting Lieut. James Pyke of the
Bomb Squad and 40 additional de-
tectives from the borough headquar-
ters staff have beene assigned to the
task of tracking down the perpetra-
tors of the outrages.

The Cocalis theaters employ Em-
pire operators. Local 306 has sought
to install its members in the Co-
calis houses. The police say the
bombings are incidental to the dis-

pute between the Empire union and
Local 306.

Yeomans In Ft. Myers
Ft. Myers, Fia.—Al Yeomans, for-

merly operator of a circuit in Mis-
sissippi and now a resident of Ft.
Myers, is planning a new film thea-
ter here.

Holds Bowes Unit Success

Proves Demand for "Flesh"

The Major Bowes units have
found no difficulty disproving the
generally held belief that the day
of "flesh" entertainment is over ex-

cept for a big cities because the

first of the Bowes units, which went
out on the road in July, 1936, is still

playing, has not repeated a booking
and has dates for three months
ahead, it was said yesterday by Lou
Goldberg, general manager of the

Bowes units.

Major Bowes now has five units

touring the U. S. and Canada and is

finding steady booking for them.
Some time back 14 Bowes units were
on tour.

Goldberg said he thought he could

route a show for two years ahead.
He has not touched the South yet

with first unit. He explained the
success of the units by the desire

of the public for "clean, family en-

tertainment."

State and Park, Cleveland

to be Improved by Loew's

Loew's is planning to make a num-
ber of improvements at both the
State and Park theaters in Cleve-
land, with program calling for new
fronts and lobby modernization. Joe-
Vogel and Oscar A. Doob have re-

turned to New York after looking
over the situation.

Coming and Going
ADOLPH ZUKOR returns to New York Oct. 4

from abroad.

JACK L. WARNER, who arrived in New York
yesterday from Hollywood, sails for England on
the Normandie Wednesday, next week.

STUART DOYLE sails from New York today
on the Bremen bound for England.

FRANK ALBERT, Australian radio magnate,
has arrived in New York from abroad and
leaves in two weeks for the Coast, en route

to Australia.

NORTON V. RITCHEY, general manager of
Monogram's export department, leaves New
York for London on the Berengaria, Sept. 29.

WILLIAM A. FIERCE, executive assistant to

Charles R. ROGERS at Universal City, has ar-

rived in New York from the Coast.

LARRY FOX, Universal associate producer,
arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast.

REGINALD P. BAKER, director of Associated
Talking Pictures, accompanied by MRS. BAKER,
sails for Europe today on the Queen Mary.

JAMES WARWICK, British playwright; VIC-
TOR PRAHL, American baritone; WILLIAM
KERMELL, composer, and BARBARA LAMY,
dancer, arrive in New York tomorrow from
Europe on the De Grasse.

ROSITA DIAZ, actress, leaves New York to-
day on the Queen Mary for Europe.

The entire company of Gilbert Miller's new
show, "French Without Tears," arrives in New
York from Europe tomorrow on the Champlain
and includes: TERRANCE RATTIGAN, author;
PENELOPE WARD, British actress; GUY MID-
DLETON and CYRIL RAYMOND, British actors;
MARCFL VALLEE, French actor, and JAC-
QUELIN POREL.

MAURICE BARBER, producer, and MRS. BAR-
BER; HILDEGARDE, singer; WILFRED PELLE-
TIER, conductor; MILDRED BILLING, musician,
nd CLAUS MANN, German author, also arnv<.

tomorrow from Europe on the Champlain.

RICHARD S. LIDDLE, general manager of

llford Limited of London, arrives in New York
tomorrow on the Champlain and will stop at

the Park Central.

JOHN BYRAM returned to New York yester-
day from Pittsburgh.

MARTY MULLEN and SAM PINANSKI are
in New York from Boston for a few days.

W. WARD MARSH, picture editor of The
Cleveland Plain Dealer, is in New York.

AL SELIG of GB's home office leaves today
for Buffalo.

BUD CUSICK, EARL McGLINNIN, BOB
SEELEY, OWEN BLOUGH. JOHN MURPHY and
GILBERT LUBIN, all of Detroit's Film Row are
in New York for the American Legion Conven-
tion as delegates from Rusell Johnson Thea-
trical Post No. 371.

JULES LEVY, general sales manager for RKO
Radio, is in Detroit on a two-day business con-
ference with Jack Sharkey, local branch man-
ager and his staff.

GUY HANCOCK of RKO Radio's sales staff
at Indianapolis is in New York attending the
American Legion Convention.

MARION CLAIRE, film and radio actress, ar-
rives in New York today from the Coast.

KEN HODKINSON is in New York from Los
Angeles.

JOE VOGEL and OSCAR A. DOOB have re-
turned to New York from Cleveland.

HARRY COHN, Columbia president, arrived
yesterday from the Coast.

RODNEY PANTAGES arrived yesterday from
Hollywood.

CLIFF WORK, RKO western division manager,
arrived yesterday from the Coast.

SIDNEY R. FLEISCHER, arbiter of screen
rights sales for the Dramatists Guild, leaves
Friday for Hollywood.

M & P LETTING PRIT

SCALE REMAIN AS IS

M & P Theaters, operated b\
Marty Mullen and Sam Pinanski it

New England, do not contemplate
a further increase in admissioi
prices at the present time, the part
ners indicated yesterday in Nev
York. Scales of their houses have
been gradually increased over sev-

eral years, they pointed out.

At present their Metropolitan gets

a top of 75 cents while their own
downtown Boston houses charge a

high of 55. Top for their suburban
first run houses is 40 cents.

Newsreel Legions Shoot

Veterans' "Big Parade'

Yesterday was a day of sustained
"shooting" by filmland's own legion
of local cameramen as hundred of
newsreel staff photographers trained
their lenses on the American Le-
gion's mammoth parade which
moved up Fifth Avenue from 9 a.m.
until far into the night. Labs worked
feverishly to turn out footage of
the parade for spot release to met
area theaters. Newsreel office per-
sonnel, too, toiled throughout the
day to make scenes available on a
nation-wide scale.

William A. Pierce, of Universal,
executive assistant to Charles R.
Rogers, was also busy on Fifth Ave-
nue taking production scenes for

"Mv Buddy," the forthcoming fea-
ture which is being made with the
full support of Legion Posts.

THRU SKYSLEEPER SERVICE
No Change of Planes Enroute

The shortest, fastest, most frequent

flight schedules between New York and
California. Direct thru sleeper service.

. . . You sleep the entire night in

comfortable roomy berths. . . . Separ-
ate lounge and sleeping compartments
—tasty full course meals served com-
plimentary.

For Information and Re±
tions Call Your Nearesfl
Office . . . or any
Travel Bureau, Postal
graph or Western Union Office-

Member National Safety Council

THE LUXURY UNE
COAST TO COAST
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government efforts to enjoin the In-

terstate Circuit and eight national

producers for alleged violation of

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in

Judge William H. Atwell's United
States District Court. After two
efforts with higher priced features,

Kirscheimer said he abandoned the

effort. He admitted under cross ex-

amination that the majority of his

customers preferred pictures of the

western type on which there was no
price restriction. Differing only in

minor points was the testimony of

0. B. Bridges of Houston and L. C.

Tidwell of Ft. Worth.

R. A. Cole of Allied Theater Own-
ers testified that he had aided the

Department of Justice in preparing
the case, that he was opposed to

the principles involved in the al-

leged agreement because he feared

it would eventually injure exhibi-

tors everywhere. The case evolved

from an allegation that producing
companies had refused to rent for

subsequent run, pictures for which
an admission of 40 cents or more
was charged on the first showing
unless a minimum admission on sub-

sequent runs was 25 cents. Double
features were also prohibited.

George S. Wright, defense attor-

ney, told the court at the beginning
of the trial that the distributor com-
panies own all copyrights on all

films shown under the copyright

law and have the right to govern
the manner in which copyrighted
films are shown. Government at-

torneys are B. W. Henderson, As-
sistant Attorney General, John Er-

hard, Assistant United States Dis-

trict Attorney.

Omaha Bank Night Writ

Stands; Argument Brief

(Continued from Page 1)

court took case under advisement,
pending the larger action to be

argued later on a lottery decision

made last April in Beatrice where
the case went against the games.
Omaha Motion Picture Exhibitors

Association sought to have the ban
lifted for 28 theaters there.

Best wishes fron

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 22

Eric von Stroheim
Carlyle R. Robinson

y t r
• • • YESTERDAY started out to be a day of work along
New York's Film Row but wound up in an almost general
holiday when the blare of bands and the tread of 250,000
inarching Legionnaires over on Fifth Avenue proved too much
of a distraction for the office staffs so they called it a day

most of 'em Paramount closed down at 12 :30

RKO, Warners, United Artists, Columbia, Grand National and
Monogram at 1 o'clock and M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox
at 3 Republic worked a full day we personally at-

tended here as one of the chief mourners Universal also
kept open house Over in an agent's office in the RKO
building an actor with Hollywood hopes was throwing auto-
graphed photos of himself out of the window along with pages
from the phone books An enterprising publicity guy for a
small indie distributor was shooting the Times Square mob
scenes to show the business a theater in the Bronx was doing
with his company's picture the Bronx house is only five

miles from the Times Square scenes what's five miles to

a pressagey who knows how easy it is to superimpose a mob
scene in front of a theater?

• • • FASHION FEATURE gets play and M-G-M
is getting nation-wide placement on this new exclusive fashion
feature a service being supplied at present to outstanding
papers in more than 85 key cities with another long sup-
plementary list being lined up the creator of the new
fashion copy is Pat Reis, able sec to Howard Dietz her
material is signed Beret and this isn't the first time Miss
Reis has crashed space in national publications for several
years she organized and wrote the pop "Patsy" letters

newsy and wittv epistles of life in Hollywood
*

9 • • THE PUBLIC is going for that clever photographic
satire on Hollywood "In Pictures" smart symbolic
pictures of the film city with a reproduction of the skit
that originally appeared in the Satevepost "Hollywood
Conference" Will Connell did the pictures Gene
Fowler, Patterson McNutt, Nunnally Johnson, Grover Jones did
the script personally, we thought that delicately lacey
effect called "PLOT" was the most fitting illustration for the
Conference or vice versa but that's just our opinion

incidentally, Irving Browning of our own hamlet did a
grand symbolic series of photos of the film biz some years
ago for one of our Production Annuals

T T

• • • ADDRESS by Carl E. Milliken of the Hays
office yesterday afternoon before the Maine Universalist
convention in Bangor dwelling upon the subjects of char-
acter building, unselfishness, self-control, self-sacrifice all

of course tied up with the motion picture a fine inspira-
tional talk, we gather

T T
• • • WHO SAYS a New Yorker doesn't stand a chance
in Hollywood? lookit Alex Gottlieb went to the Fil-
mirage as ad chief for Walter Wanger now switches to
screenplay author his first assignment being Republic's
"Smart Guy" Alex has several original scripts being
critically orbed by several of the major studios and it

seems only a few short weeks ago that we contacted him seated
coyly in Columbia's ad dep't writing catchlines

T T
• • • WELL WISHES of a host of friends go with
Arnold Rittenberg on his new connection with the Schine
Circuit at Gloversville Arnold was formerly associated
with Mentone Pictures. . . • An Oldtimer, Murry Pearl, vet
of the theater game, doing a swell job for Mark Block, theater
operator of the Lyric and Station houses in Newark, N. J.
Murry got a lot of local attention with his smash front display
on "Tundra," the iceberg pic

« « « » » »

WB CLOSES 5,137 _
CONTRACTS FORWd

(Continued from Page 1)

Perfect Specimen," "The Great Gar
rick," "They Won't Forget," "It's

Love I'm After," "Submarine D-l,'
"The Adventurous Blonde," "Wesl
of Shanghai," and "First Lady."

Fox Midwest K. C. House
Drops Duals, Ups Price*

Kansas City, Mo.—Fox-Midwest
suburban Plaza Theater, for severa
years a 25-cent, double-bill house
will switch Sunday to a single-bil
policy. The present clearance of 3!

days will be cut to 28 days, and th<

theater's present box-office price o:

25 cents will be raised to 35 cents
at night and 25 cents for matinei
performances.

Indications are that the circuii

will regard the Plaza move as i

barometer to guide them in furthei
price boosts, although it generallj
is agreed that much depends upoi
what the three other downtowr
first-run houses do.

I

solos

DEATH RECORD

Osgood Perkins

Osgood Perkins, 45, stage anc
screen player, died suddenly ir

Washington early yesterday morn
ing of a heart attack. He was play
ing in Rachel Crothers' "Susan anc
God," which had its premiere Mon
day night at the National Theater
prior to a Broadway engagement.

Perkins scored heavily in "Th(
Front Page" and other Broadwaj
hits. His last picture was "Golc
Diggers of 1937" for Warners. H
is survived by his widow Janet, am
a son, Tony aged five.
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Mimi Leahman

Mimi Leahman, wife of "Hap'
Hadley, well known art specialist oj

the industry, died Monday in the
Miami Emergency Hospital follow
ing an operation. Funeral services
will be held at Church of the Ascen
sion, 36th St. and Fifth Ave., on
Friday afternoon at 2 p.m.

Arthur J. Scott

Toronto, Ont. — Arthur J. Scott
64, for many years secretary-treas-
urer of Canadian Educational Films,
Ltd., is dead here. Surviving are his

widow and a daughter.

John F. Byrne

Norwich, Conn.— John F. Byrne,
78, of the four Byrne brothexs ofj

"Eight Bells" fame, died herJJg pt
19 after a brief illness. The ft^'-cri-

cal production of "Eight Bells" had!

a steady run close to a quarter of
a century during which it was
staged in practically all the leading
theaters of the world.

UH,
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"£itiU" fco*» Hollywood "Ms/•

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

£)OUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., will

play the heart interest opposite
Ginger Rogers in her forthcoming
solo starring picture. "Having Won-
derful Time," and Peggy Conklin,
Broadway stage star, will be cast in

one of the most important feminine
roles.

This announcement made by Pro-
ducer Pandro S. Berman follows a
transatlantic telephone conversation
with Fairbanks in London. The pic-

ture will probably go before cam-
eras at RKO Radio late next week,
with Al Santell directing.

» T
Headquarters have been estab-

lished at the Ambassador Hotel here
for Eddie Cantor Anniversary Week
which will be celebrated from Oct.

24 to 30. During this period the
amusement world will observe the
comedian's 25 years of service as a
performer.

T T
Larry Fox, producer of the Crime

Club series for Universal, has
bought a third Doubleday Doran
Crime Club novel. The new pur-
chase is "The Lost Express" by
Raymond H. Kendrick.

T T
John Qualen is playing the role of

"Loco," a leading comedy character
in "Bad Man from Brimstone,"
which M-G-M is making. Previous
to this, Qualen worked in "Nothing
Sacred," for Selznick International.

t
John Boles, who is being starred

by Columbia in "Fight for Your

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 145 • • •

kJORMAN Z. McLEOD. Director. Born in Grayling, Mich., Sept. 20, 1898.

Son of Martha Ellen McLeod and the Rev. W. E. McLeod, non-pro.

Personal background: Two years' flying during War, University of Washington,

B.S. and M.S. degrees; married to Evelyn Ward,

pro. Drew cartoons on Christie Comedies for

nine years; directed "Taking a Chance," Fox;

wrote dialogue and screenplay "Skippy" for

Paramount; directed "Monkey Business,"

"Touchdown," "The Miracle Man," "Horse-

feathers," "If I Had a Million," "A Lady's

Profession" among others for Paramount. In

1935, did "Redheads on Parade" for Fox. Thus

far in 1937, has directed "Pennies From Heaven"

for Columbia and "Topper" for Hal Roach-

M-G-M. Stands 6. Hair, black. Eyes, blue.

Lady," has suddenly realized that
Christmas is not so very far away.
Several days ago he received a re-

quest from the Texas University
Club of Rio de Janeiro, to record
two songs to be reproduced at their

annual Christmas club dinner. On
one side they requested Boles sing
"Silent Night," and on the other
"The Eyes of Texas."

Boles, who is an alumnus of the
same school, will forward the rec-
ord as his Christmas remembrance
to his former classmates in far
away South America.

In addition, the star has promised
to sing before the annual gathering

of his alumnus in Houston, Texas,
on Armistice Day.

Tom Keene, star of Monogram's
outdoor historical dramas, has re-
tired one of his favorite mounts,
Happy Joe, to the oat fields of his
ranch. Happy Joe has worked in
many pictures with Keene, but the
actor feels that he is now entitled
to spend the rest of his days in ease.

John Brahm, who directed Colum-
bia's "Counsel for Crime," which

Fawcett Switches Editors

With the transfer of Screen Book
and Hollywood editorial staffs from
Hollywood to New York this week,

Fawcett Publications, Inc., now has

all editorial work for its 13 monthly

magazines centralized at 1501

Broadway. Changes in editorial du-

ties that accompanied the move re-

sulted in Tom DeVane, former edi-

tor of Movie Story, being appointed

editor of Screen Book; Llewellyn
Miller, formerly of the Fawcett West
Coast staff, getting the editorship
of Hollywood; Dorothy Hosking,
former associate editor of Romantic
Magazine, being made editor of

Movie Story. All changes were an-
nounced by Managing Editor Ralph
Daigh as effective this week.

3

At Last! Hollywood's a Fact

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Hollywood became a

fact this week. Unanimous vote of the

City Council resulted in adoption of an

ordinance fixing the boundaries of that

section of Los Angeles which henceforth

will be known as Hollywood. Action

came after the Chamber of Commerce
of near-by Culver City,—location of

several film studios,—said it was go-

ing to shed its name and take that

of Hollywood.

Ascap Submits Nebraska

Receipts Report to Court

Lincoln, Neb. — Nebraska paid
composers represented by Ascap a
total of $53,984.33 in 1936, accord-
ing to factual findings filed yester-
day with the Statutory Court which
heard Ascap's attempt to enjoin the
legislative action outlawing the so-

ciety in this state.

Paramount Now Bismarck
Bismarck, N. D.—Change of name

from Paramount to Bismarck Thea-
ter removed last vestige of former
Publix ownership from the Capital
City's leading 850-seater show-
house this week. Change includes
complete new front with reputed
lighting effect greatest in state,

vitrolite front, new lobby, lounge,
and reseating inside. Theater is op-
erated by a Bismarck-Mandan com-
bine which controls all five show-
houses in the twin Missouri cities

and three in Dickinson, including
the brand new 500-seater opened
there last week.

"Wandering Jew" in 4th
Chicago—The World Playhouse is

holding "Wandering Jew" for a
fourth week.

Mexican Dramatist Files

Plagiarism Action Here

Quirico Michelena Llaguno, who
was awarded judgment against the

Fox Film Co. of Mexico, S.A., by the

Federal and Superior Tribunal of

Mexico, S.A., on the ground that the

Fox film, released in Mexico under

the title "Paz an La Tierra" was a

plagiarism of his play, "Paz an La
Guerra," has filed suit for plagiar-
ism in Federal Court here against
20th Century-Fox.

Llaguno claims that the 20th-Fox
film "The World Moves On" was
the picture released in Mexico un-
der the title "Paz an La Tierra." He
asks an injunction and accounting
of the profits from the 20th-Fox
film.

Koerpel Is Representative

Jacques Koerpel has been appoint-
ed exclusive representative of the
Tenth Gatti African Expedition
which leaves for the Belgian Congo
in December. The expedition headed
by Commander Atillio Gatti will
carry two cameramen and 100,000
feet of film both color and black-
and-white.

will be released this month, has
been engaged to direct ."Absent
Without Leave," in which Dolly
Haas, noted foreign stage and
screen star, recently signed by Co-
lumbia, will make her American
debut.

The old theory that Hollywood is

a city of jealousies and that one
producer never looks at another's
work except with a sneer, is being
dispelled by the shower of letters
and telegrams of congratulations
received by Hal Wallis, executive
producer on the new Warner Bros,
picture, "The Life of Emile Zola,"
since it opened at the Carthay Cir-
cle Theater. Practically every pro-
ducer in Hollywood has seen the
film and taken time to offer con-
gratulations to Wallis.

"Stowaways in Paradise," adven-
ture novel by Don Blanding, author
of "Waikki Wedding," has been pur-
chased by Sol Lesser of Principal
Productions, as the next starring
vehicle for Bobby Breen. Edward
F. Cline will direct.

T T

As the result of an outstanding
performance in the male lead of
"Lancer Spy," recently completed at
20th Century-Fox studios, George
Sanders, who made his U. S. debut
as the "heavy" in "Lloyds of Lon-
don," has been designated by Dar-
ryl F. Zanuck, production chief of
the studio, for stellar honors in his
next screen appearance.

Fleischer Going to Coast
to Offer Rights to Plays

Sidney R. Fleischer, arbiter of
screen rights sales for the Drama-
tists' Guild, leaves Friday for Hol-
lywood with 25 plays produced on
Broadway during the past two sea-
sons which he will endeavor to sell
in Hollywood. While there Fleischer
will seek to explain to story editors
and executives the procedure in-
volve in buying screen rights to
plays.

WEDDING BELLS

Lincoln, Neb. — Lucille Monteen,
cashier at the Colonial, was married
recently at Denver to Henry "Chick"
Jacoby. She continues at the thea-
ter.

Belle Baker, vaudeville and night
club singer and comedienne, was
married at 2 p.m. yesterday to Elias
E. Sugarman, editor of Billboard,
theatrical trade magazine. Supreme
Court Justice William T. Collins offi-

ciated at the ceremony which took
place at the Democratic Club, 233
Madison Ave.
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Economic Upturn, Big Pix, Factors in Higher Gross
Public's Spending Power Has

Increased, Particularly

in Farm Areas

(Continued from Page 1)

the public's spending power in-

creased in the farm areas. Ex-
pectations are that the trend
will continue, despite labor un-
rest, infantile paralysis epidem-
ics and other unsettling factors.

2. Greatly increased produc-
tion budgets of all major com-
panies, "backed by concentrated

emphasis" on big pictures.

3. Reopening and improving
of theaters inspired by im-
proved economic conditions.

Ross survey covers 29 distribu-

ting centers and adjacent territor-

ies.

Following, in part, is the terri-

tory-by-territory results of the

checkup

:

ALBANY—Economic trends in

this district and an inspection of the

selling policies of the film compa-
nies points to one of the biggest

years of theatrical checking.

A new $200,000 theater was built

in Saratoga, N. Y., and one is now
being built in Hudson, N. Y. At
least twenty theaters in this terri-

tory have been either renovated or

have made such improvements as

new sound equipment or new mar-
quees.
Theater grosses have been above

average in the summer resort dis-

tricts.

The consensus of opinion among
local branch managers of the film

companies is that the 1937-38 sea-

son will be one of the best in the

past several years.

ATLANTA—The general outlook

for industry is better than I have
seen it for years. People, as a

whole, are very optimistic; they

have money and are spending it.

The grosses in the theaters have
held up remarkably well during the

summer and the usual decrease

from the winter months was very
noticeably missed this summer. Even
though the past two weeks have
been very hot, the grosses have
been steadily increasing.

BOSTON—Theater checking pros-

pects for the coming season in this

district appear to be very good.

Business conditions during the past
summer have placed in the hands
of New England residents and mer-
chants something like five hundred
millions of dollars. Naturally
amusements will claim a good por-

tion of this, with football and mo-
tion pictures as the leading attrac-

tions.

Motion picture distributors report
an increase in their percentage sales

of between five and fifteen per cent.

It is believed that grosses for the
coming year will enjoy a large, def-

inite upswing.

BUFFALO—The outlook for the-
ater checking potentialities in this

Number of Percentage Pictures Shows Sharp Increase

Inciease in the number of percentage pictures is emphasized in the summaries of

the national survey just conducted by Ross Federal. In the important New England
territory, gain in percentage sales is given as between 5-15 p.c. In the Memphis
sector, the increase is reported at 50 p.c. In the Pittsburgh area, increase in the
number of percentage pix is estimated at 20 p.c.

territory is very bright for the com-
ing year. All the exchanges are
selling more pictures on a percent-
age basis than in the past, and will

present to the public more outstand-
ing pictures.

The Buffalo territory should ex-
perience one of the best years in its

history.

CHARLOTTE — The outlook of
the film companies in this territory
is definitely optimistic. They anti-
cipate increased grosses and more
checking pictures.

CHICAGO — In the motion pic-

ture industry there has been a de-
cided increase in theater attendance
and volume dollar intake, with the
exception of the recent infantile
paraylsis epidemic, a curtailing fac-
tor in Chicago grosses
The entire territory, on the whole,

has had a favorable reaction to the
general upward trend of business in

1937.

CINCINNATI — Theater grosses
in this territory are increasing
steadily and this can be traced only
to the fact that business conditions
as a whole are much improved over
last year. With employment in-

creasing, the theater checking
potentialities in this territory are
very good.

CLEVELAND—New theaters are
being opened and some houses, long
closed, have been re-opened, which
indicates a favorable condition in
the picture business.

DALLAS—Theater grosses have
improved in nearly every section of
the state, some of them as much as
100 per cent. A number of new
theaters are being opened in south
Texas. The fact that one man has
opened eight or ten in the past six
months proves that motion picture
prospects for the future in Texas
are very good.
A great deal of construction and

modernizing is going on in all parts
of the state, including extensive
programs of air-conditioning.

DENVER—The motion picture in-

dustry as a whole in this territory
derives little benefit from the tour-
ist trade. While the few large
towns have shown some gain in re-
ceipts over the previous year, the
smaller towns have been reporting
a decline in grosses amounting to
about 20 per cent. This is in spite
of the fact that crop prospects in
the rural districts are the best in
years. It is generally expected,
however, that the rural spots will

build up fast immediately after the
harvest season.

It is logical that the motion pic-

ture houses as well as other com-
merce in the territory should benefit

by the greatly increased crop pros-
pects throughout practically the
whole region.

DES MOINES — Observations at
this point indicate a substantial in-

crease in the theater business be-
cause of the healthy outlook in all

fields in this territory. Theater
grosses have increased considerably
in the last few weeks, including the
number of percentage pictures sold,

in this territory.

While there has not been a large
increase in new building in Des
Moines, there is a lot of money be-
ing spent on renovating and re-

modeling. Figures a short time ago
showed that theaters in the State
of Iowa have spent close to one-half
million dollars on new equipment,
seats, remodeling and renovating.

DETROIT—Living costs have ma-
terially increased but there seems
to be plenty of spendable money
for luxuries and entertainment. This
is evidenced from the theater gross-
es reported during the summer
months, which on an average have
been the best in years. Sporting
events have attracted record crowds.

Realizing the improved condi-
tions and anticipating continued im-
provement, the local film exchanges,
in order to be assured their share
of the prosperity, are demanding
from exhibitors more percentage
contracts for their product of the
'37-38 season. This is also perhaps
due to the fact that with all com-
modity prices and services steadily
advancing, higher admission prices
will follow.

INDIANAPOLIS—The economic
conditions in this area, as well as
the State of Indiana, are very good.
Farmers are spending more money
this year than they did last year at
this time.

With conditions picking up as
they are, the sale of percentage pic-
tures this year should be three times
as good as last year's percentage
sales.

KANSAS CITY—Theater grosses
are at least 30 per cent off, prob-
ably due to the summer slump. Up
to the present time there has been
no increase shown over July and
August.

LOS ANGELES — General busi-
ness conditions in the Los Angeles

Los Angeles Business Condi

tions are the Best

Since 1929

area are better than they have been
since 1929.

The city of Los Angeles has
shown remarkable progress in all

lines of business for the past six

months. One good indication of this

general improvement is shown in

the material reduction of relief ex-
penditures.

The tourist business this summer
and fall has been greater than any
time since 1929, and with every in-

dication that the coming winter sea-
son will top them all. This influx

of visitors with money to spend,
coupled with the general good busi-
ness conditions, has brought a
steady flow of business to theater
box-offices.

First-run picture situations have
been topping their grosses almost
weekly for the past six months, and
with the advent of some of the
newer releases they look for even
better returns. This business is

naturally reflected in the subsequent
run houses. As a whole, the week-
ly box-office statements from all

theaters in Los Angeles area are
very satisfactory and should be even
better as the season progresses.

MEMPHIS — On the whole, the
local economic situation in the Mem-
phis territory may be regarded as
satisfactory and the outlook for the
forthcoming fall and winter may be
considered as good.

It may be safely stated that a
50 per cent increase will be made
in the sales of percentage pictures
over last year's sales. The major
film companies are adding to their

previous number of sales, and the
other exchanges are making per-
centage sales where they have never
made them before.

MILWAUKEE — Conditions in

Wisconsin, largely an agricultural
state, have greatly improved dur-
ing the last few months.

Increases in industrial payrolls,
good crops and increased tourist
trade are indications of greater pur-
chasing power and a general dis-

tribution of spendable money. There
is noticeable improvement in the
field of amusements. Proof of this
is shown by greater theater attend-
ance, despite a general increase in

admission prices.

MINNEAPOLIS—The farmers in

Minnesota, North and South Dako-
ta, and western Wisconsin will en-
joy the largest crop in the past six
years.

As for checking, I understand th
distributors are selling more p<

centage pictures than in previo
years, and from the pictures that
are being released they appear to be
justified in doing so for already
grosses are much better.

(Continued on Following Page)
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Mew Construction and Modernization Reflect Upturn
Theater Checking Shows
Pickup in Oklahoma City

and New Orleans Areas

(Continued from Preceding Page)

NEW ORLEANS — Inasmuch as
business conditions in general con-
tinue to show improvement, I be-
lieve that there will be a greater
demand for theater checking in this

section of the country during the
coming season than in the past.
With its financial position made

more secure by the improvement of

business conditions and with the ap-
proach of the fall and winter
months, the pleasure-loving public

will naturally turn to the theaters
for amusement.

OKLAHOMA CITY—Due to a de-

cided improvement in the crop sit-

uation in this territory as compared
to last year there should be a vast
improvement in the theater checking
field this coming season. We ex-

pect a considerable increase in per-
centage pictures booked in this ter-

ritory this coming season.
Ali in all there is every evidence

of increased spending on the part
of the public, which is a good in-

dication that economic conditions

have improved considerably over
last year.

OMAHA—At present, particularly

in Omaha, and over the majority,

of Nebraska, there is an infantile

paralysis epidemic. In view of the

fact that children under 18 years of

age are not permitted to attend the

theaters, this has cut grosses to an
all-time loss in this territory. We
have had a number of theaters close

in the smaller towns, and if the epi-

demic lasts much longer, it is very
probable that others will follow.

Should this epidemic be brought
under control within the next few
weeks, it is certain to have an im-
portant bearing on the theater busi-

ness.
Through my contact with the dis-

tributing companies, I have learned
that the majority have sold far more
percentage deals than any time be-

fore. As a matter of fact, some of

the smaller distributing companies
who heretofore have not had any
percentage deals, have from three to

eight pictures in a number of situa-

tions.

PHILADELPHIA— General busi-

ness conditions in this section, after

an impact of seasonal influences, to-

gether with industry disputes and
with the rising operating costs and
uncertainties with respect to man-
ufacturing commitments, have more
or less settled down as we enter the

fr\ period, bringing a more stable
- ^brighter outlook for the rest of

fe year.

In spite of the picture already
painted, which, we feel reasonably
confident that we are entering a fall

and winter period of great activity
reflected in the contracts for the
coming year's product obtained by

Bright Biz Outlook Spurs Theater Modernization

Interest of theater owners and exhibitors in theater building and modernization is a

prime sidelight of the national picture, as reflected in the Ross Federal survey. Not
in years has the outlook for supply and equipment houses been so promising. B. 0.,

gains are making many showmen improvement-minded. In other cases, expenditures

for improvements to attract new patronage are indicated.

all the major motion picture pro-
ducers.
Without exception all our motion

picture clients report that better
deals were obtained for their prod-
uct than last year, indicating that
the exhibitors across the state have
greater confidence in their box-
offices. And so, if the producers
turn out "hit" pictures, we should
enjoy unprecedented motion picture
theater checking.

PITTSBURGH—We believe that
the business from our present dis-

tributor clients should improve at

least 20 per cent over the 1936 busi-

ness. Approximately 20 per cent
more percentage pictures have been
sold for this coming season than
were sold in 1936.

PORTLAND—Sales of percentage
pictures in the motion picture busi-

ness this year will show a marked
upward swing. I would say that a
conservative estimate on increased
percentage deals for this territory
would be in the neighborhood of 15
per cent.

From every indication fall and
winter bookings this year should be
by far greater than any previous
period as can be indicated by the
current trend of the major comj

panies checking every situation
which falls in the category of
"checkable theaters." An immedi-
ate sharp upturn in theater grosses

and percentage bookings seems
more sure now than a njonth ago.

ST. LOUIS—In keeping with con-
ditions in general, there undoubtedly
will be more spendable money in this

area during the remainder of this

year and in 1938.

An important factor in theater
grosses is evidenced by rundown con-
ditions of the average farm. Much
of the now available money must be
spent in repairing and replacing
buildings and equipment and in pur-
chasing necessities omitted during
the past few years. In other words,
the theater industry will be slow to

realize the full benefits from the re-

turn of "Good Times."
Also, there is an "oil boom" in

many counties in Eastern Illinois.

While the boom is now in its early
stages, it is generally felt that it will

result in an increased income for the
people in the area, as well as a mi-
gration of additional families. This
improvement in conditions has al-

ready been reflected to a degree in

better theater grosses, and a further
encouraging sign is the fact that
many theaters have increased the
number of week day matinees.
There is little departure from last

year's policy on the distribution of
percentage pictures by the distribu-
tors. The trend in general seems to
be to increase the number of per-
centages, which coupled with higher
grosses is increasing the number of

Three Openings Reported

in the Denver Territory

Denver—Openings in the terri-

tory include two newly built houses,
and a third which has been closed
since June.
The Lux, a beautiful new house

at Grants, N. M., will soon be open-
ed by Souris & Ade. The house will
seat 518. Grants has been without
a theater since 1930.
Fox has leased the newly com-

pleted Serf theater, Las Vegas, N.
M., and is equipping it for an early
opening. Fox has two other the-
aters there, one of which has been
closed most of the time.
Westland Theaters is reopening

the Rialto theater, Pueblo, Colo.,

which has been closed since June.
Reopening has been set for Oct. 1.

Postpone Conn. Allied Meet
New Haven, Conn.-—Allied Thea-

ters of Connecticut postponed yes-
terdays regular meeting because of
the Allied Convention in Atlantic
City. Among the new Haveners go-
ing to today's conclave are Dr. J.

B. Fishman, Abe Fishman, and Mor-
ris Hadelman.

Si Fabian Theaters Take
Warner 1937-38 Product

A deal has been concluded be-
tween the Si Fabian Upstate Thea-
ters and Warner Bros., whereby the
circuit's first, second and subsequent
run houses will play the complete
1937-38 lineup of Warner Bros.-
First National Pictures, including
Vitaphone shorts and trailers, Grad-
well L. Sears, general sales mana-
ger for Warners, said yesterday.
The deal was set by Roy Haines

for the distributing company, and
by Si Fabian, who acted for the cir-

cuit.

Set South American Deal

on RKO Radio Product

Havana—R. K. Hawkinson, Latin-
American Sales Manager for RKO
Radio Pictures, closed a new con-
tract renewing this company's dis-

tribution arrangement of many years
standing with Cia. Cubana de Peli-
culas, South America, covering the
1937-38 product. Pedro Saenz acted
for Cia. Cubana, oldest distributor
for RKO Radio.

Upper West Coast Areas

Shows Decided Increase

in Grosses

profitable checking situations. There
is also the indication that the
smaller distributor is becoming more
checking minded largely as a result
of the profits from the relatively

few engagements they have seen fit

to check in the past.

SALT LAKE CITY—A survey of

this region reveals that business
conditions are very good.
As for film potentialities, there is

a strong indication of an increase of
25 to 35 per cent in percentage
contracts. The beginning of the
1937-38 season has strongly indi-

cated the increase as stated.

SAN FRANCISCO — Since last

winter house records and theaters
have been toppled invariably by any
outstanding picture that comes
along. Average pictures and pic-

tures that are not necessarily ex-
pected to break records come near
the house record or turn in above-
average business in a majority of
cases.

Therefore, it is my opinion that
the theater business is sound and on
the upgrade. With business and
theater grosses steadily showing
increase, buying power is evidently
strengthened in this territory.

SEATTLE — Improved economic
conditions in this territory and the
excellent product of distributors
have increased grosses and profits
of theaters for 1937. This is evident
not only from reports made by ex-
hibitors, but it is substantiated in
that many exhibitors have been im-
proving their houses, particularly on
now fronts, paintings, sound equip-
ment, and seats.
The sale of percentage pictures

in 1937 for this territory will exceed
last year and these percentage pic-
tures will be distributed among the
various distributors, more so than
in previous years.

WASHINGTON, D. C—In the
motion picture industry there is a
definite sign of optimism which has
been underwritten by an investment
in construction of new theaters in
this territory. In Richmond, a new
neighborhood theater opened Labor
Day. Three more are under con-
struction and it is anticipated that
ground will be broken for five more
by October 1. In the Washington
metropolitan area, two new theaters
have been opened during the past
summer and four more have been
started or will be started in the near
future.

Disregarding seasonal fluctuations,
box office returns seem to indicate
a general upward trend. That in-

creased box office revenues are gen-
erally anticipated is indicated by the
sale of more percentage deals in
each motion picture contract.
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York from the Coast with S. Charles
Einfeld.

Warner sails on the Normandie
Wednesday, next week, for England,
where he will confer with Sam E.

Morris, vice-president in charge of

foreign distribution, on production

planned at the company's Tedding-
ton studio. He will also be present

at closing of the title on the firm's

new theater to be built on the site

of the Old Daly in London.

The 19 productions mentioned by
Warner as completed are: "Larger
Than Life"; "Without Warning",
"Submarine D-l", "Sergeant Mur-
phy", "Sh! The Octopus", "Evi-

dence", "The Great Garrick", "She
Loved a Fireman," "Over the Goal,"

"Expensive Husbands", "Missing
Witness", "The Perfect Specimen",
"Adventurous Blonde", "First Ladv",
"Alcatraz Island", "It's Love I'm

After", "Back In Circulation",

"Blazing Sixes" and "West of

Shanghai".

Roadshow Marihuana Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leo J. McCarthy,

has completed "Assassins of Youth,"

an exploitation feature, showing the

effects of marihuana on the high
school youths of America. The cast

included Luana Walters, Arthur
Gardner, Michael Owen and Faye
McKenzie. Elmer Clifton directed

and Charles Browne acted as asso-

ciate producer. McCarthy has re-

ceived offers from two major dis-

tributors, but plans to send the pic-

ture out as a roadshow.

U of D Film Course

Denver—The city college division

of the University of Denver is of-

fering a course in motion picture ap-

preciation. History of pictures, es-

thetic, social and economic analysis;

and the effect of motion pictures on
children will be studied. The class

will meet once a week.

Church to be Theater
Niles, 0.—A. G. Constant, theater

circuit owner, has bought the prop-
erty including what was formerly
the McKinley theater and which has
been used for the past 10 years as
a church. The property is being
reconditioned for a theater and will

be ready to open Nov. 1.

Release "We, the People"
The National Defenders is giving

free release to schools, churches,
theaters, industrial and other groups
of a one-reeler, "We, the People".
Pix is on both 16 and 35 mm. stock.

YMCA's M. P. Bureau is assisting
in distribution.
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"Masquerade" Dates Set
"Masquerade in Vienna," which

World Pictures Corp. is distributing,

is set for the Europa Theater, Phil-

adelphia; Pabst, Milwaukee; Cinema
Casino, Miami; and Art Cinema,
Pittsburgh.

NEWS of the DAY
Portland, Me.—The Lyric Thea-

ter, Kennebunkport, operated by W.
F. Goodwin, has closed for the sea-

son.

Chicago— The Republic Theaters
Co. has been organized by George
T. Gonis. John W. Hopp and T. G.

Gialamas with offices at 203 South
Dearborn St. to operate theaters

and do a general amusement busi-

ness.

Cleveland, O. — Albert Goldman
has been added to the sales force

of the local Imperial exchange op-

erated by H. C. Bissell and C. Line-

han.

Seattle—Les Theuerkauf has left

Seattle for Portland, Ore., where he
joins the Universal sales staff.

Cleveland, 0.—The Cameo Thea-
ter, downtown subsequent run house,

will be entirely remodeled, and the
seating capacity will be increased,
according to latest report. The
house is operated by Paul Gusda-
novic and W. N. Skirball.

Charlottesville, Va.—Fred H. Twy-
man has purchased a site on Main
Street, near the University, where
a new theater will be constructed
as soon as plans can be drawn by
Pruitt and Brown, local architects.

The house will be leased to Char-
lottesville-Perry Theaters, Inc.

Denver—Verne Fletcher has been
made manager of the Babcock thea-
ter, Billings, Mont., by Fox. He was
formerly city manager at Caldwell,

Idaho.

Denver—J. T. Pittman has taken
over the Crystal theater at Hager-
man, N. M. He was recently operat-
ing in Rudiso, N. M.

Chicago — Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co. announces
the formation of a new products
division headed by H. M. Wilcox as
manager. H. W. Tenney has been
named engineering manager and
George F. Beggon, sales manager
of the new department.

Racine, Wis. — Owen McKivett,
manager of Warner's Venetian here
and chairman of the board of the
Bald Headed Men's Club of the
World, received the award for the
shiniest pate at a meeting of the
group here last week.

Portland, Me.—Keith's at Milli-

nocket, Me., operated by Morris

Glickman, has opened. House has
a seating capacity of 360.

Denver—R. W. Poillon is replac-

ing B. P. Hansen, engineer, at the
Denver ERPI office. The latter is on
an extended leave of absence on ac-

count of his health.

Chicago—Reuben Schoenstadt has
been named temporary manager of

the Peoples theater of the Schoen-
stadt circuit, succeeding the late

Ralph Schoenstadt.

Chicago — Adelman and Cohen,
have been named associate archi-

tects for the $75,000 remodeling job

now underway at the Gold theater
of the Cooper circuit.

New Orleans — National Theater
Supply will install the cooling units

in Joe Barcelona's new theater at

Istrouma, a suburb of Baton Rouge.
The house is now under construc-

tion.

Cincinnati — L. Guilfoyle has
named his theater at Wellston, the

Louvee.

Chicago — Ford Motor Co. will

finance production of two pictures in

color of the Zion and Bryce Canyon
Parks in Utah. Cost will be about
$25,000 and each will be in two reels.

Des Moines, la.—Opening of The
Collegian, Ames' new motion picture
theater, is scheduled for tomorrow.

Chicago—Lester Stepner has been
named manager of the LaSalle of

the Jones Linick and Schaefer cir-

cuit.

Hartford, Conn.— Vaudeville has
been resumed at the State Theater.

Omaha — Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Goldberg of the Goldberg Theater
Corp. have gone on a month's trip to
California. They will visit with
Goldberg's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Goldberg, in Hollywood.

Detroit—Plans for remodeling, to

cost about $5,000, are being com-
pleted by Detroit Film Laboratories,
which recently took over the old

Fox Exchange Building.

Albuquerque, N. M.— "Boccacio,"
German film, was shown at the Mis-
sion Theater, as the first of the se-

ries of foreign language films for
this theater.

West Union, la.—Harry Pace has
remodeled the Princess Theater and
renamed it the Avalon.

Fox-Midwest to Mix Old Mellers and Ancient Pix

Kansas City, Mo.—Fox-Midwest's Apollo Theater, following repairs and re-decorating,
will re-open with the Town Hall Players, a stock company offering melodramas of the
gay '90s, in addition to single bills featuring films selected from available prints of
early day releases, so that the film offering will be appropriate to the tone of the stage
bill. The house's admish will be boosted from 25 to 40 cents.

Condor Assigns Unpledgeck
,

Income to its CrediR i

{Continued from Page 1)

as chairman of the unsecured credi-
tors' committee. Unsecured claims
are $142,000 and secured claims are
$190,000. Condor will pay 12% per-

cent of the claims on Oct. 1.

Hollywood Pictures has been form-
ed by Condor to produce the pic-
tures that have been contracted for
by various studios. Lester Cowan
has been offered the post of head-
ing this new organization.

D. W. Stephens, chairman of the
Condor executive committee, will
head the Hollywood Pictures' board
of directors. The new producing
company however, will not become
active until Condor's affairs are
straightened out.

"Double or Nothing" Runs
Ahead in Keys, Says Para.

In 12 of its first 16 key city en-
gagements Paramount's latest mus-
ical production "Double or Nothing"
is running ahead of the record fig-

ure established by "Artists And
Models," the home office said yes-
terday.
Among the theaters doing increas-

ed business on "Double or Nothing"
are: Chicago, Chicago; United
States, Paterson; Orpheum, Phoe-
nix; Saenger, Mobile; Garrick, Du-
luth; Rex, Wheeling; Allwyn, Hart-
ford; Paramount, New Haven; Cap-
itol, Worcester; Paramount, Spring-
field; Capitol, Wilkes-Barre; Buffalo,
Buffalo and Paramount in New York
City.

Harris Joining Hirst

Sidney Harris, associate editor of
The Billboard, has resigned, effec-
tive Saturday. He will join the
Hirst Circuit as general assistant
to Isie Hirst, president, and nation-
al director of publicity and exploi-
tation. The Hirst Circuit operates
a string of nine, these theaters be-
ing included in the more than 20
weeks of theaters throughout the
East and Midwest which are ser-

viced by Hirst with variety revues.

Cass Sold to Griffith

Plattsmouth, Neb.—Central States
Theater Corp., part of the A. H.
Blank - Paramount combine, has
found conditions unsatisfactory here
and sold the recently-acquired 400-

seat Cass to C. G. Griffith. The lat-

ter also owns the Ritz here.

Mono. Adds to Staff

Rose Sager has joined MonogSsfn
as secretary to Herschel Stuart,

treasurer. Linda Sheridan and
Buddy Hansen are new members of

Monogram's contract and playdate
department under the supervision of

Lloyd Lind.

tmu
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GEORGE WEEKS QUITS ASJB SALES HEAD NOV. 1

Yamins Urges Gov't Supervision as Indies' Last Resort
Conn. Unit Joins Allied;

Three More Ask for

Membership
By W. H. McMAHON

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City—Government super-

vision by a committee as the last re-

sort in the battle between indie the-

ater owners and producers was ad-

vocated yesterday by Nathan Yam-
ins, president of Allied States Asso-
ciation, before the opening session

of New Jersey Allied Theater Own-
ers at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel here.

Yamins stated he could see the in-

(Continued on Page 4)

BUYS INTO NEWSREEL

THEATER GO. IN ENG,

Chicago Musicians Union Outlaws 7-Day Engagements
Chicago—The Chicago Musicians Union has outlawed all seven-day engagements for

its members, demanding a day of rest. Jimmy Petrillo, business agent, says extra musi-
cians should be employed, but some of the spots have decided to lay off one week-day
so as to keep their overhead down.

HOBLITZELLE ON STAND

N DALLAS TRUST CASE

London (By Cable)—Lord Beaver-

brook, leading British newspaper
publisher, is taking an interest in

Jack Davis' circuit of 10 newsreel

theaters and is reported as also fin-

ancially interested in a new British

newsreel which will start next

month. Expansion of the Davis cir-

cuit is indicated. Oscar Deutsch is

said to be associated with the news-

reel which probably will go into the

whole Odeon circuit.

CTSC Talks Licensing

Arrangement With Erpi

Consolidated Theater Supply Corp,

is discussing with Erpi the obtain-

ing of a license to manufacture

sound equipment under Erpi pat-

ents, it was learned yesterday.

The Biophone anti-trust action

against AT&T, Western Electric
(Continued on Page 8)

Q
That Homey Touch

Chicago—The Julian Theater of the

Essanees circuit, which is featuring

Swedish films, has added several Swed-

ish-speaking employes to the house

staff so as to make the customers feel

at home.

Dallas — Karl Hoblitzelle, Inter-
state president, was the first de-
fense witness yesterday in the gov-
ernment's case against the Inter-
state Circuit and eight national dis-

tributors to enjoin them from vio-

lation of the anti-trust laws on trial

in Dallas.
Hoblitzelle testified that when he

took over theaters in the Texas Con-
solidated group in 1933 many of

(Continued on Page 2)

World-Wide Distribution

Near for Grand National

MERVYN LEROY SET

TO ENTER U,A. DEAL

Edward L. Alperson, president of

Grand National Films, now in New
York, announced yesterday that with
the closing of several deals now
pending, GN will have world-wide
distribution. Sales of GN product,

both here and abroad are expected
(Continued on Page -8)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mervyn LeRoy, who

is producing for Warner Bros., de-
clared yesterday that he has been
offered a part of the pending Sam-
uel Goldwyn-Alexander Korda deal
to acquire the United Artists stock
held by Charles Chaplin, Mary Pick-
ford and Douglas Fairbanks.
LeRoy asserted that his third in-

terest would cost approximately $2,-

000,000 and he says that he is pre-
pared to go through with the deal
as soon as the others concerned
complete their financial arrange-
ments.

White Named Ass't General

Manager, Greenblatt,

Eastern Head
Resignation of George W. Weeks,

general sales manager of GB, effec-

tive as of Nov. 1, was announced
yesterday.

Simultaneously, Arthur A. Lee,
vice-president and general manager
of GB, announced the promotion of
Clinton M. White to the post of as-
sistant general manager and the ap-
pointment of Arthur Greenblatt as
Eastern division manager of GB's
sales force.
Arrangements for the severance

of Weeks' association with GB were
completed yesterday with Lee, on a
totally amicable basis, both execu-

( Continued on Page 4)

EXPECT "U" BOARD

MEETS ON FINANCE

5-State Ban Seen Costing

Ascap $200,000 in Revenue

Ascap's revenue for 1937, which
by present indications would have
reached the highest figure in the as-

sociation's history, will be cut down
(Continued on Page 4)

Philly Unit Denies Product Shortage

Has Resulted From Row With Para.

Chicago Film Exchanges

Up Wages in New Scales

Chicago—The new scale of wages
set by Chicago film exchanges for

shippers runs from $23 for assistant

shippers to $45 for the head shipper.

Inspectors' wages have also been ad-

vanced and now run from $22 to $24,

an increase from an average of $18
paid previously. Forty hours is now

(Continued on Page 8)

Philadelphia — That local exhibi-
tors have filed complaints with the
Federal Trade Commission was ad-
mitted by the UMPTO yesterday in

a bulletin discussing developments
in the Paramount playdate strike

situation. An investigator has been
interviewing exhibitors in Philadel-
phia, it was stated.

"From indications, there will be
a very thorough investigation and
definite action taken by the Federal

(Continued on Page 8)

Further discussions on plans af-

fecting the future of Universal, par-
ticularly from the angle of new
financing, are expected to be held
in New York during the next few
days with President R. H. Cochrane;
J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the

(Continued on Page 8)

M of T to Ask Newsreel

Status in S A G Appeal

Screen Actors' Guild has declared
a moratorium on placing "March of

Time" on the unfair list pending
appeal by "March of Time" to the

SAG board of directors against
(Continued on Page 8)

Ames With Para, for Radio

Chicago — Ronnie Ames, for many
years Fred Waring's publicity rep.,

leaves the band leader at the end of

this month to head up radio activities

at Paramount's West Coast studio, it

is reported here. Ames will spend sev-

eral weeks in New York before going
to Hollywood.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
21 1/2 203A 203/4 _ i/4
21 20i/

2 201/2 — 11/2

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK

177 175 177

201/2 191/2 191/2 — %
721/2 7H/2 721/2 + 11/2

193/8 18 1/2 18% — 1/8

i73>8 17"
173/s

+"%"
8% 8 1/2 8 1/2 + Vs
7 63/4 63/4 — l/8

3H/2 303/s 307/8 + 1/2

421/2 421/2 421/2 +"1/2
121/4 llS/g 113/4 + !/8

BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46... 96y2 96'/2 96% — %
Loew 6s41ww 993,4 99 1/2 993^ + 1/4

Para. B'way 3s55. .67 67 67
Para. Picts. 6s55 . . . . 100% 100 100% + %
RKO 6s41 95 95 95 — 5
Warner's 6s39 90% 90% 90%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National .... 23/8 2% 23/8
Monogram Picts. . . .

2i/4 2% 214 -f 14
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 26% 26 26 — 1/4

Trans-Lux 3% 3% 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 9i/4 10
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 92% 94
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43 52% 54%

Revising Projector Aperture
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Research Council of

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences has taken first steps
toward revision of dimensions of the
Academy standard projector aperture
adopted five years ago. A special
committee has prepared a revised aper-
ture.

Hoblitzelle First Defense

Witness in Anti-Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

them were in bankruptcy. To pre-
vent destructive price cutting and
following' the same lines with which
government and NRA were then
stabilizing business, he worked out
a plan which he believed to be bene-
ficial to all exhibitors.

Hoblitzelle testified after the gov-
ernment had rested its case. R. J.

O'Donnell, general manager of In-
terstate, testified that in discussions
of the proposal to uphold the min-
imum night admission price to 25
cents he had talked to only one pro-
ducer at a time, never were repre-
sentatives of more than one produc-
ing company at a price conference.
He admitted that his company's the-
aters were the only ones which had
the equipment and seating capacity
to pay the film rentals demanded in

Dallas, Houston, Ft. Worth and San
Antonio. Court still in session yes-
terday evening.

Columbia Closes Three

More Franchise Deals

Signing of long franchise con-
tracts with Griffith Theaters, Inc.,

operating in Oklahoma, Texas and
Colorado, the Joe Blumenfeld Cir-

cuit and the Nasser Bros. Circuit,

two latter of San Francisco, was
announced yesterday by Columbia.
Contracts involve features, shorts
and serials.

The Griffith contracts were nego-
tiated by Sam Moscow acting for
Columbia and R. E. Griffith, H. J.

Griffith and Horace Falls represent-
ing the circuit. The San Francisco
deals were handled by Jerrv Safron
and Joe Tillman for Columbia with
Joe Blumenfeld and the Nasser Bros,
acting for their circuits.

Columbia product will play first-

run at the RKO Hillstreet and the
Pantages Theater, Los Angeles, un-
der a deal woi-ked out by Cliff Work,
RKO western division manager, Rod-
ney Pantages, who controls the Pan-
tages, and Columbia officials. Para-
mount had been playing the product
locally.

West Looking for Best

Biz Since Depression

Business on the West Coast and in

the West is very good and it looks
like the best season since the de-
pression, it was said yesterday by
Cliff Work, RKO Western division
manager.
Work said there is not much the-

ater building going on at the Coast;
remodeling is more in vogue.

Stern to Build in Baltimore

Baltimore—Myer H. Stern, con-
templates the construction of a the-
ater at 5127-31 Park Heights Ave-
nue. An ordinance authorizing the
building and the showing of motion
pictures is expected to be introduced
in the City Council when it con-
venes next week.

Six Springer Theaters

in the RKO-Skouras Pool

Deal under which the RKO 81st
Street Theater would be pooled with
Skouras Riverside and Nemo The-
aters has beeen expanded to provide
for lease by the pool of the six
Springer Theaters on upper Broad-
way recently acquired by Skouras
Theaters. RKO has a 20 per cent
interest in Metropolitan Theaters,
Inc., which controls Skouras The-
aters.

Cine Colombia Circuit

Adding Two Big Houses

Cine Colombia Circuit, which now
has 45 theaters in the locality, is

adding two new houses to its circuit
in Bogota, stated Forcion Soto, head
of the company, in New York yes-
terday. Theaters will seat 3,000 and
2,500. Soto, who is here on a film
buying expedition, leaves Saturday
on his return home.

Theater Admission Tax
Receipts Climb Upwards

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Theater admission

tax receipts took an appreciable
jump of $215,134.50 for the month
of August, 1937, according to a re-
port issued by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue yesterday. Month's total
was $1,599,242.24 as against $1,-
385,107.74 in 1936. August also
showed considerable increase over
July, it was said.

Circuits Sales Meets Held
Chicago — Circuit sales meetings

are in full swing in this territory.
The Gregory Bros, circuit met last
week at its State St. offices with S.
J. and James Gregory in charge.
The Indiana-Illinois circuit, with
Alex Manta and Jack Rose as hosts,
held a meeting at Michigan City.

Altman In Judicial Role
Al Altman, M-G-M production de-

partment executive, tonight acts as
judge in the M-G-M, Boston Ad-
vertiser and Boston American
talent contest in Boston, when the
finals will be decided. Altman broad-
casts over WHN Monday from 7 to
7:30 p.m. on talent scouting.

Foreign House Opens
Baltimore—The new Filmarte The-

ater has opened under the man-
agement of A. H. Young-O'Brien.
The house will feature foreign lan-
guage films and frequent matinees
for children at which cartoons and
educational shorts will be shown.

Legiion to Los Angeles
Having taken Broadway this week,

the American Legion will next move
on Los Angeles. Hollywood's suburb
yesterday was picked for the 1938
national conclave, with Sept. 19-22
set as dates.

Coming and Goincjl

LOUIS B. MAYER arrives in New York Sept.
30 on the lie de France, which sails from
England Saturday.

EDWARD ALPERSON leaves New York to-
morrow or Friday for the Coast.

AL ALTMAN goes to Boston today from
New York.

TOM MURRAY is in New York from Texas.

JOE HUMMEL leaves New York next month
on a trip to the Far East and Orient.

FORCION SOTO leaves New York Saturday
on his return to Colombia.

RICHARD BOND, juvenile actor, leaves New
York next week for the Coast to appear in

films for RKO Radio.

HAL ROACH arrives in New York from
Europe today on the Rex, accompanied by
VITTORIO MUSSOLINI.

CORRADO PAVOLINI and MARIO DEL PAPA,
officials of a newly organized Italian film
company, also arrive today from Europe on
the Rex.

AILEEN STANLEY returns to New York from
England about Oct. 1.

BEATRICE LILLIE arrives in Hollywood from
New York today.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK has arrived in Holly-
wood from New York.

CHARLES VIDOR, film director, and his wife,

KAREN MORLEY, are stopping at the St. Regis.

ZEPPO MARX and MRS. MARX are at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

NOEL MADISON will return to Hollywood
shortly from London, following completion of

work in a British film.

BOBBY BREEN leaves the Coast on Satur-
day for Honolulu to appear there in scenes
for his forthcoming picture.

ELSIE JANIS has arrived in New York from
Beverly Hills to take part in the American
Legion convention.

LIAM O'FLAHERTY, author, returns to New
York from abroad about the middle of October.

HARRY GOLDBERG, Warner Theater Advertis-
ing head, was in Philadelphia yesterday.

EDDIE FOY, dancer and comedian, sails today
on the Washington for London to appear in a

musical production there.

GABRIEL SORIA, Mexican film producer, has

arrived in New York from Mexico City.

MORRIS EPSTEIN, manager of Grand Nation-
al's exchange, left New York yesterday for At-
lantic City to attend the Allied convention.

"Love Takes Flight" Set

GN's "Love Takes Flight," star-

ring Bruce Cabot will have its New
York premiere at the Central The-
ater on Saturday.

Best wishes fron

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 23

Albert Lewin

M. Van Praag

HU
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YAMINS URGES GOV'T

FILM SUPERVISION

(Continued from Page 1)

die exhibitor getting nowhere and
that government supervision was
the lesser of two evils—the other

being increased demands of film

companies. He advised increasing

internal strength of the association

and its units. He scored unfair al-

lotment of first-runs, preferred

playing time and increased rentals.

President Newbury presided and
stated that it was gratifying to

note the attention commanded by
the convention. "There are 11,000

indie theaters in the country," he
said, "and if the same interest is

shown elsewhere as in the East, ex-

hibitors' problems would not be so

burdensome. The only safe way to

insure the future is by 100 per cent

organization." He scored alleged

ignoring of contracts by some ex-

hibitors, stating that in many cases

such contracts have just been
memos to be thrown about at will.

Exorbitant rentals asked on films is

stunting the industry, he said and
added that if exhibitors were al-

lowed to make the necessary im-
provements to their houses instead

of using all money on rentals there

would be a larger growth for all

concerned.

The other big question discussed
yesterday was the proposed merger
with the ITOA of New York City.

Lou Gold of Newark, Irving Dol-
linger, and Linden M. Marks of

Dunnellen, were appointed to confer
with New York representatives to-

day and report back. The principal

topic scheduled for today is the
Paramount situation. It seems to

be the feeling around the conven-
tion that a definite step will be
taken against the company, many
exhibitors feeling bitter concerning
the hold-up of pictures for the new
price schedule.

Allied Theaters of Connecticut
was admitted to membership in the
national Allied Ass'n at the first

session of the Eastern regional di-

rectors yesterday at the Ritz Carl-

ton, prior to opening of the annual
convention of Allied Theaters of

New Jersey. Decision on applica-
tions for membership filed by three
other units will be made today.
More than 300 are registered at

the convention, according to Allied
leaders.

Arthur Price of Baltimore presided
at the regional meeting with Arthur
Howard of Boston as secretary. An-
nouncement was made that Allied's

membership has increased 35 per
cent.

The convention continues today,
with the annual New Jersey ban-
quet planned for tonight.

GB Sets Release Dates
Arthur A. Lee, GB Vice-President,

yesterday announced Oct. 15 and
Nov. 1 as the national release dates
for "Dr. Syn" and "Non-Stop New
York" respectively.

iv

• • • A BEAUTIFUL job in typography that War-
ner pressbook for "The Life of Emile Zola" an oversize

tome on the Art of Motion Picture Selling done with Dig-
nity and Class in keeping with the production this

campaign book with all its artiness is a down-to-earth manual
in its content there are resumes of the big premieres in

the key cities an intelligent diversity of ads to meet the
requirements of every exhibitor a ten-day picture story

a serial in six chapters school promotion activities

and on the inside back cover there is an envelope con-
taining samples of New York reviews excerpts from other
reviews sample of the herald and of the official pro-
gram and special publicity for Jewish newspapers and
periodicals TV
• • • SEVENTEENTH anniversary of Loew's State The-
ater for the week commencing today featuring a
distribution of 5,000 gifts to patrons donated by New York
merchants certificates for the gifts will be passed out,

redeemable at the various shops and the theater the cer-

tificates will be presented to certain lucky ones as they purchase
their admission tickets

.

• • • COCKTAIL party for the Four Yacht Club Boys
given yesterday afternoon by Paramount on the rehearsal

floor of the main office they will soon be seen in "Thrill

of a Lifetime" the comics passed out samples of their fun
at the party the type of material that is wowing the
cash customers as they appear on the stage of the Broadway
Paramount this week

v
• • • NIFTY TIE-UP with Young America mag
sponsoring an essay contest on Monogram's "Atlantic Flight"

starring the famous flyer, Dick Merrill the con-
test starts in the Oct. 15 issue, and runs for four weeks
five prizes will be awarded to the boys and girls for the best
essays on their conception of Dick Merrill's contribution to com-
mercial aviation through his two round-trip flights to Europe.

Y *

• • • OUT OF the London Fog Doug Fairbanks,
Jr., is on the way to U.S.A. following a trip to Australia where
he spent most of his time getting over the flu Lilian

Harvey is now in Vienna working in a native talkie

Grace Moore has engaged rooms at that pop Swiss resort, St.

Moritz Marlene Dietrich is looking for a house in Vienna
to build a home for herself and daughter Jessie Mat-
thews, denying the rumor, says she has no intention of estab-
lishing a dancing school for unknowns India's glamour
gal, Devika Rani, will star in Indian pictures with English
dialogue And would ya believe it or not or would ya

a couple of Lunnon film fans almost lost their lives

fighting over a cigarette butt tossed into the gutter by Bob
Taylor

• • • LINEUP of guest stars for the AMPA luncheon
at Sardi's today will include Olga Baclanova, the Russian
actress Marion Claire of RKO Radio productions
Oscar Straus, the composer and Gertrude Berg of radio
fame with the Goldbergs and mebbe Conrad Nagel

• • • PICKED as the Movie of the Week by The Digest
"The Dead March" now knocking 'em dead at the

Broadway Theater which incidentally packed the crowds in

against the terrific competition of the free show that the
Legionnaires were staging outside on the streets this
war film seemed to appeal to the boys who participated in the
proceedings 20 years ago. . . • The Filmarte Theater is cele-

brating its first anniversary as a show shop for foreign films
of merit

WEEKS QUITS AS GBf

SALES HEAD NOV. 1

(Continued from Page 1)

fives stated. Weeks will take an ex-
tensive trip abroad, and will an-

nounce his definite plans for the fu-

ture after his return to New York
He will be accompanied by his wife.

Lee also announced that the se-

lection of a Western Division Man-
ager will be made shortly, and added
that the sales force will immediately
be augmented by the addition of a
number of salesmen.
White has for the past three years

been GB's assistant general sales

manager. Greenblatt goes to his

new post after two years as circuit

sales manager. Their promotions
take effect immediately.

5-State Ban Seen Costing

Ascap $200,000 in Revenue

(Continued from Page 1)

by the fact that Ascap is prevented
from doing business in five states,

it was said yesterday by E. C. Mills,

head of the Ascap administrative
committee. Revenue loss will be
around $200,000.
The states from which Ascap is

now stopped from functioning are
Washington, Montana, Nebrasks,
Florida and Tennessee. Actions ques-
tioning the constitutionality of the
laws enacted have been filed in

Washington, Montana and Nebras-
ka and will be brought soon in Flor-
ida and Tennessee, Mills said.

DEATH RECORD

Ruth Roland

West Coast Bureau of THP FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ruth Roland, a star

of silent films and recently a prom-
|

inent Hollywood business woman, !

S

died here yesterday. Although she
had been confined to her home by
illness for some time, her demise
was unexpected and came as a
shock to the film colony. Her hus-
band, Ben Bard, was at her bed-
side when she died. Her body was
taken immediately to Forest Lawn
mortuary. Funeral arrangements
are pending.

« « « » » »

Osgood Perkins

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Private funeral ser-

vices were held here yesterday for
Osgood Perkins, film and stage ac-
tor, who died of a heart attack at a
local hotel on Tuesday. A memorial
service will be held in New ^^"k
within a few days and his flj.' s

interred in Jamaica Plains, Mas^"

John L. Russell

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John L. Russell, 62.

film star and producer of silent pic- i

ture days, is dead in the National |

Military Home at Sawtelle.

Mil
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GLADYS GEORGE
as "MADAME X"



M-G-M has another smash hit!

You have another top money-name!
It takes a great show to truly establish a Star!

GLADYS GEORGE
/ ^_ of the world's most heart-stabbing story

mctdam&
with WARREN WILLIAM •JOHN BEAL
Reginald Owen • William Henry • A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION
Screen play by John Meehan • Produced by James Kevin McGuinness

A METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER SENSATION !
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

A RTHUR JOHNSTON will leave

shortly for London, where he
will do the music for the next Jes-

sie Matthews picture. He wrote
the music for her current picture,

"Sailing Along." He will also do
a musical show while in England.

T T T

Casting assignments: M-G-M —
"Fanny," Wallace Beery, Frank
Morgan; Selznick—Lou Holtz, "The
Earl of Chicago"; Katherine Snell,

"Nothing Sacred"; Columbia—Ern-
est Truex, "Freshman Follies";

RKO Radio—Leona Roberts, George
Irving, "Bringing Up Baby"; Billy

Gilbert, William Brisbane, "She's
Got That Swing"; Paramount —
Chester Conklin, Lucien Prival,

Harry Burns, "Every Day's a Holi-
day"; Ching Wah Lee, "Daughter
of Shanghai."

t t

His Excellency John J. Maiztegui,
Archbishop of Panama, was guest
of honor at a luncheon which Di-
rector James Hogan gave yester-
day at Paramount studio. Among
other guests were Joseph I. Breen
and Producer Lucien Hubbard.

T T T

Alice Faye, Portland Hoffa and
Joan Davis will play the title roles

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 146 • • •

HANCHON ROYER. Producer. Native of Des Moines, la. Attended school

there, in 'Minneapolis and Chicago. Entered pictures via extra girl route

at 16. Was editor of the trade magazine, "Cam-

era!" before 18th birthday. For several years,

did publicity and actors' management there-

after. Produced first feature in 1928, on art

subject entitled, "Life's Like That." Has since

produced approximately 30 features in English

and Spanish for the independent market—as

well as five children, two sons and three daugh-

ters. Recently made a series of melodramas

against sport backgrounds including "Pilot X,"

"Ten Laps to Go" and "Mile a Minute Love."

Stands 5, 5. Hair, brown. Eyes, blue.

in "Sally, Irene and Mary," it is

announced by 20th Century-Fox stu-

dios. Portland Hoffa is the wife of
Fred Allen, radio and screen come-
dian, who will have a stellar role

in the new musical.

Clark Gable, who last played the
male lead in "Saratoga", will ap-
pear next for M-G-M in "Spur of
Pride," new adventure story by Per-

cival C. Wren, author of "Beau
Geste." Louis D. Lightman has been
named as producer.

T T T

Achmed Abdullah has been given
a contract at M-G-M. His first as-
signment has not yet been an-
nounced.

» » »

Lawrence Weingarten, who re-

cently returned to the M-G-M stu-

dios after a European vacation, will

produce a picture dramatizing the
happenings behind the newsreels
and titled "Let 'Em All Talk."
Laurence Stallings has been com-
missioned to do the screenplay.

Mervyn LeRoy, producer for War-
ner Bros., has bought an original
story by Jack Sherrill entitled "I
Married Her When." It has been
placed on the LeRoy. production
schedule to follow "Food For Scan-
dal," co-starring Carole Lombard
and Fernand Gravet, and "Who
Asked To Be Born?," in which the
Mauch twins, Billy and Bobby, will
appear with a predominantly juve-
nile cast. Sherrill is a well known
Hollywood agent. This is the first

story he has written and sold for
himself.

"North of Shanghai," action-
bristling feature dramatizing a story
that keeps abreast of front-page
news of China, is being readied for
RKO Radio cameras, announces S.

J. Briskin, vice-president in charge
of production.

T

E. B. Derr will use the Pomona
Fair as the background for his first

Monogram picture, "The County
Fair."

Paramount Officers' Suit

Trial Will be Adjourned

In view of pending negotiations
for a settlement of the two suits

brought by Charles D. Hilles, Para-
mount trusteee, against past and
present officers and directors of Par-
amount to recover approximately
$12,000,000, trial of the first suit

will be adjourned Monday in Supreme
Court, it was learned yesterday.
The settlement figure is reported

to be in the neighborhood of $2,225,-

000.

Jewel In Cleveland
Cleveland, O.—Jewel Productions,

distributing "Ecstasy" in Ohio and
Kentucky has opened a local office in

507 Film Bldg. with Jack Furrer as
office manager.

The Artistic Touch
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Evidently convinced that

only operatic stars are either eligible

or capable of striking the right key,

officials of the annual convention of
Florists' Telegraph Delivery in Philadel-

phia chose Lily Pons to open the event

py tapping a telegraph key in Holly-
wood, sending the electrical signal of
welcome flashing across the continent.
Yesterday Jeanette MacDonald per-
formed a similar service. She pressed
a telegraph key in the film capital
which severed a ribbon in the conven-
tion hall at far-off Atlantic City,—and
automatically the gavel fell for the
opening of the annual conclave there of
Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey.

Beatrice Bank Night Case
Before Neb. Supreme Court

Lincoln, Neb.—The Bank Night
lottery decision listed against Fox
West Coast theaters' Beatrice the-
ater went under advisement in Su-
preme Court. The decision was
handed down in April by District
Judge Fred Messmore, now on Su-
preme Bench, who declared any per-
son who gave of his time either to
register or wait outside the theater
while the drawing was being con-
ducted was guilty of giving consid-
eration whether buying ticket or not
and hence violated Nebraska lot-

tery law.

This line of reasoning was follow-
ed by the State Attorney General's
office in presenting arguments. At-
torneys for bank night declare plain-
tiff has changed from original the-
ory and is trying to prove injunction
grounds on which no basis has been
established in the lower court.

Pueblo Theaters Reopen;
Attendance Restricted

Denver—Theaters in Pueblo, closed
due to infantile paralysis scare, were
allowed to open yesterday, restrict-
ing admission to those over 18. The-
aters and schools are closed and
public gatherings forbidden in Fort
Collins. Authorities expect the situ-
ation to be eased by the weekend.

6 Disney Shorts Ready

For RKO Radio Release

The Walt Disney studios have
delivered six Technicolor shorts to
RKO Radio for immediate distribu-
tion, with "Hawaiian Holiday," a
Mickey Mouse, as the initial release
this week.

These are the first of the product
to go out under the RKO Radio
banner.

The shorts include one Silly Sym-
phony, "The Old Mill" and five

Mickey Mouse productions, "Hawai-
ian Holiday," "Pluto's Quinpuplets,"
"The Clock Cleaners," "Donald's
Ostrich," and "Lonesome Ghosts."
"The Old Mill" will display the new
multiplane camera process, perfect-
ed within the Disney studios, for
the first time. The process, which
gives the illusion of third dimen-
sion, will be seen in the studio's

first animated feature, "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs."

Sunday Pix Controversy

Cambridge, O.—A fight over a
Sunday movie ordinance here has
resulted in the resignation of two
city councilmen. Final action on the
ordinance which already already has
been approved on second reading is

scheduled shortly. The measure is

designed to prohibit moving pic-
ures "befoi-e noon and between 6:30
and 8:30 on Sundays".

Syracuse Publishers May
Give Exhibitors a Break

Syracuse, N. Y.—Syracuse pub-
lishers are expected to meet this
week and from the parley may come
a change in attitude on theater pub-
licity. By an agreement, things
have been pretty tough for exhibs
during the last year.

Orth Leaves Hoffberg
George Orth has resigned as the

manager of the 16mm. department
of J. H. Hoffberg Co. Inc. in order
to devote his full time to the O. &
W. Cine Enterprises. No successor
has been named by the Hoffberg
Company.

Vaude Gains In Chi.
Chicago—Vaudeville continues to

go into film theaters here. The
Odgen theater is now using flesh on
Friday shows.

Galsworthy Rights to M-G-M
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has acquired

screen rights to all of John Galsworthy's
novels and short stories having to do
with the Forsyte family. This in-
cludes not only the five novels com-
monly grouped under the name "For-
syte Sage", and made up of "The
Man of Property," "Indian Summer of
a Forsyte," "In Chancery," "Awaken-
ing," and "To Let," but a large group
of short stories published over a period
of many years. No additional produc-
tion plans have yet been made public.



EXPECT "IT BOARD

MEETS ON FINANCE

(Continued from Page 1)

board, and Charles R. Rogers, pro-
duction head, participating.

A meeting devoted to considera-

tion of the situation ran into early

yesterday morning.
Corporation's officers are not

available for comment on the situa-

tion.

Chicago Film Exchanges

Up Wages in New Scales

(Continued from Page 1)

the work week for exchange em-
ployes.

Alliance, 0.—Ray Wallace, gen-
eral manager of Tri-Theaters, Inc.,

owners and operators of all three lo-

cal theaters, has reached an agree-
ment with the local motion picture
operators whereby the operators will

get a 10 per cent pay increase for

this year. A similar increase was
granted the stage hands.

Alliance, 0.—Union projectionists

employed in the three movie the-

aters here have been granted a 10
per cent increase in wages, retro-

active to Sept. 1, at which time
the wage scale agreement between
operators and exhibitors here ex-
pired. Under the revised pay sched-

ule union operators will receive an
average of $45 a week, with one
man in a booth.

Indiana ATO to Meet
Indianapolis—The Associated The-

ater Owners of Indiana will hold its

annual convention Oct. 26.

SICK REPORT

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wallace Ford who

has just completed the leading role

in "He Wanted to Marry" for Grand
National, is confined to his home
with an attack of gall-stones.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mrs. Don Ameche,

was declared out of danger by her
physician yesterday.

Norfolk, Va.—William S. Wilder,
president of the MPTO of Virginia
has re-appeared downtown after be-

ing confined at home for about three
months with a serious heart ail-

ment.

Van Buren, Ark. — Mrs. Harry
Vise, wife of Manager Vise of the
Bob Burns Theater here, underwent
an operation at St. Edwards Mercy
Hospital in Fort Smith for the re-

moval of her tonsils.

New Orleans — Bob Kelly, Grand
National booker, is laid up with an
abscessed ear, resulting from a bad
cold which finally downed him.

THE

NEWS of the DAY
Sheffield, la.—H. A. Boelk is open-

ing a new theater here Oct. 1, in a
completely remodeled building.

Cincinnati—Big Features has con-
tracted "Let's Visit China," for dis-

tribution in Ohio, Kentucky and
West Virginia.

Bartow, Fla. — Manager C. T.

Chapin of the Ritz Theater an-
nounces the appointment of Bert-
rand Sargent as assistant manager.
He succeeds Lukie Balliett who re-
signed.

Cincinnati — Helen McLaughlin
has joined the staff of 20th Centurv-
Fox.

St. Petersburg, Fla.—The eleventh
anniversary of the Florida Theater
was marked by a party given on the
stage by Bolivar Hyde, Jr., mana-
ger, after the last show. Enter-
tainment was followed by a lavish
buffet supper. This is a Sparks
house.

Beaver Dam, Wis.—John Berger,
former manager of Fox's Odeon
Theater here, has been transferred
to Neenah to manage the Embassy
Theater. He is succeeded here by
Ken Butterfield, formerly manager
of the circuit's State Theater in

Milwaukee.

Cincinnati — Earl Hewitt, Bethel,
O., exhibitor, was recently awarded
a diamond-studded medal for length
of service with the Prudential In-
surance Co. Hewitt's sideline is in-
surance.

Lakeland, Fla.—J. S. Boardman,
indie exhib, has leased the building
formerly operated as Lakeland The-
ater, and will remodel it.

Hastings, Minn.—Irving Gilman,
operator of the Minneapolis Riviera,
plans to reopen the State here for
Friday, Saturday and Sunday show-
ings.

Stuart, Fla.—A complete redeco-
rating and refurnishing program is

under way at the Lyric Theater un-
der the direction of Aubrey McCray,
new manager for the Sparks inter-
ests. Fred Hancock is manager of
the Lyric.

Cincinnati—Allan Bradley of An-
derson, Ind., is reopening the Aristo
Theater at Louisville. Fred Wheeler
will complete his new Colony The-
ater at Gallipolis, Oct. 14, and is

planning a gala opening for that
day.

Trenton, Fla. — The new Trent
Theater will be opened this month,
according to J. Chessman, owner.

Schulman Gives Opinion

to Clarify SPA's Action

John Schulman„ counsel of the

Songwriters' Protective Associa-

tion, has provided L. Wolfe Gilbert,

vice president of the organization,

with an opinion designed to clarify

the contemplated suit to determine

the ownership of the so-called small

rights.

Schulman's opinion follows:

"My interpretation of article nine

of the by-laws of SPA (Songwri-

ters Protective Association) refers

to songs or musical compositions

other than a dramatic musical com-

position. Our interpretation of this

has always been that a production
writer may enter into contract with
a motion picture company under
which the motion picture company
is entitled to synchronization rights

of the production for its own pur-
poses and the assignment to SPA
will therefore not apply. This re-

fers to what is commonly known as

the grand right. However the as-

signment under article nine does ap-

ply if the songs are to be used by
another motion picture company
either under a license from the orig-

inal motion picture producer or

from a publisher. Our construction
of article nine is drawn so that the
grand right itself is not affected and
consequently does not embarrass a

producer".

3-Judge U. S. Court Will

Hear Jewel Suit in Oct.

Suit of Jewel Productions to en-
join the U. S. government from seiz-

ing a print import into the U. S.

under the title "Science of Man-
kind" and released as "Mysteries of
Sex," will be heard before a special
panel of three federal judges early
next month because of the conten-
tion that the government's attempt-
ed seizure is in violation of the Con-
stitution. Henry Pearlman, 18 E.
41st St. is attorney for Jewel.

Amend A F of A-VRA Pact
Closed shop agreement between

the American Federation of Actors
and the Variety Revue Association,
which includes operators of the 14
former burlesque theaters in the
city, has been amended to limit re-
hearsals to ten weekly and no re-
hearsals to extend more than four
hours, final curtain shall descend not
later than 11:15 p.m., except at mid-
night showing when the time will be
2:15 a.m., and other changes. About
1,000 actors are affected. The agree-
ment is subject to approval of the
council of the AFA.

Elman's Monogram Co.
Chicago—Henri Elman has organ-

ized Monogram Pictures Corp. of Il-

linois with offices at 839 South Wa-
bash Avenue to distribute Mono-
gram pictures throughout this terri-

tory.

UMPTO FILED PARAf

COMPLAINT WITH FT(

(Continued from Page 1)

Trade Commission," says the bulle

tin.

Denial is made that a produc
shortage has resulted from the bar
on Paramount pictures and it isi

stated that 32 major company red

leases, outside of Paramount and, ir.i

addition to independent pictures, ar<;

available for the period from Septj

3 to Oct. 3.

M of T to Ask Newsreel

Status in S A G Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

being required to sign a contrad
on the ground that it is a newsreel
it was said yesterday by Mrs. Flor
ence Marston, SAG eastern ex
ecutive secretary. "March of Time'
is to make such appeal immediatelj
and in the meantime will observt
SAG wage and hour regulations off ti

the Guild and give the Guild checke
access to its studio.

From present indications the Guile
shop will be established here wit!
all except occasional producers with
in a month. Although Mentone and
B. K. Blake have not yet signed with
the Guild, they have informed ale

Guild representative that they in-lii

tend to do so. Educational is alsc

expected to sign a Guild contract
Luther Reed, Inc., has signed a Guild
agreement.

•i

World-Wide Distribution

Near for Grand National

(Continued from Page 1)

to gross in excess' of $12,000,000 for

the 1937-38 season.
Alperson, who came East primar

ily to attend the Broadway opening
of "Something to Sing About," will

sit in on the closing of several im-
portant circuit deals while here. Half
of the season's 65 releases announc
ed by Grand National will be ready
for distribution by Dec. 1, Alperson
says. i

CTSC Talks Licensing

Arrangement With Erpi

(Continued from Page 1)

and Erpi and the counter-action by
AT&T, Western Electric and Erpi
against Biophone charging infringe-

ment of patents will probably be 1

settled by next Tuesday, it is under-
stood. Alfred Weiss is president of

Consolidated Theater Supply and
Biophone.

WEDDING BELLS

Cleveland, O.—Eddie Brauer, local

M-G-M salesman, has announced his

recent marriage to Miss Helene
Hammond of Lakewood, Ohio.
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"Double Wedding"
with William Powell and Myrna Loy

M-G-M 85 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

LIGHT ROMANTIC COMEDY PACKS
HEAVY TOTAL OF LAUGHS AND BOX
3FFICE PUNCH.

William Powell and Myrna Loy have a

field day in this light romantic comedy.

Under Richard Thorpe's guidance, a heavy

total of laughs has been piled up. Many
of the situations and gags are fresh and

sure laugh getters. Jo Swerling turned in a

clever screen play while Joseph L. Mankie-

wizc rates credit as producer. John Beal

is exceptionally good in the role of a mousy

person who likes Florence Rice, who is un-

der the domination of Florence's sister

Myrna. Jessie Ralph, Sidney Toler and

i- Edgar Kennedy do fine work. Beal and

jj
Florence have been engaged for four years.

!
j They meet care-free Powell, who dabbles in

paintings and who is a would-be movie di-

rector. He lives in a trailer on a parking

lot. He meets Myrna, a successful business

woman who has always dominated the peo-

ple about her and has been too busy for

love. He chides her for regulating the

lives of Florence and Beal and makes her

like it. Slowly, she falls in love with him,

but he makes her believe he is in love

i with Florence. Instead, he tries to instil

confidence in Beal and make him propose

to Florence. The picture ends in a wild

riot when Beal marries Florence, and Powell

and Myrna admit their love for each other.

Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy, Flor-

ence Rice, John Beal, Jessie Ralph, Edgar

Kennedy, Sidney Toler, Mary Gordon, Bar-

nett Parker, Katharine Alexander, Priscilla

Lawson, Bert Roach.

Producer, Joseph L. Mankiewicz; Direc-

tor, Richard Thorpe; Play bv Ferenc Molnar;

Screenplay, Jo Swerling; Cameraman, Wil-

liam Daniels; Editor, Frank Sullivan; Art

Director, Cedric Gibbons; Musical Score by

Edward Ward.

Direction, Swift. Photography, Excellent

SHORTS
"The Private Life of the Gannets"

(Treasure Chest)
Educational 10 mins.

Beautiful Bird Life
An exceptionally well produced

subject of bird life. The gannet, a
beautiful white bird that inhabits a
small rocky island off the coast of
Wales, is seen in thousands. Close-
up studies are expertly handled,
and the photography is outstanding.
An exceedingly graceful bird in
flight, and probably the most ex-
pert fishermen in the world. Scores
of them are seen diving in amazing
swiftness into the ocean, to get their

catch far beneath the surface. Pro-
duced by Julian Huxley. Narration
by |L Alexander.

"Bashful Ballerina"

Educational 21 mins.
Good Comedy Dancing

Imogene Coca, eccentric dancer, is

featured in this comedy of a tem-
peramental Russian ballet master's

"The Wrong Road"
with Richard Cromwell, Helen Mack and

Lionel Atwill

Republic 62 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
WELL ACTED AND GRIPPING PRO-

GRAM PIX HOLDS INTEREST FROM
START TO FINISH.

This is a gripping program offering, ably

directed by James Cruze and painstakingly

produced by Colbert Clark. It opens with

an interesting premise and holds interest

to the end. Gordon Rigby, who wrote the

original, and Eric Taylor, who collaborated

with Rigby on the screenplay, prepared some

fresh material and turned in an excellent

job of writing. The picture has been

ideally cast and the acting is high grade.

Richard Cromwell, a $25 a week bank

clerk, and Helen Mack, his sweetheart,

are to steal $100,000 from the bank. They
will have the money hidden during their

jail term. Cromwell steals the money, but

all their plans do not work out as they

wish. Lionel Atwill, an insurance com-
pany detective, arranges a parole for them,

believing they will lead him to the place,

where the money is hidden. Horace Mac-
Mahon, just released as a convict, insists

on being given a share of the loot, but is

beaten in a fight with Cromwell. Helen

finally weakens and induces Cromwell to

return the money to the bank. Atwill gets

them a pardon and the authority to marry.

Cast: Richard Cromwell, Helen Mack,
Lionel Atwill, Horace MacMahon, Russ Pow-
ell, Billy Bevan, Marjorie Main, Rex Evans,

Joseph Crehan, Arthur Hoyt, Syd Saylor,

Selmer Jackson, Chester Clute

Associate Producer, Colbert Clark; Direc-

tor, James Cruze; Author, Gordon Rigby;

Screenplay, Gordon Rigby, Eric Taylor; Cam-
eraman, Ernest Miller; Editor, William Mor-
gan; Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen;

Musical Director, Alberto Colombo.
Direction, Able Photography, Good.

school. The class is rehearsing for
a ritzy society fete, in competition
with another dancing school. The
Coca girl is so terrible that the bal-
let master wishes her off on the
rival school. But when his bal-
lerina sprains her leg, she is sent
to the society dance to take the
lead. Everything works out beau-
tifully, however, when the society
sponsor thinks the dancer's goofy
antics are comedy relief, and agrees
to back the ballet master's ambi-
tions plans for his school. In the
cast are Eugene Sigiloff, Irene
Moore, George Lassey, Alex Asro,
Alyce Chappelle, Buddy Page's or-

chestra. Produced by Al Christie.

"Motor Maniacs"
(Adventures of the Newsreel

Cameraman)
20th Century-Fox 10 Mins.

Last Word in Thrills

A series of gasping thrills seldom
if ever equalled in these sports
shorts devoted to daredevil stunts.

The camera catches some amazing
shots at various motor racing meets,
with cars hurtling through fences,
narrowly missing spectators, cars

turning over and over, some being
thrown high in air by the collision

impact—and several rather horrify-
ing shots of drivers killed before
your eyes. Not a reel for women
to view, but the thrill fans will get

a big kick out of the exciting spec-

tacles.

"Kiko's Cleaning Day"
(Terry-Toons)

Educational 7 mins.
Lively Cartoon Gags

Kiko the kangaroo has his trou-

bles cleaning house when the little

pal Ozzie the ostrich gets in the way.
But Kiko manages to keep his good
nature till Ozzie gets mixed up with
the electric vacuum cleaner. When
Ozzie sets this in motion it threat-

ens to suck in all the furniture,

also Kiko and Ozzie. They escape
from the house with the deadly ma-
chine pursuing them.

"Mexican Mural"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)

20th Century-Fox 10 mins.

One of the best presentations of

Mexican rural life to reach the
screen. The cameraman has visited

many spots never covered by the
tourist, small towns and cities off the
beaten path. The life of the market
place is colorfully presented. Then
into the rural haunts, and high up

toward the mountain regions, with
gorgeous camera studies that are
like beautiful oil paintings. Narra-
tion by Ed Thorgersen catches the
spirit of these beautiful scenes. Pro-
duced by Truman Talley. Edited by
Lew Lehr.

Tim and Irene in

"Will You Stop!"
Educational 18 mins.

Swell Burlesque Clicks

One of the funniest of the Tim
and Irene series. Tim has written
a skit about Antony and Cleopatra
for the annual show of the big de-
partment store. The boss insists on
his daughter playing Cleopatra. Tim
is Antony. When the show goes on,
it is one long series of howls, with
the store clerks as thespians trying
to do a serious job but turning in a
grand burlesque. In the cast are
Hugh Cameron, Ed Garvie, Eddie
Parks, and Andy Anderson's or-
chestra. Directed by William Wat-
son. Story by Tim Ryan.

Warner Wilmington House
Wilmington, Del.—Ground will be

broken within a month on the newly
projected 2,000-seat Warner deluxe
theater, situated mid-town, almost
directly across from the duPont
Building.

- WANTED -
FILM SALESMEN
Men of

CHARACTER
ABILITY
EXPERIENCE

Apply by letter only to:

Arthur A. Lee

GB Pictures

1600 Broadway
New York

Only written applications will be considered



BETTE DAVIS

HENRY FONDA

THAT CERTAIN

WOMAN
with

Ian Hunter • Anita Louise

Donald Crisp
Written and Directed by

Edmund Goulding
Music by Max Steiner

A First National Picture
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JUST GOES TO SHOW!

Fox, Frisco premiere ^
beats 'Green Light',

'Galahad' and every

Warner picture that

ever played there!
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Set Raclm^^^ws of Important A1-G-A1 Productions

20 FEATURES A YEAR, HALJOACH PLANjl ITALY

N. J. Allied Sets Up Buying Combine on Para. Product

Biz Prospects
... a winning combination

By CHESTER B. BAHN

1 1 A LL previous box-office records will

** be smashed in the theatrical year

of 1937-38."

This forecast of Ross Federal Service,

which invites reiteration, follows a survey

spanning the country, from border to bord-

er and from shore line to shore line.

The comprehensive reports upon which

it is based amplify, on a national basis,

the quarterly findings of your favorite trade

newspaper's own correspondents in import-

ant territories.

It is highly important that this seasonal

optimism is predicated upon something

more than improved economic conditions,

desirable as they may be. It finds bed

rock as well in what is transpiring in Hol-

lywood these days.

To fully capitalize on the general busi-

ness recovery, a consistent flow of big pic-

tures is necessary. And that is precisely

what the West Coast studios are providing

and, on the basis of production schedules,

will continue to provide.

The combination can't miss.

DEPORTED plan of David 0. Selznick

** to release "Gone With the Wind" as

a three-hour film show, with the program

otherwise restricted to a newsreel and

with provision for an intermission "for

smoking," invites speculation.

Properly, of course, length of a feature

is not the first consideration; a picture

should be long enough to tell a given story

entertainingly—no more, no less.

In the case of "Gone With the Wind,"

three hours well may be indicated. Nor

is the best seller of the Old South alone

in that respect. There are other tales

f^jxh assuredly will follow if Selznick's

\ cosed experiment is a success.
~ Pending the results, if, as and when,

this much may be said. A three-hour

feature offers one solution to the trouble-

some duals problem; its acceptance by a

public largely accustomed to 180 minutes

of screen entertainment (thanks to dou-

bles) is not unlikely; the intermission idea

might bring back some of the lost flavor

and social graces of the old theater.

Irving Dollinger Is Elected

President As Annual

Convention Ends

Atlantic City—Allied Theaters of
New Jersey, at the closing session
of its annual convention here yes-
terday, took steps to set up a buy-
ing combine on Paramount product
and formed a committee to handle
the procedure. Proposal to inaug-
urate a boycott was abandoned in

favor of the buying move, similar
(Continued on Page 4)

OUTDOOFfELlVISION

PICKUPS SET BY NBC

Expanding the scope of its ex-
perimental television, NBC will in-
augurate outdoor pickups next
month for the first time in Amer-
ica with an RCA mobile television
station, Lenox R. Lohr, NBC presi-
dent, announced yesterday.
Immediately after delivery on

(Continued on Page 11)

M P Decorators Society

Opposing IATSE Alliance

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Society of Mo-

tion Picture Interior Decorators will

appeal to the National Labor Re-
( Continued on Page 4)

Mussolini Gets Protection
Apprehensive over reported threats of

a Communist attack upon Vittorio
Mussolini, the son of II Duce left the
Rex at Quarantine yesterday morning as

the liner arrived from Italy and, in

company with his production associate,

Hal Roach, was spirited to the Ritz
Towers under police guard. Handling of
the arrival was arranged, it is under-
stood, through the Hays organization,
which got in contact with the State
Department.

WILMINGTON HOUSES

UP PRICES 5 TO 15G

Wilmington, Del. -— Wilmington
theaters today will increase their
admission prices on a city-wide
scale. Both circuit and independent
houses will announce admission in-

creases ranging from 5 to 15 cents.

The Aldine Theater, deluxe War-
( Continued on Page 4)

B. S. Moss Will Establish

25-House Circuit for Son

B. S. Moss will establish a circuit

of 25 theaters, to be turned over
for operation to his son, Charles
Moss, as general manager, it was
said yesterday by a Moss spokes-
man.

First of the 25 will be the New
(Continued on Page 4)

MGM Announces Completion of Deal

To Produce Program for General Foods

Proposed Aperture Change
Would Alter Size of Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Revision in the di-

mensions of the Academy Standard
Projector Aperture, proposed by the

Research Council of the Academy,
may change the size of the picture

(Continued on Page 10)

Radio previews of all important
M-G-M pictures, with stars playing
their original screen roles, is

planned by that company under the
deal whereby it produces a weekly
one-hour show for General Foods
starting Nov. 4 over the NBC Red
network, it was announced yester-
day, following formal closing of the
arrangement.

"It is thought that this hour
(Continued on Page 10)

Mussolini's Son's Firm to Re-

lease 4 Annually in

the U. S.

Ram, Italian company formed by
Hal Roach and Vittorio Mussolini,
plans to eventually make 20 features
a year and expects to release four
annually in the United States, said
the Hollywood producer at a press
conference yesterday afternoon, fol-
lowing his arrival on the Rex with
II Duce's son.

Roach, who is vice-president of
the firm, which is financed by pri-
vate banking interests in Italy, de-
scribed his status as that of "an
advisory capacity.'' Vittorio is pres-
ident of the company. Under his
arrangement, Roach agrees to stay

(Continued on Page 12)

"100 MEN" CLICKING;

"BIGGEST WEEK"~'U'

Announcing that last week's busi-
ness was the largest ever achieved
by domestic exchanges, Universal
yesterday said that "100 Men and a
Girl", prime factor in the new rec-
ord, is now playing in more than 50
spots.

Further, said the company, the
(Continued on Page 11)

Dallas Court Will Decide
Anti-Trust Case Tomorrow

Dallas—Trial of the Department
of Justice's anti-trust case against
the Interstate Circuit and major dis-
tributors was concluded yesterday

(Continued on Page 11)

Time Out for A Smoke
Seattle—Fire in the Hollywood The-

ater projection booth here the other
evening caused so little disturbance that
when the firemen fought the blaze,
the patrons went out to the sidewalk
for a smoke and some air, then returned
to view the balance of the film.

\J
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

20 20 20 — Vi

2l/4 2'/8 2i/
8 — l/g

177 176V2 176V2 — 1/2

19 19 19 — 1/2

721/2 68 68% — 3%

18% 177/g 177/8 — 3/4

130 130 130 — 41/2

167/8 16 16 — 13/s
8 1/2 8 1/4 8 1/4

— 1/4

67/8 65/8 65/s
— Va

303/s 29 291/s — 1%
371/2 371/2 371/2 — 8i/

8

451/2 441/2 441/2 + 2
117/8 HI/4 IH/4— l/

2

501/4 501/4 501/4 — 434

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 995/8 993/8 995/8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . lOOVs 100 lOOVs
RKO 6s41 95 95 95
Warner's 6s39

!4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc
Grand National . . . 214
Monogram Picts. . . 23/8
Sonotone Corp 15/8
Technicolor 265/s
Trans-Lux 3V4
Universal Picts

21/8

21/4

15/8

251/s
31/8

21/s — 1/4

23/s + 1/8

1%
251/s — %
31/8

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/

2 s 1st '36..

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43..

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43

91/4 10
921/2 94
66 68
52 54

Gets "Down Under" Rights

"Thunder Over the Orient", two-
reeler tracing the history of the
Sino-Japanese conflict from the ac-

quisition of Formosa to the present
day, has been acquired for Austra-
lia and New Zealand by Capt. Har-
old Auten. Criterion Films is han-
dling world distribution.

GB Eastern Sales Staff

Meets in N. Y. on Sunday

A regional sales meeting of GB's
eastern sales staff will be held Sun-
day at the home office, it was an-
nounced yesterday by Arthur A.
Lee, who stated that, consistent with
GB's policy of selling its pictures
individually, meetings of this kind
will be held prior to the release
of each new production.
"Non-Stop New York," first on

the 1937-38 schedule, will be dis-
cussed by Lee and his eastern
sales staff at Sunday's meeting. A
screening of the Robert Stevenson
production, as well as of "Dr. Syn,"
the new George Arliss starring film,
will be held in the morning, and
will be followed by a buffet lunch-
eon.

Among those who will attend are
Arthur A. Lee; Marcel Mekelburg,
Boston; Charles Leach, New Ha-
ven; Herbert Given, John Schaeffer,
Philadelphia; W. A. V. Mack, Jos-
eph Kaliski, Washington; George
Rosenbaum, Buffalo; Joseph Loeff-
ler, Cleveland. Home office repre-
sentatives will include George W.
Weeks, Arthur Greenblatt, Eastern
Division Manager; Albert Margo-
lies, Director of Publicity; Al Selig,
Advertising Manager; Claude Mac-
gowan, C. F. Schwengeler, B. J.

Kearney and Basil Shea. Clinton
M. White, newly-appointed Assis-
tant General Manager, will preside.

B & K Average Price

Top Is Now 36 Cents

Average price top in Balaban &
Katz houses, centering on Chicago,
is now 36 cents, stated John Bala-
ban in New York yesterday, with
adult prices ranging from 30 to 75
cents. Scales have been increased
in various of the circuit's theaters,
contingent upon local conditions, he
pointed out.

Kent Drive Meet Monday
Kent sales drive meeting is plan-

ned by 20th Century-Fox Monday
in New York. John D. Clark, Jim
O'Loghlin and Harry Buxbaum will
be among those attending.

Opeining Booking Office
Omaha—A booking office will be

opened here by Joe Marion, who for-
merly headed stage units at the
Moon and Empress theaters.

Weinberg Resigns
Herman G. Weinberg has resign-

ed as director of publicity of the
55th St. Playhouse.

B & K Add Luna Theater
Chicago—B & K has added the

Luna Theater to its circuit,
bringing the total of its Chicago
houses up to 46.

Polish Film at Belmont
"Pan Twardowski," Polish film,

will open today at the Belmont The-
ater.

Pratt Asking $10,000
for Roxy Reorg. Service

Addison S. Pratt, special master
in the Roxy reorganization, and two
others yesterday filed petitions in
Federal Court for allowances for
services in the reorganization.

Pratt is asking for $10,000 and
$119 disbursements. His petition
sets forth that hearings were held
over a period of two months, that
2,659 pages of testimony were taken
and that he rendered a 78-page re
port and two opinions. Russell C.
Cruikshank, president of Cruikshank
& Co., realty firm is asking $1,500
for making two appraisals of the
Roxy Theater, and Argyll R. Par-
sons, vice president of Douglas Elli-
man & Co., is applying for $1,250
for his services of arbitrator in set-
tling the Roxy lobby lease rent.

Griffith Amusement Co.
Deals Set or Completed

Griffith Amusement Co. has set
or completed all its film deals for
1937-38 season, with all major com-
pany lineups acquired except Co-
lumbia and Universal. R. E. Grif-
fith and his associates leave New
York today for Oklahoma City, af-
ter negotiations which have occu-
pied several weeks.

Circuit has put price rises into
effect in some of its situations, de-
pending upon local conditions.

'Depths', 'Spanish Earth' Held
"The Lower Depths," an Arthur

Mayer-Joseph Burstyn release, will
be held over at the 55th St. Play-
house for a third week and "Span-
ish Earth" will be held at tthe
Squire Theater for a sixth week.
Major Frederick I. Lord, recently
returned from flying for the Span-
ish loyalists, will make a p.a. Sun-
day evening.

Huffman Promotes Two
Denver — Harry Huffman, Fox

city manager, made two promotions
following the resignation of William
Hughes as manager of the Hiawatha
theater here. Tom Ward, assistant
at the Ogden, has been made manager
at the Hiawatha, and Robert Dane,
of the Ogden staff, succeeds Ward.

Chi. Schools Open Monday
Chicago—Reopening of the grade

schools is expected next Monday,
when theaters can then admit chil-
dren, if the infantile paralysis sit-

uation continues to show improve-
ment.

Coming and Going

VITTORIO MUSSOLINI and HAL ROACH,
who arrived in New York yesterday on the Rex
from Italy, leave for the Coast this afternoon
by plane.

SHANBERG is in New York fromM. B.

Miami.

GEORGE DEMBOW has returned to New York
from Dallas.

GRACE ROSENFIELD, eastern representative
for Hal Roach studios, leaves New York for
the Coast today for studio conferences.

THOMAS BECK, film actor is en route East
from Hollywood to visit Baltimore and New
York City.

MILTON BERLE leaves New York on Tues-
day for Boston to commence a series of
personal appearances.

GEORGE RAFT is due in New York next
week from Hollywood.

TERRENCE RATTIGAN, author of "French
Without Tears" has arrived in New York from
London.

R. E. GRIFFITH and associates who have
been in New York for some weeks on film deals
leave today for Oklahoma City.

JOHN BALABAN leaves New York today
returning to Chicago.

MORRIS LEONARD is in New York from
Chicago.

RAY VENTURA, orchestra leader, arrives in

New York tomorrow on the Paris, following
an engagement with his band at the Paramount
Theater in the French capital.

MARTIN BERKELEY, Columbia writer, re-

turns to the Coast by auto tomorrow.

EDDIE GOLDEN, Monogram sales chief, is

in Atantic City.

PHIL FOX, Albany branch manager for Co-
lumbia, is in New York for a short stay.

PHIL DUNAS, Columbia's mid-West division
manager, has arrived in New York from Chi-
cago.

Extend Soviet Pix Bookings
RKO has extended its bookings

of Soviet pictures to the Yorktown
and Empire Theaters, in addition to
the Costello, Amkino announces.
Michael Resnick made the deals for
Amkino.

Pueblo House Leased
Denver—Westland Theaters, Inc.,

has leased its Colonial theater, Pue-
blo, to Ramon Gaytan, who will show
Spanish and Mexican films.
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Winfield R. Sheehan
A. L. Rockett
Julia Faye

Harvey B. Day
Ben K. Blake

Morla Joining Monogram
As Assistant to Ritchey

Charles A. Morla has joined the
Monogram foreign department and
will act as assistant to Norton V.
Ritchey, foreign sales chief. Morla
was in charge of South American
sales for Republic at the time Rit-
chey was head of the Republic for-

eign department. Morla will be in

charge of the foreign department
during Ritchey's stay abroad. Rit-
chey sails next Wednesday for Eu-
rope and will be away two months.

—"*-



THIS WEEK'S FILM HEADLINES

ANOTHER MIGHTY 'MARK' for the studio of Warner Bros, is the

signing to an important production post of famed columnist Mark

Hellinger (above), shown arriving in New York with Jack L and Mrs.

Warner.priortolatters'departureforthe company's London studios.

'TOVARICH' IS FILMED!

Warner top-budget sched-

ule brings Claudette Col-

bert-Charles Boyer version

of celebrated stage success

to editing and cutting stages,

with 'Hollywood Hotel',

Technicolor 'Gold Is Where

You Find It', to follow soon.

JIMMY FIDLER AWARDED
5-BELL CONTRACT! Holly-

wood's ethereviewer (right)

signed to long-term pact for

exclusive appearance in

Warner films as of Jan. 1st!

*A Warner Bros. Picture °A Firs/ Notional Picture Vifagraph, Inc., Distributors

THE FIRST IN THE FIELD! Early release of 'West Of Shanghai',

spot-news story of the Orient today, starring Boris Karloff as Gen.

Wu Yen Fang (above), gives Warners another major headline scoop! °

'ZOLA' TICKET NO. 125,000 is early this week sold to one of lucky

New York couples (left) who attended swank Hollywood Theatre's

seventh capacity 2-a-day week. General popular-price release of

Warners' internationally acclaimed Muni epoch begins next week.*



WILMINGTON HOUSES

UP PRICES 5 T0 150

{Continued from Page 1)

ner house, will increase from 40 to

50 cents as will Loew's Theater, only

Loew house in Delaware.
The Queen, Warner one-day-week

vaudeville house, will increase from
35 to 40 cents week days and to

50 cents on Saturday. Independent
houses, including the Rialto will

raise prices five cents.

B. S. Moss Will Establish

25-House Circuit for Son

{Continued from Page 1)

Central, $150,000 theater scheduled

for a formal civic dedication to-

morrow night at Cedarhurst, L. I.

The house in design and equipment
is modeled after the New Criterion.

Second house of the projected cir-

cuit will be the 49th Street Theater,

which opens shortly. Other loca-

tions on Long Island and elsewhere
are under consideration.

Lew Lehr, 20th-Fox narrator, will

emcee the program at Cedarhurst.
David J. Kane will manage the
house for Charles Moss.

Mono. Exchange Moves
Omaha — Monogram's exchange

has been moved to 1515 Davenport
St. from the Film Transport build-

ing.

DEATH RECORD

Frank B. Arnold

Miami—Frank B. Arnold, 60, re-

tired New York showman who took
to China some of the first motion
pictures seen there, is dead here. He
exhibited films at Shanghai in 1915.

Virginia Earl

Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at St. Malachy's Roman
Catholic Church, 241 West 49th St.,

for Virginia Earl, 62, retired act-
ress who died on Tuesday at the Ac-
tors Fund of America Home in En-
glewood, N. J. She is survived by a
sister, Miss Maud Earl of New
York, an actress, and two brothers,
Wheeler and Leon, both of New
York.

Mona Moore

Chicago—Mona Moore, 25, singer,

is dead here. She accidentally fell

through the unbarred door of a
moving elevator at her North Side

hotel.

Joseph Klaw

Funeral services are pending for

Joseph Klaw, 49, son of the senior

member of Klaw & Erlanger, form-
er theatrical producers, who was
found dead in his automobile on
Wednesday. Surviving are his wid-
ow, Mrs. Elaine Klaw, and a son,

Joseph, Jr., both of 19 East 88th

St. Deceased was president of a
candy company.

Friday, Sept. 24, 1937

• • • THEATER MANAGER thinks fast and grabs
a swell break while standing out front of Loew's Theater
in Harrisburg, Pa. Manager Sam Gilman was talking with
Paul Walker, movie crit and radiologist of the Daily Telegraph

and Captain Rupp of the city detective force one of

the theater staff steps up with two dirty urchins in tow, whom
he had caught sneaking into the show through the stage door

winking at the detective, the latter proceeded to throw a

scare into the kids, and asked Sam if he wanted them arrested
Sam thought fast he was showing "Dead End". . . .

he told the culprits that the picture was about boys just like

themselves, and that he was going to let them see the picture
on condition that they reported to him afterward, and told him
what they thought of the boys in the show Paul Walker
was using his bean, too he got the kids' reactions after
they saw the picture and on his radio program that eve-
ning he gave half of the time telling the human interest yarn
of the impromptu trial on the sidewalk in front of Loew's
with Judge Sam Gilman, Police Captain Rupp and Reporter
Walker

T T
• • • CRITS OVERBOARD swimming in printer's
ink wallowing- around in the delightful entertainment
afforded in Universal's "100 Men and A Girl" so Joe Weil's
dep't turned out photostatic enlargements of the metropolitan
reviews eight of 'em and shot the Language Land-
slide through the mails to the exhibs of the land for once
the tab crits, the conservative commentators and the ultra-
ultra reviewers agreed unanimously that here was A Show

and said it in Superlatives
T T

• • • AN EXCLUSIVE and intimate little gathering of
guests at the AMPA luncheon yesterday turned out to
honor Olga Baclanova, Marian Claire, the RKO Radio player,
and Oscar Straus honors also went to the delicious beef-
and-kidney pies served by Sardi and you guys who stayed
away missed something in the way of food that gourmets
like Alfred Hitchcock, the British director, would have raved
about

• • • THE PRESIDENT speaks in fact he writes
a letter received by A. J. Richard, editor of Paramount

News on the occasion of its tenth anniversary in
which Mr. Roosevelt says he has always been a patron of news-
reels and that they are an asset to our country

» » *
9 • • THEATER INTERLUDE at a Broadway
house seated beside us a mother and her boy of
some five years as the main title of the feature unfurled
...yard after yard the kid got inpatient when the
credits got down to the assistant directors, costumers, design-
ers, prop men, etc "What is it, ma?" asked the child in
a loud whisper "It isn't anything, darling," she soothed

the customer is always right
T

• • • FOR THE tenth anniversary release of the Para-
mount Newsreel an innovation with a relay of dif-
ferent commentators in keeping with the reel's new policy
also introducing- its new chief commentator, Gabriel Heatter

other voices heard are those of Sidney Walton, Mark
Hawley, and Bill Slater. . . • Largest fashion show ever
staged in Longisle tonite at Loew's Valencia theater in
Jamaica, in conjunction with "Vogues of 1938" what
makes this item News is the fact that the pressagent for the
fashion show, Tom Rogers, also appears as one of the "models"
... • Uncovered at last now the truth about Charlie
Pettijohn, whom we have always been led to believe was legal
counsel for the Hays office, is brought to light a photo-
graph in the World-Telly shows Charlie arriving on the Rex
with Vittorio Mussolini and Hal Roach part of the pic-
ture caption reads: "Charles C. Pettijohn, Hollywood press
agent"

N. J. ALLIED BUYING*

COMBINE ON PARA, PIX

« « « » » »

{Continued from Page 1)

to the one recently taken by ex-
hibitors in the Philadelphia terri-

tory.

Irving Dollinger of Linden was
elected president, succeeding Lee W.
Newbury, who held the office for
two years Simon Myers of Morris-
town was re-elected vice-president
and other officers were named as
follows: Jacob Unger, Hillside, sec-
retary; David Snaper, New Bruns-
wick, treasurer, and Maurice Miller,

Passaic, assistant treasurer Frank
Gravatt, Atlantic City; W. C. Hunt,
Wildwood and George Gold, New-
ark, were made directors.

Abram F. Myers, general counsel
and chairman of the national Allied
board, proposed a film version of the
Guffey-Vinson Coal Act, as exclu-
sively disclosed in The Film Daily
of last Monday. He also scored
Paramount on the grounds of failure
to deliver six pictures. A resolu-
tion was adopted urging that At-
lantic City be the scene of the Al-
lied national convention next year.

The ITOA proposal to merge with
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
failed to materialize yesterday. The
latter association instead adopted a
resolution urging cooperation with
the New York exhibitor unit.A joint
committee of three will meet to con-
sider common problems of both
groups but each organization will
maintain a separate identity.

The New Jersey committee will
consist of Louis Gold of Newark,
I. Marks of Dunellen and Irving
Dollinger of Linden.

MP Decorators Society

Opposing IATSE Alliance

{Continued from Page 1)

lations Board for intervention
against any unauthorized body seek-
ing jurisdiction for it. The society
is opposed to any alliance with
IATSE.

WEDDING BELLS

London (By Cable) — Walter
Greenwood, who came into promin-
ence through his play "Love on the
Dole," and Pearl Osgood, actress
of Brooklyn, were married here yes-
terday.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arthur Johnston,

song writer, and Loretta Sa" ,-
s,

actress, are en route to NewW'/k
where they plan to marry. After

the ceremony they will go to Lon-

don where Johnston is under con-

tract to a British film company. He
is the composer of "Pennies From
Heaven." Miss Sayers has appeared
on the New York stage.

;
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A "JUHU" torn Hdtuwood "Ms /*

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

/CREATIONS of Omar Kiam, Sam-

uel Goldwyn studio fashion de-

signer, will have a footlights intro-

duction this fall. Helen Jepson has

persuaded him to design the gowns
for her appearance in "La Traviata"

at the Chicago Opera House. The
Metropolitan soprano did a sequence

from "La Traviata" as her first

scenes for "The Goldwyn Follies"

and she was so pleased with the

costume Kiam created for her that

she asked him to do her wardrobe
for the Chicago performance.

T T

Our Passing Show: John Barry-

more, Gladys Swarthout, Mary Bo-
land, Elaine Barrie, Nick Grinde,

Marie Wilson, William Cagney, Max
Ree, Joseph Santley, Harry Lichtig.

Barnett Parker, Montagu Love, Bil-

lie Burke, Danny Winkler, Glenda
Farrell, Jean Rogers, John Francis
Natteford, John McDermott at open-

ing of Noel Coward's "Tonight At
Eight."

T T

J. Henry Kruse, of Kruse Cam-
era Rentals, has entered the screen

test field and is making tests, using

union crews. The test script and
action follow the ideas and sugges-
tions of the casting directors of the

major studios.

T T

Helen Gwynn and Jack Merser-
eau have completed their assign-

ment on the original for "Artists
and Models Of 1938," for Para-
mount.

T T T
Arthur Hoerl and Edward Dewey

are adapting two of their own or-

dinal stories for Gene Austin.
Titles are "Highway Patrol" and
"Detour to Adventure." Another
story, "Come Out Fighting," has
been completed by Hoerl and Dewey
and is scheduled to be the first of

a series of Ambassador's musicals
to feature Donald Novis. Mean-
while, headed by story editor Jo-

seph O'Donnell, other writers are
completing the several scripts for
the remaining pictures on this

year's Ambassador's program. H.
J. Barnes is penning an original

western for Kermit Maynard. Stan-
ley Roberts is scripting "The Fight-
ing Cadet" for Frankie Darro, while

Zukor Stopped the Show
Paris—Adolph Zukor, during his re-

cent stay in Paris dropped in one eve-

ning with Mrs. Zukor at the Casino de

Paris where Maurice Chevalier is the

*tar. Latter emerged to sing, but

Stopped abruptly in the middle of the

number when he saw the Zukors in the

audience. Chevalier leaned over the

footlights, shook hands with them and
informed the entire assemblage that

Zukor had made him famous in Amer-
ica. A spotlight was thrown on the

Paramount exec, and everyone present

broke into prolonged applause.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 147 • • •

TREM CARR. Producer. Native of Trenton, III. Graduate of Illinois

University. Before arrival in Hollywood in 1920 was chief of a St. Louis

construction company; later paymaster in charge of disbursement for Pearl

Harbor breakwater project in Honolulu. Chance

meeting with Al St. John in 1921 fired his in-

terest in production of pictures, and pair turned

out several comedies. Partnership with W. Ray

Johnston to produce features launched shortly

after with total capital of $500. At various

times executive of Rayart Pictures, Syndicate

Pictures, Republic and Monogram, as vice-presi-

dent in charge of production. Terminated asso-

ciation with Republic two years ago to organ-

ize own producing unit, Trem Carr, Incorpo-

rated. Signed with Universal in 1936 to pro-

duce features for Universal release, including

six starring John Wayne, under personal con-

tract to Carr. Belongs to Masquers Club,

Shriners and Delta Tau Delta fraternity. Mar-
ried. One daughter. Hobby is beating Scott

R. Dunlap at golf and ditto at hearts.

O'Donnell is busy turning out an back to New York immediately after
additional Darro story. the opening.

t t r

Casting assignments: M-G-M —
Frank Albertson, "Navy Blue and
Gold"; Buddy Ebsen, "Girl of the
Golden West"; Robert Barrett, "Bad
Man of Brimstone"; Frances Brice,
"Rosalie"; Paramount—Lew Ayres,
Louise Campbell, "They Knew What
Happened"; Charlotte Wynter, "The
Buccaneer"; Stanley Fields,

"Daughter of Shanghai"; Columbia
—Frances Wilson, Franklin Pang-
born, "I Married An Artist."

t
Anna Sten's first picture for

Grand National to be made in Hol-
lywood is now definitely scheduled
to start Oct. 11. Titled "Love Me
Again," it will be produced and di-

rected by Victor Schertzinger who
will also write original compositions
for the musical score.

» » »

John Blystone, who has been va-
cationing since he completed direc-
tion of the Nino Martini picture,

"Music For Madame," at RKO-Ra-
dio, found his home deserted when
he returned after two weeks' ab-
sence. Inside he found a note from
his Japanese butler: "Verry sorry.
Too lonesome here. Got job where
boss stay home. Thanks you. Nishi-
kawa."

T T T

Tom Keene, Monogram star, at-

tended the Winslow, Ariz., rodeo as
guest of honor. Someone cracked
about the "Hollywood cowboys" and
Keene offered to outride the wise-
cracker. Keene won a new 10-gal-
lon hat and the other fellow went
to the hospital tent for liniment.

T T

Monte Proser is handling the pub-
licity for the opening of "Vogues
Of 1938" at Grauman's Chinese and
Loew's State Sept. 29. He heads

Paintings by Ralph Hammeras,
head of the 20th Century-Fox min-
iature department, are on display
at the Art Commission Gallery of
the Los Angeles City Hall.

T T T
Richard Maibaum and Cyril Hume

have reported to the Harry Rapf
unit; no assignments as yet.

T T T

Noel Langley returned to Metro,
following a two months' vacation
trip spent in Europe. Harry Ham-
nilton, author of "Banjo On My
Knee," also returned to the Metro
writing staff following a three
months' vacation. He spent his

vacation writing a book titled,

"Watch Us Grow."
T T T

Erie Hampton, formerly of the
Columbia publicity department, has
joined the Metro publicity depart-
ment.

T T T

"Marie Antoinette" starring Nor-
ma Shearer will not be made in

England but will be one of the first

major productions to be produced
by Hunt Stromberg. Sidney Frank-
lin will direct. Following "Marie
Antoinette," Hunt Stromberg also
will make "Thin Man's Return" and
also "Idiot's Delight."

T T T

Sidney Lanfield, who is directing
"Love and Hisses" for 20th Century-
Fox, pulled a good joke on Walter
Winchell. He used a special column
as a screen insert and had the whole
thing written as praise for Ben
Bernie. Winchell winced, but was
visibly relieved when the real insert

was presented. It panned Bernie.

T T

His interest engendered by the
wealth of colorful research data on

the life of Napoleon Bonaparte, sub-
mitted by the studio experts before
he started directing Greta Garbo in

the M-G-M production "Conquest,"
Clarence Brown is rapidly acquiring
a large collection of Napoleonic an-
tiques for the Napoleon room which
he has started in his home.

» T
Michael Whalen, featured actor,

Nick Castle, dance director, and Lou
Silvers, general musical director,
have signed renewals of their long-
term contracts with 20th Century-
Fox studios.

Y T
Paramount studios will play host

to Ohio State's football squad on
Oct. 10, the day after the mid-west-
ern eleven play Southern California
at Los Angeles. Betty Grable is

Ohio State's mascot.
» T T

Wesley Ruggles, now directing
"True Confession" at Paramount, is

the latest victim of a Carole Lom-
bard prank. A newspaper is used
for an "insert" and when Ruggles
read it, he learned that the main
story was all about his own pe-
culiarities as a director.

T T
Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell,

song writers for 20th Century-Fox
pictures, are well aware of the fact
that the schools throughout the na-
tion are reopening.

Pollack and Mitchell, who made a
hit with their college music in "Pig-
skin Parade," and in the more re-
cent pictures for which they wrote
the music, including the two Sonja
Henie pictures, "One in a Million"
and "Thin Ice," have been deluged
by requests from schools wanting
new songs.

T
Producer Pandro S. Berman has

added 14 players to the cast of
"Having Wonderful Time," the list

including Lucille Ball, Ann Miller,
Lana Turner. Frances GifFord, Kay
Sutton, Ida Vollmar, Gaylord Pen-
dleton, Anne Hovey, Lorraine Krug-
er. June Johnson, Marie Marks, Dor-
othy Moore, Cynthia Westlake and
Wesley Barry.

T T T

Rod LaRocque has returned to
Hollywood from Del Monte where he
and Mrs. LaRocque (Vilma Banky)
took part in a series of golf tourna-
ments. LaRocque is scheduled to
start tomarrow in Grand National's
"Return of the Shadow," to be pro-
duced by Max and Arthur Alex-
ander.

Muni Statue In Hall of Fame
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles—A statue of Paul Muni
will inaugurate the Hall of Fame of
distinguished actors and actresses of the
screen, in the forecourt of the Carthay
Circle Theater here on Sept. 29. The
Mayor of Los Angeles, the French Con-
sul, Muni and other members of the
cast of "The Life of Emile Zola,"
which is currently playing at the Car-
thay Circle, will attend.
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CHANGE IN APERTURE

TO ALTER PIX SIZE

(Continued from Page 1)

on the screen of practically every
film theater in the world.
Dimensions and position of the

Camera Aperture will remain un-
changed, revisions in only the Pro-
jector Aperture Standard now being
under consideration. It is proposed
that the size of the Academy Stand-
ard Projector Aperture be increased
from 0.600" x 0.825" to 0.615" x
0.846" and that the aperture itself

be recentered to a position so that
the center lines of both the camera
and projector apertures will be
identical, half of the 22 mil differ-

ence in the widths of the two aper-
tures being equally divided on both
sides of the center line and half of

the 16 mil difference in the heights
of the two apertures again being
equally divided on both sides of the
horizontal center line.

This thus moves the proposed
projector aperture 6% mils farther
away from the sound track.

The four corners of the proposed
sound projector aperture are round-
ed, with the same radius as that of

the camera aperture (31 mils).

These proposed revisions will be
advantageous to the studio in that
cameramen will be able to compose
a scene uniformly so that ordinary
production shots will exactly fit in

with all types of composite and
process shots, and because of the
identically centered camera and pro-
jector aperture, will facilitate the
making titles and various special

effect shots.

The limited framing tolerance will

be advantageous in the theater in

that the possibilities for cutting
heads and feet off the screen will be
decreased (inasmuch as more of the
scene actually photographed will

appear on the screen of all the-
aters).

Berkeley's Thomas Play

Martin Berkeley, Columbia writer,

has completed a play, "Roosty,"
written for Frankie Thomas and his

father Frank M. Thomas, who will

appear in it. Berkeley has received
a production offer.

Quadruple Bill

New York University, at the open-
ing next Monday of its new course for

adults in "History and Appreciation of
Cinema" at the institution's auditorium,
41 West 4th St., will give the multi-
feature program advocates a mark to

shoot at. No less than four films will

be projected on the initial program:
"The New York Hat," starring Mary
Pickford and Lionel Barrymore, and di-

rected by D. W. Griffith (1912); "A
Fool There Was," with Theda Bara

(1914); Thomas H. lnce's "The Fugi-
tive," featuring William S. Hart (1914);
and a Mack Sennett comedy, "The
Clever Dummy" (1917). Film actors,

writers and directors will be guest
speakers at various sessions of the
course.

NEWS of the DAY
Norfolk House Plays "Jungle Princess" Nine Times

Norfolk, Va.—According to Paramount records, the fourth-run Plaza has made a record
for the entire country with "Jungle Princess", thus far having played it nine times
for a total of 18 days, with another repeat scheduled.

St. Augustine, Fla.—The Orpheum
Theater has been closed and the lease

turned back by the Sparks Enter-
prises to the J. A. Lew estate.

Cincinnati—Joe Lee is reopening
the Tippecanoe Theater at Tippe-
canoe City.

Jacksonville, Fla.—Work has been
started on Jacksonville's new 300-
seat Little Theater.

Richmond, Va. — Brock Whitlock,
assistant manager, Loew's, has been
transferred to Loew's Capitol, Wash-
ington, D. C. Charles Yerby, assis-

tant from Loew's State, Norfolk,
succeeds Whitlock.

Richmond, Va.—Edith Lindeman,
drama editor, Times Dispatch, is

spending two weeks visiting the
Hollywood studios.

Richmond, Va. — Officers of the
Neighborhood Theaters' bowling
league just elected are Alex Rav-
din, president; Bill Ballenger, vice-

president; Stewai-t Tucker, secre-
tary, and Allen Brown, treasurer.

The league gets under way Sept. 30.

Kenbridge, Va.—Jess Skinner and
Dr. Kendig will open their Free
State Theater next week.

Portland, Me.—The Cape, operated
by Leo Gorman of Portland, has
opened. The 450-seat house boasts
new equipment throughout and is

the only theater in the Cape Eliza-
beth-South Portland section. Mrs.
Gorman operates the Cameo on For-
est Ave., Portland.

Richmond—Alex Ravdin, manager
of the Capitol, is organizing a bowl-
ing league among the employees of
Neighborhood theaters.

Richmond—Over 200 officials and
employees of Neighborhood Thea-
ters gathered at Westwood Supper
Club recently for their first get-to-
gether party. The arrangement com-
mittee included Christine Abbott,
Grand; Mary Jane Taylor, State;

Joe Mullins, Bellevue; Pop Wil-
liams, Art department and Mrs.
Gertrude Peace, Venus.

New Britain, Conn.—Warners will

reopen the long-dark Capitol The-
ater on Sept. 30, with Eugene Bras-
sil, former assistant at the Roger
Sherman, New Haven, in charge.
Warners three houses, the Capitol,
Strand and Embassy, will all follow
a first-run policy. In New Haven,
Irving Hillman replaces Eugene
Brassil, as assistant at the Roger
Sherman.

Pathe Closes Lab. Deal,

Extends Lease in Denver

Pathe Film Corp. has closed a

deal with the International Cinema,
Inc., of Hollywood for that labora-
tory to act as the West Coast branch
and has extended its lease on the
State Theater, Denver, to 1947, it

was said yesterday by O. H. Briggs,
Pathe president. Grand National is

operating the house.
Pathe is building a local labora-

tory and is expanding its activities

in several directions.

Phelps, Golf Tourney Victor

Omaha—Variety club's eighth an-
nual Motion Picture Golf Tourna-
ment was won by J. L. Phelps, who
is connected with Westinghouse
Electric at Lincoln. Runner up was
Branch Manager Joe Scott of 20th
Century-Fox, while Bob Watkins of
Republic-Midwest's Des Moines of-

fice won the consolation flight.

Cohan Estate to Brother
Memphis, Tenn.—The will of Har-

ry L. Cohan, former partner in the
Ritz Theater, who died Sept. 13,
leaves his entire estate to his
brother, Albert L. Cohan.

Report $200,000 Standing

in Way of Para. Settlement

Attorneys for Charles D. Hilles,

Paramount trustees, and those rep-
resenting Paramount officers, past
and present, are understood to be
approximately $200,000 apart on an
out-of-court settlement of the first

of two suits pending in the New
York State Supreme Conurt. Case,
scheduled for trial Monday, will be
put over until late next month.

Lynch in Mapel Post
Denver—Bob and Ed Mapel have

named Cecil Lynch as manager and
booker for their three Denver the-
aters, the Colorado, Tivoli and Gem,
all dime grinds. Ed has just re-
cently moved his office for road-
shows and films from Hollywood to
Denver, after buying out his part-
ner, Dwain Esper. Bob is now re-
cuperating from a successful sinus
operation.

Buffalo Theater Damaged
Buffalo — Fire of undetermined

origin did approximately $15,000
damage to the Basil Brothers' Var-
sity Theater, in the northeast sec-
tion of the city. Most of the loss
was caused by water and smoke.

SET RADIO PREVIEW*

OF M-G-M'S BIG PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

across the country conflicts least
with the theater-going time, there-
by enabling motion picture houses
to secure the benefits of the pub-
licity accruing from the film and
radio tieup," said the announcement,
released by the Benton and Bowles
advertising agency through M-G-M.

Stars, players and literary talent
under contract to M-G-M will be
available for the program, spon-
sored by Maxwell House Coffee, it

was stated, and pointed out that
this is "the first organized radio ex-
ploitation of a film company's talent
by a single sponsor and the first

contractual assurance for a sponsor
of a steady flow of top-notch mo-
tion picture talent for broadcast
purposes."

In part, the announcement said:
"The new radio series to be pro-

duced by M-G-M will probably come
from a special theater on the film
company's lot in Culver City. The
show will provide a weekly free
pass, so to speak, into movieland
where motion picture and radio fans
can see films in the making, rub
elbows with stars, extras, script
girls, scenic designers and make-up
men, all the varied and glamorous
population of the M-G-M lot."

St. Louis Poll Results

to be Announced Monday

St. Louis—Results of current poll
of local pix and amusement pref-
erences being conducted by Fanchon
and Marco in association with the
St. Louis Star-Times will be an-
nounced on Monday. Total of 400,-
000 questionnaires is being distrib-
uted.

Since last December the Star-
Times has carried two full pages
each day devoted exclusively to mo-
vies and theaters. Feature articles
and art of the better fan magazine
type, special articles by Star-Times
staff writers in Hollywood, together
with daily Hollywood news columns
and Jimmie Fidler's column have
met with enthusiastic reader re-

sponse, the paper says.

2 New Wisconsin Houses
Westby, Wis.—Westby's new 350-

seat theater opens late this month.

Luxemberg, Wis.—The new Opera
House, a 300-seat theater, has been
opened here.

Gershwin Memorial Forest^
Proceeds from a special memorial

concert at Carnegie Hall in early Janu-
ary will be devoted to the planting of
a George Gershwin Memorial Forest of

10,000 trees on a historic Holy Land
hillside. I. A. Hirschman is chairman
of the committee.

mu.ik
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UDOOR TELEVISION

PICKUPS SET BY N

(Continued from Page 1)

Oct. 18 of the mobile station, now
being built, NBC engineers will be-
gin an intensive schedule of tele-

vising outdoor scenes, and current
events. Football games and other
sports, parades and news events are
listed in the outdoor schedule.

"The public," said 0. B. Hanson,
NBC chief engineer, in outlining the
work to be done with the mobile
station, "will expect television to
bring distant current events into

the home. In addition to studio pro-
ductions it wants such things as
presidential inauguration ceremon-
ies, political conventions, football

and baseball games, boxing matches,
fashion parades and the shows we
call as special events."

NBC is cooperating with RCA its

parent company on the television

field tests.

140 Golfers to Participate

in Warner Club Tournament

What promises to be the most suc-

cessful Golf Tournament in the his-

tory of the Warner Club takes place

today at the Old Oaks Country Club,

Purchase, N. Y., with 140 golfers

scheduled to participate. All told,

some 90 prizes will be awarded be-

fore the day is over.

Registered for the tournament are

Major Albert Warner, Jack L. War-
ner, Gradwell L. Sears, S. Charles

Einfeld, Sam Schneider, Mort Blu-

menstock, Sam Sax, Norman H. Mo-
ray, Buddy Morris, Herman Starr,

Roy Haines, H. M. Doherty, Arthur
Sachson, Louis S. Aldrich, E. K.

Hessberg, J. S. Hummel, Barney
Klawans, Karl G. MacDonald, W.
Stewart McDonald, F. N. Phelps,

Abel A. Vigard, I. F. Dolid, Nat D.

Feldman, Ed Hinchy, T. J. Martin,

Harold Rodner, H. E. Rosenquest,
C. C. Ryan, A. S. Abeles, Joby
Adams, A. C. Brauninger, Wm.
Cannon, Joe Castellano, H. E. Cooke,

Louis E. Dennis, Jack Goldsmith,

Larry Golob, J. P. Gourlay, Louis

J. Kaufman, Jerry Keyser, Paul

Lazarus Jr., N. J. MacGaffin, Pat
Marcone, D. Mendoza, Robt. R. Nash,
Leonard Palumbo, Arthur Silver, L.

Stewart, E. N. Ullberg, E. J. Wer-
ner, Bob William, Cy Wood, Miles

H. Alben, Kenneth Aneser, Chas. A.

Baily, A. R. Blum, W. V. Brooks, L.

B. Griffin, G. K. Halliday, W. S.

Halliday, M. E. Henry, John Holmes,
Herbert W. Kempke, F. J. Kiernan,

James Lannon, I. Levinson, Jerry

Lubin, R. A. McGuire, Frank Mar-
sh-"^ Dr. David Merksamer, Philip

J. 'liff, Henry Sanicola, Harry
Schetter, Paul Schecter, Ned Seck-

ler, Sol Shernow, T. O'Sullivan, Dan
Triester, Al Trojack, W. G. Wallace,

Roy Winkler, Joe Zybelewski.

Arrangements for the tournament
were made by the Golf Committee,
consisting of Arthur Sachson, Gene
Werner and Leonard Palumbo.

IlwUws of> Hew films
"Arizona Gunfighter"

Starring Bob Steele

Republic 58 Mins.

WESTERN WITH STRONG STORY
SHOULD SCORE WITH PRAIRIE PIX

FANS.

Equipped with a far better story than

the average sagebrush drama, and barbed

with the barking of six-shooters, the clat-

ter of equine hooves and fisticuffs a-

plenty, this yarn of the cactus lands has

what it takes to satisfy western pix en-

thusiasts. With an eye to making the

action readily absorbable by the younger

generation, producer A. W. Hackel has

kept the dialogue primer-like. Despite this

and the added fact that the piece is

melodrama in the raw, it will appeal gen-

erally to the adult fans. But reverting to

the story again, Harry F. Olmsted has done

such a good job on this, it appears re-

grettable that more was not done with it,

for the material warrants more than the

use to which it was put,—a routine prairie

film. Bob Steele is, of course, the star.

But he shares the glory of heroics with Ted

Adams. It is the latter who finds Steele

lying wounded by the roadside after killing

two men who murdered his father. Adams,

a sort of Robin Hood who leads an out-

law band because he, like Steele, has

"righted a wrong" in the distant past with-

out having the law do it for him, brings

Steele back to health and fathers him

along. Out of gratitude to his benefactor,

and being an outcast from society, the

youth joins up with Adams' gang. When
this organization is broken up by the

leader, some of its members go right on

outlawing. But Adams rides off to another

part of the state and presents Steele with

a ranch. On the adjacent property is a

girl with whom the gunfighter Steele falls

in love. There is a good climax which finds

the star and his sponsor hunting down

the outlaws with whom they once operated.

The girl turns out to be Adams' daughter.

Photography is fair and Sam Newfield's

direction is adequate.

Cast: Bob Steele, Jean Carmen, Ted

Adams, Ernie Adams, Lew Meehan, Steve

Clark,
'

John Merton, Karl Hackett, A. C.

Henderson.

Producer, A. W Hackel; Director, Sam

Newfield; Author, Harry F. Olmsted;

Screenplay, George H. Plympton; Camera-

man, Bob Kline; Editor, S. Roy Luby.

Direction, Adequate. Photography, Fair.

FOREIGN
"Wenn Frcmen
Schweigen"

("When Women Keep Secrets")

Ufa 78 mins.

LEAD PLAYERS, GOOD COMEDY AND
PHOTOGRAPHY HELP MAKE THIS PIX

ENJOYABLE.

There is ample entertainment in this

light comedy to suit the average onlooker,

but its full power is somewhat retarded

by the over-meticulous manner in which

its director, Fritz Kirchoff, has handled

the scenes. Despite the feeling that more

might have been done via a broader treat-

ment, those who witness the story unfold,

wherein a young married couple are al-

most estranged by the marital advice of-

fered by other couples longer wed, will

readily enjoy and understand the action

and the dialogue, as the piece has titles

in English. The newly married girl her-

self aids in building something of a chasm

between herself and her husband. When
he returns one night, he serenades her

with a song. Not recognizing his voice

and being ignorant that he possesses the

ability to sing, she draws the conclusion

that a suitor is responsible. Out of this

situation a network of complications arise.

Hansi Knoteck is in the leading feminine

role and is excellent, as is Johannes Heest-

ers, who plays opposite her. Supporting

players are well cast and the photography

is top-notch.

Cast: Johannes Heesters, Hensi Knoteck,

Friedrich Krahmer, Fita Bennkhoff, Hilde

von Stolz, Hubert Endlein, Ernst Legal,

Ernst Waldow, Hilde Sessak, G. H. Schnell,

Ingeborg von Kusserow, Rudolf Platte.

Director, Fritz Kirchoff; Music by Peter

Fenyes. Presented at the 86th Street Gar-

den Theater.

"Le Juif Polonais"
("The Polish Jew")

Franco-American Film Corp. 85 mins.

SUPERB CHARACTERIZATION BY
HARRY BAUR COMMENDS THIS FAMIL-
IAR DRAMA TO FANS.

Harry Baur checks in with another of his

characteristically magnificent performances
and makes this vehicle, based on the play,

"The Bells," by Sir Henry Irving and Rich-

ard Mansfield, an oasis of high class enter-

tainment for American pix fans who will

readily understand the situations and dia-

logue via well-fashioned English titles.

While the story itself is of an antique

vintage, Baur and his fellow performers

give it rugged vitality. In the initial se-

quences the technique can hardly be de-

scribed as of a high order, but as the piece

moves on such lapses are forgotten in the

emotional rhythm of the drama and its

episodes. The screen plan is simple in

structure, recounting the murder of an

itinerant Jew, Jules Maurice, by the village

Burgomaster, Harry Baur. For years the

latter's crime fails to weigh heavily on his

conscience, but at a banquet one night

the subject comes up and Baur faints,

haunted then and subsequently by the vis-

ion of the man he has killed and the sound

of sleigh bells which accompanied the vic-

tim's arrival in the village. To complicate

matters for Baur, the son of the deceased

arrives on the scene, and falls in love with

Baur's daughter. At the end, there is a

solution to the transgressor's woe. Cos-

tumes and backgrounds are at all times

colorful. It is the type of film all intel-

ligent patrons will like. Jean Kemm's di-

rection is frequently fine.

Cast: Harry Baur, Maddy Berry, Georges

La Cressoniere, Simone Mareuil, Lucian

Dayle, Geo Laby, Louis Pre Fils, Mile. Ri-

viere, Raymond Gardanne, Raymond Turoy,

Jules Maurice.

Producer, d'Erckmann-Chatrain; Director,

Jean Kemm; Authors, Sir Henry Irving,

Richard Mansfield. Presented at the Cin-

ema de Paris.

u " CLICKING;

"BIGGEST WEEK"--'U'

(Continued from Page 1)

outlook for the next month on the

grosses of "100 Men and a Girl"

alone seems certain to top last

week's record figure.

A cable from C. M. Woolf yester-

day said that the London trade
showing of the pix was a "colossal

success". A second cable from Gus-
tave Schaefer, U's export manager,
advised "100 Men and a Girl" would
start in Vienna Oct. 14. That will

be the first European showing.

Chicago—More than 60,000 per-
sons attended the first week's show-
ing of "100 Men and a Girl" at the
RKO Palace Theater here. Picture
is being held over for a second week.

Dallas Court Will Decide

Anti-Trust Case Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

when Judge William H. Atwell an-
nounced that he would make known
his decision at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning. All the testimony was
given and the attorneys completed
their arguments yesterday.

$346,203 in Fees Sought

in Colwood Co.'s Reorg.

Detroit—Federal Judge Ernest A.
O'Brien has appointed George A.
Marston, referee in bankruptcy, as
special master for the taking of tes-

timony and proofs of claims against
the Colwood Co. operating company
for the Fox Theater Building. A
plan submitted for the reorganiza-
tion of the company under Section
77B of the Federal Bankruptcy Act
was approved by the Judge.

Fees amounting to $47,659 are
claimed by the bondholders protec-
tive committee; $40,000 by David
Muss, Albert G. McCarthy, Jr., and
David E. Flayer, New York attor-
neys representing the bondholders,
and $25,000 by Freedman, Meyers
and Keys, Detroit attorneys.

Total amount of fees sought is

$346,203, believed to be the highest
ever sought in a reorganization case
here.
David M. Idzal, managing direc-

tor of the Fox Theater, originally
agreed to serve as trustee without a
fee, but now states that as the im-
proved status of the company jus-
tifies such payment, he is petition-
ing the court for compensation.
Idzal's agreement provided for
weekly salary of $200 and an addi-
tional $25 to cover expenses.

Open Air Theater Closed

Springfield, Mass. — Riverside
Park, where the only open-air mo-
tion picture theater in western Mas-
sachusetts was operated, has closed
for the season. The promoters have
leased the park for the 1938 season
to start on May 15.
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ZANUCK TO STUDY

PRODUCTION IN ENG.

London (By Cable)—Darryl Zan-
uck is planning to visit England in

March or April, in company with
Joseph M. Schenck, to look over the

new 20th Century-Fox production

setup. Company's program here

calls for four pictures to be made at

the Pinewood studios, providing the

deal under negotiation is closed.

Detroit Engineers Union

Pact Calls for $4 Boost

Detroit — M. McCusker, business

agent of Local No. 5, International

Association of Operating Engineers,

reports the completion of contracts

with all major theaters. The new
contracts provide a raise, effective

at all houses, of $4 a week, also a

new scale for operating engineers

of $54, and for chief engineers of

$64. At the Hollywood and Eastown
slight variations from the 40-week

schedule necessitate adjustments.

These are the only houses having

any variation from the new scale.

Halliburton's Voyage

In Junk to be Filmed

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Richard Halliburton,

the author, has been engaged by the

San Francisco Exposition to sail a

Chinese junk across the Pacific, the

first time such a feat has been at-

tempted. Native Chinese crew will

be used. The initial stage of the

voyage and entire trip will also be

covered by motion picture footage.

Present intention is to write an ad-

vance script for a feature picture

with Halliburton collaborating with

studio writers, but with the bulk of

the footage taken in Hollywood.

G N In Circuit Deals

Saul J. Krugman, special sales

representative for Grand National,

has returned from a Southern trip

having consummated a deal with
Saenger circuit in cooperation with
Cleve Adams, New Orleans branch
manager. Gaston Dureau and L. C.

Montgomery negotiated for the ex-

hibitor. Krugman also sold the Kin-
cey circuit together with Merritt

Davis of Charlotte office. H. F. Kin-
cey and Harry Hardy acted for the

circuit and the first run Memphis,
Orpheum theater, with Tom Tobin
of Grand National St. Louis office.

"Garrick" First In London?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Negotiations are now in

progress whereby Warners will hold the

world premiere of "The Great Garrick,"

Mervyn LeRoy's forthcoming production

with Brian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland

and Edward Everett Horton, in London.

The premiere will probably take place

at the Drury Lane Theater: pix is now
being edited and cut here.

Ram, New Roach-Mussolini Producing

Firm, Plan 20 Italian Pictures Annually
{Continued from Page 1)

out of production in any foreign
"ountry, except the United States,
for a period of five years.

Ultimately Ram will produce pic-

tures in four or five languages, in-

cluding Italian, French, German and
English. Initial production, said
Roach, will be "Rigoletto," in Ital-

ian. It may make a film version of

"The Passion Play" later, stated the
producer.

Pictures will be budgeted at fig-

ures ranging from $40,000 to $1,-

000,000, according to Roach, who
said that he has 50 per cent of the
company. He vigorously denied that
there will be any government in-

terference in production or that they
will contain propaganda.
M-G-M has absolutely no connec-

tion with the new enterprise, stated
Roach, and as yet he has not dis-

cussed any distribution arrange-
ments covering America with any

outfit. He said that he had just

discussed the deal, for the first time,

with Nicholas M. Schenck, who had
questioned him as regards the effect

the plan would have upon the prod-
uct he is making at the Coast for

M-G-M.
"The product itself will tell the

story," Roach had replied.

Roach, Mussolini, Conrad Pava-
lina, writer working on "Rigoletto",
and Mario Del Pappa, business man-
ager of the company, leave New
York today by plane for Hollywood.
Del Pappa was formerly with M-
G-M in Hollywood and has been con-

nected with the film business else-

where in the world. Mussolini will

study production at the Coast and
on Oct. 16 sail for New York on his

return to Italy, with Roach accom-
panying him.
Under his M-G-M setup, Roach

will produce six features and 12
"Our Gang" shorts.

Pathe News Plans Action

If Md. Censors Repeat

Pathe News has decided to take
no action on the initial move of the
Maryland censors in cutting out war
scenes from a newsreel of the
Shanghai warfare, but plans to take
appropriate measures if any furth-
er censoring of the same kind is

done. The Maryland censors clipped
out scenes showing non-combatants,
dead and dying from Japanese air

bombs.

Omaha's Film Transport

Grants 20% Wage Jump

Omaha—M. G. Rogers of Film
Transport has given his drivers a
20 per cent wage increase in a com-
promise agreement with the local

exchange union. The agreement does
not provide a closed shop.

"Zola" Set for London
"The Life of Emile Zola" will

open an extended run at the Carlton
Theater, London, on Oct. 20, accord-
ing to a cable received yesterday by
Jack Warner from Sam Morris.
Latter said "Zola", at the trade
showing, drew raves.

Eugene In New Air Series

Frank Eugene, film commentator
and critic starts a new series of
movie gossip programs on WNEW
next Tuesday. Eugene will be
heard twice weekly, each Tuesday
and Thursday at 3:15 p.m.

Fight Films on Screens
Official pictures of last night's

"Carnival of Champions" boxing
show at the Polo Grounds will be
shown at all RKO Greater New
York and vicinity Theaters starting
today.

Empire Offers Reward
for Arrest of Bombers

Empire State M. P. Operators
union, through President Abraham
I. Kindler is offering a reward of
$500 for apprehension of those re-
sponsible for bombing the local

houses of S. D. Cocalis, who em-
ploys Empire operators. An addi-
tional reward of $1,000 has been
offered by Mayor La Guardia.

RKO Gets Foreign Rights

RKO Radio Pictures has been
granted by Super Sport Attractions,
Inc., the foreign distribution rights
for the Carnival of Champions at

the Polo Grounds last night. Rights
cover all foreign territories with
the exception of the United King-
dom and Australasia. Jack Dietz
acted on behalf of Super Sport.

RKO Starts 3 Big Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cameras are rolling

on three major RKO Radio pictures
this week. They are "Having Won-
derful Time," "Bringing Up Baby"
and "She's Got That Swing." "Wo-
men Have a Way" has already hit

the sound stages.

Roland Funeral Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services will

be held today at the Wee Kirk o'

the Heather in Forest Lawn Memor-
ial Park for Ruth Roland, screen
actress of the silent days, who died
at her home here on Wednesday.

Defer "Cantor's Son"
Production on "The Cantor's Son,"

Jewish feature scheduled to be
filmed at the Film Art Studios in

the Bronx, has been postponed un-
til Oct. 4 due to the recent death
of the director, Sidney Golden.

EXPLOITETT&
Exhibitors' Exploitation

For M-G-M's "Topper"
COME of the various stunts

which exhibitors have found

patron-pulling in the case of M-
G-M's "Toper" follow: Pete

Panagos, publicity director of

the Indiana Theater, reported

that Bill Connors, the manager,
created an outstanding street

stunt which both of them put
over. They had 500 big cards

printed: "Topper Speeded—He's
Dead!" They broke all pre-

cedent by posting them on poles

all around the town of Marion,
Indiana, which an ordinance
strictly forbids. However, Con-
nors and Panagos first interest-
ed the city officials on what it

would mean as a Safe Driving
Campaign contribution and se-
cured consent even to having
them on the cops' motorcycles!
They also used the 3 blow-out
scenes in the picture to tieup
every filling station and tire
dealer in town. Consequently •

they had a bigger opening than
on many other supposedly big-
ger pictures and both reported
the picture as building up in

daily attendance. A card admit-
ting two persons was issued by
the Marlow Theater, Helena,
The entire theater was in abso-
lute darkness; the staff cos-
tumed in white robes met ar-
riving guests in the lobby, with
green flashlights; showed them
to seats amid various ghostly
noises through speaker system,
floating skeletons and other
ghostly apparitions. At mid-
night a bell started tolling the
hour and then the picture hit

the screen. Leo Henderson, the
manager, handled the foregoing
and stated at the end of his

"Topper" engagement: "The
picture had done better than
any week-end attraction he had
shown in over 3 months". Wil-
liam H. Wagner of Wagner
Amusement Enterprises, con-
tributed another good "Topper"
campaign for the Beldorf The-
ater, Independence, Kans. A
High Hat design was used in

the Duluth Herald with teaser
catchlines—an advertising sym-
bol that is proving very effec-

tive.

M-G-M.

The Tie That Binds

Lincoln, Neb. — Theater-newspanej-
war here over ad rates had its am/
side this week while rushing was A
carried on with the University of ^R

-

braska fraternities. Joe W. Seacrest,

advertising manager of the Lincoln Star

and State Journal, and Walter F. Shut-
tee, city manager of the Lincoln The-
aters Corp., have been belligerent in

the scrap. Other night they both met
on the steps of a fraternity house. Both
are Phi Delts and neither knew if.
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Paramount Closes 1-Year Film DealWHRi)
-V

Circuit

20 PIX COSTING $1,000,000 OR MORE FOR PARA.

Pathe Plans to Establish New York City Laboratory
Company Negotiating Deal to

Handle Pathe News
Printing

Pathe Film Corp. is planning to

establish a laboratory in its building

at 35 West 45th Street, New York
City.

Plant will handle printing for

Pathe News under a deal now being
negotiated. It is expected that con-
tracts will be signed shortly.

KUYKENDALL TO STUDY

Although the situation is generally
conceded to be hopeless, Ed Kuyken-
dall, President of the M.P.T.O.A., ia

expected to look into possibilities of

reviving distributor interest in his

association's 10-point program when
he comes to New York tomorrow
from his home at Columbus, Miss.

AAAA Meeting Called Off;

SAG Reports "Settlement"

Special meeting of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America,
called at the request of the Screen
Actors' Guild to consider the issue

raised by the IATSE claims of

jurisdiction over screen actors, was
not held yesterday because the SAG
asked that it be called off. Mrs.
Florence Martson, Eastern execu-
tive secretary of the SAG, said that
the matters to come up for discus-

sion had been settled.

>

Theater as Night Club?
Detroit—Plans are under considera-

tion to remodel the Downtown Theater,
operated last spring by the Krim Broth-
ers Circuit, for use as a night club.

Details are now being worked out and
a decision is expected in a week, ac-
cording to Jim Bennett, night club pro-
ducer.

Propose Salem Let Portland Pick Its Screen Fare
Salem, Ore.—Movie regulatory measure pending in the Salem City Council would

restrict exhibition to pictures approved by the Portland Board of Review, close pix

houses at or before midnight and prohibit sale of tickets for admission after midnight.
It's the first time that it has been proposed, in effect, to have one city determine

what another shall see on the screen.

20TH-F0X OVERAGE

SUIT OPENS MONDAY

Trial of 20th Century-Fox suit

against Springer & Cocalis and Con-
solidated Circuits begins Monday in

the New York State Supreme Court,
with Phillips & Nizer representing
the distributor. Action involves the
methoa of computing overages, with
the distributor contending that they
should be figured on an individual
pictures basis while the defendants
claim they should be computed on
basis of their entire buys.

Four Weeks for "Thin Ice"

in Four Cities, Says 20th

"Thin Ice," 20th Century-Fox pic-

ture, is now in its fourth week in

four cities, third week in 16 engage-
ments and second week in 108 runs,
according to the distributor yester-
day. Attraction has also been given
from one to four days additional
playing time in 210 situations, it

was stated.

WERTHEIMER NAMED

SGHENGK EXEC.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Appointment of Lou

Wertheimer as executive assistant
to Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of
the board of 20th-Fox, was announc-
ed here yesterday. Post is a newly
created one, it was said.

Temporary Setup Effected

in Goldwyn's Story Dept.

Dorothy Modisett, who was assis-

tant to Mrs. Beatrice Kaufman, suc-
ceeds the latter, temporarily, as
Eastern story editor for Samuel
Goldwyn, it was announced yester-
day. Julius Evans, it was said, had
been brought in, also temporarily,
as play editor. Sam Marx, Gold-
wyn's West Coast story editor, re-

turns to Hollywood next week to
discuss permanent appointments in

the East.

Neil F. Agnew Goes South Next Week
To Conclude Saenger and Other Deals

Boston Stage Hands Will

Get Back 15% Wage Slash

Boston—After several weeks of

negotiation the local Stage Hands
Union has reached a verbal agree-
ment with the M & P, RKO, Loew's

(.Continued on Page 7)

Paramount has closed a one-year
deal with RKO circuit covering its

houses throughout the country. Ar-
rangement was made by Joseph
J. Unger, divisional sales head,
under supervision of Neil F. Agnew,
general sales manager.

Agnew leaves New York the mid-
(Continned on Page 7)

Million Dollar Productions

Increased from Eight

Last Season
Twenty productions costing $1,-

000,000 or more are scheduled by
Paramount for 1937-38, as compared
with eight in this classification sold
on its 1936-37 program. Additional-
ly, there are a number of pictures
costing slightly under the million
mark, ranging from $800,000 up-
wards.
The company has tentatively set

its releasing schedule for the entire
season of 1937-38. Starting with
January, the schedule reads as fol-

lows: Jan. 7, a Bulldog Drum-
(Continucd on Page 7)

COLUMBIA DIRECTORS

RENAME ALL OFFICERS

Harry Cohn, president; Jack Cohn,
vice-president, and all other officers

of Columbia Pictures were re-elected
yesterday at a meeting of the Co-
lumbia board of directors.

The other officers are Abe Schnei-
der, treasurer; Charles Schwartz,
secretary; Al. J. Barbano, assistant
treasurer, and T. J. Elias, assistant
secretary.

Butterfield's Key Houses
To Play Vaudeville Units

Detroit — Plans for a series of
vaudeville units to tour key houses
of the Butterfield Circuit were being
completed this week. Opening date
has not been set, probably early in

October. Bookings will be through
Ray Conlin office here.

Settlement Still Pending
Settlement of two trustee suits

against Paramount officers, past and
present, is still pending and no agree-
ment has been reached nor papers
signed, it was stated at the office of

Root, Clark and Buckner, counsel for

Charles D. Hilles, yesterday.

_
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 20 20 20 — %
Columbia Picts. vtc. 20 19 19—1
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 2y4 2% 2'/4 + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 95/8 9 9—3/4
East. Kodak 173 167 169 — 7y2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 19 17 18—1
Loew's, lnc 67'/2 65% 66 — 23/i

do pfd 105V8 105 105 — V4
Paramount 17% 163/4 17 — %
Paramount 1st pfd. .124 120 123 — 7

Paramount 2nd pfd.. 16 15'/8 15% — %
Pathe Film 8'/8 7% 7% — 1 Vs

RKO 65/8 5% 6 — %
20th Century-Fox .. 283/4 27% 28 — 1 %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 35% 35'/2 35'/2 — 2
Univ. Pict. pfd 42y2 38 38 — 6y2
Warner Bros 11% 10 10'/4 — 1

do pfd 50 47 47 — 3'/4
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith A-0 6s46... 96% 96% 96%
Loew 6s41ww 99% 993/8 993/8 — l/4
Para. B'way 3s55 ... 67 67 67
Fara. Picts. 6s55.... 993/4 993/4 993/4 — 3/&
RKO 6s41 93 92 92 — 3

Warner's 6s39 90 88% 88y2 — 23/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 2 2 — Vs
Monogram Picts. . . 23/8 2i/4 2% — Vs

Sonotone Corp ^ 3A 1 Vz ^
^A + Va

Technicolor 25% 24% 24% — 1

Trans-Lux 3 3 3 — Va
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 98 102

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36 83/4 9%
Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47 91 Vz 93

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43 66 68

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4 s 1st '43.... 52 54

Color Films Aid Science

Rochester—For the first time in me-
dical history motion pictures in color

have been successfully taken of a liv-

ing blood stream, it is disclosed by the

Biological Photographic Association's

annual meeting here. The films were
shown at an evening session and em-
phasized the importance of color pho-
tography, described as practically per-

fect, to scientific photographers, par-

ticularly those connected with hospitals

and medical research labs. Footage

showed blood coursing through capil-

laries of a rabbit.

• • • WHAT A break for a film star! as Barbara
Stanwyck sailed the other day aboard the Panama Pacific liner
Virginia chatting with reporters before she sailed to the
RKO Radio studio when up stepped Cameraman Pat Can-
dido of the Daily News he greeted her with "Hello, Ruby"

that was her name when Pat knew her when they were
classmates together in Public School 152 in the Flatbush sec-
tion of Brooklyn Ruby Stevens and then three more
lens lads stepped forward and uncovered the fact that they had
attended the same school at the same time Miss Stanwyck was
there they were Sam Mellor of the Post Howard
Kramer of the Panama Pacific Lines and Edward Lynch
of the World-Telly so we say it's some break for a
film star to have all those news cameramen for old school
buddies we can't think of any more important class of
pals for a star than news camera lads

T T
• • • THIS LAD Ed Thorgersen is sure stepping along

the pop sports commentator for 20th Century-Fox' Movie-
tone News has just returned from the Coast after crash-
ing the pix in "Life Begins In College" now he joins

Lowell Thomas's broadcast over NBC on Oct. 1 where he
will deliver a bi-weekly sports letter

T
« • • BIG SPLURGE in the current Mundo Cinemato-
grafico for Charles Light foreign manager of Alexander
Films showing how he has built his company's industrial
screen service up in Mexico City within seven months to amaz-
ing proportions handling some of the biggest national and
international accounts that do business in that world capital . .

Screen Playwrights Sue

Screen Writers for Libel

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Screen Playwrights,

Inc., yesterday sued the Screen
Writers Guild of the Authors'
League of America for $200,000
charging-

libel. The basis of the suit

is the alleged publication of a letter

signed by Philip Dunne in which it

was charged that the Screen Play-
wrights organization was formed "by
the producers and a small group of
writers for the express purpose of

wrecking the Screen Writers' Guild
with tactics of a typical company
union."

Settlement of Fox Suits

In Month's Time Possible

Endeavors of counsel for William
Fox to obtain settlement and ad-
justment of the numerous suits

pending against him and cross-
litigation by Fox may bear fruit in

about a month, it was learned yes-
terday. Fox is seeking to wipe out
all actions against himself so that
he may go into business unhamp-
ered, it is understood.

Amusement Issues Off
Amusement issues generally were

off yesterday. On the Big Board,
the only exception was Consolidated
Film Industries. On the N. Y. Curb,
Sonotone Corp. was the only stock
to show a gain. Bonds also re-

flected the prevailing weakness.

Court Reverses Decision

in Move for Counsel Fees

Federal Judge John M. Woolsey
yesterday reversed himself in deny-
ing an application of RKO attor-

neys for counsel fees in the plagiar-
ism suit brought by Allan Carruth-
ers against RKO Radio, which Judge
Woolsey dismissed with costs to

RKO. Judge Woolsey said that be-
cause the plagiarism claim involved
was a common law claim and not
statutory, he could not grant the
fees. However, he said that the
granting of costs serves as a "deter-
rent to wholly unfounded copyright
claims of which this case furnishes
a conspicuous example."

Casey and Weber Parley

Now Slated for Next Week

Meeting between Pat Casey, stu-

dio labor head, and Joseph N. Weber,
president of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, to consider the
problem raised by dual use of sound
tracks and loss of employment by
musicians through use of synchron-
ized music, is now slated to be held
next week. Meeting has been de-
ferred because Weber has been tied

up with the networks.

Dramatists Guild to Elect

Dramatists Guild will elect offi-

cers and 10 councilors at its annual
meeting here on Nov. 9. Former
will be named for 2 years, latter

for 3.

Coming and Going

ROBERT GILLHAM left New York yesterday
for the Coast.

RUBY COWAN, in charge of Paramount
players' radio contracts, arrives in New York
today from Hollywood.

NEIL F. AGNEW leaves New York next week
for Atlanta, New Orleans and other key cities.

HARRY SEGAL, New England distributor of
Imperial Pictures, is in New York for a home
office conference.

SHEP FIELDS and his orchestra leave New
York Tuesday for Hollywood.

RICARDO CORTEZ and MRS. CORTEZ, have
arrived in New York from the Coast.

JED PROUTY, who arrived this week in
New York from Hollywood, is stopping at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

PRINCESS DE BRAGANZA, the former Anita
Stewart, arrives in New York tomorrow from
Europe on the Georgic.

DUDLEY DIGGES and MRS. DIGGES also ar-
rive on the Georgic tomorrow from Dublin
to appear in "The Ghost of Yankee Doodle"
for the Theater Guild.

ELEANOR HOLM arrives in Hollywood from
Cleveland on Monday.

ARTHUR JOHNSTON has left Hollywood for
London, spending a few days in New York en
route.

OZZIE NELSON, accompanied by his wife,
the former HARRIET HILLIARD, and their son
DAVID, left New York yesterday for Hollywood.

DAVID SARNOFF, RCA president and NBC's
board chairman, arrives in New York from
Europe today on the Paris.

LIONEL KEENE left New York last night
on his return to Atlanta.

CARTER BARRON returned to Washington
yesterday from New York.

JIM OLOGHLIN, WILLIAM CLARK and
WILLIAM SUSSMAN arrive in New York to-
morrow from Boston.

BOB BURNS left New York last night by
plane for Dallas for appearances this week-end
at the Texas Centennial.

MARY PICKFORD and BUDDY ROGERS ar-
rived in New York yesterday from Hollywood
by plane for a two weeks' visit.

SANDY GOTTLIEB of M-G-M's Minneapolis
exchange is visiting New York where his mother
is seriously ill.

LEO REUSS, Continental actor, arrives from
Europe today on the Paris en route to Holly-
wood.

VICTOR McLAGLEN and BRIAN DONLEVY
arrive in New York on Monday from Holly-
wood, and sail aboard the Berengaria on Wed-
nesday for England.

SONJA HEN IE sails from Cherbourg today
on the Normandie for New York where she will

remain for a few days before going to the

Coast.

DANIELLE DARRIEUX is en route to New
York from France aboard the Normandie, ar-

riving next Thursday.

SEPTEMBER 25

Paul Gulick Arthur James
Robert Wyler Fay Wray

Albert Kaufman Al Cooke

SEPTEMBER 26

Antonio Moreno Edmund Gwenn
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High intensity projection is not a luxury which the

smaller theater must forego. It has become a com-

petitive necessity. Two or three years ago only ten

per cent of all theaters were using high intensity

projection— today 5000 theaters have it.

SIMPLIFIED —
1 -*S I M P L I F I E D LAMP MECHANISM 2-FEWER LAMP PARTS

3-LOWER ARC CURRENT

The new SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY pro-

jection is true economy. It gives you two to three

times as much light on the screen as you can get from

low intensity projection. Yet the cost per light unit on

the screen is so much less that all this extra light and

improved projection can be covered by one admission

per show.

This new projection provides snow-white light

essential for satisfactory color reproduction and gives

any theater modern, eye comfort projection that is as

good as that of the big de luxe houses.

W rite for the new, free, illustrated book—"The Eternal

Triangle In Picture Projection."

SIMPLIFIED
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AND MODERN {

TIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide |I|M and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

HUNCH SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK P1I1SBURBH JHIC190 SAB FBiNtlSCO
Copyright 1937, National Carbon Company, Inc
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RANDFORGE EXTENDS

SHAW SERVICE PACT

That the Randforce Amusement
Corp. has awarded a supplementary
contract to M. A. Shaw, Inc., to take
supervisory charge of electric cost
control for all theaters of that cir-

cuit is announced by the consulting
engineering corporation. Several
weeks ago Randforce retained M. A.
Shaw to make a survey of 20 of
its theater properties, check rate fa-
cilities, improve lighting and gener-
ally make electrical equipment more
efficient and economical in opera-
tion.

The arrangement just concluded
puts 22 more houses, the balance of
the Randforce total of 42, under the
supervision of Shaw. The latter at
present is serving nearly 250 thea-
ters which include circuits such as
Interboro, Consolidated Amusement
Enterprises, Cocalis, Brandt, Leo
Brecher, Cinema Circuit Corp., Dave
Weinstock, Walter Reade, Springer,
and Rosenblatt and Welt.

Sendy Plans 300-Seater
Lafitte, La.—W. E. Sendy is plan-

ning construction of a new 800-
seater here.

CHARLES ROSS, INC.
WE FURNISH

Electrical Lighting Equipment of Any Kind
For Studios—Productions—Premieres

244-250 WEST 49th STREET
New York City Tel. Circle 6-5470-1

1. 1. LOrLKi, our general manager
will give you Technical advice!
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Three Entrances to House
Cincinnati — To divert competition,

Charles Mitchell of the National Thea-
ter, Barbourville, Ky., has built three
widely separated entrances to his

theater.

Midwest Theater Supply

As General Register Rep.

Chicago—D. H. Finke, vice-presi-
dent of the General Register Co.,

announces the appointment of the
Midwest Theater Supply Co., Stal-
lings and Gelman, managers, as its

representative in the Cincinnati
market. They recently secured an
order from RKO theaters for that
territory for many new Automa-
ticket machines. At Detroit, Finke
says, both the National Theater
Supply and the McArthur Theater
Supply Co. have secured a nice vol-

ume of business for the new equip-
ment.

7 Trane Installations

In Theaters Reported

Trane Air Conditioning units have
been installed in the following the-
aters, according to latest advises
from the company: Whalley, New
Haven; Price, Price, Utah; Varsity,
Milwaukee; State, Kalamazoo; Lin-
coln, Washington, D. C; Esquire,
Chicago; Morgan, Morgantown,
W. Va.

RENTAL SERVICE
VALANCES FLAGS

AND
USHERS SASHES

FOR ALL MAJOR FEATURES

MORRIS LIBERMAN
320 W. 46th St.

New York City
1018 S.Wabash
Chicago, III.

1630 W. Washington
Los Angeles

Comerford Gives His Name
To New Scranton Theater

Scranton—The new, ultra-modern
Comerford Theater, seating 1,800,
and located on Wyoming Ave. in
the center of the city, has been at-
tended heavily and inspected eager-
ly since its opening last week. It is

built on a plot 180 x 80 ft., occupy-
ing the entire area, with the mar-
quee extending to the sidewalk line.

Mural paintings decorate the side
walls and are brought into pleasant
relief by an indirect lighting sys-
tem easy and restful to the eye.
House is fire-proof throughout and
provides full measure of safety.

Front elevation, extending over
120 ft. high, is of glazed architec-
tural terra cotta of buff, green and
light blue hues. Marquee is built
into the structural steel of the body
of the theater and is 80 ft. wide,
with five letter spaces for signs. A
150-ton refrigerating plant and
ventillating system finely appointed
lounging and smoking rooms, and
adjacent lavatories, are additional
features.

This is the first theater in the Com-
erford circuit which bears the name
of M. E. Comerford, head of the
company and veteran theatrical
man.

Isaacs to Open Nova
Cincinnati—J. E. Isaacs will open

his Nova Theater, Cumberland, Ky.,
in mid-October, having equipped the
house with Super Simplex projec-
tors, with the new Super Simplex
bases; magna arc lamps and Gen-
eral Electric oxidized rectifiers, a
Walker screen and Crestwood car-
pets. Isaacs will utilize the old
Cumberland Theater for colored, or
a second-run house for whites.

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals—Draperies—Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of Smart Interiors

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS, Inc.
320 W. 48th St.,New York City A. I. Kessler, Mgr.

"#e Bow T><> Iftui WUdtot"
YOU BUY CARPETS

FROM A CARPET HOUSE
You Have Learned Your Lesson -<-

GREATER NEW YORK CARPET HOUSE, INC.
250 West 49th Street, New York, N. Y.

CRESTWOOD AND PREMIER CARPETS
For Wear and Quality

e& THEATER CARPETS OUR SPECIALTY ~m

m m THE THEA*
A Revival of Its

By GEO
Equipment Editor' ffii

THAT the theater organ, once a <

I theaters in the more populated Ai

to a relatively inconspicuous role throi ml

advent of sound, is about to regain a dl

various processes now at work in the

are eyeing with interest current develc
ments' usage in motion picture house

Survey of the processes referred t|s«

the desire of a considerable percentag

double feature policy. That circuits ar

heeding this trend of public taste b<

on "test cases" leading to the possible

stepping-stone for the return of orgar

that the re-adoption of the "complet
feature, and in this type of program
interludes.

Another factor which is strongly

houses is, observers say, the rising tide Mini

vogue is increasing, and has yet to ap is

in the statement of Dailey Paskman
unmistakable trend in various section

song properties suited to audience si

is being utilized to advantage by man
a representative song-slide manufacture

Observers are noting, too, that patron

box-office promotion, and advantageous
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estimated by authoritative sources that

theaters equipped with organs, and is

them into service. About the same
houses.

In various situations recently, paiji

presentations augmenting film program

ment is found in this fact, plus the s

crop houses, to lead organ music advoc

is now in the making. With the ret

evident appetite of the public for stage

marked consciousness on the part of

in the past.
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HURLEY SCREEN CO.
24-15-43rd Ave. L. I. C, N.
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and vital unit of the well-equipped

A communities, but subsequently relegated

oi mbination of circumstances, chiefly the

its former estate, is evidenced through

stry. Accordingly, organ manufacturers

lo /hich point to a revival of these instru-

ses, according to manufacturer sources,

aj 'jn fans to have exhibitors abandon the

: houses alike are in numerous instances,

bf it- relinquishment of duals, or carrying

nment of the practice, is held to be a

in theaters. These analyists point out

means newsreel, shorts, and a single

a logical and definite place for organ

ng employment of organ music in film

i imunity or audience singing. That this

ts high point of popularity, is apparent

Marks Music Corp. that there is an

country toward use by exhibitors of

Furthermore, testimony that the organ

comes in the form of a statement by

ales of such slides are on the up-grade,

dg in theaters is being proved practical

im the standpoint of making economical

«:it circuit is featuring organ music cur-

s been doing so for some time. It is

cuit nationally has more than half of its

f and when moved to do so, to impress

percentage holds for RKO and Warner

in the case of larger theaters, stage

^hown an increase. Further encourage-

j)f the Major Bowes units in run-of-the-

believe that something of a renaissance

'flesh" on an increasing scale, and the

will come, these observers hold, a more

irs to feature organ music as they did

have no organ installation, the avenue

.rate cost is wide open. Since the sup-

iiechanically from the sound track, organ

i lat large units would in many cases be

If the extent and high cost of remodeling

ii!
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Schines Remodeling Four

New York State Theaters

Gloversville, N. Y.—Schine Thea-
ter Enterprises here are speeding-

plans for further remodeling opera-
tions to their theater propei'ties in

various New York State situations,

and have placed John Eberson, New
York City architect, in charge of

altering and re-equipping a number
of houses including their Rialto,

Little Falls; Strand, Carthage; Lib-

erty, Herkimer: and the recently ac-

quired Capitol at Dion. Operations

in each instance call for new deco-

rating, seating, booth equipment and
air conditioning.

INCREASE "BO" 10%
(Of course, we mean Box Office)

Attracting deafened to your talkies increases

potential audience 10% • In-

»

stall Acousticon Theatre-

phones. Leading system. Na

l»^tionally advertised.

Endorsed by key showmen.

Write for full details, and ex

ploitation data.

Dictograph Products Co., Inc.

580 Fifth Ave., New York

ACOUSTICON

Wenzel Co. Stepping Up
Ace Projector Schedule

Chicago—The Wenzel Co., manu-
facturer of Ace Projectors, reports

the heavy demand for its product

has resulted in stepping up produc-

tion and augmentation of the fac-

tory working forces. Several new
distributors will be appointed in the

near future.

Three-Color Sign Placed

Magnolia, Ark.—The Macco The-

ater has had installed a three-color

Neon electric sign above the front.

New light and projectors are also

being installed.

Remodel Conway's Lobby

Conway, Ark. — Manager J. J.

Kane is having the lobby and audi-

torium of the Conway Theater re-

modeled and redecorated.

VALANCES—FLAGS
On All Major Features

At LOW Rentals

ART FLAG, INC.
449 W. 42nd St. N. Y. C

WITfl NEWLOW PRICES
AND EXTENDED DISCOUNTS

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO USE
SUBSTITUTES FOR

GENUINE SIMPLEX PARTS

HJTIIUIMI
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

klillUJUil

To Draft Trade Pact

Chicago — Leading manufacturers of

metal clad doors and the accessories

for the industrial and theater trade in

this territory will attend the meeting
to be held at Cincinnati on Oct. 5 for

the purpose of perfecting a trade prac-

tice agreement. The meeting will be

held under the auspices of the Federal

Trade Commission.

Merchandising Uniforms

On Nation-Wide Scale

GORDINER ASSUMES

ADDED G. E. DUTIES

Brooks Uniform Co. of New York
announces that its new Fall styles

in film theater uniforms are being
currently merchandised on a nation-

wide scale, with styling and tailor-

ing features incorporated a year in

advance. Many of these features,

the company states, are. the result

of recommendations and patented
ideas recently adapted by the firm's

experiment manager.

To Refinish Screens
Detroit—Arthur Robinson Circuit

has ordered complete screen refmish-

ing jobs from Roth Screen Refmish-
ing Service for the Savoy and Rog-
ers Theaters.

Ralph J. Cordiner, assistant man-
ager of the Appliance and Mer*
chandise Dept. of General Electric

Co., has assumed the additional du-

ties of general manager of appli-

ance sales, following the resignation

of the latter post by P. B. Zimmer-
man. Cordiner is one of the young-
est men in the electrical industry

holding so important a position. He
was associated for some 10 years
with the Edison General Electric

Appliance Co. on the Pacific coast,

and went to Bridgeport in 1932.

SPECIALISTS
RECORDING DUBBING

COMMERCIAL PICTURES

Fototone Studios, 33 W. 60th St.. N. Y. C

a. %> fi

VOGUES OF 1938 ii

As far as carpet vogues are con-

cerned, you'll find next year's

popular colors, textures and de-

signs in the Alexander Smith

line right now. Style leadership

—one reason why so many suc-

cessful theatres specify this

famous floor- covering.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPETS
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NEW DESIGN LATHES

FROM S. BEND WORKS

The South Bend Lathe Works,
South Bend, Ind., announces a new
design of back-geared, screw cut-

ting, precision lathes in the Pedes-
tal Adjustable Motor Drive. The
new drive is available in the five

sizes, 9, ill, 13, 15 and 16-inch
swing, and in bed lengths from 3 ft.

to 12 ft. and answers, the manufac-
turer says, the most exacting de-

mands and requirements of film stu-

dios, and the larger types of thea-
ters where modern maintenance
equipment is an essential.

Pedestal adjustable motor drive

mechanism is a separate unit with
the motor and countershaft mounted
on a pedestal back of the lathe in

a position horizontal with the head-
stock cone pulley of the lathe. Pow-
er is transmitted from the motor
to the Countershaft by V-belts, and
from the countershaft to the lathe

spindle by flat leather belt. This
provides a smooth, stead pull, free

from vibration and chatter.

The new line, of South Bend
Pedestal Adjustable Motor Driven
Precision Lathes have a number of

new features and improvements, the
more outstanding of which are:

heat-treated headstock spindle with
all bearing surfaces hardened and
ground, including the taper hole;

spindles are special alloy steel, with
phosphor bronze bearings, line bored
and lapped to a perfect bearing and
adjustable for wear.

Award Contracts on Two
Eberson-Planned Houses

Contracts have been awarded on
two new theaters, that of William
N. Skirball on Main St., Akron, 0.,

which Indiana Engineering and Con-
struction Co. of that city is build-

ing, and the 700-seat house at Marl-
boro, Md., under lease to Sidney
Lust of Washington, D. C, being
erected by John Wyvill, contractor.

David Weinstock of 1650 Broad-
way, New York, is asking for bids

for erection of a modern 600-seat
stadium type theater that will oc-

cupy the plot 1059-1061 Manhattan
Ave., Brooklyn.

Plans and specification for all

three of the above houses are by
John Eberson, architect.

Projection or Protection?

In spite of the war in the Far East,

Chinese are still buying motion picture

screens. Theater Screen Corp. has just

received orders for two large Chromolite
screens for immediate use in two of

Shanghai's largest film houses.

THE THEATER ORGAN
(Continued from Page 5)

operations to auditoriums to provide for such organ installation, set to work developing

smaller, more compact theater organs.

That this tack is proving profitable to the makers, and fulfilling the needs of

average exhibitors, is evidenced by the considerable volume of sales. For small capacity

houses, designers and technicians have evolved the miniature organ which is sturdy,

well-made of good tonal quality and highly portable. Such instruments are ideally

suited for the community or audience sings, and can be used effectively in stage presen-
tation as well. For their size, they have an astonishing volume, even the smaller

units possessing the volume of, tests show, a five-piece orchestra. Larger units also

are available for more pretentious houses and the purchase price is proportionate.

IT is not surprising that astute theater operators are resorting again to organ music.

' Many see in it an excellent opportunity to provide contrast to that furnished by
the sound track where orchestral melody is the rule; to also provide music of the type
on which film audiences were originally "brought up," and which is something of a

novelty to the newly-risen coterie of fans; and, finally, to create an atmosphere for

the greater enjoyment of the films shown.
What is back of the current trend for the return of organ music to motion picture

house programs, and the desire of many patrons to witness its reinstatement, is prob-

ably best expressed in the answer of a mid-West exhibitor to a query as to what influ-

enced him to go back to organ music after several years' abstinence. "What," he
replied, "is a film theater without an organ!"

National Carbon Booklet

Gives Projection Facts

National Carbon Co. has ready
for distribution to film circuits and
exhibitors throughout the country
a new booklet, titled "The Eternal
Triangle in Picture Projection,"
containing information invaluable
to theaters on the important sub-
ject of their projection equipment
as it relates to box-office revenue.
The contents can best be described
as "eye-opening," as it presents
clearly and in a new light the value
of better and clearer pictures on the
nation's screens. Booklet may be
obtained free of charge by address-
ing requests for copies to the Na-
tional Carbon Co., 30 East 42nd St.,

New York City, or to the company's
principal branches at Pittsburgh,
Chicago and San Francisco.

$20,000 Remodeling Job
Niles, O.—The Inter-State Thea-

ters, Inc., has been granted a $20,-

000 permit for remodeling the old
McKinley Theater Building here
which was recently purchased from
St. Stephen's Church.

Davis Named Mahan Aide
Chicago — R. R. Davis, widely

known in the Chicago trade, has
been named assistant advertising
manager of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Co. S. D.
Mahan is the advertising manager.

Sign for RCA Sound
Petersburg, Va. — James Owens,

RCA sales representative, has sold
sound equipment to G. L. Brickell

and R. I. Lassiter for their new col-

ored house here.

Hubbard and Widerhold
Form New Partnership

R. C. Hubbard and Harry Wider-
hold, motion picture engineers, have
formed a partnership, opening their
new quarters shortly at 362 W. 45th
St. Besides building motion picture
equipment, they will specialize in
the building of laboratory equip-
ment. Hubbard was for many years
chief engineer with the Consolidated
Film Co., while Widerhold was
also associated with Consolidated
for many years.

Enlarge Chillicothe House
Columbus, O. — John Kaiser, of

the Royal Theater, Chillicothe, O.,

announces plans for the enlarging
of his house with the construction
of a 35 ft. addition to the present
building, making possible the addi-
tion of 250 seats to bring the total

seating capacity to 750.

NTS Fills Two Orders
Cincinnati—The Elverton Theater,

Elverton, W. Va., has purchased new
chairs from A. Peterson, National
Theater Supply. John R. Powell's
Latako Theater, Latako, W. Va., has
installed Simplex projectors, Peer-
less lamps and other equipment
from National.

Diesel Engine for Theater
Southington, Conn.—The Colonial

Theater, operated by Joseph A. Da-
vis, is negotiating for the installa-

tion of a Diesel engine for genera-
tion of power and light to supply
the theater and other tenants in

the building.

NEW SALT LAKE CITY

HOUSE NEARLY READY

Salt Lake City — Intermountain
Theaters, Inc., is opening its new
1,800-seat house here shortly, it is

announced. Theater, which is de-
scribed as the outstanding film pal-
ace to be built west of the Missis-
sippi during the past eight years, is

being constructed at the intersec-
tion of Broadway and State Sts. by
the Auerbach Co. Theater will op-
erate on the policy of exhibiting
leading productions of all major stu-
dios.

From the marble slabbed, octa-
gonal box-office centered directly
beneath the circular marquee to the
trim brick and concrete rear wall,
the house is ultra-modern in design
and has atop it a 90-foot tower. A
copper covering will reflect varie-
gated color effects in lighting, and
flood lights will throw their rays
skyward from the base of the tower.
Illuminated marquee of new design
is a feature, and doors throughout
will be equipped with "magic eyes,"
enabling them to open automatically
at the approach of the patron and
close silently.

Lobby is 116 feet in length and
equipped with lounges and large
easy chairs. There will be 1400
seats on the orchestra floor and 400
in the balcony. Seating represents
the last word in comfort. The house
is so designed that a person may
sit in the front row and still be 26
feet from the 24-foot wide screen.

Loud speakers, which will carry
sound reproduction to every seat,

are newest RCA multicellular type
with maximum range and clarity.

Projection equipment will throw its

beam 144 feet.

House, Long Dark, Reopening
Highland Park, 111. — The Pearl

Theater reopens this month after

being closed five years. The 810-
seat house has been redecorated and
re-equipped.

Fall City's Contract

Louisville—The Fall City Equip-
ment Co. is furnishing sound and
projection equipment for the new
Trail Theater M. J. Magard is

building in Morehead, Ky.

Mann Gets First House
Cincinnati—L. E. Rogers, who oper-

ates a house at Welsh and also at
Dover, W. Va., will open a new theatPt>>
at Mann, W. Va., Monday; this be ?

\
the first theater for Mann. The tk.

$25,000 building has been equipped by
National Theater Supply with Super
simplex projectors, Peerless lamps,
Walker Screen, Crestwood carpets and
draperies. National also equipped the
box-office.
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PICTURES FOR PARA,

{Continued from Page 1)

mond; Jan. 14, "Wells-Fargo"; Jan.
21, "Partners of the Plains" and
"Daughter of Shanghai"; Jan. 28,

"Every Day's a Holiday"; Feb. 4,

"They Knew What Happened"; Feb.
11, "Buccaneer"; Feb. 18, "Jungle
Love"; and a Hopalong Cassidy; Feb.

25, Bing Crosby-Bee Lillie picture;

Mar. 4, George Raft production;
Mar. 11, "Bluebeard's 8th Wife";
Mar. 18, "Straw Hat" and "13th
Bed"; Mar. 25, "Professor Beware";
April 1, "The Mysterious Rider";
April 8, "College Swing"; April 15,

"Spawn of the North"; April 22,

release to be set; April 29, "Yellow
Nightingale"; Mav 6, "Ambushed";
May 15, "Ensenada"; May 20, re-

lease to be set; May 27, "Things
Began to Happen"; June 3, "You and
Me"; June 10, a Hopalong Cassidy;

June 17, "Midnight"; June 24, "Boo-
loo"; July 1, "Paris Honeymoon";
July 8, a Bulldog Drummond, and

a Hopalong Cassidy; July 15. "Pri-

son Farm"; July 22 and July 29, re-

leases to be fixed.

"Lawrence of Arabia" and
"French Without Tears," which will

star Marlene Dietrich, have yet to

be set into the schedule. Para-
mount, after some delay, has def-

initely scheduled "Spawn of the

North" for production and has cast

Fred McMurray, Frances Farmer,
Charles Bickford and Lief Erickson

for leading roles.

Para. Closes One-Year Deal

With the RKO Circuit

{Continued from Page 1)

die of next week for the South, with

stops to include Atlanta and New
Orleans. He will take up product

deals with Saenger, Wilby & Kincey
and Lucas-Jenkins Circuits.

Clark Due at Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—John D. Clark, 20th-

Fox general manager of distribu-

tion, who comes here next week for

confabs with Darryl F. Zanuck on

releases for the first quarter of 1938,

will be joined on Oct. 18 by J. P.

O'Loghlin, Kent Drive leader, the

two leaving for an exchange tour.

Clark will return to New York the

second week in November.

DEATH RECORD

Mrs. Sarah Goldberg

Funeral services were held yes-

terday for Mrs. Sarah Goldberg, mo-
ther of Peggy Goldberg of GB. Mrs.
Goldberg, long ill, died Thursday
night at the family home, 7 W. 96th
St. Other survivors are three
daughters, four sons.

A "JUUte." hom "Ms•/

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'"THE biggest single cargo of song
hits ever unloaded at one time at

the office of Darryl F. Zanuck at
20th Century-Fox, arrived from the
composing studios of Lew Pollack
and Sidney Mitchell. Four were
written for "Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm," which will be Shirley
Temple's next starring vehicle.

These songs are "Happy Ending,"
"Crackly Cornflakes," "Alone with
You," and "Au Revoir." The re-
maining four were composed for
"He Was Her Man," the picture to

be produced by 20th Century-Fox in

London starring Gracie Fields, Eng-
land's most popular screen star. The
titles of these are "My Only Ro-
mance," "If I Hadn't Done What I

Did," "I'm So Glad You Asked Me"
and "Live and Learn."

Casting assignments: RKO Ra-
dio — Charles Ruggles. "Bringing
Up Baby"; Ann Miller, Kay Sutton,

Dorothea Kent, Phyllis Fraser, Dor-
othy Day, "Having Wonderful
Time"; Hal Roach—Brian Aherne,
Bonita Granville, "Love Without
Reason"; Universal—Torben Meyer,
Greta Meyer, Frank Reicher, "Pre-
scription for Romance"; Warners

—

Una O'Connor, "Adventures of Rob-
in Hood"; Goldwyn—Inez Courtney,
"The Hurricane"; Monogram—Mat-
ty Fain, "Federal Bullets."

T T
Sidney Lanfield, directing Walter

Winchell and Ben Bernie in the new
20th Century-Fox picture, "Love
and Hisses," pulled a new gag on
Winchell when he invited three Los
Angeles newspapermen to sit by
him and pass judgment whether the
columnist "acted like a real news-
paperman."

T T
Reinhold Schunzel. German direc-

tor, recently signed by Louis B.

Mayer has arrived in Hollywood and
is the guest of Ladislaus Bus-
Fekete.

Turnout of 175 at Warner Wilmer And Vincent Will

Club Golf Tournament! Remodel Harrisburg House

The Warner Club held its most
successful golf tourney yesterday
at the Old Oaks Golf Club, at Rye,
N. Y., with a turnout of 175. Of
this number 110 participated in the
tourney, with 55 kibitzers. Seventy
of the players were given prizes.

Winner of the low gross was Leon-
ard Palumbo, the third time he has
won it. He was also the winner at

The Film Daily golf tournament
last June. Second low net prize

went to Pat Marcone and the third

to Larry Golob.

Larry Roberts was winner of the
low net, with Lou Aldrich second
and Ed Barrison third.

Joe Goldstein won the Class B
low net, with Phil Raff second and
Roy Winkler third. Prize for the
longest drive was awarded to Lester
Rieger. Larry Palumbo won sec-

ond place.

Best-dressed golfer prize went to

Stuart MacDonald while Jules Levy
won the award for the worst
dressed. Nearest-to-pin prize was
won by Bill Brooks.

Among those winning foursomes
were: Major Albert Warner, Sam
Schneider, Jess Gourlay, Bill Halli-

day, Rocco Vocco, Jules Girden, Bob
Williams, Saul Immermann, Harold
Bareford, Leonard Palumbo, W. G.
Wallace, Roy Winkler, Mike Dolid,

Cy Wood, Charles Baily, Joe Gold-
stein, Al Trojack, Sol Shernow, Pat
Marcone, Ellis Shipman, Jacob Wilk,
Harry Rosenquest and Abel Vigard.

Col. Jack Alicoate, publisher of

The Film Daily and Radio Daily,
was master of ceremonies at the
dinner and entertainment following
the tourney and distributed the
prizes.

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Majestic
Theater will be remodeled at an es-

timated cost of $40,000, it is dis-

closed by C. Floyd Hopkins, local

representative of the Wilmer & Vin-
cent Corp.

Sydney Wilmer and Walter Vin-
cent were in the city recently with
William Lee, Philadelphia architect,

who will draw the plans.

The Majestic has been dark most
of the time during the past year
with the exception of an occasional
film and stage show. Remodeled, it

will be used for first-run pix.

Chi. Police Censor Bans

Only 8 Out of 1,208 Pix

Chicago—Only 8 out of 1.208 pic-

tures examined by Chicago's police
censors up to Sept. 15 were rejected,
Lieut. Harry M. Costello, officer in
charge, reports. Total cuts made
was 106. Twenty-eight pix were
tagged for adults only.

20th Century-Fox Closes

Deal With Consolidated

20th Century-Fox has closed a
one-year film deal with Consoli-
dated Circuit, operating about 15
houses in the greater New York
territory. Harry Buxbaum, met.
manager for the distributor, handled
the arrangement for his company.

Closes Griffith Deal
William Kupper, acting for 20th

Century-Fox, has closed a product
deal with the Griffith Amusement
Co., covering 70 situations in the
Oklahoma City and Dallas zones.

BOSTON STAGE HANDS

WIN GUT RESTORATION

{Continued from Page \)

and several small circuit houses in

the city. This agreeement, which
will return to the union its 15 per
cent cuts, taken in 1931, in the form
of 5 per cent immediately, 5 per cent
next year and 5 per cent in 1939, is

expected to be formally drawn and
executed within the week.

When the contract is executed,
the matter of wages and hours will

be settled in Boston, as far as the
stage hands are concerned, for the
next three years. Pact of the pro-
jectionists' union has one additional
year to run.

The ushers' union, which has the
backing of the stage hands local un-
der the guidance of James O'Brien,
business agent, is yet to come to
terms with theater heads.

Film Folk at Funeral

Rites for Ruth Roland

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services were

held here yesterday for Ruth Ro-
land, star of movie serials in the
silent days, at the Wee Kirk o' the
Heather. Genevieve Smith, who
presided at the rites for Jean Har-
low, conducted the services. W. S.

Van Dyke, film director, delivered
the eulogy. Three musical num-
bers were played by David Rubinoff
and Salvatore Sanatelle, with solos
by Donald Novis. Pallbearers were
District Attorney Burton Fitts, Sid
Grauman, Joseph I. Breen. Robert
Z. Leonard, Clarence Hutson, Bart-
ley Hezbrun and Harry Zehner. The
body was placed in a crypt beside
that of Miss Roland's mother, Mrs.
Lillian Elizabeth Roland.

20th-Fox Will Produce

5 Musicals In October

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — October productions

scheduled at 20th Century-Fox stu-
dios indicate something in the na-
ture of a musical festival on that
lot. Five major tunefilms will be
before the cameras during' that
period. They are, "Love And Hisses",
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm",
"Sally, Irene And Mary", "Bread,
Butter And Rhythm" and "Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band."

WEDDING BELLS

San Antonio — Richard Taylor
Petts, ad sales manager for Para.'s
exchange, and Marion Eloise Herpel
are newly weds here.

Minneapolis—Two Warner Bros,
employees, Evelyn Lee, and Lucille
Johnson, inspectress, are new brides.
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TODAY'S splendid motion picture quality
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reproduced . . . with Eastman Fine-Grain
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U. S. Chamber Is Critical of Film Industry Code Plan

COURT FINDS FOR GOV'TJN DALLAS TRUST CASE

Restricting 16 MM. School Plan to Year-Old Shorts

Educators Advisory Committee
Revising Report to

Hays Board

Under the 16 mm. film plan be-

ing worked out between major dis-

tributors and the National Advisory
Committee on the Use of Motion
Pictures in Education, only short

subjects which have been in gen-
eral release a year or more will be
available to the educational group,
it was indicated yesterday.
The advisory committee is now

(Continued on Page 13)

30 MEXICAN FEATURES

WILL BE 1937'S TOTAL

About 30 pictures will be pro-

duced this year in Mexico at a cost

of 2,000,000 pesos ($560,000) it was
said Saturday by Gabriel Soria,

Mexico's leading director and pro-

ducer.
Soria will start construction on

his own studio in Mexico City in

January. It will have three sound
stages. On completion of the studio

(Continued on Page 3)

Operators Union to Enter

16 MM. Commercial Field

Chicago—Chicago Operators Un-
ion plans to enter the 16 mm. field

and will offer full cooperation to

commercial and educational exhibi-

tors in showing their films, it was
announced Sat. by John Smith, busi-

ness agent.

George White with Columbia

I George White has signed a long-term

"ontract with Columbia Pictures Corp.,

it was announced Saturday by the film

company. White leaves for Hollywood

this week where work will start on the

first of a series of annual "George

White's Scandals" to be produced and

released by Columbia Pictures. Under
the terms of the contract, he will de-

vote his entire activity to the annual

production.

Revised Para Plans Call for Two Color Features
Unde r revised plans, two color features are now scheduled for release by Para-

mount during the season of 1937-38, it was indicated yesterday. First will be '
Jtingle

Love" and the second has not as yet been decided upon.

Coast Production of Industrial Pix

Shows 35% Advance Over 1936
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Coast production of

industrial films this year has
jumped 35 per cent over last year,
according to local producers.
The Coast unit of Jam Handy has

made 35 subjects since the first of
the year, ranging in length from 90

feet to feature size. H. H. Brow-
nell and Pat Dowling, veteran pro-
ducers of industrial pictures, have
made 12 subjects this year.

In February, Raphael G. Wolff,
Inc., finished the most expensive

(Continued on Page 3)

THEWEEI\ IN REVIEW
Roach's Italian Plans—Mexican Duty Ruling

^==:=;=^ By GEORGE H. MORRIS=====
DOMESTIC
Industry eyed with interest the

return of Hal Roach on Thursday
aboard the Rex, accompanied by
Vittorio Mussolini, son of Italy's

Premier. Roach stated at a press

FOREIGN
Film distributors, it became

known, will be exempt from the
new Mexican 3 per cent duty on
imports, as the result of a revised
interpretation. When the latter be-

(Continued on Page 14)

Allied Proposal for Film Industry

Code Finds U. S. Chamber Critical

Fleischer Settlement

This Week is Forecast

Settlement of the lengthy strike

of the Commercial Artists & De-
signers Union against the Fleischer
Studios can be looked for this week,
it was said Saturday by Louis
Nizer, counsel for Fleischer. Only
point or difference remaining be-
tween the union and Fleischer is

over the union demand for com-
plete recognition.

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Proposed Allied

drive for the enactment of a Fed-
eral statute modeled after the
Guffey-Vinson Bituminous Coal Act
of 1937 and seting up an industry
code plan faces the critical scrutiny
of the powerful United States
Chamber of Commerce.

This was indicated here when it

was ascertained that the proposal,
outlined by Abram F. Myers, gen-

(Continucd on Page 4)

Interstate-Majors' Contracts

Held Violation of U. S.

Statutes
By VIOLET SHORT

FILM iDAILY Staff Correspondent

Dallas, Tex.—U. S. District Judge
William H. Atwell on Saturday
found for the Government in the ac-
tion against the Interstate Circuit
and eight national distributors to
test the validity of admission price
regulation in subsequent runs
through contracts providing the
maintenance of specified minimum
admissions.
Judge Atwell in a lengthy deci-

sion declared the contracts and
(Continued on Page 14)

ADMISH TAX REGEPTS

UP 15%, SAY GOV'T
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—An official index to

the improved theatrical business
during the fiscal year, 1936-37, Fed-
eral admission tax receipts advanced
approximately 15 per cent, accord-
ing to records of the U. S. Bureau

(Continued on Page 13)

Experts Will Be Called

In 20th-Fox Overage Suit

Harry Buxbaum, Joe Lee, Eddie
Grainger are slated to be called as
witnesses Monday in Supreme Court
at trial of the suit of 20th Century-
Fox against Springer & Cocalis and
Consolidated Circuits and experts
from other companies will testify in

the action, it was said yesterday by
Louis Nizer of Phillips & Nizer,

counsel for 20th Century-Fox.
The suit involves the method of

computing overages, with the dis-
(Coutinued on Page 3)

Agnew Plans District Meets
Neil F. Agnew, Paramount distribu-

tion head, plans to hold district man-
agers' meetings next month. As yet
dates have not been set.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc

Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Faramount
Para. 1st pfd 1

Para. 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

AS OF SATURDAY)
Net

High Low Close Chg.

19i/
2 18'/2 18i/

2 _ n/2
19 18% 19

21/4 '2i/
8

'2% :::::
8 1/2

8l/
2 8 1/2 — 1/2

1731/2 173 1731/2 + 41/2

I8V2 181/2 I81/2 +"%
66% 65V4 65V4 — %

1041/2 IO41/2 1041/2 — 1/2

17% 16% 16% — %
191/2 119 119V2 — 31/2

153/s 143/4 143/4 — 5/8

71/2 71/4 71/4 + Vs
5% 5% 5% — 3/8

28 27% 27% — %
343,4 343/4 3434 3/4

103/g 10 10 V4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s 46
Loew 6s 41 ww 99% 993/8 99%
Par. B'way 3s 55
Par. Picts. 6s 55 . . .100 100 100 + 1/4

RKO 6s41 92 92 92
Warner's 6s39 87% 87 87 — 1

V

2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National 2% 2 2

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1^4
Technicolor 24 23l/4 23%— 1/4

Trans-Lux 3 3 3

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6i/
2 s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4S 1st '43

Produced by Experienced Showmen

HOME OFFICE: ADOLPH POLLAK
630 9th Ave., N. Y. C. General Mgr.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

100 Men and a Girl (Universal)—2nd week Roxy
That Certain Woman (Warners)—2nd week Strand
Something to Sing About (GNI—2nd week Globe
The Good Earth (M-G-M) (b) Capitol
Lost Horizon (Columbia) (b) Music Hall

High, Wide and Handsome (Paramount) (b) Taramount
Make a Wish (RKO Radio) Rivoli

Love Takes Flight (Grand National) Central
Outlaws of the Orient (Columbia) Rialto

Varsity Show (Warners) (a-b) Palace
Hideaway (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

Spanish Earth (Contemp. Historian)—6th week (b) Squire

TWO-A-DAY RUNS
The Life of Emile Zola (Warners)—7th week Hollywood
The Firefly (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—4th week Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Baltic Deputy (Cameo)—4th week Cameo
Mayerling (Pax Film)—3rd week Filmarte
Lower Depths (Mayer-Burstyn)—3rd week....- 55th St. Playhouse
Pan Twardowski (Starcheski) Belmont

FUTURE OPENINGS
Sophie Lang Goes West (Paramount)—Sept. 29 Criterion

Life of the Party (RKO Radio)—Oct. 2 Rivoli

Back in Circulation (Warner Bros.)—Oct. 2 Strand
Shadows of the Orient (Monogram)—Oct. 2 Central
Madame X (M-G-M)—Oct. 7 Capitol
Stage Door (RKO Radio)—Oct. 7 Music Hall
Souls at Sea (Paramount)—Oct. 13 (b) Paramount
Life Begins at College (20th-Fox) (c) Roxy
AM Baba Goes to Town (20th-Fox) Roxy
Wife, Doctor and Nurse (20th-Fox> Rivoli

The Perfect Specimen (Warners) Strand
Queen Victoria (RKO Radio) Music Hall

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Circuit, Studio and Union iSachson, WB Contract Dept.

Negotiations Are Stymied Head, Warner Club's Prexy

Negotiations between circuits and
studios and three local unions, Lo-
cal 306, operators; Local 1, stage-
hands; and Local 52, studio me-
chanics, continue stymied.

Local 306 is asking a 48 per cent
wage rise including restoration of
cuts amounting to 30 per cent. The
circuits have granted a 10 per cent
temporary wage rise pending final

settlement. Local 1 is asking res-
toration of a 12% to 15 per cent
wage cut in effect since 1932.

Local 52 is seeking a 10 per cent
wage rise and a 40-hour week
among other things. Studios will

make a new proposal this week.
The first was rejected.

Agreement on a wage rise be-

tween Local 1 and legitimate thea-
ters is expected today.

New English Co. to Film

Gilbert-Sullivan Hits

London (By Cable) — General
Cinema Finance Corp., Ltd., a newly-
formed British company, has ac-

quired full film rights to the Gilbert

and Sullivan operettas and will be-

gin filming them, starting with
"Yeoman of the Guard,"at the Pine-

wood studios next summer it was
announced by the D'Oyly Carte
Opera Company. Geoffrey Toye, one
of the conductors of the D'Oyly
Carte productions for the last few
seasons, has made the film adapta-
tion for "Yeoman of the Guard" and
will be in charge of the production.

At the annual convention of the
Warner Club held last week at the
company's home office, Arthur Sach-
son, head of the contract depart-
ment, was elected president of the
club for 1937-38. Sachson has been
vice-president in charge of member-
ship.

Other officers elected for the cur-
rent year were Jules Levy, vice-

president in charge of membership;
Hary Mayer, vice-president in

charge of entertainment; Ruth
Weisberg, vice-president in charge
of welfare; Frank L. Gates, vice-

president in charge of claims; J. T.

Holmes, treasurer; Robert Salo-
mons, assistant treasurer; Stuart H.
Aarons, secretary, and Sam Schneid-
er, chairman of finance.

About 50 delegates attended the
convention, which was followed by
a luncheon at the Warner Club-
rooms, 321 West 44th St. The dele-

gates were also guests at a dinner
party at the International Casino.
Eight states were represented at the
meeting.

Rep. Closes Product Deal

With Loew Met. Circuit

Republic has sold its 1937-38
product to the entire Loew metro-
politan circuit and will receive rep-
resentation in all Loew theaters in-

cluding the "A" houses, it was an-
nounced. Republic's serial "SOS
Coast Guard" featuring Bela Lugosi
and Ralph Byrd, has been booked
into 28 situations of the Loew met-
ropolitan circuit. Republic has also

sold its product to the S. Varbalov
circuit.

il

Coming and Going

DAVID O. SELZNICK arrives in New York
today from the Coast.

FERNAND GRAVET will arrive in New York
from Europe on Thursday on the Normandie.
He will spend a few days here before going
to the Warner studios to appear in "Food for
Scandal."

RAY DAVIS is due here from Denver next
week.

PAUL ROTHA. English film producer, writer
and director who arrives here today, will at-
tend a reception in his honor at 4 o'clock
this afternoon at the Museum of Modern Art
Film Library.

EUGENE ORMANDY, conductor of the Phila-
delphia Symphony orchestra, arrives from Eu-
rope Thursday on the Berengaria.

RICK RICKETSON arrives in Denver from
New York today.

WINFIELD SHEEHAN is in New York from
the Coast.

JANET GAYNOR and her mother left the
Coast Friday bound for New York.

HANNEN SWAFFER London journalist and
critic, arrives from London on board the Ber-
engaria on Thursday.

JACQUES DUVAL, French playwright, author
of "Tovarich," is en route East from the Coast.

WALTER WANGER arrives today from Holly-
wood.

MYRON SELZNICK will arrive in New York
early this week from Hollywood.

BOBBY KEON left the Coast Saturday en
route to New York.

JACK BARNSTYN sails for Europe on Oct.
7 on the lie de France.

ED KUYKENDALL arrived in New York yes-
terday.

CHARLES U. YAEGER will be in New York
for the World Series.

CONRAD NAGEL and ELSIE JANIS flew to
the Coast Saturday night.

PAUL LUKAS arrives Thursday on the Roma
from France.

MADGE EVANS, who is in New York, returns
to the Coast in two weeks.

HOPE HAMPTON leaves New York on Oct.
15 for Universal City.

Milwaukee Extends Polio

Orders for Second Time

Milwaukee, Wis.—For the second
time the health department has ex-
tended its order barring children
under seven from schools and pub-
lic places because of infantile paral-
ysis cases present. The original ban
was to have expired Sept. 20. Under
the latest edict, it is extended to

Oct. 4.

Best wishes from

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 27

Edmund Burns

Gaston Wyler
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"".MEXICAN FEATURES

WILL BE 1937'S TOTAL

(Continued from Page 1)

he plans to make 10 pictures annu-
ally including 6 specials and four
program pictures.

Soria is here to arrange for dis-
tribution of his latest production
"Ora Ponciano," which has achieved
the biggest gross of any foreign
or domestic picture in Mexico. Sev-
eral of the major companies are in-
terested in handling the film for
worldwide distribution.

Soria plans to make the first

1,000,000 peso picture ever produced
in Mexico as his next film. Title of
the film is "Conquest of Mexico."
It will tell the story of Cortez, and
will be made in both English and
Spanish. Historical backgrounds,
settings and costumes will be faith-
fully reproduced but the story will

be told in romantic terms. Marcus
Goodrich is preparing the script.

Soria estimates that about $1,-

650,000 is invested in the Mexican
production industry.

Cash Prize Distribution

Brings Lottery Charges

Moosup, Conn. — Attempting to
give away in several cash prizes the
funds left undistributed from
Sweepstakes operation in his thea-
ter, John Hess of the Moosup was
arrested and placed under $250 bond
for violation of the state lottery
law. Although New Haven, Fair-
field and Litchfield Counties contin-
ue to operate cash games on agree-
ment with local authorities, pending
the new test case outcome, Moosup,
in Windham County, is governed
strictly in accordance with the re-

cent ban.

Hadelman to Enlarge

Shelton, Conn.—Morris Hadelman
will lease the former Post Office

building next to his Shelton Thea-
ter for the enlargement of his 500-

seat theater by approximately 300
seats. The theater, which will be
along stadium lines, will be remod-
eled beginning by the end of the
year. Hadelman also operates the

Capitol, Bridgeport.

I

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

X AGENT

John Barrymore thinks nothing of

spending $2 for breakfast. — PARA-

MOUNT.

• • • A PLAY for Shorts did you notice how-

some of the Broadway theaters splurged on the brevities last

week? John Wright of the Rivoli gave the new Pathe
Parade a play on his big boards with the Bobby Breen feature

also on panels with his other shorts, the newsreel and
Walt Disney Symphony likewise on the marquee and in

his newspaper ads Charles Moss and Milt Marien of

the Criterion featured the Leon Errol comedy in the same
manner

© • • THIS IS reminiscent of the "corner block" idea

conceived by S. Barret McCormick in the old Pathe days
these blocks highlighted newspaper ads and were also spotted

on theater fronts and the exhibitors used 'em in promi-
nent displays from coast to coast note how those little

short subject feature ad spots leap right out from the pages
in the daily ads for the Criterion and Rivoli theaters

now if you should surmise that Mister McCormick has revived

a very good ad slant for shorts you will be entirely correct

because the short subjects in question are all RKO
Radio releases

• • • FOR A gal in pix who just has a contract and no
definite roles set for her Margaret Tallichet is doing
pretty well on publicity Dramatic Crit Boyd Martin of

the Louisville Courier-Journal discovered the 21-year-old Dallas
girl you'll never guess where pounding a type-
writer in a Hollywood film foundry Dave Sezlnick has
given her a long-term contract after she cut a splash in a small
part in "A Star Is Born," and then a bigger part in "The Pris-

oner of Zenda" the ritzy mags have given her a great
play with swanky photo layouts, because the gal has that Class
that folks who read swanky mags like and now the
Courier-Journal is sponsoring her for the spotlight position at

the Fashion Show of the Kentuckiana Woman's Institute to be
held in Louisville Oct. 9

• • • IN TOWN Madge Evans, hailed for years
as the college boys' favorite screen star college boys
don't write fan letters to the studios nor to studio execs
asking why in hell their favorite doesn't get better breaks in

pictures so we thot we would call the attention
of the studio execs to the fact that Miss Evans is beautiful

charming able and has a tremendous
following given a decent part in a real picture, this lady
will open studio eyes as a li'l girl named Gaynor did
not so long ago wonder if they remember that one?

• • • IT'S THE Film Biz a big smash Broadway
stage hit was kicking around the play reading dept's of the
major producers here in New York for weeks before
some wise theatrical gent gave it a break and made a fortune
for himself the author was willing to sell for peanuts
to any film producer before he got his break then, bang

it went over as a play then a producer buys the
film rights for over 200 grand AND the original
script peddled around for peanuts is still reposing on some
dusty shelf of a play reading dep't they probably don't
even know it's there It's the Film Biz

• • • LET'S GO To the Movies the campaign is

on in Wilmington, Delaware with all the chain and indie
theaters cooperating the News-Journal is printing a
special section devoted entirely to boosting theater attendance

why confine it to Wilmington?

COAST INDUSTRIAL PIX

HOW 35% ADVANCE

« « « » » »

'Continued from Page 1)

industrial picture ever made, "Stan,"

at a cost of $240,000. It is an eight-

reel subject, made for the Standard
Oil Company of Indiana. In 1935,

the Wolff organization produced an-

other industrial, "It's Up To You,"
for the same company, made for

$140,000. In addition to the second
feature for Standard, the organiza-
tion made 14 short subjects this

year.

Wilding Pictures Corp., has
opened offices here and will make
three industrial features in Holly-
wood within the next three months.

Rodney Gilliam made three sub-
jects since the start of 1937, while
the Dunning Process Company also
operates an industrial department.
Associated Cinema studios is also
active in the field.

Experts Will Be Called

In 20th-Fox Overage Suit

(Continued from Page 1

)

tributor contending that they should
be figured on an individual picture
basis and the defendants maintain-
ing the computation should be on
their entire buys. Representatives
of Touche, Niven & Co., and De-
Carteret, accountants, will also be
called Monday.

Dramatists' Guild Arbiter

And Story Editors to Meet

Sidney R. Fleischer, arbiter for
screen sales for the Dramatists'
Guild, who left Friday for Holly-
wood with 25 plays produced on
Broadway in the past two seasons,
has appointments set with major
company story editors when he ar-
rives on the coast.

"Ave Maria" for the Garden
"Ave Maria," a German film fea-

turing Beniamino Gigli, will open
Friday, Oct. 1, at the Garden The-
ater on E. 86th St.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

Poland has the fewest number of

cinema seats per inhabitants of any

country in Europe—one seat for every

160 persons.
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CHAMBER CRITICAL OF

INDUSTRY CODE PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

eral counsel of national Allied at

last week's Atlantic City conven-
tion of Allied of New Jersey, would
run the gauntlet of "big business"
criticism.

A spokesman at the U. S. Cham-
ber said Saturday that the organi-
zation's membership would un-
doubtedly be polled "as a matter of

Chamber and public policy" on the
question of Federal control of the
picture industry.

If it is deemed advisable to com-
plete such a poll before the Cham-
ber's national convention in May,
1938, a referendum will be held on
the subject, it was explained.

"While the Chamber is not op-
posed to proper government regu-
lation there comes a dividing line

where regulation of business degen-
erates into meddlesomeness," The
Film Daily was advised.

Conn. Allied to Receive

Conclave Report Tuesday

New Haven, Conn.—Allied Thea-
ters of Connecticut will hold a
luncheon meeting Tuesday at the
Hof Brau Haus to hear the full re-
port of the Allied convention in At-
lantic City by Dr. D. B. Fishman,
one of the several Connecticut ex-
hibitors who attended. Discussion
will also be had on matters con-
tained in a bulletin issued by the
group to all Connecticut indepen-
dents. Included are such topics as
group liability insurance, analyses
of major film company contracts as
to features released after the life of
the contract, newsreel and trailer

renewal clauses.

Ft. Wayne House Reopening
Fort Wayne, Ind. — The Palace

will reopen for the fall season on
Oct. 2, announced Harvey G. Cocks,
manager of the Quimby Theaters,
following extensive remodeling dur-
ing the summer. A first-run feature
picture policy will be offered by the
theater for the early season, while
plans for introducing vaudeville, as
in former years, will be made for
the winter season.

Arnold Rites in Columbus
Miami, Fla.—Frank B. Arnold, 69,

who died Sept. 21 here, will be
buried in Columbus, 0. At one time
prior to his retirement he was asso-
ciated with the Foreign Film Ex-
change Co., and also was a theatri-
cal advance agent. His wife, a niece,
and two nephews survive.

NEWS of the DAY
Detroit—Cosmopolitan Film Lab-

oratories is being incorporated by
Edward F. Knop, who has produced
and exhibited special films, partic-

ularly in the commercial and non-
theatrical field here, for several
years. Offices are at 2332 Bohl
Building.

Toppenish, Wash.—Archie McAr-
thur, manager of the Liberty The-
ater, has been placed in charge of
the Wigman Theater, opened by the
Fred Mercy circuit.

Saying It With Titles

Pulaski, Va.—Bob Beamer, manager
of the Dalton theater, had this eye-
catching marquee sign:

Louis-Farr Fight
Between Two Women

Kansas City, Mo.—O. K. Mason,
secretary and treasurer of the Com-
monwealth Amusement Corp., has
just announced the start of a 14-

week sales drive which will be run
as a race meeting, opening with a
6-week steeplechase, followed by a
derby lasting eight weeks. The con-
test closes Jan. 1.

Kansas City, Mo.—Fourteen the-
aters joined in the Kansas City
Kansas Theater Owners' Associa-
tion and are co-operating with the
Junior Chamber of Commerce in a
safety campaign.

St. Louis, Mo. — The new West
End Theater, formerly the West
End Lyric, and the Hi-Pointe The-
ater have been reopened by the
St. Louis Amusement Co. While
dark these houses were completely
remodeled inside and out.

Monmouth, 111.—Red Johnson has
taken over the Ada Theater former-
ly operated by Fred McLaren. Mc-
Laren in turn has taken over the
Ada Theater in Hoopeston, 111. He
plans to remodel that 460-seater.

Vienna, 111. — The Cozy Theater-

has been opened by the Egyptian
Amusement Co., controlled by Steve
Farrar and Oscar Turner.

Sparta, 111.—The Grand Theater
here is now under the management
of the Egyptian Amusement Co. It

formerly was operated by Charley
Wells.

Cave-In-Rock, 111.—M. E. Cham-
ness, owner-manager of the Nox
Theater, Carrier Mills, contemplates
the opening of a theater here.

Toronto — Family Theaters, dark
for several months, has reopened
under direction of Famous Players'
Canadian Corp.

Cashmere, Wash.—The Vale The-
ater, Inc., has been incorporated
here by Henry A. Hagman, Ida M.
Hagman, Guy Long, and Ida M.
Long.

Wilmington, Del.—The Ace The-
ater, independent, managed by Jo-
seph A. DiFiore, will reopen early
next month following alterations
this summer.

Ft. Worth, Tex.—The Rose The-
ater, neighborhood theater on the
North Side, is now showing Polish
talking pictures once a week.

Winchester, Va.—The Capitol has
been completely remodeled; same
treatment for the Palace is planned.

Danville, Va.—Ben Smart, man-
ager of the Broadway, has had the
house completely redecorated and
repainted and has installed new
screen, carpets, lighting effects and
drapes.

Norfolk, Va. — Sidney Bowden,
general manager, Wilder circuit,

announces that Wade Morton has
joined his organization as promo-
tion manager.

Clintwood, Va.—George Colman
has sold the Clintwood Theater to
"Chi" Isaac, of Kentucky. Isaac is

planning to remodel the house.

EXPLOITETTKT
Specialty Stunts Used
for "Dallas" Opening

QWNER Harrington of the

Palace, Saratoga Springs,
took full advantage of the rac-
ing season to usher in Samuel
Goldwyn's "Stella Dallas" with
a whirlwind campaign full of

specialty stunts. An old horse
and buggy, a sight itself among
the fashionable cars, covered
the streets of hotels and the
track carrying a large banner
on each side with complete bill-

ing. Harrington also used a
special ballyhoo truck to cover
Albany, Schenectady and other
surrounding territory. In con-
nection with a "Hollywood
opening," he filled the theater
with celebrities, local civic lead-

ers and a number of visiting

stage and screen stars. Damon
Runyon, Bob Pastor, Frank Sul-

livan and other columnists of

national importance gave the
picture their enthusiastic sup-
port. The local paper gave the
photos of the opening first page
breaks. Window displays were
plentiful, tiemg in closely with
a full-page cooperative ad and
a heavy paper campaign.

—Palace, Saratoga Springs.

Chicago—Dr. David Brotman, now
the LaSalle Hotel's chief physician,
is the former manager of the New
Home and Avalon Theaters.

Baton Rouge—The Chimes, this

city's newest theater, operated by
Ogden and Lewis, has opened here.

Clay, Ky.—A. Anderson, operator

of the Kentucky Theater, Hopkins-
ville, and the Kentucky in Hartford,
has acquired the State Theater here.

Remington, Ind.—The Roxy has
been dismantled.

Fairmount, Ind. — Ray Howard
has reopened the Fairmount Thea-
ter.

Boston—The Waltham Theater in
Waltham has been taken over by
M. & P. according to Edward A.
Cuddy, divisional manager.

Baltimore—Suburban Amusement
and Development Co. contemplates
construction of a theater at 5012-18
Park Heights Avenue.

Stromberg, Neb.—Rialto Theater
reopened this week. New seats have
been installed and an extensive re-

modelling and redecorating session
undergone.

Omaha—District manager E. R.
Cummings of Tri-States has pro-
moted Arthur Ofe from chief of
service at the Omaha to assistant
manager of the Sioux City Capitol.

Denver—H. K. Allen, who former-
ly owned the Island Theater at

Grand Island, Neb., has been named
successor to Dale Kline, as manager
of the New and Old Victory The-
aters. Kline resigned.

B 1

Saxton's Commercial
Tieups for Korda's "Knight"

ILL SAXTON hung up a

record in commercial tieups
in his campaign for Alexander
Korda's "Knight Without Armor"
at the Century Theater, Balti-

more. Leading local chain of

shoe stores designated a "Die-
trich Shoe Week" during the run
of the picture. Chain contri-

buted ten complete windows for

elaborate displays and arranged
for four daily broadcasts over

the four local radio stations for

several days before the run. The
stores also bought a full page
cooperative ad on the amuse-
ment page for the opening day
which gave the sale and the pic-

ture a tremendous send-off. Art
and feature stories were plenti-

ful in the press.

—Century, Baltimore.

GB to Play 6 mos. Div.

London (By Cable)—Gaumont-
British Picture Corp., Ltd., has an-

nounced that payment will be made
on Sept. 30 of the dividend for the

half year ending on that date on
the 5y2 percent cumulative first pre-

ferred stock.

Bond Village for Theater

Muscoda, Wis. — The village board

here has voted to bond the village for

$12,000 to provide a new theater build-

ing. The town has been without a the-

ater for the past several months.
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Boston, Mass.

Boston Suburban. Mass

New Bedford. Mass.

Springfield. Mass.

Worcester, Mass.

Manchester, N. II.

Providence, R. I.

Buffalo. N. Y.

Rochester. N. Y.

Charlotte. N. C.

Cleveland, Ohio

Akron, Ohio

Toledo. Ohio

Youngstown, Ohio

Wheeling,W. Va.

Dallas. Texas

Fort Worth. Texas

Houston. Texas

Denver, Colo.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Pueblo, Colo.

Cheyenne, Wyo.
Burlington, Iowa

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Clinton, Iowa

Davenport, Iowa.

Des Moines, Iowa

Fort Dodge, Iowa

Ottumwa. Iowa

Rock Island. 111.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kokomo, Ind.

Marion, Ind.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Logansport, Ind.

Louisville, Ky.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Miami, Fla.

Kansas City, Kansas

Kansas City, Mo.
Memphis, Tenn.

Little Rock, Ark.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Appleton, Wis.

Fond-du-Lac, Wis.

Oshkosh, Wis.

Racine, Wis.

Sheboygan. Wis.

Green Bay, Wis.

Janesville, Wis.

LaCrosse, Wis.

Manitowoc, Wis.

Madison. Wis.

Kenosha, Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Rochester, Minn.

St. Paul, Minn.

Superior. Wis.

Duluth, Minn.

Newark, N. J.

Asbury Park, N. J.

New Haven, Conn.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Hartford, Conn.

New Orleans, La.

Ogden, Utah

Butte, Mont.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Omaha, Neb.

Sioux City, Iowa

Puducah, Ky.

Columbia, Mo.
Hannibal, Mo.

Peoria, III.

Champaign Urbana, 111.

South Bend, Ind.

Springfield, III.

Quincy, 111.

Danville, III.

Decatur, 111.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Scranton, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Portland, Me.

Bangor, Me.

Portland, Ore.

Salem, Ore.

Richmond, Va.

Norfolk, Va.

San Antonio, Texas

Galveston, Texas

San Francisco, Cal.

Stockton, Cal.

Fresno, Cal.

Oakland, Cal.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

* * * *
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By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

'"THE number 13 may be extremely
lucky as far as Director Sidney

Lanfield is concerned, but to Laida
Tomas, pretty Hollywood extra girl,

it is still an anathema. Shooting a
broadcast studio scene for "Love
and Hisses," the Winchell-Bernie
picture at 20th Century-Fox, Lan-
field added Miss Tomas to the group
of extras. She protested, saying
that her presence made the group
number 13, and that she was very
superstitious.

Lanfield tried, explaining that 13
was his lucky number. His last two
pictures, "One in a Million" and
"Wake Up and Live" and his cur-
rent production, "Love and Hisses,"
each have 13 letters in their titles.

He started his last four musicals
on the 13th of the month, previewed
them on the 13th, started the rec-

ord-breaking "Thin Ice" on Friday
the 13th, and always engaged 13
extra people on the 13th of the
month for 13 days' work.

But Miss Tomas was adamant
and the director finally put another
extxa in the scene. But what Miss
Tomas didn't know was that Lan-
field instructed his cameraman to

keep the 14th extra out of the cam-
era frame.

E. B. Boswell, assistant to Sid-
ney Franklin, who has returned
from a nine months' trip to Eng-
land, will start preparatory work
on "Marie Antoinette."

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 148 • • •

TRANK McDONALD. Director. Came in this vale of tears in Baltimore,

' Md., on Nov. 9, 1899, just before a National election, and was known for

years as a bang-up Democrat. Left a slight trace of a southern accent on a

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad train, north bound.

Arrived in New York late in 1916, when Charles

Evans took him to Montreal, in his "Forgotten

Combination" act, and toured the Keith circuit.

Was stage manager of the Greenwich Village

Theater, rang up the first curtain on that play-

house around 1918. Went out in stock compa-
nies, as stage manager and actor, for several

seasons, then back to New York where he stage

managed several New York productions. Then
became a director,—last stage production was
the Chicago company of "Sailor Beware." Left

that to join Warner Bros. Started at Warners as

a dialogue director, then became a full fledged

director, and has made 18 pictures for WB,
among them "Boulder Dam," "Dance, Charlie,

Dance," "Love Begins at Twenty" and Torchy
Blane series. Loaned to Columbia for one pic-

ture. Stands 5, 7. Hair, dark brown. Eyes,

brown.

Principal Prods, has purchased
"Monster Men," a "Frankenstein"
type of story, by Edgar Rice Bur-
roughs.

John Boles, a member of the
American Legion Post of Greenville,
Tex., is enclosing a copy of the Con-
stitution with every answer to the
many fan letters he receives. Boles,

who served with the United States
Army in France during the World

War, has suggested to other screen
stars who are close friends that they
do likewise.

Leo McCarey, Paramount produc-
er-director, has received a letter of
thanks he will always cherish. It

is from an aged mother who said
that life had been made pleasant for
her since her son and daughter-in-
law had seen McCarey's picture,
"Make Way For Tomorrow."

Universal has extended for an-
other year its contract with Jimmie
McHugh and Harold Adamson.

T T T

The romantic story of Maximil-
ian's French Empire in Mexico, of
Caiiotta his tragic Empress, and of
Juarez, leader of the popular insur-
rection that upset the bayonet-sup-
ported throne, will be told on the
screen by Warner Bros, in a picture
that will bear the title "The Phan-
tom Crown." The film will be based
on a story by Mrs. Bertita Harding.
Henry Blanke has been assigned
to supervise the production, which
will probably be directed by Wil-
liam Dieterle.

T T T

Shirley Temple's next picture will

probably be taken—of all things!

—

from a story in Fortune, the $10-
a-year business magazine.

Shirley's next picture suggested
itself to Twentieth Century-Fox's
Associate Producer Raymond Grif-
fith when he read Fortune's story on
the Old Gold contest in the July
issue. Griffith informed Fortune's
editors that he could not escape the
fact that any contest that had
$200,000 worth of prizes and in

which 54,000 people tied for first

place was a Shirley Temple natural.

"Now that he has graciously
pointed it out, neither can we,"
Fortune's editors add.

T T T

New long-term contracts at the
M-G-M studios are announced with
Una Merkel and Jean Chatburn.

Neb. Exhibs. Press Fight

to Establish Radio Station

Falls City, Neb.—Appeal has been
filed in federal district court at

Washington by Oscar Johnson,
owner of two theaters here, and his

brother, Carl Johnson, who has one
house at Red Oak, la., from the

FCC's decision denying them per-

mission to operate a radio station

here.
The brothers, who will become the

only theater owners in Nebraska
also operating a radio station if their

appeal is granted, have incorporated

the Falls City Broadcasting Corp.

for $10,000 with Mrs. Oscar John-
son as the third member.
The Johnsons have decided to op-

erate only by day since the FCC
refused their original request upon
representations made by a Kansas
City station that the Falls City sta-

tion would interfere with it at night.

VChiB & K Take the Iris

ncago—The Iris theater on the

west side has been reconstructed

with a new facade, lobby and
lounges. The house has been added
to the Balaban and Katz string,

making forty-five houses now B and
K affiliated in the Chicago district.

Iron Leaves Butterfield

to Reside In Florida

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Harry W.
Iron, veteran manager for the But-
terfield interests in western Michi-
gan, has resigned from the Butter-
field Theaters, Inc., and plans to

take up residence in Miami, where
he will enter business. For the past
seven years he was manager of the

Kent and Isis theaters here.

He was associated with the But-
terfied interests at various times in

Detroit and in Saginaw.

LaVerne Sicotte will become man-
ager of the Kent Theater here, while
Arthur Sanford will become man-
ager of the Isis.

Dedicate Burkan Mausoleum
Dedication of the mausoleum of

the late Nathan Burkan, lawyer and
industry figure, took place yester-
day at Union Fields Cemetery,
Brooklyn.

Gable, Loy and Temple
Lead St. Louis Fan Poll

St. Louis, Mo.—Unless there was
an unexpected reversal in the closing-

hours, poll of fan preferences by
Fanchon & Marco in association
with the St. Louis Star-Times
closed yesterday with Clark Gable,
Myrna Loy and Shirley Temple lead-
ing their respective classifications.

Trends in the nabes, however, dif-

fer from the city-wide results thus
far tabulated the nabes favoring
Robert Taylor and Loretta Young.
Downtown houses get older patrons;
majority in the nabes are 25 and
under, ballots disclose. Both the nabe
and city-wide canvasses show de-

cided demand for stage shows as pix
supplements. Results of the poll may
be published this week.

600 Seater for Duluth
Duluth, Minn.—The Kent Invest-

ment Co. is building a 600-seat house
here.

Rents Theater to Merchants for Free Shows
Battle Creek, la.— Instead of fighting local merchants' plans to give free shows as

a trade inducement, Joe Warnock rented them his Luna Theater for each Wednesday
evening during September and October.

N. Y. State Charters Given

5 New Industry Companies

Albany—Five new industry com-
panies have received New York
state charters. The list:

New China Amusement Co., Inc.,

New York City, to distribute motion
pictures. Joseph Watnick, Elaine
Hoffman, Frances Berger, incor-
porators.

Catskill Theaters Corp., New York
City, to operate motion picture the-
aters. Simon H. Fabian, Samuel
Rosen, Mary Becker, incorporators.
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., New

York City, to exhibit motion pic-

tures. Helen C. Nugent, Helen D.
Carey, Charlotte Svigals, incorpora-
tors.

Benly Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn,
to operate motion picture theaters.
Bernard Levy, Minette Levy, Rae
Patterman, incorporators.
Artcunema Film Exchange, Inc.,

New York City, to distribute motion
pictures. Harold J. Sherman, Cass-
rell Greenberg, Martha Harris, in-

corporators.

Museum To Show Pix
Chicago—The Fall movie schedule

of the Field Museum of Natural
History starts Oct. 2. Thirty-two
films have been scheduled.
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"Madame X"
with Gladys George, John Beal and Warren

William

M-G-M 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MOTHER LOVE DRAMA FILMED WITH
TELLING EFFECT SHOULD SCORE AT
THE B.O.

This famous drama of mother love comes
to the screen again with telling effect. It

is high-lighted by Gladys George's acting

and Sam Wood's direction. John Meehan
has turned in an excellent script, giving

the opus a modern touch. James Kevin

McGuinness rates credit as producer. John

Beal scores as the son, who does not know
that the woman, whom he is defending on

a charge of murder, is his mother. War-
ren William is effective as the stern hus-

band, who will not forgive his wife for

her indiscretion with Phillip Reed. Henry

Danlell does fine work as a suave "heavy".

Reginald Owen gives his usual excellent

performance. Discarded by her husband,

William, because of her indiscretion, Gladys

takes to drink. She sinks to degradation,

but when Darnell, a card-sharp, threatens

to blackmail her husband and expose the

past, she kills him. Then follows the

famous court-room scene, in which young

Beal, appearing in his first important case,

defends the woman, who keeps her identity

secret and is known as "Madame X." John

Seitz's photography is high-class.

Cast: Gladys George, John Beal, Warren
William, Reginald Owen, William Henry,

Henry Daniell, Phillip Reed, Lynne Carver,

Emma Dunn, Ruth Hussey, Luis Alberni,

George Zucco, Cora Witherspoon, Jonathan

Hale, Aida Kufznetzoff.

Producer, James Kevin McGuinness; Di-

rector, Sam Wood; From the play by Alex-

andre Bisson; Screenplay, John Meehan;

Cameraman, John Seitz; Montage Effects,

John Hoffman; Art Directors, Cedric Gib-

bons, Urie McCleary, Edwin B. Willis; Ed-

itor, Frank E. Hull; Musical Score, David

Sneil; Song, "You're Setting Me On Fire,'

by Walter Donaldson, Bob Wright and

Chet Forrest.

Direction, Corking. Photography, High-

class.

TlevUws o% the View TVUm & tt

A Bride for Henry"
with Warren Hull, Anne Nagel

Monogram 58 Mins.

MILDLY ENTERTAINING WITH
UNIQUE ROMANCE ANGLE THAT
COULD HAVE BEEN MADE BIG.

They missed out on a very unusual plot

situation that could have intrigued the

femmes immensely instead of just mildly

if it had been given the proper treatment.
Something slipped somewhere along the

line, and the weakness may even be in the

author's development of what should have

been a Grade A production for a team like

William Powell and Myrna Loy. In any

event, the script writer, the director and

the cast all failed to develop the possibili-

ties. So it goes down as just another mod-
erately interesting romance. Henry Molli-

son is late for his wedding to Anne Nagel,

so she gets peeved, and ups and marries

her lawyer and admirer, Warren Hull, just

out of spite. He takes the wedding seri-

ously. On the honeymoon they are fol-

lowed by the original husband-to-be who
was late. Some very delightful situations

filled with comedy possibilities and the sort

of ooh-ah material that delights all fem-

inine hearts are scattered all through the

|

proceedings, but very few of them handled

with the deft, delicate touch that this

type of story requires. The finale has the

peeved wife realizing she has picked a

prize, with all the other girls after him.

Then she has to do some fast work to try

and hold him, instead of getting that Reno

divorce and marrying the other as she had

originally planned. Warren Hull is ade-

quate, but the other two principals fail

to live up to roles that are filled with

possibilities for deft treatment.

Cast: Anne Nagel, Warren Hull, Henry

Mollison, Claudia Dell, Harrison Green,

Betty Ross Clark.

Producer, Dorothy Reid; Director, Wil-

liam Nigh; Author, Josephine Bentham,

Screenplay, Marion Orth ; Cameraman, Gil-

bert Warrenton.

Direction, Fair Photography, Very Good.

SHORTS
"Little Jack Horner"

(Strange As It Seems)
Very Entertaining

The story from historical data of

Little Jack Homer, who lived in

England in the 1500's when Henry
the Eighth was on the throne. Jack
was sent to deliver a plum cake
from the Abbot of Glastenbury to

the sovereign. He opens a corner
of the pie on the way, and discov-

ers it is filled with deeds to valuable
country estates. So he appropriates
one for himself, and the king never
notices it, for he doesn't know how
many there were originally in the
pie. The Horner family still live in

the country of Somerset, but wheth-
er they still own the rich estate is

not revealed. Produced by John Hix.
Directed by Leonard Pool.

Screen Snapshots
(Series 16, No. 13)

Columbia 10 mins.
Nice Variety of Celebs

The Screen Reporter starts off

with a preview at the Chinese the-

ater in Hollywood, then a visit to

the homes of various stars in San
Fernando Valley. From there a

journey to the Black-Foxe Military
Academy where many sons of fam-
ous Hollywood people are pointed
out in their school work. Finishes
with a view of a meet at the Del
Mar Turf Club, with the screen
celebs seated in the stands. Sev-
eral score of prominent film players
are seen in close-ups.

"Future Stars"
(World of Sports)

Columbia 9

A Mild Reel
An assembly of sports

showing youthful athletes
variety of recreational activities.

Boys and girls are seen in mass ex-
ercises, riding horseback, rowing,
swimming, in soap box derbies and

Mins.

shots
in a

FOREIGN
"Patrioten"

("Patriots")

Ufa 141 mins.

EXCELLENT WORLD WAR DRAMA
WITH ENGLISH TITLES. ACTING AND
TECHNIQUE TOP NOTCH.

Rarely does a film take as its theme the

World War and treat episodes, or for that

matter the subject of the War itself, with

an eye to complete fairness to all belliger-

ents concerned. But Ufa does in this pic-

ture. But there are other and more sig-

nificant attributes to the production. It

is a top notch drama, lively, entertaining,

magnificently photographed, splendidly

acted, equipped with English sub-titles, and
skillfully directed. As one might easily

suppose, the footage is of transcending

quality as a consequence. The story deals

with a young German aviator who burns

his dead companions after their plane falls

to earth during its operation of bombing a

French town. A girl in a theatrical troupe

discovers him on a nearby roadway and

nurses him back to health. But she finds

that he is an enemy airman and, although

she is deeply in love with him, she places

duty to her country on a loftier eminence,

and so valuating her duty turns him over to

the authorities for trial. Because he is a

soldier and not a spy, he is eventually ac-

quitted. Mathias Wieman and Lida Baarova

have these lead roles and play them ex-

quisitely. The musical score is excellent,

too. Considered from every point of view,

"Patrioten" is one of the most meritorious

German screen offering of the present year.

Cast: Mathias Wieman, Bruno Hubner,

Lida Baarova, Hilde Korber, Paul Dahlke,

Nikolai Kolin, Kurt Seifert, A. F. Eubens,

Edwin Jurgensen, Willi Rose, Ewald Wenk,
Otz Tollen, Ernest Karchow, A. Saint Ger-

main, Paul Schwed, Lutz Gotz, Karl Han-
nemann, Gustav Mahnke, Karl Wagner,
Jim Simmons, Hans Reinhard Knitsch.

Producer, Ufa; Director, Karl Ritter; Mu-
sic by Theo Mackeben Presented at the

86th St. Garden Theater.

flying miniature planes. Narrated
by Jack Kofoed. Described by Ford
Bond.

"Community Sing"
Columbia 10 mins.

Good Singing Number
Lively sing reel, with Gene Mor-

gan as the comedy impresario, and
a good song leader of the college
type. He is assisted by a bunch of

college boys and girls, as they go
through a selection of college songs,
with the football slant. The various
numbers are the more popular ones
of the large colleges. The words of
the songs are superimposed, as the
leader urges the theater audience to

join in. Directed by Del Lord.

"Swing, Monkey, Swing"
(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 7 Mins.
Very Poor

A noisy cartoon in color that is

too heavy. The monkeys are en-
gaged in a wild jamboree with blar-

ing band instruments, hot dancing,

FOREIGN
"Kinderarzt Dr. Engel"

("Dr. Engel, Child Specialist")

Casino Film Exchange 94 mins.

PLEASING ROMANTIC DRAMA RE-
PLETE WITH HUMAN INTEREST. STAR
PERFECT IN TOP ROLE.

Delightful diversion is the phrase for this

film in which that capable actor, Paul

Hoerbiger, reaches new and even loftier

heights with his best and most polished per-

formance to date. His is the title role,

that of a discerning, understanding, sym-

pathetic and efficient physician who pre-

sides over a children's clinic. There is

copious human interest sprinkled through

the story, which culminates by the doctor

wedding an unwed mother whose youngs-

ter he brings back to good health. The
scenes in the clinic are moving and pho-

tographed with rare fidelity. A capable

cast of youthful players essay their roles

with enthusiasm throughout, a number of

them contributing surprisingly good per-

formances. But this is Paul Hoerbiger's

film, definitely and unmistakably. Audiences

of all ages will appreciate it. Johannes

Riemann's direction is brisk and thoroughly

professional.

Cast: Paul Hoerbiger, Victoria Von Be-

lasko, Arthur Fritz Eugens, Rose Vollborn,

Hans Leibelt, Oscar Sima, Ernest Legal,

Josephine Dora, Walter Steinbeck.

Producer, Tobis Rota; Director, Johannes

Riemann; Music by Hans Sommers. Pre-

sented at the 86th St. Casino Theater.

New Theater at Opelika

Opelika, Ala.—R. N. McEachren
has been awarded contract for con-
struction of a 1,500-seat theater in

Opelika for Ray E. Martin. Plans
call for two-story steel and brick
structure with three balconies.

and a lot of wild antics. All of it

adds up to so much footage with-
out any cleverness or cartoon tech-
nique worth talking about. The idea
is based on the swing motif, and
finishes in a mad dance. Produced
by Charles Mintz.

Charley Chase in

"The Big Squirt"

Columbia 18 mins.

Just Fair Comedy
Charley Chase as a soda fountain

clerk with a yen for reading detec-
tive and crime magazines and trying
to spot gangsters from the photo-
graphs, waits on a killer who comes
in for a soda and doesn't spot him.
Then into a lot of complications on
a street car with Charlie picking a
supposed criminal who turns out to

be a police inspector, while ft&
j

mother-in-law spots the wanted ™, -

er who also is on the trolley. Later
the killer escapes prison and goes
looking for Charlie, and again his

mother-in-law shows him up in the
second capture. Directed by Del
Lord.
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revising its report, based upon its

examination of short subject out-

put of first-line companies, and it

will be submitted to the Hays as-

sociation board of directors at a

meeting to be held next month.

Admission Tax Receipts

Up 15%, Says Government

(Continued from Page 1)

of Internal Revenue, made public

today.
Admissions tax receipts for the

fiscal year 1935-36 totaled $17,112,-

016.32 and increased during the fis-

cal year 1936-37 to $19,740,191.78.

"Undress" Pix Banned
Albany—Appeal is expected to be

taken here by counsel for Louis Sol-

koff, film producer, following de-

cision by Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Dr. Frank P. Graves, that the
pix "How To Undress In Front of

Your Husband" must not be exhib-

ited publicly in the State of New
York. The picture stars Elaine Bar-

"Yiddle" Getting Biz

"Yiddle With His Fiddle", accord-
ing to Sphinx Films Corp., is slated

for a third week in both Cleveland
and Los Angeles where the Molly
Picon pix is credited with setting

b.o. records. Joseph Green of

Sphinx is prenaring to release "The
Jester" in this country shortly.

Pix Appreciation Course
A course on the "History and

Appreciation of the Cinema" will be
given Wednesday afternoons at 3

p.m. starting next month at the In-

stitute for Adult Education of De-
Witt Clinton High School under
sponsorship of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures. Mate-
rial for the course has been ar-

ranged by Frank Ward and the in-

structor will be Bernard Kassey.

Chaney Opens Theater
Little Rock, Ark.—J. C. Chaney

has opened a theater at Mountain
Pine, Ark.

Triples In Chicago
Chicago—The Rosewood theater is

now featuring triple films.

Cuban Investment Terms Law
,

Havana (By Cable)—New law just

jjsed by the Cuban legislature will re-

quire foreigners opening biz in Cuba to

invest at least $10,000 a person. The
measure will not apply to those with
investments already made. Natives may
invest any amount with foreign part-

ners, who must put up as least the

$10,000 minimum.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
^=^=^== By Sid Weiss ==^^=^

CURRENTLY in production at the

General Service Studios is

"Who's Who," which Al Christie is

directing for Educational with Niela
Goodelle, Lee Sullivan, Doug Leav-
itt, Eddie Hall, Dora Maughn and
Elizabeth Royce in the cast. Marcy
Klauber and Art Jarrett turned out

the script and Chris Beute is as-

sisting in the direction.

•

Roy Mack is directing "A Tip for

Cinderella" at the Vitaphone Stu-

dios with a host of Broadway en-

tertainers in the cast. It is a two-

reel musical and features "Cookie"
Boivers, Evan Evans, Phil Silver,

Three Marshalls and the Twelve
American Rockets.

•

The famous cartoon characters of

Ken Kling, "Joe and Asbestos," are

being brought to life in a two-reel

Vitaphone comedy film now in pro-

duction at the company's Brooklyn
studios. Featured in the film are

Harry Gribbon and Eddie White.
Lloyd French is directing.

•

Ben Blake has finished shooting

on a one-reel musical for Columbia
tagged "Roof-Top Frolics." Peg
LaCentra, Kirk Allan, Sedler and
Endler and Al Cooper's orchestra

are featured along with some 50

extras.
•

Milton Schwarzwald has com-
pleted a one-reeler for RKO and

two two-reelers for Universal. The
former is titled "Phoney Boy" and

offers J. Harold Murray, Cass Daly,

Busy Bees, Harvest Moon Shag
dance winners and Paul Floring.

Latter two are "All Aboard" and
"Show Business." Larry Williams

and William Kelly handled the cam-
era assignment.

•

Douglas Leavitt, Educational film

player who opens shortly in Shu-

bert's "The Three Waltzes," is be-

ing screen-tested for the role of

Sergy Alexandrovitz, the Russian

UDT Adds Cinderella

Detroit—United Detroit Theaters

Corp. has added to its circuit the

Cinderella Theater on the East side.

George W. Trendle, president of

United Detroit, announces after the

completion of extensive alterations,

the Cinderella will be opened as a

companion house and will present

the same attractions simultaneously
with the Broadway-Capitol, Fisher

and Riviera.

A Cinderella Week Celebration is

being planned by the East Jefferson

Merchants Association as a welcome
to the new management.

Labor Fights Hurt B. O.

Portland, Ore.—Continued fights

between CIO and AFL, with clos-

ing of lumber mills, cut deep into

a majority of theater box offices.

Ballet master in "On Your Toes,"
and that of Friar Tuck in "Robin
Hood" for Warners.

•

Addenda . . . Oscar Micheaux is

directing two All-Negro features at
Burgi Contner's Producers' Service
Studios at Ridgefield, N. J. . . . Moe
Leftoff and Joe Heppner, of Metro-
politan Photo Service (the Moe and
Joe of the industry), are sparing
no expense in getting the latest in

candid camera equipment and are
already doing a lot of candid work
for the companies . . . Elizabeth
Royce, stand-in for Niela Goodelle,
was handed her first bit in "Who's
Who" and came through in grand
fashion . . . Incidentally, Lee Sulli-

van does a nice bit of singing in the
same film . . . Al Christie's next for
Educational will offer Pat Rooney,
Jr., and Herman Timberg, Jr.

NEW OPERATORS PACT

BEFORE CHI. EXHIBS,

Chicago—Next meeting of opera-
tors and exhibitors on a new con-
tract will be held Wednesday with
an early settlement looked for. Meet-
ing of local exhibitors to discuss the
contract has been called for tomor-

U. K. Rights to Wardour
World Pictures Corp. has sold the

United Kingdom rights to "World
in Revolt" to Wardour Films. Nego-
tiations at present are under way
for the Maxwell Company to ac-
quire rights for the entire British

Empire.

Beauty Contest In Vogue
Chicago—Beauty contests are now

the rage in the various neighbor-
hoods and the Warner circuit is co-

operating whenever possible.

Areywr/di/iigyourjrafrom

Not as silly as it looks. You should

hear them talk! They will believe

you want them to come again only

in proportion to the comfort offered

.

Ask us

ABOUT RESEATING YOUR THEATRE

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
stffiivfr. Public Seating for every School, Theatre, Church, Audito-

/gjjjfcit)
rium and Bus Requirement GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

^»V^,y Branch Offices and Distributors in AM Trade Areas

COMFORT: THE GREATEST STAR OF THEM AIL
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ANTI-TRUST ACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

agreements of Interstate and the
companies to be in violation of the
Federal anti-trust statutes, and di-

rected the defendants to refrain

from following them.

In his summary, Judge Atwell
paid a personal tribute to Karl Hob-
litzelle, president of Interstate, and
observed that there was no criticism

of him or his intentions.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer

Advance Prices in Chicago

Chicago—Jones, Linick and Schae-
fer circuit has raised admission
prices at the Woods theater a nickel

to 30 cents week days. This follows
closely the B and K 10-cent raise

at the Oriental theater.

It is expected that, with the lift-

ing of the polio ban against juve-
niles in Chicago territory, several
of the independents will try a simi-
lar jump in their key houses.

Legion Finds One Out of 750
Pix 'Wholly Objectionable'

The Rev. John J. McCafferty, ex-
ecutive secretary of the National
Legion of Decency, in a radio talk
on the CBS Church of the Air hour
yesterday appealed to Catholics and
non-Catholics alike to aid "decent
producers to produce decent films."
Father McCafferty's subject was
"The Movies Move." He quoted
statistics showing that in the 12
months from February, 1936, to

February, 1937, only one American-
made picture out of 750 features re-
viewed and classified by the Nation-
al Legion was placed in the "wholly
objectionable" category.

Capra on SDG Board
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Election of Frank

Capra to the Screen Directors' Guild
board, succeeding Bruce Humber-
stone, resigned, is announced.

Sutton Out of Hospital

Cleveland, 0. — X. F. Sutton of

Tri-State Pictures, Inc., who suf-
fered a serious automobile accident
early last June, has left the hospital,
and will be back at his desk within a
few days.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Notice of intention to

wed has been filed here by Katherine
deMille and Anthony Quinn.

Yuma, Ariz. — Margaret Lyman,
film actress, and Byron van de Grift,

Los Angeles architect, were married
here.

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Roach's Italian Plans—Mexican Duty Ruling

DOMESTIC
(Continued from Page 1)

conference shortly after his arrival
that Ram, the company in which he
is associated with II Duce's older
son, plans to eventually make 20
features a year and expects to re-
lease four annually in the United
States. Vittorio is firm's president
and Roach vice-president. Latter
said his own status is "advisory"
in character.

* * *

Wednesday saw the resignation of
George W. Weeks from his post as
general sales manager of GB, effec-

tive as of Nov. 1. Simultaneously,
Arthur A. Lee, company's vice-
president and general manager, an-
nounced the promotion of Clinton
M. White to the position of assis-
tant general manager, and of Ar-
thur Greenblatt as eastern division
manager of GB's sales force. Ar-
rangement for severance of Weeks'
association were completed on a to-

tally amicable basis, it was an-
nounced.

# * *

As the week opened, a spokesman
for Goldwyn stated in New York
that financing has been arranged in

England to permit Samuel Goldwyn
and Alexander Korda to exercise
their options on the Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fair-
banks holdings in United Artists.

* * *

Ross Federal Service, following
completion of a nation-wide survey,
furnished the following as the three
outstanding reasons why "all previ-
ous box-office records will be
smashed in the theatrical year 1937-
38": (1) Economic conditions
throughout the country are show-
ing a vast upswing, with the pub-
lic's spending power increased in

the farm areas; (2) Greatly in-

creased production budgets of all

majors, "backed by concentrated
emphasis" on big pictures; and (3)
Reopening and improving of thea-
ters inspired by improved economic
conditions.

Allied Theaters of New Jersey at

its annual convention at Atlantic
City took steps to set up a buying
combine on Paramount product,
heard Abram F. Myers outline a
proposal for an industry code plan,

and elected Irving Dollinger as pres-
ident.

* #

Other highlights of the week's
news:

National survey disclosed that

MidWest theaters were leading in

the move to increase prices . . .

New pooling arrangement in Indi-

anapolis involved the Indiana, Circle
and Apollo there . . . Paramount
News closed deals for the services
of Gabriel Heatter and eight other
radio commentators . . . M. A. Light-
man's Malco circuit purchased 10
Warner Bros, houses in Kentucky
. . . The Radio City Music Hall
acquired a three-year Columbia
franchise . . . Warners disclosed
5,137 contracts for the new season's
product already closed, an increase
of 30% . . . The IATSE moved to

bar screen credits to ASC members
. . . UMPTO admitted it had filed

a Paramount complaint with the
FTC ... It was reported from the
Coast that Mervyn LeRoy was set

to enter the U.A.-Goldwyn-Korda
deal . . . NBC announced the ex-
pansion of the scope of its televi-

sion experiments to include outdoor
pickups . . . Universal stated the
preceding week had been the big-

eest in the company's history . . .

Wilmington, Del., nouses advanced
prices 5 to 15 per cent . . . Para
disclosed it would make 20 million-
dollar pix as compared with last

vear's total of eight . . . Lou
Wertheimer was named executive
assistant to Joseph M. Schenck . . .

Columbia's directors renamed all

officers.

FOREIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

comes effective, U. S. companies,
who have been paying the levy, will

receive refunds.
& * #

Lord Beaverbrook, London cables
advised, is taking an interest in the
Jack Davis circuit of 10 newsreel
houses, with expansion of the string
indicated. In addition, the leading
British publisher was reported in-

terested in the new British National
News, which is expected to go into

all Odeon theaters. Oscar Desutch
is said to be also interested in the
new reel.

% % %

Of foreign interest:

Korda will star Merle Oberon in

"Over the Moon," to be filmed in

Technicolor from Robert E. Sher-
wood's story . . . Rights to all John
Galsworthy novels and short stories

were acquired by M-G-M . . . The
Holy Land will have a George Gersh-
win memorial forest, to be financed
by proceeds of a memorial concert
in New York.

New Harrisburg Theater
Harrisburg, Pa.—A. A. Ullman,

Reading real estate man, has signed
a lease for the Russ Building, there-

by giving further indication that
Harrisburg will soon have another
downtown theater. Alterations will

soon be started at an estimated cost
of from $100,000 to $150,000.

Chase Office in Cleveland
Cincinnati—Maurice Chase, presi-

dent of Chase Pictures, recently in-

corporated, with offices on Logan
St., Film Row, announces the open-
ing of a Cleveland office under the
management of H. C. Bissel. L. W.
Holthaus is office manager for the
local branch.
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Korda Signs Valerie Hobson
London — Valerie Hobson is the

latest addition to the cast of Alex-
ander Korda's Technicolor film of In-

dia, "Mutiny in the Mountains."
Sabu is starred in the production
with Paul Lukas, Vivien Leigh, Des-
mond Tester and Roger Livesy. Zol-

tan Korda is directing from the
story written by A. E. W. Mason.

Buchanan Sailing for N. Y.
London — Jack Buchanan sails

shortly for New York where he is

to appear on the Broadway stage
in "Between the Devil" with Evelyn
Laye and Adele Dixon. He plans
to return to London next spring
and resume production at the Pine-
wood studios. He plans to make
six productions in Technicolor in the
next two years. First of these will

be "Richard of Bordeaux" with John
Gielgud starred. Currently in work
Buchanan has "Break the News"
with Maurice Chevalier and Adele
Astaire under the direction of Rene
Clair.

Goldwyn, Wanger for Denham
London—From the Denham stu-

dios comes word that Samuel Gold-
wyn will sail for England following
completion of his current Hollywood
fim to commence work on "Goldwyn
Follies," to be made in Technicolor
at Denham. It is also stated that
Walter Wanger will produce two
subjects at Denham, one a musical
in color, the other a comedy. Made-
leine Carroll may appear in the
musical.

List Greatest Living Jews
Paul Muni, David Sarnoff, RCA

president, Fannie Hurst and others
well-known in the film industry are

among the "120 greatest living

Jews" selected by Ivrim, honor so-

ciety of Jewish students in Chi-

cago, after a poll of Jews all over

the world. Others elected to this

Jewish Hall of Fame are George
Gershwin, Emil Ludwig, Yehudi
Menuhin, Oscar Straus, Felix M.
Warburg, Franz Werfel, Arnold
Zweig, Maurice Ravel and Ernst
Toller.

Close Follansbee House
Steubenville, O.—The Royal thea-

ter at nearby Follansbee, W. Va.
has been acquired under lease by
Glen Floyd and Joseph F. Huszar
and has been shuttered. Patsy Pet-

relli was the former operator of

the Royal. Floyd and Huszar oper-

ate the Roxy and Strand theaters

at Follansbee and the Roxy at Mon-
aca, Pa.

Earlier Sunday Openii
Hartford, Conn.—As a resuicr'of

considerable agitation by local the-

atermen, legal Sunday opening has
been moved from the 5 p.m. line to

the earlier 2 p.m. Sunday vaude-
ville has also been approved by the

Board of Aldermen.
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Selznick, Wonger to Confer on Unii<M§Mfa£i5fs Setup

MPTOA TOjURVEY UNITS! TRADE PRACTICE PLAN

Major Distribs.' Counsels to Meet on Dallas Appeal
Decision to be Reached on

Carrying Case to

Highest Court

Major distributor counsel will

meet in New York within a few
days, possibly today, to determine
whether or not an appeal to the

U. S. Supreme Court is to be taken
in the Dallas anti-trust case which
ended last Saturday when U. S. Dis-

trict Judge William H. Atwell grant-

ed the Government an injunction

against them and the Interstate

Circuit. Companies have 60 days

in which to file an appeal to the

nation's highest court.

Analysis of the 23-page opinion
(Continued on Page 4)

TORONTO HOUSES CITE

$100,000 POLIO LOSS

Toronto—Theaters in Toronto are

estimated to have sustained a finan-

cial loss of close to $100,000 be-

cause of the infantile paralysis epi-

demic.
One company, operating a net-

work of film houses in Ontario, re-

ports a loss of nearly a quarter of
(Continued on Page 9)

Weber-Casey Parley Off

for Four or Five Weeks

Jos. N. Weber, president of the

American Federation of Musicians,
said yesterday that he would be un-
able to confer with Pat Casey, stu-

dio labor head, here on the musi-
cians' demands in connection with
producers and exhibitors owing to

pressure of conferences with broad-
(Continued on Page 4)

$1,000,000 Singapore House
Construction of a $1,000,000 house in

Singapore is planned by Koo Teik Ee,

who leaves New York Thursday on his

return to Singapore via Australia. Ee,

who operates a circuit in Malaya, has

been buying equipment here.

Defer NLRB Hearing in SWG-Screen Playwrights Dispute
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Inability of a special trial examiner to preside at the scheduled National
Labor Relations Board hearing of the jurisdictional dispute between the Screen Writers'
Guild and the Screen Playwrights, Inc., resulted yesterday in a postponement until

Thursday. The NLRB refused to disclose the name of the new examiner to be assigned.

MICH. ALLIED MEETS

IN DETROIT OCT. 12

Detroit—Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan is planning to hold its annual
convention Oct. 12 and 13 here, it

is stated by Ray Branch, new chair-
man of its state affairs committee.
Commenting on the recent with-

drawal of 60 theaters along with
H. M. Ritchey, to join the Coopera-
tive, Branch indicated that there is

hormony between the two organiza-
tions and that their problems are
"almost identical."

Grainger, Buxbaum, Lee

Called in Overage Case

Eddie Grainger, Harry Buxbaum
and Joe Lee testified yesterday be-
fore Supreme Court Justice Steuer
and a jury composed of five women
and seven men at the first day of

the trial of the 20th Century-Fox
suit for $20,000 in overages allegedly

(Continued on Page 7)

PROGRAM FOR SMPE'S

N.Y. MEET ANNOUNCED

Projection problems and develop-
ment of new projection equipment
will be discussed Oct. 13 at a ses-

sion of the Fall convention of the
SMPE at the Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York, with Dr. A. N. Gold-
smith, chairman of the projection
practices committee, in charge of

the session. He will speak on "The
Practice of Projection".

Following is the tentative pro-
gram for the convention which takes
place Oct. 11-14:

Monday, 9 a.m. Registration. 10
(Continued on Page 7)

Paramount Without Plans

for Producing Radio Show

Paramount has no intention of

producing a radio program similai

to the M-G-M tieup with General
Foods, stated Rubey Cowan, direc-

tor of its radio contacts department,
(Continued on Page 9)

Wf

anger, Selznick Due in NewYork

Monday for U.A Setup Conferences

Educational Asks 3-Year

Limit to SAG Agreement

Point of contention between Edu-
cational Pictures and the Screen
Actors' Guild in regard to signing
of a contract is the SAG request
for a 10-year pact as was made
with Coast studios and Education-

(Continued on Page 4)

Important conferences are sched-
uled to take place at the United Ar-
tists home office in New York next
week when Walter Wanger and Da-
vid O. Selznick arrive to discuss,

it is understood, the effects of the
pending Goldwyn-Korda deal upon
their setup with the company. Sam-
uel Goldwyn and Alexander Korda
are expected to soon exercise their

options on the stock owned by Mary
(Continued on Page 7)

Kuykendall Plans Coast Trip

Conferences Next
Month

A survey of exhibitor leader opin-
ions as to what's to be done about
the MPTOA 10-point trade practice
program will be undertaken by
President Ed Kuykendall, who will

hold conferences in seven cities in

the course of a Coast trip this Fall.
Leaving his home at Columbus.

Miss., Kuykendall first goes to Seat-
tle, where on Oct. 22 he attends the
annual convention of the MPTOA
of that territory. Later he meets
with heads of regional associations
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt
Lake City, Denver, Oklahoma City
and Dallas. The MPTOA president

(Continued on Page 4)

MPTOA PLANS CHECKUP

ON RADIO REACTIONS

The MPTOA plans a national sur-

vey to determine the effects of the
M-G-M radio program, tied up with
General Foods, upon theaters, espe-
cially from the angle of attendance,
it was indicated in New York yes-

terday. Effort will be made to find
(Continued on Page 9)

Film Co. Financing Waits

on Improvement in Market

Educational Pictures will delay
any further attempt to float a stock
issue for the purpose of obtaining
additional capital until market con-
ditions straighten out and Imperial

(Continued on Page 4)

Universal "Hunky-Dory"
"Everything is hunky-dory," was the

way J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board of directors, described conditions

at Universal yesterday. He laughed at

Coast reports concerning disturbances

within the company and said that no

new financing or any sale of the cor-

poration is contemplated.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
19 17'/2 19 + %
191/2 185/g 19i/

2 + i/2

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd,

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

21/4 2i/g 21/g — %
81/2 8 8I/2

177 171 1/4 177 + 31/2

18
1/2

69%
1041/2

181/s
126
16
8i/s

6

28%
34%
441/2

10%

173/4
65%

IO41/2

16%
119
14%
7%
5i/2

27%
34
44%
9%

18%
69 + 33/4

1041/2

18 + 1%
125% + 6
16 + IV4
8% + %
6 + %
28% + 13/4
34% + %
44% + 6%
10% + %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww 99% 99% 99% + %
Para. B'way 3s55. . . 67 67 67
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . . 100'/4 99% IOOI/4 + %
RKO 6s41 88 88 88 — 4
Warner's 6s39 85% 84 84% — %

MARKET 'NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Ticts. vtc

Grand National .... 2%
Monogram Picts. . . 2%
Sonotone Corp 1%
Technicolor 25%
Trans-Lux 3
Universal Picts

2 2% + %
2% 21/4 + %
1 % 1 % — %
23% 24% + 1%
2% 3 + %

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 97 102
Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6V4s 1st '43

Skouras Product Deals Set

Except for Para, and U. A.

Skouras Circuit has completed its

buying for season of 1937-38 with
exception of deals with Paramount
and United Artists. Pending ar-
rangements are now approaching a
conclusion.

Zukor and Hicks Attend
Para. London Convention

London (By Cable)—Para.'s Brit-
ish and Continental European repre-
sentatives were homeward bound
yesterday after a two-day conven-
tion here, with both Adolph Zukor
and John W. Hicks, Jr., attending
as guests.
The meeting was held at Grosve-

nor House and attracted more than
100. John Cecil Graham, in charge
of Great Britain, and Fred W.
Lange, in charge of Continental Eu-
rope, presided.

Cables were read from President
Barney Balaban, Neil F. Agnew,
vice president in charge of distri-

bution; William LeBaron, general
manager of production and Cecil B.
deMille.

Warner Charlotte House
Passes to Wilby-Kincey

Charlotte, N. C.—Warners have
sold their only theater in the Caro-
linas, the Broadway in Charlotte,
together with their film output, to
North Carolina Theaters, Inc., one
of the Wilby-Kincey enterprises, it

is announced. Herbert F. Kincey,
president of the purchasing organi-
zation, said he would take over the
Broadway October 1.

It is understood that Don Nichols
will continue as manager of the
Broadway for the present and that
it will take the place of the Imper-
ial in Kincey's Charlotte line-up,
while the Imperial will take the
place of the State theater, which is

to be closed because of expiration of
a lease that cannot be renewed. Thus,
the Kincey interests will continue to
operate only three theaters here, the
Carolina, the Broadway and the Im-
perial.

Kansas Houses Increase

Box Office Tops 5 Cents

Kansas City, Mo. — Stanley
Schwartz and W. D. Fulton, opera-
tors of the Universal Concessions
Corp., have announced a five cent
price boost to 10-20 at their How-
ard Theater at Arkansas City, Kans.
The independent Star Theater, there,
has put in a similar B. O. schedule,
while the Fox-Midwest Burford
Theater is getting 20 cents with a
35 cent admission prevailing over
week-ends.

Sign for Bank Night

While Test Case Impends

New Haven, Conn.—New contrac-
tors for Bank Night include Leo
Bonoff of the new Saybrook Theater,
and Irving C. Jaycocks, Jr. of the
Branford Theater. Although the
legal status of the game will not be
determined until the new test case
vs. the Palace Theater, Middletown
reached the Supreme Court, New
Haven, Fairfield and Litchfield Coun-
ties continue to enjoy freedom in
conducting cash giveaways.

McAvity in L. A. to Start

Warner Radio Activities

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Thomas D. McAvity

arrived here yesterday on the Chief
and revealed he was here to set in

motion the radio production activi-

ties made possible under the tieup
with Warner Bros, consummated in

New York with J. L. Warner where-
by Lord & Thomas will have first

call on Warner picture names with
complete cooperation and all facil-

ities.

The first show slated is a new
program for Lucky Strikes with
Dick Powell as emcee. It is tenta-
tively titled "Your Hollywood Par-
ade." Don Becker of Transamerica
Radio Corp. and Peter Dickson,
script writer, accompanied McAvity
on the trip and the trio prepared
the first continuities permitting au-
ditioning for sponsor approval with-
in three weeks.

Cushman's Vaude Circuit

Set to Start on Oct. 15

Lincoln, Neb.—Wilbur Cushman's
vaude circuit gets going Oct. 15 in

most spots. Embraces string of

towns from Wheeling, W. Va., to

the Pacific coast. Openings in full

week stands on that date include

Portland, Ore., Nashville, Tenn.,
Winnipeg, Can., and New Orleans.
Although Lincoln hasn't set the date
yet, will come in around Oct. 20, so

understanding is now.

Industry Stocks, Bonds

Generally Show Advances

Picture industry stocks and bonds
generally moved upwards yesterday,
with gains up to 6% points being
registered. Only one issue was down
on the Big Board and Curb, and two
bonds were off. Para, first preferred
advanced 6 to 125%, Universal pre-
ferred was up 6% to 44%.

Para. Trial Postponed
Trial of the Paramount trustee's

actions against past and present
Paramount officers and directors
was postponed yesterday by Su-
preme Court Justice Wasservogel at
the request of trustee's counsel. The
stock repurchase suit was put over
to Oct. 29. The suit over excessive
salaries and bonuses was placed on
the December reserve calendar.

Sheehan Has "No News"
Winfield Sheehan, who has ar-

rived at the Ambassador for a stay
of several weeks, said yesterday
that there was "no news" when
asked about his production plans.
He is here on business but declined
to state its nature.

Md. Censors Repeat
Maryland censors again cut scenes

from Pathe newsreel of the Shang-
hai conflict showing non-combatants
dying from Japanese bombing, it

was learned yesterday. Pathe is

not taking any direct action.

Coming and GoinV

DAVID O. SELZNICK has delayed his trip

from the Coast to New York and now leaves
Friday, arriving in the East Monday.

WALTER WANGER. MYRON SELZNICK,
GEORGE CUKOR, JACQUES DEVAL and BAR-
BARA KEON also will arrive from the Coast
next Monday.

ATTORNEY LOUIS PHILLIPS returned to New
York yesterday from Dallas.

KOO TEIK EE leaves New York Thursday on
his return to Singapore.

ATTORNEY SIDNEY SCHREIBER arrived in

New York yesterday from Dallas.

TOM D. COCHRANE arrives in New York
Monday from Tokio.

WALTER WANGER arrives in New York Mon-
day from the Coast.

BARBARA BARONDESS has returned to New
York from Europe.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., arrives tomor-
row on the Normandie.

AD SCHULBERG, JACK BUCHANAN, COLE
PORTER, SONJA HENIE, WALTER REISCH,
FERNAND GRAVET, DANIELLE DARRIEUX and
MIREILLE BALLIN are others on the Norman-
die, New York-bound.

RICHARD ALDRICH is en route to New York
from the Coast, stopping over in Denver.

W. R. LYNCH, general manager of Para-
mount Enterprises, Inc., of Miami, left for

New York yesterday.

HERB OCHS, Warner Bros. Southern and
Western sales manager, returned yesterday from
a trip to all of the company's branches in

the south.

RUBEY COWAN, who is now in New York
from the Coast, remains east one week.

VICTOR McLAGLEN who arrived in New
York yesterday, sails on the Berengaria tomor-
row for Europe.

BRIAN DONLEVY and MRS. DONLEVY also

sail on the Berengaria tomorrow.

THOMAS BECK arrives in Baltimore today
from the Coast and comes on to New York
Friday.

EDWARD LEVY is in New York from New
Haven, remaining until tomorrow.

ED KUYKENDALL, now in New York from
Mississippi, goes to Philadelphia Friday.

GEORGE BROWN leaves for the Coast today
to take charge of Columbias studio publicity.

Saville to Produce, Direct

for Metro's British Unit

London (By Cable)—Victor Sa-
ville is joining Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer's British unit at Denham as
a producer and director.

Best wishes from

The Film Daily to the

following on their

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 28

Tom Terriss

Ernest Fegte



AHEAD!

BORIS

KARLOFF
as General Wu Yen Fang in

WARNER BROS. Are 'Way Ahead in October!

THE LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA (PAUL MUNI, Gale Sondergaard, Joseph
Schildkraut, Henry O'Neill, Erin O'Brien-Moore)

THEY WON'T FORGET (Claude Rains, Gloria "Dickson, Edward Norris.
Otto Kruger, Lana Turner)

THE PERFECT SPECIMEN (ERROL FLYNN, Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert,
Edw. Ev. Horton. Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts, May Robson. Allen Jenkins)

WEST OF SHANGHAI
THE GREAT GARRICK (BRIAN AHERNE, OLIVIA de HAVILLAND, Edward
Everett Horton, Melville Cooper, Lionel Atwill, Henry O'NeiH)



COUNSEL TO HUDDLE

ON DALLAS APPEAL

(.Continued from Page 1)

yesterday disclosed the theory that

although the court agreed that the

distributors have the right to fix

prices at which their product is sold,

they cannot deprive a third person
of "the complete freedom of con-

tract."

The opinion states that the price

paid by Interstate and its affiliate,

Texas Consolidated, for A pictures

ranged from $1,000 to $5,000. For
the season of 1934-35, Insterstate

paid $944,452 for film bought from
the defendants, it is shown, and $1,-

012,149 during the next year. Texas
Consolidated's film costs for 1934-35

were $516,337 and $563,013 in 1935-

36. Second run houses of the In-

terstate group paid $133,336 in

1934-35 and $182,751 in 1935-36, it

is established. Theaters of similar

class of Texas Consolidated spent

$78,526 in 1934-35 and $87,960 the

next year.
Exhibitors operating in the same

towns with Interstate expended
$369,594 in 1934-35 and $354,771 the
following season, the opinion says.

Theaters in situations in which
Texas Consolidated have operations
paid $47,928 in 1934-35 and $31,013
the next year.

Interstate has 43 theaters while
its affiliate has 60, the ruling indi-

cates.

Issues involved were right of dis-

tributors to make contracts forcing
subsequent houses following Inter-

state and Texas Consolidated the-

aters to charge a minimum admis-
sion price of 25 cents, where they
formerly required 20 cents, and ban-
ning playing of their pictures on
double feature bills.

Film Co. Financing Waits
on Improvement in Market

(Continued from Page 1)

Pictures will not file any applica-
tion with the SEC until the market
is more favorable, it was learned
yesterday.
Market condition may also delay

the proposed Ambassador Pictures
financing.

Tuesday, Sept. 28, 1937

Educational Asks 3-Year

Limit to SAG Agreement

(Continued from Page 1)

al's desire to limit the agreement to
three years.

Ruling on the "March Of Time"
application to be excluded from
signing a contract on the ground
that it is a newsreel is expected
today.

That Durbin Influence

Kansas City, Mo.—William (Benny)
Benjamin, Universal branch manager,
and Mrs. Benjamin, the former Buena
Sa.k, are parents of a 7Vi pound baby
girl born Sept. 12, at Menorah Hospital.

The baby has been named Deanna.

• • • CAMPAIGN on in Kansas City, Kansas to
secure first-run pictures seems that Kansas City, Missouri,
gets all the breaks from the producers and distributors
Kansas City, Kansas, must wait thirty days after pictures are
shown in the Newman, Mainstreet and the Midland Theaters in
Kansas City, Missouri

• • • SO WHAT do those smart Kansas lads do?
they wage a campaign over Station KCKN and tell the
world all about their grievance they present the latest
developments in their problem in a dramatized March of Time
style they have put their grievance up to their Senators
and Representatives in Congress and demanded action
now they have moved the matter up to the Hays office

all this is dramatized on the air and now the radio audi-
ence and theater audience is waiting for the next
development in the fight to secure the movie patrons first-runs.

• • • NEW STUNT for the marquee Loew's new
Post Road theater, which is about ready to open is show-
ing this legend on the front of the completed marquee
"Joan Crawford and Greta Garbo cordially invite you to our
gala opening soon" on the sides of the marquee a similar
invitation comes from Clark Gable, Robert Taylor, Spencer
Tracy, etc just to let the moviegoers know that the big
M-G-M stars will play this theater

• • • THE OLD exhib problem of keeping 'em happy
while they wait for seats .... or mebbe to catch the features
as they start is being solved with style by Manager James
Reed of the New Fruitvale Theater Oakland, Cal
Jim has fixed up his mezzanine like a club ... pop mags,
checker board, table tennis and a good slice of the regular
patrons are coming early to amuse themselves in the "play-
room" before catching the show ... Mister Reed says if the
pix biz goes bad, he will charge admish to his popular Play-
room and give 'em free movies as bait why not ?

• • • ROMANCE on the run Lionel Royce, the
Continental stage star signed by Louis Mayer for M-G-M while
visiting Vienna met Vivienne Bernstein in the Vienna office

while signing the contract she is a sister of Felix Bern-
stein, the M-G-M manager in Austria the two fell in love
at once obtained separate passages on the Normandie

;
on their arrival took individual rooms at the Waldorf-

Astoria and yesterday morn they went to the City Hall
and applied for a license, expecting to be married at once
but discovered that under the new law they must wait three
days seventy-two hours! so they are counting
the hours till 11 o'clock Thursday morn when they will be
spliced at City Hall 11 o'clock is exacty the seventy -sec-
ond hour isn't love wonderful?

• • • RITZ BROTHERS' new starring pix, "Life Begins
in College," gets a midnight invitation screening at the Roxy
tomorrow night Bids going out are from Hollywood Songs,
Inc. . . • "Motion Picture Parade," series of 20 evenings de-
voted to the motion picture, starts at Columbia University on
Oct. 27

MPTOA PLANS SURVEY

,

ON TRADE PROPOSALS

(Continued from Page 1)

later goes to Pinehurst to partici-

pate in the annual convention of the
MPTOA of North and South Caro-
lina on Dec. 6 and will confer with
its leaders on the same situation.
"The trade practice program is

not at all washed up," Kuykendall
insisted yesterday, after his arrival
in New York from the South over
the week-end.
Kuykendall plans to call a meet-

ing of the MPTOA board of direc-

tors in December, with locale and
date yet to be set. He conferred
with Attorney Edward G. Levy of

New Haven, general counsel of the
association, yesterday and continues
the talks today. Levy returns to the
Connecticut city tomorrow.

Exhibitor complaints originating
in the Charlotte zone to the effect

that theaters are being compelled
to buy 20th Century-Pox accessories
along with pictures were taken up
by Kuykendall yesterday at the dis-

tributor's home office. He was in-

formed that the matter will be in-

vestigated.
Opinion that admission price rais-

ing at the present time is generally
inadvisable was expressed by Kuy-
kendall, who deplored making of film
deals which compel an exhibitor to
increase his scale. In many instances,
he declared, price rises have hurt
attendance.
"We must keep our business in

the popular price category," assert-
ed Kuykendall. "The public has
stopped shopping for picture enter-
tainment now; let's keep them going
to the theaters as a matter of reg-
ular habit, apart from the particu-
lar show we are playing."
Kuykendall goes to Philadelphia

Friday to attend the Variety Club
golf tournament there on that same
day and later returns to his home at
Columbus, Miss.

Weber-Casey Parley Off
for Four or Five Weeks

(Continued from Page 1)

cast interests, but planned to meet
with Casey on the Coast in four or
five weeks.
Weber said he is seeking to have

radio broadcasters spend $3,000,000
more annually for live music. The
A F of M has reached a tentative
agreement with network-affiliated
stations to spend $1,500,000 more
annually than they now expend for
music in the year from Oct. 1.

« « « » » »

Stiff Football Opposish
New Orleans—Theater owners, wtfl

,

have a habit of complaining that evW /
other type of entertainment is unfit£>
competition, may have reason for com-
plaint here this winter with the foot-
ball schedules of both Tulane Uni-
versity here and Louisiana State Uni-
versity at Baton Rouge, calling for a
preponderance of games played on the
home grounds.
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MICKEY'S CHANGED HIS ADDRESS .

.

and he's brought his pals along!

WATCH THEM GO FOR RKO

!

« i

GET READY TO RAVE ABOUT:
CLOCK CLEANERS

"HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY"

"LONESOME GHOSTS"

"PLUTO'S QUINPUPLETS"

"DONALD'S OSTRICH"

WYNKEN, BLYNKEN AND NOD"

"THE OLD MILL"

DISTRIBUTED BY

RKO-RADIO
PICTURES
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riGRAM FOR SNIPE'S

N.Y. MEET ANNOUNCED

(.Continued from Page 1)

a.m. to 12 m. Salle Moderne; Busi-
ness and General Session. Opening
Remarks by President S. K. Wolf.
Report of the convention committe;
W. C. Kunzmann, Convention Vice-
President; Report of the member-
ship committee; E. R. Geib, Chair-
man; election of officers and other
business. "Hunting with a Micro-
phone the Songs of Vanishing
Birds"; P. Kellogg, Laboratory of
Ornithology, Cornell University;
"Safeguarding and Developing our
Film Markets Abroad"; N. D. Gol-
den, Motion Picture Section, U. S.

Department of Commerce; "High-
Speed Motion Picture Photography
Applied to the Design of Telephone
Apparatus"; W. Herriott, Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Inc. 12:30 p.m.
Roof Garden; Informal Luncheon. 2

p.m. to 5 p.m. Salle Moderne; Pho-
tographic and Laboratory Session.
"Producing an Industrial Film"; J.

A. Norling, Loucks & Norling Stu-
dios; "Further Progress in Film
Storage"; Capt. J. G. Bradley, Na-
tional Archives; "The Effect of the
Composition of an MQ Developer on
its Reduction Potential"; R. M.
Evans and W. T. Hanson, Jr., Kodak
Research Laboratories; "A Modern
Motion Picture Laboratory"; C. L.

Lootens, Republic Productions, Inc.;

"Demonstration of Polaroid Three-
Dimensional Motion Pictures"; G.

W. Wheelwright, 3d, Land-Wheel-
wright Laboratories, 8 p.m. to 10:30
p.m. Auditorium, Bell Telephone
Laboratories; Special Sound Session.

"Distortion in the Reproduction of

Hill-and-Dale Records"; M. J. Di
Toro, Thomas A. Edison, Inc.; "Re-
cent Developments in Hill-and-Dale
Recorders"; L. Vieth and C. F. Wie-
busch, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., New York, N. Y. "Nomenclature
and Specifications Including Descrip-
tion of the Various Types of Movie-
tone Release"; J. K. Hilliard, Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios; "Film Per-
foration and 96-Cycle Frequency
Modulation in Sound-film Records";
J. Crabtree and W. Herriott, Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Inc.; "Push-
Pull Recording"; J. G. Frayne and
H. C. Silent, Electrical Products,
Inc.; "Stereophonic Recording and
Reproduction from Motion Picture
Film Records"; Introductory Re-
marks by J. P. Maxfield, Erpi.

Tuesday, 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Salle Moderne; Engineering Practice

Session. "Air-Conditioning with
Lithium Chloride"; G. A. Kelley,

Surface Combustion Corp.; "The
Activated Alumnia System as Ap-
plied to Air-Conditioning and Dry-
ing Problems"; G. L. Simpson, Pitts-
'- Vh Lectrodryer Corp.; "Die Cast-
. ^0 and Their Application to Pho-
tographic Appliances"; C. Pack,
Doehler Die Casting Co.; "The Use
of Inconel for Photographic Film
Processing Equipment"; G. L. Cox,
International Nickel Co., Inc.; "Vac-
uum-Tube Engineering for Motion
Pictures"; L. C. Hollands and A. M.

A "JUUtc" from "Ms
//

By RALPH WILK

H (

HOLLYWOOD
ORACE JACKSON, scenarist for

Warner Bros., plans to leave
for New York as soon as he com-
pletes his present writing job on
"Men Are Such Fools," and help
Director John Cromwell pick a sup-
porting cast for the Broadway pro-
duction of Jackson's new play, "The
Christian Hero."

Fredric March and his actress
wife, Florence Eldridge, have al-

ready been signed to play the leads
in the Broadway presentation and
will go East when March completes
his work at Paramount in the C. B.
DeMille production, "The Bucca-
neer."

"The Christian Hero" will prac-
tically be an all-Hollywood invasion
of Broadway, with the author, di-

rector and stars drawn from here.
It is also likely that Author Jack-
son and Director Cromwell will pick
several Hollywood players for sup-
porting roles.

Casting assignments: 20th-Fox

—

Ethel Merman, "Bread, Butter and
Rhythm" and "Alexander's Ragtime
Band"; Gloria Stuart, Phyllis
Brooks, Bill Robinson, Jack Haley,
Slim Summerville, Alan Dinehart,
Dixie Dunbar, "Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm"; RKO Radio—Dorothy
Moore, "Taking the Town"; Reggie
Gardiner, "A Damsel in Distress";
Maxine Jennings, "Hitting a New
High"; Monogram—Terry Walker,
"Federal Bullets."

S. J. Briskin, vice-president in

charge of production at RKO Radio,
and Tay Garnett, director, are dis-

cussing the possibility of producing
a picture tentatively titled "Trade
Winds," which would be based on
thousands of feet of action and
background film shot by Garnett on
a recent round-the-world trip. If

the discussion reaches the affirma-
tive stage, an all-star cast will be
recruited for the feature.

Glover, RCA Manufacturing Co.,

Inc. 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Salle Mod-
erne; Lighting and Studio Session;
"Spectral Distribution and Color-
Temperature of the Radiant Energy
from Carbon Arcs Used in the Mo-
tion Picture Industry"; F. T. Bow-
ditch and A. C. Downes, National
Carbon Co., Inc.; "Recent Develop-
ments in Background Projection";
G. G. Popovici, Bronx; "Recent De-
velopments in Gaseous Discharge
Lamps"; S. Dushman, Research La-
boratory, General Electric Co.; Re-
port of the Studio Lighting Com-
mittee, R. E. Farnham, Chairman.
"Light Control in Photography";
G. Mili, Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., Bloom-
field, N. J.; "Modulated High-
Frequency Recording as a Means of
Determining Conditions for Opti-
mum Processing"; J. O. Baker and
D. H. Robinson, RCA Manufactur-
ing Co., Inc.; "Recording Tests on
Some Recent High-Resolution Ex-
perimental Emulsions"; J. O. Baker,
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. 8 p.m.
to 11:30 p.m. Salle Moderne, Show-
ing of Selected Historical Motion
Pictures arranged by John E. Ab-
bott, Director of the Film Library,
The Museum of Modern Art, New
York, N. Y., and showing of a Re-
cent Feature Picture and Shorts.
Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Salle Moderne; Projection Practice
Session, A. N. Goldsmith, Chairman.
"The Practice of Projection"; A. N.
Goldsmith; "Grading Projection-
ists"; G. P. Barber, Government of
the Province of Alberta, Canada;
"Cooperation as the Keynote of Suc-
cessful Small Town Projection"; T.

P. Hover, Warner's Ohio Theater,
Lima, O.; "A Discussion of Screen
Image Dimensions"; F. H. Richard-
son; "New Approaches to the Pres-
entation of the Motion Picture The-
ater"; B. Schlanger; "Precision Ail-

Metal Reflectors for Use with Pro-
jection Arcs"; C. E. Shultz, Heyer-

Shultz, Inc.; "Perforated Screens
and Their Faults"; F. H. Richard-
son; "Commercial 16-mm. Projection
Faults"; C. L. Greene, Minneapolis,
Minn. 2 p.m. Open Afternoon. 7:30
p.m. Salle Moderne; Semi-Annual
Banquet. Entertainment and Danc-
ing. Presentation of annual SMPE
Progress Medal and Journal Awards.

Thursday, 10 a.m. to 12 m. Salle
Moderne; Apparatus Symposium
and Manufacturers' Announcements.
"The Sound-Level Meter in the Mo-
tion Picture Industry"; H. H. Scott,
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.;
"A New Motion Picture Camera
Crane"; E. H. Heyer and E. L.
Fisher, Universal Pictures Corp.;
"Non-intermittent Projection"; J. F.
Leventhal, Leventhal Patents, Inc.;

"New Ideas in Mobile Sound Re-
cording Equipment"; C. M. Ralph
and J. G. Matthews, General Ser-
vice Studios; "A Mobile Sound Re-
cording Channel"; L. T. Goldsmith,
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.; "A
Device for Cleaning the Sound-track
of Motion Picture Film During Pro-
jection"; R. V. Fisher, Flower City
Specialty Co.; "A Recorder for Mak-
ing Buzz-Tracks"; E. W. Kellogg,
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.; "Ad-
vantages of Spark Illumination in
Certain Types of Photography"; M.
A. Durand, International Filmbook
Corp. 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Salle Mod-
erne; Sound Session. "Reduction of
Loop-Length Variations in Non-Slip
Printers"; E. W. Kellogg, RCA Man-
ufacturing Co., Inc.; "Transmission
Characteristics of Western Electric
Re-recording Channels"; C. R. Daily
and F. L. Hopper, Erpi; "Permanent
Magnet 4-Ribbon Valve for Portable
Channel Push-Pull Recording"; E.
C. Manderfeld, Erpi; "Improvements
in Noise-Reduction Circuits"; R. R.
Scoville, Erpi; "Improved Methods
in Detecting Light-Valve Overload";
C. R. Daily, Erpi; "Overload Limiter
for the Protection of Modulating De-
vices"; R. R. Scoville, Erpi.

SELZNICK AND WANGER

PLAN SETUP CONFABS

(Continued from Page 1)

Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Charles Chaplin, thus acquiring con-
trol of the outfit.

Both Wanger and Selznick are
due to arrive in New York Monday
from the Coast.

Under the setup now developing
due to the deal, Goldwyn is expect-
ed to become an increasingly im-
portant influence in United Artists
affairs. His vice-president and finan-
cial advisor, David Rose, has gone
to London to close the options deal
which is reported to involve $6,-

000,000 provided by an English
group. Although identity of the
financing interests has not been of-

ficially disclosed, there has been
speculation to the effect that Pru-
dential, which has backed Korda in

the past, might figure in the plan.

Grainger, Buxbaum, Lee

Called in Overage Case

(Continued from Page 1)

due from the Springer-Cocalis cir-

cuit on a contract made in Sept.
1934 and involving six nictures.
Under questioning bv Louis N ;zer.

Grainger, Buxbaum and Lee assert-
ed that in conversation thev had
with Sam Cocalis and the fate Jack
Springer, the understanding was
that overages were to be on each of
the six pictures individuallv. The
defendants maintain that the con-
tract states that overages were to
be paid on six pictures, that the
overages were to be paid on the
films collectivelv and that onlv $8,-
500 is owed 20th Cen+urv-Fox.

Bruce Bromley of Cravath deGers-
dorff, Swaine & Wood is acting as
counsel for Sprinerer-Coealis. Nizer
plans to call expert witnesses from
other film companies to testify in
regard to practices in regard to pay-
ment of overages. The trial will be
resumed today.

Universal Gives Clearance

Concession in Kansas Spot

Kansas City, Mo.—With individ-
ual theater operators in Kansas
City, Kans., continuing the fight
started early in the spring to secure
more favorable clearance in refer-
ence to downtown houses on the
Missouri side, the Fox-Midwest Gra-
nada Theater, this week announced
that they had booked Universal
product for showing 14 days back
of the first-run houses instead of
the 28-day clearance heretofore in
effect. A similar clearance had pre-
viously been announced for 20th
CenturyFox product. Other Kansas
City, Kans., houses, however, have
failed to improve their clearance.

Equity Council Meets
Actors Equity Association held a

special council meeting yesterday
but no action was taken.
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"Ebb Tide"
With Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer,

Ray Milland

Paramount 90 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

TIP-TOP BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
IN TECHNICOLOR WITH BRILLIANT

PERFORMANCES AND THRILLING STORM
SCENES AS HIGHLIGHTS.

James Hogan's direction and sterling

performances by Oscar Homolka, Barry

Fitzgerald and Ray Milland and a thrilling

storm at sea highlight Paramount's pic-

turization of the Robert Louis Stevenson-

Lloyd Osbourne story. The picture has been

beautifully photographed in Technicolor by

Ray Rennahan and Leo Tover and has been

given a lavish production by Producer

Lucien Hubbard. Lloyd Nolan and Frances

Farmer turn in good performances. Ber-

tram Millhauser's screenplay is excellent

writing. Homolka and Fitzgerald create

characterizations that are among the best

seen on the screen in many moons. Hom-

olka, reduced to being a beachcomber, be-

cause, as a sea captain, he had lost a ship,

longs for the day when he can again com-

mand a boat. Fitzgerald, a Cockney, and

Milland, an educated Englishman, in trouble,

are fellow beachcombers. Homolka's chance

comes when a smallpox-infested ship comes

to his island, needing a captain. Holmoka

takes charge, but later learns that his

cargo is water, instead of champagne, and

that Frances Farmer's father, who died,

had, as captain of the boat, planned to

burn it and gain heavy insurance on the

worthless cargo. The ship reaches an un-

charted island, where Lloyd Nolan, a pearl

trader, who is a cold-blooded murderer,

reigns supreme. Homolka and Fitzgerald

seek food, but are murdered when Fitz-

gerald tries to outwit Nolan. Milland holds

Nolan at bay and rescues Frances.

Cast: Oscar Homolka, Frances Farmer,

Ray Milland, Lloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgerald,

Charles Judels, Charles Stevens, David

Torrence, Una Basquette, Harry Field.

Producer, Lucien Hubbard; Director,

James Hogan; Authors, Robert Louis Stev-

enson and Lloyd Osbourne; Screenplay,

Bertram Millhauser; Cameramen, Ray Ren-

nahan, Leo Tover; Photographic Effects,

Gordon Jennings; Editor, Leroy Stone; Art

Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick; Musi-

cal Score, Victor Young; Musical Director,

Boris Morros; Song by Ralph Rainger and

Leo Robin.

Direction, Aces. Photograph, Beautiful.

"The Perfect

Specimen"
With Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell, Hugh

Herbert, May Robson

First National 82 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

WILD COMEDY WITH HEAVY LAUGH
RETURNS WILL HAVE EM ROLLING IN

THE AISLES.

This wild comedy provides a field day

for Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell, Hugh Her-

bert, May Robson, Allen Jenkins and Ed-

ward Everett Horton and they romp through

their roles for heavy laugh returns. Michael

Curtiz directed and extracted a full meas-

ure of fun from the various sequences.

Harry Joe Brown rates credit as associate

producer. Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts,

Dennie Moore, Harry Davenport, Granville

Bates, Hugh O'Connell and James Burke

are among the competent principals. Nor-

man Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley, Brew-

ster Morse and Fritz Falkenstein turned in

a clever screenplay based on Samuel Hop-

kins Adams' story. Flynn is a grandson

of wealthy May Robson, who regulates his

life and tries to dominate him. Joan

Blondell, a harum-scarum girl, meetts Flynn

and persuades him to lead his own life

and have a merry time. Flynn leaves his

home with Joan, and Miss Robson insists

he has been kipnaped. While the police

are looking for him, Flynn engages in a

fight with a professional pug at a truck-

man's picnic and knocks him out in the

third round. Flynn and Joan become in-

volved in many laughable episodes, but

all ends well when Joan's brother, Foran,

becomes engaged to Flynn's old sweet-

heart, Beverly Roberts, and Joan agrees to

marry Flynn. Charles Rosher's photography

is excellent.

Cast: Errol Flynn, Joan Blondell, Hugh

Herbert, Edward Everett Horton, Dick

Foran, Beverly Roberts, May Robson, Allen

Jenkins, Dennie Moore, Hugh O'Connell,

James Burke, Granville Bates, Harry Dav-

enport, Tim Henning.

Executive Producer, Hal B. Wallis; As-

sociate Producer, Harry Joe Brown; Di-

rector, Michael Curtiz; Author, Samuel

Hopkins Adams; Screenplay, Norman

Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley, Brewster

Morse, Fritz Falkenstein; Cameraman,

Charles Rosher; Art Director, Robert Haas;

Editor, Terry Morse; Dialog Director, Gene

Lewis; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.

Direction, Corking. Photography, Great.

Fleischer Compromise
Proposal Before Union

Fleischer Studios has agreed to

recognize the Commercial Artists
and Designers Union as exclusive
bargaining agent for the produc-
tion departments excepting anima-
tors. It will recognize the union
as bargaining agent for those an-
imators who are union members and
any other animators who may in

the future become members.
The union is yet to accept the

proposed compromise.

Merge as Internat'l Artists

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles K. Feldman,

Inc., Feldman-Blum Corp. and the
Edington-Vincent Corp. have agreed
to merge and will form Internation-
al Artists Corp., which will act as

a holding company for the com-
bined corporations.

"Zola" Goes Into 8th Week
Tomorrow morning "The Life of

Emile Zola," starring Paul Muni,
begins its eighth week at the Holly-
wood Theater.

"Life Begins in

College"
With the Ritz Brothers, Joan Davis and

Tony Martin

20th Century-Fox 80 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

COLLEGE FOOTBALL YARN WITH
NEW TWISTS PROVIDES NONSENSICAL
ENTERTAINMENT.

As the campus tailors who buy their

way into football suits, the Ritz Brothers

provide a lot of fun with their nonsensical

entertainment. Although their routines

lack the bang-up physical antics that char-

acterized their previous work and which

helped get those socko results, they still

clown, dance, sing and chatter in a man-
ner which makes the piece very enjoyable.

Sam Pokrass, Sidney Kuller and Ray Golden

supplied their specialties, of which the

show closer is the topper when one of the

brothers throws a pass, which he himself

catches and races to a touch-down only

to crash into and smash down the goal

post. Under William Seiter's direction,

the show moves with a lot of zip and

even though the plot is the regular col-

lege football yarn, there are enough new
twists to be different. Karl Tunberg and

Don Ettlinger supplied the screenplay from

a series of stories by Darrell Ware. Lew
Pollack and Sidney Mitchell contributed a

number of songs, which are most fitting

to a campus picture, one of them especial-

ly, "Why Talk About Love," should prove

very popular. Among the players, Nat
Pendleton stands out with a wow perform-

ance as an Indian just off the reservation.

Another comic, Joan Davis, is swell, but

she hasn't as much to do as she could

well handle. Tony Martin puts over a

couple of songs in grand style, and the

romantic interest is capably taken care of

by Gloria Stuart and Dick Baldwin. Joan

Marsh as the campus flirt is an attractive

miss. Harold Wilson acted as associate

producer on this production, which should

play to gratifying returns. Gloria Stuart's

father, Fred Stone, is fired from his job

as coach. Nat Pendleton, an Indian with

an oil bankroll, endows the University with

a large sum for keeping Stone on the job.

The deal is handled by the Ritz Brothers,

who cut themselves in for appearances in

the games. A romance between Miss Stuart

and Dick Baldwin is having its ups and
downs until on the day of the big game,
Pendleton, the star, is declared ineligible

for having played with a commercial team.

Gloria believes Dick, contender for Pen-

dleton's job, squealed and it is only after

much persusion that Stone lets Dick play.

The boy is going like a house on fire until

he is injured. With two minutes to go,

the coach, in error, sends in the Ritz

Brothers, and, one of them, by passing to

himself and running for a touch-down wins

the game.

Cast: Ritz Brothers, Joan Davis, Tony
Martin, Gloria Stuart, Fred Stone, Nat
Pendleton, Dick Baldwin, Joan Marsh, Jed
Prouty, Maurice Cass, Marjorie Weaver,
Robert Lowery, Ed Thorgersen, Lon
Chaney, Jr., J. C. Nugent, Fred Kohler,

Jr., Elisha Cook, Charles Wilson, Frank

Sully, Norman Willis.

Associate Producer, Harold Wilson; Di-

"The Great Garrick"
With Brian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland and

Edward Everett Horton

Warners 95 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

DELIGHTFUL ROMANTIC COMEDY
CLEVERLY DIRECTED AND BRILLIANTLY

PLAYED.

Mervyn LeRoy's fourth independent pro-

duction is a delightful romantic comedy,
cleverly directed by James Whale and
brilliantly acted by a cast headed by

Brian Aherne, in the title role, and beauti-

ful Olvia De Havilland. Others who are

important principals are Melville Cooper,

Etienne Girardot, Edward Everett Horton,

Luis Alberni, Lionel Atwill, Fritz Leiber

and Marie Wilson. Ernst Vajda has written

a gay story about a prank played on Gar-

rick, the noted English actor who held

sway in the 18th Century. Vajda has also

introduced an effective love story. Garrick

is invited to be a guest star with the

noted Comedie Francaise company, and
when the French actors gain the impres-

sion that he has stated he will teach them
how to act, they decide to play a joke on

him. They take over a wayside inn, where
Garrick is to spend a night en route to

Paris. They pose as employees of the inn

and try to annoy him. Their gestures be-

tray them and he is certain they are troup-

ers. He meets Germaine (Olivia de Havil-

land) at the inn, believes she is an actress

and makes arduous love to her. Later,

he denounces her as a poor actress

and chides her for posing as a young

Countess. Garrick makes peace with the

troupers, and on his opening night looks

for Germaine backstage. Informed that

she is not an actress and not present, he is

heart-broken. He goes to the footlights

to announce that he cannot act that

night, but recognizes Germaine in a box.

She smiles love and forgiveness, and Gar-

rick goes on to give a great performance.

Cast: Brian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland,

Edward Everett Horton, Melville Cooper,

Lionel Atwill, Henry O'Neill, Luis Alberni,

Lana Turner, Marie Wilson, Linda Perry,

Fritz Leiber, Etienne Girardot, Dorothy

Tree, Craig Reynolds, Paul Everton, Trevor

Bardette, Milton Owen, Albert Van Dakker,

Chester Clute.

Producer, Mervyn LeRoy; Director,

James Whale; Screenplay, Ernst Vajda;

Cameraman, Ernest Halter; Art Director,

Anton Grot; Editor, Warren Low; Musical

Director, Leo F. Forbstein; Music score,

Adolph Deutsch.

Direction, Clever. Photography, Fine.

rector, William A. Seiter; Suggested by a

series of stories by Darrell Ware; Screen-

play, Karl Tunberg, Don Ettlinger; Cam-
eraman, Robert Planck, ASC; Art Direffl

Hans Peters; Editor, Louis Loeffler; So^<r
Arthur von Kirbach, Roger Heman; Musi-

cal Director, Louis Silvers; Music and Lyrics

by Lew Pollack, Sidney D. Mitchell,

Charles Tobias, Al Lewis, Murray Mencher;

Ritz Brothers Specialties by Samuel Pokrass,

Sidney Kuller and Ray Golden.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

.
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out if such broadcasts "build" play-

ers.

President Ed Kuykendall declined

to comment on the M-G-M move but
stated that he will await results of

a nation-wide checkup before he
forms an opinion. When he visits

Los Angeles late next month, as

part of his coast trip, he will con-
fer with studio executives on the ra-

dio competition situations.

Paramount Without Plans

for Producing Radio Show

{Continued from Page 1)

in New York yesterday, following
his arrival from the Coast over the
week-end. About 15 contract play-
ers are doing regular broadcasts, he
said. Cowan has come East to ac-
quaint home office executives with
developments in the studio's radio
situation. He remains in New York
one week before returning to Holly-
wood. '

Reviews o$ View filtnt

SICK REPORT

Canton, 0.—L. B. Cool, former
manager of the Grand Opera House
here, the Colonial at Akron, and the
Fulton, Pittsburgh, now with the
Warners in Sharon, Pa., again is

seriously ill.

Boston—Anna Krim, secretary at
the Columbia Exchange, is much
improved after an operation for ap-
pendicitis two weeks ago.

Winchester, Va. — John Ramey,
manager, Capitol, is on the sick
list.

Norfolk, Va.—Jeff Hofheimer has
recovered from his recent illness
and is back on the job supervising
the Visulite and Byrd.

Jamestown, N. Y. — Mary Fox,
Palace cashier, is suffering from
bronchitis.

Rochester, N. Y.—Alex Dunbar,
manager of the West End Theater,
is recovering from an appendec-
tomy.

New Haven, Conn.—Jack Findlay
of Westerly and Mystic is confined
to his home with a severe attack of
the grippe.

Cincinnati — Convalescent this
week were Mrs. William Onie, wife
of Monogram manager, William
r ' \; Joe Goetz, assistant to Col.
- Jur Frudenfeld, RKO theaters
general manager; and, Warner's
Johnny Eifert, recovering from
grippe.

Albany—Gladys Briggs of Uni-
versale exchange, is back on the job
after a two months' illness.

"Fight for Your Lady"
With John Boles, Jack Oakie, Ida Lupino

RKO-Radio 67 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SWELL BUNCH OF GAGS GIVE BOX

OFFICE PUNCH TO HIGHLY ENJOY-
ABLE FARCE.
A bunch of swell gags makes this farce

highly enjoyable. With Jack Oakie romp-
ing around in his best style, things which

bring forth an abundance of laughter are

always happening. Ida Lupino is very

charming as Mariotta, the Hungarian night

club singer who falls in love with Boles.

Besides doing very well with the Hungarian

brogue, she sings "Blame It on the Dan-

ube" in nice fashion. John Boles does his

work in a light-hearted fashion and also

warbles the song most pleasingly. Margot

Grahame, the fortune hunting gal, is well

cast, and laugh provokers are Billy Gil-

bert, Erik Rhodes and Gordon Jones. A
good share of credit should go to Ben

Stoloff, the director, for obtaining such

excellent returns on the gags. His work
shows a grand comedy sense. Ernest Pagano,

Harry Segall and Harold Kusell contributed

a cleverly done screenplay from an original

by Jean Negulesco and Isabel Leighton.

Harry Akst and Frank Loesser did the

song "Blame It on the Danube." Albert

Lewis' production is one which can rate

with the better of the RKO pictures.

When Oakie sensing that Margot Grahame
is only after his pal's (John Boles) money,

he tells her that Boles is broke and Mar-
got calls off the announced wedding.

Disappointed and ready to die, John goes

to Budapest with Oakie as his companion.

There he learns that he can best accom-
plish his ends by making love to Ida

Lupino, for her jealous husband, Erik

Rhodes, is the finest of swordsmen and

will doubtless kill him in a duel which

is bound to result. After a lot of comical

doings, the duel is on with Boles on the

losing end. Learning that Rhodes has a

mother complex, Oakie poses as Boles'

mother. Rhodes breaks down in tears as

Ida, who is really in love with Boles, John,

and Oakie dash away. Margot, learning

that Boles is not broke, comes on the

scene to renew their love, but when she

sees Rhodes' castle she bends her efforts

in his direction.

Cast: John Boles, Jack Oakie, Ida

Lupino, Margot Grahame, Gordon Jones,

Erik Rhodes, Billy Gilbert, Paul Guilfoyle,

Georges Renavent, Charles Judels, Maude
Eburne, Charles Coleman.

Producer, Albert Lewis; Director, Ben
Stoloff; Authors, Jean Negulesco and Isabel

Leighton; Screenplay, Ernest Pagano, Harry

Segall, Harold Kusell; Cameraman, Jack

MacKenzie, ASC; Art Director, Van Nest
Polglase, Associate, Carroll Clark; Editor,

George Crone; Sound, Hugh McDowell, Jr.;

Musical Director, Frank Tours; Music and

Lyrics, Harry Akst, Frank Loesser.

Direction, Expert. Photography, Good.

Gartner to be Renamed
Charles Gartner is slated to be

unanimously re-elected for another
term as president of the Paramount
Pep Club at the annual election to-

day. There is no opposition to Gart-
ner. A contest features the elec-

tions for other posts,

"The Westlctnd Case"
With Preston Foster, Frank Jenks, Carol

Hughes, Barbara Pepper

Universal 62 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

MYSTERY WITH SUSPENSE AND COM-
EDY VALUES MAKES ENJOYABLE PRO-
GRAM PIX.

With Preston Foster playing a detective

with a sense of humor in the first of the

Crime Club pictures, this mystery carries

through on comedy and suspense and should

make enjoyable program fare. In working

out the case of who killed Mrs. Westland
and why, lines of procedure become some-
what involved at times but they all add up
okay. Christy Cabanne' direction mini-

mizes these shortcomings by playing up
the laughs which are many and often and

by keeping the pace an ever moving one.

Robertson White wrote the screenplay,

which has a number of good situations and

some sprightly dialogue. It was based on

a novel by Jonathan Latimer. Frank Jenks

makes a good assistant to a wise detective

such as Foster, and in the role of a sexy

charmer, Barbara Pepper is swell. The
rest of the capable cast include Carol

Hughes, Astrid Allwyn, Clarence Wilson,

Theodore Von Eltz and George Meeker.

Irving Starr produced, and in every depart-

ment, the piece is first rate. Theodore

Von Eltz is about to die for the murder

of his wife. Preston Foster is called in to

follow up a lead given by a note received

by Von Eltz. Foster is suspicious of Von
Eltz's business associates and the two

persons who can help him are killed be-

fore they can talk. However, Preston fol-

lows different leads till he gets the goods

on George Meeker, a partner of Von Eltz's,

who has removed valuable securities from

Von Eltz's portfolio and replaced them with

worthless ones. When the discrepancy was

about to be discovered, Meeker killed Von
Eltz's wife and arranged things so that

Vol Eltz would be accused.

Cast: Preston Foster, Frank Jenks, Carol

Hughes, Barbara Pepper, Astrid Allwyn,

Clarence Wilson, Theodore Von Eltz, George

Meeker, Russell Hicks, Selmer Jackson, Rollo

Lloyd, Thomas Jackson, Arthur Hoyt, Bryant

Washburn.

Producer, Irving Starr; Director, Christy

Cabanne; From the novel "Headed for

a Hearse" by Jonathan Latimer; Screenplay,

Robertson White; Cameraman, Ira Morgan,

ASC; Editor, Otis Garrett; Special Effects,

John P. Fulton; Art Director, Ralph Berger

—

Associate, Emile Kuri; Musical Director,

Charles Previn; Sound, Robert Pritchard.

Direction, Lively. Photography, Good.

METRO'S SEVEN TOPS

38 FEATURES IN WORK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirty-eight pictures

are in work, with M-G-M topping
the list with seven. Warners and
Paramount are making six each, fol-
lowed by RKO with five. 20th Cen-
tury-Fox is producing four, Colum-
bia three and Goldwyn and Univer-
sal two each. Selznick Interna-
tional, Republic and Conn are shoot-
ing one each.
RKO has started Work on "Bring-

ing Up Baby" and Paramount on
"Daughter Of Shanghai".
Warners have finished work on

"Accidents Will Happen" and "The
Patient In Room 18". Grand Na-
tional has completed "Mr. Boggs
Buys A Barrel" and "Frontier
Town".

Schines Promotes Rose
Oneonta, N. Y.—Harry Rose of

Schine's Oneonta, is new district

manager of territory embracing:
State and Temple, Cortland; Pal-
ace, Oneonta, Oneonta; Colonial,

Norwich; State, Hamilton.

Set "Two Men to Play"
Manny Meyer and Ben Levine of

Royal Film Exchange are opening
their new production, "Two Men to
Play," at the Brooklyn Strand on
Oct. 7.

$100,000 Loss Due to Polio

Suffered by Toronto Houses

{Continued from Page 1)
a million dollars in reduced attend-
ances, and it is estimated that the
downtown houses in Toronto alone
have sustained a loss of about $10 -

000.
'

Toronto health authorities told
The Film Daily yesterday that the
epidemic evidently was waning;
over the week-end, only 15 new cases
were reported.

Seward, Neb.—Attempting to keep
two houses in operation here, Izzy
Kuhl, manager of the Rivoli and
Lyric, finally gave up during the
polio scare and shut the Lyric tem-
porarily.

Chicago—Chicago public schools,
with the exception of first grades
and kindergartens, resumed sessions
yesterday, danger of a polio epidemic
among pupils of elementary school
age believed over. All restrictions
on juvenile attendance at theaters
were removed.

WEDDING BELLS

Whiting, Ind.—Rex Williams, city
manager for the Indiana and Illi-
nois theaters, was married last
week to Estelle McCloskey. The
honeymoon is deferred as Williams
is just recovering from an auto ac-
cident which confined him to the
hospital for a couple of weeks.

Cincinnati — Luella Strotman of
M-G-M has resigned to become an
early bride.

New Haven, Conn.—The Fishman
Brothers of the Fishman Theater
Circuit are announcing engagements
and early weddings. Abe Fishman's
daughter, Ruth, is betrothed to
Lawrence Caplan, New Haven at-
torney. Selig Fishman's twin
daughters, Lillian and Evelyn, com-
pleting nursing courses, are engaged
to Dr. Jack Chasnoff of New Haven,
and Oscar Shenkin, teacher in New
York.



MONOGRAM FEATURES

dvtUfaMe, NOW7
Less than six months old, the New
MONOGRAM has completed almost
HALF of its schedule of 42 pictures

for 1937-38
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Intimate in Character
^international in Scope
Independent in Thought
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MPTOA Will Sponsor All-Industry Convention in 1938

ROLAN LEAVES 'M OF T^0R|K0 EXECUTIVE POST

20th -Fox Suit Against Springer and Cocalis Settled

Newsreel Status
. . . and Maryland censorship= By CHESTER B. BAHN=

A CTION of the Maryland State Board
*» of Motion Picture Censors in as-

serting and exercising the right to censor
newsreels presents anew several interest-

ing questions.

In the present instance, the targets for

the censorial scissors were newsreels re-

porting phases of the Shanghai engagement
fought, quite unofficially, by the armed
forces of China and Japan. First deletions
embraced shots of non-combatants, dead
and dying, and three paragraphs of narra-

tion.

Highlights of the latter were the factual,

if editorialized statements, that "Non-
combatants pay with their lives for nations
at war" and "Wholesale death for innocent
men, women and children is the price for

vicious modern warfare."

It is stated that the Maryland board
found the omitted scenes "horrific," and
its order for deletion presumably was based
upon the "inhuman" provision in the state's

censorship code.

— e —
INVOLVED here nevertheless are such
' complicated and related issues as first,

the exact status of the newsreel and,

secondly, the right of a state to exercise

pictorial news censorship.

Both issues must eventually be decided,

and there are multiplying signs that such
decisions cannot be much longer deferred.

Not too long ago, there was the action

of the Kansas censors in directing cuts in

an issue of "The March of Time," action

which was later rescinded. More recently,

there was the matter of the Chicago riot

newsreel, first withheld by the distributor,

exercising editorial judgment, and subse-
quently released.

X-~J1E first question, obviously, to which a

definite answer is essential concerns
the status of the newsreel. If it is essen-
tially screen journalism, it should be re-

stricted only as the press is restricted.

If, however, the newsreel is, first of all,

entertainment (as was suggested at the

August session of the Institute of Human
(.Continued on Page 2)

Figure Involved In Agreement
Reported to be

$10,000
Suit of 20th Century-Fox against

Springer & Cocalis was settled

during trial yesterday with the fig-

ure understood to be $10,000. Ac-
cording to Louis Nizer, counsel for
20th-Fox, the settlement establish-

ed that individual accounting shall

govern payment of overages where
a group of pictures is set aside at a

(Continued on Page 14)

ZENITH WILLTeNEW

TELE APPLICATION

Chicago—Zenith Radio Corp's ap-
plication for television transmitter
having been turned down by FCC
on grounds that its charter was not
broad enough to cover such an ex-
panded activity President E. F. Mc-
Donald, Jr., is calling a meeting of

(Continued on Page 3)

ITOA Plans to Examine

Heads of All Major Co's.

The Milton C. Weisman office,

counsel for the ITOA, is planning
to call heads of all major com-
panies for examination before trial

in connection with its suit against
(Continued on Page 3)

Ascap Ducks Policy Matters
Ascap board of directors met yester-

day for the first time since midsummer
but took up no matters of policy, de-
voting itself mainly to consideration
of executive actions during the summer
and to routine matters, it was said. No
action on A F of M affiliation, nor
on legislation against the society was
considered.

COURT IN ARGENTINE

BACKS DISTf

The Argentine Supreme Court
yesterday at Buenos Aires upheld a
decision of a lower court fining
American distributors each $4,500
for violation of the anti-trust laws
from the angle of restraint of trade.
Action was originally instituted by
a local film group and was based on
cutting off of film service.

Capitol Theater is Given

to Sept. 30 to File Appeal

Federal Judge Coxe yesterday gave
the Moredall Realty Corp., operators
of the Capitol Theater on Broad-
way, until Sept. 30 to appeal from
the decision awarding Edward Shel-
don and Margaret Ayer Barnes all

the profits from the showing of the
(Continued on Page 3)

All-Industry Convention is Planned

UnderMPTOA Sponsorship in 1938

No Further Price Boosts

in N. Y. for RKO Theaters

RKO is planning no further price

increases in its local theaters, The
Film Daily was advised yesterday.
The circuit has already raised prices
locally and in a number of instances
is charging more than its competi-
tors.

The MPTOA is planning to spon-
sor an all-industry convention in

1938, with all associations repre-
senting allied trades invited to hold
their annual meetings simultaneous-
ly with the exhibitor organization's
sessions. President Ed Kuykendall
is now working out the idea and al-

ready has received favorable reac-
tion from certain groups. The

(Continued on Page 3)

Will Fill Special Berth At-

tached to Sales and

Adv. Depts.
Ralph Rolan, vice-president of

"March of Time" in charge of pro-
motion since inception of that fea-
ture, has resigned to accept a spe-
cial executive post attached to the
sales and advertising departments of
RKO Radio Pictures, it was an-
nounced last night by Ned E. Depi-
net, vice-president of the company.
Rolan will assume his new duties
next Monday.

In connection with sales Rolan
(Continued on Page 14)

ALLIED OKAYING

MPTOA'S PROGRAM

"At long last it seems that Allied
is on the verge of giving their sup-
port to the MPTOA trade practice
proposals in the form of a 'Guffey
Act' for the Movies," said President
Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA in a
bulletin issued yesterday in New
York.

In attempting to effectuate its
(Continued on Page 13)

Motions to Strike Out
Denied in Newburgh Case

Federal Judge Coxe yesterday
denied motions made by counsel for
Orange County Theaters, operating
at Newburgh, N. Y., to strike out
parts of the answers filed by major
distributors who are defendants in
the anti-trust action. Case will not
be reached for trial for a long time.

Going Up
Old Orchard Beach, Me.—While ex-

perimenting here with other newsreel
photographers on a stunt in which he
was lifted into the air on a chair sus-
pended from 32 balloons, Al Mingelone,
Paramount News cameraman, was car-
ried away when the lead line attached
to the balloons snapped and landed
at Bay's Mills, 13 miles away, after
soaring to a height of 2,000 feet.
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FINANCIAL

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

191/4 191/4 191/4 + 1/4

21 191/2 20% + iy4
Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

2i/
8

2i/
8 21/g

8% 8 85/8
178 175 175

+ Va— 2

191/2

71 1/4

IO5V4
181/2

130y2
16%
8%
6%

293/4

361/2

40
11 Vb

18
69

1053/4
17%
126
16 1/4

8

6%
23%
36'/2
40
10%

19 + 1/2

70% + 1%
1053,4 + iy4
18% + 1/s

130% + 5

16% + 1/2

83/s + 1/4

6 1/4 + 1/4

29% + 3/g

36% — 1%
40 — 4%
10%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41ww 99% 99 99 —
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. . .100% 993,4 100% ...

RKO 6s41
Warner's 6s39 87 85% 86% + 2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

21/4

2%
1%
25%
3

2% +
2% —
H/2

253/4 +
3% +

Columbia Picts. vtc

Grand National . . 2%
Monogram Picts. . . . 2 3/8
Sonotone Corp 1 %
Technicolor 26
Trans-Lux 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd '. 97 1 02

Fox Thea. Bldg. 6%s 1st '36

Loew's Thea. Bldg. 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 5s '43

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 6i/4s 1st '43

Scanlan Joining Wenzel
W. F. Scanlan, sound engineer

has become associated with the Wen-
zel Company of Chicago, and leaves

for the Windy city this week. He
reports interesting developments in

sound-on-film recording, such as var-

iable area with no glass used.

Newsreel Status
. . . and Maryland censorship

(Continued from Page 1)

Relations), the situation quickly becomes
altered.

However, neither the Maryland deletions

in themselves nor the academic aspect of

the incident refutes the Pathe News asser-

tion, "Wholesale death for innocent men,

women and children is the price for vicious

modern warfare."

Nor can the exclusion of such comment
be justified on the ground that it is "in-

human."

kiEANWHILE, it would be well were
"' someone to direct the Maryland cen-

sors' attention to these words from a let-

ter addressed to Editor A. J. Richard of

Paramount News by President Roosevelt:

"Only through accurate and fairly pre-

sented news, regardless of its presentation

in print, or depicted on the screen, can

the public decide the questions of the

day."

Universal Reports Loss

of $627,933 for Quarter

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

and subsidiary companies report for

the third quarter of the current
fiscal year, covering the 13 weeks
to July 31, consolidated net loss of

$627,933, after all charges, Federal
and foreign income taxes and de-

preciation. This compares with a

net loss of $579,379 in the cor-

responding period a year ago.

Northwest Accepts Dime
Price Rise, Says Rubens

Admission price rise of a dime,
effected some time ago, has not im-
paired attendance, according to Ed-
ward Rubens, who operates in Min-
neapolis and other spots in the

Northwest. He leaves New York
today on his return home.

Demand for Vaude, Units

Showing Slight Increase

There is a slightly increased de-

mand for units and vaudeville this

season as compared to last, but
nothing spectacular, it was said yes-

terday by Jack Partington of Fan-
chon & Marco.

Chi. Operators Contract

May be Signed Tomorrow

Chicago—The new operators con-
tract will be adopted tomorrow, it

is forecast. In all probability, it will

call for a slight increase.

Will Rogers In Bronze
Oklahoma City — Two memorial

bronze busts of Wiley Post and Will
Rogers will be given to the Okla-
homa Historical Society early next
year by Frank Phillips, oil man. The
busts are estimated to cost $20,000.

"March of Time" Reception

For Mayor F. H. LaGuardia

Fiorella H. LaGuardia will be
guest of honor this afternoon at a
reception to be given by Director
Louis de Rochemont of "March of
Time" at the Waldorf-Astoria.
There will be a special preview of
the next issue of the "March of
Time" which features the rise of
Mayor LaGuardia. Other guests
will include Special Prosecutor
Thomas E. Dewey, Police Commis-
sioner Lewis J. Valentine and mem-
bers of the Mayor's staff and New
York City department heads.

AAAA Affiliates' Cards

Are Now Interchangeable

Interchangeability of cards be-
tween unions affiliated with Asso-
ciated Actors and Artistes of Amer-
ica is now in effect, it was learned
yesterday following approval of the
plan by Actors' Equity Council.

Boston Warner Club Elects

Boston— Annual election of the
Warner Club resulted as follows:
Frank L. Rice, president; Frank
Machado, vice-president; Florence
Ross and Doris Cooper, second vice-

presidents; Lynn Copeland, secre-

tary, and Helen Leavitt, treasurer.

Legit for Worcester
Worcester, Mass. — Application

has been filed by John C. Garrison
of the Belasco Theater, Washington,
for permission to conduct legitimate

stage shows, including musical com-
edies, at the Worcester Theater for

the 1937-38 season.

&

Chi. Critics Changed
Chicago—Paul T. Gilbert has been

named film critic for the Chicago
Herald Examiner succeeding Carol
Frink who has gone to Washington.
Dorothy Deare has taken over the
film job on the Evening American,
succeeding Maxine Smith.

"This Is China" to Open
"This Is China," a documentary-

record of a 12,000-mile film expedi-
tion across China, will have its U.
S. premiere at the Cameo next Mon-
day. Jack Foster, World-Telegram
feature writer, is doing the narra-
tive commentary.

RKO To Play "Isle"

Monogram's "Paradise Isle", star-

ring Movita and Warren Hull, will

play the RKO metropolitan circuit

beginning Oct. 6, according to Ed-
ward A. Golden, Monogram sales

chief.

Sackheim Contract Renewed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The New Universal

yesterday renewed the contract of
Jerry Sackheim, executive assist-

ant to Charles R. Rogers, in charge
of stories and writers.

Coming and Going

EDWARD WHITE leaves for the Coast this
week from New York.

RAMON NOVARRO returns from France on
the Normandie and, after a stay here, will fly

to the Coast.

RACQUEL TORRES and her husband STEPHEN
AMES have arrived from Hollywood for a vaca-
tion.

ARTHUR LEE flies back from Washington
today.

ROLAND YOUNG is expected to sail for
New York from London in two weeks.

JOHN D. CLARK leaves New York today
for Hollywood.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH has returned to New
York from Williamstown, Mass.

EDDIE RUBEN leaves New York today on
his return to Minneapolis.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN is back in New York
following a trip abroad.

CHARLES BOYER, who arrives from the Coast
Friday, sails for a European vacation after a
stay of a few days.

REBECCA WASSEM has arrived in Hollywood
from New York.

WILLIAM FRAWLEY leaves Hollywood today
for New York and the World Series.

JANE RENOURARD (Mrs. Fernand Gravet)
arrives with her husband tomorrow on the Nor-
mandie.

JAMES R. GRAINGER returns to New York
Monday from the Coast.

A. H. McCAUSLAND, RKO trustee, arrives
tomorrow from a vacation sojourn.

SAM MARX, Goldwyn story editor, returns
tomorrow to Hollywood.

M-G-M's Alaskan Survey

Seattle—A three months' survey
of Alaska for M-G-M has just been
completed by Henry Unger who has
arrived in Seattle.

$10,000. EXTRA
FOR LUXURY ALONE
The Nation's mightiest, most luxurious
Skyliners . . . de luxe Sky Clubs for
day travel . . . modern Skysleepers at
night. . . . Separate lounge and sleep-
ing compartments, reclining divan
chairs . . . air conditioned . . . sound
proofed . . . and complimentary, fjj±

course meals served enroute.

For Information and Reservations Call

Your Nearest TWA Office . . . or

Any Hotel, Travel Bureau, Postal
Telegraph or Western Union Office.

Member National Safety Council

SHORTEST, FASTEST — COAST TO COAST
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fPECT DISTRIBUTORS

TO APPEAL TRUST CAS

That major distributors are likely

to take an appeal from the Dallas
anti-trust case decision was indicat-

ed by a spokesman in New York
yesterday. Definite decision will be
made at a meeting of company coun-
sel to be held within a few days.

Case was decided in favor of the
Government when the Federal Court
granted an injunction against Inter-

state Circuit and first-line compa-
nies in connection with fixing of ad-
mission prices of subsequent run
houses and banning playing of their

pictures on dual bills.

Zenith Will Renew Tele

Application, Says Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

stockholders to get things fixed up
so application can be made all over
again.

It will be years before television

acceptable to the public is available,

according to Zenith's chief. Zenith

has recently made a survey indicat-

ing that it would take about 9,000

television stations to cover the coun-
try geographically unless some
way is discovered of transmitting
television beyond the horizon (the

possible distance today.) It would
take 90,000 miles or more of coaxial

cable at a dollar a foot or more just

to link these stations.

Commander McDonald also be-

lieves that nothing excepting full

length pictures of the Hollywood
stripe will satisfy the public in tele-

vision.

Para. Pep Club Elects

Results of the Paramount Pep
Club elections yesterday were as fol-

lows: Charles L. Gartner, president;
Carl Clausen, vice president; Wm.
Clark, treasurer; Elizabeth Scheuer,
secretary. Elected to the board of
governors for a two-year term were
Arthur Israel, Jr., T. X. Jones, Rich-
ard F. Murray, Wm. J. O'Connell,
Esther Jablow and Leonora Korn-
stein. Tess Klausner was elected
for one-year.

SEPTEMBER 29

Virginia Bruce
Billy Bevan

Irwin D. Rathstone
Michael G. Kletz

Sam Behar

• • • ARRIVAL OF Paul Rotha internationally
famous authority on the motion picture from England
the other day marked the opening of the course on The
History, Aesthetic and Technique of the Motion Picture
given by the Museum of Modern Art Film Library for the De-
partment of Fine Arts of Columbia University the course
is being conducted by John E. Abbott, Director of the Film
Library and Iris Barry, the Curator assisted by
Rotha the course started yesterday

• • • LOTS OF interest stirred up in the M-G-M week-
ly one-hour show on the air which gets under way on
Nov. 4 over NBC stars, players and literary talent under
contract to Metro will be available for this new Maxwell House
program the hour of 9 p.m. has been selected for the pro-
gram on the assumption that this hour conflicts least with
theater-going time giving picture houses the benefits of
the publicity accruing from picture and radio tie-up this

contract provides for the first organized radio exploitation of a
film company's talent by a single sponsor and the first

contractual assurance for a steady flow of top-notch motion pic-

ture talent for broadcast purposes

• • • WITH ALL the prominent photographers scattered
about the south, west and midwest Billy Rose still sum-
moned Murray Korman to make the 2,000-mile trip from Broad-
way to Fort Worth, Texas where the new Rose mammoth
"Show of Shows" is in progress Korman, who has photo-
graphed practically all the Broadway musical entertainments
of recent years, will cover the entire Texas show for Rose

• • • A PLAN for getting the most out of the foreign
clientele as practiced by Herbert Rosener, operator of
several theaters on the Pacific Coast which show only foreign-
made films Rosener's Clay International a 1400-
seater in San Francisco virtually always plays to capacity
biz no matter what the crits think of the current offer-
ing the reason is that in the Clay office is a list of some
30,000 names representing something like one out of every
12 San Franciscans divided into twelve separate language
groups, including the Scandinavian so whatever the
pic, Rosener's audience is literally hand-picked and ready-made
for him and a very enthusiastic audience lots of 'em
just homesick to hear the old mother tongue even if the
film is lousy which it probably often is ... .

• • • SILVER WEDDING anniversary celebrated recent-
ly by Curt Jones projectionist at the Lexington theater in
St. Louis reminiscing on the old days, Curt recalled back
in 1912 and '13 when as the director and principal comedian
for the Princess Maids playing at the then Princess theater .

now the Shubert-Rialto they set an endurance record of
2,336 consecutive performances without missing a curtain call

it took 108 weeks to complete that run Curt's
missus, the former Waunita Coray, was also a great stage fav-
orite in those days, and appeared with the Princess Maids after
their marriage

• • • ALTHOUGH Irving Mack' Filmack softball team
didn't win the pennant in the Film Row League (in fact
they didn't win a single game) yet they did win the ad-
miration of every member of the opposing teams so they
were awarded a bronze trophy for Sportsmanship which
is something, after all to win on Film Row

« « « » » »

MPTOA TO SPONSOR

(Continued from Page 1)

MPTOA usually holds its conven-
tion about March.

Kuykendall, as indicated in The
Film Daily of last Saturday, is

taking up his association's 10-point
trade practice program proposals
with major distributors and today
will confer with several more of
them.

ITOA Plans to Examine

Heads of All Major Co's.

(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's Circuit, now pending in the
New York State Supreme Court.
Action is aimed at policy of the
circuit in playing pictures on a
five-and-two-day a week basis, in-

stead of under its former plan of
four and three days.

Executives to be called include
Charles Moskowitz and George J.

Schaefer.

Capitol Theater is Given

to Sept. 30 to File Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

film "Letty Lynton" at the Capitol
Theater. The U. S. Supreme Court
held that "Letty Lynton" was a
plagiarism of the Barnes-Sheldon
play "Dishonored Lady."

32 Columbia Executives

Entertained by Montague

A. Montague, Columbia's General
Sales Manager, played host at a fish

luncheon, held at Roth's Restaurant
yesterday to 32 executives of the
company. The fish served had been
caught by Montague over the week-
end. Those who attended the luncheon
included: Jack Cohn, N. B. Spingold,
A. Schneider, J. C. McConville, Louis
Weinberg, Louis Barbano, Rube
Jackter, H. C. Kaufman, Bernard
Zeeman, Vincent Borelli, George
Josephs, Leo Jaffe, Milton Hannock,
Maurice Grad, M. J. Weisfeldt,
Irving Sherman, Sam Liggett, Leon-
ard Picker, Irving Moross, Floyd
Weber, Bill Brennan, Nat Cohn,
Irving Wormser, Saul Trauner, Hal
Hode, John Kane, Al Seligman, Ben
Schwalb, Hy Daab, Frank McGrann,
Jack Meyers and Mort Wormser.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Carole Lombard is having her portrait

done in oil by Azadia Newman, Hol-

lywood artist.—PARAMOUNT.
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"Outlaws of the
Orient"

with Jack Holt, Mae Clarke

Columbia 61 Mins.

FAIR •MELLER WITH ORIENTAL SET-

TING HAS JACK HOLT DOING THE
HEROICS IN USUAL STYLE.

Built to catch the topical interest with

the current war in the East, here is a

rough-and-ready concoction meant for the

male trade that likes their thrills and

fighting stuff. There is little in it that

will appeal to femmes. And little in it

also that will appeal to the upper mental

classes of the male population. It is a

sort of wild western of the Orient, with

a band of Tartars as the rustling outlaws,

as it were. Anyway, Jack Holt is sent by

his American oil concern to straighten out
j

things in the company's oil drilling conces-

sion far inland in the China desert. Seems

that his younger brother is drinking too

much and letting things go to pot. So

Holt ups and leaves his bride-to-be and

goes where duty calls. There is some ter-

rible comedy relief contributed by a gent

who is the pilot of the airplane that takes

folks to the inaccessible desert oil field.

This gent's idea of comedy is to blow spit-

balls at everybody he meets, including wo-

men, and smack 'em thus on the back of

the neck. Then the Tartar chief starts

to put the works on the oil field when a

rival bribes him to ruin things. So Holt

bribes him back on his side. So the merry

racketeering goes on, until finally Holt and

his coolies are facing a siege in their huts,

and Holt goes out in the plane and blows

the Tartar gangsters up with hand gren-

ades. Pretty wild and unconvincing. But

it has the thrills for the fans.

Cast: Jack Holt, Mae Clarke, Harold

Huber, Ray Walker, James Bush, Joe Cree-

han, Bernice Roberts, Harry Worth.

Director, Ernest B. Schoendsack ; Author,

Ralph Graves; Screenplay, Charles Francis

Royal, Paul Franklin; Editor, Dwight Cald-

well; Cameraman, James S. Brown, Jr.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

"Red Lights Ahead"
with Andy Clyde, Lucile Gleason

Chesterfield 70 Mins.

DOWN-TO-EARTH FAMILY STORY OF
NEWLY RICH AND THEIR TRIALS AND
JOYS.

This is the story of a typical middle-

class American family who suddenly move
into wealth, and shows how they reacted.

Andy Clyde is practically the whole show,

or at least the only one in the cast who
gains any real sympathy or turns in a worth-

while performance. He makes all the other

members of the cast look like rank ama-

teurs. Andy as the grandpa is living with

his daughter who is married to a gent who
is great on joining lodges and wearing

fancy lodge uniforms. A swindler imper-

sonates the national president of the

Whales, one of his lodges, and gets him

to mortgage the home to buy stock in a

gold mine that doesn't exist. Grandpa

knows it is a fake, but in order to test

the two boys and girls of the family, he

with his secret fortune sends in regular

monthly checks as if they were gold mine

dividends. Then when the fraud is un-

covered with the arrest of the fake presi-

dent of the Whales, grandpa tells the story

of his little experiment. All hands have

learned their lesson, after spending the

money foolishly on selfish pleasures, so now

they settle down to get real jobs and show

grandpa they really have the right stuff

in them.

Cast: Andy Clyde, Lucile Gleason, Paula

Stone, Roger Imhof, Frank Coghlan, Jr.,

Ben Alexander, Ann Doran, Matty Kemp,

Sam Flint, Addison Randall.

Director, Roland D. Reed; Editor, Dan
Milner; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson.

Direction, Fair Photography, Good.

SHORTS
"Picking Pets"

(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.

Unusual Animals—It's Grand

Here is a grand animal reel, pre-
senting a variety of little known
wild animals from all parts of the
world. But these animals are pets,
and in captivity prove to be as tame
and companionable as any household
pets of the regular variety. Among
the specimens shown are a silver
fox benig led around by a girl like

a dog on a chain; a cheetah, also a
fireside companion; a badger; a
wombat, from Australia; the only
baby giant panda in captivity. Then
come some Australian scenes, show-
ing kangaroos making their tre-
mendous leaps, and carrying their
young in their pouches. The reel
winds up with the rare kola bear
of Australia, an animal that is al-

most extinct and not to be found
outside its native land.

Paramount Pictorial

Paramount 10 mins.

Pearce Named Sec'y

Signer and Bryne, Inc., producers

and distributors of advertising films

have appointed Reginald A. Pearce

as secretary of the company. Pearce,

formerly with Kenyon & Eckhard
advertising agency, will also have
charge of promotional activities of

the company.

"100 Men", "Horizon" Stay

"100 Men and A Girl," Universal

picture, starring Deanna Durbin,

will be held over at the Roxy The-
ater for a third week starting Fri-

day. "Lost Horizon" will remain at

the Music Hall for a second week.

Marx Returning to Coast

Sam Marx, story editor for Sam-
uel Goldwyn, leaves for Hollywood
tomorrow to confer with the pro-

ducer on several people Goldwyn is

considering for the Eastern story

editor post, he said yesterday.

Fan Preference Survey

Completion Due Today

St. Louis—Counting of votes in

the Fanchon & Marco-Star-Times
survey of local motion picture pa-
trons' preferences as to entertain-
ment, favorite players, etc., has not
yet been completed, but the unoffi-

cial tabulations of the first 35,000
questionnaires being compiled by
the paper seem to indicate the fol-

lowing:
First-run cash customers want

only one feature picture in conjunc-
tion with stage shows. They prefer
straight comedies in their movies
and also are strong for name bands,
while patrons of neighborhood
houses want double features and are

partial to musical comedies. Both
the first-runs and neighborhood
houses like cartoons, such as Mickey
Mouse, and selected newsreels of

Some 200 actors have received
votes in the city-wide balloting but
only the following have so far ac-

cumulated 1,000 or more votes:

Clark Gable, Robert Taylor, William
Powell, Paul Muni, Spencer Tracy,
Myrna Loy, Loretta Young, Claud-
ette Colbert Ginger Rogers, Shirley
Temple, Jane Withers, Freddie Bar-
tholomew, Deanna Durbin and
Mickey Rooney.
Complete reutrns are expected to

be ready late today.

Nice Diversity

Three interesting subjects, open-
ing with a camera view of Modern
Czechoslovakia. The views of this

very modern country will prove a
revelation, and the up-to-date fac-
tories, recreation centers, rail and
air terminals rate favorably with
those of the most advanced coun-
tries. The next theme is Southern
Sketches, presenting the petrified

rock formations in the American
Southwest which have moulded the
canyons into weird, bizarre forms.
Done very beautifully in Technicol-
or. The final subject presents love-

ly models in the latest fashions, who
are exhibited against the back-
ground of Broadway night life and
the electric lights of the big street.

Some may question the overem-
phasis of the cigarette signs, which
gives the reel a commercial taint

to those who are suspicious of these
atmospheric touches. Alois Havrilla
narrates the fashions, David Ross
the scenic, and Sidney Walton the
first subject.

"Whispers In the Dark"

(Screen Songs)

Paramount 7 mins.

Only Fair

This series pursues its peculiar
policy of mixing two entirely un-
related themes: first half consisting
of the "Believe It Or Not" burles-
que in cartoon technique of so-called
oddities which are made into ab-
surdities, such as a pair of Siamese
twin-goldfish swimming in a twin
bowl; the second half has Gus Arn-
heim and his band, with June Rob-
bins singing the chorus of the song.

The little white ball bobs over the
words flashed on the screen for the
audience to join in the singing.

"Cowboy Shorty"
(Paragraphics)

Paramount 10 mins.
Grand Kid Reel

A novelty animal reel featuring
a chimpanzee, that has been
magnificently trained, and goes
through his role almost like a hu-
man actor. There is practically
nothing a human can do that stops
this chimp. "Shorty," as he is

known in the series, is out on a
ranch, and accidentally comes upon
the hideout of the bank robbers with
their loot. He steals the bag of
money while they sleep, and they
start after him. He gets away on
his mount, a small donkey, and ar-
rives at the ranch ahead of his

pursuers. Then single-handed as
they storm the ranch, he succeeds
in knocking them out individually,

and capturing them. This reel will

delight the kids.

"I Likes Babies and Infinks"

(Popeye Cartoon)
Paramount 7 mins.

Swell Laughs Here
Well gagged and built around a

natural laugh idea — with Popeye
and his deadly enemy Bluto trying
to quiet Olive's baby which sits in

the high chair and keeps yelling.

Each in turn puts on what they
consider a comedy act to divert the
kid. But each act is received with
a bigger yowl. Finally Bluto gets
personal in his actor work, and
starts to knock Popeye around. Still

the kid cries. Finally, Popeye gets

his hand on what he thinks is a can
of spinach on the kitchen shelf, but
it turns out to be a can of onions.

The onions have Bluto and Popeye
weeping their eyes out—and then
the babe stops crying and starts

to laugh at the victims. Produced
by Max Fleischer.

"Hula Heaven"
(Headliners)

Paramount 11 mins.
Hot Hawaiian Music

Lively musical number, with Ed-
die Peabody, pop banjoist, in a
Hawaiian setting surrounded by a
bevy of Hula girls. The latter sing

and dance and play native instru-

ments. Then Eddie starts to warm
up, plays a variety of native in-

struments one after another, and
finishes with a hot number. One of

his specialties is the imitation of a
mocking bird on a violin.

United M. P. Industries

Absorbs O and W Cine

United Motion Picture Industries,

Ltd., has absorbed the O and Wj^J ^e

Enterprises in New York and^'ll
enlarge its present quarters, De-

coming national distributors for new
16 mm. products such as projec-

tors, rewinders, sound cameras and
a new 1,600-foot reel. George Orth
and Charles Whitehead remain as

executive officers.



Impressionistic drawing or

J JOAN CRAWFORD'S
exotic role in me production

"THE BRIDE WORE RED"

ly GALBRAITH
M-G-M Staff Artist and

noted American Illustrator



JOcill Y^raWTOrCl in all her lustrous career has never been in a production so

glitter-ful and glamor-ful.

Especially lOr WOmen it has the S. R. O. brilliance of fashion's fascinations

(designer Adrian in nis most Parisienne mood).

But Romance rears its handsome head in the pleasant

persons of "railCnot Tone who is grand in it and Robert YoiUlg (he's flipper

than in I Met Him In Paris ).

M-G-M has lavished gold on "The BrideWore Red
and that gold will pour back into your box-office happy Mr. M-G-M ShowmanI

CAlso in the cast: Billie Burke • Reginald Owen • Based on the play "The Girl From Trieste" by Ferenc Molnar • Screen play T
by Tess Slesinger and Bradbury Foote • Directed by Dorothy Arzner • Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewicz • An M-G-M Picture. J
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'THREE sailors from the United
States submarine base at San

Diego may step out of their uni-

forms and into the combined fame
of actors and writers.

When Director Lloyd Bacon was
shooting "Submarine D-l" for War-
ner Bros, at the San Diego base, he
gave the three lads camera tests

and they came through with such
good performances that he has rec-

ommended them to the studio as

possible contract players.
But Bacon got a real surprise

the other day when he received the

script of an original story, "Three
Wise Gobs," penned by the trio of

sailors. Bacon hastily read the

script and got plenty of laughs and
then turned it over to Hal Wallis,

executive producer at Warner Bros.,

for further consideration.

T T T

Our Passing Show: Darryl Zan-
uck, B. B. Kahane, David O. Selz-

nick, William S. Holman, Jack
Benny, Fredric March, Myron Selz-

nick, Noll Gurney, Ned Marin, Cesar
Romero, Zion Myers, Johnny Mer-
cer, Sig Herzig, Sam Frey, Ray-
mond Griffith, Lionel Atwill, Frank
Tuttle, Constance Bennett, Janet

Gaynor, Gilbert Roland, Andrew L.

Stone, Manny Seff, Marion Marsh,
Felix Young, Rupert Hughes, George
Archainbaud, Groucho Marx, Nor-
man Krasna, Gloria Stuart, Arthur
Sheekman, Ted Von Eltz at the Pa-
cific Southwest tennis matches.

T T T
Pete Smith started a national

campaign for new specialties mate-
rial with a full-page announcement
in Liberty, titled Pete Smith M-G-M
Whoppers contest. "Whoppers" are

to be not more than 300 words in

length, and if accepted by M-G-M,
screen credit for the original story

and a substantial cash award will

go to the writer.

T T T

Maury Cohen will produce "Tak-
ing the Town," for RKO, with Ed-
ward Killy directing. Fred Stone
will be starred, with Dorothy Moore
playing the feminine lead. The story

was written by Arthur T. Horman,
who also collaborated with Frank-
lin Coen on the screenplay.

» T T
Wanda Tuchok is working on the

screenplay of the forthcoming Bob-
by Breen feature, "Stowaways in

Paradise," which Sol Lesser puts

Sarecky Supervising Serial

~West Coast Bui
\ Hollywood—Louis !

Ise production of

""—serial, "The Mysterii

THE FILM DAILY
Sarecky, will super-

Columbia's second
Mysterious Pilot," starring

Frank Hawks, it was announced yester-

day. Spencer Bennett, will direct. Pro-

duction is slated to start early next

month.
Sarecky, prior to his association with

Columbia Pictures, was an associate

producer tor Walter Wanger, RKO-Radio
and Paramount Pictures.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD

D
• 9 Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 149 • • •

R. HERBERT T. KALMUS. President of Technicolor Motion Picture Cor-

poration and described by associates as "being a complete research library

in the realm of science as well as a contemporary business man to the great

Ford." Product of Masachusetts, educated (chem-

ical engineer) at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. Expert entertainer, gives steak

breakfasts and grills them himself. Always in

field of chemistry, having been professor, re-

search director and operator of own firms.

Started Technicolor's predecessor, Vanoscope, in

1912. Formed Technicolor in 1916 and has

been directing force in its rise to eminence.

Married to the former Natalie M. Dunfee. No

children. Sports: Fair game of golf. Stands

over 6 feet. Hair, grey. Eyes, grey.

into work soon. Following this as-
signment, Miss Tuchock goes to
Paramount to do the screenplay of
"Lady of the Tropics," an original,
which she recently sold Paramount.

T T T

More Passing Show: Robert
Montgomery, Clark Gable, Gregory
LaCava, Carole Lombard, Ralph
Bellamy, Rufus LeMaire, Reginald
Owen, Herbert Fields, Jerome Kern,
B. G. DeSylva, Fritz Leiber, Walter
Abel, Tom Reed, Richard Schayer,
Robert Z. Leonard, Arthur S. Lyons,
George Landy, Henry M. Hobart,
Melville Brown, Jerry Horwin,
Frank Partos, Sarah Y. Mason,
Victor Heerman, Victor Orsatti, Os-
car Hammerstein II, Frank Vree-
land at the Pacific Southwest tennis
matches.

r T T

John Nickolaus, head of the film
laboratory at Metro, signed a new
contract for five years.

Ralph Byrd, Republic's "Dick
Tracy," is the proud dad of a five-

pound baby girl, named Carroll Di-
ane. And John Auer, Republic di-
rector, and Mrs. Auer announce the
birth of a 7'/2 -pound daughter, Sid-
ney Blair Auer. Baby was named
in honor of Sidney Fox, who accom-
panied Mr. and Mrs. Auer to Yuma
when they eloped.

t r T

Simone Simon, who co-stars with
Walter Winchell and Ben Bernie in

"Love and Hisses," new 20th Cen-
tury-Fox musical comedy, will make
her American debut as a singer in

that picture.

T T T

Ann Miller, whose film debut in

"New Faces of 1937" was a per-
sonal triumph and who scored again
as Ginger Rogers' partner in the
recently-completed screen version of

"Stage Door," has been awarded the
feminine lead in RKO Radio's forth-

coming filmusical, "Radio City
Revels."

Jimmy Fidler, signed by Warners
to a long-term contract providing
for his appearance in one picture
a year, will be headlined "Broadway
Goes Hollywood," musical which
will go into production about the
first of the year.

Four new screen properties have
been acquired by M-G-M, three of
them original stories, the other a
magazine article. The original
stories are "Something of a Hero,"
by Michael Sheridan, "One Minute
Alone," by Dalton Trumbo, and
"Here Today and Gone Tomorrow,'
by Frank Whitbeck. The article is

"Training of Movie Animals," by
Larry Trimble.

Sonya Levien, has been engaged
by David 0. Selznick to write the
screenplay for Helen Grace Car-
lisle's novel, "Merry, Merry Maid-
ens."

T T

With Paramount's new Italian

star, Isa Miranda, set for her Amer-
ican debut in "Lady of the Tropics,"
which producer Lucien Hubbard is

readying for the cameras, discus-
sion is under way whereby
George Cukor may direct the actress
in a future picture at Paramount.
Producer Albert Lewin disclosed ne-
gotiations with Selznick Interna-
tional to borrow Cukor for a later
Miranda picture, probably the clas-

sic, "Manon Lescaut."

t »

Direction of the Paramount pro-
duction tentatively titled "They
Knew What Happened," has been
assigned to George Archainbaud.
The picture, which Harold Hurley
will produce, is scheduled to go be-
fore cameras early in October, with
Lew Ayres and Louise Campbell in

the leading roles. Porter Hall, cur-
rently working in "True Confes-
sion," and Elizabeth Patterson were
added to the cast.

John Tyrrell, Dick Curtis, Ed
Fetherston and John Dilson have
been signed by Columbia for "For-
gotten Women," which will be di-

rected by Lambert Hillyer.

T T T

Lana Turner has been borrowed
from Mervyn Leroy by RKO Radio
Pictures to play Rosalind in the
screen version of Arthur Kober's
comedy hit, "Having Wonderful
Time." Richard "Red" Skelton will

be seen as "Itchy," it is also an-
nounced.

T T »

Herman Bing, German comedian,
has been added to the comedy cast

supporting Mae West in her new
musical production, "Every Day's a

Holiday," now before the cameras
at Major Pictures, with Edward
Sutherland directing. Bing plays

the role of a victim of Miss West's
confidence activities, buying the
Brooklyn Bridge from the star.

T T T

Gus Kahn, veteran song writer,

has signed a new long term contract

with Metro. His first assignment
is working with Sigmund Romberg
on "The Girl of the Golden West,"
and has previously done song num-
bers on "The Ugly Duckling."

T T T

Additions to casts: Frankie Darro
to the cast of "Thoroughbreds Don't
Cry." Charles Grapewin added to

the cast of "Bad Man of Brimstone."
William Demarest to "Rosalie."

T t

New York's Tin Pan Alley in-

vaded Columbia lot in full force this

week, as 19 composers, song writers,

lyricists and arrangers went into

action on three of Columbia's pro-
ductions. Curiously, only one of

them, "Freshman Follies," is a mu-
sical. The others, "I Married an
Artist," is a romantic comedy and
"The Old Wyoming Trail," a com-
edy drama, but they require songs
and a special score.

T

Casting assignments: M-G-M—E.
E. Clive, "Live, Love and Learn";
Paramount—Lynne Overman, "True
Confession"; Muriel Hutchinson and
Curt Bois, "The Yellow Nightin-
gale"; Republic—James O'Gatty,
Harry Depp, Snowflake, "The Duke
Comes Back."

T T T

Aleen Wetstein, columnist for the
Pittsburgh Press, has joined the Co-
lumbia scenario staff.

Huston Signed by M-G-M
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Marking his first motion
picture work since "Dodsworth," which
brought him the New York Film Critics'

Circe award for the best male perform-
ance of last year, Walter Huston has

been signed by M-G-M to play the lead-

ing to. e in "Benefits Forgot," Honore
Wil.sie Morrow's story of Civil War days.

Hustcn recently has been appearing on

the West Coast in "Miles of Heaven."



MOTION PICTURE

DAILY
mimThis riotous addition to the lengthening

train of open-faced comedies had a pre-

view audience in stitches after the
first three minutes and had it sewn
up for keeps at the finish. ErrolFlynn,
Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert, Edward
Everett Horton, May Robson, Allen
Jenkins, Dick Foran and Beverly Rob-
erts are the principal contributors to the
gurgling gaiety of the goings-on, but no
fair accounting of the acting assets would

PfiMETy

Delightfully whimsical, this romantic
comedy with its basting of farce musters
so many sure-fire entertainment
elements and enough marquee
weight to provide excellent busi-

ness prospects and insure any class

of customers solid amusement!
Altogether, 'The Perfect Specimen' is a
most satisfactory piece of craftsmanship
and showmanship. The romance, itself a
piece of fine funning, is exquisitely un-

And they're both raving indications

way that WARNER BROS, have come

ERROL FLY,
in

TePERFECT SPE
supported by m -.

JOAN BLONDEl
Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley

and Brewster Morse and Fritz Falkenstein

HUGH HERBERT . EDW.
DICKFORAN.BEVERLY R
ALLEN JENKINS • Directed

EVERETT HO]
OBERTS.MAY ROl

by MICHAEL GUI
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be complete without mention of minor
comedy bits honed to razor-edge by Harry
Davenport and Tom Henning. It would

At be Hoyle to skip notation of the four

icreen playwrights who translated the

chuckling Samuel Hopkins Adams Cos-
mopolitan story into terms of breakneck
action. They are Norman Reilly Raine,
Lawrence Riley, Brewster Morse and
Fritz Falkenstein. Director Michael
Gurtiz presided over the proceedings
with his usual unerring understanding
and associate producer Harry Joe Brown
has a bright new feather for his cap. The
laughter of the audience will be practical-

ly constant throughout the last half-hour!

folded by Erroi Flynn and Joan Blondell.

The production, carried out by Harry
Joe Brown, under Hal B. Wallis' execu-
tive guidance, smartly capitalizes on all

its possibilities.

Flynn does a splendid job of romantic
funning. Miss Blondell continues to add
to her honors as an actress and a comedi-
enne, displaying most agreeably her ver-

satility and charm.
Hugh Herbert will regale his addicts

with characteristic gooferies as an ali-

mony husband and poet and Edward
Everett Horton gets a heavy share of

solid laughs!

of the wonderful
thru for you with

CIMEN
L1

TON
SON

Written by Samuel Hopkins Adams, author of

T I Z 'It Happened One Night' ! • A First National Picture
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* * * NEWS of the DAY * *
Albany — Film Row pais »ave

Jimmy Moore, Warner short sub-

ject booker, a stag party on the eve
of his wedding. Present were: Ray
Powers, Norman Ayers, Bill De-
vaney, A. Van Dusen, C. A. Smak-
witz, Max Friedman, J. P. Faughh-
nan, Jules Curley, Leo Drexler,
Woody Campbell, Bert Windlespecht,
Charlie Wilson, Lew Bucken, Phil

Cooper, Al Marquetti, Danny Houli-

han, George Goldberg, Harry Ara-
nove, Claire Avery, Joe Lang,
James Moore, Sr., and others.

Cincinnati—The New Theater at

Prestonberg, Ky., has been reopened
as the Abigail.

Somerset, Pa. — A contract for
Somerset's new de luxe theater was
awarded to George C. Hoppel, of
Patton by Blatt Brothers Theaters,
Inc.

Providence, R. I. — Community
Theater, North Providence, is mark-
ing its sixth anniversary under
management of Ted Rosenblatt and
Trahan Amusement Corp.

Cincinnati — Wess Huss, Associ-
ated Theaters, has returned from an
extended vacation in Canada. Char-
ley Fine, Empire Theater, has re-

turned from a rest at Mt. Clemens,
Mich.

Chicago—The third annual Capa
ball will be handled by a commit-
tee composed of Sam Schoenstadt,
Ralph Smitha and Max Levin. Lou
Abramson of the Allied Theaters
organization is Capa's president.

Portsmouth, Va. — Horace Jones
has been named manager of the
Afton, Craddock, by Herbert A.
Creff, president of Carolina-Virginia
Amus. Co.

Utica, N. Y.—The Stanley (War-
ners) has inaugurated a double fea-
ture policy.

Cincinnati— Mrs. Virginia Glas-
cock is resigning from Warner's lo-

cal office.

Cleveland, O.—Rudy Norton, long
with Republic Pictures, has been
promoted from office manager and
head booker to a member of the
sales force. Leonard Miskind moves
up to the head booker's place.

Lynchburg, Va.—J. Frank Fells,

manager of the Academy, an-
nounces the installation of new
seats and screen.

Brownsville, Pa.—The Plaza The-
ater building was sold to George W.
Moody at a reported price of $70,-

000. Fayette County Courts ap-
proved the sale by the receiver of
the Monongahela National Bank.

Cleveland, O.—Manny Glick, for-
merly salesman with Republic, is

now a member of the local Colum-
bia sales force.

Cincinnati — Harry Hopkins of

Pittsburgh is the new student book-
er at Metro.

Steubenville, O.—McKinley Thea-
ters, Inc., has been chartered with
$50,000 authorized capital by George
Delis, A. Alex, A. G. Constant and
Harry L. May.

Today's Helpful Hint

Richmond, Va.—Insects were so bad

here after the recent rains that man-
agers hung flypaper from marquees to

hep relieve them from the annoyance.

Baltimore—St. Paul Realty Corp.,

1607 Court Square Building, will

build a two-story brick theater at

North and Linden Aves.

Wilmington, Del.—Edman Devin-
ney, formerly assistant manager of

the Warner Aldine Theater, Wil-
mington, and more recently mana-
ger of the Harrisburg Paxtang the-

ater, has left the latter theater. He
has re-associated himself with War-
ners, taking over the management
of the Arcadia Theater in Reading,
Pa.

paint concern. Succeeding him is

Carl Scott of Indianapolis.

Cincinnati—Phil Chesbrough will

call his new house in Columbus the
Drexel.

Chicago — The Republic Theaters
Co. has opened offices at 203 South
Dearborn St. and plans are under
way to acquire several houses, ac-

cording to I. I. Himmelstein, attor-

ney for the new firm.

Seattle — Temporary offices for
Warner exchange have been taken
at 2401 Second Ave.

Springfield, Mass.—Charles Mif-
fitt, social chairman of the Theater
Employees Union, Local B84, an-
nounces that a Hallowe'en party
will be held at the Hotel Clinton
next month. The affair will run
from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Cincinnati—Universal's personnel
held a picnic at Dave Schrieber's
camp cottage on Lower River Road,
Dayton. Frank Schrieber was mas-
ter of ceremonies.

Palmer, Mass.—The Palmer Film
Exchange has opened a new show-
room and projection room here. A
new developing laboratory has also
been added.

Akron, O.—-After six weeks of in-

activity, work has been resumed on
the construction of the new High-
land Theater, de luxe movie theater
being erected on W. Market St.

Delay in delivery of materials was
responsible for the halt.

Chicago—Fred Mindlin and Lar-
ry Gannon have joined the sales

staff of Monogram Pictures of Il-

linois.

Canton, O.—Neil Palsgrove, for
some time assistant manager of

Loew's Theater here, has resigned
to accept a position with a local

Cincinnati—Pete Niland has re-
signed from the sales force of
Grand National, under Ralph Kin-
sler; and is now connected with Co-
lumbia as city salesman for Cincin-
nati. Sam Lubell, formerly with
Columbia, has resigned and will re-

turn to New York City.

Springfield, Mass.—Harry Storin
of Pawtucket, R. I., has been ap-
pointed manager of the Paramount
Theater here, to replace George
Laby, resigned. Storin has been
manager of the R. K. O. Albee of
Providence.

Norfolk, Va. — Sidney Bowden,
general manager, Wilder Theaters,
leaves on Oct. 10 for vacation trip

to Nassau.

Charleroi, Pa. — Court approval
has been given to the sale of the
Plaza Theater at nearby Browns-
ville, to George W. Moody of Char-
leroi. It is understood the purchase
price was $70,000.

Boston—Myer Marcus is filling in

for Harry Browning, publicity di-

rector for the M. & P. Chain in New
England, now in Hollywood with
five local motion picture critics.

Chicago— "The Wandering Jew"
has been held over for a sixth week
at the 500-seat World Playhouse,
only theater on Michigan Ave.

Detroit—B. and L. Capitol Thea-
ter Co. has been incorporated for
$50,000 by Morris Garvett, attorney
for the Cohen Brothers Circuit. O.
Adelman is listed as sole stock-
holder.

Boston — Mary Healy, recently
connected with the RKO Theaters
in Boston, is now secretary to the
published of the Boston Evening
American.

sponsored by a local banker. The
film will be distributed gratis by
the Virginia Conservation Commis-
sion to theaters and schools.

Elk City, Okla. — Glenn Wilson
has been transferred from the Elk
Theater here to Chickasha.

Richmond, Va. — Elmer Brient,
with Wilmer and Vincent, is pre-
paring to build a new theater at
Rowland and Main Sts.

Detroit—Variety Club is under-
taking extensive remodeling of the
clubrooms in the Book Cadillac Ho-
tel.

Boston — Alterations are being
made in the Columbia exchange to
shipping and inspection rooms un-
der the supervision of Timothy
O'Toole, branch manager.

Richmond, Va.—The premiere of
"Richmond Under Two Flags" was
held at the Museum of Fine Arts,

De Pere, Wis. — Plans for De
Pere's fourth theater have been an-
nounced by W. R. Vincent, operator
of one house here now. The house,
to seat 600, is scheduled to open
some time in November.

Smithfield, Va. — Jesse J. Scott,
managing director of the Smithfield
Theater and publisher, announces
that he will enlarge and modernize
the house.

Detroit — With incorporation of
Cosmopolitan Film Laboratories, the
organization will move from the
present location on Crane Avenue to

a new office at Gratiot and Mack
Avenues, Edward F. Knop, general
manager, announced. Sales force
is being enlarged, with the addition
of L. W. Sanford, and S. Gaylord.

Lawrence, Mass. — Beatrice M.
Richards has filed a trade name
certificate for the Theatrical Film
Service, 61 Greenfield St.

Park Rapids, Minn. — Baehr
Brothers have opened the Park The-
ater. Arthur Seraphine is manager.

Glencoe, Minn. — George Gould
has bought the Crystal.

Minneapolis — Culminating a
neighborhood zoning war, Ben
Freedman, indie operator, has tak-
en over the Westgate nabe just 5
blocks from the Edina which he
owns.

Clark, S. D.—Clark's new house,
which L. H. Altfillisch is erecting,
is nearing completion. R. A. Mark
is the general contractor.

Minneapolis — Harold Weiss of
Chicago has replaced Russell Ab-
bott as assistant booker at the RKO
exchange.

Newark, N. J.—The Plaza has re-

opened under management of Ben-
jamin Green. The house has been
remodeled and redecorated and a new
front and triangular marquee added.

A beaded screen is among interior

improvements. Double bills will be
shown, with program changes twice
weekly.

to TrailersW
i i lor Kucinacc kl :** ;

Politicos Cool
Detroit—Election trailer business ha

1

dropped to near zero, Peter A. Simon,
manager of Simon's Film Service, re-

ported. Simon has specialized in this

work locally for several years, and had
a salesman on the road for this work
alone before the last election, but has

taken all salesmen off, because of poor
business.
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ENGLISH PRODUCTION

%
London (By Cable) — Paramount

will begin its English production in

six months, states Adolph Zukor,
who is here studying the quota sit-

uation. Plan calls for quality equal
to that of the company's Hollywood
studio, he stated.

Neth Plans 2nd Columbus
House to Cost $250,000

Columbus, O.—J. Real Neth, pres-

ident of the J. Real Neth Theater
Co., plans the construction of a new
$250,000 theater on the corner of

Gates and Parsons immediately on
the completion of his Markham,
which is expected to open within a

few weeks.
The house, which, although dis-

tinctly modern in design, will be
quite a departure from the Mark-
ham, and will have storerooms
downstairs and offices upstairs. The
seating capacity will be 1,600 with
balcony.

* Laying Down the Law *
Being the Best Remembered Exhibitor Experience of

Bert Kiern, Owner of the Happy Hour

Theater, New Orleans

As Told to FILM DAILY

IN 20 years or more of exhibiting it's hard to remember any

one experience that stands out. There are so many of them.

Two come to my mind right now, one having to do with what
used to be my deadly rival on the next corner during the nickel-

odeon days

Milwaukee Exhibs. Will

Discuss Zoning Schedule

Milwaukee, Wis. — Revival of a

zoning and clearance schedule will

be attempted at a city-wide exhib-

itors' meeting Oct. 4. Also to be
aired will be the matter of raising

admission prices and of dealing

with the Motion Picture Projection-

ists' Union, Local 164. The latter's

contract with houses in Milwaukee
County expires Nov. 1, and reports

have been that the union will seek

a lift in wages.

"Zola" to Open in 1 1 Key

Situations Over Weekend

I had sneaked over to see the vau-

deville he was running on Saturday
night. Those days we didn't have
trailers so the manager made his

announcements from the stage.

My rival, a gentleman of foreign

extraction who spoke /English to

prove it, got up on the stage. The
projectionist started things off

wrong by giving him a spotlight.

"No flush," he roared. "The feet-

lights."

When he got his footlights he
started in:

"Ladies and a-gentle. Tomorrow
we will have . .

." naming a non-
star picture. Silence greeted them.
"Monday, we wilhhave . . ." nam-

ing another non-star programmer.
"And on a Tuesday, we will have

Francis a-Bushman and Berly a-

Bayne. . .
."

Applause roared through the

house. He stopped and looked

thoughtful, then concluded:
"But if we no have crowds Sun-

day and Monday, Tuesday you no
see Francis a-Bushman and Berly
a-Bayne."

The other refers to the old cus-
tom of letting steady patrons in for
nothing after the last show was un-
der way. We cut it out years ago,
but recently slipped back into the
habit when a customer would come
after the box-office was closed. But
we had to cut it out again. We no-
ticed patrons hanging around wait-
ing for the box office to close and
then making out they wanted to buy
a ticket. It was the same way 20
years ago.

SEE ALLIED OKAYING

MPTOA'S PROGRAM

Rosenberg Named Prexy

of Northwest Film Club

Warners "The Life of Emile Zo-

la" will open "in 11 key situations

over the weekend for popular price

runs. The theaters where the film

is scheduled to open are:

Hollywood, Pottsville; Strand, Al-

toona; Strand, Albany; Ohio, Can-
ton; Chief, Colorado Springs; Main
Street, Kansas City; Stanley, Utica;

Victor, New Castle; Hippodrome,
Cleveland; Virginia, Charleston; and
the Smoot, Parkersburg.

Prices Up In Wakefield
Wakefield, R. I.—Stanzler Thea-

ters has raised admission scale at

its Community Theater here. Com-
pany will open the New State The-
ater in Peace Dale, R. I., Oct. 1.

House was taken over last spring
and has been extensively renovated
during summer.

- \)tto Kruger Recovering
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Otto Kruger is re-

covering from a severe attack of

bronchial pneumonia.

Seattle—The Northwest Film Club
has elected Al Rosenberg of the

Hamrick-Evergreen and Evergreen
State Theaters, as president, suc-

ceeding L. J. McGinley.

Neal East and Frederick Mercy,
Jr., are the new vice-presidents,

while the board of trustees includes

B. F. Shearer, Pete Higgins, Frank
Christy, Herndon Edmond, Roy
Peacock and Neal Walton.

A unanimous re-election was ac-

corded Ed Lamb in his position as
hard-working secretary and treas-

urer. Joe Cooper has been named
as chairman of the new entertain-

ment setup. Other members sup-
porting him on this entertainment
committee are L. J. McGinley, past
president, Frank Christy and Jean
Spear.

Gusdanovic Will Erect

7th House in Cleveland

Harvey Amusement Will

Add 3 in Northern Calif.

San Francisco—Another step in
the firm's current program of ex-
pansion is expected from Harvey
Amusement Co. shortly, with nego-
tiations virtually completed whereby
the local theater circuit takes over
three more houses in Northern Cali-
fornia. Formal signatures are ex-
pected this week on the $100,000
deal.

In association with Bruno Vec-
chiarelli, former operator of the
Sebastopol theater, Sebastopol, Har-
veys will operate the 500-seat
Avenal in Avenal and Liberty in
Coalinga now handled by Jack Part-
ridge. A second house in Coalinga,
the California, is also being ac-
quired. Both Coalinga houses seat
around 800, and may undergo minor
alterations.

(Continued from Page 1)

plan, which embraced local concilia-

tion boards, the MPTOA did not
"coerce anyone into accepting such
proposals by threats of lawsuits or

legislation and the proposals were
sponsored by an organization that

has repeatedly opposed government
regulation and interference," said

Kuykendall.

Referring to Allied's position in

connection with an act similar to

the Guffey law, Kuykendall said:

"It is difficult to explain why they
should oppose the voluntary adop-
tion of our proposals for practical

self-regulation of commercial prac-

tices, then advocate statutory regu-
lation of the same practices by the
government. Possibly some of the
Allied leaders have hopes of salaried

jobs on the proposed government
commission. The proposed qualifi-

cation that the commissioners shall

'have no continuing interest in the
business' may be significant.

"However, MPTOA welcomes the
support of Allied or any other ex-
hibitors to a definite practical plan
to regulate commercial abuses and
prevent injustices. We have always
been ready and willing to work with
any other branch of the industry or
faction of exhibitors sincerely inter-

ested in working out our problems.
They are urgent, important and of
vital consequence to our business.

"Some progress has been made by
our own efforts, but we are frankly
disappointed in not being able to get
better cooperation and to advance
our program further. Additional
support, if sincere, will help to get
results. And it should not be neces-
sary to place the whole industry un-
der rigid government regulation,
with its inevitable litigation, tax
burden, penalties and politics.

"That is the last resort, not the
first. Whether such a drastic meas-
ure is the only solution possible will
be decided by how determined the
producers and distributors are to
resist voluntary modifications in pol-
icy, to refuse cooperation in adjust-
ing exhibitor complaints and griev-
ances and to deny reasonable re-
quests for help in solving our trade
practice problems."

Cleveland, O. — Paul Gusdanovic,
with six theaters to his credit, an-
nounces that he will build a seventh
one at Miles Ave. and East 131st
St. Plans are now being prepared
by Paul Matzinger, Cleveland archi-

tect.

Gusdanovic said the theater will

have 2,000 seats and will be com-
pleted early next year, at a cost of
$140,000. Equipment and seating
will bring the total cost to $200,000.
Nicola Pavla has the contract.

Theater, Once Garage,

Opens as Class A House

Stockton, Cal.—The Ritz Theater
was opened here last week by Fox
West Coast, culminating an approx-
imately $100,000 construction job
which converted a former garage
and office building into a Class A
theater with a seating capacity of
some 1,200. Some additional $30,-
000 was spent on equipment.

Fox West Coast is associated with
Fred Wilhoit of Stockton in the
financing and operation of the house.

Edward White Joining

Rep. Coast Title Dept.

Edward White, with National
Screen Pre-Vues for some years in
its

_
sound trailer department, has

resigned to join Republic's main
title department at the Coast. He
was given a farewell luncheon yes-
terday at the Hotel Astor by his
associates. White leaves for Hol-
lywood today or tomorrow.

Adler House Bows In

Marshfield, Wis. — J. P. Adler's
New Adler, 800-seat house, opened
here yesterday.
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20TH-F0X SUIT VS.

S & G IS SETTLED

{Continued from Page 1)

different price allocation than an-
other group.

Springer-Cocalis claimed that
20th-Fox was entitled to collective
accounting on overages of six pic-

tures purchased in 1934 and was
owed $850.
A number of expert witnesses

were in court ready to testify for
20th-Fox including Gradwell Sears,
Jules Levy and John O'Connor.

Carpentier Leaves Ohio
ITO for Ind. ATO Berth

Columbus, 0.—W. C. Carpentier,
who recently resigned as field rep-
resentative for the Ohio ITO, has
accepted the post of business man-
ager for the Associated Theater
Owners of Indiana.

Carpentier also announced that
the association will hold its annual
convention in Indianapolis on Oct.
26, when new officers will be elected.

GN Pix for Shea Houses
Cleveland, 0.—William N. Shar-

tin, Grand National branch mana-
ger, announces he has closed a deal
with the Shea circuit to play the
1937-38 G. N. product in all Shea
houses in this territory. Shartin
also announced a 100 per cent deal
closed with LeMotto Smith for his
Coshocton theater.

Holdovers Rule In Cincy
Cincinnati—Holdovers rule here.

"The Prisoner of Zenda" has moved
into RKO Keith's for a second week.
Columbia's "Lost Horizon" moved
to RKO Lyric for a fourth week,
to be shifted to RKO Grand for a
fifth week. "Thin Ice" has been set
indefinitely into the Shubert.

St. Charles Going Dark
New Orleans — The St. Charles

Theater will close as a film house
tomorrow to be dark for a period
while the anonymous La-Charles
Corp. does some needed remodeling.

Storin In Springfield
Harry Storin, who formerly was

RKO manager at Providence, is run-
ning the Paramount at Springfield,
Mass.

DEATH RECORD

James J. LaHiff, Jr.

Portsmouth, R. I.—James J. La-
Hiff, Jr., 25, of Newport, nephew of
the late Billy LaHiff and cousin of
Nancy Carroll, was killed in an
auto crash here. He was at one
time employed at LaHiff's Tavern.

William F. Hunt
Elk City, Okla.—Funeral service

for William Franklin Hunt, pioneer
city theater owner, were held Satur-
day at the First Methodist-Baptist
Church.

EXPLOITETTES
New York Roxy Campaign
on "100 Men and a Girl"

BY four o'clock opening day at

the Roxy Theater, New York
City, all existing box-office rec-
ords were shattered by New
Universal's "100 Men and a
Girl."

A powerful exploitation cam-
paign was placed behind "100
Men and a Girl" by Morris Kinz-
ler of the Roxy, with the assist-

ance of the Universal Pictures
home office. Giant ad space was
taken in all the New York dail-

ies, and 24-sheets blazed the pic-

ture from key spots in town.
All transportation lines leading
in and out of the city, including
subways, "El's," suburban rail-

roads and ferries, carried 1- and
3-sheets. What was undoubt-
edly the largest welcome sign
put up in New York City for
the American' Legion was the
150 foot by 75 foot banner hung
by the Universal Pictures home
office on the Roxy Building,
reading: "100 Men and a Girl"
Welcome 1,000,000 Legion-
naires and Their Girls to the
Roxy. Huge tie-up ads were
placed in the newspapers by
leading New York department
stores, plugging the picture and
Deanna Durbin fashions. Stern
Bros, ran a full-page ad in the
New York Sun, with practically
the entire ad devoted to a pic-

ture of Deanna, a still from the
film, and copy hailing the pic-

ture. Two smash window dis-

plays on Deanna Durbin fash-
ions were featured by Stern's,
with panels of praise, huge cut-
out heads of Deanna, and pic-
ture stills. Other department
stores played up their Deanna
Durbin Fashion Departments in
connection with the Roxy's
showing.

Twenty thousand letters of
recommendation for the film
were sent out to principals and
teachers of schools throughout
the country by the Hays office.

Special letters playing up the
music appreciation angle were
mailed to all grammar and high
schools in New York City. The
employes of musical organiza-
tions in New York City were in-
vited to a special screening of
the film. Lux national tie-up ads
on Deanna Durbin broke in the
New York papers the day be-
fore opening. Florist shops and
music stores gave windows to
Deanna Durbin and Stokowski
displays. Life Magazine gave
the picture a two-page spread,
nominating it one of the year's
best films, which was framed
and used as a lobby display.
Local radio stations gave "100
Men and a Girl" fine boosts on
their news broadcasts.—Roxy, New York City.

Monogram's Extensive
"Atlantic Flight" Campaign
QUTSTANDING exploitation

is now under way for Mono-
gram's "Atlantic Flight" star-
ring Dick Merrill, under the su-
pervision of Louis S. Lifton, di-

rector of advertising and pub-
licity. Among many promo-
tions already in progress is the
essay contest being- sponsored
by Young America magazine
with a circulation of more than
a quarter of a million. The
initial contest announcement is

scheduled for the Oct. 15 issue of
the magazine. The entire back
page of Young America is be-
ing devoted to this announce-
ment, including rules, prizes
and subject. The contest will
run for four weeks.

Quaker Oats is planning a coast-
to-coast newspaper advertising
campaign centered around Mer-
rill. Beginning Oct. 3, a page
ad in color will appear in Amer-
ican Weekly. Following this ad,
another newspaper- ad featur-
ing the product and Merrill will
be carried in approximately 172
newspapers in the country. The
Bulova Watch Company is co-
operating by having blowups
and other displays available for
their 6,000 distributors. After
Merrill's Coronation flight,

Standard Oil Co. ran a page ad
in newspapers from coast to
coast. About 28,000 Esso deal-
ers are familiar with this cam-
paign and will cooperate with
exhibitors.

The Progress Corp., makers of
the Packard-Lektro-Shaver has
prepared a Merrill promotion
backed with newspaper adver-
tising and local dealer displays.
The Moviematic Camera outfit
has a supply of blowups and
window displays for local dealer
tieups.

Half a million voungsters,
members of the Junior Birdmen
of America under the sponsor-
ship of the Hearst chain of
newspapers will attend spe-
cial performances of "Atlantic
Flight" in seventeen cities.

Jeep, cartoon character in
King Feature's Popeye comic
strip, is also one of the many
tieups made with the film. Wal-
green and other chain stores sell

this famous toy. A Red Top
Solo Curler ad, plugging Paula
Stone and "Atlantic Flight" ap-
peared in the October issue of
Photoplay magazine. Other
magazine breaks include a plug
in Air Trails, a full page review
in Flying Aces, and a forthcom-
ing interview with Merrill in
Liberty. The two songs featured
in the picture are being plugged
over the air in special orches-
trations. —Monogram Pictures.

ROLAN QUITS 1 0F/{

FOR RKO EXEC. POST

(Continued from Page 1)

will work with General Sales Man-
ager Jules Levy and in promotion
matters with S. Barret McCormick,
advertising and publicity director.
Taking over Rolan's work on

"March of Time" will be Otis Swift,
of the staff of Fortune and Time,
William Gere, production manager
of "March of Time", and John Wood,
formerly in "March of Time's"
auditing department.
Formerly a newspaperman on the

Cleveland Plain Dealer, Rolan, now
prexy of AMPA, has the distinction
of being one of the few engineers
in the motion picture business field.

He is a graduate of the Case School,
Cleveland, and a member of Kappa
Sigma.
In addition to newspaper and film

work, Rolan's varied career includes
management of Cleveland's radio
station WHK, one of the pioneer
stations in the country, field obser-
vation for General Motors and a
seven year association with Bruce
Barton of Batten, Barton, Durstine
and Osborn.

Twin City Indies Resume
Buying of 1937-38 Films

Minneapolis—Twin city independ-
ents have resumed buying of prod-
uct for 1937-38, now satisfied that
distributors have generally aban-
doned their percentage demands in
this territory.

Andy Roy Named Prexy
Albany—Andy Roy, manager of

the Strand, was elected president of
Albany-Troy Warner Club at annual
election of officers. Delos Evens, con-
tact office, was chosen vice-president
in charge of entertainment; Sidney
Sommers, Lincoln, Troy, vice-pres-
ident in charge of membership;
Irene Goldsmith, s'ecretary; Leo
Drexler, chairman welfare commit-
tee. All members of the board of
directors were re-elected: M. A.
Silvers, C. A. Smakwitz, Max Fried-
man, J. P. Faughnan, Norman
Ayers.

All Nighters "Rush Gun"
Detroit — All-night theaters are

reported as "rushing the gun" lately
on opening hour for films. While
the agreement in effect is supposed
to restrict any opening of a new
film before 6 a.m., houses have made
a practice of running first showing
around midnight.

Gives Hurley a Theater
Cincinnati — Russel Lester has

opened the Hurley, first theater in
Hurley, W. Va. ^ -

i

Joseph Bernhard III

Joseph Bernhard, general manager of
Warner Bros. Circuit, has been confined
to his home by a severe cold dur-
ing the past few days.
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*> » THE FOREIGN FIELD * *
Germany Announces 130 Pix

Berlin — German film producers
expect to make 130 feature pictures
during the coming' season, accord-
ing to their schedules recently an-
nounced. In the field of shorts,

which have been neglected in Ger-
many since the advent of sound, 75

subjects are announced.

German Theater Building
Berlin—Since the order by the

Reich Film Chamber in September
1934, curtailing the building of new
theaters and the reopening of those
shut down without special approval,
in an effort to prevent overbuilding,
licenses have been given to 532 the-

aters with a combined seating ca-

pacity of 212,800. Of the theaters

licensed, 475 are already in opera-
tion.

French Admish Price Upped
Paris—Directors of French mo-

tion picture theaters recently agreed
to raise the price of admissions 10

per cent. New scales went into ef-

fect last week.

May Have Film Thea. at Expo.
Glasgow — A committee of the

forthcoming Empire Exhibition in

Bellahouston Park here next year
is considering the erection of a mo-
tion picture theater at the exposi-

tion. It is reported that the British

Post Office has offered to place sev-

Free Pix and Free Tea in Churches, Vicar's Idea
London ('By Cable)—Free film shows, washed down by free cups of tea, are among

the inducements which are to lure people back to the churches, according to the Reverend
F Moore, vicar of St. John's, Welling, Kent, who, in his September parish magazine,
announces that he has obtained a projector and sound equipment "capable
of giving professional results" in a hall seating 500 to 600 people. Performances will
begin at 8 p.m., half an hour after the close of the ordinary evening service. "Those
who are coming for the film service only can arrange to meet their pals there," he
proposes.

eral thousand pounds at the disposal
of the committee if it decides to
build the theater. Otherwise the
Post Office may erect its own cin-

ema to show its own films.

Buys Riverside Studios
London—Fred Bernhard, chief of

Union Cinemas, has taken over the
Riverside Studios at Hammersmith
in association with Leslie Hiscott,
film director, who have formed a
new company. Bernhard is manag-
ing director and Hiscott will direct
a number of productions. Besides
these two the board of directors

includes Brian Grayson, E. G. Tay-
lor, R. McKenzie, and Mrs. Eliza-
beth Hiscott.

To Film 2 with Japanese Star
Paris—Two motion pictures will

be produced here with the Japanese
star, Michiko Tanaka. Richard Os-
wald will produce the first, "Ty-
phoon", while Max Ophuls will make
"Shanghai Girl" with Miss Tanaka.

French Railway Films
Paris—The big railway lines of

France have spent $40,000 on sev-
eral films which are to be shown at
the Paris Exposition until it closes
in November. The films are: "Savez-
vous voyager?", "Vitesse, Confort,
1937", "Week-End" (animated draw-
ings in color), "Champagne", "Prov-
ence" and a documentary film deal-

ing with the construction and try-
outs of French locomotives.

Maria Pichler for M-G-M
Vienna — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

has signed the Young Viennese
singer, Maria Pichler, to appear in
a picture at its Culver City studios.

Pilbeam Film for Oct. Release
London — Director Alfred Hitch-

cock has completed final editing of
"The Girl Was Young," starring
Nova Pilbean in her first adult role.

Prints will be shipped to the U. S.

for October release. The film fea-
tures Derrick De Marney as Miss

Pilbeam's first romantic lead, Percy
Marmont, George Curzon and others.

ATP Planning 20 Films
London—Associated Talking Pic-

tures, Ltd., and its associated com-
panies, are planning 20 productions
for the coming season. Six to eight
of the pictures are expected to have
international release.

British Title Registration
London—Film titler registration,

announced by the producers' group
of the FBI, following the depar-
ture of Fay W. Allport of the Hays
Organization for New York, will
differ in three points from the title
registration set up by the MPPDA
in America: 1. Titles will lapse in
one year unless renewed; 2. Fees
are to be charged for the registra-
tion of titles; and 3. The organiza-
tion does not exercise any moral
supervision over the titles regis-
tered.

England Making 16 Films
London—Checkup of English stu-

dio activities shows 16 features now
in production. London Films leads
with six in work. Warners have
two under way at Teddington, and
two are before the cameras at Pine-
wood. One each are in work at
Worton Hall, Welwyn, Sound City,
Stoll, Gainsborough and Nettleford.

Warners Win 30-Day Delay

in Gielow $500,000 Action

Warner Bros, yesterday was
granted a motion in Federal Court
to postpone trial for 30 days of the

$500,000 :suit brought by Irving

Gielow, to allow interrogatories to

be taken on the coast from Robert
Montgomery and William Elfeldt.

Gielow claims that the Warner film

"Flirtation Walk" is a plagiarism

of his play "Give Me This Night"
and alternately titled "Flirtation

Walk" and that two songs in the

picture "I Can't Believe" and "Mr.
and Mrs. Is The Name," infringe

the music and lyrics of two songs

he wrote.
Warners istate that Montgomery

is familiar with the plot on which
"Flirtation Walk" is based and can
testify the story is no plagiarism,

and that Elfeldt, musical director of

"Flirtation Walk," can testify simi-

larly on the songs.

It's "2 Minutes to Play"
Royal Film Exchange release

opening at the Brooklyn Strand Oct.

7 is "Two Minutes to Play," not
"Two Men to Play" as stated.

T The Ultimate!

London (By Cable)—From the adver-
tising columns of a local theatrical

sheet:
"Dramatist desires to exchange the-

ater tickets for occasional film premiere

or trade shows. Write Box —".

Major Pictures Readying

Six Stories for Cameras

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Six scripts are being

readied to follow Mae West's
"Every Day's a Holiday" and the
next Bing Crosby musical at Major
Pictures. The Crosby vehicle, which
will feature, also, Beatrice Lillie, is

now being prepared by Jo Swerling
and Richard Connell from O'Henry's
"Badge of Policeman O'Roon" and
will go into production next week.
Frank Tuttle directing.

Pictures now being prepared are:
"Star of Sahara", an original by

Hazel Christine MacDonald. "Two
Weeks with Pay", an original by
Jesse Lasky, Jr., and Doris Malloy.
Tentatively set as a vehicle for John
Payne and Katherine Kane.
"Man in Evening Clothes", from

the French play by Andre Piccard
and Yves Mirand Screen play by
Dwight Taylor. Grant Richards as-
signed to play the leading role.

"Call Back Love", magazine ser-

ial by Rose Franken and William
Brown Meloney. Allan Rivkin pre-
paring screen play to feature 4-year-
old Kitty Clancy.

"Free Woman", an original by
Leonard Q. Ross, who is preparing
the screen play with Mary McCall,
Jr., for Stella Ardler. Miss Ardler's
first screen appearance is in Ma-
jor's "Love on Toast", soon to be
released.

"Eight Hours", by Quentin Rey-
nolds. To feature Mady Correll.

Theater Premium Business

Continues on the Upgrade

Detroit — Theater premium busi
ness continues on the upgrade, Louis
Berg, Metro premium manager, re-
ported yesterday. Latest Metro deals
cover following houses: A. Slen-
dak's Conant; Eddie Pascoe's Cam-
pau, Mitchell Victor's Astor, D. M.
Robbins's Echo, and William Kim-
mel's West End, all of Detroit, and
the Family Theater at Romulus.
George Jermain, who has been as-

sisting Berg in the territory, has
left for Chicago and will probably
be assigned to Texas territory.

Chicago—Indiana and Illinois The-
ater circuit reports the completion
of a 40-week sales drive using Pyrex
premiums at the Forsythe Theater
in East Chicago and the Capital the-
ater in Whiting.
Bank nights are still being used

in the Indiana houses, as the au-
thorities still consider them O. K.
for the "Hoosier" folks. The Hoo-
sier theater at Whiting has started
to use Wahoo, once a week.

Chicago—The Warner Circuit is

trying premium deals in several
nabe houses.

Defer Warner Meeting
Chicago — Warner Theaters' tri-

state meeting, scheduled at the
Blackstone Hotel, has been deferred
until Oct. 6.

'High, Wide and Handsome"
Running Ahead, Says Para.

Paramount's "High, Wide And
Handsome" in its first two out-of-
town popular price engagements is

running ahead of the receipts re-
ceived on "Artists And Models" and
"Double Or Nothing," the company
said yesterday.

In its first five days at the Para-
mount Theater in Newark, "High,
Wide And Handsome" grossed more
than "Double Or Nothing" and
equalled the figure set with "Artists
And Models." At the State Theater,
Portland, Maine, "High, Wide And
Handsome" in its first four days
beat both "Artists And Models" and
"Double Or Nothing."

Wometco Buying for Nassau
Miami, Fla.—Through a new man-

agerial deal, Wometco Theaters, Inc.
will now buy films for Nassau
houses. The theaters affected are
the Savoy, Montagu and Nassau.
All booking will be done in Miami.

Python Attacks Para. Engineer
Singapore (By cable)—Zoltan Kegl,

Para, film sound engineer, escaped with
only a slight injury to one arm when
attacked by a huge python in the
Mayalan jungle. After the serpent was
decapitated, it required 15 men to free
Kegl from its coils.
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Showmanship must not only "know what the public wants" but
furnish it. You know 4 out of 5 have said they want one feature

and variety. The Showmanship Shorts that can furnish in

three weeks such variety as this will help you do the rest in

the Showmanship Way.

IMOGENE
COCA

popular s!age mimic, brings

a bright new comedy per-

sonality to the screen in

"BASHFUL
BALLERINA"

JEFFERSON
MACHAMER

and his "Gags and Gals"

More beautiful models,

more gags, more laughs, in

SILLY NIGHT"

"THE TIMID
GHOST"

Fast and funny.. .a good

old belly- laugh-and-

squeal comedy, starring

CHARLES KEMPER
andEARLGILBERT

TIM and IRENI
lAntony) (Cleopatr<f

stir up a regular Roman

holiday of laughter in

"WILL YOU
STOP!"

"PRIVATE LIFE

OF THE

GANNETS"
Beautiful and spectacular

scenes of wild life. A

short you'll be proud to play

A TREASURE CHEST
Production

BIG APPLE"
with the Arthur Murray

"Shag" Dancers

"Come on and shine" wit

the short subject exploitatioj

"natural" of the season.
|

A SONG AND
COMEDYf HIT

Presented by

E. W HAMMONS

rVetriU.^A/J in II £ A l-IV 20th Centurv-Fox Film Corporation
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Columbia Set To Enter Legit Product* in N. Y.

DISTRIBS. TO ATTACK DALLAS CONSPIRACY FINDING

No General Price Rise in South Likely, Says Morgan
Average Tops of Between 35

and 40 Cents Seen as

High For Area
No general rise in admission

prices is likely in the South at the
present time as theaters are now
charging between 35 and 40 cents

top, which is considered high, ac-
cording to Oscar Morgan, Paramount
executive handling this area. An in-

crease, he pointed out yesterday in

New York, would run into the Fed-
(Continued on Page 9)

UNIVERSAL CHANGING

PERSONNEL IN H. 0.

Changes in Universal's home of-

fice personnel were reported as un-
der way last night.

Among those understood to be re-

signing or departing were Al Hirsh,
advertising manager, and George
Cochrane, in charge of Eastern film
tests. Changes will total approxi-
mately 20 when all are effective, it

was said.

Hirsh's duties, it was understood,
will be taken over by Louis Pol-
lock, who has been assistant adver-
tising manager.

Second GB Regional Meet
in Chicago on Saturday

Second of the series of important
regional meetings announced last

week by Arthur Lee, GB vice-presi-

dent, will be held Saturday at the
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago. Lee,
Clinton M. White, assistant general
manager, and Arthur Greenblatt,
eastern division manager, will leave
Nisy York tomorrow night for Chi-

(Continued on Page 9)

"Zola" Sets Phiily Record
Philadelphia—Warners' "Life of Emile

Zola," opening its popular priced en-
gagement at the Boyd Theater here yes-

terday, set a new house record chalking

up approximately 10,000 admissions,

management announced.

U. S. Newsreel Cameramen Strafed by Jap Planes
Shanghai (By Cable)—Three American newsreel cameramen and a U. S. newspaper

syndicate photographer escaped unscathed when two Japanese planes bombed and
machine-gunned the car in which they were riding with a Chinese officer to the front
in the North Station sector yesterday. Party comprised Eric Mayell, of Movietone
News; Arthur Menken of Paramount News, H. S. Wong of News of the Day and
Rudolfo Brandt of Newspaper Enterprise Association.

Sees Quota Production in England

Popularizing British Players Here

Quota picture production in Eng-
land on the part of American ma-
jor companies is bound to help pop-

ularize British players in the United

States, said Douglas MacLean, pro-
ducer, in New York yesterday, fol-

lowing his return from Europe.
American outfits will use English

casts to support their Hollywood
star importations, he pointed out,
and thus build them into box-office

personalities in this country.
MacLean has no definite plans for

the future, although he has received
a number of propositions. He will
remain in New York for several
weeks before going on the the Coast.

N. J. Anti-Duals Move Spreads to N. Y. and Md.

Nutley, N. J.—Anti-Movie Double
Feature League of America,
launched here by George H. Siegel
and William R. Clay as a first or-
ganized patron drive against duals,
looks like business, with chapters
taking shape in a dozen spots in
New Jersey, New York and Mary-
land.

In this area, more than 1,000 sig-

natures have been affixed to the

League's petitions, it is said. Among
the signers is Hamilton D. Cherry,
manager of this town's Franklin
Theater. Not only has Cherry
signed, but he's running trailers in-

viting patron reactions and has
placed petitions a,t the box-office
for use of those desiring to enroll.

Chapters have been formed at
University of Maryland and in

(Continued on Page 6)

Columbia To Produce Stage Shows

In New York With Doran in Charge

Schulter-Papand-F & M
Pooling Deal Nearly Set

St. Louis, Mo.—Announcement of
confirmation of the pooling deal be-

tween St. Louis Amusement Co.,

Fanchon and Marco affiliate, and
Bessie Schulter and Alex Papand
will be made by Harry C. Arthur at

New York within next few days, it

(Continued on Page 6)

Columbia's entrance into the legi-

timate theater producing field, long
rumored, is now to become an ac-
tuality, according to announcement
by the company yesterday. Com-
pany has set aside a budget for this

purpose, it was stated, and intends
to go into production soon.

D. A. Doran, in charge of its story
department, is expected to be in

charge. He has produced a number
of shows on Broadway.

Contention Will be Made in

Appeal from Lower Court

Decision
That the Government failed to

prove conspiracy on the part of ma-
jor distributors in its injunction ac-
tion against them and the Hoblit-
zelle circuit will be contended by de-
fense counsel in its appeal from de-
cision of the U. S. District Court at
Dallas finding for the plaintiff, it

was indicated yesterday.
Judge William H. Atwell, in his

opinion, declared that similarity of
provisions fixing admission prices of

(Continued on Page 9)

KUYKENDALLEXTENDS

COAST TRIP COVERAGE

President Ed Kuykendall of the
MPTOA yesterday revised and ex-
tended the itinerary of his western
trip to cover 12 key cities, leaving
his home at Columbus, Miss., Oct. 7.

Route now is as follows: New Or-
(Continucd on Page 6)

Report Settlement Near
in ITOA Anti-Trust Suit

ITOA anti-trust suit against
Amer. Tel. & Tel., Western Elec-
tric and Erpi is near settlement, it

was learned yesterday. The ITOA
charges are similar to those made
in the Fox Theaters suit againstAT&T and its two subsidiaries
on which a settlement has been
agreed upon that must, however, be
approved by the courts.

Low—Lower—Lowest
Feller entered the New York office

of a major company director of publicity

and advertising and asked for passes to

a current attraction, recalls Kelcey
Allen, and explained that he was the
movie critic of a newspaper in B

,

a nearby Connecticut city.

"What could be lower than a critic

on a B paper," said the director

of p. and d. scornfully.

"Well, we got an ex-critic," was the
reply.
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Loew's, Inc
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Paramount
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RKO
20th Century-Fox
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..
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Warner's 6s39
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Universal Picts
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843/4 843/4 843/4 — 2
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CURB MARKET
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13/4 1% 1% + V4
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WANTED TO RENT

1 Motion Picture Theaters in New

; Jersey, New York, and New England

'. States. Must be equipped to present

; a road show Motion Picture on week

to week basis.

ADDRESS GOLDEN ROCK, INC.

SUITE 1221, EDISON HOTEL

Circle 6-5000

West 47th St., Near B'way, New York

Coming and Going
ADOLPH ZUKOR sails from England Oct.

9 on the Normandie, arriving in New York
Oct. 14.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER leaves New York to-
day for the Coast.

CHARLES E. LEWIS leaves New York Mon-
day for Hollywood.

EDWARD CHURCHILL left New York last

night for the Coast.

JOE UNGER has returned to New York from
Baltimore and Philadelphia.

OSCAR MORGAN leaves New York today on
his return to Atlanta.

ARTHUR LEE, CLINTON M. WHITE and
ARTHUR GREENBLATT go to Chicago tomor-
row night.

NORTON V. RITCHEY sailed on the Beren-
garia yesterday.

GEORGE H. GIBSON of the J. E. Brulatour
Hollywood office has arrived in New York for

a brief visit.

VINA DELMAR is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

ROSETTA DUNCAN, having completed work
in several British films, has arrived in New
York on the Berengaria.

LOUIS B. MAYER arrives in New York from
Europe today on the Normandie, which also

brings HOWARD STRICKLING, SONJA HENIE,
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., RAMON NOVAR-
RO. FERNAND GRAVET and his wife, JEANNE
RENOUARD, actress; and DANIELLE DARRIEUX
and her husband, HENRI DECOIN, producer.

LOUIS ZOLK of Warner Brothers' Studios

has arrived in New York from Beverly Hills and
is stopping at the Ritz Tower.

ANNABELLA leaves England aboard the Nor-
mandie on Oct. 9 for New York en route

to Hollywood.

NAT LIEBESKIND, RKO Radio Argentine man-
ager, arrives today from Buenos Aires on the

SS. Northern Prince.

MARY GARDEN, operatic star; EZIO PINZA
and ELIZABETH RETHBERG, basso and soprano
respectively of the Metropolitan Opera; COLE
PORTER, composer; and JACK BUCHANAN,
English musical comedy star, also arrive from
Europe today on the Normandie.

DICK MERRILL, transatlantic flyer who re-

cently completed a film for Monogram, sails

on the Normandie for England tomorrow.

WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, and
MRS. PALEY arrive in New York today from
Europe on the Normandie.

ALEX SCHULMAN, who runs the Plaza and
Casino Theaters and the New Slipper night

club. New Orleans, is in New York.

LIONEL ROYCE, continental stage star, and
VIVIENNE BERNSTEIN, Austrian novelist, who
are to be married today, plan to leave New
York tomorrow for Hollywood.

MARK GOLDMAN, GB branch manager at

Pittsburgh, has returned there from New
York.

PAT CASEY, studio labor head, has re-

turned to the Coast.

WALTER VINCENT returns Friday from Rich-

mond.

ROY DISNEY returns today to Hollywood.

WILLIAM GOLDBERG has returned from a

Paris visit.

CHARLES K. FREEMAN, Universal director,

is in town.

SHAINDEL KALISH actress, is here from
Hollywood.

RUDY VALLEE leaves today by plane for

the Coast with a one-day stopover at Kansas

City.

PEGGY CONKLIN left by plane last night

for Hollywood.

KEN THOMPSON, executive secretary of the

Screen Actors' Guild, has arrived from Holly-

wood.

Bartholomew Enjoined;

Metro Contract Upheld

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Upholding the valid-

ity of Metro's contract, Judge Em-
mett Wilson granted a temporary
injunction restraining Freddie Bar-
tholomew from working for any
other studio. Writ will be effec-

tive until trial of the studio's_ de-

mand for a permanent injunction.

Films Left to A F of L

for "Time Being"—CIO

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—CIO "for the time
being" is leaving motion picture and
theatrical labor organization to the

A F of L, and indies, a spokesman
said yesterday.

175,000 See~"Zola" Here
"The Life of Emile Zola," which

began its eighth week on Broadway
yesterday has drawn nearly 175,000
persons to the Hollywood Theater
since it opened, the company said

yesterday. Seats already have been
sold in advance for November per-

formances, it was added.

Illinois Allied Meets
Chicago—Illinois Allied, original-

ly scheduled to convene here yes-
terday, will meet today.

$100,000 Claim Allowed

Against Fox Theaters

Claim of the Lexington Avenue
and 59th St. Corp. against Fox The-

aters has been allowed for $100,000,

it was disclosed yesterday with the

granting of a petition of Basil

O'Connor, counsel for the Fox The-

aters receiver, for $7,525 for ser-

vices and legal disbursements by

Federal Judge Martin T. Manton. The
allowance covers services from Jan.

1 to June 30, 1937. It was also re-

vealed that $29,492 was paid out by
Fox Theaters in its initial 5 per

cent dividend.

Universal in Product D<

With McNeil Naify Cir^ttit

Final papers will be signed today
in an important booking deal be-
tween Universal Pictures Co., Inc.

and the McNeil Naify Theaters of
San Francisco. The contract covers
62 situations. J. R. Grainger will

sign for Universal, with William
Heineman and Barney Rose sitting
in with him on the deal. Acting for
the theater circuit will be R. A.
McNeil and Mike Naify.

Pix Cost Army $400,000

as Majors Raise Prices

U. S. Army will pay close to $400,-
000 for film for its 77 post theaters
during the 1937-38 season, it was
learned yesterday. Major companies
have all raised their prices this sea-
son, it was said by Thomas H. Mar-
tell, manager of the New York di-

vision of the Army M. P. Theaters.
Contracts have been closed with all

the majors, Martell stated.

Essaness Circuit Weighs
Lower Admissions in Chi.

Chicago—The Essaness Circuit is

considering a reduction in admish
prices, it was announced yesterday
by Emil Stern, general manager.

Dix Film for Rialto

"It Happened in Hollywood," star-

ring Richard Dix, with Fay Wray
as leading woman, will open a New
York premiere engagement at the

Rialto Theater tomorrow.

WANTED!!
A Producing Executive

who is looking for

an Executive Assistant!

Having a colorful and established

background as an Executor in the

Picture, Theatrical and Radio fields,

with substantial recommendalions,

to warrant being such an aide.

Box No. 1022

1501 Broadway,

The Film Daily

New York City

AMERICAN
BRITISH

AND

FOREIGN
FILMS

0^'^

A SELLIMfik
ORGAN IZA 1! 4

for

PRODUCERS
and

DISTRI BUTORS

EDWARD L. KLEIN, Managing Director CABLES: UKUSAFILMS, LONDON



To Gladys George

as "Madame X"
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Hollywood Reporter: —"Triumph. Deeply moving performance.

Women will give it tribute of tears, assuring substantial box-office

Motion Picture Daily:—"In common with the commercially com-

parable 'Stella Dallas' and 'The Prisoner of Zenda,' 'Madame X'i

possesses rare quality of favorable familiarity. Expected to give grati-

fying account of itself at the box-office. Gladys George lifts herself

into cinema immortality."

joy H Film Daily

score at the B. O.

"Mother love drama filmed with telling effect M^\ jld

O "

Daily (Coast) Variety:—"Amazing the vitality, inexhaustible its ap-

peal. Its known power to stir compassion and admiration has keptj

it, and now makes it again, assured box-office. Gladys George's stel-

lar performance ranks with the best. A finely wrought screen play."|

Box -Office Magazine:— "Sure-fire magnet for the feminine trade.



JOAN C*^ r°RI
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Hollywood Reporter:—"M-G-M's 'Bride Wore Red' superb enter-

tainment. Crawford at best in absorbing drama. Even in a season

marked for its exceptional tide of excellent pictures, there must be

some which stand out as a little ahead of the rest. 'The Bride Wore

Red' is one of these, a picture in which all the elements—drama,

color, music, performance, direction and production—unite with a

splendid perfection to provide superior entertainment. Once more,

M-G-M has given to Joan Crawford and her superlative supporting

j
the full tide of its production powers and the result is certain

-office and new laurels for everyone concerned. There isn't a weak

spot in the cast. Joan Crawford offers one of her finest characteriza-

tions, with delicately shaded nuances which are a delight."

L>~./-C

Showmen's Trade Review:—"Latest Crawford picture an exploi-

tation bet for big business everywhere. Will please all classes of

audiences."

Preview Report to Circuit Heads from Stanley Brown, Manager West
Coast Theatre, Long Beach:—"It is the 'It Happened One Night' of
1937. Uproariously funny. Best these two stars ever appeared in."

Daily (Coast) Variety:—"Broadside of entertainment. Will have no
trouble cashing in all spots. A riotous holiday."

Motion Picture Daily:—"Furious fun. An attraction that will add
much to Fall programs. Assurance of profit."

Hollywood Reporter:—"A comedy hit to delight large audiences and
play profitably from top to bottom."

Showmen's Trade Review:—"Finest comedy of the year. Guaran-
teed laugh getter for any audience."

Film Daily:—"Romantic comedy packs heavy total of laughs and
box-office punch. William Powell and Myrna Loy have a field day."

Motion Picture Herald:—"One of the funniest and refreshing farces

that has come along in a long time. The crowd seemed to be of the

opinion that 'Double Wedding' was just the kind of a prescription the

doctor would have ordered.



JERSEY ANTI-DUALS

MOVE IS SPREADING

(Continued from Page 1)

Paterson, Clifton, Passaic, Newark,
Nutley, North Haledon, and Leonia,

N. J. Rockville Center, L. I., and
New York City. Move is under way
for a separate unit at Manhattan
College, Clay told The Film Daily
yesterday. The Motion Picture

Council For Brooklyn has endorsed

the movement and offered co-opera-

tion, he added.

As yet there has not been a sin-

gle objection to the duals abolition

proposal, Clay stated. As to sub-

stitution, sentiment is divided be-

tween vaudeville and shorts, with

the latter slightly in the lead. In

the matter of choice of favorites

among the shorts, Clay has found

the sports and educationals the most

popular.

League's sponsors are using news-

paper display copy locally. Here's

a sample:

"Suffering With Squirmitis?
". . . Then you are probably a

victim of the double feature menace
which is a severe strain upon the

anatomical and mental set-up of the

human system.
"Symptoms: Paralysis of the pos-

terior annex; collapsible knees, tired

thighs and spots before the eyes.

"Curative: Clip this adv. and mail

it to the 'Anti-Double Feature

League of America' 205 Franklin

Avenue, Nutley, N. J. This is a non-

dues paying, non-assessment levy-

ing, non-profit organization. You
assume no obligations by joining."

Resume Moskowitz Exam.

Examination of C. C. Moskowitz,

Loew's vice-president, in the ITOA
suit against Loew's over the four

day-three day split week, is expect-

ed to be resumed next week, it was
said yesterday by Melvin D. Albert,

of counsel for the ITOA.

New Noble House to Open
Oklahoma City—The new 400-seat

Pix theater here opens tomorrow.
T. B. Noble, Jr, operator of the State
theater, is owner.

birthday:

SEPTEMBER 30

George Bancroft
Ralph Forbes
Herman Starr

Norman Z. McLeod

• • • GUEST OF honor Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuar-
dia at a reception given by Director Louis De Rochemont
of March of Time yesterday afternoon in the Jade Room
of the Waldorf-Astoria the occasion was the preview
showing of the current issue of March of Time which fea-
tures the rise of the Mayor as a political figure other
guests were Special Prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey Police
Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine and members of the
Mayor's staff and New York City department heads it

seems Hizzoner has been turning himself into a thespian at odd
moments in the past month as he re-enacted at the Time
studio significant incidents in his career

• • • COCKTAIL PARTY for the press at the
Hotel Pierre tomorrow afternoon in honor of Danielle
Darrieux Universale new French star she is the
artiste who has scored so sensationally in the French film,
"Mayerling" Mile. Darrieux arrives on the Normandie to-
day she will be met by the French consul and the
Universal officials, R. H. Cochrane, J. Cheever Cowdin, and
Charles R. Rogers the latter came on especially from the
Coast to greet the new star

o • • THAT CARTOON in the current issue of The Low-
down United Artists' house organ a honey
labeled "A Modern Rip Van Winkle" shows an old guy with
a long beard coming home to Ma and the family one kid
asks Ma who the stranger is an Ma says: "Hush.
That must be your father. He left here to see a United Artists
picture a long time ago, but it looks like he got on the end of
the line again!"

9 • • ONE OF the exploiteers for United Artists pulled
a nifty stunt out Wilkes-Barre way in Pa in con-
nection with the showing of "Stella Dallas" at the Capitol there

Exploiteer Leo Pillot and Manager Al G. Cox arranged
to help the safe driving campaign by placing three-sheet
posters on the picture pasted right down on the high-
way at intersections, where motorists couldn't help reading 'em

the gag in the newspaper caption of a three-column
cut was that it was a means of promoting safe driving for
motorists who have a tendency to take their eyes off the road
to read the usual billboard signs

• • • THAT NEW dramatic crit of the World-Telly
Sidney B. Whipple is not exactly without critical experience

despite the fact that he has been a United Press reporter
for years earlier in his career he reviewed plays and
films for the Syracuse Herald later moving over to The
Journal in the same town as managing editor

• • • THOSE AMPA members get a break they
have been afforded a substantial discount at the MacLevy
Athletic Centers in the Pare Vendome and the Chanin building

as a result of the water carnival held last June for the
association Monty MacLevy, one of the old Ampians, is

head of this famous institution for indoor health sports. . .

• Eddie White of National Screen left yesterday morn with
his family for the Coast, where he will join the production staff
of Republic's studio so the gang threw him a fare-thee-
well luncheon at the Astor. . . • Bob Faber, also a National
Screener, leaves soon for the company's Coast studio, where
he will continue to make those famous Pre-Vues so essential to
every exhib
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KUYKENDALL EXTENBU

COAST TRIP COVERAGE

(Continued from Page 1)

leans, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City,

Denver, Omaha, Kansas City, Okla-
homa City, Dallas and Memphis,
where he is scheduled to arrive

about Nov. 10.

Kuykendall will confer with ex-
hibitor leaders to get their reac-
tions to the association's 10-point

trade practice program.

Schulter-Papand-F & M
Pooling Deal Nearly Set

(Continued from Page 1)

is understood. A few minor details

are still to be worked out. Houses
involved are the Granada, Kings-
land, Shaw and Maplewood of St.

Louis Amusement fleet and the Ava-
lon, Roxy, Whiteway and Powhat-
tan, now under Schulter and Papand
control.

De Ruelle With Dave Loew
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— David L. Loew has

signed Emile De Ruelle as produc-
tion manager for his organization.
De Ruelle will function on the next
two Joe E. Brown pictures to be
produced by Loew for Columbia re-

lease.

DEATH RECORD

« « « » » »

Charles Werner

St. Louis, Mo.—Funeral services
were held Sept. 26 for Charles Wer-
ner, 74, who, for many years prior

to his retirement in 1925, was con-
nected with the distribution end of

the industry here. At one time he
was branch manager for the Metro
Pictures Corp.. Werner is survived
by his widow, two daughters, Mrs.
Bessie Markham and Mrs. Birdie

Eskeles, and two brothers, Sam of

Los Angeles and Abe Werner of

Philadelphia.

Harry Levey

Denver — Funeral services were
held here for Harry Levey, former
Salt Lake City film salesman and
branch manager, who died of a
heart ailment in Los Angeles. He
had gone there on a visit.

Louis Weil

Kansas City, Mo.—Louis Weil, 82,

a former owner of the Broadmour
Theater here, and the Royal Theater
in Sioux City, Iowa, died Sept.^??
at his home. Weil is survived
son, Leon Weil. Interment will

at St. Joseph.

Paul McGrane

Buffalo — Paul McGrane, young
and only son of J. L. McGrane of
the Orpheum and Central Park the-

aters, is dead after a short illness.
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Produced in 20th 's big-picture tradition

. . . in every way worthy of your No. 1 star!

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE
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GLORIOUS THAN YOU HAVE EVER KNOWN

LL the warmth, tenderness and beauty

^ of this story loved the world over . . .

with the Shirley who revealed a new and

deeper appeal in "Wee Willie Winkie". . .

now touching the full depths of your heart

in the picture you'll always remember herfor

!

TEMPLE
in

HEIDI
JEAN HERSHOLT

ARTHUR and HELEN
TREACHER • WESTLEY
PAULINE MOORE • THOMAS BECK
MARY NASH • SIDNEY BLACKMER
MADY CHRISTIANS • SIG RUMANN

Directed by ALLAN DWAN
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

From the famous story by Johanna Spyri. Screen play

by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson. Song "In Our

Little Wooden Shoes" by Lew Pollack and Sidney D.

Mitchell. Dances staged by Sammy Lee.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK in Charge of Production
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ICE RISE IN SOUTH

IS HELD UNLIKELY

{Continued from Page 1)

eral tax on admissions which begins

at 41 cents.

Average house in small situations

are getting 25 cents top, stated Mor-
gan. He leaves today on his return

to Atlanta, where he headquarters.

Mono. Sets Golden Drive

Eddie Golden Sales Drive, will

soon get under way at Monogram,
with awards totaling $9,000 being
awarded to quota-filling exchanges.
Monogram will donate $4500 with
each office contributing specified pro-

portionate amounts whose total will

also reach $4500. Subsequently, the
offices which reach their quotas will

receive from Monogram, as an
award, an equivalent to the sum
they contribute to the pool.

Franconi Gets Interest
W. Ray Johnston, president of

Monogram Pictures, announces that
John L. Franconi has acquired a
half-interest in the Monogram fran-
chise with Ed Blumenthal, for the

Texas territory to be served out of

Dallas. J. Reg Wilson has been
transferred from Boston to Dallas
to supersede Franconi on Oct. 2.

Para. Bowlers to Start
Annual bowling tournament

among members of the Paramount
Pep Club gets under way at the
Capitol Alley next Monday. More
than 10 teams of 5 men each are
entered in this year's set of games.

SICK REPORT

Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
foreign department executive, yes-
terday was reported as in "fine con-
dition," following a mastoid opera-
tion at the Manhattan Hospital.

A "JUW bom "Msft

By RALPH WILK

New Orleans — George Harrell,
salesman for Republic, has been
confined to Touro Infirmary here
with a serious cold.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert Lively, writer

for Grand National, broke his foot

while getting out of his bath tub
and is confined to his bed for a few
days. However, he will continue his

work on "Honolulu Honeymoon,"
with his wife and writing partner,

Betty Laidlaw.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Indisposition of

Gladys Swarthout, yesterday, de-
Rved the scheduled start of produc-

i of "The Yellow Nightingale"
Paramount.

San Francisco—D. J. McNirney,
branch manager for United Artists

here, is suffering a strepticocci in-

fection of the throat and will be
away from the exchange for some
time.

HOLLYWOOD
JOHN MILJAN, who recently re-

J turned from a six months' tour
of Europe and who is now playing a
featured role at M-G-M in "The
Four Marys," has turned down a
chance 'for adventure that would be
relished by most men. Miljan spent
considerable time in Belgium and
was formally received by the may-
ors of Brussels and Ostend. His
visit was widely publicized by the
Belgian press and he made numer-
ous public appearances at large for-
mal gatherings.

As a result he received recently
an offer from Cinema de Belgique
to star in a government subsidized
picture to be made in the Belgian
colonies, including the Belgian Con-
go. Miljan's role would be that of
an adventurer and the picture is

intended to inspire world-wide in-

terest in Belgian colonies. Miljan
cabled his regrets.

Options on the continued services
of Leo Patrick, Diana Gibson and
Cynthia Westlake have been exer-
cised by S. J. Briskin, vice-presi-
dent in charge of production at

RKO Radio.

T T T
William Lundigan, the ex-radio

announcer from Syracuse, N. Y.
who is under contract to Universal
as an actor, has retired gracefully
from "Prescription For Romance"
now in production at Universal City.

He was to have played the role

of Dr. Paul Azarny, but when he
showed up for the first rehearsal,
Director Sylvan Simon realized that
he was too young-looking to play
this Budapest doctor. Even a hur-
ried makeup with whiskers added
no age, so Gregory Gaye was sub-
stituted in the role.

T T
Yuma Marriages: Leighton K.

Brill and Jean Ashton; Van Faust
and Doris Carlile.

Second GB Regional Meet
in Chicago on Saturday

(Continued from Page 1)

cago to confer with sales represen-
tatives from GB's middle-west
branches. Lee will take with him
prints of "Dr. Syn" and "Non-Stop
New York," which will be screened
for the GB men and around which
the day's discussion will revolve.

In addition to home office execu-
tives attending, there will be A. H.
Fischer and Max Mazur, Chicago;
Harlan Starr, Detroit; Herman
Booth, Cincinnati; Fred Wagoner,
Indianapolis; Al Kent, St. Louis;
Bill Marshall, Milwaukee; Fred
Abelson, Minneapolis; Bob Selig,

Denver; Douglas Desch, Kansas
City.
Following the meeting Clinton

White will leave Chicago for Des
Moines and Arthur Greenblatt for
Cincinnati.

DeMordaunt, Smith Named
Intermountain Directors

Salt Lake City—Election of Paul
DeMordaunt, Blackfoot, Ida., and
George Smith of Magna, to mem-
bership on the board of directors

of the Intermountain Theater Own-
ers Association is announced by
John Rugar, Park City, president.

Silverberg Admitted
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Herbert T. Silver-

berg, Buffalo, N. Y., attorney long
associated with picture interests,

last week was admitted to the Cali-

fornia bar by the State Supreme
Court meeting in San Francisco.
The court made a special concession
to Silverberg in admitting him at

this time, since the court is not in

session. Silverberg left for New
York via Kansas City. He expects
to locate in California.

Three Carriers' Permits

Cancelled by Utah P.S.C.

Salt Lake City—Operating rights
of three motor carriers were can-
celed by the Utah public service
commission recently because of their
failure to keep on file the insurance
required by law.
Those affected are: James E.

Maughn, operating between Salt
Lake City, Ogden and Logan; Frank
and I. Canoso, operating as a com-
mon carrier between Salt Lake City
and Kemmerer, Wyo., and Inland
Pacific Stages, operating as an in-

terstate carrier on U. S. highways
Nos. 50 and 91.

Cushman Openings Set

Lincoln, Neb. — Vaudeville open-
ings announced for Oct. 15 by the
Wilbur Cushman circuit include
Nashville, Tenn.; Wheeling, W. Va.;
New Orlean, La.; Winnipeg, Can.;
Portland, Ore., all on full week ba-
sis. Circuit will catch on here, it's

understood, about Oct. 20, in the
Orpheum.

Chi. Pix Bowling League
Chicago—Bowlers among the film

trade boys and the leading theater
circuits will have their chance this

fall and winter, as a film league is

being organized.

DISTRIBS. TO ATTACK

THE DALLAS FINDING

McManus, Time's Critic

John T. McManus, who recently
quit the N. Y. Times film depart-
ment to join the Warner Bros, pub-
licity staff, has resigned to take the
post of film critic for Time Magaz-

Lightman Takes Over 13

M. A. Lightman of Malco circuit

has formally taken over 13 Warner
houses in Kentucky under a deal
which was recently closed.

(Continued from Page 1)

subsequent run houses in opposition

to Interstate and Texas Consolidated
and banning playing of pictures on
dual bills evidenced an agreement
among the majors.

Distributors will also attack the
court's finding that they could not
legally make contracts which im-
paired the freedom of contracts

made by a third person. They will

point out that they have this right

as much as the privilege of directly

regulating conditions under which
their pictures are played, as estab-
lished by various court decisions.

Rogers Oklahoma Memorial

May Become Star's Tomb

Oklahoma City—The body of the
late Will Rogers may be buried in

his native Oklahoma if a suitable
memorial can be selected, according
to Maj. Gen. Roy Hoffman, chair-
man of the memorial commission.

"Mrs. Rogers is willing and anx-
ious to have his body brought from
California in the event Oklahoma
provides a suitable memorial, simple
and unpretentious, something plain
like the life her husband lived",

states Hoffman.
Hoffman has received a deed from

Mrs. Rogers to a 20-acre tract at
Claremore. The state legislature
appropriated $200,000 for building
the memorial and private contribu-
tions may swell the total to $500,-
000.

Warner Circuit Tri-State

Meet in Chicago Next Week

Chicago — Warner Circuit execu-
tives and managers from Illinois,

Wisconsin and Indiana will convene
at the Blackstone here next Wed-
nesday for a conference on operat-
ing policies. James Coston, zone
manager, and Charles Ryan, assis-
tant, are setting the program.

Roxy Keeps "100 Men"
For the fourteenth time in its

10-year history, the Roxy Theater
will hold over a picture for three
weeks. It's "100 Men and a Girl,"
which will start its third week to-

WEDDING BELLS

Lionel Royce, continental stage
star, under contract to M-G-M, will

marry Vivienne Bernstein, Aus-
trian journalist and short story
writer, at the City Hall today

—

they will leave for Hollywood to-
morrow.

Chicago — Wedding bells rang
here for Lou Kuttnauer of the Mid-
west Theater Supply Co. and Miss
Cecille Barr of the Warner staff.
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"Danger—Love at

Work"
with Ann Sothern, Jack Haley, Mary Boland.

Edward Everett Horton

20th-Fox 84 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

NONSENSICAL COMEDY OF FAMILY

OF ECCENTRICS SHOULD DELIGHT

AUDIENCES.

A family of eccentric beings ranging from

the mild to the screw ball types makes

this a comedy which should prove very

enjoyable, especially to audiences that go

for these nonsensical affairs. It seems

as though money makes people go nuts and

this family has a lot of money. The father,

Etienne Girardot, and the mother, Mary

Boland, are "teched in the head,
1
' and the

son, John Carradine, is a painter who has

gone a step beyond surrealism, the daugh-

ter Ann Sothern, is just more or less ir-

responsible, a young son, Bennie Bartlett,

makes a pest of himself with h.s great

knowledge for he is a genius. There is

an uncle, Maurice Cass, who lives the lite

of Tarzan a couple of old-maid aunts also

balmy as is a brother, Walter Catlett, and

besides them, a would be son-in-law, Ed-

ward Everett Horton, is the writer of a

course on being masterful. It becomes

Jack Haley's job to get each member of

the family to sign a paper which will close

a business deal, and it is not till Ann

Sothern takes an amorous interest in him

that the job is accomplished. Then the

wise guy, Horton, messes up the romance

and it is by means of the shot gun wedding

that Ann gets her man. Otto Preminger

did a fine job on direction by holding to-

gether a plot which could so easily have

gone astray. Under his guidance the cast

conveys the wild spirit of the piece, and

Ann Sothern and Jack Haley do some of

their best acting yet. James Edward Grant

authored the piece, and he, with Ben

Markson, wrote the screenplay. The dia-

logue gets a lot of laughs and is most ap-

propriate to the persons involved, and the

plot lines keep one interested. Harold

Wilson, as associate producer, supervised

the piece with masterful understanding and

he has outfitted the production in a very

classy manner.

Cast: Ann Sothern, Jack Haley, Mary

Boland, Edward Everett Horton, John Car-

radine, Walter Catlett, Bennie Bartlett,

Maurice Cass, Alan Dinehart, Etienne Girar-

dot, E. E. Clive, Margaret McWade, Mar-

garet Seddon, Elisha Cook, Jr., Hilda

Vaughn, Charles Coleman, George Chand-

ler, Spencer Charters, Hal K. Dawson, Stan-

ley Fields, Paul Hurst, Claude Allister,

Jonathan Hale, Charles Lane, Paul Stan-

ton.

Associate Producer, Harold Wilson; Di-

rector, Otto L. Preminger; Author, James

Edward Grant; Screenplay, James Edward

Grant and Ben Markson; Cameraman, Virgil

Miller, ASC; Art Director, Duncan Cramer;

Editor, Jack Murray; Recording Engineers,

Joseph Aiken, Roger Heman; Musical Direc-

tor, David Buttolph; Song, "Danger—Love at

Work" by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel.

Direction, Fine. Photography, Very Good.

a
Fourth for "Lower Depths"
"The Lower Depths" will continue

0* for a fourth week at the 55th St.

Playhouse starting tomorrow.

'Idol of the Crowds" "The Game That Kills'
with John Wayne, Sheila Bromley, Hal Nei-

man, Clem Bevans

Universal 60 mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
HOCKEY STORY HAS NEAT LITTLE

ROMANCE AND GOOD COMEDY ANGLES.
John Wavne appears in another athletic

role—a hockey star—and gives a pleasing

performance. Sheila Bromley is the love

interest opoosite him, while Hal Neiman
and Clem Bevans do a good job of fur-

nishing the comedy. Arthur Lubin's di-

recting is first-class. George Waggner wrote
the original and collaborated with Harold
Buckley on the screenplay. Trem Carr sup-
plied a good production and Paul Malvern
rates credit as associate producer. Wayne,
a farmer boy, is signed by the New York
Bears and puts new life into the team.
Charles Brokaw, a New York gambler,
wagers $200,000 that the Detroit Maroons
will beat the Bears for the Stanley cup.
He uses Sheila to influence Wayne and
offers him a $5,000 bribe. Wayne refuses
indignantly and is threatened by Brokaw's
henchman. George Lloyd. Lloyd wrecks a

taxi, which he believes is carrying Wavne
but young Billy Burrud, Wayne's friend, is

the only passenger. He is seriously injured
and an operation is ordered. Wavne re-
mains with him until the surgery is finished.

He reaches the game for the last few min-
utes and scores the winning point. He for-

gives Sheila and all ends well.

Cast: John Wayne, Sheila Bromley,
Charles Brokaw, Billy Burrud, Jane Johns
Huntley Gordon, Frank Otto. Russell Hop-
ton. Virginia Brissac. George Lloyd, Hal
Neiman. Clem Bevans. Wayne Castle, Eloyd
Ford, Lee Ford.

Producer, Trem Carr; Director, Arthur
Lubin; Original Story, George Waggner;
Screenplay, George Waggner and Harold
Buckley; Film Editor, Charles Craft; Cam-
eraman, Harrv Neumann

Direction, First Class Photography, Good.

SHORTS
Stranger Than Fiction

(Number 41)
Universal 9 1/3 m jns .

Well-Rounded Short

_
Footage of this versatile chapter

includes the paradoxes of nature
which exist at East Lake, Ore. Here
wood occurs which is too heavy to
float, and stone that is too light to
sink in water. Following this in-
itial shot, the camera records a
woman boilermaker in Roxana,
Okla.; pigeons that have invaded
and nested in a New York City
apartment; an ice cream eating pet
squirrel of Toledo, O.; the more
than seven feet tall farmer who
prefers the soil to a spot in a cir-
cus; and the ingenious manner in
which earth is frozen artificially to
prevent landslides during the cur-
rent building of Grand Coulee Dam,
Wash. Concluding subjects are: a
citizen of White Sulphur Spas,
W. Va., who is annually granted an
auto license plate with a single
digit; a pair of water shoes invented
by an Austrian; and a lion at El
Monte, Cal., who is trained on af-
fection. A well-rounded short.

with Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth, John

Gallaudet

Columbia 56 mins.

MILDLY ENTERTAINING MELLER WITH
PROFESSIONAL HOCKEY AS ITS STORY
BACKGROUND.

This programmer which takes the robust

game of hockey and weaves around it a

story that is partially a romance and par-

tially a tale of racketeering, is just fair.

Quite paradoxically it is neither the love

nor gangster motif that fails to stand up,

but the portrayal of hockey. With all the

opportunities which present themselves for

shooting this athletic activity as it flashes

in numerous arenas of the land, it is a

point of regret that the scenes filmed smack
so unmistakably of the theatrical rather

than the natural. Consequently, not only

is color sacrificed,—the color of roaring,

excited crowds,—but the footage can hard-

ly be said to be a tribute to the game's
popularity, since repeatedly there are long

shots taken of the arena with a massive

fabric backdrop substituting for massed hu-

manity, and with a sprinkling of fans in

evidence. Charles Quigley does a nice job

as the youth who joins the team on which
his brother formerly played. Suspecting
that the latter met death in more than an

accidental fashion, Quigley, under an as-

sumed name, signs up to get at the bottom
of the matter. The outfit, he finds, is

owned by a crooked gambler who fixes his

players. Rita Hayworth plays the part of

the daughter of the team's coach, J. Far-

rell MacDonald, and is a pleasing figure.

A mutual love springs up between her and
Quigley. At the finale he brings the shady
gambler to justice, avenges the death of

his own brother and wins the attractive

Miss Hayworth. Cast does exceedingly
well with the material. Direction and pho-
tography are up to snuff. Film is best
suited to action pix patrons who are willing

to overlook the manner in which big time
pro hockey is served up.

Cast: Charles Quigley, Rita Hayworth,
John Gallaudet, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ar-
thur Loft, John Tyrrel, Paul Fix, Max Hoff-
man, Jr., Dick Wessel.

Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author, J.

Benton Cheney; Screenplay, Grace Neville,

Fred Niblo, Jr.; Cameraman, Benjamin
Klein; Editor, James Sweeney.

Direction, Okay Photography, Good.

Stranger Than Fiction

(Number 42)
Universal 9 1/3 m ins .

Good Human Interest Reel
Six unusual subjects are present-

ed in this engaging reel, which, like
predecessors of the series, special-
izes in unique, human interest ma-
terial. The Cazalis subaquatic
school, a feature of -the Paris Inter-
national Exposition, is shown, with
human beings carrying on realistic
office scenes under 12 feet of water.
A natural mountain of black glass
at Bend, Oregon; a Gainesville, Ga..
citizen who cuts his own hair via
strategically arranged mirrors

;

Clarence Thorpe, an artist of Wich-
ita, Kan., who draws equally well
with hand or foot, and the harness-
ing of the tide at Mount Pleasant,
S. C, to supply electric power to

the surrounding farm lands lead up
to the climax scene which discloses
two New York girls who inherited
their father's pipe manufacturing
business and carry it on with high
skill.

"Teddy Bergman's Bar-B-Q"
(A Mentone Production)

Universal 19 mins.
Lively Vaude Two-Reeler

A considerable degree of solid en-
tertainment pervades this two-reel-
er, the highlights of which af
Teddy Bei'gman's characteriza' ions
and dialects; Carl Freed and His
Harmonica Lads, and Mae MeKim
and her Three Boy Friends. Floria
Vestoff, Gloria Grafton, Cliff "Shar-
lie" Hall and Jeannie Parrillo also
add lustre to the goings-on. Berg-
man is a restaurant owner whose
business is pretty slow, but he hopes
to sell the eatery to an expected
caller. In the interim Carl Freed
and His Harmonica Lads make the
most of their opportunity to dine
sans cash, and stuff themselves full

and face the consequences, which
happens to be proprietor Bergman's
wrath. The latter makes the mu-
sical boys "work out" their board.
A floor show is staged. But at the
finale the expected buyer fails to

purchase the restaurant for the very
simple reason that tiny Jeannie Par-
rillo puts gasoline in the soup, and
the joint blows up.

"Ostrich Feathers"

(A Meany, Miny, Moe Cartoon

.

Universal IVi mi
Packs Good Humor

Children and those of large

growth will like this chapter in th

.

monkey-shine existence of Meany,
Miny and Moe. The trio go ex-

peditioning in Australia to collect

ostrich feathers. The principal an-

tics are cut up by bespectacled Moe
who innocently sits atop an ostrich

egg and hatches out a gangling,
long-necked bird. Ma Ostrich re-

turns to find Moe climbing out of

the inner sanctum of the shell, and
despite his appearance's departure
from that of the young one she ex-

pected, she loves him nevertheless.

But Pa Ostrich arrives on the scene

and is far from tacit re the new ar-

rival. Just at an inopportune mo-
ment, the infant bird puts in an ap-

pearance, and things are decidedly

uncomfortable for poor, posing Moe.

Ritter on P. A. Tour
Louisville, Ky.—Tex Ritter, Grand

National singing cowboy star, opens

a p. a. tour tomorrow at the Savoy
Theater. With him are Snub ^k
lard, comedian; Augie Gomez, ^^m
thrower, and an Indian squ^.
named Darling Whitecloud. From
Louisville Ritter goes to Detroit,

and returns to the Coast about Oct.

20 to begin work on his picture,

"Rolling Plains," his next for Grand

National.
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